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the late P1·0/essor of Theor!J mid Practice of Medicine in the Cniversity of
Pennsylvania.

Watson's Practice of Physic, in my opinion, is among the most comprehensive
works on the subject extant, replete with curious and important matter, and written
with f!:rcat pcr:spicuity and felicity of manner. As calculated to do ruuch good, I
conlially recommend it to that portion of tbc profession in this country who may be
iufiuenccd by my judgment.

N. ClIAP)!AN, M. D.
SlptcmLer 27th, 1844.
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PREF ACE BY THE EDITOR.
b the edition of which the present volume is a reprint, the lectures
of Dr. "\Vatson have undergone n. thorough revision, and whatever of

value recent research bas added to our stock of knowledge in the various
departments of medical science has been carefully incorporated in them.
The lectures on fever especially h:wc been greatly enlarged and impro,·cd: the positive distinctions that have been insisted upon by
eminent pathologists between typhus and typhoid fevers, are recognized
as being founded in truth. The extent of these additions is shown by
the fact, that notwithstanding a very considerable enlargement in the
size of the page, the work bas been increased by about two hundred
pages.

The very full and accurate exposition of the present state of patliology and therapeutics, in reference to the diseases embraced in
these lectures, has rendered it unnecessary to augment materially the
size of the work by frequent or extensive additions. In regard to a
few of the forms of disease more particularly interesting to the Americau
l'hysician, the account given by the Author will be found some,,,bat
defoctive, while he has omitted to notice one or two atfoctions endemic
to the United States. It is to remedy these deficiencies that the Editor,
in preparing the present edition, has mainly directed his attention.
The intrinsic merits of Dr. Watson's Lectures are sufficient to ensure

for tJ1cm a favourable reception. For comprehensiveness of matter, accuracy of detail, candour in the discussion of those questions upon which
a ditforcncc of opinion exists among physicians, and pcr~picuity and

felicity in the manner of presenting the several subjects embraced in
tliem, they stand unrivalled. If by the additions he has introduced, tl1e
Etlitor has succeeded in increasing the value of this edition in any slight
degree, he will he amply repaid for his labour.
Tile few illustrations introduced by the Author have been considerably
a<ltlcd to, from a con,·iction that, in this manner, the interest of the
otudcnt in the descriptions given in the text will be enhanced.
The Editor's additions arc enclosed in brackets [ ].
P!lILADELPIIIA,

July, 1858.
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ADVERTISEMENT
TIIE J<'OURTII LONDON EDITION.

TnAT these Lectures ha>e remained for three years "out of print"
has been caused by the necessity for their reYision, and by the Author's
want of leisure for revising them.

Anxious as he has been to make them less undeserving of the favour
which they have hitherto met with, he bas still, in excuse of their many
imperfections, to plead unceasing demands upon bis whole time,
strength, and thoughts, by the more imperative obligations of his professional life.
September, 1857.

ADVERTISEMEKT
TIIE FIRST LOKDON EDITION.

TIIE following Lectures "·ere put together, with unavoidable haste,
during the Medical Session of 1836-37, in whieh they were first delivere<l. They "·ere repeated, with slight variations, for four succcsstrn
years; the Author always meditating, but never finding iimc to accomplish, their thorough reconstruction and rm·ision. They were nfterwarcl:s
printed, to fulfil a ra•h promise, in the pages of the Medical Gazette: an<l
they are now published, in a collected form, at the request formally conveyed to him in writing, of many who had heard or read them, including several of bis Colleagues at King's College.
Writing for mere beginners, and without any thought of future publication, the Author took no pains to note authorities as he went along.
Ile may often therefore have used, without acknowledgments, not only
the facts and reasonings, but sometimes, perhaps, tho very words of
others. Tliis omission be regrets, but is now unable to supply. Neither
has he leisure to correct, if that were desirable, the colloquial an<l familiar style in "·hich the Lectures were originally composed.

Shoultl they attract the notice of any who arc no longer in statu pupillm·i, he would request such readers to bear in mind for whom these
le>sons were intcn<lcd. They do not profess to present a formal and
complete treatise on the Practice of Physic, much less to exhaust the
various suhjccts upon which they touch. liis chief hope is that they
may pro\·e useful as a text book for Students.
As they were passing through the press, such aclditions and alterations
bm·e been introtluccd as the Author would have made, 11ad he continued
to delirer the Lectures orally.
CAVEXDISII
September, 1843.
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LECTURES
PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF PHYSIC.

INTRODUCTORY LE CTURE.
GENTLEMEN,

I N approaching any new course of systematic inqu iry, there are certain points con cerniuJ! which the inquirer should always be careful to satisfy himself. Ile should
comprehend, distinctly, what it is that he proposes to learn;. its subject matter, and
its objects. He should consider whether he is about to adopt the most easy, direct,
and effectual means for obtaining hi s purpose; and whether he is qualified, by the
posses~iou of the requisite preliminary in formation, for pursuing his inquiries with
intelligence and profit. To these points, and to some others, as they arc connected
with the duties which have been entrusted to me in this College, l wish briefly to
direct your attention on the present occasion . It will be rny endeavor to furnish you,
at the outset, with clear notions of the nature and the ends of that branch of study
upon which you are now about to enter; to explain why it is taught, and how for it
may be taught, by oral discourses; to point out to yo u what may reasonably be expected from me, and what, to render my attempts prosperous, will be required on
your parts. Something also it is expedient that you should know beforehand respecting the general order and arrangement of the course: and a short explanatory
comment upon some of the terms that we shall constantly be employing, will clear the
way for the succeeding lectures, which forming, more strictly than the present, a part
of the series, will also be more strictly didactic in their characte r.
Th e subject of our study is that wonderful thing, the animal body- and more particularly the human body; its construction and qualities; its actions and it.s sufferings;
its derangements; its decay.
In this study, which affects the mind with a. stron~ feeling of curiosity, not un mixed with awe, you have already advanced a certain way: for you have observed the
outward form and configuration of the body; examined its intema l composition and
structure; and learned what is known of its various endowments, the working ai1d the
uses of its several parts.
'!'his amount of knowledge was indispensable to your further pro~ress. But it
forms a portion only of what you assemble here to learn: or rather it is the neees:-:.ary
preparntion for t hat ulterior knowledge which it is your main purpose to acquire.
The sublimer speculations springi ng naturally from the researches in which you have
as yet been engaged, have not, I trust, been unregardcd. You canuot have looked
into the mechanism of that intricate, but perfect work, - you c;rnnot have contemplated its fulness of exquisite contril'ance, its endl ess examples of means adapted to
ends, its prospective expedients against future needs, its eornpcnl:" ations for inevitable
3
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di-.a<l'f"antn"'C~ its direct pro\·i ... ion~ for happ incs:s and enjoyment, - without rc~civing:
the

profou~<lc~t

conviction of the

bcin~

aud the attributes

of its )l;1!rnr . •~t 1,~ ~11~~~

~:~~~~E~~i(~~~~~:~Hi~~f~;~~\:~w~;£,,ili

tiun of man's bodily fabric, we have another and stil l a noble end; and it JS my bus1.
nc!<'s to take you one s tep nearer to that cud. 11 ith crto yo'.l have bee1.1 told of structure
hea lth,
and of function. Il cnccfo rward our theme must be of health and of d1sea~e.

or

that we may understand disease; of disease, that we may, under l )r?': 1dcncc, restore
health. Our objects arc to preserve the one; to prevent, remove, or 1111t1gatc the other.
\\'hat then do these contrasted terms denote?
H ea lth we rc!!llrd as a sta ndard condition of the }i,·ing body. But it iR not cnsy to
cx pn'ss that co~d itio n in a few words, nor is it necessa ry. l\Iy wis h is to be intcl.
li rrible rather than scholasti c; and I should probably puzzle myself as well as you,
w~re I to attempt to lay down a st ri ct and scient~fic definition of the .term h ea_lth. lt
i" sufficient for our purpose to say,. that it impli es freedom from parn and s1 c~n css ;
freedom also from all those changes m the Rtructure of th e body that endanger life, or
impede the easy a nd effective exercise of the vital fun ctio ns.
1t is plain that h ealth docs not signify any fixed and immuta.~l e condition of the
body. 'l'hc sta ndard of health varies, in different persons, n.ccordrng to age, sex, and
ori~im1 l constitution; and in the same person even, from week to week, or from day
to da y, within certai n limits it may r- hift and librate.
Neither docs health necessa rily imply the integrity of nil the bodily organs : it is
not incompatible with g r<'a t and permanent alterations, nor even with th e loss, of
1mrts that arc not vital; :is of an arm 1 a l e~, or an eye.
lf we can form and fix in ou r mind s a clea r conception of the state of health , we
shnll have no difficulty in comprehend ing what is meant by disease, whi c h consists in
some deviation from that state: some uneasy or unnaturJ l sensa tion of which the
patient is aware; some embarrassment of fun ction perceptible by him se lf~ or by others;
or Rome unsafe, though hidd en condition of whic h he may be quite un conscious: some
mode, in short, of being, or of action 1 or of fecling 1 different from those whi ch arc
proper to health.
1 use the word disease generi cally. Various terms in our language bear nea rly the
same mca11in_g 1 and endeavors ha ve been made to appropriate some of th ese rn on: dis.
tincti,•cl.r- Th.us th e word disorder. has so metim es ?ecn npplied to s impl e der~rn~e·
111 cnts of fu~chon, ~·here no alterat.1011 of structure 1s s~en, or can reasonably be in.
fcrred to exist; while the term d1sra.~e hns been restricted to maladics 1 whi ch are
attended with appreciable chan:;e of texture, or which run a s hort and d efinite course.
I. s~c no great utility, ~u~, o~ the ~ontrary, some risk of confusion, in tyin:; our:selves
~·1 µ.:1dly down to such .distmchons: 1~docd, we can not always ma ke them. During life
it. 1s often no easy tbmfi'. t1? detc.rmrn c wh ether th e parts, of which the fun cti ons a re
cl1stur~ed, preserve their rntegnty of struc ture or not: aud even when th e pcccant
org:a n ~s p_laced befo~ our eyes after death, and the .most ca reful sc rutiny fai ls to dis.
cover rn 1t. aoy faultrncss uf text~rc 1 th er~ mny still be g round for s us pecti ng that
Fomc material chao gc, too subtle for dc.techou by our senses, may have been wrouo·ht
in its finer aud more dl'.'licate. ortra.nization. I sha ll. take ca re to point ou t to you ~ as
we go along, the cases m wluch ,~·e cn.n. trace orga lll e c hnnge, and the cases in which

,:~~,~~13nr1~~\{,h~~l~~:o~ft~~:;~~nof~~11~fl~~~~~t~r~l'1~~ c~~~ a~le~:;·i~1t~~~~ 1 f1Ji~~:~!~c; h<~:~~tl~!
~~~~~~;l~~:::,~::~atle~1~~ J~~~~~~r~ ;~1~~;i:~:~~~n~:ia~~~ ~~~~~n~;~~~~il~1!!1~:l~:1i~! ~~ct:·~\11)~~n~~

1 he number of t.hcse dcy.1at1on~ from the stan_dar~ of h ea lth , ( in othe r \~orJ s: the
~"h~lc number of diseases,) 1f we rncl~dc all ~h~1r diffe re nces in k in d and in dc••rec
0
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0
1
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ac<'or<hn~ to some pr1nc1ple of orde r.
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various methods in which this first broad classification of diseases
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The most cursory ex:unioation of the animal economy suffices to sl10w thnt it is
made up, not merely of separate parts, but of severa l distinct systems. There is one
set of or~ans for Lhe mechanical circulation of the blood; there is an apparatus ex·
press.ly desig-ocd for the repeated exposure of the blood to the air; a. sy.!ltcm for rc~u
la ting the movements and the feelings of the body; another for receiviug-, preparing,
and appropriating- its nourishment; another for the elaboration of mattcn;; that arc
useful or cssc11tial to its functions; another for carryin~ off its. impurities, an<l for
remo,·in~ its superfluous or effete materials; and another for the continuance of
the species.
Now each of these i::y!l-tcms is liable to chan§!CS of structure and interruptions of
function, peculiar to itself; and these peculiarities must be t.1kcn into account 1 whatever may be the order adopted in treatiog of diseases in detail. ]fot I slrnll not
divide the subject, as some have done, into diseases of the circulatinp; systern diseases of the respiratory system -diseases of the nervous system - nnd so on; for
this, among other reasons, that there arc many forms of disorder that affect all these
systems in common, or siwultaucously, and comparatively few that arc strictly confi11cd
to any oue of thc1u.
Neither, in the lectures which I am about to commence, shall I classify diserif.les
according to the several tissues of wl1ich the animal frame is composed. In speaking
of diseases in general, it wil\ 1 ind eed, be both proper and necessary to explai n in what
manner the !iame morbid process may be modified by the nature of the special tis~uc
affected. But as the entire body is more or less penetrated an<l pervaded by the
intermixturc of several of these tissues, so no useful nor lucid arrangement of diseases
could be founded on this basis.
Nor shall I attempt to coostruct a nosological system by grouping together certain
sets of symptoms, and callin~ each set, in its collective form, a disease.
To say the truth, I sha ll consider conyeuicucc and usefulness, in framin):!.' my plan,
rather than au appearance of scientific precision; and if I make one principle of
arrangement more pro111inent than another, it will be that which relates to the
anatomy of re~ions, - the place and position of organs. At the same time, l shall
not omit to borrow in part from some of those other methods to which I have just
been rcferrio~.
Before, however, we treat of the noture of parti cular dis.eases, it will be requisite
to gi\'C some p;eneral account of the different ways in which the various parts of the
body are liable to be altered in structure, or disordered in fuu ction; antl before we
speak of the siyM of particular di seases, it will be proper to t:1kc a gcucr:il view of
symptoms, and of' their ascertained relations with the sevcn1 l forms of' altered structure: for doub tless you are aware that, although diseases arc not roustitutcd by syrnptoms, they arc, in the li\•iog- body, diiiclused by symptoms. Sometimes the symptoms
arc outward si!!'.n:ds which alone reach our senses, and through which internal changes
declare themselves; and we then have to decipher and to intc>rp rct those si~na l s.
Sometimes we sre the morbid changes themseh-es on the surface of the body, or in
pans within our ken. Some internal chaoges we ca n appreciate as surely by the
touch, or by the sense of hearing; and of some we iofer the existence from alt.crnt.ions
in the chemical or in the sensible qualities of the natural excretions.
Aftl'r death, diseases arc often to be traced by visible cha nges of structure in the
interna l parts of the body. These changes are extremely interesting-, as illustrative
of morbid proccsf.les: they throw li ~ht upon what is prist; th ey afford some guidance
for the time to come. l3ut, for obvious reasons, those sip;ns wliich reveal diseases
during life arc, practically, of chi ef moment. In truth, the ~rcat object of ou r art
is to prc\·cnt or postpone the disclosure of the others. The instruction afforded by
the dead body cvrnes too late to be of use in that parti cular case.
I have already intim ated that the morbid physical co nditi ons from wl1ich the
i;;ymptoms flow, arc not alwa.vs to be detected, either before or after di sso lution.
Neither, wbeu they are detected, is th eir couocxion with th o sy mJlloms always
evident.
B es id es inquiring into the modes in which the various organs and textures of the
body may be spoil ed, and into the sig nals or symptoms by which the presence of disease 1uay be ascertained, it will be exped ient to premise sometliin~, in a gene ral
mauner, of the c:uuses of discaseJ both with a view to its cure, an<l, what ii) much
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better, to its prC\'Cntion. We !'1 hall also find it very usefu l to institute a ~hort inquiry
into the different ways in which death may take place - the diffcrcut processes of

dy~~l~~rc

is one morbid condition or process, to which all parts of the body are liable,
and which contributes so largely and so frequently to. altcr.ations both of tex ture nucl
fun ction, th at it claims our espec ial attention wh en d1scussrn_g: th~ more ~enera.l fa cts
and doctrines of pathology: 1 allude to that change, or series of changes, whi ch we
.
comprehend und er th e term i11jlarnmalion.
It will be necessary, th erefore, in the preli minary part ~f the course, to give a
ge neral account of inflammati on; an~ _this account 1~rn s t chiefly be drawn from t hose
of it s phenomena which are most fonnl_iar to us~wh1ch we can see and. handl e; .tho~e
which we witness when the disorder 1s seated ID or nea r th e surface, rn th e skrn, m
certain of the mucous membran es, or in the subjacent areolar tiss ue. Tl~ en we shall
pursue the exami nati on of its peculiar phenom ena as they are presented Ill the other
ti ssues of the body - the mucous, serous, fibrous, parenchymatous, muscu lar 1 and
nervous tissues i aucl here the general principl es of t reatment applicable to inflammation may be laid down, with the modifications required according to the tissues
interested.
In this part of the course may also be conveniently discussed the modifica ti ons of
inflamm::ition, and of morbid conditions ge nerally, by the influence of certain diatheses,
or peculi::ir di spos itions of the body. Some constitutional morbific t enJencies we shall
find to be innate or heredita ry; such are tlrn scrofulous und the cancerous dispositio ns :
others, again, are plain ly acquired, as that in which the whole syste m is taiuted for a
l on~cr or shorter period by the venereal poison.
H amorrlwyes, also - and serous accumulations, or dropsies -as they arc liable to
occur in all parts of the body, require to be treated of ge nerally, before th ey pnss
lmder our not ice in th e list of p::irti cular malad ies. There are certa in facts and reasonin gs common to all inflammations, to all hremorrhages, to all dro p ~ ies. lly com biui11u these" generalities" into ouc comprehensive statement, we help the memory,
a\•oid necdle!l-s repetitions, and find room for the exposition of principles.
Diseases themselves, in the mass, are sometimes distinguished according as they are
/,Jcrd, or general.
Taking these ep ithets in tl1 cir popular sense, we should say tliat local di seases are
th ose which occupy a definite portion only of the body; geneml diseases, those which
pervade the wh ole body.
Bu t Jet us endeavour to obtain cl ear not ions upon these points.
Certainly there are m?n_y diseases which, occupying a definite portion only of the
body_, leaYC ~11 the remarn_rng parts, and the system at large, healthy both iu texture
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b~t here also '~'e properly speak of the ~iseasc as bei ng loca l ; the secondary general
d_1s?rder re:m.ltmg froi_n the local and pnmary, following it in point of time and sub'
s1dm~ upon its cessation.
B:ut there.arcs.till other ro.rms of disease which show them seh·es, not like i nflam-
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duc:ibl~ to the ~la~s of local d iseases. 'l1hc fluids arc as much pi:rtsref ~; ~cj re~he sohds; .and if 1t be.true, as I believe it is, that the essentia l and p~ima:~ c~1 .?i1 !!
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E"ystem. 'l'l~e diseaoe is loca l, inasmuch as its origin~! seat is j 0 :1~~~>~~~i~~l~er ~:?le
t he blood: tt appears to be genernl, because the morb id blood is evcrywberc> prcsen~~
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The same observation s apply to a la rge class of febrile contagious diseases; to that
state of the gene ral system which is commonly called am:cmia : also to certain spas·
modic affect ions, where the seat of the actual disorder is in th<> whole nervous system.
'V hat are called general diseases, therefore, arc those in which the whole of some
one system that pen•adcs the ent ire body happens to be similarly dcraul!e<l. 'Yhether
disea:.es can C\'Cr be truly said to be general iu any more strict or absolute sense than
this, is much to be doubted.
I have mentioned dropsy as a malady which, like hrorn orrha~c or inflammation,
may occur in various parts of the body separately. It may also extend at once to :i.11
parts capable of rccc1ving and rcL'lining serous effusions: in other words, bc:;idcs
filling the Jar~c serous cavities, the effused fluid may occupy the univcrs:1l areolar
tissue. But e\'Cn this apparently general dropsy will be found, upon careful innstigation, to resolve itself, in most cases at least, into local disease within the thorax, or
within the abdomen.
The diseases which, in the sense now explained, may be en lied general, I shrill
arrang:c among the diseases of t.hose parts of the syste m from which thC'y have been
ascertained, or may be presumcd 1 to arise.
'l'he first part, then, of the course will embrace an outli ne of general patholog-y,
with an especial reference to those morbid conditions which fall to the care of the
physician. In its relations to surgery and to midwifery, patholoizy will be more particularly tauizht by the respective professors of those distinct though kindred departments of medicine. Do uot, however, imagine that I take no iutercst in thc:::e, or
that there can be anything different in the principles upon which the severa l branches
of patholo~ical knowledge are founded. The truth is, that you cannot, if you would,
separate the one from the other. You can neither understand what may be called
medical, without learn in~ much which belongs as strictly to su rgica l pathology; nor
can you be ignorant of either, witbout being in many importaot respects deficient in
the other al:;:o. But the open field of patholo~y is of wide extent, and although we
may, and must, survey the whole, yet its artificial divisions, its inclosurcs and allotments, will be cultivated best, and mm;t improved, by a division of labour.
Afterwards, separate diseases are to be described and considered: all sucl1, at
least, as. admit .of bein~ individualized, or presented under a definite shape. .And
11ere, I repeat, I shall chiefly pursue an anatomical order, as be ing comp rehensive
and inartifici:1l 1 and as tending to facilitate diagn osis. '.l'hc diseases of parts which
lie near eac h other arc the most liable to be confounded.
[ shall begin, therefore, with the diseases of the parts that appertain to the head
and spi11al cord, and then proceed in succession to those of the parts bclongin::r to the
neck, the thorax, and the abdomen; to those of the joints, the muscles, arn..l the skin.
I shall not scruple, however, to deviate from this order, whenever, by doing so, I can
promote your convenience or advantage.
With that portion of the course which relates to particular disca~es, I shall also
interweave certain pathological considerations, applicable not so much to the whole
body as to the several great systems of which it is made up. Thus, whi"m I come to
th e brain, I shall speak of the functions peculiar to the ncrl'Ous $!J:slcm, and of the
obstructions and disturbances to which those functions are obnoxious, by way of preface to a. detailed examination of the various affections of the se\·cral parts of that
system. Before discussing the diseases of the chest, I shall bring before you, in a
general ,·iew, the manner in which the great functions of 're.<;piration and of l'irculation are liable to be impeded, or otherwise disordered. As preparatory to the consideration of the diseases of the abdomen, I shall treat, in the same way, of the func·
tions of nutrition; and of waste, which implies an intcrru1)tion of those functions.
Still there would remain certai n diseases, which would not necessarily find a place
in this arran~ement, inasm uch as their seat is unce rtain, or only guessed at. Ague
is one of these. Cholera perhaps another. It is quite unimportant whereabouts in
th e course such mal:id ics are considered. I fee l no concern about any imputations of
imperfect or cl umsy arrangement with which the plan that 1 propose to adopt may
appear chargeable. I had rather 11ot be crnmped and hampered by attempting what
abler heads than mine have failed to achieve, and what, in truth, I bclie1,1e, in t,hc
present state of our science, to be impossiLle, a complete methodical system of nosology.
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J\fy obj('ct will be to furni sh ns much instmctio n and information as I can, in the way

th~~;~~mls ~1~~~t /~t:1 fc~~eb~opi~:l~~t~ll;'m:s~;u~h~ J~~~~dcrs of the nervous sys tem; ?nd
with it, th e import..1nt subject of malaria will n.eces~anly cng~gc m.uch of ~ur attcn~10n .
The {?Teat question of contagion I shall consider _in connexion with _continued fe\Crs,

:~1~~l~;1nk among that remarkable class of diseases, the contagious. exanthe1~ata j
Of !'_rm pathetic and of hectic feyer, I must speak wl1cn upon the subject of m~ammation.
Thi::;, then, is a sketch of the method I propose to follow. In .th~ earlier, l,ectures,
with th e J?Cnenil patholol?Yi I shall endeavour to lay d~wn pnnc 1pl('s. lo these
prin ciples I shall continually refer, as oc~asions offer, ?oth tn those prefatory remarks
with which I purpose to introduce the diseases bclongmg- to the severa l ~re:lt systems
that con tribute to form the body; and also in what I s!rnll subsequently lrnv~ to say
conccrnin .... th o~e <li~eascs themseh-es in detail. Jn thi s way I hope to combme the
adnrnta;r~..., of repeti tion, which was the peculiar ndYanta~c of two shor~ courses. in a
season, with that of g-rcater complctene~s, which form~ .the rccommendnt1on of i~ ~mµ-l~
extended course. The sa me !'.!;reat advanta~e of repct1t10n-or I should rather sny of
recapitulation - will be further aimed at in the stated examinations of the cbss.
~uch beinl? a summary of the topics to be embraced in the cnsuin,g series of lectures,
and of the order in which I hope to take up those topics, it seems proper that I should
now say a few words in explanation of the scope and objects of the course. 'J'he
pro..,pectus inform~ you that it will comprehend the Pri11c1i>les and Practice of Pltysic.
Whnt is the true import and promise of th ese words?
Uy the princip{Ps of medi cine are meant th ose general truths and doctrines which
h:n-e been ascertained and established . slowly indeed, and irrei:;ularly, but still with
con!lii derable precision, by the continued observation of attentive mind s throughout
th e entire pro!!m!s of medicine as a science. These principl es I profess to teach you.
Th e practire of mctli cinc, or the particular application of those ~cneral facts and
doctrines, I shall df'srribc to you; but I cannot profess to teach it in thi s room: nor
ca n you lea rn it, except in a very imperfect sense, from my description of it. It is
th e sc ience that I shall here endeavour to unfold. Skill and fa cility in turning th at
seiencc to useful purposes I am unable to impart. These arc qualities that do not
admit of bcinµ; communicated from one mind to another. The practice of physic,
like every other practical art, is to be learned by its repeated exercise; by habit; by
carrying its \'ari o u~ acts into direct effect again rrnd ag;ain; or, if they lrnppen to
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nrts: that the h!und ers of early attempts may be both grievous and irremediable ~liay .hurt or spo1~ lhe goodly and prcc~ous fabric they arc intended to repair. 'l'here
1~ tins also J?eculmr ~o o_u r art- that it proceeds upon ob~er>ations mad e at the very
tm.1c ~vh en .'ts exercise ~ s wanted; and that it requires sli:.ill 1'n obscri•iny as well as
sl.·1ll rn acllllf/· You will find, what, perhaps, previously to positive trial, you might
not suspect, that th e senses :- the cy~, the car, the to~c~-howcvcr i: ; harp or delicate
th:y may oaturnlly be, rcc1 u1re a .specrn_I course of tramrng and education before their
C\•Jdence can be trusted m the rnvestl~ati on of di sease. I do not know that these
,·ie~,·s .a_re c~p~blc _of being rendered ~lainer by illustration; for you must have obscrverl
n s1 wllar d1stmcl.lon ~.etwcc ? ~he science ~nd _the art in variou s other branches of
human knowledge. Ihe pnoc1plc.c; of nav1gat1on may be thoroup;hly comprehended
by a person who scarcely kno;-vs a rud~ er from a cable, and who would not be trusted
nay, who would not ~rust h.unsclf, with the conduct of the simplest boat. A ma~
may master _the bc:l_ut1ful science of astronomy - may acquire the power of workinu

~:i~:~J~dccr0~~h~u~~~'~i~:~ :~~a%os~~n~b~:is:s~:~b~c~~~e~~~~~ :~,~~ :c~~~\~ !~ ~~~~~~,~~~
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some one ~!ready sk ill7~ in examin ing the phenomena of th e h eaven~ _ ~rn<l 1J~~sw~ll
s~1'. acquire th~ requ1~1te tact and facility himse~f. . Just so it is with that branch
rit kuowlcdp;c with wluch we arc concerned. It is 10 the wards of a hosp ital, or in
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the domestic chamber - it is among the sick and the dying - and there alone - that
you can either thoroughly or safely learn to practise physic.
In what, then, you may fairly ask, consists the value or the use of lectures on the
practice of physic, if the practice of physic cannot be tau~bt by lectures?
'l'hc main object of systematic lectures, ex:pb.natory of the principles, and dcscrip-

th•c of the practice of medicine, is to prepare the hearer for observing to the best
advantaµ:c the actual phenomena. of disease and the power of remedies ove r it. They
nrc intended to fit him for sccin~ with intelligence- to enable him to read, and understand, and interpret, the book of nature when it is laid open before him- in short,
to c1ualify him for clinical study. One man shall travel into a forcig:n land, knowing
nothing beforehand of its scenery or it.s climate, of its natural productions, its manufactures, or its works of art, and ignornnt alike of the mann ers, customs, history,
laws, and languaf!:e of its inhabitants. Another shall visit it after having furnished
his mind with informati on on these subjects by reading, and by eorwersing with men
who have already passed over the same g round. Supposing the visit to be limited in
each case to a certain, but not long period of time,-! need not ask your opinion as
to which of these travellers will reap the ~rcatest han•est of enjoyment and of profitable knowledge from his tour. Not less strikin g is the diffcrcuce, in point of instruction and of interest, pcrceind by different students, upon their ndmission to the
bedsides of th e sick, nccorclinµ: as they have been well or ill prepared for the multiform
spectacle of bodily suffering: then first displayed before them. Th ere are persons,
indeed, who seriously, and I make no doubt in perfect good faith, warn th~ stude nt
a~ainst briogiug to the contemplation of disease any preconceived opinions; who tell
him that he must come with a free and unprejudiced mind, and see, and note, an<l
judge of all things for himself. I also would have him exerc ise, and ultimately abide
by, his own judgment; but surely if every man were to depend upou his own unassisted
ob5ervation for his knowledge of disease, e\·ery man 'vould be marvellously ignorant,
aud the scie11ce of medicine would stand still, or cease to be. "If no use be made
(says Dr. Samuel Johnson) of the labors of past ages, the world must remain always
in the infancy of knowlcdiie. 11 In truth, a person who, without any previous information concerning cli~enses, shoul<l betake himself to a hospital with the design of impartially and resolutely investigating their phenomena, ~uc h a person, howcTer clear
an<l strong his iutellcct might be, would find himself, for a long time, more puzzled
thau instructed by what he saw around him. Ile would be perplexed by the shiftin~
and seem in gly contradictory characters presented by the sa me malady in different
pati ents: or in the same patient at different times: and not less so by the outward
resemblance of disorders essentially unlike. Ile could not but be eoofu:;e<l by the
multitude of symptoms that crowded upon his attention on every side; and at a loss
to distinguish important facts from those which, for the chief ends of hi s pursuit,
were trivial, or useless .
The business, therefore, of a lecturer upon the Principles a11d P ractice of .lledici11e, or, as it is sometimes worded, the Niiture and 'l'reatment of J)/~('ascs, is first to
fix upon some order in which to treat of the various subjects comprised in his course.
'l'h e simpler and less artificial his arrangement, the better. The chief use of this
cla~sification is to facilitate the recollection of particular facts; and I have already
tol<l you that if I ca n distribute nnd connect the multifariou." forms of disease in such
a manner as that they shall appear plain to your understnnding, and take a secure hold
upon your memory, I shall not trouble myself nor you with a vain sea rch after that
phantom-a perfect methodical nosology. "In all suc h classificatious," writes Lor<l
Brou~ham, "we should be guided by views of convenien ce rather than by any desire
to attain perfect sym metry; and that arrangement may be best suited to a particulu 1·
purpose wh ich plants the same things in one order, and sepa rates them and unites
th.em in one way, wh?n an arrangement which shoul<l dispose those things diffe rently
m1p:ht be preferable, 1f we had another purpose to serve."
H aving settled this fram ework of his discourses, the next aim of the lecturer must
be to collect and arrnnire from the Yolu minous and bew ild erin~ records of medicine,
and from the necessa rily more slender stores of his personal experience, whatever it
may see m of consequence that his hearers should know concernin)! each distinc:t form
of disease, as it comes before them for consi<lc ration: to state all the facts which artJ
wel l ascertained, and which tcud to cxplaiu its symp toms, to elucitlate its origiu, to
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j,lcntifr its nature to di rect its treatment, to accomplish its pr~vention: to sift .t~ic ~1~

facts !;om the fals~ the importallt from the trivinl, the csscotml from th e acci c} a ·
to :rnalyse the relations of thcRc facts and ascending from particulars to genera s, to
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1-'0lllClitn~s be hi s duty to 11~i ce and di scuss mere theoretical opinions ; to ?xp rc~s }us

ow n sentiments upon di~puteJ or uud ecidc~ que~tions; _and to adm oni sh his ~ud~eucc
a••aiust the dan("l'cr of bcincr led away by m~emous refinements, by th e spcc 1ou:; ness
of novelty, or the bol<lnc:s; of specu la_tion, from the more sec ure and settled results
1
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but aptly, expressed in
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deniquc emtcri s se melius gcrit. ITmc 111d1 ge~ ta . e fl or1bus mella c~lhg1t 1 dcrnd e 111
viscerum ccll ulis coucoct..'l maturat1 iisdem tamd1u rns udat, don ec ad rntegram perfection em pcrduxerit.''
I may venture to paraphrase it thus: 'l'be lecturer must not be the ant, collecting all things indisc riminately from all
quarters, as pro\'"cnder for bis discourses;
. .
.
.
Nor the spider, seek ing no materials abroad, but sprnnrng his web of s peculati\'"e
doctrine from within himself;
But rather the bee, ex tractin g crude honey from various flow ers, storing it up in
the recesses of his brain, and submitting it to the operation of his internal faculties,
until it be matured, an d ready for use.
Such, gentlemen, are the main objects which I shall endeavour to k ee p stead ily in
view durin g the series of lectures I am about to commence; and I should ill deserve
the chair I haxe the honou r to occupy, if I did not feel the g reat respons ibi lity under
which I speak to you. The subj ects with which we have to deal are not matters of
mere spec ulative curios ity or intellectual amusement-to be taken up to-day and dis.
missed perhaps with un concern to.morrow - but they involve questions of life and
death. The opinions you are now to form or to embrace, are for the most part the
opini ons upon wl~i c h in after life Y?':1 will confidently and constantly be. acting. The
comfort or the n11scry of many fau11h cs may probably hang upon the notions that each
of you wi~l carry from ~his place. _Therefore it i~ tbat I feel myself to be cugag:ed in
a very sen ous und ertak rnµ-. Doetrmes and maxims, good or bad, fl ow abroad from a
public teacher as from a fountain, and his faulty lessons may become the indirect
source of in calculable mischi ef and sufferin~ to hundreds who have n ever even heard
his name. 'l 'hese refl ections fill my mind with an alm ost painful sense of the oblirra.
tion i mpos~d. upon me, ~y ~ny present offic~, of closely sifti ng the fa cts, and of ca~e
ful ly cxammrng .the pn.u c1ples to. be den ved from those facts, which I propose to
employ for your rnstrurt1on and g uidance.
Hut amid all the respo~1 sibiliti cs, gentlemen, both of teach er and of learn er the
pro~cssiou which ~ou. and I have chosen, or w~1i ch circ_ums.tanees have prescrib~d to
us, 1s a noble. profess100, and worthy the devotion of :i life.time. If you fit yourselves
now for its hig h fun ctions: and pursue it hereafter in earnestness and truth it will
probably conduct you to an h onourable competence, and it will assuredly )>rove a
~~l~tary_ school o~ mental and o~ '!1 oral discip~ine. ~':ia ls, no doubt, belong to it, and
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neglect, or selfisllly abuse, a stewardship so precious, yet so wci~l1ty. The profession
of medicine, having for its end the common good of mankind, knows nothing of
national enm iti es, of politic:.tl strife, of sectarian di"isions. Disease and pain the sole
con<litious of its ministry, it is disquieted by no misgivings concernini:i; the justice or
honesty of its clients' cause; but dispenses its peculiar benefits, without stint or
scruple, to men of every country, and party, and rank, and rcli~ion 1 and to men of'
no religfon at all. And like the quality of mercy, of which it is the favourite handmaid, "it blesseth him that gives and him that takes;" reading continually to our
own hearts and understandings the most impressive lessons, the most solemn warnin)!S.
It is ours to know in how many instancei<1 forming indeed a vast majority of tlie whole,
bodily sufferiug and sickness are the natural fruits of C\'i l courses; of the sins of our
fathers, of our own unbridled passions, of the malevolent spirit of others. W e sec,
too, the uses of these judgments, which are merci full y designed to recnll men from
the stro ng allurements of sense, and the slumber of ternpor:1l prosperity: teachin~
tliat it is ~ood for us to be sometimes aftlictcd. Familiar with death in its manifold
Rhapes, witnessing from day to day its sudden stroke, its slow but ope n siege, its
secret and insidious approaches, we arc not permitted to be unmindful that our own
F-tay also is brief and uucertain, our opportun ities tleetini:i;, and our time, even when
lon§?:est, very short, if measured by our moral wants, and intcllcctunl craving:s.
Surely, gentlemen, you will not dare, without adcquat~ and earnest prepa ration , to
C'mbark in a callin g such as this i so capable of good if rightly used, so full of peril
to yourselves and to society if administered ignorantly or unfaithfully. And even
when you ha,·e made it, as you may, the means of continual self-impro\•emcut, and
the chan nel of health and of ease to those around you, let not the influence you will
thus obtain bef!Ct an unbecoming spirit of presumption; but remember that, in your
most successfu l efforts, you arc but the honored instruments of a. superior powerthat, after all, "lt is God who healeth our diseases, and retleemeth our life from
<lestruction."

LECTURE II.
Palhology -meo11i11g of the term. Patholo!J.Vi yeneral anrl special. Morbid altero tio11s of the solid parts of the body. Alterations in bull;,. Il!Jpcrtrophy- la1rs
of ils production-its PjJects. .Atropliy - i"ts causes a1Hl consequences. Ohat19cs
i'nform,. Alleratio11s in consistence. lnduralion -1·ts various kit1ds.
I PROPOSE to devote several lectures, in the commencement of the course, to pathology, as it relates to medicine.
And I must first of all explain to you what I meao by the term patholo~y.
l\laoy persons speak of pathology as if it were the same thing with morbid anatomy.
That is not the sense in which I purpose to use the term. Pathology i's morbid
anatomy, but it is something more.
A knowled,!Z'e of pathology (in the full and proper acceptation of the word) implies
indeed a knowledge of altered structures and of diseased conditions; - but it impli es
also an explanati on of these - a knowledge of what precedes them, and a knowledge
of what results from them.
It comprehends therefore the following particulars: -1. A knowledge of the
material changes to which the several parts of the livin g body arc subject in <lisease:
2. A kuowledµ;e of the processes or actions whereby these changes may be wrought:
3. A knowledge of the cau8es which may set these processes on foot: and 4. A
~;coa:il:~~e of the consequences of the same changes, or of the symptoms they
On some ?f these P?ints our. actu:il knowledge is still scanty and imperfect. Y ct a
good deal ol rnluublc tufurn1:i.t10n has been collected concerning each of them, and
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thi!' I shall endeavour to place before you as distinctly, and at the same time in as

sm)',l,~t~o~~::j>~:s~:1~c;.\~~~-

patl1olo~y

co~d.itions

special. General
treats of the morbid
which arc c-com:on to the entire system, or to the whole of each of the scvcr.:i t~:-s~:~
that pcrrndc and compose the system. Special pathology contemplates p~rticu .u
diseases. .An acquaiutauce with general patholo~y pr~parcs us fo r, aud COii ucts .~· 1
to that which is special: anJ when l say that the carhcr lectures of the course "~II
1: giYcn to :i consideration of the leading facts and doctrines of patholop:y, you WI

1

of 1~~~:1~ ~~~f~·s~~1 f11 ~~~ 1~~1 ;p,~::1~t0 ~:0e ~~:~du;~:~~~~tu~cs to _which the c~mp~i~~·:!
1

parts of the Ji,·inrr frawc arc JiaLlc: and l sp~ak cluefly of sensible ~hanges, lc.nrn,.,
unn oticed for the J)rcseut those unnatural conditions which are perceptible only through

th~l'i~~~;o~~~~elhen,

various ways,

cap~blc

of

intclligi~le

description, in which the

di~Iri:0!0E~t;a~is t!~~)~b~ya~::;eJ~u8 ~::;Z 1! ~j~~~i ~\~i:.~~i~~·~tenre; in l~uir intima.te

texture, i. e., in the qualities and arra.ngemcut of their component particles; :rn<l rn

sit~;:~o~~id parts way also b7 altered in 91w.11til!J;

q~wlity_;

i.n
and in pluce.
And many of these nltcrauons may exist m combrnatlon with each other.
Let us first coni:idcr tlrn solids.
'!'hey may be simply altered in bulk without any change of texture; and that in two
ways. They may become larger than is nat ural, or small er than is natural. In the
one case the change is called ltJJpertrophy, and in the other atrophy.
We find the best illustrations of hypertrophy in the m~ scular syst?i;n· Th~ hu ~c
fleshy masses visibly prominent in the arm of a bl~cksm1th or a pug1hst a1;ld m the
1
0
1
1
1
3

~~l~~'f a~ ~1~E;i·1a i~a;:1~1~ b~ff~~~i!';~~ ~:a:s b~~~~l~:t~f ~ro~~r;i ~~s~oca:t~:erth;a::~~ri: ~~:~

disease, and docs not interfere with the most perfect health. By constant exercise
the muscles acquire preternatural volume, and wcighti and power. It seems to be a
law which prevails extensively in the animal economy, that in crease of function slrnuld

~:at ~~0::1:.~~~;:~! ~n~fc~~~~~ti~l'~~n~~~~:ii~:~ b~g~I~~ ~~u~~tJ?t~os~·s!~ 11~u~st~~~~~ct~:t
0

the same principle obtains in various other parts and tissues. It is especially noticeable iu some of the organs that arc double. If one kidney wastes, or is spoiled by
disease, an increase of function devolves upon the other, and by a beautiful law of
compen~ation, the sound organ, without any ultcra.tion of its peculiar fabric, en larges.
The sam e is obscn·ed to be the case with the lungs . The law resem bles, somewhat,
one that is familiar to political econom ists, and is expressed by them in the maxim that the supply of a ~iarkctablc commodity is regulated by the demand for it. If, in
respect to a muscle, mcroase of force be lrnbitu:1lly ncedcd the necessity generates
1
the rc9uisi.tc n~l~itio n. o~ bulk, which impli es an augmentation of force. One kidney
bc~ommg rncfl.1c1cnt, 1t 1~ nece~ary that the other should secrete a larger quantity of
urme; an~ tlus f~cul~y 1s ob~:uncd by ~he ~nbrµ:e 1~1~nt of the sccrc~i1~g organ .
I say tins law is of extensive operation m the h\'rn g body: but 1t 1s not um\•ersal.
It docs not hold, for instance, in respect to the organs of the special senses. One
eye does not become hypcit~ophic when the other is blind; nor one car µ:row foq.~cr
01· long-er because the other 1s deaf.
And w.c sec at once why the law in question
docs not apply in such cases. These organs differ from such as I mentioned bcforcfrorn muscular and glandular parts-in this: that increase of their size would not
pr~motc or facilitate the p~rposc they arc designed to sen-e. A muscular arm will
~trike a lrnrder blow, and lift a. hcavie: we_ight_, in propo~tion t? the greater bulk of
its muscles: but we should garn nothrnf! m distance or rn distmctncss of vision by
the enlargement of au eye; nor should we hear more acutely or more clearly if our
1
1

caj\~v;;;t;:pl'.;i~~ 1 i1\~ ~r:l:::~~~ '~'.!d ~~~;attcndcd by any change of tcxturc-(and

it is to tlus that the t~rm sho~1~d as much as possible be restricted,) is believed to
depend upon more active nutrition of the part (vnFp T°pot'J). 1\lorc materials arc giYcn
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hypcrtr0phy docs thus result from an excess in the process by whi ch parts arc nourished
and built up, and uot from a defect in the process by whi ch they are continually
unmad e and rcmo\·ed, is rendered probable by the fact that an in creased quantity of
nutri ent blood is sent to the part hypertrophied. Its arteries grow larger. This we
perceive by comparing these vessels with others where no accession of bulk has
occurred . 1' his opinion is furth er strengthened by the converse effec t produced upon
an hypertrophied part, the thyreo"id gland for instance, by tyin g its prin cipal nutrient
artery. Th e m a~ nitud e of the bronchocele dimini shes. It is curi ous that it should
still be a matter of debate among pathologists, whether the nerves of the part partake
also in its eu large ment.
Now these c~amplcs of hypertrophy clearly have not the nature of disease. But
hypertrophy is often plainly connected with disease, while still it is not itself a morbid
process. Thus we have it in the hollow contractile organs, th e office of whi ch is to
propel fluids : - in the heart when the progress of the blood suffers some mechanical
impediment .i in the bladder and in the in testina l canal, when their respective contents arc somehow hind ered in their natural course; or when, from some undue
stimulus or irritation, these parts are urged for a long time together to excessive, or
too freq uent, action. I show you preserved specimens of each of th ese changes.
You will find that muscular tissue may become apparent, und er th e influence of
di sease, wh ere very slight traces of it, or none at all, were visible before. 'Ve sometimes observe this in th e air tubes, the trachea and bronchi, wh en the resp iratory
functions ha ve been long embarrassed; and in the ga ll-bladder, when the ex it of th e
bile lrns been chronically obstructed. And it is worth remarking, that thi s new, or
greatly exaggerated appearance of muscular tissue, which is the conseq uence of disease
in the human body, is analogous with the natural and healthy structure of the corre-

sp~~~~ns~"o;~~1~ni~~as~~~: ~j 1:~~;e~~:~;i~; ~~:~i'~;ave

now been menti onin g, if they are
to be looked upon as morbid, arc morbid in a particular and limited sense- morbid,
merely as being associated with disease, but not so eith er in their own processes or in
their tendencies. i\l any indeed of the writers who notice th em, speak of the hypertrophy as constituting a sou rce of disease, and a cause of dan ge r to the patient. But
I shall have occasion to show you hereafter, that in most cases it is really a compeosatory change, and co nscn•ativc of life; - a resource of nature by which impending
danger is postponed, and existence prolonged.
F10.1.

Ilypertrophy of left ventricle of the heart.
.Froio Dr. Gross" collection.

Fro. 2.

Hy pertrophy of the Aorta. From Dr. Groas'
collection. a the henrt. b tlie norta.
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Dypertrophyofthemuscularfibresoftbeurinarybladder.

From Dr. Gross' collection.

It may be said of hypertrophy, that its relation to disease depends ve:y .much upon
its seat. As ref!nrds the muscular system-in the volu.ntary. muscles it ts. generally
0
innocent, in thc involuntary it is generally connected .with disease; sometimes as a
c.ause, much oftener as a remedial consequence, so~ehmes as both cause. and c?usequcnce. One way iu which 11ypcrtrophy may ma01fcstly be a cause of disease is by
the pressure of an enlarged organ upon the p~rts in its ucighborhood 1 and a consequent
interference with the functions or the sensat1oos of those parts.
I am 'not sure whether, to those among you who ~re be~inuers, I make myself
understood. An example or two will render my meamng obvious.
It often happens that the aortic orifice of tl~e left ~cutricle of. the lrnart becomes
narrow and constricted, in consequence of disease m the semilunar v~lvcs there
situate. Under these circumstances, it is requi site, for the due propulsion of the
obstructed blood, that the ventricle should contract with in creased force. Its walls
accordingly become thicker and stronger. ~ere the hypcr~rophy o~ the left. chamber
is evidently a conscquoncc or effect of the disease that prcvwusly existed at its outlet.
On the other hand, when the thyreoid gland is enlarged, it sometimes prc~ses so
much upon the parts that lie behind it, as to impede the breathing, or the swallowiug.
In this case, the hypertrophy is the cause of consecutive disease.
Hypertrophy is exccedin~ly common in other tissues as well as in the muscular.
or its affecting the J!landular system WC have good examples in what I have ju~t
mentioned, the true bronchocele; in certain forms of cular~cd prostate; in the
thymus gland not unfrequently. Of a state of the brain which is considered to
constitute hypertrophy, I shall speak more particularly when we come to the morbid
conditions of that organ. Ilypertrophy is also said (I am not certain with how much
propriety always) to occur in the cutaneous, mucous, and vascular systems, in the
bronchial, mescnteric, and mammary glands, in the liver, spleen, and pancreas. Of
these .Parts I su~pcct that the en largements to which the term hypertrophy has been
sometunes apphcd, most frequently combine some alteratiou of texture with the
increase of size, aud therefore are not examples of pure hypertrophy.
You ought to be ~ware t~iat hypertroph;: of one or .more of the component tissues
of an organ may exist, wlnlc the others either rcmam uualtcrcd 1 or are chun,.,.ed in
0
some. other .wa'/. It frequently happens that when one component part is thus over1
0 3
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1
1

~~r~;~\1:t.' \~~cr~ a r~ .t::rt:x~; t~~e \a:a!: :;~~dw~1~~;~)~ ~c~t:~~h~;u;~~l~t~; o~e~~~ ~:
It IS not uncommon to meet with this fat in excess, and at the
and wasted.
\\ hat has been deemed hypertrophy of the female breast consi))ts, ahuo::>t always I

usuallJ: deposited.

t;a~nc lime to find tho muscular texture of that organ pale, flabby, soft,
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believe, in exccs!?-ive development of its adipous tissue, without any enlargement of
the gland itself-or enn with its diminution.
Hypertrophy of the adipous tissue is often genera l throughout the body, producing
obesity; and this may become so extreme as to amount to disease, when it is called by
nosologists po(ysarc:ia. I have seen one fatal instance of this kind: perhaps two.
The mother of a. large family, whom I long knew as a slender and elegant woman,
began suddenly to grow fat; and in about fifteen months, without any other
discO\'Crable malady, she gradua lly enlarged into a corpulent unwieldy monster. At
length her lep;s and thighs became oodematous as well as fat, her lips blue, her breath
was sh0rt, and her pulse feeble. One night she was found dead in her bed. 'fhc
body was not exam ined; but her death was mainly owing, as I believe, to fat collected
upon the heart, oppressing its movements, and at last stopping them altogether.
In the majority of cases the size of an hypertrophied organ is augmented; it has
a larger supcrficies than is natural: and therefore I have introduced hypertrophy to
your notice among the alterations to which parts are liable in bulk.
l3ut it is not always so. There may be hypertrophy of an organ without enlargement
- in at least three different ways: 1st, In hollow organs, where the additional substance is deposited centrica.lly, and
the hypertrophy takes place at the expense of the cavity:
2dly, In any organ, whereof the hypertrophy is confined to one or more tissues,
while the others are proportionably wasted: and,
3dly, liypertrophy may even be consistent with no alteration of shape, or increase
of bulk iu any direction, the organ occupying exactly the same space and preserving
the same absolute dimensions as before, but becoming more full of component particles,
more compact, hca,-icr. This state is well exemplified in certain cases of hypertrophy
of bone; the sponµy or cancellous texture of thE' bone disappears; its specific gravity
is increased; it becomes hard, firm, and like ivory. The structure appears, to the
eye, to be changed, yet remains the same, except in respect of its density.
I have told you that hypertrophy is usually a conservative and salutary chanp;e.
We shall meet with many illustrations of this ns we proceed. But I may take the
present occasion for pointing out to you some of the beneficial tendencies of this
change when it takes place in bone. For, since the diseases of the bones do not
belong to my prO\'incc, I may have no other opportunity.
You probably know that in the disorder called rickets, occurring principally during
childhood, the bones are soft, and deficient in their more solid in gredient; so that they
bend uuder the weight of the body, or the contraction of the muscles attached to them.
After a certain period this disproportion in the constituent particles of the osseorn~
tissue cea!?-es; but the bones are permanently distorted, and, therefore, less adapted
to their office, and less strong, than if they had remained straight. Now the natural
remedy that ensues is very striking and beautiful. The bent bones become hypertrophied in certain places; they grow thicker, denser, harder, and consequently
stronger, at the very conca,·c part where the stress of the pressure is the greatest.
The following experiment showed the same thing in a somewhat different manner.
An inch of the middle part of the fibula of a (1uadruped was cut out. A long time
afterwards the animal was killed. The tibia was then found to have become cousidcrably
larger exactly in that part of it which corresponded to the defect io the fibula. 1
The same principle appears still more conspicuously in a case of disease 1clated by
Cruveilhier. lie saw in the hospital at Limoges a young man who had lost (from
necrosis with suppuration) the middle third of his tibia; of the larger of the two
bones of the leg. The lost bone had not been reproduced, but the fibula, the naturally
slender bone, had become thick and strong enough to support the whole weight of his

body.

1 was explaining to you that hypertrophy may exist, witbont enlar~emcnt. On the
other hand there may be enlargement, without any change of structure, nnd yet no
hypertrophy. rl'lie liver and splee n are apt to acquire a co nsiderable increase of bulk
from mere congestion and distension of their vessels by blood. An immense spleen
will shrink into its proper size in a few hours, after ha::rnorrhage from the stomach,
whereby the gorged venous system of the abdomen has been relieved. Dr. Townshcml
1
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mentions a rcmark::iblc example of the same kind respecting the liver. The inferior
ca>a had been compressed by an :rncurismal tumour, so tlrnt the passage of blood from
the liver was greatly impeded. Under these circumstances th? liver became so large
as nearly to rc<ich the crest of the ilium. Suddenly the ancur1sm burst, the pressure
was taken from the cava, the hepatic veins were allowed to empty thcms.elvcs, and
before the body was opened for inspection, the liver had nearly resumed its natur-.:i.1
situation and dimensions.
In the profound, yet clear and instructive views of this subject exhibited b~ ~Ir.
Pag:et in his recent lectures (18-U) before the Uollcgc of Surµ:cons, the cond1t1ons
,vhich give rise to hypertrophy are stated to be chi efly, or only, three, namely:
" 1. '.l'hc increased exercise of a part in its hea lthy functions.
"2. An increased accumulation, in the hlood, of the particular materials which a
part appropriates in its nutrition, or in secretion.
"3. An increased affiux of healthy blood."
In the hypertrophy of the muscular tissue the first and tl1ird of these conditions
coincide. The more frequent and vigorous contractions of the muscle accelerate the
passa..,.c of the blood through its Ycssels, and so augment the quantity which flows
towards and into them in a given time. The enlargement of the nutrient arteries is
secoadary to the hypertrophy; and in turn contributes to sustain and augment it.
But the increased afnux of blood may be primary. Of this J!Jr. Paget adduces
instances, in the growth of rank hairs around the edges of sores which liavc con.
tinued long inflamed, and about old diseased joints; in the rapid increase of the spur
of a cock when transplanted from the bird's leg to its comb; and (probably) in ccr.
tain cases of congenital or spontaneous hypertrophy of a. single member, of a band
ora foot, or of one or more fingers.
'Vh en one kidacy augments in size upon the destruction or inaction of tlie other,
we ha\'C coincidence of the first and second conditions. Mr. Paget thus explains the
process. "'!'he principal constituents of the urine are, we know, ready formed in
the blood, and arc separated throu~h the kidneys by the dc\'Clopment, growth, and
dischaq;c of the renal cells, in which they are for a time incoq)orated. Now when
one kiducy is destroyed, there must, for a time, be an excess of the constituents of
the urine in the blood; for siace the separation of the urine is not mere filtration,
the other kidney cannot at once, and without change of size, dischar1Ye a double
q~aatity. 'Vh ut then happens? '.l'h e kidney grows, more renal cells develop, and
discharge, and renew themselves. In other words, the existence of the constituents
of the urine in the blood thut is carried to every part, determines the formation of
the appropriate renal organs in tbe one appropriate part of the body."
Iu the same manner the increased formation of adipous tissue may be ascribed to
the presence of abundant hyd ro.carbon principles in the blood, which are the chief
elements of fat.
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means. A hl'althy man, with a quiet mind, usin~ habitunlly a full nutritious diet,
and l eadin~ a sedentary life, will fatten, I apprehend, as unfailinp:ly as a calf or a
turkey. Sometimes, iuclcc<l, fat accumulates, to an enormous extent, in spite of
abstinent habits, and very active exercise.
4thly, It is a curi ous fact that the removal of certain parts of the body, as the
testicles from male animals, and the ovaries from females, increases the disposition to
accumulate fat. The same tendency appears to be given, for a time, by the extirpation of tl1e spleen.
Of the curative methods that hypertrophy may require it would be premature to
speak at present.
The bulk of parts may be also 011rpne11tPd in various other ways. Th e hollow orµ;ans
may be inordinately distended by an undue accumulation of their untural coutcnts j
or by matters that do not enter them in health. 1'hc solid organs may have their
size incrca11cd by the presence of matter foreign to their natural compos ition, collected
in thei r int eri or, or distributed throu~h the interstices of their proper tissue:-:, or deposited upon their surface: and in eith er case the fuo ctions of the p:irt itself m:iy be
disturbed or suspended; or the functions of parts imm ediately contip:uous to it 111ay
snstaiu damage from its pressure i or the functions of dbtant parts connected with it
by drpendcncy of office nwy be disordered; or all these conseque nces may ensue
together. Numerous examples of them all will hereafter be brought under your notice.
J~et us next attend to that condition which is the opposite of hypertrophy - to
afroph.lf, namely, in which parts become notably smaller than natural, without other
alteration of texture.
The two conditions contrast strongly with each other in their uature and origin, as
well as in their physical charocter
H ypertrophy depends cs::cntia lly upon an increase-atrophy upon a diminution or
defect, of the nutriti,·e functions. You will find that atrophy plays an importaut part
in rilterinl? the bodily org-ans. both in herilth and in cli:.:ca:-:c.
Of the effect of a.trophy in causing alterations cousistcnt with health, I shall merely
remind you of some instances, that you may the better comprehend its morbid
operation.
There arc parts of the body, as you well kn ow, destined for a. temporary purpose
only. Upon the cci;sation of their especial fun ction they dwindle, or disappc:n. '\Ye
have examples of this in the thymus gland, and in those p<lrts of the mecha ni sm of
the circulation which arc peculiar to the footal state. The atrophy here begins ns
soon as the child is born, and is not only consistent with, but necessary to, its perfect
licalth. As life advances, we sec the same principle at work, rcmodclliug from ti111c
to time those structures of which the office has only a limited dnr:1tion. .A ftcr the
child-beari ng- period in women is over, when the functions of the ovaries cxpire 1 these
organs shrink, throug-h atrophy. It is so with the testes of old men. Jndced,
atrophy, to a ccrt..'l in extent, pervades all parts of the system in old aµ;e: the nrnsclcs
diminish in size, the whole body is less plump, the bones lose a portion of their sub~tance, and become brittle.
]~,·en in the period of fretal life this process, by which parts arc stan·ed ancl
st unted, sometimes displays it.self. But here it is no long-er compatible with the
integrity and well.being of the system. The arrest or retardation of the nutritive
function produces changes of great interest, aod gives rise to various kinds of rnonstrosity. Harelip-fissure of the palate-certain malformations of the heart-are
familiar examples of the conscqucuces of intra-uterine atrophy .
.Atrophy, considered as a morbid change, is conspicuous, no l c~s than hypertrophy,
in the muscular system. 'Ve sec it in the voluntary muscles, whenever a limb
remnins long in a. state of inactio n-whether from palsy depending upon disease in
the brain or spinal cord; or from pain connected with di sease of a. joint; or from
p<'Tvcrsion of the will, as in the self-inflicted penance of the Fakir. Th e same law,
therefore, obtains here, which was previously arrnounced; the dcvcl.opw cnt of a part
is proportioned to the activity of its fun ction. In most cases, I bclicrn, the atrophy
will be fouud to resolve itself into a deficient supply of hea lthy arterial blood.
]foilding materials :tre not provided, or are provided iuad cquately. ~Jere inaction
will produce atrophy; but it is probable that the inactioll operates simply by abridging
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the flow of nrtcrial blood to the muscle. If (as some contend, and as I am d_isposcd
to believe) what is called a change in the 1'mlPTvation of a part tends ~omet1mcs to
occasion its atrophy; if, for example, the altered st..'lte of the ncn•ous rnfluence has
some share, bcyon<l the inaction which it produces, in causin.g the atrophy of a paralysed limb-it still acts, I conceive, indirectly, and by :educing some!low the supply
of healthy arterial blood. The nen·es belongmg to p:1ls1cd and atrophied muscles are
found to diminish in size. It is with the arterial circulation, how ever, that atrophy
is most concerned. It is upon a diminution of the number of the smnllcr, and p_crhaps also of the capacity of the larger arteries, that senile atrophy often dep?nds We
find atrophy of the brain accompanying certain diseased conditions of its ma1? arteries.
So the testicle withers when the spermatic artery is tied for the cure of '\"ar1cocele.
Take notice how the laws of atrophy and of hypertrophy tally also in their
exempticms, and arc alike inapplicable to the organs of the spec ial se nses. I showed

r~ofs \~~~\~l~~ii~~~~;1 ~)~~~nc~~~~:: ~~~~e~h:I:~:: t~'~,i~~~~tit~~d~~ i~e;.~l~i:u~~~ud~}I~~~;

we have a remarkable illustratio11 1 as l\Jr. Simon lrns pointed out, in the boy who,
born blind, was couched at the age of fourteen by Cheseldcn. His organs of vision
were perfect in function and in hulk, after the almost total suspension of their office
for so many years.
P1·cssure of any kind, permanently exercised either upon the large arterial trunks,
or upon the capillary ves:-iels. so as to lessen without completely preventiug the supply
of blood, will be found to µ-i\·e rise to atrophy, whene\·cr the due quantity of blood is
not furnished by the C1)tablishment of a collateral circulation. I i:;ay 1>ermanently
cxercis.ed, because intermittent pressure has often the exactly contrary effect. It was
a maxim of l\lr. Hunter's, that pressure from without produces thickening,; pressure
from within thinning and absorption of parts. Of the former we see au example in
the thickening or hypcrtropby (co11servatlve hypertrophy) of the cuticle on the soles
of the feet in persons who walk much, and on the palms of the hands of those who
labour with tools. But 1\lr. Pag:et bas superseded this principle by one of wider
extent and of more exact application. Ile has shown that it is not upon the direction
of the pressure that its different results depend; but upon the circumstance of its
being constant, or only occasional, whateYer may be its direction. ''A II the thicken·
in~s o~ the cu.tic\e are t~1c conscq uence.s of occasiona! pressure- as the presl'ure of
~hoes m occasional walk mp::_, tools occas1onally u~ed with the hand, and the like; for
~t seems~ n ccc~sn ry c?nd1t10!1. for hypertrophy, !n most parts, that they shou ld enjoy
rnt crva~s '.n wlu ch thc1: uutr1t1on nHlY go ou act1vcly. But coni::tant prei-sure, whether
from w1.th111 or ,from w1~l10ut, always appears to ~roducc absorption." H e does justice
to. ~lr. II untcr s ~agac1ty 1 ~10wcv~r, by remark mg, that "nearly all pressures from
without arc occas10nal and rntcrm1ttent, and nearly all pres;.;ures from within arisino~~et~~~s~~ui~~m the growth of tumours, the enlargement of abscesses, and ihe like~
Ch~onic i11flanw_iation is son~e.times atten~C'd by the ~asting of the part which it
111
0
1
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of the nutrient fluid is diminished, or ~ts qu_ality impai~ed-p~oduce a. grea~e;u~; 1~fs
~r~fi::~~~ ~c11trul atrophy; but to this umvcr:oal wastrng we usually apply the term
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or
c:o11st1tuent tissues the appearance of the part may be rcmarkabl
d·J d
ts
:-40 1 also, a~ hypertrophy may exist without any incrcasl! of abs~~t~ ~i~e atr
may occur w1t~1out ~ny dec:ease: as in the he?rt, when the c:wities arc dilat'cd i~phy
exac:t degree rn wl11ch their walls become thrnncr. Bones, externally sound in ~I~~
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pearance, have had their specific gravity so greatly reduced by internal atrophy, tha~
they would floo.t, like a cork, upon water.
It is a. curious fact- which I mentioned in other terms
FIG. 4.
before-that an atrophied part is sometimes plentifully encompassed by fat. But this is by no means a necessary
accompaniment. Why it happens in one case, and not in
another-whether the adipous hypertrophy is ever the cause
of the atrophy associated with it, or the atrophy the cause of
the hypertrophy:-these arc questions which, in the present
st."lte of the science of medicine, do not admit of any positive
solution.
It is scarcely necessary to observe that the changes of bulk
which we have been considering, imply often, though not
always, changes of forrn also. You may baye one or two of
the chambers of the heart greatly enlarged, while the others
remain of their natural size. Of course this altered proportion modifies the shape of the organ.
Signal changes of form arc produced also by inflammation,
by pressure, and in various other ways. But, after all, modifications of figure are rather to be considered as accidents of
disease than among its important elements j and I pass on to
other alterations.
Various parts of the body are liable to be changed in con- Atrophy of cellnlar struesistence. They may become harder and firmer than before :
ture of the thigh.bone.
or they may become softer. To the state of increased or unnatural hardness the term 1°nduration has been applied; the same word is used also
to express the process of hardening. To the state of diminished consistence we give
the name of sojieni119. The French pathologists, who first noticed this condition as an
element of disease, call it ramollissement.
You are already aware-those of you who have attended the lectures of the professors of midwifery and of anatomy-that a slow process of natural and healthy
induration is going on throughout the body from the earliest period of uterine life to
extreme old age.
There are several ways in which unnatural induration may take place.
Induration of an organ may happen, without any other alteration of its proper
tissue, in consequence of inordinate fuluess of its blood.vessels. 'l'his is apt to occur
in the lungs, or liver, wheneYer the free exit of blood from these organs is in any
way impeded. They become stretched, tense, resisting, hard.
In like manner induration of the hollow organs, or of cellular parts, may arise
(without any change of their texture) from an undue accumulation of fluids within
them :-of bile, for example, in the g:i!J.bladder; of urine, in its receptacle; of gases
in the stomach and intestines; of serosity in the cellular tissue.
In either of these kinds of induration the unnatural hardness may be temporary
only, or it may be the permanent accompaniment of other disease. It is necessary
that you should be aware of its occurrence, and of its nature. I say, of its 1wturr,
because this is not always understood. In the induration arising from the last cir.
cumstance I mentioned, viz., from infiltration of the cellular tissue with the serous
or albuminous parts of the blood-from axlema, in short-the hardness has sometimes been erroneously ascribed to some other morbid condition. Dr. Carswell h:is
8hown that in the curious disease of new-born children who are said to be sl.:in·bo1rnd1
th e hardness of the surface is the consequence of simple oodema of the subcutaneou$
cellular tissue. The same phenomenon is remarkable in cedema of the tongue. I
believe the induration belonging to cedema will be found to be the greater, in proportion as the effusion is large and recent, and has taken place rapidly.
Again, induration may accompany, and be a. consequence of, simple hypcrtropl1y.
Of this I have al ready shown you examples; especially in the cburnation, (as it ha!:J
been called) of hypertrophied bone.
Induration of an organ may also result from the expression of its fluid, and the
compression of its solid parts. We see this extremely well in the luog, when it 11as
been thrust and flattened against the vertebral column by fluid effused into the pleura;
4
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or when it is still more ti,,.htly bound down by an investing Jaycr of plastic lymphi
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can rc.. tore to a ccrta.in extcu~ at least, its bulk and spongy feel, by forcibly rn .att_ng
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More frequently iuduration depends upon the prescn~e, 10 the 1~tcrnal t~xture of
parts, in the little spaces left between their component tissues, of flmd o~ sohd matters
which arc not found there in the healthy st.ate. Bony or earthy particles are sometimes laid down and the part thus changed is said to be ossitie~ . '!'here are few
parts of the bod). in which this kind of i1~duration. docs not occas1on~lly take place.
lt is especially common in the coats of arter1cs 1 and. m the subserous t~ssues . . B lood,
or fluids separated from the hlood, may fill an~ obliterat~ the natural mtersbe~s, an.d
concreting, tend to consolidate and harden tile part wluch they occupy. °"hat IS
called hcpatisation of the Jung is a good instance. I need not tell ,you that the healthy
lung is spongy and crepit.'lnt under pressure; in tl~is altered sta_tc 1t .no.longer crack les
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of induration of the pulmonary substance we have in what is badly named pulmonary
apoplexy. This is independent of infiaonuation. Blood is collected and coagulates
in a part of the lung which should contain air - in the vesicles of one or more of its
lobules; the lobules thus gorged with blood become even harder and firmer than when
hepatised; but by a different process.
In the instances last mentioned, fluids after escaping from their proper vessels, 1". e.,
in technical phrase, after being extravasated, pass into the solid form, and thereby
render the parts which they pcnTade harder and more firm. But fluids may concrete
and harden tcitltin their proper vessels, and so lead to another form of induration.
'l'hus the blood, under certain circumstances, coagulates in the living veius - nay,
sometimes even in the heart itself: and we may hereafter have to consider the condi·
tions under which this coagulation is liable to occur, and the serious consequences
which it involves. 'l'he bile again, as you probably know, sometimes concretes, by a
rude ~i nd of crystallization, into what are called gall st011e8: and the passage of these
calculi through the narrow ducts that connect the gall bladder with the bowel is apt
to be attended with pain the most intense. The formation of urinm·y calculi is not
exactly of the same kind.
Numerous specimens of all the changes I have been describing are on the table
before you. You may examine them at leisure after Jecture, or in the museum .
I have )'.Ct to notice another source of unnatural induration, in the deposition or
growth of i:regular m~sses of matter. within the body, differing remarkably from any
of the. solids or fl.~1ds that. ente~ mto its heahhy composition. These unnatur:.11
forw~t1ons vary ~ons1derably '!1 their nature and appearance, and in their consistence,
at dtffercn~ periods: Sometunes they. exist i.n distiuc~ and separate masses, and
whether hatd or ~oft m thcmselv~s, cause mduration by then pressure upon 8 urrounding
textures; sometimes they are diffused through or among the natural tissues of a part
whi~h thus t~cy induratc. All the va:ieties of tubercle, and of cancer, all those form;
of disease which have be.en styled mahgnant1 fall under this head.
'l'hese ne~ and ~or~1d products play a fearful part in disorganizing tlrn bodily
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as illustru.t1oas of the manner
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which the consistence of parts may be ·increased.
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LECTURE III.
Softeni11g; its causes and varieties. Tra11sformatiot1s of Tiss1te. Changrs of
situation-in the Chest, of the Lungs, of the Heart-in the Abdomen and Pelvis,
Hernia, Intus-susception, Prolapsus.
WE were occupied with that branch of pathological inquiry wllich relates to the
various ways in which the several parts and organs of the living body are liable to be
sensibly altered by disease.
We considered the changes to which the solid parts are subject in bullc and in
form; and that alteration of their consistence which constitutes Jmrdcning or
i11du,-ation.
The opposite condition to this is softening, diminished consistence, a less degree of
cohesion of parts and tissue!!! tha.n is natural.
This also is a change of which it is important that you should comprehend the
nature, and causes, and varieties; and the share that it often has in breaking down
the structure of organs, and in destroying life.
There is scarcely any tisisue of the living body, in which softening may not take
place. I shall here, however, as before, mention a few illustrations only of its occurrence, taking those instances in which the phenomenon is most evident, or is best
understood.

aff~c~~tet~:i~~ np:;hs~:a~~:~d. mo~~ s~~~i~!{io~~v~or"~h~~e0~~~~1~s:a~~~~t~hs:~t::
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than the rest. You are familiar with the usual consistence of the adult brain : you
will find it sometimes reduced, in places, to the consistence of cream: a gentle stream
of water suffered to fall upon the softened pulp suffices to wash it away, and a cavity
is left in its place.
The cellular tissue-or let us rather call it, with Professor Todd, the areolar
tissue, since minute anatomists now affirm that alt the tissues in their embryonic
state are cellular- the areolar tissue is another part in which softening is exceedingly
common, althouizh the change is not so readily perceived. This is the great connecting
tissue of the body; and we are made sensible of its diminished consistence, when
parts which it unites become separable with unusual ease. 1'hus you may sometimes,
by exerting a very slight degree of force, strip off a serous membrane from the parts
which it invests, or a mucous membrane from the surface lined by it. This ready
separation is a consequence of the diminished consistence of the subserous, or the
submucous, areolar tissue. The membranes themselves, in such cases, may be in a
perfectly natural state.
Muscles, agnin, are often palpably softer than they should be; the fleshy substance
of the heart, for example. Ilere the muscular fibre may itself have undergone a
change of consistence; or the muscle may simply appear to be softened, in consequence
of the softening of the threads of areolar tissue by which its fibres are tied together.
The mucous membranes very frequently present the phenomenon of softening.
This is more commonly seen in the stomach than elsewhere. Instead of being raised
from the subjaccnt tissues in large flakes, the mucous membrane, when seized between
the blades of a. forceps, breaks off in small fragments; or it may be crushed and
mashed by the pressure of the finger, or washed away in shapeless pulp by a little
current of water. This condition of its lining membrane is usually limited to parts
of the stomach; but occasionally it is general.
Even the bones are liable to this change of consistence. There is a. disease called
mollities ossium, in which the bones even of adults become soft and pliant, and
capable of bein~ bent in any direction. Upon what these altered qualities are believed
to depend, I will explain to you presently.
The accidental products to which I adverted when speaking of induration especially some of the varieties of cancer-are sometimes remarkably soft, resembling
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brain in coni::i'ltcnce and appearance, or cream, or jc_lly.
1
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But in ~hcsc ca~es we ca~
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Now softeniDg may occur under ,•ery different ci~cumstanc~s. . One very general
cause of softening is inflammation. Every p~rt, I believe,_ that is rnflamcd undergoes,
in the fiNit instance, a diminution of it.~ consistence. This appears to be_ almost the
necP~'lary con!iiequcnce of st..'lguation of the ~lood, the effusion _of seros1ty, and the
su1;peosi on of healthy nutrition. Thcs? are ~1rcum~tflnces to which I shall recur. I
cannot avoid alluding occasionally to thrngs with wlncl~ you are supposed to be as yet
but little acquainted, and which will engage our part1cula.r attcnt10n as the course
advances.
It would be a ~reat mistake, however, to ima7in~ that all s~ftenin~ results _from
preYious inflammation. Doubtless it often proc~eds directly and simply from dcfic1e~ cy
of nutrition, and is then closely all~ed 1 as I s~1d before, to at;opl~y. Thus so~tenrng
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it is quite independent of inflamm~tion, and is. owing. to _d isease_ or obsti:uction of the
cerebral arteries, whereby the brarn, or a portion of 1t, is deprived of its fu ll supply
of arterial blood, and ceases to be properly renovated. Hence a loosening of its
texture, a separation of its component particles, an approach to the fluid state. I
shall, of course, hereafter endeavor to point out to you more particularly the means
we possess of distinguishing- these two forms of cerebral softening. They constitute
morbid conditions of the hizhest interest.
I may observe, that we h;ve an illustration of the principle now laid down, in that
general softness, flaccidity, and slight cohesion of parts, noticeable in children, and
others, who are imperfectly nourished. We find this general absence of the natur<ll
firmness coincident with pa lenes.!l, and a thin watery coadition of the blood. Ma!!endie
kept animals upon food unsuitable for them, containing no azote, and incapable of
supplying sufficient nourishment; and one curious consequence was a loss of substance
in the cornea, which melted down and disappeared.
There is another source of softening which requires to be mentioned - I mea n tl1e
gastric juice, which has the power of dissolving not on ly food that is submitted to its
actioa, but the mucous membrano of the stomach itself, and even all its tissues and
cants. 'l'his causo of sof~cni ng operates, however, in the dead body only; but its
cf'.ccts lrnve often been mistaken for the consequences of disease i and therefore it
will be nece8.!lary for me hereafter to call your attention to the circumstances under
which those effects may be looked for, and to the points of distinction between them
and other chan~es that arc more properly called morbid.
Upon the whole, it may be said that eYery form and k ind of softeninf'I' in the livin(J'
body_-wheth~r it v:oceed from inflammation, from disease or obst~uction of th~
art~r1es, fron.1 rnsuffic1ent sustenance,, or from altered qualities of the blood - may
ult11nately (hke atrophy) .he ref'olved rnto suspended or defecti\·e nutrition.
Furth~ru1ore, as there is a hardnes~ of_parts resultin.g from repletion and distension,
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d~hvcry; of the rntcg~ments rn those who, having been fat, baye wasted either from
disease or from adYancrng age; and so on.
'
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"Or, it has been accidentally called upon to fulfil a purpose for which it was not
originally designed.
"In lhc former case it gradually approximates towards areolar tissue, which at
length is all that remains.
"In the latter it assumes the characters of that other tissue of which it has taken
up the office."
Now the analogy which l\I. Andral thought he could perceive between clrnnges of
this kind, and the changes that occur during the growth and progressive development
of the human body, does not in reality obtain. l\Iorc recent and more exact microscopical researches have shown that the several tissues do not commence by being
areolar tissue-which is the sense in which l\I. Andra! uses the word cellular-and
therefore that in the dwindling of any given tissue into the areolar, there is no
return, as he had supposed, towards the primitive state of the tissue so wasting. A
muscle remaininp; for a long time in complete inaction, loses bulk, but docs not pass
from the condition of muscular into that of areolar tissue. When wasted to the
utmost it may still retuin its proper anatomical clements. The areolar tissue is quite
as complex and advanced a tissue as the muscular. There is no true conversion of
the one tissue into the other. It is commonly stated, indeed, that when a muscle
comes accident.ally to invest a dislocated joint, the dislocation remaining unreduced,
it assumes by degrees the characters, together with the uses, of those tissues which
naturally inclose the joint, and is converted from muscular into fibrous or lignmcntous
tissue-just as in the vc~ct.'lble kingdom, the cut end of a willow branch, planted in
the earth, takes up the office, and gradually acquires the form and properties of a root.
But here again the analogy is more fanciful than real. The formation of a false joint
implies no actual conversion of tissues. The muscular fibres shrink and disappear,
while 1he areolar tissue augments, and is transformed only into the fibrous; these
two, the fibrous and the areolar, being essentially and primarily the same tissue.
The change from cartilage to bone approaches more nearly than any other to actua]
trnusmutation; but even this resolves itself iuto a simple increase of oue of the
natural constituents of both the tissues concerned; phosphate of lime, which exists
in healthy cartila~e.
I spoke of local and of general additions of adipous tissue occurring in the body,
as forms of hypertrophy. But fat is apt to be produced, by a sort of transformation,
in atrophy also. Mr. Paget, indeed, whose remarks on this subject possess a very
high interest, makes fatty degeneration to be oue kind of atrophy. Ile describes
atrophy without change of texture, (in which sense I have been usiug that term,) and
atrophy with degeneration of texture. Although there is no necessary connexion
between them, the two often exist together, but one of the two predominates. The
degeneration proceeds under the ordinary conditions and causes of simple atrophy;
and it is a. common result of that imperfection of the formative process which accompanies the infirmities of old age.
In this form of atrophy the fatty matter is not deposited, as in hypertrophy, from
the blood-vcfiloiels, and laid up in cells or vesicles; but it is apparently the rcbult of
some chemical change wrought in the affected tissue itself, throughout which the
molecules of fat are irregularly distributed. It is a process and a mark of decay. It
is met with in unexerciscd voluntary muscles, whether their action be suspended by
paralysis or by the immobility of the parts which it is their function to move. It
occurs under the deterioratiug influence of disease, or of a~c, io that involuntary
muscle, the heart; in the arteries, of which the muscular element is proLably the
first to suffer; in the bones; in the cornea, where it becomes visible even during life
as the arcm senilis; and in various other organs of the body. What is called the
fatty liver is an example. '£he altered liver is larger than natural, of a light tawny
colour, of diminished specific gravity, retains the impression of one's finger, is tender,
and tears easily:. i.t g1:ca~cs the knife. that cuts it, or bibulous paper in which it is
wrapped. By Lo1lmg tt you may obtam a concrete oil, which has all the chamctcrs
of fat. Under the microscope, the molecules of fatty matter arc rccoo-niscd, in this
and in o~hcr tissues, by t~leir pe~uliar refraction of light. '!'hey :omcti111cs run
together mto larger unequivocal 011-drops. Chcrnistr~ detects their nature by their
solubility in ether.
Vdiat is very curious in respect to this morbid condition of the liver is, that we
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can produce it, at will, in some a~ lea~t of _the lowe~ anim:tls. Y ou know th:t th_e
"Joie 9ras, 11 procured from ccrtarn birds, 1s an article of great luxury amon~ c~1-

It is obtained by a very cruel process.

cures.

Geese, or ducks, are confined

tn

baskets just Jargc cnou~h to contain ~hem, but not large en~ugh to allow them a.ny
movement: they are kept co~ tinually m .the ~ark also; sometim es even, I am afr:ud,
their eyos arc put out, but this I sh~uld 1magrn e to be a useless and superfl uous p~cce
of cruelty, it being the absence of hght, and not the absence ?f the po~cr of v1s1on,
which helps to bring about the desire~ e~cc~. . At th~ sa~ne hm c th_c birds are s~~u

lously crammed with food. Under this d1sc1phne their hvers acquire the requ1s1te
size, and grensin ess, and the true flavour..
.
. .
'f h e history of these unfortunate. fowls 1s not barr~n of mstruet1on m respect to the
more limited bad effects of full diet, want of exercise, and a short allowance of day.

light, upon the "featherless biped," man.
.
:Fatty dege neration affecting the muscular substance o~ the 11eart, and rcndenng
th at main instrument of th e circulation soft, weak, readily stretched by the blood
which it compresses, and easily torn, becomes a frequent and an intelligible cause of
dire distress, and of death. Concerning this most perilous card iac d_isease, our know.
ledge is of recent acquisition. In the large r arteries also, where it ha~ Ion~ been
known under the name of atlteroma, the same form of decay leads to dtlatalions, to
aneurisms, to fatal ruptures. Virhco it occupies the smaller branches of the same
vessels it tends to softening of the parts which those branches then fail to nourish
and maintain, and to the escape of blood from their broken channels into and among
the softened textures. This is a very common source of cerebral mischief - of apo·
plex ies, and of palsies.
Following out Mr. Hunter' s original views, Mr. Paget has satisfied himself that
th e singular disease of bones described by English writers under the name of molli.
ties ossi1nn, is also owing to this fatty degeneration. Nay, the same ruorbid change
may pervade the whole body. In all ranks of life there arc two well.marked forms
of sen ile decay: and every one will at once, I think, recognise the fidelity of the fol.
lowing graphic sketch by Mr. Paget's pencil.
11
Some people, as they grow old, seem only to with er and dry up-sharp-featured,
shrivelled, spioous ol.d folks, yet witha.l wiry and tough, cli1~ging to li fe, and letting
death hrwe thew, as 1t were, by small rnstahnents slow ly p:ud. Such arc the ' lean.
and slippered pantaloons/ and their 'shrunk shanks' decl:1rc the pervading atrophy.
"Others- women more often than men - as old and as ill-nourished as these make a fa r diffcrc~1t. appearan_cc. Witl~ tl~ese the fir~t sign ~f old age is that they
grow fat; and tlus ab ides with them till, it may be, m a last 11lnesi:i sharper than old
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but m rolls; and their v01ce, mstead of ns rng 'towards childish treble,' become gruff
and husky.
"Now, these classes of old people may repr~sen t t~e two forms of atrophy-of
that atrophy by decrease, and.that by degeneration of tissue - to which we shall find
nearly every part of the body li abl~. In th.ose of the first class you find all the tissues
healthy, hardly altered frow the t~me of vigour. I exa min ed the muscles of such a
one l?tely-a woman, seventy-six years old, very lean, emaciated, and shrivelled.
T.he tibrcs were rather.soft, yet nearly as ruddy and as strongly marked as those of a
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b~ said of the transfor~at1on -wh1ch ts ~ot co~vemo u-of areolar tissue into
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me1~1braues being .formed, whe re non e before. existed. '"In a young lad ;1~~o~~al
mamed the age ot ten or twelve years, labourrng under the incon vcuieuc/of a clu~
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foot, a large bursa wns dis~inctly ~o be felt on that part of the instep which came in
contact with the ~round m walkrng. In another young lady, who had apparently
recovered of a caries of the spine, attended with a considerable angular curYature, a
bursa appeared to have beeu formed between the projecting spiuous process and the
skin."
In like manner we find that sinuses, fistulous openings and tubes, in various parts,
become lined, through the intervention of the areolar tissue, with a surface which in
its appearance and in its properties resembles the mucous membranes. Like them it
is with difficulty made to take on adhesive inflammation; and therefore it is that
sinuses of this kind, and chronic abscesses, are often so troublesome to the surgeon,
and require to be laid open before they can be abolished.
On the other hand, the mucous membranes, under peculiar circumstances, approxi.
mate to the skin in their physical aspect and qualities. When, for instance, a portion
of the mucous 1iuing of the rectum, or of the vairioa, protrudes externally, is JJerma·
neatly exposed to the air, and subject to the friction of clothes or of neighbouring
parts-that is to say, wJrnn it is placed under the same co11ditions as the sk in-it
assumes somewhat the characters of the skin: it gradually loses its red colour and
approaches the tint of the skin, ceases to pour forth mucus, becomes dry, obtains even
a sort of permanent cuticle, acquires firmness and dcnsity1 and is less sensible to the
contact and pressure of foreign substances. It is impossible not to perceive the beneficial nature of this transformation.
The greater number, then 1 of those interesting- changes in the living body which
have been classed under the head of transformations of tissue, have a restomtive
tendency. They exemplify the working of what the older pathologists disccrued, and
called the vis medicatrix noturre. This is a. phrase that has been much sneered at;
but (as I conceive) very unjustly, and sometimes ignorantly. It is simply a short
formulary, exprcssi,·e of a great general truth, viz., that the animal frame is so constituted as to contain within itself the elements of repair, and of conservative adapta.
tion. To a great extent it is a self.'mend-i11g machine. Surely this is an admirable
provision, and clearly indicatiYe both of wise contrivance and of bcn<'ficcnt design.
The intimate texture of parts may be further altered- not simply by some modifi.
cation or reconstruction of the ordinary tissues, but-by an absolute disappearance
or confusion of all regular structure. This is usually a conseque nce, either of the
effusion, in the natural interstices of the parts, of fluids, which afterwards pass into
the solid state, or it is a consequence of the growth of solids whh:h do not belong to
the hcaltl1y body. In this sketch of general pathology I must content myself with
thus briefly alluding to this source of morbid change.
I may as well observe here, that the alterations with which we have hitherto been
occupied, of the solids of the body, fall, almost all of them, under the head of lesions
of nutrition, as the French pathologists speak. That is to say, they commence and
have their primitive scat, in that process and place where the blood, having reached
th e capillary system of ,·essels, performs its special purposes. It is in or through the
capillaries that the fluids and solids accomplish their ''ital union. Each solid receives
from the blood, and assimilates with its proper substance, material particles, identical
in their nature with those of which it already consists. Each solid gives up also to
the blood, and so dismisses, other particles, which before formed a. portion of itself,
but which have become unfit or superfluous. Now any departure from this continual
building up and pulling down-any excess or defect of the particles added, or of the
particles subtracted - any irregularity in the manner in which they arc deposited any variation from their right consistence, or in their kind and quality-in short any
deviation from the regular process, as I have briefly described it-is called a. lesion

of nutrition.
are~~fcw changes already spoken of, and

not included among the lesions of nutrition

The distension of the hollow organs by an undu e accumulation of fluids within
them;
'l'he coagulation of the fluids in their proper yessels, excluding however the capil·
larics;
'!'he escape of the fluids, as such, out of and beyond their contaiuinp; vessels; and
The solution of tissues, after death, by the chemical agency of the gastric juice.
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None of these, properly speaking, constitute lesions of nutrition, although they
sometimes lead to thew.
Lastly, let us take a glance at the changes of sit1ur.tion ~o which the solid parts of
.
.
the body are liable. They are sometimes of very senous import.
'l'hcse changes of place-sometimes the consequence of ~iseasc, so~ct11ncs its
cause, and not unfrequcntly the cause of death- rcspcc~ clucfly t_he .v1sc~r~; and
most especially the vi~cera of the chest, abdomen, and pelvis. I omit d1slocat10ns of

jo~~s~h~s c~~!~~g!n;h~~~lr:~~el~a~; ~~r~~::i~ccd, and 001.npressed against the vertebral
column, by blood, or scrum, or air, effused int~ the cn.\•1ty of th~ pleura. 1~0 altera.
tion of this kind, whereby one-half of the respiratory apparat.us is rendered rncapable
.
of its peculiar function, cannot be otherwise than. full of per1l.
The Ycry same causes operating on the left side of_ the thorax may dislocate the
heart, thrust it over to the right of the stcrnut~, where it may. be fe~t, and h~ard, and
seen, to pulsate. This again cannot happen without greatly d1sturbrng the vital func.
tion of circulation, and putting life in jeopardy.
Yet neither of these serious displacements is oeces!'arily fatal. Both admit, under
certain circumstances, of remedial treatment; as I hope to prove to you hereafter.
In the abdomen and pelv is, the various forms of hernia may be adduced as iuvolv-

~~ ;:::~~t1~~F~:~~s a~~a:~c~oi;ats:etfi~:~~~n~c:7l:~;a~ ~~i~~~~s fnP~!sdia :~:~ n~~
!between
the edges of the linca alba surrounding the navel-or out at the abdominal
0

0

ring-or through some other natural or accidental aperture. I need not tell you how
fearfully life is compromised when, in consequence of such faulty position, the bowel
becomes constrietcd-when its contents can no longer pass onwards, and inflammation,
or gan~rcne, is present or impending. Even when there is no strangulation, the
mere displacement, arising from the escape of some of the contents of the abdomen
and pelvis from their natural limits, may be producti,·e of much discomfort, deformity,
and hazard. Of this the historian Gibbon presented a. remarkable example. He had
an immense scrotal hernia; so large it was, that it hung down very nearly as low as
his knees . After his death it was found that almost the whole of the omentum, and
the greater part of the colon, had descended into the scrotum, and had drarr"'ed the
11
11 1
1
of it
passes, not through any natural or accidental opening, Lut into the bowel itself: just
0
8
8
1

sto~~~f~ ::\~~r~~~ i s; t~~tt~~!tii;~ ~{~~~~~e~~i:,~~ ~'{ t~:~:~:lh~nai:i~i ~ ~n:I ;~1~fi:n
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nipped aod stmn~ulated by the containing portion-and all the peril of hernia. results, '":ith much less chance of rel ief by art. This state of things is called intussusceptwn.
Exactly_of the same nature, t~ough less alarming, is prolapsus of the rectum, or
of the .vagma. Herc also.a. portion of the tube passes into the contiguous portion;
but bemg .near the extremity of the canal, the inverted part protrudes cxtermdly, and
becom~s, rn most eases,_ a source of distress and suffering, rather than of danrrer.
0
In,·ers1on of the uterus 1s another example.

in~~:~~ ~u/! ;. 11~~~~' c:~tst~~,~~e~ni~e~e~~ 1;~:i~~~ !~t:~~;.~:~.parts of the body are subject,
1

va~:uus ~~~~~ta~~i~:~!i:~:~ ~;::~~~r~~~~ ~~~c~0:~~~;n~aanJdo~:!~is:"'c~~nt1cs ~? ~he
~1~~1~;~~n h:i:0;~~:r~f

so~e :~~~
1

them must impede or derange its natural action;

al~~: s~h:b~~!~sp:;~h~~et~~ ~l~~Ys:iI~s~i~~~e c~:;i~1; ~:~'~ti!~sw~~!~!~. they he not
1

_'You are prob~bly aware that, for many contur1es, the fluids were su

osed to be
the
80
acm~1~ny or. peccant state of the humours; and that however else the theories me
mc~1crne might vary and fluctuate, the Immoral pnthology, till :t comparative! receof
period, ran through almost all of them. At length, the abslirdity of the hyiothese~:

pn~nary ngents rn every form of disease; that all maladies were att~ibuted to
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and still more the dangerous practice, which this doctrine generated, began to be
manifest, and led to its total abandonment. Rather more than a century and a half
aCTo, the foundation of the opposite doctrine appears to have been laid, by the writings
of Glisson iu this country, and by those of Baglivi in Italy; and presently the notion
came to prevail throughout the schools, that all the morbid conditions of the body
had their exclusive origin in the solids. The pendulum of opinion swung at once,
as is usual, into the opposite extreme of error. It promises, in our time, to settle at
the juster medium. Reviving under new and more faithful evidence, the humoral
doctrine again asserts its rightful but modified claims upon our acceptance. That its
old cxtravagancies still find favour among the ignorant, and arc commonly adopted by
the quack, are circumstances which illustrate the fact that the mischievous influence
of unsound theories survives the duration of the theories themselves. The scientific
physician of the present day can only wonder bow exclusive solidism, or exclusive
bumomlism, should ever have found advocates.

LECTURE IV.
Morbid Alterations of the Fluids, especially of tlie Blood. Ol1anyes in its quantity
and di~tribution. General and Local PUtlwra. Poverty of Blood. .Active Congestion-its Phenorne11a-Stale of the Vessels as seen by the Microscope. .Afeclurnical
Congestion. Passive Congestion. Relations of tltese forms of Congestion to inflammations- to ll;;emorrhuges-to .Dropsies.
AFTER running over the principal alterations to which the solid parts of the body
are liable, we were beginning to inquire into those no less important morbid changes
which are apt to take place in its fluid constituents. I reminded you that, respecting
the whole of this subject, pathologi!<ts l1ad passed from one extreme of opinion to
another i that for a. very long period the lwmorol pathology prevailed in the schools,
and that, in times not very remote from our own, it was entirely superseded by the
opposite doctrine of exclusive solitlism. It is strange that either misconception should
have so long maintained its ground.
If we consider the definite relation subsisting between the solids and the fluids of
the body, and the unceasing agencies which they mutually exercise on each otherhow, for instance, on the Ont! hand, all the solids are originally built up, and are
afterwards perpetually sustained and repaired by materials furnished from the blood11ow, again, on the other hand, some of the solids are continually employed in the
reciprocal office of feeding and renewing the blood, while others arc as constantly at
work in deeompounding it by the various secretions-we cannot avoid pcrcciying
that distinctions of the kind I have mentioned, founded upon mere differences of
consistence, arc futile. Flesh and blood are almost convertible terms: th~ir composition, the cbemists tell us, is identically the same. To use the strong expression of
Borden, Le sm1g est de la cltair coula11te. You may be certain that no notable alteration can take place in the solids of the body which will not soon affect. in some way
its fluids; and that every important change in its fluids must lead to, or proceed from,
a corresponding and proportionate modification of its solids. 'l'he long dispute between
the solidists and the humoralists was altogether baseless and unprofitable.
l\Ir. Puget, in the admirable lectures to which I have already referred, cites and
adopts the proposition of 'l'rcviranus, that u each single part of the body, in respect
of its nutrition, stands to the whole body in the relation of an excreted substance."
"In other words, every part of the body, by taking from the blood the peculiar
substances which it needs for its own nutrition, does thereby act as an excretory
orl!an, ina!'much as it removes from the blood that which, if retained in it, would be
iujurious to the nutritiou of the rest of the body. F'or example, the pPlypifcrous
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zoophytes a1l excrete Jar,...e quantities of cnlcarcous and siliceous earths. Tn tho:i:e
10
which have no stony i,;:kelci.on thPSe earths arc absolutely and utterly excreted; but
those iu which they form the skeleton, they arc, though rctai.oed within the body, yet
as truly excreted from the blood and all the other parts, as 1_f th?Y had been thrown
out and washed away. So the phosphates which arc deposited 10 our bo1~es are as
effectually excreted from the blood and the other tissues, as those which are discharged

~tro1;1g

wi~1h~!1ed~~~~~~:,

light, not only the
if it be true, as I think it is, puts in a
constant relation and interchange subsisting bct~ecn the ~oh~ tissues of the body and
its fluids, in health, but their inevitable sympathies also, tn dISease.
The animal fluids are - the blood, the fluids that enter the blood, and the fluids
·
.
that proceed from the blood.
'!'he fluids that enter the blood are of two krnds.
1. 1l'hose by which it is renewed and enriched.
2. 1l'hose which enter it in order that they may be conveyed out of tl1e body.
Now, although we cannot doubt that any eonsid~rable modification or defect of the
fluids that feed and renovate the blood, and parltcularly of the chyle, must have a.
direct influence upon its composition and quality, we really know b~t little about them,
except in their effects. We seldom have any means of procnrmg these the first
products of nutrition so as to examine them, or to test their qualities; yet we can
perceive causes that are likely to deteriorate or deprave those fluids (unfit aliment,
impure air), and we know that, under the continued operation of such causes, the
blood, replenished by these fluids, 'is actually and sensibly modified .
Again, we cannot doubt that some of the matters derived frow the body itself, and
taken into the blood in order to be conveyed away: may, and often do, directly alter
and contaminate the blood, and act as poisons upon the system; matters, for instance,
absorbed from parts of the body that are diseased, or dead and putrefying; in this
way, doubtless, disorders which were at first strictly local may come to affect the whole
economy: - matters, again, which, though harmless while merely transitory, and in
minute quantity, prove noxious when retained and accumulated in the blood, in
consequence of faulty or. deficient action of the organs destined to eliminate them from
the circulating fluid. 'l'he injurious effects of some of the substances which thus
become dcleterious,-as urea., of which the blood, during health, is continually
~urified by the k~dnc~s; an~ b~le! which is naturally separated therefrom by the

~~v;~~ ~;~nt~~:~~i~11~ f:~~ir;h~~~~~t~r.the

office of the lungs to excrete-will furnish

The fluids that leave the blood may be considered under a threefold division .
1. Those wh~ch are directly e~pended in the growth or maintenance of parts, some
of them be~mi_ng fixed a~d solid, and others retaining- their fluid condition. Of
!!~~~~ti~~ pnncipal alterations have been briefly pointed out among the lest'ons of
~· Those tha~ a:e. employe~ in aid of some definite function of the body: as the
sahv.a,_ the gastric JUtce, the bile, the pancreatic secretion, the tears, the synovia. of
the JOmt.s, and so ou. Now, these may be secreted in excessive abundance or in too
sca~ty. quantity, or of imperfect quality, or not at all: and all. or any; of these
dcvrn.t10ns from t~e he~lthy standard ma)'. be the result of very 'serious disease, or
may cause very ser1o~s disease; aud t~ey will be spoken of hereafter when the disorders
of the parts or functions connected with each shall be discussed.
3. _'l'h~ which are separated from the blood merely to be excreted, as the urine
certam discharges from the bowels, a~d from . the b:onchi and skin. Some of thes~

~:e;!~~~-~7t:~;t~{q~fr:t~~YPa~~i~~I~:s!~:fa~~ai!~e:i~l~~i~dp~~ta~ii~~~i~:~~!ions of

D1su11ssrng, therefore, for the present~ all furt!1er account, as well of the fluids that
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the blood, let us inquire
The blood, then, IS subJcct, first, to remarkable variations in its quanl.il!J both ·
in
tes.fet to the whole systc1~1, and in re~pect to particular organs and tissues. '
-· Close~y connected with thes~ differences of r1uantity is the ,·ariety which i
observable m regard to the proportions between the several proxinmte con~titucnts ;
0
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the blood. The changes that occur of this kind are sometimes strikin,!?ly evident to
our senses. For example, we not unfrequently perceive that the blood dr.nvn from a
vein is thinner, manifestly more watery, less rich in red corpuscles and in colouring
matter, than blood of the standard quality.
3. Again, independently of mere alterations in the relative proportions of its
proximate constituent parts, the blood is liable to great change in its chemical compo~ition, and, therefore, in its physical qua1ity. This appears to be the case in seascurvy, and in the analogous disease called purpura, and it is doubtless so in many
other complaints.
The composition of the blood cannot fail to be affected by a deficient supply of the
elements of nutrition from without; by diseases of the digestive organs, interfering
with the process of chylification; by diseases of the organs of rcspimtion, interfering
with its change from venous to arterial; by diseases of other channels of excrctionthc bowel!:!, the biliary apparatus, the kidneys, the ski n-interfering (as I have already
hinted ) with its appointed purification; nay, by disease in any part, if Treviranus'
theory be allowed; by foreign contaminating matters, finding entran ce (as they may
when in solution, or .in a gaseous form) throu~h artery, vein, or any membranous
substance, such as bladder and intestine: lastly, the composition of the blood may be
altered, there is good reason to believe, by certain states of the nervous system.
But contenting myself with having indicated these latter changes, or sources of
change, I shall defer giving a. more particular account of any except those that relate
to the quantil!J and the distribution of the blood.
I say the b1ood may undergo important alterations in its quantity. It may exist
in too f!'TCat abundance throughout the body; and it may exist in too great abundance
in certain parts only of the body. These states ha,•e been recognised for ages.
Sometimes they are called, respectively, general and partial plethora; sometimes
general and local conge~tiuns of blood; people speak also of irregular determinations
of blood to different or1?3-nS; and, of late, the term hyperremia, first invented by ~I.
Andra! in France, has been imported into this country, and much adopted here. All
these words and phrases mean, in truth, the same thing; and their frequent recurrence in medical works, is, of itself, sufficient evidence of the frequency and importance of the conditions which they express.
If we comprehend rightly this subject of plethora or congestion, we slm11 be prepared to understand some most important morbid states, of which it seems to be in
many, if not in all coses, the earliest approach -the initial step. Inflammation,
hoomorrhage, dropsy, all acknowledge and imply a previous condition of congestion.
"There is, probably," says Dr. Alison, "no kind of diseased action of which any part
of the living body is susceptible, which is not connected, sooner or later, with increased affiux of blood towards that part, either as its cause or its effect; and the
immediate object of all our most powerful remedies is to act on these irregularities
of the circulation. 11
'l'hat the blood mo.11 be differently distributed in the capillaries at different times,
we know by the variable colour of the surface, which depends upon the varying degrees of fulncss of the cutaneous blood-vessels. The phenomenon of blushiug, the
red cheek of anger, the hei~htcned colour of the skin under brisk exerc ise, are familiar facts illu!ltrative of partial plethora of the capillaries, consistent with health.
There are reasons (which I shall hereafter lay before you) for believing that a
similar sudden accumulation of blood, taking place in internal p.'lrts, may sensibly
disturb their functions; causing transient fits of giddiness, insensibility, and sometimes death itself, when the congestion affects the ccreb1·al blood-vessels,; and attacks
of difficult breathing when the capillaries of the pulmonary tissue arc concerned; and
even these attackR, for aught that I know, may end fatally.
It often happens that when certain portions of the surface, as the cheeks, are visibly
redder and fuller of blood than usual, or when such symptoms as I have just meutioned denote the probability of some internal congestion, other parts of the surface,
as in the extre~nitics, are visibly paler: and there are, at the same time, corresponding
and palpable differences of temperature.
Perhaps it may not be so obvious that the whole quantity of blood, throughout tho
body, is sumetimes in cx.ccss.
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Th:it in the adult state1 when the o-rowth and de\"clopmcnt of the body have b?et
compl~ted, blood may bc made in ~r:;tcr abundance, and more. rich in the mater~. 8
of nutrition than the wants of the body require, is n?t only concc1vablc, but tnt~ l e
:ire able to a~i,,.n circumstances in which this is hkcly to happen, and we fin i·~at
11
1

~ ;~dc;a;:h Jit~t;L:t:~:=i~~ a~~:~~;l d;~st~~~~~nl~11 e~'~~g~d::i:ns~t.cntT~c _fu~i
1
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freer circulation of the blood and that more liberal cxpcnd1ture of it through the
skin, and by means of the otl;er organs of secretion, which would occur :under ?JOre
active habits. Persons thus circumstanced are apt to grow fa~; tl~e ad1pous ttssue
sccminp:, in these cases, to form a kind of safety.valve for the d~vers1on of the superfluous blood. Such persons have turgid and flond_ chce~s, red lips, red muc?us mem-

branes, and (not uncommonly) fe rrety eyes. Their entire vascular syste_m is preter11:1turally distended. If you open a veiu, you find that th~y bear a copious abstrac1
1
:i:1s
the nomenclature we have already employed, we might say that there IS here liypertroplt,y of the blood.
.
.
.
When inflammation arises in the subjects of tins general plethora, it runs high,
and requires active treatment. J3ut they are not, as you might naturally expect them
to be, and as many writers state them to be, peculiarly prone to suff~r inflan~matory
complaints. '!'here is general fulness of the vascular system, but no irregular1ty, nor
any ucccssary tendency to irregularity, in the distribution of the blood.
You will observe that, the relative proportion of the more solid to the more fluid
constituents of the blood is increased in these cases of general plethora: the blood is
not only more abundant, but it is richer also in fibrin, and in red particles.
The means to be adopted for redressing this unnatural and unsafe condition of the
circulation, arc those which common sense would suggest. The removal of a portion
of the superfluous blood, a more restricted diet, a larger allowance of active exercise.
It will be worth our while to contrast this state of general plethof'a with its opposite
-that in which the blood is scanty and poor-what Andral calls (though with
questionable propriety) onren11·a. Oligaem,£a is the cacophonous but more exact naml'.
assigned to it by Gendrin; but pove1·t,y of the blood is the ord inary English phrase
for it, and the best of the three. 'fhis is a state which we can produce at will, by
abstracting blood from the body in moderate quantity, but repeatedly, and at short
iutcrvals .. Jt_occurs also, frc9uently,_in spont.'ltU:m~s disease, and from various causes;
from a pnvation of the materials dcstmed to rcplcmsh the blood; and in cases in which
these materials appear to be turned to little account, as in chlorotic rrirls. 'Ye see it
in those who habitually and oft?n lose a ~crta.in quantity of blood, inl:) di:scase; in persons, for example, who arc subject to piles, and who bleed daily from the rectum.
!'till oftener in women who sulfer repeated hremorrhages from the uterus. w·hen th;
dra_in has been long-continued, these ~rsons become very pale; even those parts
which arc ~aturally most. re~ 1 as the hps and tongue, become almost white; their
faces 1.ook like wax:; and if st1l_l yo?- draw blood from a vein, and allow it to coagulate,
yon will have a small clot floo.tmg rn an abundance of serum, and that small clot will
be ~f a light rosy ?Olour; showing a gr~at diminution in the proportion of fibrin; and
n still ,7rcate~ dcfic1e~cy of the rc~ particles. The blood, as they say, is "turned into
wa~cr.
It 1.s a curious pathological _fact, that the red particles require more time for
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of Phys1c_1ans ID 1845, and subsequently published in the Jlledical Gazette.
I!>
Accurdiug to Dr. Rees, the true condition of the blood, as it exists in the living
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blood-vessels, is that of a liquid (the liquor sanguhiis) in which the fibrin of the
blood is dissolved, and in which coloured corpuscles float.
He shows, by satisfactory experiments, that these corpuscles are not soft solids. but

closed bags or cells, containing a fluid :-that the contained fluid is of a red colour,
while the investing membrane is white, or colourless.

Through this investing membrane, in_obedience to the law of_cndos.mo~is, the fluids
without and within the corpuscle rectprocally paSl:I. Placed in a hqu1d of ~realer
specific gravity than the average specific gravity of the liquor ~anguinis, the corpus~les
shrivel, and the liquid is much reddened. On the other hand, if the surrounding
liquid have a specific gravity less than that of the liquor san~"Uinis, it is but slightly
reddened, and the corpuscles plump up. In pure water they burst.
The iron of the blood resides in the colouring matter dissolved in the liquid which
is enclosed in the colourless envelope.
The blood is fed by the chyle. The chyle, like the blood, separates, when removed
from the body, into two parts-serum and crassamcntum.
The ~erum of the blood contains no iron; the seru m of the chylc contains iron in
abundance . The crassamcntum of the blood contains iron; that of the cbyle only
such a trace of it as may be accounted for by the adhering scrum.
Again - the specific gravity of the chylc is far below that of the liquor san~inis.
Ileuce, on the mingling of these fluids, au endosmotic transmission of iron in solution
will take place into the corpuscles.
It follows, that if the specific gravity of the liquor sanguinis be any-how lowered,
or that of the chyle much increased, the supply of iron to the corpuscles will be so
far impaired.
These considerations may hereafter be found applicable to the elucidation both of
the nature, and of the treatment of certain forms of disease.
[ Dr. Hughes Bennett has recently directed attention to a diseased condition of the
blood, in which there is a morbid increase of corpuscles, resembling the white or
colourless ones naturally present. This condition has been denominated leuroc11thamia,
or white cell blood. It is not of very common occurrence, but more so, perhaps, than
is generally supposed. When a drop of blood, drawn during life from an individual
affected with Jeueocythromia, is exam in ed microscopically, the red corpuscles appear
but little changed from their natural condition, and often arranged in rouleaux, leaving
i ntermediate spaces more or Jess crowded with white corpuscles. The latter bearing
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been made, it is impossible to speak with precision. l\Iany of the white corpuscles
are considerably larger than the natural size. '!'hey have more coarsely granulated
contents than the normal ones, with a single, double, or tripartite iuternal nucleus.
The envelop and nucleus arc distinctly brought into view by the action of acetic acid,
which renders the granular contents transparent. Occai:.iioually, a crescentric nucleus
is to be seen in the cells, and some free nuclei are observed, also, between them.
In fatal cases of leucocythromia, the blood is often
Fm. 5.
found imperfectly coagulated - sometimes gruruous,
and of a dirty brown colour. Where dccolourized, the
coagula have not the aspect of healthy fibrin, but are
of a more opaque dull yellow, and, when broken up,
resemb le thick creamy pus. '!'heir peculiar aspect is
due, probably, to the very numerous white corpuscles
they contai n. In the case in which the blood was
analyzed, the fibrin exceeded the normal amount. 'l'be
increase is probably more apparent than real, in conBlood i~ Lcucocylhromia.-four
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mshed - the solids of the serum but httle altered. It
is chiefly in ~he spleen, liver, and lymphatic glands, that morbid changes are t.>bserved.
The spleen is often very greatly enlarged, apparently by a. true hypertrophy of its
nuclear structure. It has, however, been fouud healthy. 'l'be liver is far less frequently enlarged j but its texture is more or Jess altered. In the majority of the
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c~ses reported, the lymphntic glands seem to have been cnforgcd or cancerously

<lis;~~:~orbid

mu~h more fr~
0

condition of the blood under consideration has been
qucntly observed iu males than in females; more often in adults, and

10

those

adT~~:~~s~Y~t~! :~si:ri'::~~lerfered with in consequence of the abdominal dist-0nsiou;
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diarrhrea is a frequent. symptom; vomiting is less oft.en prc~cot; ha::?1orrhagc, from
various parts, was observed in the majority of cas?s; rn one rnstancc, tt was attended
with purpura hremorrhagica; dropsy was pr?sent m ~bou.t one half _the cases, general
attendant upon abdominal tumours; some sh!!"ht febrile disturbance I~ not unfrequent,
but of short continnancc; anremia is commonly well marked, and, rn the fatal cases,
emaciation is described as extreme. There seems no reason to suppose that the affec~
tion is in any way directly connected with ague or the malarious poison.- 0.)
In general plethora every part is preternaturally fu ll of blood,_ and_t he .blood itself
is full of the elements of nutrition. General plethora therefore unphcs, ni one .~ense,
local plethora of every organ and tissue. In strictness, however, local plethora is only
predicable of a part that contains more than its share of red blood.
Now the converse of this is not true, as it might be expected to be, of the opposite
condition. A deficiency in the whole mass of red blood contained in, and circulating
through, the body, docs not protect the parts of tbe body from congestion - from
havin'g an undue quantity of blood sent to them. li'ar from it. Local determinations
of blood are ver.IJ comm.on in persons in whom the mass of that fluid, and the proportion of its nutritive materials, have been considerably diminished by disease, or by
hremorrhage.
This remarkable tendency, under such circumstances, to an unequal distribution
of the blood in the capillaries, admits (I think) of the following explanation. A due
supply of healthy blood is requisite for the steady and equable performance of the
functions of the brain :rnd neryes. When this supply is defective, or uncertain, those
functions become disordered and irregular, and, in their turn, influence the various
solids, disturb their action, and derange the balance of the circulation . That capillary
blood-vessels may be filled to excess, or completely emptied, by causes operating
through the nervous system-by moral emotions, for example-we are sure from the
phenomena just now adverted to, the blush of shame or anger, the paleness of fear;
and there can be no doubt that m.orbid congestions, which sometimes arc separated
from those t~at arc cons istent with health by very slight shades of difference, are
often dcter1urncd through the agency of the same nervous system. And persons
endowed with great sensibility or irritability of the nervous system are very liable to
partial and irregular congestions of blood.
But this is not the only way in which local congestion may arise.
~re can produce i_t, ~pon the sur~ace of the body at least, at pleasure, and that in
v~nous ~ays; b.y fr~ct10n, by ex.J?05rng the par~ to a high temperature, by certain
stlmu.latmg apphcatlons, m?c~an!eal (as a cupping glass), or chemical (as a. mustard
poultice): we produce an rnJecuon of the small cutaneous blood-vessels · there is
evidently, more than the ul\ual qua?tity of bl~ attr~ctcd to the part, or Jct.lined j~
~he .part-a degree of redness, which soon subsides if the cause of it be withdrawn
in tune.
Congestion tlrns occasioned is not i~flammati?n 1 but it is the first obvious step to-
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Look at this representation of the stomach of a. dol'T (
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active hyperremia. The arteries, perhaps, have more to do with it, in the first instance, than the veins. Ilut it is in the capillary vessels, which are distinct from, and
interposed between the minute arteries and veins, that further changes are wrought,
when the process advances a. stage beyond mere local plethora. What has been
observed, by the aid of the microscope, with respect to the blood-vessels, I will endeavour to describe to you.
I take the account I am about to give you chiefly from Kaltcnbrunner, a German
pathologist, who has recently investigated the subject experimentally, and whose
observations are believed to have been most carefully and skilfully conducted, and
their results no less faithfully narrated. Bis observations were made upon the circulation as it appeared in the web of a frog's foot, under a. powerful microscope. It
would be idle, and soructhing like committing a fr.1.ud upon you, were I to lay any
stress upon my own knowledge or experience in this matter, for I cannot pretend to
any great skill in the use of that instrument, and my opportunities of noticing, by
its help, the phenomena of the circulation, have been too few to render their results
of much value. Yet it may be in some degree satisfactory to you to know that I am
not blindly repeating the remarks of others, and that what I liave witnessed is perfectly in accordance with the statements of Kaltenbruuner, and affords me a strong
assurance of his accuracy and fidelity. There is another reason, too, why I consider
him the more trustworthy-be has no theories to which be might be disposed to bend
or accommodate his facts.
Before I detail to you his account of the phenomena of congestion, I may briefly
describe the scene which presents itself when the web of a frog's foot is looked at
through a good microscope. It is a most beautiful and wonderful spectacle, and
particularly iutcrestiog to those who, like ourselves, are desirous of gaining some
insight into the healthy and diseased states of the circulation. It is a sight which I
hope and believe you also will have many opportunities of seeing in this place. You
perceive, then, occupying the circular field of the instmment, a number of bloodvessels, through which the blood, with its corpuscles or globules, is in active motion:
and you sc~ at once that there are three different kinds of vessels before you. l?irst,
you notice the blood shooting swiftly along tubes which divide and subdivide into
smaller and smaller branches, each branch (speaking generally) going off at an obtuse
angle: these are plainly arteries. Then, in another part of the field of view, you sec
the blood moving in the contrary direction, more slowly, in larger truoks, which arc
formed by the contioual union and accession of smaller and tribut.ary vessels of the
same kind, that meet, fo r the most part, at acute angles; these you know to be veins:
and all the intermediate and surrounding surface in view is occupied with other
vessels or channels, which connect themselves with the ultimate raruifications of the
arteries on the one hand, and with the primary radicles of tho veins on the other, but
which differ from both arteries and veins in these particulars- that they interlace
and ana~tomose in all parts, in a very irregular manner, and at all angles, and that
they retain eyerywhere the same uniform size. They neither collect into larger a11,I
larger trunks, nor separate into smaller and smaller branches, but arc disposed like
the threads formi11~ the meshes of a net, except that the interstices are irrcg-ular in
size and shape. These are the true capillaries, intermediate between the arteries and
the veins, and perfectly distinct in character from each, but communicating and
contiguous with both.
If now you press upon the animal's leg, so as to obstruct the circulation a Jittle,
the motion of the blood is retarded, especially in the capillaries. You sec the red
globules following one another slowly. These so-called globules ar~ not really, in
their standard degree of distension, little spheres; but ci rcular discs, or flat cells.
Sometimes one of them sticks to the side of a. capillary channel, and dams up the
current; other globules accumulate behind it, till at last they all pass on again together.
Now Kaltenbrunner irritates the web by pricking it, and soon afterwards the
following appearances present themselves :-There is an increased nfHux. of blood to
the part, so that arteries, veins, and capillaries, receive a column of blood two or
three times as great as usual; the velocity of the blood is accelerated; the sides of the
distended vessels seem to tighten round the stream of blood which they contain.
With this alteration of the circulation, the natural functions of the part begin to be
modified. The change of the blood from arterial to venous is interrupted. 'fhc
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globules 1 passinC7 with great rapidity throu"h all the vessels, retain the ch?rfctcrsl of
arterial globulc~ e\TCn when they arrive at the ''eins; they present a brig 1\ co orb.
show a tendency to stick together, and of~en form liltle clots, which pass t troug
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of a kind of. lymph; ~~t
The parenchyma itself begins to be slightly tumi '

this secretion is now suspended.

secretion

aoi~~~:::s p~i~~~~ !~: ~~~i~h~:1o 1~ : ci~:~mscribcd spot, of
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which . tl1c ci_rcumfercnce

gradually expands as the affection increases; and they cease rnscnsibly at that
circumference.

.

Ib!~:~ :: ~:~i~dn~~!~~n.iotervenes hctween the first action of the irritant. cause,
and the commencement of true congestion. This period, the occur:ence o~ wh1eh_you
will be good enough to bear in mind, Kaltenbruoner calls the period of incubat1?n ;
the period in which the congestion is hatching. It seems probabl~, from. obsc~vat1?ns
since made by l\lr. J.>aget, that the state of the blood-vessels durmg th is period is a
state of contraction or closure.
5
0
1
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been very slight, the quantity of blood, and the rap1d1ty o_f its. movement, dunrn~sh
gradually from the circumference towards the centre; and m this way the cougest1on
insensibly vanishes.
.
.
.
But, in other cnscs, when it h~s not been so slight, the congestion ter~rnates by an
evident crisis, which KaJtenbrunoer thus describes :-The blood, receding from the
circumference of the congested part towards the centre, p;ivcs out, by exhalation, a
liquid. The exhalation takes place by fits, and here and there, through the sides of
the capillary tubes, and generally on the surface of the organ. '!'he moment of exhalation is very transient; but it is repeated often, and in different spots, until the
congestion has disappeared. It is evidently critical, for the congestion is relieved and
extinguished in proportion as the exhalation is repeated.
I shall follow these consequences of active and continued local congestion no further
at present; but merely remind you a~in that the changes I have last mentioned
constitute the ea_rliest appreciable modification of structure leading or bclongic.z to
inflammation. What we thus may see (and it is what I myself' have had some opportunities of seeing) in the transparent texture!:! of animals, we reasonably infer to take
place, under analogous circumstances, in those parts of the body which are internal
and opaque, and consequently hidden from our view.
. I will_just obscne, also, that as acti_ve co_ngestion ~s the parent of inflammation, so
it somc~1mcs .causes bremor~hage, and is relieved b:y 1t. But comparing this form of
congestion with another which I am about to mention, the connexion of hremorrha..,.e
0
with it i~, relatively, unfrequent.
One obvious mode of remedying this congestion is the mechanical nbstraction of
blood from the loaded part. But it is seldom that this measure alone suffices · and
sometimes it would be ultimately hurtful to adopt it. The state of the constilution
may be such, that the ~i~p.osition to. local pletho.ra would be increased by the Joss of
blood. Undue susceptib1~1ty and d~sordcred ~ctioo of the nervous system are liable
to be aggravated by hleedmg; and m proportion as the nervous functions are irreo-u.
larly performed, docs the tende.ncy to unequal dhitribution of blood in the capill~ry
vessels au17mcnt. We have da1l.y examples of this in hysterical young women. It is
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consequence of its 1mtat1on, and :viii contrnue to collect in spite of depletion.
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and sustarnrng cause is not always so well known.
Contr.:i.st.e~, in .some impor~aut particulars, with active congestion such as I have
been dcscr1brng, is that morbid fulness of the capillary vessels which arises when the
return of the _blood from them. towa: ds the h~art through the veins, is impeded b
~~~cec;~:~~amcal obstacle. With this mechamcol c011gestion the veins arc exclusive};
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Cong-cstion of this kind may be strictly local. It may be confined to a single limb,
when the priuciJXll venous trunk belonging to that limb is compressed, or otherwise
diminished in size; and when no collateral and compensatory channels for the return-
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those parts of the capillary system from which the blood is conveyed by the veins that
ultimately concur to form the vena port.re. The force of grovity alone is sufficient to
produce venous congestion, and consequently congestion of the capillaries, in parts
of the body in which, under ordinary circumstances, the circulation through the
veins is aided, instead of being opposed, by that force. If, for instance, the head be
suffered to hang downwards for a cert..'lin time, we see the unequivocal signs of such
congestion in the tumid condition and the purplish red colour of the lips, cheeks,
eyelids, and cars. When an impediment to the free transmission of blood exists in
the heart itself, a tendency to stagnation is produced, first in the venre cavm, then in
the smaller ramifications by whicl1 these veins arc fed, and at length in the general
system of capillary vessels: and thus even general congestion may proceed from a
fixed mechanical cause; the parts that are the most Yascular being also the most
readily and the most completely gorged.
There is yet a third form of local congestion, differing, in some respects, both from
active and from mechanical congestion. The capillaries become loaded, and the
course of the blood in them is languid and sluggish, without any previous increased
velocity of the blood in the arteries, and independently of any mechanical obstacle in
the veins. To this form of congestion the term passive is applied. Audra) denominates it passive or asthcnic hyperremia. I will tell you the class of facts from the
observation of which the real existence of this passive plethora has been ascertained.
In persons enfeebled by age, or by disease, the lower parts of the legs, the insteps
and ankles, and the skin which forms the surface of old scars, arl! often habitually
purplish, or violet-coloured. There is congestion of dark blood in those parts. You
may, perhaps, be ready to ascribe this to the mere influence of gravity upon the
blood 1 but this cannot be the whole explanation, because the force of gravity is the
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depending position ought not to cause it, and would not cause it, if the blood-vessel..
were in a healthy condition. Neither can the difference of posture be any source of
irritation to the congested part. The capillaries themselves appear to have lost, in a
great degree, their natural elasticity; they easily dilate under tlrn pressure of th e
blood, which, being thus retarded, accumulates in the part. The employmen t of
friction, or some stimulating application, will often remove this congestion.
I say all this is often to be noticed when there has been no cause of irritation
operating upon the part, and no preceding state of active congestion. But it is important to mark the very frequent connexion that ex ists between these contrasted
conditions. The one very often succeeds the other : the vessels become dilated under
the force of the active hyperromia, and, the irritation ceasing, they do not at once
recover their tone, but remain passively loaded and distended. They are frequently
left in the same state upon the subsidence of inflammation.
Take another illustration from what you may any day witness in respect to indolent
ulcers. You will find that the large, flabby 1 and livid granulations which they present, may be made to contract and to assume a more healthy and florid hue, by local
stimulants: these evidently act by quickening the previously languid circulation, and
unloadin g the congested capillaries.
Observe, again, what not unfrcquently happens in regard to the eye ; a little organ
indeed, but one that suppl ies us with more striking lessons in pathology and therapeutics than any other portion of the body. You know that the coujunctiva and
sclcrotica, through which, while healthy1 colourless fluids a.lone circulate, are tra~
versed, under various forms of disease, by innumerable vessels bearing red blood.
Now, it is notorious that, in certain _cas?s, the applicat~on. of any stimulating substance to the surface of the organ will mcrcase the ex1stmg redness, multiply the
number of visible vessels, and aggravate the complaint. These arc cases of active
congestion, dependent upon irritation that is still subsisting. But it is equally well
known to practical men that the blood-ves~els of the eye are liable to congestion of a.
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They are seen to be <listcnded, somewhat tor.tuous, almost vari·
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These~ again, are cases iltustrative of conµ:cstion of the asthenic

The strong topical irritants restore to the fc.cble and relaxed vessels their natural
elasticity, stimulate them to contract upou their co~tents, and to force onw~rds the
red blood, which they cease to admit fr?m the artcr1~s i and the redoes~ v~01shcs.
In the production of active congest1on the a:tenes app?ar to be pr10~1pally concerned: in the production of mechanical co~g:estwn, t~rn verns . . In pass~ve congestion the capillaries-which, strictly, arc ne1t.hcr ~rtenes aor verns, but he between
.
the arteries and the veins-arc the vessels clucfly Ill fault.
If we turn our thouO'hts from the visible textures of the body to those which are
hidden internally, we sliall find reason to believe tbat these als? are equally liable to
similar c~nditions of passive congestion. Take t?ose e:xcce?rngly v~s~ular organs,
the lungs, through which the whole of the blood eirc_ulatrng rn the _hvrng body has
to pass. The lungs, as might be expe~ted, ar~ v~r!J hablc to c?ngest1on and engorgement of their capillary vessels. Ofttuncs this 1s clearly actwe, and the res~lt ~f
some irritating cause. But it is not always so. Many of you recollect the ep1dcm1c
disorder called the influenza, which was so prevalent here in the spring of 1831, and
again in the early part of 1837. Among the most constant a?d striking cba.racters
of the disease were the symptoms of pulmonary catarrh; and it was remarkable how
long, in some persons, these symptoms persisted. After the pulse had regained its
natural frequency of beat, and when all fever had ceased, the patient would continue
to breathe with constraint and some labour, to wheeze a little, to cough, and to ex.
pectoratc mucus. As all febrile disturbance had subsided, and no further benefit
seemed to flow from adhering to what is call ed the antiphlogistic system, it was a
reasonable conjecture that this disappointing obstinacy of some of the symptoms might
depend upon a Jingcring but passive congestion of the pulmonary mucous membrJne.
And the nature of the juvantia showed the correctness of this conjecture. Tonics
and stimulants, so far from aggravating the pectoral symptoms, speedily removed or
abated them.
You cannot fai l, I think, to perceive the important bearing of these distinctions
between active and passive congestion upon our notions of disease and our choice of
remedies. These distinctions are not to be discovered by the knife of the anatomist.
You must t..1ke care not to confound a knowledge of pathology, in the proper sense
of that word, with a knowledge of morbid anatomy. Pathology comprehends not
only the visible changes of structure which accompany disease, and are disclosed by
death, but t~e processes by which those changes are effected in the living body, and
the laws which govern those processes.
T?ere i~ one impo~tant law ascertained in respect to both active and passive congestion; viz., that it 1s apt to 1"ecur; that those parts are most likely to suffer it (or
inflammation, which implies it) that have suffered it before. We may often turn our
knowledge of this general fact to good account, in what is termed the proph!Jlaxis of
disease-in devising means for warding off disorders.
I have stated that active and passive congestion sometimes occur in succession the
la~ter being a. sequel of the former . . So, also, it may be said of passive and of m;cha·
meal cong:cst1on, that they often .exist to9cther. If the capillaries of a part or organ
be_ much e~feebled, the mccham?al effect .of the gravity of the blood ma.y suffo:e to
bnng them mto a .s~ate of congestion._ It 1s ~hus that Andral explains the occurrence
of ~ p:o~gcd condition of. the P?8tenor portions of the lungs (evinced by symptoms
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tion ~y _long-co~tinued disease or de~i~ity. ,, This state of the capillaries is ~a~leJ by
Le_rm1?,1er the '.engorgement of po~1t~on ! and by L~ennec, "the pneumonia of the
dyrng . . It ncithcr pr?ce~d!:! from rrr1fallo_n, nor has It the essential characters of in·
~ae~:~t~~bi~ ~~~~uJ~t.1t 18 apt to be considered an evidence of inflammation by the
Again, as active congestion, when continued or intense, is antecedent and condu.
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cive to iuflammn.tioo; so is mechanical congestion, when it reaches a certain point)
the prolific source of h::cmorrhage, and the almost constant precursor and immediate
cause of a. lar~e class of dropsical accumulations.
I spoke a little while ago of general plethora, as a. state in which the whole mass
of blood circulating in the body is excessive in quantity, and rich in quality - full
of colouring matter, thick with globules. But the blood, as a mass, may be in excessive quantity, yet poor in its materials, serous, deficient in globules, and fibrin, and
colour; and in this condition of the blood also, as we shall hereafter sec, dropsies are
apt to arise.
We have now, therefore, laid the foundation for the better understanding of those
three great classes or discase- lnjl.ammations, Hrernorrlwges, and Dropsies.
There is no region or organ of the body exempt from these diseased conditions and
their consequences; and of each of them some general account must be given, before
we come to consider the special diseases incident to the several parts and organs.
But previously to entering upon this general account of inflammation, of hremorrhage, and of dropsy, we have still some other preliminary matters of importance to
discuss. 'fhe causes and modes of death. The causes of disease. A sketch of the
nature, classification, and import of symptoms.
Our inquiries hitherto have related to the manner in which tlrn pl1ysical conditions
of the various parts of the body are capable of being altered in disease, and their
functions disturbed or suspended. But how it happens that some of these alterations
of structure, or interruptions of function, are incompatible with the further continuance of life, and put a stop to the working of the whole machine, is an inquiry of no
less interest, though of a somewhat different kind.

LECTURE V.
Different modes of D!Ji11g. Patholog!J of Sudden JJeatl1. Death by Anc.emia, 'i°ts
Course, Phenomena, and Anatomical Characters. Death by Astltenfo, il.6 Course,
Plumomena, and .Anatomical Characters. Syncope. Death by lnanilton . Death
by Apnma: lJcalh b!J Coma: their Course, and Phenomena, and tlte Anatomi·cul
Characters common lo both. Application of tlte Principles obtained front tlte
investigation of the Phenomena of Sudden Death, in ducidati119 the Symptoms
and Tendencies of Disease.
I PROPOSE to devote the present lecture to the following inquiry :-wht::rcforc it is,
and how it is, that some of the corporal changes which we have been considering, or
the diseased conditions connected with those changes, come to be incompatible with
the further continuance of life? how is it that they put an end to the working of the
living animal machine? why the machine should not continue to work, though
perhaps imperfectly, notwithstanding such changes?
When our watches stop, we take them to a watchmaker to ascertain why they have
stopped. The watchmaker knows that there arc various ways in which the movements
of the instrument may have been arrested. The main spring mn.y have broken; or
the little chain that connects the barrel with tbe fusee may have parted; or the teeth
of some of the wheels may have become inextricably entangled; or the watch may
have ceased to go (as the saying is) simply because it has not been wound up . Now
the examination which the watchmaker undertakes in respect to the watch, I am
desirous of making in respect to the human body. I am going to inqu ire into the
several proces... cs and modes of dying-the steps, or ways, by which the vital functions
of the body arc extinguished. A very little experience in the sick chamber, or in
the wards of a hospital, will suffice to teach you that, although all men must die, all
do not die in the same manner. In one instance the thread of existence is suddenly
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snapped; the p~ssnge from life, and apparent health pc.rhaps,_ to ~he couJitioo _of a
corpse, is made in a moment: in another the process of d1ssolnt1ou 1s slo'~ an<l tedious,
and we scarcely know the precise instant in which the solemn change is complct~d.

One man retains posl:icssion of bis intellect up to his latest breath: another hes
unconscious, and iu:scnsiblc to all outward impressions, for hours or days before the
stru,!!gle is ayer.
.
.
We seek to ascertain the mechanism and the laws of these mysterious differences.
The inquiry is not one of merely curious interest, but has a direct bearing_ upon the

proper treatment of disease. It will teach us what. we have t:<> guard. agarnst, what
we must strive to avert, in different cases. In speakrng of particular diseases, I shall
constantly refer to the facts and reasonings which I am now abou~ to l_a.y bc~orc .Y??·
In pursuing this inquiry, we need not go into any ~ecp phys1olog1cal d1squ1s1t1on
respecting the conditions that are essential to life. It.1s suffi?1cnt f?r our purpose to
reru:irk that life is inseparably connected with the coutrnucd c1rculat1?n of the blood
So long as the circulation goes on, life, organic_ life at least, r~ruam~. _When the
blood no longer circulates, life is presently extrnct: and our rnvest1gat1on of the
different modes of dying resolves itself into an investigation of the different ways in
which the circulation of the blood may be brought permanently _to a stand.
Observe the ample provision that is ma.de, in the construct10n of the body, for
carrying on and maintaining this essential function. First,. t?cre is au extensive
hydraulic apparatus distributed throughout the frame, - cons1stmg of the heart and
other blood-vessels. Next, there is a large pneumatic machine, forming a considerable
part of the whole body, - composed of the lungs, and the case in which they are
lodged. Lastly, the power by which this machine is to be worked and regulated is
vested in the nervous sy:;tcm. Each of t11esc systems must continue in action, or the
circulation will stop, and life will cease. The functions they respectively perform arc,
consequently, called vital functions: and their main organs-the heart, the lungs,
the brain (by which I understand the intercrauial nervous mass)- are denominated
vital organs. The functions of any one of the three being arrested, the functions of
the other two arc also speedily extinguished. But the phenomena of dying vary
remarkably according as the interruption begins in the one or in the other organ.
Hence Bichat, who in his Rccherdies sur la Y:ie et la Mort, laid the foundation of the
distinctions I aru about to describe, spoke of death beginning at the head, death
beginning at the lteart, and death beginning at the lungs. '!'his nomenclature is1
however, unsatisfactory aud insufficient, as you will presently perceive.
That the heart may continue to propel the current of the blood, two things are
necessary: first, a certain power or faculty of contracting; and, secondly, a sufficient
quantity of blood in its chambers, to be moved, and also to stimulate them to contrnct.
lf this, the proper stimulus to the internal surfaces of the heart, be withheld, or much
deficient, it will soon cease to beat. There arc plainly, therefore, two ways in which
death might be said to begin at the heart; and these require to be dislin"uished.
1'he respiration is entirely subservient to the circulation of the blood~ The two
organs, the heart and the lungs, respond intimately to each other. The whole of the
blood is sen~ by th~ ri~ht heart to the lungs, simply that it may there be submitted
to the chemical action of the atmosphere. The respiratory apparatus is added to the
body for the sole purpo8e of thus repeatedly ventilating the blood.
To this purpose also (setting aside all accidental impediments) two tbin!!S are

~~~~:~f~g fi=:~;~~~~f~;c~1 =i~l~s~n=rc:~~c ~:~~~t:!u~~o~~1u!:~;~ls;

scc~ndly,

and,
No~ th~se movements, althouph they admit ?f ~eing regulated by the will, are
essentially rnvoluntary. The ordrnary acts of resptration depend upon a. cert.aiu condition of the medulla. oblongata. If this condition fail, the mechanical part of the
respiratory process, and, consequently, the chemical part also, is arrested.
The respiration hangs, therefore, directly upon the nervous system.
On the other hand, the action of the heart is not directly OL' necessarily dependent
u.pon a~y constant ?ervous influence frocecd~ng from the brain or spinal cord. The
cu.cu.Iat.10~ g~es o~ 1n an a~ephalous. footus; it ma.y be kept up, by maintaining artificial rcsp1rat1on, JU a dccap1tatcd ammal: nay, even when both brain and spinal cord
have been abstracted from the body.
But though the cercbro-spinal nervous influence is not necessary to the movements
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of the heart-further than as it is necessary to the respiration, and to the introduction of nutriment-it has been clearly ascertained that very sudJen and extensi,•e
injury or shock to the great nervous centres may instantly paralyse the heart, and so
stop its action.
Of the intercr.:inial m:iss, then, it may be affirmed that there arc certain states,
which, without directly affecting the heart, bring the motions of respi"'ltiou to a
pause: and that there are certain other states which a.ct directly on the heart and
arrest its play. That is, there are two different ways in which death might be said to
begin at the head.
Hence, I say, the nomenclature employed by Bicbat is defective and inaccurate.
In order to sec clearly the steps by which the circulation, and with it life, finally
terminates, in the various forms of dying, we must study the problem under its simplest forms. V\re must examine the cases in which the vital function!! arc, each in
their turn, suddrn.l!J stopped, by some known cause, operating upon this or that vital

;:~f:;me~Y ~c~~~=t o~:ecyac~vU:1~:~~"~~ ~~~:!~~~::; l!f c~t~i !~ ~~~eit~y:~~~~n!~

violence, or by poison, acting directly upon a particular organ or system of organs.
The inquiry might be a>;sisted, and, indeed, it has been mainly carried on, by experiments made upon living animals of a similar conformation with man. But the
pathology of sudden death is happily now too well understood to require any further
recurrence to that painful mode of H interrogating nature."
Death, when it results from disease, is usually complicated. l\lany parts are
affected, and different functions languish, and various disturbing causes are in operation, at the same time. Occasionally, bowe¥er, the process of dissolution is as simple
and obvious as in death produced by violence; and in most cases some primary and
predominant derangement may be traced of this or that vit.11 function; and a tendency is more or less clearly manifest to one or the other of the modes of dying,
which we may now proceed to consider in succession .
And first let us examine that form of death which is caused by a want of the due
supply of blood to the heart. This is called, with much propriety, death by a11mmia.
The best examples of death taking place in this way are those iu which it is the
consequence of sudden and profuse hremorrhage. The circulation fails, not because
the heart has lost its power of contraction, but because blood does not arrive in its
chambers in sufficient quantity.
We assure ourselves of this in two ways. In the first place, when the body of an
animal is examined immediately after death from sudden and copious loss of blood,
the heart is not found dilated and full of blood, as it would be if it had ceased to act
from a want of power to contract upon its contents; but it is found empty, or nearly
so, and contracted. Secondly, this conclusion is confirmed by the reverse experiment:
by the effect, I mean, of the tran.efusion of blood. It is a. fact well ascertained, first
by experiments made upon animals, and afterwards by most happy trials upon the
human subject, that in cases of apparent death from violent hremorrhage the suspended
functions may be restored by conveying a. timely supply of blood into the vessels of
the seemingly dead animal from the veins of a living animal of the same species.
Now it is quite clear that this introduction of fresh blood could be of no avail in a
case where the heart was unable to act upon the blood which had already reached it.
The phenomena. which att.eod this mode of dying a.re paleness of the countenance
and lip>;, cold sweats, dimness of vis~on, dilated pupils, vertigo, a slow, weak, irregular
pulse, and speedy insensibility. 'With these symptoms are frequently conjoined
nausea, and even vomiting, restlessness and tossing of the limbs, transient delirium;
the breathing is irregular, si~hing, and, at last, gasping; and convulsions generally
occur, and are once or twice repeated, before the scene closes.
It is thus that womc1! often die, in whom "flooding" J1appcns after childbirth.
Sometime the sudden bursting of an ancurism occasions this form of death. It is
common on the field of battle, ancl in accidental injuries whereby large blood-vessels
:ire wounded. Iotcrnal hromorrhage, depending upon diseases to be hereafter
described, may also prove fatal in the same manner.
This, then, is one form of death beginning at the heart. Another form, the converse of this, but spoken of also as death beginning at the hca.rt, is that in which there
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is no deficiency of the proper stimulus to the hca~t's action, but a total ~ailure of con·

traf;!~~l;::~r~~n~h~! ~h~:~ay'{~l:o~s u:~~:~~~~.m~\~~ ::~~{~ ~~ ;s:~e1;.~~·~s of poison

furnish a good illustration of it.

There are certarn substances which, ai;>phcd to some
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vesti""J.tion of the effects of different poisons. You may read w1th adva ntage his
pape~ on this subject in the PhilosopMcal Transacti?ns for 1811 and 1 81_2. Ile
asce.rtaincd, upon examining the chest after death occas1oncd l;>Y ~he upas anttar, that
the heart was not empty, but full, there being .purple blood m its ~1gh.t, and scarlet
blood in its left cavities. These are the anatomical characters of this krnd of death;
and they prove that the action of the heart has not ceased from a defect of the neces.
.
sary stimulus, but from a. loss of its contractile power.
'.1.1he state of suspended animation common to b.oth these forms of dymp -(the ~lh
mate external phenomena being nearly the same m each, and the result m each berng
the simple failure of the circulation) - is often exprcs.c:ied by th_e term syncope . .
Besides the esse11tial distinctions between them already mentioned, there is this further point of difference. In death by auremia, th_e suspension of the function~ of the
nervous system arises from a. lack of the blood winch should be sent to the brarn from
the heart. Ucnee the well-known effect of mere position. Syncope is sooner produced by vemcscction when the person bled is sitting up th~n when he is recumbent :
and the first remedy for the fainting state is to lay the patient flat upon the ground,
or even to place his head a little lower than the trunk of his body. In the one posture
the current of the blood towards the head is impeded by the force of gravity; in the
other it is not. In sudden death by asthenia this order is reversed; the 11ervous S!Jstcm, is the part first affected, and through it, consecutively, the heart. This appears
from the fact that sudden death by asthenia. is sometimes produced by causes which
we know to act prima1·ily upon and through the nervous system; by strong mental
emotion- as intense grief, joy, terror. Instances of fata l concussion, where the brain
is jarred by some bodily shock-and death occurring almost in a moment from blows
on the cpigastrium-are of this kind: though in the latter case the mortal influence
is probably conveyed through the ganglia. of the great sympathetic nerve. Lightni ng
and electricity kil l too, when they kill at all, in the same way. And we shall hereafter sec that certain varieties of apoplexy, and several other diseased conditions,
destroy life by suddenly arresting the contractile power of the heart.
When death by asthenia occurs more slowly, from disease, the phenomena are somewhat different. The pulse becomes very feeble and frequent, and the muscular
debility extreme; but the senses are perfect, the hearing is sometimes even painfully
acute, and the intellect remains clear to the last. The tendency to death of this form
is remarkably manife:st in acute inflammation of the peritoneum, in what is called
maligmmt choler.i., and in cases of extensive mortification .
.t\kin t.o this form o.f dyi~g is that in. which the living powers are slowly exhausted
by hngerrng and wastrng disorders, as m i:nany cases of phthisis, in diabetes, and in
dysentery; or by b~morrhaq:es moderate 10 amount, but frequently repeated; or by
any .other long-con.tmued dram upon the system. 'rhe death is partly, however, to be
ascnbcd to .a deficient supply .of t~e uatur~l stimulus to the heart's action. The type
o,r these. mixed ~uodcs of dyrng 1s seen rn ~eath by staruation, which may be considered rntermediate between death by anrem1a. and death by asthenia. Death from
iuauition can n?vcr be sudden. 'rh_c blood~ r~n~wed no longer from without, and fed
only.by abso~pt1on from the system itself, d1mm1s.hes gradua lly in quantity, wh ile its
'-luahty detenorates. Gradually also the contractile power of the heart, a11 well as of
the muscles generally, is weakened j and from these combined causes its movements
at length cease. Accordingly, after death by starvation the heart is not found to be
~~ 12:r~~a~~~tracted, nor so nearly empty, as after death by sudden and copious

1

Certain diseases of the thro~t o~ of the ~sopbagus, p~ohib.itiug the introduction of
foo~; o_f the ~to~na~h, prcventrn~ its ~ctcntion; of the digestive organs generally, hin
denng its a.ss1milation, arc fatal 10 this manner.
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We have yet to consider how death is produced by the suspension of the rcspira.
tory function- in other words, by a want of the due arterialization of the blood.
'l1here are two perfectly distinct modes in which this cause of death may proceed;
distinct, I mean, in regard to the steps of the process, although identical in regard to
the ultimate result.
1. When the access of air to the lungs is suddenly denied by some direct obstacle
toitscntrnnce;
2. \Yhcn the muscular actions required for breathing cease in consequence of 1·n.
sem~ibilil!J, caused by disease or injury of the brain.
The first of these two forms of dsing is commonly called death by asphyxia. The
second is conveniently termed death by coma. Bichat spoke of them respectively as
death beginning at the lungs, a.ad at the head.
It is of much importance to get rid, when we can, of improper names. They are
very apt to warp our notions concerning the real nature of the things which they arc
intended to express. This term asphyxia, though in everybody's mouth, is very in.
appropriate, if we look to its etymology, to the kind of death which it has come to
denote. It. signifies, literally, you know, pnlselessness, tllC want of pulse; and therefore it nu[Jht express any kind of death whatever; or if applied to any particular
'lnode of dying, it would seem to belong to that which we have just been considering,
namely, death beginning at the heart. And you will presently sec that it is peculiarl11
inapplicable to all those cases where death results from the nonarterialization of the
venous blood. Its current signification has, I am afraid, been too long ci:itablished by
custom, to allow of its being restored to its proper meaning without much confusion .
But, at :my rate, I can and shall avoid its use, and adopt in preference the generic
term apncca (privation of breath) as justly expressive of the mode of death to which
the word asphyxia is commonly given by authors. The generic English term is
s1tjfocation.
The entrance of air into the lungs may be prevented in '\"arious ways: by stoppage
of the mouth and nostrils (smotheriny): - by submer5ion of the same inlets in some
liquid (drowni119); or in gases which, though not in themselves poisonous, contain no
oxygen; such are hydrogen and azote : - by mechanical obstruction of the larynx or
trachea from within, as by a morsel of food (clwki11g), or from without, as by the bowstring (stranyulation; both these varieties are included in the term throttli119): - by
forcible pressure made at once upon the chest and abdomen 1 preventing all mo,•ement
of the ribs and of the diaphragm; this happens sometimes to workmen employed in
excavating, who arc buried, their heads excepted, by the falling of a mass of earth;
it was near happening, Dr. Roget tells us, to an athletic black man, of whose body,
as an academic model, a cast was attempted to be taken, by one operation, and in one
entire piece; "as soon as the plaster began to set, he felt on a sudden deprived of
the power of respiration, and to add to his misfortune, was cut off from the means of
expressing his distress; his situation was just perceh·cd in time to save his life;" in
this way the victims of 13urke and Ilare were stifled; and the same immo,·able state
of the lung-case is sometimes produced in tetanus, or by the poisonous influence of
strychnine, all the respiratory muscles being fixed in rigid spasm:- by paralysis of
the same muscles, from injury or disease of the spina l cord above the origin of the
nerves that give off the phrenic nerve, and therefore above the or i ~dn of the inter.
costal nerves also; or from section of the phrenic and intcrcostal ncn•es : - lastly, by
such breaches in the walls of the thorax as admit air freely to the surface of both
lungs, and spoil the pneumatic machine, as a pair of bellows is spoiled when deprived
of its valve. Of course the same consequences ensue when both plcurro become filled
with liquid of any kind.
Whenever the privation of air is sudden and complete, the following external phc
nomena present themselves. - Strong but vain contractions occur of all the muscles
eoncerucd in ~reathi.ng, and struggling effor~s to respire arc ma~e, prompted by that
uneasy sensation winch every one has experienced who has tried how long he can
h?ld his. brcat1~, and w:hich, when. unap~eascd, soon rises to agon.y. ~l1his extreme
distress 1s t_rans1ent, bcrng almost 1mmed1ately succeeded by sensations, not unplcas
ant, of vert1g~, and then by loss of consciousness, and convulsions: at length all effort
ceases, a. few irregular twitc11ings or tremors of the limbs alone perhaps remaining;
the muscles relax, and the sphincters yield; but still tho movements of the heart,
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and even the pulse nt tl1e wrist, continue for a short time after all other signs of life
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face at first becomes flushed and turgid, then livid and purph~h, tbe verns of the
head and neck swell, n.nd the eyeballs seem to protrude from their sockets; at length
the heart cca.c;es to palpitate, and life is extinct.
The internal changes, which correspond with and cause these outward sympt?ms,
have been carefully studied, and accurately, tho~gh slowlJ'.' and lately ascertarne~.
They all proceed from the prevention of the cbem1cal alteration natural.ly J?roduced tu
the blood, within the capillary vessels of the lungs. 'The blood., co~1trnurng vcno?s,
passes at first in considerable quantity through the pulmonary veins, rnto ~he. left side
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excite, tbe functions of the parts it thus reacl1es. In tllC b1:im the ~ffcct ?f. t.hc
unnatura l circulation is felt at once; and shown by the conv?ls1~ns ?nd rnsens1b1hty
that ensue. The motion of the blood in the pulmonary cap1llancs JS also, from the
first, impeded, and its current gradually retarded, until i~ stagnates altogether; the
lungs remaining full, the right chambers of the heart distended, and therefore less
capable of contracting, while venous congestion becomes general. The main cause
of this impediment in the lungs n.ppears to be the check given to the diffusion of
carbonic acid out of the air cells. The blood, charged with this gas, cannot pass
readily throuC7h
the pulmonary capillaries. Meanwhile the dark and languid stream,
0
flowing more and more tardily and scantily into the left chambers, leads by its
unnatural riuality, as well as by its deficient supply, to feeble contractions j and this
side of the heart is comparatively empty.
In this state, even after the heart has ceased to beat, but not [0119 after, if the cause
which has excluded the air be withdrawn, and fresh air readmitted-in other words,
if artificial respiration be instituted-the blood in the pulmonary capillaries undergoes the required change, becomes arterial, begins again to pass onwards, and by
dewccs the circulation is restored, and the patient saved.
.
In this mode of death, the circulation is first arrel:>tcd, and death truly begins, in
the lungs.
·when the carcass of an animal that has thus perished of apnooa. is immediately
afterwards examined, (so speedy an inspection of the lmman body bein~, for obvious
rcnsons, seldom practicable or proper,) the left side of the heart is found to contain a
small quantity of dark blood, while its right cavities arc greatly distended, and the
lungs, the c:ivro, and the whole venous system, are gorged with blood of the same
character. These arc, in few words, the anatomical characters of sudden death by
apnooa.
The pathol?~Y of this 1~odc of. dying Jrns, I say, ?cen thoroughly understood only

~!c~:~e~i\T;ts~:~~ n~; ~~1~~mtt~~c~~~:,e:~~a:;~1~; ~l~n~c~: ~~:~~~J~ trAca~l~;i~is t~;

opinion that the quiescence of the lungs, consequent upon the cessation of the alternate
movements of the thorax, formed a mechanical impediment to the further transit of
blood through them; and that den.th resulted from obstruction of the circulation in
tlie lungs. JTc was partly right; but he erred in supposing.: that the stream of blood
was arrested absolutely, and at once, and by a mechanical obstacle. Apncca with all
its peculiar phenomena, occurs, when atmospheric air is excluded altl1ouC7h t'.hc luno-s
continue to play; as .in I?ers?ns who breathe azote or ~1ydrogen _gas.
was clearly
~hown by Dr. Goodwrn, rn lus E.~say upon the Connexion of Life with Respfrati.on
that the unaCrated blood passed through the lungs, and entered the left auricle and
nntricle of the heart; but he thought that it went no furthor. II is notion wns that
arterial blood is the only stimulus which can ~xcit~ the contraction of the left cavities
of the heart, and that _when venous bloo~ arrwes 111 them~ the orga,n becomes motionless; and no blood berng: sent to the bram 1 the person dies. Had this theory been
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alre~dy con~iderc~ as. death by asthcnia. The well-devised experiments of Bic~:~
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of the body, through the arteries. Having applied a ligature upon the trnchea of a
lidng animal, he made a small opening in one of its carotid arteries. Presently the
slender stream of blood that issued began to lose its florid tint, and to a!'sumc the
dark colour of venous blood; but it contimwd to jl.010, and the affiux: of this dark
blood upon the brain was marked by convulsions and insensibility. Bichat conceived,
therefore, the erroneous belief that the blood underwent no ob:struction in its passage
through the lungs, but that, remaining unpurificd and venous, it acted as a poison
upon every part to which it was carried by the arteries-fir:st upon the nen·ous
system, and ultimately (passinf!' through the coronary arteries) upon the 1llU$CUlar
substance of the heart itself. There are, howe'\'cr, two well-known facts, which upon
this theory would be incx:plieablc-the comparative emptiness of the left chambers
of the heart, and the restoration of the suspended functions by the timely performance of artificial respiration. 'fhc air could never reach and rcvi,·ify or dcpurate the
venous blood, stagnating in the capillaries of the heart. It was reserved for Dr.
Kay 1 to correct the unsound parts of Bichat's doctrine, and to show that the blood
begins to stagnate in the capillaries of the lun gs, in consequence of its failing to
undergo the change from venous to arterial; and that the movements of tl1c left heart
arc brought to an cud, principally by the deficient supply of blood from the lungs.
His experiments tend moreover to prove that venous blood ci rculating through the
arteries has no directly poisonous operation, but is capable, though much less effectually
than arterial blood, of supporting in some degree the irritability of the muscles. A
muscle will continue to contract longer when supplied with venous blood by its
arteries, than when supplied with no blood at all. Doubtless, in death by apnrea, the
movements of the heart arc weakened, partly in coosequcnce of the imperfect stimulus
afforded by the venous blood that penetrates its substance; but the primary and main
cause of the failure of the circulation seems to be the difficulty with which the nonartcrialized blood finds its way through the capillaries of the lu ngs. This theory is
consistent with all the phenomena observed. For a detailed account of the experiments and rcasoniogs upon which Dr. Kay's conclusions arc founded, I must refer
you to his work on Asphyxia. More recently l\Ir. Erichsen has published, in the
Edinbur,qh Medical and Surgical Journal, some well-de,·iscd and convincing experiments, illustrative of the series of changes which I haye been describing.
Sudden death by apnooa is not very often witnessed as the result of disease. It
sometimes is ca.used by a. spasmodic closure of the rima glottidis. It is no uncommon
consequence of accidents, in which the upper cervical vcrtebroo arc broken or displaced. I have seen several instances of death rapidly produced, with all the symp~
toms of sudden suffocation, generally in intoxicated persous, in whom the chiuk of the
glottis has been found closely plugged by a fragment of meat, which " had gouc the
wrong way."
But there are numerous forms of more chronic disease, in which tl1c tendency to
death by apncea is plainly discernible, sometimes for a long while before their fatal
termination arrives. And the phenomena arc similar in character to tilO:se which are
noticed when the strul!glc is short. 'Ve hear the patients complain of the" want of
breath." We sec bow they labour to satisfy this want, when it becomes urgent, by
the elevated shoulders, the dilating nostrils, the energetic action of all the muscles that
arc auxiliary to the respiration. We perceive by the dusky and loaded countenance,
the livid lips, and cars, and eyelids, that the blood is but imperfectly artcrializcd.
The diminished capability of such blood to support the functions of the brain is made
evident by the vertiginous sensations and the delirious thoughts of the gasping
sufferers; and after death we find the same distension of the right chambers of the
heart, while the left are nearly empty - the same gorged condition of the pulmonary
arteries and venous system generally, which constitute the o.natomical characters of
this mode of dying. These appearances arc even more constantly visible in the dead
body, when apncea has been gradually produced, than after sudden suffocation; simply,
I believe, because they are more permanent. After sudde n den th, however caused,
the blood seldom coagulates; and the venous turgesccnce consequent upon rupid
apnooa, although great at first, has time to subside and disappca1· before the body is
examined.
1

Now, Sir James Ka.ye Shuttleworth.
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In protracted case8, death does not take place purely in the wn.r of apt~cca; ~he
heart is weakened, and the nervous influence impaired by the continued c1rcula~1on
of impe~-fectly arterialized blood; but the symptoms belonging to apuooa are phunly
predomrnant.
.
When (as is most common) the privation of air is incomplete, and a scanty and msufficient supply is admitted, morbid changes take place in the lungs themsclve~;- the
air-tubes and cells become charged with serous fluid, which operates as an add1uon~l
cau~e of suffocation. The same phenomenon is observed when the par vagum is
divided on both sides.
neuth by apucca in disease is extremely common. It may be p:oduccd by anything
which narrows the chink of the glottis; by warts ~hat sometunes grow ~here, ~y
cedema of the sub-mucous tissue of the larynx; by rnflammatory tumefact1on of its
liuing membrane: it may result from the presence of what are called false membranes
in the wind1lipe and bronchi, such as are formed in the distemper named croup: it
may be the consequence of diser1se situate in the substance of the lungs t hem selves,
rendering them incapable of receiving the requisite quantity of air; of this '~e have
examples in pneumonia, and in pulm onary apoplexy: or it may proceed from disorders
of the pulmonary mucous membrane, the air passages becoming choked up with excessive and unnatural secretions, as in bronchitis. Phthisis is sometimes fatal i:.rl the way
of apno::a; more commonly it tends to death by asthenia. Diseases of tbe pleurre
attended with effusion, and causing pressure upon the lungs; diseases of the heart and
great thoracic blood-vc~sels, affecting the quantity of blood in the same organs; e,•en
certain abdominal maladies, accompanied by swelling, and thrusting the diaphragm
upwards-terminate by the same mode of dissolution.
Death by comet, although common enough, and of much importance to be understood, need not detain us long. Certain morbid states of the brain (it is unnecessary at present to inquire into their nature and origin) produce stupor, more or less
profound; the sensibility to outward impres~ions is destroyed, sometimes wholly and
at once, much oftener gradually; the respiration becomes slow, irregular, stertorous;
all >oluntary attention to the act of breathing is lost, but the instinctive motions continue; the stimulus conveyed by the pulmonary branches of the eighth pair of nerves,
and probably by certain branches too of the fifth, still excites, though perhaps imperfectly, the reflex power of the medulla oblongata, which sustains the involuntary
movements of the thorax. At length this function fails also-the chest ceases to
expand-the blood is no longer aerated - and thenceforward precisely the same internal changes occur as in death by apncea.
You '~ill observe that the ~xtinction of organic life takes place in exactly the same
man~er 111 both cases; the diffore~cc betwe~n the two forms of dying being this that rn death by apncca, the chemical functions of the lungs cease first, and then the
~irculation of venous blood_ t~1:ough the arteries suspends the sensibility; whereas,
10 death by coma, the sens1b1hty ceases first, and in consequence of this the movements of the thorax, and the chemical functions of the lungs, cease also. So that
the circulation of venous blood through the arteries is in the one case the cause and
in the other the effect, of the cessation of animal life.
'
The causes that destroy the sensibility leave no consl'l.ot or necessary traces of
their operation . The essential anatomical characters of death by coma, and of death
by apnma, arc therefore the same.
Death occurring in the way of coma bas this peculiar kind of interest belonrrin"'
t~ it, th.a t it may sometimes be effe~tually obvia.te<l. by a mechanical expedient. '='Th~
c1rculatton ceases because the actions of respiration cease-and the failure of the
acts of re~piration arises from a suspension of the nervous power. If it be merely
~suspension-if. the nervous functions pause wi~hi~ the ve.rge. of recovery-organic
h~~ may be sustarned by the performance of arliflcwl m~p1ration, until the inscnsib.1hty lrns passed away; and thus the danger to hfc, which depended on that insensible state, may be escaped.
l\lany ;rears .ago 1 in the course
those researc~1es to which I liaVc already ref~rrcd, ~ 1r ,UcnJ~mm, ~hen l\lr. Br~d1e, was led to t~:irnk that by continuing the rcspirat10n art~fic1ally 1n a~1mal~ labou~mg under t~e rnflucnce of narcotic poisons, the
heart might ~e kept m action u~t~l t_he stupcfyrng but transitory effect of the poison
upon the brarn had gone off. This idea he soon brought to the test of experiment,
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and the result was such as to justify his ingenious reasoning-. He inserted some
wooram into a wound which he had made in a young cat. After a certain time the
respiration had entirely ceased, and the animal appeared to be dead, but the lteart
could be stilt felt beati11g. 'l'he lungs were then artifically inflated about forty times
in a minute. The heart continued to beat regularly. When the artificial breathing
had been kept up for forty minutes, the pupils of the cat's eyes were observed to
contract and dilate upon the increase or diminution of light, but the animal remained ,
perfectly motionless and insensible. At the end of an hour and forty minutes there
were slight involuntary contractions of the muscles, and cyery now and then there
was au effort to breathe. At the end of another hour the animal, for the first time,
showed some signs of sensibility when roused, and made spontaneous efforts to breathe
twenty-two times in a minute. The artificial breathing was, therefore, now di.scontinucd. She lay, as in a state of profound sleep, for forty minutes longer, when she
suddenly awoke, and began to walk about.
Sir llenjamin Brodie had indeed been anticipated in this happy proposition for
recovering persons appareotly dead after takiog narcotic poison, after submersion,
and the like,-although he does not seem to have been aware of it. 'l'he experiment
had onco beeu tried before, and on the human subject, and with success, though not
upon such scientific principles. The case is given by l\Ir. Whately, in the .Aledical
Observations and I nquiries, vol. vi. A man who had swallowed au immense quantity
of solid opium, and who seemed to be dead, was restored by the patient perseverance,
on the part of his medical attendants, in a process of artificial brcathiug.
It is seldom that we can hope for success from this expedient in the treatment of
disease; simply because, in most cases, the injury of the nervous system which has
produced the insensibility, is irretrievable.
In most forms of apoplexy, and of hydrocephalus, death occurs in the way of coma.
Sometimes, howcnr, as I mentioned before, the damage to the nervous substance is
so extensive and sudden, as to operate 1ike a shock, and cause death by a.sthenia.
The tendency to death by coma is also strongly pronounced in sundry affections of
the brain, both acute and chronic. TheRe will form subjects for our considel"J.tion
hereafter.
The several modes of dying, then, in cases of sudden death, are clearly enough
made out. Let me briefly sum up the conclusions at which we ha\C arrived. Life
cannot be maintained without the circulation of arterial blood: and whenever a person
dies, he dies either because no blood circulates through his arteries, or because venous
blood circulates through them.
When it comes to pass that no blood is circulated through the arteries, we say that
death occurs in the way of syncope; and this is of two kinds. In the one there is
not blood enough received by the left side of the heart to stimulate its chambers to
contract, or to be sent onwards by their contraction; in the other there may be blood
enough, but the heart bas not sufficient power to contract upon it.
Also there are two ways in which death may be brought about in consequence of
the circulation of venous blood through the arteries. In one of these, the first step
is the sudden shutting out of air from the lungs; the blood which arrives in those
organs is not aerated, or rendered arterial, but circulates again as venous blood, producing a. failure of the animal functions, and weakening the muscles, till it finally
stagnates in the capillaries of the lungs themselves. In the other, the animal functions arc the first to suffor-inscnsibility occur.s--the power which governs the movements of respiration is in abeyance -the breathing ceases-and organic life is extinguished aR in the former case.
I trust you even already perceive that a right understanding of these matters is
calculated to throw both light and interest upon our study of the symptoms, and of
th e tendencies of disease. It will enable us to aim with more precisiou at fulfilling
the indication so often inculcated by Cullen, of "obviating tho tendency to death."
In this sketch I have merely been able to hint at the important bearings of such
views upo~ our practice. l\Iy attention was first called to them by the lectures of my
respected rnstructor, Dr. Alison, who was accustomed to illustrate the1.n by reference
0
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sometimes the other tendency. The disease often proves fata.1 iu the way of coma;
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this happens priucipally when the brain has been a. g-ood deal affected, when thcrcbha.~
been much headache, delirium, and stupor: sometimes, when tl~c lungs hrwc.
seriously implicated life is cxtin!!llishcd in the way of suffocauon or a~nooa. · 0
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diarrhrea and ulceration of the intestinal glands. Or if death do ~10t occur precisely
in these ~vays, at least it resembles more in different cases, sometimes one form of

dy~~~~ s:~~::~:~s t~ :~t~:;y different remedies, and ev~n different v!a.ns of trcatmen~,
hnc been stron~ly recommended, in fevers, by dlffer~nt pract1t1ooers. Of tlus
diversity in practice and opinion it is a probable explanation that one _plan has been
found the most proper to avert the fatal event in one for~ of the _d1_seasc, and one
in another. The tendency to a particular mode of deatl~ will prevail rn, and c.ha.racterize, a. whole epidctnic. ' Ve shall resume these cons1derat1ons hereafter : rn. the
mean time the facts we have been reviewing may teach i._is the danger . of a_pplymg,
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uuj\istly, the practice recommended by other physicians, because it docs not appear to
accord with the results of our own observation.

LE C T U R E VI.
Oa,uscs of Disease: disti11ction brtwem predisposi-ng a11d exciting causes. Enwnieration of causes, as com1eeted with the .Atmosphere - Food and Drink - Poisons Exercise- Slrtp- Jlfental and ~!oral Condifions- lleredi"tory Te11dencies 1Jalforniations. Teniperature. Effects of Heat and of Cold.
Trrn causes of disease are commonly arranged under th ree heads - as predisposing,
exciting, or proxi mate.
Of ihesc three, the last mentioned, or the p1·o:r;imate cause, is nothing else than
the a.ctual disease it,.clf-the actual condition of that part of the body, from which the
whole train of morbiJ phenomena essentially flows. When we know that part, and
that condition, we name the disease accordingly. It may be inflammation of the
lungs; or softening of the brain. When we do not, we call the complaint after the
group of symptoms by which it is characterized; intenniUent fever, perhaps; or
marasmus. The term "proximate cause" is, therefore, an unnecessary term : it is
moreover, to learners, a puzzling term, and tends to give to the study of disease a.
scholastic an~ repulsive a.s~eet. I wi~h Y?u to get into t~1e habit of contemplating
the whole science of med1c10e under its simplest and plainest form. I am sure we
may >cry well banish the term "proximate cause" altogether; and luwing now p;iven
an explanation of i~s ~caning, for your guidance when. you meet _with it in books, I
sLall ne~er employ 1t, m these lectures, _except perhaps rn a quotation, again.
In stnctness of language, one event is held to be the cause of another event which
follows it, when the first being absent, the second never occurs; and the first bcin""
prescnti the second never fails to occur, unless some other event intervene to prcve;t
it. But tho causes of disease will not bear to be spoken of after so strict a fashion.
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stances were not previously observable; and we begin to

rc~ard

those circumstances

:is exciting causes of those diseases. We find that the diseases arc much more
frequent among persons known to have been exposed to the agency of the suspected
cau~es,

than among persorn~ who are not known to have been so exposed. Thl
"Yidenee at first is presumptive only. Bnt the more uniform their eoujunction, and
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the more rare their disjunction, the more confidently do we assign to the two
consecutive e,·ents the relation of cause and effect. lly this kind of observation a
number of exciting causes of disease have been clearly established to be such.
But recollect, certain circumstances being present, such and such diseases do often,
not alu:ays, follow. Some persons are more liable to be affected by the operation of
many of these ascertained ca.uses than others are; and the same person is more liable
to be influenced by the same cause at one time than at another. And special circumstances, existing in particular cases, will be found to account for this variable operation
of known exciting causes upon the bodily health. The special circumstances may
properly be called predisposing causes. Thus, of twenty persons exposed to the same
noxious influence - to the combined agency of wet and cold during a shipwreck for
example - one shall ha.Ye catarrh, another, rheumatism, a third, pleurisy, a fourth,
ophthalmia, a fifth, inflammation of the bowels, and fifteen shall escape without any
illness at all. A man docs that with impunity to-day, which shall put his life in
jeopardy when he repeats it next week. It is not, therefore, the excitiog cause alone
that in all cases determines the disease. Something-nay much, or all-will
frequently depend upon the condition of tAe body at the time when the exciting cause
is applied; and this condition of the body, which we call predisposition, results from
circumstances then or previously in operation: an<l these ci rcumstances arc, in
our language, predisposing causes.
Do not confound, as many seem to do, the predisposition with the circumstances
creating it. 'fhe predisposition is a certain state of the body-the predisposing cause
is what produces that state. 'l'he cause of the predisposition is the predisposing cause
of the discttse. A predisposing cause may therefore be defined to be anything whatever which has had such a previous influence upon the body as to have rendered it
unusually susceptible to the exciting causes of the particular disease.
It is sometimes difficult, or impossible, to say of a given cause whether it ought to
be ranked among the exciting or among the predisposing causes; whether it have
prepared the system for bciog affected by some other agent, or whether it have itself
produced the disease; but for the most part the distinction is real, and sufficiently
well marked, and of great importa.nce to be attended to.
Disease may sometimes be averted, even in despite of strong and fixed predisposition
to it, if we know, and can guard against, the agencies by which it is capable of being
excited. A man may inherit a proclivity to consumption, yet fortunately escape that
fatal complaint by timely removal to a warm and equable climate, and by other suitable
precautions; that is, by avoiding whatever tends to rouse the dormant tendency into
action. Ou the other hand, disease may often be warded off, notwithstanding the
presence aud application of its exciting ca.use, when its predisposing causes arc
ascertained and can be prevented. In proportion as the body is weakened or exhausted,
it yields more readily to the pernicious influence of contagion, or of malaria; but by
obviating all causes of debility, and fortifying the system, wc walk with comparative
security amid surrounding pestilence.
Diseases sometimes occur when no exciting cause, when no cause at all, has been
apparent. All that we can say of such cases (which are not, however, very frequent)
is, that the causes have not hitherto been discovered.
Now the ascertained causes of disease are many and various. Whatever mmisters
to life, health, or enjoyment, may become, under changing circumstances, th~ medium
of pain, disease, or death. The atmosphere, in which we arc constantly immersed, is
full of dangers. Both the organic and the inorganic world of matter around us
abound in poisons; they lurk in our very food, which becomes pernicious when taken
in excess, or when it consists of certain substances, or certain admixtures of substances; 80 that there really was much truth, as well as some ~umour, in the startling
motto to Mr. Accum's book on adulterations-" T!tere is death in t!te pot." Our
passions and emotions also, nay, even some of our better impulses, when strain ed or
perverted, tend to our physical destruction. '!1hc seeds of our dcc"y arc within as
well as around us.
L et us enumerate, however, a little more particularly, the various known source~
of disease, with the view of making, afterwards, a few practical comments upon SOlllO
of them.
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I sh:t11 pn.i;:s over, in this enumeration, nearly all cltemical ancl mccltanical biJm·ics;

in~;n~~hl:kt~:~:t~1~~;~e;fc~i1 ~~~{e~, we

shall find that

~h~sc varieties

in

.t~1e state

of the air which proceed from mere differences of degree rn its natuml quahll~S ~1ay
be productive of disease. Such are, extrcm~s of heat and. of cold; sud~cn var~a.tion~
of temperature; excessive moisture 'or excesslYe dryness; d1ffc~cnt elcctr.10 cond1t1ons,
differences of pressure as measured by the baromc_ter; a .dcfi.c1cncy of light. .
.
Again, the atmosphere may be a so~rce of d1s?ase 1~ consequence. of its be1~g
loaded with impurities. Malaria, conbg1ons of various kmds, and noxious gases rn
general, may be com;idercd as so many poisons.
.
.
Under the bead of 1wtriment we may pb.ce the use of food of wl1~ch the qual~ty
is bad and hurtful; this cause also strictly b~longs to the class of poisons. Aga1~,
an insufficient supply of J1ealthy food; and still more common causes arc excess Ill
eating and intempcra11ce in drinl.:i119.
.
.
The numerous poisons which are not comprehended under either of the foregomg
heads arc also prolific sources of disease.
Another "'reat class amon"' the causes of disease might be formecl by considering

~gt~~~~~c:~f ~~fl:hc~~ew~f ~::~: i~::~ a11d avocations which

0

arc directly injurious

We know, by a.mple experience,, that a certain amount of bodily ex~rcise is essential
to good health. W c sec the evil consequences of much ovcrstcppmg that amount,
in the deformities and disorders which result from labour too severe, or too long continued. But a much more numerous train of complaints follow the opposite state that in which, from indolence, or from necessity, but little exercise is used .
.Bxccssive indulgence in sleep on the one hand, and long continued wa.nt or interruption of repose on the other, are apt t-0 give rise to serious maladies.
Very many diseases ha.vc a mental origin. Excessive intellectual toil - the domina.tion of violent passions - tbc frequent recurrence of strong ment.11 emotions vicious and exhaustiag indulgences, - each and all will sa.p the strength, and
grievously impair the health of the body: and. perhaps .tbere is no cause of corp?ral
disease more clearly made out, or more certamly effective, than protracted anxiety
and distress of mind.
When we add to this catalogue of the sources of disease all those morbid tendencies which a.re hereditary - and those which flow from original rnalforrnatio11, and
arc coogeuital-wc shall have a tolerably complete list of the ma.nifold dangers to
which our mortal frames arc continually liable.
'!'here arc several points of view under which the consideration of these causes of
disease might be shown to be interesting. We might inquire, for example, which of
them arc commonly predisposing, which exciting causes; and what arc the circumstances which arc found to render the same agent at one time merely a predisposing,
and at another time an exciting cause.
We might also separate, with some advantage, those causes of disease to which the
human body is often and nccc~arily exposed, from. those which consist in agencies
that are of local or temporary existence only. But without multiplying these artificia.l
disti.nctions, ~ shall take occasion to ad~ert to thcn;i either when speaking more in
detatl of particular causes, or when speakrng of the disorders they have produced.
In ~ur i~vesti!?ations i~to ~h.c causes of disease! great caution is ncccssa.ry in order
t-0 avo1~ bcrng unsled by rn~1v1dual cases. The circumstances cap~ble of influencing
the bodily health arc so various - so many of them arc apt to be to operation a.t the
same tim~-and so little, power have we of excluding thc.m, one after the other, 50 as
to asc~rtarn the exact efficacy of each- that our observations respecting their relative
or th?1r actua.l effects. arc open to .mu~h fallacy. We ?ndeavour to escape this source
of mistake by rcpcatrng. and mult1plyrng our observations. llut it is by tracing dis3ases as they aO:cct considerable masses o[ men, placed as nearly as possible under the
~amc external circumstances, t~1at we garn the surc~t ~nd most satisfactory evidence
rn r?spcct to the causes of disease.. ~nd hence it 1s that the experience of the
mcd1cal officers of our fleets and armies is so \•aluable. Dr. Alison ha.swell remarked
that all the circumstances of the whole number of men whose diseases fall under th~
notice of military and naval prac.titioners arc! in many rcspc~ts, exactly alike : the
men are generally healthy adults m the first mstance- the circumstances in which
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they arc placed are thorougl1ly known to the observer-and indeed are often to a
certain degree at his disposal; they arc often suddenly changed also-and changed
sometimes as to one portion of the whole mass of individual~, while they remain
unchanged as to another portion; so that his opportunities of observation partake in
some measure of the nature of expcriments 1 and being made upon a large scale, they
are especially interesting and conclusive. In point of fact a great deal has been
learned, with absolute certainty, upon this subject.
Hitherto I have simply enumerated the principal causes of disease:- but con~
ceiving a bare enumeration of this kind to be of hut little use, I shall inquire some~
what more nearly into the nature and mode of operation of several of them now: of
others I prefer to speak in connexion with the particular diseases to which they give
rise.
You will not consider the inquiry superfluous. To know the cause of a disease is
sometimes to be able to cure, often t-0 be able to prevent it. In some cases the cause
is beyond our power, but an acquaintance with its nature may teach us how to modera~e or to remedy its consequences. There are many diseases also oYer which
medicine has very little contrul, but the causes of which, when ascertained, may be
avoided, counteracted, or extinguished. Such causes, when they do not happen to
be removable by individual efforts, arc often susceptible of extinction by the united
measures of a eornumnity. For this reason it is very desirable that correct opinions
respecting the causes of disease should be widely cliffused among the public ; -and
there is no way in which information of this kiud is so likely to be made generally
known, as by communicating it to medical students who are about to scatter themselves in all directions over the face of the land.
I shall proceed, then, in the first place, to the consideration of lteat and cold, as
external agencies capable of producing disease.
Tbc range of atmospheric temperature compatible with human life is very considerable. Its limits arc probably just those extremes of heat and cold that belong to
the lower strata of the air in the different parts of the planet on which man is
destiucd to exist. Under the burning sunshine of the tropics, and amid the profound
frost of the polar regions, we alike find human dwellers. These different degrees of
external temperature impress indeed peculiar physical characters upon those V'ho are
subjected to them, but they do not, of necessity, extinguish life, or even cau~c disease. It requires more care, however, to preserve life under intense cold than under
intense heat. In some parts of India the temperature ranges for a long time together
from 80 to 100, and even 110° of Fahrenbeit's thermometer: I believe it sometimes
reaches 1~?0°. We can form some estimate of this heat by remembering the oppressive effect of the lowest of these temperatures-that of 80° - to which the thermometer sometimes rises in this country in the hot weather of summer. But these
tropical climates are very thickly peopled. In the arctic countries, on the other
hand-in the northernmost parts of America, for example, where the sun appears
above the horizon for a. short part of the year only, and where the thermometer sinks
to 40 or 50° below zero-we still find inhabitants indeed, but they are few, aud
thinly scattered. This mainly depends, no doubt, upon the scanty supply of human
food in those parts of the world: but something also is to be ascribed to the depressing influence of extreme cold upon the vital powers. The deficiency of human food
is iti;clf owing to the restraining effect of a low temperature upon organic life. Uud..::r
a degree of temperatu_re a little greater than that at the equator--or a. little less than
the lowest around the polcS-it seems probable that man would soon perish. And in
tbis fact we have one striking instance of the adaptation of external nature to the
physical constitution of the human race.
But for a short time - and under certain circ11:mstm1ccs- man is capable of enduring a very much higher degree of beat than the open and general atmosphere ever
attains even in the hottest portions of the earth. Whether he could contirmc tu
exist, even for a. little while, under a much more in tense cold than ever occurs naturally on the surface of the globe, is more questionable.
It was long believed that the human body could not be safely exposed, even for a.
short time, to a. degree of heat much exceeding that which is met with in IJOt climates Tbis opinion, which we now know to have been erroneous, was strengthened
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by the result of some experiments made by the celebrated Fahrcn!1cit himself, an.d

related by Boerhaave io his Uhcmistry. Some animah1 were shut up rn a sug.ir-~:lkcr s
stove, where the mercury stood at 146°. A sparrow died in lc~s than seven min~tcs,
a cat in rather more than a quarter of an hour, nod a dog JU abot~t twenty-eight
minutes. The noxious air of the sto>e had probably more to do with the sp_eedy
deaths of these animals, than the heat. The truth, upon this subject, may be said to
have been discovered by accident. In the years 17G~ and 1 i.Gl, l\ll\L .Duhamel and
Tillet were appointed to devise some means of destroyrn~ an rnscct which. consumed
the grain in the pro,,ince of Angoumais, in Franc~. T_he.y f~und that this could be
done by subjecting the corn, and the insects contarncd 10 it, rn an oven, to a. degree
of heat great enouJ.?;h to kill the insect, but not so ~reat as to. bur~ the gram. In
order to ascertain the precise heat of th~ oven, they mtroduccd into 1t a. thermometer
placed upon the end of a. long shovel. The mercur~, when the thermometer. :vas
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was drawn towards the mouth of the oven. While he was puzzled to invent some
way of determining more exactly the actual degree of bea.~, a. girl, wl~o was on~ of the
attendants on the oven, offered to go in, and to mark with a. pencil the height at
which the mercury stood. And she did enter the oven, and remained there two or
three minutes, and then marked the thermometer at 100° of Rca.umur, which nearly
equal 260° of Fahrenheit. l\I. Tillct then began to express some anxiety for the
:::iafety of the girl, but she a ured him that she felt no inconvenience, and stayed in
the oven ten minutes longer, during which time the mercury reached the 288th degree
of Fahrcnhcit's scale-denoting 76° of heat above that of water when it boils. When
she came out her complexion was considerably heightened, but her respiration was by
no means quick or laborious. This experiment was afterwards repeated. Another
µ-irl remained in the oven as long as the former had done, at the same temperature,
and with the same impunity. Nay, she even breathed, for the space of five minutes,
air heated to about 325° of Fahrenheit-or ll3° above that of boiling water.
The publication of these facts naturally excited the curiosity of scientific men, and
other experiments were soon instituted. Dr. Dobson, of Liverpool, and several other
persons with him, shut themselves up in the sweating·room of the public hospital
there, the air having been heated till the quicksilver stood at 224° of Fahrenheit.
1'hey di<l uot experience any oppressive or painful sensation of heat. Dr. Fordyce
and Dr. lllagdeu made some remarkable trials of the same kind. 1'hcy entered rooms
artificially heated to a very high degree, sometimes naked, and sometimes with their
clotl~es on, au~ bore. the extr~ordi~ary temperature of 2.!0°, and even 260°, for a
considerable fame, with very little mconvemence. In all these experiments it was
found that ~he animal beat as asccrtai~ed by thermometers placed under the tongue,
or grasped m the hand, was scarcely rncreased at all, and the respiration but little
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a
ments in the Philosophical 1'ransactions; but to give you a. more lively notion of the
degree o.f heat to wl~ieh the bodies ?f these gentlemen were exposed, I may tell you
that their wateh·chams, and other pieces of metal about them, became so hot that they
~ould s_earccly be touched; when they breathed up?n .the thermometer, the mercury
11nmed1atcl~ sanlt. sevc~al degrees; each act of. expiration produced a pleasant feeling
of coolness m the nostrils, a~d th~y cooled the1~ fingers by breathing upou them. In
and by t~ie same heated :ur which they res~1rcd,_ eggs were roasted quite hard in
t~enty mrnutes, and beef.steaks were dressed rn th1~ty.three minutes; and when the
air was. blown upon the meat by means of bellows, It was sufficiently cooked in thir.
teen mrnutcs.
_I~ is ascertained, ~hen, beyond all doubt, that the human body is capable of susta1nrng these ~cry. high degrees of temperature, for a short time, without detriment.
. Facts of th~s krnd may, perhaps, appear to y~u rather curious than useful. l\fan
1s ~ever submitted to any natura~ heat of the air even approaehinO" towards that to
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thos~ t~at l~e. between the extremes; an~ the ?~rect results arrived at in th~~c p~l~O~
!'iOphic rnqumes arc not barren of practical utility to ruembcrs of our profession. Is
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is not long ago that a man was found almost dead in an O\'Cn: he expired a quarter
of an hour after he was taken to one of the Borough hospitals; and an inqucist was
held upon his body. 'fhc newspaper report of the case (which is the only one I have
seen) states the temperature of the oven to have been about 120° - a candle was
melted by it in half a minute. Now, prior to the trials just mentioned, exposure to
such a dc~ree of heat would have been held a sufficient cause of death. We now
know (and it would be discreditable if we could not support our opiniou in a court of
law, or before a coroner, by a reference to authentic facts) that something else must
have concurred in extinguishing life: and, in fact, it turned out that the man was
drunk when he went into the oven.
But what are the effects upon the human frame, of a high, yet less excessive,
temperature of the air?
Oue very constant effect of heat is that of stimulating the organi'cfunctions of the
body. We have seen that the temporary application of great beat accelerates remarkably the action of the heart: the pulse was uniformly found to be much increased in
frequency in the persons wbo made trials of their powers of cndurauce in heated
rooms. \Ve have evidence to the same purpose in the annual changes that take place
in the vegetable kingdom at a given place, the summer renewing its foliage, the winter
checking and repressing it; and still more in the superior luxuriance of vegetation in
warm climates as compared with cold. And the same observation applies to those
functions which animals possess in common with plants. Towards the poles both man
and the lower animals are smaller than at the equator. Linnreus remarks that the
bares, partridges, and other animals which inhabit the northern climes, arc considerably smaller in size than the same species in more southern countries. And Mr.
Tooke, in his View of Rtmia, observes, "As we approo.ch nearer to the north pole,
both the animal and vegetable productions of nature become more and more stunted.
The ordinary stature of the Samoyedes seldom exceeds four or five feet, and their
whole exterior corresponds with their dwarfish size." The stature of the native in·
habitants of hot climates does not, I believe, exceed that which is proper to the
temperate zone; but if, as is· generally supposed, the human body, like plants and
fruits, grows faster, and ripens sooner, in proportion as we approach the equator, this
ruust be attributed to the stimulus of heat acting upon the organic life.
On the other hand, and in some sort as a contrast with this, we may observe that
considerable heat, when applied for some time together, has a sedative or depressing
influenc? upon the animal fimclio.n~, i .. e., _upon the ni:rvous systCJ~; causing lan gour
and lassitude, want of energy, a d1smcl11?-at10n to excrt10n both bodily and mental.
Under favourable circumstances, and where due preeautiou is exercised, it is probable that a very high degree of natural temperature of the atmosphere may be borne
with impunity. Sir James M'Grigor informs us (in his account of the passage of the
army in 1801 from India to Egypt), that during the march over the sandy desert of
Thebes, where the heat was uniform, though the thermometer in the soldiers' tents
was as high 118°' the health of the troops was equal to that which they had enjoyed
in any former period in India.
But there are some forms of disease which are distinctly traceable to heat as their
cause.
The effect of bot weather in promoting the cutaneous perspiration is notorious. By
the same influence the hepatic function is rendered more active. Dr. Jam es Johnson
first, I think, distinctly pointed out the sympathy or consent that obtains between the
liver and the skin, under varying conditions of external warmth. Whatever may be
the explanation of the fact, experience has taught us that a high atmospheric tempe·
rature, when its operation is continued for some time, has a marked influence upon
the liver, increasing the quantity of bile that is secreted, and altering its sensible
qualities; and this disturbance of function is not uufrcquently followed by inl1ammation of the gland itself. In this country we witness, almost annually, the effects of a
succession of sultry weather, in those attacks of vomiting and diarrhooa which arc so
common towards the latter end of summer, and in the autumn, especially when the
season happens to have been unusually bot; and which result, apparently, from the
excessive quantity or a morbid state of the bile. The English cholera. (a totally
different disorder from that which has of late years been called, most improperly, tJi,~
cholera) is, as you know, so frequent and ~eneral in some years, as to be fairly con-
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sidercd and termed an cpi<lemic disease.

In tropical cli~atcs the same m~rbific

operation of external heat is still more conspicuous; lc?dmg not only to . ':1olcnt
disorder of the stomach and intestines, with the evacuation. of large quanbhe:s of
vitiated and acrid bile but also to acute inflammation of the ll\·cr gorng on to suppu-
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England after a long residence in India, arc to be attributed to that. d1sordc~cd state
of the liver, and of its functions, to which such persons are proverbially subject, ~nd
which has in them been brought on by the influcn_ce of a hot atmosph?rc, operatmg
for a long space of time to~cther. llepatic atfect10.ns, a~ute or c~iron1c, arc amouc;:
the chief diseases to which Europeans, at least, are liable rn that climate.
We h::we here an example of the distinction I wish )'.Ou to notice between prc~is.
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exciting cause of infl.amruatio_n.as ~vhcn the process of secretion is ~oing on.

This
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function constitutes thus a predisposition to inflammation of the liver. The hot
atmosphere, which creates t~1is predisposition, holds the pl~~e of a prc~isposing cause
in respect to the inflammation that easues; but the cx01tmg cause 1s exposure to
cold : one of the most common and best ascertained excitiag causes of infl.ammatiou
in ..,.eneral. You arc not to imagine that there can be no such thing a.s exposure to
cold in a climate where the temperature of the air is habitually above 80°. Dr. James
Johnson, in his book on Tropical Climates, observes that on the coast of Coromandcl
the temperature is steady by day, and the nights are hot; but yet, be says, nothing is
more common than exposure tu cold in this place. The European soldier or sailor,
after the heat occasioned by his employments in the day, strips off bis clothes, and
lies opposite a window or port, his shirt wet with perspiration, to enjoy the sea breeze
at night. And the same author tells us that the application of cold after or during
pcn;piration, commonly produces an attack of hepatitis in some one of its various
forms. Now the effect of that kind of exposu re here described docs not depend upon
the actual temperature, but upon the sensation that is produced, and the sensation
depends upon the relative temperature; and there can be no doubt that, under the
circumstances mentioned by Dr. Johnson, a strong sensation of cold would be occasioned, even by a. sea breeze as warm as 80°, or wanner. Change::; of temperature

~~~~h~~,:: J~~::~~~)~l;:~ .~k~n;1r:;~ o~~~l~;~:~n~~~~~!~i~h~~~~:i1t~: as~~~~~h~r~:;dt~~
coast of B:azil, after havrng been long accustomed to a temperature of 72°, a strong
breeze set in from the sea, and the thermometer fell to 61°; (i.e., to a point which
we shoulJ here call temperate;) "but," he says, "the sense of cold from the sudden
tran.sition .of tempcra~urc was quite painful. After bearing it for some time shh·erin"'
on deck, it became rnt~lcrable, and ~e all. went below, put on warm clothing, and
dreadnoughts- and ugam appeared with tlnck woollen jackets and trowsers as if we
hud been entering Baffin's Bay, and not a harbour under one of the tropics5'
lt is interesting to compare. this statement with Capt. Parry1s account of a change
of temperature at the opposite extreme of the scale, and in the other direction.
Having previously said that the thermometer had fallen to 13° below zero in the
nigbt of the 21st of October, he goes on thus-" The wind veering to the soutli.east
on the 2-lth and 25th, the thermometer gradually rose to 23°. I may possibly incur
the charge of affectation in staling that this temperature was much too hi..,.h to be
agreeable to us; b~t it was nevertheless the fact, that ever.ybody felt and co~plaincd
of the change. " e had often before remarked that eons1dcruble alterations of the
temperature of the ~tmosph?rc arc as scn~ibly felt by t~1e human frame at a very low
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lles~dcs the.more gradual c~cc_ts of great heat, .<l!rect or indirect, upon the human
body, 1t sometimes. operates d1istmctly as an excttrny cause, and giycs rise to more
1:1udden attacks of illness. Pef8ous who are exposed to the direct beams of a hot sun,
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e~pecially during any labour or active exercise, are apt to be :i.ffectcd by what is called
the sun-stroke, the coup dP soleil1 insolation: they fall down insensible, and often die
in a very short time. This disorder is common amon~ troops in long marches in
India. It is a complaint of which the cause has Ion~ been known by the inhabitants
of hot climates. There is a. case of it related in the Bible. "And .Manasses was her
husband, of her tribe and kindred, who died in the barley harvest. For as he stood
overseeing them, and bound shea\"es in the field, the helll came upon his head, and he
fell on. his bed, and died in the city of Bethulia."
Pathologists are not agreed rcspectiniz the intimate natij,e of this distemper; nor
about the manner in which it destroys life. Some re~ard t as a sort of npoplexy;
and hold that death takes place in the way of coma. Ilut
most approved remedies
of congestive apoplexy-bleeding and other e\"acuations- ave not proved successful
in relieving it. 'fhe natives of India prefer the pouring of cold water upon the head
to every other cura.ti\"e measure. Our army serjeants also found that stimulantsrum and water, for instance -answered better than depletion. I have never seen this
affection, but I should conjecture that it is more akin to the state we cn11 concussion
than to true apoplexy. It would appear that the sun's rays act upon the brain like a.
shock. The nervous system is suddenly and extensively influenced, nnd the heart's
movements arrested, as in syncope. One of Sir Benjamin Brodie's experiments is in
favom of this opinion. Ile placed a rabbit in a basket in an O\'en, the temperature of
which was not more than 150°, and it died in a. few minutes without any apparent
suffering. The heart was afterwards found distended with blood, on both sides, as
after death by asthcnia.

[By some it has been supposed that coup de soleil is the result of a sudden change
produced by the sun's rays in the blood; and the absence of any marked organic
lesions, and the fluid cond ition of the blood, observed in the bodies of those who have
died of supposed sun-stroke, ham no doubt Jed to this belief.
Coup de solcil, as it is usually but imptoperly tcrmcd 1 in the majority of cases,
occurs in perc:;ons engaged in some laborious occupation, when exposed, for the most
part, to the direct rays of the sun; or, at least, to an atmosphere of very high temperature. By the comLined effects of violent muscular exertion, rtncl the heat of the
ntmosphere, the heart is stimulated to a morbid degree of nctidty; copious perspiration flows from every part of the surface of the body, extreme exhaustio n speedily
ensues, and the heart, fatigued by its morbid activity, allows a pnf'sive congestion to
take plJce throu~hout the body. Violent convulsions often take place; the pulse
becomes thready, irregular, and sometimes scarcely pcrccptiLle, and the pupils dilated.
Iu the intervals of the convulsions the patient is often affected with muscular tremors
like those of paralysis agitans; in other cases he becomes entirclyciuiesccnt nnd insensible. lo four post mortem, examinations of patients who had perished from stroke
of the sun, Dr. Pepper, of Philadelphia (Transactions of the Philadelphia College of
Pliysicians, vol. iii., old series, pp. 99, et. seq.), detected no indicrttioos of congestion of the brain; nothing, in fact, of an unusual appearance in any of the organs, sa"c
the heart, which, in all the subjects, was pallid, flaccid, and softened, while the other
muscles of the body were florid and firm. The cavities of the heart contained but
little blood, and no eoagulum. The endocardie membrane, and that lining; the large
blood-vessels, were of a, very dark, nlmost purple colour. The softening of the heart
nnd discolouration of the lining membrane, were not, we are assured, the effects of commencing decomposition, but evidently the result of disease. The di sease in these
cases is evidently one of nerrnus exhaustion; and demands for its cure stimulants by
the mQUth, when the patient can swallow, and by injection into the rectum when such
is not the case. In the cases which survived under the care of Dr. Pepper, recovery
was very slow; the mind continued for some time very much confused; so rne became
insane; one became affected with partial paralysis, and one with nmaurosis.
But notwithstanding a state of nervous exhaU.Etion, as evidenced in the cases juat
referred to, is that which usually results from se"Vcre muscular exercise in an intensely
heated atmosphere, exposure to the direct r..tys of the sun in hot weather, occasionally
gives rise to sym ptoms and lesions of a. very different character. Thus, in some cases
we have iutense congestion of the brain, terminating, perhaps, in a true apoplectic
seizure. Other individuals are attacked with great beat and dryness of the entire
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surface, injection of the conjuncti'f"a, contracted pupils, a small, quick, an~ cordeJ
pulse, red and dry tongue. They become deliriou~, morose, or rcstl~ss, or 10 a con.
1
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~~~i~~~a~i:~' ~J~e i~s~~~!dfc~~~:!: ~~~~~g=~cc~~!~~:a~~~~~tead~d upon a post mortem
In this fo~m of sun-stroke, acti\'C depletion by the lancet, cups, or leeches, to ~he
head, cold applications to the scalp, actiYc purgatives, ~nd all the other means wlnch
enter into a strictly antiphlogistic plan of trcatme~t, ~111 b.e dcm:rnd~d. _If these ,be
neglected, or but timidly employed, a fatal ~ermrnat1on is almost rnev1tablc. 'I_he
administration internally of stimulants would, rn such cases, but aggravate the menm.
geal inflammation, and accelerate the unfavourable result of the case. -0.]
Great
that few
pimples,
weeks.

heat tends also to the production ~f c~rtaiu c,utanco.us diseases: it i~ said
}~uropcans escape, on their first s~tth.ng m trop~cal. clunates, a~ eruption of
attended with almost intolerable 1tchmg and pnckrng, and lastrng for some
It is called in India. the pricldy heat.

Before considering that most prolific source of disease which i~ fa~iliar to the commonest observation in sudden transitions of temperature, let us rnquire what are the
ascertained effects of extreme cold upon the human frame. Of course I use the term
cold in its popular acceptation, as if it were something pos itive, instead of signifying
the mere privation of heat. It is much more convenient to speak of it in this way,
and there is no risk of your being misled by my doing so.
Now this inquiry is of more practical interest to us than that which is concerned
with the immediate effects of extreme heat. E'·en in this climate medical men are
not unfrcqucntly called upon, in casos of injury or death produced by intense cold,
either to remedy the morbid conditions it has caused, or to ex.plain the mode aud
probability of its operation in extinguishing life.
The efli!cts of cold, as might well be imagined, are in many respects the direct opposites of the effects of heat. When its application is continued, it acts as a sedati,•e
upon the or.ganio funct ions both of animals and of plants. This appears from the
shrinking of the external parts. The superficial arteries become unable to transmit
the blood in the usual quantity through the integuments. Hence the skin becomes
pale, and contracting round the sebaceous glands and the hair.bulb.!:!, exhibits a rough·
ness which is compared to that of the skin of a. plucked goose, and is technically
called cutis a1tscrina. By the same contraction of the smaller vessels, and repressed
circulation, the extreme and projecting parts are diminished in size. Thus, rings
which arc tight on the fingers while the body is warm, drop off in cold weather-and
even the shoes fall from the feet during extreme exposure. The heart with the whole
art~rial systew .becomes weak . . I have ~!ready, when speaking of the contrasted ope·
ration of heat, illustrated the withering mfluence of a continued low atmospheric temperature upon the organic functions, by referring to the dwarfish size of both men and
the lower animals, as well as of plants, in cold regions. Wc have evidence of the
same f~ct in the t..'\r<ly dcvclop~ent ?f the fun~tions, and particularly, as many tranl·
lers a~rm, of the sexual .funct.10ns, rn ~old .climates as compared with hot; and in
the winter t~rpor of certain ammals, which 1s very analogous with the state of tre('S
and shrubs 111 that season.
I need uot tell you that to judge of the effects of me:e coldness of the atmosphere,
we must take the case of the atmosphere at rest. 'rhc air is a bad conductor of caloric
and for that reason, ~ i;uu.ch lower, as w~ll as a muc:h higher degree of temperature:
can be borne when 1t 1s rn a. state of quiescence, than when fresh portions of it are
pcrp~tually brought into contact with the surface of the body by currents of air.
"With the t~crmomcter,~' says Captain Parry, "at-55°,11 (a most fearful deuree
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ten rurnutes or a quarter of an ho~r without rnconvcmence; while with a fresh breeze,
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the thermometer was -19° below zero i 9° or 10, that is, below the point at' which
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mercury freezes; he says, "The weather being quite calm, we walked on shore for
an hour witl10ut ineouveuience, the sensation of cold de11cnding much more on the
dep;rce of wind at the time, than on the absolute temperature of the atmosphere as
indicated by the thermometer. In several of the accounts given of those countries,
in which an intense degree of natural cold is experienced, some effects are attributed
to it which ecrta.inly did not come under our observation in the course of this winter.
The first of these is the dreadful sensation said to be produced in the lungs, causingthem to feel as if torn asunder when the air is inhaled at a very low temperature. So
such sensation was e'\'cr experienced by us] though in going from the cabin into the
open air, and vice versa, we were constantly in the habit, for some months, of under.
gain~ a change of from 80° to 100°, and in several instances 120° of temperature, in
less than one minute : and what is still more extraordinary, not a single inflammatory
complaint (beyond a slight cold, which was cured by common ca.re in a day or two)
occurred during this particular period."
But when the cold air is in motion, in other words, when there is wind, so that
fresh portions of cold air a.re brought, successively, in contact with the surface; or
when it is nccompanicd with moisture, or occurs under other circumstan ces favourable
to its operation, and to be spoken of more particularly presently; then cold of a much
inferior degree of intensity may very speedi ly occasion pnrtial or total death. By
partial death I mean the loss of vitality in certain parts of the body only-the ears,
nose, fingers, toes, and feet. The parts thus affected are sa id to be frost-bitten: and
the mode of managing such accidents falling within the province of surgery, I shall
confine my remarks almost entirely to the case where general deat11-death in it~ full
and ordinary meaning-is either brought about, or impending, in consequence of
exposure to cold.
One of the earliest effects of extreme cold upon the system at large has been said
to be a remarkable and overpowering drowsinc~s. But I belicYc you will find that
most or all of the persons in whom this torpor has been noticed had not only been
exposed to severe cold, but bad been using also a great deal of exercise: and perhaps
the drowsiness ought to be ascribed, in some measure, at least, to that exercise. They
who attribute it to the cold alone, explain the comatose state in this way. '!'hey say
that the chill ing of the surface and extremities drives the blood inwards, causes it to
accumulate internally, and increases the flow of blood towards the head. One thing,
howc,·cr, is certain, "\'iz., that drowsiness is not a necessary consequence of exposure
to severe cold, although it is a very common consequence. Dr. Currie, in his .Alcdical
Reports, gives a Ycry interesting account of the shipwreck of an American vessel on
the coast of Ireland. Most of the crew, fourteen in all, were imm ersed to a considerable depth, for twenty.three hours, in water of which the temperature was believed
not to exceed 33° or 34° of Fahrenheit: and he states expressly that none of the
men were drowsy, and that in no one of the three who perished was death preceded
by sleep.
The overpowering tendency of cold when combined with fati)'.!;ue (and perhaps
under certain circumstances of intense cold alone), to induce sleep, was strikingly
exemplified in what befel Dr. Solander among the hills of Terra. dcl lfuego. 1'he
story, as given in Captain Cook's Voyages, is well known. Sir Joseph Banks and
Dr. Solander l1ad been out botanizing. On their return towards the ship, after various
hardships, and after having travelled through swamps for a considerable way, the
weather, which had been very fine, became gloomy and cold, with sudden blasts of
piercing wind, accompanied by snow. Findin~ it impossible to p;ct back to the ship
before the morning, they resolved to push on through another swamp that lay in their
way, into the shelter of a wood, where they might build a wigwam and kindle a fir<'.
Mr. Banks (as he was then) undertook to bring up the rear. Dr. Solander, who had
more than once crossed the mountains that divide Sweden from Norway, and who
well knew that extreme cold, especially when joined with fatigue, produces a torpor
and sleepiness which are almost irresistible, conjured the comp:my to keep moving,
whatever pain it might cost them, and whatever relief they might be promised by an
inclination to rc:-;t. "Whoover sits down,'' said he, "will sleep, and whoever sleep.~,
11
Thus at once admonished and alarmed, they set forwards; but
will u:al0,c 110 rnore.
they ha.d not gone far before the cold became sudden ly so intense as to produce the
effects that had been most dreaded. Dr. Solandcr was the first who fouad the
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inclination, against which he had warned othcn~, invincible, an.d he. ins.istcd. on being
suffered to lie down. .l\lr. Danks entreated nnd remonstrated w1th hnn m varn: down
he lay upon the ground, althou~h it was co,·cred with snow, and it was with much
difficulty that hi8 friend kept him from sleeping: Hichmond ahso, one _of the .Llack
3
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company that to sleep was to perish.

Mr. Banks and the rest fouu~ 1t 11npo:ss1ble to

carry them, and there being no rcmctly, they were both at length suflc1:ed to he down,
being partly supported by some bushes; and in a few minutes they fcll mto a. pr?found
sleep. Soon after, some of the people who had bceo ~1·11t forward returned with the
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bad not slept five minutes, Jrn had almost lost the use of his limbs, a.nd the flesh was
so shrunk that l1is shoes fell frnm bis feet. Ile consented to go forward with such
assistance as could be given him; but no attempts to relieve poor 11.ichmond were
successful. Ile, together with another black left with him, died.
In many instances, before this complete torpor comes on, intense cold has a curious
effect upon the nervous system, blunting the sensations, and confusing the intellect,
and giving to the person exposed to it the appearance of one intoxicated. It is very
neee:s~ary that you should be aware of this, for there is too much reason to believe
that poor wretches who have been picked up by the constables in the streets at night,
during periods of hard frost, have been supposed to be drunk, when, io truth, they
were only stupefied by the cold. Such a mistake is most likely to be fatal to them.
Instead of' receiving the attention and treatment proper for persons in their condition,
they are liable to be laid aside, by themselves, to sleep off their supposed debauch;
and the morning finds them corpses. It is not at all improbable that some of you
may be called upon to investigate such cases: and as actual instances are more readily
impressed upon the memory than any general description, I will read you a short
history illustrative of what l haye just been saying, from C:1ptain Parry's Journal.
"John Pearson*** had his hands severely frost.bitten, having unfortunately gone
without mittens, and with a musket in l1is hand. A party of our people, most providentially, found him, although the night was very dark, just as be had fallen down
a steep bank of snow, and was beginning to feel that degree of torpor and drowsiness
which, if indul.gcd,. inevitably p~ovcs fata l. When he was brought on boarJ his
fingers were quite stiff, and bent rnto the shape of that part of the musket which ho
had been carryi~lg: and the frost had so far destroyed the animation in his fingers on
one hand, that 1t was necessary to amputate three of them a short time after."
It i~ what immediately follows this, that I was desirous of pointing out to your
attent10n.
"The effect which exposure to severe frost bas in benumbin"" the mental as well
as the corporeal faculties, was very striking in this man, as well as
two of the young
gentlen;ien who returned after dark, and of who.m we were ~nxious to make inquiries
rcspcctrn.g Pcars?n.. }Vhcn I se?t for ~hem ~nto my cabrn, they looked wild, and
spoke thick and rnd1strnctly, and 1t was 1mposs1ble to draw from them a rational auswer to any of our questions. After being on board for a short time the mental
1
0
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ing too freely. 'l'o those who have been much accustomed to cold countries this will
be .no new remark, but I cannot help thinking (and it is with this view tlu~t I speak
?fit) that many a ma.n may have been punished for intoxication, who was only suffer~ug from the benumbrng etf~cts of frost: for I have J.?Or? than once seen our people
111 a. ?tale so exactly rcscmblmg.that of the most stupid intoxication, that I should
cert~rnly have charged them with that offen.cc, bad I not been quite sure that no
f~~~1~: :_c;~~e;,~re afforded them on l\lelv1lle Island to procure anything stronger

0

. When persons in this state are suffered to sleep, and the operation of the cold eontmues, they become less and le.::.s sensible to external imprc:ssions, until death closes
the scene.
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[To the soporific effects of intense cold, and the peculiar influence it exerts upon
the sensations and int('llcct of those who are exposed to it, Dr. Kane, in his "Arctic
ExplC1rations in the years 1853, '54, '55," makes frequent reference. In one part of
11is narrati,•e, he observes : "I was of course familiar with the benumbed and alm ost
lethargic scn8ation of extreme cold; and once when exposed for some hours in the
midwinter of Baffin's Bay, I had experienced symptoms which I compared to the
diffused paralysis of the electro-galvanic shock. But I treated the sleepy comfort of
freezing as something like the embellishment of romance. I had evidence now to the
contrary."
During a travel of between eighty and ninety miles, most of the way dragging a
heavy sledge, the mean temperature of the whole time, including the warmest hours
of three days, being at minus 41°.2, Dr. Kane writcs-"Bonsall and Morton, two
of our stoutest men, came to me, begging permission to sleep. They were not cold:
the wind did not enter them now: a little sleep was all they wanted." Presently
Hans was found nearly stiff under a drift; and Thomas, bolt upright, bad hi s eyes
closed, and could hardly articulate. At 1ast Blake threw him self on the snow, and
refused to rise. 'l'hcy did not complain of feeling cold; but it was in vain that I
wrestled, boxed, ran, argued, jeered or reprimanded i au immediate halt could not be
aYoided." On another occasion, during the same journey, he says : "We kept ourselves awake by imposing on each other a continued articulation of words; they must
have been incoherent enoup;h." "We were neither of us in our right senses, and
retained a very confused recollection of what preceded our arrival at the tent." "Our
halts multiplied, and we fell half sleeping on the snow. I could not prevent it.
Strange to say, it refreshed us. I ventured upon the experiment myself, making
Riley wake me at the end of three minutes; and I felt so much benefited by it that
I timed the men iu the same way. They sat on the runners of the sledge, fell asleep
instantly, ancl were forced to wakefulness when their three minutes were out." In
the further prosecution of their journey, "'Ve were," says Dr. Kane, "quite delirious, and had ceased to entertain a sane apprehension of the circumstances about us.
We moved on like men in a dream. Our foot-marks, seen afterward, showed that we
had steered a bee-line for the brig. It must have been by a sort of instinct, for it
left no impress on the memory." "I thought myself the soundest of all, for I went
through all the form ula of san ity, and can recall the muttering delirium of my comrades when we got back to the cabin of our brig. Yet I have becu told since of some
speeches, and some orders too of mine, which I should have remembered for their
absurdity, if my mind had retained its balancc. 11 -0.J

LECTURE VII.
Causes of Disease, rontinurd. Laws by which the operation of Gold 1tpon tlie hvdily
Health is re91tlated. Circumstances that favour its fr1Jurious Effects, and respect,
first, the Body 1·tself; secondly, tlte manner in u;hich the Cold 1's applied. .Modif11ing influence of certain states of the JI/ind-of Slef'p-of liabit. Means of
protection. I11jlue11ce of the d1jferent Seasons. impurity of the Air. Hereditary
tendencies to Disease.
IN the last lecture I commenced the consideration of some of the CQusrs of diseast!.
·we learned, by the evidence of authentic facts, that the human body is capable of
bearing a very hi!Jh degree of external temperature, for a. short time, without detriment- and even without much inconvenience; and we learned-also by the testimony of facts -that the body is equally well calculated to endure, under favourable
circumstances, a. very low degree of atmospheric temperature-or, to speak in popular
language, a very intense degree of cold.
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high, but not extreme, atmosphcri~ temperature, whc? long
continued, has a stimulating effect upon the organic fuuct1ons, a~d a clcprc~smg .or
sedath·e effect upon the animal functions of the body. Loug-contmuc~ heat prc<l1spos:es the body to be injuriously influenced by exposure to cold : the diseases apt to
follow such exposure, under such circumstances, bein:r dcranl;!cment ~f the. hepatic
functions-violent disturbances of the stomach and bowels, with a copious d1~charge
of vitiated and acrid bile-and acute inflammation of the liver itself. As more
direct consequences of exposure to extreme heat-in other words, as exam pl.es of disorders of which extreme heat sometimes proves an exciting cause - I ment1oned the
coup de soleil, and the eruption called the prickl!J heat.
With respect to external cold, I pointed out to you its d.cpressin_g effect~ up?n the
organic functions of the body-and, when it becomes very 1~tense rndccd, its d_1rcc~ly
sedative influence upon the animal functions also - producing a state r<'semblmg ID·
toxication, overpowering drowsiness, and co1!1a, especially when the cold lrns had au
auxiliary in fatigue; and, ultimately, death itself.
I hardly need say that the effect of external colcl upon the body witl1in certain
limits of intensity and duration, is totally different from all this. 'Vhcn it is not
intense-or when, though intense, it is applied for a. short time only-or '~hen its
refrigcratini; and sedative properties. can ~e su~cicntly cou.ntcracted_b~ excr?1sc and
warm clothmg-cold becomes a tonic,· shmulatmg, refreslung, and rnv1gorat111g both
mind and body. Instead of benumbing, it heightens the sensibi li ty; instead of stu·
pefying, it clears and sharpens the faculties, and bestows alacrity and cheerfulness of
spirit; and in this way, among others, cold becomes a very important curative agent.
Ilere, also, therefore, the contrast obtains; a high cxtcrn:a l temperature relaxes and
depresses- a low one, under the circumstances just mentioned, braces and enlivens.
Nevertheless, exposure to cold is one of the most common causes of various complaints. l\Iany or most of the internal inflammations acknowledge cold as their ord inary exciting cause. Acute rheumatism has, perhaps, no other external origin.
Apoplexy, and palsy1 and drop8y, arc its frequent consequences. "With the exception/' says Dr. Bateman, in his Observations on the Diseases of London, "with
the exception of a small number of diseases occasioned by unwholesome occupation~,
and by the contagions 1 the great mass of human malady in this metropolis is referable
to the climate or state of the seasons, and to intemperance; but, of these two causes,
the vicissitudes of the weather, especially its cold, arc by far the most prolific sources
of mischief."

It appears al<.:o that

3.
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ta.in the ci rcumstances under which the application of cold is the moRt prejudicial, or
has the greatest influence upon the body- as well as the means by which the bad
effects of exposure to cold may often 1 in a great degree, he prevented.
There arc some short but valuable hints upon this subject in Cullen's First Li1w1,.
The late Dr. Currie, of Liverpool, was, however, the first person who distinctly
pointed out the laws that regulate the operation of cold as a cause of health and
disease.

co~~t;~e ~;r~~:s~~~e~t::::~o::o~~ t~:e ~~rrbJ~~laerff~;s0:~rc~~d,:h~~~ r:l~~tcc~~dt~:

applied. The former arc predisposing circumstances; the latter accessory. We will
glance at these in succession.
It has long been a popular, as well as a professional axiom, that sudden vicissitudes
of temperature arc dangerous; th~t a previous ho: state of the body augments the
hurtful effect of col~, whethc.r applied cxternall.y or mternally. Bnt the proposition
thus .broadly stated 1s. not ~mvcrsa.lly true. It. is well known that the inhabitants of
~luss1a are m the hab1~, wh_1 lc reckrng from t~cir vapour baths, of rolling immediately
rn the snow, or plung1~1~ rnto cold water, w1th?ut suffcri.n g from the change. Sir
Charles Blagdcn, deser1brng some of the expernnents which I mentioned in the la st
lecture, says, "During the whole day we passed out of the heated room (of which
the tcmpc;atu;e ranged from 24~ 0 to 260°) after ~very experiment, immediately into
the cold a~r without _any precaut~on. After cxposmg our naked bodies to the heat,
nud sw~atrng most v1olcntly, we mstantly went rnto a cold room, and sta id there even
5'lme mmutes before we began to dress, yet no one received the least injury." . . \nd
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Captain Scoresby, speaking of the arctic regions, tells us that he has often gone from
the breakfast-room of the vessel, where the tempernture was 50° or 60°, to the masthead, where it was only 10°, without any additional clothing, except a cap-" yet,''
s.~ys he, "I ne\'tff received any injury, and seldom much inconvenience, from the
uncommon trausition."
It is plain, therefore, that the proposition which assigns langor to sudJen viciss.i.
tudes of tempcr:iture requires limitation. The effects of a sudden descent fronJ one
point to another in the scale of atmospheric temper:iture vary according to the st.ate
of the body at the time. Without going into any physiological discu~ion respecting
the source of animal heat, I may just re~nind you of t.he faculty of evolving heat pos·
sessed by man and the warm.blooded ammals; by which faculty very nearly the same
degree of inward temperature is steadily maintained under very different degrees of
outward temperature. If the external temperature be lower than that of the body,
the caloric thereby carried off is speedily replaced, in a healthy adult, by this cvolu·
tiou of heat from within, aided by clothing, or by exercise. When the cxtcrnril tcm.
perature approaches the standard heat of the body, sweat soon breaks forth, and the
superfluous beat is remO\'Cd by evaporation: for so constant is the internal evolution
of caloric, that an atmoophcre which docs not as constantly abstract any of it is cxees.
sivcly incounnoding: An e~teroal temperature of 98°, which .is about the average
heat of the blood m man, is, as you know, extremely oppressive. The terms hot,
warm, cool, cold, as applied to the surrounJiog air, arc regulated by the sensations
that it produces upon the average of persons. If the heat be carried off as fast as it
is generated, nud no faster, no particular sensation is felt, and the bodily powers are
neither stimulated nor exhausted. This equilibrium is maintained (supposiug that no
extr-aordinary exertions are made) when the thermometer stands at 62°, or there·
abouts. We call that point in the scale temperate. All degrees above that point, up
to 70, are reckoned 1Carm.; all above 70, /tot. Descending in the scale, we speak of
the temperature denoted by any degree b~tween the 60th and t~ic 50th, as being cool;
and every lower degree of temperature is cold. I am speakrng of the average of
healthy meu: for remarkable diversities occur among individuals in respect to the
epithets which they assign, under the guidance of their scnsatiolls, to particular
degrees of the thermometric scale; their sensations diffcriug accordiug to the power
which their constitutions respectively possess of evolving heat. Now if this power
of evolving heat, thus illhereut in the system, be entire, and actiYe, and persistent if it ba.ve not been weakened by any of those circumstances which arc known to have
the effect of weakening it - no peril need attend even violent alternations of external
temperature. Unusual heat of the body at the time whcll the cold is applied, so far
from implving danger, is really the condition of safety, provided the heat i:> steady
and permanent. You may read, ill Dr. Currie's book, numerous instances of the cold
affusion being employed in the hot stage of fc>er, and particularly in cases of scarlet
fever, not only with impunity, but with great benefit to the patient. '.l'he sanie holJs
true of the application of cold when the body has been heated by exercise - aud,
indeed, whatever may have been the cause of the increased heat-provided always
that that cause remains steadily in action, that there is no local disease, and that the
body is not fatigued, and fa.~t losing its heat. But if a per:son be already exhausted
and weakened by exercise-if be be sweating and rapidly parting with his heatand e~pccially if the exercise be over, and he remain at re8t immediately after and
during the application of the cold - then it becomes highly perilous, and likely to
produce internal mischief.
The more correct statement, therefore, respecting the application of cold is, that it
is dangerous-not when the body is /wt-but when the body is CQO{ing aflcr haviug
Leen healed.

This principle obtains alike, I say, whether the cold be applied c.xternally or internally; to the surface of the body, or to the mucous membrane of the stomach. Very
mally iost:rnecs arc r~cord:<l ~f death taking pl.ace immediately after a copious drau1,.d1t
of cold water. I behove 1~ will be found that rn .all these ea~es, ~he body, after haviug
been much healed and enfeebled by se\'ere cxertl0ll 1 was losrng its preternatural bent
from profuse perspiration, aud, ill general, from the cessatiou al:>o of tho exertion by
which this heat was accumulated. Celsus was aware of the danO'er: "ex laborc
sudanti frigida patio perniciosissirna. est." The fatal influence or°cold water thus
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applied was experienced, on a large scale, among the troops of _Alexander the O.r:at,
upon their reaching the banks of the River Oxus, thirRty, f:1t1gucd, and pcrsptrrng
from their toilsome march of forty.six miles across the scorchmg sands of the dcs~rt.
According: to Quintus Curtius, A lexander lost more of bis soldiers ?n that occa_~ •.on
than in any one of his battles. "Serl qui iutcmpcrantius h:msera~t rntcrclu~o spmtu
cxtiucti sunt; multoque majorhorum numcrus fuit, qu~m ullo am1scra.t_proolto. 11 Dr.

~::i!c t~~:t~sr~~~!~'.ng;~~~~~e~1:~~i~~~dfc~lc:un~~:/i1~~ ~~~v~~:e~::~~1~n;t o~v:~,d~:~

had violently heated himself. When it w_as ?VCT he sat ?own on the wound pantmg
for breath, and covered with profuse perspiration. In this ~tate he. called ton. serva nt
to bring l1im a pitcher of cold water just drawn from a n?1~hbourrng pump: Aft~r
]rnl<ling it in his hand a littl e while, till he rccoy~rcd. !us breath, l~c put it to his
mouth, and drank a large quantity at once. TI.e laid his hea~ on his ~houlder, a~d
bent forwards; his countenance became pale, l11s breath labonous, and 10 a few mrnutes he expired.
I may take the opportunity of telling you that the remedie.s to ~e administered,
when life is in jeopardy from this cause, arc warmth to the ep1gastnum; and laudanum in free doses.
If death do not speedily follow the external or internal application of col<l to the
body under the untoward circumstances I have described, inflammation of some internal part is very apt to arise.
By attending to the principles now laid down, you will be enabled to furnish those
whom it may be your business to advise with many useful suggestions, and to caution
them a_gainst some common mistakes : mistakes which have had their origin in the
unqualified credit given to the maxim, that sudden vicissitudes of external temperature, and exposure to cold while the body is hot, are dangerous; whet·eus, these things
arc dangerous under certain circumstances only. Thus, you may tell the sportsman
that wet feet, or a wet skin, need cause him no apprehension, so that he continues in
active exercise; anJ. chaDges his clothes, and a.voids all further application of cold,
as soon as his exercise ends. You may admonish the bather that after walkiu(J' on a.
hot day to the river's side, he had better not wait, to cool himself a little, befo~e he
plunges into the stream; and i~ like m:anner you r;1:lY ¥~nture to counsel the young
la dy who has heated herself with daucmg, not to linger rn the entrance-hall till the
glow has somewhnt subsided, but to make the b~st of her way to her carria~e, and
thence to her bed; and you may tell your male friends who happen to be similarly
circumstanced, that the best thing they can do is to walk briskly home in their D'reat
coats. '!'he main points to be remembered arc, that "the heat which is pretcrn~tur
ally accumulated by exercise is held with little tenacity, is dissipated by profuse perspiration, and iR speedily lost when to this perspiration is added a state of rest after
fatigue;" and that, in these circumstances, the application of cold is most apt to be
prejudit:ial.
Amonf? _the circumstance~ whic~ favou: the morbific effects of cold, and relate to
the cond1hon of the body itself, is to be rncluded, - for reasons that must now be
?hvious t? .you-wha~ever has th,~ effect of weakening the system, and so diminishing
its capab1J1ty of evolvtng heat. lh? most com~on of th.ese debilitatinj? circumstances
are en~mcrated by Cullen---:-" fastrng, evacuations,_ fat1gu~, a last night's debauch,
excess rn Yencry, long watchmg, much study, rest immediately after great exercise

~It~~~ ~~!Ji~~f:~,ioa~:i::a~:~~cssAt~~etl~~~~'/~~ ;i~~~~~~r:~;e!~~d cio~:~:~:n~h'~i:l~g~~i

same .Principle is th~ fact ascertaiucd b.'>'." Dr. I\!. Edward~, that the faculty of evoh·ing
heat is very feeble 111 old persous, an? 1~ the newly born; it being in these clas.seS
that we find the greatest number of v1ct1ms to the power of cold.
Th~ ba~ effects of cold upo~ the system depend p~rtly upon the intensity of the
sensation 1t produces-but stil l more UJ?On the duration of that sensation. 'Ve arc
seldom the wor~e for a ~1omcntary.sc.nsat10~ of cold, however lively it may ha,•e been;
whereas even sl~ght feelings of cb1Jlmcss, 1f long protmcted, a.re apt to terminate in
some form of disease.
By the help of this principle we may explain most of the circumstances which
~:':~~~~~t!bi~~~nr~;~ ii1~~~~i~: .thc cold is applied, have been found by experieuc~
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Cold is more likely, r·retrris paribus, to proYC injurious when it is applied by a
wind or a current of air. The sensation of cold is sush1incd by the continual accession of fresh particles of frigid air to tbe surface of the body. Some striking facts
iu illustration of the refrigerating and depressing effects of a stream of cold air were
mentioned in the last lecture.
Again, the injurious operation of cold is augmented, when it is accompanied with
moisture. Wctuess is notoriously the worst way in which cold can be applied. Tbe
contact of wet or damp clothes with the skin both in creases and prolon~rs the sensation of cold. ]?or the same reason, a cold foggy atmosphere is more prejudicial
than a. clear, and therefore drier one, of the same temperature. The heat of the
body is abstracted more rapidly than it is generated from within, and if it be not replaced by exercise, or cordials, the balance of the circulation is deranged, aud internal
mischief often follows.
The same principles serve to illustrate the effect of certain other circumstances,
adverted to by Cullen, as being counteractive of the morbific tendency of exposure
to cold: "passio ns engaging a close attention to one object;" "that state of the body
iu which sensibility is g reatly diminished, as in maniacs;" and "the power of habit."
These circumstances are worthy of a moment's notice.
Impressions which are unheeded are unfelt and inoperative. As it is scarcely
possible, when the attention is engrossed by bodily pain, to carry on any connected
train of thought, so, on the other hand, the senses become impassive in proportion as
the mind is fixed upon some absorbing subject of reflection, or enchained by some
powerful emotion: impressions made upon the organs of sense are no longer taken
notice of; the corresponding sensations, if they be excited at all, arc not remembered,
and the effect of such impressions is as if they had never been; they arc not followed
by the usual consequences. Persons gasping for breath in sp:ismod ic asthma will remain for hours at an open window, with scarcely any clothing, during severe frost,
and without suffering from the cold; their attention is so anxiously and cxclusinly
bestowed upon the distress in their breathing, that the coldness of the air is unuoticcd
and unperceived, and has no sensible effect.
11

For where the greater ma.lady is fixed,
The lesser is scarce felt."

The morbific effect of cold upon the system is certain ly modified by the degree of
attention that is paid to the sensation it excites.
Upon the ''cry same principle may be explained the impunity with which some
maniacs undergo exposure to cold - even when su[ering no fever which might regenerate the lost heat. " I b:we seen," says Dr. Currie, "a. young woman, once of
the greatest delicacy of frame, struck with madness, li e all night on a cold floor, with
hardly the covering that decency requires, when the water was frozen on the table by
h er, and the milk that she was to feed on was a mass of ice."
Sleep is enumerated by Dr. Cullen among those conditions of the body which
diminish its power of resisting cold. And certainly cold is very readily caught (as
the phrase is), when its causes are present, during sleep. But while we sleep sensation is in a great measure suspended. This would seem, therefore, to furnish a.
contradiction to the principle that the effect of cold upon the bodily health depends
upon the strength and the duration of the sensation excited by it. Dr. Alison-I
speak from recollection of his observations heard many years ago- disposes of this
difficulty by affirming that the sleeper who thus suffers, docs really feel, and is conscious of, the sensation of cold, and that it min~les with and probably sug~ests his
dreams. J.4ord Brougham, in his Discourse of }li.tl!tral 1'/tcoloyy, gives a. very liYely
picture of dreams so excited, - drawn, as I should guess, from his own experie nce.
Probably something of the same kind has occurred to most of us. "]~very one
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lava, or haviug your feet b~rnt by coming too near the fire. Ilut the effect of falling
asleep in a stream of cold a1r 1 as in an open carriage, varies this experiment in a. very
interesting, and inde?d instructive manner : yo~ will, instan~ly that the wind begins
to blow, dream of bemg upon some exposed pomt1 and :rnxious for shelter, bu: unable to reach it: then yoll arc on the deck of a ship, suffering from the gale - you
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you arc on shore in a hou~c with all the windows open, aud cndca,•our to shut them
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with their blast, till you are as cold as on the road."
.
Certain it is, that thou"h while sleeping we are not scus1blc of, or (what pcrha11s
is the same thing) do not'remcmbcr, ordinary impressions, we arc nc,·erthclcss C?nscious of unu~uU! sensations; so that the facility with whi?h we take cold durm.g
sleep is no real exception to the general law, that the scasat1on produced by cold 1:;
concerned in it~ injurious effects.
The Ja~t of the accessory circumstances mentioned by Cullen is " tl1C po~\'er of
habit." No one can doubt the effect of custom in enabling the body to resist the
operation of cold, who has had opportunities of observing J1~w differently _an inclement temperature is borne by persons whose employments oblig~ them to li\Te much
under the open sky, as shepherds, sailors, stage-coachmen; and by such as pursue
in-door occupations - mechanics, tailors, shopmen and the like. P.robably the sensibility of the surface is blunted by habitual exposu_rc. Vh m~y b~hcYe too that the
purer air breathed by the out-door labourer, aod his more active hfe, confer a more
vigorous state of health, and endow him with n.n ampler faculty of crnlvinf! animal
beat. The fact is unquestionable; and we mn.y sometimes turn our knowledf!'e of it
to good account, in gradually fortifying the system against the influence of cold that
cannot be avoided. An ill-directed application of this principle has led, howe\·er, to
grave errors, and cost many li\·es. You will now and then hear parents talk of
hardening their children, by causing them to brave all sorts of weather, by teaching
them to be indifferent about variations of temperature, to sit in winter-time without
a. fire in the room, and to despise great coats, flannel, and other additions to their
usual dress. Fearing to render them effeminate by over care and cockering, they run
into the opposite and more dangerous extreme.
This process is often attempted with children originally delicate, and to such it is
doubly hazardous. During the early periods of life the inherent protective power of
evolving heat is comparatively feeble; and in this climate it requires to be carefully
cherished.
'l1he experiment of hardening should never be tried on any child or person who is
ailing or unsound; who shows any sign of present disease; or any marked disposition
to future, and especially to scrofulous, disease. Whenever it is tried it must be conducted in conformity with the principles already laid down. The subject of the
experiment must be sufficiently clothed, and he must not fail to use such exercise
during the exposure as may be requisite to excite and sustain the adequate generation
of animal heat. An abiding sense even of chilliness must never be aimed at nor
permitted.
The most direct and c?rtain mode of fortifying the body ag:ainst injury from accidental expo.sure to cold, 1s afforded by the use of the cold bath, and especially of the
shower b~th. When this is regularly taken in th~ n:iori;iing, the surface of the body
beco'?es mured to a degre~ of cold greater than 1t is likely t~ en.counter during the
remam~er .of th~ day. ~tis fortunate that we have an easy cntenon of the propriety
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after tl~e bath, _the person suffer he~dache, and continue to be cl1illy, languid, and
uncomfortable, 1t should at once be given up, as useless, and even hazardous.
By_ obsen:ing thc~e simple rules, a. healthy child ma.y be ma.de hardy also, without
the m_k ~vhwh their neglect would impose, o~ damage to his bodily fabric, and of
abbreviatrng, by what was meant to prolong, his mortal span.

Oloscl~ connected with the effects of temperature upon the health is the inflnence
o~ the d1f?reut seasons of the year. A few remarks upon that influence, as it is
w1tne~sed Ill our own climate and count!-y, may properly conclude our present subject.
It 1s open to the commonest observation that the general health of the community
fluctuat~s with the changing seasons. Catarrhs, and cou~hs, and pectoral complaints
of all krnds, arc most apt to commence, or to grow worse, in the winter and spring
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months; while bowel complaints arc more numerous and distressing in tlrn summer
and autumn. 11 he mucous membranes of the air-passages sympathize with the skin
under the ap;eney of external cold; those of the stomach and intestines under that
of continued atmospheric heat.
'rhe thoracic disorders are more serious and fat.al than the abdominal. Various
other maladies are likewise aggravated by cold, or by vicissitudes of temperature.
Hence the mortality of the winter is always larger than that of the summer: unless
indeed this rule happens to be disturbed by the intervention of some widely-spread
P,pidcmic. I am not sure that the superior salubrity of the hotter over the colder
portion of the year is generally acknowledged, even in this age of enlightenment.
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different seasons, we find that in a series of ten years, during which no important
epidemic prevailed throughout either year, the number of deaths which occurred in
summer exceeded by 3529 those which occurred in winter. Comparing the warm
months of the year, from June to November inclusive, with the cold, from December
to 1\Iay inclusive, the deaths for the same ten years, during the first period, exceeded
those during the sccoud period by 1690. -C.J
It is the cold that, more thau any other element of the weather, occasions the
difference.
There are two small publications by the second Dr. lleberden, to which I would
direct your attention, as being singularly instructive upon these points. One you will
fiud in the eighty-sixth volume of the Philosophical Transactions: Of tlte ir1.ftuence
of Cold 1pon the Healtli of tlie lnliabitants of Lo11don. The other is a separate
pamphlet: Observati011s on tlie Increase and Decrease of different Diseases.
From a number of tables, framed chiefly upon the weekly bills of mortality, Dr.
Heberdcn (in the last named paper) draws the conclusion that the whole number of
deaths is :?reatcst in January, February, and March, and least in June, July, and
August. This is contrary to the notions of the ancients, and perhaps of many of
the moderns also. Celsus says, "Igitur saluberrimum ver est; proxime deiode ab
hoc, biems; periculosior restas; autumnus longe periculosissimus. 11

[In Philadelphia, during the ten years referred to above, the dca.ths in June, July
and August, exceeded those in January, February and March, by 3032. -C.]
The difference of place may perhaps account for this difference of opinion. Celsus
lived in Rome. That city, and the surrounding district, abound in malaria; a cause
of disease which, happily, is now scarcely known in London, but which, wherever it
exists, operates most powerfully and most extensively during the autumn. The comparative healthiness of the several seasons may doubtless be disturbed, and even
reversed, by endemic peculiarities of this kind.
In ·his paper in the Philosophical Transactions, Dr. Ilebcrden compares the number
of deaths that took place in London in January, 1795, which was an unusually ::icvere
month, with the number that occurred in January, 1796, which was an uncommonly
mild month . Of those two successive winters one was the coldest, and the other the
warmest, of which any regular account had been kept in this country. Jo the month
of January, li95, the thermometer, upon an average, stood at '.!3° in the morning,
and at 29·4° in the afternoon; always, you will observe, below the freezing point.
In the same month in 1796, it stood at 43 ·5° in the morning, and at 50° in the
afternoon; always much above the freezing point. 'l'hc average dilforcnce in the two
months was more than 20°.
In the five weeks beginning upon January 1st, 1795, there were 2823 deaths: in
the five weeks beginning upon January 1st, 1796, there were only 1471. 'l'he differ.
cncc, 1352, is enormous. 'l'hc mortality in the former year was nearly double that
in the la.lter .
. One obj.ect wliich Dr. Ilcberden .had in ':iew .in making this comparison, was to
c11~abusc !us couutrymcu of the notiou that, rn wrntcr, frosty weather is more favour·
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able to 11ealth tlmn mild weather; a notion whic~ bas been embodied iu the proverb,
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severe weather of winter is most felt. The iucre:ised mortality was found.to be c1uefly
among the very younj!;, and the very old : in other words, among those in whom the
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old, while in January, 1796, there were only 153 such deaths; or scarcely more than
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periods of lrnrd frost; and by observing how many of the rnd1v1duals whose deaths
they record were far advanced in years. Dr. ITeberden remarks th.at among persons
older than sixty, the tide of mortality, as measured by tlrn weekly bills, follows rei;rnlarly the degree of coldness of the weather; so that any one ~ccustomcd to exa?1mc
these lists may form a tolerably accurate judgment of the s?ver1ty of any of our winter
months, by noting the ratio of mortality in persons above sixty.
.
The deatl1s from asthma (under which vague term all kmds of pectoral disorder
attended with shortness of breath appear to have been iucluded) were 249 in January,
1i95; only 29 in January, 1796. In the former of these months there were 825
deaths n.ttributcd to consumption; in the latter, 342.
All this accords with what I mentioned before of the effect of cold weatl1cr in producin,.,. or exasperating diseases of the respiratory organs.
On~ of the conclusions deduced by Dr. Heberden from his examination of the bills
of mortality is, that "the number of deaths by palsies and apoplexies is in this country always g-reatest in winter." There are intelligible reasons for this. When t~c
surface is chilled, and the blood driven out of the superficial vessels by the cold, it
must accumulate in internn l parts, and so press with incrensed force towards the head.
And there is another reason for the frequency of these affections in the winter season:
it is, as we havo seen, the senson of pectoral complaints, nod of embarrassed respiration. Dyspnooa, and fits of coughing, greatly impede the return of the blood from
the bead through tlrn Yeins: and cerebral congestion tends to the production of cerebral hmmorrhage, especially wlrnn the arteries of the brain are diseased; and they
often are so. Accordingly we find that in Janunry, 1795, there were fifty-two deaths
from apoplexy and palsy; while in January, 1796, the number was only thirty-one.
Since these lectures were first delivered, several Annual Repo1·ts of tlte Re9istrarGe11eral of Births, .Maniages, and Deaths in England, have been pri nted, and liberally circulated, by the obliging attention of l\Ir. Lister and of Major Graham, among
the members of our profession. l\Iuch of the practical information afforded by these
interesting volumes is rendered accessible, eyen to a cursory reader, by Dr. l?arr's
able analysis of the registered facts; which amply illustrate and confirm most of the
inferences drawn by Dr. Ilcbcrden from the old tables of mortality.
For example, under the bead of "Influence of the Seasons," Dr. Farr shows, by
numerical statements, especially in the third .Annual Report, thnt in J..1ondon the
degree to which the mean monthly temperature descends in December, January, or
Fcbrunry, determines, to a great extent, the mortality of the winter .
.Ag;ain, "The causes of death which prove most ~atal in the cold months belong
prmc1pa1ly to the pulmonary clnss, and the cerebr.il diseases of the aged : those which
prove most fatal in summer belong to discnses of the bowels."
The mean temperature of the external atmosphere in London is 50t 0 • In pro~
portio~ as the mc~n ten:-perature of the day and m"gltt falls beneath that point, the
mortality progressively rncreases.
"The rise in the mortality," says Dr. Farr, "is immediate; but the effects of the
low tcmpcr~t~re go on accumulating, ::ind continue to be folt thirty or forty days after
the extrcrmtle~ of the co_ld have passc~ awa.y. The c?ld destroys a. certain number
of persons rapidly; and rn others occas1ons diseases which prove fatal in a month or
six weeks. The practical le~son ta~ght. by these facts is.obvious. A great number
of the aged, and of those nft:hcted with dtffi.culty of breatbrng, cannot resist cold sunk
so low as 32°. The temperature of the atmosphere in which they sleep can never
safely descend lower than 40°; for if the cold that freezes water in their chamber do
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not freeze their blood, it impedes respiration, and Jife ceases wl1en t11c blood heat hm1
sunk a few degrees below the standard."
'l'he immense body of authentic facts tlms yearly accumu lating in these Reports
constitute most valuable contributions to the science of vital statistics; and c>annot
fail to throw light upon the sourcef', and to point towards the prevention, of many
Yery dangerous and destructive disorders. To a.sccrtain the causes of any diseaf'e, and
to display them before the public mind, arc, I repeat, large steps towards the ultimate
removal of such as human endeavours are competent to remove.
You may trace the influence of the seasons, not only in the prevalence of part i.
cular diseases in certain portions of the year, but also in the character of other dis.
orders that arc liable to occur in all periods of the year alike: in the character, for
example, of fevers. In the majority of cases of continued fever you will find that the
pectoral symptoms are most troublesome in the sprin~, and the abdominal symptoms
in the autumn. It is said also, but I do not know that this is so generally true, that
affections of the head, in continued fever, arc more frequent and severe in the winter
than at other periods of the year.

Nere impurity of the air-by which I mean 1mpurity tl1at docs not result from the
admixture of any specUic poison, such as the marsh poison, and the various contagions
- is a. powerful predisposing cause of disease. The prcjud~cial effect of impure air
is seen, on ::i. large scale, by comparing the inhabitants of g:reat towns, in respect of
health and longevity, with those who Jive in the country. If we again refer to Dr.
Farr's calculations, founded upon the returns made to the Registrar.General, we find
it stated, in the third .Annual .Report, that in cities, as contrasted with rural districts,
the deaths from consumption are increased 24 per cent.; those from typhus 55 per
cent.; those from childbirth 59 per cent.; and so of Ecveral other disorders. "'l'he
diseases chiefly incidental to ch ildhood are twice as fatal in the town districts as they
are in the country." The mean duration of life in the two classes of districts differs
nearly 17 years; being in the proportion of 55 years (counlr!J) to 38 years (towns) .
'l'hesc differences we can explain only by attributing them to the weakening influence ot' impure air, and the want of sufficient exercise; for, as Dr. Alison has remarked, "it is hardly possible to observe separately the effect on tho animal economy
of deficiency of exercise, and deficiency of fresh air, these two causes being very
generally appli ed together. :But it is perfectly ascertained on an extensive scale, in
regard to the inhabitants of large and crowded cities as compared with the rural
population of the same climate, that their mortality is very much greater, especially
in early life-and the probability of life very much less." There is one circumstance
which s~ows that i~pu~c air is the mo;e noxious agent of the two, namely, the great
comparative mortality, .rn towns,. of. ch1ldre~ under two years of age, even although
they get as much exercise as their time of hfe would allow of anywhere.
'!'he noxious and depressing influence of vitiated air is made strikin~ly manifest by
c are continually obliged to rc-comth e effect of removal to a purer atmosphere.
mend "change of air" to our patients. We advise them to go out of London," where houses thick and sewers annoy the air," -that their recovery from acute disorders may be accelerated, and that they may regain the de~rec of general strenizth
which is necessary to the cure of many chronic complaints; of all those especially that
require the use of tonic medicines, among which class of remedies no one is so effec.
tual, in constitutions tha.t have been weakened by a town life, as migration to the
clear and pure air of the country.
It is necessary, however, to remember that although impure air has most unques·
tionably a very hurtful effect upon the general health, there is no specific Jiscase
~hich can be disti_netly .traced to it as a~ exciting_cause. His as a. predisposing
influence that the 1mpunty operates. For mstancc, 1t never ,ge11erates (as I believe)
continued fever, yet it will most certainly aggravate the symptoms, and favour the
propagation, and augment. the mortali.t~, of tha~ an~ of other diseases, in a great
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d1tary constitution; 1t partly arises also from exposure to cold and wet; but there is
~uch r:ason for _believing t~1at impure air is a .very powerful agent in calling scrofula
10to action, and rn aggravatrng the struruou.s d1athcs1s.
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[This statement of Dr. W. is not strictly correct. That Rpcci£c discu~c is pr?duccd
by impure air is a fact established by the most abundant nnd conclu.s1YC testimony.

"'Wherever we find individuals crowded toO'ether in localities where filth is accumulated,
and a free ventilation is prevented, the~, also, we find diseases to prevail, evidently
dependent upon tl1e impure and stagnant state of the atmosphere; . thouf5b other
causes, no doubt, conspire to their development, a~d to _augment tl~eir malignancy.
It cannot1 certainly, be denied, that it is ~o the i.mp~~1ty of the air, produced by
decomposition of the exhalations and cxcret1ons of rnd1v1duals regardless of personal
and domestic cleanliness when crowded to"cthcr in confined apartments, that we are
to refer the production of the typhus fover,~o apt to prevail .under.such circ.um~t~accs,
as well as the typhoid charnctcr of most of the diseases with wh1_ch su~h rnd1V1~uals
may become affected from other causes. Typhus fever, we know, lS particularly hablc
to be produced ia camps, barracks, hospital~, prisons, besieged fortresses, and on boord
of ships, whenever in such situations a number _of _persons ar? crowded together, and
clean lin ess and ventilation are neglected; and it l S seldom, if ever, generated. wl~en
the sources of impurity afe carefully rewovccl, and a free and constant veutilatton
secured.
The dependence of yellow fever upon an impure state of the atmosphere is shown
by the fact, that it is almost exclusively confined to the filthy and confined holds of
vessels, or to towns or other situations where the population is dense, and many causes
exist calculated to impair the purity of the atmosphere; and by its beio:i very generally confined, when it occurs in commercial cities, to the vicinity of the wharyes and
docks, into which the common sewers empty, and various impurities are allowed to
accumulate, and whidl, when acted upon by heat, cannot fail to give rise to a miasm,
by which the purity of the surrounding atmosphere is very materially impaired.
In regard to the agency of an impure air "in calling scrofula. into action, and in
aggravating the ~trumous diathesis," the e·ddenee is by no means so strong as the
language of Dr. W. would imply. Dr. Phillips, in his late work on the Nature and
Causes of Scrofula, Jrns examined this question with a great deal of care : bis conclusions are, that "if we regard scrofula. in the widest signification of the term, so as to
include all diseases in which a tubercle-like deposit seems to determine the loss of
life, namely, phthisis, scrofula, and tabes mesenterica, the result may be thus stated :
The mortality from those diseases is larger in towns than in country districts, but it
is not found that the densest portion of a town is that in which the mortality is the
largest. 'I11rns, in the four districts in London in which the crowding is the greatest,
the average deaths from these affections is under 0·46, whilst, in four other districts,
in which there is less crowding, the average deaths amount to 0·51, and in Bethnal
Green they are under 0·40. If we now narrow the question to the influence of a
residcnc~ in towns and bad air in developing scrofula alone, the result may be thus
stated: In the four years' mortality ~nclud.ed
the fi!t~ report of the llegistrar~eneral, namely, from 1838 to 1841, m a d1stnct compnsmg towns having a populat100 of 3,759,1~6, the deaths from scrofula. amounted to 758; and in a district haying
a rur~I populah?n of 3,440,501 s?uls, the deaths amounted to 1333; or, to state the
9.uest1on more. sn~ply, the proportion of d~aths from scrofula. to 1,000,000 living was,
rn the town d1stncts, 50_per an~ium, and rn the country districts, 97. And if, with
scrofula, tabes mesentenca be rneluded, the numbers would stand as 122 deaths in
towns to lGO deaths in the country. Again, let us observe the south-eastern the
south-midland,. and the sou~h-w~stern districts : there the morta.lity frooo scr~fula.
amounte~ to l m 12,00?, wlulst, m th.e densely packed factory districts of Yorkshire,
Laneaslme, and Cheslme, the rnortahty from scroful:i will be seen to be less than
half the preceding mortality from the same cause, namely, about 1 in 25,000. And
suppose we f?O one step further, and compnrc on~ portion of the metropolis with
a~othcr, we find. thnt the total deaths from .s~rofula ~n tl~o metropolis, when compared
w_1th _the popula~1?n, are as 5·6 to 100,000 hnng, whilst Ill the most densely populated
d 1~tncts 1 ~ompnsrng the East and West London Union, the Strand, IIolborn, or St.
Giles, Wh1teehapel, and Bethnal Green, the proportion is ns 5 ·l to 100 000 · Bethn·tl
Green being represented by 4·8, and \\'hitcchapel by 4·7 to 100 000 '!ivin~. So in
the 10\:1 dense, and. poor districts of Bethnal ~-reen, Poplar, StePney, Whftecbapel,
Sb_oreditch, ~estmmster, Bermondsey, Rotherluthe, and Lambeth, with a total morrohty amountmg to 21,52'.?, Lhe deaths from scrofula are 45, or 1 in 478; while in
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the district embracing Kensington, St. George's, Ilanovcr Square, and St. Marylebone, with a total mortality amounting to 14,734, the deaths from scrofula arc 30, or
1 in 490. Thus the difference in these districts is scarcely appreciable; but if we
compare the western districts of the metropolis with those of :Scthnal Green, Shoreditch, and Whitechapcl, we find that the proportion of deaths from scrofula. to the
general mortnlity in the former is as 1 to -190, and in the latter as 1 to 1000.
Again, if from considering the influence of loCa.litics, we turn to the comparative
mortality of the sexes, it will be found that 20 per cent. wore boys die of scrofula
than girls; and yet it wust be admitted that girls are more ex~ than boys to the
effects, whatever they may be, of crowded rooms, and exclusion from out-door
employments.' 1-C.]
I have entered the more fully into the consideration of certain states of the atmosphere, its extremes and its variations of temperature, and its impurity, as causes of
disease, because there is no part of the course in which I could more conveniently
introduce them. Most of the other causes of disease, enumerated in my last lecture,
will be discussed in connexion with the disorders to which they give birth: malaria,
for example, when I speak of ague; contagions, when we come to the cxanthemata
and to continued fevers; epidemic influences, with epidemic distempers; improper
or insufficient diet, and intemperance generally, with indigestion, and the disorders
of the alimentary canal; and so on. There is, however, one ronrnrkable predisposing
cause of disease, a few observations upon which may serve to fill up the little that
remains of the present hour. I mean, that disposition to certain diseases which is
apt to descend from parents to children : hereditary te11dency to disease.
We must distinguish between susceptibility of disease, and a tendency to disease.
In one sense all persons arc born with a predisposition to most forms of disorder. ~o
one is protected by nature against inflammation when the causes of inflammation come
into play. Poisons of various kinds, and specific contagions, which indeed arc poisons,
operate with tolerable uniformity upon all men alike.
But there arc certain complaints which we may separate in this respect from the
others; which complaints some persons have a tendency to, and some have not. The
tendency is sometimes strong and evident, sometimes feeble and faintly marked; sometimes it displays itself in the midst of circumstances the most favourable to health,
sometimes it requires for its development conditions the most adverse and trying.
To mention some of these diseases: scrofula, which I soon shall describe more particularly, gout, mania, and (I believe I may add) spasmodic asthma.
Not only is a disposition to these complaints strikingly pronounced in some persons,
but other persons appear wholly free from such a tendency-nay, even devoid of the
susceptibility of them. Gout, in those capable of it, may be acquired by habits, as
it may be prevented and repressed by the opposite habits. The habits that, in certain persons, bring it on, are the intemperate use of the luxuries of the table, and an
indolent or sedentary manner of life; but they are many people in whom no amount
of rich living or idleness will generate gout. So there are some in whom no exposure
to impure air, cold, and wet, and no privations-in other words, no appliance of the
influences calculated to bring the strumous diathesis into play-will ever produce
any form of scrofula; will ever render them consumptive, for instance, consumption
being one of the most common and fatal shapes of scrofulous disease. 'l1here are
many who endure the utmost distress and excitement of mind, yet never become
insane. There are many who never become afflicted with asthma, although surrounded
by the most powerful exciting causes of that complaint.
Now with respect to these diseases, and perhaps a few others, it is a matter of fact
that they occur much more frequently in persons, some ono or more of whose ancestors have suffered from them, than in other persons: the tendency is transmitted, is
hereditary.
'!'hat the circumstances of the parents do influence the pl1ysical characters of the
children, no one can doubt: it is matter of daily observation; and one of the bc~t
possible illustrations of the fact is to be found in what are called family-likenesses.
'Ye sec children resembling their father, or their mother; or both parents at once, as
wulattocs.
It has been suggested that the similarity in features and expression, and even in
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moral character, which cannot be denied to exist, may be ascribed to training and
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a very good man, the late l\lr. Simeon, appeared to come at last to rc~cmble bun. So
man and wife are sometimes fancied to crrow like ea.ch other. That ts, the same pre-
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cial observers, a likeness. But there are family-likencsse~ which ~111 _D?t admit of
such an explanation as this: similarities in the shape or .size, or d_1spos1tton of ~ccu
liar features. Every one has heard of, or may remark 10 portra.1t~, the hereditary
thick lip of the Imperial House of Austria. l\Iany persons. now hvmg have had the
opportunity of tracing: the lineaments of our ow~ Royal Family through at least three
generations. The sisters of one of our English dukes are remarkably. handso~e
young women, and bear to this day a striking resembl?nce to the portraits of their
beautiful ancestress, the celebrated Nell Gwyn.. A?d rndepcnden~ly of the i;cneral
cast of features, we trace these family.likenesses in mrn?te or unequivocal particulars,
as the colour of the hair and eyes, the shape of the limbs~ the ~tature of the body,
and so on: nay, in more decided peculiarities t~an these, i~ pornts ~f unusual for.
mation. You have heard, probably, of the Amencan caleulatrng boy, Zerah Colburn.
A great number of individuals of his family, descended from a common ancestor, had
six fingers and six. toes instead of five. The peculiarity was transmitted through four
successive generations; and probably, could his pedigree have been further traced,
through many more . I am myself acquainted with a gentleman who had the misfor.
tune some years ago to have a bastard child laid to his charge. At first he had .some
misgivings on the subject, and suspected he might have no title to the credit (or
I should rather say to the discredit) of the imputed paternity; but all his scruples
were satisfied when he found that the child had i::ix fingers on each hand, for he had
himself possessed two small supernumerary fingers, which had been amputated when
he was an infant. Haller gives an account of a. web.footed family, descended from
a mother in whom that configuration existed. There is now living in London a
musical composer of some celebrity, in whose person nature has played a. similar freak;
and whose father, grnndfather, and great-grandfather, were all web-footed before him.
Beyond this point his information does not reach. I am indebted for the knowledge
of this instance to one of my former pupils, Mr. Cooper of Grafton.street.
Not only the complexion, the features, the stature of the parent, but the various
successive phases of the parent's life, mental and corporal, of health and of decay, arc
often copied and repeated in the child. In the absence of disturbing agencies, the
son attains maturity, becomes gray or bald, acquires a stoop or a round belly, loses
his teeth and his memory, at about the same age, and after the very same manner,

~~~la~i~e~~~~r.in ~~~~~u~~/~~:: i~~sd:~:tn~:~~~~ ~~1:J~::,s~h~n~~~dd!~~;~:l~~i:~
is interwoven with the original texture of the body, are rightly deemed to be bereditay
rualadies.
. Now there is one very curious ci~cumstance o~scrvable in regard to these family·
hkeness~s, namely, ~hat they may fa!) to appear ID the child! and yet appear in the
g~ndchild: may skip over a generation or two; may, after lyrng dormant, break out,
as it were, m Some collateral branch of the family tree .
. 'l'his not .only proves that certain physica! p~~uliarities may be transmitted, but it
discloses this remarkable property, _that pec~hanties n,.,t JJrese_nted no1' possessed by the
J?arent may ne~ertheless be ~ra11snutted bi him. And this evidently opens a wide field
tor the operation of hereditary tendencies. A person is not to consider himself as
necessarily free from a disposition to consumption or to gout, because his parents have
never shown any symptoms of those disorders.
When one parent o.nly bears. the transmissible tendency, the disease appears to be
most apt ~o break out rn the children w~o ?JOSt resemb_le that parent in their physical
e~nformat1on and appearance. Yet this 1s not a umvcrsal rule. I :iru acquainted
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behev~d to be quite free from 1t.

All the children that have hitherto become con·
p.umpt1ve have resembled the mother in bodily configuration and features, except thi 11
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gentleman, who is like bis father's family, but who, nevertheless, labors under
unequivocal consumption . 1
It becomes a very interesting, and a very important question, whether acq1tired
peculiarities can be transmitted. I ha.'"e been told, by a gentleman attending the
class, that he knew a man who, having been accidentally deprived of sight, afterwards
propagated blind children. I believe, however, such an event to be uncommon. Dr.
Prichard is of opinion that all original or connate bodily peculiarities tend to become
hereditary, while changes in the organic structure of the individual from external
causes during life, end with him, and have no obvious influence on his progeny.
Although this general law is probably true, I doubt whether it be yet sufficiently
established by a reference to actual facts.
I need scarcely say a word respecting the importance to medical men, and indeed
to all men, of a knowledge of these hereditary dispositions. Such knowledge ought
to regulate, in some degree, the choice of persons wishin~ to marry. Where both
parents have a. decided tendency to any complaint, there will be a double probability
of a di seased offsprin g. Lawful intermarriages between members of the same family
are often highly objectionable on the same score. Any inherent defect or morbid
propensity is aggravated by what cattle-dealers call "breeding in and in."
Again, if it be known that in any family a hereditary proclivity exists -to gout
and gravel, for instance, or to consumption- this knowledge ought to warn every individual of that family sedulously to avoid the causes which foster and develop these
diseases; and medical men, possessed of the requisite information, may give most
valuable advice aod instruction on these points.

LECTURE VIII.
Symptoms. Their Uses in Relation to the Diagnosis, the Prognosis, and the Treatment of Diseas~. Signs, mi distingui'shed from S!fm.ptoms. Patlwgnomunic, Oornmemorative, Direct, and Indirect S;pnptoms. Examplea of S/jmploms as they
consist of 1measy Sensations, disordered Functions, or cha119e8 of Sensible Qualities.
WE are perpetually reading and talking about symptonis: and no wonder, for
symptoms are the signals by which we learn that disease is present; the evidence
upon which our whole craft proceeds. We are always, therefore, observing symptoms,
analyzing them, striving to interpret their meaning, to ascertain what they denote.
Without a knowledge of symptoms we can have no knowledge of the art of physic.
Sagacity in penetrating the import of symptoms constitutes a great part of the skill of
an able physician. We shall find it useful to take a cursory \ iew of semeiology, and
to familiarize our thoughts with some of the cardinal symptoms themselves, before we
speak of them in connection with particular diseases.
What do we mean by a symptom ? ~vp.te'fWfH" - "Something that happen:, concurrently with something else." Symptoms, they say, are coincide1tces, but this is
merely translating the word ~vp.te-rwµo.ra. into English through the Latin. Symptorus
are sometimes defined to be morliid plie11orntna-" anything observed in a patient;
out of the course of health." Ilut in forming our estimate of disease, we must often
take into account functions that arc regubr and undisturbed: these have been said
to furoish nrgative symptoms. For my own part, if I were called upon to define a
symptom, I should say, "Every thing or circumstance l1appcuing in the body of a
sick person, and capable of being perceived by himself or by others, which can be
made to assi.~t our judgment concerning the seat or the nature of his disease, its probable course a11r.l termination, or its proper treatment: every such thing or circumstance
is a symptom.,,
1
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This gentleman, an eminent London physician, has died since this lecture was given.
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And I wish you to take notice at once, that is for the three purposes just 3 dvertcd
to, X~s~ w~oc~~~;':t~:l~~ : :c~{ ~~~yt;~~~:J ;;\~:disease under which our patient is
labouri1;g: in technical 1angunge, to prono~nce th_e dia91~osis. I _am n_o grc~t friend
to technica l phrases when they can be avoided without rncouvenicnc~, but rn ~omc
cases short terms of art save us a great d€al of tiresome and needless c1rcumlocution.
A second object of the study of symptoms is to enable us to foresee and forct_cll the
probable course and issue of the disease; in other words, to frame th~prog11~s1s.
And a third, and paramount use of a knowledge of symptoms, IS to direct our
trea,tnumt of the disease.
I suspect that the immense importance of the first mentioned of th~sc three objects
-the diagnosis or reco911ition of disease, is not always_ clearly seen, ~1ther by e:tudents
or practitioners of medicine. Sometimes we are obliged to prescnbe _for~ malady,
although we are in great uncertainty, perhaps in total ignorance, respecting its nature
or its situation. But this is always unsatisfactory. On the other hand, when we
have ascertained where and what the disease is, we apply with much more confidence,
precision, and comfort, those rules for its relief which we lun:e acquired.b)'. our ~wn
observation, or have been taught by others. ~his, h_owevc.r, is a very _hm.1tcd view
of the importance of an exact and true diagnosis. D1agnoslS forms the t~d1spensable
basis of all adwnccs in physic as a. practical art. There is a common sayrng, ~hat the
knowledge of what a disease is, is half its cure. In one sense this may someh_mcs be
true, but in another sense it is not so. Almost all that we know concernmg the
proper treatment of the sick is on[Jinally derived from observation, not of th~ nature
of diseases, but of the effects of 'remedies. That rhubarb will purge, and opmm lull
to sleep, and loss of blood occasion faintness, are truths which experience alone could
1;uggest, and successive trials alone confirm. They are purely empirical truths. ~o
one could guess them beforehand. No skill in the discrimination of disease has eyen
a tendency to teach them. In some few cases, indeed, we see that certain mechanical
derangements exist, which arc manifestly capabll! of mechanical relief. 'Vhcn parts
of the body are displaced, as in bemire and dislocations; or when distension and
}Jressurc are evidently produced by accumulated fluids; the mechanical remedies are
at once suggested by the physical and obvious faults. l3ut with such exceptions,
diagnosis docs not, of itself, afford us any direct information as to the cure of diseases;
but it does this - it defines and fixes the objects about which observation is to be
exercised, and experience collected. When we can once iacntify a i;?;iveu diseased
coudition, we obtain the privilege of watching the behaviour of that diseased condition,
again ancl again, under the operation of therapeutic measures; and from that time the
increase of our knowledge concerning the appropriate management of that particular
disease becomes progressive and sure. The term experience is obviously misapplied,
and the results of all obscn·ation are vitiated, when any doubt exists about the same.
ness of the. o_bjccts contemplated .. It is mainly to _this imperfection in the diagnostic
part of m~d1crnc ~hat we must attribute the uncertainty and variation, both of <loctriue
and practice, which have brought so much suspicion, and reproach, and ridicule,
upon the science we profess. False. experience, if I may use such a. term, has greatly
111.ndcrc~ the progress. of the healing art: ancl false experie11cc springs from false
diagnosts. A man will tell you that he has cured a. score of cases of advanced
p_hthisis; but he has ~ec~ivcd him~clf: t_hcy we.re not i.nstances of true phthisis, but
simply cases of chro~1c rnflamma.tion, with punform discharge, of the mucous membrane of the bronch1. He publishes an accouut of his success, and of his plan of
treatment; and thus he deceives others also: and thus he retards the science which
he fondly a~d conscientiously beli~vcs he is promoting._ Accuracy of diagnosis, then, as
the foundation of all true cxpcncncc, and as the guide to rational treatment cannot
be too highly estimated, nor too diligently sought aftor. It has been won'dcrfully
improved during the last thirty years.
'£he prognosis, or foreknowledge of the coUrse and event of diseases bas but Jittle
connexion with the pr_omotion of the ~r:t of healiu_g; but it is not 0 ~ that account
unworthy of our attention. Both physician and patient find their advantao-c in the
capability of the former to determine whether. a. disease be remediable-to foresee
the chanp;es that may be expected in its progress-to predict the manner in which it
will terminate. Knowledge of this kind opens to us a fair and honourable source of
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credit and reput:ltion; :lnd it begets a degree of confidence tow:lrds us, which is
beneficial, not merely to ourselves, but to our clients. Our influence O\'Cr a si('k
person, and the cffic:lcy of many of our remedial measures, arc remarkably increased
by our evident acquaintance with the nature of his complaint, and by the relian ce
which he therefore places on our sk ill and judgment. It is often of materi:ll consequence, in another point of view, that the fatal character of a disease should be
plainly perceived. A sick man, made aware of his danger, is furnished with a. motive
and an opportun ity for arranging his worldly affairs, in the settlement of wluch ~ho
future comfort and happiness of his family may be very deeply concerned; for makmg
}1is will; and for more solemn preparation for the awful change that awaits him. For
these rea~ons physicians have, in all periods, endeavoured to read, in the phenomena.
presf'nted to them by diseases, the event to which those diseases severally tend. To
form an accurate opinion on this head is, however, one thing-to divulge it, :mother.
There is always some hazard of losing, instead of gainin g cred it, by strong state~cnts,
and confident predictions of the death or the recovery of a patient. If you gLve a.n
unfavourable prognosis, you in cur the risk of losing your patient altogether. II1 s
friends argue, very naturally, that you arc not infallible, that you may be wrong, that
if you know of no means of safety for him, some other practitioner may; a.nd they
1cill grasp at whatever straw comes near them. Do not suppose that this is a merely
eelfi.sh view of the matter. It is often of much moment to the patient himself,
that he should not be tempted to put his life under tbe charge of i1~postor?,
who will feed his hopes, and promise largely, and torture him perhaps with their
discipline, and have no mercy upon his pocket. Many an instance have I known of
person~ dying of consumption, who, when given over by their regular attendant~,
have been brought to London at considerable expense, exchang:in~ the many comforts
?f home for the incon'feni~nccs of a hired lodging, that they might be cured by that
There are other reasons,
t~norant, cruel, and rapacrnus quack, i\Ir. St. John Long.
too, why we must sometimes conceal the truth from our patients. It often happens
that a person is extremely ill, and in great danger, but may yet recover if he be n~t
informed of his peril. To agitate a person in this state by telling him that he_ is
likely to die, is to les~en, perhaps to destroy, his chance of recovery. You kill lum
if you take away his hope of living. It must be confessed that the duty of the
physician in thef'e cases is very painful and embarrassing. The patient and the
patient's friends arc urgently inquisitive to know whether there is any danger: ?r
whether he is not yet out of danger. The rule which I have alwnys adopted in
circumstances of this pcrplexin~ kind, when I see clearly that the cnsc is hopeless of
cure, is to fix as well as I can upon that person, among the family or friends of the
patient, to whose prudence the real state of the matter may be the most safely confided.
If I think there is a. possible chance of rcco>ery, and that tho patient's knowled.gc of
his danger would diminish that chance, of course I urge the nceeRsity of speaking to
him with a~sumed cheerfuln ess and confidence. If I sec tba.t the case is absolutely
and inevitably mortal, either soon or at some little distance of time, I leave it to the
discretion of tho person with whom I communicate, to disclose or conceal my opinion
as he or she may think best. There are, I believe, practitioners, who make it a point,
on principles of worldly policy, never to speak despairingly of a patient; but I cannot
regard such a rule of conduct as honest, or justifiable, or consistent with one's
Christian duty.
Now I would have you observe that symptoms do not serve e<tually or indifferently
the three several purpo~es of which I have been speak in g. The same symptom or
set of symptoms may indeed at once reveal the nature of the disease, and foreshow
its result, and point to its treatment. ·when we have discovered what the disease is,
we may want no further information to tell us how it will terminate, or how we arc to
prescribe for it. A man previously sound and well, shivers, then becomes hot, and
afterwards sweats, and then reverts to his natural state of comfort and good health;
c pronounce the dis
and th0 same series of phenomena recurs enry other day.
ease to be ague; we predict that, in th is climate at least, the patient will recover j and
we give him quina; all upon the strength of the same set of symptoms. But this is
not necessarily the ca!':c : certain symptoms may disclose to us what the malady is, and
where it is situated; other symptoms teach us whether our patient is likely to sun'i vc
or not; and a still different act in struct us what is the proper method of cure to be
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attempted. We see a number of little pustules ~cattercd over his skin, a?d we ~now
that our patient is labouring under small.pox. llis chance of recovery w1J~ be smgu·
larly different, according as the spots upon his face run together_, or rcwam separo~
and distinct from each other : and we io\'estigatc the state of lus pulse,_ and of .his
breathing of his bowels and of his brain before we can venture to prescribe for hun.
Those sy~ptoms, or combinations of s~ptoms, which declare the place and nature

~1~dt};:t1~~i~3~/ ~~~a~~~~11~~!Jn;y{ :~!:~sea~!h~~e ;!~~~s;i~3cs~fp~: w~; i~e~f~~fCth:!!

distinct ends of the study of symptoms in mind, we shall be cnnbled to group them
5
1
3

~d !~~~fter~~~ 1!~;:~!, ~~~~!~~~ :~~~~:~ { ~~fc~he1·~t~~~?~~'t1:~o E~~~ ~~:

little of the intimate nature of diseases, but who paid great attention to symptoms,
have Jaid down most admirable rules in respect of prognosis: which shows not only
that the prognostic signs arc more easily made out, in many cases, than the diagnostic,
but also thnt they may be independent of them.
I have just spoken of symptoms as being signs. These words arc not, however,
exactly synonymous, although they are frequently employed as if they were so. Even
those medical writers, who admit a distinction between them, have not always succeeded in clearly pointing out the difference. Signs are deduced from symptoms, by
arranging and comparing these; and noticing the circumstances under which they
occur. Symptoms arc obvious to all persons alike- to the nurse as well as to the
phy!Sician : signs, for the most part, are such to medical ey<'s alone. Let me try to
make this plainer by the help of an illustration. Symptoms may be considered as
resembling so many words. When taken separately, or when put together at random,
the words have no force or signification. Arrange them in due order, reduce them
into a sentence, and they convey a meaning. The sentence is a sign. or expression
of something which is thus revealed. Symptoms become signs when their import
can be jntcrpreted.
A cert.a.in crackliug sound, of which I shall have much to say hereafter, is heard
(we will suppose) in some part of a patient's lung, by the car applied outside his
thorax. The sound is a symptolll; any one who listens may perceive it. It is even
so far a siyn, that it denotes the unnatural preseuce of a liquid in the lung, and the
passage of air through that liquid. But the liquid may be one of several - mucus,
or serum, or pus, or blood; we cannot tell by the sound alouc which of these it is.
But if we learn that the person in whose luug the sound is audible has been ill for a
day or two only, that he ha.s pain i? his chest, cougl~, em~arrnsscd breathing, and
fever, we conclude that he is labounng under that serious disease, inflammation of
the lung. '£he crackling sound alone could not assure us of this; nor without the

~~t!~ ~o~fc:!~~~el~~~h~ ~~~~~!sa~~n;~i~~::~u~~·~:,~~~~~i~z~~i:1~:~0b~~e~ ~t: ~~~~
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ence of pneumoma.
Sometimes a symptom, or set of ~ymptoms, becomes a sig-n, by its relation to what
has gone before, or to what follows 1t. To adhere to our illustration the meanincr
becomes evident ~rom the context. By comparing, at short intervals, i~ the supposed
case of pn?umoma, the cxte.nt and character .of the sounds heard during respiration,
we ascertam '"'.hcth~r _the disease be :.dvan~rng or receding; and thus convert the
sounds, or their ~·ar1ahons from day to day, mto a prognostic si'gn.
\Ye alw~ys .strive, then, to penetrate beyond the symptoms to the disease of which
~hey arc s1gmficaut. But we ~o not always suc~eed in this, and when we do not (as
rn the case of agu~), we arc dnvcn to the necessity of regarding the combination of
symptoms as the disease.
You .will often .hear of patliognor;ioni~ symptoms. A pathognomonic symptom is
one. ~h1ch.1 when it occurs, settle~ 10falhbly .the nature of the malady; becomes a

~;~:~~~n:;g~~. ~~?;~k~~ ~~y~ ,~~~:l~~l~:k;o:~~~.l;~~~i:io:~er ~~t 8~~~ret0ar~0v:?ri!~~
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possesses little or no value may

. l\lu.ch light is often thr?wn upon symptoms by what the Freueh call conimemora·
ttce c1r~umsta11~cs-that ts, by a knowledge of the previous history and condition of
the IJalleut. lior example, a person may have palpitation aud other marks of disor·
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dered action or the heart, and doubts may exit whether these symptoms depend or
not upon organic disease of that organ. The question is often determined in the
aflirmative, by our learning that the patient has had one or more attacks of acute
rheumatism of the joints. In like manner, previous hoomoptysis may serve to iden·
tify suspected phthisis.
There are some other general divisions of symptoms, which it is useful to attend
to. Thus some symptoms are said to be dirert and others to be fndirect symptoms.
Direct symptoms relate to the very part which is affected; indirect symptoms are
such as "declare themselves through the medium of some other parts, or through
the medium of the constitution at large." There are some cnscs in which the direct
symptoms are of much more value than the indirect; and there are other cases in
which those which are indirect arc the most important; and there are yet many
more which require for their elucidation a knowledge of both the direct and the in.
direct symptoms.
Again, there are many symptoms of which we receive no information, except
through the statements made by the patient himself; and there are many others of
which we learn the existence by means of our own observation, by the exercise of
our several senses. The relative importance of these varies too in different cases.
Of course those symptoms which we are able to ascertain for ourselves arc the most
ll'ltstwortliy; but both sorts of symptoms shed mutual light upon each other. We
should constantly be making mistakes if we relied solely upon what our patients tell
us. On the other hand, the Yalue of the information we derive from their statements is made apparent by the difficulty we are apt to experience in investigating
the diseases of children; of those who are dumb; or, what is much the same thing,
who speak no language that we understand.
Now, setting aside that notice of the healthy functions which is sometimes neces·
sary in order to determine the relative value and meaning of other symptoms, and
regarding those symptoms only which consist of morbid changes, they may all be
classed under three heads: 1. Uneasy, uonatura.I, or impaired sensations: 2. Disordered or impeded functions: and 3. Alterations of structure or of appearance;
changes of sensible qualities. When these last come within the direct cognizance
of our senses, they are called, usually, physical si[Jns.
Uneasy or altered sensations we can only be aware of through the testimony of the
patients themselves. The symptoms belonging to the other classes fall, generally,
under our own notice.
U ncasy or altered sensations comprehend a. large class of morbid symptoms. By
their occurrence persons sometimes become conscious that they arc unwell before any
other symptoms are observable. Of all the uneasy sensations pain is the most
common and the most important. It rarely happens that it is not felt, at one period
or another, in inflammatory disorders; and it very often occurs, and is very acute too,
when there is no inflammation at all. I shall have occasion, in a subsequent lecture,
to lay before you the criteria between pains that accompany inflammation, and pains
that are independent of it. Upon that point of distinction the whole question of
treatment commonly depends; and it is often a most difficult point to determine.
There are many different kinds and degrees of pain. Differcot kinds of morbid
action are accompanied by different kinds of pain; and the same kind of morbid
action-inflammation, for example-produces different modifications of pain, accord.
The pain that belongs to inflammation of the lungs
in~ as it affects different parts.
differs from that which is felt in inflammation of the bowels. Booes, muscles, tendons,
ligaments-the bladder, the kidney, the uterus-all modify, in a manner peculiar to
themselves, the pain that is produced in them by injury or disease. Different epithets
are given to the different varieties of pain-i. e., persons endeavour to explain ho"
they feel by likening their sensations to something which they have felt before, or
fancy they have felt. Thus we hear of sliarp pain-shooting pain-dult painynawing pain -burning pain- tearing pain; and so on.
If pain be felt in a part, on ly when it is touched, i . e. when pressure is made upon
it, the heightened sensibility is called tenderncss:-the part is said to be tender.
This ia a very important kind of pain, as we shall see hereafter. A part may be both
painfal and tender: or painful without being tender: or tender without. being other·
wise painful.
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'Ve call these, instances of rnd1rect or sympathetic
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when the part really injured is internal, and that to which the fcclrng is referred ~~
external and both derive their sentient nerves from the same larger branches.
You wiif perceive that a due estimation of these sympa.thctic pains is of no small
importance.
.
I may observe of pain in general, ~hat it is dif!'crc?tly felt-or at any rate d,dfercntly complained of-by persons of different const1tut1011s and temperaments. 'Ihere
arc even, I fancy, national differences in this respect. T have been present, ~s you
may believe, at n. great number of surgical operations, an~ I ba.ve been struck with .the
different degrees of patience with which the same opcra~1on h.as been borne by Ir1shmeu and by Scotchmen. The Irishman, generally speakmg, ~1ther feels more acutely,
0
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associated with low spirits and hypochondriacal feelings, there is reason to beh~ve
that the pain spoken of often depends, in a great degree, upon the eager attention
that is paid to it. The accounts gi''CD by such patients of their sufferings arc alw~ys
to be received with a grain of allowance; and this is sometimes an em~arra~s.mg
circumstance in practice. Patients take it ill if they do not seem to be 1mphcitly
credited; and yet if they arc not convinced that much of what they suffer depends
on their undue attention to it, they will never get well. You will often find that they
cease to feel pain - i. e., they forget to think of their complaints-when their attention is otherwise strongly arrested; as by conversation, or by music. I adverted to
this principle in my last lecture
The pain of various painful diseases admits of relief, in various degrees, from the
resources of medicine. The pai11, more dreadful and more dreaded, and so long
ex.acted, in the capital operations of surgery, as the inevitable price of future ease, or
as the instant ransom of life, has happily found, in our times, its specific antidote.
By the mere breathing, for a few minutes of au invisible vapour, the corporal sensibility is laid asleep, and the knife, the gorget, or the cautcry executes, at leisure, and
unfelt, its terrible but salutary work. To "charm ache with air'' is no longer the
poet's mock. lfalf a century ago was this blessed invention suggested by the sagacious
mind of Sir Humphrey DaYy; but his hint fell profitless upon our negligent ears,
and ~he glory and. the tri~mph of t.he discovery (for in such things to proclaim and
publicly to apply IS practically to discover) was rcserYed for our brethren beyond the
Atlantic. 'l'he safety, as well as the efficacy of this npplication of the vapour of
oothcr, of chloroform, or (perhaps I may add) of amylcnc, has now been ascertained
by abundant experience. And if we consider what it has done, and what it promises
- the vast amount of torturing pain which already has been spared to thousands of
our .race, an~ which countless generations yet unborn may thus escape-and not the
bod~ly angll:ish only, but the ment..~l terrors of its .prospect, and the agitating recollections of its endurance-and, still further, the improved chance of ultimate wclldoing which the avoidance of so severe a shock t-0 the nervous system is believed to
confer-we shal~ scarcclY. ~ectu the proposal extr~vagant, which has been made by
one .of our ho~p~tal phys1c1aos, that for so merctful a boon to suffering humauity,
public thanksgiving should be humbly offered up to heaven in our churches.
Uere, as in many other instances, it is curious to note how closely a. great discovery
nrny be approached, and yet be missed. Long before its power was used to prevent
the inflicted pain of surgical operations, the vapour of oother had been successfully
<!~1ployed to su~press the inbred sufferings of natural disease. A former patient of
mme told me tl11s story of herself. She had been sorely tried, in her earlier years, with
paroxysms of urgent dyspurea, frequently recurring; and her life was thouo-ht to be
Ill danger.
After fruitless trials of various other remedies, the following melbod was
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adopted, with the happiest result, under the advice of a physician of high promiso,
who died young, the late Dr. Woolcombe, of }Jlymouth.
About two tca·spoonfuls of sulphuric ::ether were poured into a saucer, wl1ich was
placed on her lap, and over which she breathed, as she sat ga,.ping in bed, with a
shawl thrown over her head to prevent the escape of the vapour. Very soon a delig-htful sensation of tranquillity ensued; she felt (l quote her own words)" as if going
to heaven in the most heavenly way;" and presently she sank back unconl'cious. As
soon as this happened, her husband (the late distinguished Admiral of the fleet, Sir
T. Byam l\Iartin), by whom the process was urnnaf!;ed, withdrew the shawl, and in a
short time J.Jady Martin gradually recovered, breathing calmly.
This mode of quietin§? her att:1cks of asthma was begun iu 1806, a few years after
the publication of Sir llumphry Davy's hint: and it was repeated a~ain and again,
sometimes twice in the same day, for a very considerable period. Lady Martin sur.
vived the prediction of her speedy death for forty.three years. 1
Besides pain, in all its modifications, there are many other, and very intercstiniz,
unea sy sensations. Itching is an uneasy sensation nearly allied to pain. As severe
mechanical irritation will ca.use pain, so a. slighter degree of it will cause itching.
Itchin g occurs in many cutaneous diseases, and it gives a name to one of them, which
is called emphatically the 1·tch. And the Latin word signifying the same sensation,
pruri'go, is made use of to denote other forms of disease of which itching is the most
prominent symptom. It often affects some one of the natural outlets of the body. It
occurs about the rectum, from the motions of little worms that nestle in the lower
part of that gut. This prurigo podicis, which does not always depend on the cause
just mentioned-and the prurigo pudendi in the female-arc sometimes most dis·
tressiniz complaints; harassing the patients continually, prevcntinp; sleep, exclud in g
them from society, and requiring medical treatment. Acrid matters in the intestines
will sometimes produce a kind of itching there; and the call to void the freccs is perhaps more akin to itching than to any other sensation: sometimes, indeed, it amounts
to pain. The tickling often felt in the windpipe and provocative of cough, appears
to be of the same nature. Tingling and pricking arc sensations which have also some
aaalo~y with itching.
Nausea is another uneasy sensation. It is sometimes a. direct symptom of disease
t "Is tber(J anything whereof it may be said, See, this is new?"
In turning over the pages of an Italian work, presented to the British Museum m 1853, one
ofthetrusteeslituponthefollowingcuriouspassage:" Fra i 'l'oscani scrittori di qualchc pregio in chirurgia, mi si presenta. in primo luogo Ugone
dn. Lucca, nn.to poco dopo la meta. del secolo XIL de\la nobile f:i.miglia Borgognoni. Esso Ugonti
fucapo dellasett:l.deicerusici, chemcdicnvano leferitecon vino,stoppn.c convenic11tclcgatura,
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certo olio dt laltribus, prepn.rato chimicamente da suo padre, ed un suo cnustico potcntissimo,
td un soporiftro cht ptr mtzzo dtl tolo odorato auopiva i malati, in occasiont di optrazioni dolorou,
chtdovtutroaof!irt.
11 Notiziesulln.storiadellescienze fio:iche in Tosc11.nacn.vatedn.unmanoscritto inedito."-di Giovanni Targionl·Tozzttti. Firenze, 1852.
So that the practice of benumbing the sensibility of a patient about to undergo a surgicnl
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studied
surgery, nnd followed his father Hugo's calling. He n.fterwnrds entered the Church, and became
bishop, first of llitonto, and, finally, of Ccrvia. In hisCliirurgit, of which the library in the
l\luseum contains more than one copy, he made public the chemical prcpr~ralions and the rules
of his art, which Hugohn.djen.louslykeptsecretfromn.11,excepthisson. Iowet0Mr.P1mizzi's
kindness the opportunity of transcribing the formula. for preparing and u!ling Hugo dn. Luccn.'a
soporific.
u Confcctio saporis a cbirurgia facienda. secundum Dominum Hugonom sic fit.
"&. Opii, et succi mori immaturi, hyoscynmi, succi conidij, succi foliorum mandrn.goroo, succi
ederro n.rbore:ri, succi mori sylvcstris, scmi-lactuc~, seminis ln.pnthij quod habot poma. dura et
rotunda, etcicutro,nna.unciam
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or disorder of the stomac'1t, to which thP sensation is referred. Sometid~1 cs it i~ a very
important indirect symptom, taken in conjunction with others, of is~as~ m bB01;De

1
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560
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1~~t~~~e~y:;:~~f:i~f ;0s:~:a~~as:~~:~ 0: ~~t~~.~~~·iddi11css o~ dizzi11_ess-~e~hni.
cally vertigo. It sometimes results from disease w1thrn the hca~ ~ somctnues it IS an
1

indirect consequence of d.isorder of the stomach; or of mere deb1hty and an approach
to :?a~~co!t~· will also complain of an undefioabl~ scn~ation . which t~ei u~ually call
&inking-a sensation which is r~fcrred to the cp1~s~r1c rcg1?0. Tins is f1cquently a
source of much distress to hysterical women; and it 1s occas1onally the for?runncr of
death at the close of severe diseases which have a tendency to end fatally 10 the way
of ~{:,~;p~ther symptoms might be mentioned wbicb b?long to this cln~s of uneasy
sensations, and for our knowledge of the existence of ~\·lHch we ~ust dcpc.nd upon the
accounts gi\·cn us by the patients themselves. Sensat10ns of '~eight; of t1 ghtncs~ _and
fulness; drowsiness, tenesmus, strangury, heartburn; and vano~1s ~epraved ~ond1.t1ons
of the special senses. Io the majority of diseases the app.etttc 1s Jost or un~aned;
but sometimes excessive hunger accompanies and denotes disease. '\Te occasionally
derive the first suspicion of the existence of diabetes from the pr~ternatura! keenn:ss
of the appetite. Thirst is a very constant and striking symptom .m all fe~r1le and Ill·
flammatory disorders: and in the disease just now mentioned, diabetes, it. frequently
constitutes the whole distress of which the patient is sensible. '!'he appetite may be
perverted, as well as deficient or excessive. Chlorotic girls will eat cinders, .egg-shells,
scaling-wax, slate-pencil, and such trash. So women who arc pregnant e.1thcr h~ve
or pretend to have inordinate longings for particular kinds of food-1ongrngs which
arc evidently fostered by encouragement. 'l'hcy arc not, I believe, common at present
in this country; and they nre less frequently heard of among the poor, who have not
the means of gratifying them, than in the higher ranks of society.
The class of uneasy sensations, you see, then, is a. very large one, and some of the
morbid feelings arc of very great moment. However, there are not many diseases
which consist altogether of uneasy sensations; and when we find that pain or uneasiness is complained of in any part or organ, we next proceed to inquire whether the
functions of that part or orp;an are disturbed or suspended. If we discover any interruption or derangement of function, we have additional reason for conclud ing that the
part so affected in its sensations and in its functions is actually the scat of disease.
This is an inquiry which we can prosecute with much less assistance from the patient
himself; and mostly with no assistance at all; and even in spite of any erroneous
opinions which he may have formed, and is anxious to state upon the subject. The
study of disord.J!red functions is of great practical value.
The functions of the brain and nerves-of the heart and blood-vessels - of the
respiratory apparatus - anJ. of the digestive organs - are all of vital consequence.
Some of the impeded or disordered functions which relate to the brain and nerves
are, in fact, identical with the last class of symptoms, and consist of altered or morbid
sensations,· sensation being ,one of the natural functions of those parts. Depravations,
for instance, of t~e sense of touch; numbness; the total absence of sensation, which
we call ana::sthes1a. Symptoms of this kind do not constitute primary diseases, but
they often portend or accoml?an.y very serious ~Iterations in the brain, or in some part
?f the nervo~s system : an~ It IS from that circumstance that they derive the great
rntcrcst and importance which belong to them. The same may be said of perverted
conditions of the other senses .. The sens.e of visio_n is oft.en impaired, and in various
w~ys and d:grees, from mere du~ness or 1mperfeet1on of sight, to total blindness. And
tlus .total bhndnc~s ma.y ~ccu: w1thou~ any other apparent disease, the humours and
fobnc of the eye itself be1~g rn all evident respects healthy and right: it may come
on, too, so grad?ally, ~nd rncrease so slowly, as not to be perceived for a long time,
even by t~ie paticn~ himself. l\I.r. Day, the great b!acking man, of the firm of Day
a?d ~larlln, who die~ not long srnce, was almost entirely blind. Ile told me he first
ch . . ~overcd t.hat the sight of one eye was gone, one day when he attempted to look at
a d1~tant obJect through a telescope. Ile could see nothing, and be imagined that t he
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little brass plate which slides over the eye-glass bad not been withdrawn. There was,
however, no such obstacle; and he too soon found that when the other eye alone was
closed, he was in total darkness. This state of blindness is called amaurosis, and it
may result from pressure made upon the retina, or upon the optic nerves, or npon the
brain at the origin of those nerves. There are other causes also, to be mentioned
hereafter, of amaurosis. Its approach is sometimes marked by the fallacious appearance of black spots upon the objects the patient is looking at, or floating before him
1ike flies or cobwebs in the air-musca: volitantcs. Some of the other dcpravations
of sight are still more extraordinary, and except that they arc not uncommon, might
almost be considered fabulous. Thus persons sometimes sec things around them apparently in motion, when in truth they are not so. This is, in fact, a symptom I have
mentioned before-vertigo. 'Yhen the patient shuts his eyes, and consequently can
sec nothing, he feels as if he were himself turning round, while in reality he is at rest.
Persons in this state fancy sometimes that the bed on which they lie is sinking rapidly
down with them into some abyss. A still stranger dcprnvation of the sense of vision
is that in which a. person sees oDly one-half of an object at which he is steadfastly
looking. One man, in passing along the street, imagined that everybody he met had
only one eye. 'rhe late Dr. Wollaston was subject to this optical defect: he frequently found that only one-half of the object he looked at was visible: aud he wrote
an ingenious paper in the Philosophical 'l'ransactions to explain this. After bis death
a tumour was found in his brain, interfering with the optic nerves. The celebrated
l\lr. Abernethy had once a temporary affection of the same kind, dependent, no doubt,
upon some slight and transient injury of the brain. Uc was thrown, I belie\•c, from
bis horse-at any rate, he receh•cd a Yiolcnt blow on his head, which stunned him;
and when he had recovered a little, he was taken home in a hackney-coach. On his
way he :unused himself with reading the names of the trades-people placed in front
of the shops, and he was greatly surprised to find that one-half of each name- tho
last half - seemed blotted out. Ile described this in bis lectures, after his whimsical
manner, by taking his own name as an example : "I could sec as far as the nc (said
he), but I could not see a. bit of the th!J."
'!'hose very wonderful cases of spectral illusion which sometimes occur, come within
the class of symptoms we are now considering; they throw a strong light upon many
of the well-authenticated ghost-stories-which were in fact merely instances of dis~
ease or derangement in the brains of the ghost-seers. It would be out of place to go
into any detail upon this interesting subject here. You will find some excell ent examples of these spectral illusions in Dr. Hibbert's book on Appm·itions, iu Sir David
Brewster's Natural Jllagic, and in Sir \Valter Scott's Letters on ncmonolugy.
'fhe sense of hearing is liable to analogous disorders. Sometimes it becomes preternaturally acute; and this is a bad symptom when it docs occur. I was called a.
year or two ago to see a gentleman in the 'femplc; be had been taken ill only a few
hours before, but I found him dying; the pulse was gone from his wrist; and his
skin was cold. His intellect, however, was entire, and he complained of nothing but
the distress he felt from the loud noises that were made by thot:ie around him, in
moving about and in speaking, although, in fact, all noise was as much a~ possible
suppressed, and conversation was carried on in whispers: but his bearing was painfully acute. Ile died the same evening; I believe of an irregular form of cholera.
It is always right that patients should be protected from the irritation which might
arise from this source; for that degree of noise which would not interfere with the
sleep of a healthy person will often not only prevent. it in a sick man, but bring on
delirium, and aggravate greatly the disease under which he labours. 'rhc custom of
strewing the streets with straw before the houses of those who are seriously ill, is, in
many cases, a very proper precautionary measure.
'l'he opposite fault, obtuseness of bearing, is much more common. Deafness is frequently attributable to some physical imperfection in the organ of hearing. But it is
with cases in which it has a deeper origin that the physician is chiefly concerned. It
often occurs in fever, aud is not then thought a bad symptom: it certain ly is a much
less unfavourable circumstance than morbid acuteness of hearing; and it probably
depends upon a d isordered state of the brain, which is not in itself very dangerous.
What is called tinnitus aurium is ao instance of the depra.vation of the sense of
hearing. It seems sometimes to result from the too strong throbbing of the arteries.
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It occurs in many di!mrdcrs and is not unfrcquently a symptom o_f d~!<cascd cerebral

ves!'lels, and a precursor of 'apoplexy or palsy. It is sometimes ~u itself c~trem~~y
annoying. Curious and undefinable sounds are hcar_d b_y some patients-sounds like
a rushing wind, like the falling of a cataract, the rm~rng. of :t bell, or the beat of..a
drum. A female patient of mine in the i\Iiddlescx Uosp1tal last ~car,. wh? had disease of the bones of the car1 with symptoms that thrcat~ucd so1~rn ~mphcat1on of the
brain, affirmed that she heard a perpetual noise in bercar hkc the s1ng1ng of a tea-kettle.
I ha\'C lately been consulted by a gentleman fro1? the count~y, who had no other complaint than a constant hif'sing, which worried htlll greatly, Ill on~ car. Another l~ad
watched with curious anxiety, and described to me Te:y g:ap111cally, the successive
variations which this troublesome symptom underwent rn h.1s ow~ person. It began
suddenly, with some headache. At first it was ~ lo.ud roaring, ~1kc that of the sea j
in a few days it came to resemble exactly the wb1sthng of the w11~d am~ng the tr.ccs
in winter· afterwards he could have believed that the room was filled with hummrng
gnats; a1:d finally the noise settled down into the ge ntle sound of a diSt:~nt waterfall.
lt haunted him incessantly for seven years. The~ came an attack of sh 1u~les.o n tl1e
right side of his head, face, and neck, and the noise at. once e.eased. It left !um free
for a year and a half, and then returned as before. S1r David Brewster relates the
case of a lady, subject to spectra l illusions, whose ear was mocked by unreal sounds,
as her eye by unreal visions. Being in her right mind, and perfectly aware of the
infidelity of her senses, she repeatedly heard, not vague noises merely, but voices and
sentences, when none were uttered.
Affections of the intellect-of what are sometimes called the internal senses-are
Yery common, and very important symptoms of disease. Incoherence of the trains
of thought-palpably false belief-extravagant pcrversioDs of the judgment. 1.'hcse
affections arc sometimes considered as primary diseases themseh"es; they very fre.
qucntly accompany ccrt...1iu febrile diseases; and they arc not uncommon in diseases
that arc unattended with fe'\'"er. There is more or less derangement of the internal
senses from the very beginning of continued fevers. 1.' he power of attention is im·
paired. '!'hat kind or degree of mental exertion which wouJd afford gratificatio n and
amusement when wc arc well, becomes laborious and irksome when we arc ill; and to
compel, or to urge the attention, under such circumstances, is injurious. 'l'his state
is probably only the first degree of delirium, and therefore these slight approaches to
derangement of the internal senses are by no means to be disregarded. It is curious
that the delirium of feyer is always most marked during the night; this seems to be
owing to the cir<:umstancc that the erroneous notions and wandering thoughts of the
patient arc not corrected by impressions made upon his external senses. You will
find, couf'ormably with the same principle, tha.t your patient sometim es ceases to be
delirious upon your visiting him: the sight of a new face rouses him for a time, but
he soon relapses.

ju~~;~~;~:·~.~~~~~~e~ a~~o~!~ ~~~es;~:t!~::~ l~:ica~~~~~;ei~ 7~~\~~~e;~~~ ~!:::\~fj

suspensions of the r~mc.rubcr1_n¥ power j partial glimpses of the past .i resurrections
of ~hou_ghts l?ng bur~cd Ill oblmon. I speak not of that natural decay of the memory
which 1s not1ccablc Ill most persons as age creeps on, and which is one of the most
aff~c:tin~ of_ th~ many"waruiugs _then rnucbsafcd to us, that the bodily frame is suffcrrng dilap1dat1ou. Even of tlus natural decay there arc some curious thin2s to be
noted. Recent events arc retained with difficulty, and soon forrrottcn · whiic those
of ol~cr date arc e.a.-.il,r and accurate~y recalled. '!'his has been r~fcrred: and rightly,
I bcheve, to the d1fferrng degree of rnterest and therefore of attention which the same
objects excite in the young and in the old. It would seem as if the cfiOrt of attention
stai;upcd .characters upon the m~tcrial fabric, which ~re deep and lasting in the youthful
brarn, fomt and sooner effaced rn the aged. But ~1sease may revive things long forgotten; a language long unspoken and unthought Ill: or blot out entirely all traces of
definite portions of ti~nc gone by.
yoiuntary motion is ar~othcr f~nction connected with the nervous system, and one
~h1ch affords a ~cat var1ct~ ?f important symptom~. Like the power of the senses,
it may be cxceo::.n'.e, or dcfic1eut, o~ pervert~d. Excess of voluntary rnotivn is not
common, nor very rn1portant. Mamacal patients sometimes cx:hiLit au extraordinary
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degree of muscular strength ; indeed, iu the delirium of fever 1:1omething of the same
kind may be observed.
But the opposite state, that in which the power of voluntary motion is deficient,
muscular debility, is exceedingly common. Debility is an original and essent ial part
of fenrs. It appears before there has been time for it to be produced by the mere
exhaustion of disease. It is not always proportional to the other symptoms, and docs
not necessarily imply any great degree of danger. This sudden and early weakness
lias been a \"Cry striking symptom in our two or three recent visitations of influenza.
P ersons prc\•iously in apparent good health would be seized as they walked along the
street, and be glad to sit down in a shop, or a carriage, and to get home and go to bed.
Young and strong persons would be thus rapidly pro~trated.
In some instances debility does not appear till late in the disease, of which it then
forms an important prognostic symptom, and an important ,guide for our treatment.
It Rhows us that there is a. tendency to death by asthenia, and we ha.ve to endoa.vour
to keep the patient alive by supporting bis strength as well as we can, this being the
chief, or perhaps the only indi cation.
Debility is occasionally the principal symptom of the whole disease-as in bemiplegia, paraplegia, or in more partial palsy, palsy of one limb, exen of a. finger, or of
a single muscle, as of the levator palpcbrarum. This, though it may scorn trivial in
itself, is far from being so in reality; it often forms a fragment only of a. most serious
disease. From such partial manifestations of palsy we presage a. more general and
a1arming attack; as the loosening of a few stones in the wall announces the commencing earthquake. A sl ig-ht degree of paralysis affecting some of the muscles of
the eye will produce a squint, and consequent double vision; and this occurs not
only in hydrocephalus, when it is a most significant phenomenon, but also as a prelude to more extensive palsy. General palsy is sometimes prefaced by a. similar
affection of the tongue, producing a faltering and indistinctness of speech.
Spasm is !'ln instance of disturbance and perversion of the power of voluntary
motion. It consists in an irregular and violent contraction of muscular parts-involuntary, even when the voluntary muscles are concerned. Cramp is a familiar example of it; and we have been taught, since the cholem came among us, to regard
cramp as sometimes a very formidable symptom: not formidable so much in itself, as
formidable in respect to the condition that gives rise to it. Tonic spasm is the principal symptom also of that fri ghtful disease-frightful in its phenomena. and in its
frequ ent fatality-tetanus. The convulsions of epilepsy and of hysteria, and the
jactitation of chorea, are ordinary examples of the perverRion of the fun ction of
voluntary motion. Sometimes convulsions bode great danger, sometimes none at all.
So also tremor, which is near akin to spasm, is a sign, frequently, of a morbid state
of the greatest peril; while it is sometimes violent without being attended with the
smallest hazard.
If we turn now to the great function of respiration, we shall find that it affords a
very Jarge number of morbid symptoms, and those of the highest importance.
Dyspmza, difficulty of respiration, is one of the most prominent of these symptoms. It may depend upon various causes. In inflammation of the lungs or pleur::c
there arc several circumstances in operation to impede the breathing; for example,
pain, which would be enough of itself; the effusion of lymph into the texture of the
lung, or of serum into the cavity of the pleura, mechanically resisting the entrance
of air. In dyspnooa the breathing is almost always most difficult when the patient is
lying Oat on his back. One reason for this is plain. In the supine horizonta l posture
the action of the diaphragm is obstructed by the weight and prc~sure of the adjacent
Uprip;ht breathing,
abdominal viscera; and the erect position obviates this.
orthopncxa, has come to be considered as a di sti nct modification of dyspnooa. 'l'hc
patient cannot lie down.
Sometimes, as in asthma, the difficulty of breathing comes on in separate pa
roxysms; the respiration becomes all at once noisy, wheezing, and laborious. A
person who had never seen any cases of this kind would imngiu e that the patient wao
at the poiut of death-that it was all over with him; but th e most frightful of these
attacks are seldom attended with any immediate danger. '!'h ey depend frequently
upon organic disease of the lungs, hc!'lrt, or aorta: sometimes th ey seem to be purely
spasmodic; sometimes to result from transient congestion of blood in the lungs.
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Cough is a violent spasmodic action.
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A full inspiration is taken; then the ~l ot~is
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the most part an involuntary effort of nature to expel from the lu?gs things wluch
ourrht not to be there There are several varieties of cou~b. It is a symptom belon0ging to so many d~n~crous complaints -pneu~onia 1 P1;1lmonary consumption, and
diseases of the heart-that it always demands stnct at~cut1on. No ~nc who has once
heard it can ever mistake the hooping cough. There is al~o a startling obstreper~us
0
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0
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system, imp1ies no danger, and is more distrcs~t~g t~ the bystanders. than to ~he
person who utters it. I believe you may often d1strngutsh the cough of m.flammab~n
of the lungs from that of phthisis, and each from the c?uph o.f l~ystcnn, by t~e1r
respective sounds: but we have much better methods of d1strng~11shrng tbem-;1z.,
by the concurrence or the absence of certain other sounds belongrng to the breathrng,
and ascertained by auscultation.
.
. .
.
Sneczi119 is another morbid symptom, which, thou~h tt may appear t;16rng, is not
to be overlooked. It is a very common symptom m catarrhal affections. When
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long·continucd paroxysms. I have at present under my care a young lady of a hySI
tcrical disposition, whose main distress consists in violent and protracted attacks of
sternutation, which have harassed her almost daily for many months. One of our
bishops is subject to very inconvenient fits of this kind. He will begin to sneeze,
and go on sneezing in cessantly for a long time together. I believe that he finds an
effectual remedy for these attacks in plunging his bead into cold water.
Sneezings, coughs, paroxysms of asthma, are all of them instances of reflex action.
What is meant by that epithet I shall tell you in a future lecture.
I say nothing here of those direct symptoms of pulmonary disease which are asccr.
taioed by the sense of hearing-by auscultation and percussion. I shall enter fully
into tha,t subject hereafter. A systematic account of symptoms, if this were the fitting
place for it, which it is not, would require a dozen or twenty lectures. In order t.o
perceive the relation of symptom s, taken one by one, or in diverse combinations, kl
the various known forms of disease, you must have some prior knowledge of diseases.
But I am obliged to suppose (however incorrect the supposition may be in respect to
some among you) that you are mere beginners, and have still to learn even the rudi.
ments of such knowledge. Different diseases may have many symptoms in common.
The same symptom may bear a very different import accordin!! ns it is combined with
other symptoms; or connected with this or that disorder. The proper place for a
comprchonsiYe and complete review of symptoms would, therefore, be at the end of a
course of lectures on the practice of physic. When the various forms of disease had
been .gone through, in reference to the symptoms belonging to them, then would he
the time to take the converse aspect of the case, and to consider the Ion" list of
symptoms in reference to the diseases they denote or accompany. All that I am at
present attempting, is to gi,•e you some general _notion of what symptoms are; to put
before you, a~ samples, ~ few of the most promrneut; and to show you, even by this
cursory and imperfect view of them, of how great importance it is that we should
n~ake th?ir relations. to each other a?d to di~erent diseases, and their signification,
diagno~t1c, l?rognosbc, and therapeutic, the obJect~ of our most diligent attention.
I ough~ find matter for two or three lectures, if my present purpose would admit
of them, rn the symptoms that are drawn from the functions belonofog to the circu.lation. Everybody knows how much importance is attributed to 1:1the state of the
arteri~l pulse. It i~ expected of us, a8 a matter of course, that before we think of
pres~ribmg for a p~t1cnt we should at a~y r?te feel his pulse. And really the inforruation
o_btam_cd by that .little t?uch of t~c wrist .is oft~n of the most interesting and instruc·
ttv~ kind . . ~ut 1t requires practice and_ rntclhgence to .appreciate this information.
The qualities that we most attend tom the pulse are its frequency its rc"ularity
its fulness, and its force. It is necessary that we should know the n'uruber ~f bca~
which the heart habitually makes in health; for it varies much in different persons.
Its average number of pulsations in a healthy adult is from 70 to 75 in a minute·
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but there arc persons who, when they are quite well, have always a pulse of 80 or 90;
and there are others in whom the pulse seldom rises above 60. In early life the pulse is
more frequent, in old age it is more ~low, than the standard I have given. C~teris
paribus, its beats are more numerous in the standing than in the sitting posture; in
the sitting than in the recumbent. If we do not inform ourselves of these peculiarities,
we may fall into great mistakes. In disease the pulse may acquire a degree of frequency which is scarcely calculable by the touch; and the less so because, when it is
extremely frequent, it is also extremely feeble; it will reach 150, 160, or even 200
beats. I have myself reckoned, by aid of the stethoscope, 21G pulsations of the
heart in a minute. On the other hand, in apoplexy sometimes, or when syncope is
impending, or in certain organ ic affections of the heart, the pulse may become
extremely slow. I do not remember to have counted a pulse slower than 22; but the
gentleman whose pulse it was-a most exact observer of its changes-had numbered
it when no more than 16. In another patient of mine, the surgeon who was also in
attendance reported the pulse to have been, upon one occasion, 12 only; and I have
been informed that in an old gentleman, whose spinal column had sustained some
injury, and who was Dr. Chambers's patient, the beats of the pulse were for some time
as few as 9 in the minute. I suspect that in some of these instances of very slow
pulse, the stethoscope might detect, at the heart, intermediate weaker beat.r.;, too weak
to stir the radial artery. But I satisfied myself that it was not so in the case in which
I found the pulsations to be 22. We learn. a good deal in certain disorders from the
variations and.fluctuations of the pulse in respect to frequency-in hydrocephalus,
for example, and in continued fevers.
Irregularity of the pulse is another condition which is often full of meaning, and
of interest. I hope, as the lectures proceed, to be able to point out the bearings of
these several qualities of the pulse upon our views of disease, and especially upon its
treatment. At present I must repeat that I pretend to do no more tban furnish you
with a few samples of the phenomena that characterize disease. Irregularity of tbe
pulse is natural to some persons. I have a brother who enjoys very good health, and
whose pulse is habitually irregular: I have been told that when he was ill with a
fever at school, it became regular. I have heard of severa l precisely similar cases.
There are two varieties of irregular pulse - in one the motions of the artery arc unequal in number and force, a few beats being from time to time more rapid and feeble
than the rest: in the other variety a pulsation is from time to time entirely left out.the pulse is said to intermit. These two varieties may coincide in the same person,
or they may exist independently of each other.
Irregularity of the pulse may be caused by disease within the head; by organic
disease of the heart; by simple disorder of the stomach; or it may be merely the
result of debility, and the prelude to the complete stoppage of the heart's action
from asthenia.. How important must it be to ascerta in and construe each of these
meanings of the same symptom. It may indicate mortal disease- it may imply no
danger at all: it may afford no clue to any available treatment; or it may teach us
how to ward off impending dissolution.
Another most important quality of the pulse is what is called its hardness, or incompressibility. You find that you can scarcely abolish the pulsation by any degree
of pressure; the blood still forces its way through the artery beneath your finger.
Sometimes it is felt to strike a large portion also of tl1e finger, and then we say that
the pulse is full, or large, as well as hard. When it strikes a very narrow portion of
the surface of the finger, it is compared to a thread; it is a small pulse: and if at
the same time it be hard, such a pulse is often described as a wiry pulse. lt requires
some education of the finger to appreciate with exactness the several varieties of the
pulse, even those which are practically important; for many have been mentioned by
authors which arc purely fanciful, or useless and unnecesl:lary refinements.
Now this hard pulse l shall soon have to speak of agaiu, in connexion with the
treatment pursued in inflammation. It is one of the best warrants we have, in mauy
cases, of the propriety of bleeding our patient. It does not occur, however, in atl
inflammations, and it may occur when there is no inflammation. lt may depend upon
hypertrophy of the left ventricle of the heart, and then it is beyond the rea«h of
blood-letting as a remedy. It often seems to be connected with a morbid condition
of the artery itself, brought on, as Dr. Latham has suggested, by the pernicious habit
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real cause.

Before I conclude this rough roview of symptoms, I must point ou~ .one or two
that belong to the third class mentioned; viz., changes of sensible qualities. These
include variations in the temperature of the body: in the colour of the surface, and
especially of the face: the diminution or increase of . bulk; the latter, when gen.era),
we call corpulence; when partial, swelling : and various other symptoms, especially
.
tho!';C which arc detected by auscultation.
Wasting, or emaciation is sometimes the first observable symptom of disease.
This is early seen in the ~ountcnauce, partly because it is uncovered~ ~artly beca~se
a slight diminution of the subcutaneous fat of the face produces a striking altcrati~n
in its features. It occurs in complaints that are not common I~ dangerous.- as m
1
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in many fatal malad ies-in phthisis pulmonalis, for example-and rn dropsy, al~hough
the dropsical enlargement sometimes masks it. It accompanies many acute diseases,
aad is reckoned an uufarnurable symptom; for it shows that the body is not properly
nourished. Somctiwes the emaciation is so extreme that the integuments give way
- the bones of tho patient are said to come through his skin.
We have examples of symptoms that consist in changes of colour, in the flushed
face of fever; in the pallor belonging to many diseases; in the contrast exhibited by
the white check with its central red spot, so characteristic of hectic fever; in the
yellowness of the skin and conjunctiva in jaundice; in the dusky hue of the coun.
tenancc and the lividity of the lips noticeable whenever the due arterialization of the
blood in the lungs is interfered with; and in a long catall)gue of cutaneous disorders.
V!l.rious and full of meauiog arc the conditions and appe!l.rances presented by the
tongue. A p!l.tient would think you careless, or ignorant of your craft, if you did not,
at C\'ery visit, look at his tongue, as well as fee l his pulse. Ag!l.in, symptoms most
significant and instructive may often be gathered from the attitude of a patient, from
his gestures and g!l.it, from the cast and play and expression of his features.
Let me once more remind you of the peculiar importance of accustoming yoursekes
to take notice of the symptoms comprised in the la!lt two classes, and especially in the
last ?l;iss, that you may attain to a, qu ick perception of them. Changes of sensible
qualities speak for themselves, and speak the truth. They cannot deceive us, as the
verbal ~tatcments of even conscientious patients respecting their uneasy feelings might.
They direct u~ in the choice and order of our inquiries: nay, they frequently spare
us. th? necessity of putting many questions; questions that might be irksome or
fat19umµ: to our p!l.ticuts, or offensive to their natural delicacy, or even hurtful by
l~ttmg th~~l know .our thoughts respecting their disorders. Of the changes in sen·
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complamt.
l\I~ny more morbid phcn?mcua, or symptoms, or tokens of disease, mi"ht have been
mentioned; . ~ut I h~ve s~ud enouf!'h, I hope, to rouse your attention °to the extent
and the fert1hty of this field of study. When we next meet I sh!l.11 be"in to consider
one of the special forms of disease to which all parts of the body are liable - a disease
that meets us at every turn - I mean inflammatiun.
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LECTURE IX.
Inflammation. Its Morbid and its Salutary Effects. Sl.:.etc/1. of tlie Local and Constitutional Phenomena of lnflarmnation as it O<.'curs in Extemal Purls. E:rarnination of the S.ymptom.s of Inflammation: Pain,· Heat i Red1leSs; SwelUng.
State of the Capillary BWod-vessels and of the Blood in a J>art inflamed.
lNFLAi\IMATro:s- is a subject which must needs engage a large share of the attention of both the surgeon anti the physician. In nine cases out of ten the first question which either of them asks himself upon being summoned to a patient is, "Htwe
I to deal with inflammation here?" It is continually the ol5ject crf his treatment and
watchful care. All parts that are furnished with blood-vessels arc liable to be affected
by it, and it affect~ different parts very variously. Being more easily excited by
many external causes, it is, therefore, more common also than any other special disease. A great majority of all the disorders to which the human frame is liable begin
with inflammation, or end in inflammation, or are accompanied by inflammation
during some part of their course, or resemble inflammation in their symptoms. i\Io!'it
of the organic changes of different parts of the body recognise inflammation as their
cause, or lead to it as their effect. The premature extiuetion of human life is more
often owing to the agency, immediate or remote, of that process which we call infl.arumation, than to any other morbid condition whatsoever.
Agai~, inflammation is hig~ly .interes~iog, not. only in its morbid phcoomena and
destructive consequences, but m its beahog relat1om1 also. \Vounds may 1 no doubt,
be closed, and fractured bones may reunite without (and even sooner without than
with) the intervention of any inflammatory process OJ' product; but it is only under
rare and very favourable circumstances that such injuries are actually so cured. In
almost every instance, whether of a cut finger, of a deep sabre wound, or of a broken
limb, it is the resulting inflammation which requires our care, and which furnishes
the materials and the conditions of repair. It is through inflammation that parts
adhere together when their adhesion is essential to the preservation of the individual
- and that foreign or hurtful matters are conveyed safely out of tJ1c body. Docs
ulceration occur in the stomach or intestines, and threatrn to penetrate through them?
Inflammation will often fore run and provide against the evil -glue the endangered
membrane to whatever surface m:iy be next it-and so prevent that worse and universal inflammation of the peritoneum, and the alm ost certain death, which the escape
of the contents of the alimentary canal into that serous bag would infallibly
occasion.

[We doubt very much the correctness of this statement. Is it true, that wounds
are closed and fractures united by inflammation, in the proper acceptation of the
term? Union of divided surfaces, it is true, may be a. result of inflammation; but,
that which has been termed by surgeons "union by the first intention," takes place
altoµ;ether independent of inflammation, and that the occurrence of the latter is calculated to impede or prevent it, must be evident, we think, to any one who will carefully watch its phenomena.. Neither is it, we conceive, correct to describe the adhesions of the peritoneum which often precede the perforation, by an ulcer, of the coats
of the stomach or intestines, and prevent the escape of the contents of the latter
organs into the cavity of the abdomen, as a. pmvision to guard against the universal
and fatal peritonitis that would otherwise occur. The inflammation by which the
adhesions alluded to are produced, is as strictly a. morbid process as that which ca.used
the ulceration of the alimentary canal, and cannot, with any propriety, be viewed as a
process set up, in anticipation of the escape of the contents of the alimentary canal
into the peritoneal sac, and to guard a~ainst the danger that would hence result.
The danger is, we admit, occasionally lessened or even entirely prevented by the
adhesions, but we have no right to infer from this circumstance, that Nature, foreseeing this danger, caused the adhesions, expressly to provide against its occurreacc. - C.)
8
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The foot mortifies; is killed by injury or by exposure to cold :-inflammation, if
it be not anticipated by the knife of the surgeon, will cut off the dead. and uselci<;s
part. An abf.lcess forms in the liver-or a large calculus coucrctcs Ill _the gall.
bladder: how is the pus or the stone to be got rid of? If they make their way to
the external surface of the organ, as they always tend to do, they might cote~ the
cavity of the abdomen, and excite fatal peritonitis. But a _natural sa.fcguard arises.;
partial inflammation precedes and prepares for the expuls1on; the liver or the gall·
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bis lancet into the collection of pus- or the abscess or the calculus may cat its own
way safely out of the body - through the skin, or iuto th.e bowel. Iu~am1~atio11,
3
1
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mean when I speak of the curative properties of inflammation; alld surely this process, which way save life or destroy it, deserves and demands our most careful
study.
But inflammation has a still further and pecul iar claim upon our attention. The
salutary acts of restoration and prc"ention just adverted to, a.re such as noture conducts and orig-inatcs. But we are ourselves able, in many instances, to direct and
control the effects of inflammation - nay, we can produce it at our pleasure; and
having produced it, wc arc able, in a great degree, to regulate its course. And for
this reason it becomes in skilful hands an i11strument of cure. This instrument the
surgeon employs when, after letting out the water of a hydrocele, he wilfully excite8
inflammation of the tunica vaginafo1, whereby its cavity is obliterated, and the reaccumulatioo of the fluid rendered impossible. A fractured femur fails to reunite, or
its fragments become connected by pliant and unserviceable callus. The surgeon 1
using a happy violence, provokes inflammation in the fractured part, and a firm anJ
bony union gives back to the ijmb its former strength and usefulDess. It is by availing himself of the same agent that he is enabled to remedy many aftlicting deforlllitics : - to unite the cleft lip; to knit together the fissured palate; to restore the
dilapidated nose. 11here is no other special disease which is thus at our command;
we cannot, if we would, create a tubercle or a cancer. For all these reasons inflammation possesses a very high degree of interest for us - and for e'·ery one who would
inriuire, with ajy prospect of success, into either the pathology or the treatment of
diseases.

or the amount o.f our knowledge respecting the 1'ntirnate nature of inflammation,
I shall have occasion to say a few word8 by and by. We first become acquainted
with inflammation in its symptoms, and as it displays itself externally. After we
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nal or v1s1ble part, bet?ken rnflammahon of that part, are four in number: pain redness-he~t- swelhng; prelernatura_l redness a?d preternatural heat. These,
from the earliest ages, have been recogmsed as the signals of outward inflammation.
Notre infiammationis (says Celsus) sunt quatuor- rubor et tumor cum calore et
dolore."
No definition, however, or general description, can be made to embrace all the forms
in which inflammation presents itself. No useful account of it can be given in the
abstract; and therefore I shall first sketch the phenomena of ioflammation under one
o~ its most comm~n and simplest e~ternal ~orrn~; and taking this as a type of the
~:~~~~~'.proceed afterwards to trace its mod1fi.cat1oos and varieties, and to fill up the
11

Let us suppose! then, that~ health~ man receives some local mechanical iojury ~hat he falls, for.rnstancc, agarnst a w~odow, and .gets a fragment of ~lass embedded
rn the flesh ?f. his arm . In a. short tune he begms to lrn.ve pain in that part of the
a:~n, and this 1s soon. succeeded by redness, a~d increased heat, and swelling. The
skrn be~o!ues of a bng?t r~d colour, the swelling augments. In the immediate place
of the IOJury the swelling 1s firm and hard, and exquisitely tender: at some distance
from that centre, althou~h there is still sw.elling, the ,Parts are softer and more yield·
ng. Iu the seat of the redness and swelling the patteut experiences a. sense of heat,
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a burnin~ pain; the part is sensibly hotter than natural to the touch of a bystander;
and if its actual temperature be measured by means of a thermometer, it will ho
found to exceed the temperature of the neighbouring surface. T!te p<trt 1"s inflamed.
This is what is called phlegmonous inflammation. <f.>'>..1-yµ.ov'I is a. Greek word, and
i11flanrnwtio is a. Latin word, and they both mean the same thing, viz., a burning, or
a flame. Phlegmouous inflammation is therefore, in truth, a tautological phrase.
But custom has assi~ned a particular signification to the epithet phlegmonous; - it
denotes that kind of violent inflammation in which the affected part seems all on fire;
and chemistry teaches that, philosophically spea.king, there is actual and excessi,,e
combustion going on in that part.
If the inflammation reach a certain clegree of extent and of intensity, otl1er signs
of disorder present themsckcs at a distance from the injured spot. The patient
usually at first feels chilly and feeble; but soon the temperature of the whole of the
surface rises, the skin becomes hot and dry, the pulse more frequent. and fuller and
harder than is natural; lassitude comes on, with headache, and wandering pains in
the limbs. The sufferer is unable or unwilling to exert himself, and finds that he is
unapt for any mental effort; he cannot command his attention, ~ets confused and
restless, and sleeps ill; he loses his appetite, his tongue becomes white, hi8 mouth is
parched, he is unusually thirsty, and the various secretions of the body arc deranged
and diminished.
·
This is biflammator,y fever . This is :m 1·ndirect s!fmptom of inflammation, ma.nifestin~ itself through the medium of the system at forge.
Various names ha\·e been
given to this general derangement of the vascular and nervous systems : constitutional
disturbance - sympathetic fever-symptomatic fever. It matters little what term is
used, provided that we affix always the same meaning to it: but inasmuch as the
wordfever, in this and in other languages, is taken to express a specific disease, it
would perhaps be better to employ the term p11re.xia, as Cullen and others have done,
to denote that secondary febrile state which is associated with, or grows out of,
primary focal inflammation.
Now, what is the issue of this remarkable state of things? Why, it may cod in
one of tw<.t or three different ways. Supposing the piece of glass to have been
extracted, and proper measures to have been taken for subduing the inflammation,
or even supposing that no other measure has been adopted except removing the bit
of glass, then it will often happen that the phenomena. just described will gradually
recede and disappear; the pain will abate, the redness fa<le, the swell ing diminish,
the heat decline, the pyre:xia cease; until the part has at length regained its usual
sensations and its natural appearance. When inflammation subsides in this way it is
said to be resolved, to terminate by resolution: and this is its most favourable and
desirable mode of terminating, whenever inflammation occurs as a morbid process.
But in many instances the inflammation does not thus subside. 'l'hc irritant cause
still remains in action-or the original intensity of the infiammation has been too
great to admit of resolution-or the means proper to abate it have not been used -or
have not succeeded. The symptoms already described continue, and are aggra~ate~
in degree; at length the swelling begins to assume a. more projecting and po1utcd
form, and the skin in its centre to look white: the central part of the swelling, formerly so hard, becomes softer : the pain is of a throbbing kind; a pulsative sensation,
keeping time with the beats of the heart, is experienced in the part, and often a
feeling occurs as if something had given way within it: at last (if art do not interpose)
the cuticle breaks, and a yellow cream-like fluid is poured out, which we call pus;
and upon it.s escape there generally ensues a considerable and speedy abatement of
all the loca l symptoms of inflammation-of the pain, the heat, the redness, the tumour.
'l'his is suppuration .
1\Ieanwhile, especially if the suppuration be long continued, and the discharge of
pus profuse, the charJctcr of the general febrile derangement undergoes a change.
Slight but frequent shiverings, or feelings of chilliness, take place, and are followed
by flushes of heat, which end in perspiration.
.
This is hectic/ever.
If the injury have been still more serious, and the inflammation more intense, tllC
part which it has in vaded perishes by the violence of the disease: there is partial
death. fo that case the vivid red colour alters to a li\ id or purplish, or even a black,
1
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or greenish.black hue, the tension of the part rxists no long-er, the ~uticle_ is elevated
by a sanious fluid, the pain ceases, the part is devoid of all sensation -1s dead and
putrid - and exhales a peculiar and offensive odour.

~~~!\~:~~J:icr~ti~:~

charnc~eristic

been extensive, a corresponding :md
cl1ange is
again observable in the constitutional febrile disturbance. T~e patient grows more
and more feeble; is apt to be delirious; has involuntary startrngs. of the tendons of
the voluntary muscles; his pulse is weak ~nd very frequent; his to_ngue becomes
dry, brown, tremulous; his lips are black with accumulate~ sor~es; lus countcna~ce
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his unne escape from }um

'l'hese are features which belong to an advanced stage o~ typhus /eve~. .
Under more favourable circumstances the dead or mortified part, which IS called a
slough, separates from the IiYing parts, a.nd leave~ a br<'ach of. surface. 'l~he separa.
tion is effected by a vital process which IS denomrnated ulceration,· but '":h1ch I n.eed
not now describe. The cavity thus formed gradually fills up, and heals JO a part1cu~ ~
.
.
There is one other circumstance, not to be omitted JO this rough outline of the
local and g:eneral phenomena. and effects o~ ~nflammation .. If during its ~rogre::;s
blood be drawn from a vein, the blood e:dub1ts, after standrng and coab'1llat111~, the
peculiar appearance known by the name of the buffy coat; i. e., on the surface of
the coagulum, and to a certain depth in its substance, the coloured particles of thP.
blood leave the fibrin, which is therefore seen of a yellowish hue, or buff colour.
Taking the preceding: statement as a ~rouodwork, let us look back upon it, and
trace its particulars a little more in full. The four characteristic si~ns of inflammation being pain, heat, redness, and swelling, it will be useful to examine wore closely
each of these symptoms in its turn .
'l'he pain varies much in different cases of inflammation, both in de~rec and in
kind. It is differently felt, ereteris paribus, by different persons, according to their
natural susceptibilities. It varies from very slight uneasiness to the utmost agony
and torment. Parts which, when sound, are endowed with little or no capacity of
sensation (as tendons, ligaments, cartilage, bone), become often exquisitely sensible
under inflammation. 'rhe organs of sense are variously affected in this respect. Thus
the specific sensibilities of the mouth and nose arc blunted by inflammation - those
of the eye and car are often rendered painfully acute. '!'here are g:reat diversities
also in the kinds of pain. Sometimes 1t is of a dull aching character, as in toothache; sometimes it is a prickling, tingling, smarting sensation -this is the case in
some forms of inflammation of the skin, as in erysipelas for example, and in herpes;
sometimes it is sharp and piercing, as if the part were stabbed or cut with a knife such is frequently the feeling in inflammation of the serous membranes, in pleurisy

.
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the parenchymatous texture of organs. Very often the pain is a "bulkinu"
or
0
th;obbin.g pain - .eYcry beat of the heart makes i~elf .felt_ in the tender part. 'l'he
parn of 108ammat1on results, no doubt, from the 1mphcat1on of the nerves in the
diseased process. The stretching of the vessels and textures ad<ls to the pain.
E~erybody w.ho . has been plaf?ued by boil~ (and few esc:l:pc tl~em) has bad proof of
this: th~ p~m 1s most harassing a short time before the r1pcnrng little tumour gives
way, or 1s laid open by means of a scalpel; but as soon as the distension is thus
relieYed, perfect case and comfort ensue. It is the same in common earache. It is
uPon this principle, I bcli~ve, that ~he differences in regard to p:lio, which occur in
different str~ctures und.er rnfia1;11mahon, arc. partly to. be cxpla.incd. . Speaking generally, there 1s more parn felt m external 111flammat1ons, and rn the rnflammation of
serous membranes, than in inflammation of the substance of the viscera or of the
mucous membranes: and it bas been conjectured that this ma.y be beca~sc in the
latter cases, the parts affected have fewer nerves of common sensatio11 . Hut do not
thin~ ~his eX:pla.oation satisfactory. If it were well founded we should not have such
e~qu1s1te. parn rn some of the textures alread,r mentioned, which appear to be fur01shed with very few ncr.vcs of common se?sation, and scarcely feel at all in their
healthy state: tendons, ligaments, and cartilages, I wean. I think it will be foun d
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that most pain is felt in those parts which are least capable of yielding-in which
the tension produced by the swelling, or the tendency to swell, is the greatest. The
substance of the liver, spleen, and viscera generally, is soft and extensible-tho
mucous membranes are spongy in their texture, and often attached to the subjaceut
parts in loose folds, and they allow of an accumulation of blood within them without
becoming much stretched, or very tense. The investing serous and fibrous mcrubr.1nes
are more tightly applied, and much less capable of yielding: and their infiamrnation
is usually attended with severe pain.
The pain that belongs to inflammation sometimes precedes any other apparent
change. This is especially observable iu respect to internal parts. Sometimes the
pain is continued and uniform. Sometimes it is continued, but irregular in severity,
ha\•ing periods of great exasperation; sometimes again it is intermittent, and even
periodic.
It is an unsettled question that has often been mooted, whether in inflammation,
the state of the blood.vessels is determined by that of the nerves, or the reverse.
l\Iere nervous pains are known sometimes to be followed by congestion of the part in
which they are felt. Whatever may be the true state of this question of priority, it
is certain that the disordered condition of the blood-vessels, when produced, g reatly
au~rneuts the sensibility of the part.
We may suppose that this depends, partly on
over distension and stretching of the vessels and fibres, partly on pressure made upon
the nerves by the swelling.
It is important to remark of the pain belonging to inflammation, that it is usually
aggravated by pressure: frequently it is not felt at all, except when pressure is somehow made upon the affected part -intentionally by the physician-or accidentally,
from the movements or position of the patient. This is te11derness.
And this is a point which requires a little further notice. I say the aggravation
of the pain by pressure is an important circumstance, for it continually helps us to
distinguish pain that is inflammatory from pain that is not inflammatory. Thus pain
of the abdomen may result from colic, or spasm- from a distension of the intestines
by air, and a. stretching of the textures and nen·cs belonging to them: and this sort
of pain is mostly relievable by pressure; you will find patients lyiug upon their
bellies across the back of a chair for the sake of obtaining case: but if the pain proceed, as it may, from inflammation of the peritoneum - oh! then the gentlest pressure, even that of the superiucumbent bed-clothes, causes intolerable torture. The
suddenness with which the pressure is made -and its being made Oil a part only of
the suffering organ-these circumstances have much to do with the augmentation of
the pain; and it is curious, and instructive too, to know that gradual pressure, applied uniformly to the whole organ or part under infiarumation, is sometimes so far
from enhancing the pain, that it lcsscus or removes it. Dr. Elliotson puts a very
good case in illustration of this. "If (he says) you have a blister upon the sole of
the foot, or at the ball of the great toe, and you rest gradually upon the part, the
pain becomes mitigated, till at last it seems to be almost entirely removed; but the
moment you take off the pressure, and raise the foot from the ground, you feel the
part begin to throb-to throb with violent pain."
Now all this exemplifies what I said just now -that though a deranged condition
of the nerves, marked by pain, may, for aught I kcow, first lead to the vascular fulness-yet that same fulness, and the disteasion which it implies, will greatly increase
the pain. In fact, the expulsion of the superfluous blood by means of well-regulated
pressure is made the foundation of certain proposed methods of cure. This has been
lately recommended in hernia humoralis, or swelled testicle-what is now more scientifically called orchitis. It gives one a. sort of horror even to think of pressure being
made on the healthy testicle-much more when it is rendered prctcrnat.urally sensible
by inflammation: yet, when properly managed, pressure is said (by Dr. Fricke, of
Uamburgh, and others) not to increase the pain, but entirely to remove it, so that
the patient can at once walk about the room; and the disease is thus ultimately
cured. In the same way it has been proposed to cure erysipelas, and gout, and rheumatism. Without inquiring here into the general merits of this remedial expedient,
I may remark that pressure, so employed as to benefit an inflamed part by supporting
its strained and oppressed blood-vessels, must be steady, gentle, continued, and (abo,·e
all) uniform pressure. .A.II these conditions are strictly supplied in an aoparatus
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recently devised by Dr. Aruott; whose air.press promi~cs to be scarcely less. useful to
suffering humanity than b is earlier contribution to the comfort of the s10k- the

ua~:ri·::~etimes necessary to recollect, especially when the exis~cncc of internal in fl.:unruation is suspected, that all expression of the sense of parn, and probably all

sensation of pain, may be prevented or abolished by the presence of stupor or. coma.
So also, if the nervous connexion between the inflamed part and the scnsonum be
cut off, no pain is felt. Limbs in a state of pals,r are oft<'~ (though no~ always)
destitute of sensibility also; and inflammation readily occurs 111 them, but is accompanied with no pain.
.
.
That mere pain docs not constitute inflammation, must, ~ thrnk, be .plam to you .
Spasmodic contractions of the muscles, stretching and tcns10n o.f th~ ~issues, a particular state of the nerves, and other conditions which do not imply mflammat1on,
may, nevcrthele.~s, be attended with severe pain.
Let us next consider the heat.
Of cou rse, as I hiuted before, this means preternatural heat: the tcmpcr~ture ~f
the part exceeds that which belongs to_ it in health; ~ut in tru~h, th_e heat 1s not 1.11
general so much increased as the seusat1ons of the patient, or !llS he1ghten~d seus1bility, would persuade him to believe; nor even so mu<'h as a bystander might s uppose. The heat of inflammation does not rise aboYe the maximum heat of the blood
in the central parts of the body. The natural heat of the blood is about 98° or 100°,
but in fevers and inflammatory diseases it has been known to reach 107°, and the
maximuw heat of the blood in fever is probably the limit of the temperature as it
exists in inflamed parts. 'I1he surface of the body, in its natuml state, is not quite
so warm as the internal parts, and the extremities are generally less warm than the
trunk; so that the contrast between an inflamed and a healthy part, in respect to
heat, is greater in the extremities than on the trunk. Thus if a blister be placed
upon the chest, the heat of the part inflamed by its application will not exceed that
of the nei,!!hbouring healthy surface by more than a degree or two; while a blister
:.ipplied upon the leg may occasion a difference of five or six degrees . John Hunter
took great pains to ascertain the degree of heat produced in inflammation. He excited inflammation in the cavity of the thorax of a dog, and in the vagina and rectum
of an ass, and he could not find that t he temperature of the parts thus inflamed ever
exceeded that of the blood at the centre of the circulation. Ile did not neglect the
opportunities that came before him of making similar observations on the human
body. He had occasion to tap a patient in St. George's Hospital for hydrocele. As
soon as he had let the fluid out, he introduced a t hermometer through the puncture
made by the trocar, and placed it in contact with the testicle. Ile found the temperatnre to be 9:L 0 • He repeated this experiment the next day, when inflammation
had set in, and then the thermometer rose to 98f 0 • So that here au increase of Gf 0
had taken place in consequence of the inflammation; but even this, you see, did not
go beyond the natural warmth of the blood.
The increase of heat depends upon the increased inftux: of arterial blood. and
therefore, of oxygen? int.-0 the part. Animal heat appears to be derived, in all Cases,
from the.mutual action that takes place_ between oxygen and the elements of the tissues, their carbon ~nd ~ydrogcn; the t1ss~~ themselves undergoing meanwhile perpetual changes, wlnch, 10 t.he_natural con_d1t1~n of tbe body, belong and are necessary
to health. ~n a. part that 1s rnflamed this k10d o.f combustion is, I say, excessive in
amount; while unnatural metamorphoses occur 10 the affected tissues. It is however, a curious fact, a fact w?rth remembering, that the heat of inHarnwation ddes not
transgress that of the blood rn the centra l parts of the body.
Heat alone neither constitutes no~ implies inflammation : for parts of the body may
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holdmg them before the fire, by friction, by exercise,

~apprehend that increased heat is css~ntial ~ inftammation, in some stage or other
of its. progress, alth?ugh there ar~ cases 10 .which the augm_entc<l temperature is not
per~c1ved or appreciated. _Sometunes the rncrca~e ?f heat 1s very slight, an<l may be
easily overlooked, there berng, nevertheless, unec1mvocal inflammation · reduess aod
swelling, which go slowly into suppuration. 'l'he heat is often conce;led from the
ob:scnation of the phy:sician or the surgeon, by the situation of the part affected, anJ
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it esC'apcs the notice of the sufferer, because the sensibility to heat is less generally
diffused through the body than the susceptibility of common sensation. The heat of
iutlammation is usually less felt and less complained of by the patient than the pain.
A vivid sensation of heat is pain.
The redness of inflammation must also be preternatural in de~rce, for many parts
of the body are, by nature, and in health, more or less red. '!'his phenomenon depends upon the greater quantity of blood contained in the vessels of the part, and
sometimes also upon the extravasation of a portion of the colouring matter of the blood
into the affected texture. There is more blood than usual in those vessels which naturally carry red blood, and that blood is fuller of red particles. Red blood enters too
into vessels which in the healthy state arc destined to receive and convey colourless
fluids only, or which naturally admit sa few of the red particles, that from their paucity, and the quickness of their motion, they cannot be seen. We are sure of this
from what t..1kes place in ophthalmia. At a later st..1ge, when the process of inflammation has subsided and t.hat of repair has begun, the redness may be kept up or
increased by the formation of new vessels which admit the colouring particles of the
blood in visible numbers.
That tllC vessels which naturally circulate red blood arc act.u:illy distended and
en larged in inflammation, there can be no doubt. John Iluntcr (whose treatise on
Inflammation is a. mine in which all succeeding writers have dug) excited inflammation
in one of the ears of a rabbit, and then killed the animal. He next injected the head
and ears from the aorta, so that the fluid used, passing through both the carotids, was
driven with equal force towards each ear. 'I1be arteries of the inflamed ear were enlarged one-third beyond their natural size, and arteries in it were injected which had
no visible counterparts in the sound ear. That the apparent increase in the number
of blood-vessels is often owing to the circumstance that red blood enters tubes which
already existed, but which did not previously admit the colouring matter, or did not
admit it in sufficient quantity to be visible, is evident from the ra7Jidity with which
the redness may be produced in many textures: in the eye, for example, it may be
effected in a. few seconds; and many of the vessels which become suddenly apparent
are evidently l'Ontinw1tions of the trunks that could be seen before.
There is much variety in the tint of the redness of inflammation, depending on the
kind and dcp;ree of the inflammation, and on the nature of the part affected. Sometimes the redncf:s is bright and vivid, as if the part were full of arterial blood: this
generally happens in the acuter forms and the earlier stages of inflammation. Sometimes the redness is dark, or livid, or purplish; more as if the part were gorged with
nnous blood: this occurs in some of the chronic and sluggish forms of inflammation, and it is often the case when there is a teodency to gangrene. Sometimes the
r edness is distinctly circumscribed, or presents itself in patches; and sometimes it is
diffused in a general blush over a large space.
The redness may, aod ofteo does, remain for some time after the inflammation has ceased.
Now, seeing that redness accompanies inflammation of the external parts, we
presume that it exists also in internal inflammation : indeed, we may convince .lurselves that it is so. If a portion of intestine be drawn out through a slit in the
parietes of the belly of a dog, and suffered to remain exposed to the air, it will soon
inflame; and inflaming, it grows red. 'Ve see also that internal parts arc l",fl red
after death, which parts we have other reasons for knowin~ had been inflamed during
life; and we infer that redness may have been present before death, although we
should find none remaining when the corpse is examined. 'l'hat when it has been
owing to mere fuloess of the natural blood-vessels, it may disappea r with partin~ life
we know, because the same thing happens externally, as in erysipelas and scarlet
fever; but in such cases tho inflammation has not gone~ any great hcif!;ht.
It is proper to remark that as the ahscnce of redness JS no proof that there has not
been inflammation, so
:presence is no proof. of the contrary. There arc many
kinds of redness, both w1thrn the bod.v and on its surface, that have nothing to do
with inflammation; yet some of these are very apt to be mist:.lken for traces of
inflammation. I shall endeavour to instruct you how to nvoid such a. mistake when
we come to examine the morbid anatomy of particulvr forms of disease.
'
\Vhilo infl.!lmm~tion actually exists, redness, of some shade or degree, is seldom
abscut, even though the other symptoms may be scarcely apparent.
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Lastly, let us take a glance at the swelling. This also depends, in s~me degree,
upon the distension of the blood-vessels; but no great amoun_t of swcllrng c~n be
attributed to this cause j n.nd as much as does proceed from 1~ occurs eorl!J Ill the
disease. Some ulso, and usually almost the whole, of the swelling, results from the
presence of matters poured out into the interstices of the affccte~I pa~t. These effused
~1atters arc of very different kinds, although they are a~l mo<l1ficat10ns. of the same
liquid, the blood. I mcntioncd 1 in describing the condition ~f ~he part. rnfiamed, that
the central portion of the swelling is, at first, bard and res1strn~, '~bile at a greater
distance from the centre the swelling is .softer, and yi_elds ~ore readily when pressed
by the point of the finger, and, sometimes, even pits a ~1ttl~ under that pressure.
Now the central hardness is to be ascribed to the exudation rnto the areolar texture
of the part, of a fiuid, which, transparen~ at first, soo~ b?comes ~artially opaque and
more consistent, and at last assumes :i sohd form. This 1s what ~s commonly called,
in this country, coagulable lymph. The softer swelling. at the c1rcu 1~ference of the
tumid part proceeds from the passage of a thinner fluid, of serum, mto the are~lar
tissue. Under \"Cry violent inflammation, blood in substance may be poured out rnto
the same parts. When the central portion of the swellin g softens and becomes
pointed, this part of the whole enlargement is owing to the presence of a quantity
of pus. '!'he different liquids that I have now been mentioning are of great import..
ancc, and play a conspicuous but diversified part in altering textures. Blood; scrum;
albuminous fluid or coagulable lymph; pus. They are called the pro.,duds of inflammation. \Ve are sure that inflammation has been at work if we meet with certain
of these products. \\' c are not sure there has been inflammation if we perceive
mere redness :-we are not always sure if we find serum only :-we are not sure if
we find blood alone: -we are tolerably certain if we discover pus; we arc certain at
least that there has been inflammation sorneu;liere, though doubts have been started
whether the pus is not sometimes conveyed from an inflamed part to other parts of
the body. We are quite sure that there has been inflammation in a part if we find
coagulable lymph in that part. This often remains, as a monument of the inflammation, during life; it frequently becomes organized, furni$hed with blood-vessels; and
a great number of ehaub"CS, some reparative, some morbid, depend upon its presence.
I shall have to recur to these products of inflammation hereafter.
rl'be degree of swelling in different cases depends partly on the intensity of the
inflammation, partly on the nature and texture of the structures affected.
I need scarcely observe that swcllinir may exist without any inflammation. Il ernia,
simple a_nasarcous enlargements, dislocations, will occur to you as every-day examples
of swellings that ha.ve no necessary connexion with inflammation.
On l~e other hand, in~ammation may exist ~vithout any app1·eciable swelling. In flarnT?at1on o~ the sc lerotic coat of the eye, for rnstance, may be present, without any
swclhng cogmzablc by our senses.
We have seen, in th~s review of_thc symptoms of inflammation, how much they
~cvcrJlli'. depcn~, the pam, the swclhng, the redness, and the heat, upon the increased
rnfiux of blood mto the part.
It ~ay b~ not uninteresting to pause h.e~e for a moment to inquire what has been
ascertamed m respect to th_c actual cond1t1on of the capillaries of an inflamed part,
an.d of the blood_they .contam .. l\luch has been learuc~ on these points by patient and
mm~te obser...vat10n with the m1c~cope, .~nd by reasomng upon the facts thus brought
to hght. Kaltenbrunncr, G.cndrm,_ Muller, Mr. Wharton Jones, and others, have
corrected many erroneous notion~ which formerly prevailed upon this subject.
In order ~ comprehend tl~c mmute phenomena of iofiamn1ation, you must have a
~le~r coneept1ou of the, ~onstttucot elements of the blood, and of the main changes it
ts !table to undergo. lhe rough anatomy, ra.ther than the chemistry of the blood is
what 1 allude to.
'
Recollect, then, t~at the bl~d consists o~ ~ed particles, or globules, and of a trans~
parcn~ ~ol~urlcss fl~1d called liquor sangum1s. By so~1c modern writers the liquor
sangurn 1s IS denomrnated the plasma of the blood. l\luller succeeded in separatin 1,
these two constituents of the blood by filtering through paper that of a frO!! which
contains very larf!e re~ glo~ules. The liq~or sanguiuis th~i;; ~btaiued separa~~ spon·
t~ueously,,by c~agulatl?n, ~nto tw~ parts, rnto. s~ruw and fibrm, th" Ja.c;t ha.vine Drev10usly ex.isted iu solution 1n the liquor sangutms.
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When the coagulation is suffered to take place without any attempt to remove the
red particles, these are entangled and enclosed in the fibrin as it becomes solid; and
the common well-known appearance of clot and serum results. You may even then
wash out the red particles from the clot, and leave the fibrin.
I must now recur to the experiments and observations of Kaltenbrunncr. I should
have told you, on a previous occasion, that various stimulant subst.1uccs, mechanical
or che~ical, '":hen a~plied t? th~ web of a. ~rog's foot, will produce irregular distu:bauccs 10 the c1rculat1on, wluch irregular disturbances you arc not to confound with
true congestion: in like manner you must avoid confounding them with the phenomena of iujfmnmation, which are always preceded by those of true congestion. Kaltenbruuner found likewise, that (just as in congestion) a certain interval of ti mo
generally happened between the application of the exciting cause and the apparent
development of the inflammation. Probably the blood-vessels are contracted during
this interva.1. So I judge from experiments more lately made and reported by Mr.
l'agct. 'l11us accords with what we obscn•e to be the case in respect to local injuries,
and to those local interna l inflammations that are apt to be produced by exposure to
cold. '!'here is a. pause before the mischief lights up: or (to take the metaphor from
the eggs of birds) there is a period during which tLe inflammation seems to be hatching, and it is called accordingly the period of incubation. Kalteubrunncr describes
inflammation to be a regular process-as he had also described congestion to be.
On looking then at the web, to which some violence had been done, he observed, after
the first irregular disturbances were O\"er, and when the period of incubation had elapsed
- he found (I say) that an affiux of blood took place to the part about to be inflamed;
the velocity of the blood in the vessels was greatly accelerated; the vessels themselves
were distended and tense, and therefore disposed to tighten upon the blood they COD·
tained-the functions of the part, thnt is to say, the secretion and absorption of
lymph, were interrupted; the blood underwent nn evident change-or it failed to
undergo the proper changes : its red globules were crowded together, and the parenchyma. of the web became tumefied. Now all this is just what I represented to you
in a former lecture as constituting the state of the blood·vesscls under octfre congestion; and I also told you, at the same time, that such congestion was just one step
short of inflammation. The congestion now described increases, until, at longth 1 this
remarkable alteration happens: the capillary tubes Jose their apparent tension, dilate,
grow larger; the circulation, at first so rapid through the dilated vessels, ~cgins to be
delayed in some of them; the direction of its motion becomes uncertain; 1t oscillates,
as it were, irregularly in those ,·essels, and at last st-Ops altogether, the globules cohering in irregular masses, and thus points of sla!Jnf'ltion are formed; nod these points
of stagnation, if the affection go on increasing, augment in size, and multiply i.n number. Around them, beyond their circumference, the circulation remains still very
rapid, and the congestion persists. This is i11.fta1nrnation. Here it is, I apprehend,
that the line must be drawn; viz., when the blood, ceasin~ to move with an accelerated stream through the dilated vessels, begins to pass slowly and more slowly till it
halts, oscillates, and finally becomes stagnant in some of the capiHaries. At the same
time the red corpuscles are very numerous and crowded. 'fhis, l say, is inflammation,
of which the characteristic or pathognomonic feature is the formation of these points
CJ/ sto911ation, as a sequel of active congestion.
Mr. Paget thus describes the general state of matters in and around a part that is
inflamed:-" lu a few words. there is in the focus of severe inflammation, more or
less of sta9nation of blood; i'n and close around it there is ('011gestion, i.e., fulness
and slow movement of the blood; more distantly around there is determination, i.e.,
fulncss and rapid movement of blood.' 1 You will observe that he applies the phrase
determinatio n of blood to that condition which I have called in these lectures, activ\!
conp:estion.
Ile also bespeaks attention to the curious and important fact, that the stagnant
or retarded blood of a part which is inflamed is not apt to coagulate. Ile had found
it fluid after at least three days of complete stagnation.
Now one early conscttuence of the stagnation of the blood, or of even its slow
movement, is, that a portion of it transudes through the sides of the vessels containing
it: the scrum; or the liquor sanguinis; or the colouring matter; or even sometimes
the blood itself breaks through, red corpuscles and all. The effused serum remains,
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or is absorbed, as scrum. The fibrin, wh en it has so transuclcd, concretes, and tlrns
the interstices of tissuf'S arc filled up, and layers of coap;ulable or coagulated lymph
nre f~rm~d upon the surfaces of inflamed parts, constituting false membmncs. Uu~er
certam circumstances, already ad,·erted to, other or further changes ta.kc place. 'lhe
j'.ellow cream-like fluid called pus is formed; sometimes rapidly and in vast abundance,
1
0 1
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heretofore been accustomed t-0 state, that the yellow globules of pus were in reality
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and rectifyin!?', our previous knowlcdf?'c, respecting the rudimental processes which
occur in the living body, both in hcaltb and in disease. By its help we have learned
that all, or most, of the varied animal tissues are formed through the intervention of
rnioute closed sacs, or cells, having delicate membranous walls. These cells are
themselves developed from pre-existing granules, germs, nuclei, or cytoblasts; for
such and so variously have they been named. Upon the completion of the cell, the
nucl eus sometimes disappears; but commonly it remains, a mere spot, upon the inner
surface of the wall of its cell. Mr. Paget has shown the probability that this
nuclcu~-which is not always developed into a cell-is
"the chief seat or source of formative, reproductive, and
FJG. 6.
secretive power:" and that the cell, when it exists, " is
not a transitional but a terminal form, not g iving origin by
•
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them are also to be seen, floating in the liquor sanguinis, a
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intermixed corpuscles, revealed by the microscope, ca.lied
exudation cells. It seems probable that the nuclei of
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suppose, ~vi th the colo.urlcs~ globules of the blood; .or, os
others, with the nuclei of its red globules; or agarn, as
o.thers, \~ith the corpuscles of tbe chyle ;-these are questions wluch must be regarded as adliuc sub Judice. The
pus p:lobulc is also a nucleated cell; and it seems to be one of the forms of which the
exudation cell is precursory.

a. Nalurnl nppearnncoofp119 •
corpuscles. b. Appearnnco after
application of acetic acid.
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FIG. 8.

@@
Pus-corpusclcs,magnilied4-00 diamotcrs.

Ilcaltbypus-cclls.

Certainly much which used to be thought mysterious in the process of inflammation
has been rendered more simple and intelligible by modern research. Most of the
event~ ?r c~nsequences of that proccs.: are traceable to the slaf?nation of the blood in
~~ eo~i~:!;~:~~s, and to the changes wluch the stagnant blood subsequently undergoes,
I must not o~it to t?ll you what Kaltenbrunncr snys about the direct absorption
tba~ takes place m the mflamed part. Ile found that the colourfog matter, and the
a11po~1s matter, were thus taken away. The web of a frog's foot is speckled over
mth little stars ?f five rays,. caused by a bla~k pi~ment. The extremities of thc~c
rays gradually disappear until mere black pomts arc left in the places of the star~.
He Eays that he has been lucky enough to catch the exact moment when the blood,
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circulating rapidly io the canals, has detacl1ed a particle from one of the rays, and
curried it into the torrent of the circulation. In the sound state, the mcsentcric
vessels of the rabbit are surrounded with much fat. When the mescntcry is inflamed,
the adipous cells soon empty themselves: a number of c:ipillary canals arc developed
upon the walls of those cells, and it is probable that the fat is carried off by the blood
circulating in these canals.
F10. 9.

An exact copy of a portion of the web in the foot of a.youngfrog,afteradropof 1trongalcohol
had beenplncedupon it. Theviewexhibitsa.deep.seatedarteryaod,•ein,1omcwb:i.tout(lffocus;
theintcrmediateorcapillaryplexusrunningovertbem,andpigmcnt-cell10f v.:i.rious1itesacnttered
over the wholo. Oo the left of the figure, the circulntion is still active nod natUTfll. About the
middleitismoreslow,thecolumnofbloodisoseill:l.ting,andtheeorpusclescrowdedtogetber. On
the right, congestion, followed byexudntion, has t:i.ken place,constitutiog iofiu.mmatoryaction io
tbepart.
a. Adeep-scatedvein,partiallyoutoffocus. Tbecurrentofbloodi!ofadeeporcolour1 ondnot
sornpidas thatio the artery. ltisrunninginthe opposit-e direction. Thelymph.tpace on each
side, filled with slightly yellowish blood-plnsms,1 is very npprmint, containing a number of eolorleu
corpuscles,clingingtoor slowlymovingalong the sides of the vessel.
b. A deep-seated artery, out of focus, tbernpid currentofbloodn.llowiognothing toboporcch-ed
butareddish-yellowbro11.dstrcuk,withlighterspacesat.thosides.
Opposite c, lacention of a cnpilln.ryvessel bn.a produced an edrnvnsn.tion of blood, which re.
aemblesa. brownish-red spot.
Atd,eongestion bas occurred, and the blood.corpuscles are appnrenUymergcd into one semi.
tn.nspnrent,reddish mnsa,entirelyfilling the vessels. The apncesof the web, between the capilluies,nrorcndcred thickernnd less tmnepnreut,p11rtlybythe aetion ofthealeohol,pa.rtlybythe
exudation. Thislatterentirclyfillsupthe1pa.ees,oronlycoatslhevessel.-Bennett.

I should be making a very wasteful use of your time and of my own, if I entered
into the undecided and unprofitable disputes that have been raised respecting the vital
conditions of the vessels engaged in inflammation. \Yhile some have pretended that
the action of the small vessels is increased, others assert that it is diminished; that
the ve~sels are in a state of atony. For my own part, I have never yet seen any
concJuo;ive evidence that the capillaries possess any vital contractile power distinct
from their elasticity. And granting them such a power, it is extremely difficult to
conceive how any increase in their vital contraction should produce the changes tlrnt
are ob~ervcd in inflammation. Certainly we have no warrant that nny 1mch contrac.
tion takes place, in the results of microscopical examination of the vessels of an
inflamed part. The inqu iry might be more properly directed, I th ink, towards the
vital cond itions of the nerves of the part: but here we are wholly in the dark.
I do not think it so evident as some have supposed it to be, that a greater quantity
of blood than is natura l passes th rough an inflamed part in a given time. It is quite
true-and it is proper that you should be nware of it-that the artcrinl trunks
leading to an inflamed part often pulsate with more than ordinary force, nod, if opened,
project a jet of blood further than they would naturally project it. Tt h1 true, also,
that a venous trunk leading from an inflamed part will dis(;harge blood faster and
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more copiously than n. eorre~ponding vcio leadiag from a sound par~. ~[r: Lawrence
declares that he bas frequently tried this experiment, and alw:lys witl~ s11mlat l'Csults.
Finding it necessary to bleed a patient whose hand and forearm were 111fl.amcd, he. has
dirPcted a vein to be opened in both arms at the same moment; and l~c has asc.ertamcd
that about three times more blood flowed, in a given time, from the v?rn of the rnfiamed
limb than from that of the sound. But it scarcely follows from th1_s .that more ~lood
circulates through the whole of tho part actually inflamed: the act1v1ty of the circu.
Jatiou in the vgssels that remain pervious, and are mcrcl~ congested, arouod the ~ocus
of inflammation, is greatly increased, and more blood c1rculat~s through the lmtb_:
an~ yet the blood may be stagnant, or scarcely circulate ~t ~11, m the very part that IS
strictly aod truly inflamed. Ilowever, the fact of tlu~ mc:eascd afHux of blood

towards the parts concerned in the inflammatory process is au important one.

LEC T URE X.
Inflammation continued. Buffy coat of the blood. Terminations or Eve11ts of l n,.,
fiom'rnation. Resolution; Delitesce11ce; J.Uetostasis. Effitsion of Serum,. Exu~
dation of Coagulable Lymph, or Fibrin. Orgau-ization of tlds L!fmph. Suppl.Ir
ration. Ulceration.
IN tlie last lecture, after giving a. very general sketch of the phenomena of
ioflammation, I particuJarly considered its four characteristic symptoms - pain, heat,
redness, and swelling: and endeavoured to describe the changes that take place in an
inflamed part, as they arc sceo through a microscope.
There is one very remarkable and important circumstance which is not often absent
in cases of inflammation, but which hitherto I have barely mentionf'd: I mean a
peculiar appearance of the blood itself after it has been drawn from a vein. A portion
of the fibrin at the upper surface of the coagulum parts with its colouring matter j so
that upon the deep red clot there is to be seen a layer of a yellowish, or sometimes of
a bluish white colour, varying iu th ickness from a li ne or two to perhaps three-fourths
of an inch. 'rhis uppermost whitish layer of the coogulum is called in this country
the bujj'y coat of the blood. Sometimes the surface of the buffy coat is flat and wide j
but often it is contracted and conc:i.ve; i. e., the diameter of the buffy surface is less
than the diameter of the lower portion of the clot, and it is hollowed out into a cuplikc form. Aecordiog-ly the blood is said, in these circumstances, to be both buffed
a~d cupped. 'l'l~e formation ~f this bu~y coat _appears to be favoured by many
c1rcumsta.nces which have n?thrng to do with th.c disease ~nder which the person may
be labounng; such as the size of the aperture m the vern, the manner in which the
blood flows, the form and size of the vessel that receives it: but it does not occur at
all except in certain conditions of the system; and it belongs so especially to the
F10.
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11.
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12.

state of inflammation, that blood having the huffy cont upon it is often spoken of as
i~1flam._matory bloo~, or, with lcs~ proprie~y, as inflc~mcd Uood. Both these cxprcss10as rndeed are rncorrect, for rnflammat1on sometimes exists without huffy blood.
and huffy blood sometimes occurs without inflammation. The phenomenon is, how:
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ever, upon the whole, a very valuable index of the nature of many cases of disease,
and au important guide in their treatment.
Now this crust, or upper layer, or huffy coat, consists of puro fibrin, mixed with a
certain quantity of serum, which l\l. Gendrin says is fuller of albumen than the rest
of the scrum. You will not fail to notice the great analogy that subsists between tho
huffy coat, and the coagulable lymph poured out in inflammation, either into the
texture of the part, or (as I shall show you more particularly by and by) upon its
surface, forming what are called false membranes. Both in appear:rnec, and in
chemical composition, the two !:'eem to be identical: there is in fact no doubt of their
being actually the same substance; the separation in the one case taking place from
the blood while contained in its proper vessels; in the other case from the blood after
it bas been removed from the body.
There has been a brrcat deal of speculation among pathologists as to the cause of
this huffy coat. From its situation it is plain that gravity has somethi ng to do with
its formation: that the red particles, leaving the colourless fibrin before it coagul~tes,
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to be explained upon that principle alone. If it were, then it would follow that the
slower the coagulation of the blood, the more time would there be for the sinki ng of
the red particles, and the thicker and more decided would be the huffy crust. And
it used to be supposed that this was the true explanation of the phenomenon. Careful
observations, however, have shown that the formation of the huffy coat often takes
place when the coagulation of the blood is unusually rapid. Dr. Davy and M. Gcndrin.
both state, as the result of much attention to the subject, that the coagulation of
blood drawn from a vein during inflammation begins sooner, and is more quickly
completed than that of healthy blood. But certain observations made and published
by Dr. Stokes have settled this question. He noted the appearance of the blood in
twenty-seven eases. Io fifteen of these the huffy coat prc~cnte<l itself; in tweh-c
it did not. Now in three of these twelve, the coagulation of the blood did not begiu
till from twenty to forty minutes after it was drawn; and in four other~ there was no
coagulation for eight minutes. So that there wa:!- plenty of time for the red particles
to have left the fibrin, and subsided; but they did not do so. On the other hand,
in twelve out of the fifteen cases in which the blood was buffed, the coagulation took
place in five minutes; and in the remaining three it was delayed only fourteen minutes.
The slowness of the coagulation, therefore, although it may and doubtless does
favour the subsidence of the red particles when they have a tendency to subside,
cannot be regarded as the sole cause of tbe huffy coat. The red particles very soon
begin to subside when they subside at all. You may tell, immediately after it lrns
been drawn, and prior to any coagulation, that blood is about to buff, by a peculiar
bluish hue on its surface. A German writer, Schroeder Van der Kolk, has stated
observations to the same purpose, showing th!\t in the blood abstracted by vcnoosection
during inflammation there is an unusual disposition to a separntiou of the fibrin from
the red particles: a sort of repulsion between them. This separation takes place in
mere films of blood, so thin as not to permit a huffy stratum to lie ~hove a red stratum.
The fibrin and the red particles then separate from each other laterally by horizontal
movements, and the films acquire a speckled or mottled appearance, quite as characteristic of the state of the blood as tho huffy coat itself.
One cause of the rapid subsidence of the red corpuscles in blood drawn during the
presence of inHamma1ion, is the tendency then especially manifested by these disk-like
bodies, as noted by Ilewson, Mr. Wharton Jones, and others, to cohere permanently
together, by their fiat surfaces, in Jittle cylindrical columns, like rolls of coin. Thus
aggregated into maBscs they would sink more readily through the liq~id plasma of the
blood than as separate corpuscles. Of this curious tendency no satisfactory explanation has yet been given.
·w hile the clustered corpuscles thus descend, the thickness of the huffy coat is
in creased by the white corpuscles, which remain separate, and having u less specific.:
gravity, float upwards.
That the formation of the huffy coat depends upon some vital change in the blood
appears probable from this-that it will sometimes vary ~reatly in different portions
of blood :ibstracted at the same bleeding. Thus, if the blood be received into four
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different cups in succession, it will, perhaps, be huffy in the first, nn.d in none of the
others; or it will be huffy in the last only i or in the second and timd on ly, .the first
and fourth cups being free from buff. Attempts have been made t? cxplam the~e
rapid variations. Some have fancied that the inflammatory etate havrng been partly
redressed by the removal of a certain quantity of blood, the blo?<1 that fl~ws subsequently is therefore without the usual index of the .prcse.uce of rnfl:11~1mat1on. But
this explanation will not apply at all to those cases m which the portions last drawn
are the only portions that exhibit the huffy crust. o.thers have suggested that the
state of the nervous system is principally concero.cd JD these suddeu chan::re~; that
the depression caused in the outset of the bleeding by fea r, and the fa111t1slrness
produced towards its termination by the loss of blood, may prevent the appearance of
the huffy coat on the first and last cups, when it shows itself only in those that .are
interm ediate between the first and last. We cannot rely much on these hypothetica l
explanations: I mention th em to impress upon your memories the facts wh.ich they
are intended to explain.
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thousand, which, according to Andral, is the average proportion in health, the fibrin
bas been found to rise to six or eight parts. In some cases, MJ\I. Andra! and Gavarrct
found it ag high ae ten parts in the th ousand; namely, in pneumonia and acute articular rheumatism. The exces.s of fibrin was noticed by Andral in cellular inflammation, or simple phlegmon, in acute inflammations of the skin, as in burns and
erysipelas, in mercurial stomatitis, in phlegmasire of the mucous membrane of the
respiratory and digestive organs, in acute cystitis, either simple or combined with
nephritis, in all of the phlegmasioo of the serous membranes, in inflammation of the
lymphatic glands, and in softening of the brain. But it does not follow the pustules
of small pox, the exantheme of measles or scarlatina, or the patches in dothinenteritis.
'l'he increase of fibrin in the blood is manifested so soon as the inflammation
begins. M . .Andra] is inclined to believe, from what he has remarked in cases of
burns, that the disease commences in the solids before the change occurs in the blood.
The sympathetic fever in the phlegmasi:e is, he thinks, due to the alteration in the
blood from the excess of its fibrin. With the increase of fibrin, the proportion of
red particles remains unaffected. Even in anemic cases, and in low fevers, in which
there is a diminution in the proportion of fibrin, the latter becomes abnormally iucreased whenever inflammation supervenes.
'l'o this it may be objected, remarks Williams, that this feyer frequently rises hi~h
before the blood has begun to exhibit the huffy coat, often subsides when the huffy
coat is most abundant, and is sometimes wholly absent when the blood is both buffy
and cupped, a~ in sub-a cut~ rheumatism. ~ut he admits that it is very probable the
excess of fibrin may contribute to the excitement, and it certainly materially affect.3
the duration and products of inflammation .
. It wo~d. appear \'ery certain that the formation of the huffy coat in inflammatory
diseases 15 111 a great degree dependent upon this exce~s of fibrin. It is found only
in cas?s where the. pro.portion o~ fib~in is abnormally augmented. In an:.cmia, the
only ~1sease except1.ng rnflam.mat1on, 10 which the huffy coat is observed, notwithstaudrni;; the q.uant1ty of fibrin may be ab normally small, still it is very generally in
excess rn .rclattou to the r~d globules. 'Ihe huffy coat forms, also, upon the blood
drawn .durrng ti.JC latter ~cr1od of pregnancy;. when the blood also presents an excess
of fibr1.n. lu rnflam~allon the ~uffy coat lS f;equently not present in the blood
drawn m. th? early period of the disease, the 6.brrn u?t being as yet sufficiently abundant, while 1t becomes less and less marked as the rntensity of the disease and the
excess of fibrin diminish.
In c~ses of indirect prost~ation, incident upon weat intensity of inflammation, the
blood first drawn may be w1th?ut the huffy coat; ~t becoming apparent only as the
fa"~~:t~nd heat of the surface nsc, as they often do m such cases, uuder the use of the
1

According to Andrnl, the newly-formed fibrin in inflammation coaauJatcs more
Andra!, Patlwlo:;. Hrematol.; and Williams, I'rinciplr:s of
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There are two or three different forms presented by huffy blood; and with these
you ought to be famil iar.
In one form the huffy coat is thick, tough, contracted, puckered at its circumference, aud its surface is cupped. There is a complete separation of the red corpuscles, and a strong aggrc~tion of the particles of the fibrin among themselves. The
red portion of the coagulum is also, in these cases, round and contracted, of a globular
shape, firm, detached from the sides of the vessel, and floating generally in transpa.rcnt
serum.
This is usually seen when the inflammation is violent; when it occurs in strong
and vigorous constitutions; and more I believe when it has its seat in ccrta.iu tissues,
in fibrous and serous parts especially.
In :rnoth~r. fon.n, the whole coagulum is. large like ~ cake, or of the figure of the
vessel cootarnmg 1t, not so much collected rnto a sphcncal shape; and the huffy coat
is thin and flat, and easily broken. Here there is an imperfect separation of tho
colourini; matt~r from the fibriu, and no great aggregation of the particles of the
latter. This kmd of bnffy blood is apt to accompany slight or partial inflammation.
In a third form, the huffy coat is thick and abundant, but it is flat and soft, loose
and flabby, like paste; and the coaguluru ofteo adheres by its edges to the vessel in
which the blood has been received: there has been considerable separation, and but
slight aggregation. 'l'he serum is apt to contain a few red particles distinct from the
clot. Such blood is commonly said to be siz!J. Dr. Alison states that when it is
observed, some other cause of ~l'neral disorder of the system (continued fever, for
example) usually co-exists with the local inflammation. Probably the qualities of tho
blood are altered, independently of the inflammation; the huffy coat ta.king place, in
conse<1uenee of the inflammation, upon blood which was previously in a diseased or
unnatural condition.
It is a curious fact that blood drawn by leeches never exhibits the huffy coat. It
seldom appears (yet I have seen it) upon blood that bas been removed by means of
cupping glasses .
..Arterial blood is Hable to the huffy coat. I have myself twice at least noticed it
upon blood drawn from the temporal artery. One of the patients was violently mani·
acal when the blood was taken. The other was labouring under acute iuflammation
of the membranes of the spinal cord, of which inflammation he died.
Blood is more likely to buff, cateris paribus, when it is made to flow in a full
stream, and when it is received in a deep and narrow vessel.
On the other band, the formation of the huffy coat appears to be hindered, when
the blood trickles from a small opening in th.e vein, and when it is caught in a large
fl.at vessel. It is said, also, that the huffy coat may be prevented by adding to the
blood a solution of caustic potass; by keeping it for some time in a. state of agitation;
by receiving it in a very cold vessel; or by suffering it to fall from a height of three
or four feet. In this last case ~1. Gendrin supposes that the prevention is owing
partly to the agita.tion which the descent of the stream produces in the blood already
in the vessel, and partly to the circumstance that the blood is cooled as it passes
through the air.
It is seldom, I believe, that the huffy coat appears on blood drawn at the very out·
set of inflammation; generally a day or two elapses before it shows itself. 1'his is
just what we might expect if it be true, as it has been conjectured, that this unnatural property of the blood is acquired only in the course of its transit through th..e
vessels of, or adjacent to, the inflamed part.
I have dwelt the longer upon this peculiar appearance of the blood, because it
really is of very great importance in determining the nature of various complaints, anJ
in directing our treatment of them. Speaking generally, when a given organ is inflamed, the huffy coat is more marked in proportion to the intensity of the infhtm.
mation: when the organ is not knowu, it is more likely to be of a fibrous or a serous
texture, in proportion as the blood is more decided ly buffed. The appearance of the
huffy coat is especially valuable as an indication of treatment in cases ('Onceruing
which we arc in doubt whether they are inflammatory or not. On the other hand, if
we have good evidence, in other symptoms, of the existence of inflammation, we am
not to be shaken in our opinion by the absence of the huffy coat. Inflammation may
o;;:ertainly exist without it. I am not speaking now of slight cases of inflammation,
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which do not disturb tlie general system. You would not look for_ huffy bl?od in.the
inflammation that supervenes on a cut finger, or in a. small boil; . but rn s_enous
inflammation, attended with pyrexia, the huffy coat may be want11_1g. _It .1s not
unfrcquently absent in inflammation of the mucous membranes, especially Ill mfiammation of the mucous lining of the bronchi.
.
I stated before-what it is quite necessary to remember-that b~1ffy blood JS not
confined to cases of inflammation. The blood of persons affected with general plethora is often found to present a huffy coat: and the same thing is true in respect to
preµ;nantwomen.
.
Buffy blood is no ncccssuy measure of the danger of the disease. The blood
drawn in acute rheumatism is always very much buffed and cupped: yet so long as
the disease is confined to the joints, it is quite free from da~gcr.
.
Neither is the appearance of buff on the bl?Dd, take_n by ~tself, a suffi~1ent war:ant
for abstracting more blood: for the blood will sometim es, 10 common 1nfl.amnrn~1on,
continue to be huffy, long after it has cease.d to be use~ul, or safe, to ~Iced the pnt1cnt.
Nay, it is even affirmed 1 by trustworthy writers, tl_1at m pure an::cmta the crassamen·
tum, although small from the paucity of r~d particles, presents not unfrequently the
same appearance. This statement I can neither confirm nor confute by my ow n cxpe·
rience; for we do not bleed anoowic patients unless they arc believed to labour under
some local inflammation.
Another less obvious, but not less important change, which has been estnblished
by Audra.I to be an invariable accompaniment of acute inflammation, is n remarkable
incnmse in the fibrin of the blood. The augmentation begins with the inflammatory
process, increases with its increasing intensity, and diminishes as it abntes. That it
depends upon the inflammation, and not upon the general febri le condition consequent upon the inflammation, is apparent from the interesting fact, that in idiopathic
fevers the proportion of fibrin in the bloo<l decreases.
Some pathologists enumerate several termbiations of inflammation. Othe~ quarrel
with that word, as inappropriate: alleging, with ~rcat truth, that the inflammation
does not necessarily cease or terminate whenever these so-called "terminations"
happen. Some of them are in fact "co-existent states, or successive stages in the
progress of the same inflammatory disease." It has been proposed to speak rntber
of the local effects of inflarumati oo: but even this phrase is not free from objection,
for sometimes (though rarely) there are no local eftCcts produced, beyond the four
symptoms which characterize the inflammation itself. I think the events of i11flammation is an expression not open to simi lar cavils. I have no ambition to introduce
new modes of speech, unless when those already in use are inexact or inapplicable.
It is enough i~ you clca:Iy co~1prehend the meaning of the terms I employ. Among
the e\·ents of rnfl.ammallon I rnclude only the local changes observed in its course.
To those which arc constitutional I must afterwards revert.
You will recollect that I did allude, in the last lecture, though in a very brief
manner! to these local events of infla_mmation. Their frequency and importance
render 1t necessary that we should consider them somewhat more particularly.
One of these events is the simple subsidence or resolution of the inflammation:
this may strictly be called a tenniuation also. The congestion of the blood-vessels
increases till the blood stagnates in some of the capillary canals towarJs the centre
of the affected part, which is then said to be t"nftamed; but the disease p;oes no further;. there is no escape of the bloo~, nor of any part of the blood, nor of any of the
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to rece~e; the st~gna_nt. but still fluid blood is .al:?ain set in 1_notion; if there have been
some shght effusion, lt IS re.absorbed; the rapld1ty of the circulation in the surround·
ing vessels diminishes; and the part returns 1 in all respects, to its former condition
and integrity. 'l'his may be considered the spontaneous cure of inflamma.tion. and
to thi~ event there seems to be always a natural tendency. It may be pro~otcd,
sometimes, by art.
. When the process of resolution i~ unusual~y sudden and rapid (as it occasionally
is, the well-marked phenomena. of rnflammatrnn completely disappea.rinC'I' in a few
hours), it is called by our neighboUD the French, delitescence. And whe; the symp--
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toms of inflammation thus suddenly desert one part, and show themselves immediately
afterwards in another (as not unfrequcntly happens in respect to the joints in acute
rh eumatism, and between the parotid gland and the testicle or mamma. in the mumps),
met(lstasis is said to take place.
'rhis transference, ns it were, of morbid action, from one part to another, is a. very
curious circumstance. It i:-; one which we sometimes endeavour to imitate. We
excite inflamma.tion upon the surface, where we know its effects will be of comparatiYely little consequence, in the hope of diverti,19 it from some in ternal orf!an in
which it threatens to work serious or even fatal changes. We follow the same principle perhaps when we apply purlZ3tive medicines to the mucous membrane of the
alimentary cana l. 'l'o denote this mode of cure, by stimulating distant parts, the
terms couuter-irritation, derivation, and revulsion, are employed,
Most commonly, e'•cn under moderate inflammation, some amount of exudation or
effu~ion takes place into t.he texture or from the surface of the part.
'!1110 first effect or CYCnt of that kind which we notice, is the pourin,C? out or effusion
of saous llquid. Th e liquid is so like the serum of the blood, that it is call ed
scrosity or serous liquid. In most cases, however, it is something more than this;
it. is in real ity the liquor sanguinis, serum holdinp; more or less fibrin in solution.
i\J r. Paget teaches that an effusion of serum alone is an uncommon effect of infb.mmation, and that generally it is characteristic of only the lowest degrees of that process.
This effusion of scrum, or of liquor 5all2;Uinis, as it is one of the earliest C\·ents
of inflammation, so it is often its most important event; producing:, mechanically,
new symptoms, and giving rise to conditions of the most perilous kind. The quantity
of serous fluid poured out in a short time is often immense, One of the pleurro may
be thus filled in a few hours, and the whole of one lung: strongly compressed, and
the rC!'piratory apparatus reduced to one-half of its customary efficienc.j-. And if
inflammation a11d effu.;;ion should take place on both sides of the chest at once - if
double pfruri.VJ should occur, as it sometimes docs - the patient must presently
pcrii;;h by apnooa, unless his condition is rccog-nised, and free vent is g:iYe n to the
fluid. :\[ore than once or twice have I seen persons snatched from the brink of
suffocation by what is called l<tppin,q the chest. Frital coma. is no u11common result
of the effusion of sero:sity, as an event of inflammation into the YCntricles of the brain.
E,·en in the areolar ti~r;ue, where it is properly enouJ!h called redema, n very trifling
amount of this serous effusion may be sufficient to <lcst.l'Oy life: when, for instance,
it takes place into the submucous areolar tissue of the p;lottis, closiop; up by its
pressure that little cliink, the riu:ia glottidis, and suffocating the patient after another
fashion. Herc also art may come to the rescue: an arti.ficiot chink or hole is maclc
for the entrance and exit of air, below that part of the larynx in which t.hc disease
is situated, and the patient is dcliYercd from imminent death. I have had two cases
under my own care, and have seen se"Veral others, in which life was so prcsen·ed. I
allude to such cases now, merely to convince you of the importance of ath:nding to
this event of inflammation, and of studyin~ the indications of its existence.
Sometimes some of the small vessel!O gi\•e way, and luemtlrrlwge into the part
becomes an event of inflammation. Some sliJ!ht degree of this occurs probably in
most cases; and we frequently find that the colouring matter of the blood is mixed
with the other effusions, giv ing to the serous liquid a deep tinf!::C of red.
I hinted before, that we must not infer inflammation from the presence of serous
effusion alone. Scrum will exude, I believe, from loaded veins, even after derith;
but this ncyer can be much in amount. It is certain that dropsical effusions may be,
and very often are, the result of con~estion of a purely mechanical kind .
A third PVr?lt of inflammation is the effusion of what is called coayulol.Jle lymph,
which, as I explained to you before, appears to be nothing else than t.hc fibrin separated from the other con~t.itucnts of the blood, and concreted. It is poured forth, at
fir:st, iu a state of solution, or in a. soft sem i-fluid condition, and mixed with, or
• dis.solved in, more or less se rosity; but the fluidcr parts of the effu sion are cit.h er
eoon re-absorbed, or soon separate themsekes from the fibrin, which becomes firmer,
and at length sol id, The hard centra l portion of a phlegmon, in its earlier stages,
owes its hardness to the presence of coagulable lymph in the natural interstics of the
inflamed part; and a similar interstitial deposit of the same substance is comm on in
various parts of t.h e body, as a result or concomitn nt of inflammation. What is
!)
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called hepatization of the Jun~ is one instance: the spODf?Y tex~ure of the lung .is
blocked up and solidified by this lymph. In certain cases of ~rp1pclas, as well as m
phle~monous inflammation, the subcutaneous areolar tiS!'UC is rendered dense and
hard iu the same way. 'l'he white opaque spots which are often seen upon the cornea
are produced by lymph interposed between the fa.vers of that naturally transparant
~tructure. But the most i::triking examples of effused coa~ulnblc lymph are to be
seen upon the surfaces of inflamed membranes. The lymph f?rms a w~b or layer
which by deg-recs assumes, itself, a membranous appearance; and is accor~rngly called
by morbid anatomists a false or an adventitious membrane. Sometimes several
layers of this kind are spread over each other, forming- ad.entitious membranes of
great thickness. When cmi~ulablc lymph is thus poured out between mem~ranes
that arc habitually in contact with each other, it often causes them to cohere; JUSt as
two lmiYcs of a book may be made to st ick tof!ethcr by a layer of paste put .between
them. This result is very common indeed with serous !nembra1~es, especially the
plcurre, the pericardium, and the peritoneum. Lymph is sometim es al.so r,oured
forth, under violent inflammation, from mucous surfaces. In croup, the interior of
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fragments. A similar effusion takes place occasionally from the mucous !rnrng of the
alim entary canal, and is expell ed, with the other contents of the bowels, rn shreds, or
in tubular portions, which arc, in fact, cast.s of the interior of the gut. It has been
made a question whether the false membranes in these cases are really composed of
fibrin. I may discuss that question hereafter. Similar films form within the uterus,
and arP moulded to the exact shape of its cavity, and marked with indentations that
corre!<pood to its rugoo; and these membrane-like casts arc at length separated and
extruded. 'l'hese last are not very common; but I show you one which came fr?m
the uterus of a young woman who was a patient of mine in the ~Iiddlesex llosp1tal
not very long ago. You may see lymph deposited like beads, upon the anterior
surface of the iris under inflammation; or glueing its posterior surface to the crystalline lens behind it, and rcndcrin,g the pupil irregular, and sometimes immo\•eable, or
even sealinµ- up that aperture. The internal surface of the heart, and especially its
valves, are often studded with portions of lymph much resembling warts. When the
opposite sides of an artery arc brought together by a. li~ature, they inflame, and
become united by the same medium. Coagulable lymph is effused, in the cou rse of
a. few hours, upon the cdg:cs of a cu t wound; and they adhere, under favourable circumstances, when placed in inutual apposition. This surgeons call union by tlte ji1·.'it
intention j and the inflammation which is accompanied by this kind of exudation
of lymph, or fibrin, is called adhesive inflammation; or the adhesive stage of
inflammation.
It is seldom, if ever, that coagulable lymph alone is thus poured out. Sometimes
it is tinged with the colouring matter of the blood. Oftener it is mingled with, or
rather is at first dissolved in, a large quantity of serous fluid. In other words, the
plasma of the blood exudes, and afterwards separates into fibrin and serum. When
this happens in serous ha~ - as in the pericardium or pleura- the thinner fluid
may keep the oppo:;itc membranes apart; and for some time, or entirely, prevent their
agglutiDation. ~omctimcs the agglutination is partial, and the uniting portions of
lymph are stretched out, by the distending effect of the fluid effusion, or by the
natural movements of the parts, into strips or bridles of adhesion.
I must ~all upon you to notice, in. passing, that although this e\"eot of inflammation
may son~et~mcs p~rhaps hav.e ~ de~ri~ental or destructive coDsequcnce, yet that in a
vast maJority of rnstances it is d1stmctly a salutary and conservntivc event. Vision
may, n? doub~ be d:stroyed by a plug of lymph which sliuts up the pupil of the eye.
A portion of intestine may become strangulated by u. band of adhesion. Of this,
which is a. mere accident of the adhesion, I have seen several fatal examples. The
cl~surc ~~ the trachea by the membrane of cro~p is scarcely, perlrnps, a. fair case in •
point. 1hcrc arc, at any rate, but few exceptions to the rule, that the effusion of
coagulable lymph prov<>s beneficial by preventing- some worse event of the inflammation. It is better that suppurative inflammation of the areolar tissue should be limited
and hemmed in by a barrier of lymph, than that it should extensively diffuse itself.
It is better that the bag surrounding the heart, when it haoncos to be inflamed,
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should become adherent to that organ, than that the inflammation should run on into
suppuration, and fill the pericardium, and oppress the heart, with pus. In the one
case, life ma.y continue for several years; in the other, it seldom lo.o;ts many days. Tt
is clearly more desirable, and more consistent with the safety and comfort of the
patient, that his lungs should be fastened to his ribs, than that thf'y should be compressed and flattened against his vertebral column. I shall have occasion so frequently to speak of thi~ protecting and reparative tendency of adhesive inflammation,
that I do no more than point it out to you at present.
Wh en lymph has been effused upon an inflamed snrface, it very readily becomes
vascnlar and orgo11ized. Red streaks begin to be Yisible in it. These are incipient
blood-vessels, which may soon be seen to be continuous with the blood-vessels of the
~nflamed part. The plastic lymph is fashioned, by outgrowth from adjacent vessels,
mto a definite structure, and made a living constituent portion of the body. It is, in
truth ,_this remarkable plastic property belonging: t.o the effused lymph, this aptitude
for bcmg organized, which invests the adhesive inflammation with itg guardian and
reparative character. None of the other fluids poured out und er inflammation arc
capable of this change. It is in this way that the lips of recent wounds, and the surfaces of inflamed membranes in contact with each other, arc permanently stitched
together (if I may use so homely a metaphor), by living vascular threads. By this
needlework of natur<', parts recently severed from the body may sometimes be replaced,
or even transferred and affixed to other situa tions, as in the Talicotian operation,
whereby a new nose is cngraftcd in the place of that which had been lost. It is thu:;
that ulcers fill up: successive layers of lymph exude, and are in succession attached
to the ulcerated surface, and in corporated by this organizing process, until the
breach of texture is repaired. Lymph thus or~anized comes at last to resemble
areolar tissue, more or less condensed; or it tcnds "to assume, sooner or later, the
characters of the tissue in or near which it is seated, or in place of which it is
formed.,,
The length of time required for the exudation of coap-ulablc lymph in inflammation,
and for its subsequent organization, is variable under different circumstances. It is
often effused very early. Dr. John Thompson found a distinct layer of it coveriug
wounds he had made in an animal, in less than four hours after they were inflictPd.
It seems probable that vascular organization of the effused lymph may be effected
within the space of a few days. Sometim es, on the other hand , two or three weeks
may elapse before any such organization is observable. Mr. J>agct affirms that its
occurrence implies a cessation of the inflomrnutorlJ process.
Several conditions seem necessary to ensure this ad hesive form, or adhesive stage,
of inflammation. The inflammation must reach a certain degree of intensity, or no
lymph will be effused; it must not go beyond a certain de~rce of intensity, or the
next ei·ent I have to mention, the formation of pus, will interfere with the adhesive
process. \Ve learn aliio from what takes place in rcccut wounds, that seclusion from
the air, and the absence of all other causes of irritation, arc necessary for a<lhcsiou,
or union by the first intention.
. •
It is supposed, by Vog:cl,-and the distinction is probably well foundcd,-that
the permeation of mere serous fluid takes place throuf!h the walls of the veins j while
the fibrinous portion of the blood exudes from the capillary vessels.
Th e formation of pus - suppuration - is a fourth event o/injlamnwtion, to which
brief allusion has already been made.
Pus is an opaque, smooth, yellowish fluid , of the consistence of cream, and ba,,in~
littl e or no smell. I speak now of well-formed, or what is called good, or hea lthy
pus; what the old writers spoke of as pus laudabile. This lrns been thought au
absurd epithet; but it serves as well as any other to express what was meant, viz.,
that kind of pus which accompanies benign forms of inflammation, and indicates that
all is going on regularly, and promises a fortunate ending; pus, in short, the appear.
ance of wh ich wos to be com,me11dcd. It is certainly not more absurd than the term
hralih!J pus. This pus laudabilc was described as being album, !awe, et a2ualeliO'ht-colon rcd, smooth, ancl hom ~cncous. This description of goocl pus has descended
fr~m the time of Hippocrates, who says, To a, ttvOv, llfl~a1'o•· )..Evxov n iva~, xai U1mAo11,
xCli ).Eiov, xCli ~~ rix~o-1'Cl livawa,~. It consists, as I told you before, of yellowish globu le.-;,
diffused through a serous fluid. Th e globules are shown, by the microscope, to be
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nucleated cells: and thcv arc believed to be developed from germs which pre-exist in
the effused pl:1sma of thC blood.
Ia order to explain the modern doctrine on this subject, it is necessary to go back

a little.
'l'hc so-called serous effusions which take place under inflammation arc some of them
quite clear, some of them turbid. 'l'be clear effusio11, while it rcma~ns ~h~t up within
the body, may remain clear for a. long time; but being with.drawn, its fibrrn pres_cnt.ly
coagulates, or lymph is dcposit~d. I ha,·e seen se\:cral pints of transparent liqm•I
removed by tapping the cavity of the chest, after h.:ivrng: bcc1~ ~onfincd ~here for many
days; and immediately upon coolin~, i t separated rnto two d1st1~ct. portions-the one
li11.1pid and thin 1 the olher of the eoosis~cncc of. jelly., anc! d~strnctly_ fibrous wh~u
dried by pressure. Commonly, however, rn pleurisy with hqu1d e~us10n, lymph 1s
smeared O\·er the surfaces of the pulmonary and costal plcur:.-c, wluch are only prevented from cohering by the intervening serum.
.
. .
Now, of this inila1nmatory lymph t.here are described by l\Ir. Paget two vanet1cs
-thcjil.Jri11ous, and the corpuscular.
'l'ho fibrinous variety is that which I have alrc:Hly spoke n of as coagulable lymph,
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dation corpuscles or cells they arc called) form, and float free in the liquid: neither is
this variety susceptible of being organized, but the corpuscles under~ degeueration;
and one common mode of their degeneration or descent is into pus-corpuscles.
Sometimes they arc broken down and disintegrated, and thus render the liquid with
which they are mixed turbid, or whey-like.
Io most instances of inflammatory exudation, perhaps in all, this fibrin and the~e
corpuscles exist together, but in very varying proportions; and (to U!le )fr. Pag-et's
language) "the preponderance of fibrin in the lymph is generally characteristic of the
ad!tesife inflammation: the preponderance of corpuscles or their sole existence in the
liquid, is the general featu re of the srtppuralive inflammation."
The occurrence, in a given case, of one or of the other of these forms of iuflamnrntion, appears to depend partly upon tho st..1te of the patient's general health, the
adhesive form prevailin~ in those who were previously sound and strong, the suppuratiyc irJ those who were weak a.ncl cachectie; partly, as I shall show you by-anJ-by,
upon the particular textures affected; and partly, as I have already stated, upon the
dep:1·f'c of intensity of the inflammatory process itself.
J~yeo the prc\'enting or the allowing the access of air to tl1e surface of a recent cut
will make all the difference between adhesion and suppuration. And the same infill·
encc of the air in promoting the suppurative process in preference to the adhesive is
rema.rkably seen in various other eases. In simple pleurisy- from exposure to cold
-we seldom haxe any liquids effused, except eoa~ulablc lymph and serous fluid. But
if the iufiammation have been caused by a punctured wound from without, or Ly
laceration of the pulm01wry pleura. by the sharp end of a fractured rib, or by a perforation of the pulmonary pleura. from the extension of a vomica. in the lun..,.-in all
which cases air Bbds its way iuto the caYity of the pleura- then true ~mpyema
results-pus is formed. So also in pneumonia : at first the inflan.1ed Jun..,. is rendered
solid by the effusion of coagulable lymph into the air cells; but if the iuflarnmation
perl)ist 1 ~he n~xt thin~ that happens is what is called by Laennee yray hepatizatiun
~a. pu~1form rnfiltrat1on takes the pla_ee of the _lymph. '!'he sa.me principle is exernphfied Ill the case of the urethra; mfiammnt1on of the free surface of its mucous
membrane leads rapidly to the formation of pus; inflammation of its attached surface
occasions the pouring out of fibriuous lymph, which produces stricture. And in
general I think it J~uty be sai~ o~ surfaces that are open t? the air, of tegumentary
rucrn.braucs1 t~1at either pus is formed upon th~m, ~ndc: rnflamm:ltion, without any
prev1?us effusion of i1lastw lymph, or the lymph is sli ght rn amount, and transient in
duration, and p:cs~ntl>" superse~ed h:[ a pun~orm ?iscb:trgc. We have nery day
examples of tlus, rn rnflamll1at1on of the COOJunct1va., of the bronchi and of the
bladder. }Jc~haps i~ is in thi~ principle that we _may find an explanntio~ of the fact,
that whereas m the 1?flammat1on of the areolar t~ssue, of gla.ndular organs, and of the
p~renchy1~1a Of the \'IS?Cta generally, the pus Which forms 15 COiiected into a focus;
c1reuwscnbed abscess in the substance of the lu119 1 from common inflamwatiou, such
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ms we arc now consideri ng, is Yery rare indeed. This is a pornt which will of course
come under our consideration again .
There is, however, manifestly a close connexion in many cases between the effusion
of coagulable lymph and the production of pus; although the pro~rcss and effects of
adhesion and suppuration are very different. When suppuration t:lkcs place, the pain
belonging to the inflammation usually abates, or ceases, except when the 1rns is imprisoned so as to keep up the pre-existing tension. Certain remarkable COU:ititutional
phenomena also declare themselves, which I shall notice again hereafter.
'l'he effusion is longer continued in the case of suppur;1tion; and the qunntity of
pus is more copious generally than of fibrinous lymph, especially in the serous and
tcgumeotary ruembranes. 'Vhcn pus is diffused through the 11:1tural textures, it
tends to soften and separate them - to break them down; whcre;ls the direct effect
of the deposition of coagulable lymph in the same parts is to cousolidatc and harden.
Again, in some instances the final cause of the formation of pus would appear to be
the ultimate elimination of coagulable lymph previously deposited.
'\\'hen pus has been poured forth into one of the natural cavities of the body, there
is said to be purulent ej/"usion. When it is co ntained in a. closed cavity, which is not
natural, but formed by lymph and condensed areolar tissue, the collection of pus is
called an abscess. It muy also proceed from a. free surface of the body-as the skin,
or a mucous membrane, or a. superficial sore.
Th e time required for the formation of pus is extremely variable. Suppuration
sometimes very quickly follows the commencement of the inflammation; within a
fow hours, as in gouorrhcca. Sometimes it is postponed to a very distant period, even
for weeks.
The durntion of the suppurative process is nlso uncertain, and seems to lrnve no
fixed relation to the intensity of the inflammation by which it has been preceded or
accowpanied.
There arc various modifications of pus; and its sensible qualities are liable to rnpid
alteration by rnrious circumstances. ~omctimes the globules are few in proportion to
the wore watery part; and then the pus is said to be iclt0ro11s. It is sa1iio1ts when
some of the colouring rua.ttcr of the blood is poured out with it. lt is sornetiwcs
viscid and slimy, from being mixed with mucus, or with au alka li ; or flaky and
curdled, which is common in scrofulous persons. Sometime~, also, irnstcad of being,
when cold, inodurous, it is horribly fetid. All abscesses that form in or about the
alimentary canal arc apt to contain pus of an offensive odour; as those which occur
in the tonsils and near the rectum. A patient of miueJ in the hospital, lrnd a fluctuatin g tumour in the epigastrium, which Mr. Arnott opened. 'l'licre came out the
collapsed b:igs of two or three hydatids, and a quantity of stinking pus. The liver,
no doubt, was the scat of suppuration in this case- aud perhaps the stench might
be owing to the death and dccompositioo of the hydati<ls.
Great pains were formerly taken in searching to discover some sure criterion between pus and mucus. llcalthy pus aod healthy mueus are so totally unlike each
other, that they never can be confounded together. But sometimes we can scarcely
say whether we are looking at mucus so altered as to resemble pus, µuriform mucus
-or at genuine, though not perhaps praiseworthy, pus. The u1icroi:;cope has s~1~er
seded that que!:lt. llaving once had pus-globules shown you through its magnifj'mg
power, you can never fail to recognise their presence in auy fluid, by the sallle help,
afterwards.
Io suppuration, some of the products of inflammation degenerate. The affected
tissues themselves dcgcncrJ.te in what may be considered a ji}lh et'f'nl of 1"11jlcwimatiun, namely, ulcel'(l/ion. You may remember my telling you that KaltcnLruune1
observed the progress of absorption in the inflamed tissues which he exam iu ed by the
help of the microscope: how the stellated spots gradually vauishc<l from the web of
a fru/s foot, and the fat from the mcscntcry of the rabbit.
In<lcpcu<l1•nt.ly. of th<'sc microscopical ob~crrntions, it is quite evident thttt absorp
tiou goes on, often very actively, during the continuance of iotJarn111ation. 'l'hc
effused fluids! or products of inffo.1nrnation 1 the serum, the lymp~1 1 the pus, are partly
taken up again : and not only are these products of inflar11r11at1on li able to be so removed, but the ori~ina l textures of the body arc carried off by absorptiou. W c cannot have a better proof of this than the progress an ab:sccss makes to the nearest sur-
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face at which the pus it contains may be discharged; the intcrvcnin~ te~tures ,are
gradually absorbed. Perhaps a great part of the principle concerned m this progrcs.
sive approach to the surface is pressure. The harder tissues of the body, the f?ones
thcrnsclvcsi yield and disappear before the increasing pressure ?f an an~urismal
tumour. In this case the absorption appears to be independent of mflammat1on.
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the surrounding textures, takes place in excess-in a i:rrcatcr degree, that is, an_d
more irregularly than seems to be required for a~y useful purpose-~he r~sult IS
ulceration. 'l'hc term is, however, commonly restricted to those cases m which the
loss of substance occurs upon some surface, internal or external.
.
i)J:i.ny circumstances influence the occurrence and progress of ulceration; and great
differences are observab le between the different tissues, in respect to the facility with
which they SC\'err.lly ulcerate. Ulceration is most common in the tcgumcntary mewbrn.ncs. lt is frequently met with also in the inner coats of the arteries, in cartilages,
and in bones. But we arc not always sure that it is in these cases an event of in.
Oammation. Ulceration is rare in fibrous tissues of all kinds, in serous membranes,
an<l in the outer coat of arteries. These differences have important pathologica l
bcariu~. But I may not stop to consider these at present: they will be particularly
noticed as the course proceeds. When I state that ulceration may lead to perforations of the alimentary canal, of the air-tubes, of the gall and urinary bladJers, of
the blood-vessels, and to the fata l escape of the natural contents of these organs, I
have said enough to convince you that ulceration, so frequently the object of the
surg-eon's care, requires no less attention on the part of the physician.
'..L'hcre arc certain forms of ulceration that are specific in their nature: with these
I do not at present meddle. The process of ulceration is very clearly explained in
])r. Alison's admirable 01ttli11es of Pathology.
There are three thing:s generally going on at the same time in an ulcerated surface.
First, there is an effusion of plastic lymph, by which what arc called granulations are
formed . Granulations consist of coagulable lymph which has become or~anized;
furnished with numerous delicate blood-vessels. Secondly, there is suppuration: and 1
thirdly, there is absorption, or the remornl of parts.
Sometimes, apparently, there is no suppuration : we sec no pus in ulcers of the
cornea, nor in certain cases of absorption of articular carti lages.
When the first of t hese three processes gets t he better, if I may so speak, of the
others, the ly 1~1ph. ov~rspreads the surface of the ulcer, fills up the cavity, and the
ulcer heals: c1c:.itnzat1on t:ikcs place.
When, on t!ic other hand, the absoi:binq (or sometim~s, possibly, the ejecting)
process predominates, the ulcer extends itself- the excavation grows larger, or deeper
---0~ both larger and ~ecper :. an~ ~vhen this excess of removal is great, and the extension of the ~lccrat1on. rapid, it is called phuyede11i~ ulceration. 'Vhcn a. part of
the textures penshes dunng the process of the ulccrat1on, and is separated in entire
and sensible maF.ses, the ulcer is said to be a. slouyhi11y ulcer. "When the process is
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or indolent: an~ when the granulations are larger ~nd softer, and more flabby than
usual, and require to be rcp.ressed before the ulcer will heal: to this variety of ulcer
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signed to them, you will please to remember.
It ~s by regulating the three processes now described-so far as they are capable
of bcrng regulated by art-that the surgeon and the physiciao cud<>;tvour to obviate
the threatened ill consequences of ulceration, and to promote the repair of the textures
wl~ich ha.\'C been destroyed.
I explained to you, in 3. former lecture, that inflammation may lead to a wastin" of
~arts, al.though there is no suppura.~ion or ul~eratio.n. '1'.h? testis, for example, ~~nc
tuncs w1tbcr:s as a consequence of rntlawruatwu: mlersldiul ab:iorption takes place.
Atroph!J, in short.
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LECTURE XI.
.Mortifirati'on, as an event of Inflammation. lnflarnnwtory Fever. Hectic Fever.
J'yplws-lil.·e Fever. J.Uoclification of lnflamnwlion by diffire11ces of Tissue:
Areolar Tissue; substance of Gla11ds mul &lid Vis1·era; S trf.lus .Mernliranes;
S.l/novial )/emLranes; 1'egumentar9 .Jllembrunes- S/;Jn-Nucous J.llend;ta11ts;
Muscular Tiss11e; Arteries; Vei11s; substance of the Brain.
"rE were occupied, when last we met, with what may be properly called the events
ofinjlamrnalion. " 'e passed in review, l st, resolutimi as an event of inflammation;
2ndly, serous effusion; 3dly, the ex udati on of coagulable lymph, constitutin g the
adhesive form or stage of inflammation; .Jthly, the formation of pus, or suppuration;
:ind 5thly, ulceration. The patholo_gy of these several events, so far as it is understood, and the change of sy mptoms to which they may rcspcctinly lead, were <ilso
treated of as fully as the limits of my course allow. .At the close of the lecture I
was about to speak of the sixth and last event of inflammation that requires to ho
noticed; viz. gangrene, spltacelu.~, mortificatio11.
Wh en mortification thus succeeds to inflammation, the part dies; it becomes cold;
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decomposition takes place; vesieations appear fillod with dark-colnurcd liquids; air is
extricated also. If there be a great accumulation of fluid iu the part there may still
remain tension; but usually the mortified part is flaccid and boggy; and it emit.s a
cadaverous smell.
Wh eu i11tcrnal parts mortify under inflammation, they do not always assume tl.1is
black appearance: often they arc yellowish; or the soft tissue of the dead part readily
imbibes fluid, and takes the colour of the substances with which it has been iu con tact. We see sloughs of the mucous membrane of the intestines presenting the
ochrey hue of the frecal matters which had rested upou them.
What I have described as mortification, occurriug externally, and succeedin g to
inflamurntion, is such as the surgeon witnesses. Sometimes it spreads, and loses and
confounds itself, insensibly, with the adjoining parts, which still retain life; and
which may continue actively inflamed, and subseq uently perish also. Under more
favourable circumstances, a distiuct bound:.iry lin e is formed between the dead and the
Jiving parts; and nature proceeds to amputate the portion which ha s lost its vitality.
The process by which this is effected is extremely interesting:. Adhc:sivc inflammation
constructs a barrier of lymph against any further advance of the mortification; a
furrow of ulceration marks out upon the surface the commencing separation, and
(supposing a part of one limb to have become gangrenous, the foot for example) the
furrow gradually deepens, until the dead part is completely cut off. '!'his very fact
shows that all the textures of the body, skin, muscle, nenc, blood-,·esscl, <ind bone,
are capable of being removed by the ulcerutive process. l\leanwhilc very interesting
changes occur in the part that Ji,·es: the large vessels are plug)!ed up, to a certain
distance, by the coagulation of the blood contained in thew; the coagulation
of the blood following its stagnation. They arc further scaled up, and tL1:
smaller vessels also arc closed, by coagulable lymph. Were it not for these
changes, fatal hromorrhage would follow the separation of the dead part. X ow
this is just what a surgeon rudely imitates wheu he amputates a limb; he cu ts
through the parts with knife and saw, and he ties the larger blood.vessels as he f!OC~
:\long. IJ c follows the path which th e natural processes point out: and in truth , a
great part of both p~iysic and surgery consists in lcaruing what are the exped ients of
rcp:~ir and prcserv~ltlon. for.whi?h pro~isi.on .has been niad e ir1 the_ living body; in promotmg or co ntroll11~g, in directing or 1m1tahng, those _natural actions which generally
tend, and often suffice, to restore health, and to save hfc.
Mortification. is more co11~mon in some internal parts than i~1 oth ers. It is frequent
i_n the areolar tissue j and in the mucous and subwucous tissues of the aliweutary
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cnnal; in the tl1roat, for example, in cynan chc mnligua; and in the glandular purls
of the intestines in fever.
(The affection of the throat in cynanchc maligna is not, strictly spca~ing, 1_nortifi.
cation. It has been shown by Bretonneau and others, to be a true p_clhcul~r rnflam.
mation. 'fhe false membranes, by which the fauces are covered, either 111 part
or
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for sloughs - but when they bt!Comc detached the muco~s membrane is. found to
be
perfectly entire, and without any appearance of softening; the peculiar odour of
gangrene, also, is absent. - C.]
Mortification seldom affects the other mucous systems-those which belong to the
air-passages and the urinary organs. It occurs sometimes- but not very often -in
the substance of the Iun!!S. It is seldom met with in serous and fibrous tissues.
It
is not at all uncommon i~ bone: producing exfoliation when it is slight and ~uperfi
cial; necrosis when the entire shaft of a long bone dies. Io these cases the process
of repair is slow, and we can watch it at leisure; and a beautiful process it is: but
I
must not stop even to admire it.
Now, mortification is no certain or constant event of inflammation. It depends,
more or less, upon various causes and conditions. Sometimes upon the mere intensity
of the inflammation, as in sloughing inflammation of the genitals: the progress of
the mortification being best checked by those measures which are calculated to abate
the violence of the inflammation . 'l'he sloughing of the cornea in gonorrhwal
ophthalmia is another example to the same purpose.
Again, whatever tends to weaken the circulation in the part affected- or in the
system at large-tends also to promote the perishing of the textures that are inflamed.
In persons who arc debilitated by fever, the mere pressure of the body against the
bed is enough to produce sloughing of the integuments of the sacrum, hips, and
elbows. The same phenomena arc apt to occur in parts that arc palsied. Ia dropsical
patients, with feeble and impeded circulation, we find that a blister on the extremities,
where the circulation is the most feeble, will sometimes cause mortification; while
it
might be applied to the chest without any risk of that event. Probably, in each of
these instances, the unhealthy conditiou of the blood conduces to the slou ghing
process. Inflammation of the stomach and intestines is marked by a strong disposition to run into gangrene-and this again is consistent with what I formerly mentioned,
of the depressing influence of inflammation of these organs upon t11c h eart.
It is necessary to remember that mortification is capable of being produced by other
causes, as well as by inflammation. The death of frost-bitten parts is perhaps scarcely
an exception - the phenomena of mortification occur in them after the reapplication
of a certain degree of heat - sufficient, probably, to gh•e rise to more action than the
frozen parts can bear without perishing. But the mere cutting off the supply of
arterial blood, indcpondcntly of any inflammation, will cause mortification. Ossification of the arterial trunks, and consequent stagnation and coagu lation of the blood
in
them, is the commonest cause of the dry gangrene of old persons- the ga119rena
senilis; which, by the way, is not always dry. In the majority, however, of these
cases, the gangrenous part, not being preternaturally loaded with fluid, docs not
so
rapidly putrefy; but remains dry, and shrinks up. A~ain, whatever tends to prevent
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tion of mortification. Probably here too the direct or indirect pressure made upon
the arteries is chiefly concerned in occasioning the death of the part. We see lirnbs
monify sometimes after their principal artery has been tied for the cure of aneurism,
when tbe collateral arterial circulation fails sufficiently to establish itsclf1 we sec the
same thing when the passage of the blood through the main artery of the part
is
stopped, by external injuries; and I shall have to show you hereafter, that the artery
may be plugged from within.
'l'he difference between dry and moist gangrene is mainly this: that in the first, the
tissue dies through defect of blood; in the second, through stagnation of blood.
'£here is also a very curious from of chronic aud dry gangrene, produced hv the
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coutinucd use of diseased grnin as food - and particularly of the spurred rye; and
to this, as a distinct disease, I may perhaps have occasion to direct your attention
h ereafter.
The different st.1gcs and ev<.'nts of inflammation tbat have now been described arc
accompanied by corresponding disturbances of the system at large. These were
touched upon (barely mentioned, however) in that rough and general outline which
I attempted to sketch in the outset, of the various phenomena of inflammation; and
to which I have since referred as a type. They require, for many reasons, to be
considered somewhat more minutely.
When, as Bur9eo11s, you have to deal with external inflammation, you haxc no
difficulty, in the first place, in ascertaining its actual existence: you sec it; and you
know besides, merely by looking at the part, aod perhaps by handling it, what
changes it has undergone. You may perceive that the opposite lips of a wouud ha\'C
adhered : or that a phlegmon, in which you can also detect fluctuation, has assumed
a pyramidal form, and bcgius to look white upon its summit: or you observe that the
abscess has broken, and left an ulcer behind it, which pours out pus, and which
shows a tendency to contract, or to enlarge itself: or you may remark the alteration
of colour and of temperature which denotes the :-ipproach of mortification, or the
actual death of the part. The mere exercise of your external senses apprises you,
not merely that there is inflammation, but also Whether it is of the adhesive kind; or
h as reached the degree of suppuration; or has produced gcrngrene. At the same time
you do not fail to notice the nature of the const it utional disturbance that may be
present; and the knowledge thus obtained of the local and of the general symptoms
determines your plan of treatment.
Hut when, as pltysicicrns, we have t.o do with inflammation of i11ternal parts of the
body, and when the local changes attendant upon that process arc concealed from our
view, the case is very different. '" e should often be unable to make out the nature
of the disease at all, if the presence of pyrexia did not instruct us. Sometimes the
constitutional disturbance is all that is apparent, until after death. And as the disease
proceeds, we frequently :ire able to judge that this or that event of inflammation has
taken place, only by observing the indirect symptoms which declare themselves
through the medium of the ~ystcm at large. Y ct it is in many cases of the greatest
importance to mark the transition from one stage or event of inflammation to another;
and to learn whether, and in what degree, the more urgent of the symptoms depend
upon the inflammation itself; or upon the effects which it has prod uced. I do not
mean to say that we have not, sometimes, ::is sure indications afforded us by direct
symptom~, cogniz:tble by the sense of hearing or of touch, of the state of internal
organs, as we could hove if they were exposed to our view. To these direct symptoms
I am not now about to refer; they must be spoken of in connexion with the diseases
to which they hf'long. l:Sut the information which the physician gains from what
may be ~ailed cm_istitutionul sympto1n.<1. is always highly valuable; and it is sometimes
th e unly rnformaLtuu that offl'rs any gmdanoe t.o the remedial measures he oufl'ht to ado t.
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_WheD the Parf affected is
unseen marks the p~ture of the disease. The most promrncut of th e symptoms that
denote'tbe existence of inftummatory fever are debility and chilliness; fdl~ow('d byJ
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fun ctions of the body.
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C~mmonly there is .headache and confusion of thought,
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this particular importa~cc attached to it, that it marks the date of the e r1 e isturbance. And it is worth observing that rigors more c?mmon ly attend the co~m~eu ce
ment of spontone 01 ~ 8 inftamn~ation, t~an of infl~mmat~on caus~d. by extcr~?I ~njury ..
Now, without going more 1utodcta1 J-of t~1s febrile cond1t1on bclou 0 100 to the
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symptoms of the inflammation: and that we cannot, therefore, help cons1dcnng the fever as the natural
effect of the iuflawmation.
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Kaltcnbrunner describes an experiment of this kind. Ile ~ays, if a drop of alc?h?l
be applied to the web of a frog-'s foot, the blood presently flows towards the part 1r;1tatcd, aud the circulation in it is accelerated; co11gcsliC11t takes place, and follows its
known march.
If the dose of alcohol be augmented, the phenomena of congcstio~1 increase .com~i
dcrably, and extend o,·cr a larger ~pace: at Jen~h points of sta~nat1on . appcarrng Ill
the focus of the affected part announce the establishment of £11.flammalton.
If the dose of alcohol be still further increased, we observe that, on the one hand,
the inflammatory points of sta.2nation become laq:::cr and more numerous; and that,
on the otbcr, the circumferential disturbauces of the circubtion extend themselves, so
as at length to implicate the whole of the circulating system: they give rise to ~fever,
which is added to the iufimnmalion. The circulation in the web of the opposite foot
is as much accelerated as in the vessels surrounding the inflamed part in the firist foot.
If the word coog:estion had not a local meaning, we wight call fever (he says) a
general congestion.
1-'robably the fe\'cr may be owing to the circulation of altered blood throughout the
body. We kuow tl1at the blood ·is altered in these cuses, iuaf!much us it is found to
contain an uuusnally large proportion of fibrin; and has acquired the unnatural
quulity throu~h which, when withdrawn from the body, and allowed to coagulate, it
exhibits the huffy coat.
That the febrile state follows the local inflammation in point of time, is then the
rule; but this rule has frequent exceptions. Erysipelas, aud all the febrile exanthemata, afford instances of exception; the fe,Ter sets in before any manife:itation at least
of the local symptoms. These arc indeed diseases of a. specific kind, in whieh the
blood is believed to be infected primarily; but the same is true sometimes of diseases
that appear to be simply inflammatory; euch as inflammation of the luot,rs, and
cynanchc tonsillaris. There are other cases in which the local symptoms and the
~enernl fobril~ disturbance appear to burst forth simultaneously : this is seen in certain
instances of pleurisy, and of peritonitis.
2. .Ag-aiu, it is a cu rious circumst..'UJCe tlrnt the inflammatory fever is not always
proportioned, in its def,!rce of violence, to either the size or the iuiportance of the par&
iu~arned: 'l'he pyrexia is often very strongiy marked iu that common complaiut, the
quinsy, rnflamrnatory sore-throat, cynanche tonsillaris-which can ~carcely ever be
:,aid to imply much danger.
8. '.l'he situ ation, the extent, and the degree, of tile local inflammation being the
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persons, and in
4. The inflammatory fever may be modified in the outset, or very early indeed, by
the nature of the part upon which the inflammation has se ized. I have several times
~ncntione~ the peculiar depressing effect upon the action of tho heart, produced by
1oflamw:~t1on of the stomach and bowels, and of some other of the ::ibdomiual org::ins;
and particularly by inflammation involving thci1 poritouenl eovc~ing. This lowering
influence (which is analogous to that of certai_o mecha1~ical ~njunes to the abdomen)
apt .to accompanJ ~nfl~mmalioO f ~h - -'--l·ung and sicken mg kiod of pain which is
rather than causes, the depressiono H~!e~:r~h troba.bty su?h J?ain. accompanies,
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the pulse j and carries with it a strong
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to
of tl.1c in fln;:.mlatory fever is liable
persons who have been habitually intemp~rate _: !rr:~ous 1rn Hs of the _Patient. In
continued excitement of the nervous system of a
1 k.o dhavc been subJe.ct to longinflammation approaches more or less to the type ; {. ;11
the fever winch atten_ds
0
ning. '!'he febrile reaction is less strongly pronounc~J 1u~'lev~r, f~~.m thef \'c1:y bf~~r
are. s?Oncr and more deeply involved in the train of mor~~d u~i c _ions o ~mma I e
dehrmw are npt to ~ccur; with extreme debility and irrcr.ular m:!~~::~ Stupor ~nd
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6. The relative duration of the inflammatory fever is subject to some variety. It
may persist for a little while, for a few days even, after all the local sig-ns of inflammation have disappeared: this happens chiefly in persons of an irritable habit. We
watch such cases narrowly, not without some apprehensions of a relapse. On the
other hand, a rapid abatement of the febrile symptoms sometimes takes placc 1 while the
local clrnn2es continue, or c'·en for a time increase in extent. Nevertheless, we hail
this change as a favourable augury of the ultimate result.
When inflammation, external or internal, has gone on to tlie formation of pus, that
•vent is frequently marked by the supernotion of peculiar symptoms; and the character of the fever undergoe!!', for the most part, a striking alteration.
It is very important to ascertain the time when this event of inflammation t.1kes
place, or is at hand: for the measures which mip:ht have been proper and necessary
while any prospect remained of the nsolution of the inflammation, may be useless and
even hurtful, if contin ued after that prospect is at an end.
When the sur~con perceives any indication of the formation of pus in an external
part, be mostly despairs of being able to bring about resolution; ceases to abstract
blood from the part, or from the system; and applies perhaps warmth and moisture,
by mea.us of a linseed poultice, to promote the suppuration. And a correspondi ng
change of plan is required in internal inflammations.
Now, the commencement of suppuration is often marked by rigors; and its continua11ce by hectic fever.
If1 after the symptoms of inflammation have lasted for a certain time, the patient
be attacked by cold shi,•crings, which are followed by some in crease of heat, that circumstance alone is enough to make us suspect that pus is formed, or is about to be
formed: and to teach us that the measures employed to effect a resolution of tho
iufiammation ha,·e not been successful.
Rigors arc \'cry striking symptoms; but they are by no means necessarily connected
with suppuration. They usher in, as I presume you know, most forms of fever, appearing :i.t the very outset of the disease. They recur 1 at regular intervals, in intermittent fevers. Slight causes will, sometimes, produce them. For instance, they
often follow the introduction of a bougie into the urethra. But when thf'y occur
ofter syrnptoms of iitter11al i11.fiammation have been for some time 1Jrescnt, they denote, in most cases, the production of pus in the part or organ inflamed. Sometimes
one such shaking fit only is observed: sometimes several take place. When they
recur, it is usually at irregular intervals; but cas'cs do happen in which tlrn shivcringP
indi cative of internal suppuration are so strictly p(!riodic, that unless all the circuwstances be carefully taken into account, they may be mistaken fo r signs of ague.
Th e lead inµ- symptoms of hectic ferer (by which, I say, the conti1111onre of suppuration is common ly marked) are an abiding frequency of pulse; alternations of chilliness with heat and Hushing, followed by perspiration; a gradual wasting of the body;
and prog:ressive debility.
I ~hall hereafter have to speak of a. very different kind of disf'ase, in which, however, there is a succession of symptoms resembling more or less closely the series that
characterizes hectic; I mean remittentfever; the succession of symptoms bcinf!' chilliness, heat, pcrispiration. But these two disorders are in most cases discriminated
from each other by the circumstances under which they occur.
The symptoms of hectic fever often creep on, at the outset, insidiously, and :Umro·
imperceptibly. "A very slight degree of emaciation, a pulse a little-c·a·rStsympordinary, with a sma ll increase of heat, especially after meals. J> · vullcn has described
toms which can }cad us to suspect the formatio.r ofe "twenty-four hours-one about
hectic fever 3S consisting of twrt; Jl)ut in many cases .the latter alone i~ distinctly
noon, the other !.ruvit-feeTs shi,•cry and cold towards night; then the sktu becomes
mnrked .... cf,'esPecially in the palms. of the h?nds and the .soles of the feet, and .the
ho[sC becomes niore frequent; and lll the nml<lle of the mght, or towards mornrnp:,
N"akcs from short and uneasy sleep, in perspiration, which is ofte n profuA.c. Some~
t"~~~ however, there are two or three fits io a day. The paroxysms arc shorter and
l~ss r~•ru\ar than those of intermittent or of remittent fever. Each of the three phenoiueu~ constituting the series mas, in its turn, be wanting: and even if the parOXj'SWS
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patient/' ~ays Dr. llcbcrdcn, who has left us a. very !?ood account of ~lns affcct1on ID
his l'onune11taries, "is very little or not at, all relieved hy the b~cakmg out of t_he
sweat; but is often as restless and uneasy after he bcp;ins to pcr;;p1rc as he was while
Jie shivered or burned. All the sizns of fe,·er are sometimes found the same :ifter
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sometimes happen."
Ilectic fever is one of the fearful accompaniments, nnd sometimes the most stron~ly
marked symptom, of pulmonary consumption: nnd w l~cr~ th~ existence ?f that co~ 
plaint is suspected, yet a matter of doubt, we look for imhcat1ous of hectic fever with
the greatest anxiety and dread.
'Yith relation to hectic fever, considered as an indirect s;rmptom that suppuration
has succeeded to inflammation, and is still p;oing on, it will be worth your while to
notice the strong contrast it offers, in many particulars, with the inflarnmator!I fever
that atteuds the earlier stages of inflammation.
'l'hc pulse loses much or all of its hardness and stren~th, but it remains permanently more frequent thau the pulse of health; the appetite returns in great measure;
the thirst abates; the tongue, instead of bein~ coYcred with a white fur, becomes
clean and moif;t 1 and towards the end is sometimes unnaturally red, or speckled with
aphthre; there is no longer headache or confusion of thought.
A few more touches will suffice to fill up the picture of hectic fever.
The face is usually pale; but during the exacerbations it is partially flushed, and
Yery often a. characteristic circumscribed red spot appears upon either cheek. Besides
the evident emaciation, various minor changes mark the w:rnt of proper nourishment :
the skin, when not perspiring, is harsh and scurfy; little branny scales may be rubbed
from the legs, merely by the friction produced in drawing- off the stocking:;; the hairs
become fine and fall off; the finger-nails are iocurvatcd iuto au adunque form; and
the sclerotic coat of the eye, as seeu through the coujunctiYa, becomes of a pearly
white. As the disease advances, oodcmatous swellings of the ankles arc very apt to
come on.
The connexion between hectic feve r, and the formation of pus in some part or other
of the bo~y is so frequent, that it has been deemed, by persons of great experience
and sagacity, a universal fact. Dr. Cullen tells us, in his l'irst Lines, that he had
ne,·er seen hectic in any case, when there was not evidently, or \vhen he had not
ground to suppose there was, a permanent purnlcncy or ulceration in some external
or internal part. And Dr. Jno ..'fhomson, speaking of the opinion that hectic might
occur independently of suppuration, uses these words:-" But till facts more decisive,
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oprn1ou; ao.d 10 belicvrn!; that hectic fe,:er 1s rn every rnstance connected, if not with
the ubsorptwn, at least with the formatwn of pus. 11
The notion .allude~ to in the }a~ter part of this quotation was. at one time very commonly entertarned, viz., that hectic fever. resulted from the re-absorption of pus into
the blood; but there are many facts decidedly opposed to this belief. Con!-'iderable
blood; "" of matter .no~ unfreque~tly disappear, i.e., arc taken up again into the
a~compnn.r, amt rJC'lR1q_mug the shghtost ap~roach to hcc~ic. Again, hectic will
mll somct1~1cs cease at oucc',~...~1..scrofulou~ Joint attended with an open sore, and it
by amputation; although a ~reater quaut1ty urpQJJ the removal of the diseased limb
beet~ secreted in tl~c ?iseased .part previously to the opcmctat1. by the stump, th:i.n had
I thrnk, that hectic 1s not suuply a consequence of the absorption ,:Oil' these prove,
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the opinions I juc:.t now quoted from Cullen and Dr. Th omson, I believe few persons
who ha\·e attended to the subject, doubt, now, that there is such a thing as frlinpathic
h ectic; hectic unconnected at least with suppuration anywhere. We often sec hectic,
or a. general state of the system not to be distinguished from hectic, in mothers who
have suckled their infants too long: we see it too, sometim es, if I mistake not, in
newly-married husbands: and it may be noticed as occurring more or less distinctly
in thoi:e who labour under diabetes. What is common to all these cases is, that there
is an habitual drain upon the system beyond what the nutriment taken into it can
supply :rnd couutcrbalauce. It is certain, too, that hectic fever sometimes happens
in phthisis, not only before there has been any expectoration of puriform matter, but
prior e\'CU to the softc ni n~ and suppuration of a. single tubercle. I call to mind ono
instance in particular of this. The hectic was distinctly marked, and co ntinued long.
The patient died 1 at last, comatose, a.fter two attacks of co nvulsion. Two or three
1arg:e scrofu lous tumours were found imbedded in the substance of his brain. Various
other ol'g:ans were infested with tubercles; but the tubercles were all of them sti ll
bard and crude.
H owever, setting aside these rarer cac:es of exception, there can be no doubt that
hecti c fever, considered as a constitutional symptom of mischief that may reveal
itself by sca. rcely any othe r token, and especially a<; a sign of suppurat.ion, deserves
all the attention we can give it; a.nd for that reason ha.ve I spoke n of it rath er at
large. Wh enever I mention hectic fever in the further progress of these lectures,
you will know all that I wish to express by that term.
I base Yery little to say at present respectin!!; that modification of the general
febrile disturbance, which sometimes attends nwrtifi('ation a.s au C\'ent of inflammation. I st~1tcd before that the fenr is apt in th('SC eases to al'-lsume those fcarun:s
whi ch b('long to the later stag-es of typhus fcnr; and to be characterized by sin kin~
of the pulse, shrunken features, coldness and clamminess of the skin, a dry and black
tongue, low muttering delirium or stupor1 tremors of the Yoluntary muse:lcs 1 with
spa.smodic startin_gs of their tendons, and insen~ibility to the pas.,age of frcccs a.nd of
urin e. I mui:t, however, now inform you that these typhuR-like symptoms are no
constant or necessary concomitants of mortifica.tion. 'l'he natural mode of death,
under gangrene, is death by asthenia. But typhus in its adva.nccd state im·oh-es the
nervous function~, and tends to death by coma. Wh cncver 1 th erefore, typhus-like
symptoms Ruperveae upon intla.mmation which ends in sphacelus, they may with much
probability be nttributcd to some contamination of the blood by an animal poison; and
such contamination may have taken place previously to the mortifica.tio n, and haYe
even helped to produce it, as when inflamm ation arises durin~ the progress of the
conta~ious febrile disorders; or it ma.y occur as a. conscq ueuce of the mortificatio11
itsclf1 by the direct absorption into the system of some of the putrefying a.ud poisonous elements, into which the dead part bas been resolved .
One circumstance, worth bearing in mind, as sometimes indicating the supervention of internal mortification, is the sudden cessation of pain: g-iving: hope to
th e patient and his fricnJs that the danger is over j hut not deceiving the experienced
phpiciau.

So much, then, for the local and constitutional events of inflammation, considered
generally.
It rema in s for me to make some observations upon the modifications of intlamlb.1tion, a.ccording as it affects the different tissues of which the body is composed.
l\lany of these observations I havc 1 ind eed, alraady anticipated j but it will be
usefu l to bring together, under one view, the most material facts ascert.aiued on this
matter.
Whe n infla.mmation a.ffects the areolar tissue, a.ll t.he events of infla.mmation which
I ba.vc tak en some pa.ins to describe arc apt to occur; a.nd for thnt rcasou, inflammation of this tissue, as it exists beneath the skin, wa.s chosen by me as a conven ient
type, or µ:cncrnl representative of the inflammatory process. It is, therefore, the less
needful that I should take up much of your time in speak ing of the characters of
infla.mmation exhibited in areolar tissue. There is a strong teudency to form eircum
scribed abscesses: the extension of the suppura tion is prevented by a. wall of lymph
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built up :iround it. The adhesive ioflammatiou sets bounds to the s~pp~rativc.
'fhcre is a good deal of pain when the areolar tissue is so situated that tension is occasioned by its swelling.
.
.
But sometimes no such boundary wall is erected, and the rnflammat1on ~preads and
diffuses itself, and becomes a very terrible disease, destroying _the areolar tissue over a
large and undefined space by a process compounded of slouf;lung and. of bad_ suppuration. When the skin also is implicated iu the inHammat100, the .disease is usually
called erysipelas plc9m.0110ides: when the skin is n~t i1~volvcd, it has. been cal~ed
dijjil.sed inflammation of the cellular membrane. Tins diffused form of rnflammat1on
frequently follows the introdnctiou of animal poisons into the ~yst~m;. and acc~rnp~
nics the inflammation of veins and of absorbent vessels . It ts th is d isease which is
so often fatal to members of our profession, when it results from wounds or p~ncturcs
received in opening dead bodies. Dr. Craigie has recently. put forth _th e oprn1ou that
in these cases of sprcadin(l' inflammation it is the adipotts tissue that is affected.
The substance of the la1·9er 9laud.~, alld of the solid viscera of the body, suffers
08
0
;oi
it docs not tcnniuate iu rcsolutiou, leads to abscess in that organ. Abscess is rare ir1
the lungs, ~crimps for the reasons mentioned in_ the last lecture. .Gang.rene is. also
uncommon rn the pulmonary substance: and quite unknown, I believe, m the hnr,
and very rare in the kidney. Inflammation of the latter organ is not unfrequcntly
attended by purulent collections. Inflammation of the sul..istauce of the viscera. is not,
in general, attended with much pain.
The areolar tissue is liable to be rendered permanently thick and hard by chronic
inflammation, as well in the parenchyma of internal organs as where it is spread out
beneath the skin, or beneath serous or mucous membranes. Chronic induration and
thickening of the areolar t issue which composes Glisson's capsule is no unfrcqueot
result of slow inflammation; producing that particular change in the liver which the
French pathologists denominate cirrlwse; and of which I shall htwe more to say
hereafter.
The inflammation of serous membranes is characterized by sharp and severe pain;
by hardness of the pulse: and by huffy blood; by its tendency to spread; by the
etfusiou of serous fluid, and of coa\'.?;ulable lymph; and sometimes, when the inflammation is very vio lent, or air gets admitted to the iuflarncd surface, by the effusion of
pus. Sp.caking Etencrally, however, it is adhesive injl(J.'11Unntion whic h we most expect
in this tissue. Fa lse memb ran es, consisting of organized lymph, belon:i to it: and
the agglutination of contiguous surfaces. Sometimes the lymph, instead of being
deposited in flakes or layers, appears in the form of numerous small granules : this is
a phenomenon frequently observable in inflammation of the arachuoid, aod of the
peritoneum. Sometimes it has a villous or papillary or sha~gy arrangement; or is
cellular like a honeycomb. 'l'his is common in the pericarJium . '!'he surface (to use
the happy simile of Laennec) resembles that which may be produced by separating
two flat plates between which a layer of soft butter had been spread: and it probably
depends upon a similar cause; since in health a perpetual slidinA" motion of the pericardium over the heart is going on. Ulceration of a. serous membrane is very uncommon. I mean ulceration commew;iny in that tissue; for these membranes are frec1uently
perfom~ed by ulcer~ which approach thc1~ on their atta~hcd _side, and which begin in
other tissues, cspcc1ally the mucous. Neither docs mort1ficat1on occur in serous membranes, except sowctimes by communication from other parts. The effect of chronic
inflammation of the serous surfaces is to thicken, harden, and pucker them. 'Ve see
this effect in the om~ ntum frequently; in th~ peritoneal covc riug of the liver; in the
serous membrane wluch forms so large a portion of the valves of the heart.
'l 'he sy1wvitd memliranes have a strong analogy with the serous. Gcndrin inc1udcs
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tion than the ser?us mcmb~anes: tl~ey rarely tJ11:ow out coagulable lymph, and, conSC'J.uently, adhesion of their opposite surfaces ts very uncommon. Joints do not
l:iecome immoveable, or what is called anchylosed 1 in consequence of the 1.10-(l'lutination
of their synovial surfaces; but, generally, by means of granulations a~~iu•~ upon
those surfaces after they have ulcerated. Very seldom indeed docs pus for; in the
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synovial sacs, except (again) the inflammation has been caus('d by mechanical injury,
which bas laid open the joint, and admitted air. 'Yhen this is the case, very serious
constitutional disturbance is apt to take pbce, and the existence of the sufferer is
endangered. That this does not depend upon the mere violence of the exciting coui<r.
is evident from the circumstance that the same acute inflammation, the same general
affection of the system, and equal danger, often result from the c:trcful incision made
into a joint by the surgeon, for the purpose of removing loose portions of carti!age.
I have now at the hospital an out-patient who has, among other ills, a large cartilage
floating about in fluid in one of his knee-joints: but I believe th~t l\Ir. Arn_ott, whom
I ha,•e consulted on the ca~e, will be very slow to recommend its extraction, unless
the inconvenience produced by it becomes so great as to incapacitate the pa:ieot from
pursuing his employment, and other methods of relief shall fail. Suppura:1on of the
joints is also one of the occasional consequences of phlebitis. Infi:11nmat1on of the
synovial membrane speedily leads to a serous effusion into the joint, which often,
especially in rheumntism, is as speedily taken up again.
.
Let us next inquire into the modifications which inflammation undergoes when it
affects the te9umentary membranes.
Considering the skin as one membrane, and neglecting its subdivisions into ~pider
ruis, rcte mucosum, and cutis vera, we find that inflammation assumes a vanety of
forms in this external co,·ering of the body. 1Hany of these belong to specific diseases, and do not fall within my present purpose, which is that of noting how common inflammation varies in the different tissues.
When the inflammation is superficial, it frequently is denoted by a diffused red
blush on ly, which may be banished for the moment by the pressure of one's finger,
and which after a certain time disappears of its own accord-terminates by resolution;
the only conscriuence of the inflammation being th e separation of the cuticle in small
branny fra~mcnts; in one word, desquamrrtion. We call the superficial tnflammatiou
in this case, erythema . If the inflammation have been a little more intense-as in
some cases of erysipelas, in scalds, and in that which we are every day exciting by
cantlwrides - a serous fluid is poured out, which elevates the cuticle in larger or
smaller patches of vesication. Remove the cuticle and admit air, and the serow~
effusion becomes purulent effusion: and if the inflammation be pressed beyond a
certain point by auy other stimulus besides that of air, we may tl1en too have pus
poured out. }~rysipelatous (wh ich is also a specific) inflammation of the sk in is characteriz ed by its remarkable tendency to spread: and a most singular ci rcumstance
attends several of the other specific iofiammations of the sk in - viz., that havin g
occurred once, they never occur again: this peculiarity belon:;rs, however, to the great
constitutional diseases, of which the cutaneous affection forms merely a part.
Inflammations of the i11ternal tegumentary membranes-of the three internal
surfaces that commun icate with the air, and are clothed with niucous ·membrane- are
very interestiqg to the physician: and the first thing which strikes our attention in
respect to them is the indisposition they manifest to adhesive inflammation : and we
are struck at the same time with the beauty of this pro, ision. lf the mucous membranes were as ready to throw out coagulable lymph, and to adhere to each other, as
the serous, almost every occurrence of infiammation in them would prove necessarily
fatal j by closing up the inlets of the air passa,ges; or the outlets of the urinary passages; or any part of that long mucous canal which, passing through the body,
requires a free opening at both of its extremities. ]fot the inflamed mucous membrane pours out serous fluid; or viscid mucus; or pus; or blood. The product
partakes at first of the character of the secretion proper to the part inflamed; or it is
mixed with some of that secretion. Inflammation of these membranes is, however,
sometimes attended with the exudation of somethin g which is very like coa~ulable
lymph. The trachea.I, bronchial, and pulmonary mucous membrane, the ccsophageal,
the intestinal, and that which lines the uterus, are all more or less subject to tho
formation of adventitious membranes under inflammation. Cnsts of the smalle r
branches of the air-tubes have, in rare instances, been repeatedly coughed up iu large
quantity; constituting what have been very inaptly called broncliial pol!Jp'i. 'l'he
membranous exudation of croup is well known; a. tubnlar substance is formed in the
trachea, and, sometimes, fortunately expelled: but too often it suffocates the patient.
Similar concrete exudations, broken into irregular sh reds, are occasionally voided by
1
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stool. It is said that a, Jon!r membranous mass of the same kind, in size and shape
Jikc an earth-worm, has bee~ dischar~cd from the urethra j. l~avin~ f~rmcd th~re in
con~cqucncc of the injudicious use of stimulating ~ubstauccs, lDJCCtcd with ll~c view of
checking the more innocent effusion of pus. The films, or membrane-hkc flak~s
which are thus incidental to inflammation of the mucous surfaces, resemble, I say, 1ll
their general appearance and disposition, the strata or layers of coagulable lymph
which arc the ordinary product of inflammation of the closed serous surfaces. But
they differ from these in some remarkable poin~. '!'hey . are softer. They never
coutratt permanent or strong adhesions t~ the sub~acent or 1.aflamed membrane; but
are p:ntially separated from it by the rntervenu.on of thmner matters, ser~us or
puriform . Above all, they never become orgamz_ed. They appear to consist of
in sp issated and :llterod mucus j and are compose~, 111 a. weat measure,
albumen.
An opinion has been entertained that the u:ant oj apposttion of the opposite surfaces
has a great deal to do with their indisposition to cohere. The mucous afr-tubes are
kept open and apart by their st1"1_tctin·e: the. stomach aud intestines by their cm!tents, '
or by the frequent passage of solids and flu ids th rough them : and therefore (it has
been supposed) they have no opportuni!JJ of ~dhcring. But there can be ~o doubt
that these mucous membranes arc but little disposed to throw out true plastic lymph
at all: and when their opposite surfaces do grow tOf!"Cther, I believe it will almost
always be found that some abrasion or ulceration of the mucous surface had previously
happened.
lnflamrnation affecting- the mucous membranes has sometimes a strong tendency to
spread and wander: sometimes, on the contrary, it is strictly confined to a small and
definite 8pace. ln the former case it commonly restricts it8elf for a. long time, or
alto~ethcr, to the mucous tiss.ue, leaving the neighbouring tissues untouched. la the
latter it is apt to penetrate to the subjaceat parts, and to produce obv ious and enduring
alterations of structure. The membrane becomes fastened to tbe parts which it
should loosely clothe, and not unfrcquently it ulcerates or sloughs.
'fhe spreading form of inflammation is most often met with in the air-passage~.
Ulceration and sloughing, and circumscribed inflammation, arc more common in the
alimentary canal.
'!'here is a. remarkable contrast between the serous membranes and the mucous, in
respect to the pain which attends their inflammati on. Very little pain is experienced
i11 many cases, when inflammation affects the mucous lining in any of the three
systems, except towards th ei r openings, where the membranes arc about to become
cuntiuuous with the external skin: in the mouth and throat, for example, the
pharynx, the rectum, the vagina, the extremity of the urethra. And as inflammation
of the mucous membranes is attended with less pain, so also it is accompanied by
less/Cva than when the serous membranes are attacked; and the blood more seldom
exhibits the huffy coa.t.
'l'he muscular tissue nppears to take on the actions of inflammation very reluctantly :
and its vessels seldom, if e\•er, pour forth any of the products of inflammation. The
chief effect of inflammation upon muscle is the destruction of its contracti le properties.
Serum and lymp!1, and even pu~, are sometimes found diffused through muscular
parts; but there is reason to believe that these effusions arc rather the consequence
of inflammation of the areolar tissue which enters into the composition of the muscle,
and tics together its fleshy fibres, than of inflammation of those fibres themselves.
I have remarked already that i~fl.ammation of an arter.IJ presently leads to the
effu~ion of lymph , and the coagulation of the blood. within the artery . But arteries
d.o not readily inflam e, exec~t under mechanical. it~jury: they do not often suppurate
either: and they possess a srngular power of res1stmg mortification. Dr. J uo. 'l 'hom~ou declares that he has seen cases. of pLlegmonous erysipelas, in which "several
rnches of the femora l artery we_re l~1d ~omple~ely ?a_re by the p;an~rene, ulceration,
and splrncclu~ of the par~ co~errng it, without its ~1v11.1g way before death."
lnffo111mut1on of the vews is much more common than that of the arteries · and it
is a. disease of fearful interest. In some cases it leads to a. deposit of fibrin u'pon the
inside of the vessel, "furr~ng: it over,:• as Mr. Hunter &'lys. Th e blood soon coagulates, and ,,blocks .up the 1~fl.amed vet~, or leaves, perhaps, a. narrow pa.i;;sa~e in iu
c>e.utre. r ,lirom this mech~mcal obstrucbon to the c.urre~t of. the blood uew symptoms
arise. lhe part from wb1ch the venous trunk receives its tnbutary branches bccowe3
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redematous or dropsical. Inflammation of the femoral vein, obliterating its cavity,
is the e~ence of the complaint known to pathologists under the name of pldtymusia
dolens: a complaint which may happen to persons of any age, or of either sex; but
which is most common in women, soon after parturition.
This, which may be considered the adhesive form of phlebitis, is also its most
innocent form. Too frequently the inflammation runs into suppuration: and then it
' proves a most terrible and almost hopeless disorder. The vein remains pcrvious;
pus, of an unwholesome and poisonous quality-or some morbid product of the inflammation-is carried into the blood; which thus scatters, in its course, the seeds
of inflammation, and determines the rapid formation of purulent collections, in various
and distant parts of the body, and especially in the lungs, the liver, and the larger
joints. Great constitutional disturbance ensues, and fever of a. type like that of
typhus is often established. 'l'o this, the destructive form of the disease, parturieut
women are also peculiarly liable. Phlebitis of the uterine veins constitutes the source
of the most <l:rngcrous and deadly varieties of puerperal fever. It is the same disease
which gives to a vast majority of those surgical operations that arc followed by death,
their fatal character.
'Ve hear continually of inflammation of the brai11; but what is so called is, most
commonly, inflammation of the membranes which in vest the brain. Inflammation
of the cerebral substance itself is, however, not very uncommon; but it is more frequently the result of injury than of spontaneous disease, and it is usually confined to
a limited portion of the brain. Softening and suppuration are its ordinary events.
Sometimes pus is met with occupying a distinctly circumscribed spal'•'; the pus is
collected into an abscess. Sometimes, on the other hand, it lies loose, as it were, and
surrounded by broken-down cerebral matter, or it is infiltcred into the cerebral pulp.
Around the softened portions the inflamed substance of the brain is more dense an<l
firm, sometimes, than is natural. Whether this be owing to the presence of coagulable lymph, has not (so far as I know) been clearly ascertained. Mortification must
be very rare in the nervous substance. Dr. Baillie has described it as occurring after
violent injury. Once or twice in my life, portions of brain have been shown to me,
protruding through an aperture in the skull, dead, of a dark colour, and having an
offensive smel l. Excepting in these cases of hernia cerebri, I have never Reen
sphacelus of the brain from any cause.
Perhaps, however, I am incorrect in saying this. I formerly told yon that portions
of the brain often become soft and difiluent, when there has been no inflammation;
but simpl_y from atrophy, depending on a diseased state of the nutrient arteries of the
brain. Now tltis is, by some persons, called mortification of the cerebra l substance.
They consider it quite analogous to the gangrena sen ilis, which results from a simi lar
cause, although it happens in another part of the body. 'l'he nature of the change,
they say, is the same, although its phJsical characters differ. If this be so, I have
seen gangrene of the brain some scores of times; but still I should be able to declare,
that with, perhaps, the exception already mentioned, I have never seen unequivocal
mortification of the cerebral substance as the result()/ inflammation: which is what
we have now been considering.
This concludes, gentlemen, what I have to say concerning the phenomena 1,.f
common inflammation, as they arc perpetually witnessed in the various textures of
the body. I have not, indeed, gone through all the tissues; I have said nothing
of the peculiar effects of inftammation in ca.rtilages, for example, and in bones; but
I have glanced at all those tissues, in th e inftammation of which the physician is
chiefly concerned. Upon such point.~ as I have purposely omitted, you will be amply
instructed by wy colleague, the Professor of Surgery.
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LECTURE XII.
Varieties of Inflammation: Ar11te and Chronic; Latent; Speriji-c. ~ro(ulou~
Inflammation. T11bercles. Relativefreque11.ry of Scrofulous lJu;ease tn different
Orga11s. Signs of tlie Strurnous JJiatlteiis.
WE have now, gentlemen, considered the ph~n~men.a of inflammation, loca_l an.d
~eneral; its symptoms and its events; and the rnbmat1on of those event.s w~1c~ 1s
:itforded by the state of the system at large; a_nd we have s~rv~~cd the p:mcipal
tissues of the body, and observed the modificat1ons. and pe~uhant1cs to wh1~h the
process of inflammation is liable, according as it is situated m one of those tissues,
or another.

In respect to this part of our subject-and indeed in respectt?.the whole subject

of inflammation - I cannot too strongly recommend to you the d1hgcnt study of :Mr.

Pai-~~~eina~~lus~t\e s~:!"::sr~:~i~"~f°f~~a~:~~f~~~-

and some epithets applied to inflammation; which require to be explained.
Acute, and chroni"c, inflammation : these are words perpetually in our mouths. I
have frequently employed them already. 'Vhat do they mean? Is acute inflammation different from chronic in kiml1 No; they differ only in degree.
·when the disease runs its course rapidly, and is attended with much general as
well as local disturbance, it is said to be acute. Wheu, on the other hand, the local
and constitutional symptoms are Jess violent, and the inflammation runs a longer
course, its phenomena following each other in slower succession, it is said to be
chronic. 'l'he process is the same, but its features are le~s stronp:ly expressed. The.
disease passes throup:h similar stages in both cases, but it travels at a different pace.
The characters, then, of acute inflammation are intensity of symptoms and rapidity
of progress: and the characters of chronic inflammation are mildness of symptoms
and slowness of progress. Inflammation can scarcely be very violent, and at the
same time of very long duration. When violent, it has been likened (by Mr. Lawrence, whose language l have here adopted) to a blazing fire, which soon burns itself
out. It may, however, be mild in its symptoms, and yet quickly over. 'l'he two
terms acute and chronic are not directly opposed to each other: acute has more
relation to the intensity, chronic to the duration of the disease; and some term is
wanted-although it is hnrdly worth seeking for-t-0 denote such a degree of inflammation as exists in a pimple: which is neither severe nor lon!!'·Continued.
Now, in respect to intensity and duration, there are innumerable shades of
difference in different cases of inflammation; and the same difficulty occurs here
which always occurs when general terms are employed to express mere differences of
degree. We feel no uncertainty or hesitation about those cases which occupy the
two extremes of the scale j but with regard to those which lie in the middle we are
often at a loss. 'l'o meet this difficulty some pathologists have inYCnted a third
epithet, viz., sub-acute, intending to designate thereby cases which hold an equivocal
r.rnk; which are neither decidedly acute nor plainly chronic; in which the inflammation. may run a ~rief c_ourse, and be attended with a certain degree of fever; but
attains no great intensity, works no profound changes, and docs not require very
energetic remedies to control it.
Do not suppose that, because chronic inflammation is attended with less tumult and
disturbance, it is necessarily on that account less dangerous or Ices destructive than
acute. 'fhe latter is commonly more obedient to the influence of remedies than the
former; it is usually 8oon brought to an end: whereas chronic inflammation is often
obstinate and ab.iding, and Iea?s to very ser_ious ebanf?CS in the part upon which it
fastens. Spcakrng generally, it tends to thicken and rndur.i.tc when it is situated in
the interior of ortirans, and to the effusion of pus when it affects membranes or
surfaces. It is more common in weakly and debilitated persons than in others. 'but
1ou must not forget that such persons are also very liable to acute infiawwation.'
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Chronic inflammation is not unfrequently a $equel of acute inflammation. And
that the two differ merely in de~ree, and not in kind, is eYident from this: that acute
inflammation may sink or subside into chronic; and that, on the other hand, chronic
inflammation may readily be aggravated into acute.
'fhere is another, but less intelligible division of inflammation into active and
passive. I believe that they who use the term passive inflammation, intend to signify
by it that lan guid and sluggish kind of inflammation which is apt to occur under the
same eircumst..1nces, and in the same conditions, with passive cong,.stion. When the
granulations of au ulcer are in that state in which they may be made brighter,
smaller, and healthier, by the application of a stimulus: when the blood·\'CSsels of the
eye are left, after acute inflammation, turgid and tortuous; and that condition is
improved, instead of being worsened, by the use of a stimulating lotion: in such
cases as these, some persons would say there was passi\"e inflammation. But I sec
little difference between this and chronic inflammation; nor do I know any difference
between active- and acute inflammation.
The term latent inflammation is one of modern introduction. It is applicable to
those cases in which internal inflammation runs its course silently, treacherously, and
unperceived; without the usual warning tokens of its presence; without its more
striking and prominent signs. The smouldering fire is hidden from ou r view.
Pneumonia, going on to disorganization of the lung, may arise, proceed, and even
prove fatal, without any of the symptoms which ordinarily announce that disorder:
without notable cough, or obvious dyspncea, or complaint of pain, or the expectoration
proper to pneumonia. And the same is true of other inflammations. ·w e discover,
with surprise and horror, the traces of their operation, when we come to examine our
patien t's dead body.
This is a most import~1nt form of inflammation; for though it does not declare
itself to ordinary observation, neither does it occu r absolutely without symptoms; but
it req uires that the symptoms should be looked fur. 1'he nusrnltafor9 si~ns of pneu.
monia, all those symptoms which arc furnished by the physical condition of the affected
organ, are present, and spca.k as clearly as in the more flagrant cases.
Latent inflammation is apt to creep on during the progress of certain disorders,
whereby it is modified and masked. It belongs to those states of the system in which
the sensibility is dull, and the vital powers languid. In continued fever not only ha\'e
I known the lung pass into suppuration, when the existence of pneumonia had been
unsu spected; but I even have seen one case in which that usually torturing: uccitlcnt,
perforation of the bowel, took place, with the escape of its contents into the cavity
of the abdomen, and extensive peritonitis-yet the patient expressed uo sense of paiu,
and the inflammation was revealed, while he continued to li ve, by no intelligible
symptom.
Inflammation of this insidious and lurking character is most to be apprehended in
the aged, in those who are habitually intemperate, and in persons of sluggish temperament. It sometimes occurs during convalescence from aeutc diseases.
Besides the varieties which have been mentioned in deg:ree, there are also differences
in kind among inflammations. What I have been speaking of during the preceding
lectures I have called common inflammation. It is the most cmmno1t form in which
that, process displays itself. All persons are liable to it; and that again and ngain.
None a.re at any time privilcµ;ed from its attacks. But there are several forms of
inflammation different from this, which are called spet'ific. There arc various forms
of specific inflammation affecting the skin, discriminated from each other by the local
appearances they exhibit, and by the constitutional disorJcr which attcntls them. The
rash and the feyer of measles are very unlike the rash and the fever of scarlatina; and
both differ remarkably from those of small-pox, the eruption of which consists of littl e
phlegmons. In each of these diseases the application of a specific poison is required
for its production: and wh ereas common iofl:unmatiou has a tendency, when once it
bas happened, to happen in the same part again - to recur-these forms of specific
and contagious inflammation never, or almost never, occur more than once.
There is again the gouty inflammation-differing from common inflammation in
ee,·cral signal respects; in the production of chalk.stones; in its attacking those who
are descended from ancestors who have had the disease, and scarcely any others. Thea
there is rheumatic inflammation, cousiu-gerrnan to the gouty, yet distinguishable from
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of ~~ct~;~p:~~~:~t;~~~:;si~~ot~~a~·:~~~~n now adverted to I shall spea~ ~hen~ come
to consider gout and rheumatism, and the contagious exaothcmata, as d1st1.nct diseases.
But there is one variety of inflammation-I mean the scrofulous-wl11ch meets us
on every side; and is apt to affoct so many parts of the bod~, and so great a number
of persons; and has so fatal a tendency in most cases! that it ?an~ot be left out of
the account that I h:we been desirous to give you of rnflammation Ill gene~al.
Scrofulous or strumous inflammation (for struma. and scrofula arc convcrt1blc terms)
is a slow process; it falls therefore within the class .of ch~onic inflammations. It i~
not attended with much pain, or heat, n~r for some tnn~ :'nth much. cba L~ ge of colour;
and the redness which does accompany tt has often a hv1d or p~r~hsh tmg~.
Th ese, however, arc the negative properties of merely chrome rnflamma~1on. ~ut
supp1iration at length occu rs, which also lasts long: and the pus formed IS peculiar
and characteristic; and by no means laudable. It is not homogeneous or smooth, but
consists partly of a. thin scrou!'I whey-like fluid, and partly of fragments of~ substa nc.c
resemblin g curd: and the ulceration that ensues is marked by corrcspondrng peculiarities. 'l.'he ulcers are indolent; show but little disposition to heal. Scrofulous
inflammation, compared with common, or what is called healthy inflammation, is in
general but little influenced by remedies.
.
Besides this scrofulous 'l.·11.ftanimation, it is necessary that I should now direct your
attention to anotbcr form of disease, which is li.kewise properly denominated scrofu.
Ions. It is marked by the appearance, in yarious parts of the body, of what are called
tubercles. These tubercles are masses of unorganized matter-also resembling curd
or new cheese, more or less; but of various shapes and sizes. 'l'hey suffer gradual
changes; soften or break down; undergo a sort of suppuration; and the softer matter
into which they thus (as it were) melt, has the characters that distinguish the pus of
a scrofulous ulcer or abscess.
Now tubercles and scrofulous inftarnmation occur very continually in the same indi<Viduals: and what is remarkable, although they affect a very large portion of the
whole human race, and conduce more often and more surely than any one thing else
to shorten the natural peri od of human life, yet they belong, almost exclusively, to
certain classes of persons. We can tell 1 beforehand, that such and such persons are
likely to become affected with scrofulous inflammation, or with tubercles: and we say
of those persons that they have the scrofulous diathesis. I will not positively affirm
that these forms of disease cannot be produced in any or in all persons; but thus much
is certain-that some persons are particularly prone to them: fall into them as it were
spontaneously; or on the operation of very slight external causes; and even when all
possible care is taken to prevent the operation of every ascertained cause; while other
persons never show any tendency to scrofula, even when continually exposed in the
same manner: or if they do become ecrofulou~ at all, it is only when the external
influences most favourable to the production of such disease have been intense in
degree, and protracted in their application .
. The occurrence of scrofulous 1·nflarnrnation in various parts constitutes distinct
diseases; and the occu rrence of t11bercles in various org-..111s, constitutes other diseases.
It ~ill facilita.te our future in9uiries into thcs~ se,'eral diseases, if I take this opportumty of statin9 .to ~ou wha.t 1s know~ resp~ctmg the scrofulous din.thesis generally :
and of the mod11ica~10us of rnflamma~1on which are determined by its presence.
A g~d deal of d1scrcp~ncy, obscurrng th.e wh~le subject, and puzzling the student,
has existed--: a~d I behcv~ I may say still ex ists- among pathologists, as to the
nature, and or1gm, and precise scat of tubercles, and as to the changes which they
undergo .
. In general they h~ve ~een l~sely described as being Tottnd masses of firm but
friabl~ matter, deposited m various parts of the body. Laenn ec, who paid great
attention. to tub~rclc.s, states that they arc, at first 1 small, firm, greyish, semi-transparent bodies, which gradually enlarge and become Qpa'luC. In that condition he calls
the1.n crude tubercl.cs. ~t length, after an indefinite period, these crude tubercles
begrn to wow soft 10 .their centres, and are by. degrees converted each into a. liquid
mass, ha.Yrng the cous1stcnce of cream. There 1s much of error in this description .
Andral, another great authority, says that tubercles are, iu the outset, small, round,
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opaque, yellowish bodies, unor~anized, and of various degrees of consistence. He
ascribes their softening (not to any spontaneous changes in their central parts, but) to
the admixture of pus, poured out by the textures immediately surrounding the
tubercle; which has irritated and inflamed those textures as any other foreign body
might.
In some respects this st.1tement is nearer the truth than Laennec's.
But in the account which I am about to ~ive you, I shall chiefly fo1low our countryman, Sir Robert Carswell, the first Professor of Pathological Anatomy in University
College; who is one of the latest, and, as I think, most satisfactory writers on the
subject. His opinions were formed after a Ion?; and careful examination, for himself,
of the parts infested by these tubercles. He dcYotcd several years to the study of
morbid anatomy, in J:laris, where he made a \·ery large collect ion of drawinge, in
which various diseased appearances are beautifully, and doubtless faithfully delineated.
Some of these he has since published. I show you enlarged copies of those which
relate to tubercle. 'fhcy bear out .some novel opil]ions which arc stated in the letterpress that accompanies them.
After all, the points in question possess more of curious interest than of practical
importance. But as you cannot help forming some notions respecting them, I think
myself bound to lay before you those which most reC'ommcnd themselves to my own
judgment. At the same time you are to understand that I do not vouch for their
absolute correctness.
Tubercles, then - or rather tubercular matter, -is deposited from the blood.
Whether it is something totally new, something foreign to the natural materials of
the body, introduced into the blood from without-or whether, as seems more likely,
it is the result of some defect or error in the due elaboration of the blood it~el f - I
cannot satisfy you. If, as has been supposed, the deposit be at first fluid, it afterwards becomes firmer, through the absorption of its more watery particles; and there
then remains a "pale yellow or yellowish grey, opaque, unorganized substance." This
tubercular matter, so deposited, docs not always assume a round form: far from it;
the shape in which it appears depends upon the nature of the part wherein it is
planted. It used to be held that the tubercular matter was always laid down in the
areolar tissue. llut Sir R. Carswell asserts that its most favourite seat (if one may so
speak) is the free surface of mucous membranes. In whatever organ it is met with,
if mucous tissue enter into the composition of that organ, that particular tissue is
either (he saJs) exclusively affected, or much more extensively affected than any of
the other component tissues. '.l'hesc remarks apply to the lungs, the alimentary canal,
the liver, the urinary organs, and the organs of generation; but the prcl:lence of the
tubercular matter is much more easily detected in the mucous tissue of some of these
organs than in that of others. It is very conspicuous in the fallopian tubes and
uterus.
But tubercular matter is often deposited on serous surfaces also; among which Sir
R. Carswell includes the plates of the areolar tissue. It is CYen to be see n sometimes
in the blood itself: not indeed while it is yet retained in its proper Yesscls, but when
it is collected in the cells of the spleen. You know that the spongy texture of that
organ allows the blood to accumulate in it in considerable quantity : and the tubercular matter may be seen forming in the blood at some di!ltance from the walls of the
cells in which the blood is contained. In one cell, according to Sir lt. Carswell, you
you may perceive simply the blood congulatcd: in another, it may be coagulated and
deprived of its colouring matter: and in another, converted into a. mass of solid fibrin,
having in its centre a small nodule of tubercular rnatter.
Now when a speck or morsel of tubercular matter has been any where deposited, it
is liable to increase. It grows larger by continued accretion; by additiona l devosits
upon its surface. This being the case, we see plainly cnoui:;h how it happens that
tubercles assume different shapes, according as they occur in difforcnt parts. '!'he
round form which is so often observed is purely a<'cidcntal. WJ1011 a tubercle is deposited in the substance of the brain - and becomes laqzer by the repeated accession of
fresh tubercular matter upon and around it-it naturally takes a spherical fornJ,
because there is nothing to limit its en largement, except the soft cerebral matter itself,
which presses it with equa l force on every side. l~or the same reason tubercles depo·
sited in the q.r~lar til-iSuc arc glubular. lu like wanner, if tubercular mattcl' be laid
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down in one of t11c pulmonnry vesicles, so as to fill it up, it _cxhi?its the r?u1!dish form
of the vesicle. When it fills the cavity of a mucous folhcle, it hns a s11uilar fi~ure.
llut in the smaller bronchi it takes a more cylindrical armngement. W_hcn (as oft-en
happens) it occupies one of these tubes, and also all the air.cells to w~11c~ that t~be
leads, then we have twigs of tubercular matter, with cauli~ower terumrntions. l ou
see this depicted in the drawinµ-s before you. In the. cavuy of ~he uterus, and the
fallopian tubes; in the infundibula and pelvis of the kidney, .and 111 the ureters; and
in the lacteal and lymphatic vessels; the tubercular matter lS .n~ouldcd to the. forms
of these parts respectively. We are more in the habit of. exam1~1ng tub~rcles rn the
lungs tlrnn anywhere else: and you will observe th.at rn makmg s~ct1ons of these
organs, and looking only at the surfaces of those secttons, we may eas~ly overlook the
branch.like disposition of the tubercular matter in the smaller bronchial tubes. We
see the trans,·erse section only of the tubes, which is necessarily .n.10re or less circular.
On the surfaces of serous membranes, whether natural or advent1t1ous, the tubercular
matter will assume a rounded, or a lamellat.ed form, :iccording as the morbid secretion
in which it originates has taken phlce ti-om separate points, or from a continuous
surface.
From what has now been stated, you will pereei,•e that no alteration can be expected to take place in the tubercular matter after once it has been deposited, except
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can originate in the tubercle itself. If any spontaneous change arise, It must be a
chemical one : and of such we have no evidence at all.
It may therefore seem odd, that so accurate au observer as Laenncc should have
persuaded himself that the softenin~ of tubercles begins in their centre.
Now Sir R Carswell has given what appears to me a sufficient explanation of this
mistake. Take the lungs; the morbid conditions of which were the most especial
object. of Laennec's investigations The tubercular matter is effused (principally)
upon the mucous surface: upon the inner linin g of the air-cells, and of the bronchial
tubes communicating with them. Yet it need not so accumulate as to Jill these c:wities; and it often docs not; there is left a central vacuity, which cout.ains mucus, or
other secreted fluids: and if the Jung be cut across under these circumstances, the
divided air.vesicles will Jook like rings of tubercular matter grouped together; and
ench divided bronchial tube will present also the appearance of a tubercle, with a central depression, or soft central point. On the other hand, wheu the tubercular matter
has completely filled and blocked up these cavities, both vesicles and bronchial tubes
will look, when divided, like sections of round solid tubercles. These Laenncc seems,
in fact, to have regarded as crude tu.berries : while he mistook the former appearances
for tubercles which were beginning to soften in their centrrs.
But you sometimes find large masses of tubercular matter in the lungs, or elsewhere: and in these masses you see that the process of softening is going on at
several points, within the mass, at the same time. llow is this to be explained?
Why these large masses are formed, in fact, by the aggregatiou of many smaller
ruasscs 1 which, lying near each other, have coalesced as the deposit continued to
increase: and the areolar anJ other tissues originally intervening between these coalescing masses at length suppurate; and by their suppuratiou, they soften, and g~
dually break down the tubercular matter which they enclose, and by which they are
also enclosed. This i~ just the.process by which tubercles arc frequently expelled
from the b?dy. T~1cy rncrea~c till the surro.unding parts take on inflammation, just
as they ~1gl~t do If a?y foreign b?dy ?xerc1sed the same degree of pressure upon
~hem. 1he mfiammat1on thus cxCJted is of the scrofu lous kind; tho thin pus which
is throw~ out pervades ~nd loosens the tubercular matter; a process of ulceration
goes on m the su;roundmg tcxtu.res; and at length (~upposing the lung to have
been ~he seat of disease) the detritus of the tubercle 1s brought up, gradually, by
coughrng.
'l'hc account which I have now given you, and which I hope I have made intelligible, is, I thiuk, extremely interesting-and much credit is due to Sir R Carswell
for havin.g so ~rcatly simpl.ified our views ?f a ~~bject which had prc\tiously been
wrapped 1ll profound obscurity. In no earlier wntcr, that I know of, is there to be
found so complete and credible an explanation of the origin of tubercles; of the forms
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they assume; of the phenomena attendiog their enlargement, and subsequent softening, and occasional expulsion.
[According to Barthez and Rilliet, who have given the most complete and accurate
description of tubercle, the various forms under which tubercle is found are the fol.
lowing : - the miliary or grey tubercle, the yellow or crude tubercle, the grey and
yellow forms of infiltration, the gelatinous infiltration, and tuberculous dust. There
is no reason for ascribing these forms of tuberculous matter solely to tubercle of the
lung. As M. Valleix: remarks, incontestible proofs may be adduced to prove that the
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plied. M. Papavoiue, in his interesting memoir" 01~ T1tbercle considered particular(!/
in Children," cxprcsi;cs himself thus :-u We cannot admit the soat of the grey
granulations to be only in the pulmonary vesicles : forms of alteration exactly simi lar,
are to be met with in the lymphatic glands, in the liver, in the spleen, and on the serous
membranes, especially in certain crises of general aud acuto tubcrculization ." '!'he
statement of M. Nclaton leaves no doubt of the development of grey sem itransparent
granulations in the osseous tissue. He has been able, repeatedly, to determine that
the tubercles of the bones, like those of the lungs, recognise for points of departure,
the grey semitransparent granulations described by Laeuuec, Louis, and others (Recherches sur l' ajfedi01i tuberculeuse des os, 1836). Dr. Glover has observed, i~
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granular meningitis, the forms of grey g ranulation, and ycl1ow p_articlcs, nns,vcring
very well to the yellow points which appear in the ~rey granulat1om! of the lu_n~.
The miliary tubercle may exist in all the organs, and it is in the form of ~rcy mfiltrated matter, granular to the microscope, more or less diffused through the sub<itance
of a gland, that we detect the first occurrence of mesenteric tubercle; afterwards we
find a more crude or yellow appearance of the tubercle mat~er, as i~ the lun~. The
oppcarance of infiltrated grey matter is especially m:uk~d m et:us1ons orgamzed between the tunics of the intestinal canal. Some of the 11lustrations presented by Dr.
Glover (Patlwlor1y and Treatment of Scrofula) show the tubercular ~ffusi?n in a
mcscntcric gland :-lstly, in a diffused form throughou_t the hypertropl11ed tlflsue of
the organ; 2dly, forming strire and patches, varying ID. hue from grey to yellow;
3dly, in cysts filled either with a tuberculous powder or with a curdy malter; 4Lhly,
in masfles of lardaccous consistcucc, implicating either the whole gland, or more or
less of its strncture. We have specimen!'!, likewise, remarks the same author, of
bronchial glands, and broncl1i sprinkled over, as it were, with a tuberculous powder,
and studcd with cretaceous particles.
"The grey granulation,' 1 as Rillict and Barthez observe, "exists in all the organs,
not only in the intestines, peritoneum, and pleura, but in the spleen, th e li\"er, the
kidneys, the ly mphatic g-lands and cerebral meninges.1'-(.Jllaladies des Enfa11s.) In
fact all the forms of tubercle which occur in the different or~rans are brought a.bout
chiefly by mechanical causes, and differ very slightly in a physiological sense, never
in their more minute anatomy. Thus, for example, the liver is an organ, in which
tumours generally arc of larg-e size, and of various and irregular shapes; in the Jun~,
the air-cells and the membranous character of the tissue tend much, if the effusion he
not rapid, to surround it, while progressing and stiffen ing, with envelops of a membranous nature. The brain, from its structure, must oppose pressure in e\1ery direction in which the progress of a deposit in its interior can take p!ace, and thus we find
tubercles of the brain generally of sma ll size and regularly circumscribed. Between
layers of membrane we find the deposit stretched out in flakes. In the sub-cutaneous
cellular tissue it forms irrcg-ular masses. On the free surfaces of mucous or serons
membranes its fiµ:ure is irregular, or it occurs in superficial layers. In the bones, in
general, it is in little round granules, or in very circumscribed masses. -C.]

These processes-of softening, produced by surrounding inflammation, and of ultimate expuls ion-may be regarded as a natural mode of cure. Such a. cure is in truth
sometimes accomplished. A scrofulous abscess forms in the glands of the neck: and
pus and tubercular matter arc discharged. At length the ulcer heals, and no tra~e
of the diseased ~rocess remains, beyond a scar. rrhe same thing takes place also in
the. lun gs; and, Lf ther~ have been only one or two masses of tubercle deposited, the
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have death by hectic, and all its melancholy accompaniments.
'
But I am desirous of pointing out to you another way in which tubercular disease
may be said to be cured by a, natural process. And this also has been better described
by Sir R. Carswell than by any preceding writer. One form of scrofulous disease,
exceedingly common too, especially among children, is what is called "tabes mesenterica.11 rrabes and phthisis, the ~ne a Latin. and the other a. Greek word, si~nify, I
!1eed sc.arccly tell you, the.same ~lung: a wastrng aw.ay, or a c~nsuming: and pbthisis
is applied to the same disease rn the chest, to which tabcs is applied iu the belly.
The common English word is consumption i a.od we might very well speak of thoracic
consumption, and of abdominal consumption; but the technical name of the latter
complaint is tabes mcsenterica. This is not only a. very common but a. very fatal disease in chi.ldrcu and young persons. The glands of the mesentery enlarge and become
charged with tubercular matter: hut they very rarely suppurate. Their cnl::irCJ'ement
is commonly connected with scrofu lous disease and ulceratio11 of the mucous fol licles
of the intestines; and the little patients die, because the lacteals are no lonO'cr a.hie
to ta.kc up from the food a sufficient sup.Ply of ?utriment: they die stllrved. But
some few do reco¥er from ta.hes mesentenca. Sir R Carswell relates an intcrestin"'
i:mse in which such recovery took place, and in which he had an opportunity of ex~
•mi ning the glands at a. subscqucut period. Ile says, "The patient, who when a
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child had been nffected with ta bes mescnterica, and also with swellings of the cervical
µ:lands, some of which ulcerated, died at the age of 21, of inflammation of the uterus,
seven days after delivery. Several of the mesenteric glands contained a dry cheesy
Jl..Jatter, mixed with a chalky-looking substance; others were composed of a cretaceous
substance; and a tumour, as large as a hen's C):!'g, included within the folds of the
peritoneum, and which appeared to be the remains of a lar~e af!glomcratcd mass of
µ:lands , was filled with a substance, resembling a mixture of putty and dried mortar,
moistened with a small quantity of serosity. In the neck, and immed iately beneath
an old cicatrix in the skin, there were two glands containing in several points of their
substance (which was otherwise healthy), small masses of hard cretaceous matter."
Now what Sir R. CarFwell here saw in the mesentcry and in the neck , is what
sometimes occurs in other parts of the body: in the lungs; and particularly in the
bronchial glands at their root, and about the bifurcation of the trachea. From th ese
situations, the lrnrd chalky matter left by tbe absorption of all the more watery part
of the morbid deposit, aud by the concretio n of its earthy salts, is often coug:hed up.
But it may remain 1 when the tubercles are few, and there is no tendency to their in·
crease, for years, as an inert, and almost harmless mass.
I mentioned just now that the secretion or separation of the matter of tubercle
from the blood takes place, by preference, upon the free surface of mucous mem·
branes, and very frequently also upoo the surface of serous tissues, iocluding the
areolar.
I t may not be uninteresting to inquire into the relative frequency of scrofulous
disease in different organs, or in different parts of the same organ. The facts which
we possess on this head afford us very valuable assistance sometimes in respect of
diap;nosis.
During the periods of childhood and youth, the lymphatic glands are exceedingly
prone to scrofulous inflammation : especially the mese nteric and the cer'°ical glands.
But in adult age tubercles are, beyond all comparison, nJost frequen t in the re.pfratory organs; and th ey occupy the summit of the lung mu ch more commonly and
thickly than any other part. The superior and posterior portion of the upper lobe
is the spot in which, if any tubercles at all exist in the lung, tli ey are almost sur·.:i to
be found. It is here also that they first begin to suppurate or soften. This law has
lon g been well known: and so constant is it, that Sir R. Carswell holds the formation
of tubercles in any other portions of the lung to be always of secondary occurrence.
He declares it to be the result of his experience (and few perso ns can have had more
opportunities of examining diseased lun gs), that there is no deviation from this rule,
except when some other portion of the lung mny ha.ve been the scat of au inflammatory attack, which has determined the priority of tubercular disease in that par·
tion. We shall sec hereafter what a very import:rnt bcarin~ a knowl edge of this Jaw
has, in settlin g the nature of a complaint which might, without it, be doubtful.
Scrofulous ulceration of the larynx, or trachea, when it occurs, is usually the concomitant of tubercular deposits in the lungs.
Next, tubercular or strurnous disease is exceedingly common in the digestiYe
oq~ans: most of all in the mucous follicles of the small intesti nes; both in those
follicles which are separate, and arc called glandulre solitarire; and in those which
are collected into roundish or oblong groups, the glandulre agminatre. It is secondarily to these affections of 1he follicles, ia many cases at least, that the gland s of the
mesentery become implicated. Tubercular deposits arc frequ ent also in the solitary
glands belon~ing to the crecum. The ulceration which follows the evacuation of the
strumous matter from these parts gives the interior of the bowel an appearance somewhat resembling that of a moth-eaten garment. 'l'ubcrcular ma.ttC'r is seldom deposited in any other part.<; of the intestines, great or small , than those which I have
mentioned. Sir R. Carswell supposes that it may often be secreted upon the free
surface of the membrane, but that, not being entangled or Mofincd in any mucous
c rypt, it. is removed as soon as it forms. It is not often that t:icrofulous tubercles are
found in the liver of adults: they are not very uncommon in that organ in children,
but even then they arc few in number a.ad small in size. It is a. curious f<ict that
they arc much more frequently seen in the spleen also in chi ldren, than in grown up
persons. The uterus, the testicle, the prostate ~laud, arc all liable to them: they are
cowwon enough upon the surface of the peritoneum.
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In the ner•ous system tubercles are by no rnerin::1 unfm1uen~: they arc n~ct with

oftener in the brniu than in the spinal cord. 'l'hat fearful d1s:order of cluldh ood,
known by the name of hydrocephalus, occurs principally, if not altogether, io connexion with the scrofulous diathesis.
Strumous deposits are rnre in the organs of circulation. !uberclcs ha'"e been
seen, I believe, in the muscular substance of the heart: but tl11s must be a very un.
common thing. Scrofulous disease is not at all unfrequcnt in bone, especially in the
bodies of the vertcbrre, and in the spongy extremities of the ~ong bones.
It is verr seldom indeed that scrofulous tubercles occur m any one organ only.
Almost alWays they are met with in at least two, and frequently in all the parts ;it
once which are liable to be infested by them. Sometimes the lungs alone are affected;
but generally both the lunizs nod the intestines are occupied by the di~ease. It has
been affirmed by a great Jiying pathologist, l\l. Louis! that if you find tubercles in
any other organ, you arc sure to find them also, and 10 greater number, and further
advanced, in the lungs. But this, though true as a general rul e, is not without exceptions. I have seen the peritoneum crowded with myriads of these tubercles,
when the most careful examination could not detect a single one in the lungs. And
similar examples have fallen under Sir It. Carswell':;; observat ion.
(The general diffusion of tubercular matter is.. much more common in children than
in adults. Thus, in 358 cases where tubercles existed in the lungs in adults, M.
Louis notices the existence of tubercular matter in the brain or its membranes only
011ce; in the bronchial glands it was detected in about 011e-fijih of the cases; in the
meseuteric frlands, in 011e-fi)~h; in the liver, only twice; in the kidneys, five time~
in one hundred an<l seventy cases; on the other hand, ulceration of the larynx existed
in 011e.Jourth; ulceration of the bowels, in five-sixths of the cases. In 180 cases in
which tubercles of the lungs existed in children, Dr. Green found the br.i.in to be
affected with tubercles in 011e-ninth of the cases ; the bronchial glands, in 100 out of
ll:! ; the mesenteric .!?lands were tuberculous, in one-half; the liver, in 011M~i11th;
the kidneys in 011e-e(qltteenth of the cases; but ulceration of the Jarynx occurred
only ouce, and ulceration of the bowels, sixteen times in 112 eas.;:.s.
1\1. Cless, of Stuttgard, has also published the results obtained from the examination of upwards of 180 bodies affected with tubercular disease. In 152 examinations
of adults, l\I. Cless found the lua gs free from tubercles six times. In 21 examina·
tions of children, he only found the lungs free from tubercles 011ce. This was in a.
boy eleven years of age, who, besides a considerable serous effusion into the ventricles
of the brain, had two large masses of tubercle in the cerebellum, many small ones on
the surface of the liver, and caries of the vertebrre.
In 146 adults affected with tubercles in the lungs, there were only tln"rtyji.ve in
whom the disease was confined exclusively to the lungs. In children there were only
~!tree cases out of twenty in which all the other organs were free.
l\I. Cless never
found the bronchial glands in children affected with tubercular deposit without the
existence of tubercles in the lungs also. In thirteen adults and one child, there were
tubercles in the pleura. In sixty-011e adults, and /011r children, the tubercles were
limitecl. to the peritoneum eight times. The four children were between six months
and ten years of age. In 152 adults affected with tubercles, the small intestines were
affected ei'ghfy.three times, and the large intestines thirty-seven times, and in t1oet1fy·
one children, the small intestines were affected seve11 times, the large ones on ly once.
Among 152 adults, thfrty-two had tubercles of the mesenterio g-lands, while they
occurred in these glands in seven out of twent11--0ne children. In all the cases tubercles were found in the other organs. 'l'ubercles of the liver occurred once in an adult,
tw~t.:e in children, while other orgo.~s were also affected. In four adults, and twelue
ch1ldreo, the spleen was affected with tubercles, these at the same time existini:; in
other parts of the body. In children, 1\1. Cless remarks, the parenchyma of the
spleen is often completely invaded by tubercles. In the kidneys, tubercles were met
'~ith four tin1es in adults, an? tliree times in children; of }ice children, aged from
eight montl~s to eleven years, rn whom the membranes of the brain presented tuber·
cles 1 four died of acute hydrocephalus. In all these there were tubercles in the lun!!S
and other organs also. '!'he tubercular granulations had always their scat ou the
P,~ternal surface of the arachnoid, between this membrane and the pia mater, never
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within the ca\'ity of the arachnoid. In twenl!J·Seuen children who died from tubercles, four had tubercles of the brain, as well as in other organs;. M. Clcss ne\'er found
any in the braiu of adults. Besides their existence in the mesenteric and bronchial
glands, M. Cless found tubercles in the glands of the neck in five adults, and one
child. See Condie 01i .Diseases of Childre1i, -lth edition.-C.]
The question has been much and eagerly discussed, whether the deposition of
tubercular matter be not, what I should call, an event of inflamwation. Some persons
ha\'e strenuously argued that the curd-like substance is nothin~ more than a particular
ki11d of vitiated or imperfect lymph, and that it is never poured out except as a consequence of inflammation;. and tbey cite cases of patients who always had enjoyed
good health, until inflammation was accidentally excited in their lungs;. immediately
after which the well-kuown signs of phthisis began to display themselves; and, after
death, the lungs were found full of tubercles. But they forget to take into the
account another fact equally well established, viz., that tubercles a.re fou11d, in great
abundance, in the lungs of persons who were never known, i11 their lives, to have any
functional disturbance of those organs;. and whose lungs present, after death, no at.her
traces of having been inflamed. \Ye even find tubercles in the lungs of unborn
children. Not that this is conclusive; for inflammation does sometimes atbck the
fa::tus in utero, and leave permanent and unequivocal traces of its action.
Moreover, inflammation continually happens, in all the component textures of the
lung, in the forms of bronchitis, pneumonia, and pleurisy, without the subsequent
development of tubercles. I admit that this fact, to be of weight. should be proved
of persons who possess the scrofulous diathesis; ::mil I believe the proof might be
found: but the search for it would require much carefulness and candour.
In my own opinion, there is not a shadow of e\•idence to show that the deposit of
tubercular matter is always and necessarily preceded by inflammation. Yet an undoubted and most important co1111exion obtains between the occurrence of inflammation and the occurrence of tubercles. 'l'ubercles will ca.use inflammation, and inflammation will determine the development of tubercles. The enlarging tubercles excite
inflammation in the surrounding textures by the pressure they exert upon them; and
probably in other ways; by mechanically interfering with the healthy circu lation of
the blood, for example: and the inflammation lit up is u~ually of the scrofulous kind;
it is slow, and partial, and easily quieted by treatment, though scarcely to be cured.
On the other hand, there arc numerous facts to prove that, in a person having the
scrofulous diathesis, the occurrence of inflammation within the chest may rouse that
previously dormant tendency into action, and become the exciting cause of the secn~
tion or separation of tubercular matter from the blood. 'fhc eases in which other
parts of the lung than the apex are found exclusively occupied with tubercles, are
also cases in which, apparently, the same parts had been the seat of inflammatory
action: of which we sometimes see other traces, in adhesions of the neighbouring
pleura.
The connexion between tubercles and inflamwation is shown also by their occurrence in the substance of false membranes. And the same phenomenon marks the
fact that they are something distinct and different from coagulable lymph.
You must not suppose, from anything I have said, that persons of the scrofulous
habit are not susceptihle of commcm inflammation : we know that they arc, by the
readiness with which slight injuries often heal in such persons; but there is always
much reason to apprehend that inflammation occurring iu them will take on the
sc rofulous form; become chronic, if it were not so at first, suppurate tardily, and
produce that unhealthy kind of puriform secretion which is characteristic of strumous
disease.
Another question relating to tubercular diseases is, whether they are contagious.
capable, i. e., of being communicated from one individual to another, 'l'he general
belief, iu this country, is that they are not. Indeed, their very dependence upon a
peculiar diathesis would seem to disprove the supposition. Y ct some practitioners,
even here, have, I know, misgivings on the subject; and in some parts of the continent, in ltaly particularly, consumptive patients are shunned, from the persuasion
that their complaint is infectious. l shall revive this question when I speak uf phthisis
hereafter.
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I have stated that scrofulous disease appe:1:Ts, almost cxclush·cly, in certn.in classe1
of persons, of whom, therefore, we say, that they have the srrofufous d'.·atliesis.
It is both interesting and useful to be able to distin~uish thos~ rn whom the
scrofulous habit of body, or the predisposition to strumous disease, musts.
Now there are certain physical and moral characters which teach us to ap~rchcnd
the existence of a tendency to scrofulous disease, evon when there bas not, luthcrto,
been any local manifestation of such disease.
.
A~ain, we infer the scrofulous diathesis, in many persons, from knowrng that
scrofula has existed among their progenitors.
On these two points 1 han a. few observations to make: and first, on what may
be considered the external tokens 0£ a scrofulous constitution.
The persons, in whom scrofulous disease is most apt to declare itself, are marked,
during childhood, by pale and pasty complexions, In:ge heads, narr~w chc~, pro~~be.
rant bellies, soft and flabby muscles, and a. lan gu id and feeble ~1rc?lat1on . . '.I hey,
present many of the features belonging to that pattern of body wluch is denominated
the lencophle,....matic. But the strumous disposition very oftt!n indeed accompanies a.
variety of tlu~' sang-uinc temperament also; and is indicated by light or :ed hair, grey
or blue eyes with brge and sluggish pupils and long silky lashes, a. fmr transparent
brilliancy of sk in, and rosy cheeks. This red colour, which is well defined in general,
is easily changed, howc\·cr, by cold, to purple or livid; the skin is thin and readily
irritated; the sclerotic has often a peculiar pearly lustre; a11d the extremities are
subject to chilblains. Such children are, many of them, extremely clever and ready
of apprehension, of cager tempers, and warm affections, li vely, ardent, imaginative,
and susceptible. This precocity of mind and intellect, while it delights the fondness
of the parent, awakens the fears of the more far-seeing physician.
But the di~position to scrofula is by no means confined to persons of the serous or
of the sauguiue temperament. It is frequent, though less comrnon, in what has been
called the melancholic or bil ious temperament; in persons of dark muddy complexion
and ha rsh skin; in whom the mental and bodily energies are more sluggish and dull.
And it is renrnrked that in persons of this cast, scrofula, when it does occur, is even
more than usually obstinate and intractable.
Scrofula does often indeed appear in persons who exhibit none of those signs of a
strumous disposition which I have bocn enumerating; but it is nio1·e likely to appear,
creteris paribus, where tho!'e signs m·e observed.
There arc several alleged marks of a. scrofulous diathesis, whicll are, in fact,
instances of scrofulous dis"asc. Such, for example, is that chronic lippitudo, which
so frequently disfigures strumous children, rendering them what is called blear-eyed:
and chronic inflamm:1tion of the conjunctiva, lasting Ion:;, without much redness or
heat, and with extreme impatience of light, and a tendency to form little pustules
near the edge of the cornea. '!'he tumid and chapped upper lip; the redness and
swellin~ of the colnmna nasi, and lower parts of the nostrils, so common in children,
especially duriu~ winter, are early fruits of the strumous taint. Certain maladies of
the joints, what are popularly called white sweJJings, arc instances of scrofulous
disease. So may perhaps rickets .be considered; at any rate, rickctty children are
very often affected with scrofula. also. l\Ioist eruptioos behind the ears; chronic
enlargement of the glauds of the neck; that slow, eating, ulceration of the narcs,
termed lupus; ma.y all be included within the class of strumous disorders.
·when any one o~ these scrofulous affections has once shown itself in any peraon,
we know, by that c1rcumstance, that he possesses the strumous constitution; aud we
look for the recurrence of his complaint in the same part, or in other parts.
In a former lecture I meutioned scrofula as one of those distempers the hereditary
tendency to which is indisputable. 1'he scrofulous diathesis is hereditary: and some.
times scr?fulous disease is so too. I haxe seen lungs, t:1kcn from the body of a footus,
stuffed w1~h tube:cles. There were some .fine examples of this in l\lr. Langstaff's
museum, 1.0 the. city. 'Ve have, therefore, m respect to scrofula, the rare conjunction
of congcmtal disease, and hereditary disposition. I need not repeat here the remarks
I ~ade before, respecting hereditary diseases in general. No one, of the least obser·
vallon, can doubt that the Jisposition to consumption is very often trammiitted from
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next, just as family likenesses a.re known to do. There arc other families in which
you can trace no such predisposition; but such families arc perhaps few. A little
leaven is sufficient, sometimes, effectually to taint a whole pedigree. 'l'hc tendency,
however, exists in various degrees. It may be so strong that no care, no favourable
combination of circumstances, will prevent its local manifestation; and it may be so
faint that it would never break out into actual mischief if the exciti ng cuuses of
scrofulous disease could be warded off. It is important, therefore, 00 know what these
e.xciti119 ca-uses are.
"They may all be ranked to&ether (to use the language of Dr. Alison) as causes
of debility, acting permanently, or habitually for a length of time, although not so
powerfully as to produce sudden or violent effects."
The circumstances to which, acting separately or in combination, we most coufi.
deutly ascribe the power of developing scrofula, are insufficiont nutriment, expo~urc
to wet and cold, impurity of the atmosphere, the want of natural exercise, aud mental
disquietude. 'l'o estimate the separate effect of each of these ca.uses may be difficult;
but their combined influence is unquestionable.
There can be no doubt that improper diet, or rather imperfect nourishment, is one
main exciting cause of scrofulous disease. Y ct of this it is not au easy thing to obtain evidence, which shall be entirely free from fallacy. The disease occurs very
often among the poor; but then it very often occurs also in the families of the rich.
There is one fact which has always struck me as very instructive and con\ incing on
this point. Infants at the breast, supplied with good milk, and with plenty of it,
seldom shmv auy signs of scrofulous disorder: whereas, as soou as they are weaned,
they become subject to various complaints of a. strumous kind. When an unweuucJ.
child is brought to us with ophthalmia, we expect almost always to disco\•er inflam·
wation of the common and acute kind; the purulent eye. In nine children out of
ten who come after weauiug, we look for aud find some form of scrofulous infl.au11ua·
tion, such as pustular ?Phthalmia.
1

Mr. Phillips (&ro/ula, its 11ature and causes), has succeeded in establishing very
conclusively tbe intlueuce of bad and deficient food, and of an excess of vegetable
aliment, in the production ofscrofula. -C.J
The greater prevalcmce of scrofulous disease among the poor may be ascribed, in
great measure, to their frequent exposure to wet and cold.
[Barthez and Rilliet were only able to find two C3SCS out of 314 tuberculous chit.
dren, where exposure to humidity appeared to he the sole cause of the tubercles. 'fhc
researches of Mr. Phillips would tend also to prove that the influence of humidity has
been much overrated.-C.]
Scrofula seldom breaks out in the mild and dry weather of summer. The influence
of climate in fostering or repressing the disease is notorious. 1'here is no climate iu
which it flourishes more than in our own. Consumption is called, in S011Je parts of
the continent, the English disease. Persons who mig-rate from this country to warmer
and more equable climates, seldom become scrofulous; nay, it very often happeus
that the incipient indicatious of strumous disease arc completely arrested or quieted
by the change. Phthisical patients, much troubled by symptoms here, are sometimes
so thoroughly freed froru them soon after their arrival in Madeira, as to be Jeceive<l
into the belief that their case had been mistaken. 'rhey think themselves well. A
return to this country undeceives them. The native inhabitants of hot regions are
by no means, however, exempt from struma, in any of its forms. When they come
into these latitudes they are more subject to scrofula than we ourselves arc. And the
same effect of climate is very distinctly visible in the lower animals. The physicians
in ordiuary to the inmates of the Zoological Gardens will tell you that the beasts am!.
birds which a.re brought hith er from warm latitudes perish in great numbers from
scrofulous disea_ses. John lluutcr observed this Jong ago in respect to moukeys.
Of the debilitating iufluence of impure air I spoke in a previous lecture. 'l'hat it
promotes the e\•olution of sc rofulous disorders we have proof, on a large scale, in the
great mortality pro<luccd by such disorders among the lower classes iu large cities as
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compared with agricultural districts. The per-ccntage of deat11s from consum~tio~,
hydrocephalus, and various other diseascR which spring from a strumou.s .habit, IS
much greater in London than in the country. Even in iudividu~l cases this H~fluencc
is too manifest to be overlooked or mistaken. It is impos:s1ble to question the
beneficial effect, upon children aftlicted with scrofula, of a removal from London to
the sea-coast.
I said, when I first began to speak to you of inflammation, th~t it wa.s t~le o~ ly di~
ease which we were able to excite at will: that we could cause rnflammat1on, 10 vanous ways, whene,•cr we desired to do so; but that to mak? a cancer o: a tuberc.lc was
beyond our power. Now in strictness of language, and in the practical meantn.? .of
these words, this assertion is quite true. It is certain ly true as respects ex1,;1lrng
causes; it is probably true a!-1 respects predi.~posi119 causes also. But the la~ter ~f
tl1ese propositions has been denied, and experi ments have been appealed to rn disproof of its correctness. It has been said that, by so arranging external influences as
to heighten and conce ntrate their hurtful tendencies, tubercular disease may, in the
lower animals at least, be engendered. It is affirmed that ~ubercles may be produc('d
at will in the liver of a rabbit, by shutting the animal up. rn a co.Id, damp, ?ark, aud
narrow place, and feeding it upon food not natural or suited to it. l\!r. Sunon. has
show~ the ~trong probability that all such experiments have been ~allac1ous. ~ hycr,
occupied with so-called tubercles, thus produced, was brought to bun for examrnatwu.
He found that the supposed tubercles were really minute oblong eggs, or lan·re, of
some entozoon. He then made many expe rim ents himself, to try if he could create
tubercle artificially. Ue dissected also many rabbits on which no experiments bud
been made. The result was, that he never saw a tubercle in a rabbit. It may be
questioned whether the animal be susceptible of that form of disease.
I have lately met with the following curious statement, bearing upon this question,
as it regards the human an imal : - "According to the very trustworthy report of
Dr. Schleusner, who was sent by the Danish Government a few years since to investigate the i;auitary condition of Iceland, no combination of what are commonly
accounted the predisposing causes of consumption and _scrofula. could be more cowplete than that which exists among the mass of the Icelandic peasantry. Whole
fauiilies are huddled up with their sheep, not only durinµ- the ni~ht but during th_e
greater part of the day, for half the year, in most mis<'rable hovels, destitute of any ventilation but that afforded by the chimney. 'fheir clothing is not once put off or changed
during the whole of that time; their food is sca nty; and the external atmosphere is
both cold and damp. '!'he unhealthy cond ition of the population is evidenced by its
extraordinary liability to epidemic disorders; and by its want of increase, or even in
some di~tricts by its absolute diminution. Aud yet amongst this remarkable people,
the best-educated peasantry in Europe so far as regards what is commonly accounted
education, scrofula. and consumption are unknown."
The writer (in the Westm.inster Review) ascribes this immunity "to the highly
oleaginous nature of their di~t, which consists in great part of the oily bodies of
piscivorous birJs.'' A more likely cause, to my mind, for such imtuuuity, if it really
exist in that race of men, is their probable exemption from the scrofulous diathesis.
Of course, no experiments like those practised upon the rabbits can be purposely
made upou a healthy man; hut accidental opportunities arise of witnessing an approach to a similar trial of the human species. lustauces are recorded of persons,
prcYious!y well (but havin~ probably the strumous diathesis), becoming affected with
scrofula after being confined in the dungeons of a prison, and there scantily fed.
Something of this kind I have, very recently, had the opportunity of seeing.
A nuui\Jcr of male prisoners, chiefly young men, be~J.n to exh ibit glandular swellings of the neck, after inc:1rccration for some length of time in the Peuitentiary ut
Milbank. The ciruumstanccs of their health led to a. relaxation of their punishment.
Instead of being kept in solita ry confinement in a coldish cell, and on the prison diet,
th ey were permitted to work, for seve ral hours daily, in each other's compa ny, in the
gar?cn of the C!:lt<iblishmeut. Some porter was at th e eiame time gi,.·e u them, and
their allowance of meat was in creased. The improvement in their condition was
rapid and striking. Herc we have the disorder germinating under one state of exter1Jal circuu1stancc~, and checked iwmediately under the opposite state.
1f you consider the way of' life of the children of the poorer classes in tbi~ metro.
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polis, and in our ]aTge manufacturing towns, you will find that they are muoh exposed
to most of those injurious influences, the combination of whi ch has been t110ught
likely to generate tubercles. Th ey live usually in an atmospl1erc maO.e sta?,nant. by
narrow streets; and in small, crowded, ill-ventilated, and dark rooms in those narrow
streets. The stagnant atmosphere is contaminated in a. thousand ways. They arc:
very insufficiently protected from transitions of temp~ra.ture, agarnst cold and wet,
by their clothing. They are commonly ill fed-their diet bcin~ frequently scanty.
and generally of a kind quite unsuited to their growing years. W e need not be surprised, therefore, at the ravages which scrofula, in its manifold shapes, makes amonp.
the children of th e poor in large and populous towns. If ever scrofula. be generated,
in this country, independently of any hered itary strumo~ taint in the constitution,
it is in them. But in most cases I believe it is the latent disposition that is call ea
into action. Moderate exerci~c, in pure air, and in the open daylight, with imitable
nourishment, sufficient clothin g, and attention to the state of the bowels: these circum~tanccs comprise nearly all that we can attempt, iu a. given climate, towards pre.
ventiog the development of struma: and from each and all of thew ruauy of these
poor children are habitually debarred.

LECTURE XIII.
Cancer: its Species or Varieties. Scirrlms; Enrepltaloid Cancer; Colloid Ganeer,
Its mode of Growth and Disscminntion.. Ilabitiules of tlie severnl Varieties.
Treatnie11t of 111.flammati'on. Antiphlcgistic Regimen. B Wod-letting.
I HAVE more than once coupled cancer and tubercle in the same sentence. Though
very different in many respects, they are alike in their intractabl e charncter and destructive tendencies. Of the two, cancer, while it is happily much the niore rare, is
also much the more painful, loathsome, and hideous in its consequences. It is to
cancerous diseases that the epithet mali!Jnm1t espec ially belongs. Not resulting from
any change in the natural textures of the body, but constituting an addition to them,
and therefore assuming, usually, the shape of tumours, th ey arc commonly and correctly spoke n of as cancerous growths. llut there are other growths which, by comparison, are innocent; which do not imply any necessary destruction of contiguous
parts, nor any inevitable danger to life, nor even any marked deterioration of the
general health. Such arc certain fatty tumours, a nd fibrous tumours, an d osseous
tumours. All these last, as their names denote, resemble in their sens ibl e qualiti es
some one of the healthy and natural textures. 'l'hcy have accordingly been styl<'d
u11 afo9r111s, or homolo<j'nts growths; while cancer an d tubercle, which find no counterparts in the sound body, are said to be heterologous. Some varieties of cancer are,
however, very similar in outward appearance to the 1mbstance of the brain; and
microscopic obse rvers say that in their minnte an d original structure there is no perceptible distinction between the most innocent and the most malignant growths; nay,
that both agree in their primary corpuscular elements with the healthy tissues of
animals, and even of plants.
[This statement is not perfectly accurate. The mi croscope has not, it is true,
thrown much light upon the nature and causes of morbid growths; it has, however,
shown that in many of the particulars of their intimate structure, they not only differ
from the hea lthy tii:isucs of the body, but that they differ in this respect from each
other.
That such is the case, is rendered evi dent by the result of all the more recent researches into the intimate structure of ro11cern11s formations.
By l!liillcr and other pathologists, cancerous formations have been arrangl"d in two
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great families or groups-the ence-phaloicl and the scirrhous.-Of the first there are
three subdivisions.
1. .11led1~llary Carci11oma; in which there is a predominance in the. medu_llary
mass, of round globules over loose fibrous tissue. The globules are of various sizes;
but the sma1lcst arc larger than pus-corpuscles. Each contains a granular substance
or nucleus within. They are very similar, in many respects, to those of common
cancer, and of reticulated carcinoma or scirrhus.
2. 11ledullary Carcinoma, consisting of pale, elli'ptic, non-elongat~d corpuscles,_ and
of a fundamental ccrebriform mass. These corpuscles are usually twice or three tunes
as larg:e as the globules of the blood. There is _never any appcaranc? o_f ~brcs proceeding from their surface, and they rarely exhibit any traces of nuclei "'.1thrn t~em.
3. 11/edullary Carci11oma, with fibrated or pur1/orm corpuscles. This species of
enccphaloid structure hns, at times, on laceration, a sort of fibrous aspect, when the
puriform corpuscles arc arranged in a somewhat determinate direction; according to
which the morbid mass will present a radiated or a tufted appearance. In many
cases their directions arc so various that the la.cerated surface exh ibits no traces of
fibres anywhere. The puriform corpuscles arc sometimes nucleated, at others they
contain granular points, but without distinct nuclei. They are elongated, on one or
two sides, into fibres of different lengths. They may be considered as cells that are
arrested at the period of transition from the cellular to the fibrous cond ition.
The three forms of disease now described, may, most probably, be regarded as so
many degrees or stages in the development of the same tissue; these successive st:1ges
being characterized, 1, by rounded nucleated f!lobules; 2, by elongated oviform glo.
bules, which are either non-nucleated or indistinctly so; and 3, by puriform globules.
These several kinds of globules may be regarded as so many succe:;sive epochs of
evolution through which a cell must pass before it can become a fibre. Thus we find,
it is true, that in an enccphaloid mass there is the same transformation of the primitive elements, as occurs in many normal tissues - with this difference only, that the
process of evolution is not complete - being arrested before the fibrin is perfectly
formed.
The essential element of an encephaloid tumour is tl1e presence of cells. In some;
cases the entire mass is composed of them, placed one alongside of the other, but
without having any perceptible bond of union, while in others there is a. network of
fibrous or cellular tissue interposed between the cells. When the fibrous tissue prevails, the encephaloid then approaches in character to the scirrhous structure. In the
latter the existence of the two elements, cells and fibres, is always more distinctly
marked than in the former. The fibres are often quite perceptible to the naked eye.
Sometimes they are lengthened, and run parallel to each other; at others, they form
rounded capsules, withiu which the globules are contained. As in the case of the
newly-formed fibres of the cellular tissue, so those of a scirrhous formation arc destroyed by acetic acid, leaving nuclei or nucleated fibres behind. The fibres sometimes exhibit, at different points, a sort of varicose enlargement, within each of which
a nucleus is found . This appearance is often observed in fibrous tumours-not genuine scirrhus - of the uterus and other parts.
In the reticular carci11oma of l\liiller, the white network which encloses the scirrhous globules in its meshes, is formed of round, opaque granulations, three or four
times as large as the blood globules; they are, occasionally, agglomerated into roundeJ
masses. The ,genuine scirrlwus tissue, of a pale greyish colour, is composed of globules that, on the whole, resemble those of the first stage of an encephaloid formatioo.
These globules are either round or somewhat oval; along with thew, according to
Vogel, we find free nuclei with their n11.clevli.
:From a variety of observations, it may be reasonably concluded that the cells of
scirrhus are formed around the nuclei of wl1ich 1\1. Vogel speaks; their contents arc
at first granular and almost opaque. When the process of softening commences, the
granulations disappear, the globules become transparent, and within them are formed
11:ew cells, which at first arc few in number, and gradually multiply, until they entirely fill the parent cell. 1\1. Valentin, who, in part at least, admits this account of
the.prowess of the cell, declares, that the parent cells eventually burst and discharge
t,heir c.ellulcs; we may thus account for the presence of young free cells in scirrhous
forwat1ous that have become softened.
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The inter-cellular substance seems to undergo certain modifications corresponding
with the evolution of the cells i the granulations or granular points which it often
contains, usually disappear, and it hecomes limpid, while, at the same time, the space
which it occupies is diminished by the enlargement and multiplication of the cells.
The fibrous network docs not appear to follow, in its alterations, the development
of the cells: it ma.y remain firm and resisting while the cells arc far advanced in their
evolution. E\•Cn when a scirrhous tumour has become completely softened, this tissue
sometimes forms shreds that retain their original character.
In alveQ/ar cmicer, the basis of the morbid tissue consists of white fibres and
la.mell::c, which cross and intcrcross with each other, containin~, between the meshes
thus formed, limpid cells, cit.h er closed or communicating with each other, of various
sizes, from that of a grain of sand to that of a large pea, and filled with a transparent,
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distinct dark yellowish nucleus, and sometimes, also, many fr('C and unattached granules floating within them. To this species l\li.illcr refers the gelatin1/orm and arcola1·
cancers of Lacnncc and Cruvcilh icr. The cells of this species of the disease appear
to be only an advanced or more mature degree of the cells of sci rrhus. - C.]
This very a~rcement, if it really be so complete, shows tlrnt in classifying morbid
growths we must reject the aid of the microscope, and attend to their grol!ser and
more palpable features . And, inasmuch as cancerous formations have, by some
pathologists, been ascribed (very erroneously, in my opinion) to inflamrnution as
their cause, I shall scarc-ely be going out of my way if I st.ate here some of the broad
facts which have been ascertained upon this very interesting subject.
Cancer, or carcinoma, considered as a ge1ms of disease, comprehends two or three
spedes, which present among themselves very striking differences, and of which the
varieties have received a puzzling multiplicity of names; scirrhus, stone cancer, medullary f;arcoma, enccphaloi<l or cerebriform disease, soft cancer, fung-us hoomatodcs.
colloid or gum cancer, and several more. The simplest division, founded upon the:
consistence of the morbid growth, is into hard and soft cancer. llut the most modern
and scientific system recognises three species, -viz. scirrhus; encephaloiJ, or br:i.in·
like cancer; and colloid, or gum-like cancer. The physical characters of these three
species offer strong points, not merely of difference, but even of contrast.
Scfrrltus, as that word irnplies, is remarkable, in its early st..1gcs, for its harducss.
It is as firm as cartilaf!c, and creaks when divided
by a sha rp knife. 'l'hc surfaces exposed by its
Fw. 19.
divisiou present a glistening, satiny appearJnce,
and a wbite, or grey, or bluish-white colour.
Athwart this greyish and semitransparent substance run opaque intersecting bands, having a
fibrous aspect. By strong pressure a thin juice
may be made to ooze from a slice of the scirrhous
tumour.
:::::..
Enceplialoicl canrcr is also well named. It is composed, in great measure, of a. soft, white, 7
opaque, pulpy substance, very closely resembling,
~ W" r
both in colour and in consistence, that of the
healthy brain. This ecrcbrifom1 pulp is traversed
Fibrous 9 troma of scirrhus.
and circumscribed by fibrous septa, which arc
sometimes extl'cmely thin and delicate. In both these species of cancerous growth,
therefore, there is a contained and a containing clement.
The same feature is still more diistinctly marked in the third species, the colloi1l
ca1H-er, which ex hibits the appearance of small portions of a green ish-yellow tra nsparent gum, or jelly, arranged in regular cells. llcn ce it is someti mes denominated
alveolar cancer.
You may ask upon what principles structures so dissimilar in their physical nppcarance have been assignod to the same genus? Why, for these rcasous. They arc all
stri ctly dcstructi,·e or malignant forms of disease. Although in any shape they are
of somewhat rare occurrence, yet when thJ.°[ do occur, two, or all three of the S}Jccies
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Colloid tumor. Fig. 21. E:rtcrnnl nppearnncc. Fig. 22. Intcrnalstructurc. .l'rom11.prcp11.ra-

Cells from Euccphaloid of Tongue (rnJlidly growing).

lion iu thccollccliuuofDr.Gross.

arc oftca found to co-exist in different orµ:ans of the same individual; nay, in contiguous parts of the same or)!ao . More than this: if a tumo1~r consistin~ of one species be amputated, and a fresh growth spring (as too often tt does) from the same
spot, this secondary ):?:rowth is frequently of a11other species. There cau be no doubt
that all arc connected by some very intimate bond of union; and the facts I have just
stated Suf?gest the question, whether instead of being ~i~erent species of th~ same
genus, they ought not rather to be reiz:1rdcd as mere varieties of the same specie~._
Of' all three it has been ascertained, by much and fatal experience, that occurring
in any one part of the body they are prone to multiply in various other parts; that
they arc commonly attended, during some part at least of their progress, with very
severe pain; that they arc incontrollable by a n_y known remedy; and tend always,
sometimes slowly, sometimes with frightful rapidity, to augment in bulk; eating
away contiguous parts by their invasion and pressure; breaking out, when nc:lr the
surface, into foul and repulsive ulceration; producing often the most ghastly disfigure·
mcnt; and ultimately destroying life. Sometimes vital parts are slowly disorganized
by the corroding extension of these tumours; sometimes large blood-vessels arc laid
open, and death is sudden ly brought about by hromorrhage; and sometimes the powers
of life sink gradually under the wearing influence of the disease, and that degeneracy
of the blood which it causes or accompanies.
There is scarcely an organ or texture of the body which is not liable to be attacked
by this terrible foe: the brnin, the eye, the lip and face, the lungs, the stomach, the
intestines, the li>er, the kidneys, the breast, the wou!b, the testicle, the bones. But
some parts arc more of'teu the scat of cancer than others. Amonp; these may be
reckoned the female mamma, the uterus, the stomach, the li\•er, and the testicle.
1'he mode in which cancer ori!Jirwtes is uncertain; the modes in which it spreads
nnd multiplies arc better understood. An individual tumonr may enlarge by the
progressive insinuation of the cancerous matter iuto the interstices of the uci~hbouring
tissues, which, thus fastening upon, it consolidates. 'l'he disease may be comiuunicated,
by irnbibition, from one organ to another which is in mere contact with it. But how
d?es it come to occupy at the same time, or in quick succession, several separate and
d1st:rnt organs? 'l'his is a question of the greatest interest and importance, and it
ad111its of a distinct reply.
Cancer often makes its appearance in a. sin~l c spot on the surface of the body; in
the female breast, for instance. We sec and feel it there while it is yet small, and
while the ge.ncral health of the patient seems to be otherwise perfect. By dc~rees
the tumour rncrcases, aud at length it softens in l!iOlllC places; the glands of the axilla
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become swollen, hard , painful, and filled sometimes with cancerous matter; the
1
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tint. During this process, unless the patient dies prematurely, or the original disease
is removed by a surgical operation, cancerous tumours form iu one or in SC\'cral or the
intern al or~a ns 1 and give notice of their presence by appropriate sym ptoms. There
is an ori ginal morbid growth, and there arc subseq uent morbid growths; a primary
tumour, and secondary tumours; and the latter arc caused by the former. This is a
most important fact, if indeed it be true.
Now, Milli er has discovered, by means of the microscope, and the disco,·cry has
been confirmed by othe r obscn·ers, that the contained matter, in the scnral species
or variet ies of cancer, consists of very minute cells 1 with nuclei attached to their
walls, an<l of granules still more minute, which arc supposed to be the rudimeuts of
new cells. It is (apparently) by the amplification of these gran ules into cells, and
by the development of the nuclei into other cells, and by the growth and cvo.ution
of young cells, which, in some instances, are included generatio n after gene1":.1tio11
1
1
1
0
1
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that a crop or secondary tumours is sown in remote parts of t he body. The cells,
and probably the granules also, are endowed with a power of self-increase and propagation, whenever they find a fitting soil. Posscs~ing, like the seeds of plants, an
rnhcrcnt vitality of their own, they merely require, in order to ~crminatc, to be
placed in contact with some living tissue, wherewith they may form vascular connexions, and whcrefrom they may draw the materials of their nourishment. Cohering
together, for the most part, with but little force, they are easily detached from the
parent mass. It is matter of fact that the secondary tumours form most sur~ly and
most rapidly when the primary tumour is of a soft ki11d; and t hat when they succe~d
to scirrhus, it is after the process of softening has commeoced in that ori~iually hard
structure. These germs -which present in their forms and mode of generation,
striking analogies with those of sume of the lower animals, as w-ell as with those of
plants-these germs are carried sometimes through the lymphatic vessels to absorbent
glands in the vicinity of the primary growth; from a cancerous breast, for example,
to the glands of the ax ilia: but there can scarcely be a doubt that the blood is the
main charrnel by which the seeds of this dreadful malady arc conveyed from its first
to its subsequent sites, and thence perhaps, if life contiuue long enough, to tertiary
lucations. 'l'hc gross matter of cancer is often to be found in th e veins that proceed
from the primary tumour, - nay, in large venous trunks at a distance; so that some
distinguished patholoj!ists have too hastily coujccturcd that it way originate in the
veins. You are doubtless aware that foreign sub;.;t;:rnces, circulating with the blood,
stop or are entangled more often in some oqrans than in others. JJinute globules of
mercury, when that metal has been introduced into the veins, are found strewed
throu7h the substance of the lungs, and of the liver. Pus, received into the blood
in phlebitis, is arrested, and fo rms scattered points of inflammation and abscess, in
the same organs : and it is in the liver and the lungs that separate tumours of
secondary cancer arc most common ly met with. If this be the true theory of
secoridary cancerous formations 1 I need scarcely point out to you the urgent importance
of the rule which prescribes to the surgeon the most complete extirpation of' the
primary tumour, at the earliest possiUe period of its existence.
'.l'hc dissewinated cancer-germs arc not scattered to this organ or to that1 to the
1unµ-s or to the liver, indiscriminately or by chance. Their distribution ~cars a certain
relation, as you may readily concc i,·c, to the situation of the primary disease. Since
the blood, in its return from the stomach, the intestines, the rectum, passes through
the portal system of veins before it reaches the lun~s, you would expect that cancercells conveyed from those parts would be stopped in their journey through the capilla ry
vessels of the liver-and it is so. A fcw 1 iu very rare im:tances 1 pass on to lodge anU
grow in the lun gs. Again, the blood from the breast goes direct to the vona cava,
and the luugs are the first to receive and entangle whatcYer seeds of disease it may
carry : for what is true or canccr-µ-crms is true of pus also, and of other morbiU
materials. 'l 'h c pulmonary tapillarics, however, arc wore easily permeable by such
wattcrs than the hepatic. Some of the germs pass through thew, and enter tho
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general circulation; and the ]i\"er, as well as the lungs, frequently becomes contarui.
uatcd: and germs may thus settle in other parts. In these facts we sec one reason
why c.rnccrous growths are more often met with in the liver than in any ?thcr .organ
of the body. Primary cancer of the kidney is, in like manner, ript to be d1sscmrnatcd
0
3
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than the linr.

l3ut that is not always the case.

The liver is liable to be secondarilJ

nffcctcd from nrn.Jio-nant disease of the womb; and Dr. Budd gives the explanation of
thi s apparent ano~rnly. The rectum and the hoomorrhoidal veins, which return tl11
~load to the vc11(1 7Jurta, very frequently beco1!1c i~nplicatcd in the uterin~ disorg_aniza-

t1on. Fortunately, cancer of the uterus, which 1s a fearfully common disease, is not
so often dissemiuatcd as cancer of the stomach, or of the mamma.
The origin of primary cancer is involved in much obscurity. It seems, howeve1
(and this, after what Jrns ju~t been stated, you might expect), thnt the germs of the
disease are capable of bein g transferred from one human being to another; and even
to an animal of a different species. Langen beck inj ected cancerous matter, just taken
from a living body, into the veins of a dog. After some weeks ~he_ dog began to pine
away, and was then killed, and cancerous growths were found rn its lungs. Several
instances have occurred-I ha\·e myself known of two-of cancer of the penis in men
whose wives laboured under cancer of the uterus. H erc it is presumable that the
cancerous germs rccciycd upon a delicate and vascular surface, and suffered perhaps
to lodg:e there through neglect of cleanliness, might fasten upon the part, take root
there as it were, and !?row. One very curious circumstance co nnected with this
subject is, that the frrquent contact of common soot seems to have the power of
producing cancer. 'l'here is a form of carcinoma, affecting chiefly the scrotum , and
familiar to surgeons as the chimney-sweeper's cancer. A case is recorded of cancer
of the same Yariety occurrin~ in the right hand of a f!ardcncr, who for years had been
in the habit of sprinkling soot O\·cr his flower-beds with his hands.
There are not wanting-, then, plausible grounds for the hypothesis, that the seeds
of cancer may be introduced, in some way which eludes observation, from without;
tlwt cuncerous growths arc strictly parasitic, and indepen dent of the body, except.in~
so far as they deri\'C their pabulum from its juices. 'l'he difficulties invoh,ed in this
supposition are not great.cl· (as we shall .sec hereafter) than those that hang over the
source and OJ·igin of certain entozoa, wrth which the body is liable to be infested.
But whether this hypothesis be true, or whether the cancer cells and germs are
merely morbid clements of the nati'\'e tissues of the body, developed by some perverted
energy of the formative process, remains yet to be determined.
l;'rom the tables contained in the Ueports of the Hegistrar-Gcneral, it would appear
that women are more subject to this fearful disorder than men, in the large ratio of
five to two. It fixes chiefly upon the female organs of reproduction; the mamm::e
and the uterus.
rl'he mortality from cancer, estimated with due reference to the whole number of
persons existing at different ages, increases steaJily us life advances.
There are still some gencrnl habitudes of the different varieties of cancer, with
which I should wish you to be acquainted.
The secondary formations are most commonly of the cnccpha.loid kind, whatever the
primary form may have been.
Encephaloid cancer1 as compared with scirrhus, is abundantly furnished with blood''es...:;els: and upon this difference in their degree of vascul:.irit.y other remarkable
differences between the two varieties seem to depend. li'irst, cnccphaloid tumours
generally augment with much greater rapidity, and attain a. much larger size, than
scirrhous tumours. Occasionally their magnitude comes to be enormous. Again,
ccreb ri fo rin growths seldom happen singly, but occupy several oqtads of the body at
once. Scirrhus, increasing slowly, occurs also in fewer sites; it is sometimes even
solitary. 111.ore tissues, too, appear to be obnoxious to the soft than to the hard variety.
Now (as Dr. William Budd has well remarked) a. large apparatus of blood-vessels,
bringing a proportionally plentiful supply of nourishment to the parasitic tum.our,
accounts sufficiently for its rank and rapid growth; and the same condition, especia lly
when conjoined with softness of the parent mass, affords obvious facilities for the
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liberal di~semination of itS" germs through numerous returning clianncls. In fact, the
soft varieties a.lone ha\·c, as yet, been found in the veins.
The same multitude of its blood-vessels, and slender cohesion of its comw.ment
parts, serve to explain another peculiarity of the cercbrlform species. Inteniiixed
with, or diffused through, the brain-like substance, there is often to be seen a quantity
of extravasated blood : and when the disease breaks out into ulceration, red, ragged,
and bleeding growths, of fungous aspect, sprout rapidly from the open surface. To
these accidents of cancer the tcrm/u11g1u hrematodes is to be traced. We do not find
scirrhus to be the scat of similar interstitial hromorrha~cs .
:Enc~phaloid cancer has less tendency to contract adhesions with contiguous parts
than sc1rrhus has.
Of the a!Ycolar variety, which ha.c; been more lately discriminated from the others,
and less studied, less is known. It occurs principally in the abdomen, affecting the
pyloric orifice of the stomach, and the omentmn. It appears also occasionally in the
bones, in the breast, and in the testicle. It spreads chiefly by contact and inoculation;
the cells of this species of cancer be ing too large to be readily conveyed to distant
parts throu!?h the veins. Although sometimes combined with the two other species
in the same person, it is often alone, and limited to a single organ. I believe it has
not beeu met with except in adults.
For more minute information on this subject, so interesting and important both in
its pathological relations and in its practical bearings, I must refer you to Professor
Walshc's very able and elaborate work on cancer; and to a short but admirable essay
on the same topic, by Dr. William Budd, published in the Loner.... From these
sources bas been derived much of what I have now been stating.
[We may also refer the reader to the full and excellent paper of Dr. Cn.rswell, on
Sc1rrhus, in the Cyclopredia of Practical .)Jedicine. -0.]
Returning to our current theme, I proceed, in the next place, to spe:ik, in a general
manner, of the measures to be ad<>pted when we are called upon to administer to the
relief of a person labouring- under inflammation: of what is sometimes called the
f'Ure; but, more correctly, of the treatment of inflammation.
In describing- the phenomena and progress of inflammation, I took external inflammation as a tJjpe, and I shall keep that type principally in view in what I have to say
respecting its treatment: making, howenr, such reference to the inflammation of
internal parts as the subject will permit. You will bear in min<l that my design at
present is merely to explain the principles of treatment, generally : I shall poiut out,
by and by, the application of those principles, and the modifications they may require,
in respect to parti«ular cases. I speak also, now, of commou inflammation, occurring
in a previously healthy person. There are many observations that concern all inflammations alike, whether external or internal, and by despatching these in the outset, I
hope to arnid much repetition hereafter.
In all cases of inflammation, our first object is, if possible, to obtain resolution: and
if that be not possible, we next aim at securing that event of inflammation which
would be the most fortunate in the particular case before us. In external inflammations 9ood suppuration will generally, next to resolution, be the most desirable event:
in internal inflammations it will be sometimes suppuration, sometimes adhrsion.
It is necessary to keep in view the di::tinction between the treatment proper for the
inflammation it.self; and the treatment that may be required for the r.ffccts of the inflammation. At present we arc concerned only with the inflammation itself.
I stated to you in a former lecture, that a knowlcdg-c of the caiw• of a disease
might help us in its treatment. Knowing the cause, our first care must be to remove
it, if we can. In the case formerly supposed, we should extract from the inflamed
arm the fragment of glass. If the inflammation have been excited by the extremity
of a .fradured bone, of a broken rib for example, we take measurus for brin,!!ing t.ht:J
separated bones into their proper places, and for keeping them there : if the rnere
displucemt'11t of a part have occasioned the inflammatiou, as the dislocation of a joint,
the protrusion of the bowel in llCrnia, the first thing to be attended to is the restoration of the pa rt to its natural situation: if there be any cAemical source of irritation
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~~nu;~~~i:~~:~c:i'i:: ;~stance, threatening or producing inflammation there), we eject,
I know of but one except ion to this rule, and it belon~ to sur~cry: l" w1:1, when a
bullet or a splinter is so lodf!cd in the interior of the body, that its extraction would
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help us in. another way.
'Y<-' do not troat a joint that is inflamed in consequence of external v10lcncc, as we
should trt!at the same joint when inflamed in rheumatism.
But it is very seldom, except when the inflammation is external, that we can ac.
complish the removal of its cause. In most internal cases, either it cannot be g-ot at,
or it has alrcndy cenRcd to be applied; as when the inflammation has been excited by
cxpo~urc to cold. Y ct it may be possible, and it is of the utmost importance when
poj:::Riblc, to prevent any re~appl ication or rc·pctition of the same cause, which would
be likely to frustrate our endeavours to bring about resolution.
Next in importance to the removal and a\·oidance of the exc iting cause, must be
placed, in most instances, the observance of what is called the anti'phlogistic regirnen.
This may seem an old.fas hi oned phrase, but it is a. very co1wenicnt one; being a brief
form of expressin g the sum of seYeral distinct pro\·isions for the welfare of the sick,
and for the conduct of their attcnd:rnts. Th e word antiphlogistic is derived, indeed,
from an obsolete theory; but we retain it as a useful arbitrary term, without reference
to its etymolofry, or to its original meaning.
The object of the antiphlogistic regimen is to put and keep the patient in that state
which is most favourable for the spontaneous subsidence of the disease, or for the
sanative iuflucnce of remedies. 'This regimen consists in the avoidance of evCrJ
stimulus or di.sturbing influence that can be avoided, whether external or internal.
Common sense will suggest to you the details. It implies a. total abstinence from
solid aaimal food, and from i::trong drink of all kinds. It prescribes the exclusion of
all that might excite or exercise the mind, or produce a strong impression upon the
senses: noise j bright light; great heat or cold. '.l'he patient should be kept in a
temperature of about 62°, and in a well-•entilated apartment. He must not be allowed
to converse, nor to attend to matters of business; unless, indeed, his mind happens
to be disturbed and anxious about some point which one short interview with a friend
may effectually settle. All causes of strong emotion, aad mental aµ-itation, should be
strictly guarded against. Whatever tends to quicken the circulation is to be shunoed;
and therefore not only those influences which operate through the nervous system, but
also all needless bodily effort and ~xcrtion, must be prohibited. '!'he patient (in the
serious cases I am now contemplatrng) must remain iu bed: and in a. position which.
facilitates, or at least does not impede, the free return of the blood by the veins from
the suffering Orf.run.. If the inflammation be seated in or about the head, that part
should be ele\·ated by pillows. If one of the lower extremities be affected, even when
the disease is not so intense as to requi re confinement to bed, the limb must be sus·
taincd horizontally, or be even still more raised up. On the same principle it is that
we suspend an inflamed hand or forearm ia a slinp;. In some cases of internal inflammation -in pleurisy for example - the patient will choose his own po!'ition. Ile
is admonished, by the pain and distress they occasion, that certain postures would be
hurtful or dangerous, and he carefully a>oids them. We often derive much informa·
tion from this instinctive caution ou the part of our patient.
The function of the organ inflamed should also be spared its C'xercise whenever,
and in as J?:rCat a degree as, that can be done. As you would not allow a patient to
moYe an inflamed joint, so you must not permit him to gaze with an inflamed eye; to
speak more than may be absolutely necessary with an inflam ed lung, or larynx; to
exe rt by thinking, and by attention to external excitements, an inflamed brain. 'This
last rule is csRential, eve n when the brain is not the seat of the inflammation: it is
to be observed in all febrile disorders.
'!'he r.doption of this antiphlogistic regimen is not, indeed, necessary, nor even
proper, in all cases and stages of inflammation. The inflammation may be so sli~ht
as not to require it; particularly in cxteroa l cases, of which the causes aa<l the extent
·ire known; as slig:ht contus ions, trifling wounds, and some kinds of eruption. Uut
this exception must always he appliod with great caution to cases of internal inflam·nation1 about the causes, and extent, and tendencies of which we may be less sure.
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In chronic forms of inflammation n.~ain, as in scrofulous inflammation of the lymphatic µfands, or of the eyes, attended with but little pain or heat, the antiphloµ:istic
regimen would often fail to be beneficial: the state of the general system being such
as to require support and stren~thening measures, more than the local symptoms rec1uire an opposite treatment. So also when suppuration or ~an!!rene has supernned,
the antiphlogistie regimen must generally he modified, or abandoned.
But in the outset of <1.ll cases of serious inflammation, when the strength is entire,
and the inftammation intense enough to produce pyrcxia, all the particulars of the
antiphlogistic regimen may require to be observed.
Of all the dired remedies of in6am111ation 1 the abf-ltrnction of blood, bleeding, or
bloocl-let1i11y 1 as it is called, is by much the most powerful and impo11ant. 'Ve should,
I think, be prepared to expect this, prior to any experience of it. mood being: the
natural stimul us of the heart, we should deem it probable that the removal of a portion of that fluid would diminish the force with which the hen rt contmcts: and as an
inflamed part conta in s a preternatural quantity of red blood, and as (with the exception of resolution and mortification, whh:h really are terminations of inflammation) all
the events of inflammation depend upon tlrn exudation of certai u parts of the blood
from its containing blood-vc!'=-scb~, wc should be inclined, cl priori, to believe that t he
amount of those exudations would be checked and limited by lessening the supply of
blood to the inflamed orf.!an, as well as by abating the force with which the blood
reaches it. And we find it in fact to be so. The results of experi ence confirm, in
this matter, the suggestions of our reason. Blood forms the pabulum of the whole
process. "lf," (says i\Ir. Lawrence), "we may be allowed to use figurative lan~ungc,
the ob,•ious increase of heat in the part is analo~ous to that of fire; and blood is the
fuel by which the flame is kept up: in fact, if we could completely take away its
blood from the part, we should be able entirely to control or arrest the increased
action. 11
But it i~ not e>ery case of inflammation that requires or warrants the abstraction of
blood; and when blood-letting is requisite, the mode of taking away the Llootl, the
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to use th is valuable remedy as not to abuse it. Its power is ~rcat for evil as well as
for !?Ood; and in rash or inexperienced hands it too often becomes an iustrumcnt of
fatal mischief.
There are, as you all arc aware, several modes of abstracting blood: phlebotomy,
arteriotomy, scarification, cuppi ng (which i8 merely a variety of scarifi cation), the
application of leeches. Bleeding performed in eit her of the first two of these methods
i:s called yeneral l.Jleedi119. The rest are, in most iustauces, topical or local : but they
are uot merel!J topical in all cases. The main object of general bleeding is to dimiuish
the whole quantity of blood in the system, and thus to Jessen the force of the heart's
action. The object of local blccdin~ is, in most instances, that of emptying the
g-orged and 10:11.Jrd capillaries of the inflamed part. Someti_mes the blood is thus taken
directly from the tnrgid vessels themselves; more often, I fancy, topical b\ood+letting
produces its effect by diverting the flow of blood from the affected part, and giviug it
a new direction, and so indirectly relie,·i.ng the inflammatory cougestion. General
bleeding has also incidentally a similar tendency to deplete the vessels concerned in
the diseased proce::-;s: and, on the other hand, a dexterous cuppcr, under favourable
circumstances, will take away blood from a. part as copiou,,.Jy aud rapidly as if it were
made to flow from an opened ve in; and then the effect upon the S!J·~te m will be alik e
in the one case and in the other. 'l'he same may be said of leeches, when they are
app li ed in the enormous numbers which our neighbours, the l•'renc h, are fond of using.
In whatever way the blood is drawn, whether from a ve in or from an artery, or Uy
the pressure of a cuppi ng glass around a. surface previously sca ri fied, or by the suction
of leeches, the general effect upon the system will be in propo rtion to the quantity of
blood abstracted in a giveu time, The ni ost convenient. and effuct.ua l mode of gene ral
blecdiug, upon the whole, is certainly the common ooc, from the vei ns at the Lend of
the arm. .But somet imes those veins are sma ll or deep, especially in fat people: and
we fail in our effo rts to get the blood to flow from them in a full stream: and then we
may open some other vein or au artery, or call iu the cuppcr to our assistance, or cover
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the neighbouring surface with leeches; accor<liug to the situation of the part. inflamed,
and to other circumstances.
Let us uow briefly consider what the indications arc by which we judge of the
expediency of takin~ away blood. W e are guided very much by the degree of
pyrcxia; by the quality of the pulse; by the importance of the organ affected; by
the violence of the inflammation, in what manner soever tlrnt may be me~s.urcd; by
the period or stage of the disease; by the age, and sex, and genera l cond1t1on _of the
patient; and frequently also by the ordinary character a_nd ~ou~c of the d1~casc,
when inflammation happens to be, or to accompany, au ep1dem 1c disorder. ~t IS not
one of these circumstances alone, but several of them, that we have to tnke rnto the
account, in most cases; and what I have now to say in reference to them must needs
be Yery general.
.
.
.
.
.
'.l'he presence of pyrcxia, e~pecrnlly when tlrn fobnle disturbance 1s well marked,
admonishes u~, indeed, to search after other indications of the propriety of bloodlettirw, and confirms them if they are found; but is not, of itself, a sufllcient reason
for rc~orting to that remedy. There may be high febrile sy mptom s without any inflammation at all; as in the hot stage of an ague fit. A~ain, a smart attack of fover
may spring out of local in6ammation, and yet the kno_wn course of the disease, or
the nature of the part affected, may render the abstraction of blood unn ecessary, and
therefore improper. Nay, the presence of fever, when it is not the consequence but
the precursor of the inflammation - when it depends upon a specific poison in the
blood, and the inflammation has arisen as one of its casual complications- may prohibit any form of blood-letting.
Our judgment is more often determined by the quality of the pulsc 1 althou~h we
arc by no means to be wholly directed by tbis. 'l111C quality of the pulse which other things being the same-bespeaks the necessity of blood-letting in inflammation,
is lwrdness. I dciscribed this quality to you in a former lecture: it may coexist with
a large or a small, a slow or a frequent pulse. l\Iost commonly (and yet the exceptions are numerous) in acute inflammations the pu lse is full and frequent as well as
hard. The hardn ess is ascertained anJ measured by the resistance which the throb
of the artery makes to t.he pressure of your finger. 'l'b e pulse is sc11netimcs said to
be incompressibl e; which means that, although you apply your finger with considerable firmness, the blood still forces its way through the vessel beneath it.
Now th is hardn e~s or stre ngth of the pulse is someti mes our best warrant for aefrrn
depletio n by means of the lancet; yet I say we must not trust to this alone; for a
hard pul se may habitually exist, where there is no inflammati on. Cert.'lin chronic
dise:1sed conditions of the heart may occasion it; and it probably results also somet imes from some unnatural stutc, which is not inflammation, of the whole of the
circula.ting system. When you happen to know your patient, and have ascertained
what kind of pulse he has when he is well 1 and are previously aware that his pulse
during health is not a hard pulse, you learn from that circumstance that the new
quality it has now acquired denotes the preseuce of iufiammation; and usually of
acti,·e inflammation, likely to go on, if not contro!led, to the destruction of the part
it has seized upon.
l\lany persons, and young practitioners in particular, are apt to look to the fre~
quency of the pulse, when they wish to ascertain the expediency of blood-let1ing;
but rc..'llly its frequency is very subordinate in importance to its hardness or sofwess :
and this is very unlucky, because anybody with his stop-watch in his hand can count
a. pulse; but it is not every one who can t ell a hard pulse when he feels it. 'l'he
finger requires a cert.a in ednc:ition for that purpose; and there are some persons who
seem nC\'er to attain the tactus eruditus. I should advise you to attend particularly
to this quality of the pul se, and to compare your perceptio11s of the hardn ess or softu~s~ of the pu lse in i11dividual cases, with those of your companions, and of your
chmcal teachers.
'J'he freque11cy of an inflammatory pulse ranges fo r t11e most part between 90 anJ
1_20. _When the _hard pulse. is much more frequ ent than this, it commonly occurs
e1th~r m you~g child ren; or rn person_s who are m~re than usually nen·ous and susceptible; or rn persons who were prev10usly labounng under some chronic anJ wasting comp~aint, i~ ~hich ~he pulse was already frequent, thou.~h nor. hard: as, for
exawple, iu phth1s1cal pat1euts, when acute plcurii:.y ~upcrn:ues upon tubercular dis-
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ease of the lungs. In all such cases, the extreme frequency of the pulse is, per se,
dissuasiYe of the use of the laueet.
As the hardness of the pulse is, with certain exceptions at which I have just
glanced, our lawful warrant for general bleeding, so the disappearance of that hardness is a token that the blood-letting has been carried far cnou~h .
.J.gain, the nature and importance of the organ affected will influence our judgment in respect to the question of abstractiu[! blood. 1f the organ inflamed be a
Yitai organ; or if we are not sure about that, hut have any reason to i;:uspect that it
may be a vital or[!an; I need scarcely say that, other indications concurring, we must
a.ct upon the worst supposition, and bleed. Ilut when the part is of less import<rnce
in the economy of the body; or when inflammation is known ordinarily to run its
course in that part without producing any abiding damage; it may not be worth
while, even though the fever be high anJ the pulse harJ, to have recourse to this
potent remedy, for the sake of subcluiuf! inflammation which is attended with so little
danf!Cr. In this predicament may be placed many instances of cynanche tonsillaris,
and of' acute rheumatism. The subsequent debilitatiug effects of the loss of blood
upon the system may be more certain and more hurtful than the effect of the bleed·
ing upon the local inflammation is likely to be beneficial.
[Wi thout pretending hi ad,·ocatc the employment of blood-letting in every case of
cynanche tonsillaris and of acute rheumatism, we must dissent from the correctness
of Dr. Watson's position, that" even though the fc,·er be high and the pulse hard,"
it may not be worth while to bleed "for the sake of subduing inflammation which, in
these affections, is attended with so little danger." When acute rheumatism occurs
in youn~, robust, and plethoric subjects, and is attended with considerable fc,•er and a
hard anti accelerated pulse, we know of no remedy from which such decided advantage
to be obtained as from a well-timed resort to the lancet. The extent to which the
bleeclinf! is to be carried and the propriety of its repetition, must be determined by
the circumstances of each case, and the effects produced by the first operation. We
are no ad,•ocate, under any circumstances, for the profuse and repeated bleedings recommended by M. Bouillaud as a means of cutting short an attack of acute rheumatism; we have had, however, ample experience of the very decided relief obtained
by a prudent and well-timed use of the lancet iu this disease.
In many cases of cynanche tonsillaris, also, an early and full bleeding will have the
effect of arresting the inflammation, and thus of Sa\•ing the patient from much sufl:Cring, if not danger. Even when the arrest of the disease is not affected by it, the in.
flammation is reduced in violence and shortened in duration.-0.]

is

The period or stage of the disease forms a most important element, the most important indeed of all, in the question before us. I t is of iufb.mmation while yet in
its earliest progress, that blood-letting may emphatically be pronounced the cure;
while the disease is still within the possibility of resolution; before there is any went
amount of exudation, or any serious disort,ranization of structure. The sooner we
bleed, the more surely will the inflammatory procc!Os be moderated and limited, e,·en
when it cannot be wholly quenched. In no case within the range of medical pr.1ctice
is the maxim a principiis obsta." more imperati,·e. Those among you who happen to
be attending the wards of the :;\liddlesex Ilospital may wonder indeed, after hearing
my estimate of the power of blood-letting over inflammation, that l so seldom prescribe \'enrescction there. '.l'he truth is, not that I undervalue the remedy, but that
the time fo r its employment has generally gone by. 1.'he poor arc uuwilliu[!' to relinquish the occupations by which they subsist : they struggle on as long as they can,
and resort to hospitals only when they are compelled to do so by the exigency of their
malady. l\lany of them, labouring under inflammation, have been freely bled before
admission. lt is commonly too late, when they present themselves, to expect that
1
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pealed, it become~ (as th? French say) spoNative; it robs the vita l fluid of its
nutrieut and phist1c matcnals. Pushed still further, it produces a peculiar state of
the nervous system, marked by great weakness and irritability. ~ow :tlthou7h
Lloo<l-lettiug: is the summum remccl1um for active iuflammation at its very commence-
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mcnt, there is n point beyond which it not only docs no good, bu.t is. poi;;iti\'cly injurious. And this point it is not always easy to hit. On one side is the dan~cr
that the inflammatory action may continue and extend; on the other the danp;cr that
the strcn~th of the ~ystcm may be so reduced as to prove unequal to .the process of

restoration : for, to remo,·c the interstitial cxtra,·asations 1 and to rcp:ur. the dama?e

that has accrued, a certain dc~rcc of ,,ital power is requisi.tc, ~nd a sufficient quantity
of healthy blood. Blccdin~ may cure inflammation, but 1t will not always cure the
1
1
11
1
1
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that in order to extinguish or check acute inflammation, you must, above all, bleed

-~
We jud~e

.
that the bleeding has been carried far enough whe~1 th.e rnflamnrntory
fc,•er subsides, or changes its charr.cter; when tho . pulse rCf!arns its. softness, or
undeqzoes some marked alteration;. when any of the. signs (already sp~c~fi~d) of s?ppuration appe:n. Upon these pomts I hope to give you more explicit rnstruct10u
when we come to special instances of inflammation.
Whenever inflammation supervenes on other chronic disease; whenever it arises
in the pro~rcs.s of idiopathic fever, or whilst the constitution is contaminated by some
specific poison; whenever suppuration is inevitable, or even probable: in all these
cases g-eneral blood-letting ma!J be necessary, but it must always be employed with
great caution .
~or can we 1 safely, neglect the age, the scx 1 the general condition of the sick
person 1 when we arc turning in our minds the propriety of bleeding. 1l'hc very
young, the old, the feeble, the cachectic, do not bear well the loss of much blood.
This com::idcration is not to deter you from bleeding such persons when they are
att:icked by dangerous inflammation; but it especially enforces, with respect to them,
the .!!Cner:li rule, that no more blood should be abstracted than seems absolutely requisite to control the disease.
It is also very neces~ary to study the character and tendency of the rei~ning
epidemic: whether that may depend upon some predisposition silently and gradually
wrou~ht in men's bodies by the agency of causes that are but little understood : or
whC'ther it may result from some peculiarity in the exciting cause of a particular
epidemic disease. I have been long enough iu practice in L ond on to ham learned 1
in common with others, how much the character of continued foyers may alter.
Since about the time when the virulent form of cl10lcra. made its first appearance
:unong us, continued fevers have neither needed nor borne the abstraction of blood 1
as they diJ bear and need it for some years prior to that period. Perhaps some ''ariation in the intensity of the poison may partly explain the comparative malignity thc greater tendency, I mean, to what is called lowness of type-which marks certain
epidemics of scarlet fc,•cr, small-pox, and measles. The influenza, or epidemic
eatarrh 1 which was almost uni,·crsal io this town and kingdom in the years 1833,
1837 1 and lS..J7 1 afforded a striking illustration of the point I am cndearnuring to set
before you. The inHamm:1tory symptoms-the bronchitis 1 and sometimes pneumonia
-were in many c:lses strongly marked, and it appeared necessary to abstract blood;
but persons sulfcrin;; under influenza. bore bleeding excecdinf!IY ill, and where the
li.;:c of the lancet could not be aYoided, it was ne,·er resorted to without reluct:rnee and
mi!'p:i,·ing. I would not, howe\'er1 limit these remarks to fcrnrs, or to specific inflammations. I share in the belief which has grown out of the experience of many
thoughtful and observing mcn 1 that in this country at least, the human constitution
has for se,·eral years been suffering a ~radua l change : that almost all inflammatory
disorders a~sumc uow-a-days a more adynamic type, and require less energetic treatment than Ill the early part of the present century.
"'hen we bleed in acute inflammation of an important organ 1 we endeavour 1 I say,
to ~!feet our purpose as speedily as possible, and with as little expenditure of the ''ital
fluid a!' possible It would be quite ridiculous to pretend to give auy p1·ccisc direction
as ~o the number ?f ounces of blood that should be taken. You 111ust stay by the
p~1t1~11t, ~nd blc.ed 1 111 such cases as I am now contcmplatinp:, until you produce some
J1st10ct 1mprcss1on by the bleeding; and one of the beRt guides in this matter i.!t the
state of the. pulse. lf you find, a~ you sometimes will do1 that the most prcssin!'.;
fiymptoms give w:iy while the blood is still flowing - that the pain, for iustan..:-.:, is
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mitiga ted - that the respiration (when the lungs are concern ed) becomes easier and
deeper - that (in affections of the brain ) the patient emerges from a state of stu por
or delirium - you may be sure that you arc doinl? right in bleeding; but you must
keep your finger upon your patient's wrist, and suffer the blood to flow, until tht:! hard
pulse is se nsibly softer, or until symptoms of impend in~ syncope appear i and then
you had better tic up the arm, and wait a few hours, and repeat the bleeding if the
symptoms whi ch at fi rst demanded it again become urgent.
As it is desirable to produce the necessary effect upon th e system as <]ui ckly as
may be, the blood should be taken pleno rivo ; i.e., a ~ulllciently lar~e orifice should
be made in the vein: and sometimes it may be ri .~ ht even to open a \'ein in both
rinn s : and th e patient should be bled in the upright position. Faintn ess and syncope
depend upon a defective supply of blood to the brain; and therefore will be likel,v to
occur the sooner when the force of gravity facilitate~ the desce nt of the bl ood from
th e head through t he veinsi and retards its asce nt towards the head throuµ:h the
arteries. And conversely, the first thing to be done towards r emedying syrJCope i8 to
luy the person flat in a horir.ontal posture, or eveu with 11is head lower than his body.
If you neglect these small er matters, and make a.n in s i ~ nifi ca nt slit in th e vein,
and suffer your patient to lie down whilst you are bl eeding him i you will be obli'.l;e<l
t•J take much more blood in the end; or you may drain him of his bl ood and of his
st rength Ly repeated bleedings of this sort, and make no imprc~s i on afte r all upon the
disease. It is one of the num erous cases in whi ch pa rsimony is not true economy.
Th e quantity of blood req uisite to be taken in order to prod uce the due effect is
excecdinf?IY ''arious. It is a remarkable circumsta nce, well worth attending to, and
much in sisted upon of late years, espec ially by Dr. )larshall II all, that a pati ent under
th e infiueuec of mere inflammation will bear to lose a far greate r <1uantity of blood
without becom in g fa int, than he could bea r in hea lth: that the state of th e system
prod uced by th e presence of inflammation supports it against the ordinary consequences of loss of blood. The amouut of th e bleeding requ isite to occasion syncope
will bC' in proportion to the exi~e n ey of the case. This fact-if it be rea lly a fact, as
indeed I bel ie,·e it is - is ev id ently one of the high m~t \•a lu e and importance, for it
furni shes, what is always so des irable, especially in an unce rtain art like ours, a
simple rule of practice. Yet it is not a rule so firmly estab lished as not to admit of
exce pti ons. If th e mere state of syncope were the curative influence required, we
shou ld have no difficulty. 'l1hat the faintn ess does constitute a part of that iuflucnce
1 fully believe. Dr. M. Solon relates a case in which it even sufli eed to th e cure of
erysipelas of the head nnd fa ce, attended with hi gh fc,·er. Th e patient fainted from
alarn1 before the \'cin was opened. The inflammatory sy mptom s thereupon ceased :
but with returning animat ion th ey presently recurred. Again prcparatiou wa s made
for YCnrescction; and aga in the young lady lapsed into sy ncope; and this time the
inflammation and fever disappeared, never to return. 8he is described as having
bee n quite well the next day. I cannot, however, entertain a doubt that the withdra wal of a certa in quantity of blood is, in a lmost every fit case, conducive to the
per mau cnt control of co mmon acute inflammation, attended with strong pyrexia: and
it may be advisable to kee p persons, who, like )1. Solon 's patient, a re of a timid
di sposition, and liable to 8y neope from slight cau::;es, in a recumbent posture, in orde1
that the neceS:iary discharge of blood from the system may be obtai ned
Ia equivocal cases (and there arc many such), where it is questionable whether the
symptoms proceed from in6ammation or not, the diag no.,.is may often be settled by
ob<scrving: the quantity of blood which, tak en in the upri µ;ht posture, suffices to briu!..!
011 in cipi ent syncope.
An other criterion - more ex act perh aps than this, but requiriu~ more time, knowledge, and skill for its due application-is afforded by th e pro·
porti on of fib rin in th e blood abstracted.
Dr. H all's book, 011 th e J:,,Jfa'tls of the L oss r!f Rl()l}d, is well worth your attentive
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site influence of some others rn produ c in ~ prete rnatural susc<'ptibility of those efti.~Ct.l;j ,
" It wou l<l begin (he says) with congestion of the herid , or tendency to apoplexy;
inflammation of th e sero us membran es, and of the parcnchyrnatous substau cc of' val'i·
ous orµ-an s, would fullow ; then acute anas;irca; :rn<l lastly, inffamrnation of the 11mcous me wbmnes. This part of th e scale wuuld be <fo·idc<l from the ucxt. by the co o-
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dition of the syl'tcm in health. Below this would be arrang-cd fc\•crs; the effects of
intc~tinal irrit:ltion; some cases of delirium; reaction from loss of blood; and disorders of the same class with hysteria; dyspepsia, chlorosis, autl cholera m.orbus.
As to the propriety of repeoti11g vcnresection, it is his remark, tl~at if at. the first
blood-letting- much blood flowed before any tendency to syncope ma111fcstcd 1t~clf1 an

early repetition of that remedy will probably be rcquired - a~1d at trny rate. an earl>'
repetition of our visit to the patient will be proper. But this last precept is of um-
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lc"t I shoulJ seem to encourage you to imitate such l~croic practice.
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of blood had i~sucd from it: and then, and not till then, did the patient become faint.
The event of' the cnRC quite justified the bleeding in that instance,, for the man got
rapidly and perfectly well. It was a. case of genera l dropsy, which had come on
suddenly, in a, young an<l robust man. It occurred in the clinical wards of the Infirmary at Edinburg-h: the physician had desired the clinical clerk to bleed the patient
in the erect posture, until 8ome sensible effect was produccd upon h is pulse : and no
such effect could be perceived until the enormous quantity I hn.ve mentioned had
been abstracted. It is very seldom that such lar~e bleedings are required, or defensible: you will µ;cncrally find that from sixteen to twenty or thirty ounces tahn properly, will be sufficient to accomplish the purpose of the measure. Sometimes one
such bleeding: will extinguish, as it were, the iuflammation, or curb its destructive
force; sometimes two or three, or half a dozen may be necessary: and we judge of
the propriety of rcpe>::1ting the venre.,cction by the effect of the former bleeding; by
the character of the pulse; by the appearance of the blood already drawn. · It would
be impossible, in a general account like the present, to lay down any minute directions
on this head.
I have hitherto been !-l.peaking of bleeding as we perform it for the cure of active
inflammation, occurrin~ in a person prev iou«ly healthy, affecting :in important organ,
and attended with hi~h febrile J.ifiturbance of the system. But the reuwral of blood
is scarcr>\y less valuable as a remedial measure in cl1.1·onic inflammation, whe n the
system at. large scarcely sympathises at all with the local disease. And here it is that
what is properly called lucal bleeding is so useful - by cupping glasses, or a moderate
number of leeches. The object is always t he same, viz., to unload and relieve the
rnrp;id capillary vessel~ of the part : and this we could not <lo by general bleeding
without carryin~ it to an extent which would be da ngerous to our patient's welfare.
These local bleedin~'S for chrouic inflammation usually requ ire to be often repeated.
Considered as a remedy, blood-letting resembles some other remedies in this, that it
must be proportioned and adjusted to the rate of progress, n.nd the duration, of the
disease. The remcdy must be uf.l.ed chronically when the malady is chronic. A pa·
tient may lose, on the whole, much more blood for the cure of a chronic inflammation,
than for the cure of one that is violent and acute; but thcu the bleeding must be
spread over a larger space of time.
'Yith respc:ct to the relative merits and advantages of cupping and of leeches, as
topi~al remed~es for local infbmmatio~; it may be said in favou~ of c~pping, that the
precise quantity of blood taken away 1s more accurately dctermmed rn that mauucr,
and the operation is sooner over, and is less fatiguing, than the suction of leeches.
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rn the ripplication of the ~lasses - to avoid torturing and burning the patient- and
theref~re. it is that in large towns, as in t.his metropolis, cupping is au art carried on
by a .dtstrnct class of expert persons. You may apply leeches also to parts where the
cupprng g-lasscs could scarcely be used.
General bleeding then is best adapted to acute inHammations; and top ical bleeding
is most appropriate in those which arc chronic and slow. But a combination of the
two is often hi[!hly proper n.nd useful. You may lessen the tension and force of the
general circulation by vcnresection; but the small vessels of the inflamed part may
r•~main unahlc to rid themselves of their excc5~ of blood, and continue dilatrd and
fu.11. Such, at least, we may reasonably suppose to be somctiwes the case: and
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certainly we often net successfully upon that theory; that is, we bleed from the arm,
and at Lhe same time, or presently after, we empty the capi llaries of the labouring
organ, or the neighbouring vessels, by the hel p of leeches, or by the scarificator and
exhausted cup. '!'he good effect of local bleeding, after the general febrile disturb.
ance !ms abated under venmscction, is often very marked in the relief of pain.
I have recommended blood.Jetting to you when, among other circumstances, the
pulse is full and hard; and have stated that the blood should be suffered to flow until
some distinct impression is made upon the system. llut I wish also to apprise you 1
that you ought not t-0 be deterred from bleeding merely because the pulse is small. It
is very apt to be so in dangerous inflammations within the abdomen; and it is a very
curious thinp; that the pulse will often rise, and the :ntcry develop or expand itself
even while the blood is issuing. Now you must look upon thal circumstance as a
distiuct impression made upon the system, although it is one of a rather different kind
from what I spoke of before. You had better, in my opinion, pause when this efTeet
is fairly obta ined: for so great is the tendcucy to death by syncope in aL<lorniual
inflammation that it would not be prud ~nt to urge the influence of the blood-letting
furthe r, at one time, than the change I have just mentioned. " 'ait, thcr cfo 1 ~, and
repeat the vcua::scction if the circuwstanccs should again render it ncccssary. 1
11'beprincipleslnicl down in the foregoing lecture hnxe, even while these pn.ges nre pnssing
through the press, been nrraigned ns unsound and fallacious by a physician whose eminence
compels attention nmlrcspccttoeverydcliberate expres.,ion or his opinions. Wh en no less a
person than the l~rofessorof the Institutes or :\ledicine in the Uui\'ersity of Edinburgh proclaims
bis belief thnt, ~vith respect to int_ernnl inflnmmntions, "the principles on which blood-letting
and nntiphlogistLcremediesha.ve lnthertobeenprnctised, nre opposed ton sound pnthology," I,
who, for one, still adhere, from conviction, to the same principles which l ha\'C formerly taught,
can scarcely help tnking upon myllelr to review-\'ery briefly, and in nll cou1·tcsy and candoursome parts of the Professor's reasonings, a.ud to inquire into their vnlidity.
Although Dr. llughes Bennett intends his obsermtions to hnve a. general npplication, he
choosesinflammntion of the lungs forthenitlin topicnnd illu.:;tration of his argument; and he
begins by setting aside as worthless all so-cnlled experience of thnt disorder, of au enrlier date
tl1an the invention or nuscultntion. Cullen nnd Gregory, nnd 'vritcrs _yet oldur th:rn they, were
notnblo (he says) to recognise pneumouia in the li,·iug body, and thcrcruro cannot be!:aid Lo
havehnd any re:ll or certnin knowledge of its behaviour under remedies.
Now, it mny be granted that neither Cullen nor Gregory could R!ISure l~imflelf,.n~ nny student
of the second year mi ght now do, of the chaugcs wrought b~· pneumonia 111 tho hvmg lung; but
they certainly w_ere co mpetent to _ascertain, beyonJ a.11 doubt, that inflnmmn.ti o~l wns goi n.g on
somewhere willun. the chest. Agn1nst such inflammntion they lc:nrned, by w11tchmg, the ef11cacy
of early \'enro:-:cct1on. 'l 'hey obtained most tru!'tworthy evidence n1td expcl'ieuce of its power to
control i11flummalio11; which is precisely what Dr. Bennett contests. 'l'hat th ey might not he
cert.'linastotbccxnctserLtof th ei nternnl inflammation,is nothingto the purpose. '.L'hi 1:1 part
of Dr. Bennett's iugument flies wide therefore of its mark.
l venture to call iu que1:1tion the nccur::i.cy of Dr. Bennett's positions, thnt infl.nmmntions Cfln
never be cut short; but whether they are to end favourably or uufo.\'oumbly, must uud nl1rnys
will run througbaccrtnincourse: tho.tit is the physician's properbusmess to promote rather
thantoimpedethisthcirnnturnlprogress: thattheformn.tion of pus·corpuQcle!! is esscnti11l to
the elimination of the products of intlnmmation from the body. l believe, on the contrary, th nt
inflammntieu may sometimes be extinguished in its very infancy, before nny of its custo111:1ry products ba,•coccurrcd; nudthateven aftertheyhrwe some of them occurred, the intensity of acute
intlammation may be abated, and its ex1ension stayed, by the judicious use of the antiphlogistic
regimen and remedies. I ennno t think, ns Dr. llennettseems to think, thntc,·ery step after the
very first step in tho inflammntory proce~s is to be regnr,led as nature's mode, nud the only
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iii far more profititble (as some one hns well expres:;ed it) to watch, than to count.

To use or to
withhold a gi,·en remedy ~ impl y because it is found, by numerical calcul11tion, that in cn!:;es
nominally the Slime, rcco,·crie.s have been more frequent when that remedy was employed on the
one h:md or omitted on the other, would be to sacrifice the plain and 1ierhnps pr~::1sing intlicn·
tionsof a particular case, to thesta.tisticn.laver•1gesofdiseasesh;wmg merelyacommonde110miuntion. To repeat whnt r have said e\sewhe!'e-we do not nece.•s:wily take the same symp·
toms as indicntions of 1rentml·nt, which we u·ust to as signs of diseni;e. We ti·eat, indeed, not
the so·called disease, but in necideuts; the ,·irnl mnnifcstnlions which proclaim its character
and intensity, forcshow it:1 tendencies, nndillttstrate its course.
With respect to pneumonia, it is very true that there is much Je~s bleeding practised now
th an formerly; pnr1ly, l Uo entil'cly bdie,·e, from n change in those ''ital manifestations to
which allusion has just been made; partly because we more easily anU surely hlima te the
ex teut~ couJitions, nnd progress of the inflammation. Or ruthcr, perhaJH~, it ~ho uld be said.
(setting aside whnt mny be due to the mere fashion of the day) tlJl•re is uppurmtly less bleed·
in:;, bet:nuse many more instances: of diser1se are brought within the category ofpueumonia, by
tbet1:stimonyof theeur. We grunt that bleelliug, like all othc rpotc utremedies, ispowe1·ful
for evil 11s well as for good ; but we advocate its prudent use, not i1s careless adoption, or its
routiuc abuse. We beli eve that the plan which would dispense with blootl·leltiug in all cases
of ac.ute inflanunation, is too simple nnd facil.e to be the right or a s:1.fe plnn.
lt1s:objecteJtovenoosec ti ontlm t';itdete n oratestheblooU, rc11Uonugi tpoorerincorpusc\es
nnd richer in water," nud therefore (presumably) less tit l'o1· the purposes of repair. But it
should beremembcredthattheblood 1sliabletodeteliorationof o.mOrll perniciouskiud by the
presence and per:iistence of acute inflammation. Herein consists a wal'ked dilfel'ence between
fe\'er~, nnd common inflammation occnrl'ing inn. previously healthy pel'sou. 111 fe\'ers the blood
i!i primarily disenseU. ln inflammatiou there is reasou to believe that it is the Yery pa1·t
intlumed which grndunlly spreads infection through the general mass of ti.Le blood; and this
contt11ui11ation we prevent or limit, if we can arre:.t the inflammation.
J\fter all, Dr. Benncttadmit:i that though large and repented blood·lettings are opposed ton
correct pathology, benefit may 11ever1hule.•s accrue from n limited abstraction of blood, when
there is nogreatdebihty. li e e'·en th inks it probable (spe3king, howe\•cr, of what he iufel'S
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of blood, nmy have nrii.en from its "dimimshmg the tension of the whole vascular sy~tem . "
ln these admissions 1 apprehend that the whole mlllter in dispute is virtually conceded . .For
whoslmll say, inngiYcn case of severe inflammation, whati:in large, and whnta snrnll bleed·
ing ! These nre relative a.nJ. e\•en convertible terms. So thnt the Professor here appenr~ to me
to come back to the nncieut ways, and the ncc1·edited practice; which is, neither to exclude
bleeding, nor to bleed in e.xcess of the present uecessity. So to bleed as to sec ure the ad\'llUtagcs of the remedy, and toavoi<l itsdi;ondvnnrngca, isthcpreceptl believe of nil teuchers.
l ha"e uo room to di ..cuss the que ~t i on, nn11wered in the ueg11t1\•e by Dr. llennett, whether
feb~·ile inflam.mntol'y .di~c.-&ses may chan.ge their type.
lie t:~k es pains to :!-how tliut the proce:.<3
of 111tlammat1on, in its severnl steps, its prod ucts, and its local effects, are at nil times the
eame. What he has not ~how u i ~, thflt the human constitution is incapable, from influences to
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rime through which the. s!heuic .and a~tl.i~uic charac.ters of dii.eo.:;e pl'C\'llil in
lmt we are at pr('~cut hnug :un1d one ot Its a<lynanuc 1ihnses.
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LECTURE XIV.
Treotment of Inflammation, conti1iued. Recop1't11lotion. Bleeding. Puryatives,
N en.:11ry. A11ti11vmy. Digitalis. Colchicum. Opiurn.
Local Remedies. Bxtemal Cold. Exter11al Warmth. Oounter-lrritation.
AFTER pointing out to you, yesterday, the necessity of µ;uarding your patient, as
much as possible, from all stimulants and sources of irritation, both internal nnd external, the avoidance of which constitutes whnt is called the a11tiphlogistic regim en, I
began to speak of the remedies of inflanuuation.
Now the great remedy in n.cute and dangerous inflammation is blood-letting: and
when this remedy is used at all, it should be used freely, and so as to produce a decided impression: and its efficacy for µ:ood will always be the p;reater, in proportion
as it is applied in the earlier stages of the inflamma tion. The objects of the abstraction of blood are two-fold: to lessen the force of the heart's action is one object; to
case the ~orgcd capillaries of the part inflamed is the other. We effect the first of
these objects, or both of them ut once It may be, by making an orifice with a lancet,
iu the trunk of some convenient vein or artery, and allowing the blood to escape; we
accomplish the second by making little incisions with a Rcariticr through the skin as
near the inflamed part as we can, and forcing the blood through these little wounds
by the pressure of the atmosphere : i'. e., we take off the pressure from the part scarified, by placing over it a ~lass cup, from which the air has been in great measure
cxhaust<.d, anJ then the unbalanced weight of the atmosphere upon the surrounding
surface forces out the blood; or we suffer leeches to scarify the skin, and to suck out
the blood. These two moJes of drawing blood, from the trunks of the blood-,·csscls
on the one hand, and from the capillaries on the other, we call, rcspccti\'ely, general
bleeding, and topicul bleeding.
I suy the1 main point to be achieved in general bleeding is so to manage the operation as to make a decided impression, as quickly as possible, upon the pulse or the
heart: and to do this we place our patient in an upright position, and make a free
orifice in the vein of one or both arms.
And when the force of the genera l circulation has been thus abated, it will in many
cai-:es be proper and necessary to take away blood from t he capillaries also, in the
neighbourhood of the suffering organ. This is almost always safe and g:ood practice:
there can seldom be any reason for abstaining from it, unless the general bleeding has
had so great an effect that the abstraction of a few more ounces in any way might be
hazardous. But the employment of local depletion presently after general is tlten especially indicated, when the local symptoms remain uurclic,,cd; when, although the
indirect symptoms which munifcst themselves through the medium of the system at
large have been moderated by the general blood.Jetting, yet the dirl'..:t symptoms bclooging to the part, and di~turbing its functions 1 the pain 1 for cxa1uple, or the labouring breath, or the stupor, have not undergone a proportional improvement. Under
such circumstances, the unloading the oppressed capillaries by means of leeches or
cupping-glasses will often be attended with the happiest effects.
I mentioned that the most common way of performing general blood-letting in this
country is by venresection; and that the veins choseu, as the most suitable for that
purpose, are the cephalic and basilic veins at the bend of the arm: but that when,
from accidental circumstances, blood canuot be obtained easily n.nd abundantly from
those veins, any other large aud superficial blood-vessel may be opened. It 111attcr8
little which, in my opin ion, so far as regards the effect of the abstraction of Uoo(l
upon the dise:1se. Some persons arc fond of opening the temporal artery wheu the
intlammatory disease is situa ted in or about the head : and certain ly, when we sec this
vessel starting from the surface lik e a cord, and tortuous from its fulness, and visibly
throbbing, we fee l tempted to give vent to the blood which is distending it. But
artcriotomy is not so easily nrnn~gc? as phl~botom,r It is somcti~nes difficult to get
the blood to fl:..>w properly; and it IS sometimes dtflicult to stop Its egress when we
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wish to do so; and sometimes there arc after-consequences wl~ich arc :ar from heir~!?:
pleasant: little aneurismal tumours are apt to arise. It is 1 bes1dcs, desirable to avoid

the necessity of bandaging the head, in order to restrain the further ?ffiux of ~l<><?d
Other practitioners recommend opening the external J~)?~il~r YClll m
1 1
1
1
0
1
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from the artery.
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bec:.\USC I think it seldom can be necessary; secondly, because I thmk it IS often
unsafe.
It is seldom necessary: for in children we can alwa~·s get as m~c~ blood by ~apical
bleeding as will be cquirnlent to a general blood-letllng. And 1t IS unsaf~ Ill two
ways. In the first place, it is not always an easy matter to sto~ the bleed mg '.rom
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of the neck, to stay the h romorrha~e, might affect in,iuriously tl_1~ cerebra~ Ctr~ul:.it1on.
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near the heart, and pass on to that organ, it kills outright. If you ?pen the JU~ular
vein of a horse, and blow forcibly into it towa;ds the heart, tl~e annual drops do":n
dead. The celebrated Dupuytrcu was performmg some opcrat1on about the neck, m
the course of which he cut across one of the veins there situate j some bubbles of air
rushed in at its open mouth, with an audible clucking noise, and, in an instant, his
patient expired. '!'he same frightful accident has occurred during operations per·
fonnc<l in this country, and in America. I was told very lately that 111 one of our
metropolitan hospitals it was thought ri.~:!11t, for some reason or other, to bleed an adult
patient by opening his ju~ular YCin. The opening was made very near the clav icle,
so thn.t pressure between the orifice n.nd the heart was difficult to effect. Of course
the blood soon leaves the portion of the vein neare~t the heart: n.nd whctl1er by some
suction power of the heart itself upon the vein s, or how, one scarcely knows, but air
rushed in, and the patient was presently a dead man. J>erJrnps misadventures of this
kind may he capable of being prevented by using great caution in such cases; but as
it is the etiquette for physicians to direct hut not to perform these ma'lual sen iccs
towards the sick, and as, therefore, I should incur all the responsibility, and at the
same time be able to ensure noue of the necessary care, I confes!5 that I am shy of
recommending vcnrosection to be made in that particular place.
"'\'hcther, all oth er things being the same, the ab!5traction of artcrhil blood may be
more or less effectual in restraining inflammation than the abstraction of venous, is
more than l can tell you.
When topicn.I bleeding is employed with the view of disburdcning the turgid capil·
larics, it would seem most expedient to get as near to the pn.rt affected as we can. 'l'o
apply, for example, our cupping.glasses or our leeches to the temples, or behind the
ears, or just below the occiput, in inflammatory affections of the head; to the chest
or the proocordia, when the lun~s or heart arc the scat of the disease: to the surface
of the abdomen, in inflammation of the liver, or stomach, or intestines, and so on.
And this is the plan which I have almost always adopted; and with such sn.tisfactory
results that I have felt little inclination to try n.ny other. But mn.ny persons do be·
licvc that local bleeding is more useful when it is performed at some distance from
the affected part. 'l'hcy would put leeches, for instance, on the insteps, to relie\'e an
inflamed thron.t; and they attribute the benefit that ensues to what is called rel.'ulsion.
They suppose that the suction of the leeches solicits the blood 1 as it were, to that
<1uartcr, and diverts it from the vessels of the part that is inflamed. It seems to me
1
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distance tro1.n the scat of the inflammation, on another principle-that of drawing
the bl?od d1rec~ly from the veins which communicate with the di seased part. In
abd?nunal affo~t1ous, in inflammation of the liver or intestines, the l;'rench are in the
habit of applyu~g leeches in great numbers to the verge of th e n.nus; because, they
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and of this practice. I can say but little of it from my own knowledge. 1
can well believe, however, that it is good and useful practice : but in this country we
should find it difficult to persuade many of our patients to submit to have lecehe&
planted round the anus : and I hnve seldom been disappointed of the benefit I expected from topical bleeding, when it has been employed at the surface, as near the
part inflamed as possible.
'!'he ei·antation next in importance to blood-letting, is pur,qing. This is an expedient which in cases of violent inflammation, or high general fever, should scarcely
ever be omitted. To keep the bowels what is called open, fonns indeed a. part of the
antiphlogistic regimen; but in acute inflammatory diseases, active purging is often
of very great service. These two points are gained by it. The stomach aud int-estines are freed from accumulated freces, or other matters which, by their bulk or their
acrimony, might prove irritating: and at the same time depletion is carried on by
means of the serous discharge which is produced from that large extent of mucous
membrane. There arc some cases of inflammation in which the operation of purga.
tive medicines is of especial benefit; as in inflammatory affections of the head, eith er
external or internal, of which part these medicines assist or cause the depletion in a
very sensible manner. We have an illustration of this in the paleness of the face,
which often, during health, accompanies the action of a brisk cathartic. The useful.
ness of repeated purgatives is Jess distinctly seen in inflammations situated within the
thorax; although in these eases also they are often very beneficial. 'l'hey arc efficient
remedies too in all inflammatory conditions of tbe liver. But when inflammation has
fastened upon the stomach or bowels themselYes, although it may be indispensable
that they should be unloaded of their contents, which are often composed of irritating
ill.digested food, and of morbid secretions no less teasing and hurtful, the propriety
of going beyond tbis point is extremely questionable. I believe that much harm is
often done by pressing the inflamed alim entary canal with active purgatives. But to
all these points I shall have occasion to return.
Next to blood-letting, as a. remedy, and of vastly superior value upon the whole, to
purgation, in serious inflammations of various kinds, is mercury. This mineral is
really a very powerful agent in controlling inflammation; especially acute, phlegmonous, adhesive inflammation; such as glues parts together, and spoils the texture of
organs. It is of the greatest importance that you should accurately inform yourselves
concerning the various effects of mercury upon the system : the changes it produces;
th e changes it arrests or prevents; the cases in which it docs good; the cases in
which it docs harm; that you should learn, in short, how to wield a very potent, but
a. two-edged weapon.
If we inquire what mercury does when it is administered to a person in health, we
find three very marked effects following its intemal use. They vary, indeed, iu
different cases, and under different circumstances; but we know that the employment
of mercury under any of its usual forms of exhibition is often followed by increased
watery evacuations from the intestines; or by an increased discharge of bile; or by
an increased flow of salh·a : that is to say, it determines (as the phrase is) to certain
secreting organs-the mucous membrane of the bowels, the liver, the salivary glands;
it augments their natural secretion; and in this augmentation of secretion is implied
an increased affiux of blood to the secreting part. It is probable that mercury has a
similar influence on most or all the secreting surfaces of the body, altering the condition of the capillary circulation throughout. And an explanation of its curative
power in inflammation has been drawn from this fact: it has been supposed th11t
mercury thus tends to equalize the circulation; that by ea.using the blood to be distributed in larger quantity than common upon several surfaces at the same time, it
ob,•iates, pro tanto, its excessive congestion or accumulation in any one organ.
Whether this hypothesis in respect to the mod1rn operaucli of mercury be true or not,
I will not pretend to say; but it certainly is not an unreasonable hypothesis.
If you push this remedy in healthy persons, other effects ensue: inflammation is
actually produced; tlie gums become tender, and red, and swollen, and at length
they: ulcerate; and in extreme cases, and in young children especially, the inflamed
parts may perish: the eheeb, for example, eometimes slough internally. Not only
the gums, but the throat and fauces, grow red, and sore, and sloughy .
.Now you will do well to observe what is the character of the inflammation thus
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It is superficial, spreading, erysipclat.-Ous: it leads to ulceration without
any distinct occurrence of suppuration; the ulcers enlarge. Of the three pr?ccss~s
which I formerly pointed out as going on in different degrees, at the ss1:11c time, m

produced.

an ulcerated surface, that of ab~orption is vastly predominant; and you will find that
persons in whom this local affection, this condition of the parts within the moutl~, has
been produced, get rapidly thin: their fat disappears: they become emacrntc~.
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well as thin: and Dr. Farro, who has paid great attention to the effects, remedial and
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relating in his lectures the case of a lady who was attacked with brematemes1s: and
whose gastric system and liver were gorged with blood. "Her complexion," said the
Doctor," was compounded of the rose and the violet. Under a course of mercury
11
she was blanched, in six weeks, as white as a lily.
There are still other, occasional, effects of the continued introduction of mercury
into the body: a peculiar erupth·e disease; a peculiar condition of the nervous
system: but with these I do not now meddle; they will come under our more particular consideration hereafter. At present I am desirous to place such facts before
you as may hf'lp you to determine in what cases mercury is a fit remedy for inflammation; in what cases it would be improper to give it. 'rhe facts I have already
mentioned show that it has a Jooscni og effect upon certa in textures; that it works by
pulling down parts of the building.
But the great remedial property of mercury is that of stopping, controlling, Cir
altogether preventing- the exudation of coagulable lymph; of bridling adltesfre
infiarnrnation; and if we, in our turn, could always bridle and limit the influence of
mercury itself, it would be a still more valuable resource.
From the little I have now said you will readily understand in what description of
cases mercury is likely to be useful. In common adhesive inflammation, whether of
the serous or the areolar tissues; whenever, in fact, you have reason to suppose that
coagulable lymph is effused, or about to be cffus<'d, and mischief is likely to result
from its presence, then you may expect benefit from the proper administration of
mucury; as an auxiliary, however, to blood-ktting, when blood-letting is indicated,
- not as a substitute for it.
On the other hand, mercury is likely to be lrnrtful in those forms of disease "where
the morbid action approximates to its own action:" iu cases of erysipelatous inflammation having a disposition to gangrene; in scrofulous diseases; in inflammatory
complaints attended with general debility, and an irritable condition of the nervous
system, or a manifest tendency to take on a low and typhus.like character.
When we have to contend with acute inflammation, and desire to prevent or arrest
the deposition of coagulable lymph, our object is, after such bleeding as may have
been proper, to bring the system us speedily as po8sible under the specific influence
of mercury. How may this best be done? and how arc we to know that it has been
achieved?
I will answer the last of these questions first. We know that the whole system
has been brought under the specific influence of mercury, as soon as its effects become
even slightly perceptible in the gurus and breath of the patient; and in adults we
cannot be sure of it before. The gums grow red and sponf!'Y; the patient complains
that his gums arc sore; and that he has a metallic taste, a taste lik e that of copper in
h~s mout~ . At t~e same time, an un~lcas:u~t and v~ry reculiar footor, easily recogmsed agam when 1t has been once perceived, IS smelt m his breath. These symptoms
arc enough: you need not in general look for aoy more decided affection of the mouth,
such as ulceration of the gums, swelling of the p:Jands beneath the jaw, and of the
tongue, and a profuse flow of saliva. Formerly, when it was believed that the material
cause of the disease was carried out of the body with the saliva, the mercurial treatment was c~ntinued with the view of producing the discharge of many ounces, and
even of a pmt or two, in the twenty-four hours: but all that is requisite is that the
µ::mus shoul~ become distinctly tender, and that the mercurial feet-Or should be unequivocally mamfest, and that these symptoms should be kept up for a certain time.
Now this is best effectedJ usually, by giving some form of mercury in equal and
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repeated doses, by the mouth. For urgent cases calomel is the best form in which it
can be administered : two or three grains given every four or six hours, will generally
suffice to touch the gums in the course of thirty-six or forty-eight hours. If it act
as a. purgative, its specific effect upon the whole system will be postponed by that
circumstance; and it then becomes expedient to combine with it just so much opium
as will prevent its passing off by the bowels. A quarter of a grain of opium with
two grains of calomel - or a third of a grain of opium with three or four grains of
calomel-will generally be sufficient to restrain the purgative operation of the latter.
When a speedier effect is desirable we give larger doses; such as five or ten grains
every three, or even every two hours: or we combine mercurial inunction with the
exhibition of calomcl by the mouth. It is impossible to lay down any precise rule
that will fit all cases.
Blue pill, or else the hydrargyr-11,m cum creta, may, in certain cases, be preferable
to calomcl ; but they must be given in greater quantity. Some practitioners believe
that a combination of blue pill and calomel acts sooner, and answers better, than a
proportional dose of either, given alone.
This mode of administering mercury, so as to affect the system a.t large, is eminently
useful in many instances of acute phlegmouous inflammation, after bleeding bas beien
carried as far as the circumstances of the case may warrant. I repeat that it must
not be allowed to supersede blood-letting, when that remedy would of i1$elf be eligible.
Previous bleeding renders the body more readily susceptible of the influence of mercury; and the operation of the mercury comes in aid of the salutary effect of the
abstraction of blood. The two remedies accomplish by their joint power what neither
of them might be able to accomplish singly.
It is important to know that different persons accept, or resist, the specific agency
of mercury, in very differant degrees; so that in some patients the remedy Decomcs
umuana~cablc and hazardous, while in others it is inert and useless. It is most
g:rievously disappointing to watch a patient labouring under inflammation which is
likely to spoil some important organ, and to find, after bleeding has been pushPcl as
far as we dare push it, that no impression is made upon his gums by the freest use
of mercury. Such cases are not uncommon; and unfortunately they seem most apt
to occur when the controlling agency of mercury is most urgently requir~d. On the
other hnnd, there are persons in whom very small quantities of mercury act as a.
violent poison; a single dose producing the severest salivation and bringing the
patient's existence into jeopardy. This history was told to Dr. Farro by a medical
man, under whose notice it fell. ·A lady whom he attended said to him, at his first
professional visit to her, "Now, without asking why, or speculating about it, never
give me mercury, for it poisons me." Some time afterwards she met with the late
Mr. Chevalier, and spoke to him about her complaints; and he prescribed for her, as
a. purgative, once, two grains of calomel, with some cathartic extract. She took the
dose, and the next morning showed the prescription to her ordinary attendant.
"Why (said he) you ha"e done the very thing you were so anxious to a.void; you
hnve ta.ken mercury." She replied,
thought as much, from the sensations I have
in my mouth." :Furious salivation came on in a few hours; and she died at the end
of two years, worn out by the effects of the mercury, and having lost portions of the
jaw-bone by necrosis.
Another medical man informed me that he knew a person so susceptible of the
influence of mercury, that when his wife bad rubbed a. very small ·1uantity of white
precipitate ointment upon her neck, for some cutaneous affection, bis gurus were tender for three or four clays, after his sleeping with her, and slight salivation took place.
This did not happen once only, but three several times. On one occasion this same
man took two blue pills, as preliminary to a common purf!C1 an<l he was sali vated profusely for six weeks. Cases similar to these occur now natl then to most medical
men; we cannot tell beforehand in whom such effects arc to be looked for, but it is
never prudent to neglect any warning which the patient gives of his own previous
experience on this point. You will generally find that where the affection of the gurus
and salivary ore/I.US goes on to a troublesome or distressing extent, it bas surperveued
upon the employment of a. very moderate quantity of mercury.
So distressing sometimes arc these effects of mercury upon the mouth, that I may
pause a. moment to tell you what I know about the means of remedying them. You
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will constantly be called upon to do something for the relief of this di~case (for so ~e
must call it), which you yourselves, or some of your brethren, have with the best rntentions inflicted. I hrixc tried all sorts of expedients; :rnd I have asked a great
number of my friends what is the best plan to adopt in such cases; ~ut I never could
ge~ much satisfactory information from them . Some thougl~t purgrng '":as the best
thrng. Others recommended alum gargles, or gargles made with the chloride of s?da;
and these last certainly ha:vc one good effect, that of correcting: th? foo~r. A d1l1:1te
solution of chlorine in water, much used at the l\liddlcscx llosp1tal, is better still.
Others believed that sulphur, which has long been prescribed in such cmergenc.ies,
was really of service; and some advised that the patient should be as much as poss1b.le
in the open air; n few commended iodine. All admitted that they knew of no certain
remedy. Neither do I. But there are two or three cxpedie~ts 'Yhich I ~m confid.ent
are often of very great use in cheeking the violence of the salivation, and m :emovmg
the most distressing of its accompaniments. If there be much external sw?llrng, treat
the case as being, what it really is, a case of local inflammation: apply eight or ten
leeches beneath the edges of the jaw bones, and wrap a, soft poultice rou?d the neck,
into which the orifices made by the leeches may bleed; and I can pro1mse you that,
iu nine cases out of ten, you will recei-rn the thanks of your patient for the great
comfort this measure bas nfl:Orded him . Pure tannin, moistened and smeared upon
the spon~y gums, is remarbbly efficacious in rendering them the firmer and more
comfortable. But this is not always to be procured: and when the flow of saliva, and
the soreness of the gums, formed the chief pa.rt of the gric,·ance, I have found nothing
more generally useful than a gargle made of brandy and water; in the proportion of
one part of brandy to four or five of water. This last piece of practice I learned from
the present apothecary to the Middlesex Ilospital; I h~we tried it over a.nd over again;
and I tell it to you as a, thing worth remembering. These little points arc by no
means to be despised. A very fashionable and successful physician, now dead, used
sometimes to say when he met others of his brethren in consultation, "It is all very
well to speculate about the exact situation and the precise nature of the disorder, but
the c1uestion with me is, 'what is good for this, that, or t'other thing?',, A wise
physician will seek to combine with an accurate knowledge of disease, and settled
principles of treatment, those practical expedients and minor appliances which are
picked up by casua.l experience; which could never have been reasoned out; and
which sometimes constitute nearly a.JI that we can do for our patient's benefit.
l3ut to return to mercury as a remedy against inflammation. It is of great service
in many cases of chronic inflammation; and I may repeat here the observation I for.
merly made when speaking of blood.Jetting-that the treatment must keep pace, as it
were, with the disease. When textures have been slowly altered by a gradual deposi·
tion of coagulable lymph, we should gain little or nothing by suddenly or speedily
salivating our pntiont. The lymph, if it can be dispersed at all, must be gradually
taken up again: and mercury, given with the view of promoting its absorption, must
be slowly and gradually introduced into the system; and its spec ific influence, when
at length it is felt, must be sustuined for a considerable length of time.
You must not expect any good, but the contrary, from the exhibition of mercury
in scrofulous inflammations; and where the scrofulous diathesis is well marked, you
should be cautious in giving mercury at any time. l3ut I am certain that many men
are too scrupulous in this respect; and that, through over.tenderness of your patient's
constitution, you ma.y risk his life, by withholding mercury because he shows tokens
of scrofula. You may recollect my stating that scrofulous persons are not ex.empt
from attacks of conunon inflammation; and in some such cases the possible aggrava·
tion of their general ill health, by mercury, is not to be put in competition with the
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their general condition , was certainly less injurious than the unchecked local com·
plaint would have been.
There arc some other remedies for acute infl.a.mmation which, in this general
account of its treatment, I must briefly notice. .Antimon.!I is one of them; and a. very
valuable remedy it is in some forms of inflammatory disease. Antimony, properly
administere~, s.ubducs the action of the heart and arteries, producing nausea, pale.
oess, and smkmg of the pulse, and frequently great relief to the local symptoms.
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You bring: the circulation into that state into which it may be brought by free bloodletting. But when the violence of the inflammatory symptoms recurs again and
again, you cannot again and again employ the lancet: or if you do iso employ it as at
length to cx:ti~1~uish th.e.inflammation, you reduc.e your patient to a state o.f pitiable,
and even perilous, debility. Now you may continue or repeat the depression of the
circulation by means of antimony, without any dread of such subsequent weakness.
Antimony, so far as my own observation goes, is admirably suited to cases of actiYe
inflammation, in which mercury would either be not so U8cful, or could not be
brought to bear. It is in inflammation of the mucous membrane of the air passages
that antimony is so signally beneficial. You will see a patient labouring for breath,
unable perhaps to lie down, with a. turgid and livid countenance from imperfect arte1·i<1lization of the blood. Ile has been ill but a short time; it is an acute affection;
and upon listening at his chest you hear that peculiar wheezing sound which we call
sibilus, in every pa.rt of his lungs. I shall have to describe this sound, and its
causes, and its meaning, in a future part of the course. You give such a paticut repeated doses of antimouy; he becomes sick, vomits perhaps, but he feels nausea: his
pulse becomes less forcible, his face grows pale, and he can breathe again. 'l'hc nausea.
is not a pleasant sensation; but the want of breath is a far more distressing one; nod
that is greatly mitigated. Perhaps free secretion takes place from the congested
membrane, and then the patient is easy and safe. Now you could not effect this
change so quickly and readily, or so conveniently, by mercury, and perhaps not at
all. Bronchitic affections are very common in children, in whom it is usually difficult
to induce the specific influence of mercury.
On the other hand, antimony does not appear to be nearly so valuable a remedy as
mercury, when serous membranes are inflamed.
The French and Italian physicians place much reliance upon antimony for the
cure of inflammation; and they seem to know Jitt1e or nothing of the remarkable
agency of mercury upon that disease. For my own part, I do not see how any useful
comparison can be made between these two substances in respect to inflammation,
considered generally, as we are now coosidcrin~ it. '!'here are some particular forms
of inflammation to which the one remedy is better suited, a.nd there are others in
which the other is most effectual. I must content myself for the present with having
adverted to thcso distinctions.
As to the form in which the antimony should be exhibited, I apprel1end that we
shall all come at last to freshly-dissolved ta.rtar emetic. '.l'he antimonial powder is of
very uoccrtain strength; and the antimonial wine contains too much spirit to allow
of its being given in large and frequently-repeated doses. It is a curious circumstance, that although vomiting and purging are apt to be produced by the first two
or three doses, they usually cease when the same quantity is persevered with. Tolerance of the remedy is established. But although these unpleasant primary effects
cease, the curative agency of the antimony appears to continue. "'hen you desire
to obtain its full influence in a short time, you may dissolve a graiu of the tartar
emetic in two ounces of hot water, and give a fourth part of the solution every halfhour. If the patient become pale and sick, you pause awhile and allow him to
recover himself; and if the inflammatory symptoms return, you repeat the medicine.
It sometimes acts violently upon the bowels, and then it is necessary to add a few
drops of laudanum to each dose.
[The remarks of Dr. Watson upon the remedial effects of tartar emetic in inflammatory affections, arc perfectly correct in reference to these diseases as they occur in
the adult; in the inflammatory diseases of infants and young children, however, Urn
t..'lrtar emetic is not a. remedy that can be safely eUlploycd; it produces in them alwa.ys
very considerable and enduring disturbance of the stomach, and in many cases a. state
of extreme, and, as remarked by a late writer-Dr. 'Yiltou, (Prov. 1Ued. and S1t1·g.
Joum.)- even fatal depression of the vital powers. -C.]

Digitalis is another powerful medicine, from which as a remedy for active inflammation much was at one time hope'd; but this hope has been in a great measure disappoit~tcd. It. is no~ a manaf?ca~lc remedy in such cases. Its singular property of
ret.ardrng the c1rculahon, of bnngmg down the number of the heart's pul:sations, and
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abating its force, led to the expectation that it might render the use of the lancet
unnccCt:iSary; that it might check the inflammatory process without pcrm~u~nt~y ~e
ducing the strength of the patient. Dut if you give moderate doses of d1g1tuhs, its
~o~t
peculiar effect upon the pulse comes on at very uncertain periods, and may
poncd until it is too late to be of any service. If, on the other band, you g~ve it Ill
such quantity us speedily to affect the heart's action (wh ic~ is wl1at we want rn acll:te
and serious inflammation), then you are never secure agarnst what may_ be called 1ta
poisonous effects; deadly faintness, frightful syncope, and e_ven death itself...:ril~st
practitioners can tell of cases in which patients, who were takmg full doses of d1g1tahs,
have sudden ly expired; and when the remedy has appeared to have had a. greater
0
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acute inflammation, in very large, and I should say startlrng doses, with the Yery best
effects - doses which range from half a drachm to half an ounce, and even six
drachms of the officinal tincture. I confess to you that I should be very unwilling
to sanction this mode of using digitalis. I never attempt to employ it with the Yiew
of knocking down acute inflammation - to which alone you will observe that my present remarks apply. Digitalis is often of great serv ice in other complaints; but I am
not at present discussing the remedial virtues of digitalis, or of any other drug, except
so far as they relate to the cure of recent and active inflammation.
Coldiicum is a drug which is often prescribed in inflammation. It is n. most valuable remedy in certain specific forms of inflammation. But for repre~sing common
phlcgmonous inflammation we have much more certain and better remedies. For this
purpose colchicum is, I believe, a very unimportant medicine.
I ha.vc formerly been asked, by students attending here- and therefore I anticipate the question now-respecting the utility of opium as a remedy in inflammation.
Certainly opium, like most of our powerful medicines, may do much good, as it may
do much harm, in different inflammatory diseases; and it is not very easy to point
out clearly, in a general view of the treatment of inflammation, the rules for its administration by which we must be guided in different cases. Yet there are a few general
observations which I may make now on this subject.
'l'hc administration of a full dose of opium has been strongly recommended after
that free and effective bleeding which I have already described. It prevents the rekindling of the inflammation which is apt to result from irritation of the nervous
system- a kind of irritation, you will remark, which the COJ>ious abstraction of blood
is calculated to produce, or to augment if it find it already existing. ~'he opium
soothes this nervous irritability; and it must be given, when given at all, in doses
which will ha'\'e that effect. It is best adapted to those cases in which a natural irritability is inherent in the constitution of the patient - to those in which such irritability has been acquired by had habits of life- and to those in which the local disease is attended with much 7Jain, which is in all constitutions a source of irritation.
However, th is is a remedy which requires to be used, in inflammation, with great
caution and discrimination. In cases of acti'\'e inflammation within the cranium, its
propriety is very questionable. It is apt to confuse both the patient alld his pbysi~
cian, who is unable to say, after a full dose of opium has been given, how much of
the stupor that follows is owing to the disease, how much to the drug. It is a very
ticklish remedy in pectoral inflammations. I believe that by the free use of opium I
saved the life of a. relation o~ my ow~, an o)d lady, who was in danger of being worn
out by the cough and bronchial affection which attended the influenza. On the other
hand, I certainly have known more than one person, labouring under extensive and
severe broncbiti~, so effectually quieted by a dose of the same medicine, that they
never woke agam. As a general rule, I should say that you must be '\'Cry carefu l
how you venture upon opium in inflammatory diseases that tend to produce death by
co.ma, or .by apnaa. If t!1ere ~c any .unnatural duskiness of the face, if ever so
slight a. trnge of purple mmgle itself with the red colour of the lips this is an appeu:ance 'Yhich (with certain exceptions, l? ~e specified hereafter) sL'ould warn you
aga 1 ~st.op1~m. It shows that the blood 1s imperfectly arterialized; and imperfect
arterrnhzat1on of the blood, as I hope you all kno\v now, either results frorn, or conduces to, a state of coma.
On the other hand, it is, creter1·s paribus, in cases where the tendency is towards
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death by asthenia, that ~he use of ?pium, as a remed~ for. inflammation, is u:i~st
serviceable. It has a capital effect ottcn, after free bleedm~, rn cases of per1tomt1s,
and of enteritis. It probably does good in various ways: by quieting the ncrvesby sustainino- the faltering action of the heart-by keeping the inflamed parts at
rest. Ther: are some frightful accidents in which w? can expect little. from _blood.
letting, but in which the judiciou~ employment of op1u~ aff?r.ds so!nc gh_mmermg of
hope. I allude to those cases of rntense and general peritonitis wluch arise upon ~he
escape of irritating substances into the cavity of the belly; the contents of the rn-
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exhibition of opium in considerable doses. But upon all these points I shall go more
into detail when we come to consider individual diseases.
A very few remarks, in respect to external rcniedies in cases of inflammation, will
terminate both this lecture and what I have to say, thus generally, of the treatment
of inflammatory complaints.
The application of external cold will aid us very powerfully, in certain serious
cases of inflammation; and especially in cases of inflammation within the cranium.
It is really wonderful what a sedative and soothing effect this expedient frequently
bas in allaying delirium, the result of active inflammation of the brain or its membranes. 'fhin folds of linen, kept constantly moist and cold by cold water, arc placed
upon and around the shaven head. \Ye often apply ice in the same wnv. But I
need not go at present into any detail on this subject: I will on ly observ1... that we
have a most excellent and simple guide as to the probable usefulness of cold applications to the head, in the sensations of our patients. It is very lucky that it is so.
As long as the cold cloths, or the bags of ice, are pleasant and grateful to the patient,
so long we sedulously continue to apply and renew them; as soon as the patient dislikes them, they had better be iotermitted.
Cold {lpplications to the chest, and to the bell11i in aeti'"e inflammation of parts
situated within those cavities, have been praised by some practitioners; but I believe
are very seldom employed. I ha\'C no personal experience either of their utility, or
of their hurtfulness. I confess that I should not like to use them. I should fear
that the effect of the cold, in driving the blood from the cutaneous vessels, and accumulating it in internal parts, might even be injurious.
'rhe totally opposite measure, that of applying wannth to the surface, is of very
great service in many cases ()f internal inflammation, especially in inflammations of
the abdominal organs. We speak of cold lotions, and of hot fomentatio11s. These
la::;t arc managed in various ways, into which I do not at present enter. They seem
to do good by determining to the surface; they promote perspiration; they mitigate
pain, and persuade to sleep.
In cases of external inflammation, sometimes cold applications arc found to be of
use, and sometimes warm. In this matter also the sensations of the patient furnish
the best criterion. Both of them tend, in different circumstances, to promote resolution. We ha,·e an illustration of the beneficial agency of cold applications for this
purpose in the treatment of recent burns and scalds, particularly when the injury is
superficial, and the skin has not been destroyed. Probably there is scarcely any one
present who has not experienced the relief given to the pai'n of a burned finger, by
dipping it in cold water; and the return of the pain upon taking the finger out
again. The cold may be so constantly applied that the pain will cease to recur when
the application is at length suspended. Dr. John Thomson relates a. case in which
a burned arm was kept immersed in cold water for two days and two ni~hts inccs.
santly; and inflammation was thereby wholly prevented. I have known this expedient fail, however. A nurse in the Middlesex Hospital fell as she was carrying a.
~ail .of hot ~vatcr upstairs, .and in her fall thrust one of ~er arms into the scalding
hqu1d. 'V1thout loss of time she plunged the same arm rnto cold water; but after a
while was obliged to des ist; _the cold immersion bringing on severe rigors.
In erysipelas, I am persuaded that warm fomentations not only afford more comfort, but arc more effectual and safer, than cold lotions.
Independently of their occasiodal influence in promoting resolution, warm applications-warm soft poultices for instance-arc often used with the view of forwarding suppuration. llcnce this rule. Whenever resolution of the inflammation is
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po.~sible, but suppuration is lil~cl!J to ensue, warm applications arc the _most proper:
becau~e under their use we have au equal chance of obtaining rcs~luh~n, with less
ha7:ard of rPtarding or rendering untoward the process of suppuratton, in case reso-

lution docs not take place.
.
. . .
.
Counter-irritation, by means of blisters, simipisms, embrocations, 1rr1tatrng ornt
ments, sctons, issues, or moxas, is often very beneficial. It probably opcmtcs by
attracting blood into the neighbouring parts, and in the same dc~rce diverting it
from the inflamed part. It is most serviceable in chronic iufiammat1ons, and towards
the decline of those which are acute. It is particularly adapted to scrofulous affections. There is an objection to the use of counter-irritation during the height of the
inflammatory feyer, on account of the increase of general irritation which it might
then occasion. Neither in local inflammation should counter-irritation be applied
very near to the inflamed part. Blisters upon the head, or neck, arc not proper
therefore, at least in the early stages of the disease, in Mute inflammation within the
cranium; but they arc sometimes applied in such cases, with advantage, to the lower
extremities. To the chest, however, in thoracic inflammation, and to the belly in
abdominal, blisters arc often not only perfectly safe, but of the greatest use, as will,
I trust, be apparent as we go on.
4

L EC T URE XV.
Hr.emor1·lwge: -most comm.only Capillary. Habitual Hremorrhages. Vicarious
Hreniorrlwges. Idiopathic IIamiorrha,qes. .Active and Passive. Symptomatic
Hremurrha9es. Usual Situations of H<£,ntonlwge. Symptoms and Diagnos~
Pl'inciples of T1·calment.

IN the course of tlrnt somewhat cursory account which I have been endeavouring
to give you of the general facts and doctrines of patholoµy, as a preparation for the
better understanding of special forms of disease, we reached, some lectures back, the
subject of local plethora, or congestion. From that point our road branched off in
three several directions. We have pursued the first and main branch to its tcrruination; that which led to the discussion of inflammation. We must now !!O back to
the same point again, and follow first the one and then the other of th~ tWo remaining tracks, which conduct respectively to the consideration of luenw1·rha9e and of
dropsy. These tracks arc shorter than that a.long which we were last travellin..,; but
they are not uninviting; they will open to us, if I mistake not, some intc~esting
views of the country of which we purpose, in the end, to make a more particular
survey.
You are to observe that I treat of hremorrha9c, only so far as it falls to the care
of the physician. The subject is exceedingly full of interest in its relation to surgery: and it will receive at the hands of my colleague all the attention ,,.bich its
great importance, as a surgical accident, demands.
But we also, as physicians, have much to do with h::cmorrhage; with what, for
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lu surgical or troumatic h:.:cmorrhuge the blood flows from some considerable vessel,
wl1ich has been cut, or torn, or somehow ruptured. You would greatly mistake if
you inferred from that circumstance (as you naturally might) that it is usually so tbe _only diff~renee being in the .situation of the vcs.scl- in medical hromorrhagc also.
let that IS the popular notion. When blood gushes out from internal parts,
through any of the natural apertures of the body, the person is said and supposed
!o have broken a Ulood-i:esscl.
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But tbis is rarely, though it is sometimes, the case. In nine inst:lnccs out of ten,
if there be any rupture at all, it is rupture of the numerous c;1pillaries only; but
eycu of this there is often no palpable evidence. Blood may exude a1undantly
from a. surface which presents, to the nakod eye at least, no appreciable injury or
change.
'Vhen, for example, bremorrhagc has occurred so profusely from the stomach or
bowels that the death which ensued could be sufficiently accounted for by the mere
loss of blood, the whole track of the alimentary canal bas been diligently scrutinized,
and has exhibited no ruptured blood-vessel, no breach or abrasion even of its surface,
nor any perceptible alteration of texture. Sometimes its mucous membrane n~pears,
here and there, of a. red colour, and, as it were, charged with blood. Sometunes it
is pale and transparent, while the vascular net-work visible immediately beneath it is
gorged and turgid. Sometimes the whole is colourless, the same net-work of vessels
having been completely emptied by the previous bromorrhagc.
'l'he same thing is true of other surfaces of the body : nay, in some rare cases, the
process of transudation has been actually witnessed. 'rhcre are well-authenticated
instances on record of cutaneous hremorrhagc: where a. dew of blood, or of its
colouring matter, has appeared upon some portion of the skin, has been wiped a.way,
and has reappeared; and that again and again, without any discernible change of the
affected surface, beyond some occasional variation in its colour. !?acts of this kind
suggested the hypothesis that the exudation of blood from unbroken surfaces takes
place precisely as sweat oozes from the skin, mucus from the lining of the bowels, and
serum or synovia from the membranes that rcspecfo·ely furni!;h those fluids; and pro
bably by the very same outlets. And this hypothesis, that the blood proceeds from
the same cxhalant vessels and apertures, which, in health, pour out the fluids natural
to the part, appeared to receive support from the fact, that certain ha:!morrhages are
ushered in and succeeded by an increased efflux of the fluids which belong to the surface concerned. In hromorrhages from the mucous meOW>ranes the following succession of events is, in some persons, habitual. First, there is an augmented flow of
mucus alone; then of mucus tinged with blood; then of pure blood: and the
hremorrhage recedes by a similar but inverse gradation, towards a mucous drain,
which itself at length decreases or disappears.
But I am assured by those whose knowledge of minute anatomy is much more
accurate aud trustworthy than mine, that the l1ypothesis of a. mere exlwlcttion of
blood is untenable; that hremorrhage from a surface without rupture of capillary
vessels is physically impossible; that if the red corpuscles of the blood, which
measure from 4010 "li: to "3"01uil of an inch in diameter, could pass through lateral pores
in those vessels, such pores must be large enough to become visible under the microscope. Nay, it is asserted that while it shows no such pores, the microscope does
reveal a. multitude of distended and broken capillaries in the structure of organs
from which hremorrhage has proceeded.
I give up therefore the phrase hfZrrwrrhage by exlialation, which I have heretofore
been accustomed to use in these lectures, and I adopt iu its stead the less objectionable term capillary ltfZmorrlwge. The distinction is broad enough between bleeding
from a papable leak in a large vein or artery, and bleeding from countless capillaries,
whether these be torn or entire.
Now, although internal hromorrhagc may happen in other ways; as from the burst,..
iug of an ancurism, or from an opening made in a large vessel by progressive ulceration; yet in by far the greater number of cases it fakes place from innumerable
capillaries. Capillary hremorrhagc is the rule- other modes of hromorrhage furnish
the occasional exception.
I must exclude, however, from this general statement one very important ha:::mor··
rbage. In the brain, the former exception becomes the rule. In most cases cerebral
ha:::morrhagc results from the rupture of a blood-vessel of appreciable magnitude.
. There ~re various kinds of cap il~ ary ha:::morrhage. I will bring them before you,
m succession, as clearly and as concisely as I can.
In the first pl~cc there are hre?1or~hagcs which, although they do not belong to the
state of health, 1f we take mankmd rn general, yet when they do occur can scarcely
be called diseases. There arc some persons - I believe I may say there arc many
persons- who are subject, during the greater part of their lives, to discharges of
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blood; whicb happen again and again, commonly at regular intervals,_ without. ~ny
perceptible detriment to the general health, independently of any. obvious cxc1ttng
cause, and (as it would seem) from some inherent property or necessity of the system.
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although instances are recorded of their takiog place from the bladd~r a?d fr.o?1 the
bronchi. Appcrtnining to the original constitution of the b?dy, tins d1spo:s1t100 to
periodic hromorrhage has been sometimes observed to be h_cred1tary.
.
You will at once be struck with the analogy which ob~arns bctwc~n t~iesc ha?aual
hremorrbagcs occurring in either sex, aud the monthly di~chaq~c which is pccuh~r ~o
the female. 'l'he aaalogy is even closer than it may at fi~t sight appear: but 1t _is
ruore distinctly marked in some individuals, liable to habitual hremorrh~gc, than tu
others. It was one of the singular notions of the celebrated phrcnolog1st1 :i\1. Gall,
founded upon this analogy, that there is such a thi_11g as mal~ .men_struat1on. ~he
points of rEJscmblance between the two phenomeua will be man1tcst Ill the followmg
summary of the characters belollging to habitual hremorrbage.
.
Like the catamenia, these hoomorrlrnges do not ordinarily ~reva1l thro~ghout the
whole course of life. In most cases they do not commence before the period of ado~
lcscence; and they cease altogether, or recur at distant intervals only, in declining
age. '£heir first eruption is sometimes preceded by a state of gcnerol indis1>osition,
more rarely by slight febrile disturbance, and even (according to some observers) by
a sort of chlorosis similar to that which affects young girls in whom the menstrual
f'Vacuatiou is delayed or suspended. The hremorrhage sometimes occurs at precisely
regular intervals, and by mo11tltly periods more commonly than any other: being
announced, on each occasion, by the same preludes, proceeding from the same part,
continuing for the same space of time, and furnishing always about the same quantity
of blood. Its accidental interruption is almost uniformly the ca.use or the con!:'equence
of some derangement of the health : and when it becomes excessive, it becomes, like
too profuse menstruation, a. •disease.
It forms a very curious part of the general history of hromorrhages that they are
not unfrcqucntly vicarious, or supplemental, sometimes of each other, but more often
of the monthly discharge from the uterus. Females are li.1blc to perverted menstruation (so to call it) through other clrnnnels than the natural one: and here again the
analogy between catameuia and habitual hromorrhage comes into view. The hoomorrhagcs which bcloug to the constitution arc apt to wander in their scat. N:. bleeding
from the lungs, stomach, rectum, or skin, sometimes follows upon the suspension of
the menses, so bleeding from the bladder, from the mouth, and from other parts, has
been occasionally observed to succeed the suppression of habitual hremorrhols.
These hoomorrhagic deviations take place commonly by the same organ on each
occasion; more seldom by different organs in succession. It is ulmost always in this
supplcmeutury manner that the rarer forms of hoomorrbage occur, and those of the
skin in particular.
This singular migration, this interchange of place between certain bremorrhagcs,
seems calculated to throw some light upon the obscure doctrine of rer:ulsion; a doctrine to which I have already more than once referred, and which, though it is very
imperfectly understood, is of frequent avail in the practice of physic.
Vicarious hremorrhage always denotes a disordered state of the general health; and
must be co11sidcrcd, in itself, as a malady.
Again, there arc certain forms of hremorrbage, not habitual, which may be denominated idfopathic: inasmuch as they are apt to arise without any perceptible connex·
ion with antecodcnt local disease.
In other respects, however, they differ considerably, and require to be further distinguished: and the terms acti-ve and vassive, which are in common use, will suffi·
eiently e;Xpress the two forms of idiopathic bremorrhage that I wish to bring under
your notice.
Active hremorrhagc is preceded by active congestion, and therefore is akin to inflammation; and it often requires the treatment of inflammation.
Passive hremorrhage often occurs without any apparent prc\•ious congestion of any
kind ... llremorrhugc of this passive character has becu hscribod to some change in the
1•oud1tion of the swall ves:sels or channels through which the healthy exhalations are
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transmitted; the change being of the nature of morbid debility or relaxation. 'l'his
view of the matter dcri,·es its chief support from the occasional efficacy of astringent
1
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morrhage by exhalation, we may suppose that in these P?ss1vc bremo~rbagcs the cap~l
hH'y blood-vessels have somehow become tender and frag1lc, so as to give way and spill
their contents under the ordinary pressure of the circulating blood.
A more probable hypothesis perhaps is that which supposes some alteration in tho
condition and consistence of the blood itself; which thus becomes attenuated? and
capable of passin(J' through channels or orifices that healthy blood, under ordrnary
circumstances, ca~not penetrate. We know that the serous ingredient of the blood
may and docs filter throu~h the pores of the minute vessels, and we may conceive that
with it may at the same time transude the hrematosin or colouring matter of unhealthy
blood; and tbis supposition is consonant with the fact that bromorrhagcs are. known
t-0 occur where the blood is more thin, pale, and serous tha,n common; and still more
remarkably where that fluid has undergone a. demonstrnble change in its chemical
nature, or is even visibly altered in its sensible qualities; as, for example, in certain
cases of purpura and sea-scurvy. And hremorrhages of this kind arc often cured by
measures calculated to repair the blood, to restore it to its natural condition by
improvement in diet, or by food of a peculiar kind, such as the juice of lemons.
Whatever may be the true explanation of the differences in question, there can be
no doubt that they exist, and arc often strongly pronounced in cases of hremorrhage,
which, inasmuch as they cannot be traced to any pre-existent local disease, we class
together as idiopatltic. And it will be worth while to run over the distinctive characters of actiYe and passh·e hromorrhage, as in well-marked cases they are broadly
and decidedly Yisiblc.
Acti-l:e hremorrbage (which is preceded, I repeat, by activo congestion) occurs rrincipally in persons who are young and robust, who live fully, and lead indolent hves,
and arc subject to tlic influence of those causes which tend to generate plethora.
Occasionally the hromorrhagc can be traced to some exciting caus~; it may be exposure to heat, strong mental emotion, violent exercise, or great bodily effort. More
frequently, perhaps. no exciting cause is apparent. It is sometimes ushered in by a
set of symptoms expressive of what has been called the nwlimen luemor1'lwgicum.
'l'he patient experiences a general feeling of indisposition, with wandering and obscure
pains that gradually settle in the part from which the blood is about to lie discharged.
A series of local symptoms, such as a sensation of weight, or of tension, or of heat
and tingling, sometimes a. slight degree of turgescence and redness, and a visible fulness of the larger veins, indicate the affiux of blood towards the labouring organ, and
th e parts in its vicinity: while chilliness, paleness, and sh.rinking of distant parts, and
especially of the feet and hands, denote an opposite condition of the circulation in
them. And to tliis state of things there often succeeds a general increase: of heat,
with a frequent, full, and bounding pulse,-a. pulse which is so characteristic sometimes, as to have ac<1uircd a name: you may often hear or read of a hamiouhagic
pulse. 'l'he blood, when at length it breaks forth, commonly escapes with rapidity;
is of a florid colour; proceeds from a single organ; and readily coa~ulatcs, though it
does not always separate distinctly into serum and crassamcntum. While it is flowing,
the signs of local congestion diminish and disappear; warmth returns to the extremities, and the pulse regains its natural strength and frequency. The patient becomes
conscious of a sensible relief, and feels stronger and more lively than before. This
kind of hromorrbage is, in some sort, its own remedy; it ceases in virtue of the discharge of a certain quantity of blood, and it is followed by morbid consequences only
when that quantity has been excessive, or when it inflicts some mechanical injury
upon the parts along which the blood passes.
I said that active hoomorrhage is preceded by active congestion, and is consequently
akin to inflammation. Perhaps it may be more true that in some of these cases we
actually have the init!al s~a~c o~ in~ammation, of wliich ~he hro~orrhage proves the
natural cure_; ~tranghng 1t i_n its b_1rth: that remedy bemg applied, in the very moment when 1t 1s most C'ffect1ve, which I told you, in the last lecture was the most
potent of all the remedies of inflammation, namely, early lo$8 of blood.'
Pussh:c b:.-cmorrhage oa the other band is chara.ctcrir.cd by circumstances of an ex-
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actly opposite nature. It occurs in those who arc naturally feeble, or ~ho ha-ve been
debilitated by disease, fatigue, insufficient nourishment, great evacuations, or the de.
pressin?: passions. It is not, in general, :rnnounccd by any prccur:sory symptoms,,nor
attended by any reaction. 'fhe effused blood is of a dark colour, serous, and but httle
disposed to coagulate: and it often is poured forth from several parts of ti~~ body at
the same time. If the quantity lost be at all considerable, the natural dcb1hty of the
1
patient is rapidly au~mentcd: his face becomes pale, an~ his ~ody_ loscs its h~at. '1 ho
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pensive of its further effusion; frequently, indeed, passive hremorrbagc resists the
means opposed to it the more, in proportion as it bas continued longer, or has been
more profuse.
Ilremorrhagcs of the kind I J1ave now been describi~1 ~-th~t is to say, depending
upon no palpable disease of any organ, and, therefore, id10path1c-are of no uncommon occurrence, whether we regard the active or the passive form in which th.ey
appear: but by far the greater number of capillary hremorrhagcs arc symptomatic;
that is 1 they resu lt from some previous disease, either in the organ from which the
blood proceeds, or in some other organ connected therewith by community or dependence of function.
These secondary or symptomatic bremorrhagcs are preceded by congestion, but for
the most part the congestion is not of the active, but of the mechanical kind; and has
more to do with the veins of the part than with the arteries.
Thus 've have bremorrlrnge from the bronchial membrane, in consequence of crude
tubercular matter in the lungs filling up a portion of the pulmonary tissue, and obstructing the circulation of the blood through it. This is an example of symptomatic
capillary h::emorrhagc, depending upon previous disease in the organ itself from which
the blood proceeds.
In some of these cases the presence of pyrcxia. renders it probable that the
bremorrhage is the consequence and the relief of active congestion, provoked by the
irritation of tubercles; rather than the result of a mechanical obstruction of the
circulation.
Again, we have hromorrhage into and from the lungs, as a consequence of such
disease of the heart as mechanically impedes the return of the blood from the lun~s
to that organ : :i. narrowing of the mitral orifice, for instance. Herc the blood ts
barred up, as it were, in the lungs, till at length t he capillaries, incapable of further
distension, are laeera.ted under the internal stress. In precisely the same way blood
is poured out from the mucous membrane of the stomach and bowels, in consequence
of disease in the li"cr, obstructing the porta.l circulation. 'l'hese arc examples of
symptomatic hremorrhage, depending upon previous disease, not of the organ itself
from which the blood proceeds, but of another organ intimately connected with the
former.
When I say that hremorrhage into and from the lungs may result from such disease of the heart as implies an impediment to the circulation, you must not suppose
that the lungs aro the only channel through which the mechanical congestion can be
relie\"cd. Disease of the ;!entro.l moving organ of the circulation leads often, at length,
to universal venous conge5tion; and the hremorrhage, which is apt to be the conse~
quencc of 1mch congestion, may burst forth from any part where the veins are so
o>erloadcd. Ilremorrhagcs from various portions of the mucous membranes are in
truth very common effects of cardiac disease .
. The infl.u~n~o of mcch3;nical cong~stion as a direet cause of hromorrhagc is sometimes >cry d1etmctly seen rn the bodies of persons who ha"e been hanp;cd. You know
that when suffocation has been produced by suddenly cutting off the access of air to
the lungs, the right side of t he heart, the great veios, and indeed the venous system
generally, become loaded and distended with dark blood. Dr. Yelloly exam in ed the
~tomachs of five me? who had been executed by hanging: he fouod them all exceedrng v?scular: and m two of the five cases, blood was actually cxtravasatcd, :rnd
adherrng to the surface of the membrane. There had been, in short, unequivocal
b::emorrhage.
'fhere ar~ several things, worthy of notice, in respect to capillary hremorrhage, of
whatever kind.
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In the first place, it occurs much more frequently and readily from some tissues of
the body than from others : and most especially of all, from mucous surfaces. Thus
we have hremorrhage from the mucous membrane lining the nasal cavities; from the
pulmonary mucous membrane; from the stomach and bowels; from the urinary
organs; and from the uterus; constituting distinct forms of disease, which we are,
by and by, to investigate more particularly. Epistax'i"s, luzmopl!Jsis, hamalemcsis,
nielama, hamorrhois, hamaturia, mencrrhagia, are names descriptive of hremorrhage,
as it is apt to occur from different parts of one or other of the three tracts of mucous
membrane met with in the body: and you will find that these comprise very nearly
all the complaints enumerated by nosological writers under the head of hoomorrhage.
Now this is ::i. very remarkable fact: and very interesting questions arise out of it .
H as it any relation to the manner in which these membranes, and the tissues subjacent to them, are supplied with a. capillary circulation? or may the fact be explained
by the laxity of their attachment, which facilitates and favours the accumulation of
blood in the vessels of the submucous tissue? or do the minute blood-vessels belonging to the mucous membranes receive a less firm support from the tissue in which
they lie, than those belonging to membranes of closer texture? Whatever answers
may be given to these questions, you will do well to recollect the fact which has suggested them.
Capillary hremorrhagcs arc not, however, exclusively confined to mucous surfaces.
They arc liable to occur, but much more rarely, from serous membranes. In the
majority of cases, however, in which blood is found effused into any of the serous
sacs, it has either been an event of inflammation, or the blood has been poured out
from au accidental openiag ia some considerable vessel. Cutaneous hromorrhage is
aJso very rare; probably because the cuticle opposes a barrier to the exit of the blood :
for the little red spots which characterize purpura are in fact bremorrhagcs, although
the blood has not penetrated the epidermis. There are cases, however, as I mentioned before, in which blood has transpired, in a sort of dew, from the external surface of the body.
Another important general fact in respect to capillary hoomorrhage!I is, that they
proceed more frequeatly from certain parts of the mucous membranes than others,
according to differences of age. Thus in children they are most common from the
membrane that lines the nasal cavities; in youth from the mucous membrane of the
lungs and bronchi; in the middle years of life, and towards its decline, from the
rectum , uterus, and urinary organs. I should add here, from the blood-vessels of the
brain, in old age; except tha.t this, as I have already intimated, is not (speaking
generally) capillary hromorrbage.
Of course when I say that, in the instances specified, the blood is com.monl21 poured
out by thP, capillaries, you will understand that the hromorrhagc sometirnes occurs
from the laying open of a single vessel of some magnitude. Thus hremorrhage from
the fauces may be the result of ulceration there, which has penetrated the coats of a
vein or artery: hromoptysis is occasionally produced by the laceration of a. bloodvessel during the softening and expulsion of tubercles: hrematcmesis sometimes is the
consequence of a breach made in a considerable blood-vessel duriag the progress of
cancer of the stomach, or by the extension of small corroding ulcers : hremorrhage
from the bowels is no uncommon effect of ulceration, such as happens in fever, of the
mucous follicles of the small intestine : calculous matter in the kidneys will often
lead to the rupture of some of the blood-vessels there, and to the discharge of blood
by the urethra. Ancurisms also may burst into almost any part of the body. But
events of this kind are unfrequent when compared with capillary hemorrhages from
the same internal parts.
In the head, however, the ratio is reversed. Blood does ~ometimes, I believe,
proceed from the hair-like vessels of the brain or of its membranes, but much more
common ly cerebral hremorrhagc is caused by the giving way of a diseased arte1·y iu
the braia.
How , in all these cases, to distinguish whether the blood has oozed out by maay
small ruptures from a surface, or has escaped from a hole in the sides of a vein or
artery, will form matter for future inquiry. Sometimes we can make the distinction;
:md sometimes, it must be confessed, we cannot.
You will readily understand that h::emorrhage must vary greatly, in respect to its
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importance, nnd to the danger which it implies, according to the part from whi~b it
procccd.1=, and the circumstances under which the blood is poured out. It somctuncs
happens tlmt death ensues from the mere loss of blood; either at once, by ouc .profuse
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have proceeded from one considerable \"'essel, which bas been ruptured or eroded.
The case approximates to traumatic hremorrhage, except that we can?ot cut down
upon and tie the injured vessel. l\fuch mor~ commonly _danger arises from the
presence and pressure of the extravasated blood rn and upo? rntcraal parts : upon the
brain, for example, in cerebral hromorrhage; in the lungs, rn pulmonary.
The symptoms also are liable to much rnriation in di~crent cases. :Eve~ the di?g·
nosis of hremorrhagc is not always equally easy or ccrtam. ' Vhcn the part mto wluch
the blood is directly poured communicates with the exterior of the body, the expulsion
of some of that fluid will, generally, sooner or later, demonstrate the case to be one
of boomorrh:-ige. I say generally, because cases have been kno~vu to occur, in which
patients, previously in a state of great weakness, have died outright, by syncope, from
the mere extravasation of the blood, and before any of it made its way out of the body.
The stomach and bowels have been found full of blood, when none had passed either
by vomiting or by stool. And when the blood docs make its appearance outwardly,
it is sometimes not easy to determine whether it has come from a certain organ, or
from the parts that lie between the same organ, and the natural outlet by which the
blood ultimately escapes. For instance, it is sometimes a matter of uncertainty
whether the blood, in hrematuria, proceeds from the kidneys, or the bladder, or the
urethra.
The blood, itself, when it reaches the exterior, will generally be more fluid, and
brighter, io proportion as it is effused in greater quaotity, and nearer the surface;
more in clota, and darker in colour, in proportioo to the Jength of time that it has
remained within the body after its escape from its proper vessels: and this length of
time may depend upon the smallness of the quantity of blood effused, and the conse.
qucnt tolerance of the organs through which it may ha~c passed; or, upon the actual
space traversed. Respecting the colour, howcYer, of the effused blood, I shall have
some curious explanations to offer you when I come to speak of hoomatemesis as a
diseose. It would be superfluous to enter upon them now.
If t he site of the hoomorrhage do not communicate with the external air, we are
without that ccrt~'linty which results from the actual spectacle of the blood. But in
such cases we are much assisted by local disturbances of function, springing from the
pressure upon, or the laceration or distension of, the suffering organ, or of the parts
contiguous to it. And we may derive good information from observing the indirect
symptoms which declare themselves through the system at large; many of which
indirect symptoms arc the sa.me whether the blood reach the exterior or not. 'fhey
principally vary according to the quantity of blood poured out, and to the rapiditg of
its effusion; and some difference will occur according to the age and strength of the
patient.
Some of these indirect symptoms have not always been imputed to their true cause.
Paleness of tho face, feebleness of the pulse, coldness of the extremities, and a tendency to syncope-symptoms which are apt to be connected with hromorrhage-bave
sometimes been ascribed to the alarm and sense of danger which the sight of the
blood is calculated to produce on the mind of the patient. This may, to a certain
extent, be sometimes true; but the explanation cauuot apply to those cases in which
the hremorrhagc is strictly confined to the iuterior of the body, yet iu which the
symptoms just alluded to are often strongly marked. They then depend - and prnbably in all cases they chiefly depend- upon the actual abstraction of the blood from
the circulation.
1,he ~anagc1~1eut of individual cases. of hremorrhagc must be mainly regulated by
the particular circumstances under which they occur. The few observations that I
have at present to make respecting their treatment cannot be otherwise than very
general.
But a preliminary question, of some importance, presents itself. Is it in all cases
of hremorrhage proper, or safe, to attempt to stop the bleeding?
Without going into detail, it may, I think, be laid down as a rule, that what I have
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called habitual hremorrlmges ought not to be interfered with, so long as they have no
perceptible injurious influence upon the health, and so long as they proceed (as they
mostly do) from parts of which the structure is not likely to be spoiled, nor the/unction impaired, by the repeated passage of the blood. The most common seat of thcso
habitual hremorrhagcs I have stated to be the rectum ;-to which the two conditions
just mentioned are, fortunately, both of them applicable. Epistaxis supplies a less
frequent example of the same kind. When they deviate from their usual clianncl,
and are transferred (as it were) to some more important organ, it will generally be
right, among other remedial measures, to endeavour to recall the original hremorrhap:e.
It is very seldom that the metastasis takes place for tlte better-i. e., from a. part where
the bleeding is attended with dang:er, to one where it is comparatively harmless.
However, when these habitual hromorrhages happen, as they often do, in plcthoric
persons; and when they are urge~ and kept up, as they frcqueptly arc, by intemperate and luxurious habits i we ought not to content ourselves with merely looking
on. ITremorrhois often performs the office of a. safety-valve in such persons; and
there are many who have what are called bleeding pil es, and who would rather continue to have them, tlrnn submit to any change in their mode of life, or to the employment of other means of evacuation. Certainly these arc cases in which nothing
should be done to stop the bleeding; yet such patients ought to be told that the hro~
morrhoidal discharge is but a precarious, and often an inadequate relief of the plethora i that while the plethora is suffered to exist there is danger of a. cessation of
the piles, and of the supervention of serious or fatal affections of other parts, and
especially of the head. Apoplexy, from cerebral hremorrhage, has frequently been
known to follow hard upon the suspension of constitutional bromorrhois. These patients should be admonished also that the discharge of blood from the vessels of tho
rectum may become excessive; that if it be ag~rnvated by exercise or in any other
wa.y, it may lead to inflammation about the anus, and to p;reat inconvenience; and
that there are safe and tolerably sure methods of getting rid of the plethora (which
is what chiefly co11stitutcs the danger of such cases), if they will submit to the observance of them. It is in the intervals between the hremorrbages that the danger
of which they arc in some sort the token may best be met.
A~ain, it will seld om be proper to employ direct expedients for stanching the flow
of blood, in the small class of active idiopathic hromorrhages; unless the quantity
lost is so great as to endanger the safety or the well.being of the patient. Such hremorrhages have commonly a. tendency to cure themselves, by relicviDg the general
plethorn, or the local congestion, on which they depend. For these hoomorrhages,
which bear i:io stro ng an analogy to inflammation, the treatment of inflammation may
often be requisite, as an i11direct mode in which their amount may be moderated, and
their recurrence combated.
With these exceptions, both direct and indirect measures are to be used, for arresting th(' effusion of blood as speedily as may be.
To this end, the patient is to be surrounded as much as possible with cool fresh
:iir, and kept in. a. state of absolute quiet. All motion of the body and emotion of
the mind, all kinds of stimulating food and drink-everything, in short, which has a
tendency to hurry the circulation, should be diligently avoided; and that position of
the body should be chosen which is the least favourable to the affiux of blood towards
the part affected. The horizontal posture will be proper in hremorrhagc from the
bowels, the uterus, or the urinary organs. In epistaxis, and in cerebral hoomorrhage,
the head should be raised.
Io two words, the anti'pltlogistic regi"nien should be strictly enjoined in all cases of
hremorrhage sufficiently severe to require medical assistance.
Of the actual remedies used for checkinJ?; the further escape of the blood, one of
the most important has already been alluded to-I mean ven::cscction. Ilcrein wo
are guilty of homooopathy; to prevent bleeding, we draw blood. After what wa~
stated respecting the use of blood-letting in inflammation, I need not dwell upon tlrn
objects aimed at by this measure: they are, briefly, to abate the propulsive force of
the J10arc1s contractions, to lessen general vascular tension or plethora when it cxists1
to remove local congestion, and to divert the current of the blood from the suffering
organ. 'l'he method, n.nd the n.mount, and the repetition of the blood-let.ting, must
of course be regulated by the circumstances of each particular case. And the same
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objects may sometimes be effected by other modes of general depletion, especially by
the use of purgative medicines.
Another important remedy for inward bleedings is mercury. Whatever .may be
the mr,dus operandi of that mineral, the fact is certain, that h~morrhage, which had
resisted other modes of treatment, has, in very numerous instances, ceased at once
upon the occurrence of ::i. moderate degree of salivation:
.
Next to blood~ctting and mercury, astringents eonst1t?te the great rcs?urce agamst
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npplicd to the surface of the body, as near n.s possible to tho seat of the hremorrhage;
as to the nose andfforchead in cpistaxis; to the chest in hromoptysis; to the epigastrium in 11romorrha"'c from the stomach; to the lower part of the abdomen, or to the
perinroum, in Junm~rrhagc from the intestines, uterus, or urinary organs. But the
influence of cold in constringing the smaller vessels is not confined to the part with
which it is in contact; it will stop hremorrhage by the sympathetic shrinking which
it produces in distant parts. Epistaxis, for example, bas often been n.rrcsted by the
sudden apposition of cold water to the neck, back, or genital organs. The nursery
remedy consists in slipping a cold key down the back between the clothes and the
skin.
Of even the mischievous power of cold in this way we have continual illustration
in the suppression of the catn.mcnia by cold and wet accidentally applied to the feet.
'l'herc is a. long catalogue of medicinal substances which arc esteemed to possess
more or less of a specific virtue, when taken internally, in checking the flow of blood.
l\Iost of these a.re of an astringent nature, and some of them are eminently useful.
The acetate of lead enjoys, in this country, a higher character, perhaps, than any
other of these substances.
Many vegetable matters, and some artificial compounds, frequently employed in
internal hremorrhagcs, seem to owe their astringent and styptic properties to the ga.llic
acid which enters into their composition. Such are the rhatany root, uva ursi, bistort,
tormentil, the pome~ranate, kino, catechu, the several preparations of gall-nuts, and
the nostrum called Ruspini' s styptic. It is better, however, in appropriate cases, to
give the gallic acid itself, which may now be obtained in substance, iu the form of a
grey crystalline powder.
The power of arresting internal hromorrhage has also been confidently ascribed, by
different persons, to nitre given in large doses, to the mineral n.cids, to the muriatcd
tincture of iron, to alum, to the oil of turpentine, to the secalo cornutum or spurred
rye, to the matico leaf, and to various other substances, a more particular account of
the rules and indications for administering which, I may return to, when I have to
speak of individual hremorrhages.
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Dropsies •

. TrrERE remains n_ow onl~ one subject, of the patholo~ of whicl1 it will be conveDJen~, and,, I hope, rn.stru?t1ve, to take a short general view, before we enter upon the
cons1d~rat1ou of spem~l d1seas0fi. I proceed to speak of Dropsies: by which I mean
collcct1o~s of scr~us ltqui~ in one or more of the shut cavities of the body, or in the
areolar tissue, or
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both, rndependent of inflammation.
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We have already considered serous effusion when it occurs as an effect or event of
infiammatiou. We arc commonly able to say of this, that it lws origiuatod in inflammation; either from its being mixed with son~e of tl~c less equivocal pro~lucts of that
disease, such as co3gulable lymph; or from its hanng taken place while s9mptoms
of inflammation existed. But there are numerous examples of serous accuwulation,
which cannot with any show of reason be regarded as c>ents of inflammation. It is
to these that.I would apply the simple terrn dropsy. 'l'hc liquid collected is serous;
it is not the liquor san~uinis; it holds no fibrin iu solution. This is one main di~
tiuction, which you will do well to bear in mind, between the generality of infiam.
matory serous effusions, and dropsies.
It bas been said - and said with much truth- that dropsy is rather a symptom of
disease, than a disease in itself. And it has been affirmed that it would be more
philosophical and scientific to treat of the original malady upon which the effusion or
accumulation depends; to erase dropsy from the list of subs~rntivc diseases, and to
place it in the catalogue of mere symptoms.
But this, in my mind, is a very mistaken view of the matter. lfor, first, it i~
oftentimes uncertain, while the patient is yet ali>c, what or where the primary disease
may be; and even after death we sometimes can d iscoYer no organic change that
would satisfactorily account for the effusion. Practically speaking, in such cases the
dropsy is the disease, and the sole object of our treatment.
And, secondly, dropsy is, in fact, to a medical eye, in all cases, something more
than an effect or symptom of disease. The impri;:;oned liquid is often a cause of
various other symptoms; embarrassin~, by its pressure, important functions, and evcu
extinguishing life. The rcmo\•al of the dropsy (although its original cause, of which
it was a symptom, may remain behind, untouched, to be ag:.lin productive of cffu::;iou
under circumstances farnurablc to its operatioo)-the removal of the dropsy will oftcu
restore a person to comparative comfort; or e>en to what, so far as his sensations, and
powers, and belief arc concerned, i.~, to him, for the time, a state of health.
You sec, then, already, that in a. dropsicd pcn;on, whose dropsy depends upou
orfranie disease, there a.re two sets of symptoms to be distinguished: those, namely,
which depend on the primary disease, and those which depend on the collected fluid.
'fhe latter, often the most grievous, arc often to be got rid of : the former, frequently
permanent, are frequently also but little complained of or felt by the patient, except
wheu effusion is the result.
Some persons, I fancy, have regarded dropsy as a Jess attractive subject of investigation than it might be if it were less frequently, in its nature, in curable. But as
far as the dropsy itself is conccrnc<l, the complaint often is curable; :rn<l there are
some forms of dropsy that are curable in a more absolute sense : that is, both the
effusion, and that condition which was the phy::;ical cause of the effusion, arc some·
times remediable.
Ile.:;i<les, it is our business to cure when we can; but whether we can cure or not, to
relieve au<l palliate human suffering; and this, under Providence, we arc able to du,
in many or most cases of dropsy, to a very considerable extent.
7
"
hcrcver there is a shut sac, or wherever there is loose and permeable areolar
tissue, there we may have dropsy.
'l'hus there may be dropsy of the >entricles of the brain, or of the meshes of the
pia mater, leading to death by coma: of the plcurre, of the areolar texture of the
lungs, or of the submucous areolar tissue of the glottis, any of which may cause death
by opnaa: of the pericardium, producing death by :;!JWOpe. I weutiou these
instances in particular, to show that alm ost every mu<lo of dying may result froru
dropsical effusion; and to win your attention to a disurJcr so full of peril.
Wh en the cerebral ventriclt.!s arc distendeJ with water, we express the diseased
condition by the term h9drot·ephalus. When serous liquid collects in the plcur::o, or
in the pericardium, we say that the patient has 11!Jdrotlwrax, or hydroperica1·diu111.
If the cavity of the peritoneum be the seat of the effusion, we call the complaint
ascil<'s. When the areolar tissue of a part becomes infiltcred with serous fluid, the:
part is said to be axlcnwtous,· and anasarra is the oame given to the more or less
general accumulation of serum into the areolar tissue throughout the body, and especially to vi:sible subcutaneous ccdema o~ considerable extent. Finally, the term
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gencrnl drflp.w si~nifies the combination of auasarc:i with dropsy of one or more of
the larg:c serous ca\·iticR.
Other local dropsies indeed there arc; but a~ they belong entirely to surgery, I
need not enumerate th•m.
Kmv what rensonablc account can be "i>cn of these remarkable condition~ 1 How

is it that the hollow~ and interstices of the li"iu g body, or of parts of the body,

become thus watcr-lo~~cd?
To solve th is riuestion, we must carry in our minds i::omc physiolo~ical recollections.
The closed cavities, or the interstitial tis.,uc~, within which the Ouid of dropsy is
confiued 1 arc kept moist, during life and health, by a continual serous secretion from
their surface,;;, and they arc kept merely moist, for the fluid thu..r.;. constantly secreted
is as constantly rc-ab!l'oJ'bcd into the circulation.
"rhen these fo.;ucs or cavities, without h:winf!; undcrg:onc inflammation, become
filled anJ distended with the serous fluid which they habitually sec rete , one of three
thing:s must h:we happened. Either the quantity of fluid exhaled lrns been au~
mentcd, the absorption remaining tho same; or the absorption has been diminished 1
the cxhabtion continuing the same; or else the exhalation has been increased, while
at the same time the absorption was either lessened or not proportionally increased.
The la~t is a mixed case; and we need only consider the two others.
Now the balance between exhalation and :-ibsorptlou is often deranged, and dropsies
do actu:-i lly arise, in each and all of these w:-iys .
It will best suit my purpose to speak first of those drop<=ies which :-ire occasioned
by defocti,·e absorption , nod which arc usually called chro?1ic or paR~•:fre drop«ies.
The direct ag:cncy of the blood-vessels in the production, as well as in the rcmo>al,
of drop;;;y, although indicated by many common and ob\' ious facts, has not been
~cocrally reco~niscd till a comparatively recent period.
Perhaps I should rather say
that more importance used to be assiJ:?;ned. in thcf;e respects, to the azeucy of the lymphatic absorbents, than they are really entitled to. You will find that pathologists,
eYen in modern times, Fpcak of a want of tone, of deficient energy, in the ab.-:orbcnt~,
as a. cause of dropsical :-iccumula.tions; the f'uperAuous fluid of the part is not adequately taken up (they say) by the enfeebled absorbents, meaning the ab~orbcnts
strictly and anatomically so called. And this Yiew of the matter, connecting dropsy
always with debility as its cause, has led to a corresponding pbn of treatment : the
object aimed at being tho stim ulation of the absorbc11ts to more energetic action.
But to the doctrine that dropsy is a eonsc1uence of the deficient action of the
absorbents, this ob,·ious difficulty Jlresents it~elf.-that absorption really goes on, and
µ;oes on very actively, in dropsical patients: their adipous nrntter disappears, they
become wretchedly thiq.. Th ere is no complaint in which wasting a.nd emaciation ~o
to a greater extent than in dropsy. You will find ali::o that persons J::i.bonrin~ under
anasarca. are readily cnouf!h affected by mercury; which must of course be absorbed
before it can produce any of its specific effects.
It must be confessed thnt our knowledge respecting the mcchani~m of ab~orption
is neither complete nor certain; but there is good rca~on for supposing that the proce!'ls
is shared among- the lacteals, the lymphatics, and the ·vl'fos; and it i~ probable that
it may be distributed between these sets of >cs<=cls somewhat :-ifter this manner i that the lacteals absorb the chylc from the surface of the alimentary canal, and convey
into the blood the materials of its renovation; that the office of the lymphatics is to
take up and carry into the blood those old and effete portions of the i::olid con~titucnts
of the body, which require to be removed to make way for a. fresh deposit; while the
veins imbibe the serous fluid exhaled from the surfaces of serous membranes, and
into the meshes of the areolnr tissue, as well as poisons and other substances that are
soluble and clissokcd in that fluid.
If this be so, the difficulty just now mentioned vanisllCs. Of tl10 two sets of
absorbing vessels, the lymphatics and the veins, one set may continue to perform its
functions, while the other foils to do so. This tl1 eory is quite consistent with the

~~~~a~l~c~o:~~~~n~~ ~~~r~i~~;at~:~~/y,a:ti'~:~c:!~~~n~ t~0tJ~~t~~f,~~1 ~ l~~;(' 0:i1~~:,i:

th~ whole pr~cess of absorpti~n. The experiments of l\Iagendic and of others are
quite conclu~l\'c upon that pomt.

It has a.Isa been fully established, that fluids may and do pass into or out of the
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veins) in the lh·ing body, not by any >ital process, but by mere pl1ysical imbibition
and transudation, through the coats of those vessels; that when the veins arc distended to a certa in clc~rce with watery fluid, the entrance of more of the same fluid,
through their sides, is impeded or prevented; that, when the distension is still
greater, the aqueous part of the blood may even pass iu the other direction out of
the vessel; and that, on the other hand, when the veins are comparatively empty,
the surrounding serous fluid passes readily into them, or, in common language, is
absorbed. The venous absorption is explicable therefore upon the principles of
endosmose and exosmose, as laid down by Dutrochet; or I would rather say, according to the more general and more simple laws of heteror;eueous attraction, as explained
by the late Professor Daniell.
Imbibition being a form of that attraction, belongs in '"arious degrees to all the
tissues of the body. Its rapidity -and even its direction in respect to the elastic
coats of a vessel surrounded by fluid, and also carryin~ fluid of a certain consistence
-will vary with the varying distension of the vessel. When the vessel is moderately
full, the exterior fluid passes unintcrruptodly inwards, and is conveyed away by the
internal current. When, on the other hand, the vessel is kept much distended by its
contents, the contained fluid, or its thinner part, passes continually outwards; and
there is an intermediate degree of distension, at which the pressure is just sufficient
to pre'°ent the transit of fluid in either direction. l\Iagcndic found, accordingly, in
a well-conducted and conclusive series of experiments, that by regulating the conditions of comparative emptiness or fulncss of the circulatin~ system, he could accelerate, or retard, or suspend altop;cthcr, the operation of a poison dissolved in the humours of the body. In other words he could thus accelerate, retard, or prevent, the
process of absorption or imbibition through the blood->essels.
Bearing these physiological truths in remembrance, we shall have no difficulty in
showing that the chronic forms of dropsy are attributable partly, and chiefly, and in
many instances entirely, to undue plenitude of the veius; and that this venous repletion is produced, almost always, by some impediment to the free return of the blood
towards the heart.
When the areolar tissue of a limited part of the body becomes filled nnd distended
by serous liquid, we call the swelling adema i but this is exactly the same in its
nature as anasarca. Now, ccdema is often the consequence of some mechanical
obstruction to the venous ci rculation. W e can produce it whenever we will. Our
countryman, Dr. Lower, 170 years ago, tied the jugular vein of a living dog. When
a few hours had elapsed, he observed that all the parts beyond the ligature, reckoning
from the heart, were much swolle n : and upon dissecting the animal after death he
found that the areolar tissue of the head and face was filled, not with red blood, as he
had expected it might be, but with clear and li mpid scrum. Ou another occasion he
placed a ligature upon the vena cava, just above the diaphra~m : death soon ensued,
and a large quantity of water was discovered in the cavity of the peritoneum, "non
alitcr quam si ascite diu (canis) laborassct."
These experiments were not instituted with any reference to tl1e patholo~y of dropsy;
yet that Lower perceived their bearing upon that subject is plain from this sentence:
"Quantum hrec ad ascitis ct anasarere causas investigandas eonducant, aliis judicandum relinquo." Ile e,·en explains the extra>asation of the thinner or serous part of
the blood as taking place by infiltration, "velut in filtro," through the pores of the
vessels.
Precisely similar phenomena succeed the compression or obliteration of a large vein
in various parts of the body. In operating for poplitcal aneurism, Mr. Travers was
obliged to tic the femoral vein: the areolar tissue of the limb was speedily infiltered
with serous fluid. J_,oug-abiding oodema. of one foot and ankle has been cured at once
by the reduction of a crural hernia, which had been pressing for the same length of
time upon the femoral vessels. You have heard, I Jrnve ind..:cd already spoke n, of
the disease called phlcgmasia dolens; a disease that is very common in women soon
after childbi:th, although it is not peculiar to them, nor to the female sex. The foot,
leg, and thigh become enormously redcmatous. The essence of this disorder i~
inflammation of the femoral vein; blocking up that vessel near the groin, and retarding or precluding the return of the venous blood from the limb. One arm often
swells in the same way, and from a similar cause, in women who arc afllicted with
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~~nccr ?f the breast. In pregnancy, the graYi<l_ u~crus sometimes prc,!:SCS UJ~<m the
ihac vcms, and obstructs the current of blood w1thrn them: the consequence is, auaimrca of the lower extremities, which disappears as soon as the pressure is rcmo,·cd by
the delivery of the woman. 'fhe flow of blood through the vcna. P.ort~ is frequently
h indered, by disease in the }i,·er, or by other causes; and_ ~crous liquid accumulates
in the peritoneum, constituting ascitcs.. A Irench_ phys1cian, l\I. 1'o~ncl~1.\ nar.rn.tes
several cases in which serosity was found in the cavity of the arachno1d, ID _cODJUDction with obliteration of the venous sinuses of the dura mater. In all these rnstances
we have retardation of the venous current, undue plenitude of the veins, and drop~y
of the part from which they proceed. The natural cxhabtion go~s o~, aud the exhaled fluid collects and stagoates because the channel through which 1t ought to be
drained away is choked up. The larger the vein, and the ucarer we approach the
heart, the more extensive is the dropsical accumulation : and if we cou!J plant an
obstacle at the very termination of the veoous stream, we should dam up the blood in
the whole system of ,·eios, and produce a general dropsy.
Such an obstacle is frnquently placed there by disease. The returoing blood is
checked at its entrance into the heart; at the confiuence of all the veins of the body,
where they unite to empty themselves into the right chambers of that organ: and
then anasarca. of the universal areolar tissue comes on, and water collects in all or
most of the i;rcat serous cayities.
It is no part of my }Jrcscnt purpose to inquire bow such disease of the heart as is
productive of dropsy arises. Common ly we find the right auricle and ventricle
enlarged in capacity, the opening between them unnaturally wide, and the tricUSJ.liJ
valve unequal to its office of closing that aperture. Such a morbid state of the right
heart may be occasioned by any cause which impedes the flow of blood 01tt of its
cavities. The diseased condition of those cavities may be primary; but it is oftener
perhaps consecutive to other disease. It may be produced by disease of the lungs,
preventing the right ventricle from freely delivering its contcuts into the pulmonary
blood-ves8els. Or the retarding cause may be still more distant, in tJ.;e left side of
the heart, keeping the pulmonary blood-vessels unduly full, and thereby hinderin~
indirectly the passage of the blood from the right ventricle. The dropsy may ultimately dcpenJ, therefore, upon some bar to the circulation, placed even at the mouth
of the aorta. Obstacles situated anywhere in the circuit formed by the right heart,
the lun gs, and the left heart, have the effect of producing secondary changes in the
parts behind them. But disease, thus propagated in a direction retrograde to the
course of the blood, is propagated gradually, aucl sometimes very slowly. These are
points of niuch interest, which we shall im·estigate together by and by. I allude to them
now, that you may not be perplexed by a knowledge of the fact, that diseases of the heart
often exist for a long while without inducing: dropsy. It is with disease of the right
side of the heart, whether primary or secondary, that passive dropsy is especially
associated.
As if to furnish the e:rperimenturn crucis in respect to this doctrine, disease docs
sometimes, with a curious precision, dam up one only of the two great venous trunks,
at the junction of which the right auricle is placed: aud then the dropsy is as curiously
limited to that half of the body in which the tributary veins of the obstructed trunk
originate. The finst example of this which I ever saw was a most remarkable one.
The patient was dropsical in his upper half only. His arms were so hugely anasarcow
that he could not bring his elbows near bis sides : bis neck and face were hidcon;.;ly
bloated and exaf!gcrated, and his eyes prominent and staring; while bis lower limbs
were of their natural size, and appeared preposterously small, and out of proportion.
· The poor man looked as if the upper part of his body had been stuffed, for actiug
80me ridiculous part upon the stage. The cause of this strange and distressful state
was found to be the obl iteration of the vena. cava superior, close to the auricle. Its
sides !~ad been pressed together by a large aneurism of t~1e. aorta; and a portion of
the vern was fairly scaled up. I have seen two or three srnular cases since.
Objections have, however, been taken to the accuracy of the conclusions drawn from
such cases as I have related; and it is fit that you should be aware of them . Thus
it is ~tatc~ th.at v.cins ba,·e been. fou?d obliterated, and yet tl~cr~ was no dropsy. Now
to ~his O~JCCt1on 1~ may be replied, 10 ~he first place, that 1t 1s not every vein, the
obliteration of which would cause manifest oodema. It must be the principal renou~
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trunk of the part concerned. When some of the secondary and. sma ller \Cins al~ne
become impervious, the blood may reach, an~ return by, the primary branches with
i:-uffi.cient readiness to rclieye the turgid capillaries, and prevent any serous accumulation.
But (it may be said) the principal vein itself ho s been found converted into a solid
cord and sti ll there was no drop<;y. Granted: but it docs not follow that there never
Jwd'bcen dropsy. You know that when a large artery is tied, the ci rculatio? is carr ied
on in the correspond in~ limb, by me:rns of collateral arterial branches: Imperfectly
indeed nt first; but, at length, as the supplemental channels become more numerous
and free, the supply of blood to the limb is as copious as ever. l_t is precisely the
same, rnutatis rmita11dis, with the veins; only that the anastomosrng venous tubes

~~:t~11~!0cf:r:~X~~ ~~ ~~~d~~e~:~1~~.~c~~=t t~l~e a~~~~~:~al ~zi: ~a~mob~ftc:a~~~~ a~~·;:~

there neither was, nor had been, any redema of the limb. '.l'hc recorded cai:-es 11ave
been met with in dissecting rooms, and the previous history of the subject has been
unknown or unregistered. i\Ir. Kiernan has told me that he once examined the body
of a woman who had excited much curiosity amon~ the medical men by whom she
bad been seen durinp; life, on account of a remarkable and enormous dilatation of the
superficial veins of the abdomen. She was not dropsical, and the cause of the huge
''arix was sou:z:ht for with great interest after her death. The inferior cava was
obliterated. Herc the compensating rc~ult was obvious to the si~ht; the new channels
had answered their purpose, and performed t.he functions of the ori~inal channel.
The hi story of this case was iucomplete: it was not ascertained whether the woman
hnd always been free from dropsy.
I hold this objection therefore to be innlicl, until some authentic instance shall
be brought forward of the obliteration of a large \·enous trunk, without a corregponding aee:umulation of serous fluid, either at the time when the observation is made, or
at some previous time in the life of that individual. It is, besides, possible enough,
that the obstruction of a large vein may be effectod gradually, by the slow encroachment, for instance, of a growing tumour; and the collateral circulation may begin to
be enlarged with the first impediment in the vein, and may keep pace with and counterbalance that iacreasing impediment, till the closure of the vessel is complete : so
that, from first to last, there may be no noticeable dropsy.
Again, it is affirmed, and truly affirmed, that anasarca often occurs, without .any
obliteration of veins, and independent of any discoverable orl!'anic disease in tho
he::irt, or anywhere else. 1\'e see this every day ill weak chlorot ic girls, with bloodless cheeks a.ad pale lips. Some of you saw a. case of this kind which was lately
under my care in the hospital; besides the anasarca, the systolic sound of the heart
was accompanied by a loud, unmistakeable bellows sound. rl'his ~irl got quite well,
and left the hospital without bellows sound, or any other trace of disease. There
could not then have been any organic change; in fact, there was not. Yet was
there, virtually, a retardation of the venous circulation; not by any mechanical
obstacle opposed to its course, but in consequence of the debility of that hollow·
muscle, the office of which is to propel onwards with a certain degree of force the
blood that reaches it. Girls of this description have weak and flabby voluntary
muscles; and it is reasonable to presume that the involuntary muscle, the heart,
partakes of the ~cncral debility of the muscular system, and becomes in capable of
sen ding the blood forwards wi th the requisite energy. Nay, I believe that a heart
thus feeble may yield a little and dilate under the resisting pressure of the blood tha.t
enters its cha tubers; and that ~o an occasional but temporary bellows sound may
arise, from the altered relation between the cav itiC6 of the heart and their outlets.
Certainly this Yiew of the matter is strengthened by the ju,vantiri and lredentia. If
you are tempted, by the pain complained of by your patient, or by the violence'with
which her heart is throbbing, to take away blood, you find that she is ultimately made
worse by the depletion; on the other hand, if you give her steel, feed her well, keep
h er bow els free, and place her every morning under a cold shower-bath, you find that
she recovers her lost strength, that colour returns to her lips and checks, that her
palpitations cease, and her dropsy vanishes. In proportion as the muscular system
iu E,"Cneral receives fresh tone and vigour, does that particular muscle the heart also
regain the degree of power necessary for the effectual discharge of its proper fuuc.
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tion, which is very much that of a forcin~-pump. Such i~ the wa.}'.' in wh ich I should
explain both the cause of the dropsy, and the cause of its cessation. I.n ~uch cases
our patients do not simply recover; they are cured. I should_apply a s~m1~ar e~~la
nation to some other forms of dropsy. Andral describes a ccr~am cachertic d1spos1t1on
of the body as being a cause of dropsy; persons may be bled mto a drop:sy, or sta.ryed
or weakened into a dropsy. These are genuine instances of dropsy from d~b1hty,
which is what the ancients conceived all dropsies to proceed from. ~I.1hc thm and
watery quality of the blood induced by frequent bleedings, by. i.nsufficient nourishrncnt, by certain poisons, or by other causes, may doubtless fam~1tate, or even ~e~er·
mine, the passage of its aquoous part throup;h the coats ?f the vc10s. B~t adm1tt1~g
this as a concurrent cause, I am disposed to the behc_f that n.ll passive dropsu:s
occurring under the circumstances just adverted to, and without any n.pparent orgamc
disease or chan p-e, arc mainly to be abscribed to debility ;;f .the he~rt: and viewed. in
this way, they arc all brought under the same general pnnc1ple; viz., the retardation
of the blood in the veins.
A large class, then, of passive dropsies, dcponding upon mechanical congestion,
and defective absorption by the veins, are traceable, in th eir origin, to the heart ; and
we call them, accordingly, cardiac dropsies. But another class, perhaps as numerous,
are connected in a remarkable manner with certain diseased cond itions of the kidneys;
and these, for the sake of distinction, we style renal dropsies. I sha ll say a few words
respecting them, after I have briefly considered the other source of dropsical swellings, adverted to in the commencement of this lecture: namely, excessive exlwlatir.m
of serous liquid. Dropsy so caused comes on suddenly and tumultuously, and is
spoken of as being acute or active. It borders closely upon inflammation, and some.
times can scarcely be discriminated from inflammation with serous effusion. 'fhe
condition of the capillary circulation is supposed to be intermed iate between that in
which the ordinary amount of secretion is maintained, and that in which inflamma.
tory effusion takes place. The excessive increase of secretion is analogous t-0 what
we observe in other parts and predicaments of the body; to the n.bundant perspira.
tions, for example, that are occasioned by violent exercise; to the plentiful flow of
tears caused by any irritation of the eye, or by the passion of grief; to the augmented
watery discharges from the mucous membrane of the bowels produced by purgati\"'e
rucdiciues; all of which may be independent of inflammation , but all of wh ich are
attended with congestion that might readily be pushed into inflammation. In point
of fact, if the secretions to which I have now referred were poured into close cavities,
instead of proceeding from surfaces that arc situated on the exterior of the body, or
that communicate readily with the exterior, they would constit1tte dropsies.
The phenomena of active dropsy are of this kind: a labourer is engaged in some
employment, which, while it requires considerable bodily exertion, and causes copious
perspiration, necessarily exposes him also to the influence of externa l cold and moisture:
he has been digging (perhaps) in a wet ditch, in winter time, and he pauses to take
his meal; or he has been unloading a wagon, and rides home, some miles, in a heary
rain that wets him to the skin; or he has been mowing, in the heat of summer, and
lies down to sleep upon the damp grass. All these suppositions are derived from
actual occurrences. The perspiration is sudden ly checked; and in the course of a
few hours he becomes u~iversally ana.sarcous. Again, a patient rccovcriug from
scarlet fever ventures out rnto a cold atmosphere, while the process of dcsquamation
is yet going on; and he is attacked with dropsy of the areolar tissue; and, it may be,
of some of the larger cavities also. The urine at the same time is observed to be
scanty, troubled, mixed with blood.

di:~~se~o:~:~~~~~~i~s h:?ei~e~~~~!e t!r~~ ~n~\~t; o:f ~~~~!!~i!;y~ state of dangerous
Besides the constant exhalation which takes place from the inn er faces of the shut
serous cavities, a large amount of watery fluid is continually thrown out of the system,
by all those ~urfaces that ?o~nmnnicate wi.th the air-by the sk in, the lungs, the
bowels, the kidneys. Now 1t is well ascertarned that when the excretion of aqueous
fluid from one such surface is checked, the exhalation from some other surface becomeis
more copio~s. I~ is pr?b:ible that the aggregate quantity of water thus expelled frow
the system rn a given time, cannot vary much, in either direction, without deranging
the whole economy. But we are sure that the amount furnished by any excreting
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surface may ynry and oscillate within certain limits consistent with health, provided
that the defect or excess be compensated by au increase or diminution of the ordinary
expenditure of watery liquid through some other channel. Sound hcnlth admits an<l
requires this shiftinµ- and counterpoise of work between the organs destined to remove
aqueous fluid from the body. This supplemental or compensating relation is woro
conspicuous in r<'g-ard to some parts than to others. 'l'hc reciprocal but inverse accom.
modation of function that subsists between the skin and the ldUncys affords the
stron~cst and the most familiar example. In the warm weather of summer, when the
perspiration is abundant, the urine is proportionally concentrated and scanty. Ou the
other band, during winter, when the cutaneous transpiration is checked by the
agency of external cold, the flow of dilute water from the kidneys is strikingly aug:.
mcnted. All this is well known to be compatible with th e maintenance uf the ruost
perfect health. But supposing the exhalation from one of these surfaces to be much
diminished, or to cease, without a corresponding increase of functiorJ in the related
organ, or in any excreting organ comwuoicating with the exterior, then dropsy, iu
some form or degree, is very apt to arise. 'l'he aqueous liquid thus detained in the
blood.vessels, seeks, and at length finds some unnatural and inward vent, and is
poured forth into the areolar tissue, or into the cavities bounded by the serous
membranes.
Dropsy of one part sometimes supernoes suddenly upon t11c rapid disappearance
of a watery collection from another part. It is no uncommon thing to sec the swollen
unwieldy legs and thighs of an ::rna<:arcous patient quickly unload themselves, and
resume.their natural bulk and symmetry. His friends congratulate him, and each
other, that his disease is leaYing him; but as his le~ are emptying, he becomes
drowsy, forp:etful, comatose, apoJJlectic; and after his death we find the ventricles of
his brain distended with serous fluid.
Or the dropsical accumulation may be tr:insferred from its place through a safer
channel The best instance of this that occurs to my recollection I heard related by
Dr. Farro. A izouty individual had hydrocele; dropsy of the tunica vagiualis. After
th e disease had lasted for some time, he f!Ot very drunk one evening, with rack punch,
which greatly disordered his alimentary canal, and brought on a kind of cholera. H e
had profuse rnm iting and purging, which quite exhausted him; and at length he fell
asleep. When he awoke in the morning, he found that his bydrocclc, which bad been
a large one, was gone : and it never returned. Such au accidental cure is most
in ~ tru c tive.

If water be injected, in some quantity, into the blood.vessels of a living animal, the
animal soon perishes; dying generally by coma, or by suffocation: :ind when the
carcase is examined, the lungs arc found to be charged with serous liquid, or water
is discovered in the areolar tissue of some other part, or in the shut serous membranes.
If, however, the animal be first bled, and then a quantity of' water be inj ected equal
to the c1uantity of blood abstracted, the injection is followed by no serious consequences.
Facts like these throw, as it seems to me, a strong light upon a. coufcs~c:dly obscure
part of patholo~y. It appears that under rnrious circumstances the blood-vessels may
recci\"e a considerable and unwonted accession of watery fluid, and that they arc very
prone to get rid of the redundance. When they empty t.hcmseh•es through some
free surface, their preternatural distension is relieved by a. flux. If, on the other
hand, the surface be that of a shut sac, in discharging their superfluity they cause a
dropsy. 'Yhy sometimes this organ, and sometimes that., is selected as the chann el
by which the supcr:ibundant water shall be thrown out of the vessels, we can selJ0111
tell. We often find it difficult to determine which of the two facts in question is tu
be con~idcrcd th e antecedent, and which the consequent. li'or not only i~ it true that
when the blood.vessels become overloaded with serous fluid, they readily depos it a
part of it; but also that when they arc in the opposite cond ition of comparative
cmptinees, when they contain less blood than is natural, they arc eq ually ready to
replenish themselves by absorbing fluids from any source to which they can find
access. In the case of the man who was cured of his hydrocele upon the occurrence
of profuse watery discharges from his stomach and bowels, it seems clear tlrnt the
expenditure of serous liquid from one part led to its absorption iuto the !JlooJ frou1
another. " 'hen auasarc.:i suddenly leaves tho extremities, and fatal cowa follows, it
arpears probable that the absorption is the first of the changes, auU the effusion the
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second: and lrnd this effusion been determined to the mucous membrane of the
intestines, to the skin, or to the kidneys, it would have brought relief and safety to
the patient, instead of causing his death.
.
. .
.
We have obtained, then, a glimpse of one or two most important prrnc1ples m
rrspcct to the pathology of dropsy. The blood-vcsscl<s, when preternaturally full of
aqueous fluid, have a strong tendency to empty them8ch"es; ~\·hen pretcrua~ura1_ly
empty, they rc:ldily drink up watery fluid wherever they come rnto contact with 1t.
From the discharge of their rnpcrfiuity of water arises a dropsy, or a flux. The cause,
and the cure, of many dropsies, lie in these propositions.
The application of these principles to the suppo"ed case of active dropsy mu"t be
obYious. No doubt, in some such cases, actual inflammation takes place; but in
many of them there is merely the dropsical effusion, without any other trace or evi.
deuce of infiamnrntory action. The two facts which it chiefly concerns us to remark
arc these-first, that the aqueous portion of the blood, which in hcalLh is habitually
carried off to u. very considerable amount by the skin, is suddenly diverted from that
fo-:sue; the per::;piration, sensible and insensible, is suppressed: and SC'condly, that
the areolar tissue, or the lar~e scram; bags, or both, become filled with serosity.
It is not by any uece::;sity, however, that the vicarious excretion is turned upC'n
these serous surfaces. Ia truth, the intercepted perspiration more often escnpcs, or
labours to escape, from some free surface; aud then we ha Ye, not :l. dropsy, but a flux.
Diarrhooa, for example, is more common, under the supposed circumstances, than
anasarca or ascitcs: apparently because there is a closer analOfrY of structure, and a
more direct coni;;cnt or agreement in function, and a. stronf!er rcciprocril iQflucnce,
between the skin and the mucous mcmbr:.1ne of the alimentary canal, than between
the skin and the serous tissues.
Ilrief nllu.c:ion has been made to a Jar~~ class of ehronic clro11sies1 connected with
and dcpC'ndent upon u particular renal disease. This important species of dropsy
will require a clet:lilcd examination hereafter. It is more complex, and of more
obscure pathology, perhaps, than cardiac dropsy. It certainly has a more direct
relation also to what I have ju::;t been describiu~ us active dropsy: of which it mriy
almost be rcgnrdC'd as the chronic form. Sometimes the kitloey disca,.e, of which the
dropsy is an incidental and not an essential symptom, sprin~s up silently, and without
obvious cause. Sometimes it ruay distinctly be traced back to its orig:in in an attack
of acutu drop!'y : in which complaint the kidney always and manifestly labours, its
functions being violently deranged, and the urine being small in quantity, and mixed
with blood.
In this chronic and renal dropsy, the watery accumulation is accounted for by the
deficient excretion through the customary channels. 'l'he blood·\'cssels deposit that
ncretion in a wrong place. The urine, in the outset of the dropsy at least, is scanty
The skin is almost always dry, harsh, and unpcrspiring. rl'hc anasarca us"u:illy
incre:ises or decreases, as the quantity of urine diminishes or nuµ;ment,. . Remarkable
:~ltcratious take place also in the qualities and composition of the urine itself: it has
a low specific gr.ixity, contains albumen, and is deficient in urea. 1'hc blood degenerates too; and other organs of the body, and especially the heart, ar..:! apt to foll into
disease. 1'Lic suppression of perspiration, and the appearance in the uriue of blood
or scrum, unchanged by the seccruing power of the kidney, form striking links of
connexion between acute and renal dropsy.

In the sketch tl1at I ho.ve been endcaYouring to µfrc you of the pathology of
drop~y, I ham taken extreme cases to elucidate the two ,·arietics of thnt disease which
ha\·c been rcspcctiyely denominated nctive and passiYe. ],ct me once more present
to you, in a. summary view, the points of resemblance, anc.l the points of distinction
betw>!Cll them.
They resemble each other in the result; namely, in the collection of serous liquid
in the circumscribed cavities and vacuities of the body. They differ in the rate at
which the collection augments.
In the well.marked ncutc dropsies ~be liquid is r:ipiclly C'ffusc<l, in quantity much
beyond the natural amount of exhalation. In the well.marked passive drop);ies the
exhalation goes on as usual, but the fluid exhaled is not t:Jk ..~11 back again into the
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circulatiup; vessels with sufficient facility. In one case the circulation is di!:'turbed
and tumultuous; in the other, it remains tranquil. It is probable that in the more
acute fo rms, the scrum transudes through the coats of the arteries, or of the capillary
ve,.scls next adjacent to the arteries. In the completely chronic and cardiac forms,
there is a. defect of absorption by the veins. Active dropsies arc sometimes spoken
of as belonging to the left side of the heart, passive dropsies to the right.
But there arc intermediate degrees, in which the full veins arc not only unable to
admit any addition of aqueous liquid, but also to retain that which they nlrcady hold;
and serosity gradually exudes through their parietes.
What connects all these forms of dropsy is a preternatural fulncss in some part, or
the whole, of the hydraulic machine. And this seems to be the grand key to the
entire pathology, as well as to the remedial management of the disease.
I scarcely need point out to you the fact, that the water of dropsy is liable to
change its place, in obedience to the force of gravity. In g-cnera.1 annsarca, when the
serous accumulation slowly augments, it first becomes ,·isible about the foet nnd
ank les. Th ere arc two causes for this; the one occnsionnl in its operation, the other
general. rrlle veins of th~ lower extremities arc apt, when the patient is erect, to be
more turgid than other veins; for unless the action of th eir valves be quite perfect,
those vessels sustain the weight of a large superincumbent column of blood, which
concurs with other causes to retard the upward current, and to keep the depending
capillaries unduly full. Under such circumstances the effusion, or the arrest of
absorption, may tal.:e place around the insteps earlier than in any other part. But in
!?encral it i~ not so. In most cases, the truer and simpler reason of the earlier mani·
festation of dropsical swelling about the ankles, is merely that the serous liquid which
fails to be removed from the areolar tissue in all parts of the body, gravifates towards
the lou·rst part; and being thus collected into a comparati\·cly small space, is
rendered more perceptible. During the night, when the horizontal posture is main·
tained for several hours, the oodema. of the ankles disappears, but the neck and face,
perhaps, become bloated and puffy. And it is obvious why, in these cases, the feet,
towards C\'cning, swell more thaa the hands. The hands rccci,·e the serous fluid from
the areolar tiesue of the arms alone; the feet, that which sinks down, not only from
the legs and thighs, but from the head and trunk also. 'l'hc li mbs may be looked
upon as bags, wh ich fill up in proportion to the quantity of liquid detained. And
the lun gs are similarly bags : and in these cases we commonly may hear the crcpita.
tion of pulmonary oodema in their lowermost portions.
I mentioned an instance in which one.half only of the body was anasnrcous, ancl
that the upper half. 'l'hc descent of the dropsical fluid was prevented by the dress
of the patient; the waistband of his trousers having compressed the areolar tissue,
through which alone the gravitating: liquid could seek a pa~sag:c . So, sometimes, it
is stopped at a lower point of its descent by tight garters, and the thighs swell earlier
than the iusteps. It is not at all uncommon to see persons who, in the daytime at
least, and in the erect posture, are anasarcous in the lower half only of the body.
We do not so often meet with anasarca of one moiety of the body, the division being:
made by an imaginary plane drawn through its axisi. Yet this docs occa,.ionally
happen. This curious phenomenon is usually the result of a mere accident, the
anasarcous patient being unable to leave his bed, or to lie at all except on one side;
and then the accumulating liquid gravitates to that side. I have, however, seen one
case to which this explanation would not apply. I believe that some local obstruction
to a large vein in the neighbourhood of the shoulder caused oodcma .there, and the
fluid sank down and filled the areolar tissue of that side alone. .As the man recovered, I had no means of verifying the truth of this conjecture.
Oreteris paribus, those parts of the body become tlie most loaded with serous fluid,
and show the anasarca. the plainest, of which the areolar tissue is plentiful and loose;
as the eyelids, and the scrotum. But in extreme cases the liquid pcn,adcs the same
tissue, where it is much more den se and compact : as where, for exampl e, iL is sub·
jaccnt to mucous membranes. In the examination of a dropsical corpse, the mucous
coat of the intestines may sometimes be see n to be elevated by the water collected
beneath it. It then looks like jelly, and the valvulre co1miventes, which arc flat and
thin in their ordinary state, become round anJ. convex. Dropsy of the sub1µucous
tissue of the air-passages is frequently a cause of death.
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l\Iany persons seem disposed to ns;cribe these ana!'arcous swellings~ C!=;p?c ially when
they make their appearance suddenly, to inflammation; an<l much is sat? a~out the
frequeucy of inflam:matory dropsy. But the facts we have just been co~~1dcrmg ~uf
ficicntly refute this theory. lf the serous liquid be the produc~ of rnfla1~rnation,
what is the part inflamed? It cannot be, as some appear to tl11nk, tho distended
areolar tissue itSi;>lf; for if so, the inflammation must shift its quarters u?dcr the_ iaflucncc of gravity. 'fhe term inflammatory dropsy may not perhaps be indcfens1blc
wheu applied to that class of dropsical affect~ons that have been spoken ?f under ~he
head of active drop!ly. I am far from deuyrng the frequent agency of rnflammation
in producing changes which, io their tur.n, lead. to dropsy, but ~ve shall do well not to
confound those collections of scrum mixed with blood or with coagulable lymph,
which arc distinctly events or products of inflammation, with other col lecti ons of
serum which resemble the former in that respect only, but differ entirely from them
in every other particular. To the class denominated active, which occur s~ddcn!y,
from defect of some one or more of the usua l channels of aqueous cxcret1on, and
which arc usually attended with much disturban ce of the whole system, the epithet
f ebrile woulJ. not be inapproprintc. '!'h ere may be some few cases in which it is impossible to determine whether the effusion be inflammatory in its origin or not. If
the serum be turbid, if we can discover in it the smallest admixture of pus, or of
flakes of lymph, or if the disease have been marked by the ordinary signs of intcrn<il
inflamm ation, we need not hesitate in our opinion. One of the latest systematic
writers on dropsy in this country holds that all dropsies are more or less inflammatory.
'Ye can see one reason for this mistake (for a mistake it surely is) in the relief and
amendment which often ensue upon the employment of blood-letting in dropsy.
'l'hc general prognosis in this disease may be readily gathered from what I have
said of its causes and conditions. The anasarca. which occurs in chlorotic young
wom en is the least perilous, and the most curable. Of the rest, febrile dropsies are
more obedient to treatment, and oftener admit of complete recovery, than the passive
or chronic. Local dropsies are to be regarded with hope, in proportion as the obstruction on which they depend is capable of being removed, or of being corupensated
by the development of fresh channels for the delayed blood. As far as the mere
water is concerned in the chronic forms of the disease, cardiac dropsies are more
readily dispersed for a time, but more likely also to return , than dropsies which arc
complicated with renal disease. It is obvious also that the innucdi;_Jtc U:.tnf?:Cr of dropsical accumulations will depend much upon the phl cc the Iiqui<l may occupy. The
difference in this respect ifi immense between the tunica. vaµ-in:.ilis, and the pericardium; between th e areolar tissue of a limb, and that which lies beneath the mucous
membrane of the glottis.
It reru.ains that. I shoul d offer a very few final remarks concerning the principles
upon which dropsies arc to be treated.
'rhe first object is to get ri d of the preternaturnl accumulation of watery fluid: the
second is to prevent its collecting again; in other words, to remedy the diseased conditions which gave rise to the dropsy. Ind eed, if we can accomplish this second
object without delay, the dropsy will generally disappca.r of its own accord. Now
'l:enresection will often sensibly reduce the dropsical swell ing. In what has been called
actirn or febrile anasarca, general blood-letting is advantageous in several ways. It
helps to relieve the congestion, a.kin to inflammation, upon which the effusion dcpeuds: it tends to abate the undue action of the hca.rt: a.nd by emptyin~ the bloodvessels, it facilitates the re-absorption of the effused liquid, and its ultimate ejection
from the system.
But alt~1ough blood-letting ~s the mo~t direct and certain miy of unburdening the
loaded vcrns, and therefore, m ma.ny rnstauces, the most effectual remedy for the
dropsy, it is by no rncaus adapted to all, nor even to many, forms of the malady. It
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latrn g fluid, au<l thus enfeebles the patient more than would the indirect measures, to
be rucutioned presently, for eva~uating ~he. collected liquiJ. Perhaps, by rendering
the blood more watery, vcnresect1on may mdirectly favour the transuding of its scrum
outwards whenever the venous current happens to be retarded. It certainly weakens
the central organ of the circulation; and to muscular debility of the heart we have
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already seen that certain forms of genera1 dropsy may owe their origin; and thus it
is that ill-timed or excessive bleeding may be the cause of dropsy. In these forms
of anasarca, instead of ~obbing the veins of their bloo~, we seek to repair the quality
and richness of that fluid, and so to restore the deficient tone and vigour of all the
muscles, and of the heart among the rest.
·
In most cases then it is inexpedient to let blood; and we endea. vour to empty the
vessels indirectly, and in such a manner as to withdraw from them the more watery
parts only of their contents. In other words, it becomes our object to augment the
di:schaq:;c of watery fluid from one or more of the secreting surfaces of the body: but
it must not be the inner surface of a shut sac.
I noticed before the close analogy that obtains between dropsies and fluxes. Dropsy
is a flux into a closed cavity. Fluxes would be dropsies if the fluid poured forth did
not escape. And you are to observe that we frequently try to cure a. dropsy by producing a flux.
lly what surface or channel this artificial drain shall be attempted, is often n. matter
of great nicety and importance. In some cases we strive to promote the di scharge
of the superabundant water by the way of the kidneys: in others by the mucous
liniu g of the alimeutary canal: in others by the external skio. 'l'he circumstances by
which our choice must ho determined will come under review hereafter.
c.
Passive dropsies are much more difficult of cure than actiYc, and will often bafHe
our best-directed efforts. You are not, however, to regard those passiYc dropsies
which depend upon the obliteration of a large Yein as uecessarily incurable; for if a
collateral venous circulation be accomplished, the dropsy will permanently disappear.
But we must give nature the credit of the cure in such cases. Time is the best
remedy; aud all that we can sometimes do is to alleviate iu the meanwhile the most
distrcssiug or threateuing of the symptoms.
I mentioned, in the outset of the lecture, that the presence of the dropsical fluid
may constitute nearly all the sufferin7 of the patient, as well as much of his danger.
Now, when we cannot get rid of the water by bleeding, or by internal remedies which
excite serous discharges, we may often afford great present comfort to our patient, and
prolong his days, by letting the water out by a slight mechanical operation. Paracenttsis is the scienti6c, and tapping the vulgar name for this proceeding. It has
been performed successfully, by means of a small trocar, to evacuate the water from
the brain in chronic hydrocephalus ; it is often resorted to for the purpose of cmptyiog the peritoneal cavity, and the tunica vaginalis testis; and it is not seldom practised to Jet out the fluid of anasarca; for acupuncture of the legs and thighs and
i:crotum is only another form of tapping.
In the local variety of drop~y that is called lt!Jdrocde, the re-accumulation of the
liquid is sometimes prevented by exciting just so much inflammation of the membrane
as may cause its opposite surfaces to cohere; whereby the cavity itself bciog abolished,
any return of the disease is rendered impossible.
This is an expedient which we scarcely dare to employ in other species of dropsy;
in a~cites, for example; first, because the inflammation itself would place the patient's
existence in imminent peril; and secondly, because if it could be safely conducted,
the adhesion and obliteration might seriously embarrass and impede the functions of
important organs.
'l'hc circumstances which rc'l.uire and j ustify this mechanical remedy; the rules
and precautions to be observed io its performance; and the m~sures to be adopted
for preventing the recurrence of the accumulation, by the removal of its efficient
cause, will all be considered in detail when we come to treat of the special forms of
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LECTURE XVII.
D iseases of the eye.

Calarrlwl Ophtlialmia.

P1trulcnt Opltthalmia of A dults.

IIA YJNO broup;ht my observat ions on general pathology to a close, I next proce:d
to the consideration of in<li\·idual diseases; and 1 shall take them up one by one, in

that anatomical order to which I adverted in the in troductory lecture of this course.

'!1bat is to say, I shall go a capile ad calcem : i nt~rpol ating thos~ <l.isordcrs whicl~,
although they have a name, have as yet no ascertarned loca l l1ab1tat1on, wherever it
may sPem most conveni ent to introduce them. I mentioned bcf~re one advu~t.agc, as
11 0
0
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fac ili ty thus afforded of comparing the phenomena by which t hey arc charactcrtz~d,
nnd of discriminn.ti ng one disorder from another. Io taki.ng the parts in succession
from the head downwards, we adopt a. sort of order, dcfimte enough for the purpose
of aiding the memory, and yet free from the tram mels which belong to all attempts
at arran~ing diReascs according to thei r essentinl nature and affinities.
I propose then to speak, in the first place, of cert:lin diseases of the organ of vision.
Diseases of the eye occupy a. sort of neutral ground, upon which the sur:~eon and the
physician may both lawfully enter. F or some of them th ere arc no means of relief,
but in manual operations of the most del icate kind. On the other hand, many of the
internal parts of the eye require, when diseased, exactly the same species of general
treatment which the physician adopts in diseases of other internal parts. \\'e seek to
change the condition of a small portion of the body, by remedies which act upon and
through the sy:;tem at large. j)Jy real and only motiYe, however, for beginning with
a few of the numerous morbid states to which this little part is liable, is this: - that
we find, in the eye, more satisfactory and plain illustrations of the yeneral fa cts and
doctrin es of pathology, as I have been endeavouring to set th em before you, than in
any other ~inglc orga n of the body. "Herc" (to use th e words of Dr. Latham, whose
published Lectures on Clinic l Medici11e I strongly recommend you to study)- " here
you see alrnost all diseases in miniature: and from the peculiar structure of the eye,
you see them as through a. glass; and you learn many of the little wonderful deta ils
in the nature of morbid proccsseH, which but for the observation of them in the eye
would not have been known at all."
" Within the small compass of the visual apparatus," says l\Ir. J.. awrence, "we
meet with a greater variety of str11ctures than in any other parts of the body. Indeed
the eye, with its appendages, exhib its specimens of every one of the animal fo;sucs.
'" e find in it bone, cell ular and adipous substance, and blood-vessels: mucous, fibrous,
an d serous membranes; the conjunctiva exemplifying the first; the sclerotica, the
sheath of the optic nerve, ancl the lining of the orb it, the second; the surfaces containing the aq ueous humour, the third: muscular, ucrrnus, and ~lan dular parts :
common integument, and hairs. l3csidcs these, it contaius se\·era l tissues of peculiar
nature, to which there is nothinj! strictly analogous in other parts."
The eye itself, takin g it apart from its appenda~es, the spheroidal eyeball itself,
is scarcely an iuch in its longest diameter. Yet i_t seldom happens thnt disease, of any
kind, occupies the whole, even of thi s small space, at once. Infialllmation, for ex·
ample, is often confined to one of the tunics of the eye, external or in ternal; and
when it affects more, it is usually in consequence of the ex.tension of the inflammatory
process, from some one textur? in which it ~ook its rise. You will not expect me to
treat of the vast number of disorders to which tho severa l parts of the eye arc liable.
I shall bring, I repeat, a. few of them only under your notice ; and I shall select those
concern ing which the physi~iau is most frequen tly consulted; which every one, whatever bran~h of the ~rofcss1on li e may follow! ought to be compete nt to treat; and,
~:norc part~cularly, which arc ca l culate~ to elucidate other discnses, and above all, other
mtcrnal diseases, that arc usually assigned to the care of the physician. With the
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anatomy and physiology of the organ, I may take for granted that you are already
acquainted.
I will first briefly inquire into the inflammatory affections of wha.t may be consi·
dered the mucous membrane of the eye. Like other mucous membranes, it forms a
surface communicating with the external air. Some of these affections arc Yery
trifling: some arf' very se\•ere.
There is a mild form of inflammation of the conjunctiYa, which constitutes the
most common disease of the eye to which adults are subject. It result;;, in most
cases, from Yicissitudes of temperature; or from certain cvnditions, or sudden variations, of the atmosphere. It is very apt to be excited by exposure to a stream or
draft of air, especially in the night and during sleep. It has u. stron~ annlog:y-indeed
it is the same disease, except in situation-with that moderate degree of inflammation,
produced by the action of the same causes, in the mucous membrane of the nasal
cavities, the throat, and the bronchi, which in common parlance we style a cold in tho
head, or in the clust, as the case may be: and aecordiugly that inflamm~tion of the
conjunctiva. of which I speak is ofteu called by the unlearned, a cold in the eye; and
the same analO!!Y is expressed in its technical appellation: the cold in the head or
chest is termed by nosologists a. catarrh; and the cold i1~ the cue of the vulgar is,
with them, calanhul ophthahnia. 'l'hc suddenness (sometimes) of its accession has
procured for it also the denomination of a bli!Jht in the eye.
'l'he term ophthalmia is at present used to denote inflammation of the eye generally;
it conveniently expresses in one word what would otherwise require more. Formerly,
when the diseases of the eye were not so well understood in this country as they arc
at present, almost all the inflammatory conditions to which that organ is; subject were
lumped together under the common appellation of ophthalmia, or the ophthalruia.
~hat war~ now requires some epithet to distinguish the scat or the kind of inflammation that1s meant.
It can scarcely be otherwise than iotcrcstin~ to mark the phenomena which occur
in catarrhal ophthalmia, when we reflect that 10 its cause and nature it is the same
with inflammation of a similar surface, in parts which we cannot so well inspect as we
can the conjunctiva. This membrane, as you know, lines the eyelids. and coYcrs
about a third part of the globe of the eye anteriorly. The inflammation, in catarrhal
ophthalmia, is confined to the conjunctiva and the meibomian follicles. Its leading
symptoms arc rednesi; of the surface of the eye; some puin and uneasiness there; an
increased discha1·9e from the affected membrane and the follicles; and a. stict.i11g together of the e!Jclashes and lids.
The redness is worth notice, both in respect to its tint, and to the arrangement of
the vessels in which it appears. It is supe1jicial; and of a. bright scarlet colour; and
usually irregular, or diffused in patches, some fasciculi of vessels being moro distended
than others. 'W hen, however, the inflammation is more intense, the whole surface,
except that of the cornea, becomes of a scarlet red. '.l'hc vessels of the conjunctiva,
thus rendered visible by inflammation, anastomosc continually with each other, and
form a net-work, which can be slipped and dragged about over the subjacent surface
by moving the eyelids with the finger. ll'requently some of the meshes of this network are filled up with little patches of extravasated blood; the eye is what is called
blood-shot, or, to speak learnedly, there is ecdi!Jmosis; and sometimes all distinction
of separate vessels is nearly lost. In the commeneerueut of the complaint the redness
is confined to that part of the conjunctiva which lines the lids; and it afterwards
~~;::a~es gradually, from the angle where it is reflected over the eyeball, towards the
Now all these particulars are o.f consequence, since they are diagnostic of the seat
of the disease; and to show this I must mention by anticipation, the appearance, and
the arrangement, of vessels that are observed when inflammation affecti; some of the
textures which lie deeper than the conjunctiva, and especia lly the sclerotica. 'l'he
sclerotic redness is seen through the conjunctiva. lt is of quite a different tiitt from
that of the conjunctiva. Instead of showing a. bright scm·let colour, it is piuk, or
sometimes of a slight violet hue. The vessels arc much smaller andjiner than those
belonging to the conjunctiva, like hairs. They are straight also, aud arrauged regularly, after the manner of radii in a circle. Th ey lie in the sclerotic, round the
cornea, like what is ca lled by painters a glory; or li..ke a halo, or zone surrounding the
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c.cntral cor nea; and they mnnot be made to slu/t tl1cir plare by :my clr?f?ging of.the
lid s. These nre very important disti nctions. They are such as nrc. easily recognised

:ifl~:!~oa;dcs,~:~u~~~~i;:g ~~~;h~~: ~i1i~l t:~~c~~Z~~~f: i;cr?1~~:t1~h:;\~~fia:~~
brancs are simult:lneously inflamed, as they often are, in tl~c same eye. ~hen, unlc!=s
the conjunctiva is so universally red as to pre>ent ou r sccmg the sclcroh cn throu~h
it, the contrast between the larger, more tortuous, scarlet, and reticular vessels of the
conjuncti,·a, and the fine, straight, rose-coloured, radiatiop; vessels of the sclerotic, is
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which is prcscnlcd by those of the fibrous tuni c.
The pain which attends catarrhal ophthalmia is sli ght and trifling. At the outset
there is g:enern lly some un casine.:is when the eye is exposed to the light; but th ere is
no intolerance of light when the disease is fairly developed. 'l'he patient complains
rath er of n sensation of stiffness and dryness, and feels as th ough th ere were some
foreign substance in the eye, between the globe and the lids, especially when the eye
is mo\ed; a grain of san d, or of gravel, or a li ttle fly. So exact ifi th e resembl ance
of this feeling, that you can with difficulty persuade the patient that there is nothing
of that sort in his eye. No doubt this sensation is produced by the in equality and
roughness of the surface, consequent upon the irregula r distension of the nsscls of the
inflamed membrane: irritating the organ mechanically, jw:t as a piece of dust might
irritate it.
Now in this respect again, th ere is a marked difference between conjunctivitis and
sclerotitis. In the latter disease the pain is much more severe, of a. dull aching character, with a. sense of tiglltness: the part inflamed is denser, and less yielding than
the conjuncfo·a. The pain is attended, also, frequently, by throbbing, and it is felt
in the surroundin g parts more severely perh aps than in the eye itself; in the brow,
t emples, and head. It is a very remarkable circumstance, too, that th e pain is distin ctly aggravated towards night ; increasing in violence from the evening till after
midnight, abating towards morning, and ceasing in a great measure durin g the day,
to be again renewed in the evenin g. I am speaking now particularly of inflammation
of the sclcrotica produced by the same causes as give rise to catarrba1 ophthalmia; of
what is genera lly called rlie11matic ophthalmia.
'l'hc in creased discharge that takes place from tl1e eye in catarrhal ophthalmia is
ti ot a discharge of tears. In the beginning of th e complaint there is sometim es a
slight degree of lacryma.tion. But this soon ceases, and the mucoufi secretion from
the s.ur[ace of tho me':lbran e .is augmented in q:iantity, an~ ~han ged in quality. At·
first it IS somew hat thm, but it soo n becomes thicker, and 1t 1s often puriform; i . e.,
opaque and yellow: sometim es it retains more exactly the characters of mucus, is
transparent and viscid; so th at the eye looks moist to a bystander, while to the
patient it feels gummy. ~h e puri~orm secretion is not, in general, in any great
abundance. You may see 1t lymg 10 the angle between the eye and the lower lid,
upon pulling them apart; or it makes itself vi:ible at. th~ corn er of tlrn eye, or between. the eyelashes along. the edg~s of the h.ds, winch It glues together at night.
Sometimes, however, the discharge lS more copious, so as to approximate to what is
;~::l:;c~~ ~~l~i~a~:fa~evere forms of another disease I shall presently mention; viz.,
There is s?ldom much sw~lli~g of the conj un ctiva.. If there be any, it results
from an effusion of serous fluid rnto the meshes of the areolar tissue that connects
the membrane with the subjacent scleroti ca; by which effusion the conjunctiva is
partially raised and separated. This kind of effusion ofte n goes to a. very great extent in purulent ophthalmia, or in violent inflammation of the external membranes,
as I shall show you by and by.
So much, then, for the symptoms, a.nd causes, of catarrhal opht1mlmia. It is
necessary that you should be familiarly acquainted with them; not so much because
the complaint is ve: y serious in its nature, but because it is common; because you
are sure to b? ~ga1 ~ an.d again consulted about it, and because it is of great importance to d1strngmsh 1t from other forms of ophthalmia, in order to adopt the
proper treatment. A mistake of diagnosis might lead to mischievous activity on the
one hand; or to still more pernicious inertness on the other.
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When the inflammation docs not extend beyond the mucous membranc 1 it will run
a certain course, and then, under fa,·ourablc circumstances, subside. llut if it be
improperly treated, or if the p:i.tient cannot guar<l himself against a repetition of its
exciting cause!'!, it may contin~e for we~ks, and harass him a good deal, and ~·e.u
produce such a change in the rnflamecl hds as may pro,·c a source of permanent 1rrttation, and of chronic disease, of the cornea onr which they sweep.
llcmcdics of an actiYe kind, such as influence the whole economy, nre scarcely
ever nece&sary. The patient should observe the main particulars of the antiphlo?istic
regimen, and axoid exposure to drafts or currents of ai r, and to cold and mo1sturn
generally. When the exte rnal weather is inclement, he should remain in rooms of a
uniform temperature. It will be right to purge him in the outset with calomcl and
jalap, or with ealomel followed by a black dose.
If the system at 1arge sympathize with the local disease, it may become necessary
to draw blood from the arm, or to apply leeches; but neither of these measures is
requisite, uulc$S the inflammation is unusually severe, or the disease has been neglected
or mismanaged.
After the bowels have been tborou~hly cleared by an active purgative or two,
remedies which encourage moderate perspiration will be lik ely to forward the cure :
such as warm diluent drinks; five grains of Dover's powder, and im mersion of the
feet in warm water, at bed-time; and saline draughts contain ing two or three drachms
of the liq1t0r ammonia acelatis, taken at intervals during the day.
But in this complaint local measures arc of greater importance thau those which
are addressed to the general system: stimulating or astringent applications to the
affected membrane itself. Almost all modern writers on diseases of the eye a~ree in
this. Dr. Mackenzie, of Glasgow, states it as the result of his observations on l3eer's
practice in Yi~nna, and of his own subsequent experience, upon an extensiYe scale,
at the Glasgow .Bye Infirmary, that "general remedies in this disea$c arc inferior to
local ones; that ·uioleut general remedies arc worse than useless; and that a. local
stimulant treatment may almost entirely be relied on." Mr. Mclin, in a. report of
ocular diseases at the General Hospital, Fort Pitt, states that he bad treated nearly
300 cases, some of them severe, upon the sa.me principle, without either local or
general bleeding: and that he had satisfied himself of the efficacy of this plan of
management. And .Mr. Lawrence, who for ten years was one of the surgeons to the
Ophthalmic Infirmary, in l\loorfields, and who during that period had ample oppor.
tunities of studying this disease of the eye as well as others, says that it is one to
which the use of powerful astringents is more particularly applicable. In disorders
which manifest a strong natural tendency to terminate in recovery, it is only by taking
advantage of the conclusions derived from extensive obscr>ation that we can be quite
sure of our ground; and when the same result is reached by different and independent
observers, we may safely place confidence in their concurrent testimony.
Dr . .Mackenzie and l\Ir. Melin both employ, and recommend, the same application;
dz., a. solution of the nitrate of silver in distilled water, in the proportion of four
grains to the ounce. A large drop of this solution is to be applied to the membrane
once or twice, or three times, in the course of the day. If the: patient recline his
head backwards, and the drop be placed in the hollow formed iu the iutcrnal angle
of the eye, it will be diffused over the globe upon the separation and subsequent
winking of the lids. After a minute or two this causes a pricking or smarting
sensation, which subsid~ in from ten to twenty minutes, and the eye then feels much
easier than it did before the drop was applied. Dr. 1\lackenzie says that the fee ling
as if of sand in the eye, is uniformly relieved, and the inflammation abated, by the
use of this solution: which he speaks of as a remedy of sovereign utili ty in the puromucous iaftarnmations of the conjunctiva. The eye continues easy, after its application, for five or six hours perhaps; nod when the symptoms return, they arc again
to be met by the introduction of another drop. As the disease subsides the remedy
gives less and less pain, till at last it is sca.rccly felt. He tells us that "he has sometimes alarmed other practitioners by proposi ng to drop upon the surface of au eye
highly vascular, affected with a. feeling as if broken pieces of glass were rollinrr under
the eyelids, and evidently secreting puriform matter, a solution of lunar caustic; and
that he has been not a little pleased and amused at their surprise when, next day,
they hnvc found all the symptoms much abated by the use of the application." lie
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declares also that the acetate of lead, and the sulphate of zinc, subs_tanc~s which arc
much used in what arc ca11ed collJ;ria, or eyeu:ashes, arc greatly rnfcr1or, as local
applications, to the nitrate of silver, in this disease.
'Iberc is another expedient that requires to be attended to in these cas~s. . ~hc.n
the eyelids are gummed togct_hcr by the vii:;cid discharge, much hurtful 1rntat1on is
often produced by the hasty attempts which the patient makes to s~parat~ them.
Now all this way be obviated by smearing their tarsal edges at ~ed-ttme wit~ any
mild ointment; the spermaccti ointment, or a bit of lard. 'l'~erc 1s no neccs.s1ty! as

fs b~ie;·1~v~~:b:~:o~~t~~/~J~~~iot~ :rt:ec~~sa~e~n~r t~t;;i~la~~~~U:;f~~c~ ~~e ~~~
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Purulent Ophthalniia - is another disease of the conjunct~va.; differing fr?m
catarrhal ophthalmia in degree, in the severity of its symptoms, in the _danger which
i>:. iruplies to the sense of vision, and in its exciting causes. It takes its name from
the profuse di:;chargc of pus that pours from the inflamed surface. 'l'hcre are three
remarkable varieties of purulent ophthahuia.; called respectively-1, purulent ophthalmia of adults, or Egyptian ophthalmia, or contagious opbthalmia.; 2, gonorrhreal
ophthalmia; and 3, purulent ophthalmia of newly-born children.
'!'he symptoms of the two first-mentioned varieties, especially in their severer
forms, arc so much the same, that it would involve us in mere repetition if I did
not t!'lkc them together. In truth it appears to me much the simpler and better
mode to look upon purulent ophthalmia as one disease; and to specify, as we go on,
the diHCrcnccs by which its several forms are characterized: and not to split it into
three different diseases, and to give a separate description of each.
Although purulent ophthalmia. is inflammation of the very same part that is inflamed
in cat.arrhal ophthalmia, from which it diffors chiefly in degree, it is a. hideous complaint, either to suffer or to treat; on account of the rapid progress it frequently
• makes, and it.s destructive tendency. The inflammation is yrealf!J more intense; the
surface becomes, iu the worst cases, highly vascular throughout. A copious discharge
of thick, yellow, purifonn matter is speedily established; this flows out from between
the swollen lids, and runs over the cheek, which it often excoriates. At the same
time considerable effusion takes place into the areolar tissue that connects the sclerotica. and the conjunctiva. You arc aware that the conjunctiva. extends over the whole
anterior face of the globe; adhering, however, so much more closely to the cornea
than to the sclerotica, that we might doubt at first whether it did not stop at its
margin. rrhis close and firm adhesion over the cornea, and the looser attachment to
the sclcrotiea, give rise to a very singular phenomenon. The conjunctiva is raised to
some distance from the subjaccnt sclcrotica by the effusion that takes place between
them; and it projects around the cornea in the shape of a large thick ring, leaving
the cornea. buried, as it were, in a pit; nay, sometimes the swollen and prominent
membrane will lap over, so us nearly to exclude the cornea. from our sight. The same
kiud of effusion t;.akes place also, sometimes very rapidly, into the areolar tissue that
connects the conjunctiva. with the palpebr.:c, producing great external tumefaction 1
and a livid red appearance of the eyelids, which project forwards in large con>ex
masses, and often prevent our seeing the globe of the eye at all : the upper lid cspc·
cially becoming har<l anJ stiff, and completelyornrbanging the lower. 'l'his swelling
from effusion iuto the subcoujuoctival tissue is of a. pale red or flesh-colour, sometimes
marked here aud there with patches of extravasated blood. The appearance is called
chemvsis: not ccchymosis, ns the similarity of the sound bas led some erroneously
to suppose, but chemosis. Exzvf&">O''Si from ixxfi..i, cffundo, signifies an effusion, auJ
by cowwon consent among medical writers, au effusion of blood. X'lµi..iais, the root
of which is :t":1.ui, hiatus, means a gap or hollow.
Now this puriform or purulent iuflammation, so long os it is confined to that part
of the membrane -which lines the eyelid 1 is not of any serious importance; but it is
prone to extend it:sclf to the cornea, and the whole anterior surface of the eye, and to
produce ulceration or sloughing of the cornea, either in consequence of the actual
inflammation of that part, or in consequence of the pressure made upon aud around
it by the swelling of chemosis. l?requeutly, when the corne:i. remains visible, a furrow
or trench of ulccr!'ltion may be seen at its margin; sometimes forming a complete
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ci1cle, sometimes portions of a circle, sometimes going quite through; and when this
happens, or when the corne:i bursts from the effects of deeper-seated inflammation,
the aqueous humour is ev:tcuated, and the iris protrudes through the aperture. Even
when these horrible rrsults do not take place, the eye is often as effectually spoiled for
the purposes of vision by an interstitial deposit between the laminro of the cornea,
rendering it opaque, and permanently precluding the passage of light towards the

retina.
And when neither of these lamentable effects of the inflammation is produced, it
is apt to leave behind it a chronic and very troublesome condition of the membrane.
'l'bc conjunctiva that lines the lid s remains thickened, granular, hard, and rough,
instead of regaining its natural smoothness, softness, and polish. One consequence
of this is a perpetual irritation of the surface of the cornea, by the mechanical friction
of the rough and hard lid in opening and closing the eye, and in the various motions
of the eyeball. The continuance of this irritation leads at length to haziness or
opacity of the cornea, which becomes traversed also by visible rod vessels. Chronic
inflammation of its investing membrane is produced, and kept up.
The most severe forms of this disease arc attended, at length, with a good deal of
pain; doubtless because the inflammation penetrates to the deeper-seated textures of
the or~an. The pain then presents those characters which I mentioned before as
belonging to certain inflammations of the sclerotica : i. e., it is pulsative; and sometimes sharp and 1ancinating, sometimes dull and aching; and it is intermittent, or if
constant, it is aggravated by paroxysms; the paroxysms com ing on at night, and
abating towards morning: and it is not confined to the eye itself, but extends to the
parts around it. The circumorbital pain is characteristic of inflammation of the
sclerotica and cornea, aod of the internal tunics, the choroid and iris. When the eye
is not visible, from the swe11ing, we may conclude that the inflammation is as yet confined to the conjunctiva, if the pain be only scalding or "sandy;" and that it has
extended to the sclerotica and cornea. if the pain be severe, throbbing and paroxysmal.
In the cases in which the latter kind of pain is felt, the cornea. generally gives way.
Sometimes this event brings relief to the paio, and sometimes the pain continues to
return after the bursting of the cornea. It is curious that with all this, there is
seldom much intolerance of light.
In the earli er stages of this malady, it is entirely local: the system at large is
scarcely disturbed at all. J3ut the constitution begins to sympathize and suffer when
the local symptoms increase in severity; the pulse becomes frequent, and the tongue
white, but there is seldom much thirst or fever; and when blood is drawn from a.
vein, it does not, in general , exhibit the huffy coat. A good deal of variety in these
respects has been noticed however in different cases. Children manifest more constitutional disturbance when labouring under purulent ophth:Umia. than adults. If there
be not much fever, there is always much uneasine::ss and irritation, and the sleep is
broken by the nocturnal accessions of pain.
Such being the general features and course of the disease, at least as it occurs in
adults, or in patients beyond the period of infancy, we may next inquire into the
circumstances under which it has been observed to arise.
Purulent ophthalmia has been ascertained to be a common disease in hot climates:
in India, Persia, and Egypt. It was brought into England, from the latter country,
by our troops in the beginning of the present century, after the 'vell-known contest
which there took place between the French army and our own under Sir Ralph Abercromby. In this way it got the name of the Eg!Jptian ophthalmia. It naturally
excited very great attention at that time, and it does not appear to have been accurately described before.
'ro give you some notion of its prevalence in certain places and at certain periods,
and of its serious nature, I may state that, according to returns made from the Military Hospitals at Chelse~ and Kilmaioham, there we~e, on the .1st of D?ccmber, 18 10,
no fewer than 2317 sold iers a burden upon the pubhc from blindness 10 consequence
of ophtlwlmia.; and in this number those soldiers who had lost the sight of one eye
only were not included.
Again, in the year 1804, with.in nine months, i.e., from -~pril to December, nearly
400 cases of purulent ophthaluua occur~~d at the Royal l\11lttary Asylum; and within
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six years from that time, without includinO"
relapses, upwards of 900 cases bad taken
0
place iu the same establishment.
You will find these statements in a. paper in the third Yolume of the Transactions
of a Sociel!J for the Improvement of Medical and Ohirurgical Knowzedgc, ~y the
late Sir Patrick Macgregor. l\Iany of our best regiments w~re for a hmc crippled
and rendered unfit for service by this disease; which they earned from Egypt _to other
foreign stations a.s well as to this country, especially to Sicily, Mal~a~ and Gibraltar.
Nor were the French troops affected by it in less number. Aesal1111, who wrote an
account of the ophthalmia. of Egypt, states that two-thirds of the French army were
labouring under it at one time . It occurs also, but fortunately not to such an extent,
in civil life. It broke out, some years ago, in a large boys' school i~ Yorkshire; and
blindness in one or both eyes, or serious injUTy to sight, from opacity of the cornea,
and other consequences, took place in nearly twenty cases.
You perceive, therefore, that this formidable complaint has been ascertained, within
the last fifty years, to have prevailed as an epidemic; attacking great numbers of

~~~o~:cli~3i~r~ndl~;1~~es~1;~h~ir~~:s~:~~~~~n~n~h~~av~~1~r~fl~s~~~1:08c~::u:?!c~;:~~

is, whether it is capable of being propagated from one person to another by conia9ion.
l\Iucb difference of opinion has existed on this subject. For my own part I cannot
imagine how any one can doubt its contagious properties.
I will give you a case or two, as related by Sir Patrick Macgregor, proving two
very important facts; first, that the disease is capable of being excited in the eye of
a person, previously healthy, by the direct application of the puriform discharge from
an eye affected with this ophthalmia; and secondly, the very rapid opera.tion of the
poison so applied.
One of the nurses employed at the Military Asylum, while syringing the eye of a
boy who had much purulent discharge, found that a considerable quantity of the
matter had spurted into her own right eye. This was at four o'clock in the afternoon.
She felt little or no smarting at the time; but towards nine o'clock the same evening
her right eye became red and somewhat painful, and when she awoke the next moruing, the eyelids were swelled, there was pu1'Ulcnt dischw"f)e, and she complained of
pain in the eyeball. The usual remedies were begun in the morning, nnd she recovered in the spncc of three weeks or a month. The left eye, into which none of the
matter had gone., remained free from disease.
On another occasion a precisely similnr mischance befel another of the nurses, except that the matter spurted into her Zep eye, about nine in the morning. Sir P.
:Macgregor happened to be in the hospital at tho time when the accident occurred.
Ile desired the nurse to bathe her eye immediately with lukewarm water, and she did
so for several minutes; but notwithstanding this early precaution, a.bout seven o'clock
in the evening the left eye began to itch to such a degree that she could not refrain
from rubbing it. When she awoke next morning the eye was eousidcra.bly inflamed,
the lids were swelled, and upon moving the eyeball she had a sensation as if some
sand were lodged beneath them. In the course of the same day purulent fluid h=sued
from the eye, and other symptoms followed, which were similar to those of the children
under her care. The disease subsided, under the usual treatment, in fourteen days.
In this case also the other eye remained sound.
A third nurse in the same institution did not come off so well. She was sponging,
with warm water, the eyes of a boy suffering severely from purulent ophthalmia; and
she inadvertently applied the sponge she was using to her right eye. This happened
at eight 0 1 clock in the morning. She mentioned the circumstance to the other nurses,
but she took no means to prevent infection. Between three and four o'clock of the
afternoon of the same day, itching of the right eye came on; and before she went to
bed it was considerably inflamed. Next morning her eyelids were swollen, she com·
plained of pain in moving them, the whole anterior surface of the eyeball was in a
state of high inflammation, and a purulent discharge began to trickle down the check
from the inner ca nth us. 'fhe symptoms increased in severity in spite of all tbe means
employe~ to check them, and on t_hc fourth day the eyeball burst. The sight of the
eye was irrecoverably lost, and the rnflammation continued for upwards of three months.
'11he left eye did not suffer.
'fbese were cases in which the poisonous matter was uccidentall!J applied. But a
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similar application bas been made intentionally and by way of experiment, and with
the smnc results. Dr. Guillie, of Paris, introduced the puriform secretion furnished
by some children affected with purulent ophthal:.nia, under the eyelids of four other
children belonging to a separate institution for the blind. These four children were
amaurotic, but the external surface of their eyes was healthy and entire. In each
instance a. regular attack of purulent ophthalmia followed the introduction of the
matter.
Facts of this kind prove, I say, beyond the possibility of question, that the disease
may be propagated from a. diseased to a. healthy eye by actual contact of the purifonn
matter. llere we have not one case (which might be considered as an accidental
coincidence), but several : the morbid secretion is applied to one eye on ly; the
symptoms of inflammation commence, and the regular form of the disease is fully
developed within a few hours after the first application of the pus; and that eye only
is affected. It is impossible to get over evidence of this kind.
The only questions, therefore, that can be raised respecting the sou rces of the
di5casc arc these: -whether the malady can be communicated through the medium
of an atmosphere impregnated with the efHuvia that proceed from the diseased pa.rt,
without any actual contact of the pus in substanee?-whcther the di~ordcr is ever
produced in any other way than by contagion ?-and if so, how it is then exciterl?
I ought to observe, that independently of such isolated examples of the direct
communication of the complaint, by contact with the diseased matter, as I have just
laid before you, the history and progress of ophthahnia, since it has been noticed in
Europe, arc very strongly indicative of its contagious nature. I have already stated
that it wus not known in Europe till the commencement of the present century-till
after the Egyptian campaign in fact. It is not alluded to by any of the authors on
disorders of the eye who wrote previously to that period; although some of the Italian
physicians and surgeons, and many of the Germans, had paid great attention to
ophthalmic diseases. It spread from Egypt both to France and to this country, and
to other places in which detachments of the Egyptian force were subsequently
stationed: in Sicily, to wit, and in Gibraltar and ~Ialta. Whenever it has prevailed
among our troops at home, this circumstance has been uniformly observed : that H
first broke out in sold iers who had come from Egypt, or had communicated with regi·
rucnts which had been in Egypt. Iu all cases its origin could be trac('d to the introduction of fresh troops into the regiment or the barracks.
Again, the manner in which it spreads is exceedingly instructive ou this point. h
diffuses itself rapidly, whcu once introduced, in places where a. considerable numbc1
of persons nre collected together; especially under circumstances fin~ourable to the
propagation of contagious maladies; as among soldiers assembled in barracks, where
many of the men live in the same apartments, and use the same towels: while the
ufficers, who live in larger and better ventilated rooms, and apart from each other,
generally escape. And the good effect, in checking the further extension of the
disease, of separating the healthy from the sick, and of restricting every one to his
own washing utensils, and clothes, r.nd towels and sponges, leads to the same conclusion. Rust, a German author, mentions this striking fact in corroboration of what I
have ju.st been saying. The disease broke out iu the town of )fayenee. This place
was garrisoned by Prussian and .Austrian troops. The ophthalmia began and spread
extensively among the Prussian soldiery; while the Austrians, who were stationed in
separate barracks from the Prussians1 in another quarter of the town, remained quite
free from it.
Those persons who deny, or who doubt, the contagious nature of purulent ophthalmia, rest their opinions upon some such considerations as these. '!'hey hold, in the
first place, that the peculiarities of the atmosphere, in Egypt, where the disease has
been found so common, are sufficient in themselves to account for it. '!111at the
inhabitants of that country never dream of its being caused by contagion. Assalini,
who saw the complaint raging in the French army, professes his belief that it did not
arise or spread by contagion. He remarks that th e atmospheric conditions which arc
known to occai:ii n catarrltal affections, arc very frequent and powerful in Egypt: the
days are very hot, rhe nights chilly, and attended with heavy dews; aud men's eyes
arc perpetually cxpos?d, in the day time, to a dazzling glare of light from the white
an<l arid surface, while the air is full of floa.tinl5 particles of hot sand, which arc
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raised from the ground by the slightC6t J:>reeze. . Ilis. opinion, therefore, and th.e
opinion of others who s.'\W the disease as 1t p~eva1lcd JD tba~ cou?try, was, that ~t

coosistcd simply of acute catarrhal inflammat1on of the conjunctiva; and that 1t
affected those persons most who were most exposed to the exciting causes of such

iutto~~~;'\~i~~~~:~nc:e~~~~u~~gi~;tbt:di~~o:l~~::~:,eo~:d:;ti~~~!hr~~p~~~ ~offic:en~gion,

are that many who have intercourse with the sick .escape the disease~ _and that when
bodies of men, among whom purulent ophtbalm~a h_:LS been preva1l~ng !.? a great
extent, arc broken up and dispersed, the complatnt is not thereby d1ssemmated, as
they ~ay it ought to be, supposing it t.o be communicable f~m one person to_another;

that, in fact, this dispersion, the disbanding of tr~ps for rnstance, and sendm.g them
to their fricuds and families all over the country, is the surest way of stopping the
disorder.
Again, many ineffectual attempts h~ve bee? made to inoculut~ the eyes ~f ani~als
with the matter of purulent ophthalmrn. Mi.iller, a. German, with that pams-takmg
indu~try for which the Germans are ao remarkable, collected on a. ca.me11s hair pencil
matter from the eyes of patients labouring under purulent ophthalmia, early in the
morning, before they had washed them, a.nd inserted it under both the lids of each
eye, in a great number of animals, leaving the pencil there for a few seconds, and
then pressing it so as to squeeze the matter out. Ile also smeared the pus copiously
and repeatedly along the edges of the lids. He served in this way five cats, ten dogs,
two rabbits, two squirrels, two blackbirds, a starling, a yellowhammer, and a cock.
And in none of them did the inoculation produce the slighest effect.
It is a sufficient answer to these negative experiments, however, that other persons
were more successful in producing the disease in this manner. Vasani and Grafe
have both excited it repeatedly in dogs and cats, by the application to their eyes of
matter taken from human patients. And I have already informed you of many
instances in which the disease was generated in men by accidental, and even by intentional, inoculation. No amount of negative evidence can do away with positive
testimony so often repeated.
And with respect to the other objections, and especia11y the ntain objection, that
persons may associate and hold close intercourse with individuals labouring under
purulent ophthalwia without contracting the disease; I would have you remark that
this is no more than what continually happens in regard to diseases which are acknowledged on all hands to be contagious, and to have no other source at present,
however they may have originated at first, but contagion : the smaH~pox for example.
I think there is some reason for believing, from the facts which I }1ave been relating,
that purulent ophthalmia, like the small-pox, is capable of being communicated from
one person to another, not only by positive contact, but by transmission of the specific
poison somehow for a short distance through the air. But many persons exposed to
the contagion of small-pox escape it altogether: and more persons still, perhaps, fail
t-0 be affected, though fully exposed, at one time, and yet readily accept the disease
at another time, e\•en when the exposure may seem much more slight than on previous
occasions. Now what is true of the small-pox may be presumed to be likely,
although perhaps in a different degree, of purulent ophthalmia.
As to the circumstance that the disbanding of a. regiment infected with the disease
prevents instead of favouring its dissemination, that circumstance is really no argu·
ment at all against our belief in its contagious nature. We shall see hereafter, that
when fever patients are ,collected in numbers in distinct wards, or in fever hospitals,
that disease is very apt to be communicated to the nurses and medical attendants of
the sick; whereas when such patients are distributed here and there among others,
in a general hospital, the disease is scarcely ever known to spread. In the one case
the poison is c01icentrated and effective, in the other it is diluted and harmless. 1
1 [That diseases, of the contngious character of which there can be no doubt, nrerendered
more virulent when a number of patients affected with them n.re crowded together in ill-ventilated
apartments,. is unquestionably true, but these di.senses do not cease to be contagious, when
those labouring under them are distributed here o.nd there among the non-affected. We know of
no more effectual means of disseminating small-pox than by introducing single cases of it, here
11.nd there,nmong persons predisposed to itsntt.'l.ck. Thefnctis,thatthe perfectsafetya.tteudant
••pon the dispersion of fever patients among unaffected communities, and the stop put to the
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Dr. Mackenzie indeed has come to the conc1usion, from what he has himself
observed, that the discharge in catarrhal ophthalmia, especially when it is distinctly
puriform, if conveyed from the eyes of the patient to those of others by the fingers,
or by towels, and so forth, is capable of exciting inflammation of the conjunctiva,
still more severe, more distinctly puriform, and more dangerous, than was the
original ophthalmia. And with respect to the disease which I have been speaking
of as purulent ophthalmia, or Egyptian ophthalmia, this author calls it contagioua
ophthalmia. He holds that the inflammation of the conjunctiva, whether in the
mild or the more severe form, may and often docs originate from common atmospheric
influences; but that when so caused it may be communicated from pr:rsou to person,
especially when it is attended with a puriform discharge.
And this is an opinion which, I think, is fully warranted by the facts of which we
are in possession upon this subject. There is a strange reluctance, which I have
never been able to account for, in some medical men, to admit of the operation of
contngion, as a cause of disease. Undoubtedly there are some difficulties belonging
to the doctrine of contagion, nnd I hope in the progress of the course, and especially
when I come to speak of fevers, to gh·e that subject the careful attention which its
great importance demands; and to enable you to make up your minds respecting it.
At present I will only remark, that there is nothing absurd, nor unlikely, in the
supposition that diseases may first arise from some other source, and then become
capable of spreading by contagion; and that in all cases, even when the contagious
principle is most manifest, there seems to be something else required besides the
presence of contagious matter; there must be a. readiness to receive it, a susceptibility
of its influence, on the part of the person exposed to it: a. predisposition which is less
common in regard to some diseases than to others; but without which there is scarcely
any complaint that can be so propagated.
At any rate I \vould desire to impress upon you the expedience and propriety of
acting, whatever your doubts or your belief may be, upon the safe side. 'Ve are
bound to proceed, in all questionable cases of this kind, upon the most unfavourable
supposition. Very great discredit and Joss of reput.ation have fallen upon practitioners
who, having themselves no belief that a. given complaint was contagious, have
neglected those precautions which, under a contrary imprc!'sion, they would ha\""e
thought necessary. Perhaps they may have sometimes suffered unjustly : but you
had better not commit yourselves, especially while you arc young in years and in
experience, by strong assertions of the non-contagiousness of any disease, the mode of
propaf?:ation of which is at all equivocal. And as for the disease that we arc now concerned with, you will do well to act as though it were certainly contagious; whether
you meet with it as a i:;poradic or as an epidemic complaint, whether it be severe in
its symptoms, or mild. You should forbid the use of your patient's towels a.nd
washing vessels by other members of the family; you should avoid employing the
same instruments or sponges to any sound eye, which you have been using for one
that is affected with this complaint; and you should take ca.re to wash your own hands,
after touching a diseased eye, before you apply your fingers to another that is yet, in
this respect, healthy.
occurrence of ncwcn<>eseosoonnso.removn.liseffectedof nlltbe inmatesofthebou!!esortbe
inhabitant.so( the localities where it prevailed, is an almost positive proor tho.t tbu fever originated solely in local causes, and cannot be communicated by contagion. -C.]
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LECTURE XVIII.
Purulent Opltthabnia, continued. Gonorrltreal Ophthalmia. Purulent Ophtltalmia
of infants. Strumous Ophthalmia.
WnEN

WP

last met, I spoke of ca_tarrhal op~tba1mia, i.e., a mild ~nd. common form

of inflammation of the conjunctiva, resultmg from atmospheric rnfluences. I
described its characteristic symptoms, and explained the treatment that has been
found most successful for its cure : consisting chiefly in local stimulating or astringent
applications.
I began also to speak of the severer forms of inflammation affecting the same part,

and included under the head of purulent ophthalmia. The symptoms and course and
consequences of the two varieties of this complaint, as it occurs in adults, are so
essentially the same, that one description of its phenomena is enough. There are
certain differences, however, that require to be noticed, in respect to its exciting
causes. I laid before you the reasons which satisfy me, that what is called the
Egyptian ophthalmia is a contagious disease; and which make it probable that the
complaint is capable of being propagated from person to person, through the medium
of the air, without the necessity for any substantial application of the morbid secretion
from a. diseased to a sound eye. These reasons, briefly stated, ate as follows: that the
disease was unknown to Europe till after the war in Bgypt; that, arising among our
own and the French troops in that country, it was conveyed by them to various places,
and extended itself to soldiers who had intercourse with those troops; that when once
in troduced it spreads rapidly wherever men arc crowded together within a small compass, pay insufficient attention to cleanliness, and use the same towels and utensils;
that it bas been propagated again and again by the direct application of the morbid
secretion; and that its progress is checked by measures which provide against such
accidental application, and by separating the diseased from the healthy.
On the other hand, it has been contended that the disease is nothing more than an
extreme degree of catarrhal ophthalmia; that the peculiar conditions of the atmosphere
in Egypt and other hot countries, whore it is prevalent, are enough to account for it;
and that when troops arc disbanded, they do not give the disease to their friends and
families all over the country, but, on the contrary, the dispersion of the sick in this
way is the most effectual mode of stopping the disease.
1.'o these arguments the proper answer is, that the same difficulties meet us in
respect to some other diseases which are confessed by all persons to be strictly contagious.
l\Iy own creed upon the matter is this-that the disease may, and often does arise,
independently of contagion, from the agency of ordinary causes of inflammation; and
that having so originated, it :i.cquires contagious properties, which develop themselves
only under circumstances that favour the propagation of most of the contagious
complaints.
I shall next advert to purulent ophthalmia as it is observed to occur, in the adult,
in connexion with gonorrlw;a. If we look to the mere phenomena presented by the
inflamed eye, we find nothing to distinguish the gonorrhmal from the E~yptian ophthalmia. Taking the average of a large number of cases, the gonorrhmal is the
severer form of the two, and runs th more rapid course. It is said, also, that the
inflammation usually commences on the lids in the Egyptian variety, while it attacks
the whole con~unctiva at once in the gonorrhreal. But, cow paring individual instances,
these mer~ dilfo:ences, and slight differences too, in degree and situation, will not
help our diagnosis.
llut other circumstances may guide us. If a patient present himself with severe
purulent ophthalrnia, who bas not been exposed to any of the known atmospheric
causes of that disease, and at a time when purulent ophthahnia is not prevailinu as an
epidemic, and if this patient have a clap, we may conclude that we ha,·e to de~ with
a case of gorwrrltcwl ophthalrnia; and this conclusion will be further strengthened if
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the disease affect one eye only. For what, through the lack of any better nomenclature, I am constrained to call Ey!fptian ophthal':°ia, seldom re.strict~ itself to a
single eye. Dr. Vetch says, "there ts but one case ma thousand 10 which one eye
ouly becomes affected." " 'alther obsen·es that contagious ophthalmia almost always
appears in both eyes together, bur. not in the same degree; and Eble (another German
author) states that the contagio_us opbtb~lmia has not confined it~elf t? one eye in any
instance. These round assertions require, however, some quahficatJon; the nurses,
whose cases I quoted in the last lecture from Sir Patrick Macgrcgor1 s paper, suffered
each in one eye only. On the other hand, gonorrhreal ophthalmia mostly, but by no
means always, is limited to one eye. In l\lr. Lawrence s instructive book On the
Ycncreal Diseases of the E!Je, he mentions fourteen cases of gonorrhooal ophthalmia.
In nine of these, one eye only was inflamed.
It is always a matter of some interest to make out whether the disease has or has
not any connexion with gonorrh ooa; even though we may gain nothing, in respect to
the treatment, by the distinction.
Purulent ophthalmia. bas been said to be connected with gonorrhooa in three several
ways : 1st, by direct contact of the gonorrhooal discharge from the urethra with the
conjunctiva; 2d, by metastasis of the inflammation from th e urethra to the eye, without any sucl1 contact of matter; and 3d, independently of either of these ways; i.e.,
purulent ophthalmia has been supposed to occur in connexion with clap, just as ulceration of the throat is apt to occur in venereal diseases.
Now the last two of these three modes of origin are more or less questionable; the
first is certain.
Very odd speculative opinions arc apt to possess themselves of the minds of medical
o.s well as of other philosophers. Some who believe that the disease is comnmnicable
to the eye by direct contact of gonorrhreal matter, yet hold that it must come from
the urethra of another person; that the Budibrastic aphorism is true, "No man of
himself doth catch." Dr. Vetch seems to have fallen into this opinion through the
very common mistake of drawing positive conclusfons from negative experiments. He
had known a hospital assistant, who "with more faith than prudence," conveyed the
matter of gonorrhrea from his urethra to bis eyes, with impunity. Ile state~ also the
converse experiment: a soldier in a very advanced stage of Egyptian ophthalmia,
attempted to divert the disease from his eyes by applying some of the matter they
were discharging to the orifice of bis urethra : no effect followed this trial. But in
another case the matter taken from the eye of one man Jabouring under purulent
ophthahnia, was applied to the urethra of another man; and inflammation commenced
there in thirty-six. hours, and he bad a very severe attack of gonorrhooa. Some persons, judging from such cases as this, and from the similarity of the discharge in the
two diseases, "have gone the length of concluding (accordiug to Dr. 1\lackeuzie) that
gonorrhooa has been un"ginall11 an inoculation of the urethra by the matter derived
from the eye in the Egyptian ophtl1almia; whilst others are of opinion that this last
disease is nothing else than the effect of an inoculation of the conjunctiva with matter
from the urethra in gonorrhooa."
To satisfy you that a person may "catch" the complaint from himself or from
others, it is right that I should bring before you one or two well-marked examples.
It is a common persuasion, among the lower classes, that to bathe the eyes in human
urine is good for the sight. This piece of practice has cost several persons their
vision. A gentleman belonging to the class mentioned to me the other day two cases
of purulent opbthalmia so produced, which he had seen among l\lr Guthrie's patients
at the Ophthalmic Hospital. In the one, a young woman, not so healthy as she ought
to have been, used her own water; in the other, an older woman, for what reason it
did not appear, preferred her husband's to her own. Mr. Lawrence nlludes to several
similar cases. lie details an instance also, in which partial sloughin g of' one cornea.
occurred; the disease having been caused by the patient's wiping his eyes with a
towel soiled with the gonorrhooal discharge from his own urethra. llut one of the
neatest and most conclusive instances of the production of the di sease in this way has
been furnished by Dr. Mackenzie. A patient was brought to him from the country
with his left eye violently inflamed and chcmosed, and discharging a large quantity
of purulent fluid; the lower lid averted, and the cornea totally opaque. ~J.1hirtcen
days beforei this man, who had then a profuse gonorrhcca, but whose eyes were per1
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fectly well, while stooping down and shaking away the disch:lT~C fron:i his peni~, flung

a drop of it fairly into his left eye.

Violent inflammation irumedrntcly set rn, was

confined to the eye that was thus inoculated, and produced the results I have men·
tioncd : the gonorrhroa. going on just as before.
.
N umcrous authentic cases have been recorded of gonorrhooal opl1thalmm produced
h.v the application to the eye of gonorrhreal matter from ano~her individu~l. l\Ir.
Wardrop met with the following example. An old lady went rnto the dressmg-room
of her son, who had gonorrhooa, and washed he: fac~ with a towel which he had re.
ccntly been making use of. Purulent ophtbahma. quickly supervened, and destroyed
the eye in a few days. Delpech mentions the instance of a young and healthy woman,
who bathed her eyes with goulard water, by means of a sponge which had been used
by a young man who bad a clap: violent inflammation. soon arose, and the s~ght of
one eye was lost. Several cases of purulent ophthalm1a have been observed m laundresses, who bad been employed in washing linen, foul with the discharge of
gonorrhooa.
l\lr. Lawrence seems to be of opinion that purulent ophthalmia is not a very frequent
consequence of the application of the urethral discharge to the eye of the same person.
"When we consider," he says, "how this matter is diffused over the linen of patients,
both male and female, how often the fingers must be smeared with it, and how inattentive to cleanliness the lower classes are, we cannot help concluding that the gon·
orrhooal discharge must be often applied to the eyes of the same individual; yet gonorrhccal opbthalmia is comparatively rare. 11 Dr. Mackenzie, on the other hand, thinks
that the application of the matter to the eye is seldom made. "The instinctive closure
of the eyelids," he observes, "when the finger approaches the eye, making it actually
difficult for a. person to touch his own conjunctiva, unless with one finger he draws
dowu the lower lid, and intentionally applies another finger to the eye, will serve in
some measure to explain the rarity of this kind of inoculation."
It has been noticed that women are much less frequently the subjects of gonor·
rhoou.l ophthahnia than men.
Docs gonorrhooal opllthalmia. ever occur by metastasis? This question does not
admit of. a positive answer. Practical men are divided in opinion on the subject.
In the majority of cases of gonorrhccal ophthalmia, we are unable to trace any application of the urethral discharge to the eye, either from the same or from another
individual. Yet it does not follow that no such application took place. The German
and Italian writers believe in metastasis. "In all the instances,'' says Beer, "which
I have seen, this ophthalmia has occurred in young, plcthoric, robust, and truly
athletic men; and it has always taken place in a very short time, generally in a fe\V
hours, after the suppression of gonorrhooal discharge from the urethra." l\Ir. Lawrence never knew the urethral discharge stop upon the coming on of the ophthalmia;
it has generally diminished, but in some instances lrns continued as copious as before.
Ile eeerus to regard the occurrence of the ophthaltnia as analogous to those suceessi"e
attacks of distant parts that are common in gout and rheumatism. Dr. Mackenzie
evidently doubts the occurrence of metastasis at all in this disease, and is inclined to
refer all the cases in which it has been alleged, to inoculation, or to an accidental concurrence of purulent ophthalmia. nnd gonorrhooa in the same person.
The supervention of purulent ophthalmia. as a part of the gonorrhooal malady, independently of inoculation and metastasis, seems to me extremely problematical. The
eye is well known to suffer, as well as other organs, in the secondary forms of syphilitic disease, but the conjunctiva is not the part that is attacked. I have never seen
nor heard of any sati~f~c.tory e~ample ~f purulent ophthalmia alternating with gonorrhooa, where the poss1b1hty of moculation was excluded. And, upon the whole, my
own opinion-(you will take it for whatever it may seem worth)-is against the existence of this alleged form of purulent ophthalmia. Whether it exists or not is of
very little consequence in regard to the main question; namely, what is the proper
mode of treati11y the purulent opltthabnia of adults 1
Now the two chief points to consider, so far as respects the treatment, are- fin;t,
blood-letting; and secondly, the application of strong astringents to the inflamed
membrane.
Blood-letting has been carried to a very great extent in this disease, or in these diseases, if you choose to consider the Egyptian purulent ophthalmia and the gonorrhooal
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purulent ophtlrnlmia. as two different inflammations. Its effects have not been very
decisive or satisfactory; indeed, we could hardly ex.pcct that they would. Ju tho
first place, the inflammation is so rapidly destructive, that, in many of the worst cases,
irreparable mischief is done before the patient applies for medical assistance. In
forty-eight hours, or a little more, ~Ir. Lawrence tells us, the affectio~ may ha\·e proceeded to such an extent as to be beyond our control. Of course tlus reason for the
want of success is equally applicable to every remedy that has been, or could bc 1 proposed. But independently of this, even when the disease is seen and submitted to
treatment in its very beginning, we should have the less confidence in the power of
general blood-lettin g to control it, for these two rc:isons; that the part affected is a
mucous membrane; and that there is so little co11stitutio11al S!Jmpathy with the local
inflammation. Free venrescction tells most upon inflammation, when it is attended
with high fever and a hard pulse, 1·. c., with in creased action of the JlCnrt; which the
abstrnction of blood tends to abate. It is also a matter of experience, tlrnt general
bleeding hns more i11fluence over the inflammation of serous nnd fibrous membranes
than over that of the mucous tissues. Accordingly, though bleeding has been even
lavishly em ployed in purulent ophthalmia, it has too often disappointed the practitioner. '!'here is one lesson, howe\er, to be learned from copious blood-letting in this
disease, even when it fails of its object. It clearly demonstrates what may be hoped
for, from an early recou rse to that measure in internal inflnmmations. "You sec a
person," says Mr. Lawrence, who has both had, and used freely, very numerous opportunities of putting this remedy to the test, "you sec a person with his eye bright
red, and very painful; he cannot face the light, and tears gush out, with great suffering, if he attempt to do so. You bleed to fainting, and immediately the capi ll aries
arc emptied 1 so that the organ resumes its natural paleness; the pnin is gone, the eyo
is opened without difficulty, and the full influx of light can be borne without an uneasy sensation. For the time the part has passed from violent inflammation to a
nearly natural state. With the restoration of the circulation the inflammation will
recur after th is temporary suspension; but its violence is diminished, and it often
gradually abates." l\lr. Lawrence is here speaking of acute iuflammntion affecting
the textures of the eye gcnernlly, and not of purulent ophtlrnlmia in particular; but
I am desirous that, in passing, you should take notice of this direct effect of bleeding
to syncope, upon the capil laries of the eye, because it teaches us what the same expedient may do for the capillaries of any other internal part, which we cannot sa,
when tlrnt part is attacked with inflammation. In purulent ophthalmia, J10wevcr, if
you trusted to bleeding alone, you would often reduce you r patient to a very dangerous state of weakness, and after all fail of your ma.rk. Dr. Vetch bears strong
testimony to the usefulness of blood-letting when freely employed in the early stages
of Egyptian ophthalmia. In young and robust persons, and a.t the very outset of the
disease, it may aid the local expedients which I shall presently mention; and if the
patient be not seen till the globe of the eye is invisible for the swell ing, the propriety
of abstracting blood will be still further indicated by the occurrence of throbbing and
circumorbital pain, returning in nocturnal paroxysms; for this symptom denotes that
the inflammation has descended deeper than the conjunctiva. The bleeding, when
performed at nil, should be performed in the way I formerly spoke of as being required
in serious inflammations: the patient should be bled from the arm, in the upright
position, till fainting is about to ensue, or the pulse begins to falter. You will do
more towards obtaining safety for your patient's vision in this way, and at less expense
of his strength, than by bleeding him many times to a smaller amount. When the
patient begins to rally from bis faintness, from twelve to twenty-four leeches may
often be applied with advantage; round the eye, and not 1tpon the tumid lids, where
their bites are apt to add to the existing irritation, and to fester. You had better
bleed your patient from the arm, and not from t11e jugular ve in, or the temporal
artery, for reasons which, as I have fully stated them already, I need not now repeat.
But of la.te years more reliance has been placed by moot practitioners upon local
stimulants, for checking this horribl e malady, than upon genera l or topical bleeding.
Dr. V etch strongly recommended the insertion of undiluted liquor plurnbi acetotis,
and Mr. Briggs, in his translation of a work of Scarpa.'s on the eye, advised the intro·
duction of a. very minute quantity of the oil of turpentine, between the eyel ids. But
Mr. Guthrie has the merit of having applied, in it.s full extent, this principle of curing
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conjunctiva} inflammation, even in its severest forms, by sti_mulant and ast~ingcnt
substances. I told you, when speaking of catarrhal ophthah~ia, tl.1at Mr 1\lch~ and
Dr. l\Iackcnzie treat that complaint with a wash, made by d1ssolvrng four gr:11.us ~f
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the same principle, but with a much larger dose of the nitrate of silver. The greater
intensity of the di~order is met by in~reasing the strength of the remedy. Ile con·
sidcrs it to be a local disease of a peculiar character; and, acting upon the aphorism
of John Iluntcr (an aphorism, however, which requires some qualification) that two
diseases or actions cannot go ou in a part at the same time, he proposes to set up in
the inflamed conjunctiva a new action, which shall supersede the original disease, and
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noise mad: of late years. I have never had the ad\'antage of seeing l\lr. Guthrie's
plan tried, but, from all that I lrnve heard of it, I believe it to be a valuable discovery.
A priori, we should expect that the caustic application would add to the existiug
mischief, and destroy all chance of saving the inflamed eye. But it is not so. Eren
Mr. Lawrence, who was, I have reason to think, formerly very sceptical on this point1
appears to be so no longer. In his treatise On the Yenereal Diseases of the Eye, he
uses this cautious language : - "Destructive or injurious consequences have so frequently resulted under the usual management of this disease 11 - he is speaking of
gonorrhreal ophthalmin-"that I should certain ly employ the local astringent, if I
met with a case faroura.ble for the trial; i . e., where the affection had not extended
beyond the conjunctiva. Blood-letting might be resorted to at the same time; in
most cases, however, our aid is not sought until the cornea has become affected, and
it is therefore too late for the astringent plan." But he subsequently added a note,
to the effect, that after the statement I have just quoted was written, he had employed
the caustic solution in two cases of conjunctiva I inflammation with the best re:mlts.
l\fr. Guthrie's plan, therefore, you ought to be acquainted with. Aftor many trials,
he has arrived at the conclusion that the best appliance, in this formidable complaint,
is an ointmcnt1 made by mixing ten grains of the nitrate of siker, reduced to an
impalpable powder, with a P,racbm of hog's lard. 'fh is is what he calls his ten-grain
ointment.
Before applying it to the diseased eye, th e discharge must be well cleansed away
by a. solution of alum; then the ointment having been inserted beneath the lids, they
arc to be moved freely up and down, so that the whole conjunctiva may get its due
share of the remedy; and that it has done so is shown by its turning white. If the
surface do not turn white, the ointment has not been sufficiently applied, and will not
answer the purpose. If we wish to be quite sure, he says, we turn out the eyelids,
and rub the ointment on them. This application gi,·cs pain, which lasts for half an
hour, or au hour, or more. "Warm narcotic fomentatious may be applied to relieve
uneasiness, and opium given to allay pain, and to obtain sleep; while a solutiou of
alum, in the proportion of a dra.chm to a pint, should be injected from time to time
into the eye, to clear it; but should the patient sleep, he must not be disturbed. A
ruild ointment may be applied to the edges of the lids at night, to prc,·ent their
i;ticking together. The next moroing: the discharge is again to be removed, and the
ointment to be reapplied; for on no account should the action we are desirous of
exciting be allowed to cease." Of course Mr. Guthrie means it is not to be suffered
to cease prematurely. This, with a free but not excessive ven:x:section, is the substance of his peculiar mode of treating purulent ophthalmia; and it appears to have
been eminently prosperous in his hands. I have been informed, by one of yourseh-es,
that purulent ophthalmia lias been successfully treated, on a large scale, in l\lanchester, by applying the nitrate of silver, in substance, to the smface of the conjunctiva;
that this gives less pain than the ten-grain ointment, though perhaps it may require
to be oftener repeated.
I say I have never Feen this method of Mr. Guthrie's carried into effect; but after
what l have myself witnessed of the intractable and destructive nature of the disease,
under the treatment ordinarily adopted before his ointment was devised, I will say
also, that were I so unfortunate as to be attacked with severe purulent ophtbalmia, I
'lhould desire to have the caustic applied without delay.
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'fhcre :ire some minor points in the treatment that require a cursory notice only.
Some persons, and l\Jr. Guthrie among the rest, recommend the exhibition of
'lnercury, so as to affect the gums. Now I believe that mercury is quite useless in
this complaint; and if useless, mischievous. 'l'hc disease is too rapid to he overtaken by the mercury, and if you could obtain the specific influence of that mineral
in time, i. e., before any of the destructive effects of the inflammation were accomplished, you would do no good thereby. This is not the kind of inflammation over
which mercury exercises any useful control. Mr. Lawrence tells us that he has seen
both the ordinary purulent, and gonorrhooal ophthalmia, proceeding apparently unchecked, under the full mercurial action.
Practical men are not agreed about the propriety of scarifying the conjunctiva
when it is swelled and elevated by chemosis. Mr. Lawrence objects to it, as likely
to increase the local irritation; a disadvantage not compensated by the quantity of
blood discharged from the divided vessels. Dr. Mackenzie recommends it, stating
that the incisions will bleed copiously, and greatly allay the symptoms. Who shall
decide in this puzzling discrepancy of opinion? Mr. Guthrie's caustic ointment
would, I presume, supersede any other meddling with the inflamed surface. But
when the question happens to lie between scarification and no scarification, I should
give my vote for scarifying; not because I think any useful depletion of the blood-vessels could be brought about by that measure, but because, if properly performed,
it would evacuate the serous effusion from the areolar tis:sue between the conjunctiva
and the sclerotica, which effusion constitutes the chcmosis, and hastens, if it do not
cause, the sloughing of the cornea, by the mechanical pressure that it exerts
around it.
Are blisters of any use? Hear Dr. Mackenzie. "Counter-irritants a.re hi'ghly
serviceable in this disease, and ought always to be employed. There is generally a
rnarkell change in the quantity and appearance of the discharge from the eye, as soon
as a. counter.discharge is established by blisters on the temples, nape of the neck, or
behind the cars. 11 But listen to lUr. Lawrence. "Experience does not warrant us
in ascribing much efficacy to blisters." Now the truth is, I believe, that during the
active stage of the disease, blisters are not of any use; but that in the more advanced
nod chronic periods, they arc. Indeed i\lr. Lawrence admits that they may be
regarded as auxiliary measures, and resorted to after antiphlogistic means.
I agree with the same gentleman in thinking that no reliance is to be placed, in
gonorrhreal ophthalrnia, upon any attempts to reproduce the urethral discharge;
indeed, in most cases it is not suspended.
Although I have not mentioned purgatives, you will conclude that they form a very
proper and necessary part of the treatment during the activity of the complaint.
After what has already been said of purulent ophthalmia. in the adult, and of
gonorrhooal ophthahnia, it will not be necessary for me to take up very much of your
time in speaking of purulent ophtlialmia as it occurs in newly-born c!tildre1L
This is a very common disease: it is very serious when neglected: it is very easily
•managed when it is seen and treated in time. These arc all reasons why you should
make yourselves familiar with the complaint, and with the mode of curing it. You
may perhaps never have occasion to treat a case of purulent ophthalmia in the adult:
you arc sure to be consulted about the purulent eye of infants, the ophthabnia neonatorum..
The importance of the disorder is apt to be ovcrlookod by mothers and nurses;
they say the baby has a cold in the eye, which will go off; and they wash it perhaps
with a little of the mother's milk, or some such insignificant fluid. l\lcanwhile the
eyelids swell, the mischief that is going on beneath them is concealed from sight, and
when at last a medical man is consulted, he too often finds that one of the eyes has
perished, or both : the cornea has sloughed; or become opaque; or protrude~, and
constitutes what is called staphyloma; prolapse of tho iris has taken place; or the
coats of the organ have shrunk up.
'l1 be inflammation usually comes on about three days after the child is born~
although it may commence later. It is confined, at fir:st, to that part of the membrane which lines the lids. Their edges arc observed to stick together when the
infant wakes: there is more intolerance of light, apparent ly, than is suffered in the
analogous disease::; of adults. The little patients cannot indeed tell us their scnsa
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tions by words, but they express them significantly enough by keeping their .eyes
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eyelids swell, sometimes enormously : and an astonishingly cop_ious d1scharg~ of pus
takes place. By the a.dhcsion of the edges of the lids the punform mat~cr is som_etimes pent up, causing them to protrude; and when they arc. separate~ it escnpcs 1u
a profuse hot gush. The eyelids are sometimes ever~ed during the cnes a.nd struggling of the little sufferer, and their mucous surface 1~ .then seen to be v1llous and
shaggy, and of as bright a scarlet as you ever saw the IDJCCted mucous membrane.of
a fretal stomach . At last those destructive consequences to the eye take place which
I have already mentioned. The disease, however, may continue for eigh.t or t_e~ days
without any affection of the transparent parts; and so long as these remain unrnJured,
the eye is safe, provided that proper treatment. be adopted.
.
.
.
This disease is probably much the most fertile source of bh~dncss with wl~1ch we
are acquainted. It is believed to originate most commonly, 1f not always, 1u con·
tagion. We migh.t, perl1aps 1 cxpcc~ t~is, from the analogy of ~he severe inflammation
of the same parts m adults. And 1t 1s matter of fact, that 10 a very large number
of cases the mother has been affected, at the time of her confinement, with some kind
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stance of the disease corumcnciug so regularly on the third day, is greatly in favour
of the supposition that it results from inoculation of the eyes by the unhealthy fluids
of the mother. The discharge from the infant's eyes has been ascertained to be
highly contagious. Dr. ftfackenzic mentions a lamentable illustration of this fact,
which fell under his observation at the Eye Infirmary, in Glasgow. An infant and
its grandfather became his patients there at the sa.me time; the latter having been
inoculated from the former. Both were so severely affected that the infant had one
eye left in a state of total, and the other of partial staphyloma.: while in each eye of
the old man, the greater part of the cornea remained opaque, and adherent to the iris.
However, the disease certainly occurs in the infants of mothers who seem to be
healthy, and who deny that they have any unnatural discharge. It may probably be
brought on, sometimes, by bad management on the part of the nurse: by exposure
soon after birth to drnughts of cold air, or to the injurious influence of a hot and
bright fire; or by the introduction of soap into the eye in the primary ablutions, or
of gin, wherewith the lower classes, in some absurd persuasion of its strengthen ing
virtues, arc wont to bathe the unlucky infant's head. The disorder is observed to be
most common in damp and cold weather; in low crowded places; and among the
children of the poor.
[Contaminated air, with its often associated morbific causes, neglect of cleanliness,
defective nourishment, or improper food, and want of sufficient exercise, is liable to
produce a general tendency to disease in the mucous tissues of children. The mouth,
the anus, and the vulva, under such circumstances, being all alike liable to affections
terminating rapidly in gangrenous ulceration. It is asserted, upon good authority,
that in cases of purulent ophthalmia. in children, the vagina is liable to be affected
with a purulent discharge, precisely similar in appearance to that from the conjunctiva,
See Condie on Diseases of Children, 4th Ed. Dr. Mildner, speaking of the disease as
observed in the Foundling Ilospital of the city of Prague, says that most of the chil·
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debility. The influence of atmospheric causes in the productiou of the disease were,
according to Dr. Mildner, very evident. Often, when the wards were crowded with
puerperal women, especially if the air was cold and damp, from six to ten children
would be seized in one day, and usually in both eyes. \Vh cn, he remarks, the catar·
~hal ~ases assumed a septi~ character, numerous cases of umbilical phlebitis, purulent
mfection! gangrenous erysipelas, croup, &c., were observed.
Dr. ~11ldne! describes~ croupal form of the disease, characterized by an exudation
of various t~1ckness, which may assume a membranous form with newly developed
vessels. It ts often accompanied with the occurrence of mernbraniform exudatious in
the mouth and pharynx. When in this form of the disease a septic tendency was
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manifested, loss of vision might be predicted, even when but a. small portion of the
cornea. was affected. Annules d'Oculistique; ser. 4, tom. ii, p. 140.-C.]
One striking difference between the disease as it exists in adults and in newly-born
children I have already adverted to; viz., its rapid and often incontrollable progress
iu the former; and the facility with which it yields to suitable and timely treatment
in the latter. If a child be brought to you with purulent ophthalmia, and you arc
able to separate the lids sufficiently to obtain a glimpse of the cornea, and perceive
that it is still brilliant and uninjured, you may confidently tell the anxious mother
that, with due care on her part, her child's eye is safe. If the cornea. have lost its
transparency, it is still within the reach of recovery, but the chances arc against it;
if you cannot get a. sight of the cornea at all, you will do wisely to give a doubtful
prognosis, or even an unfavourable prognosis; for such is the ignorance of the vulgar
(and I include both rich and poor under this phrase) that if they are not forewarned
of the danger, they are very apt to attribute the blindness that ensues to your stuff,
a.s they call it.
In the severer forms and stages of the complaint, if the lids arc very much swelled,
and red externally, and especially if you arc unable to obtain any satisfactory view of
the cornea without using a degree of violence that might be hurtful, it will be right
to apply a leech. In this case it may be placed upon the centre of the tumid upper
lid; and you should, whenever that is possible, stay by the little patient until the
animal drops off, and the bleeding ceases; for sometimes the bleeding is difficult to
stop, and it must not be trusted to the care of the nurse; and the loss of blood occasioned by the bite of a. single leech will often blanch the infant's skin, and make you
fear that the depletion, slight as it is in actual amount, has yet been too much. The
child's bowels should be emptied by a little castor-oil; and a lotion, made by dissolving two grains of acetate of lead in an ounce of water, may be applied tiO the inflamed
organ.
In less severe cases, t'lnd I believe in all cases in which you can see the uninjured
cornea gleaming through the pus that bathes it, it will be quite sufficient to keep tho
infant's bowels opeu with magnesia; to apply a little lard along the edges of the lids,
that they may not stick together; and to inject carefully into the eye, beneath t'lnd
between the lids, a solution of alum; in the ratio of four grains to one ounce of water.
Such, Mr. Lawrence tells us, was the treatment in forty-nine cases out of fifty at the
London Ophthalmic Infirmary when he was surgeon to it: no other means being
used than magnesia. internally, and the solution of alum locally: and out of many
hundred instances he scarcely recollected one that suffered in any respect, if the cornea.
were clear when the infant was first seen. I bad, for a considerable period the advantage of watching Mr. Lawrence's patients under that treatment; and the result of it
was so entirely and uniformly satisfactory, that I should never think of employing
any other. If the eye became at length insensible to the stimulus of the alum, a
solution of the nitrate of silver, (from one to four grains in the ounce of water,) was
substituted with advantage. l\Ir. Guthrie uses, I fancy, his caustic ointment; but I
am sure that the simple and less severe plan I have been describing is quite
sufficient.
There is just one more disease belonging to the conjunctiva, that I wish to bring
before you; and then I shall have done with the morbid affections of this external
membrane of the eye. It has received several names. Sometimes it is called pustular ophthalmia, from the appearance of little pustules upon the surface of the organ.
Dr. l\1ackeozic, who looks upon it as an eruptive disease, affecting the conjunctiva.
not so much as a. mucous membrane, but rather as a continuation of the skin, names
it phlycternular opbthalmia. It has also acquired the title of scro/ulouB or strumous
ophlltalmia, from its continual occurrence in children of a scrofulous liabit, and its
very frequent association with scrofulous disease in other parts. It is a. disorder of
cl1ildhood, and it is so common a form of disorder, that, of ten cases of inflammation
of the eyes iu young persons, nine will be of this kind. I shall call it strumous ophthalmia. It is a form of ophthalmia that differs in many striking points from those
which we have been considering.
In the first place, it is intimately connected with the scrofulous constitution; the
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peculiarities of which I formerly explained. Althouf?h a disease of. cl1ildrcn, it .is not
a. disease of infants at the breast. It is most prevalent from the tune of weanrng to
about the age of eight. I mentioned to you, in a pr~vious .lecture, t~1e rema~kaLle
fact- showing the strong infiuence of unsuitable or 1n~uffic1ent ~our1shmcn.t rn developing scrofulous disease- that when asked to prcscnbc for children ha~mg bad
eyes, you will find, in nineteen ca.qcs out of twenty, that. you have to deal Wit!~ P?~
lent ophthalmia. if the child be still at the breast, and with strumous ophthalmia. if it
11:1. t'e been weaned.
The leading symptoms of this disease arc, sli'ght redness; great intolcr~nce .of light;
the formation of little prominences or pustules on the surface of the conJunctin.1.; and
specks which are the result of these. The complaint sometimes occu.rs in one eye
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After seeing two or three cases of strumous ophthalmia, you cannot fail to recognise
it whenever you meet with it again.
The redness bas this peculiarity, that it is slight and partial. Sometimes it is
altogether confined to that part of the membrane which li~es the eyelids: g.enerally a
few vessels, collected into little bundles, arc seen proceed mg from some pornt of the
circumference- more commonly from the angles of the eye than from any other
point-towards the cornea: the vessels are evidently superficial, often prominent.
'fhesc scattered bundles of vessels (sometimes there is but one) stop when they reach
the cornea, or occasionally encroach a little upon it; and where they stop, the small
elevations of the membrane may be observed, which are called pustules. This is the
most common situation of these elevated points, just at the line of junction between
the sclerotica and the cornea, or near that line. Sometimes, however, you may sec
one or two near the centre of the cornea. They are smaller in size when they appear
on the cornea, than when they arc situated near its edge.
These pimples may be absorbed, and leave behind them a temporary white spot;
more frequently they break and form little ulcers. When the.r.;e ulcers are beyond the
cornea they are of less consequence: when they are situated upon it, they become
sources of danger in two ways; they may penetrate the cornea, and let out the aqueous humour, and cause prolapsus iridis and various other mischief : or they may leal'e,
after healing, a permanent opaque white speck, (called lem:onia,) which, according to
its size and its exact place, will interfere more or Jess with the patient's vision.
The intolerance of light is a very prominent symptom of this disease, and sometimes it really is the only symptom that manifests itself. It is curious that this
inability to endure a bright light bears no regular or definite proportion to the intensity of the other symptoms. It is not that the eye is painful when protected from
the light; but that the access of the ordinary light of day occasions extreme suffering; the eyelids being spasmodically closed and the orbicular muscle in such strong,
and apparently involuntary action, as effectually to resist all attempts at opening them.
Children that are affected with this disease carry it legibly written in their physiognomy. Although you cannot tell what is the actual condition of the eye without
examining it, you can tell, as soon as you look at the patient, what is the nature of
the inflammation under which he is suffering. The child's brow is knit and contracted, while his ako nasi and his upper lip are drawn upwards : those muscles of
the face (they happen to be also muscles of expression) arc instinctively put in action,
which tend to exclude the light without quite shutting out the perception of external
objects; produci~g a peculiar and distinctive grin. In the severer cases the child
will skulk all day in dark corners; or if in bed, will lie upon his face, or under the
clothes; and while the light is thus kept off, he docs not appear to suffer. If brought
towards n. window, he holds his head down, and presses his hands or arms over his
~yes. When you attempt to open his e~'e to examine it, a profuse discharge of scaldrng tears takes place: these pass partly rnto the nose, and excite fits of sneezing, anJ.
partly over the skin, which they sometimes inflame and excoriate; and then, frequently, pustules arise, and produce a discharge that crusts over the cheek and
extends to the forehead and temples. This is called crusta lactea, and is very char.icteristic of the scrofulous habit; it occasionally spreads over the whole body.
You might suppose, from this extreme intolerance of light, that the retina was
inflamed or in danger. Hut it is not so. 'l'he affection of the retina is purely syui-
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pathetic, and need not of itself excite any fears about the vision. Towards dusk
indeed, in the twilight, the child can generally open his eyes, and then is quite as
able to sec as if he were well. Dr. Mackenzie endeavours to explain the connexion
of intolerance of light, spasmodic contraction of the lids, and lacrymation, even when
there is but little visible redness, by the distribution of the lacrymal nerve; which,
after supplying the lacrymal gland, goes to the conjunctiva, and to the orbicularis
palpebrarum. Doubtless they arc all reflex phenomena. Of this epithet I shall havo
much to say hereafter. We have the same set of symptoms when a bit of dirt geUJ
into the eye, and fixes itself beneath the upper 1id. When little or no redness exists,
this extreme intolerance of light has been called photophobia scrofulosa.
With this strumous affection of the eye there are usually present other evidences
also of scrofulous disease. Swelling and redness of the aim nasi and upper lip; enlargement of the absorbent gla?ds about the neck; er~ptions upon t~e !~cad; sore
ears; a large and hard belly; disordered bowels; offclls1ve breath; grrnd1ng of tho
teeth; and general debility. And the ophthalmia will altornate sometimes in severity
with some of these other 1oca1 scrofulous complaints; getting better as tl.1.cy get worso,
and vice versa.

LECTURE XIX.
Strumo1ts Ophthalmia, continued. Recapit1tlation. Treatment of StNtmuus Oph·
thalmia. General Remarks on ConJunctival lri.flammations. lritis: its Symptoms
and Treatment. Causes of 1ritis.
WaEN we separated yesterday, I was about to describe the treatment wL1ch has
been found by experience to be the best for relieving strumous or phlyctcnular opbthalmia. Before I take up the subject where it was then dropped, let me briefly
remind you of the character and principal symptoms of the disorder. It is a form of
inflammation of the conjunctiva, to which scrofulous children, from the time when
they are weaned to about the age of eight, arc extremely liable. It may occur
considerably later. Sometimes it is the first and only token of the existence of the
scrofulous diathesis; generally it is observed in children who bear other marks of the
strumous habit, and are afflicted with other forms of strumous disease.
Its symptoms arc--6.rst, slight vascularity; the redness being partial, and proceeding
from one or more fasciculi of superficial vessels, which advance from the circumference
of the visible part of the eye towards the cornea, where they usually stop: sometimes,
however, they pass a little beyond its edge. At the extremities of these fasciculi,
upon or near the line of separation between the cornea and the sclcrotica, smaU
prominences appear, which are sometimes absorbed, sometimes break and form ulcers.
Less frequently the phlycten::c are situate towards the central part of the cornea.
Secondly, with this partial vascularity and these pimples, and sometimes even without
them, there is extreme intolerance of light. The pain produced by exposing the eye
to the influence of light imparts a. characteristic expression to the countenance of the
suffering child. Tears flow over the cheek, and inflame it often, and give rise to the
eruptive appearance termed crusta lactea: or, from its sometimes covering the check
like a mask, porri'go larvalis.
I may add to this summary of what was stated in the last lecture, that sometimes
the vessels which pass along the conjunctiva and over the cornea, instead of leading
to pustules, extend laterally: so that several bundles of vessels unite by their mutu~l
ramifications; and that part of the conjunctiva which covers the cornea. becomes thick,
as if it were darned i and more or less opaque. Indeed, the greater portion or the
whole of the corneal covering may thus be rendered patchy and vascular. The
appearance presented by the eye under these circumstances is called 7Jomius.
You will readily believe, from what has been said of this complaint, that it iR an
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ob:;;tinate and troublesome one. Even when it bns beco cured it is very apt to recur.
The scrofulous ltabit on which it depends we cannot get ~id of; and whene~er the
exciting causes of scrofulous disease come into action, tlus form of ~crofula 1B very
prone to declare itself, at the period of life which I have. already mentioned.
.
More good is to be done by general treatment, apphc~ to the system at l_ar~e, 10
this form of ophthahnia, than in those we were occupied with before; and thIS is one
strong point of difference between them.
In the first place we must ende..wour to correct that unnatural condition of the whole
system, and especially of the digestive organs, which is commonly so s~riking a concomit~mt of tllC local disease. It will be proper to clear out the bowels rn the outset,
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be greatly promofcd also by those measures which arc found to benefit the general
health in such constitutions; warm clothing, frequent ablution of the body, nourishing
though plain food, the respiration of a pure atmosphere, cha119e of air, and regular
exercise.
In addition to these measures, tonic medicines should be administered; the prepa.
rations of iron, for example, or the dilute mineral acids: but the best remedy of this
kind is, undoubtedly, the sulphate of quina. This may be given to a child in grain
doses, three times a day, dissolved in water, with a drop of the dilute sulphuric acid,
and some syrup of omngc-pcel. Dr. l\Iackenzie, in particular, bas put this medicine
fairly to the test, having employed it in a very large number of cases with the happiest
results. In most of his patients he declares that it acted like a cliarm, "abating1
commonly in a few days, the excessive intolerance of light and profuse epiphora;
promoting the absorption of pblyctenulre, and hastening the cicatrization of ulcers of
the cornea." And Mr. Lawrence adds his testimony to the same effect; and his
experience in this disease, like Dr. l\Iaekenzie's, has been large enough to make it
highly valuable.
A few words will suffice to explain the kind of local treatment that has been found
useful. You may feel tempted to apply leeches round the eye. This is seldom
requisite, cxcc1Jt when there is more redness and pain than common, and the tongue
becomes wl1ite, and the skin hot. Certainly you l)lust not take the intolerance of
light as a fit indication for the use of leeches. Abstraction of blood rather aggravates
that symptom; apparently by increasing the irritability of the retina. Warm fomentations are generally very comfortable to the patient's feelings.
When the general disorder of the system has been somewhat rectified, local stimulants and astringents are of great service. The vinum opii, and the solution of lunar
caustic 1 are the best. These are often tedious eases, and therefore it is necessary that
you should be a.ware of one great objection to the long-continued employment of the
nitrate of silver wash, whioh objection has been pointed out by Dr. Mackenzie. It
is apt (but only when frequently repeated for a long time together), to stain the 0011junctiva of an indelible olive colour. For this reason the vinum opii is to be preferred
in slow cases, :rnd in cases where frequent relapses happen. The good effects of either
of those preparations arc very striking; they diminish the irritability of the eye, :rnd
promote the healing of the ulcers. The red precipitate ointment, and the citrine
ointment of the Pbarmacoproia, diluted, arc also found beneficial.
Counter.irritation is another local measure, which is of undoubted utility in this
complaint. A great change for the better in the state of the or"'an
often occurs,
0
almost suddenly, upon the 9sing of a blister placed behind the ear, or at the back of
the neck. And issues in .the arms a:e not _only scrvi?eablc in promoting the cur~,
but have a. marked effect rn many ch1ldren, 10 prcventmg relapses. Mr. 'Velbank, m
his notes to Frick's Treatise on Diseases of the Eye, states that he bas seen chronic
~trmn?us opbthalmia, of ~even years' duratio.n, quickly and effectually relieved by an
issue rn the arm. "Ilaving once (says he) m the case of a boy in Christ's Ilospital,
dire?ted th.e healing of an issue which bad been made above twelve mouths, I found
the 1mmcdrnte consequence to be a relapse of strumous inflammation and ulceration
'>f the cornea, resisting every measure but the renewal of the issue."
He suggests al~o (what p~r~nts. are so~et~mcs more willing to assent to) the
nd~ant.age ~f malrmg counter-lfr1tat1on by p1ercmg the lobe of the ear, and inserting
a ring, or silk; and "a very convenient form of vesication will be found in the appli·
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cation of a. strong thread, smeared with the emplastrum cantharidis, and firmly tied
behind the ear at the angle of its reflection."
When ulceration is going on in the cornea, and threatening to penetrate it, tho
progress of the u.lcer may be che?ked _by touching its surface once i~ two or three
days with a pencil of lunar c::mst1e which has been scraped to a fine pomt.
When the more urgent symptoms have abated, and the discharge of hot and
irritating tears has ceased, the crust.a lactea may very easily be got rid of. The crusts
are to be removed by a light poultice, or by warm water; and then the part must be
bathed from time to time with a lotion made by mixing the oxide of zinc with water;
a drachm to four ounces is the proportion I am in the habit of prescribing. If rosewat..:r be used instead of common pump-water, the prescription will be thought tlio
more elegant. This lotion will speedily dry up the discharge, and in a short time no
vestige of the ugly-looking crust will remain. Parents are highly delighted a~d
very thankful when you thus accompli~h the removal of a large, disfiguring, and disgusting scab, which they naturally enough felt apprehensive might leave behind it a
corresponding scar. But it is quite superficial.
I have now done with the exterior membrane of the fore part of the eye -with its
niucous membrane. In examining some of its diseases, we have had the opportunity
of noticing several things which illustrate the pathology of the mucous tissues
generally, and which exemplify the influence of other circumstances also, as well as
of peculiarities of tissue, upon the morbid processes to which these membranes are
obnoxious.
We have seen that the mucous surface of the eye readily enough takes on inflammation, under ''icissitudes of external temperature, and from the agency of other
atmospheric conditions; that the inflammation is apt to spread, often rapidly, over the
whole surface of the membrane; and that, in some cases, it may be strictly limited
for a long time together, or entirely, to the mucous tissue in which it began; but that
when intense, or under special circumstances, it may dip through and extend to the
subjacent textures: that, on the other hand, the inflammation sometim~ occupies
separate specks on ly of the membrane, and then is more likely to penetrate to the
deeper seated tunics: that although the membrane is folded upon itself, so that
different port:oni:! of it are mutually in apposition and contact, these opposing surfaces
do not become adherent to each other under inflammation; on the contrary, that they
readily pour forth pus. '!'his tendency to the formation of pus I formerly showed you
to be commonly observable, whenever the air finds free access to the inflamed part.
The pus thus poured out possesses the remarkable property of exciting the same kioJ
of inflammation when placed in contact with a healthy mucous membrane of the same
or of another individual: whether it be the conjunctiva of the eye, or the internal
lining of the urethra. The pus, in short, acts locally, upon certain parts at least, as
a poison. And we perceive, in this fact, how a disorder that originates in common
and accidental causes may become capable of propagating itself indefinitely-may
become, in one word, contagious. 'We have seen also that the most intense inffammr.tion may occur in th.is membrane, without exciting much or any constitutional
disturbance; an illustration of the fact that the inflammation of mucous membranes
is not so prone to Jight up fever, is not in general attended with so much pyrexia, as
inflammation of some other tissues, and especially of the serous and fibrous tissues:
and in proportion as this constitutional sympathy with the local disease is small or
absent, so the influence of general bleeding upon the inflamed part is slight or
ineffec~u~l. !he effect. of 3: new and strong local irrit~tion, in al~ering or supersedi ng
the or1grnal 10fiammat1on m some cases, has been illustrated m the treatment of
purulent ophthalmia as it occurs in the adult subject. The influence of age in modifying the phenomena, and in qualifying the plan of treatment, has been made
perceptible in the differences noticed in these respects between purulent ophthalmia.
in infants and in grown-up persons. We have witnessed, too, the remarkable characters impressed upon inflammation of the very same part, by the presence of the
scrofulous diathesis. We shall hereafter meet with numerous examples of chronic
inflammation, and the deposition of tubercular matter, and the formation of ulcers in
consequence of the elim ination of that matter, in other mucous membranes. 'Vhcther
the phlyctenre, or pustules, which appca~5pon the surface of the eye in strumous
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ophthnlmia, result from a similar separation of tubercular matter from the bloodvessels near the extremities of which these prom in ences a~c pla_ccd, has ~ol b~cn
clearly ascertained. One other lesson we have learned from this review of CODJu11ctiv.al
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wherewith they were, just before, so turgid.

I shall next request your attention to a. part of the organ whic~ i~ strictly inter~al
-to the iris: that thin curtain, with a circular apert~rc nearly lD its cc1~trc, wh1ch

hangs between the cornea and the crystalline lens, a~d 1~ bathed on both sides ~y the
aqueous humour. This little part, the office of which is to regulate the quantity of
light admitted to the retina, is of exceeding interest in ~espcct to.its morbid as well
as its healthy conditions. It is frequently the seat of rnflammat1on j and, small as
it is, the inflammation seems to be enti~ely .confined ~o it, or to .t~e surfac~s ~mmedi
ately before and behind it. No doubt, with rnflarumat1on of the ms, there is rn many
cases inflammation of the choroid and retina also, and of the sclerotica. But the
inflammation seems to make the iris its point of departure, and there it works its
most strikin<l' changes. We cannot sec so well what is the actual condition of the
choroid and ~ctina; but we have this proof, either that they do not always participate
in the disease, or that they often suffer less than the iris; viz., that when the natural
pupil has been closed up by lymph, and a new or artificial one is formed, vision is
frequently restored.
'l'he little cavity across which the iris is vertically stretched, is lined by a smooth
membrane, the source of the watery fluid always contained in the cavity. This membrane is analogous in its smoothness, in its forming a shut sac, and in the nature of
its secretion, to the serous membranes met with in other parts of the body : it is
analogous also to the serous membranes, in its behaviour under inflammation. It is,
in fact, the serous membrane of the eye. Now we have the means of inspecting a
portion at least of several of the mU<'ous surfaces of the body; but this serous cavity,
constituting the anterior chambers of the eye, is the only serous cavity into which we
have the privilege of looking, and of noting what is going on, when the membrnne
that forms its boundary is inflamed; and this it is that makes iritis, to me, one of the
''QOSt interesting of all diseases.
There is no single part of the body from which you
.;an derive so much instruction concerning some of the minuter processes of inflammation, :ind concerning the power of certain medicines over those processes, as you
may by watching a few examples of inflammation of the iris.
All the changes which occur in iritis depend upon the circumstance that the
inftammation, like that of the serous membranes generally, is of the adhesive kind;
i. e., is attended with the effusion of coagulable lymph. By means of this lymph
the form and the colour of the part are changed : the size and figure of the pupil
undergo alterations, or that aperture is completely closed up; the motions of the iris
are limited, or entirely pnt an end to.
The symptoms which characterize inflammation of the iris arc very obvious. To
be perceived and understood, they require only to be looked at. Yet they long escaped
notice, and even now arc not always so carefully studied as they deserve to be. .Not
a great while ago I had to convince a surgeon of some pretensions, that he did not
know this disease when he saw it. And English surgeons and physicians were all
of them ignorant even of its ex.istencc as a distinct disease, until a. most cxcellen~
account of it was published by a German, Schmidt, in the first year of the present
century.
What arc these plain and obvious symptoms that were so long overlooked, or that
were not understood when seen? They are the fo llowing. I will first enumerate
them, and then speak of each rather more particularly. Redness of the sclerotica;
a. change in the colour of the iris itself, and in its general nppcnrance; irregularity
of the pupil, produced by adhesion of the iris to the neighbouring parts; immobility
8omctimes of the pupil from such adhesion; a visible deposition of coagulabl e lymph.
All these changes arc apparent and conspicuous. Scientific writ.ors term them
objrctlve symptoms. Then there are also the subJective symptoms, of which the
11atient alone is conscious-impaired sight; pain in the eye, and around it.
The redness is such as I formerly described as resulting from the vascularity of the
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sclerotic. The cornea is surrounded by a zone of fine straight converging pink lines,
very different in appearance Crom the tortuous, anastomosing, scarlet blood-vessels of
the inflamed conjunctiva.. These hair-like converging lines stop abruptly at the
edge, or just before they reach the edge of the cornea; they dip through the sclerotic, in fact, to go to the iris. The vascular zone therefore is well defined in front,
while it becomes fainter from before backwards, and is gradually shaded off; the posterior portion of the sclerotic being generally pale. As the disease advances, and in
violent cases, the more superficial conjunctiva} vessels also sometimes enlarge, and
mingle their tint of redness with that of the sclerotic, and more or less confuse or
conceal it. Now this red zone or halo continues as long as the inflammation of the
iris continues, and disappears when that ceases. It is an important symptom therefore.
The change in the colour of the iris itself is also a. remarkable circumstance. You
know that what is called the colour of the C!Je is simply the colour of the iris.
When lymph begins to be effused into the texture of this coloured part, it deepens,
and at the same time alters, its tints. A gray or blue eye is thus rendered yellowish
or greenish. A dark eye presents a reddish tinge. The change is such as would
be produced by a mixture of the colour of the lymph with that which is natural to
the iris. But besides a. variation of colour, the peculiar brilliancy of the surface is
spoiled. It becomes dull and tarnished as it were, and the fibrous arrangement,
which is usually so evident, is confused or gone. The change commences at the inner
or pupillary margin of the iris, and extends gradually towards the outer or ciliary
edg-e. This is a symptom which you can scarcely overlook. It is rendered certain
and unequivocal by compariu~ the sound eye with that which is inflamed.
The change of colour which I have been describing is occasioned by the effusion
of lymplt. But the same e'\'cnt of inflammation leads to various other changes, not
less striking, and more important, in so far as the functions of the organ are concerned. The lymph becomes visible upon the surface of the iris. Its precise appearance varies considerably in different cases. Sometimes it prc::-cnt.s little spotil like
freckles, or specks of rust: or a thin stratum of the same colour is deposited. Some.
times it exhibits the appearance of drops, or (as they have improperly been called)
tubercles, embossing the surface, and projecting from its pupillary edge. 'l1hesc are
commonly of a yellowish or reddish brown colour, and they vary in magnitude from
the size of a small pin's head, to that of a large shot. There arc seld om more than
two or three of these masses. The lymph thus effused upon, or thrusting forward
the surface, is confined almost always to that part of the iris which is nearest to the
pupil, to the annulus minor; while its ciliary portion, or annulus major, is <lull and
clouded. Sometimes, whCLl the inflammation is very violent, or the disease has been
neglected, actual suppuration takes place. A reddish yellow prominence arises from
the surface of the iris, and at length breaks, and discharges matter which sinks
down to the bottom of the anterior chamber, and presents the appearance that has
been called h.11popyon. All these changes, I say, become perceptible near the margin
of the iris; its free edge, which in the natural state is clear and sharp, becomes
rounded and blunt: and at the same time the pupil often begins to lose its jet-black
colour.
Another very common consequence of the effusion of lymph from and upon the
surface of the iris (from its hinder surface, that is, which is called the u\·ea, or from
its pupillary edge), is its adhesion t.o the capsule of the crystalline lens, which lies,
you know, behind the iris and very near it. .Aud the pupil itself is apt to become
blocked up by lymph.
The motions of the iris are seriously impeded by the mere effusion of lymph into
its texture. At first it moves 1:1luggishly under variations of the light; gradually the
pupil contracts, and becomes fixed and motionless. The adhesion of the iris to the
capsule of the lens still more de::cidedly restrains the action of the part. When it
adheres at one or more points of the margin, and remains free elsewhere, the pupil is
deformed; loses its circular shape ; becomes angular; and this deformity is tho most
marked when the eye is examined either under a weak light, which allows the pupil
to dilate, excc11t at the points where the iris is tied down to tho lens; or und er a very
strong light, which forces the free portions of the margin, and those only, to approach
the centre. Still more palpable docs the alteration of figure become when the pupil
is artificially dilated.
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Vision is always impaired in this e.omplaint: partly bccau~c the posterior tunics of
the eye are liable to be implicated in the inflammatory process; partly by the detriment done to the proper function of the iris, which should duly measure the quantity
of light admitted to the retina; partly by the presence of more or lcs.<.J lymph, filling
up the pupil; and partly by a. change, not yet meotioued, which is apt to take place,
especially in severe cases, in the cornea, and perhaps in the aqueous humour. The
cornea booomcs hazy and dull, and loses its bright polish. It looks Hke a piece of
glass that has just been breathed upon. It has beon thought (on the ground of
analogy chiefly) that the aqueous humour grows turbid under the inflammation of the
membrane that secretes it: just as serous effusion into the pleura is often found to be
troubled and thick. But there is no sure evidence that this is the case. While the
cornea remains transparent, the aqueous humour is seen to be clear: when the cornea
is dim and semi-opaque, wc cannot distinguish the state of the aqueous humour.
Acute iritis is attended with pain and intolerance of lig:ht. 'l'o the latter circumstance is probably owing the contraction of the pupil during the progress of the
infi.ammation : and then the lymph fixes the pupil in that state of smallness and contraction. There is pain in the eyeball itself, and in the parts about the eye, the brow
and temple, most severe at night. There is much variety, however, in regard to the
pain. Sometimes it is constant and severe, but still more aggravated in nocturnal
paroxysms. Sometimes, even when the quantity of mischief that is visible is very
great, scarcely any pain at all is experienced.
The s.1mc remark applies to the constitutional symptoms. In some instances these
are but sli~htly pronounced; but iu most cases, particularly in acute cases (for iritis,
as I have hinted before, is sometimes a chronic disease), there is a good deal of fever
and headache, the pulse is full and hard, and the tongue white, aDd the sleep is
broken.
If the progress of the inflammation be not checked, it extends itself beyond its
original scat. It creeps from the pupillary margin to the ciliary; and thence it
passes on to the cifouy body, to the choroid coat, and to the retina.; and as this takes
place, the pain and the pyrexia increase, and blindness is usually the result. The
delicate texture of the retina is spoiled for ever.
I have thus described the phenomena of iritis generally: and I will next consider,
in the same manner, the treatment which it requires. It will afterwards be necessary
for me to mention certain modifications of the disease, in respect to its rate of progress, its causes, and the circumstances under which it occurs. I sa.y it will be
~ecessary to mention these modifications, because they require a corresponding adjustment of the plan of treatment.
When we have to deal with iritis alone-tl13.t is, when the inflammation and the
changes to which it may have led, are confined to the iris - the disease is always, I
believ~, manageable; and affords a beautiful instance of the power of well-directed
remedial measures. '\\' c cannot always tell whether the inflammation has been
restricted to the iris or not.
We have three powerful weapons wherewith to combat iritis: blood-letting; mercury; and a remc~y that hitherto has not been mentioned in these lectures, bclladon1ta.
lf I were restricted to the use of one of these means, I should choose mercury;
if to two, mercury and belladonna; but the combined employment of the three has
the most powerful effect in curing the disease; and cases that have seemed almost
desperate, have been retrieved and rescued by these remedies.
With respect to blood-letti119~ I sh~ll n_ot rnu the risk of fatiguing you by dwelling
at any Jength upon the mode m which 1t should be employed, or the indications for
its adoption. I shall content myself with saying that the intensity of the local symptoms. especially of the pain,- and the degree in which the general symptoms, the
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must ~e estimated also in reference to the strength and co~stitution of the patient.
Blee~mg from the arm till some decided impression is made upon the circulation;
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b1ted; and t.he who~e of the antiphlogistic regimen strictly enforced.
But ble<'drng, assisted by purgatives, and the autiphlogistie regimen, will not cure
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the disease; or it will not cure one case in a hundred. It may stop tlte i"njlmnmation
probably, but not till the organ has been spoiled. Such a tcnninatiou cannot with
any propriety be called a cure. We want not on ly to put an end to the inflammatory
process, but to repai r the mischief which may have been already done.
Yet bleeding is not to be held cheap, or neglected, because it is unequal to the
cure of iritis. It is often productive of direct benefit by abating the force of the
circulation, and by checking the progress of the local inflammation: and it is productive of great indirect benefit by preparing the syetem to submit itself more readily
and rapidly than it otherwise would, to the specific influence of mercury. Mercury
is our sheet-anchor in this disease.
After free blood-letting, then, or after such abstraction of blood from the system,
or from the part, as the circumstances of the case may dictate, you must administer
mercury in the manner that I formerly recommended. 'l'he object is, in acute cases,
to affect the gums as speedily as possible; the soreness of the gums, and the peculiar
fretor of the breath, being tlrn tokens that the wl1ole capillary system feels the specific
influence of the remedy. Calomel with opium is, in most cases, the best form in
which mercury can be introduced into the system; the purpose of the opium being
to prevent the calomel from running off by the bowels. 'l'wo, three, or four grains
of calomel, with one-fourth, one-third, or one-half of a grain of opium, should be
given e\•ery four, or six, or eight hours. Equal doses at equal intervals.
Some persons prefer giving the calomel still more frequently; one grain, for instance, with one.tenth or one-eighth of a grain of opium, every hour. If the gums
do not rise in the course of thirty-six or forty-eight hours, and a speedy effect be
desirable, inunction of the mercurial ointment should be added. And in some cases
mercurial frictions alone may be sufficient, and the most expedient. Or the hydrargyrum cum crcta, in five or ten grain doses.
You may have bled your patient suflicicntJy, and purged him well, and yet, on
looking in to bis eye, you perceive the mischief to be still ,E!'Oing on, and the deposition
of lymph increasing. But the instant that bjs gums and breath acknowledge the
specific agency of mercury upon his system, a welcome change becomes apparent : the
red zone surrounding the cornea begins to fade; the drops of lymph to lessen; the
iris to resume its proper tint; and the puckered and irregular pupil once more to
approach to the perfect circle; till, at length, the eye is restored to its original integrity, and beauty, and usefulness.
I speak now of favourable cases. The changes for the better that I hnvc been
describing are sometimes rapidly accomplished, sometimes slowly. If the disorder
have been long neglected, irreparable damage may have been done; the effused lymph
may have become organized; or firm adhesions may have been already contracted
between the iris and the lens. But even in cases of some standing, when the inflammatory action has in a measure subsided, the use of mercury will sometimes greatly
i01prove, sometimes altogether restore, the impaired vision.
\Y ith the mercury, both before and after its specific infiuenee is ascertained, we
combine the use of belladonna.
Doubtless you are all aware of the singular effect of this vegetable poison upon the
iris. It dilates the pupil. Now it is of great importance in iritis, to prevent the
tendency to contraction which the pupil manifests. If we can artificially dilate the
pupil, we may prevent the iris from forming adhesions with the capsule of the crystalline lens; and if it have reecntlycontracted such adhesions, we may, while the lylllph
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remarkable power of the belladonna was first discovered, accidentally, by our countryman, the celebrated Ray. Ile tells us that a noble lady of his acquaintance applied a
leaf of the plant to a small ulcer, suspected to be cancerous, just below one of her
eyes. The pupil of that eye became greatly dilated, and the membrane remained
This effect gradually subsided when the leaf
111 utionless under the strongest light.
was removed. But it took place on three several occasions. and was witnessed by
ll:ly himself. Other vegetables have the same property; henbane, for example,
stramonium, and the cherry laurel. And there are others which have it not, although
we might have expected that they would possess it, from the analogy they bear to the
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former in other respects. It has been ascertained that neither hemlock, nor aconite,
nor foxglove, nor opium, have any such p~wer.
.
.
.
Preparations of belladonna are chiefly, 1f not exclus1vely, employed _rn ophthalmic
disorders in this country. The extract is used in two ways. After bcrng made soft
and scmifl.uid by admixture with distilled w.at~r, it is smeared freely ~r~und the eye,
llpOn the lids, and brow, and forehead. This 1s w~shcd off after remarnrng au hour:
generally it produces a marked effect upon th~ P!-1Ptl.
. .
.
A more efficacious and speedy mode of d1latrng the pupil 1s to drop a solut1on of
the extract into the eye itself. 'l1he solution is to be made by rubbing down a scruple
of the extract in an ounce of distilled water, a.od filtering the fluid through linen.
'l'wo or three drops of th is solution are to be introduced between the eyelids.
Some very interesting experiments have been made in Germa..ny b~ Dr. Reisinger
upon this power of belladonna and of hyoscyamus to contract the ms-rn other words,
to dilate the pupil. 'I1hc result of these experiments is given in the 2-!th volume of
the Edinburgh Jllcdical a11d Swrgical Journal. Dr. lleisinger procured atropine
and li;i;oscyarnine, the active principles of the two pbnts, aud made comparative ex.
periments with these principles, and with the coarser extracts; and he concludes that
the former arc much to be preferred to the latter. Thus, he dissolved a grain of
hyoscyamino in tC'n minims of water, and introduced a small drop of the solution into
the eyes of several dogs and cats. No irritation whatever of the eye was produced
in any instance, but the pupil was so much widened by the application, that in an
11our's time only a small ring of the iris could be seen beyond the edge of the cornea;
and after three hours, the pupil seemed as large as the cornea itself. The dilatation
did not be~in to diminish till after three days; a.nd the pupil did not recover its na.
tural dimensions until the sixth day. Then he applied a solution of the extract of
hyoscyamus, made by mixing five grains with ten minims of water. This evidently
caused irritation of the organ, which lasted from five to eight minutes, and was
evinced by a discharge of tears, by the animal's shutting its eyes, and rubbing its
eyebrows with its paws. Much less dilatation of the pupil followed, and continued
not more than six or eight hours in dogs, and about twenty~four hours in cats. As
soon as Dr. Reisinger had satisfied himself that the hyoscyamine had no injurious
influence either upon the conjunctiva, or upon the deeper seated textures of the organ,
he applied it to the human eye. Ile dissolved a grain of hyoscyamine in a dracbm
of distilled water, and inserted a drop of the solution into the eye of nu old lady of
seventy.one, who had cataract. So great was tbe consequent <lilatation of the pupil,
that ouly a narrow ring of the iris remained visible . No irritation whatever of any
part of the eye was produced; and the dilatation continued for seven days.
As chemistry is now furnishing to us every day, in greater abundance, and with
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the pupil, instead of the .prepa:atio?s now in .use. 'fill that time arrives, you had
better smear the surroundmg skrn with the m01stened extr3Ct of belladonna whenever
the eye is painful or much inflamed. But under other circumstances, the solution
dropped into the eye is to be preferred for its readier action, and its greater power.
The use of this curious virtue, possessed by certain plants, is not confined to the cure
of iritis. It enables the surgeon to introduce instruments through the pupil with
greater facility and safety. It affords us also the means of examining the deeper
s~ated t~xtures of the eye : 1 and it is of great service to many persons who are par·
tinily bhnd; to such, for example, as have central specks on the cornea. or central
o~acities of the crystalline l~n~. 'ro sue~ persons it give~ the power of eniarging the
wrndow of the eye; of adm1ttrng more hght; and of havrng painted upon the retina,
11.od represented to the mind, the images of objects which, but for the mysterious
Q.gcncy of theRe poisonous vegetables, they could never hope to sec at all. For·
tunately, this P?wcr of bcll~donna ov~r the iris does not diminish by repetition. l\lr.
Lawrence mentions two patients of his, one of whom had used it habitually for four
or fiyc years, and the other for fourteen or fifteen; and it dilated the pupil just as
1
The ~tudy ~f the textures lying deep witbii;t the living ey~ tins been wonderfully nided by the
)lodern mvcntlon of the ophth1Llmoscope; ao instrument which )fr. BowmfLn n«sures me is not
less instructive nnd ''niuable in respect to ophtlialmic diseases, than ti.Jc stethoscope in respect
totliediseasesofthebenrtandlungs.
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well at the end of these periods as at the beginning. By carefully examining an eye
in which lymph has recently been effused, you may distinctly see the good effects of
the artificial dilatation of the pupil. Little string8 of adhesion are often visible, con.
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spots may sometimes be seen upon the capsule, marking the points where the uvea
had stuck, and where it left behind it, when it was detached by the belladonna, a
portion of its peculiar pigment. These black points are indelible. There is one case
recorded in which the pupil, after being dilated by belladonna, became fixed in that
condition; probably by lymph subsequently effused into its texture, and binding to·
gcthcr its fibres. Even this is better than that the pupil should be contracted and

fixed.
These three remedies, then- bleeding, mercury, and be11adonna-arc the means by
which we may hope to subdue inflammation of the iris, and to repair the ravages it
has occasioned. \Vith respect to the most important of the three, mercury, there are
some points that require to be furth er noticed.
You may ask to what extent the mercury should be pushed, and how long it should
be continued?
Why we have, in iritis, an illustration of what I have more than once mentioned
before, viz., that the rapidity of a disease will require a corresponding haste in the
use of its remedy. In acute and violent cases, the mouth should be made decidedly
sore, as quickly as possible; and when that has been done, the further administration
of the mercury way be suspended. "Full salivation," says l\Ir. Lawrence, "quickly
produced, cut.s short recent disease, as if by a charm." In cases of longer standing,
or of slower progress, we must be slower in the introduction of the remedy : it will
be enough to obtain any, the smallest certain evidence of its action, in the gums and
breath; and we wust keep up that moderate influence for some time. For what precise time it is impossible to say; but till the redness is gone, and the natural colour
of the iris returns, and all the visible lymph has disappeared, and the sight is per·
fectly restored; and this may require a month or two.
When you look from day to day into the aqueous chamber of an eye in which iritis
has recently produced its peculiar changes, and after the due effect of mercury upon
the gums has been achieved, you will be surprised as well as delig11ted to see large
masses of lymph rapidly disappear, melt away, as it were, from the surface of the iris,
while that which had been deposited in its intimate texture, rendering it confused and
discoloured, as quickly clears off. And you will be inclined to believe, as many have
done, that mercury has a vast influence in promoting and accelerating absorption. It
may have such a power: I am not disposed to deny it; but that it really has so we
cannot sa_f~ly infer from such ci:cumstances. It clcarl~ ha.s the po"'.cr of arresting
the deposition of lymph; of putting an end to the adhesive 10flammat1on. Whether
it does anything more towards completing the cure, we have these reasons for doubt.
ing. When blood chances to be effused into the anterior chamber; or pus; or when,
as frequently happens, pieces of a cataract that has been broken up pass through the
pupil, and show themselves between the iris and cornea.; they (the blood, the pus,
the fragments of the lens) disappear, i . e., arc absorbed, just as rapidly as the lymph
in iritis, although not a particle of mercury is taken. Mr. Lawrence even gives a
case of ~yphilitic iritis, which got well without any affection of the gums by mercury,
and which had been marked by the deposition of a large mass of lymph on the iris;
and he says that the lymph was immediately absorbed, as soon as the inflammation
ceased; aud that he never saw it disappear more quickly under any circumstances.
There is one local use of mercury which I must not omit to mention, because
thou~h it proba.bl1 has no shar~ in curing the. comp1ain_t, it is productive of great
comfort and relief to the suffonngs of the patient. It is adapted to those cases in
wh ich severe pain is felt round and over the orbit of the eye at night. Ten grains
of _the strong mercurial oi.ntmcnt, intimately ~ixed wi.th two grains of fine ly powdered
op1uw, and well rubbed_ m~o the temple a little while before. the nocturnal pain is
accustomed to recur, will rn many cases completely prevent it. 'Ye owe this piece
of practice to the Germans.
lritis is apt to occur from different causes, and in connexion with different diseased
states of the sy:s teru. It is no uncommon accident from surgical operations performed
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upon the eye, the iris suffering mechanical injury. The inflammation thus excited is
usually violent and acute, and requires that the whole plan of treatment that I have
been sketching out should be actively prosecuted.
. . .
.
But inflammation of the iris sometimes arises slowly and ms1d1ously, without v:i.s.
cularity enough to call attention to the eye, and without pain. This gcncrally happens
when the eye has been strained by over.use; in women who occupy thcmseh-es with
fine needle.work; in cn..,.ravers, and such as are accustomed to look at 1ni11ute objects,
or at briyht objects.
more common effect of continued exertion of the ey~s in this
way, is a diseased state of the retina j but (l1owever the fact may be cxplarned) the
iris is sometime8 the part that suffers. In this form of the disease mercury will often
be found a successful remedy; but its influence must be gradually brought about;
and it is not so certain ly productive of benefit as when it is employed in acute
iritis :-probably because the chronic inflammation has involved the posterior tunics
also.
llut most frequently iritis is met with in combination with syphilitic, or with
rheumatic disease, which manifests itself at the same time in other parts of the body.
Syphilie iritis is more common than any other. It is one of the secondary symptoms
of syphilis; and accordingly it is commonly associated with other secondary symptoms; with syphilitic eruptions, nodes, pains in the limbs, and ulceration of the
throat. It is also one of the earlier of these secondary affections, and therefore is
80metimes the only one to be seen; and oceasionaJly it declares itself before the primary disease is well. The pain that attends this species of iritis is chiefly felt at
night, but at that time it is apt to be very severe and distressing, so as entirely to
prevent sleep until it takes its departure in the morning. We cannot, I believe, distinguish syphilitic iritis with any certainty from other acute Yarieties of the same
complaint, by mere inspection of the eye. However, there arc some points worth
remembering in respect of the local phenomena. which it most commonly presents.
Syphilitic iritis is never attended (according to l\lr. Lawrence) with abscess of the
iris, and hypopyon; the lymph is usually deposited in dist "nct masses j and the pupil
becomes angular, and is not unfrequently displaced towards the root of the nose, by
the ndhesions which the iris lrns contracted with the parts behind it. In another
variety of inflammation of the iris (which I shall mention to.morrow, arthritic iritis)
ly1~ph is equally effused from the margin of the iris, but it is not usually deposited in
a. distinct drop-like form . We ascertain the nriety of irritis with which we have to
d.o ~y these peculiarities; . by t he c?-existenee. of ~thor tokens of syphilis; by the pc·
rt0~1Cal chai:-J.ctcr of the 111ghtly pam; by takmg mto our account the age, the consti.
~ut1onal habit, and .the p:obable ~ta~c of mo:als of our patien~. Syphilis, you know,
is not uuco.~mon m ch1ldrcn;. it is s?mctimes even congemtal; but it very seldom
affects the ms at that early period of hfc. Among a large number of syphilitic chil.
dren brought to Mr. Lawrence, he never witnessed iritis but once.
It was in sypldlitic iritis that the curative power of mercury over adhesive inflammation was first distinctly recognised. But you must not fall into the error of sup·
posing that the success of the remedy depended upon the specific character of the
disorder; upon its connexion, I mean, with the venereal virus. Mercury is fully as
se rviceable, and ?s sure, in common acu~e inflammation of the iris. Upon this point
all men of experience are agreed. "Its mfl.uencc (says l\lr. Lawrence) is not confined
to the syphilitic form of the disease, but extends equally to the idiopathic.'' And
Dr. Farre bears testimony to the same effect.
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LECTURE XX.
Iritis, concluded.

Rheumatic Ophthalmia.

.Amaurosis.

THE principa] theme of the Jast lecture was that most interesting disease, inflammation of the iris.
The symptoms of iritis are these: a radiating zone of vascular redness situated in
the sclerotica, and surrounding the cornea; a c]rnnge in the colour of the iris, from
gray or blue to it yellow or greenish tint, from brown or hazel to a dusky reddish hue;
a visible deposit of lymph upon the anterior and innermost portion of the iris; a thickeni ng of its free edge; contraction, irregularity, and immobility of the pupil; closure
of the pupil by lymph; adhesion of the uvea to the membrane of the crystullinc lens.
All these we can see and ascertain for ourselves. We can ascertain also the presence
of fever, which attends the acute forms of the disease. And we learn from the testimony of our patient that bis sight is impaired; that the influx of li ght into the eye
hurts him; and that he experiences pain in and around the organ, especially at night.
'l'he grand remedies in iritis are three:
1. Blood-letting: of which the objects are to abate the force of the heart's action;
to moderate the febrile disturbance; and to facilitate the operation of the second
remedy: which is
2. llfcrcur!J. This is to be given so as to produce soreness of the gums, and the
peculiar footor of the breath: and these effects arc to be sought for rapidly or gradually, according as the inflammation of the iris is recent and acute, or moderate and
chronic. 'fhe object of this remedy is to arrest the effusion of coagulable lymph ; to
put a stop to the adhesive inflammation.
3. The application of the extmct of belladonna, or of a solution of atropine, to the
conjunctiva, or to the skin around the eye, so as to dilate the pupil. 'l'hc objects of
this measure are to prevent the adhesion of the iris to the parts in its neighbourhood;
to detach it from the lens when it has already been g lued thereto by soft lymph; and
to stretch and elongate the bands of adhesion when they cannot be broken: and thus
to obviate any impairment of the free movements of the iris, and any deformity of the
pupil, and the inflammation shall have ceased.
1 began to speak of the causes of iritis.
I say it may be occasioned by mechanical injury; as during the operation for the
extraction of a cataract. A clean cut, however, is frequently followed by no bad consequences; a portion of the iris has been shaved off by the knife in making the section
of the cornea, without any injurious result~. When iritis is excited by mechanical
violence, it is acute.
2dly. A chronic form of iritis is sometimes brought on by excessive employment
of the eye, in looking at minute or bright objects.
3dly. The most common species of iritis is that which arises in connexion with
syphilitic disease. It is one of the early secondary symptoms of syphilis. It is
marked by the co-existence of other secondary consequences of the introduction into
the system of the syphilitic poison, and by the periodical character of the nightly pain;
it is never attended with abscess of the iris and hypopyon; the lymph that is effused
is deposited in separate masses; and the pupil is often displaced towards the root of
the nose, as well as rendered irregular, by the adhesion of the iris to the capsule
beh ind it.
4thly. It is curious enough that iritis has actually been ascribed to mercury, as a
cause. 'l'h1s notion can only have arisen from that loose kind of logic, and hasty
generalization, for which, I am sorry to say, medical reasoners are too often distinguished. Mercury is perpetually exhibited for the ~urc of syph ilis; and people who
have been treated for syphilis are very liable to 1ritis. TLi.s seems to be the only
foundation for the opinion in question. When we come to appeal to facts, we find
no ground for believing that this tnineral is thus, both bane and antidote. If it were
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so, BcnYolio's advice to the slighted Romeo might be very pertinently offered to the
patient in such a case:
11

Take thou some new infection to thine eye,
And the rank poison of the old will die."

Mr. Lawrence has seen no instance of iritis, of whatever kind, in which there has
appeared to him any reason for attributing the occurrence of the complaint. t~ this
cause. I have never heard it alleged that persons who. hav~ taken _large quaut_1t1es of
mercury for other diseases, as for affections of the hvcr Ill India, are pa.rt1cularly
subject to inflammation of the iris. Ou the other hand, iritis has come on, in hundreds
of cast·s, in connexion with syphilis, though not a particle of mercury had been
swallowed by the patients.
Lastly, there is a peculiar form or variety of iritis, call ed the artliritic or rheumatic.
'!1his affection is characterized by the following general features. It occurs in
persons who are subject to gout or to rheumatism, and often forms a part of the attack
of the one or the other of those diseases. Like them it is liable to return again and
again; and this circumstance it is which makes arthritic iritis a serious disorder. It
is seldom that much or perurnueut damage to vision is effected by a single attack; but
adhesions rea.dily form under it, and lymph is effused; and in each successive attack
fresh effusion takes place: the pupil becomes more and more contracted; aud it may
be filled up, at last, by au opaque plug of lymph. Some patients, however, will suffer
ten or a dozen recurrences of the disease, and recover almost completely, and enjoy
perfect vision in tbe intervals, before the sight becomes much im paired.
Some of the local appearances are more or less characteristic of this variety of iritis.
It is scldomer attended than the syphilitic variety by a deposition of lymph in distiuct
masses; the contracted pupil keeps its central position, aud is not displaced towards
the root of the nose, as it is apt to be in syphilitic iritis. The adhesious that biud the
iris to the neig11bonriug parts are said to be whiter in this variety of iritis than iu
others. It is also a very remarkable circumstance that the zone of red vessels
encircl in g the conjunctiva docs not approach so close to the cornea as iu other species
l)f iritis; but a. white riug is left between the cornea and the anterior margin of the
zone. Sometimes the circular white stripe is partial, being most marked towards the
angles of the eye; sometimes, on the other hand, it is as perfect as if it had been
described with a pair of compasses. I believe, with l\lr. Wclbank, that the appearance of tbis bluish ring depends upon the less intense degree of the sclerotic inflammation. He says that he has noticed its coming on, when syphilitic inflammation of
the iris was beginning to yield to the action of mercury; although there had been no
such interval during the height of the inflammation. Again, the colour of the zone
is not so bright as in other forms of iritis; it is of a somewhat livid, or slightly
purplish tint; and the larger Yessels at the back part of the eye, belonging to the
conjuuctiva, are apt to become tortuous and varicose.
Hheumatic iritis is often met with in combination with what is called rheumatic
opltthabnia: a. disease which I Jrnve not before meutionc<l. llut each may exist
alone. And as rheumatic iritis, though frequently an independent disease, docs also
in many instances grow (as it were) out of rheumatic ophthalwia, I will take this
opportunity of shortly describing the latter complaint.
What is called rheumatic op!ttlwlrnia, then, is inflammation affecting the fibrous
coat of the eye, the sclerotica. We know that the fibrous tissues throughout the
body are frequently the seat of rheumatic inflammation. Some persons are more
liable to rheumatism than others -are more readily affected by its external exciting
causes, which are vicissitudes of temperature, and exposure to and cold wet. In such
persons there seems a tendcucy to take on inflammatory action in all the structures
of the same kind: and most particularly in the fibrous membranes, and tendons, that
help to form the various joints; and as the sclerotica. partakes of this fibrous texture,
so it is apt to suffer, in its turn, from rheumatic inflammation. 'l'hc connexion of the
moveable eyeball with the head may be considered as a sort of Joi11t. 'fhe local
symptoms are not in genera l of a violent kind; and, as in other parts, the rheumatism
seldom leads to any permanent alteration of structure; seldom, at least, when the
ophthalmia is confined, as it often is, to the sclcrotia. alone. Perhaps the be:st way to
put you in possc:ssion of the features that belong to rheumatic ophthalmia will be to
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describe an actual instance of it. I will take a well-marked example, related by ~Ir.
Lawrence. Ile was sent for to sec a gentleman who wa.s suffering from what is commonly called rheumatic gout: swelling, some redness, and severe pain of one foot and
knee, and one hand; aching of the back; and great constitutional excitement. He
got well under the treatment adopted. After a short interval, upon :Mr. Lawr1mce's
calling to inquire how he was, he said there was something the matter with his eyes;
and asked to ba,,c them examined. "I looked at them hastily," says Mr. Lawrence:
"the room was dark, and the day dull; and I saw no appearance of disease. When
I called again, after a few days, as the complaint was repeated, I examined more
attentively. Ou bringing him towards the window, he obviously felt the light troublesome; he drew down the eyebrowS-, and half closed the lids, to avoid it. 'fhe
conjunctiva was natural; but the whole of the sclerotica had a livid red, aud mottled
appearance, which might have been called dull, or almost dirty, in comparison with
the red colour of commo n active inflammation. The sclerotic vessels were partia!ly
distended; the redness terminated short of the cornea, so that there was a distinct
white rim round the latter. Vision was perfect; there was no pniu so long as the
eye remained at rest; but exertion of the orgau, particularly under strong light,
brought on uneasiness. The nature of this gentleman's occupations, aud of his tastes,
which were literary, prevented him from giving his eye the necessary repose; and
the condition of the sclcrotica just described lasted for three or four months:" so that
Mr. J,awrcnce was apprehensive that some serious mischief would ensue to the organ.
The affection remained confined, however, to its original seat, evincing only that
obstinate character which belongs to disorders of such structures; and at last, it disappeared completely, leaving the eyes with their organization and powers unimpaired.
'l'he treatment that appears to auswer best in simple rheumatic ophthalmia of this
kind, consists in moderate topical bleedings, and counter-irritation: with such other
measures as conduce to improve the general health; and among these change of air
and scene have sometimes a decided effect. Those remedies also nrc to be given which
have been found by experience to be beneficial in rheumatic inflammation, although
we cannot always depend upon finding them useful : colchicum, I meau; bark; sarsaparilla; the iodide of potassium. Ia these abidiug or frequently recurring forms
of disease, you will often be obliged to try the so-called specific remedies one after the
other.
Now when the rheumatic inflammation is not confined to the sclerotic, but creeps
inward, as by their vasculal· connexions it easily may, to the iri:; also, we name the
disease according to the most important part that it occupies - arthritic fritis. On
the other hand, when, with that affection of the sclerotic which I have been describing, there is combined a moderate degree of inflammation of the conjunctiva,
this complex disorder receives a compound denomination: it is called catanho-rlteumatic opftthalmia.
Dr. l\lackenzie states it as the result of his experience, that arthritic iritis seldom
occurs in connexion with the earlier appearance of gout, while the patients still retain
strong powers of digestion, and have the means of indulging their appetites; but
rather with the asthenie and irreg:ular forms of gout and rheuwatism: when repeated
attacks have been followed by mental depression, indigestion, flatulence, and languor.
H e has generally met with the disease in subjects beyond the age of fifty, very frequently in tobacco-smoker~, and whisky-drinkers, who have often suffered rheumatic
affections, who are teased by headaches, acidity of stomach, bad gums aud teeth, and
lowness of spirits : in persons, that is, whose health has been impaired and broken by
intemperate habits. I believe you will find this to be a. very correct statement;
although arthritic iritis may also take place in those who arc more robust.
After what has now been stated you will be prepared to believe that arthritic iritis
neither requires nor bears those free emissions of blood, and that liberal use of mercury, which arc necessary for the cure of other varieties of the comp laint. Mercury,
pushed to sal ivation, is sometimes found t-0 do more harm to the system than good to
the eye; and in a. disease which is so apt to recur, we must not be continually salivating our patient. I can only say that the treatment must be conducted 011 the
principles already laid down, and adapted t-0 circumstances. If there be much feve r,
and a hard pulse, and a white tongue, you should bleed and purge your patient, and
afterwards give him from twenty minims to half a drachm of the wiuc of colchicum
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tw~ or three times a dny. 'Vhcn the symptoms are less actiYc, you must be lcs8
acb~e too: strive to set the disordered digesth•e organs right, and t~ correct the ba,d
habits of the patient: give small doses of mercury (such as five grams of Plummer s
P.ill). t~rce or four times a week; excite counter-irritation by blisters_, or by the crotoooil hmmcnt. After the use of bleeding or leeches, and the regulation of the bowel_1i,
preparations of iron, the sulphate of quina-tonics, in short,-have been found, m
not a few cases, extremely beneficial.
I should have mentioned another remedy, which of late y_cars has been. recommended in iritis, and especially in syphilitic iritis, by Mr. Carmtchacl _of Duhl_m: not
as being a better remedy in itself than mercury, or so good, but as having con~1derable
power over the disease, and as afford in~, therefore, a valuable resource when from any
cause the exhibition of mercury is forbidden . This remedy is the oil of turpentine.
He gh·es it in drachm doses, three time.s a day. Ile relates cases of syph ilitic iritis
in which the pain, redness, and other symptoms, were quickly rc~novcd,_ ~nd effus~d
lymph was absorbed, and vision restored, under the use of tlus med1cme. It is
necessary to its beneficial action that the bowels should not be confined. In 0th.er
instances of the same disease 1\Ir. C:umiehacl was not so successful. l\Ir. Gutlme,
who has also tried this remedy, reports of it that "in some cases it succeeded admirably, in others it has been of little service, and in some unequal to the cure of the
complaint." I do not know that it has been fairly put to the test in arthritic iritis.
I proceed next to <1uite a different kind of ophthalmic disease from any that we
ha~e yet considered. I have spoken of inflammation of the exterior mcmbr:rne of the
eye occurring separately; and of inflammation of certain internal parts, and particularly of the iri&:, occurring separately. Between these exterior and interior tunics,
the sclcrotiea forms a. sort of natural barrier or shield, the chief point of connexion
between them bcin~ near the edge of the cornea, where the sclerotic vessels dive
through to reach the iris. Inflammation of the sclerotic itself has also been described. When vision is impaired or destroyed in consequence of any of the complaints which have hitherto engaged our attention, that effect results from the partial
or total exclusion of light from the retina. The cornea is left opaque, or it bursts;
the pupil, or aperture in the iris, is shut up by a web of lymph; or the capsule of the
lens to which the iris adheres bas undergone a change, and lost its transparency. In
each c::tsc the retina suffers nn eclipse.
But light may be freely admitted, and yet no vision ensue. The transparent parts
of the eye, the several media, so skilfully and exquis itely adjusted for the due refraction and collection of the ra.ys of light into an image of the object from which they
flow, may all be perfect and in order i but the beautiful apparatus is useless; the
patient cannot see with it. The fault is in the 1iervous matter that should receive and
transmit the impression, and render it an object of perception to the mind.
Now persons in this condition are said to have am.aurosis. 'l'hc term is derived
from the Greek word a.,ua.t1pof, which signifies obscure or dark. It expresses various
degrees of imperfect vision, from defective nervous function. The words g1itta serena
a.re applied to that form of amaurosis in which vision is totally lost. It was formerly
supp08ed that this sort of blindness was caused by the effu<.iion of some humour or
fluid bebiod the pupil: aod this was held to be a. clear fluid, because the natural
blackness of the pupil is sometimes not troubled in amaurosis. Milton has literally
translated this term when, speaking of his own eyes, he says,
"So thick a. drop aerent hath quenched their orbs."

Amaurosis is a. very obscure disease. It is capable of being caused by various
changes, the exact sea.t and nature of which we often have no means of determining
during life: and which frequently leave no traces behind them in the dead body. It
would take a much larger space than I can possibly devote to it in these lectures,
thoroughly to discuss this difficult but interesting subject. I shall endeavour to give
you ~uch a sketch of it as you may fill up and complete by future observation, and by
readmg, for yourselves. It will be something to learn the direction and objects of
our inquiries into what is yet unknown in the patholo!!y of this affection.
1'bere is one division of the disorder which immediately suggests itself. The cam~e
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1Jf defect may exist in the brain, at or beyond the origin of the optic nerve; or i~
way be situated in any part of the course of that nerve, from its commencement at
the base of the brain to its termination in the retina; or it may be confined to the
retina itself.
There is reason to believe that the functions of the retina may be impaired or sus.
pended by deviations from the natural quantity of blood sent to it; by disturbances
of its circulation. Various degrees of amaurosis are common among persons who
employ the sense of vision overmuch, and strain the eye. 1'his over-use is likely to
produce congestion, or chronic inflammation, in the vessels of the retina; and very
slight changes of that kind may seriously affect the function of a part so delicate and
tender. I say we frequently meet with amaurosis :imong those whose occupations
oblige them to look nttentivcly at small or bright objects during many hours of the
day; or what is still more pernicious, during many hours of lamp or candle light; so
as habitually to fatigue the eye; - engravers, printers, watchmakers, tailors and
milliners, mathematical instrument makers, persons who gain their bread by writing,
miniature painters, cooks who are exposed to the heat a.nd glare of large fires, men
who have the charge of forges or. furnaces, and so on. Ilere a continual stimulus
leads to a chronic disorder, which increasing in intensity may terminate in total
blindness. We call these cases of amaurosis, but they may be justly considered to
be instances of chronic inflarnrnation of the retina. We cannot indeed sec the
suffering part during li fe; :ind the complaint is not a fatal one, and, therefore, we
have few opportunities, or none, of examining :ifter death the condition of the retina
while the amaurosis is yet recent. But judging from the nature of the cmtses that
precede the defect of vision, and from the nature of the remedies that are often found
to remove it, we arc warranted in regardin~ the essence of the disease to be retinitis.
The same condition, apparently, may be suddenly produced by the transient operation
of some more powerful cause of congestion; such as intenso light. I will illustrate
this form of amaurosis-amaurosis, that is, dependent upon congestion which perhaps
amounts to inflammation, sometimes slowly established, and sometimes very suddenly
- by the narration of a few cases. I may as well premise, however, that the treatment which promises most, or I should rather say, which has performed most, in this
form and kind of amaurosis, is very nearly the same (excepting the use of belladonna)
that I have already recommended for chronic and acute iritis: blood-letting, general
or topical, according as there :ire more or less pain, and fever, ancl fulness of the
system, and according as the amaurosis is more or less recent; and above all rne1·cu.ry,
so administered as to affect the gums, and rapidly introduced into the system in the
acuter cases; more slowly in proportion as the disease has crept on more gradually
and lasted longer. This treatment is very often quite successful; the mercury is the
most important part of it; and we have in this fact a strong corroboration of the inference drawn from the nature of the exciting causes, viz. 1 that the complaint is essentially inflammatory. And ngain, supposing it inflammatory, we need not be sur·
prised that a remedy, the curative effect of which we can see in inflammation of the
iris, should be equally serviceable when the same diseased process is set up in the
retina, which we cannot sec. Purgatives, counter-irritation, and perfect repose of the
eye, arc necessary parts of the treatment in both forms of disease.
l\Ir. Allan gives the following account of the master of a printing office who became
blind. Ile had corrected the press, and was otherwise engaged in reading, for
eighteen hours daily out of the twenty-four. Ile continued this pr:ictiec for twelve
months, notwithstanding au evident failue of his sight. At the end of that time the
amaurosis was so complete that he could not distinguish one object from :inother, but
was merely capab~c of j.ust ~crcciving the light, so as to grope his way along tl~c
streets. lie contmued 10 this state for several years, but ult1111ately recovered !us
vision.
~I.1he next instance that I sh:ill cite is recorded, in these words, by Mr. Lawrence.
"A young woman, of florid complexion and full habit, came to tho London Ophtlial.
mic Infirmary complaining that she had lost the sight of one eye. She was cook in
a family, and occupied for several hours daily before large fires, suppor~in"'0 her
strength by free living. The pupil was slightly dilated; the iris motionless. A faint
!lod scarcely perceptible pink tint was observed in the sclerotica near the cornea.
Vision "·as dim, and had been so for three days. '!'here was headache, flu.shed eoun.
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tenance, heat of skin, whitish tongue, and thirst. I consid~rcd the case to be p~ro
retinitis; and to afford a favourable opportunity for showmg whether the affection
could be arrested by antiphlo"'istic treatment. At that time (now many years ar.w) I
did not possess the kaowledg~ of the power of mercury in inflamma.tion of the retina,
which subsequent experience has given me. I directed n. full blecdrng from the arm,
free purging, low diet, repose of the organ, and general rest. At the end of two d~ys
the sig-ht was worse: cupping and a blister were now ordered; but there was no improvement at the end of two days more. I now determined on trying mercury, and
1
0

~-;~~:1~1~ ~'~~o~r~~: ~~i~:l~~t: o~"=~~e~ s~rr:d~;~d t~:l~~r~~~; ~~~~:~yo~1is~!e~~~h~~;

light from darkness. Full salivation, which took place in about a. week from the first
application of this patient at the infirmary, suspended all the symptoms; the sight
immediately improved, and was soon completely restored."
A soldier, unacquainted with the proper method of observing nn ecl ipse of the sun,
employed for that purpose a piece of opaque glass, with a transparent point in it.s
centre. Notwithstanding the vivid and painful impression he experienced from the
rays that passed through the lucid part of the glass, he continued to look at the sun
till the eclipse was o,·cr, m.ing his right eye. He was soon after seized with verLigo,
and pain in the right side of the head, and found himself almost entirely deprived of
the sight of the right eye. Some weeks afterwards, the pain in the head continuinA",
he came under the care of Baron Larrey, who observed that the vessels of the eye
were injected; the pupil somewhat smaller than that of the other eye, retaining,
however, its natural freedom of motion; the vision very obscure or almost gone.
This man recovered his sight completely after two bleedings, one from the temporal
artery, the other from the jugular vein; blisters to the temple and nape of the neck j
ice to the head, and moxas.-(°MACKENZIE, from the J.llimoires de Chirurgie.)
In the year 1832, a young man standing in a. door.way, by a lamp.iron, in a
thunder.storm, was struck by the lightning, fell backwards, and was convulsed. He
said afterwards that the lightning appeared to enter his eye with a scorching scnsa·
tion. During the night vision was quite lost. Tbc next morning there was no red·
ness, nor any unusual appearance of the eye. The iris wris motionless, however, and
the patient could not see even the sun. Ile was treated with calomel, and his sight
returned; but tl)c retina. remained extremely irritable, and unable to bear the light.
A month afterwards, when this account was written, he could see distinctly enough,
but he could not use his eyes without the protection of blue iilasses.-(J.JAWIU:NCE.)
In these cases the nervous apparatus that ministers to vision is not, I believe, in
general, the only part of the nervous system that is injured. In August, 1839,
Phrebe Judge, a. delicate.looking girl, eleven years old, became my patient in the
l\liddlcsex Hospital. She had lost, in a great degree, the power of using her legs:
when she attempted to stand they separated, and she sank down. She had not per·
feet control over her bladder. The desire to make water was frequent, a.nd if not
immediately attended to, the urine escaped in spite of her efforts to retain it. 'fbe
same urgency, and inability to wait, occurred whenever her bowels were about to act.
Sensibility in the legs and thiµ:hs was impaired, but not extinct .
. Her.parents informed me that some time previously, whil~ stooping to raise up a
sister rn ~ room at lla!11pstead 1 she had been struck by lightning, fell backwards,
became bhnd, and rcmarncd so for ten days. She did not lose her consciousness, but
complained immediately that the lightning ha.d hurt her eyes. They presented no
visible injury or defect, but the upper lids fell, and she was unable to raise them.
It was .soon found, however, that when pressure was made on the riizht eyelid she
could open the other eye. The palsy of her limbs commenced, by degrees, two or
three days afterwards. 'fhe power of vision returned sudden ly, and at the same moment the power of mo~ng her lim~s was restored: but it gradually went again.
When she lay down her lunbs were sttll ;.but. they began to tremble and to be agitated
as soon as she. sat up. Even .when lyrng m bed, she had, occasionally, a. sens:ltion
and dread, as tf she were fallrng down. She ha.d been in this state nearly three
weeks.
She was put upon steel, and a tonic plan of treatment, ttnd in ten da.ys she could
walk, dragging her left leg a little after her. In ten days more she was dismissed
quite well, and able to run from one end of a. long ward to the other.
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The greater number of the cases of amaurosis depeodiog upon n morbid condition
of the retina its('lf, belong to the class that I have now been mentioning; there is
congestion of the ve~scls of the retina; or inflammation, chronic or acute. In a few
instances a totally opposite condition of the blood-vessels is presumed to exist. I Ray
presumed to exist, because our judgment of this matter is founded, as before, upon
the nature of the circumstances that have caused the affection, and upon the nature
of the treatment that removes it. On these grounds 6ome cases of amaurosis (few in
number, speaking comparatively) may fairly be ascribed to a deficient supply of blood
t-0 the vessels of the retina. We know that a temporary defect of sight may be produced by a. diminished ci rculation through the retina, as iu approachin~ syncope under
hremorrhagc; and we can therefore the more readily believe that more permanent
amaurosis may be occasioned by causes that gradually lessen the quantity of blood
circulating in the body, and debilitate the whole system. "It is well known (writes
the late Dr. Gooch) that large losses of blood enfeeble vision. I saw a striking
instance of this in a lady who flooded to death. When I entered the chamber she
had no pulse, and she was tossing about in that restless state which is so fatal n. si.!!n
in these terrific cases. She could still speak; asking whether I wi1s c-0me? (sh~
knew I had been sent for) and said, 'Am I in any danger? - H ow dark the room is!
I can't see.' The shutters were open, the blind up, and the light from the window
facing the bed fell strong on her face. I had the curiosity to lift the lid, and to
observe the state of the eye. The pupil was completely dilated, and perfectly motionless, though the light fell full upon it. Who can doubt that here the insensibility of
the retina depended on the deficiency of its circulation?"
One might ask, also, who can doubt that the retina. rnay become insensible from a
similar state -0f the circulation in it, brought on by S-Ome lo119-co11tinued drain upon
the s.rstem? . Amaurosis of th!s kind, proceeding from too pyofuse a?d protr~ctcd. a.
secretion (which may be eoos1dcred a sort of hremorrhage), ts sometimes noticed tn
nurses. Mr. Lawrence describes the case of a young mother of slender make, who
suckled her first child, which was strong, and took the breast very often: her milk
was abundant. After tw-0 or three months she began to feel very weak, could not lift
a weight, and cried frequently, without having any moral reason for grief. She
became totally blind, and was led to his house by a friend. Ile found her pallid, with
a small feeble pulse. The pupils were of middle size, and the irides moved slightly.
The retina was completely insensible. She could not discern the sitnation of the
window, nor sec a lighted candle held close to her. After weaning. the child, and
using generous diet, she got perfectly well. Some counter.irritation was employed in
this instance, but I question whether it had anything to do with the recovery. Such
caRes are not uncommon, and their well-known occurrence has probably tended to encourage the notion-too prevalent among both patients and practitioners-that
amaurosis is always and essentially a disease of debility, and requires tonic and stim ulant remedies; bark, and high foeding, and strychnia, and electricity. "Our eyes
arc v;eal.·/' say they, ''and we require strengthening medicines." You must perceive
from what has already been said, how necessary it is t-0 discrimi11ate in such cases:
to look closely into all the circumstances under which the disease has occurred.
"'hen amaurosis is the result of pressure or of disease, in the course of the optic
nerrn, or in the sensorium, the complaint is generally less within the power of remedial measures. 'Ve cannot say, indeed, in many instances, where the cause of defect
lies: and in obscure cases, I should always advise a trial of the mercurial plan. I
have again and again seen slight palsy of some of the voluntary muscles, evidently
dcpendiug upon some morbid condition of the brain, clear away rapidly upon the affecti-0n of the gums by mercury; and the lost power of the retina will sometimes retnru
under similar treatment.
There is something very peculiar in the expression of countenance, and in the gait,
of an anrnurotic person, by attending to which alone, you may almost re cognis~ hi s
disease. H e comes into a room with an air of uncertainty in his movements; the
eyes arc not directed towards the surrounding objects; the eyelids arc wide open; t-0
use a strange but common and intelligible phraBc, the patient seems gazing upon'
vacancy-has an unmeaning stare; and there is a want of that harmony of movement
and expression which results in a great measure from the information obtained by the
exercise of visioa. This seemi ng stare at nothing at all, is not observed in patientM.
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who are blind in consequence of opacity of tlie cryst?llinc Jens or its caps~le, i.e., in
consequence of cataract. 'fhey, on the contrary, while they can~ot sec, s~1ll seem to
look about them, as if they were conscious that the power of sight remarned to the

ret~~·~;e~lt~oeu~~~~~!i:~ j~~!:i;~e~~:~h~· motions of
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~he

the iris arc sluggish, and.
pupil is larger than ordinary. 'Vhen the blindnes~ is total, the _comm~~cst cond1~1?n
of the eye is that of great dilatation of the pupil, with complete 1m~obll1ty ?f the ms.
A mere ring of iris is all that is visible, and no change takes place m the diameter of
the pupil, under the grc:ttest variation of the light tb~t falls upon it. . . .
.
Sometimes, on the other hand, though the awauros1s be total, the 1y1s is as active
as ever; and this is n. very interesting circumstance, and may hcl_p ~' rn some degree,
to conjecture the actual seat of the malady. When the amaurosts 1s confined to one
oye, this may happen. You examine the diseased eye, and you find that the pupil
enlarges or contracts, as you diminish or increase the light. But the other eye is
open. Shut the sound eye, and try the amaurotie eye again, and you find the pupil
fixed, although you vary the light. The motion you formerly noticed was sympathetic
with the motion of the iris in the healthy eye. We express this otherwise by saying
that the associated movements of the iris were natural and lively, but its independrllt
movements were lost. But sometimes the independent movement is unaffected: nay,
1he motions of both irides may be perfect, although both eyes are completely amaurotic. I may state, by the way, that cateris paribus, when both eyes arc affected,
that is a ground for supposing the cause of the disease to be situated within the cranium. And I should come to the same conclusion if, in the case where one eye alone
was amaurotic, I found the independent motion of the iris of that eye unimpaired.
We know that in the healthy condition of the parts, the brightness of the light admitted to the retina determines the size of the pupil; but the motions of the iris do not
depend solely or directly upon the retina. It has been ascertained, by experiments
made upon animals, that the pupil may be made to contract either by mechanical irritation of the optic nerve within the cranium, or by irritation of the third nerve; a
motor nerve which sends filaments to the ophtlrnlmic ganglion, whence the ciliary
nerves, passing to the iris, are derived. Now the optic and the third nerves have some
link of connexion within tllC brain; and if the morbid condition upon which the
amaurosis depends is situate deeper than that point of connexion, we may understand,
I think, how disease so placed may destroy the power of vision, and yet leave the
connexion between the retina and the third pair unaffected: and then the in8uence
of light falling ou the retina, though it fails to create a perception in the mind, will
be reflected back upon the third pair of nerves, and so continue to govern the motions
of the pupil. In conformity with these views, l\I. Andra} relates cases in which amaurosis connected with disease in the cerebelluw was attended with brisk movements of
the iris.
There are other causes of amaurosis besides those that I ha.ve already adverted to.
It iR sometimes produced by the presence of worms in the alimentary canal.
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little doubt. We have met with many eases of this kind, and they arc repeatedly
referred to, more especially by the German writers on the disease. Children confined
in ill-ventilated and ill-lighted apartments, and supplied with coo.rse and indi~estible
food, are often affected with a certain degree of amaurotic blindness, which is readily
removed by a proper hygienic treatment, and such remedies as are adapted to restore
the regular functions of the stomach and alimentary canal. We have observed the
disease, also, in chi ldren who have been, at too early an age, confined in crowded
school-rooms for many hours of the day, while their minds were compelled to the
performance of fasks beyond their powers. Complete blindness, we have known
suddenly to occur in consequence of the presence of indigestible food in the stomach,
and to be as quickly removed upon its expulsion. For further information on this
subject, the reader is referred to the chapter on ama.urosis by Dr. Taylor, in the 2d
volume of Tweedie's Library, Philadelphia. edition, page 515, and to the very able
pa~cr of D_r. J ~c?h on the same subject in the Cyclopredia of Practical Medicine,
Ph1ladelph1a edition, vol. i., page i8.-C.]
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It l1ns 80mc obscure connexion with tecthiog, probably tlirough irritation of the
facial branches of the fifth pair. A physician of ruy acquai11tance, residing in
London, had a young son, who on two or three occasions caused him great uneasiness,
by becoming blind in one eye without any obvious cause, and with uo visible chaoge
in the organ; but the blindness on each occasion went off ag-.iin, apparently in consequence of the extraction of some teeth which had grown irregularly. I am assured
by Dr. Ashburncr that such crises arc common. Mr. Lawrence relates a very siogular
instance of dnital irrilalton gi,·iug rise to amaurosis. A wan, thirty years old, W:'.l.S
suddenly attacked with violent pain in the left temple near the eye, and in that side
of the face generally. The pain continued to recur from time to time, and at length
he discovered that he was blind in the left eye. By and by the cheek swelled, and
some spoonfuls of bloody matter were discharged by a spontaneous opening in the
lower eyelid, and then the pain subsided; but after some months it returned with
great !:everity. The patient then went to Wilna, with the intention of having his
eye extirpated, and consulted Professor Galenzowski, who found th(l left eye totally
insensible to light, with the pupil dilated, and no other visible alteration. He ascertained, however, that the first molar tooth on that side was carious: it had never
caused the patient much uneasiness; and the toothache which be had occasionally
suffered had not been coincident, in point of time, with the pains in the head and
eye. Dr. Galenzowski thought fit to extract this tooth, and was grca.tly surprised at
seeing a small substance protruding from the extremity of its fang. 'rhis proved to
he a little splinter of wood about three lines in length, which had perforated the
centre of the tooth, and had probably been introduced in using a wooden toothpick.
A probe passed from the socket into the antrum, from which a few drops of a thin
purulent fluid escaped. The pain ceased almost entirely, and on the same evening
the eye began to be sensible to light. The vision gradually improved, and on the
ninth day from that time, after thirteen months' blindness in that eye, he was able to
see with it as perfectly as with the other. M. Galcnzowski has since been in England,
and he showed Mr. Lawrence the tooth, and the splinter of wood. Doubtless he felt
some pride in exhibiting these trophies of his exploit.
Amaurosis is said also to occur as an hysterical n.ffection; and I am certain that I
have seen this myself. An unmarried lady, of a very nervous and susceptible habit,
came to town in great apprehension about her eyes, the sight of one of them being
quite gone. I could perceive no defect in the eye itself. I saw her in consultation
with Mr. Travers, who took an unfavourable view of the case, and thought the chance
of recovery was very slender. I had one reason for hoping a better result, in the
knowledge of some facts which 1\Ir. Travers was not aware of till I mentioned them
to him. I had been acquainted with this lady for ::;owe years, and during that period
she had several times almost entirely lost, and again recovered, the use of her lower
extremities. On two occasions she had been affected with aphonia, and unable to
speak, except in a whisper, for months together; and then, on a sudden, without any
apparent cause, her voice returned. I trusted, therefore, that this suspension of the
power of vision in one eye might be a similar freak; and so it turned out. A few
weeks subsequently, the sight returned, she knew not how; and she afterwards lost it
a second time, and a second time regained it.
Certain poisons will produce temporary amaurosis; and the suppression of certain
natural evacuations, as of the perspiration, of the menstrual fluid, and of the bleeding
from piles, and the repuli:;ion of certain eruptions, have been charged, by authors,
with producing the same complaint.
In those cases in which amaurosis creeps on slowly and insidiously, as it is apt to
do from various causes; n.nd more particularly when it depends upon a low and
chronic inflammation, cngraftcd upon habitual congestion of the vessels of the internal
tunics of the eye; its approach is marked by sundry curious affections of the vision.
The eye feels full or stiff, and sometimes there is pain of the bead in its neighbourhood. The patient complains that he sees thiags throngh a fog or mist, or as if a
thick piece of gauze were interposed between bis eye and the object he is looking at.
In the daylight, the gauze or fog seems dull and murky, but in tho dark it often ap.
pears shining, reddish, and fiery; the flame of a candle is seeu surrounded with a
halo of prismatic colours. That amaurosis of this kind is often really dependent upoa
local congestion we are t.'lught by the ladentfo, by the circumstances that aggravate
16
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it: thus straining of any kind, which augments for the time the fulncss of the vessels about the head, will make the mist appear more dense; the same effect may be

produced by tying the neckcloth tight, or e,·cn by stooping.

Bocrhaave relates t?e

«;ase of a man who, whenc\•cr he was intoxicated, labCJurcd .under c?mpletc amauros1s.
It came on by degrees, increasing according to the quanttty of wrnc he drank; and
after the drunkenness went off, his vision returned. Surely these phenomena are very
illustrative of the way in which nervous disorders may arise, or be made worse, from

mere local plethora, in almost any part of the body.
Sometimes the perfect amaurosis is preceded by a remarkable diminution of the apparent size of the objects looked at. A patient toid Dr. Farre that a carriage, which
happened to pass the window, seemed to him as small as a wneelbarrow, and the
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patient sees flies in the air, nmsca volitantes, particles of soot, blac!Ls, as we, who live
in London, call them, which always fl.oat before l1is eyes, an<l seem to follow their
motions; and whic h arc especially plain and troublesome when he is looking upon a
white surface. They multiply in number till the whole becomes dark.
Do not, however, suppose that the appearance of these muscoo voli tantcs, even when
tlrny are permanent, necessarily implies the approach of aruaurosis . I should be sorry
if it were so, for I see two of them every morning, when my eyes are directed towards
a white basin, while I am washing my face. I can find them at other times if I look
for them; else I am not sensible of their presence. They bode no further evil, if
they are associated with no other defect, in function or in appearance, of the instrument of vision .
You will infer from what I have been saying that there arc two kinds of muscre
volitantes,-the one a harmless kind, the other suggestive of further mischief. And
it is so. And as patients will often be coming to you in a fright upon first perceiving
these objects, you ought to be able to distinguish the innocent sort from the dan.
gerous, so as to alla.v your client's alarm, or to direct his course of proceeding, as the
case may be. The distinction is, in general, easy to be made; and it is well set forth
in an interesting article in the North British R eview for November, 1856. The
paper is anonymous, but it bears internal evidence of having been written by Sir
David Brewster.
Whoever will look through a minute pinhole in a card at the clear sky, by daylight
- or through a. lens of short focal length at a. candle, by night - may sec floating before his sight a. nullibcr of translucent tubes or fibres, and many little beads, of which
some are separate, some attached to the tubes, some apparently within them . The
tubes or fibres are some straight, others looped or twisted, others again forked. All
these objects are bright in the middle, and bounded by fine black lines. Beyond and
parallel to the black lines which belong to the larger fibres, may be seen an appearance of coloured lines or fringes. The doublings and crossings of the knots or loops
in the twisted fibres represent black points. Though the eye be fixed, these bodies
are observed to change their position j some of them moving faster, some farther than
others.
Now, in ordinary light and vision, all these objects arc imperceptible, except in
certain cases the knots, and perhaps some of the fibres, when they happen to be large;
and these knots and fibres, thus seen, constitute the harmless kind of muscre volitantes. They arc described by several writers as resembling the knots in a deal
board, with long fillets extending from them o~ irregular shape, and edged with black
parallel threads. If the eye be fixed on a white surface after a sudden shake of the
head, they appear to sink gradua11y downwards. Those among you who are versed in
the science of optics will recognise the black lines and fringes that I have spoken of,
as being phenomena of the inflexion or diffraction of light which arc never seen but
in divergent ray~. All muscoo volit~ntcs having such fringes must be situated at a
greater or less distance from the retma. I n fact, there are conclusive reasons for believing ~hat they occupy the vitreous humour. They cannot, therefore, portend either
amauros1s or cataract. Whereas those black specks which have no fringes, and which
do not move, or which move only in correspondence with the motions of the eyeball,
are flaws in the retina, insensible or eclipsed spots, and are thcreforo to be dreaded as
probable harbingers of amaurosis.
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The simple and easy criterion, then, is this. The muscro which arc motionle&-s
when the eye is at rest, and move with it when it is in motion, are signs of danger to
vision. Those which sink gently downwards when the eye is fixed, are innocent.
Let me add, however, that although these harmless rnuscro seem to descend, they
must in reality lte ascending; floating upwards in the vitreous humour as far as the
partitions made by the hyaloid membrane will let them.
It is obvious that no particular rules, no rules, that is, which will fit all cases, can
be laid down for the treatment of so multiform a complaint as :unaurosis. When it
manifestly results from disease of the brain, as when it accompanies hydrocephalus,
or remains after a stroke of apoplexy, our attention must he directed to the disease
from which it has sprung. Wh en there is any reason to suppose that congestion or
chronic inflammation of the internal tunics of the eye itself is concerned in the production of the amaurosis, we must adopt the measures that I have already described,
as the most likely to remove the congestion; and especially the mercurial plan. When
there is ground for suspecting that the blindness takes its rise in vascular exhaustion,
or nervous debility, we must have recourse to tonics; bark, preparations of iron,
nourishing diet, the cold bath.
Aftel\ all, you will fiud too many cases, which will baffic your best-directed attempts,
and in which you will be required and warranted to try other exped ients. When
what I may call rational measures have been expended in vain, you may have recourse
to such as are empirical and tentative. There are various stimulants which have
occasionally been found serviceable; but most of them, I believe, fail much oftener
than they succeed. Electricity is one of these: it is applied by taking small sparks
from the eyelids, and from the integuments round the orbit. The object of tbis is
to rouse the dormant energies of the impassive ncrre; and it appears sometimes to
do this for the retina, as well as for the nerves supplying voluntary muscles. The
same or a very similar agent may be conveniently administered by help of the electromagnetic apparatus. Mr. Ware tells us that electricity is most beneficial in those
cases in which amaurosis has succeeded a stroke of lightning. You most take great
care not to apply this remedy when there is any inflammatory action at the bottom
of the complaint : it should seldom be tried therefore when the affection is recent.
Strychni·a. has, of late years, been used for the cure of arnaurosis. I shall hereafter take an opportunity of telling you the ordinary effects of that substance upon
the body, when given in a certain dose-what is its poisonous operation, and what
ma.y sometimes he hoped from it as a remedy. In amaurosis it docs good, when it is
useful at all, by stimulating the exhausted or atonic nerve into action. With respect
to this remedy also I may say - first endeavour to ascertain that it is not likely to do
harm; as it will be if the blindness depend upon any condition akin to inflamlil.ation.
l\lr. l\liddlemore, of Birmingham, has probably given this remedy an ampler trial
than any other person, and he speaks very favourably of it.s effects in certain cases:
in others he found it to produce so much pain, and spasm, and distress, that he was
obliged to discontinue it.s use. It is not given, in these cases, by the mouth, but
applied locally, and .Mr. :_\liddlemore considers that it is most efficient when placed
over the supra-orbitary nerve. lie puts a narrow blister above the eyebrow; when
it has risen he cuts off the cuticle, and appli~ a piece of linen, for half an hour, to
absorb the scrum that continues to ooze forth; then he sprinkles the strychnia, finely
powdered, upon the raw part, and covers it with linen smeared with the u119ue11tcm
cetacei. lie repeats this every twenty-four hours, cautioui-ly increasing the dose till
the vision improves, or some sensible evidence of the agency of the strychnia. becomes
apparent. Ile !jowmenccs with the sixth part of a grain.
I must here leave the subject of diseases of the eye.
In addition to the lessons which I pointed out before as capable of heing learned
by attending to thC' disorders of this small organ, I may now mention a few others,
of no littl e moment, since we sha ll meet with their application ngaiu and again, as
we proceed to in\' cstigate the morbid conditions of other parts. We have seen enough
to coavince u..; that mercury, properly administered, has the invaluable power of
stopping adhesive inflammation; of arresting the effusion of coagulable lymph from
the blood-vessels: that inflammation of a given part may be sensibly modified by the
simultaneous agency of some specific poison upon the system, as that of syphilis; or
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by the presence of constitutional tendencies to disease, such as. arc observable in gouty
and rheumatic people. And we have seen that the funct1ons of n nerve n:iay be
perverted, suspended, or abolished, in various ways : by pressure made. upon 1t; .by
a pletlwric state of its blood-vessels, or by an empty state of t_hcm; by ~njlamrnat1on
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alimeDtary canal; by poisonous substances introduced i?to the stom~ch; .and by
what, in our ignorance, we denominate the freaks and caprices of hysterical disorder.
All these lessons we shall find repeated. as the course advances.

LECTURE XXL
.Diseases of the Brain and NerVO?.lS System. Difficulties of the subJect. Short
R eview of some points in the Physiology of the Brain and Nerves. Peculiarity
of the Cerebral Circulation. Pressure.
HA VINO considered some of the most important disorders of the eye, because they
afforded me the weans of illustrating many of the doctrines and principles, which I
had previously endeavoured to lay before you, of general pathology, I go next to the
diseases of that portion of the body, which, though it includes many distinct parts,
is called, collectively, the head. I pass over the maladies to which the integuments
of the head are liable, because they will fall more naturally and conveniently into the
class of cutaneous disorders; and I come at once upon one of the most interesting,
and at the same time most difficult and obscure subjects of special pathology - that
which embraces the diseases of the braln and nerves. Thoug:h it will be a slight departure from the plan I have proposed of taking diseases as they affect different parts
of the body from the head downwards in succession, I shall speak of the diseases of
the spinal cord, and of the nervous system generally, in connexion with those of the
brain. 'ro disunite them would neither be easy nor useful.
The study of the maladies and disordered conditions of the brain and nervous
system, is surrounded with peculiar difficulties: and, accordingly, our knowledge of
these diseases is less precise than of the diseases of most other parts of the body.
1. One source of difficulty lies in the circumstance, that the structure of the
nervous system has no perceptible or understood subservience to its functions. We
do not discover in the mechanism of this system that adapta.tion of means to an end
which is so conspicuous in many other parts of the body: and consequently, though
such adaptation doubtless exists, we are not able to trace the reason or the manner
of its interruption. We find in the lungs an apparatus of tubes and cells fitted for
the reception of air, upon the expansion of the chest by the contraction of certain
muscles; of which muscles also we can see and understand the action. If we meet
with any obstruction of those tubes, or any obvious impediment to the play of those
muscles, we perceive at once how and why the function of respiration is deranged.
But no alter.itions that become visible, after death, in the brain or spinal marrow,
afford us any such explanation of the interruption of their proper functions; which
are, in three words, seusation, thought, and 'rnotion. An apoplectic cell has no relation, direct or inverse, that we arc capable of appreciating, with a sentiment: nor a
distended lateral ventricle with the exercise of the will. The morbid anatomy does
not in any degree elucidate the disorder, simply because the natural structure throws
no li ght upon the healthy office of the parts concerucd.
2. It is a further source of difficulty, that physiologists have not yet been able to
determine, with anything like precision or certainty, what share the several parts of
the brain and spinal cord have in regulating, respectively, the functions which all
physiologists acknowledge to belong to the nervous system in the aggregate. There
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are many and com incing reasons, for be1iedng that the brain is a. complex organ;
but we can seldom put our finger upon this or that portion of the nervous mattel"
which composes it, and say, here resides the influence that governs this or that particular function.
3. Again, the brain and cranio--spinal axis are so encased by their bony coverings,
that, in the living body, we arc unable to ascertain their physical conditions by
means of any of our senses. Of many parts of the frame we ascertain the state by
the sense of sight; and of many parts which we cannot sec, we still may recognise
the changes by the faculty of touch, or by the ear. The brain and spinal cord we
can neither sec, nor hear, nor handle.
4 . Besides these obstacles to the acquisition of information by the exercise of our
own senses, concerning the organs affected, the very disturbance of the functions of
bis brain cut~ us off, in many cases, from that kind of information which we might
otherwise derive from the statements of the patient himself.
5. There is a still greater cause of perplexity, with wh ich we b~we to contend.
The very same symptoms accompany alterations of the brain apparently of a. very
different, nay of the most opposite kind: and on the other hand, changes of structure,
which, as far as we can perceive, are absolutely identical in their nature, are associated,
in different cases, with totally different symptoms: and more frequently than not,
nen·ous diseases are attended with 110 alterations of structure, appreciable by our
senses.
6. And lastly, we are perpetually asking ourselves, when we find the proper functions of the nervous system disordcred, - is this disorder the result of disease in the
nervous matter itself? or is it merely sympathetic of disease in other parts? for there
are few diseases of any kind which do not, in some degree, modify or disturb the due
exercise of the offices of the brain and nerves: and it is very difficult often, and
sometimes it is impossible, to determine whether, and how far, the disturbance is
primary or secondary.
With all its difficulties, however, the patholo,ey of the brain and nerves is always
full of interest. Ilow can it be otherwise when we reflect that the nervous system
is the medium through which we hold communion with the world around us; the
stage upon which all the phenomena of animal life are transacted; the instrument
oftbe mind?
And with all its difficulties, there is also a good deal, in the pathology of the bra.in
and nerves, that is fairly made out, and well understood; and we are ut present in
the right way for advancing our knowledge of thiEt intricate and mysterious subject,
by that careful collection of facts, and rigid induction of particulars, which will lead,
at length, to a safe and useful generalization .
I shall endeavour to point out to you what is 11,nown of the morbid conditions of
the nervous system,; I shall also state the conjectures and probabilities by which our
judgment and practice must be guided, when absolute certainty is unattainable.
With mere speculative questions, that have no practical bearing, I shall meddle as
little as I can.
1

Our knowledge, I say, of the exact functions of the different parts of the nervous
apparatus is scanty and imperfect. Some certainties, however, we possess: and some
strong probabilities which almost amount to certainties. Without first expounding
my creed upon these matters, it would be impossible for me to explain, as it would
be for you to understand, the notions I entertain respecting mnny of the diseases of
the brain and nerves.
Omitting the sympathetic nerve and its ramifications, (for we know but little of it~
office, and still less of its disorders,) the nervous system is made up of certain masses
of nervous matter, called the nervous centres; and of nerves therewith connected.
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the cerebcllun;i, under the ~ommon _term, the brain. S_o I shall speak of the oblong
and of the spurn! marrow, rn tho srnglc phrase, the spinal cord, or the cranio.spinal
axis; thei r endo,~mcnts appearing to d~ffcr more in relation and degroc than in kind.
I adopt the behef that the grey (wh ich arc much the moro vascular) portions of
these nervous centres, form the part in which their peculiar powers reside, or ara
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generated: and that their white or fibrous portions are, like the white and fibrous
nerves, mere conductors of the nervous influence.
I incline also to the opinion (recollect, if you please, that I do not press these
opinions of mine upon you as being necessarily correct), that the influence which
originates in the grey matter, aud is transmitted by the ~v~1ite, will at last be found
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by galvanism.
The functions of the brain and nerves are sensation, thought, volition, and the
power of originating motion. Other functions i.udeed there arc; but these four are
all that we need, at present, concern ourselves with.
Now it is a part of my creed that the faculties of sensation, of thougl1t, and of the
will, belong to the brain : in all probability to the cerebrum alone. 'fi1e precise office
of the cerebellum is involved in some obscurity and djspute. Of the principal opinions
that have been formed respecting it, I shall say something hereafter.
'l1hc chief grounds for believing that the brain proper is, exclusively, the instru.
nient of the mind, are these : 1. Because this portion of the nervous centres is superadded to the cranio-spinal
axis, in the greatest bulk and most complicated form, in man: and after him, in those
of the inferior animals which show the largest share of reason.
2. llccause injury or disease of the human brain does so often impair or abolish
the mental powers.
3. Ilccausc in inferior animals which e\•ince a certain amount of mental endowment, all manifestation of intellect ceases upon the gentle and gradual removal of the
.cerebrum and cerebellum : the animals continuing to live, for a long time, notwithstanding this mutilation.
Again, it forms part of my creed on these subjects that the motive power resides
in the spinal cord.
The muscles furnish the instruments of motion.
Now there is a certain class of muscles which contract without our willing their
.contraction i and generally without our being conscious that they are contracting.
Such ue .the heart, the muscular fibres of the alimentary canal, and of the bladder.
These are, therefore, called involuntary muscles.
There is another large class of muscles, which obey the bidding of the will, and
serve the purposes of prchensiou, locomotion, and bodily effort. 'l'hcse are considered
and called voluntary muscles.
There is still another distinct set of muscles, of which the habitual action is involuntary, yet which submit also to the interposing control of the will. Yon will call
to mind at once the muscles of respiration, which act while we are asleep, or otherwise unc?nscions; and the sphincters, which regulate the entrances and outlets of the
body. llcrc, I say, the habit is involuntary, but the occasional action is prompted
and governed by volition. But sometimes the involuntary action rebels a<rainst
the
0
willed action, and overcomes it. The muscle contracts in spite of the will.
Nay, those muscles which, ordinarily, move only in obedience to volition, do sometimes, under the influence of strong emotion, or of disease, contract independently
of any effort of the will, and even in opposition to, and defiance of the voluntary
power.
Under certain circumstances the limbs move with much briskness and force in
decapitated animals, in which sensation and volition are extinct. Some physiologists
bold, indeed, that sensation and volition are properties of the spinal cord; and they
would object to these cases, that no one is warranted in affirming the movements in
question. to be independent of the will. 'l'hc animal has no means of informing us
whether it feels or not, any more than the human head that has been severed by the
axe or by the guillotine.
This point, however, has been settled by certain phenomena which arc observed to
occ~r, in the h1:1mau body, under <l.isease. Limbs completely palsied as to voluntary
motion, and qwle dead as to sensation, do yet, under certain conditions, contract and
1nove when the integuments arc pinched; the rational patient neither feeling the
l''ncb, nor being conscious of the lllOvements.
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Whence docs the impulse that leads to motion in these cases proceed - how is tht>
motive power awakened?
'fhe answer to this physiological question has a most important bearing upon tl:e
pathology of the nervous system.
It is no part of my purpose to enter into any history of the steps by which this
curious problem has been worked out. Its solution is an achievement of our own
time; and I may add, of our own country. I profess no more than to sketch, in
mere outline 1 the leading facts that have been ascertained; yet I must, in passing,
pay the tribute due to one indefatigable labourer in this department of science, whose
sagacity has. co ab.led h~m to s_cize the clue, and i~ great measure to unfold the mazes,
of the Jabyrmth m which tins part of the physiology of the nervous system was so
long entangled. Dim and uncertain glimmerings of the truth appear in the writings
of bygone authors, but it was never clearly discerned, and plainly stated, and success.
fully applied to the elucidation of a large class of disorders, until the publication, in
1832 or 1833, of Dr. Marshall Hall's ingenious and most interesting researches into
"the functions of the medulla oblongata and spinal cord. 11 Similar vicw.i; appear to
have suggested themselves, about the same time, to Professor Mtiller of Berlin. I
must recommend you to study the works of these authors; and I may also point out,
as fit writings for your perusal (since the doctrines I am now speaking of are comparatively ncw) 1 Dr. Graingcr's Observah"ons on the Structure and Functions of the
Spinal Cord,· Dr. Carpenter's two works, Principles of General and Comparative
Physiology, and Principles of Human Physiology; and a very able paper on the
Pathology of the Spinal Cord, by Dr. William Budd, in the 22nd volume of the
J.lledico· Chiru,rgical Trat1sactions.
If, on the other hand, you wish to see bow nearly the idea, which has been so
happily simplified into an intelligible principle by Dr. Ila11, was reached by earlier
observers, you may consult the writings of Dr. Whytt, upon nervous diseases.
What, then, respecting this intricate subject, are the main facts and doctrines
which modern research bas made clearer?
It seems ascertained, that the movements of those muscles which acknowledge the
empire of the will, depend essentially upon some momentary chang~ in the condition
of the spinal cord. This change (whatever may be its nature) is capable of being
effected in three several ways.
First, volition, or emotion, originating in the brain, may send down an influence,
which travels with electrical rapidity to the spinal cord : whence, the requisite change
having been instantly produced, the motive influence passes, with proportional speed,
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whether
the brain be attached to it or not, by mechanical, chemical, or electrical agencies,
operating directly upon the cord itself.
Thirdly, the change productive of motion may be wrought in the cord, by an influence carried to the cord, not from the brain, but from the extremities of nerves distributed upon the internal and external surfaces of the body.
The action of this nervous circle, whereby, I say, an influence is first carried from
the surfaces of the body, along nerves to the spinal cord-whence again an influence
is transmitted, or re.fleeted, as it were, to certain muscles along certain other nervcshas been called by Dr. Ilall the reflex function of the spinal cord. The apparatus
subservient to this function is named by him the excito·111otory system; the nerves
which carry the impression to the cord are incide11t or excitor nerves; those which
convey the motive impulse from the cord, reflex or motor nerve~. Dr. Carpenter's
terms (which I like better, except for their similarity in sound) arc afferent and
efferent nerves.
l\Jr. Grainger believes that physiology indicatt-s, and anatomy can exhibit, fou;r sets
of fibres belonging to the nerves and the nervous centres. Sensiferous, and voli"tfon
nerves, connected with the grey substance of the cerebrum, and subordinate to the
exercise of feeling and of the will; and incident and rejlex nerves, connected with
the grey matte; of the cord, and belonging to the excito·motory system.
'Vhether this be the true state of the case, or whether the efferent fibres bC! the
same, while the afferent fibres arc different; the latter com ing to the spinal marrow
both from the brain and from the various surfaces, just as two trains way arrive at
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Euston Square ultimately by the same rail, although the _one sta~ts at _Derby ~nd the
other at Birmingham; or (which is perhaps the bctt~r 1llustrat1on~ JUS~ a~, rn some
houses, the same bell is made to ring in the servants hall, by pulling, rnd1ffer?ntly,

!~:r~i:~r~:~f a:~~~ ~~~;~~~~rt~: d:t~;~:e~hich

of these two hypotheses ts the

This reflex action, independent of the will,_ and although a_ttcn~ed often by con.
sciousncss and sensation, yet ofte~ also exercised when there 1s uc.1thcr, g,over~s the
orifices by which air and food arc rntroduced, ~nd ?xcrcmen~ a.re vo1dc~. Th~ rnfa~t
breathes and sucks by it; the adult uses his will for brrngrng nutr1mc~t rn.to h~s
mouth; in both, the act of deglutition, after the f~od has reached a certain pomt, ~s
involuntary. The expulsion of the freces, the urme, the semen, and the fretus, 1s
regulated by the same function.. Neverthcle.s~, most, of these muscular acts are
capable ofbeinCJ' moderated and directed byvoht1on. 'lhe reflex power, on the other
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as we shall hereafter

Some of the difficulties which I enumerated in the beginning of the lecture, as
impeding our researches into the diseases of the nervous centres, are insurmountable.
One or two of them, howc\•cr, appear to call for a more attentive consideration.
I say we often foil to discover any deviation from the natural condition of these
nervous centres, or of their appendages; even when the disorder of their functions
ha. been broadly displayed.
We arc not to infer, from this, that no change has taken place in these parts. The
only legitimate conclusion is, that the n.e~vous functions are liable to be deranged,
impaired, or suspended, by altered conditions, not traceable by our senses, or at least
not yet discovered by us, of the organs which minister to those functions.
'l_'hcrc may be only one such undiscovered disturbing cause, variable in degree in
different cases; or (what is more probable) there may be several i::uch conditions
differing in kiod. A blow or fall, which Jars the brain; a sudden men bl emotion;
au electric shock; a teaspoonful of prussic acid; any one of these causes may destroy
life, yet leave no vestige of its action in the nervous substance upon which it operates.
It is probable that the fatal condition is not, in each case, the same.
W e may even form a reasonable conjecture of the manner in which the invisible
changes are sometimes brought about. We can conceive, for example, that unchle
pressure upon the nervous pulp on ~he one hand, or i11su.fficie11t pressure on the other,
rnay constitute conditions of the kind we are in search of; and I shall be able, I
think, to convince you that such is sometimes the ease. Again, we can conceive that
such conditions may be furnished by the varying state of the cerebral circulation. lo
point of fact, we know of some changes in the circulation through the brain which
have the effect, invariably, first of modifying, and at length, if they arc continued,
of arresting, the cerebral functions. If no blood be sent throurrh the arteries of the
brain, death in the way of S!Jncope ensues; if venous blood cir;ulate in those vessels,
it leads to death by coma.
But whatever may be the nature of the unknown, aud perhaps fuCJ'itive physical
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there must be some such physical conditions. By steadily retaining this idea of their
real existence, w.c may hope, at !cogth, to f!"et some in sight into their nature; which
we arc the less hkely to obtain, 1f we dwell only on the obvious and visible injuries
efl:'e~tcd _in the nervous substance; associated, as they.arc .ap.t to be, with so perplexing
a dn•crs1ty of sympto~s. Indeed, by the l_lClp of tl11~ d1stmct conception, we are at
~nee enabled to reconcile some of the seemrng auomahcs and inconsistencies to which
l be~orc ad~ertcd. The same symptom s, I repeat, }):we bean found to accompany
physical lesions of the ner~ous c~ntrcs, apparently. diffe:ent in kind, place, and degree:
a!ld 0~1 the contrary, physical ~es1ons, apparently 1dcnttcal in their nature, extent, and
s1tu~t1 on, are atte11dcd by different and contradictory symptoms. We must not
attnbut~ the sy~~toms, rn such cases, to the visible physical lesions, but to some
unperceived cond1t1on of the nervous centres concomitant with those lesio ns. The
pro.r.imate cause of the S!Jrnploms escapes our notice. The ob\•ious physical changes
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may be remoter causes of the symptoms- causes of this proximate cause: but they
ruay also be merely contemporaneous effects of some other remote agency.
I ha\•C adverted to deviations from the natur:il and healthy circulation of tlH! blood
through the brain, as being: capable of modifyin~ the nervous functions. Of such
deviation one mode which is concc:h-able, and which has been assigned as a prcsumr-d
cause of morbid phenomena, is a. variation in the relative quantity of blood contained
respectively in the arteries and rnins that lie within the cranium. And it seems
probable cnouf!h, that a healthy condition of the cerebral circulation, may imply and
require a certain balancing and adjustment of the amount of blood carried in these
two sets of vessels. llut with this theory-that disturbance of the functions of the
brain may result from an aJtered ratio of the arterial and venous blood therein - has
been associated another; namely, that althou~h the blood may, at different times, be
variously distributed between the cerebral veins and arteries, yet that the absolute
quantity of blood circulating within the cranium, is always and necessarily the same,
or nearly so.
•
This notion, broached by the second l\Ionro of Edinburgh, and upheld (as it then
seemed) by experiments upon animals by Dr. Kellic 1 received at a later period the
sanction and approval of Dr. Abercrombie. And, resting upon such authority, I had
been in the habit of delivering: the same theory, not, however, without some misgiving
as to its soundness, in these lectures. It has been completely overthrown of late, by
Dr. George Burrow~.
The doctrine was this. The brain is closely shut up in an unyielding case of bone.
Its surface must therefore be exempt from the influence of atmospheric pressurl:'.
Hence, supposing its substance to be unaltered and incompressible, it would seem
impo~sible to empty the blood-vessels of the brain. The ca\•ity being completely full,
the blooJ which circulates in those vessels can neither be materially increased, unless
something:: is displaced or compressed to make room for the addition; nor materially
diminished, without the entrance of something to supply the place of the blood
subtracted.
Dr. Kellie noticed that while, in animals bled to death, the other organs of their
body were emptied of their blood, and blanched-the brain presented its ordinary
appearancc1 and even seemed to contain more blood in its superficial vessels than
usual. Ilaving satisfied himself upon this point, he Yaricd his experiment. He
first made a. small opening in the skull, by means of the trcphining instrument,
taking away a little circular piece of bone, and then he bled the animals until they
died; and in these cases he found that the brain was as completely drained of red
blood as the rest of tho body. He did that with respect to the cranium which housekeepers do when they tap a barrel of beer. You know that if the barrel be quite
full, you may introduce a fawcet at its lower orifice, but no beer will run out through
it. The pressure of the atmosphere operates upon that portion only of the fiuid which
is now exposed to the air, and its effect is to keep the beer in. But if you bore a
small hole with a gimlet through the top of the cask, and so admit air to the upper
surface of the beer, it will then .How readily through t~e lower outlet. Dr. Kellie
imitated this process of making a vent.lwle, when he trepanned the skulls of sheep,
and admitted air to the yielding membranes of the brain.
He availed himself also, in these researches, of what he considered the converse
experiment. Ile desired to ascertain whether, under circumstances calculated ta
gorge the vessels of .the h~ad, ~hose of the .brain were ~r were not made really more
full than usual. With this object he exammed the brarns of two men who had been
hanged. Wh~n the. scalp in these cases .was divided, a. great .quantity of ~load
escaped; ruarkrng plarnly enough the congestion of the vessels exterwr tot.he cranmni.·
but there was no such congestion observable within. "'l'hc sinuses contained blood,
but in no extraordinary quantity; the larger vessels on the surface and between the
convolutions were but moderately filled; and the pia mater was, upon the whole,
paler, and less vnscular than we often find it in ordinary cases." Similar appearances have been noticed by myself. I paid particular attention to the condition of
the bead, during the examination, below-stairs, of the body of J3ishop, the murderer
of the Italian boy. When the corpse was brought hither after tho cxecution 1 the
eyes were bloodshotten, and the lips and countenance turgid and livid. '!'he inner
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surface of the scalp, when it was turned back, and the exposed i;:urfi1ce of the skull,
were very red and bloody; and in one part, on the right side of the head, there was
some blood extramsatcd. But when the bone had been sawn through, and the skullcap removed, the larµ;c veins of the brain did not appc~r unna~urally full.
.
In the year 1826 I was present in St. Bartholomcw 1 s Ifospnal, at the opcnmg of
the head of a woman who had been hanged the day before, for murder. I find the
followina statement in a note which I made at the time. "The scalp was bloody, but
the brai~ was of very natural texture and appearance, and not more than commonly
full of blood."
Among the proposi~ions deduced by Dr. Kellie from his observations and cxpcri.
ments, were the following : .
.
1. That in the brains of animals that have died of h::cmorrhagc, there 1s no lack
of blood, but, on the contrary, very often a st~te of venou~ co~gesti on.
.
.
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wluch
3. That the quantity of blood in the cerebral vessels is not affected by gravitation:
in other words, that it remains the same, whatever may be the posture of the body,
and the position of the head.
Dr. Burrows, distrusting the whole theory, and unsatisfied with the experiments
by which it was fortified, determined to repeat them, taking care, as much as was
possible, to exclude every conceivable source of fa11acy : and he has shown, most conYincingly, that Dr. Kellie's conclusions were erroneous.
First, he demonstrated that hoomorrhagc has a most decided effect in depleting the
cerebral blood-vessels, and in reducing the quautity of blood within, as well as upon
the outside of the cranium. Two well-grown rabbits were killed; the one (A) by
opening the jugular vein and carotid artery on one side of the throat; the other (B)
by strangulation. Round the throat of the first, as soon as it was dead, a ligature
was tightly drawn, to prevent any further escape of blood from the vessels of the
head.
"The contrast between the two brains in point of vascnlarity, both on the surface
and in the interior, was most strik in g. In the one scarcely the trace of a blood-vessel
could be seen; in the other, every ves.sel was turgid with blood."
He next investigated the effect of posture upon the condition of the intracranial
vessels.
"'fwo fu ll -grown rabbits were killed by prussic acid; and while their hearts were
still pulsating, the oue (C) was suspended by the ears, the other (D) by the hind
legs. They were left suspended for twenty-four hours; and before they were tnkcn
down for examination, a. tight ligature was placed round the throat of each rabbit1 to
prevent, as effectually as was possible, any further flow of blood to or from the head,
after they were removed from their respective positions.
"In the rabbit (C) the whole of the external parts of the head, the ears, the eyeballs, &c., were pallid and flaccid; the muscles of the scalp and bones of the cranium
were also remarkably exsanguine. Upon opening the cranium, the membranes and
substance of the brain were paJlid, the sinuses and other vessels were exsanguine anoomic beyond my expectation.
"In the rabbit (D), the external parts of the head, tlie ears, eyeballs, &c., were
turgid, livid, and congested. The muscles and bones of the cranium were of a dark
hue, and gorged with blood, which at some parts appeared cxtravasated. Upon open1
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with dark blood, and there was stamrng of the tissues, if not extravasation of· bJood
into the membranes. The substance of the brain was uniformly dark, and congested
to a remarkable ex.tent."
l?rom these experiments, Dr. Burrows draws the logical inference, that "the principle of the subsidence of fluids after death operates on the parts contained within
the cranium, as well as upon those situated in the thorax or abdomen."
And of t~iat a~scncc of v~seularity sometimes ob~erved within the skulls of persons
who have died ot strangulation, he offers a very satisfactory explanation.
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upon the jugular veins on the opposite sides of the neck, ]caving one of them more
or less pervious.
11 But there is another
still more efficient cause of the occasional absence of congestion of the cerebral vessels after death by hanging. It is the subsidence of the
fluid blood after death, while the body is yet suspended, through the cervical vessels
which are not completely obliterated by the pressure of the cord. And, it should be
recollected, there arc some channels which arc scarcely, if at all, affected by the compression of the rope. These other channels are the vertebral sinuses, and special
plexus of veins, so ably delineated by M. Breschet.
l\loreover, the manner in which the corpse is generally exam ined, pro~es an additional source of fallacy. All the great vessels of the neck arc usually cut across, and
the viscera of the thorax removed from the body, before the skull is opened. Then,
while the head is elevated, during the operation of taking off the calvarium, and examining the brain, the blood, still fluid (as it almost always remains, after sudden
death of any kind,) "gravitates from the cranium, and pours from the divided cervical vessels into the chest.1'
In further couiirmation of Dr. Burrows' conclusions, I will read to you from the
British and Fore1f;n J.llcdico-Ohfrurgical Review for April, 1855, a. short account of
a very curious and conclusive experiment made at Berlin, under the direction of l\I.
Dondcr:" A portion of the skull of a rabbit was removed, the corresponding piece of dura
mater cut out, an accurately-fitting portion of a watch-glass let into the opening in
the calvarium, and the junction made air-tight with gum. Whenever, by cum pressing the nose and mouth, respiration was intercepted, within ten seconds iDcrcased
redness of the pia mater could be seen with the naked eye. This condition was made
still more evident by the use of the microscope: and each time some minutes elapsed
before the congestion again diminished. A depending position of the head also
increased the hyperremia. Rapid abstrnction of blood very distinctly diminished the
diameter of the vessels."
.By this refutation of a prevalent error, not unlikely to warp or mislead our practice
in some cercbrnl disorders, Dr. Burrows has done the science of medicine an essential
sen·icc.
'fhe theory which he has demolished involved probably more than one erroneous
assumption. Dr. Burrows thinks that the anatomical structure of the human cranium
does not warrant the opinion that its contents are withdrawn from the pressure of the
atmosphere. "The numerous fissures, and foramina, for the transmission of vessels
and nerves through the bones of the cranium, appear to me (he says) to do away with
the idea of the crnnium being a perfect sphere, like a glass globe, to which it has
been compared by some writers. If there were not always an ec1ui librium of pressure
on the parts within and without the cranium, very serious consequences would arise
at the various foramina. of the skull."
We fall back, therefore, upon another principle, whereby some of the difficulty and
obscureness which attend certain affections of the brain aod nerves may be explained.
I mean the principle of varying pressure upon the nervous substance. Physiologists
say that the cerebral matter is incompressible. This is another of the questionable
assumptions implied in the foregoing theory. Upon what grounds the opinion may
rest, lam ignorant: but whether the brain be compressible or not,-whether, that is,
it be or be not reducible by pressure into a smaller compass, it is clearly capable of
having different degrees of pressure applied to it, and of being pressed out of its
ordinary form. We shall see, hereafter, that by pressure exercised from within, by
the distension of what are called the ventricles of the brain, the convolutions on its
surface arc sometim es flattened, and the natural furrows between them nearly effaced.
Pressure there certainly is in what I shall have to describe to you as hypertrophy of
the brain. There must be considerable pressure on the nervous pulp when blood is
poured out within it from a ruptured artery in cerebral h::cmorrhage. But the
phenomena noticeable when a portion of the skull has been removed by tho trcphine,
show very clearly that the encephalon sustains pressure from varying states of the
circulation <luring perfect health. The surface of the brain, seen through the circular
opening iu the bone, is obsen·ed to pulsate; and to pulsate with a twofold motion .
Witli every systole of the heart, the surface protrudes a little; and it again subsides
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the contents of the cranium. But the brain has also an alternate movement, corresponding with the movements of the thorax in breathing: risinr?' with e~er¥ act of
expiration, and sinking with every act of inspiration .. Now, durmg cxp1.rahon, the
blood escapes less freely from tho head through the vcrns; and tlm~ a~rn vascular
fulness is found connected with evidence of pressure on the parts w1thrn the head.
In further proof of this, if any were needed, ~ might ngain refer to D;. Kcl!i,c's
experiments. Ile removed a portion of the era.mum of a. dog by the trcphrne . . lbe
brain was observed to rise and fall alternately, but so as alway:. to fill the cram um;
the rise being marked by a sort of protrusion thr~ugh t1.1e hole that had been made.
One of the carotid arteries was now opened, and in a mrnutc or two afterwards there
was an evident o-radual sinkino- and receding of the brain from t!ie margin of t11e
bone. So like"~se, when the ~blood was fl.owing from the rabb.it (A) in Dr. Burrows'
experiment, 11 the conjunctiva. was observed to become palhd, and the e!Jeballs to
sh1·ink within the sockets."
It is certain thou that, whether the cerebral pulp yields or not, there is a constant
alternation of a greater and a less compressing force, exerted upon it during life. It
is not improbable that this continual variation of the compressing- force may be essential
to the performance of the cerebral functions.. l\Iay not the brain be thus incessantly
charged, if indeed it be (as has been suggested by no less a philosopher than Sir John
Herschel) "an electric pile, constantly in action,'' discharging itself by the nerves, at
brief intervals, " when the tension of the electricity developed reaches a. certain
point?" Ilowcver this may be, it is equally certain that the compressing force may
transgr~s its natural limits., in either direction j may be too great or too little. The
functions of the nervous centres may be pen·erted, or lost, when the pressure becomes
excessive; or, on the other hand, when the pressure is insufficient.
It is plain that excess of pressure may cause fatal coma, or defect of pressure fata l
syncope, and yet no evidence of the operation of these causes be left in the dead
brain. And we may explain, by the help of this same theory of pressure, a very
singular phenomenon observed io certain forms of cerebral disease; I mean the
occasional recurrence only of the symptoms, although the organic disease itself be
permanent. For example, we see continually persons who arc epileptic : that is,
they have fits of convulsion and stupor now and lfien, and appear perfectly well in the
intervals. After the death of such patients we sometimes find organic disease of the
brain; a piece of bone perhaps projecting from the cranium, or a tumour, or a cyst:
and this we are apt to consider as a sufficient explanation of the preceding disease;
but we arc always pressed with this difficulty: if the tumour or piece of bone were
the cause of the paroxysms, why had the paroxysms any cessation?
It seems probable, or not improbable, that in such cases as these, and in many
others, the permanent morbid condition is a predisposing cause only of the occasional
symptoms; rendering the diseased organ more sensible to variations in the circulation;
to accidental circumstances which determine an undue amount of compressing force,
or a deficient amount: and I think Dr . .Abercrombie has gone too far when he says
"we may safely assert that the brain is not compressible by any such force as can be
conveyed to it from the heart through the carotid and vertebral arteries."
Dr. Kellie narrates the following curious circumstance:-" Mr. G., with a. numerous
train of distressing symptoms, which too well marked the existence of enlargement of
the heart, and the violent propulsive energy of thnt viscus, had only one, characteristic
of any disturbance within the head. On looking upwards to the whitened ceiling of
a room, he saw a. darkened spectrum, which vanished and reappeared with great
regularity. It was soon discovered that the appearance of this umbra. was synchronous
with the systole of the heart, so that he used often, in my presence, to count his pulse
with the utmost precision, by keeping his eye fixed on the ceiling, a.ud numbering
every appearance of the spectrum." In this case it is presumable that by each contraction of the left ventricle of the heart, plethora of the cerebral blood-vessels was
produced, and therefore an excess of pressure upon the cerebral substance. In that
whic~ I am about to quote it seems probable, on the other hand, that comparative
':!mptrness of the ~essels of the brain, and a. consequent defect of the requisite degree
1f pressure, occasioned the morbid phenomenon.
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A gentleman, thirty years old, was reduced to a state of extreme weakness and
emaciation by some complaint of his stomach. As the debility advanced, he became
very deaf; and this symptom varied in the following instructive manner. Ile was
very deaf while sitting erect or standing; but when he lay horizontally, with his head
quite low, he could hear very well. If, when standing, he stooped forwards so as to
produce flushing of the face, his hearing was perfect; and upon raising himself again
into the erect posture, he continued to hear distinctly as Ionµ: as the flushing continued: as this went off the deafacss returned. (ABERCROMBIE.) An old clergyman,
who was formerly my patient, was troubled by two grievances : deafness and an iuterruittiog pulse. They were both always benefited by quina.
Objections, I sbould tell you, bave been raised against this theory of pressure affecting the functions of the nervous centres; but I think the objections arc susceptible
of a. satisfactory answer. I must content myself, however, for the present, with having
pointed out the main grounds upon which the theory rests. 'fhc difficulties that
attend it, and the considerations which diminish the force of those difficulties, will
come necessarily before us on a future occasion.

LECTURE XXII.
Symptoms of Cerebral Disease.s. Inflammation of tlie Dura Mater and Arachnoid,
from external inJury; from Disease of the Bones of the Ear, and of the .Nose;
from tlie poison of S!JpMlis.-ln.ftammatian of the Pia .Jllater.
THE functions of the brain, summarily expressed, being sensation, thought, and
voluntary motion, we naturally look for disturbances of those functions whenever the
organ suffers disorder or disease. And experience bas made us familiar with various
forms of disturbance to which these same cerebral functions are liable. Let us pass
them shortly in review.
1. The faculty of sensation may be morbidly keen, or morbidly obtuse; or it may
be perverted: in other words, it may deviate in degree, or in kind, from the healthy
standard.
The sensations referred to the several surfaces and structu res of the body, and to
the organs of sense, may (without any fault in those parts and organs) be preternaturally acute. Tenderness ascribed to different part.s, their natural sensations being
heightened into pain; a general state of irritability; intolerance of light, and of noise;
are so many instances of this over-sensitiveness of the percipient organ.
Under the head of diminished or defective sensation may be ranked, numbness in
all its degrees, up to total loss of sensibility, or ancestlu:sia ,· dulncss of hearing, deafness; dimness of sight, blindness; failure, or absolute extinction of the senses of taste
and of smell.
Perverted sensations, sensations unnatural in kind, or unprompted by their special
excitements, arc very numerous. To mention a few: giddiness; nausea; ringing
sounds in the ears; ocular spectra; ill smells in the nostrils; false tastes on the palate;
itchinP"; and sund ry uneasy feelings, many of which arc iudescribnble. Various kinds
of pai~ belong to this class; spirits violently high; causeless depression, anxiety, and
dread.
2. Innumerable degrees and varieties of disturbance of the faculty of thought are
met with. Delirium in all its shades; dulness and confusion of intellect; sundry
defects of memory; in capacity of judgment; and every degree of stupor up to complete coma.
3. Of the function of voluntary motion there are also various kinds and gradations
of deranf!:ement: twitchings of the muscles; tremors of the limbs; rigidity frC\l!l
spasm; irregular and involuntary jactit.ation; convulsions; muscular debility; palsy.
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Now, as I stated before, there is, and there can b~ no _pbys.ical exploration of. the
living brain. We arc limited, therefore, in studyrng its disease~, to t~1c rational
symptoms. It becomes our task to interpret the import of the multiform disturbances
of function just enumerated, in every case in which more or fc,ver of them appear;
and when you arc told that these symptoms are apt to present themselves in almost
every conceivable order and combination, and, morco~cr, that 1~1a.oy of them may be
sympathetic of diseases of other parts than the br.uu, you will scarcely need to be
further informed, that the language they speak is often vcr~ hard to C?nstruc; ~hat
we frequently fail to reach and discover, by these outward signals, the rnward thrngs
they denote.
i am about to consider, in the first place, some of the 1·nflammalorJJ affections of
the brain, and some which may easily be mistaken for in~amm:~tory affections; and I
warn you beforehand, that, in respect to exactness of diagnos is, we are sad ly barren
of certainties in these matters. Hints, sketches, approximations, are nearly all that
I can promise concerning not a few of the many diseased conditions to which the
brain and its appendages are obnoxious.
In the brain, as in other composite organs, inflammation may be general or partial.
I t may attack certain tissues only : it may be seated in the substance of the cereb ral
mass; or in the membranes that envelope it.
I nec>d not tell any of you that the membranes which invest the brain are three in
number; the fibrous dura mater, the serous arachnoid, and the pia mater, which is
composed of blood-vessels held together by a web of areolar tissue.
Speaking generally, inflammation of the cerebral substance alone, is perhaps more
common than inflammation of the investing membranes alone. The central parts of
the nervous mass may and do suffer inflammation, while the membranes escape. But
it seems to me scarcely possible that inflammation of the pia water should take place
without implicating also the surface of the convolutions with which it h38 so close a
relatioo, and a vascular coonexion so iotimate.
Again, with respect to the mcmbraoes themselves, the dura mater may be inflamed
while the pia. mater remains unaffected. I believe also that the arachnoid may suffer
inflammation, and leave the subjaeent pia. mater untouched. ·whether the arachnoid
ever escapes participating in the inflammation of the dura mater on the one side, or
of the pin. mater on the other, is to be doubted.
Can we separate and distinguish these several inflammations by assignin"' to each
its proper external phenomena? Seldom; scarcely ever. Doubtless ea~h has its
peculiar symptoms; and if inflammation were often strictly limited to the one membrane or to the other, and if the course and events of the inflammation did not
modify the condition of the brain itself, by causing variations of pressure, or by
affecting the circulation of blood through it, then we might expect greater uniformity,
and mip:ht hope by careful and repeated observation to seize upon the desired distinctions. But this simplicity is not exhibited by the inflammatory affections of the parts
with~n the cra~ium. Inflammation commencing in one membrane is apt to spread
readily and rapidly to the rest, and to the cerebral substance; and the complication
of diseased conditions coexisting within the skull at the same time, throws confusion
over the whole subject. This uncertainty of exact diagnosis is however of the 1es.s
consequence, inasmuch ns when we have learned that inflammation is goin('J' on in any
part of the cnccphalon, we haye learned enough to direct us as to the ;cucral plan
of treatment to be ndopted.
. !'-ftcr all, certain s.rmptorns do proscnt themselves more froquently when one part

~a:~~,;~~daitdw~~rh~ npr~~~crr a?t!~:C~i:~r~o f~:2~cc~~fut: 1~~~ta~~0}:;~sp:r~!n~~:
geal inflammation separately.
Let us, first, then, consider inflammation as it is confined, occasionally, to the dura
mater- or to the dura mater and arachnoid.
This very rarely happens as an idiop~thic or spontaneous disease; but it is not at
all ?-ncommon as a result of external rnJury. And we may advantageously trace its
?rrJrnary ~hcnomena and consequences, by attending to these instances of traumatic
inflammation of the dura mater. They were excellently well described, many years
ago, by Mr. Pott. A man receives a blow on the head; the blow stuns him perhaps
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at the time, but he presently recovers himself, and remains for a 1,,~rtain period, ap·
pareutly in perfect health. But after some days he begins to complain; he has pain
of the head, is restless, cannot sleep, has a frequent and hard pulse, a hot and dry
skin, his countenance becomes flushed, his eyes are red and fcrrety; rigors, nausea,
and vomiting supervene; and, towards the end, delirium, convulsions, or coma.
l\Ieanwhile the part which was struck becomes puffy, tumid, and somewhat tender;
and if this tumid portion of the scalp be cut through, the pericranium beneath it is
found to be separated from the bone; moreover, the bone itself is observed to be
altered in colour, whiter and drier than the healthy bone; and if a piece of this bone
be removed, it is also seen that the dura mater on the other side of it is detached
from the cranium, and sometimes smeared with lymph or puriform matter. 'fhis is
a form of disease very often met with by the surgeon. I have watched, with much
interest, several such cases under the care of my hospital colleagues. One or two
of them I will briefly describe.
la the year 1833, during Christmas time, the coachman of a lady li ving in my
neighbourhood fell, being intoxicated, into a cellar or area, struck in his fall one side
of his head, and tore up the scalp over a considerable space. lie was carried to ~he
hospital, where the loose flap of integuments was cloanscd and replaced. After some
days erysipelas came on, and then a much larger portion of the scalp sloughed away,
so that the bone was laid bare to a frightful extent, and looked, at a little distance,
as be sat up in bed, like the tonsure of a monk. N cvertheless the man seemed
wonderfully free from suffering or distress: his pulse, indeed, was frequent, but it
was said to be so during health. His intellect was clear, and he had no head syrup·
toms; or rather no brain symptoms.
In the early part of February, 1834, be had a shivering fit, which was followed by
convulsions of the right side of the body, and subsequently by paralysis of the right
arm and leg, and by stupor, from which he could easily be roused. He would put
out his tongue when desired to do so; but to e>ery question he answered "yes." A
portion of the left parietal bone was evidently dead. Herc the trephine was applied;
and a. piece of bone being removed, the dura mater was exposed. It looked as if it
also had lost its vitality. Some pus lay upon it. No relief followed the operation.
On the 10th of February fluctuation was detected beneath the dura mater, which
was then slit open. About three drachms of puriform fluid escaped. 1'he patient
died soon afterwards, having had no active delirium throughout.
1'he surface of the dura mater was found to be nearly of its natural appearance,
except where the trcpanning had been performed. At that spot it was dry and
sloughy. Over the whole of the anterior and lateral surface of the left hemisphere
there lay, upon tlrn arachnoid, a. thick coating of congulable lymph, smea red with
pus : this extended down the posterior part of the hemisphere also, nearly to its base.
There was no other morbid appearance; no fluid in the pia mater, nor in the vcn.
tricles. The substance of the brain was everywhere perfectly sound and healthy: it
was divided in all directions in search of an abscess, but nothing unnatural could be
detected.
Another man came to the hospital to have a. small incised wound of the scalp
looked at. The injury appeared to be trivial; the cut was dressed, and the man
made an out-patient. A few days afterwards he came again, iucoruplctcly paralytic
on one side of his body. I saw this man's skull trepanned; he was perfectly calm
and collected: that part of the dura mater which corresponded to the wound was
found to be inflamed: and there was pus diffused over the arachnoid covering the
cerebral convoluti ons on the same side. Ile sank quietly into a state of coma, and
so died. Not the slightest incoherence or delirium bad been manifested, there had
been no convulsions, nor was there any other morbid appearance within th e cranium.
I mention these cases to show you the grounds of my own opin ion that infJ:un.
mation, beginning in the fibrous membrane, may affect the arachnoid, without 11eces.
sadly extending to the pia mater; just as inflammation rnay overspread the pleura,
or the pericardium, without touching the lung or heart which those serous membranes
respectively clothe. Here no sensible traces of inflammation were discovered, deeper
than the free surface of the arachnoid; and there had been no disturbance, till towards
the end, of the proper functions of the brain. I conclude that the disease did not
pass beyond the serous membrane; for I can scarcely conceive inflammation of the
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pia mater to exist without invoking, in some degree, the surface ~f the brain; nor
inflammation of the surface of the brain to exist without some manifest derangement
of the cerebral functions. In the instances that I haYe been relating, the final stupor
and palsy may reasonably be ascribed to pressure resulting from the cvc11ls of the in.
fiammation of the arachnoid; from the effused pus and lymph.
Inflammation of the dura mater is very rare as a simple and idiopathic affection.
Dr. Abercrombie relates one instance of it, as the only one he had seen; and even
that was not a pure case of inflammation of the dura mater. There was pus upon
that membrane, which adhered to the cranium over a space as big as a crown.piece,
and at that spot was ulcerated. But there was also found an adventitious membrane
beneath the arachnoid where it covers the brain.
Speak in~ generally, this complaint is marked by pain of the h_cad, by fever, and by
rigors which iutermit; and so regular sometimes arc the in_tenmss_ions, that the P"!-Ctitioncr may be tempted to believe that he has got an agu1sh patient, and to adnunister bark. The intellectual faculties, especially at the outset of the disease, are but
little affected; which is just what we might expect. The dura. mater and the
arachnoid lying apart from the sensorium, their inflammation can have no other than
an indirect influence upon its functions.
Although inflammation of the dura mater is very uncommon as an idiopathic or
primary disorder, we very frequently meet with it as a aooondary affection; and then
there are few diseases more surely fatal, or less within the reach of remedies. It is
as a consequence of what is called otitis, that physicians are chiefly accustomed to
encounter inflammation of the dura mater. It results from disease of the internal ear,
and of the petrous portion of the temporal bone. Sometimes acute inflammation
arises within the tympanum, when there has been no previous disease: the patient
has severe head-ache, and ear-ache; at length a g-ush of matter comes from the
external meatus, but the pain does not, as it usually does in such cases, cease; it
continues, or even increases in intensity: the patient begins to shiver; he becomes
dull and drowsy; slight delirium perhaps occurs; and by degrees he sinks into stupor.
In some instances no pus issues externally. More commonly symptoms of the same
kind super\'Cne upon a chronic discharge of purulent matter from the ear. It is
scarcely possible to sketch an accurate general picture of this insidious, but most
dangerous complaint. Next to seeing and watching actual cases of it, the best way
of becoming n.cquainted with its phenomena is by attending to recorded instances. l
will bring before you, therefore, some examples of inflammation of the dura mater 1
occurring in connexion with disease of the interior of the orgrm of hearing.
A. youth, sixteen years old, applied to the late Dr. Powell (who has related the case
in the fifth volume of tho 'l'ra11sactions oftlte College of Physicians) on account of an
eruption, with an acrid discharge, behind the right ear. Ile had become deaf five
years before, after scarlet fever, but no discharge took place at that time from the ear.
In the following year, however, he had the measles, and then an abscess formed in
the right ear; and after giving him much pain, it burst. Ile had again suffered,
three days before Dr. Powell first saw him, a sudden attack of very severe pain in the
same car. The pain quite deprived him of rest: but he had no fever, nor delirium,
nor coma. He slept, indeed, a great deal, but that was the effect of opiate~, which he
took to relieve the pain. This symptom was quieted by the opium ; but it always
returned with severity if the medicine were suspended. A frotid discharge came
from the car. On the tenth day of this attack, after a most violent paroxysm of pain,
his strength rapidly declined, and he died.
"When the head was examined, the structure of the dura mater was healthy and
natural, but be.neath this membrane the whole superior surface of the right hemisphere
was covered with a layer of coagulable lymph and pus. The vessels of the substance
of the brain were not more numerous or loaded than usual, and the brain itself was
healthy in every part. In the base of the skull the dura. mater adhered to the bone,
except at one part, of about half an inch diameter, just over the petrous portion of
the t?mporal hon~, where it was black and sloughy. The imbjacent portion of the
bone tts?lf was canons, black, and crumbling; aud contained footid pus."
. I°: this case, you will observe, there was no symptom to mark the extl!m1ive mischief
Witlun ~he head, except the pain: the pulse never exceeded 72; the skin was warm
and mmst; there was neither fever, nor delirium, nor convulsion, nor coma.
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A girl, aged nine, (I take t11is case from Dr. Abercrombie, whose '\'olum e on the
diseases of the brain is full of practically instructi\"e examples,) had been liable to
attacks of suppuration of the car, which were usually preceded by severe pain, and
some fever. She suffered one of these attacks in the left ear, in July, 1810. Upon
the discharge of matter from the ear she di<l not obtain ease, as she had done on
former occasions; but continued to be affected with pain, which extended over the
forehead. When Dr. Abercrombie saw her, he found that, besides the pain, she had
some vom iting, and impatience of light. Her look was oppressed; the pulse 8-l.
Blood.Jetting, purging, blistering, and mercury, were employed without relief. Two
days afterwards there was a sli ght and transient delirium, a degree of stupor, nnd
slight convulsions. She lay constantly with both her hands pressed upon her fore.
head, and moaning from pain, of which there had not been the least alleviation. On
the fifth day from the commencement of the discharge, she continued sensible, and
died suddenly in the afternoon, without either squinting. blindness, or coma, tho
pulse having been always under 90. A considerob le quantity of colourless fluid was
fouud in the ventricles of the brain, which, in other respects, was healthy. In the
left lobe of the cereliellun~ there was an abscess of considerable extent, containing
purulent matter of intolerable fcctor. The dura. mater, where it covered this pa.rt of
the cerebellum, was thickened and spongy, and the bone corresponding to this portion
was soft, a.nd slightly ca.rious on its inner surface; but there was no communication
with the ca.\'ity of the ear.
Here again pain was the most prominent symptom, and probably resulted from the
partial inflammation of the dura. mater. I t is interesting to mark these two points:tha.t the disease in the boue imparted disease to the dura mater, a.lthouµ,:h no passage
was opened from the tympanum; a.nd that this inflammatory state of the external
membrane of the brain led (appa.reotly) to deep.seated suppuratioo in the cerebellum ;
the parts lying between the abscess aoJ the dura mater escaping.
This last, and somewhat singular circumstance, rni~ht ha\'C been owing (so at least
I conjecture), to the extension of the inflammation from the suppur.iting- ear to some
of the veins of the skull; and the consequent formation in the cerebellum of one
of those secondary abscesses so commonly noticed in uncircumscribc<l phl<>bitis. Two
very remarkable instances of diffused inflammation of veins, and of its terrible effects,
occurring in connexion with purulent otorrhcea., have fallen under my own obscrva.
tion : one of them in pri\•ate practice, the other in the hospital. As I a.m not aware
that such consequences as supervene<l in these cases upon otitis, have received much
attention, I will briefly describe them.
Th e first of these two patients was a boy, eleven yea.rs old, whom I attended with
Dr. Macintyre and Mr. Arnott. Ile had had a discharge of offonsivc purulent matter
from the ear since the time when, four years before, he had gone through scarlet
fever. In August, 1833, he went, for a walk, into Kensington Gardens, and there
lay down, and slept upon the damp grass. The next day he was attacked with headache, shivering, and fever. Strong rigors, followed by heat and perspiration, occurred
very regularly for two or three days in succession ; suggesting the suspicion that his
complaint mi_f!;ht be ague: but then pain and swelling of some of the joints came on,
and were, at first, thought to be rheumatic. However, the true and alarming nature
of the case soon became apparent. Abscesses formed in and about the affcctcJ joints;
and one of these fluctuating swellings was opened, and a considerable quantity of
foul, grumous, dark-coloured matter let out. After about a fortnight the child sunk
under the continued irritation of the disease. 'l'he hip-joint presented a frightful specimen of disorganization; it was full of unhealthy sanious pus, the ligamcntum tores
was de!';troyed, the articular cartilages were gone, and matter had burrowed extensively
among the surroundl_ng muscles. The knee and ankle joiuts of the same limb were
in a siJllilar state. It is curious that the destructive disease of the joints was limited
to those of the right lower extremity, while the primary suppu ration was in the left
ear. Unfortunately the head was not examined; but that the fatal disorder bad
penetrate<~ from tl~e ear to the du!a ma.te!, I entertain no doubt: in alJ probability tbc
inflammation had rnvolved the vcms or smuscs of the head.
The second case had many points of similarity with this.
·Willi am .Marriott, aged 19, was admitted under my care into the Middlesex ITos.
pita! on the 18th of October, 1834, haviog ~ain and tumefaction of the right shoulder,
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wrist, and foot, with redness of the latter.
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Ile complained also of h eadach e, vertigo,

~;:cw~i:s~~:d, ~~ ~~n~:c ~~~:~~~~!i:~~\:; f~~q:t:!t(i1iJ,i~n~k\~is"~~w~fst ,;~~~ ~~7:~!~~
3
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A puriform discharf!;C came from his ri ~ht ca r.
.
. .
.
lie had been suddenly seized, a week before, with sharp parn rn ~hat car, ~h1ch
lasted twenty.four hours, when the discharge commenced, an_d the pain was reh~ved.
H e then began also to have headache, which had never left }wn, and to be somet1.mes
dizzy. Tbree days previously to his admission the rheU1~iat1sm (as he supposed tt to
be) commenced in t he fol)t. Wh en this part was cxanim cd, the red ness was found
to be circum scribed, somewhat livid, and limited to the g reat toe. It had much the
appearance of gout.
Ile soon began to be troubled with shiveri ng- fits, whi ~h recurred rcgul ~ rly every
mornin g about the r:.iame hour, and were followed by burnmg heat of the sk rn , but no
sweating. An abscess formed near the toe, and was ope ned by Mr. l\Jayo, and some
healthy-l ook in ~ pus evacuated. Next, a large flu ctuating tum our near the shou lder
was pun ctured, and three ounces of pus, mixed with blood, ca me out. After this
inci sion the ri gors ceased; but the abscesses c?ntinued_ open, and the di scharg-e had
an offensive smell. On t he Uth of November it was discovered that matter had collected in t he left hip: this al.1io was emptied by pu ncture. On the 1st of Dece mber,
a very large quantity, not le~s than three pints, of unhealthy and g-rumous pus, w:is
let out from a vast abscess which had fo rm ed in the loins: and pu'3 was noticed in
l1i s stools. The discharge from the shoulder came at last to resemble the lees of
port wine.
During all this while the patient remained fe,·erish, with a dry parched tongue, and
a rapid and feeble pullie. Th e dia rrhcea continued, more or less, throughout. For
some time before his death, which happened about the middle of the month of De·
ccmber, the left leg and thigh had been much en laqi ed by cedema.
I was not able to be present at the in spection of th e body; and I have to regret
that in the report. which I receiYed of it, the condition of the brain, of its membranes,
and of its veins, was not noted.
Th e right shoulder-j oint was extensively di seased; tlic cartilages were destroyed
by ulceration over a considerable sp!!.ce. Th ose of th e left hip were ent.ire, but the
synovial cavity was full of foul matter. Th e j oint of th e !!rcat toe was implicated
also in the abscc8s which had formed th ere. The femoral vein, on the left side, was
plugged up throughout its whole extent, by a coagulum , whi ch was firm and of a reddish.brown colou r at the upper part of th e vessel, loose and dark er towa rd s the ham.
Th e sap hena. was pervious; the iliac was free from di scai-e.
'l'hc lun frS had undergone partial disor_!?::rnization. Several dii-tioct portions of the
pulmonary ti~sue were 11 carly solid , while the tis8ue imm ed iately around them was
crepitaot a nd hea lthy. From these small solidified porti ons, purulent matter could be
mad e to ooze by ~en tl e pressure.
Th e mas toid cells of the ri ght temporal bone were fill ed with pus, and there was a
slit-like open in g in the membrana tympani. Th e small bones of the ear were sound.
I much lament that in these instances, the direct link of co nn exion between the
disease of the ca r and the disorg-anization of the joints was not demonstrated : for
seeing (they say) is belicvin~. Yet th e pain of the ear, the di sc h a r~e of pus from
th e externa l mcatus, the subsequent pain of the hcnd, com ing on with fover and
ri gors, and followed after a short interval by destructive suppurati on in severa l <list~·rnt
parts, and, in the last case, the actual fe moral phlebitis; these circumstances form a
chain of presumptive ev id ence, amounting, in my judg:ment, to moral certainty, that
the fata l mischief, in each case, found entrance throu gh "the porches of th e car;"
and that the dura mater underwent inflammation . Th e same evidence is scarcely less
affirmative of th e co mplication of cerebral phl ebitis. Perhaps the veins of the diploC,
which in th e craui:il bones arc of consid erable ma~nitud c, were involved in the inflammatory mischief; perhaps the lar~e sinuses of the brain. The close vicinity of the
lateral sinus to the diseased bone, and jts formation by a dupli caturc of the dura
mater, would seem to render such a complication hig-hly probable.
'l'h ese views, which were brought forward in my fi rst course of J_Jectures here, in
1836, 'ha\•e been confirmed by the publication more recen tly (1841 ). in th e Medlml
Gazette, by Dr. Bruce of Liverpool, of two cases witn essed by himself, of " Phlebitis
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of the cerebral sinuses as a. result of purulent otorrhrea."
instances of the same kind recorded by different authors.
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Ile refers to several other
This co1ubiuation of dis-

ease is doubtless more common than had been heretofore supposed: and the important
pathological considcr.itions connected with it will probably receive further illustration,
now that the attention of the profession has been called t.o the subject by Dr. Bruce's

paper.

Dr. Griffin hss published, in the Dublin Journal ef SciPnce, two examples of otitis
attended with symptoms exactly resembling those of intermittent fever. One of theru
is as follows :-A young man, pre, iously healthy, was attacked with fits of shivering.
1

accompanied by pain in the left side of tbe head. At first the paroxysms were rather
irregular, but they soon assumed the form of tertian ogue; coming on every othe r
day, at about the same bour; the cold fit commencinµ- at noon, and lasting about half
an hour, followed by a hot stage of somewhat longer dur:ltion, and then a profuse
sweat. In the intermissions the pain in the head was trifliug: there was no thirst,
nor heat of skin, but he did not sleep. A tumour formed over tho mastoid process
on the left side, and was opened, and a quantity of extremely offensive browni!:lh pus
sprang out with grcnt force. This gave much relief. 'l'he bone was carious over a
space as big as a shilling. After about ten days, the pain in the head and in the
mastoid process became very severe; the patient had violent sh ivcrinf! fits many times
in the day, great thirst, heat of skin, vomiting anJ delirium; his face was flushed, and
his pulse hard; and he died within a few hours after the accession of these last
symptoms.
'!'he most remarkable features in this case were the similarity of the fits of shivering
to the paroxysms of ague, their rehrular recurrence at periods of forty-eight hours, and
the circumst:rnce that they seemed to be checked, for some time, by the treatment
proper in ague; namely, the exhibition of bark. The occurrence of g"otidian paroxysms of the same kind has been noticed in relating some of the previous cases.
1 have related them to show you what different f'ymptoms may result from in6ammation of the dura mater; and to put you upon your guard agaim;t overlooking the
cause from wh ich such inflammation does frequeutly originate. '1'he suppuration of
the tywp:rnum, and consequent disease of the bone, arc more common iu scrofulous
persons than in others; aud they are more apt to occur as a scquc.I of scarlet fever
than in any other way. l couceive that the inflammation which affects the throat in
that disorder, and which often constitutes all its danger, creeps along the eust:tchian
tube iuto the interior of the ear. In strumous subjects the tire thus lighted s moulders on, or if it e\'er go out, is readily rekindled; that part of the temporal bone, in
which the organ of heariug is principally lodged, becomes carious; the 111c1ubraua
tympani is perforated; the little bones of the car come away; more or less deafness
ensues: and from ti111e to time, or habitually it may be, there is a discharge of pus
from the external orifiue. At length the inner surface of the bone participates in the
disease; and thi.!n the inflammation is apt to be propagated to the durn muter, or to
the lateral sinus, in the manner of which I ha\'e gi\·eu j'Ou some instances. It is iu
the first onset of the inflammation in the ear that remedies arc most likely to be efficient in preventing this catastrophe. Leeches applied early and repeatedly to the
mastoid process, especially when that part becomes tender, as it often docs in euch
cases, and countcr-irriwtion afterwards, are the best means iu our possession. If
symptoms of acute iu6ammation within the hea<l supervene, the co1upbint may demand more acti,·c treatment, which I shall describe when 1 ha\'e spoken of infiammation of the other membranes of the braio. After what has been sa id, it is uunccessary to point out to you that the prognosis io these cases is very unfavourable.
l3ut we are not to abandon them in despair. That inflammation of the dura mater
may be recovered from, we know, by what happens in certain injuries of the head:
and the following would seem to be ao inst.irnce of recovery whcu the source of the
mischief was situated in the ear. A young lady, after the usual sym ptoms in the
h ead 1 lay for three or four days in .a state of perfect ?Ot na , uud. l~ c r con diti on was

~l;o~~!~;; u!~leJl~nl~oJ~~c~~·cy :~=~~,~~~~~:~ 1;t~eun1~•:.1i~~dc~~u~ 1~1~Uh~r :~~~t:~e1~1 ~~ :n~wg:;

ftbm complaint: a. copious discharge of matter had taken place from the ra r, w:th
im111ediate relief: and she f'01tfl11ued in good health.- ( ..-\.urncno~rnu:.) We ca1n1u!.
Le sure in such a case that the matter cawe from the brain; Lut the symptoms mucie
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t~1at supposition excoeding:ly probable. The case shows c_lcarly one of two thin[!~ i
CJthcr that pus may thus escape from the skull, and the patient p:ct well; or that pu.;;
shut up in the ca\'ily of the tympanum, or in the mastoid cd~s, may produce the
urgent symptoms that are known to result from cerebral pressure.
[The frequency with which inflammation of the dura mater ~u~CrYcncs upon otitis,
e~pccially in chil<lrcn, should be kept constantly in mind; for 1t IS 0~1ly by a prompt,

~c:i;:~ ~~,~,~u3~i;i~~~:;e~~t1~:;i~~;l~i~!t pt~~~c~~s~s: 1:!:o:~~flna~~ 11~~t~~~ i~11~:r~~lt:i~~~~h~~

the membranes of the brain, the termination is very gcncrnlly fatal.-0.]
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discharge from the nose, and becomi.ng at !~st foq:~ctful a_nd _dclmous, an.cl <lywg 1~1 a
state of coma. I have never met with an rnstancc .of tlus lond j nor of rnflamrnat1on
spread in,!? inwards from the socket of the eye: but I make no doubt that each may
occasionally happen.
1'hat part of the dura. mater which is reflected O\"Cf the inside of tlic i:;kull may be
regarded as its internal pcriosteum. Like the pcriostcum of the tibia, of the clavicles,
of the bon('S composing the sternum, like the pcricranium itself, this mcmbrnn.c i~
1iable to a specific inflammation, one of the secondary cffccl~ of the poison of syphdi~.
In this form of disease you will often find the outer surface of the cranium p:iinful,
tender, knobby, embossed with smooth, round projections of considerable size : and
there is good ~round for believing that, under similar circum~tances of cont.amin:ition,
E:imilar prominences arise from its inner surface also. There may be nodes on either
side of these bones; within no less than without. And such internal nodes, by the
pressure, or by the irritation which they cause, may giYe rise to cercbrnl symptoms:
paia in the head, convulsions, paralysis, coma.. \Vhcac,·er such symptoms present
themselves, you must not allow this possible mode of their production to escape your
attention and inquiry. This care is the more important because for chronic periostitis
of syphilitic ori~in - if not for every form of chronic periostitis -we possess a specific remedy in the iodide of potassium. To have discoYerc<l this curious and valuable
truth should suffice to immortalize the name of the late Dr. Itobert 'Williams. 'l'he
effect of the iodide in these cases, when given iu appropriate doses, is marvellously
prompt and sure. rl'hc nodes cease to be painful, and bc~in at once to recede until
they disappear. I should not prescribe less at fi rst than fi\'e grains, three times daily;
and I should not besitate to carry the dose to ten or even fifteen ~rains, if the circumstances of the case should seem to require that increase. I have neYer seen any of
tho.'lc ill conse(1uences from full, but not excessive, doses of the iodide, which are
apprehended by some physicians of eminence. The remedy should be continued for
some time after the cxtcraal nodes have departed, or the symptoms produced by the
presumed internal nodes ham ceased, and it should then be gradually withdrawn.
These four then-idiopathic inflammation of the dura mater-very rare; inflam·
mation of the dum mater by extension of di8casc from the rothmoid bone, or from
the orbit- also infrequent; inflammation of the dura mater by extension of disease
from the pctrous portion of the temporal bone- very common; aud syphilitic in·
flammation of the dura mater-also common euou.f?h: these four constitute the forms
of iufl.ammation of the outermost tunic of the brain which the physician may be
called upon to treat. The inflammation is not always- nay, perhaps it is seldom, if
cnr- restri1.:ted to that tunic; but it begins there; and the essence of the disease
is inflammation of the dura mater.
Acute araclmitis - by which I mean active and unc01nbin1>d inflammation of the
arach?oid membrane-is, I apprehend, a. very uncommon disorder; although that
~erm IS of. frequent occurrence in medical writings. I have shown you alrc:idy that
rnf:la.mmauon may pass from the fibrous dura. mater to the serous membrane reflected
over it j and thcuce (by what is sometimes called contiguous sympathy) to the oppo·
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site portion of the same membrane spread over the surface of the brain. So, likewise, inflammation may extend from the pia mater to the arachnoid. lf simple
arachnitis, of an acute kind, ever happen, it has not been my fortune to sec or to
recognise it; and I can tell you nothing about it. In truth, the authors who use the
word arachuitis do not intend thereby to express unmixed inflammation of the arachnoid; but include under that term inflammation of the pia. mater also. Some apply
the name 1neni119itis to that compound affection; and the only objection to tliis
nomenclature is, that the dura mater is as much one of the meninges of the brain as
either of the two others.
In the few remarks which I have to make upon hiflammation of tlie pia mater
(or, if you will, of the pia. mater and arachnoid at once), I shall chiefly follow Dr.
Abercrombie: because his observations are comparatively recent, and carefully made;
because his veracity, and sobriety of judgment, and philosophical turn of mind, aro
well known; and because his cases (as re"'ards this particular affoction) arc quite to
the p.oint, and his descriptions clear and co~lCise .
. But I must premise a word or two respecting the anatomical characters of the
disease.
When the upper part of the skull, and the dura mater, have been removed, you
may frequently sec, on the surface of the exposed brain, what seems to be a thin
layer of clear gelatinous substance : but this appearance is fallacious. Puncture here
and there the transparent arachnoid, and a limpid fluid, like water, tricklos out; and
the jelly-like investment of the convolutions is gone. Now this thin serous liquid,
thus collected in the meshes of the pia mater, may be the event of inflammation of
that membrane: but it may also be produced, and it very often indeed is produced,
by simple congestion and remora in the cerebral veins. Nay, a certain amount of
scrosity, in this situation, belongs to the condition of health. "'e cannot, therefore,
~rith any ~crtaiuty, .infer, me:ely_from seeing th~s serous effus!on, that there has been
rnfiamwat1ou: we judge of its import, by notrng the co-existence, or the absence,
of other traces of inflammation; and by the character of the symptoms that preceded
death.
On the other hand, we may be sure that there has been inflammation of one or
both of these tunics of the brain when we find fulse rnemLra11es between them;
layers, i. e., of coagulable lymph . In the effusion· of this substance I conclude that
the vessels of the pia mater play the main part; both because it is n\ways, in such
cases, excessively vascular, while the arttchnoid is seldom found to be so in any
rcmm·kable degree, if at all: and also, because the false membrane common ly, though
not always, sends down layers between those duplicaturcs of the pia. mater which
descend into the sulci formed by the convolutions; where, as you know, the arachnoid docs not go. Io fact, considcrin~ the arachnoid as the serous membrane of the
brain, we shouJd expect that, when inflamed, it would present the events or products
of inflammation on its free surface; and we sometimes find them there; but this is
very rare; and for my own part, I look upon those effusions which lie beneath the
ar:1chnoid, between it and the pia mater, as being furnished cxclusirnly by the vcs:sels
of which the latter membrane is mainly composed.
Now, t~ie inflammation of these membranes (taking them together) commence~ ~nd
declares itself, by no fixed or uniform symptoms. '!'he most common and slnkmg
phenomenon is a sudden and long-continued paroxysm of yeneral co11i·1tlsions. Som.etimes this is the first thing noticed. Sometimes it comes on after a. few days of dtscowfort, slight headache, and vomiting. The convulsions recur, and at length end
in coma. Sometimes, again, the first attack of convuls ions is preceded by violent
pain iu the head, setting in quite suddenly, and attended with scream ing. Considering, on the one band,. the intimate connexion between the pia ma_ter and the grey
matter of the convolut1ons, and, on the other, the presumed fu11ct10ns of that grey
matter, we might expect that inflammalion of the pia. mater would soo n be attended
with some 111a11ifcet derangement of the mental facultic!!. According:ly, delirium,
oflcn violent and continued, is stated by most authors to accompany and denote inflammation of the membranes; and especially of the membranes where they invest
the upper surface of the cerebral hemispheres. Yet I do not find that symptom mentioned in a ny of the \'arious examples of meningitis recorded by Dr. Abercrombie.
Ile docs give cases, indeed, in which there u;as much delirium; but they wPre not
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cases of meningitis of any kind. He relates them as in~tanccs ~'of a very danger~us
modification of the disease, which shows only increased vascular1ty.". I venture with
1
great humility to question or criticise any opinion of Dr. Ahcrcron_1b1e s: but I entertain no doubt about the nature of the cases which he so describes; and I hope to
convince you by-and-by that they arc not exampl~s of infia.mnrntion at all. _'l'hc~
neither show the anatomical characters of inflammation, nor yield to the remedies of
inflammation. Excluding these cascs 1 I do not find delirium specified as a symptom
of uncombined meningitis. I shall abridge one or two of the well-marked examples
of the disease.
0
1
1
3

he~~a~\:~, :~n°S ;~~~;i~~~~ !~~~:~~!~ei;:~~: 1~~~l~~~e~l~1::~~ ~1;~~~~u~~1~ f~~~/ ~~:

the next two days she complained of some, but not much pam rn her forehead, a.nrl
did not even remain constantly in bed : no alarm was felt about her. On the tlnrd
day she was seize<l with .violent and loug-continued convulsi~ns, a!1d i~mediately .after
the conYulsions she fell rnto a state of deep coma.: she remarne<l in this state, with a.
natural pulse, till she died on the sixth day of the disease.
When the dura mater had been removed, the other membranes appeared highly
0
0
10

~~~~~~;1~~~~~~ad ~ ~~ ~~~~v~t:1~~a~~:1~~~i~ :nc~a~~~ ~{.'l ~1~~r::: i,b~~l~~:sa~~~~~it~~~~~

in irregular patches over various parts of the surface of the brain, but was most abundant on the upper part of the right hemisphere. It was as thick as a wafer, and in
some places dipped down between the convolutions. A considerable quantity of it
extended over the surface of the cerebellum also.
A child two years old was suddenly attacked one morning with severe and longcontinueJ convulsions. The convulsions recurred many times; in the intervals she
was dull and torpid, in a state of partial coma, with occasioual starting, and a frequent
and feeble pulse. On the fourth day she sank.
The surface of the brain, when the dura mater was removed, was covered in many
places, betwixt the arachnoid and pia mater, by au adventitious membrane. It was
chiefly found above the openings between the con\•olutions, and in some pl:iccs
appeared to descend a little way between them. The arachnoid when detached
seemed to be healthy; but the pia mater was in the highest state of vascularity
throughout; and when the brain was cut vertically, the spaces between the com'olutious were most strikin~dy marked by a bright line of vivid redness, produced by the
inflamed membrane. 'fhcrc was no effusion into the ventricles, and no other morbid
appearance.
In another example, the whole surface of the brain was covered by a continued
stratum of yellow false membrane, lying between the arachnoid and pia mater, and in
some parts following the course of the pia mater through the whole depth of the convolutions. The pia mater and arachnoid adhered together everywhere, \•ery firmly,
by means of it. Not a trace of it could be found either on the outer surface of the
amchnoid, or the inner surface of the pia mater. The arachnoid itself, when S('parated,
presented no unusual appearance, but the pia mater was everywhere excessively vascular.
There was no serous effusion, and the brain and cerebellum were perfectly healthy.
Now in this dissection there was unequivocal evidence of acute and extcusi\'e inflannuation of these membranes, or I should say of the pia mater; yet the symptoms
had been very obscure. The child in whom the disease occurred was convalescent
from a mild attack of Rcarlet fever. One evening he became very feverish, and complained of his belly. Three days afterwards be had frequent v01niti119, followed by
stupor, and some convulsive movements of his face and arms, and death took place
four days and a half after the feverishness began. We learn from this case, that
17cncral. and se~e!e i~f:lammation _of the innermost membrane may exist, and prnYe
fatal, without g1vmg rise to any violent symptoms at all.
1 must trouble you with one more history, because it affords another example of
what I ~1avc mentionod as being rare; viz., the effusion of the products of inflummat?ry action ~pon the .outer surface of the arachnoid,-marking therefore very dist1?ctly the rnfl~mmat1on of that membrane. It was evidently combined, however,
with rnflammatlon _of the pia nuLler also. A child, eight months old, died after more
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last severe convulsions, squintin~, and coma. At an early period of the complaint, a
remarkable prominence of the anterior fontanelle was noticed i in the second week
this increased considerably; and in the third week it was elevated into a distinct cir·
cumscribed tumour, which was soft and fluctuating, and pressure upon it occasioned
convulsions. It was opened by a small puncture, and discharged at first some purulent matter, and then bloody scrum. No change took place in the symptoms, and the
child died fou r days afterwards.
A deposit of thick flocculent matter mixed with pus was found covering the surface

of the brain to a considernblc extent, and lying upon the free surface of the arachnoid.
'fhcre was a similar deposition also between the arachnoid and the pia mater, and
considerable effusion into the ventricles.
If the skctche!:I I have been giving you afford a true outline of the phenomena
which attend acute inflammation of the pia mater, or of the pia mater and arachnoid
jointly, what, you may naturally ask, is the nature of those cases in which there is
high excitement, and much fever, and great delirium, and which arc sometimes spoken
of as pkrenitis or as brain fever? Why these ore in sta neos of acute infl ammation
of the whole contents of the cranium; of the brain and its membranes; of the
encephalon in short; and, therefore, the disease has been called, not improperly,
encephalitis. Of this formidable malady I shall give you some account to-morrow.
F10. 23.

F10. 24.

Fm. 23.-Subnrachnoid effusion on the upper surface of tho anterior lobe, cnusing an Rppo.ront
oblitero.Uonof the interstices between theeonvolutions,andaceompo.nied byincreo.sedvo.sculo.rity.
•Enlarged Po.cchionian bodies.
Fm. 2J. - Portion of upper ecrcbrnl hemisphere of a. young woman, o.ged 27, with purulent effusion
under the arachnoid: there were two yellow symmetrical patches, one on each parietal surface, concealing
thesubjaeentconvolutions.

LECTURE XXIII.
Ac1tte and general Inflammation of the Encephalon. Period of E.r('ilement.
in which t!te disease may commence. P eriod of Collapse.
tremtms.

Alorlt·-~

'l'reatmeut. Delirium

AoUTE iofiammation docs sometimes appear to invade at once the whole of the
parts that are lodged within the skull; or, beginning in one part, it extends rapidly
to all th? rest. As. the co ntents of the cra.nium arc called, collectively, the eucepha\on,
so the disorder winch I am about to consider has been named encephalitis. It is an
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uncouth appellation, but it will serve its purpose. Cullen, and many others, apply
the t<.'rm pltrenitis to the same disease. You may choose be.tween thcs~ names, .taktng
care to remember what they signify. The malady is somct11ues dcscrib_cd as rnfiammation of the membranes of the brain. I believe this to have arisen from the
circumstance that the effects of the inflammation which become visible after death,
are often more strikinu and obvious on the surface of the brain, or iu its ventricles,
than in the cerebral s~bstancc itself. An abscess in the nervous mass can scarcely be
m·erlookcd: a softe11i11g of the cerebral pulp may escape the notice of a hasty or an
inexpert observer: and those changes of colour which sornc~imcs denote .i11creased
yascularity of the same part, may very easily be passed over without attractrng much
attention.
Phrcnitis, or ence1Jlrnlitis 1 or acute and general inflammation of the brain and its
membranes, as it occurs in adults, presents two periods which are marked by different
symptoms, and in most instances arc very distinctly observable. In the first period
what are called symptoms of exc itement predominate: the fu11ctions of the orgau ~re
exaggerated as well as disordered; in the second P.eriod those symptoms appear which
are comprised under the term collupse. Somet11nes these two sets of symptoms,
in stead of following each other, are more or less mixed and confounded together.
:But the distinction is real, and requires to be attended to.
The symptoms that characterize the period of e.ccilement, are pain of the head,
often intense and deeply seated, or cxtcndin)?: over a large part of it j a sense of constriction across the forehead; throbbing of the temporal arteries; flushing of the face j
injection of the eyes, which have a wild and brilliaut look; coutr.action of the pupils;
preternatural sensibility to external impressious, amounting frequently to impatience
of light, aud of sound; violent delirium; want of sleep; paroxysrns of general
COJl\'ulsion; a parched and dry skin; a frec1uent and hard pulse j a white tongue j
thirst; nausea and vomiting:; constipation of the bowels.
You arc not tu look for all these symptoms in eYcry case; nor to conclude that your
patient has not inHammation of the brain because the phenomena which I have been
cuumerating do not all present themselves, or do not take place in any regular order
Clfsucccssion
In fact, we find, in actual practice, that cnccpl1alitis is apt to come on, to commcace
I mean, so far ns symptoms are concerned, in three or four different ways.
Sometimes there is a sudden alteration of manner, and the patient, complaining
probably of his head, becomes all at once and furiously delirious; and fever is lighted
up. 'l'hese arc symptoms which can not pass unnoticed, and which immediately direct
one's attention to the head. They may, however, be fallacious, as we shall see

by-aad-by.
In other cases the first thing remarked is nausea or vomiting: and these symptoms
may soon cease; or they may continue several days, and even sometimes throughout
th~ whole cours~ _of the disease. Bitter. fluids are brought ".Pi ~·ellow, or gr~cn, and
endently co11t:unmg a good deal of bile: and whatever 1s rntroduced rnto the
stomach, even a small quantity of the most simpl e drink, is immediately rejected.
·with this state of matters there is generally much constipation, and the bowels refuse

~~t i~xf1~1~:o~~~~r i :~tt~~~~I~: ~~c~s~ ~ff!;~~!i;e;~r
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occurring, as they usua1ly do,
with headache, they may easily. deceive a person who is not previously aware of what
tlicy may p~rtend. ~f th~ patient have not been previously subject to sick headaches, and 1f the ep1gJstnum and abdomen be natural, not tender, nor distended, as
they are apt ~o be when the stomach itself is in fault, and especially if the tongue be
at the same tnuc clean, we have the more reason to look narrowly into the case, and
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of bile, pcr~ons are apt,_ both patients and their doctors, to blame the liver, to set
:l?wn the disorder as bilious; but you ought to be aware, that whenever vomiting is
often repeated, or long continued, bile is to be expected in the matters brought up.
T.he action .of the duodenum, as well as that of the stomach, is inverted .i and the
bile passes rn the wrong direction. If you have ever suffered from sea-sickness, you
m~st know that after the puking has gone on for a liltle while, bile is constantly
Yo1ded.
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A~ain, some cases of acute inflammation of the brain set in neither with sudde n
and great disturbance of the intellectual ~unctions , nor with sick n c~~ and vomiting,
but with a paroxysm of general convulsion, such as often ushers rn :rn attack of
men in::dtis. This.symptom, according to Andr~l, is~ ~uuch more c~1tain sign .of
cerebral inflammation, than the occurrence of active delmum: and I <1u1tc agree with
him in so thinking.
It is probable (but I speak conjecturally only) that this divc~ity of symptoms,
markin_!r the onset of encephalitis, may depend upon the part in which the infl amma.
tion begins : whi ch is soon propagated from that part to the whole of the organ. I
should suppose that wh en nausea and vomiting arc the earliest symptoms, the inflam.
mation has taken its point of departure in the cerebra l pulp; in the substance of the
brain: and that when the attack comes on with a sudde n fit of convul sion, the in.
fiamurntion has commenced in the pia mater or arachnoid. This is consonant with
what we know of inflammation of those parts, wh en they arc separately affectf'd.
Aga in, it seems to me presumable that the cases whi ch arc characterized by early
and fierce deli rium are cases in whi ch th e infl.ammalory action ha s invad ed the st~per.
ficial parts of the cerebral hemisphe res, the grey portions of the co nvolutions. I say
I offer th ese as conjectures of rny ow n: what it is of importance for you to remembe r
is1 that inflammation of the brain does commence in the three several ways that 1
ha\·e been describing.
There arc some cases, howe\'er, that cannot be brought within even this general
rule. They bel!io in some irregular or obscure manner, or with some unmmal pheno-
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Abercrombie relates a very remarkable case in which the same thing happened.
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exposure to intense heat of the sun - insolation; an event very uncommon in our
climate. It occured in the practice of a sur ....eon at Selkirk, in Scotland : ''A youn~ man, aged 16, bathed twice, o~ the 5th of June, 18 18, in the riYer
Tweed. After coming out the second time he lay dow n on the bank, and fell asleep
without his hat, and with his head exposed to the direct beams of a hot sun. On
awaking, he was speech less; but walked home, and seemed to be otherwise iu good
]JCalth. H e was bl ed and purged, and the next day recovered hi s speech, but lost it
again at illtervals several times during the three or four fo llow iug days. Ile was
forgetful, and hi s look was dull and heavy: be made little complai nt, but when closely
questioned sa id he had a. dull un easiness at the back of his head. In a few days
more he had squi ntin g and double vision, and a very obstinate state of bowels, and
?is pulse was 60. After further bleeding the pulse rose to 86 ; but he sank grad ually
rnto coma, and died on the 30th."
Th e substance of the brain in general was found hi ghly vascular, and a very
considerable extent of it was in a state of soften ing mixed with suppuration. The
ventricles were distended with fluid, and the membrnncs in many places were much
thickened. One very curious circumstance (affording perhaps some explao:~tion of
the readiness with which the inflammation was produced) was that the cranium was
of very unequal thickness at its upper part. In one spot, as big as a sixpe nce, it was
as thin as writing paper, and transparent.
Ilowe,·er, the phenomena which I mentioned at first constitute th e common and
ordinary sympto ms of acute inflammation of the brain and its memb ranes. '!'h ey
continue for a variable period; from twelve hours to two days, or more; and then
they arc succeeded by others, which characterize the second stage of the co mplaint,
or the period of collapse, as it is ca.lied. These result, I apprehend, from th e events
and products of the inflammatory action ; the violence of which is O\'Cr, or abated.
Th o patient ceases to complain of headache; instead of being excited or wildly
delirious, he mutters indistin ctly, an d falls into a state of stupor, from "hich it is
<liffioult, and at len)?th im po~sible, to rouse h im. Hi s vision and hearing are no
longer painfully acute, but dull, or perv erted; strabis mus and doubl e vis ion arc not
uncommo n; and the pupil from being contracted to the size of a pin's head, becomes
first oscillating, then widely dilated, and ultimately motionless. The patient is not
shaken, at this period, with violent conrnlsious ; but twitchings of his muscles, and
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The disease, when it proves fotal, as it too often docs, mostly runs a rapid cou_rsc.
It may kill in as sl10rt a time as twenty-four or e,·cn tweh•e hours; or t~1e ~at1cnt
may strug-glc on for two or three weeks. 'J'.he morbid_ ap~earances met. with 10 _the
dead hody arc very various. Serous or punform effusion mto the vcntr1clc~ 1 or into
the meshes of the pia mater; layers of coagulable ly?1ph bc~wccn tha~ membrane and
the arachnoid; softenin~ of the cerebral su?stance, wit!~ pus mfil~crcd m.to the softened
parts; or great vascularity, shown by a prnk or purplish mottlmg of its cut surface,
giving- it a stained appearance.
I.Jet us next consider the trrafment required for this frightful disorder.
It is quite plain that for an Qrgan so essential to life, aud of such delicate or~aniza
tion as the brain, wherein changes so irreparable in their nature as many of those I
have just enumerated, so readi ly take place under acute inflammation, we cannot hope
to be of much service unless we see and treat the case at an early period. On this
account it becomes exceedingly important to recognise the nature of the disease, at its
very commencement; and, therefore, I have taken pains to point out to you the
various forms which it may assume, while it is yet within the reach of remedial
measures.
The principal of those measures are blood-letting, purging, and the application of
cold to the head. All the particulars of the antiphlogistic regimen are to be rigidly
obsen·ed; the patient should be kept as much as possible in silence, and in darkness,
with his head high, and on a firm pillow. And the antipblogistic remedies are to be
employed with decision and energy.
""ith respect to bleerli11g I can only repeat what I 11ave said before: the blood
should be drawn in a full stream, and suffered to flow till some decided impression is
made upon the pulse; or until syncope OCC'Ur8 1 or is evidently at hand. After the
patient has rallied a little, blood should be taken by cupping or leeches from the back
of the neck, or the temples, or the mastoid proce8ses; and these dcpletory measures
must be repeated according to the violence or continuance of the symptoms which first
demanded them.
The application of ('old to the head is a remedy of great importance in this disease.
The head must be first shaved: and the mere removal of the hair is sometimes fol~
lowed by a manifest abatement of some of the most urgent symptoms; of the pain,
for example, and of the delirium. In cases such as I am now supposing, it will not
be enough to apply wetted cloths to the head: the ::ipplication must be colder than
the ordinary temperature of cold water; and it may be made colder by ice; and one
way of effecting a permanent reduction of the superficial beat is to put 1:1omc pounded
ice with a little water into a thin and flexible bladder, and to lay it on the patient's
head: there should not be too much ice, or its weight may be injurious. This is
generally very grateful and pleasant to the feelings of the patient; and we often have
the satisfaction of perceiving that, with the abatement of the external heat of the head,
there is also an evident mitigation of the violent symptoms; the agitation and delirium
are calmed, and the patient sleeps, or recovers his senses.
Another excellent and most powerful method of applying cold, is by pouring cold
water in a slender stream upon the vertex of the head, until it produces some marked
effect. Of course this, as well as all other strong measures, must be adopted with
great caution, and ita influence closely watched : I mean it is not to be left to the dis~
cretion, or indiscretion, of domestics and nurses. Dr. Abercrombie tells us that he
l1as. seen a ~trong man, submitted to the operation of this cold douche, "thrown in a.
very few minutes into a state approaching t-0 asphyxia, who immediately before had
been in the highest state of maniacnl excitement, with morbid incrt.'ase of strength,
defeating every attempt of four or five men to restrain him." Of the effect of this
measure in a somewhat different morbid condition, he gives an instance, which I will
quote, because it shows, in the first place, the striking power of the remedy; and,
secondly, the simple mode of applying it. A strong- plcthoric child, fi,·e years old,
after being for one day feverish. oppressed, and restless, fell rather suddenly into a
state of perfect coma. She had been in that state about an hour when Dr. Aber·
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crombie saw her. She lay stretched on her back motionless, and completely inscnF;ible; her face jfoslied and t1t1:gid. She was raised into a sitting posture, and, a
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Yered; and the next ?ay was io her usual health.
.
.
'!'his measure also 1s to be repeated, or not, according to the circumstances of the
case.
Some persons recommend that a constant dripping of cold water upon the patient's
shaven head should be kept up. This may easily enough be ma1rngcd by means of a.
sponge and funn : l .placed a little _above the head. Andra} mentions hi s attending
;vith another physician (i\I. Rccauncr) a young man who laboured under all the symptoms of acute inflammation of th e brain. Cold water was mad e to drop slowly upon
his head , and complete recovery took place, although no other active treatment of any
kind was adopted.
This remedy, potent as it is, fails often of its purpose from the difficulty of ensuring
its proper employment. 'fhe nurse sleeps; or, if awake, forgets or neglects th e perpetual chang-c and renewal of the wetted cloths: the bladder of ice is imperfectly
adapted, or shifts its place as tho restless patient moves his head: the dripping sponge
wets the whole bed. 'l'o do the good of which it is capable- nay, not to do harm,
by exciting reacti on, when applied on ly at inten•als-the cold must operate steadi ly,
uniformly, and over a definite space. These objects seem to be attai nable through au
apparatus which has been devised by Dr. Jam es Arnott, whereby cold (or, where it
is wanted, beat) may be applied, with a suitable degree of pressure, or with scarcely
any pressure, to any part of the body, for any required time. "A current of water
of the appropriate temperature is made to flow through a. thin waterproof cushion or
bladder, in close contact with the body. The water runs into the cushion from a
fountain reservoi r raised above it, throu~h a long flexible tube; and again, escaping
from the cushion, it passes through another tube into the waste vessel. The cushion
is of a size and form adapted to the part of the body on which the water is to act;
and by a particular contrivance any pressure from its weight may be prevented. 'l'be
part in contact with the cushion is kept moist, either by previousty wetting the
cushion, or by inte rp osin~ a piece of wet lint, flannel, or other bibulous substa nce."
If this apparatus-which l have not yet seen in action-prove easy manageabl e, it
promises to be of essential servi ce in many a sick room.
In strongly recommendin g this efficient remedy, cold, to your adoption, you will
not understand me to advise that it should su persede the use of adequate bloodletting. It is to be employed as auxiliary to the lancet or the cupping-glass ; not as
a substitute for either.
'!'he third remedy which I named, that is to say, purging, is also of great importance and efficacy. But it must be hard purging. Th ere is a great tendency to obstinate constipation in most cases; and this must be overcome, and free and freque nt
evacuations from the bowels obtained: five grains of calomcl a nd fi fteen of jalap
should be followed in three or four hours by a strong black dose; and after that I
should give, in such cases, three or four grains of calom cl every four hours, and repeat
the black dose at least every morning, until the symptoms gave way. lf the mercury
thus exhibited affect the gurus, so much the better; but we must not, in this disease,
combine it with opium, to prevent its passing off by the bowels.
Dr. Abercrombie uses this strong language in reference to the value of purgative
medicin es in acute inftammation of the brain : - "In all the forms of the disease,
active purging appears to be the r emedy from which we find the most satisfactory
results; and although bl~d-letti.ng is never to be u:glectcd in the earli~r stages of
the disease, my own ex perience 1s that more rccovenes from head ~ffect1ons of th e
most alarming aspect take place und er th e use of very s~ro n g purgrng, than under
any other mode of tre~tment. lo most of ~h esc cases, rndced, full a~d rcpea7ed
bl eed ing had bee n prov10usl?' employed, but ":'1thout any apparc~1t effect .1~ arrestrn.g
the sym ptoms." He has found the eroton 011 the w ost convc111ent med1crne for this

pui~s~bcrcrombic is disposed to regard mercury as bei ng useful in affections of tho
brain, chiefly in virtue of its purgative operation j and the opinions of a physician of
his large experience and observing mind, must and ought to have great weight. But
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I must not concoal from you my own persuasion that, in t~1c early periods o~ acute
inflammation of the cncephalon (und it is of the early periods ~hat l l~~"e. hitherto
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result of my own observation. Recoiiect, however, that you are not to.g1YC calomel
with the direct object of affecting the gums, but as part of th.c pur~at1ve pla1~, and
YOU take tho chance of its specific effect.
You must not combrnc opium with 1t, for
lwo reasons; first, you would thereby shut up the bowels, and _deprive yo~rsclf of the
use of one of your best weapons: and, secondly, you would rncu: the r1sk of ~ug
meuting and perplexing your patient's head-symptoms, and of puzzlrng yourself; srnce
you would not be able to determine how much of the coma that ensued was owing to
the progress of the disease, how much to your r~mcdy.
.
.
'Vhcn the second order of symptorus has arnvcd, those w luc~ arc mcluded under
the general phrase of collapse, anci which co1!trnonly r~sult! I believe, rather ~rom the
products of the inflammation than fro111 the rnflammat1on itself; from softcmng1 that
is, and from pressure exerted by effused scrum, or lymph; when symptoms of this
order make their appearance, the time for doing good by active bleeding has generally
gone by. If, however, blood-letting have not yet been employed, nncl especially if
the pulse continue hard, whether blood has been already i1bstracted or not, it will be
right to give the patient the chance of that remedy. Of the propriety of doing so,
take the following illustration : - "A girl, aged eleven, had ''iolent hcad:iche and
Yomiting, with great obstinacy of the bowels: and these symptoms were followed by
dilated pupils, and a degree of stupor bordering upon perfect coma; pulse 130. She
liad been ill five or six days; purgatives, blistering, and mercury to salivation, had
been employed without benefit. One bleeding from the arm gave an immediate turn
to this case, the headache was relieved, the pulse came down, the vomiting ceased,
the bowels were freely a.ctcd upon by the medicines which they had formerly resisted,
and in a few da.ys she was quite well." - (AnrnCKO:'llBJt;.) l must recite one other
case-from among many which go to the same effect- to show the occasional influence of hard p1o·gi11y. "A young man who had had cough and dyspnrea, and been
bled for these symptoms, appeared convalescent. One evening he became affected
with headache, and some vomiting. About midnight, ha,•ing got out of bed to go to
stool, he fell down in a state of violent and general conyu\sion. rl'he convulsion returned <luring the night six or seven times with such violence that one of the paroxysms continued without intermission for an hour. 'l'he pulse, during the night,
varied from 60 to 120." (I should have mentioned before, this great and rapid fluctuation of the pulse in rcspC'ct to its frequency, as being a \"ery common circumst:rnce
:ind sign, in inflammatory affections of the brain.) "At first it was found impossible
to bleed him, on account of the violence of the convulsions; but about seven in the
morning a. full bleeding was obtained, after which the convulsions ceased, except some
~lighter attacks during the day, which appeared to be arrested by pouring cold water
over his head. The ucxt day he was oppressed with occasional tremors of the limbs,
a.nd some vomiting, and he had one or two threatcnin)!S of convulsion. Ile took repeated doses of ~cti:•c ~urg:itivcs with little effect; a~d on the following morning h.e
:1ppcarcd to be srnkrng 111to a state of perfect coma, with a pulse at 50. Croton 011
was now gi,·00 1 wbich operated powerfully seven or eight times . Ile passed a good
night; and the day afterwards was free from complaiot."
Having this evidence of the separate efficacy of the three rcmcdics-blood-lcttin:z,
stron~ purgatives, and the local application of cold to the head -we lrnvc much encouragement to put them into combined operation in these very scri uus cnscs, especially
when we havr the opportunity of using them at an early period. Should the disorder
happily yield to these measures, great care will Ionµ: be required on your p:irt, and
great prudence on the part of the patient aud his friends, lest the recent mischief
should rekindle. A relapse is even more perilous than t110 first ai:;sault of the disease.
Such prudence and care will consist chiefly in the a'·oidance and dcni:l.l of all that
might excite and disturb the brain; whether it be a prcnwturc return to {U1ima l food;
or indiscreet and fatiguing interviews and conversations; or the too early resumption
of the cares and concerns of business
Are we to employ blisters in this disease? Not in the outset, durin<Y the period of
ex.citewcnt. They only add to the irritation, and make watters wors~. Aud c~pe-
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cially you should avoid putting them, as many are apt to do, upon the head it:-..d f, at
that st:wc of the disease. We should not suppose, d priori, that they could then,
and in that place, have any beneficial effect. They cannot divert the blood from the
inflamed part; but they may attract it towards the enccphalon. If they could be
expected to do any good at all, it would be when they arc placed upon the feet or
]c~s. But this kind_ of r?vulsion is bcttc.r accom~lishcd by means of must?rd
poulticc>s, or fomentations with hot water, which are often of much npparcnt scrncc,
in addition to the measures already spoken of. Experience coufi rrns what reason
teaches us to look for in this matter.
"'hen 1 howc"cr, the patient had sunk into a state of coma, he has sometimes, in
my experie nce, emerged from that condition after a cap of blistering plaster has been
put upon his head. It is only when the violent symptoms of excitement have abated
that I can venture to advise you to employ blisters: they may thcu be applied to the
nape of the neck, or behind the ears, or to the head itself.
'fhe symptoms which I enumerated as markin~ the period of collapse or sinking,
are fearful symptoms; but the conditions on which they depend arc not, necessari ly,
hopeless conditions. Th ese symptoms do not always proceed from fatnl disorganization of the brain, but sometimes (there is reason to believe) from simple exhaustion
of the nervous power. 1\ nd this is a point of critical importance. P~1ticnts app<lrently moribund arc occasionally saved by the judicious administration of stimulants
and restorati,·cs; of ammonia, H offman's anodyne, beef-tea, and, it may be, of wclltimed opiates. This plan of treatment you must therefore cautiously try, when an
extreme de~ree of collapse occurs, If the s;tructure of the brain be alrc..'ldy seriously
injured, and the disease irretrievably mortal, no harm can be done; while in doubtful
cases, and when the symptoms result from mere depression of the Yitai powers, tLe
patient may be rescued: and this chance in his farnur must not be thrown away.
Do you ask whether there be any mode of discriminating these opposite conditions,
one of which is within, and the other beyond, the ran/?e of possihlc recovery? I
believe there is. If the tendency to death by coma be strong, the prospect is Yery
discouragin!.;: if, on the other hand, the symptoms tlrnt mark the mode of dyinµ' by
ast!tem'a predominate, you may hope to push the patient through. nut to succeed,
you must watch him hour by hour. Pallor, a feeble and flying pulse, extreme debility
and tremors, coldness of the extremities, a. want of power to respond to external
impress ions; these arc alarming, but not absolutely desperate symptoms, especially
if the mental faculties remain. Whereas profound stupor, partial palsy, profuse
sweats, :ire of the worst omen; yet even these do not preclude the trial, together
with blistering the head, of internal stimuli; and no other plan affords even a gluam
of hope.
There is just one caution that I wish to mention before I leave the subject of acute
encephalitis; and it applies to all cases of coma and inscnsibitity, and especially when
there is any paralysis mixed with the coma.: it is, that you should daily ascertain that
the bladder is emptied. Always make the attendants show you the urine that has
been pa8sed; and lay your hand upon the hypogastric rc~ion, and try whether there
is any undue hardness and prominence there, produced by the distended bladder. I
shall revert to this matter more particularly at some future time: and l content myself
with merely su~gesting its importance to you now 1 in all cases of head affection. lf
the patient cannot or do not empty his bladJcr, of course it must be emptied for him,
by means of a catheter.
It wt:.uld seem perhaps the most natural arrangement if I next proceeded to speak
of such cerebral inflammations as are chronic, or partial. 'l111csc forms of disca~c are
more common, in adults, than acute and ge nera l encephalitis. I shall be obli~ed also
to tre::it, separately, of inflammation of the brain as it is modified by its ?Ccurrence in
strumous child ren,-of what is called acute hydrocephalus. But before I touch upon
any of these, I am desirous to bring under your notice at once a very singular and
extremely interesting complaint, which is not, I am persuaded, in its essential nature,
iufiammatory, but which may easily be mistaken, and has over and over agr.in been
mistaken, fur acute inflammation of the brain and its membranes, with the considerati on of which we have just been occupied. The mistake is the more serious, becauae
th e remedies that I have been recommending for encephalitis, and especially blood-
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1ettinz1 not only nre not required, but are in moi;;t criRC'S positively injuriou!I, in the
di1:order of which I am now about to spe:ik; and which is best known under the
appclbtion of d('/irium. trcme11s. Nay, thi~ affection of the nervous R.rstem may
actually be brought on, in a prcdi~posCd subject, by the abstraction of blood. I !?O
apparently out of my way in takin~ notice o! this comp~a~nt no.w, but I do so that I
may ha\·e the opportunity of contmsting: it with enc<'p!rnlit111, wl11lc th.c pl1eno.mena of
the latter disease are frei;h in your memory. It ccrt.·un1y resemble!; it nlso Ill many
respects : and it has been regarded as an inflammatory disorder by some excellent
patholo~ists.

The symptoms which mark a decided attack of deliriwrn tremens, and which have
soml'tirnes been found so equivocal, arc very strikin!!. You will be summon<'d to a
man who is supposed to be mad, or to have brain fever. You find him with a r£'d
face. perhaps. and injected eyes, talking wildly and ince1;santly 1 fidgetin7 with his
hands, affected often with tremors of the limbs, havin2 a rripid pulse, and b:ithrd in
sweat. Now it is very natural that a person not on his ~uartl should interpret these
symptoms ris indicatinl! inflammation within the hcrid. lfot if you look closely into
the nrntter you will find in the state of the p:itient, and in his l1istory, some thin~
V<'ry peculiar. The delirium you will g-enerally find to be, not a fierce or mi_,:;:chie,·ous
delirium, but a bu!lo,IJ delirium: he docs whatcYer you drsirc him to do, but he does it
in a hurried manner, with a sort of unsucce~sful anxiety to perform it properly.
Durin2 the npproach of the malady, while he is yet able to j!O about, he manife.:;ts
j!rrat impatiC'nce of any interference, or ad,•icc, or aiisistance. in his ordinary duties,
which he sets about in a bustling and blunderin2 manner. Tiis loquacity is extreme,
and he refers to matters that are not present before him . He is not altoµ-cthcr inattcnth·c to the objects and proceedin:rs that arc C"oin7 on around him, but his mind
wanrlcrs away to other subjects. There is an odd mixture of the real and the ideal
in his thoughts and lang:uafre. Sometimes he is very sui>:picious that those who are
about him intend him some injury; or he fancies that he is surrounded b;· enemie!I.
You will find also that he does not sleep; that he has not slept perhaps for se,·eral
niµ-hL<;;, but has been restless and rambling : and you will ~enerally learn that he has
been habitually intemperate, or subject to some .great Rourcc of care, or anxiety, or
excitement: and in many cases he has recently been somehow or other debarred from
his e11!!-tomary stimulus. In adrlition to these points in his history, you will frcrrucntly
be told that hn\•in~ been unwell, first he has bf'cn kept upon low diet, and then, as
the delirium came on, he has been freely bled; :rnd that he has been none the better,
but commonly the worse, for the blC'eclin~. When you p;ather such partieulrirs as
these from his friends (for upon his own statements you cannot place any rcli:inc('),
and when you find the delirium to ha,·e the <'haraetcrs I hav<' been atternptinµ: to describe, and C!Specially when there has bef'n obstinnte watchfulness, and the tOO!!UC is
moist, and the skin is sweatinµ:, you may be prl'tty certain that your patient is affected,
not. with inflammation of the brain, but with delirium trcmens; and that if you bleed
hirn further you will harm, in~tead of hclpinµ: him.
Rut what arc you to do under such a fearful state of thin~? Why the !!rcat indication is to procure sleep j and the remedy which, in nine in~tance~ out of ten, you
will fintl successful, is opium. The beneficial effects of thi~ dru~, in tolerably favournble c:iseg of delirium tremcns, arc really surpri"inz. I will µ:ive you an example or
two, which will be more instructive than any abstract description.
Tn the year 1831, I was requested by a mo~t respectable practitioner in this town,
to \'i1:it a patient of his whom he rl'ported to have had phrenitis, for which he h:id
~een freely bled, cupped _fro~n the back ?f the neck,_ and purµ-ed; and who, he be]1c,·ed, wa.is now rapidly srnkrnir, nnd not likely to sun·1ve many hour.11. I fouml the
patient, a middlc-aµ-ed man, with a red focc, ferrety eyes, a frequent pulse, bathed in
perspiration, busy with his hand~, which trembled a little, and talkin~ much and incoherently. He was particularly anxious thnt his legs should not be scarified. told
me he was wi llinµ: to do anythin.g I pleased. if I wou ld not sc11rify his le!!s, nor let
any one else scarify them. There was nothin~ the matter with his lc~s, ' nor had it
entered anybody's hend but his own, that they wa.nted scarifying. He had not. slept
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His former history wa's not very promising.

a. good

He ho.d brought up a good deal or
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blood a few months bef~re, _an~ so1~e years previously llC had had jaundice; latterly
he had been troubled Wlth rnd1gest1on .
I saw him in the afternoon, and prescribed one-third of a ,!?rain of morphia: in the
evening he was just in the same state. I then directed half a drachm of laudanum
to be give n immediately, and twenty drops every two hours nftcrwarcls, tilt he sff'pt.
I said to the gentleman who had called me to the case, that I thou~ht it very likely
ou r. patient might be well the next day; ~e smiled, and shook his head . I was
obliged to leave Loudon. early the next mornn~p;, for two or three days: on my return,
I learned from the medical man that the patient took five doses of the laudanum,
after which he fell asleep, and slept soundiy, and fo r a. long time, and then awoke (to
his attendant's extreme surprise and satisfaction) sane and well.
I was asked by the apothecary of the Middlesex H ospital to see a publican in tliat
nci7hbourhood. I found a lar~c strong man between 30 and 40 years of age. He
had been without sleep for several nights, somewhat incoherent, and (what is not
usual in such cases) viole11t; threatening and striki11 g: those about him because they
refused him access to strong drink. Ile was joint proprirtor with another in a gin shop, and for some time previously he had been a sot, and daily muddled with drink.
He told me he was quite well. 'l'herc was not much tremor. I found that the
object of his partner and rclntions in sending for me was that I mi~ht s:.inction his
remo,·al to St. Luke's, for his strength made him altoµ-ether unmanap:eablc, and his
insane and extraordinary conduct was hurting the business of the house. I declined
to take any part in consigning him to a mad-house, and recommended morphia.
After one full dose he soon slept; and the next day he was quite rational, and com paratively well.
'l'hese arc the broad outlines of delirium trcmens: there arc many otllCr features
wanted to complete the portrait of the disease; which I 1:1hall endeavour to paint at
our next meeting.

LECTURE XXIV .
.Delirium Tremens, concl1ulf'd. Chrom"c lnjlarnnwlion of tlte Brrdn.
Suppuration, Abscess, l11duration, 'l'urnom·s i11 the Bl'ain.

Softening,

I DnEW a rude outline yesterday, of that stranf!'C anrl interesting malady usually
denominated delirium tremens. 'fhe disease is very common in this country; for its
cau~cs are in common and powerful operation.
You will meet with it iu every walk
of life: and you will be almost sure to witness scver:il exa111ples of it during the
cou rse of every year, in any of our metropolitan hospit:ils. 1t is not a chroni c or
Yague complaint, lik ely to be treated with placeli1J.~, or by wait.ing upon n<iturc.
Active measures are pretty certain to be adopted; and, in many cases, one plan of
treatmen t, vi~orously pursued, will hurry the patient to hi s grtt\"C; anot her plan will
restore him to health with an almost magical celerity. lt certainly bears a stro ng
resemblan ce to that most formidable disease, infl:unmation of the brain and its membranes: but the great remedy for encephalitis acts like a poi~on in pure delirium
trcmcns; and the drug, by the timely and careful administration of which we can
often promise a speedy cu re in delirium tremens, is one which we must carefully
avoid, in the earlier treatment at least, of encephalitis. Accuracy of diagnosis,
therefore, between these different disorders with similar outward signals, becomes of

th°n:~~;j~:~~sttr!::~~:~:_:e~~here

is delirium always; :ind there is /,!Cncra lly, but not
always, tremor. The name is a good enoui:rh name, in my humble opinion; yet it
as been found fault with, because the trembling is not in all cases prese11t: and
some have, therefore, christened it delirium. ~ ptJt11, or delirium, eliriflsifrifis. Uut
these terms are open to just the same objection as the other; for though the disorder
]1
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is most commonly connected with intemper~te habits, tha~ ~s n?t always the. c~c.
One very curious fault has been disco\·ered rn the name : tt 1s saul that the dclmum
0
1
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tion for the honour of thus mending the nomenclat~re of. t~11s disease. But th~y
who object to deliri 1wt tremrns appear to see no harm 10 ~eltrrnm. /er~x :· whcrc~s 1t
is JUSt as incorrect to say deliriuni is fierce, as to say that tt trombl~s: 1.t IS the patient
who is furious, even as it is the patient who trembles; and all this dispute about a
name is mere triflinc;. It matters not what we call a. disease, so that the name conveys
no erroneous theory as to its nature or treatment. N? ~uch sou rce of ~rror at~achcs
itself to the term del irium tremens; and, therefore, tf 1t be only to avoid the rncon.
veoieocc of cha1we, we will a<lhcre to that term.
Hecoll cct that lhe s.tron~ features of the complaint arc sleeplessness; a. busy, but
not ancrry or violent delirium; constant chattering; a. trcmbhn~ of the hand s, and
an eag~r nnd fid~cty employment of them. To these arc added other sy1~1ptoms
1
0 1
1
1
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creamy; the pulse, though frequent, is soft; the skiu is pcrspirinµ-, and most com.
monly the p:-iticnt is drenched in sweat. The sweat is usually described as having an
offeosi,·c or a. peculiar smell : I cannot say that I hn,·e obscn'ed it to be so. The
face al<•o is said to be pnlc; but that, I know, is not always the case, and therefore
this point cannot be relied upon as a distin~uishing: circumstance. In one of the
instances which I related in the last lecture, the face was flushed, and the eyes red
and ferrcty.
Let me remind you, in a few words, of the peculiar characters of the delirium.
If you question the patient about his disease, he answers quite to the purpose; de·
scribes, in an ar.ritatcd mn.nner, his feelings, puts out his tongue, and docs whatever
you bid him: but immediately afterwards he is wandering from the scene around him
to some other that exists only in bis imagination. Generally his thoughts appear to
be distressful and anxious; he is giving orders that rebte to his business to persons
who arc absent; or he is devising plans to escape from some imaginary enemy. He
is bauutcd by ocular spectra; fancies that rats, mice, or other reptiles, arc running
over his bed; secs spiders crawling on the ce ilin g, or a horse's head thrust through
the wall of his room . Ile addresses remarks to stran.~ers, whom he erroneously
believes to be present. Il e looks suspicious!y behind the curtain, or under his pillow,
and he is perpetually wanting to get out of bed; but he is readily induced to lie <lowu
again. It is very seldom that he meditates harm, either to him self or to others : there
is rath er a mixture of cowardice and dread with the delirium.
All. the points that I have been mention in$! require to be investigated in every case
of this nature: and an inquiry into the previous history of the patient, into what the
llrench ca ll the commcmorati\•e symptoms, is equally important. In a large majority
of instances you will find that he has been an habitual drunkard; and ,·cry frequently
that from some cause or other this habitual stimulus has been diminished or taken
a.way. Some accidental illness has befallen him, an<l he has been restricted to low
diet, and, as a sailor would say, "his grog has been stopped." When, with syuiptoms such as I have described just now, you hear a. history of this kind, you may be
satisfied that the disease is not inflammation of the brain, but delirium trcmens. I
believe that habitual intoxication of any sort may lead to this disor<ler i but distilled
Rpirits more surely than wine: wine more than beer. I make no doubt either, that
what is alleged of the habitual use of opium, in preparing a p~rson to suffer in the
P.ame way upon its being withheld, is quite true, although I have had but few oppor·
tunitics of noticing such cases .
. But the ~i.sca!'le i.s not confined to drunkards, although it is so commonly connected
with that pitiable vice, as to have been called mania d potu. You meet with it occfl·
sio~ally in men who have overstrained their nervous system by other modes of stron1.{

~~~1~;:~!·pec~f::~~~~o(,;il~ou~~d~~~n~~~ ~~~i~f!:S)haar~ ~~:~s~~n~1~n! \~":,):~~ ~~~~!~~
nnythmg b.y which the mind is over-wrought. A well.informed medical man, of tem·
pcratc habits, told me a few days ag-o that be was on the brink of delirium trcmens
tu the year 1 8~5. He had foolishly entangled himself in some of the speculations
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which prevailed here like an epidemic at that period, and his mind was on the tenterhooks of su!<:pense and apprehension for some time. Il e could not sleep, and he found
himself 11 eYerlastingly chattering." It comes on in the course of certain discuses; as
sometimes, for example, in apoplexy: and it is a very common result of bodily injuries and accidents, and of surgical operations: or, I should rather say, that it oflcu
follo1cs such diseases and casualties; for it is, even then, the consequence of the
treatment and regimen to which the patients are subjected, rather than of the surgical
or medical complaint. And it is certainly more apt to occu•, under these circumstances, in old people; and in those who, being younger, are known to have been
intemperate. So frequently does the delirium manifest iteclf upon the cessation of
the accustomed spur, that the continually recurrin g stimulus has been regarded as the
predisposi119, and the privation of that stimulus the exciti11y cause of the affection.
Sometimes, however, it comes on in men who are perpetually fuddled, even although
they have not intermittcd their usual indulgence in drink. W c had a porter (an old
soldi er he had been) at the l\Iiddlesex Ilospital, who was of great uso to us as '.l. subject to practise upon, and to show to the pupil~. 1 never saw him so drunk as to ho
unable to perform his duty: but I cannot conscientiously say that I ever saw liim
sober. Every three or four months we were sure to have him in the wards with delirium tremeos. Sometimes he fell into the hands of one physician, and sometimes of
another; but in one of his attacks he slipped through our fingers. I am not certain
that he was not nominally my patient on that last aod fataf occasion: but assuredly
he never exemplified the coming on of the disease from the adoption of more temperate habits. We often find that the malady shows itself immediately after an unusually severe debauch, which has disturbed the stomach and bowels, and left behind
it a _proportional degree of exhaustion and languor.
Without knowing why it should be so, my own experience would lead me to the
belief that delirium tremcns is very uncommon among women. The number of beds
for females in the physicians' wards of the Middlesex. Ilospita.l is somewhat greater
than for males. On the men's side of the house cases of delirium tremens are very
frequent: whereas I scarcely remember any on the women's. Yet each sex is obnoxious to its main causes. The gin-shops of this town are said to draw a fearful crow<l
of rntare.!'ses. And we might expect that the more sensitive character of the female
constitution would render them especially liable to this peculiar consequence of the
abuse of alcohol. l\Iy experience, however, is such as I tell you. On the other hand,
Dr. Roots thioks he has seen quite as many instances of delirium tremens attackiog
females as males. 'fhe result of 1'1. Rayer's observation is more in accordance with
my own. Of 176 patients seen by him, seven only (not one in twenty-five) were
women. A still ,.;;mailer ratio is recorded by Dang, ten in 456: less than one in
forty-five. The disorder appears to be more common in the summer than in the
winter months.
The peculiar nature of the complaint, and the proper method of treating it, were
first brought into general notice in 1813 by a little work of Dr. Sutton's, of Greenwich. lie saw a good deal of the diseases of the smugglers, and of the customers of
the smugglers, who frequented the coast of Kent; and he was struck by the different
event of this disorder in the hands of different practitioners, according as bleedings,
or narcotics, were adopted. It is the same disease which Dr. Abercrombie speaks of
as "a dangerous modification of meningitis, which shows only increased vascularity."
Dr. Bright also includes it among his cases of "Arachnitis." Both these em in ent
physicians had learoed, however, that the complaint requires a particular method of
treatment. Of late years many essays and papers on the same malady have appeared
in this country, in !?ranee, and in the United States, where the disorder is common.
But even now it is not so well understood, throughout the profession, as it ought
to be.
I ::ipprizcd you, in the last lecture, that the great remedy in delirium trcmens is
sleep; and that our most powerful means of inducing iileep are to be found in opium.
Th e opium must be given in full doses i and it must be fearless ly repeated if its
desired effect do not soon follow. If the patients pass many nights without sleep,
they will die. I have tried various forms of opium; and I am quite satisfied with
morphia. Some persons, however, have not found it so successful as solid opium, or
as the common tincture, laudanum. You may try the one or the other, or the one
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after tho other, if you please. No particular rules can be lai~ down that wil} suit all
cases. After clearing out the bowels by a moderate pu:gat_1vc, you may give threo
grains of solid opium; and if the patient show no iuch~atiou to sleep ~ftcr twe or
three hours have elapsed, you may begin to give o.n? grarn every hour till h.c does
sleep. Or you may prescribe corrcspoodioµ; quant1t1es of the acctat~ or .munatc of
morphia: or of laudanum: or of the black drop: or of Battley's sedative l_1quor. II.is
room, meanwhile, should be kept dark and quiet. If he sleep for some t~me he will
awake calmer and more sensible; perhaps perfectly so: and you must withhold the
remedy, or continue it in smaller or less frequent doses, according to the circumstances
of the case.
Dupuytren found opiate enemata of great effic?c;r in _the cases of tra:imatic dc1irium
which came under his care. That mode of adru1u1stermg the narcotic may properly
be adopted, if there be any impediment to its :ecep~iou or retention by. the ~to1_nach.
Now sometime!'! this opiate treatment alone is qmte enough: sometunes it is not.
You will meet with patients who resist very large doses of the drug; but who presently sloep, or become composed, if you give some of their accustomed stimulus with
it: "a hair (as the vulgar say ing goes) of the dog that bit them :11 if you put their
opiate dose into a glass of gin, or a pint of porter. NerYous exhaustion goes along
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to death by asthenia. You may obtain some clue to the particular cases which require this treatment, by examining into the pre,·ious condition of the digestive functions. If you learn that, notwithstanding the intemperate habits of the patient, hh1
appetite for food has continued unimpaired, and his digestion sound, you will, I
believe, generally find that good nourishing diet, strong broths, for example, and the
opium, will suffice for the cure. But if the powers and natural sensations of the stomach have been injured and perverted, as is too often the fact, then a temporary
recurrence to the habitual stimulus will frequently be necessary: and it is well to
ascertain in such cases, what the stimulus l1as been, whether spirits, or beer, or wine,
and to order it accordingly. Of course this is not to be continued after the paticat
has recovered from his delirium; but the stimulus und er thc~c circumstances must
be cautiou sly withdrawn. When the stomach retains its power of digestion, the bad
habit of drinking ought to be broken off at once : and if, after sleep, you can get the
patient to eat a meal of beef-steaks, or of mutton-chops, it will always be right ta
advise it.
In hospital practice it sometimes becomes necessary to confine the patient to his
bed by strapB, or to muffie his limbs in a. strait.waistcoat: but this is a most unfortunate necessity. Physical coercion, whether manual or mechanical, should never be
resorted to, in del irium trcmens, when by any means it can be avoided. The angry
feeling and mental fret which it produces, an<l the exhausting bodily struggles to
escape or resist the thraldom, arc always highly injurious, and full of danger to the
patient. A couple of strong and good-tempered attendants will not haYe much difficulty in persuading and managing the sick man, who is seldom either boisterous or
obstinate: and if he be intractable by soft words, he will yield more patiently to their
gentle restraint than to the force of manacles; while the appearance of coercion need
not be continued a. moment after his acquiescence.
There are some things which I find it necessary to mention, for the sake of discommcnding them. I know persons who in treating these cases always combine
calomel with the opium. And they say that they cure their patients so; and I make
no doubt that they do; neither can I doubt that the same success would generally
have followed the sarhe quantity of opium without the calomel. In pm·e caSC3 of
delirium trcmcns I advise you not to give calomcl. I know no possible good it can
answer: it is itself a. source of g_reat irritation to the nervous system in many persons:
and if it come to affect the mouth, you inflict upon your patient a superfluous dis·
com~or:t; .and, I beli~\·c, in many cases, 3: downright injury. You will be told also
of d1~1tahs, as a specific remedy for the disease; or you may read of it: but do not
b.e led away froi:i the standard_remedies which reason recommends, and large expcrie~ce has san~t1onc~. Know:mg .what w.e do of the power o~ opium gener~lly, and
of_it~ effic:1cy rn ~lus complarnt rn particular, I should con~11dcr myself guilty of a
C'nmrnal triflmg with human life if I made experiments with digitalis, upon the loose
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corner in one of our own. The combination of opium and antimouy, which has been
much praised by physicians of great judgment and experience, seems to me chiefly
appropriate to certain modifications of the disease.
I have drawn the line between encephalitis and delirium tremens with sufficient
clearness, because I have ta.ken well.marked forms of each. But I am obliged to
add that there are mixed eases, which are very puzzling when they occur, and exceed·
ingly difficult to treat; and which re_q uire opiates on the one hand, and moderate
antiphlogistic measures on the other. 'Vhcn the indications are uncertain, or oquh•ocal,
we must carefully weigh the different symptoms, aad we must cautiously try the
remedies. The circumstances that most distinguish the one form of the disease from
the other arc to be found in the pulse j which is hard and resisting in the earlier
stages of inflammation of the enccphalon, soft and compressible in delirium tremcns:
in the tongue; which is mostly parched and rough in the former, moist and creamy
in th!! latter: in the skin; which is hot and dry in the one case, covered with sweat
in the other: in the countenance j which is flushed in inflammation, and mostly
(though not always) pale in delirium tremens: in the tremors; which are not common
in the primary periods of inflammation of the brain: in the usual absence of headache
in delirium tremens: and in the peculiar characters, which I need not recount, of
the delirium in the two cases. If these! symptoms contradict each other, as they
sometimes will, you bad better act on the worst supposition, and presume that there
is inflammation, and employ antiphlogistic remedies: but you must not do so with a
strong hand; you must use them cautiously, and watch their effects, and gu ide thereby
your subsequent treatment. Take a. small quantity of blood from the arm; observe
whether it has the huffy coat; and note the condition of the patiC?nt afterwards. It
is in these mixed or ambiguous eases that it will be prop!!r to combine calomel or
antimony with the opium. You will sometimes find a state resembling delirium
trcruens left after the subsidence of acute inflammation of the parts within the
cranium, and requiring the treatment of delirium tremens.
The points of distinction just enumerated arc obvious to the senses, and easy to
note. Another, and probably a surer criterion than any or all of them, has lately
been brought to light in some highly interesting researches of Dr. Bence Jones'; but,
unfortunately, it is not self.evident, nor readily elicited. I allude to the contrast
which Dr. J ones has shown to exist b!!tween the two diseases, in respect to the
amount of earthy and alkaline phosphates excreted with the urine. In the severest
cases of delirium tremens there is a marked diminution of these phosplmtes-iu acute
infiammation of the brain a considerable increase. Taking the average from three
examples of each disease, the difference was in the proportion of 1 to 12. The ex·
tremes presented the extraordinary ratio of 1 to 223. Dr. Jones concludes that the
"excess of phosphates may be regarded as resulting from infiammatory action going
on in the brain, while the diminution of the same phosphates in delirium trcmcns
must be considered as caused by the positive hinderanco of that process of formation
of phosphoric acid which in the healthy state is continually taking place."
I do not know that there is much good to be expected from counter-irritation in
this disease. But after the more decided symptoms were gone by, I have sometimes
thought that the recovery has been accelerated by the application of a. blister to the
nape of the neck.
Inflammation of the brain, and delirium tremens, are distinct diseases. llencc, in
the mixed eases, of which I just now spoke, we may expect after death to find, and
we often do find, unquestionable traces of i11flammatory action within the skull. But
pure delirium tremens frequently leaves behind it no morbid appearance whatever in
the brain or its membranes. In other cases there is serous liquid co!IC?ctcd in the
interstices of the pia mater, or in the cerebral ventricles; and I have on sC?veral oc·
casions seen the arachnoid thicker and less transparent than is natural, and sprinkled
over with littl e spots or streaks of a milk.white colour. Changes of this kind we be.
lieve to be owing to chronic inflammation of the membrane. Buti even in these
c:isos, I see no reason for thinking that the fatal disorder had a.oy connexion with the
morbid state of the arachnoid. We meet continual ly with likcappc::i.rances when
there has been no delirium trcmens; and we have delirium trcmcus without any such
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appearances. The habitual abuse of ardent spirits leads to chron ic inflammation in
various parts and tissues of the body: in the blood-vessels, in tl~e liver, in the kidneys, and in the ar.ichnoid. VV e need not be surprised at findrng that membrane
thickened and partially opaque in the yictims of delirium trcmcns; since they are
chiefly men who ha,·c run a lon('I' course of intemperance. I believe that disease to
bear the same relation, and no other, to the chronic arachnitis in such persons, as to
the chronic hepatitis to which they are equally subject. 'l'hcrc is but one morbid
condition which, since my attention was first directed to it, I have found constant in
persons dead of delirium tremens, and that is, a remarkably soft, pale, and flabby
state of the muscular tis:)ue of the heart. Mr. Solly tells us that" in all the cases
which he hri8 had the opportunity of examining after death, he has invariably found
the hemispherical ganglion, or cortical substance, (of the brain,) pale and bloodless."
The chem ist may be more likely to detect altered conditions in the brain, in these
cases, than the anatomist. Dr. Percy has obtained alcohol from the brain of a person
who died from excessive drinking; and from those of various animals which had been
killed by that poison. These facts arc interesting, but they do uot help us much in
ou r attempts to explain the phenomena of the disorder.
Cases such as 1 related iu the last lecture, where violent symptoms arc calmed at
once, and the patient is rescued in a few hours from great apparent peril, make a
strong impression upon those who witness them: and the practitioner gains amazing
credit, and is spoken of to all their acquaintances as a wonderfully clever man. It is
unfortunate that wc aro obliged to set off, against this advantage, a corresponding
danger, when the disease ends ill, of being blamed without our deserving it. When
these patients die (and they usually persist in their evil habits and die at last io one
of the attacks of the disease,) when they so die, they are apt to die much in the same
way as patients who arc poisoned by opium; and if their friends are aware that we
have been giving large and repeated doses of that drug, they sometimes have the cha.
rity to lay the death at our door; and you ought to be prepared for this : and I will
conclude what I have to say upon the subject of delirium tremens by relating a C!J.Se,
io which I have no doubt that I suffered. (though quite unjustly) under that kind of
imputation.
Several years ago I was asked, one morning, by a. general practitioner at the west
end of the town, to sec a patient with him: of whom he gave me this account. The
man was about forty years old. Ile had been attacked some days before with sore
throat, common cynanche tonsillaris. The tonsils and fauccs were so much swelled
that his deglutition was greatly impeded, and for four or five days he lrnd scarcely
been able to swallow anything. The night before I saw him he had become delirious,
and then had been largely Llrd, and he was worse in the morniog. llis bowels had
also been very much purged.
I fouud him propped up in his bed, with a coronet of leeches round bis head. He
was pale; there was no headache, nor affection of his breathing; his pulse was not
very frequent, and it was quite soft and compressible. Ile was sweating profusely.
H e answered the few questions I put to him readily and pertinently, and then wcut
talking on in a rambling manner about his business. Ile was a hackney-man or stablekceper, in a large way. Ile sa id (I remember) that the boys were all ready to st.art1
that there were two pair of horses going down the road, and that he must go and sec
after them; and much more on the same subject. llis mind was busy about the
execution of imaginary orders. He had not slept at all for some niO'hts.
0
Upon my inquiring into his prcYious condition, his wife told me that without any
turn for dissipation he had for some time been an habitual hard-drink er; that he had
frequent dealings with the coachmen to the various families which he furnished with
horses; and that he was obliged to drink something with each of them; so that every
day he had many glasses of spirits, and a good deal of porter. She told me also that
his mind had been anxious and uneasy; that the businoss was n. ]urge and harassing
one; that he had embarked a considerable sum of money in it; and that it had not
turned out so prosperously as he had expected.
Putting all these things together, there could be no doubt, either as to the charnctrr of the com~la.int, or. as to the. treatment proper to be adopted. Here was a man
who had been h vmg a ltfc of contrnned mental and physical excitement. Suddenly
the stimulus to which he had been accustomed was taken away; he could not swallow
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even such nourishment as his case required or admilted. Th en came on dcliriuma symptom not belonging to the disea.se in hi s throat-and protracted watchfulness.
Ile is largdy bled, flU<l profusely purized, :lnd he gets worse ini;;tcad of better under
these remedies. At the same time his skin is moist and pt'rspiriug, and there is no
harduess in his pulse.
I recommended that the lcccl1 es should be removed from his head; tlrnt he shou ld
take immediately (for he could swallow now) two grains of opium, and afterwards
twenty drops of laudanum c,·cry two or three hours till he fell asleep.
Somewhat unluckily, his wife's brotl1er-a very young man-was the apprentice
or assistant of a surgeon in the neighbourhood of tow n, and he came in to see hi s
relath·e. After hearing what I had said, he went home, and probably consulted his
books, and then came back again with doubts whether the complaint really was delirium trem ens after nil. Whether in consequence of these doubts I cannot tell, but
for some reason or other only one or two doses of the medi cin e were taken. I had
offered to see the patient again in the evening, but hi s fri ends s;i id they would send
for me if he did not get better. Th ey did not send. The patient did not sleep. At
night, therefore, at ten o'clock, three grains of opium were administered. '£he result
of this w;is, that he passed a quiet but a sleepless ni ght. Perhaps (but I cannot be
sure of that) if the op ium had been persisted with, the case might have terminated
otherwise. About eight o'clock the next morning I was summoned to him in a. great
hurry: when I got there be was dying, perfectly comatose, breathing stertorously,
with blue lips and contracted pupils. H e had appeared so much better at seven, that
he was, for the first time, left alone for a quarter of an hour; and when they wen t
back to him he was changed in the manner I ha>e described.
The general practitioner with whom I had first seen the patient - a very sensible
man - was much concerned at this issue of the case, and observed to me that doubtless our patient had been poisoned by the three grains of opium. I was able, howe"Ver, to relieve his mind from this notion : and I ha>e mentioned the case chiefly for
the sake of guarding you against similar misgidngs, under similar circumstances.
The manner of dying was just such as opium will produce; but, then, death by coma
is also frequently the termination of delirium tremens. Effusion at length is apt to
take place into the ventricles, or into the meshes of the pia mater, and stupor comes
on, and the patient sinks. But in this instance I was certain that hi s death lrnd nothing to do with the opium be had taken, for this reason; that so long a space of
time had elapsed-nine hours-between hi s taking the opium and tho com ing on
of the comatose symptoms. Dr. Christison, in his elaborate and valuable work on
Toxicoloey, states it as the result of extensive inquiry into this subj ect, that when
opium has been swallowed in a poisonous dose, it almost always begins to act as :i.
poison within an hour; that very rarely indeed has its specific operation been postponed much beyond the hour, except occasion ally, when the person taking it was intoxicated at the time. In one remarkable instance a drunken man took two ounces
of laudanum, and no material stupor followed for five hours. I guess that I iueurr<'<l
the reproach of recommending a fatal plan of treatment in the particular case I ha\'C
now related; but I am quite satisfied that the opium was inn ocent of the patient's
death, and I even think that his chance might have been much mended if the opiate,
in smaller doses perhaps, had been steadily continued.
We may be content to bear occasionally these unfounded imputations, when we
consider the other side of the account, and call to mind the far greater number of
instances in which spontaneous recoveries are credited to us as cures; and the Doctor,
like Belinda's Betty, is "praised for labours not bis own."
[The account given by the author, of the character, phenomena, causes, and treatment of delirium tremcns, is, upon the whole, so very judicious, that it would scarcely
appear to demand any other comment, than one of ge nera l approval. llut as there
exists a very decid ed difference of opinion among American practitioners in regard to
the proper management of the disease, a. few words upon this point may not be
improper.
Four different plans of treatment have been recommended, and the results of their
extensive employment for a series of years, have been adduced, by their respective
advocates, in evidence of the superior efficacy of each. Oue practitioner cures all or
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nc,u·ly all his cases by repeated emetics, another,
the free exl;1ibition of al~oholic
drinks, and a third, by opiates in free doses, contrnucd.at short intervals, u~til sleep
is procured-while a fourth con!"id~rs ~h:1t, ~r-itlwr_exc1taots proper nor opiates ~re
necessary, but simply a state of tranqu1lhty rn a. quiet and darkened chamber-with
pPrh:i.ps an cmr-tic to unload the stomach in the commencement of the attack, aud
some gentle cathartic to keep the bowels open-and when the stomach will retain it,
a. li.g:ht, nutritious, and easily digested diet.
.
.
The opiate practice is the one, in favour of the supenor efficacy of which we l1aye
the most imposing weight of evidence - and it is unquestionably the one that will, in
the majority of cases, when judiciously and cautiously managed, the most promptly
and effectually remove the symptoms of the <lisease. That the opiate practice has
been abused we arc perfectly aware. Under the supposition that opium to any
extent that ~ay be requisite to induce speedy sleep can be administered in ~elirium
tremens with perfect safety, we have cause to fear that a state of coma has m more
than one instance been iaduced from which the patient bas never awoke. We have
never been in the habit of administering large doses of opium, and have usually
combined each dose with an equal quantity of camphor, and about half a grain of
ipecacuanha. In young, robust, and plethoric subjects, we believe that the . application of cups to the temples and nape of the neck, or even a moderate bleedmg from
the arm, is an important measure in the commencement of the attack, which should
not be lost sight of.
~I.1hat there are many cases of delirium tremens in which a. perfect recovery may be
effected without the administration of opium or of any stimula.nt is very certain -but
our experience has taught us, that when the disease occurs in confil'lned inebriates,
with a broken-down constitution, and in whom there is almost complete destruction
of the proper functions of the digestive organs, almost the only means by which it can
be certainly and promptly arrested is opium administered in moderate doses at short
intervals.
'l'he treatment of delirium tremens by alcoholic drinks, while we can have no doubt
of its very general efficacy,-is attended with an evil of too serious a character, to
permit us to give to it, under any circumstances, our sanction. It cannot fail, we are
persuaded, to confirm the patient in his intemperate habits- and thus render him
liable to a renewal of the disease after a. short interval. That it is not the only successful treatment we are convinced from ample experience. In the practice of our
preceptor as well as in our own, which bas extended now far beyond a quarter of a
century, we have had sufficient opportunities for testing the value of the opiate practice in this disease, and have seldom been disappointed in its effects. We do not say
that the patient will invariably recover under it. 'l'hcre are cases, in which, from the
condition of the patient's system -the complication of the tremulent delirium with
serious disease of the brain or other important organs, death is inevitable under auy
plan of treatment: we believe, however, that in the general run of cases, the success
of a. properly conducted opiate treatment will equal that of any other; while in the
old, broken down drunkard, it, or the stimulant practice, is the only one upon which
any dependence can be placed. Of the emetic treatment, as recommended by Dr.
Klapp, we cannot, it is true, speak from experience; iu the very few cases in which
we have tried it, we were disappointed in its effects.
On the subject of the proper treatment of delirium tremens, the reader may consult
with profit Dunglison's Pra.ctice of Medicine, 2d edition, vol. ii., page 274 1 and the
able note by Dr. Gerhard m 'fweedie's Library, American Edition, vol. ii., page

237.-0.]
I should wish to put you next in possession of what has been nscertained in respec~
to partial aud to chronic inflammation of the brain, as these are met with in adults;
for I must speak of some head affections of children separately. But I really do not
know how to bring. this part of the subject before you in a practical manucr. If I
w.erc first to describe symptoms, and then to state what organic changes had been
d1scove~ed after death prec?ded by .t~em, I should have to tell you of different symptoms. with t~1~ san~e mo~b1d _co~d~t1ons, and of the same symptoms with different
lll~rbtd cond1t1~ns, rn various mdlVlduals. I believe the best method, upon the whole,
will be to describe the several morbid appearances which the brain is found to present;
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and then to mention t11c symptoms that have most commonly been observed to occur
in association with such morbid cond itions. I must premise, however, that the whole
subject is full of uncertainty and apparent irregularity. Doubtless, there 1·s some
constant and uniform connexion of cause and effect between the altered physical
states of the brain, and the altered manifestation of its functions: but we ha Ye not
yet been successful in our search after those settled relations, or wo have but partial
aud imperfect glimpses of them.
One very remarkable condition of the brain bas been several times mentioned in
these lectu res; viz. softcning - ramollisscm1Jnt. A great deal of attention has been paid
to this condition of late yea rs, both in France and in this country: and some points
in its pathology have been fairly made out. I will bring them together as concisely
as I can. In the first place, the softening varies greatly in degree, from the consistence which naturally belongs to the cerebral substance, to that of thin cream. In its
minor degrees it may be easily oYcrlooked; and is more perceptible by the touch than
by the eye. Th e cerebral matter is less coherent, but it is not yet discontinuous or
broken down . It may be washed away, however, by lettin g a. slender stream of water
fall upon it; and the softened parts are thus easily distinguishable from those which
retain their natural consistence. In the next stage of softe ning we recogn ise the
complaint at once, for the softened parts undergo a changl) of form by their own
weight : parts that arc prominent in the healthy state, as the optic thalami, corpora.
striata, and conYolutions, sink down, as it were, and are mvrc or less Battened. If
you make a. horizontal section through a part thus diseasod 1 a. portion of the softened
brain adheres to the knife, and is removed by it, and a depression is left. In a still
more adYanced degree, the natural texture of the organ in the softened part is entirely
destroyed and confused by the change, difHuent: you may pour the softened matter out.
The colour of the softened porti ons varies also considernbly. Sometimes they are
unchan ged in colour : sometimes they are quite white, and present a strong contrast
with the tint of the neighbouring parts: sometimes they arc marked with various
shades of redness, from a rosy pink to an orange, or deep red, or even a mahogany
brown. Often there arc red spots mixed irregularly with the softened cerebral pulp,
and giving it very much the appearance of a. mixture of raspberries and cream. In
other cases we find the softened mass of a pale yellow, or strow colour, i11filtcrcd 1 as
it were, with purulent matter : and sometimes it is mixed with serou s fluid.
Now, it is well established that softening of the brain is a common result of two
very different morbid cond itions. It is often caused by inflammation of the softened
part: it is still more often caused by what I may call its star\'ation ; by the diminish ed
supply of arterial blood, io consequence of diseased blood-vessels.
Can we distinguish these two forms of softening from each other simply by their
physical characters? Sometimes we can: and sometim es, it must be confessed, we
cannot.
Softening of the bra.in is usually partial: but this will not help us1 for the partd
that are most liable to have their consistence diminished through an inflammatory
process, are the very parts that are most liable to be softened from defect of nutrition.
'fhe most vascular parts of the brain, in short: the grey matter of the convolutions,
and the grey matter of the thalami, and corpora striata.
It is stated, however, that softening of the septum lueidum, and of the fornix,
very frequently accompanies an accumulation of serous fluid in the lateral yentricles 1
and very rarely results from disease of the cerebral arteries.
If there be pus mixed with the softened brain, we know that there has been preceding inflammation. Again, if we find the arteries impervious, or unsound, we
conclude that the softening has not been inflammatory. Sir Il. Carswell states that
obliterated arteries may occupy the softened cerebral substance, and often be seen
ramifying through it; and that when this substance is removed by pouring water
upon it, the solidified vessels retain their situation, and feel sometimes as hard as fine
wires. But a. m~eh more comm?n condition is that fatty dege neration of th e cnpillnry
blood-vessels whi ch I spoke of m a former lecture; and this may often be detected
by examining, under the microscope, the softened piece of brain. ·we come to the
same conclusion if, no microscope being at band, we find the larger vessclg, the carotid , yertebrnl, or basilar arteries, obstructed by atheromatous or ossific deposit; and
a large portion of the brain unnaturally soft.
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" re have no certain test of the nature of the softening in its being red. The
redness may be the result of inflammatory congestion: hut ccrcbi:al lu~morrha~e may
occasion eoflcnin~; and, on the other hand, softening may g1v~ nsc to cerebral
hmmorrhage. ']'his may be said, however: that when the softenrn$'. extends much
beyond the redness, or the effused blood; or when tho redness occupies several small
portions only of the softened pulp; we may presume that the blood was extravasated
subsequently to, and iu consequence of, the softening. On the other hand, when
redness and vascufarity can be traced into the brain, some way beyond the softened
part, we may regard tl1e softening as the consequence of inflammation. And we
adopt the same belief with still greater confidence, when around the softened and disorganized pulp we find the cerebral substance hm·dencd, and of a uniform reddish
colour.
In attempting to make the diagnosis between these two forms of softening, we get
some assistance by noticing the age of the patient. Degeneration of the arterial
tissue is almost peculiar to the advanced periods of life; whereas inflammatory softening may occur at any age; in children, in adults, or in old persons. '£here are other
points also in the history and circumstances of the patient, by which our judgment
may be aided, and which will he brought under your notice in a future lecture.
When you find the softened substance infiltercd with purulent matter, you may
call the case one of suppurat1:on of the brain. But suppurat ion also occurs io
another form; ''iz., in the form of abscess. The pus is contained in a regular welldefined cavity, surrounded by cerebral matter, in a healthy or in a hardened state.
Now in suppuration occurring in the brain, there is the i;ame puzzling diversity of
symptoms as in cases of simple softening. Still, in the main, there seems an approach
to the same order of symptoms; convulsions in the earlier period constituting the
most prominent feature of the disease; paralysis in the later. I will take one of Dr.
Abercrombie's cases in illustration of the formation of encysted abscess in the brain.
A girl, aged eleven, thin and delicate, after ha.\'ing complained for some days of
headache, was seized on the 11th of January with convulsions, which continued
about half an hour: paralysis of the right arm followed the attack of conrnlsion.
She was bled from the arm, and purged, and cold was applied to her head; and she
was much benefited by this treatment. On the 13th tl1e headache was much abated,
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bled: and on the 16th and 17th the power of moving the arm was greatly i1npro\'Cd.
On the 18th, after being affected with increase of headache, and some vomitio,g:, she
~ecamc convulsed, the convulsion being confined entirely to the head, and to the
right arm; the head was drawn towards the right side, with a rolling movement of
the. eyes; the arm was in constant and violent motion. She was sensible, and complarned of headache. Being bled to eight ounces, the convulsion ceased instantly,
and the headache was relieved; but the right arm remained in a. state of complete
paralysis. Her pulse, during the five following days, fell from 100 to 60; some
headache cootin~ed; she had occasional vomiting; and the convulsive attacks re·
turned se\'cral . times; they were entirely confined to the right arm, which after the
23rd, was left rn a. state of permanent palsy. Ilitherto no other parts of the body
1
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0
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'l'he thigh and leg went through a course precisely similar to that described in regarJ
to the arm, and on the 29th were permanently incapable of motion.
1
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dull and .,,oppressed, a.ad at len gth fell into a state of perfect coma, and died on the
14th of February, a little more than a month after the commencement of her illness.
~n the upper part of the left hemisphere of the brain there were two distinctly
defined abs~csses, containing together from six to eight oun ces of very footid pus.
'!'hey were hned by a firm white membrane; and a thi11 septum of firm white matter
separated them from each other. The one was in the anterior part of the hemisphere,
rrery nc~r the su~faee; and the other immediately behind it. In the posterior part
if the right hemisphere there was a small abscess containing about half au ounce of
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pus. There was no serous effusion in any part of the brain, and no other morbid
appearance.
In this very interesti ng case it is worth remark ing how the convulsion preceded tho
paralysis, and how tho palsy was more than once diminished by antiphlogistic
lllCasures.
It is reasonable to conclude-it can hardly be called a conjecture- that in such
cases of partial disease of the brain as I have hitherto mentioned, the occurrcocc of
convulsion or of rigidity, marks the inflammatory stage; and tho supervention of permanent par-Jlysis denotes the period of softening or suppuration, of cornplcte disorganization, that is, of the texture of the brain in that part
Partial inflammation of the brain, espec ially when it is chronic, sometimes produces
a totally different change from any that have yet been described. Instead of becoming softer, or being converted into pus, the inflamed part is iuduniled i comes to
resemble in consistence portions of the brain that ha.vc been for a short titUc immersed
in weak nitric acid. In this state it is often unusually vascular and injected with
blood. Wh en the in duration is greater in degree, the hardened part assumes the
appearance of wax, or of boiled white of egg, or (as Andra! says) of GruyCrc cheese,
and contains but little blood, but is, on the contrary, distingui~hed by its pearly
whiteness. That these chauges arc the result of slow inflammatory action is the more
probable, because they arc sometimes found to exist around an old apoplectic clot or
cell; the blvod effused having acted as a cause of inflammation of the neighbouring
~art, just as any fo reign substance might do. In the progress of cases in which partial indnratiou 1s effected, convulsive movements are common, but paralysis does not
appear to be so frequently present. The symptoms may go on for months, and often
remit, and are a~aiu aggra\'atcd by paroxysms. These cases are the more interesting,
because they offer a greater probability of cure than those that arc attended with an
opposite condition of the cerebral mass.
Besides these varieties of inflammation, and their consequences, the brain is often
in fested with tumours, which also gi,·c rise to a g-rcat diversity of symptoms. 'fhere
are fibrous tumours which grow rather a1·01md the nervous matter than within it, and
arc connected with the dura mater. They have been found at almost all parts of the
surface of the braiu; at its base, at its sides, and towards its summit. Scrofulous
tumours are also not uncommon: these are irnbedded in the nervous tmbstance, and
assume a round form, for the reason formerly mentioned, viz., because the tubercular
matter that is separated from the blood is not cast into any pnrticultu· mould (as it is
when it is effused into the small bronchial tubes), but is poured forth into the homo.
gc ncous pulp, which exerts au equal degree of pressure upon it on all sid es. 'l'hcse
scrofu lous tumours of the brain arc much more frequent in children than in adul ts ;
and they are more commonly met with in the cerebral hemispheres than in any other
part of the brain, occupying the cortical and rncdullary substance indifferently. They
differ from pul monary tubercles in th is respect, that they are seldom numerous in the
same brain. Sometimes one only is fo und. They vary in magnitude from the size
of a large pin's bead to that of a hen's egg; and they arc sometiines even bigger than
that. '11hc substance of the brain immediately surronnding these tumours may be
unchanged, in which case it is probable that the tumours themselves give rise to no
particular symptoms, the cerebral matter of the spots which they occupy having been
gradually absorbed to make room for them; but at Jcngth important alterations take
place in the neighbouring texture; congestions of blood, or softening, or suppuration;
or pressure is exe rcised upon parts that are essential to sense or motion; and then
the ordinary consequences of these changes declare themselves outwardly.
Of minute tubercu lar deposits upon or beneath the membranes of the brain, iu
strumous cl1 ildreo, I shall have much to say in the next lecture.
Cancerous tumours occur also in the substance of the bmin . They usually occupy
a large portion of it before they extingu ish life . llydatids are sometimes found
there.
Now of the occurrence of these various local maladies of the bruin it is necessary
that you shou ld be aware, for you may ex pect to meet with them freq uently in practice. And it is rigl1t that you should also be aware that they do not disclose their
precise nature by aoy peculiar symptoms, or succ(lssion of symptoms. '!'hey all,
BOoner or later, disturb the fun ctions of the organ in which they aro situated; and
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they may a1l disturb them exactly after the same fashion. We may judge, some.
times, from other circumstances, that the disease is of this or of that c.harnctcr. If
we sec scrofulous or cancerous disease in other parts of the body, we mfer that the
symptoms which denote disease of the brain are caused by scrofulous or cancerous
tumou rs there situated; but from the symptoms themselves, we can only learu that
there is some morbid condition of the brain.
I attended, with Dr. Latham, a youth, whose symptoms led us to believe that he
had tubercular disease of the peritoneum; a very formidable complaint, which I shall
more particularly describe hereafter. W c thought it probable also, although there
were uo pliJ;sical signs of pulmonary disease, that his lungs contained crude tubercles.
After Rome time, be went down to the coast; and was there attacked with a fit of
general convulsions. Up to that period he bad shown no symptoms whatever indicative of organic disease within the head. On being apprized of this scizurei we
expressed in a. letter to the physician then attcndin!? him, our opinion that it bad resulted from the presence of scrofulous tumours in the pn.ticnt's brain. The convulsions returned a few days n.ftcrwards with great violence, and he died. It was as we
had conjectured. The peritoneum was found studded with innumerable miliary
tubercles: there were a. few crude tubercles, of some size, around the roots of the
lunf!s; and two large masses of the same sort in the brain. llcre, you sec, we were
directed to a correct special diagnosis of the cerebral disease, simply by the evidence
which had satisfied us that scrofulous tubercles existed in other parts of the body.
In the case of specific tumours there is ren.lly nothing to be done by way of cure.
We must then treat the symptoms, and seek to alleviate them as they arise. When
it appears likely, or not unlikely, that the cerebral symptoms may be the result of
cerebral inflammation, we must give the patient the cbancc of bcin~ benefited by
some of the remedies of inflammation : we must treat the case in this instance upon
the most favourable supposition. The class of remedies from which most may be
hoped in equivocal cases, are local bleeding, counter-iuit..1tion, and especially the
cautious and regulated employment of mercury. I have stated to you before, that I
have known several obscure but threatening symptoms of brain disease clear entirely
away, when the gums were made sore by mercury, and kept slightly i.ender for some
little time. It is possible that we may sometimes do our patients harm by this mer·
curial treatment. \Ve may, now and then, accelerate the arrival of death in persons
whom nothing coulcl save; but we must not be deterred from giYing them this chance
of being rcsc~cd fr?m ~ disorder which may be susceptible of cure, but which, if
unchecked, will be mev1tably fatal.

LECTURE XXV.
Hypertrophy of the Brain: - Atrophy. Acute D!Jdrocephalus: its Anatomical
Characters 1• its Scrofulous 1Vature; Premonitor!J Siyns; different Nodes of
.Auad.:; Stages of the Disease; Causes.
TnERE is a very curious morbid condition of the brain, to which I shall advert
before I take up the consideration of certain cerebral diseases as they occur in
children. rrhc condition of which I am about to speak I was totally ignorant of till
I had been for some years in practice. In the spring of 1833 I admitted a young
woman, 19 years old, into the l\lidd lesex Hospital. Iler countenance was sallow, and
her .l~ps pale. She complained of pain in her chest and limbs; of great and increasing
debility, and wasting; and of nightly perspirations. She had some cough, and a
frcqueut pulse; and although no morbid sounds were audible in her lungs, I suspected
that they might contain small or scattered tubercles. She had been in the hospita1
scarcely a week, when she bad a violent fit of epilepsy; and after recovering from it,
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sbc told us, for tlrn first time, that she was subject to such attacks. The convulsions
recurred on the same day, a~d she bcc~me insensible, and remained so during the
whole of the next day, and till the cvenrng of the day after, when she died. During
this period of insen.:.ihility she had many convulsive fits; the pupils were dilated, the
pulse 100, small and feeble. Leeches were applied to the temples, a blister to the
ueck, and afterwards to the i:ihaven head, and other measures were used, but in vain.
'Vhen the surface of the brain was exposed by the removal of th e skull-cap, and
of the dura mater, it was observed that the convolutions were remarkably flattened,
so that the little furrows between them were nearly effaced: and the surface of the
arachnoid membrane was perfectly dry. These are not very unusual, though they
are unnatural appearances. I had often seen such before: and I ventured to say
that we should find some cause of strong pressure in the central part of the brain :
effusion of scrum into the ventricles, or a large oxtravasation of blood, or a growing
tumour. Any such source of centrifugal pressure either prevents altogether the outpouring of the natural sub-arachnoid moisture, or forces it away into the spinal canal.
Dut to my great surprise, and much to the discredit of my prophecy, we found
nothing of the kind. The ventricles were even smaller than natural, aud contained
scarcely any moisture. The skull-cap was afterwards examined, and the bone was
found to be uncommonly thick, dense, and heavy; and its inner surface, without
being rough, was very irregular. I regret that, in this examination, the state of the
blood.vessels of the brain, and the consistence of the cerebral matter itself, were not
particularly noticed. In the record made at the time by my clinical assistant, it is
merely stated that the brain was otherwise healthy. There was no disea.se in the
lungs.
This dissection interested rue much, for I had never seen, nor heard of, anything
like it before. But upon looking into some modern authors, I discovered that the
same phenomena bad been noticed by several observers, who had very propcl'iy (as it
seems to me) considered them as the result of ltypertropliy of the brain . There is a.
very good memoir upon the subject, by ~I. Dance, published in the fifth volume of
Brcschet's Rlpertoire d' Attatomic: and Andra! gives an account of the disease in
his PatholU[J!J· It appears that l\Iorgagni had not m·crlookcd it, for be speaks of
instances in which the brain seemed too big for its bony enclosure. When, in these
cases, the skull is sawn through, the upper loose portion of bone starts up, as if
moved by a spring, and the edges of the bone remain widely apart. JJacnucc also,
in Corvisart's Journal, ::;tates that upon opening the bodies of persons whom he bad
thought affected with hydrocephalus, he had been surp rised at finding a very small
quantity only of fluid in the ventricles, while the convolutions on the surface of the
brain were strangely flattened; proving that the cerebral mass had undergone strong
compression, which could only have arisen from its preternatural volume, and undue
nutrition.
Ilesidcs the characters I have mentioned, the hypertrophied and compressed brain
is firmer and tougher than natural; it contains but little red blood; and sections of
it are seen to be unusually dry and pale.
In most of the cases of hypertrophy of the brain recorded by authors, the patients
had suffered epileptic fits, or rather paroxysms of convulsion; and in some of th:m
the convulsions terminated in paralysis. Andra! states that the intellectual faculties
have been observed, in some instances, to become dull and obtuse. l\Iany of the
patients were subject to severe headaches. All these symptoms are common to various
cerebral complaints. The diagnosis of this rare disorder can be no better than cou·
jectural; and its treatment we have still to seek.
Andral remarks, what is very true, that hypertrophy of the brain, i. e., an undut~
and disproportionate development of that organ, may, and docs happen, without givir;ig
ri8e to any morbid phenomena at all. Dut, in such instances, the brain-case is equally
enlarged in capacity; so that no pressure upon the cerebral mass results from its own
preternatural growth. It is only when the brain increases faster than the bony
sphere which contains it, that the hypertrophy becomes a disease. In my patient
there was also, in one sense, hypertrophy of the skull; the bone was considerably
thicker, and more compact and heavy, than is usual; but the capacity of the cavity
had not undergone a proportional augmentation: nay, it might, for anything I know,
be diminished in consequence of the increased thickness of the bone; the case may
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have been one of concentric hypertrophy of the bone, without any fault of the brain
itself: but what makes this the less probable is, that iu other ca~es the skull has been
found of the ordinary thickness and density; but too snrnll f~r its coL~tcats.
It is of some importance for you to be aware that the brarn, and its case, n.iay be
extravaf!'antly developed without there bein~ !l.ny disease, or .any sy~ptoms of disease.
1\1. Seoutettcn gives an instance of this wJuch he observed m a cluld five years old.
Its head was as large as that of a well·grown adult person. The skull was from a
line and a half to two li nes in thickness. 1'hc dura mater adhered firmly to the
bone, and the cerebral ma:;;s exactly filled up the cranial cavity. The superior and
po:;;tcrior part of the brain was deve~op?~ beyond mcasur~, so t~at to reach the
ventric1es it was necessary to make an rnc1s1on nearly three mches rn depth. There
was nothin..,. unusual to be remarked in any of the cerebral functions of this child; it
was just like other children of the same age in respect of intellect. It died of acute
inflammation of the bowels.
i:r110 late Dr. Sweatman met with just such another child a few years ago : and I
refer to his description of it the rather, because eases that occur near home arc always
more interesting, and satisfactory, than those whi.eh we merely read of .in foreign
authors. Dr. Sweatman had never read of anytlung of the krnd: but rn August,
1834, a little boy, two years old, was brought to him on account of the size of his
}1ead. It had been gradually increasing from the age of six months, till it had
become so large as by its weight to prevent the child from continuing long in the
upright posture. The boy was active and lively, though thin. Ile never had had
any fit or convulsion; but occasionally seemed uneasy, and then would relieve himself
by laying his head upon a chair. He had never squinted, nor was he snbjcct to
drowsiness, or startings during sleep; and his pupi ls contracted naturally. Ilis
appetite was good, and all the animal functions were properly performed. Dr. Sweatman got Mr. 1\Iayo to see the child with him: they both set it down as a ease of
hydrocephalus, but a~reed in thinking that in the absence of symptoms it would be
wrong to risk disturbing his di~estive organs by active medicines. In the early part
of 1835 the child died of inflammation of the chest, and Dr. Sweatman and Mr.
l\Iayo examined the head. I here show you a cast of it. It measured, from car to
ear, over the vertex, twelve inches; from the superciliary ridges to the occipital,
thirteen inches; and in circumference twenty-one inches. The anterior fontanelle,
which was quite flat, measured across its opposite angles two inches and a. quarter by
one and a half; the posterior fontanelle was completely closed, as was the frontal
suture. 1'here was no absorption of bone at any part; on the contrary it was becoming
thicker. The dura. mater adhered with great firmness to the skull; and a layer of
false membrane, as big as a crown -piece, was found upon its upper and anterior part.
Beneath the arachnoid at that part there was slight jelly-like effusion. Io all other
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The surfaces, however, of the rnedullary matter, exposed by repeated sections, presented very unusual vaseularity.
~he lesson we learn from cases of this kind i~, th~t we are not to regard every
child t!rnt .has a. very larp:e h?ad as a l1ydroeephahc clulcl; and especially that we are
not to rnfhc.t upon such a. child a. course of mercury, or other active remedies, unless
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in many

(The subject of Hy~ertrop~y.of the Brain would .appear to demand a. more extended
notice than has been given to 1t 10 the text. There 1s reason to believe that the disease
is of more frequent occurrence than is generally suspected, and that to it arc to be
ascribe~ many eases of .c?nvul~ions, .epileptic attack~, inflammation and softening of
the bram, and even of 1d10cy1 rn which the eonneet1on has heretofore been entirely
overlooked; we know that hypertrophy of the brain has, in more than one in stance,
bee?- mistaken for chrm.1ie hydrocephalus, and that even the operation of tapping the
bram has under such e1re~mstances been propo~~d, nay, probably performed.
Ilypertrophy of the bra1~, or at least _a c~nd1t1on ?f that organ predisposing it to
undue and more or less rapid augmentation rn bulk, is often con..,.enital. Thus ehil·
rlren are not unfrequently born with heads of dimensions far ~xeeeding the usual
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standard- while, in other instances, the head soon after birth is found to augment
rapidly in bulk, disproportionately to the growth of the rest of the body, and within
a short period to attain an enormous magnitude.
When the cranium is developed in the same ratio with tJ1e brain, at first no morbid
symptoms are produced, or only slight ones. In almost every case, however, we have
observed more or less apathy, dulness, and drowsiness, to accompany these cases of
undue development of the brain, from a very early period.
After, however, the disease bas existed for some time, and P.articularly when thero
is a disproportion between the morbid de\·elopmeot of the bram, and the expansion
of the cr:rnium, the patient becomes ~lfected with apathy to external objects, a disposition to somnolcncy - great irritability of temper, giddiness, habitual headache,
attended with severe exaccrh.'ltions at irregular intervals, and inordinate appetite.
The intellect becomes nl(lre and more obtuse, verging occasionally upon complete
idiocy. There is, usually, a debility of the muscles of the extremities, particularly of
the inferior, which conshrntly iucrcases, until, finally, complete paralysis results.
The bowels nni usually torpid, and the pulse remarkably slow. In m:rny cases, the
muscles arc affected with convulsive twitchings, at first sl ight, and occurring at long
irregular intrr>als, but gradually becoming more severe and frequent, until regular
convulsive paroxysms ensue. ~I.1he convulsions, not unfrequcntly, assume all the
characteristics of epilepsy.
In i:;ome cases there suddenly ensues a considerable reduction, and, occasionally, an
entire abolition of sensibility. In other instances, the patient is suddenly attacked
with acute delirium, quickly followed by complete coma and death. l\Iania was
observed by Andral in one case. In the majority of cases that have fallen under our
notice, the patients have been inclined to fat.
The disease is divided by Andra.I into two stages: -1st. The chronic, marked by
few symptoms, or simply by slight obtuseness of intellect- more or less headache,
either permanent or intermittent-vertigo, apathy, drowsiness, broken at irregular intervals by convulsive paroxysms. All of the foregoing symptoms may occur, simultaneously or successively, in the same case, or only one or a. part of them may be
present. 2d. The acute stage, marked by sudden attacks of violent convulsions,
idiocy, epileptic paroxysms, deep coma, or the ordinary symptoms of acute hydrocephalus.
The prognosis in cases of l1ypertropby of the brain is not necessarily unfavourable.
As Dr. Lees correctly remarks, the affection of the brain is rather an error of dcnlopmeot than an actual disease, and the excess of nutrition will often cease, and the brain
may even return to \ts normal state. Many patients who have laboured under cerebral hypertrophy have entirely recovered, others will arrive at puberty, or even a more
advanced age, with but little suffering or inconvenience, while others again die at an
early age from the accidental occurrence of hyperremia. of the brain, convulsions, or
meningeal inflammation. In some instances death occurs suddenly during an attack
of convulsions-or, the pt:1tient becoming more and more comatose, death finally ensues without a struggle. The chief danger arises from the very great susceptibility
of the hypertrophied brain to disease, especially upon the occurrence of any accidental affection of one of the other organs, or of either of the affections incident to
childhood.
Upon dissection, the brain is found to be enlarged in size, the convolutions being
flattened -the blood.vessels containing a diminished amount of blood, the cortical
substance exhibiting in consequence a morbid palenci!s, with but little or no serum
within the ventricles or beneath the membranes. 'fhe substance of the brain is in many
cases increased in density. Sometimes, according to Sims, the hypertrophy is confined to one lobe, or to the corpora striata or thalami; in all cases, the hypertrophy
is chiefly confined to the cerebrum, the cerebellum being seldom much, if at all
affected. Instances occasionally occur in which the vessels of the brai11 are inj ected
with blood; others where a slight amount of reddish scrum is found at the base of the
brain, -and others again with a clot of blood within the substance of the brain, aod
rupture of the fibres of its medullary portion; in all these cases, it will be found, upon
an inquiry into their history, that death was preceded by symptoms of cerchral
disease, in addition to those which properly belong to simple hypertrophy of the
brain.
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It is important to distinguish the hypertrophied state of ~he brain from clnonic
hydrocephalus, to which, particuhrly in its advanced stages, its phenomena bear a
strong resf'rmblancc, so much sons to have caused the two to be not unfrcquently cou-

f?undod. Drs: Lees and Huncmeyer point to a particular _and very striking v,rojc_ction of the parietal p_rotubcrnri.'!cs, in hypertrophy of the brrun, as a. valuable guide 111
our ~iagnosis, while Dr. Ilcnnis Green suggests the diffcren~e in _the sensation co.mmumcatcd to the fingers when press(;<l upon the fontanelles 10 children affected with
the two diseases, as a. diagnostic sign. The sensation being that of a. tense membrane
filled with water in cases of hydrocephalus, and of a firm solid substance in cases of
hypertrophy. Dr. Mauthner, in his work on Diseases of the Brain (Vienna, 1844),
lays down the following diagnosis between these two affections : -In hypertrophy, it
is the posterior part of the skull which is first obiervc<l. to become abnormally prominent, the projection of the forehead occurring subro;equently; whereas, in chronic
hydrocephalus, the enlargement of the forehead is one of its first results. The latter
affection is usually associated with a general emaciated conditivn of the body; the
former with a lcucophlcgmatic habit, and a.n increased depositicm of fat. 'J.1l1e constitutional symptoms likewise differ in the two affeetions-restlessnesa, co11vulsions, and
sopor, mark the early stages of chronic hydrocephalus, while spasmodic affl:ctions of
the respiratory organs are among the earliest indications of hypertrophy of the brain,
but seldom occur uutil the advanced stage of hydrocephalus. (See Oondie on Dir.eases of C7iildren 1 4tli edition.) -

C.]

Having told you what I know of hypertropliy of the brain, it is proper that I should
say a word or two respecting the opposite condition; of atrophy of the cerebral mass.
There are two forms of this affection: one is congenital, and results from imperfcut
development, or from an arrest of development, of the brain in its fretal state. In the
other the change nppcars to take place in consequence of disease, either in the membranes of the brain, or perhaps in its arteries; though the effect of disease in the
arteries is usually softening, which is a species of atrophy. But in the atrophy to
which I am now alluding, the volume of the atrophied part is diminished, not its
consistence. And the diminution of size may extend only to a few convolutions: or
it may be most manifest in the interior of the organ; in the optic thalami and corpora striata. for example. '11herc is still another alteration to which some have applied
the term atrophy, though improperly, I think: I allude to those cases, which I shall
speak of more particularly soon, in which the form a.nd disposition of the cerebral
substance is altered, the couvolutions being unfolded, and the nervous matter spread
out by a large collection of fluid in the interior cavities of the brain, constituting the
disease called chroni·c-liydroceplialus. I have not much to say upon what may be
styled atrophy proper of the brain : that it will give rise to symptoms we cannot
doubt, but that it shows itself by any peculiar or characteristic symptoms is what I
have not disco\•ered .
. I shall content myself, on this subject, with showing you Cruveilhier's rcprese~ta
hon of a strongly pronounced example of atrophy of the entire cerebrum on one side.
The drawing from which this engrnving was made, was painted from the body of a
patient who died in the Htltel-Dieu, dropsical, in consequence of disease of the
heart. Ile was forty-two years old. When you look at the engraving you will perceive
that the left side of the cerebrum is diminutive compared with the right. It filled
up, however~ a larger space than it appears to do in the plate, for the lateral ventricle
on that side was distended by a quantity of serous fluid, which ran out when the
ventricle was pun<'turcd; and then the surface of that side of the brain sank down,
and collapsed. Still the convolutions on that side, and all the dimensions, are remarkably less than on the other. The anterior lobe projects half an inch further on
t.he right than on the left side. 'J'he frontal bone, you will observe, is much thicker;
twice as thick on the atrophied as on the natural side; and the frontal sinus is very
wide and open. 'fhc internal parts of the brain arc all diminished in proportion.
'I111ere was a large quantity of serous liquid filling and distending the subarachuoid
areolar tissue. The nervous matter was whiter and harder on the atrophied side.
One very curious thing is, that the left lobe of the cerebellum was the bigger of the
two; but there was no such marked difference between them as between the two sides
of the cerebrum.
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Now the patient in whom this si ngular disproportion between the two sides of his
brain was met with, had been incompletely bem iplegic, as long as he could recollect,
on the right side; and the imperfectly palsied limbs were shrunk and withered, and
the fingers of the hand contracted .. Yet he had managed to walk abo~t with the
11elp of a. stick; and there was nothmg remarkable, one way or the other, m the state
of his intellectual faculties.
The same condition has been seen on both sides of the brain: the organ itself
existin" in miniature as it were, and lyin g at the lower part of the vaulted cavity of
the cra~ iurn: the intermediate space being filled up with water. This condition of
the cerebrum is accompanied by idiotcy. In long-standing cases of this description
you must not suppose that the nervous matter has been compressed into a small er
compass by the effused fluid; but that the fluid hns been poured out to fill that part
of the skull which is empty of brain, and which must be filled with something.
I proceed in Urn next place to the consideration of that disease to wl1ich the name
of acute ltydrocepltalus has been given. By that term I desire to si~ nify inflammation of the brain, as it frequently occurs in children, and especially in scrofulous
children. The inflammatory character of the di sorder, though not always very clearly
expressed in its symptoms, is sufficiently attested, in many of the fatal cases, by the
changes discovered within the cranium.
I made some observations, in the last lecture, respecting the nomenclature of
diseases, and said something in defence of the term delirium tremens. Now it must
be confessed that the com plaint we are about to consider was unfortunately nam ed,
when it was called hydrocephalus. I repeat that it matters not at all how we clcnominate a disease, provided that its title does not invoh-c any erroneous notion of its
twture. I think hydrocephalus a bad name, because it reminds us of one circumstance only of the malady, viz., th e serous effusion, which so far from being the
causi>, or the essence, is only a frequent effect of the disease; nay, it is no uncommon
effect of other morbid cond itions also, besides inflammation. But hydrocephalus, or
water in the head, is an appellation so established, both among ourselves and with
the public, that I cannot venture to propose any change.
In early life, simple encephalitis is not often seen; and when inflammation of the
brain docs befall a child of healthy frame and constitution, it resembles in its general
course and features the same complaint, occurring in the adult patient. What we
call acute hydrocephalus is always, I believe, associated with the scrofulom1 diathesis
- always an instance of scrofulous disease. Allowing for diversities of struct.ure
and function, acute hydrocephalus, phthisis pulmonalis, and tabcs mcscnterica, may
respectively be regarded as the ordinary results of the same morbid tendency, manifesting itself in the three great cavities of the body, the cranium, the thorax, and
the abdomen.
If you have recourse to books for a knowledge of this disorder, you will meet with
endless discussions, and most perplexing differences of opinion, respecting its true
pathology, and its proper management. To check, or to verify, by individual observati on, the notions received from indiscriminate reading, requires peculiar opportunities, such as few enjoy save those who are largely engaged in the practice of midwifery, and familiar, as the natural consequence of that practice, with the diseases of
ch ildren. By far the best exposition that I have seen of what is known upon the
subject, is given by Dr. West, in his published " Lectures on the Diseases of Infancy
and Childhood." Upon a careful selection of accredited facts from various writers
who have preceded him, Dr. West has cast the clear light of his own well-used and
l ar~e experience.
In the first place, acute hydrocephalus is an inflammatory disca!:'c.
We are led inevitably to this conclusion by its symptoms, which much resemble
th ose that occur where undoubted inflammation has arisen from injuries of the head:
by the appearances sren on dissection, which arc always such as infl ammation mig ht
have produced, as softe ning, and the effus ion of serous fluid ; and frequently such as
nothing but inflammation could ba'"e produced, as suppuration, and the formation of
adventitious membranes: and lastly, by the unequivocal relief nfforded by bloodletting, and other evacuations, the blood drawn being also sometimes sizy.
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Let us take the least equh·ocal of these three kinds of evidence - tbe morbid ap.
poaranecs presented after death. What are they?
.
In some cases we find traces of inflammation of the membranes of the bram; a
firm attachment of the skull-cap to the dura mater; occasi.onally some. adhesion .of the
opposite surfaces of the arachnoid to each other. Somet1~cs there is an effu~1on of
serous fluid beneath the arachnoid, in the meshes of the p1a-matcr, and especially in
the depressions between the convolutions. You would suppose, upon looking at this
collected fluid through the arachnoid, that it had the consistence of jelly: bu~ it is
not so. If you divide the arachnoid by means of a_sh?rp ~calpel, a_perfcctly 111npid
fluid makes its escape. More commonly the arachnoid is drier than 1s natural, bas a
dull lack-lustre aspect, and feels sticky to the touch. Not unfre<1uently there are
layers of coagul~blc lympl~ interspersed betwe~n the ara?lrnoid an~ ria-matcr: this is
a. most unquestionable ev idence of foregone rnfiammat1on; and it is most often met
with in the strongly marked cases. When portions of the cerebral mass are removed
by slicing it, a great number of red points are frequently to be observed, speckling
the cut surface. I mention this appearance just to say that, to the best of my belief,
it does not warrant any conclusion in respect to the state of the brain before death.
'Ve find these red spots numerous in many cases, where there had been no cerebral
affection manifested during life; and they are not always to be seen when we are certain that there was inflammation.
[The grey su'6stance of the convolutions, in cases in which the sub-arachn oid tissue
is strongly injected, is usually of a pale rose, or bright red colour. 'fhe lining membrane of the ventricles is occasionally injected, opaque, or covered with a. pseudomembraoous exudation, or with numerous white 6occuli, which become very apparent
when the membrane is immersed in water. It is often easily separated from the
cerebral substance. The plexus choroides is very often injected, and thickened;
sometimes, however, it is pale and discoloured, and lined with small bydatiform
cysts; this latter appcaraoce bas, also, been found in the cellular texture of the
pituitary gland. - C.]
With respect to the nervous matter itself, it is said to be sometimes softer throughout than natural, and occasionally it bas been found iofiltcred, as it were, with serous
fluid; 1vct, and so rendered soft. GO!is describes an instance of this kind, in which,
he says, the fluid could be expressed from the cerebral substance as from a sponge.

[In some cases the substance of the brain ha s been found of a firmer consistence
than natural, and to a certain extent hypertrophied. A case is related by GOlis, in
which, upon opening the sk ull, the whole brain expanded, so that it cou ld not again
be replaced within the cranium. The convolutions arc sometimes flattened, apparently
from pressure against the skull. -C.]
A more common and characteristic change is softeni11g of tlic central parts of tlie
brain, with an effusion of serous fluid i'nto the ventricles. Generally the effused ftuid
is thin and watery; serosity rather than scrum. It contains less animal matter, perhaps, than any other animal production. Dr. Bostock found that of 100 parts, 98·6
consisted of water, 1 part of sa lt, and 0·4 only of animal matter. It is not, therefore,
in common, coagulable by heat. The quantity effused is uncertai n; speaking generally, it varies from two to six ounces.
lu 38 out of 40 cases, in which death had taken place under the symptoms of acute
hydrocephalus, Dr. West fouod au appreciable quantity of fluid io the ventricles; and
in 34 of these cases the quantity was ?onsiderable, amounting to several ounces.

[In many cases the amount of effused fluid is very trifling; in some scarcely a
trace is to be discovered. The effusion may take place in the arachnoid or subarachn oid tissues, or in the ventricles, or in all these parts at the same time. 'fhe
greatest amount is generally met with in the lateral veutricle-occasionally the quanlity is s~ great as to en large the posterior coroea, elevate the foroix, rupture the SCJ>"'
tum luc1dum, a.ad thus establish a free communication between all the veutriclca.
The cellular tissue of the choroid plexus may also be distended with serum. When
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the serous effusion in the brain is considerable, it is often found also in th e spinal

canal.-C.]
The effused fluid is not always, however, clear and limpid: sometimes it is turbid,
like whey, or C\'Cn puriform, with £1.occulent shreds floating in it. These ha\'e been
considered as flakes of coagulable lymph; but I question whether, in many cases,
they arc not mere fragments o! the softened ~nd broken down materi~ls in the neighbourhood; for the septum luctdum, the formx, and other parts formrng: the walls of
the \'entriclcs, arc very commonly found to be soft and pulpy, or entirely disorg.rnized. 1
'fhc septum is perforated perhaps by a ragged irregular open in g:, the softened portion
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opinion, not only that this softness is the result of inflammation, but that in \'Cry
many cases of acute hydrocephalus, inflammation of these central white part$ constitutes the essence of the disease. He relates two striking examples, in which this
softcucd condition of the septum luciclum, fornix, and corpus callosum, without any
effusion of scrum, or any other morbid appearan ce, was found, after dea th, preceded
by sym ptoms which are usually considered to indicate acute hydroccplrnlus.
It has indeed been thought that the softeni ng of these central parts may sometimes
be the consequence of their maceration in the effused fluid . llut this notion is disproved by the fact that the "Ventricles arc often found full of fluid when there is no
defect of consistence in the cerebral substance forming their walls. Among thirtycight cases, carefully noted by Dr. West, there were thirteen in which no central
softening existed, although the ventricles contained fluid in every case but one. He
refers to the statements of a German, H crrich, who found central soften ing of the
brain in forty-seven only out of seventy-one instances, in which the \'Cntriclcs contained from three to clc\'en ounces of serum. }'inally, M. Rokitansky has ascertained,
by direct experiment, that slices of cerebral matter may be soaked, for hours, in
scrum, without undergoing any change of consistence.
In most instances the membrane lining the ventricles exh ibi ts distinct traces of
inflammatory action; is seen to be vascular, opaque, even obviously thickened.

[In the cells of the arachnoid membrane there is often deposited a concrete yellowish matter, either soft and inelastic, or somewhat firm, elastic, nnd of a shining
appearance. It is deposited either in patches, or in lines bordering the blood-vessels;
and, as is the case with all the indications of inflammation in this disease, it is more
commonly met with at the base than at the summit of the brain. Granulations and
ruiliary tubercles are often interspersed in its midst. The whole base of the brain is
often covered with a continuous layer of the yellowish gelatinous deposit alluded to.
This deposit differs from the mnttcr effused in inflammation occurrin g in persons unaffected with tuberculous disease; the difference is thus traced by Ilarthcz and Rillict
( Nulad. des En/ants, tom. iii). 1.'he former is almost alwnys solid, the latter almo~t
always fluid; the former occurs more especially nt the base of the brain, the latter
upon its convex surface; the forme r is of limited extent, particularly when upon the
surface of the hemispheres, the latter may spread O\'Cr the greater portion of the
surface of the brain; finally, the former is almost invariably found in the cells of the
pia mater, while the latter occurs habitually in the great cavity of the arnchnoid.-C.]
Dr. 1\Test gives an interesting account of the inflammatory changes presented by
the superficial investing membranes. Upon the convexity of the brain these alterations are often compa,rati\'ely sl ight; while at its base they nrc almost always conspicuous. ln thirty-four out of thirty-nine fatal cases he foun d the membranes of the
base to be the scat of disease, more or less extensive, an<l alwnys exceedi ng that which
existed at the vertex.
"The least considerable (he says) of the morbid changes in the membranes at the
base 1.f the brain consists in a milky or opalinc condition of the araclrnoid and pia.
mater, but chit>fly of the former, sometimes extending over the whole lower surface
of the cerebru1u 1 but seldom being equally apparent iu that part of the membrane
which invests the cerebellum. But, besides this opacity, we usually observe much
1

(Thia is the opinion of Rilliet and Barthez.]
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more distinct evidence of inflammatory action in the effusion of yellow l~mph beneath
the arachnoid. This is generally found about the olfa.cto~y ncncs, wluch a.~c o~ten
completely imbeddcd in it; while a similar effusion cxtcndrng across tl~c long-1tudmal
fissure unites the two hemispheres of the brain together. A deposit of the same
kind likewise reaches up the fissure of Sylvius in many ca~cs, and conne~ts the anterior and middle lobes of the brain with each other; or 1f poured out rn less abundance, it ma.y be seen mouing up in narrow y~llow lines .by the s~d~ of the v_cs~cls as
they pass from the base of the brain towards its convexity. It is m the ne1ghbourhood of the pons varolii, however, and about the optic ncrvcs,_th~t the most ~cmark
able alterations are met with . The opacity of the araehnmd is here particularly
evident1 while the subjacent pia mater is opaque, much thick.cued, and o'.tcn infilt~tcd
with a peculiar semi-transparent gelatinous matter, sometuncs of a dirty ycllow1sh-
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or three lines in thickness; though, on its being dissected off, the substance of the
nerves beneath appears quite healthy. When this morbid condition exists in a very
considerable degree, it extends beyond the pons, and involves the membranes covering
the medulla oblongata 1 especially at its anterior surface."
Enough, I think, has been said, to convince you of the. inflammatory c~aracter of
this fearful malady. But, secondly, acute hydrocephalus 1s a tubercular disease.
Occasionally, scrofulous tubercles, of considerable magnitude, are discovered in the
substance of the brain; and it is probable that these would have been more frequently
met with, if they had always been carefully looked for. They consist of a cheesy
kind of matter, like that of large tubercles iu the lungs.
Much more commonly the tubercular deposit manifests itself in the shape of small
granules, scattered, many or few of them, upon or between the membranes of the
brain. This fact has not hitherto received, in this country, that degree of notice
which its great importance deserves. It has engaged the attention, for some years
past, of several of the French physicians. The following clear summary is given by
Dr. West of the result of their observations.
"The conclusion to which we arc led by their careful investigation of the subject
is, that the peculiar granular appearance which various parts of the membranes of the
brain often present in this disease, is not due to inflammation, as was once supposed,
but is occasioned by the presence of minute tubercular deposits. These deposits ofteu
assume the form of minute flattened spherical bodies, of the size of a small pin's
head, or smaller, and either of a. yellowish colour, and rather friable under pressure,
or greyish, semi-transparent, and resistant, almost exactly resembling the grey granu·
lations which arc sometimes seen in the lungs or pleur~ of phthisical subjects. They
are likewise sometimes met with in what would seem to be an earlier stage, when thel
appear like small opaque spots, of a dead white colour, much smaller than a pin s
head, and communicating no perceptible roughness to the membrane. This appearance is often observed iu the arachnoid covering the cerebellum, and those parts of the
base of the brain where the arachnoid is stretched across from one portion of the
organ to another. The flattened yellowish bodies arc more frequently seen at the
convexity of the brain, and on either side of the hemispheres. 'fhey generally follow
the course of the vessels that ramify in the pia mater, and accordin~ly occupy the
sulci between the convolutions much oftener than their summit. The firm grey
bodies arc mostly seen about the pons, or imbcdded in the pin. mater in the neigh·
bo1.1rhood of the optic nerves, or projecting from the surface of the membranes that
cover the medulla oblongata. They arc also often deposited in the arachnoid liniag
the occipital bone, and arc then sometimes collected in considerable numbers around
the foramen magnum. These bodies, sometimes of a. grey, at other times of a yellow
colour, arc likewise met with, though less frequently, in the substance of the velum
interpositum, or imbedded in the choroid plexuses; and in both of these situations
they are sometime~ very abundant."
"'rhesc bodies, however, do not always retain the appearance of dif!tinct granules,
but sometimes on srparating two folds of the arachnoid, which had seemed to be
glu~d together by an effusion of yellow lymph or concrete pus, we find that the mattet
which formed these adhesions is not homogeneous, but that it consists of an ag~re·
gation of minute granular bodies, connected together by the lymph or pus in which
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they are imbeJded. This n.ppcarance is often
met with at the eonnxity of the brain, and
close to the longitudim1l fissure, and rather
more towards its posterior than its anterior
part; a strip of this yellow matter, half an
rnch long by two or three li~cs broad, con-
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Sometimes two or three deposits of this kind
arc obscn·cd at the convex surface of the brain,
but they arc generally more extensit"e at the
base of the organ, where they occupy the
longitudinal fissure and the fissure of Sylvius,
and frequently connect opposite surfaces of
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stance.
.
whodicdtcndnysfromthcfirsta.1i1>enmnccof
The reasons which have convinced Dr. \Vest head symptoms, which wero treated 11.ntiphloof the tubercular nature of these deposits arc- gbtieally. The wbito cireulnr spots represent
"1st. That they arc always associated with the tubercles, which were surroundeJ by highly
tubercle elsewhere.
congested blood-,·csscls. The white deposit
"2d. That their abundance is not in propor- exnmincd by the microscope showc~ g~an~ar
tion to the n.mount of inflammatory mischief. matter and granulnr corpuscles varywg m SJZc.
"3rd. That they n.rc sometimes met with in cases where no bead symptoms were
observed during life, and unconnected with any sign of infln.mmation discovered after
death:-aod
"4th. That their chemical composition and their microscopic structure arc identical with those of tubercle in other organs of the body.n
In this disorder the tubercular deposit may either provoke by its presence the
supervening iufln.mmn.tion, or render the brain au.d its membranes more liable to suffer
inflammation from other influences: in other words, the tubercles arc probably sometimes the sole exciting en.use- of the inflammatory mischief, sometimes mer('ly a strong
predisposing cause. Wc sec, in the changes which lie beyond and precede the inflammation, too plain a reason for the generally hopeless chamcter of the resulting
malady.
[Tubercles, varying in size from that of a pin's head to that of a. pea, are very
generally found scattered irregularly over the surface of the pia mater, following it
between the convolutions; occasionally, however, they occur in distinct patches of au
inch or more in extent. They are commonly hard, and 8Cm!-transparcnt, sometimes
opar1uc and of a whitish, greyish or yeUowish colour. They are found upon all parts
of the surface, the convex and lateral portions as well as tho base, in the iufractuosities of the convolutions, and in the fissures. According to Billiet and Barthcz, they
arc more frequent upon the convex surface of the hemispheres than at the brise. Dr.

~a::~~ol~e (~~t:~i~tl::~~~r:~:~r~!~:~~:~~~~t t:~: l~~~eb~~~~~~~~l~: ::r:.:1;:~~
They arc met with, also, imbedded in the grey matter of tho brain, and arn here often
surrounded by a. halo of redness, usually connected with n.n enlarged vessel, ramifying
from the pia mater. !\lore rarely, tubercles are detected in the medullary portion of
the brain, where they are often overlooked in consequence of their pale, semi-transparent, yellowish tint. The plexus choroides is, also, often coYcrcd with tubercles.
'.l'hey are very common ly met with. likewise, on the serous membranes of the thorax
and abdomen, in the lungs, and occas1onaJJy in tho substance of the liver. In tu:cntyscven out of thirllJ·lh'ree cases of hydrocephalus, llarthcz and llillict found tubercles
or granulations, associated with inflammation of the pia mater; in four cases the
meningitis was unattended by any trace of tubercular deposition in the enc('ph:don;
and in two cases, the granulations or menin~cal tubercles were unattended with n.ny
trt>ccs of inflammation. ln all the thirty-three cases the symptoms were nearly iden.
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.After what I have already stated in respect to simple infla1mna.tion of the brain .in
adults, you will be prepared to hear that acute hydroc.cphalus (rcmci;nber, I restrict
that term to the same inflammatory malady as it occurs rn strumo~ ch1ldren) - I .say
you will not be surprised to learn that acute hydrocephalus. furnishes a wcat .variety
of symptoms; and many variations in the mode of their connog on, and Ill their cowbiuation, and succession.
It is obviously of the greatest importa~ce . to .rccogni~c acute hydrocephalus in its
earliest stages; and even to look out for rnd1cat1ons of 1~ appro~ch. I shall, therefore, describe those changes i.n the state of th.e young p~t1ent, ,~Juch have been found
to be, in many cases, premomtory that the disease was 11npen<lrng. . But such symptoms arc by no means always followed by acute hydrocephalus; nor ts acute hydrocephalus always preceded by such symptoms. Still, when they do occur, they should
put us upon our guard .
The precursory s11mptoms to which I allude consist ch iefly in a morbid state of the
nutritive fun ctioul:I. 'l'hc child loses his appetite; or his appetite becomes capricious:
he sometimes appears to dislike his food, and sometimes devours it voraciously : his
tongue is foul, his breath offensive! his belly culargcs, and sometimes is tender; bis
bowels are torpid, and the evacuatlOns from them unnatural; the stools are pale and
contain but little bile; or they arc <lark with vitiated bile, fcctid, sour-smelling, slimy,
or scybalous; and the child loses his former healthy aspect, becomes paler and thinner.
Even already there are obscurer indications of derangement iu the cerebral functions;
the child is hcavy, taciturn, languid, 8low, dejected; his customary spirit and actiYity
are gone; he grows fretful and irritable, or drowsy and listless, and is manifestly un.
easy; and sometimes he manifests a little unsteadiness and tottering in his gait.
In some children, when the disorder is at hand, or incipient, an unnatural wakefulness is often observable : or restless sleep - attended by grinding of the teeth, or
moaning-is interrupted by sudden awakings in distress and alarm. A frequent
sudden cry or scream, a clenching of the little fists, and a turning in of the thumb
towards the palm of the hand, give warning also of the approaching malady.
Now when this sort of alteration is observed iu a child who bas any hereditary
title to scrofula, or bears the marks of the strumous diatlte11is, or is even a precocious
and particularly clever child, and still more if he present any other indication of
strumous disease, there will be much reason to apprehend that mischief is brewing
within his head. I advert to these tokens of scrofula, because the cerebral iufiammation is, in every case probably, of a scrofulous character. Ilut there is this
peculiarity in it, which distinguishes it from scrofulous inflammation in most other
parts, viz., that as it occurs in an organ of very delicate structure, and one which is
essential to life, its progresl:I is more rapid, and it is more necessary to treat the disease
0

promptly.
It has been made a. question whether the derangement of the digestive organs that
lms just been described is or is not the immediate ex.citing ccrnse of the affection of
the brain; or whether both the abdominal and cerebral disorder arc not common and
concurrent effects of the same cause. You will not have much difficulty in replyiug
to that question. It is said that the stomach and bowels arc more in the way of
l1eing acted upon by injurious influences than the brain, and that, therefore, the iuHammatory quality of the complaint may be supposed often to arise from their dcr<ingcment; and great good, it is alleged, is done, the disease of the brain is often
prevcntrd, by remedying the disordered condition of the stomach and bowels. On
the other hand, it may be stated that a sim ilar derangement of the di"'estive organs
often comes on and lasts long i~ c~ildrcu, without leading to hydro~cphalus; and
hydrocephalus ofte n attacks a. child rn whom no such symptoms of abdominal disease
have appeared. 'Ve can never be certain, therefore, that hydrocephalus has beeu
preve~ted, in any g.ivcn. case, by rem ed ies ad.drcs~cd to the digestive organs. I cannot thmk the question 1s one of much practical importance. Whether the disturbances of the uutriti~e f~ucti?ns cause th~ brain disease, or merely indicate it, they
arc equally valuable m d1rectrng our attcnt10n to the head.
In these little patients auy source of irritation seems to act m1 an "Xciti11y cause :
surgical operations, which arc sometimes necessary at that tender a"'c-falls
or injuries
0
of any kind-painful dentition.
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There are, at least, three several ways in which t11is disease may make its attacks·
and with these it is proper that you should be acquainted.
'
In the first place, it may come on gradually; after such symptoms as have already
been spoken of as being premonitory. Probably this is the way in which it most
frequently commences. After a period, of uncertain duration, in which the child
bas complained of occasional pains in the belly and head, nnd signs of derangement
of the stomach and bowels have been present, the pain in the head begins to be more
severe and to recur more frequently. It is not mere headache, but generally a sharp
shooting pain, recurring at intervals; sometimes it affects one side of the head more
than the other : the little patients wake and shriek out with the pain, and this in
children is a very characteristic symptom. As coma. comes on, this shri eking gives
place to an habitual moaning, which is scarcely less characteristic. Very often iu tho
beµ:inning of the disease there arc pain and stiffness at the back of the neck; some·
times there is much pniu of the limbs in the ea rly periods, and in some children ex.
trrmc tenderness of the sca lp, so that they cannot endure to have the head shaved.
The pain of the bend becomes complicated with vomiting, and both these symptoms
arc aggravated by motion. Very often nausea. is excited by the erect posture, and
the patient begs to lie down. The child sighs frequently, and looks ~rave or sad;
his eyes nre pained by a strong light, so thnt he knits his brows. The pulse becomes
rapid, and the disturbance and irregularity in the abdominal functions increase.
This stage of the complaint may last several days, the child becoming daily more
weak and more peevish, nnd looking more and more ill.
In the second form of attnck there are no premonitory symptoms; or they occur
for a very short while only, before the disease sets in suddenly and violently, with
acute pnin in the head and hip:h fever; or with convulsion: the face is flushed, the
eyes arc brilliant; there is intolerance of light and of sound, and there arc pnin and
tenderness of the abdomen. '\\1 hen the disease commences in this manner, there
may be some rea~on to J10pe that it is simple encephnlitis; cerebral inflamn1ation un·
accompanied with tubercular deposit. 'l'he symptoms are not unlike those which
sometimes mark the onset of continued fover. You may find these varieties described
in Dr. Cheync's excellent treatise on this disorder. "'Ve arc led to suspect," he
says, "some deeply.seated evil from the frantic screams and complnints of the head
and belly, alternating with stupor, or rather lowness, and unwillingness to be roused;
and we are struck with the great irritability of the stomacl1, which exists in a degree
beyond what we generally find it in the foyers of this country; retching and vomitin g
being brought on by a. chanl!e of posture, and certain ly by every attempt to sit up in
bed; and the disordered state of the bowels, which attends this irritability of the
stomach, is also remarkable: and when at any time the child hns a little respite from
the violence of these symptoms, we find our suspicions confirmed by his looks; for
when the feat.ores do not express pain or terror, there is not unfrc9uently a vacancy
of look, the eyes being set, with an expression of dejection which 1s peculiar to cer·
tain diseases of the brain." The mode of attack which has now been described,
nlthough the most regular in its progress, is not so common as the first, nor as the
third, which I have yet to mention. The third way in which the dir;ease makes its
advances is very insidious; the head symptoms supervene upon the subsidence of
some other malady: presently after the disappearance of an eruption from the scalp;
during the decline of scarlet fe\•er, small.pox, hooping·cough, or any inflammatory or
febrile complaint; and even after painful dentition. In these cases the early symp·
toms nre often but slightly marked, or do not take place at all; the sudden occur.
rence of convulsions or paralysis affording the first evidence that the brain is impli·
catcd. This is the most dangerous form of hydrocephalus. It has received the ex·
pressivc title of water-strol.:,e.
In whntcver way the disease makes its invasion, it is apt to be attended with n1.tny
and variable symptoms; and different observers, with a view of facilitating their
description of the disease, and of ma.king it more intelligible and more easily remcm.
bered, have divided the symptoms into groups, and considered each group as charac·
teristic of a particular stage of the malady. But they have not all done this in the
same way. It may be of use, however, to inform you of the different clnssifications
which have thus been proposed. Dr. Whytt, who was almost the first person in this
country who wrote upon this disease (I believe Dr. P'1islcy, of Glasgow, was the first:
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you may sec his paper in the third volume of the Eclinbm'[Jh Medical Essays), ~r.
Whytt, I ~ay, whose dcr-cription is an extremely good one, .took the pulse-which
undergoes very remarkable variations in the course of the disorder. - as. the ground
of his diYision. Ile makes three stages of it therefore; the first, rn which the pulse
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be noticed in very many cases. Dr. GOlis, agai n, au cmrncnt German \vr1~cr on hydrocephalus, whose little work was translated by the late Dr. Gooch, as bcrng the best
book on the subject that he was acquainted with, makes four stages, according to what
he belie,•cs to be the condition of the brain in each. l?irst, he has the period of
t-uryescence, which corresponds with that period in which th~ premonitory symptoms
occur; secondly, the period of inflammation ; thirdly, the penod ?f eff~tsion; fourthly,
the period of pf11sy. The two last would appear to be almost i<lent1cally the same.
Dr. Cheyne makes three stages; which he finds marked, not like Dr. Whytt, by the
state of the circulation, but by the state of the nervous system. 11 bus he calls the
first the period of 1·ncreascd sensibility, when every stimulus produces an inordinate
impres~ion. In the second st:.1ge, that of dim,inishecl sensibi lity, the child is not
easi ly roused, his pupil is dilated, and his pulse slow; he is lethargic, with obstinately
costive bowels. The third stage with him is that of palsy and convulsions, in which
there are squinting, rolling of the head, stupor, convulsions, with a rapid thready
pulse.
Cases often occur, howe>cr, that baffie all these attempts at classification. Convu}.
sions, instead of being among the last, are not seldom among the very first symptoms.
The pulse is sometimes remarkably slow at the outset; sometimes frequent through the
ulwlc disease; and sometimes perfectly natural.
I do not make these statements to magnify the difficulty of distinguishing the dis·
ease; for the diagnosis is really not so difficult as it has sometimes been represented i
but to show you that you must not trust to any succession of symptoms, still less to
any one symptom, as being pathognomouic.
The symptoms that occur during the first stage are very variable, as you may sup·
pose from what I have said of the different modes in which the disease is apt to set in.
Those that arc most constant arc, pain of the het1d, severe shooting pain I say it seems
to be, for the child puts its hand there, and cries out frequently" Oh! my head;"
restlessness i inability to sit up; very disturbed sleep, with grind ing of the teeth, and
from this sleep the child often starts apparently in terror, and with a scream. The
head is hot externally; the little patient is annoyed by light and by noise; the pupils
are. contracted most commonly during this stage; the child is unwilling to be disturbed,
and, therefore, docs not reply readily to questions; but the replies, whoo made, are
corrc~t and rational. ,~,his stage is ma~ked also by vomiting, a. total loss of a~petite,
a white tongue, offensive breath, costive bowels, unnatural stools, green often, or
black, like tar, scanty, and high-coloured urine. Dr. GUlis says that the abdomen,
which has been tumid and tender perhaps, sinks down and becomes flat, without any
increased excretion by stool; and that this is a. very characteristic symptom. The
intestinal gases disappear. The pulse in this sta.ge is frequent and sharp. In short,
~he symptoms. ar~ such (in general) as indicate very plainly that inflammatory action
is gomg on. w1thrn t~1e head .. Now th~ symptoms t~at characterize this first stage of
the complamt somctuncs rapidly pass mto those wlnch belong to the second. 'fhcy
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'fhe period answers, in the general character of the symptoms, to th~ period of excite·
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same disease, modified by its
. So also th? St'cond stage o~ acute J1ydr??ephalus corresponds, in its general fca.tures,
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smallest excr~1on-:- by takrng the child out of bed, or even raising him into a sitting
posture. W~th this slowness of the p~lse come on a diminution of sensibility, and
~ener~l. he~v~ocss and stupo~; the pupils dilate, the light is no longer troublesome,
the v1..;1on JS imperfect, often 1t is doubtful whether the ehil<l i.ct:.'::l at all. If the CJC
be close~y exam med aud watched, the degree of light remaining the same, the size of
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the pupil will frequently be seen to fluctuate, or oscillate, till at Inst it is wide open
and immo\'ablc. While this goes oo, squinting takes place, aud double vision when
the child can yet see anything. One or both eyes arc turned in, or more rarely out-
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by some cry or exclamation expressive of pain. Convulsions frequently occur, but
not uniformly; sli)!h~ and part~al spasm~dic t.witchings; o~ $Cncral and long.continued
convulsions; paralysis; sometimes hcmtplegia. The vom1t1ng generally ceases. The
urine and stools arc passed unconsciously. Sometimes the child, with feeble and
tremulous hands, is incessantly picking his lips, or boring his fingers iuto his cars or
nostrils.
This stag:c may last a week or two. And what is remarkable, it is often attcndad
with remir;:sionsi sometimes sudden and sometimes gradual-deceitful appearances of
amendment, and e\"en of convalescence. The child regains the use of its senses;
recognises agaiu its attendants! appears to its anxious parents to be recovering; but in a day or two it relapses rnto a state of deeper coma than before. And these
fallacious Rymptoms of improvement may occur more than once.
The third stage docs not differ materially in the character of the symptoms that
accompany it, from the second, except that the pulse again becomes frequent, nay,
uncommonly rapid; beating sometimes 200 strokes in the minute, so that you can
scarcely count it. Dr. Whytt, in one instance, reckoned more than 210 pulsations.
The child rolls its head perpetually from side to side; moans continually; waves its
hands in the air, or one hand, the other frequently being palsied; sometimes there is
paraly~is of one side, and conn1lsive twitchings of the other.
'rho circulation is very
unequal; one part of the body will be found hot and dry, and another covered with
a cold sweat; the checks are alternately pale and flushed; the child is r.n·ing, or
in:-eusible; the rapid pulse gets more and more weak; and at length the patient
expires. In many instances death takes place in the midst of a. strong convulsion.
'.l'his last period is of very uncertain duration; it may be over in a few hours, or it
may last a fortnight.
For my own part, I conceive that for all practical purposes it would be quite
~nough to .make two stages ~nl,r of this di~casc. In the first, the symptom~ arc those of
rnfiammat1on of the parts w1thrn the cranium, or of some of those parts; rn the second,
we have the symptoms that result from the consequences and products of the inflammationi from softening, and from the effusion of scrum. And frequently these sets of
symptoms arc, in some respects, common to both these en.uses; and more frequently stil l
the causes coexisti cffur;:ion taking placei yet the inflammation going on. And we
may understand how the whole collection of symptoms may vary and fluctuate, and
assume an uncertain character, according as the inflammatory process has ceased, or
is still in progress; according as it exists alone, or is mingled with the further source
of cerebral disturbance that is furnished by its own events; and according as the
inflammation may have come to an end, while its events remain bchindi and declare
their presence by appropriate signs in proportion to their place, their extent, and
their various kinds and combinations.
The disorder with which acute hydrocephalus, in its commencement, may be most
readily confounded, is the remittcnt fever of childhood. I borrow from Dr. West the
criteria. which help us to discriminate between these two complaints.
The vomiting, which is so grave a. symptom of approaching hydrocephalus, is often
absent in rcmittcnt fever, even at its onset; or if present, it soon ceases, and is not
succeeded by that abiding nausea which is frcc1uent in hydrocephalus. In rcmittcnt
fever, the bowels arc often relaxed from the very first, or speedily become so; and
the ernc:uations present no resemblance· to the scanty, darki or mud-coloured stools
which are avoided in hydrocephalus, b~t arc usually foocal,, water)'., and of a ligbtish
colour. 'l'enderncss of the abdomen is nearly constant 111 rcm1ttcnt fever, and is
greater in the iliac regions than clscwherci and wind can always be felt in the intestines. 'l'hc t.onguc .is not moist as in. hydrocephalus, and is sol<lom much loade<li hut
has only a tl11n coating: of yellow fur rn the centre and towards the root, while it is
very red at the tip and edges, and becomes dry at an early stage of the disease. In
hydrocephalus thcr~ is. frcqu~ntly a great di~taste for drink as we]~ <is for foodi while
although the appetite is lost in cases of rennttent fever, yet the patients have a str0ng
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desire for drink, especially for cold drink, to quench the uq~cut thir_st. The heat of
skin in remittent fever is extremely pungent and "tuuch greater than in hydrocephalus,
in which, although there is great dryness of the s~rfo.cc, yet. the temp~rature is
seldom much increased. The pulse in remittcnt fever IS much c1u1ckcr. than 111 hyd~o
ccphalus, continues quick tbrou2hout, and never becomes unequal or irregular, wh~le
its frequency is in direct proportion to the ele'·.ation of th_e temperature o.f .the ~km.
In rcmittent fc\·er the child makes few complamts about tts head, but delmurn ts of
early occurrence, especially at night; in hydroccphal11:s1 on the co~trary, t1:ue delirium
hardly ever occurs till an advanced period of the disease, and 1s somet11nes absent
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worse again as night approaches; while, though ~here ~re many fi.uctuntions in the
course of hydrocephalus, yet we observe no definite periods, at wluch the symptoms
i nva ri ably remit, or arc increased in severity.
lt may further aid the diagnosis to reme_mber the facts, that r~mi~tent ~ever is '\'"cry
rare at an earlier age than five years, and 1s scarcely ever met with lll cb1l? ren ~nder
three; while at least the half of all cases of acute hydrocephalus occur rn clu lJren
who have not completed their fifth year.
You will find a. good deal said by some writers on this disease, of morbid appear.
ances fouo<l in other parts besides the brain, and especially in the abdominal organs,enlargements of the Ji,·er, or spleen; inflammation of their peritoneal covering. I
believe that careful invostigation would generally detect tubercular deposit, in greater
or less quantity, in various organs : in the lungs and bronchial glands, in the glands
of the mesentery, and in the mucoli.s follicles of the intestines. Sometimes there is
tubercular ulceration of the bowels, which may produce diarrhrea 1 and so far tend
to perplex the diagnosis. One remarkable change is said to be common, viz., intus.
suseeption of the small intestines. This probably takes place a short time only before
death, and appears to be the result of spasmodic or irregular movements of the
bowels, analogus to those which arc observed in the voluntary muscles. The intns·
susceptcd portions arc easily pulled out, and show no marks of infiammation.
Many persons, as I have already hinted, lay great stress, when discussing the
patholo&ry of acute hydrocephalus, upon the previous unhealthy state of the nutritive
apparatus. '!'hey hold that the primary disease-the Jons et odgo mali- lies in the
stomach, or bowels, or liver; and that the brain affection is secondary, and caused by
sympathy with these distant parts : and th is opinion they fortify by referring to the
frequency of organic disease, met with after death, in the abdominal viscera. In accordance with these views of its origin, they propose to cure, or to prevent, hydrocephalus, by redressing the faulty condition of the digestive organs.
Now this, in my judgment, is not on ly an erroneous, but au unsafe doctrine: for
it tends to divert our attention from the head, and to misdirect the treatment. The
grand predisposing cause of acute hydrocephalus is certainly the scrofulous diathesis,
and this is why we see the complaint run so -often in families: so that one child
having died of that disorder affords much ground for apprehending that others
belonging to the same family may become victims to it. '£he constitutional tendency is hereditary, and children born with it are liable and likely to ha\'e strumons
disease set up in various organs at once, or perhaps in succession : not, however, a
s_uccession of cause and effect, hut of common relation to one pcrYading disposition.
We need not be surprised that scrofulous inflammation should affect the brain, and
abdomen at the same time. 'Vhen we find obvious organic disease of the brain,
scrofulous tubercles for instance, which must have been antecedent to the hydroce.phalus, it would be just as absurd to look to tho abdomen for the cause of the hydro·
~cphal.us, as it would be to seek in_ the brain for an explanation of the cause of
Jaundice or of dysentery, when the hver or the colon were known to be diseased.
I do not mean to assert that the morb id conditions of the bruin and of the abdomen
are perfectly independent each of the other. 'l'hc vomiti ng that is so constant a foa.
tu7c ~f acute hydroccp.halus, tho constipation that is so common a consequence of head
a~rctions, afford famil_rnr evidence of the influence which cerebral disorders may cxcr·
c1se upon the abdomrnal functions. Conversely, any disease in other parts of the
body.may react injuriously upon the brain, and may sometimes be l"eg-.irdcd as an
P.xc1tmg c;mi:;c of di::iease iu that organ.
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The period of life i.s nlso a stro.ng predisposi~g circumstnnce; ncute hydrocephalus
being peculiarly a d1sea~c of cluldhoo?. It IS not, however, as I once erroneously
belieYed, most frequent rn very early rnfancy. In five on ly of forty fatal cases, in
which Dr. Wei;:t J13d the opportunity of confirmin!Z' his diagnosis by an examination
of the dead body, were the patients under a year old. Nine others were under tl1ree
years of ag;e; twenty between three and six; five bl•tween six and nine; and one
between te'll and eleven years old. The disease may indeed occur at any age up to
the twelfth or fourteenth year. After that period it is comparatively rare.
Do we not trace, in this statement, the same protective influence of the lJeriod of
lactation, which I formerly mentioned as being so conspicuous in the analogous
disorder, strnmous ophthalmin?
Acute hydrocephalus usually runs its course in from two to three weeks. It may
destroy life within fou r or five days. It may be protracted, and still prove fatal, to the
fourth week of the declared disease.
Whatever tends to deepen and aggravate tlie scrofulous diathesis - improper or
insufficient nutriment, exposure to cold, inadequate clothing, impure air-may be
regarded as a 1>rcdisposi11!J cause of acute hydrocephalus. And whatever tends to call
scrofu lous disease into action, may be reckoned among the possible czciti11v causes of
acute hydrocephalus. .Any general irritation may bring it on. It sometimes supervenes upon the drying up or repression of eruptions, as tioca capitis, or i;ores behind
the cars. Such eruptions, therefore, occurring in strumous children, we must not
attempt to cure suddenly; and free purging should be employed when they begin to
disappear. The irritation produced by difficult and painful dentition is a very fre<1uent excitin~ cause; and this is a source of danger which, in many cases, may be
obviated by timely and judicious m::rnagement. Violent heating exerci~c has sometimes, apparently, kindled the cerebral inflammation. Among the exciting causes we
tnay place all physical injuries which jar or stun the brain; blows ou the head, falls
from a height, althoul!h the head may not be the part struck; and all moral agencies
which shock or strongly disturb the nervous system; severe bodily pain, violent fits
of an!Z'cr, sudden fright. GO!is goes even so far as to sa.y that great terror and distress
of mind in t!tt: motlier during the latter months of pregnancy may lead to the occurrence of acute hydroccpht\Jus in the child; and he brings forward this curious fact in
support of his opinion :-A large proportion of the children thnt were born in Vienna.
soon a.fter the bombardment of that place by the French, in 1809, were seized with
convulsions within a month after their birth, aud died of inflammation within the
cranium; effusion of coagulable lymph between the membranes, and of serum in the
\'Cntrieles, being discovered on dissection.

LECTURE XXVI.
Arille Hydroceplialus continued.

Prognosis mid lllortaliflJ of the Disease-. Treatment; Blood./ettinv; Purvatives; Gold; Mercury; Blisters. Prophylaxis.
/::J'purious flydrocf'plwlus. Chronic Hydrocephalus, or Dropsy of the Brain.
Shape of the IIead and Face. Anatomical Conditions. S11mJ_Jtoms.

TITE disease, of which I described the symptoms in the last lecture, acute byclro-

~:~t~l;~ti~n~ ~~~: d::r~c~~~s o~i~~~~~ :reac~~e~.heno~:~~rni~c!sof:a~~?,i:~tfi~~i's~;d~p~~~~
priatc treatment, 1s always greater rn proportion as the complarnt, or the tendency to
the complaint, is detected early ; and for that reason the precursory symptoms possess
so high an importance.
·when our treatment commences while the symptoms arc as yet rather those of the
precursory state, than of the confirmed disease, it is iwpossiblc to say how many of
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without its bein"' po~siblc for us to refute the assertion, that not all of the d1sorJ~rs
which we treat ~s acute hydrocephalus are really instances of that complaint. We
mmt act upon the worst supposition, and not wait until the nature of the symptoms
demo'!fstrate that the malady is present, while they deruonstrate also, at the s.1me
time, that it is well nigh hopeless. These are cases which pc~uliarly d~m:rnd decision
on the part of the medical man j and we arc bound t? act, lll some. mstanccs, ~pon
very slight indications; as when, for example, we r.crcc1vc_whntwc t~11nk thrcate?1n~s
of acute hydrocephalus in a scrofulous child, or 10 a child bclongrng to a famtly m
which others have alrE>ady been cut off by that disorder.
It lias been suppo:.ied by some, that the case is hopeless after effusion has taken
place, but we cannot be sure of that; nay more, there are no symptoms by which we
can ever tell for certahi that effusion hos taken place.
I remember to have heard it gravely maintained, in the debating societ ies which I
sometimes attended when a student, that there arc no such things as absorbent~,
and no absorption, in the brain; and therefore that perfect recovery from serous
effusion in that organ is impossible.
rrhcre is no cvidenco that the effusion within the cranium, which is often to a
comp:nati>cly small extent, is the cause of danger in hydrocephnlus, or e''en of the
symptoms which mnrk the latter stage of the disease.-C.)
llut this notion is refuted by plain and well.known facts . We shall see hereafter,
that blood poured forth within the ncrrous pulp is capable of being removed by
absorption. Ilow an opinion so palpably erroneous could ever have found credit,
except with that cla:.is of men who can or will believe nothing which they cannot see;
I am at loss to guess.
'!'he prognosis, always doubtful or bad, is a little better when the disease is violent,
and occurs in tolerably healthy subjects, than when it creeps on slowly and insidiously,
and in weakly scrofu lous patients. In the former case there is more room for the
adoption of' active measures; and the disease is more likely to be amenable to remcdie~,
and less likely to be obstinate; it is also less likely to depend upon a permanent
criusc, such as the existence of scrofulous tubercles in the brriin. ·we may permit
ourselves to take hope from the very uncertainty of our means of dirignosis; hope,
that the disease may be simple inflammation, ind ependent of scrofula; a slender hope
even then.
'l'he probable issue of the disease is often judged of by the state of the pulse. The
quick pulse belonging to the early stages of the disease will become slow; but it may
become slow in two very different ways; it may dimiai>:h in frequency in a gradual
and moderate manner, and then we may hope that the alteration proceeds from the
progrcssi,·c declension of the fever : or it may drop suddenly, which would be a reason
for om fearing that the second stage of the disease was about to establish itself. We
must take care, under the former circum!:Stanccs, not prematurely to assert that the
disorder is on the decline, and the patient safe. On the other hand, if the pulse bave
been morbidly slow, a gradual and slight increase in its frequency must be considered
as a favourable omen; while its rapid and grc:it acceleration would show that the
disease was passing into its worst and final sta.ge.
I have already cautioned you against being misled by that deceitful truce, and
apparent improvement, which is apt to take place in the l:ourse of the disease. If
the signs of amendment continue, or make progress, during two or three entire days,
we may venture to admit a. little more hope. l3ut the patient can never be considered
secure while any approach to what arc thougl1t symptoUls of effusion remains; while
the pupil continues dilated, for example; or even so long as it does not contract
briskly under a strong light.
'!'he prognosis is especially bad when acute hydrocephalus supervenes upon other
disease; or when it is cngraftcd (as it sometimes is) upon the chronic form of the
di~order. It is very seldom that the acute form subsides into the chronic.
'l'o show you, however, that we are warranted in the expectation of sometimes car·
rying our patitmt through this most perilous malady, 1 will mention a few statistical
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facts that have been recorded in respect to its mortality. Dr. Odicr, of Geneva, states
tbat, upon au average, eighteen cases of acute hydrocephalus occur every year in that
place; and of these, six get well; 1". .e., the recoveries arc to the deaths us one to two.
Dr. GOlis, to whose work I referred 10 the last lecture, and who had the charge of a.
larg:e institution for children in Vienna, gives an account of thirty-seven ca:;cJS, out of
which five recovered. Ile had seen, upon the whole, forty-one in stances of recovery
from acute hydrocephalus. Dr. Mills, who has also written on the discUJ:ic, has narrated twenty-eight cases, all of which died but seven; and )Jr. Brichcteau lust four
out of eleven. ~\.dding thc:)c together, and taking the average, we have seventy-six
instances of the disease, aud ninetee n recoveries; exactly one in four. Th e cases iu
which recovery took place were mostly those in which antiphlogistic measures were
adopted early; and I must confess my own suspicion that they were, mo:;t of them
at least, cases of what I have called simple encephalitis, occurring in children prcvious:y strong and healthy.
If the "acute hydrocephalus" of the English, and the "tubercular meuingi tis"
of the French writers, be allowed to be convertible terms, and to signify always the
same disease, we must greatly circumscribe the hope which might otherwise be deducible from tbe preceding statement. Dr. West declares that he has never yet secu
an instance of recovery from advanced hydroc ep halu~; that he has known but ouc in
which the child got well after the disease was well marked, and the second stage had
commenced; and that he had observed a favourable issue in a very few cases only,
even though they came under treatment immediately upon the n.ppcarance of the premonitory symptoms of water on the brain. .And he quotes from ~I. Guersn.nt, of
Paris, "who has probn.bly had a larger experience than auy other man now livin g in
the management of children's diseases," the following discouraging testimony: " 'fubcrcular meningitis may sometimes terminate by recovery in the first stage,
though the nature of such cases is always more or less doubtful. In the sccoud stage
I have not seen one child recover out of a hundred : and even those who seemed to
J1avc recovered , have either sunk afterwards under a return of the di:;casc in its acute
form, or have died of phthisis. AP, to patients in whom the disease has reached the
third stage, I have never seen them improve, even for a moment."
'fhe treatment of acutQ hydrocepha lus is difficult to conduct; and scarcely less
difficult to describe ;:rnd teach. 'l'he disease being essentially an inflammation, requires, in its earlier periods at least, the remedies of inflammation. But we must
C\'er bear in mind that our putients are children; and, for the most part, weakly, because scrofulous children. '.l'hcir time of life, and the preseuce of the strumous diathesis, both forbid that strenuous appliance of antiphlogistic remed ies, which might
be proper and necessary in adults of strong and healthy frame. 'Ve take our
weapons, however, in either case, from the same armoury.
The only event of the inflammatory process compatible with the safety of the patient
is resolution. To this end, therefore, must ou r efforts be carnc:;tly directed. If the
child be feverish, the pulse sharp, the head hot, the checks flushed, the pain severe,
and if, moreover, the case be seen early, there need be no doubt about the propriety
of abstracting blood. It is a matter of obvious importance to ascertain how far we
may safely and beneficially carry this measure, in the diseases of infan ts. Dr. J oh n
Clarke, a phy:sician of large experience (the elder brother of the present Sir Charles
Clarke), found that very young children would very well bear the loss of blood, eve n
to fainting, once or twice; but that their vital powers were apt to sink if tl1e bleed lug,
to that extent, were oftener repeated. It is better, iu my opinion, to apply leeches
to these little paticut.s, than to cut one of their veins. Dr. \\'est wisely advises that
the leeches should be applied to the crown of the head, rather than to the temples,
where they dangle about the eyes and terrify the child; or than behind the ears,
where they arc liable to be rubbed off as he rolls his head from side to side. Itecollect that, upon very young children, leeches produce an effect tantamount to that of
vcnrosection. 'l'beir bites bleed more freely than in grown persons, on account of the
greater activity of the capillary circulation in children. No g~neral rule can be prc1Scribed iu respect to the number of leeches to be used; three will take as much blood
iu ooc case as half a dozen in .another j but assuming that one leech will, on an
average, ~ausc the .discharge of one ounce of blood, we. may appl1 three of them to
a strong 10fant of six months, when the symptoms are v10lcnt. Ui course the further
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In_ older children the quantity of

blood requisite to be taken will be somewhat larger; six ounces draw~ from a vein .is
6
1 8
1
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needful: the true measure and test of salutary blood-letting being in this, as well ail
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decided and manifest impression. By attc11din~ to this rule you will_break the. force
of the early disease more surely, and more safely too, t han by drawmg blood in frequent driblets; a mode of using the remedy calculated to sub?ue the patient rath er
than to overcome his mabdy. You must ;iftcrwards go on with the leeches to the
head, or you must withhold them, according to the exigency of the particular case;
according to the state of the pulse, the continuance or the cessation of the pain 1 the
increase or diminution of the feve r, the previous strength a.nd cond ition of the child,
and so forth. V cry rarely, however, will any repetition of blood-letting, in any way,
be advisable or safe. I mmt once more admonish you that, as you have to deal with
scrofulous children, any superfluous removal of blood, the abstraction of more than
is required for controlliu g the iuflammation within the head, will be likely to prove
injurious to t110 general system; ;ind even dangerously to depress the vital power .
.After the occurrence of general convulsions, or the full formation of the comato.~e
state, a. further prosecution of the bleeding has sometimes been rapidly followed by
death .
.Next in rank and importance to bleeding, if not even before it, come purgativet.
They are to be exhibited with the threefold view of correcting depraved secretions,
of clearing the alimentary canal of its irritating contents, and above all, of derivin!!,
as the phrase is, from the head: producing a discharge of the watery parb! of the
blood, and taking off the stress from the cerebral arteries. The best forms of purgative medicine to be used for these purposes with children, consist of calomcl and jahp,
or calomel and scammony; and if these do not act freely, senna and salts must be
given in aid of them. I lrnve already made you acquainted with Dr. Abcrcrombie's
high estimate of the efficacy of purgatives in inflammation of the brain, whether in
the ch ild or in the adult. Dr. 'Yhytt, again, states that he never saw even tcmpor:iry
relief of the symptoms produced by any other means than those which increased the
evacuations. Purgatives are to be administered, therefore, at an early period. But
sometimes the stomac h is so irritable that it rejects them. A previous bleeding will
often correct this; and it is no small part of the benefit derived from the abstraction
of blood, that it prepares the way for the more effectual operation of apericnts, and
of mercury. A large clyster will often be of service, both in settlin g the stomach,
and in procuring stools, when there is much vomiting, and a continual rejection of
medicine given by the mouth. Dr. Cheyne mentions a form of medicine by which
he sometimes succeeded in quieting the irritable stomacli, and procuring evacuations:
namely, a drachm or two of magnesia, saturated with lemon juice, to be given every
two or three hours. Dr. 'Yest recommends half a scruple of nitre, with a drachm of
Epsom salts, dissolved in some aromatic water, or in veal broth. You may sometimes
get calomel and scammony, however, to remain on the stomach, when almost e\'ery
other medicine is rejected. The purgative plan should be steadily persisted in for
several days.
'fl) show you how torpid tl1e bowels are apt to be in this disease, and how difficult
it sometimes is to procure evacuations from them, I ma.y mention the following
circumstances which I heard Dr. Alison relate as having occurred in the pr:ictice of
his uncle, the late Dr. Gregory of Edinburgh. H e had one patient who took 1-lO
~rai11s of ca lomel in the course of five dnys: yet l1is bowels were not relieved, till he
liad also taken two doses of jalap, the first of 30 and the second of 35 grains'. In
another case, a chi ld of twenty-eight months took in nine days 350 grains of calomcl
(nearly_ 40 g rains a day); and in six of these days, 136 grains of jalap (more than
20 ~rams a day): the effects were a. gentle purging from the jalap, none from the
prev1o°:s calomel, and but slight salivation. The child recovered after ha\'ing been
nearly m a comatoge state. Of course large doses of this kind arc never to be given,
until the inefficacy of smaller ones has been ascertained.
Culd applied to the head : - I have before given you examples of its power. It is
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especially useful in the early pcr~ods of the disease, when there is much heat, and
when evacuations have been obtarned. I am doubtful about the propriety of keeping
ice in contact with the surface of the head in very young children. It will in many
cases be sufficient to lay a linen rag wet with cold water (or spirit and 'vatcr 1 to promote evaporation), upon the child 1s head, taking care to renew it frequently, uot merely
as often as it becomes dry, but as often as it becomes hot. Dr. Darwall states that he
has known cases, which seemed utterly hopeless, retrieved by letting water fall in a
succession of small drops upon the scalp, and continuing it until the head no longer
recovered its high temperature upon intermitting the dropping. I scarcely need say
that under all circumstances it is expedient to keep the bead somewhat elevated .
The influence of this mode of applying cold to the head is increased, and perhaps
rendered safer, bj' immersing the lower extremities of the patient at the same time in
warm water.
Different opinions have been h eld in respect to the value of mercury in this disease.
Knowing how powerful an influence it has in arresting inflammatory action, and that
th e inflammation in acute hydrocephalus often leaves behind it traces showin g that it
was of the adhesive kind, I should not omit giving mercury; but (as I stated when
upon the subject of encephalitis) I should not give it with the direct object of affecting
the gums, of producing ptyalism. I believe the evidence touching the efficacy of
mercury carried to salivation in acute hydrocephalus is this: - that some few very
desperate cases have got well, the improvement commencing at the time when the
mercurial influence on the system was becoming apparent; and that in other cases,
the occurrence of salivation has.been followed by 110 alleviation of the symptoms, but
the disease has run on, unchecked, to its fatal termination. In truth, it is a very
difficult matter to salivate a child; there is a great reluctance in the system, at the
earlier periods of life, to take on the specific mercurial action; and the disinclination
seems peculiarly stron~ during the presence of this disease; and the younger the
child, the more difficult is it to affect the gums. Perhaps this may be considered
fortunate; for when salivation docs take place in these little patients, it someti mes
proceeds to an alarming extent. Dr. John Clarke, who employctl ca lomel largely in
a variety of diseases, never saw more than three instances in which salivation was
produced in children under three years of age.
If you arc desirous of taking the chance of benefit from tl10 spec ifi c influence of
mercury, you had better give calomel as a part of the purgative plan, and rub in
some of the mercurial ointm ent; you had better do this than lock up the chi ld's
bowels by combining opium with the calomcl; not to ll1ention the injuri ous effects of
opium upon young chi ldren in general, and in the early period of hca.d affections in
particular. 1'hc calomcl should be given steadily, in equa l doses, at equal intcn·als.
Green eva.cuations from the bowels, resembling wet tea-leaves or chopped spinach,
usually follow its continued administration : and this appcam.nce (like the rising of
the gums in adults) is generally regarded as a proof that the influence of the mineral
is felt by the system, and that it is doing all the good of which it is capable.
Upon the whole, 1 believe it will be found that they who have had the most ample
experience of this perilous disease, ha>e ended with the conviction, that moderate
local depletion, and the regulated exhibition of mercury in small quantities, afford,
generally, a better chance of success tha.n the large bleedings, and the full and fre.
qucnt doses of calomcl, which have sometimes been recommended.
. .
Of blisters I may repeat the substance of what I stated when we were cons1?cr1ng
encephalitis. I should abstain from them at the commencement of the disease.
Even when applied at a distance from the head, they arc apt to prove a source of
hurtful irritation in these young and susceptible subjects. Hut in lhc second stage
of the malady, I believe blisters arc often of good service. 'l'hcy may be appli ed to
the nape of the ucck, or, which is better, to the head itself: and several may be
applied in succession ; or the ulcerated surface ma:y be kept open by th~ help of irri·
tatiog ointment, such as the ungucntum cantharid1s, or the ccratum sabrnre.
[D.r. Wood ~Prac: of. ~ed.) rei~arks : "One.additional remedy
in this form of mcnmg1t1s1 from its supposed rnfluencc over the
body, and in the hope, that if it do nbt promote the absorption
ma.tter, it may pos~iLly prevent its deposition. I allude to iodine.

should be cmpl?yed
scrofulous habit of
of the tuberculous
I would commence
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with it in such doses as the stomach of the child could bear, and continue it throu~hout
the treatment. The iodide of potas!'ium, or the compound solution of iodine (U. S.
Ph.) should be employed. The iodide of ~erc~ry_ mi~h~, with grc?t propriety, be
0
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abandoncd."-C.]

The~e are the main remedies to which we trust in the treatment of acute hydrocephalus: blccdinfr, puq!atives, co.Id, in the outset; mercury ancl bli~ters, of 1~orc
equiYocal efficacy th:rn the former, rn the more advanced stages of the disease. "hen
there is much irritability towards the decline of the disorder, or in its latest period,
opiates may cautiously be tried; they sometimes have appeared to be extremely bene.
ficial: two or three grains of Dover's powder furnish a very eligible form of opiate
in such cases.
I do not feel called upon to say anything, in addition to what I stated in a. former
lecture, about other remedies that have been proposed in acute hydrocephalus; digi.
talis, colchicum, squills, antimony. These muy be useful, when they act as diuretics:
but they have no specific virtue. I have told you the remedies which I believe to be
the best; and which will save the patient, when judiciously used, if the case be
within the compass of our cure; and you will do well to learn how to manage these
powerful means. I am confident you will find that more to your purpose than trying
now this and now the other remedy, because it is new, or been.use some persons tell
you they have been wonderfully successful with it.

[When the disease has reached the paralytic sta~, its fatal termination is mually
supposed to be inevitable; but Dr. Christie, of Scotland, and Dr. Wonigcr, of Ilam.
burg, have each recently reported a case, in which a cure was effected after paralysis
lrnd occurred, by the administration of iodine. Dr. Christie employed a solution,
containing sixteen grains of iodide of potassium, and four grains of iodine to one
ounce of water, g:i'fen in the dose of a. teaspoonful every four hours, at tl1-0 same time
that a weak ointment of the bin iodide of mercury was rubbed upon the child's scalp.
Dr. Woniger ga.ve n solution of one drachm of iodide of potassium, dissolved in half
an ounce of water, in the dose, at first, of forty, and subsequently of fifty drops every
two hours. In the case of Dr. Christie, the first indication of improvement occurred
in thirty-six hours after the employment of the iodine was commenced with, but in
Dr. Woniger's case, not until after the end of seventy-two hours. In both the recovery is said to have been complete and permanent. -0.]
Let me say a word in reference to the prevent/on of this disease: concerning which
your advice will be sure to be asked again a.nd again. In families, in which acute
hydrocephalus has occurred, or which show decided marks of the scrofulous diathesis,
the earlic~t attention should be paid to any deviation from the healthy condition of
any of the function~. Weaned children in such families should be kept upon a nourishing but light and unstimulating diet; consisting of well-dressed vegetables, farinaceous substances, and a moderate proportion of animal food. Particular care should
be takcu to keep the Lo~vcls r~gular; not that weakening purges should be given, but
tl~c b~wcls should be fatrly r:heved.at least once every day. Any disturbance of the
.d~gestn·c organ~ should be 1m~ned1ately corrected; by antacids, laxatives, chan.ge of
diet, and somctuncs by mercurials, as the hydrargyrum cum crcHl.. Such children
should also, if possible, be brought up in the country, and freely exposed to mild and
dry air; and in winter great care should be taken to have them sufficiently clothed.
Exposure to the cont:Jgiou of small-pox, measles, scarlet fever, or hooping cough,
should be scrupulously guarded against. During the hazardous period of dentition,
the sta.te ?f the teeth and gums .must .be sedulously watched. '£here is good rca~n
for b~hevrnf? that a seton ?r an issue 10 the neck or arm has been very serviceable m
w<i;<l_rng. ofl and prcventmg attacks of the disease. Dr. Cheyne mentions so~e
stnkmg 1astanecs of the good effect of establishing an artificial irritation at some distance froi:o the brain, when there has been a disposition to disease in that organ.
T~erc is another caution, too, which you will often find reason for su,!?'gcsting: and
thnt 1s, not to press or encourage the development of the mental faculties in children
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who are quick and intclli::rcnt beyond their years. Parents arc apt to be proud of the
early acquirements of their little ones: they are not aware that such precocity of the
mind implies danµ:er to the health of the body; and tl1ey pro,·idc them with in~truc
tors, and to a certain extent abridge their hours of exercise and amuscmenti that they
may do justice to their cleverness. But it is our duty to admonish such parents of
the ri1:k they are thus running : to advise them to think only, for the preseot, of
corroborating the corporal stren:zth of the child; and to avoid over-cultivation of his
intellect until this danp;erous period of his existence is got over.
There is still one point remainin~, and one of the utmost importance, in relation
to the acute hydrocephalus of children. I told you in the last lecture, that in general
the diaµ:uosis was not very difficult. But there is a form of disorder very apt to be
mistaken and treated for acute hydrocephalus, by those who are not forwarned; and
one which may be rendered fatn l, if the remedies of acute hydrocephalus be directed
a~aiost it. Encephalitis, whether it occur in the child or in the adult, has its spurious
double. As, in morals, every virtue has its corresponding vice, which apes its actions
and assumes its garb, so it is also with many opposite bodily disorders: and it is of
great moment that we should be capable of discerning the essential difference of
character that lurks beneath external similarity of feature . It is a. most curious, but
unquestionable fact, that anremia of tho brain, a diminution of its natural supply of
red blood, and exhaustion of the nervous power, will produce symptoms very much
resembling those which result from the diametrically opposite condition. To excess
of pressure on the one hand, and to defect of pressure or support on the other, there
arc many phenomena in common. If you pay no regard to the state of the general
circulation, as indicated by the temperature and by the pulse, you will find the actual
symptoms of syncope, and of apoplectic fulness, to be identically the same. When
a human being bleeds to death,- as many do from wounds, from uterine bromorrhage,
a.ad so on,-wbat do we see? Why the patients may have nervous delirium, become
convulsed, and then insensible, with a. wide and fixed pupil. The outward Yisible
signs of concussion and of compression of the brain are very much alike. The
vulgar always confound them, and arc clamorous that a. vein should be opened: a
measure which would be proper and useful in the one case, but murderous in the
other. It is the same with the functions of other parts : we have palpitation of the
heart when that or~an is insufficiently supplied with blood; palpitation wlicn it is
over.loaded: dyspncea, or hurried brcathin~, when the lungs are congested; hurried
breathinµ;, when blood does not arrive in them plentifully enough. You must see
that the importance of distinguishing between the causes of tl1cse analogous phenomena is immense. Several -authors in modern times have noticed the condition of
the brain to which I now wish you to attend, and which may be called spt1rious hydroceplwlus. Dr. l\.farshall IIall, Dr. Abercrombie, and the Jato Dr. Gooch, - each
of these three physicians appears to have discriminated, for himself, the spurious
from the genuine disease; but tbeir several accounts of it wero made public in the
order of time in which I have here mentioned their names. Dr. Gooch's Essay is
entitled- " Of some S9mptoms 1'n Children erroneously allributed to Congestion of
tlie Brain." Ilis description of the disorder in question is very graphic. It is
chiefly indicated, he says, by heaviness of the head, and drowsiness. '1'he age of the
Jittle patients whom he had seen so affected was from a. few months to two or three
years; they were generally smaJI of their age, and of delicate health, or had been
exposed to debilitating causes. The physician finds the child lying on its nurnc's
fop, unable or unwilling to raise its head: half asleep; one moment opening its eyes,
and the uext closinµ- them aga in, with a rcmarkab.Jc cxpreR.o;ion of languor. The
tongue is sli:,rhtly white, the skin is not hot; a.t times the nurse remarks that it is
colder than natu ra.l; in some instances there is now and then a sligl1t and transient
flus h. In all the cases that Dr. Gooch saw, the bowels had been alrcb.dy dii;turbed
by purgatives; the symptoms had inva riably been attributed to congestion of the
brain; and the remedies employed had been leeches and cold lotions to the head, and
purgativ\::s-cspccially calomcl. Under th is treatment the patients had gradually got
worse, the lanp;uor had increased, the pulse become quicker and weaker, and at the
end of a. certain number of days the children had died. In two instances he had
known c.oma. to co~c on during the last few hours; stertorous breathing, and dilated
nod motionless pupils.
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Dr. Ilall describes a very similar set of symptoms: the fac~ pale, the checks cool
or cold, the eyelids half closed, the eyes unattracted by ~ny ~bJCCt put before _tl.1c111 1
the pupils unmoved on the approach of light, the breathrng 1.rr~gul:u: and susptnous,
the voice hu:;;:;ky. These symptoms are sometimes preceded by 1mtab1hty, and a feeble
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principally to exhaustion. In early infancy the exhaustion owes its origin chiefly to
diarrhrea, or catharsis; in the later periods of infancy, to t~1c loss of blood, with or
without a relaxed condition of the bowels. The diarrhrea is often produced by improper food, and frequently succeeds weaning; or it results from the ill-timed admin istration of purgative medicine. The ex~~mstion fro1~1 loss of blood _generally follo.ws
the application of leeches, for some prevrnus complamt-or for this very complamt
itself, when incipient, and misunderstood.
I will take one of Dr. Gooch 1 s cases in illustration, and give it you in his own
words. "I was going out of town (he says) one afternoon, '~hen ~ gcntl~nrnn dro~e
up to my door in a coach, and entreated me to go and sec l11s child, which he smd
had something the matter with its head, and that the medical attendant of the family
was in the house, ancl was just going to apply leeches. I went with him immediately,
and when I entered the nursery I found a chilJ ten months old, lying in its nurse's
lap, exactly in the state which I have already described; the sa.rue unwillingness to
hold its head up, the same drowsiness, languor, absence of heat and all symptoms of
fever. The child was not small of its age, and had not been weak; but it had been
wea11ecl about two months, since which it had never thriven. 'l'he leeches had not
been put on. I took the medical gentleman into another room, related the foregoing
case (i.e., a case in which a child had been leeched out of its life), and several similar to it, which had been treated in the same way, and bad died in the same way.
'l'hcn I related to him a similar case which I bad seen in the neighbouring square,
which had been treated with ammonia and dccoction of bark, and good diet, and
which had recovered; not slowly, so as to make it doubtful whether the treatment
was the cause of tho recovery, but so speedily that at a third visit I took my leave.
He consented to postpone the leeches, and to pursue the plan which I recommended.
We directed the gruel diet to be left off, and no other to be given than ass's milk, of
which the child was to take at least a pint and a half, and at most a quart, in the
twenty-four hours. Its medicine was ten minims of the aromatic spirit of ammonia
in a small draught every four hours. ' Vhen we lllCt the next day the appearance of
the child :proved that our measures had been right; the nurse was walking about the
nursery with it upright in her arms. It looked happy and laughing. 1'hc same plan
was continued another day; the next day it was so well that I took my leave, merely
directing the ammonia to be given at longer intervals, and thus gradually withdrawn;
the ass's milk to be continued, which kept the bowels sufficiently open without apcrient
medicine." 1'his case contains both a picture of the morbid state, and a summary
account of the treatment it requires. Instead of the sal volatile, you may occasionally substitute with advantage from five to ten drops of brandy mixed with :mowroot.
You arc to restrain diarrhooa, if it exist; give the child plain nourishing diet-there
is none so good for it as that furnished from a healthy mother's bre:ist; caution the
nurse or mother against raising it into the upright position; keep its extremities warm
with flannel; and, if the season permit, let a current of mild fresh air blow freely
over it.
Bear in mind, then, the distinctive characters of this spurious hydrocephalus the pale, cool check; the half-shut, regardless eye; the insensible pupil; the inter·
ruptcd, sigbiug respiration: and when the mere symptoms arc more ambiguous, your
judgment concerning the true nature of the case will be much aided by tracing the
ruanncr in which they came on, and the causes to which they seem to be attributable.
In very young children-in respect to whom the question is 1nost likely to ariseyou muy often determine between congestion and exhaustion, between fu lncss and
emptiness, between too much and too little pressure, by a very simple and easy tc5t,
which is not adverted to, so far as I remember, by any of the three writers whom I
lrnvc mentioned. I mean by taking notice of the state of the unclosed fontanelle.
If the symptoms proceed from plethora, or inflammation, or an approach to inflammation, you will find the surface of the fontanelle conycx. aucl prominent, and you may
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If, on the other baud, the symp-

~eu~o~:~g:;a;:dide~~~!!~~s:uadnfn~~~~ ~~s~ul~~~~t~s,t!~ :t~1r:;~~.a~u!~~,f~~f}~~ll~a;~:
and you must prescribe better diet, ammoma, and so forth.

All that has hitherto been said has reference to acute hydrocephalus, which is an
injlam,mation. I have next to speak of cltronic hydrocephalus, which is a dropsy.
From some cause, not well understood, a. wat-cry fluid collects within the skull, most
commonly in the ,·eotriclcs of the brain; and this occurring at the earlier periods of
life, before the whole of the brain-case has become solid, the containing parts yield to
the increasing pressure, and the size of the head is augmented in various degrees; at
the same time the cerebral functions are more or less deranged. This dropsy of the
cranial cavity often commences before the period of intra-uterine life is completed,
and the head of the footus becomes so large that it cannot pass with safety into the
world. Accordingly, many of these infants perish at the moment when their separate
existence commences :-nascentes moriuntiir. The pressure of the maternal pelvis
is fatal to them; or the diseased head bursts; or it is crushed by the accouchcur, to
preserve the life of the mother. The skull is emptied of its contents, aud the shell,
if I may so call it, collapsing, passes through the natural outlets.
In many cases, however, the dropsical skull is expelled entire and unhurt, and the
infant lives for a. shorter or a. longer period. Sometimes the fluid docs uot begin to
accumulate till after birth: in a few days, however, or after some weeks, or some
months e\·cn, the head is percei,·ed to enlarge with a rapidity quite disproportioned
to the :zrowth of the other parts of the body; and enlarging, it becomes misshapen
also. The intervention of the membranous partitions called fontanelles and open
sutures, between the ununited bones, allows the centrifugal prc~sure of the gradua lly
accumulating water to modify the shape of the head. These membranous intcrspaces
are unnaturally wide, and more numerous than in healthy children. Nevertheless the
process of ossification goes on, but the bones are extremely thin. We see little islands
of bone in seas (as it were) of membrane. By degrees, if the child survi~e, the proportion of membrane to bone becomes less and less, and at length the whole braincase is hard, and firmly closed up, its surface exhibiting an unusual number of joiniugs; there arc many ossa triquetra.
In the meantime the direction and relations of the loose nod yielding bones are
altered. Theos frontis is tilted forwards, so that the forehead, iustoad of receding a.
little, rises perpendicularly, or even juts out at its upper part, and overhangs the brow.
The orbitar plates of this bone a.re apt to be forced downwards, made to slant backwards, and flattened; sometimes they are rendered even convex towards the orb its.
The parietal bones bulge above towards the sides; the oceiput is pushed back; and
the head becomes long, broad, and deep, but flattened on the top. This, at least, is
the most ordinary result. In some instances, however, the skull rises up in a conical
form, like a sugar-loaf. Not unfrequeutly the whole head is irregularly deformed, the
two sidE:s being unsymmetrical. Some of these rarer varieties of form arc fixed and
connate; others are owing, probably, to the kind of external pressure to which the
head has been subjected.
'Vhile the slcull may be rapidly enlarging, the bones of the.fcue grow no faster than
usual, perhaps not even so fast; and the disproportion tha.t results gi vcs an odd and
peculiar physiognomy to the unhappy being~ who are the subjects of this calamity.
They have not the usual round or O\·al face of childhood. The forehead is broad, and
the outline of the features t:tpcrs towards the chin. The visage is triangular. This
great disproportion of size between the head and the face is diagnostic of the disease,
and would serve to distinguish the skull of a hydrocephnlic child from that of a
giant. Heartless parents sometim es make a wretched profit of the deformity. A
penny show of this kind existed very recently in the immediate vicinity of this
College.
When, after death, we explore the physical causes of these i::ingular deviations
from the natural figure and bulk of the cranium, we find that they proceed from the
pressure of accumulated water: the. c.omplaint is m.ani~estly a dropsy. But the
situation of the water, and the condition of the bram 1tsclf, are subject to some
curious varietic~.
20
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In a. certain number of cases the brain is incompletely formed; deficient i.o some of
F1v. 26.

its parts, or even alto~cthcr wanting. Th:1t
portion of the craninl cavity which should
contain the nervous pulp 1s filled up by a
thin pellucid fluid. From some unknown
cause, operating during the period of intrauterine life, the progressive formation of
the brain has been arrested. Marks of
imperfect dcYelopmcnt arc often visible in

other parts of the

S."\mC

iufants; they hare

a hare-lip, a bifid spine, or a fissured palate.
It is in cases of this kind generally thnt
the skull, unnaturally small perhaps, is
pinched up into a conical peak, and has
considerable thicknrss. They are obviously
hopeless cases. To the physiologist they
A hydroccphn.lic ekull from n. girl aged 11 are subjects of much interest; for the prac.
yco.rs:thecnlnrgcmcntofthcskulliscffectcdby
tical physician they have none.
itsclongation,nud by the depression nnd hollow.
But in the majority of instances, when
ingofil.l! bnse. An incrensoofwidtb 11.ppenrsto
the infants survive their birth, the liquid
bn.vebccnprcvcntcdbytbcprcmature nndcom.
plcteclosureofthosagittalsuturc. Thecorooal is contained in the central cavities or ven.
11uture,nndthn.tbctwccn the frontal aud p:trict.'ll tricles of the brain, which are expanded into
boncsandthesnture,also,ofthespheuoid,nre one. '!'he convolutions arc unfolded, and
wide open. The 11u1>eriorwnllsof the orbitsnro the cerebral matter is spread out into a
pressed downwnrds. The bones generally are
hollow sphere; the irregularities of the sur.
thinnndlight.. St.Bartholoruew'sMusenm.
face have disappeared; the whole of the
brain is smoothly extended in a thin layer, immediately beneath the bones and the
membranes that connect them, and surrounds the enclosed liquid like a bag. Lc~s
frequently a differeut state of t~att~rs is seen.. The liquid, inst~ad of being included
within the cerebral substance, hes JO the cavity of the amchn01d, close to the dura
mater; while the brain, perfect in all it.s essential parts, is at the bottom of the cavity.
'!'he difference, however, is more apparent than real: the two conditions arc substan.
tially the same, only that, in the one case, the solid parts that lie around the ventricles
gradually expand as the fluid slowly collects, much as an air.balloon dilates in propor·
t ion as gas is introduced within it; wl1ilc in the other case the scams or commissurcs
(as they arc technically called), that unite the hemispheres of the brain, give way, or
are deficient, so that the ventricles, and the general sac of the arachnoid form together
one hug;e cavity; the hemispheres are turned aside, or folded back, the surfaces that
naturally have a. rentral aspect look upwards, and seem to constitute the summit of
the cerebrum. This was the state of the parts within the immense skull from which
the largest of the casts before you was taken. It bclon~ed to a man named Cardinal,
who died in Guy's llospital, in 1825, and of whom Dr. Bright has given a very iote·
resting account.
Now some of the consequences of this distension of the brain and skull with watery
fluid are simply mechanical. 'fhe child is top.heavy. His large unwieldy head is
too much for the muscles of his neck to su~taiu without fatigue; or even, when they
are unassisted, to sust.'lin at all. Ile walks gently and carefully, like a person balancing
a heavy load upon his head; or he holds and partly carries his head with his liand!',
as a milkmaid steadies and supports her pail; or he reclines the weight of his burden
upon the chair, or table, as he sits.
But far more import.'lnt effects of the disease are those which relate to the three
great functions of the brain. The child is soon found to be blind; or, what howe\'cr
is Jess common, deaf; or palsied in one or more of its limbs; or idiotic; or all these.
In other words, the special senses, the power of voluntary motion, and the mentnl
faculties, arc apt to be defective or perverted. Instances, however, do occur, in
which these fuuctions are, for some time, but li ttle deranged. '!'he greater number
of those who arc affiictcd with dropsy of the brain either recover, or die during their
infancy. Still 1 a few survive, bearing their complaint to the adult period, and even
to old age; and in some of these individuals, who, with excessive ly large heads, have
yet numbered many years of existence, the intellect and the senses, if not entire and
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perfect, have been sufficiently effective to answer the common wants and purposes of
social life: the moral emotions strong, the feelings li\'ely and correct, the memory
tolerably retentive, the reasoning powers respectable. Dr. D:wid Monro relates the
case of a. hydroccphalic girl, six years old, whose head measured two feet four inches
in circumference. She is described by him as being "as li vely and sensible as most
of her age,' 1 and as 11 having a stron? memory." Dr. Bright's patient, Cardinal, was
nearly thirty years of age when he died. He was born in liV5. At the time of his
birth, his head was only a little larger than natural; but it had a pulpy feel, as if it
were almost destitute of bony matter. A fortnight afterwards, it began to increase
rapidly; and when he wns five years old, it was but little less, according to his
mother's account, than when he died. He could not walk alone until he was nearly
six, and then only on level ground. If he attempted to run, or to stoop, he fell down.
He was sent to school when he was about six, and soon learned to read well aud to
write tolerably; but writing he soon gave up, because, as ho was near-sighted, it
obliged him to stoop, which he could not conveniently do. When a. candle was held
behind his head, or when his head happened to be between a. spectator and tlu sun,
the cranium appeared sem i-transparent; and this was more or less the case till h~· was
fourteen years old. About the age of twenty-three, epileptic fits began to occur; and
after that his health, which prcviou::;ly had been very good, failed somewhat. 'l'ho
ossification of the skull was not complete till two years before his death, the anterior
fontanelle being the last part that closed. It has been mentioned that he was nearsighted; but he was very quick of hearing, bis taste was perfect, and his digcstiou
good. Dr. Bright states that his mental faculties were very fair, and his memory
tolerable; but it was not retentive of dates. It was said that he was never known to
dream. There was something childish and irritable in his manner, and he was easily
provoked. Ile died, at last, of fever and diarrhrea. There were seven or eight. pints
of fluid within the cranium, in contact with the dura. mater. On the base, or floor,
of the skull lay the brain, with its hemispheres opened outwards, like the leaves of a.

book.
How comes it that the cerebral functi ons are thus sometimes fulfilled, or go on so
well, when the machinery through which the mental powers are manifested- the
instrum ent whereon and whereby the immaterial principle mysteriously operates-is
so palpably and greatly deranged? How comes it that life, and especially the life of
the mind, subsists at all? These questions open very interesting considerations. It
would appear, from such cnses as I have been referring to, that the curious arrangement aud collocation of the several parts of the brain are rather matters of convenient
package than of necessary relation. The pulp which furnishes the medium of sense,
and thought, and volition, is there, but it is disposed in an unusual shape. In neither
of the two varieties of the malady that have been described as being compatible with
prolonged existence, is there any necessary diminution of the cerebral mass. 'l'he
brain itself, which forms a bag in the one ease, and is split in hakes in the other,
has been found to weigh quite as much as a. healthy brain at the same period of life.
There has been no loss, therefore, of substance; the pressure has been gradual, and
it has not been made to act injuriously by counter-pressure; no effectual resistanct!
has been afforded by the ·ri gidity of the brain.case: and thus the unopposed distend-
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Most commonly, however, the mental and voluntary functions are maimed or perverted; and these serious calamities make parents look at a large head i~ a young
child with anxious soli citude. But you are aware, after what I stated on tlus subject
in the last lecture, that the head may be extravagantly large without dropsy of the
brain, and without disease.
W e have just seen, that while the brain itself is gradually unfolded, or its hem i
spheres are pur~ed and turned aside, by the ~iquid accumulating wit~1in. the cranium,
the fun ctions of the organ ma.y suffer but little, so long as the y1c ldrn g bram-case
permits the expansion or separation of the nervous substance, without inordinate
pressure. But as soon as undue pressure begins to be exercised, then morbid
symptoms arise, or the defects that have previously shown themselves arc aggravated.
H ence that period of life bccomC6 a. perilous period, at which the skull, by the closure
of its fontanelles and sutures, loses its capability of further expausioa. Ia some rare
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cases the closed sutures re.open under the augmenting prc~sure, and a ~espitc is thus
obtained. Dr. Baillie has recorded an instance in which this happened m a boy SC\'ca
years old. A similar case is mentioned in Dr. Yeats' work 011 hydrocephalus. The
patient was a Loy nine years of age. The suturm~ of his skull .separated again after
having been united; and it was remarked that the teeth in the J~ggcd edges, wh~reby
the bones interlock with each other, were much fewer than is usual. If this be
always so when the sutures give way, it will serve to facilitate our unde~tanding how
s.uch a. separation can take place. The skull may, however, go on expandrng, although
the sutures are permanently closed; there still being left intervals between the several
points of ossification, which intervals are covered by membrane only. The beautiful
preparation on the table, showing this remarkable state of the cranium, I have
borrowed for your inspection from Dr. Sweatman 1s museum.
Indeed, although I have spoken of this complaint as be in g especially a. disease of
childhood, it docs occasionally commence Jong after the skull has become a. complete
case of bone. ]~nlargement of the head, in these cases, is impossible; but this
circumstance, and the symptoms it is apt mechanically to produce, form the only
differences between the d isorder as it affects the child and the adult. In both cases
disturbance of the cerebral functions arises, and at length convulsions or coma close
the scene. In both, a dropsical state of the ventricles of the brain constitutes, often,
the ouly morbid chauge presented after death. A young and distiuguished lawyer
of my acquaintance had one or two attacks of rather sudden loss of consciousness,
while engaged in the Court of Chancery; by degrees he became dull, stupid, forgetful,
and, at length, insensible. In this condition he died. A large quantity of serous
liquid was found distending the ventricles of his brain. No other alteration could be
detected.
Dr. Baillie describes a case of chronic hydrocephalus that occurred in a man fifty
years old. Six ounces of fluid were contaiued in the lateral ventricles. Ile had
been paralytic on the right side of the body; and for eleven months before his death
had lost the recollection of his own language, with the exception of four or five words;
which he employed, with different intonations, to express his various wants.
The celebrated Dean of St. Patrick's afforded another iast:ince of the same disease,
attended with a similar interruption of the power of discoursing. The case, as related in Sir Walter Scott's Life of Dean Swift, is curious, and contains an early
suggestion of a piece of practice which in our own time has met with more favour.
"A few days afterwards he sunk into a state of total insensibility, slept much, and
could not without great difficulty be prevailed on to walk across the room. This was
the effect of another bodily disease, his brain being loaded with water. l\Ir. Steveus,
an ingenious clergyman of his chapter, pronounced this to be the case during his
illness, and upon openin~ his head it appeared that he was not mistaken; but though
he often entrentcd the Dean's friends and physicians that his skull might be trepanned, and the water discharged, no regard was paid to his opinion or advice."
He remained from October, 1742, to October, 1745, in a. state of silence, with few
and slight exceptions; and died in the 78th year of his age.
GO!is also m~ntious three instances in which this disease began in advanced life;
two of the patients were above seventy years old; the third, who was a physician at
Vienna, likewise died in the decline of life, having suffered under the disorder for
tea years.
Now, wh~t can we do in these wretched. cases? Seldom much good, I am afraid.
Yet somethrng we must try, for parents will flatter themselves with hopes of a cure:
and to say the truth, there have been, under judicious management, a sufficient
number of recoveries to forbid our despairing in any case, and to make it incumbent
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Legan after ?ir.th, and which he saw and treated early, he was fortunate enough to
~aye the majority.
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LECTURE XXVII.
Treatment of Chronic Hydrocephalus; Internal Remedies: .Afecliam'cal Expedienls;
Bandages, Tapping. Symptoms of Spinal Disease. 111.ftammatory condi"tions
of the Spinal .Marrow.
TrrE cure of chronic hydrocephalus may be attempted by internal remedies, or by
external mechi\nical expedients, or by both.
The internal remedies by which most good appears to have been effected, and from
which, therefore, most is to be hoped, are diuretics, purgatives, a.nd above all, mercury, which is believed by many to have a. special a.nd powerful inHucncc in promoting absorption. Conjointly with these, the abstraction of small quantities of
bl ood from th e head, by means of leeches, bas been found beneficial.
GOlis advises that calomel should be given in half-grain doses, twice a day; or, if
that quantity should purµ;e too much, in doses containing only one-fourth of a. grain.
At the sa.me time he would rub a scruple or two of mercurial ointment, mixed with
'Jintment of juniper berries, upon the scalp, every night. Ile recommends that the
head should be kept constantly covered also by a woollen cap. Infants require, he
says, no other nutriment than good breast-milk; while old er patients should t.ake a
moderate 'luantity of meat. In mild weather they should be as much as possible in
the open air. Under this plan of treatment he affirms that he has known the circumference of the head decrease by half an inch or an inch, in a period of six weeks
or three months; and that perse"erance in this method has frequently, in his experience, been followed by perfect recovery, both of the mental and of the bodily
powers. If uo improvement should be perceptible in two months, he advises that
diuretics should be given, with the former remedies, the acetate of potash, or squills,
or both : that an issue should be made in the neck, or in each arm, aud be kept dischargin~ for several months.
And he thinks that when convalescence has once
begun, it may often be much accelerated by minute doses of quina.; the fourth of a
grain, for example, thrice daily.
In a disease so unpromising as chronic hydrocephalus, we arc warranted in trying
any plan that has been found, or supposed, to be useful. An apothecary of considerable experi ence - now dead - once took the pains to write out and send me the particufa rs of two cases in which he bad seen a. peculiar mode of administering mercury
succe~sful.
I will j!ive you them nearly in his own words.
In the year 1817, he had under his care a lad, named Scott, labouring under
chronic hydrocephalus. Ile had been ill two or three years, was nearly blind, had
very little use of his lower extremities, and could not walk across the room without
support. He suffered violent pains in his head, and was unable to bear the least
pressure on his scalp. II is bowels were constipated, and his pulse "oppressed."
Cupping a.nd blistering, the blue pill, drastic purgatives, and ordinary diuretics, tried
in combination and succession, ~vc him temporary relief; but no permanent benefit
was obtained. Dr. Gower theo suggested a plan which he had l~imself fo~nd successful io such cases, and which had first been used by Dr. Carnuchacl Snnth, who
had recorded ten cases of recovery under its adoption. Dr. Gowcr1 s plan was to rub
down ten ~rains of crude mercury with about a. scruple of manna, nnd five g-rains
of freF.h squills: this was to be one dose: and it was to be repeRtcd every eight hou rs .
.l\ly informant rubbed tlrn quicksilver down with conserve of roses, and then added
the fresh squi lls, mak ing the whole into the consistence proper for pills with liquorice
powder. The patient took this dose three times a day, for nca.rly th ree weeks, without any ptyalism beiDg produced. I ts effect.~ were great prostration of strc n ~th, and
Joss of flesh, with gradual re lief of all the boy1s suftCrings. It ope rated profuse ly by
the kid neys. 1'he medicine was continued twice a day, and at length once, for
another fortnight; when all the symptoms of the disease had disappeared. 'l1he boy
was greatly emaciated. Ile was then ordered an ounce and a. half of Griffith's mix-
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ture thrice daily; and soon regained his health and strength, and got quite wcli. He
.
. .
remained well eight years afterwards.
The success obtained in this case led to the pursuance of a s11mlar course rn that
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his head ~as more acute, and caused violent screaming: rcJi1f had ?e?n repeatedly
given, for a time, by cupping. The physician in attendance ~as unw1lhng to ~ry the
pbn, when it was proposed to him, but said that he would give what. wa~ eq~malrnt
-small doses of blue pill, with squills in powder. The result was sahvatton m a few
days, without any amendment. In about three weeks, tho loc~l e~oots of the mercury
having subsided, and the patient then suffering ~x.treme ~1to m the head, ~oss of
sight, nnd want of power over the_ lower extrem1~1~s, my rnf?nuant '!as desired to
adopt any measures he thought fi.ttrng. The med1c111e was given a_s ID the for~er
case, and with the same happy consequence. It acted, as before, without pro<luerng
ptyalism, but with a. great reduction of strength an~ flesh. llea~t,11 _was restored by
steel, after the symptoms of hydrocephalus had disappeared. '.Bus cure also was
permanent.
I think you will give me credit for not being over fond of recommending what
may be called conmulr1tms, instead of well-tried and approved means of cure; but I
s.ay that in Ruch a complaint as chronic hydrocephalus, we have generally the opportunity of testing the virtues of many reputed remedies, one after another; and we
are not to despise or ne~lect any measures that have bee~ found beneficial, merely
because they are out of the way, or because we cannot see in what manner they can
excel the more common formulre.
You will obsen·e that these were cases in which the disease came on some time
after the sutures of the skull had closed.
(Dr. Hannay relates a ease of chronic hydrocephalus, in the Edinbur!?h :Med. and
Surg. Journal, in which be attributes the recovery of the patieot mainly to the air
plication to the scalp of a liniment composed of powdered ipecacuanha and olive oil,
each two drachms, and half an ounce of suet. Dr. Hannay remarks, that the application of this liniment, three or four times a day, is followed in about thirty-six
hours, by a papular and vesicular eruption; and he is of the opinion, that as chronic
hydrocephalus often succeeds to the suppression of eruptions on the scalp, the use
of this counter-irritant will prove in many eases extremely useful -its effects are
much more mana~eable than those of the tartar emetic oiutrueot, which, iu this
disease, has been found advantageous. - C.]
The mechanical remedies of chronic hydroeeplrnlus are two: and t11ey have a
totally opposite mo<le of action. By the one, the brain is compressed; by the other,
it is lightened of its pressure: yet both of them have proved successful. What does
this show? what, but a confirmation of the doctrine that there are different states of
the enccphalon, very dissimilar in their essential character, yet having some sym]r
toms io common; and those the most likely of all to catch our attention? Such
common symptoms resemble an algebraical symbol, which derives its value from the
plus or minus si:::;n prefixed. Surely it is of vital importance to study, and if we caa
to settle, ~he ?i~erences whereby these inverse conditions, requiring contrary remedies,
may be d1scrumnatcd.
Bm1daging the head is one of these two expedients; 1nmcfuriny it the other.
Neither of them is practically applicable after the bones of the skull ha.ve united.
Bandages appear to have been suggested by the notion tha.t the increase of the
fluid within the head 1 and probably some of the symptoms too, might depend, more
or less, upon the want of firmness and proper resistance in the outer eontaiuiog
parts; _ii~ the feeble and half. solid skull. A certain amount of support and pressure
is requ1s1te for the due exerc ise of the cerebral functions. Beyond this a.mount all
inc.rcase o~· pressure is hurt~ul. . The middle point of safety it may be hard to hit.
It is certain ~hat the easy y1eldmg of the bony wa11s of the head, by reason of the
membranous rnter~p;iccs that exist in the early periods of life, proves oftentimes the
safety of these patients. If the skull did not expand as the water gathered, n1orbid
sywptoms would ensue. Great nicety must therefore be requisite in the use of this
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remedy. While the head is palpably enlar~ing, compression by means of plasters or
bandages would probably be mischievous. When the disease is stationary, and the
unconnected bones of the skull arc loose and fluctuating, and the child is pale and
languid 1 much benefit may be expected from modcr..ite and wcll-reErulated support.
The late Sir Gilbert Blanc was the first, I believe, to suggest this mode of treatment i
but its safety and efficacy hase been more recently demonstrated by Mr. Barnard,
who has related several examples of complete success from the employmC'nt of banda~es. In these cases the children were pale, bloated, and feeble, with flabby muscles;
the bones of their heads were moveable and floating 1 and the functions of the brain
more or less impaired. Mr. Barnard applies strips of adhesive plaster, about threequartcrs of an inch wide, completely roun~ the head from b fore backwards; covering
the forehead from the eyebrows to the hair of the bead, as low down on the sides as
the ears will permit, and l appin~ O'\'"er each other behind. 'l'hen, cross-strips are
carried from one side of the bead to the other, over the crown; and lastly, one long
slip, reaching from the forehead, with in half an inch of the root of the nose, over
the vertex to the nape of the neck. In bis first tria l of this plan, but never afterwards, l\Ir. Barnard laid pieces of linen, wetted with cold water, O\'Cr the plasters.
The only internal medicine given was castor-oil, to regulate the bowels. 'l'he effects,
in all this gentleman's cases, were these: a. gradual diminution of the size of the
bead; mitigation, and ultimate disappearance, of all head symptoms, such as strabisruus, rolling of the eyes1 starting of the muscles, and connlsions : and nt the s:ime
time, increased tone of the muscular system, with au improved appearance of the
Rkin, and of the secretions from the bowels. These are striking results. 'l'hey show
that, in certain conditions of chronic hydrocephalus, a part of the danger arises from
a lack of due support and confinement of the brain; and they prove that compression
alone may be equal to the cure. To such cases, Dr. Arriott1s air-press would seem,
from the facility with which its equable eompressiug force may be regulated, to be
especially adapted.
But in children who are not of this pale and feeble habit, and in whom o~ification
of the skull goes on, the period when the walls cease to yield is the period of danger.
The water continuin!? to accumulate, inordinate pressure begins to take place. Under
these circumstances, the application of bandages or plasters must, if nothing else be
done, be insufficient or unsafe. The brain.ease being no longer capable of expaasion,
there remains to be attempted a reduction of the c1ua11 tity of the liquid which it
contains.
Now, any considerable diminution of the accumulated fluid, through the agency of
niere absorption, is scarcely to be expected; even although we endeavour to aid that
process by applying leeches and cold to the head, and by purgatives, or diuretics, or
diaphoretics. Some mode, more certain and effectual, of emptying the disteadcd
cavity, bas therefore been earnestly sought after; aud the secoud mechanical expedient of which I have spoken offers a very sure method of attaining this object. Ile
must have been a bold physician who first proposed to decant the water from the
brain, by means of a perforation, made with a trocar, through the membrane of the
fontanelle, through the membranes of the brain, and through even the expanded
cerebral substance itself. But the success of the project has amply vindicated his
happy audacity. It is not a very new sugg:estiou, but it has received particular
attention in this country of late years; and though tapping the brain in chronic
hydrocephalus has been denounced as useless and cruel by some high continental
authorities, by GOlis and Richter especially, it furnishes one of the best of the few
chances of safety to the patient. Of course I mean ultimate S..'lfcty, for the operation
itself is attended with the present risk of accelerating the patient's death. Other
means, however, failing, we are justified in advising that hazard. We have to
consider, that by performing the operation, we incur the dan~er of abbreviating the
existence of a being, whose li fe, without it, could scarcely be long continued, or
capable of enjoyment : but then we afford some chance of a perfect cure. A speedy
death, or an uncertain li fe of mental and bodily imbecility, or complete restoration:
these are the three events to be looked at. Of the three, the E=Ccond is 1 in my judgment, incomparably the worst; and if the case were my own 1 if I had to decide the
painful question in reference to one of my own children, I would accept the alternative of probable speedy death on the one hand; possible complete reco,·cry on the other.
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To say the truth, the irnrnedicrte danger is not so very ~rcat as you might suppose;
pro•idcd that the operation be skilfully and cautiously performed, and only~ mo~ernte
quantity of water drawn off at a time. That even a very rough operation is not
necessarily fatal we learn from a singu lar case related by l\Ir. Grcatwood. A child,
fifteen months old, affiicted with chronic hydrocephalus, fell down, :md struck _the
back part of its head against a nail, which penetr:Jtd tl1e sku11 . Above three pmt.3
of water gradually flowed out at the orifice tlms ma1..1c, and the child was cured ..
In i-ome rare cases the imprisoned liquid h::is found a n_atu~al vc~t, and dnbb~ed
away, through foramina in the bones of the skull commumcah_ng with the nostnls.
In this manner injurious pressure has been relic'\'ed, or fo r a while staved off.
I will mention a few instances in which tapping the brain has been performed; for
I know no better mode of sl1 owin~ you the manner in which the operation should be
done, the cautions to be attended to in doinµ: it, and what kind of success it has had.
There is an account of the performance of this operation by Lccat, in the PMlosr;~
JJlu'cal 'l'rar1sactio11s for the year 1751 This date is subsequent to the period when
the Rev. l\Jr. Stevens sug)?estcd the propriety of trepanoing Dean Swift'~ cra~iuru.
In 1778, Dr. Remmct, of Plymouth, punctured the head of a hydroecphahe cluld on
five several occasions, with a lancet, and took away, in all, no less than eighty ounces
of fluid i five pints, as pints were measured in that day. The child died seventeen
days after the last tapping. A very interesting case of the same kind is related by
Dr. Vose, of Liverpool. Ilis patient was an infant seven months old. Its head was
more than twice the ordin ary size. Three operations were performed; the first with
a couching needle. Upwards of three ounce!! were on that occasion eyacuated; and
it was estimated thnt about the same quantity dribbled away afterwards. 'l'h~ child
tl1ercupon became very weak, but was presently revived by some cordial medicine.
About six weeks afterwards, the liquid ha Ying collected again, an opening was made
with a bistoury, and eight ounces were remoYed; and nine days after that, twelre
ounces more, without any bad consequences. The head diminished in size, the
patient got apparently well, and the case was published as a successful one. Unfortunately, however, upon the closure of the sutures by ossification, the complaiut
returnf'd 1 and the chi ld died of it.
l\Jr. Lizars, of ]~din burgh, operated upon a little patient of his twenty times in tbe
cour!!c of three months; using a small trocar. Dilatation of the pupils, and squintioµ-,
which had previously existed, ceased immediately upon the escape of the water. The
child recovered. But in this case also, as in Dr. VoM's, the success was temporary
only. 'J'he head at the period of teething again enlarged, and again the tapping was
performed; but the little patient sunk. Auother very strik ing and instructive
instance is recorded by l\lr. Russell, of Edinburgh. 'I111e patient was au infant three
months old, with an enormous head; twenty-three in ches in circumference, and fifteen
inches and a half from one ear to the other. The chi ld was affected with strabisruus,
and a perpetual rolling of the eyes. 'l'he usual routine measures, compression among
the rest, had been employed without any success. By four operations, performed at
intervals of about ten days, the size of the head was considerably reduced; but, the
fluid continuing to collect, calomel was given in small and frequent doses, and the
the gums became sore, and the child got well. At eight months old the dimensions
of the head were less, by four inches in circumference, and by two inches and a half
ac':lss the vertex, than they had been before the first tapping; and the sutures bad
· entirely closed.
But Dr. Conquest, of Finsbury Square, has, more than any other person, given
authority to these operations. In a pn.per published in the Mechwl Gazette, in )larch,
1838, he tells us that he bad then tapped the heads of nineteen children for this
complaint, and in ten of the nineteen cases the chi ldren su rvived. Very little is
known of the subsequent fate of these ten cases. Of the condition of three only, at
a later period, is there any record. Not one of the three was in a very satisfactory
state.. Dr. Conquest introduces a. small trocar through the coronal suture below the
antenor _fon~ancll~, and cautiously makes a pressure upon the bead afterwards by
means of strips of. adhesive plaster; anti he closes the wound in the integuments carcf~lly after each t11~1e of puncturing. 'l'he greatest quantity of liquid withdrnwn by
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wel'lks. The largest ~otal qu~ntity of water removed was fifty.seven or fifty.eight
ounces, by five successive tappmgs.
'l'his expedient, thouph do~btless hazardous, must b~ deemed to possess a certain
yalue. The rules relatrng to its performance may be briefly summed up. The operation should scarcely be bad recourse to until other means ha\'C failed. The trocar
should be small, and it should be introduced perpendicularly to the imrfocc, at the
edrre of the anterior fontanelle; so as to be as mnch as possible out of the way of the
Ion°gitudinal sinus, an~ of the great veins that empty thews.elves therein. The fluid
should be allowed to issue very slowly; and a part only of 1t should be evacuated at
once. '!'he instant that the pulse becomes weak, or the dilated pupil contracts, or the
expression of the child's countenance manifestly alters, the canula should be with·
drawn, and the aperture in the skull closed. Gentle compression should be carefully
made to compensate, in some degree at least, the pressure that has been remo\'cd with
the fluid. Should the infant become pa.le and faint, it must be placed in the horizontal posture; and a few drops of sal volatile, or of brandy, mixed with water, may
be given~ Sometimes sl ight. inflammatory action comes on in the course of a day or
two after the tapping. \.Y hen this happens, we must apply cold lotions, or leeches,
and use the other remedies which I mentioned before, as proper to subdue such
inflammation.
It has been thought that the operation is more likely to succeed in the rarer case
of arachuoidean than in the more common case of ventricular hydrocephalus. Ilut
supposing this to be so (which, however, is very questionable) how are we to dis·
cri111i11ate between these two conditions?
Partly, we are told, by the character of the accumulated fluid; and this may be
ascertained by introducing a grooved needle through the membrane. Serous fluid in
the c:wit.y of the arachnoid is sometimes a consequence of a previous extravasation of
blood in the same part; and, thus arising, it is apt. to be tinged with blood and to
contain a sensible proportion of albumen. Whereas in dropsy of the ventricles the
liqui d is almost as limpid as water, and holds little or no albumen in solution.
This criterion cannot, however, be impliciliy relied on. 'l'he liquid withdrawn
from the cerebral ventricles is sometimes red and albuminous.
Partly, as.-ain, wo may judge by the depth to which the needle penetrates before
reaching the fluid. But this, also, is an ambiguous test, for not seldom the liquid in
the distended ventricles comes so near to the surface as to seem to be immediately
beneath the dura mater.
'!'here is one positive indication, when it occurs, that the dropsy is ventricular,
which I have learned from the comprehensive lectures on this subject, just delivered
before the College of Surgeons by Professor Prescott ll ewctt. Ile points out, what
I mentioned a few minutes siucc, the effect of the pressure of the fluid collected
withiu the skull, iu flattening or pushiug outwards the orbitar plates of the frontal
bone. This happens in ventricular hydrocephalus alone; but it docs not. always
happen. Now this change in the orbitar plates narrows the dimensions of the orbits,
thrusts the eyeballs more or less out of their sockets, and gives them a downward
direction; so that a great part of the pupil is hidden behind the lower lid, and the
white of the eye is more uncovered and visible than is usual. When this condition
of the eyeballs is noticeable in a hydrocepbalic patient, you may be sure that the
dropsy is ventricular. But there may be ventricuJar hydrocephalus without this outward token of its situation . 1'he orbitar plates are not always warped. Whether
they are so or not will depend upon circumstances, and one of the dcterminiug cir::1!;:~~=~ probably is the period at which the dropsical accumulation and pressure
I once got a surgeon to perform the operation of tipping upon the i11fant of a poor
wt man, after I had tried in vain all the other measures that l have spoken of. 'l'o
our horror, when the trocar was withdrawn from the canu la, instead of clear serosity,
a fine stream of purple blood spouted forth. 'l'he open in g was at a considerable distan ce from the longitudi nal sin us; but the trocar was uot so delicate as it might have
been, and I presume that one of t.hc larger superficial veins bad been pierced. I do
not think, either, that the instrument was introduced in a sufficiently perpendicular
direction. Of course the risk of hitting a. vein is in creased when the trocar is carried obliquely inwards: and a large portion of the cerebral wai,s is also wounded.
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W c naturally thought it was all over with the child, wl1ich prcsentl.Y became dc:iclly
pale and faint. A verdict of infi111tidde by rm:sadl'Cnlure stared us m the face .. But
under the use of stimulaots the infant revived aµ:aiu; no hromorrhage went Oil rntcrnally, as we O.Jlprchcndcd it would; but the child, after a day or two, seemed \'Cry
much the better for the loss of blood. This amendment, however, did not la.-st; and
the mother, who had been terrified by the immediate consequences of the OJlCratiou,
feared to come near me, lest I should wish to have it repeated; and at lcn~h our
}laticot died. I was very desirous to examine the interior of the head; but this was
not permitted.
On one subsequent occasion I have witnessed the operation. The subject of it
was au infant about eight months old. Four months after i~ birth, its head was ob-
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slightly cournlsed; the features were pinched, and the eyeballs ~1st.orted downwards;
but the pupils were not dilated. }~our ounces of transparent liquid were let out by
puncturing the anterior fontanelle. A few hours afterwards the child was 0 traoquil 1
and much improved in aspect; the distortion of the eyeballs had disappeared. 'l'hree
ounces more were taken away the next day. l~or two days thereafter all the symptoms appeared to be mitigated; but the skull was flaccid; yielding, like a broken
Cfrg, to the gentlest pressure. On the evening of the fourth day after the first tapping, the respiration became hurried, the child grew dull, and, before midni ~ht, expired. In this case it appeared to me that the chance of success was baulked by the
want of external support subsequently to the tapping.
[Dr. Whitney relates, in the Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal, an instance
of the successfu l puncture of the brain in a case of chronic hydrocephalus. By the
first operation nine ounces of fluid were drawn off, and in three weeks subsequently,
by a second operation , five ounces more. Neither operation was succeeded by any
Lad symptom, and the recovery of' the child appears to have been complete. 'l'wo
cases are related by Professor Wutzer, and Dr. Butcher, in the Austrian Medical
Journal, in which the puncture of the brain was unsuccessfully employed. In the
first, a child sc,·en months old, death occurred in six days after the first operation;
iu the second case, of a ch ild sixteen mouths old, the operation was repeated, after an
iutcrval of four weeks, and, seven weeks after the second puncture, the child died in
convulsions. Dr. West (Report/or 1844-45) states that of sixty recorded cases in
which puncture of the brain was performed, sei·c1tleen, or one in 8!, had a favourable
termination; or, in other words, the recoveries have been to the deaths in the proportion of 28 per cent. -0.]
You will not expect me to draw any comparison between the merits of compression
and of para?entcsis, as substantive remedies. 'fhey are opposite measures, and
aJaptcd to d1ffcrcut and opposite conditions of the brain. The one repairs defect of
pressure; the other relieves its excess. To hold the balance even rec~uires mucl.1 care,
a steady and gentle hand, au accurate judgment, and incessant vigilance. Either
expedient may suffice, alone. Both may be (and have been) profit.ably emplOJCd in
the same case., in succession, according to its varying circumstances. If the walls of
the head he t1g:!1t and firm, the troo?r should. precede the bandage; if lax and moveable, compression should be cautiously tned, and followed, if need be, by the
puncture.
W~eo adverting, in a previous lecture, to the radical cure of hydrocele, I remarked
~h~t 1? othe~ f~rm~ of dropsy we. scarcely dare? to employ, with the same yicw, the
IDJection of 1mta.trng substances rnto the emptied c:wity: but, iu so sa.ying, I underrated the hardihood of operative surgery. To cure chronic hydrocephalus in a radical
manner, preparations of iodine have been thrown into the tapped skull. In one instance, not only was such fluid injected, but in order that it wirrht be brou,.,.ht into
eo.ntact with the. whole internal su rfUce, the poor child's head° was sbakc 1~ ns one
n.11~ht shake a. plual. In another case no fewer than twenty-one injections were practised; and from first to last, not less than a drachm and a-half of iodine, and four
drachm~ and a-half of t~1e iodide of potassium, were thrown in upon the brain. Both
arachno1deau an<l ventncular hydrocephalus ha.ve been thus treated. It is very sur~
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prising that these rude h:mdlings of one of tbe most delicate textures of the body
should have been apparently so harmless. If, however, they have hitherto inflicted
no palpable injury, neither have they effected any permanent good. In one example
the h<'ad was tympanitic after the operation; in more than one, the dimensions of
the skull diminished somewhat for a. time; in none did any signs of inflammation
ensue.
All this (as Mr. Ilewett observed) merely shows what some children will bear.
I have now done with the i1iflamrnatory affections of the brain: in conjunction
with which I have also cons idered some other morbid conditions, that arc either con·
nccted with inflammation of th e contents of the cranium, or resemble it in some of
their phenomena. Thus, I baxe spoken of delirium tremens, which is apt to be mis.
taken for inflammation of the brain: of softening from disease of the cerebral arteries,
which is liable to be confounded with inflammatory softening: of tumours of different
kinds, which tend to produce inflammation, or symptoms like those belonging to in·
flamwatiou: and of chronic hydroceplwlus, which sometim es is the sequel, sometimes
the precursor, of acute hydrocephalus; and has other points of analogy with that
disease, the encephalitis of strumous ch ildren.
[Meningitis enccplwlica.-Under this name, Dr. Brockman has recently described
a peculiar form of cerebral disease incidental to childhood, in which the merubranes
of the medulla. oblonga.ta and pons varolii are chiefly affected.
Dr. ll. bas met with fourteen cases of this affection. It was, at first, observed by
him as a sequel of scarlalina, but subsequently, he has seen it to occur most fre.
quently as an idiopathic affection.
It is sometimes associated with general disease of the brain; at others, it is uncvm·
plicated. Notwithstanding it is unattended, in its earlier stag-es, by any serious
symptoms, it is an affection fully as dangerous as cerebral meningitis. '.l'he first stage,
or that of simple hyperromia., generally continues for one or two days. The child is
dull and heavy, and the occiput is often hot; the bowels, however, are regular; there
is no vomiting, no intolerance of light, nor any disturbance of sleep. 'l'hc general
dulness of the patient, and vague complaints of some un easy sensation in the head,
increase as the inflammatory stage sets in; the heat of the occiput is augmented; the
head becomes retracted, as in the ordinary cases of acute l1ydroeephalus; and con·
vulsive twitching:s of the limbs occur, similar to the effects of light electric slwcks,
which recur every few minutes while the patient is awake, but cease during sleep.
'l'he general febr ile symptoms continue during the th ird stage; the pulse, however,
diminishes in frequency and fulness, but does not become either irregular or inter·
rnittent. The general disquietude of the child subsides, by degrees, iuto a comatose
cond ition, in which the head becomes still more retracted, but unattended with stra·
bismus, or any morbid condition of the pupil; the peculiar air of stupid ity that
charncteri~es. bydrocephalic patients is wanting. ~'wo pathognomonic_ symptoms,
however, 1nd1cate the occurrence of the stage of effus ion. One of these 1s deafness;
the other difficult articulation, and difficulty in moving the tongue - both of which
occur at the same time, probably from paralysis of the motor ncn·es of the tongue.
The deafoess and affection of the tongue usually occur suddenly; sometimes t~ey
are first observed upon the ch ild awaking from a. quiet sleep. 'fhcy arc, accordrng
to Dr. Brockman, the earliest and most certain indications of the occurrence of
effusion. This stage continues, sometimes, for three, and sometimes for fourkc n
days. Its terminat ion is in fatal paralysis, the occurrence of which is often pre·
ceded by various singular nervous phenomena- as, sudden pauses in the rcspira...
tion, or equally sudden syncope. In some cases, however, the paralysis docs not
follow, but the anomalous symptoms subside, and the patients grad ually re~ovcr;
until, indeed, the paralytic stage is fully established, the recovery of the patient is
still possibltJ.
In the un compli cated cases of the disease, upon exam ination after death, the cerebrum in general, presents an extremely pallid and anromic condition, in striking
contrast with the cerebellum, the vessels of which are turgid with blood, while its
substance, also, is t>ften in a. state of marked bypcrremia. ':I.1he hypcrremia increases
iu intensity towards the centml portious of the encephalou; and the membranes
coveriu~ the pons va_rulii and medulla_ oblonga.ta. arc fouud in a most decided state of
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The portion of inflamed membnrnc is perfectly il'lobtcd, :rn~l not 1~ore,

usually, than a square inch in extent-the membrane of.the .ccrcbcllum _hem~ entirely
free from any indications of inflammation. There is ordrnar1ly an effusion of a serous
fluid into the sub-arachnoidal tissue; sometimes to the extent of SC\'eral ounces;
occasionally a. gelatinous matter is effused, and, in some cases, the effusion is of a
purulent character.
.
.
This form of the disease is most frequently observed m children from three to ten
years of age, and who had previously enjoyed good health.
The treatment recommended by Dr. Brockman is, in its first two sta~es, dcplction 1
by leeches to the posterior part of the head, cold applic~tions to ~he scalp, and the
free administration of calomel, which latter may be contrnued durmg the stage of
effusion. Herc, however, it becomes necessary to support the strength ~f the patient;
for this purpose ammonia is directed by Dr. B., but he remar~s that,_ rn some cases,
the administration of wine may be required. According to his experience, powerful
counter-irritants, as a large blister, or the actual cautery, prove, also, sometimes

bencficial.-C.]
Before I take up the subject of apoplexy, and of palsy, I wish to direct your
attention to the inflammatory conditions of the spinal cord.
The whole pathology of this portion of the nervous system is extremely in~eresting;
but it has not yet been so thoroughly made out as to enable any one to give a very
systematic or satisfactory account of it. In addition to those numerous difficulties
with which I showed you in a former lecture that the entire subject of the diseao;:;cs
of the nerrnus apparatus is beset, there is this further obstacle to our studying diligently the structural changes of the spinal marrow-that much labour and expense
of time are required for exposing the interior of the vertebral canal; which is, therefore, too often neglected in examining the dead body.
There are certain points in the anatomy and physiology of the spinal cord which it
is necessary that you should bear in mind, if you would have any clear notions even
of what has been learned in respect to its pathology.
1. In the first place, the spinal cord (includiug the medulla oblong:ata) is the scat
and centre of that remarkable property, the reflex function; by which so many of
the automatic movements of the body are regulated.
2. In order that we may feel, or be consc!ous of, what occurs in any part of the
trunk or limbs, and in order that our will to move any such part should be obc"yed, it
is necessary that there should be a continuity of nervous matter between the part iu
question and the brain. If the cord be cut across at any point, or so crushed as to
be thoroughly disorganized at that point, a complete abolition of sensation and of
t·oluntar!J motion ensues in all those parts of the body that receive their sentient and
motor nerves from that portion of the cord which lies beyond the place of the injury,
reckoning from the brain. What is true in this respect of the mechanical division
of the cord, is equally true of such disease as per\"adcs and spoils the nervous matter
composing it.
~ow it follows from this, that the effects of disorganizing forms of disease -as
well as the effects of injury - must vary greatly according to the part of the cord they
occupy.
Thus any such disease or injury affecting the whole thickness of that portion of
the spinal marrow which is contained within the upper cervical vertcbrre, is inevit.'lbly
fat~l at once; producing ~uff~ation by paralysing those muscles tlirou~h the play of
which the motions of resplrahon are performed. You know that the intercostal muscle~ and the di~ph:Ugm have at all times the main share in carrying on the mechanical
actions of resp1ratton; and probably they execute the whole action in every case of
ordinary breathing. Now the intercostal muscles arc furnished with motor nerves
fro1)1 ~he spinal cord, a_ll along the d?rsal verte~rro; nn~ the diaphragm is principally
supplied by the phrcmc nerves, which are clu cfiy derived from the third and fourth
cervical nerves. These muscles obey the will; but they act also independently of the
will. The pncumogastric and trifacial nerves, with respect to them, are excito.motory
nerves, and call into play a reflex power which is transmitted from the medulla oblongata. Ilcncc any profound injury of the spinal cord, above the origin of the phrenic
nerves, stops both the voluntary and the involuntary moveweuts of the respil'lltory
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muscles, and the individual perishes by apocca, in as strict a sense, as though the
access o~ ai~ to ~he lunt,rs had been suddenly prevented by a ligature drawn tightly
round his wrnd-p1pe.

pa~,~~,~~=:~c~h~ ~~f~~:n~f t~!h;h~~~~~ ~~~ct~:r :~~~]~, tti:::;~;zf1~te~~o!~1 c::;~.~~:
0

oi:
the breathing is not instantly suspended; but is performed entirely by mcaos of the

~~~l~h:~mlh~h:b~:1~~~s~la~eur~c;::1;~:~~u~~J~~:~ i~~ts ~;!~ ;~~~n~ca~~ ~ar~~e :a~~
I suppose the disease of the cord to be such as suffices to paralyse the parts supplied
with nerves from it, beyond the scat of the disease. It disease of this kind occur
below the giving out of the iotercostal nerYcs, the breathing is not affected; we have
paraplegia only, palsy and loss of feeling in the lower utremities, and perhaps in
the hips, or e\•cn higher. Now a person in this condition may live a long time.
When the disease is situated between the origin of the intercostal nerves and the
origin of the phrenic, he may live a few days, but he seldom lives a week, und never
sun•ives a month; and when the disease is higher still, in the very upper part of the
cord, above the orii.:!iu of the cervical nerves, he perishes c.utright. The J.;b1d and
degree of disease, therefore, being the same, the char.icter of the symptoms, and the
amount of dauger, differ remarkably according to the seat of the disease.
8. Although sense and voluntary motion cease upon the disruption of the communication with the brain, the excito-motory functions of the separated portion of the
cord are not uece5sarily suspended. On the contrary, they seem to acquire increased
activity. 'l'he automatic power is apt to run riot, as it were, when the controlling influence of the seusorium is withdrawn. All of you probably have seen the limbs of
a recently decapitated frog thrown into violent action by the stimulus of gah·anism.
I have witnc ed the same thing in the human body after death by hanging. 'Yhat
is still more curious, you may have uncqui,·ocal manifestations of similar phenomena.
in the living body. I have lately been informed, by Dr. William Budd, of a case iu
which a man was afflicted with paraplegia, in consequence of disease of the \'Crtebrnl
column. Ile was totally deprived of the power of mo,·ing his lower extremities.
Sensation in them was almost, yet not entirely, extinct. A sharp pinch, or t.he prick
of a. pin, he could feel; but slight friction he was quite unconscious of: y<:t (as he
himself said) his limbs were not; for when the iuner edge of the foot was brushed
or tickled by the hand of another person, the corresponding leg, over which he bad
no voluntary control, would start up, and be briskly conrnlsed. '£he same thing took
place, in both limbs, whenever he passed bis urine or froces; so that he was obliged

f hl~~:es:: 0a~Jt~~at~~~;rlir;af:isa:1y!~fr,t~~c: 0~e;a~efn!!~~~~~~. down on such occasions.

4. Under the sagacious researches of Dr. l\farshall llall, the physiology, and with
it the whole patholo)?y, of the spinal cord is undergoing, at this very time, a complete reformation. I know of no modern discovery so fruitful of important practical
consequences, or so likely to improve our remedial management of nervous disorders,
as the singularly intercstiog truths which he and others are even now engaged in dcmonstratin~ and enforcing. I do not profess to teach you this new physiolOf!Y· I
touch only, as I pass along, upon some of its cardinal points, to which I may ha\"e
occasion to refer in future. We are considering how the signs of spinal disease way
vary according to the pai:ticular 1ocation of that disease; and I would have you remark, here, that inasmuch as all the acts of ingestion and expu lsion, oil the inlets
and outlets of the body, are governed by the sp inal marrow, with its corresponding
apparatus of incident and motor nerves-it is to be expected that disease in the upper
part of the true. sp~nal s~stem should affect the orifices which ~nswcr _to tl!at pa~t,
and which are pnocipally rnlets-the larynx, the gullet, the cardia: while disease rn
its lower portion will be likely to disturb the natural functions of the lower orificesthe rectum and anus, the bladder and urethra, the os uteri - which are chicfiJ
outlets
5. You must bear in miod also the grand discovery of Si r Charles Bell, that the
two roots hy which each spinal nerve arises have distinct nnd different functions; the
anterior roots being composed of motor fibrils, the posterior of sensifcrous.
it,

1
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It wa..11 a. natural inference, from this discovery, that the anterior cohmi.iis of the
spinal cord were subservient to the purposes of motion, and the po.~terior to the
faculty of sensation . But this was an erroneous inference.. Later anatomical
researches, those especially of :Mr. Lockhart Clarke; and expemucnts made upon
livin g animals, especially the experiments of Dr. Brown Sc_ctuard, concur with the
resultS of clinical observation to prove that the posterior wlutc columns are not the
channels of sensation. Sensibility has remained perfect when these columns were
thoroughly disorganized. It is probable, from their r.elat~ons with the e?rebellum,
that a pnrt at least of their office concerns the co-ordmauou and regulation of the
·1rnscular movements of the body.
The anterior, or the antero-lateral columns, with the i:rrey matter of the cord, are
doubtless the seat and channels of the motory power, while they also minister to the
tran smiss ion of sensations.
It is a curious fact, elicited by clinical experience, that in disease of the cord, not
involvin g the roots of the nerves, the power of moving the limbs is commonly earlier
diminished than their sensibi lity.
Sometimes it happens that sensibility, or voluntary motion, or both, are impaired
in the upper extremities, while the same functions remain perfect in the lower and
more distant limbs. In explanation of this phenomenon it bas been supposed that
distinct and different filaments of the spinal cord, extending from its junction with
the brain, connect themselves with or help to form the several nerves which emerge
from the cerebro-spinal axis j and that disease of the brain 1 or of the cord, has spared
those strands and fibres which pass down to the nerves ~i\'en off at the inferior part
of the spine, while it has affected those strand~ only which belong to certain nerves
from the superior part.
But a i;imilar limitation of paralysis to the upper limb~ may result from the impli.
cation of the roots of the spinal nerves, in disease of the upper seg:ments of the cord
itself or of its membranes. And it is a curious fact, worth remembering, and cer·
tified both by physiological and pathological observation, that irritation or d~sease
affecting the roots of the upper cervical ner>es may cause inequality in the pupils of
the eyes, aud suggest suspicion of mischief within the head, when the disorder is
purely spinal.
6. We must not forget that the brain, and the spina.l cord, which are distinct from,
but yet continuous with, each other, sympathize lnrgely and nrntually under di~ease.
This circumstance throws an additional obscurity over the study of their morbid couditions. It is one, however, which we cannot avoid, but which we must estimate and
allow for, in our observation of diseases, as we best may.
7. 'fhcre are a few remarks made by Dr. Abercrombie, in relation to some of the
anatomical dispositions of the cord and its investing membranes, which may help us
to comprehend better some of their morbid contiageacies. Thus, with respect to the
dura mater of the cord, it is practically of iruportaace to recollect "that it adheres
very slightly to the canal of the vert~brre by a very loose cellular texture: aad that
it adheres very intimately to the margin of the fornmen magnum. In this manner a
cavity is produced betwixt the membrane and the inner surface of the spinal canal
(external, i. e. 1 to the membrane), which cavity may he the sent of effusion, and
which has no communication with the cavity of the cranium . On the other hand,
the space between the dura mater and the pia mater (or membrane immediately
covering the co rd) communicates freely with the ca.vity of the cranium; so that flu.id
may pass easily from one to the other, according to the position of the body."
I shall pursue the same order, in speaking of the inflammatory affections of the
spinal cord, as I followed in respect to the analogous cond itions of the encephalon.
And, first, let us inquire what has been noticed of inflammation of the membranes
of the cord. They may und ergo inflammation, ind ependently of the substance of the
cord, and ind.cpcndently of the brain; but this is not very common. Usually, whcu
we have menrnJ?:itis of the cord, we have the same disease also within the cranium:
usually too, with meningitis of the cord, we have more or less inflammation of the
nervous matter composing it. 'l'he commonest symptoms of inflammation of the me·
ninges of the cor<l (for I do not pretend to speak of the several membranes sepa·
rately) appc~r to be pains, often intense, extending along the spine, and !Stretching
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into the limbs, and aggra,·atcd usually by motion, and simulating therefore rheumatic
pains: rigidity or tetauio con~ract.ion, and. sometimes violent sp~sms, of the m~scl<'s
of the back and neck, amountrng 10 some mstances to perfect op1sthotonos: a. s11nilar
affection of other muscles 3lso, as those of the upper or lower extremities: a sc n~e
of constriction in various parts, in the neck, back, and abdomen, as if tho~ e p:1rts
were girt by a tight· string: feelings of suffocation: retention of urine: priapism:
obstinate constipation: and with these symptoms, rigors often.
You are not to expect in every case all the symptoms which I ha.Ye been cnume.
rating: they will Yary aecordin~ to the seat and extent of the inflammation. '." c
need not wonder at the spasmodic symptoms, when we recollect that the nerves which
issue from the body of the cord receh·e a covering from its pia mater. 'l'he pain felt
along the course of. the spine itself is said to be aggravated by the percussion of the
spine, but not by simple pressure; and this seems very likely.
I know of no way in which I can so well hope to awaken an interest in you about
these diseases, or to offer you instruction respecting them, ns by instances. The fol.
lowing I take, abridging it somewhat, from Dr. Abercrombie. A man, twenty.six:
years old, had for several years been subject to suppur3tion of the left ear; suffering
occar-:ional attacks of pain on that side of the head, which were followed by a more
copious discharge from the ear. In the first week of ..April he became ill, with pain
of the forehead and occiput, disturbed sleep, and loss of appetite; but no fever. At
the end of the week he complained of pain extending along the neck. This pain
gradually passed downwards in the course of the spine, and deserted the head j and
at last, after many days, it fixed iLl!elf with intense severity at the lower part of the
spine; shooting thence round the body towards the crests of the ilia. Ile became
affected also with great uneasiness over the whole of the abdomen, and had much
pain and difficulty in pn.ssing his urine. About the end of the second week in April
bis sufferings had become extreme. Ile could not lie in bed for five minutes at a
time, but was generally walking about the house in a state of ~rcat agitation, grasping
the lower part of bis back with both his hands, and gnashin$ his teeth with the
intensity of his pain. He had no interval of ease, and was sometuncs incoherent and
unnian:1geable. On the 16th, he went to take :i warm bath, walking down three
stairs, and into an adjoining street, with little assistance. Ilia speech afterwards
became somewhat affected: there were convulsive twitches of his face, and difliculty
of swa ll owing. Some transient squinting also was observed. '.!'he pulse was now
ve1·y frequent . On the 18th, while sitting in a cha ir, he suddenly threw his head
backwards with great violence, fell immediately into a state of coma, in which he
remained for two hours, and tl10n died. During the whole disease, there had been
uo paralysis, except the slight affection of his speech; no ditliculty of breathing; no
vomiting; and no convulsion except tl10 twitching of his face the day before his
death. 'l'he pulse was small and irregular. '.!'he bowels were easily kept open, but
the pain in his back was much increased by going to stool. Two days before his death
he had several attacks of shivering; and much purulent matter was discharged from
his left car during his illness.
Upon a very careful examination of his body, every part of the brain was found to
be in a most healthy state. Some gelatinous deposit was found under the med~tlla,
oblonguta; and purulent matter flowed, in considerable quantity, out of the sprnal
canal. '.!'he spine being entirely laid open, the cord was seen covered with a coating
of purulent matter, which lay betwixt it and its membranes. The matter was most
abundant in three places; at the upper part, near the foramcn magnum-about the
middle of the dorsal region-and at the top of the sacrum: but it was al~o distri·
buted over the other parts with much uniformity. The substance of t~c cord was
soft, aud separated in some places into filaments. .All the other viscera were
healthy.
You may find several interesting examples of this form of disease in OLLIVIER'~
Treatise 011 tlte Spinal .Marrow. The prominent symptom was generally pain, referred
to some part of the spine, and increased b.11 motion; and what is curious, sometimes
littl e complained of except upon motion. In general, also, it extended along sowc of
the Embs, and was accompan ied by muscular rigidity, or tetauic spasms. Palsy oc·
curred io one case; but this seemed to have been owing to sofirni11g of the cord itself.
Constantly there was increased sensibility; a circumstance which Ollivier thinks cal.
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culatcd to distin!rnish inflammation of the membranes from inflammation of the substance of the cord; the latter being usually attended with ~liminishec~ sensibi lity. In
the case that I have quoted from Dr. Abercrombie, th e intense parn underwent no
remission or abatement. In one of Ollivier's examples, there was, at the commence-

~~~~~it~ a!ht~ud~~e~~ih~, ~~~ki~1s1e~n~~1~1~~t;:;~: ~;e t!~~r~~~~~-

it came on with intense
The causes of spina l meningitis are not always ~o be discovered .. It sometimes
extends from within the cranium. It may be excited by external v1olcnce to the
spine, of which a good spec imen has been recorded by Sir Cha:Ies Bell :---:A wagoner
sitting on the shafts of his cart, was thrown off by a sudd.en. Jerk, and p1t?hcd upon
the back of his neck and shoulders. He was taken to the :Jliddlcsex Il osp1tal 1 where
he lay for a week, without complaining of anything except stiffness of the back part
of the neck. He could move all his limbs with freedom. On the eight h day after
his admission he was se ized with general convulsions and locked jaw. H e then be.
came affected with a siuguhr conv ul si,,e motion of the jaw, which continued in violcut
and incessant movement for about fi\•e minutc8. This was followed by mani acal delirium. Ile then sank into a state resembling typhus fever; and after four days waa
found to be palsied and insensible in his lower extremities. The day before his death
he rcco\•ercd sensation in his legs.
On dissection, a great quantity of purulent matter was found within the spinal
canal. It appeared to have formed about the last cervical and the first dorsal vertebrre, and to have dropped down, by its own gravity, to the lower part of the cana l;
where it produced palsy and anresthcsia of the inferior limbs by the pressure it occasioned.
Inflammatio n of the Sllbsta11ce of the spinal cord leads to the same changes in it3
texture which have been already spoken of as being often the results, in the Lraio,
of inflammation of the cerebral matter. Softeaing-induratiou-suppuration. I
need not, therefore, again describe the physical characters of these alterations.
The symptoms which flow from inflammation of the nervous pulp of which the
spinal marrow is composed, are by no means uniform; nor can we expect that they
should be so, when we call to mind what has bet!n already stated of the differeut
effects that must ensue according as different parts of the cord happen to be implicated. The phenomena will vary likewise, according as the inflammation is acute or
chronic. If we recoll ect how many parts of the body depend for their power of
motion, and for their se1Jsibil ity1 upon the integrity of the spinal cord, we shall not
be surprised at the diversity and multiplicity of the symptoms produced by disease
of the cord. Tracking inflammation and its events from the upper portioll of the
spinal marrow downwards, we should expect to find, and we actually do fiud, some
such an :irrangcment of symptoms as the following :-Convulsive affections of the
head and fac~, in:;.rticulnte speech, loss of voice, trismus, difficult dcglutition, spasmodic brcatlung, irregular action of the heart, constriction of the chest, vomiting,
pa~n of. the h:lly, sensati o~1 of a cor~ ti_cd round the a~domen, dysuria, retention .of
unne, rncontrnence of urmc, coast1pat1on, tenesmus, mvoluntary stools : aud with
respect to the voluntary muscles corresponding to these parts of the spinal marrow,
convulsions, or palsy; or palsy succeedi ng to convulsions.
I must aga.in have recourse to examples, to put you, more fully than any attempted
abstract picture could put you, in possession of such forms of inflammation of the
cord as you may expect to meet with in practice.
A man, fifty-six years old, was exposed to se\•ere cold, while travelling on the outside of a coach. After this he was attacked with pain in the right arm and leg,
most se,·cre a.bout the shoulder, but affecting the whole side, and he had also con·
siderable headache. He soon perceived some loss of power in the affected limbs;
and the progress of this was very curious. It began at the upper part of the arm,

fi~~ f~:~e.~l~=~~~:rn:t:~~s~~gg;~~ua~\.~; !;bte~~i:·~s t~~10e1~,:,rit;:~:tit~1~1~ga~~:a1~:
1

affected lll the same gradual manner, and after ten or twelve days from the com·
mcnceme.nt of t~e dise~se, the whole leg and arm had become completely paralytic.
Some pam contrnued rn the parts, and it was occasionally severe, especially in the
leg. H~peated blood-letting, and purgatives, and blistering, were employed. Hi!
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mind remained quite entire. Ilis pulse was 8-1, and mther weak. After some time
the left arrn became paralytic, rather suddenly; but it was not so completely motionless as the limb on the right side : .the left leg was not at all affected. Slight delirium occurred, but passed off aga10. At the end of two months after the exposure
to cold, he again became delirious, and his pulse got feebler and rapid: he then fell
into a state of stupor, muttering incoherently, but answering <1ucstions distinctly
when he was roused. Ile lost his speech a few hours before death. For the la.!:it
eight or ten days there had been considerable sloughing of the sacrum.
'fhc brain was found to be healthy throughout. 1\lucb bloody fluid was dischaq:~cd
from the spinal canal into the cavity of the cranium before the spine was laid open.
On displayiog the spinal cavity itself, the cord was found in a. state of complete
softeniog, from the second to the last cervical vertebra. The portions above and
below that part were quite healthy. (ABERCROMBIE.)
Comparing this case with the one I detailed of meninp;itis, we find that pain was
present in both, but more severely so in the case of inflaUllllation of the membranes:
we find also, that stiffness and spasm of the muscles marked the mcningitis ; palsy,
the 'i11flanimalion of the S1fbsta11ce of the spinal cord. In neither of them were the
intellectual functions disturbed till towards the last. I bclic,,e that the characters
now pointed out belong to these forms of disease respectively.
I borrow the following example (abbreviating it) from an interesti ng collection of
Oases of Paraplegia, recently published by Dr. Gull.
A healthy brickmakcr, twenty years old, walked twenty-cip;ht miles on the 18th of
July, 1855, iu search of work, and slept in a hrickficld. Ou the next day, which
was close and wet, he walked thirty-two miles, and all owed his wet clothes to dry upon
his body. On the 20th his legs suddenly gave way under him, and he fell down;
but he got up again, and walked from bis ga rden into his house, and two hours afterwards up stairs to his bed, feeling all the time a pins and needles" from the thighs to
the feet. Retention of urine then came on, and his bowels ceased to act. On the
26th there was complete paraplegia, with in,·oluntary twitchintirs and spasms of the
legs, and gradually increasing anresthesia below the navel, but nowhere complete.
The motions of the lower ribs were imperfect. He had no priapism, no souse of
tightness round the waist, and scarcely any pain. Slight movements of the legs could
be produced by tickling the soles of his feet, and these movements wc1~ more readily
excited as the case advanced. The retained urine beca me ammoniacal ; sloup:hs
formed over the sacrum; and he died exhausted, without any delirium, on the 20th
of August.
There was no adhesion betwee n nor effusion of lymph upon the sp inal membranes,
which had an anremic appearance. At the middle of the dorsal region there was
marked softening of the cord with slight en largement for two or three inches. The
posterior columns were quite diffiucnt, and contained exudation granules, to au extent
much greater than was indicated by the softening visible to the naked eye. The
anterior columns were softened, but retained their form. Both columns were of au
opaque white colour; the grey matter was mottled by injection of its vcsscla.
Herc again, the cord being affected and the membranes untouched, we have palsy,
with scarcely any pain, and no disturbance of the mental functions.
Mu ch may be learned in regar<l to the effects of inflammation, or any othor cause
of disorhr.inizatioo, confined to a limited portioit of tlte cord, by observing: what takes
place in those injuries in which the hones of the vertebral column arc broken or displaced. Of course I do not dwell upon these accidents, for they belong to surgery:
but I have seen a good many of them, and watched them with deep interest. The
symptoms arc much more uniform than when inflammation occurs within the vertcbr<ll
canal independently of external injury; simply because the iujury to the cord is more
definite and local. llut such cases are very valunb lc objects of study to the physician.
I rcwcmbcr severa l that occurred when I was a dresser in St. Uartbolomcw's Uospital;
and I will state very briefly the particulars of one as a.n exemplar. fo the year 1820,
a man was brought there who bad been thrown out of a tilt cart, in consequence of
a dray' s running foul of it. lie had pitched upon his head, which showed, however, no trace of injury. When picked up he was found to be powerless, both in the
upper and lower extrem ities. llis stools passed from him without his being aware
of it, and it was necessary to u5e the catheter to empty his bladder. li e breathed
21
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entirely by the diaphragm- that is, his thorax was motionless, and his abdomen rose
and fell with every alternate act of inspiration and expiration. '.l'hcse s~ptom_s are
perfectly distinctive of injury to the cord between the origins of the phr~mc and rntcr.
costal nerves. He su.ffered pain about the middle part of the neck bch1~d. Ile went
on excccdin"Jy well for four or five days, and then the nurse very foolishly acceded
to his requesi to be turned on his side, which caused his death in a very few minutes.
This is not the only instance that I have known, in which Jife bas been suddenly
extinguished by similar imprudence. The lesson may be u_seful. ~here was ano~her
patient in the same hospital, who had fractured the cervical portion of the spmal
column. Among other remedial measures, the surgeon had directed that his bead
should be shaved. The barber had performed half his task, and was turning, with
his hands, the unfortunate man's head into a more convenient position for completing
it, when he suddenly expired. The twist was fatal to him.
On the examination of the body of the patient whose case I was mentioning, a
very remarkable state of the spinal column was found. The fifth and sixth cervical
vertebra:i were dislocated from each other without any fracture; a thing which has
sometimes been pronouncetl impossible. The articular processes were fairly separated;
and the vcrtebroo were also forced asunder, by the detachment of one of them from
the intcrvertcbral substance. The nervous matter of the cord opposite the point of
dislocation was quite soft.
There is one very common and distressing consequence of such disease of the spinal
marrow as produces paraplegia, not particularly noted in any of the cases which I
have related, but always to be looked for. The muscles by means of which the blad.
der empties itself, arc liable to participate in the palsy; and then the bladder empties
itself no longer. The urine accumulates in it, and distends it, and even the ureter
becomes dilated; and in this way not only the present but the prospective danger is
increased. For the fouudation of future disease in the kidneys is often thus laid,
e•en when such distension of the bladder by its retained contents occurs independently
of any disease of the spine; as it may do from stricture; from enlargement of the
prostate; or even from the voluntary retention of the urine beyond a certain period,
through feelings of delicacy. You arc to look out, I say, for this distension of the
bladder, and relieve or prevent it by the introduction of a catheter through the
urethra. You must not be deceived by being told that the patient passes plenty of
water; that it even runs from him. Incontinence of urine is, in fact, in these cases,
though it may sound paradoxical, a sign of retention of urlnc. The urine dribbles
away because the bladder admits of no further distension; it overflows, and runs out
at the natural orifice, but the bladder remains constantly full and stretched. You
must make an examination, therefore, of the hypogastric region with your hand. If
you _find that part of the bc.lly hard and resisting, and giving out a <lull sound on per·
c~s~1on, you may be sur_c, m these cases (where there is paralysis of the lower cxtre·
m1lics, and the water dnbbles a.way), that the bladder is full, and has lost the power
?f expcll~ng its contents. Sometimes you may recognise the fluctuation of the urine
1? the distended bladder! ~nd ascertain the globular shape of that organ. It may
r~se even beyond the umb1hcus. But what I chiefly wished to point out to you is the
circumstance that the bladder becomes diseased, and the urine altered in quality,
under this s_tate of pal~y. The urine grows alkaline, turbid, and ropy, and exhales
a very offensive ammonia.ca.I smell; and the inner surface of the bladder is found,
after death, to be thickened, red, and smeared with adhesive puriform mucus - in a
state of chronic inflammation, in short.
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LECTURE XXVIII.
I nflammatory and Structural Diseases of the Spinal Cord, continued. Treatment.
Apoplexy. Its General Symptoms and Diagnosis. Symptoms characterizing the
.Apoplectic State. Pressure the ordinary Ph!Jsical Cause. Hemipkgia. The
Palsied Muscles Rigid, or Limber.
ALLOW me to repeat that the structural diseases of the spinal cord wiJI reveal
themselves, by their symptoms, most clearly to him who ruost distinctly perceives,
and most accurately bears in mind, the physiology of that part of the nervous system.
But to the best informed, and the most sagacious, they are too fr eq uently obscure
and perplexing.
Disease occupying a portion only of the cord, but affecting the whole thiclcncss of
that portion, from centre to circumference, will be likely to disturb, or suspend, the
functions of sensation and voluntary motion in all the parts supplied with motor or
sentient nerves from that portion of the cord, and from the portions beyond it. So
that a great variety of symptoms depend, when the amount of disease is the same,
upon the place of the disease. A total interruption of the conducti ng function of
the cord, in the neck, above the origin of the phrenic nerves, extinguishes life by
stopping the actions of respiration. A similar interruption in the cervical part of
the cord, above the origin of the intercostals, but below the origin of the phrenic
nerves, destroys life as certain ly, but not so rapidly, nor in exactly the same manner.
We find the lungs loaded with frothy serous fluid in such cases; we find the bladder
inflamed; and, often, sloughing of the integuments and muscles of the nates and
hip1;1. A similar interruption below the dorsal vertebrre is not nci.:essarily fatal, eve n
when it is attended with permanent paralysis: but it usuall!J is so, sooner or later.
When the interruption of function is not total and complete, disease of the corcl
will be likely to produce rigidity, convulsions, tremors, or simple weakness, of the
corresponding muscles; pain, tingling, numbness, of the correspond ing limbs' and
surfaces.
'rhe spinal cord is a symmetri cally double organ, and disease limited to one of its
lateral halves will derange or abolish the power of movement in the correspon ding
muscles on. the sanie side of the bod!J alone ; and perhaps disturb somewhat the sen·
sations of that side. Ilut the experiments of Dr. Brown SCquard appear to prove
that there are sensiferous fibres proceeding upwards and downwards from the posterior
roots of the nerves; and that these sensiferous fibres dccussate each other within the
cord. If this be admitted as an anatomical truth, it explains what was formerly a
perplexity, namely, that paralysis of one side of the body is sometimes associated
with an::esthesia of the other side. In this severance of palsy and defective sensi.
bility, may we not find a clue to the special diagnosis of hemiplegia. that is strictly
spinal, from hemiplegia that is cerebral in its origin?
If you impress upon your recollection the facts thus summarily stated, you will
find in them, I think, a key to many of the phcnomem' which accompany, and
denote, more or less plainly, disease of the spinal marrow.
Inflammation of the membranes of the spine is most apt to declare itself by pain,
increased on motion, of the spine and of the limbs; and by rigidity and .~pasm of
the muscles of the neck and back. ln6.ammation of the cord itself, which readily
passes into, or rather produces, softening of its substance, is most common ly mark ed,
first, by convulsive movements of some parts of the body; secondly, by palsy of those
parts, with or without anresthcsia. The same may be sa id of s1pp11,ration when it
occurs as ao event of infiam mation; and the pus may be collected into an abscess
in the nervous matter of the cord, or it may be diffused and mixed with softening.
Now I ucc,I not dwell upon the treatment proper to be adopted in inflammation of
the spinal cord and its membranes. Mutatis 1nutandis, it is the treatment already
recommended in inflammation of the brain and its membranes. Wh en the inftamma.
tion is acute, we must take blood from the arm, or by cupping.glasses along the sides
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of the spine. l3lood enough may be taken by cupping along. this trac~ to produce
the effect of general bleeding as well as of local. Perfect rest rn the horizontal posture must be strictly enjoined. Mercury will generally be proper.
In more chronic forms of inflammation within the spioal canal, we have still a
capital remedy in cupping: and counter-irritation in vari~us way.a, but_ more e~pccially
by means of issues made on one or both sides of the sprnous ridge, is also, Ill many
cases, of most essential and unquestionable service.
G-reat care must be taken, when there is palsy of the bladder, not only (as I admonished you in the last lecture) that the urine be regularly drawn off, but also that
the patient be kept dry and clean; for if great attention be not paid to this point,
sores will form where the urine remains in contact with the skin, to the great increase
of his sufforiug, aud of his danger. Indeed, take what pains we may, there is
generally a strong disposition to the formation of sloughs upon the sacrum aud hips
in cases of paraplegia. Thc.y result from the pe.rpetua.l p~essure ma~e upon those
projcctiu~ points; from the feeble state of the c1rculat10.n m the palsied parts ; and
(often) from the irritation of the urin e and fo~ces, which arc passed without the
sufferer's consciousness.
Wh en the patient is kept clean and dry, and the surfaces on which the weight of
his body has been supported begin to be red and angry, you may protect them by a
plaster: or by rubbing them with brandy, you may sometimes prevent the sk in from
0
0
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portion of the body which comes in contact with the waterproof material of the bed.
To bring this outline of the diseased states of the spinal cord up to that point in
which we left those of the encephalon, I may state that, like the brain, the spinal
marrow may become hardened by chronic inflammation; and, like the brain, it may
be enoroached upon by tumours; fibrous, scrofulous, or malignant. " 'ith respect to
these, all that I can now say lik ely to be of any practical benefit to you, is that the
symptoms they occasion aru those of slowly in creasing paralysis, or of slowly in creasing
rigidity of the muscles, without fever ?r what is call~~ r.eactio.n; and that th~ locality,
and extent, and effects of the paralysis, or of the rig1d1ty, will vary accordrng to the
part of the cord in which these morbid conditions occur, and the depth to which
they affect it.
[CEREBRO SPINAL MENINGITIS has, of late years, attracted considerable attention
from the circumstance of its having occurred as an epidem ic in different parts of
Europe and the United States.
According to l\I. Hallet, who describes the disease as it occurred at Nancy, (B11lleti11 de l' Acad. Roy. de 1lled., viii. 43,) it occurs under two forms; in the one, there
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first, rigors, then maliasc, tinnitus aurium, vertigo, violent pain in the head, extending along the vertebral column; agitation or restlessness, slight delirium, and moderate
fever, or absence of fever. In the second form there is affection of the intellectual
faculties, and also of the functions of sensation nnd motion, with more or less complete
abolition of all the senses. In this latter form the appearances upon dissection were,
great vascularity of the cerebral arachnoid; a layer of plastic purulent matter cover·
ing the whole inner surface of the pia. mater and the brain, and a oonsiderable collection of the same matter at the base of the brain, about the pons varolii and medulla
oblongata. The cerebrum was slightly punctated, but not softened. The choroid
plexus was injected; tho cerebellum softened; and the n.rbor vitro of a blood-red
colour. Beneath the spiDal arachnoid there was the same kind of purulent matter as
beneath the cerebral arachnoid; n.nd opposite the third dorsal vertebra, a considerable
collection of pus, as well as opposite the last dorsal vertebra. The substance of the
spinal cord appeared hca!thy. The lesions here described exactly correspond with
those.described by l\Df. Faure-Villar, Uhauffard, and Forget, by whom nccouuts of
the d1sc?sc have been given as it Il.revailed in V ersailles, .lvignon, nud Strasburg.
l\lorb1d chaages from inflammation have also been noticed in the alimentary canal,
but these 1\1. Rollet regard8 as merely accidental coincidences. 1\1. Forget, however,
attaches great importance to them.
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The appearances alluded to are slight redness of different portions of the gnstro-inte~tinal mucous membrane, in the form of patches, urborizations, or dots: in some
instances a diseased condition of ~be follicles; in others, thickening, or softening, to

a greater or less extent, of portions of the mucous membrane of the stomach and
ileum j and in other crises, again, en~argcmcnt aud even ulceration of the agminatcd
and solitary glands of the lo~cr portion of the il~mn, with cn l a~gcmeot, reddening,
or soften ing of the mcscnteric glnnds. Thcs& lesions of the alimentary canal have
almost iunriably been obsen·cd in patients who survived the first few days of the
attack, from which circumstance and their infrequency, they can be viewed only as
the result of an accidental or secondary affection.
l\I. Rollet remarks, that, in those cases in which the substance of the brain is
affected, there is an almost continual tendency to intermission, or, at least, remission,
which alternates nbout every three hours with an exacerbation; this he r('gards as
merely characteristic of the encephaJo..meningitis, and not as an evidence of the disease partaking of the nature of rcmittcnt fever, which is the view taken by l\I.
Gassaud.
According to Dr. Mayne, by whom an interesting account is given of the disease
as it occurred in Ireland during the year 1846, (Ditblin Qttarterly Jo1irnal of illedical Sciences, for August, 1846,) its general pathological characters were nearly uni ..
formly the same wherever examined . The serons membrane coverin g the brain and
spinal marrow was invariably found to be the seat of extensive inflammation, and
unlike the more ordinary forms of arachnitis, the spinal arachnoid always suffered
much more severely than the cerebral. In the post.mortem examinations made by
Dr. Mayne, the scalp and dura mater exhibited but little undue vascularity; the pia
mater covering: the hemispheres of the brain was congested, and the large veins, in
their way to the s('veral sinuses, appeared remarkably turgid. The free surface of the
cranial arachnoid felt dry and clammy, and had lost its transparency in many places,
particularly at the base of the brain, but there was no lymph or other inflammatory
effusion in the sa.c of the arachnoid. Lymph of a yellowish or greenish hue appeared
on the surface of the encephalon, beneath the serous tunic: this occurred sparingly
on the upper surface of the hemispheres, and there only along the sulci; but at the
base of the brain it was found in grc~ter quantities, especially in the sub.arachnoid
space correspondi11g to the circle of Willis, where many of the cerebral nenes at their
origin were fairly irnbcddccl in it. In the spinal canal, a similar exudation filled the
sub..arachnoidal space; it there existed in sufficie[]t abundance to envelop the cord
completely; it also extended down to the lowest extremity of tlrn cauda equina, investing each of the spinal nerves at its source; but in the vertebral canal, as in the
cranium, the cavity of the arachnoid contained none of this morbid secretion. The
substance of the brain and spinal marrow appeared remarkably free from lesion; there
was no unusual vascularity, induration, or softening apparent, nor did the ventricles
betray any evidence of inflammation.
In many of the cases reported, however, the brain and spinal marrow are stated to
have been occasionally implicated; in some, the YCntrieles of the brain contained inflammatory effusions, and the choroid plexus appeared unusually vascular; in others,
more or less of the substance of the brain and spinal marrow was found in a state of
softening; in a. certain number, sero·purulent effusion was detected at the base of the
brain, and in the thcca. vertebralis; but. in every instance the scram;; membrane was
the part essentially engaged, whilst the nervous material seldom suff('red, and when
affected it was only accidentally involved, the disease having been, in such cases,
e\·idently propagated to the substance of the cerebra-spinal axis from its membranous
investments.
In the post mortem examinations made at Versailles, in 1830, the left cavities of
the heart were found to be almost entirely empty, while those of the right side wero
filled with large fibrinous coagu la, of a yellow colour and some consistence. 'fhe
same thing was observed by the physicians in other parts of France, especially in
cases in which the blood drawn during the lifetime of the patient was huffy and con·
tained but little serosity. Dr. Ames, of Alabama., found the blood drawn from the
arm, and by cups 1 to form large, loose coagula, in which aJI the red globu les were
rarely includi.•<l. '£he serum separated slowly, and in small quantity. Th e colour was
in general bright-in a fow cases approaching to that of arterial hloo<l. In four oo ly,
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out of thirty cases, it was buffed. It presented indications of an excess of fl.brine.
fo four analyses of the blood, procured, in two cases, at the first vcncscction, in one
at the second, and in another at the third, 1\1. Tourdes states, that the principal alteration detected was an increase of the red globules and of the fihrine, but especially of
the former.
The symptoms by which the disease commences are, in general, of a very formidable character, and its accession is often sudden and quite unexpected; in a large
number of cases the patient is in his ordinary health and spirits up to the very moment of the seizure, and experiencing no premonitory symptoms to warn him of his
danger. In four of the cases at the South Dublin Union, the boys had eaten a hearty
dinner, and retired to bed in apparent health, when the disease, all at once, declared
itself.
Very generally, however, the attack is preceded by more or less pain of the head,
especially of the forohcad, temples, or occiput. The pain is usually constant, but
sometimes rcmittent, or even intermittent. Pain is, also, sometimes experienced in
the back of the neck and along the course of the spine, with a sense of soreness in
the limbs and joints. In a few cases the attack is preceded by a sense of giddiness,
with or without dimness of vision.
Occasionally, the attack comm.ences with a feeling of chilliness, succeeded by a
slight increase of the heat of the surface, and pain, extending from between the
shoulders to the occiput, with stiffness, to a greater or less extent, of the posterior cervical muscles. In other cases, the patient may be attacked by chilliness, pallor of countenance, coldness of the extremities, low moaning, or muttering delirium, quickly succeeded by restlessness, flushing of the face, a frequent pulse, a wild expression of the
eyes, and a hot and dry skin. In other cases, again, the disease may be ushered in by
a sense of lassitude and uneasiness, considerable prostration, and a dull heavy pain of
the head, with more or less vertigo, especially when a.n attempt is made to assume the
erect position; the eyes arc languid and half closed, the speech laborious and indistinct. Occasionally the patient is suddenly attacked with deep coma, or with more
or less stupor, attended by a sense of extreme debility, giddiness, dimness of sight,
or double vision. Or, finally, the attack may commence with severe pain of the abdomen, immediately succeeded by nausea, and perhaps vomiting. In violent attacks
of this character, the extremities become, at the same time, coli] and of a bluish
colour, and the pulse is reduced to a mere thread. After a few hourS, reaction, more
or less complete, generally ensues
Whatever may be the character of the initiatory symptoms, they arc replaced,
sooner or later, by a state of violent agitation, or by a. state of stupor more or less decided, with a slow, occasionally full, pulse, and dilated and immo\'able pupils. When
in this condition, touching any portion of the patient's body will sometimes cause
him to emit a short plaintive cry; at others, the patient utters, from time to time,
acute cries, and carries his hand frequently to his head. When spoken to, he will,
in general, exhibit a degree of consciousness by a motion of the head, by an attempt
to articulate, or by opening his eyes for a moment.
Pain, more or less intense, of tite head, and along the spine, is present in the early
stage of nearly all cases. Pressure applied to the ccr\'ical portion of the spine will
often produce pain of the head, darting to the forehead, eyes, and temples, as well as
pain at the top of the sternum; while pressure on the dorsal vertcbrre will cau::ie pain
at the middle of the sternum, or about the umbilicus, according as it is made higher
or lower. 1.'he pain is frequently severe, and continues for some time after the pressure is removed.
Delirium is very commonly present from an early period of the attack. It is often
attended with contraction of the pupils; occasionally with dilatation of one pupil and
contraction of the other; sometimes with ptosis of the eyelids, and ecchymosis under
the eyes. The delirium ordinarily l-asts only a. short period, but quickly returns. In
most cases, the mind of the patient is desponding and apprehensive.
In the majority of cases there is.more or less intolerance of light and sound; i.o
some, to s~ch an extent, that the slightest ray of light, or the least unusual sound, 1s
~pt to excite convulsive movements. Imporfect vision has been occasionally noticed
m the first period of the attack-the patient seeing objects double, or only one half
of them 1 or they appear to him as if enveloped in a wist. Tl.le conjuncti\•re are often
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inj ected, and the eyes of a ~litteriag and watery aspect. The insensibility of the eyes
to light, and complete blindacss of one or both eyes, are noticed as havin~ been present in many cases. V~o lent infi~mma.tion of one or other eye is described as being
of frequent occurrence m some ep1dem1cs.
ln some cases there is partial or complete deafness; in others a constant ringing in
the ears is complained of from an early period of the attack.
Au exalted sensibility of the entire surface of the body is very generally present.
The patient winces upon the slightest touch, even of the bed-clothing, and refuses to
change his position, from the pain consequent upon every attempt at motion. This
exalted seosibi lity of the cutaneous surface is often manifested only towards the close
of fatal cases. Diminution of tactile sensibility and coDfirmed stupor, when they
occur, arc always indications of imminent danger.
In very violent cases, pctecbiro occur upon the extremities and over the eyelids,
within a few hours after the attack. An exanth ematous eruption, also, occasionally
makes its appearance.
The respiration is sometimes irregular and laboured - a difficulty would appear to
be experienced in some cases in ex panding the lun gs -with respiration ch_iefly
through the nostrils. Stertorous respiration is not a. frequent symptom.
There is often continued irritability of the stomach, with immt iable thirst, aud tenderness of the epigastrium upon pressure. These symptoms are cu ti rely ind ependent
of disease of the abdominal viscera. In two cases in which they persisted iD a. very
marked degree to the close, Dr. l\Ia.yne, upon examining the abdomen :iftcr death,
found the stomach, intestines, and other organs, without any appreci:ible lesion .
Constipation and suspended secretions arc common symptoms of the disease. Th e
Wngue is usually more or less coated with a pale ash, white, or yellowish fur. In the
more grave and malignant forms of the disease, it has been obser,·cd to be broad :ind
flabby-sometimes so enlarged as to impede articulation, and indented around its edges
by pressing upon the teeth. An in creased flow of saliva is comm only present.
The pulse, during the period of excitement, is usually full and frequent-from 120
to 140 in a minute-often, however, it is very slow-sinking, sometimes, to 48 or 50
in the minute. The pulse has been observed to vary in the number of its beats at
different periods of the day.
The most striking characteristic of cerebro-spinal meningitis is that presented by
the condition of the muscular system. The muscles of the neck, in particular, become
rigidly contracted, drawing back the 110ad upon the vertebral column, and firmly
fixing it in that position, so that the patient is unable to move it forwards; neither
can this be done by the attendants with the employment of any justifiable degree of
force. The countenance, at the same time, assumes very much the tetanic expression.
In some cases, the contraction is confined to the sterno-mastoid muscle of one or both
sides; in others, again, it is the extensors that are principally affected, the head
being retained permanently in its natural erect pos ition. Rigidity is very commonly observed, also, in the muscles of the extremities. The patient loses the
power of moving his limbs and of assuming the erect posture. In some instances
there is a quivering motion of the muscles of the face, with tremors of the hand s,
and embarrassment of the movements of the extremities, or spasmodic twitchings in
the fiexors of the limbs, with a. disposition to a constant movement of the legs from
side to side, alternately. In some epidemics, rigidity of all tho spinal muscles was a
common symptom- occasionally, the whole spine, from the occiput to the sacr~m ,
bein g bent forcibly backwards, lik e a. well-strung bow, so as to prevent the pat1e~t
from lying flat upon his back. Contraction of the recti muscles of the abdomen is
often present.
In many cases th ere is a difficulty of prehension, it being with great difficulty that
the patient can tak e and drink water from any vessel without assistanee. In some
cases involuntary twitchin gs of the muscles are produ ced whenever the patient
attempts to move or seize any thing, as if be were under the influence of strychnia.
In others, violent conv ul sions aro induced th e moment the inferior extremities arc
raised up, or merely touched. There is great irrregularity as to th e period when the
tetanic sym ptoms occur. They may set in as early as the first day of the attack, 01
not until after the lapse of several days.
Cerebro-spinal menin gitis, although it is generally marked by pain in the head,
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more or less intense, rachinlgia, heat ~f the scalp, con~e~t.ion of t11c conjuoctivre, some
degree of intolerance of light and noise,_ exalted_ sens1b1hty of the cutaneous surface
generally, tendency to coma, and a tctamc affect1?n of the muscles of the neck, and
perhaps extremities, may, nevertheless, in many mst~nccs present _no sy~ptoms of so
decided a character as to lead us to suspect the ex1stcncc of serious d1sea~e of tho
brain and spinal marrow, until the labored pulse, the dilated pupil, the profound coma,
or the severe spasmodic or convulsive attacks indicate but too plainly the near approach
of death. Io other cases, again, and those by no means of rare occurrence, sympto'?s
of a most formidable character may present themselves at t.he very outset of the disease. Thus, the patient may be attacked at once with violent paroxysms of general
convulsions, requirioO' manual restraint to protect him from injury; or, he may suddenly, without any slriking premonitory symptoms, sink into a. state of coma almost
apoplectic in its character, or, into a half-unconscious condition, with constant moaning
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or
uncommon in the course of the disease.
So complete arc these, in some eases, as to lead to the hope of a speedy recovery of
the patient, the fallacy of which is shown by the return of the symptoms, in perhaps
an afrgravatod degree, on the following day.
When death is not early induced by the violence of the attack, the patient sinks,
more or less rapidly, into a state of profound coma, his pulse becomes slow and
laboring, his powers of speech and deglutition entirely fail, his tongue becomes dry,
and, together with his lips, encrusted with dark sordcs;. his stools are passed involuntarily, while his bladder becomes distended with urine, or a.Hows it constantly to
dribble away : death finally closes the scene, often preceded by paralysis of one side
of the body, or of one or other extremity.
The duration of the disease is very variable. Death may occur within a few hours
from the commencement of the att..·wk. The generality of cases terminate about the
fourth day, some, however, are protracted to over fourteen, twenty, or even fifty days.
Convalescence is usually slow and lingering. E\'en after an apparently perfect
recovery, secondary diseases are apt to occur, and sooner or later destroy the patient.
The diagnosis in ccrebro-spinal meningitis is somewhat obscure. There is no
symptom or series of symptoms which can be considered as strictly pathognomonic.
The diseaso is in general characterized by acute and fixed pain of the head, rachialgia,
aversion from light, injection of the conjuuctivre 1 increased sensibility of the surface,
acute cries, low, muttering delirium, or coma, pain, and stiffness of the posteriorcervical muscles, with permanent retraction of the head, often rigidity of the large
extensors of the spine, spasmodic tremors or twitchings of the muscles, particularly
of the face, and tet..'l.oic convulsions of the limbs. When a disease, marked by seYcr.i.l
or all of the above symptoms, occurs, especially as au epidemic, we may pretty confidently pronounce it to be cerebra-spinal meningitis.
The prognosis is for the most part unfrwourablc-sporadic ca.sci~, it is true, frequently
do well under an appropriate treatment, but in its epidemic form, it has been found
to terminate fatally in the great majority of cases. When the attack commences with
great prostration, coma, and general symptoms of collapse, death often ensues very
speedily without the occurrence of reaction. Few cases recover after severe tetanic
i;;;ymptoms make their appearance. Irregularity of respiration, difficulty of swallowing,
~reat enlargement of the tongue, extensi\'e pctechire, violent general convulsions, and
deep persistent coma, arc all unfavourable symptoms.
As already remarked, it is cl1iefly from the occurrence of cerebra-spinal meningitis
ns an epidemic, that the disease has of late years attracted the attention of physicians.
'J'hcsc epidemic visitations are occasionally confined within very narrow limits, white,
at others, as wns the case in Franoe, between the years 1837 "and 18-12, they spread
successively over extensive regions. Their occurrence would appear to be altogether
independent of any morbific agency referable to peculiarities of climate, season, or
locality. Age, and to a. certain extent sex, would appear to rank as predisposing
?auses of the disease, .whatever may ~c the nature of the epidemic agent by which it
1s produced. Its subjects, wherever 1t has occurred, have been young persons, generally o~ the male sex. In Ireland, boys under twelve years of age were those almost
exclru;ively attacked. In Gibraltar, in the grea.t majority of cases, it occurred in
n1alcs between two and fifteen years of age. lu Tennessee, its principal victims were
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children between the ages of six and fifteen years. In Missouri, between ten an<l
fifteen years. In St. Augustine, Texas, the palients were p:encmlly um.lcr fifleen
years; in but two or three iustauees did the disease attack those over eighteen years
of age, and not in a single instance a female. In Alabama, however, the majority of
those attacked-over fifty per cent -were beyond twenty years of np:e. Fifty-four
per cent. were males. In 'rexas there was not an instance of the dit;ease occurring:
among the DCf!:roeS, who were probably more exposed to morbifie agencies than the
whites. In France, the disease occurred1 for the most part, among the young con.
scripts who had lately joined their regiments.
"With respect to the treatment of eercbro-spinal meningitis but little can be said of
a very positive or satisfactory character. The rapid march of the disease in the larger
number of cases, allows but a short interval for the application of appropriate remedies.
At the height of the epidemic, especially in eases where the attack commences with
symptoms of extreme violence, or in which a state of extreme collapse is present from
the very onset, the most judicious and best directed treatment will very generally fail
toarrcsta.fatalterm ination.
In the commencement of the attack, when symptoms of prostration and of deep
stupor are absent, as well as during the early period of the stage of excitement, there
can be no doubt of the propriety and efficacy of direct depiction. '!'he amount of
blood to be drawn is to be measured by the age and condition of the putieut and the
effect produced. If a weak pulse rise, or a strong one retain its character during the
flow of blood, this may be allowed to continue; but if the pulse becomes weak, a.
moisture breaks out upon the surface, and the face becomes pallid, indicating
approaching syncope, the flow of blood should be instantly arrested, eveu though we
may find it aeccf'Sary, from the rising of the pulse, and the renewed flushing of the
face, to re.open the vein a few hours afterwards. The extent of our bleeding should
never be proportionate to the degree of restlessness and delirium with whieh the
patient may be affected : these states of violent nervous crethism quickly exhaust the
powers of life, and when present, a too copious nuesection would be liable to iuduce
a sudden and speedily fatal collapse.
Subsequent to general bleeding, cups should be applied to the back of the neck,
and along the spine, and leeches to the temples and neck, and behind the cars, and
repeated at short intervals, so long as any indication for direct depletion reurnins.
After the first bleeding an active mercurial purgative should be administered, and
cold applied to the shaved scalp, by means of a bladdor lrnlf filled with powdered ice,
or cloths wet with iced water, or iced water and vinegar. At tho same time the feet
and legs should be immersed in hot water, followed by sinapisms to the feet and
ankles.
In conjunction with direct depiction by the lancet, active purgation cannot fail to
prove an important remedy, by producing a determination from the disea~ed organs.
There will scarcely be met with a case in which the presence of gastro.cnteric iuflam.
ma.lion will contraindicate its employment.
Tartar emetic in divided doses, combined with some one of the saline diaphoretics,
will no doubt prove beneficial in the early period of tho stage of excitement. Iu the
epidemic which occurred at Vicksburg, .Miss., Dr. Ilicks gasc it, in combination with
camphor, in the following prescription, and, as he states, with the best effects : &.
Antimon. tart. gr. ij, Pulv. camphor. 3ij., l\Iucilag. g. acaci~ ,5vj. l\lix. Dose, a
tablespoonful every two hours.
After direct depletion has been carried as far as, under the circumstances of the
case, is judged advisable, especially if the patient falls into :i. state of coma, with feeble
pulse and deficient reaction, sin::i.pisms or blisters along the whole course of the spine
will often be found of advantage. Blisters to the upper portion of the spine very
generally had the effect, Dr. Ames informs us, of removing or greatly reli eving the
ccpbalalgia, even when bl eed ing had failed to do so. Th e relief affo1·dcd by them in
the malignant forms of the disease is, we arc inform ed, very decided. lllisters to
the scalp have been advised; we much doubt, however, the propriety of their application to this part.
'Vhen the attack commences with symptoms of collapse, or when a. state of collapse
ensues ~fter a short ~nd imp.crfcct reaction, the .m~st powerful excitants- mustard,
ammo01a, or turpcntrnc-atded by heat and friction, should, witbo11t delay, be ap.
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plied exteroa!Jy along the spine and to the extremities, and pcrsovering1y con.tioued,
ut short intervals, until the torpid sensibility is aroused. It 1s probable that, Ill such
cases, the actual cautcry, as employed by 1\1. Rollet, will be found_of advantage. This
gentleman passes the iron, at a white heat, six, eight, or more tunes, up?n as many
different points, along each side of the spinal processes. ~c.states that, rn t~c worst
cases, the first application of the actual cautery docs not chc1t from the pat1.ent any
indication of sensibility; it is only at the third, fourth, or even fifth apphcahon that
a slight muscular movement proves that pain is experienced. So~e patients utter
cries during the last applications, but immediately relapse again into a comatose
condition.
Should we succeed in establishing permanent reaction, the patient must be carefully
watched, and if the reaction transcend the proper grade, resort should be immediately
)1ad to general and local blood-letting, to an extent proportioned to the violence of the
symptoms, and the age and strength of the patient; at the same time, cold applications should be made to the head, and the other means of keepi ng down excessive
reaction employed.
'l'he early and free exhibition of mercury, both by the sk in and mouth, with the
view of producing promptly its specific action, is favourab ly spoken of by several of
the American writers on the disease. Dr. Ames, of Alabama, considers it a more
efficient remedy than blood-letting, as well in the promptness as in the permanence
of its beneficial effects. 'I1he French physicians condemn mercurial frictions; more,
howc,·er, we suspect, from theoretical views, than from any actual experience of their
bad effects. It is proper to remark that, in many cases, mercury, even when its
specific effects have been induced early in the attack, has failed to exert any perceptible influence in retarding the fatal march of the disease. The same is true, how·
ever, in reference to every other remedy that has been resorted to in this disease.
Subsequent to the employment of venesection and the other antiphlogistic remedies, the administration of opium has been recommended by several of the French
physicians. Forget commenced its use between the fifth and seventh days of the
disease, in the form of a syrup containing half a grain of opium as a. dose for an adult.
This he found to relieve the pain of the head, and to calm the delirium and muscular
spasms. M. Chaufard states that the early employment of the most energetic antiphlogistic means failed in his hands to cure the disease, but he found it to be promplj
arrested by opium give~ in large doses: in many cnses it was ndvantageously com·
bincd with quinine. It is stated that before this plan was adopted, only one case was
cured out of thirty, but subsequently the disease was even less fata l than in its sporadic form. 1\1. 'l'ourdes admits the inefficacy of the usual antipblogist.ic remedies,
Lut cannot agree with all 1\1. Chaufard bas asserted in favour of the curative effects
of opium. Dr. Ames, of Alabama, docs not consider opium as generally a safe remedy
in the more violent inflammatory cases, or as beneficial in the congestive malignant
cases. In other forms of the disease, he speaks of it as a safe and very Yaluablc
remed,r. We a:e i~formcd by Dr. Roberts that, at St. Augustine, Texas, opium and
morphia were tried rn a few cases, but without any good result; they appeared rather
to increase the stupor, without relieving the pain and restlessness. 'rhe water of the
cherry laurel aud of valerian, combiued with mucilage, were employed by some of the
French practitioners with a view to their sedative operation, subsequent to antiphlogistics and rcvulsives. The distilled water of bitter almonds is preferred by M. l\Iaihlc,
as furnishing more defin ite proportions of hydrocyanic acid.
By certain of the French army physicians quinine is recommended as a most cffi·
cacious remedy in ccrcbro-spinal meningitis; by the majority of them, howcrer, it is
denounced as positiycly injurious. Dr. Ames employed it frequently in the graver
forms of the disease, and sometimes with partial success. Ile found it occasionally
to arrest the paroxysms when the disease was attended by fever of a. regular remittent
character. ln other forms of the disease, if not absolutt:ly inj urious, its effects were
not such as to encourage a continuance in its use.
pr. At~es speaks highly of the effects of potass in tl1is disease. It was given to
chtldren rn doses of from three to five grains, every two hours. He states that no
c~se proYed fatal, so far as he could learn, in which the potass was free ly and con·
trnuously. employed. Under the use of the remedy, in many cases unattended with
true fpbnle symptoms, the cephalalgia was speedily and permanently relieved, and in
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others, its use was followed by a. prompt reduction of arterial excitement, delirium,
and the intense pain of the head.
Etherial inspiration, it is said, was practised, with the best effccta, by M. Basscron,
physician-in-chief to the Military Hospital of l\Iustapha, in Algeria.
During the period of excitement, cooling drinks should be 3lJowcd, and a strictly
antiphlogistic diet enjoined. Absolute rest and quiet, with the seclusion of light, as
far as it is consistent with due ventilation, are all-important. In the comatose cases, .
and during the stage of collapse, care should be taken to prevent nu accumulation of
urine in the bladder.
Convalescence from epidemic cercbro-spinal meningitis is usually protracted, and
relapses are liable to occur from slight errors in diet and regimen, hence the greatest
watchfulness is to be observed until the general health and strength of the patient are
fully re-established.
Dr. llicks found the annexed prescription to act as a most admirable tooic, after
the violence of the disease had been subdued, for relieving the inertia of the nervous
system that remained in every instance in Which recovery took place: &. Iod. fcrri,
3j; iod. potass. 3ij; iodini, gr. viij; syr. 'sarsaparil. 3iv. l\Iix. Given in teaspoonful
doses every four hours, in an equal quantity of pure water.-C.]
I proceed, i,n the next place, to a. perfectly distinct class of diseases of the brain
nnd spinal cord; to the apopleptic and the paralytic affections, arising independently
of inflammation. It will be convenient to consider these disorders together. Apoplexy
may indeed occur without paralysis, paralysis without apoplexy; but the two so frc·
queotly coexist, or happen in such immediate sequence and connexion, and in their
history and patholO!?J they have so much in common, that we shall best understand
the whole subject by comprehending them in the same review.
When a person falls down suddenly, and lies without sense or motion, except that
his pulse keeps beating, and his breathing continues, he is said to have been attacked
with apoplexy. He appears to be in a deep sleep; but this is not all, for you cannot
awaken him by the same means which would rouse a healthy man. Ile is not in a
state of syncope, for his pulse beats, perhaps with unnatural force; and often his
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same state which has so frequently been mentioned already in these lectures; it is
coma occurring suddenly, or coming on (at least) with rapidity. What is coma? It
is that condition in which the functions of animal life arc suspended, with the excep·
tion of the mixed function of respiration; while the functions of organic life, and
especially of the circulation, continue in action. 'I1here is neither thought, nor the
power of voluntary motion, nor sensation: but the pulmonary branches of the par
vagum continue to excite, through the medulla oblongata, the involuntary movements
of the thorax. When this upper part of the cranio-spinal axis becomes invoked in
the disease, and its reflex. power ceases, the breathing ceases also, and the patient is
presently dead.
It is a common question-how would you distinguish apoplexy from the effects of
a narcotic poison? If you were summoned to a person in the state I ha,·e been describing, how could you tell whether he was afflicted with apoplexy, or stupefied by
a large dose o.f op~um, or merely dead drunk_? .\~hy, so far as the couditioo of the
cerebral functtons 1s concerned, you cannot d1scmnrnatc the one from the other. In
each case there is profound coma : but the cause of the coma is different in each, n.nd
you must seek to ascertain that cause in the history and other circumstances of the
patient: you inquire whether he isknown to have been drinking, you try if you can
perceive the odour of alcohol, or of wine, in his breath; or you endeavour to make
out whether he has been low-spirited, or in known diflieultics; iu short, whether it
is likely that he may have swallowed poison. Ilut frow tho actual condition of his
sensorial functions, yoa cannot solve the question.
Yet \et me say, thus in the outset of our remarks upon apoplexy, that it is often
of great importance that the diagnosis should be determined. A man was found
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thought he smelt the smell of gin in his mouth; and thereupon very properly made
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use of the stomach.pump. By means of it he discharged a large quantity of ardent
spirit; and in the course of a few minutes the man rcvh•cd, shook his car~, and
walked away. If the "in had been suffered to remain in the stomach, and if the
remedies of apoplexy h;d been 'rigorously put in force, the absorption of the poison
would have been thereby accelerated; and the debauch would probably ha:·c ha~ a
fatal termination. The same remarks apply still more urgently to the case m winch
opium, or any other strong narcotic poison, is lying in the stomach. E\•en when
~hc:c.is no great danger, either in _the pers~n's condition, or in tl.1c rcmc~ics.uscd for
it, 1t 1s not a very pleasant or crcd1tablc thrng to ma_ke a false pomt of this krnd. If
we do err, however, we had better err on the safe side. The father _of t~ie late Professor James Gregory, of Bdinburgh, (who used to relate the case rn his lectures),
was once called out very late in the evening to Y~sit ~n old. gentleman ~f thnt city.
Ile fouud him in a completely comatose state; Ills wife crying, and all lus household
plunged in grief and distre~s. ']'hey told him tlrn~ the patient, wh?m he now sa'Y in
a fit, had come home, and upon the servant's open mg the door to hun, had fallen into
tho passage, on his back, in n. state of insensibility. Dr. Gregory l?arned, however,
that he had been at the "Club/' and lie knew well enough that this club was composed of choice spirit.-;, fond of their cups; althou_2;h the gentleman's wife did not
know so much. 'fhcrcforc he ventured to express his "hopes" to the wife that her
husband was drunk: a charitable Yicw of the case, at which she was extremely
affl'Ontcd and indi~nant. Ile persisted, however, in his opinion, and not long afterwards the patient bewrn to rccoYer his senses. It turned out that he had partaken
more liberally tha.n the rest of the club, and was the firsl to be int-Oxica.tcd. Two of
his companions carried him home quite incapable of motion; but not liking to introduce him themselves to his wife in that predicament, they placed him with his back
against the door, rnng the bell, and dcca.mpcd. Of course when the servant came to
open the door, his master tumbled senseless on the floor. I need not point out to you
what ridicule the physician would have brougllt upon himself, and what dama~e lie
might have inflicted upon his patient, had he busily applied, in this case, the orrlinary
remedies of apoplexy.
The state of coma, such as I have described as being characteristic of apoplexy,
may terminate in one of three ways. It may cease, more or less rapidly, and ]care
the patient to all appearance in perfect health. What may be the exnct condition
of the encephalon during the continuance of the coma, in such cases, no one can
positively tell. But the occurrence of temporary coma, under the influence of a
narcotic poison, n.nd the perfect disappearance of the coma as the effects of the drug
pass off, teach us that the functions of the brain may be almost totally suspended for
a time by causes which do not injure its texture. I think it probable that, when
there is no poison at work, a temporary stress upon the cerebral blood-vessels (produced by a determination of blood towards the head, thron~h the arteries, or by a
detention of blood in the obstructed veins) may exercise a. sufficient degree of prcssn.re
upon the central parts of the brain to cause transient coma..
But often there 1·s poison at work, an inbred poison, of which the agency was not
recognised until a recent period; the poison of unpurified blood. When speaking of
tho general pathology of dropsy, I mentioned a. peculiar renal disease-first detected
and described by our distinguished countryman, Dr. Richard Bright-which unfits
the kidney for what is probably its most important office; that of removing urea from
the system. When this excrement, thus retained, accumulates in the blood beyond a
certain amount, it is very ::ipt, among other injurious tendencies, to cause death in the
way of coma. 'fhc retention of bile, or of some of its principles, has occasionally, ::is
it would seom, a. similar consequence. In all casos, therefore, of apoplectic stupor,
you must not omit to search for evidence of this source of the coma.
In the second place, the apoplectic coma. may terminate, more or less quickly, in
death. And on examining the brain we may find a. large quantity of extra.vasatcd
blooc~ spread over its surface, or lying within its broken substance: or a. considerable
effus1ou of serous flu,id collected within its ventricles: or we may detect no deviation
wha~evcr from the healthy structure anrl natural appearance of the organ. The congcst1vc pressure (if it indeed existed) has left no prints of its action.
Dr . .._\.bercrombic has given to that form of apoplexy, which destroying life, leaves
no traces behind it, the name of simple ::ipoplexy. And this name, for its conve-
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nience, I shall retain. Of tlte other two kinds of quickly fatal apoplexy, that in which
blood is found extravasated is more common than that iu which there is effusion of
serum. only. The one has been called sangui11ous aprplexy; a better term is cereb1·al
luzmorrlwge: the other has been named serous apoplexy.
Thirdly, the apoplectic coma may terminate in partial or 1"mper/ect recovery. ODP.,
or all of the cerebral functions may be left impaired; the mind enfeebled; the power
of motion limited, or lost, in some parts of the frame ; the faculty of sensation benumbed or extinguished: the unhappy subject of the atW.ck remaining more or le.ss
crippled in body, and more or less maimed in intellect. In thc!'C cases, when at
length we ha>e an opportunity of examining the brain, we almost always find traces
of darna!;C inflicted upon its texture at the period of the att.1ck. A part of this
damage has usually consisted in the extravasation of blood to a small or moderate
amount: sometimes, with or without cxtravasated blood, there is softening or disruption of the nerYous substance. I shall return to these points presently.
The attack·. of apoplexy docs not always occur in the same manner; and Dr. Abercrombie lrns poiutc4 out three several ways in which it is apt to come on. I am confident, from the result of my own observation, that tl1e distinctions laid down by Dr.
Abercrombie arc just :rnd true : and it is of importance that you sl10uld he aware of
them. "In the first form of the attack, the patient falls down suddenly, deprived
of sense and motion, and lies like a person in deep sleep; his face generally flushed,
his breathing stertorous, his pulse full and not frequent, sometimes below the natura l
stand:i.rd. In some of these cases, convulsions occur; in others rigidity and contraction of the muscles of the limbs, sometimes on one side only."
Now respecting persons seen in this condition, the immediate prognosis is 1mcertabt. Some die in a short time, and much blood is found extravasatcd within the
cranium. Some die after a rather Jonger interval, and then we often find serous
effusion only. And in some that die early, no effusion either of blood or of scrum
can be detected. Some recover altogether, without any ill effect of the attack
remaining. Others recover from the coma, but arc left paralytic of one side, and
with some imperfection of speech, or of one or more of the senses. And this paralysis
and imperfection may disappear in a few days, or gradually depart, or remain for life.
In the second form of attack, the coma is not the earliest symptom. 1'hc disease
generally begins with sudden and sharp pain in the head. The patient becomes pale,
faint, and sick, and usually vomits; and sometimes, but not always, falls down in a
state of syncope, or resembling syncope, with a bloodless and cold skin, and a feeble
pulse. 1'his also is occasionally accompanied by some degree of convulsion. Sometimes be does not fall down, the sudden attack of pain being accompanied on ly by
slight and transient confusion. In either case he commonly recovers in a short time
from these symptoms, and is quite sensible, and able to walk; but the headache does
not leave him. After a certain interval, which may vary from a few minutes to
several hours-and Dr. Abercrombie records cases in which it was even much
longer - the patient becomes heavy, forgetful, incoherent, and sinks into coma, from
which he never rises again. In some instances, paralysis of one siJc occurs; but
perhaps more often, there is no palsy observed.
The disease, when it comes on in this way, is much more uniform, and of much
worse omen, than when it commences after the former fashion. It 'is of great use to
know this; for to an inexperienced eye the cases do not seem. so terriblo as tho:5c in
which the patient becomes profoundly comatose from the very firl'it. The apparent
amendment is fallacious, and apt to lead one into giving a false prognosis. V cry few
persons come out of the coma, and a large quantity of blood is usually found extravasatcd in the brain. These cases are not, as Dr. Abercrombie well observes,
apoplectic in the outset. They differ remarkably from the first set of cases. If there
be nt the very beginning some loss of sense or motion, it goes off again in a very few
minutes, or perhaps in a few seconds : the prominent symptom, at the commcucement, is sudden and violent pain of the head, with faintness, sickness, and often with
vomiting. 'l'he pain continues, and is sometimes confined to one side of the hcl\cl;
the face is pale and ghastly, the pulse weak, and often frequent or irregular; but the
patient is quite conscious, and in full possession of his intellect. At length hti
recovers his natural temperature, his countenance improves, and the pulse becomes
stronger and steadier: then his face gets flushed, he feels oppressed, nnswcrs questions
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slowly, and at last sinks into stupor and fata l co1~a. The pcri_od between t11e first
att:lCk and the commencement of the coma is variable. Sometimes the stupor sue.
ceeds the pain and faintness so r:tpidly, that the case comes g reatly t? resemb lo th?se
in which coma is the first symptom, and takes !'.'lace suddenly; but still a shor~ period
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inspection," sa.ys Dr. Abercrombie, "we find n~ne of those vanc~1cs and amb1~u1ttes,
which occur in the apoplectic cases, but uniform and extensive .extravasat1on of
blood." [I should state that he calls the first class of ~ases apoplectic case~, th~ coma
being present from the first: and the second class, wh1.ch w.e are now cons1denng1 he
calls cases not primarily apoplectic.] The symptoms m tlus form of attack depend,
no doubt, upon the giving way of some one of the cerebral vessels. At the moment
when the vessel is ruptured, a shock is given to the brain; a temporary derangement
of its functions occurs; but this passes off. The circu lation then goes on as before,
until such a quantity of blood bas escaped from the ruptured vessel as is sufficient to
produce coma. There is no part of Dr. Abcrcrombie's hook more admirable, and
clearly put, than that which is occupied with these important distinctions, wl1ich I
give you very much in his own words. Ile points out the close analogy which exists
between this variety of apoplexy, and the result of external injuries, when they occasion cxtravasation of blood on the surface of the brain. The hurt person recovers
from the immediate effects of the accident, walks home perhaps, and after some time
becomes stupid, and at last comatose. The surgeon trepbines the skull, and discovers blood upon the dura mater; and the blood being removed, the coma goes off.
We cannot help our patients by a similar expedient; though the opinion has been
broached that trcpanning the skull will, at some future period, be a common practice
in apoplexy. Dr. Abercrombie conjcctnres that after the rupture has taken place,
the hromorrhagc is sometimes stopped by the formation of a clot at the orifice in the
vessel, but at length the blood bursts out a~ain, and proves fatal. He relates two
cases in which this probably happened; in one of them an intcrva.l of three days, and
in the other an interval of a fortni~ht, ela.pscd between the first attack, and the supervention of coma. The portions of blood extra''asated at the two separate periods may
sometimes be distinguished by their appearance - their colour and consistence.
The third form of attack described by Dr. Abercrombie can scarcely be said to be
an apoplectic attack at all; indeed he himself includes this form in the class of paralytic cases. It is characterized by sudden loss of power on one side of the body, and
frequent ly by loss or impairment of speech, without loss of consciousness. The
patient is sensible, listens to and comprehends your questions, and answers them as
well as he is able, either by words, which in most eases he articulates imperfectly, or
by gestures. 'I1be further progress of the cases that commence in this way is marked
by considerable variety. Sometimes the bemiplegia passes gradually in a short time
into apoplexy. Sometimes the patient soon gets well, the palsy leaving him entirely.
Or a gradual recovery takes place, which is not complete for some weeks or months.
Or the patient rallies up to a. certain point, and there the improvement stops; he
regains the power of moving his leg, but it drags somewhat after him; or the k~
recovers, but the arm remains feeble, or his speech continues to be inarticulate. And
in another variety of this form the patient neither improves on the one hand, nor
becomes apoplectic on the other, but is confined to his bed, paralytic, and perhaps
speechless, though in possession of his faculties in other respects, and dies at last
worn out and exhausted, some weeks, or months it may be, after the attack. In the
outset of these cases there is not always complete hemiplegia, sometimes the arm ooly
is affected, sometimes (but much more rarely) the leg only. Or some other voluntary
muscles are the first to lose their power.
Dr. Abercrombie speaks of the conditions discovered after death in cases that have
thus eommencerl, as being inconstant; but I believe that in a vast majority of instances they will be found to consist of so.ftenh19 of the brain and its consequences,
whereby the communication between the centre of volition and the paralysed muscle~
bas bee? suddenly cut off. With this softening there may, or there may not, be ex:travasa.tion of blood.
You will find, I think, that most cases of apoplexy, or of palsy akin to apoplexy,
range themselves with more or less exactness in one or the other of the three classes
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which I have been describing. Let me briefly recapitulate them. In tbc fi rst, tho
coma is sudden and deep; the condition of the patient thus struck in au instant
senseless and motionlc~s, warranting those epithets which the ancients applied to the
victims of this disease, of aUoniti and siderati, as if they were thunder.smitten, or
planet-struck. In the second form of the attack, the earliest symptom is acute pain
of the head, with sickness and faintness; coma supervening usually in no long time.
The third form is ushered in by sudden hemiplegia, which may or may not lead to
loss of consciousness, or stupor.
Th ese broad lines of distinction, being kept in mind, will both furnish assistance
towards the diagnosis and the prognosis of this multiform disorder, and also give "to
your study of it, as it occurs to you in practice, a higher degree of interest than it
would possess if all the forms of attack had been jumbled together in one common
description.
When the apoplectic state is fully formed, in what manner soever the attack may
have commenced, it is marked by most or all of the following circumstances. The
patient lies totally unconscious of all that may be goin g on about him. H e replies
to no questions, he is unmoved by the cries and lamentations of his fami ly; in fact,
he does uot hear them. His pulse is infrequent, often full, perhaps intcnnitting.
His breathing is peculiar, being slow, sometimes interrupted or irrep:ular, attended
with snoring or stertor during 'inspiration, and a puffing out of the checks, like tho
action of one who smokes a pipe, during expirat ion. lloth these peculiarities arc
referable to the same principle, and both denote a profound insensibility to all external
impre ions. There is no longer any voluntary attempt to breathe, yet the involuntary movements of respiration subsist: the medulla oblongata still responds to the
impressions which reach it from the lungs and from the skin, still prompts contraction of the muscles that enlarge the capacity of the thorax; but the loose curta.in of
the palate, and the lips and cheeks, are passive. By the vibrations of the one tho
stertor is occasioned; the mouth is closed by the mere elasticity of the others, and
the flaccid cheeks flap outwards with the explosion of the air, as it escapes when the
chest again collapses. The countenance is frequently turgid, and livid; the blood
which tinges it is already but half arterialized; the pupils are commonly contracted;
sometimes they arc of unequal size. The limbs lie motion less : either they are all
absolutely palsied; or (what probably is often the case) the capacity of motion remain in!?, the will to move them is wanting. If you raise one of them it falls passively down a~ain, when you leave hold of it, like a dead limb. Sometimes, however, they are rigid and stiff. Sometimes one is stiff, and the others limber. And
sometimes one or more of them, or those of one side, tremble, or arc distinctly convulsed. You find perhaps that the patient is unable to swallow. If you put fluids
into his mouth, they appear to choke him, or they run out aga.in at the corners of his
lips. Ilis bowels are usually torpid; but if they act, the evacuations arc passed in
the bed without his knowledge or concern. His urin e also flows involuntarily; or
is retained in the distended bladder until it fairly overflows, and dribbles away
perpetually.
When the attack terminates in death, that event is preceded, I believe in almost
every case, by profuse perspiration, which bursts forth from every part of the surface, and is often cold and clammy. The pupils are sometimes at thiB period dilated,
one perhaps more so than the other. The pulse becomes more frequent, the breathing
more rare, and at last it ceases altogether.
In this description you will perceive that something more is included than pure
coma. The absence of consciousness- implying the suspe nsion of thought, of sensation, and of volition-marks plainly the affection of the cerebrum. The symptoms
which diversify the apoplectic state, and distinguish one case of t110 disease from
another, proceed from an associated or consecutive affection of the spinal cord
Th ere may, indeed, be merely coma; profound and invincible sopor only. In this
condition a morsel of food, or a spoonful of drink, passed far back iuto the pharynx,
is instantly carried onwards by an act of deglutition: the excrements arc duly retained, and duly voided: the limbs are simply passive aud motionless ; neith er sti ff,
nor convulsed. But in the severe cases, iuability to swallow, laxity of the sphincters,
spasms, rigidity, tremors of the voluntary muscles-more or fewer of these adjuncts
to the coma-arc very apt to present themselYes : and they denote, I say, the direct
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or indirect oxtcnsiou of the morbid influence on which the apoplexy depends, to the
cranio-spinal axis.
An ea.~y and interesting criterion of the deg-ree in which tl~c rcfl?x.apparatus. may
be concerned has been pointed out by Dr. Ilall. Th~ or~1cular1s J~ the sphrncter
muscle of the eyelid. Touch the eye-lashes, and the lids rnvol_unt:mly close; even

during sleep the movements of the shut lids are apparent.

If, rn _apoplexy, .they do

not respond to this mechanical stimulus, we know that the true sprnal fuuct1ons are

gra.vely implicated.
Ou the other hand, many of the morbid phcnomeua. just mentioned may occur,
without any affection, from first to last, of the iutclligcncc. But to these forms of
di::ease, although their nature and essence may be the same, the term apoplexy cannot

properly be applied.

sui:1;i~1~s~~~et1~~ 1~ftf:~~~ tbi: s~:~~~~~o~ o~u~~c ~~~~li~~: ofr;~:!~ ftf~ ~~:~i:nJ:,
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we hav: reason to bel ieve, upon pressure applied to the brain, the organ subservient
to those functions .
That excess of pressure is a vera causa is obv ious, and that it is adequate to the
production of coma is capable of demonstrative proof. It is not enough to show that
they often exist together, for the coincidence might be casual. Neither docs their
occasional disjunction, real or apparent, furoish any conclusive argument a~inst the
general proposition, that coma, in many and in most cases, is the result of pressure
upon the encephalon.
Coma may exist without pressure. In other words, coma acknowledges other
causes also, besides pressure. It is produced by many narcotic poisons; by the circulation of venous blood through the arteries. In these cases we have no proof of auy
compression of the cerebral substance.
'!'ho other disjunctive condition is much more puzzling, and has led some persons
to question or deny the general proposition. Can there be unnatural pressure, yet no
coma? It would seem so. Scrum, pus, blood, have been met with in the brnin 1
foreign matters have penetrated the cranium, and coma has not ensued.
The force of this difficulty is lessened by the consideration that foreign substances
may be present within the skull, without occasioning any preternatur:i.l degree of
pressure. We read of bullets being carried about for some time in the brain. I n
such instances it is probable that a. portion of the contents of the skull was forced
out at the time of the i1Jjury: or that coma has come on, a.nd gone off again, in consequence of the gradual absorption of the cerebral matter to make room for the
foreign body. The same explanation may be applied to the chronic accumulation of
water within the cranium, and to the slow growth of tumours.
Further, there is reason to believe that it is not on every part of the brain that
the same degree of pressure made will produce the effect ascribed to it. It is stated
in l\lr. :Mayo's Physiology, as the result of actual experiments on animals, that lateral
pressure against the hemispheres of the brain produces no obscrvablo ill consequence;
but that vertical pressure, pressure downwards, occasions stupor; which is probably
attributable to compression of the central or deep-seated ganglia. Now it is obrioU3
that some injuries of the brain may tend more than others to cause pressure in that
direction.
'!1110 difficulty may not be wholly relieV"ed by these considerations. Ilut it is a
difficulty which cannot invalidate the evidence of numerous facts that attest the
agency of pressure, as, at least, one cause of coma. The presumption of such agency
arises whenever coma immediately succeeds to pressure; and it is converted into
certainty if, upon the removal of the pressure, the coma. immediately departs. Now
the annals of physic are full of instn.nccs of that kind. In experiments upon animals,
stupor has been brought on, and made to ce~1so, at the pleasure of the operator, by
npplyiug pressure to the exposed brain, nnd by remitting that pressure. Nay, the
experiment has been tried on the human brain itself. A man who had undergone
the operation of trepanuing, and had recovered, was in the habit of exhibiting him·
self for money in l)aris, where Haller saw him. Ile suffered the spectators to make
pressure upon his brain, where it was covered by tho integuments only. '!'his always
put him into a state of coma. or deep sleep; but sensibility and the power of voluntary
motiou returned at once when the pressure was taken off.
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A m')st remarkable example of the concurrence of coma from pressure upon tho
brain, and of the removal of the ccma by removing the pressure, was afforded by a
patient who was in St. Tbomas's Ilospital under the care of l\Ir. Cline. l\lr. Green,
who was Mr. Cline's nephew, was in the habit of relating the ease in hif4 lectures
here. lt is quite pertinent to my present purpose. One of Mr. Cline's apprentices
was visiting the depOt at Deptford, and discovered there a. man who had been for
some time in a state of unconsciousnc:;s : and he bad him removed to St. 'fhoma~'s.
His main symptoms were apparent insensibility to all surrounding objects, and a
total incapacity to make any communication to those nbout him; except that his attendants learned to infer, from certain instinctive movements or gestures, that ht;l: felt
hunger, or thirst, or a want to rclie \·e his bowels. Ilis fingers were permanently
bent towards the palm of the hand, and his eyes were turned upwards, so that the
coruere were completely concealed beneath the upper lids.
Upon examining this man's head, Mr. Cline found that there had been fracture
with depression of one of the parietal bones. Ile trepanned that part, and elevated
the bone. 'fhe patient seemed to fee l the operation; and as soon as it was concluded,
his eyes and fingers were restored to their natural position. On the evening of the
same day ho sat up in bed, and though at first stupid and incoherent, soon became
rational and well.
When he bad entirely recovered his senses, it was ascertained that the last thing
he remembered was his serving on board a vessel which made a capture off Minorca.
He was wounded in the engagement, and carried afterwards to the hospital a.t Gibral tar. All this happened upwards of twelve months before the operation. So that one
whole year of this patient's life was a complete blank, because, during that period, a
little piece of bone was pressing upon his brain.
Cases of this kind show, very convincingly, the connexion that subsists between
pressure on the brain and coma, and their relation to each other as cause and effect.
The pressure and the coma begin together; the coma continues as long as the pressure continues; and it ceases when the pressure is removed. The old definition of
the cause of a morbid condition is completely satisfied : "Prresens morbum facit,
mutata mutat, sublata. tollit."
Observe, in passing, that in the case just described there was not only coma, but
a pennaueut contraction also of certain muscles; that these muscles did not through
that long period of time become unfit for the exercise of their proper function; and
that the pressure was applied to the periphery of the brnio.
From this digression-not altogether foreign to our subject- I return to the consideration of tbe pathology of apoplexy.
If the patient recover from the coma, he may live a. few hours, or days, or he may
live for many years. Sometimes, as the coma departs, all the natural functions arc
gradually restored; but much more commonly paralysis remains. You already know
that it is apt to affect one moiety of the body only. If a line be drawn from the vertex
to the perinreum, dividing the body into two halves, which, so far as the exterior is
concerned, are symmetrical, all the voluntary muscles that lie on one side will be
found powerless; or if they arc not all so, those which are palsied arc situated on the
same side of the line. And this state of things is called heniiplegia. Puropl1·9ia,
that condition in which all t11e parts below a transverse line arc palsied, though it
sometimes results from cerebral disease, is much more commonly the consequence of
mischief in the spine.
Hemiplegia, I say, may remain after the coma of apoplexy has p:-isscd away. But
I have already told you that hemiplegia may occur without :rntccedcnt coma, and ns a
primary affect.ion. The actual phenomena are the same in either case; and a carefu l
study of these phenomena you will find to abound with interest.
Hcmiplegia., then, may be complete or incomplete. ~y complete hem iplegia I
ruean total palsy of most of the voluntary muscles on one side of the body, and especially of the muscles of the limbs of one side. The patient may will the motion of
h is leg, or arm, but they no longer obey the act of volition; if they are li fted by
another, and then let g~, they drop down like logs of.woo~. You will find that, in
well-marked cases, the intercostal muscles of the palsied side do not contract. Dr
Todd makes this. re1n:ark ocn.cerni.ng the mu~clcs of th.e thorax and abdomen, that they
are seldom pals ied m hem1plcg1a depen~~g on d isease of the brain; but ahnost
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always so in the rarer form of bemiplegia which sometimes results from mischief in
the upper part of the spinal cord. The muscles of the face, also, arc some of them
inert on the same side. I have known many perwns who have thought th:i.t the
muscles of the face, in hemiplc:?;ia, when they were affected at all, were affected on
the opposite side of the body from that to which t~c pa_lsie~ limbs bclon!!ed. But
they uc,·cr could have examined actual cases of hennplcgm with any attont1on. How
the error arose I cannot t.cll, but I ha.vo known a. professed anatomist make it. I
guess that it may hav~ arisen from one of two causes. An anatomist who had not
looked closely upon disease, would expect, and not unn~tura.lly, that the face and
lirub,s would be affected on opposite sides of the body; sec10g that the nerves which
supply the muscles of the face arc given off above the place where those fasciculi of
nervous matter which arc called the anterior pyramids, decussate each other. And a
common observer, who was not an anatom ist, would be apt to conclude that the side
towards which the mouth was drawn was the affected side: 'vhereas it is just the
reverse. 'l'he face is drawn to tlrn healthy side, because the musc les on that side are
no lon"'cr counteracted and balanced Ly the corresponding muscles of the palsied side.
1'hc blunl.; half of the face is that which answers to the paraly~cd limbs The muscles
which cease to obey the will are generally those that are supplied by the third, or by
motor branches of the fifth nerve: and the rule in hcmiplegia is that these muscles
are palsiC'd on the same side with the muscles of the leg and arm. But there is no
rule, they say, without an exception: certainly tho exceptions to this rule are very
uncommon. I have not bad leisure to look over the records of the Ycry many cases
of this disease which my position as physician to a hospital has brought under ruy
observation; but I do not recollect more than two exceptions; aud one of tl1em, as it
happens, is now exhibited in the person of one of my patients in the Middlesex Hospital. Some of you have seen the woman. It is a well-m:irkcd exception: but in
this instance the hemiplcgia followed a blow on the head, and I suspect that a double
injury was inflicted; that the palsy of the face results from mischief on one side of
the brain, and the palsy of the limbs from mischief on the other. '!'his I only conjecture, because the phenomenon is so rare.'
Then, again, with respect to the tongue: when put out beyond the lips, its point is
commonly turned to one side. rro which side? Why towards the palsied side. For
what reason? Clearly because the muscles that protrude the tongue arc powerless on
that side, and in full vigour on the other. That half of the tongue which corresponds
with the sound side is pushed further out than the other lmlf1 and therefore the
ton~uc bends to the palsied side. Such is the usual fact, and such the explanation
of it. But there arc more numerous exceptions to this than to the correspondence
of the paralysis in the external facial muscles. Gaps in the row of teeth may regulate
the direction of the protruded tongue. Sometimes it comes out straight; sometimes
the patient cannot thrust it forth at all; and sometimes, even, it deviates towards the
sound side. But the rule is as I have stated it.
Tliis also bas been noticed of the tongue in such cases; that the patient has been
able, after some effort, to thrust it suddenly out, and then has required a certain
interval of time before he could do so a~in; as if the spent nervous power were
slowly regenerated. With these different affections of the tongue, the patient's speech is
variously altered. Ilis voice is thick, muttering, inarticufote, or unintelli"ible. Sometimes, even though he may be quite conscious and ratiomil, he is unable to utter a
syllabic: or his efforts result in the constant use and repetition of some one inappropriate word or phrase; and he seems vexed at finding that his attempts to converse
are fruitless.
Supposing the patient to recover, wholly or partially, from the pnralysis, the le9,
the face, and the tongue, in nine cases out of ten, ay, and in a much larger proportion than that1 recover first and fastest : sooner and quicker I mean than the arm .
.Aud another fact, quite analogous with this, is that when one of the extrem ities :i lone
is affected with paralysis, it is, in nineteen eases out of twenty, the arrn that is so
affected. I g-ive you again the r·ules; they are liable to occasional cxceptione. It is
stated by Romberg that hemiplcgic paralysis dependent upon spinal, and not upon
cerebral mischief, is more persistent in the leg than in the arm.
1
This patient died nfterwnrds, at her own home i nod no opportunity was given of iuspecting
her body.
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This, then, is one way in which the hem iplcgia. may become, or be from the first,
incomplete: viz., io e~lent. One. limb may be power}ess and the other strong. But
the palsy may also be rncompletc ID degree. 'fhc patient may be able to move and
use his limbs, but they are feeble. Such movements as he is capable of are commenced slowly; as though the effort of volition were not obeyed, as it is in health, on
the instant. Ile cannot bend his fist firmly; nor lift his arm beyond a. certain height.
Or his leg feels heavy to him, and trails a. little behind as he walks; he is unable to
!3t..'lnd upon that limb; or to pl:iot his foot securely, or with the usual precisiou. In
short, there arc innumerable gradations of paralysis, from slight wcakuess of the
affected muscles to perfect immobility.
I have stated that the actual condition of tbe palsied muscles differs in different
cases. Sometimes the limb~ are loose and supple; bending backwards or forwards
readily when moyed by the hand of another, or by the sound hand of the patient himself. Sometimes, on the contrary, they are more or less stiff and contracted. They
resist the attempted movement. You cannot extend or bend them much; and your
endeavour to do so gives the patient pain. '11he rigidity may affect both the flcxor
and the extensor muscles, but it is principally seen in the flcxor. It may present
itself in both limbs, but it is most often manifest in the arm.
These facts have long been recognised. The light which they shed on the pathology
of brain discrise, and the ~uidancc which they furnish in its treatment, lia\•e been but
recently pointed out. We owe this valuable addition to our knowledge on these
subjects, to your distinguished teacher, Dr. Todd. Ilis doctrines arc fully expounded
in his volume of Clim.cal Lectures on Paralysis, .Disease of tlte Bruin, and other
Ajfectio11s of tlLe }..'ervous S9stetn; from which I gather very much of what I am now
about to tell you.
Rigidity of the limbs in hemiplegia may occur simultaneously with, or presently
after, the palsy; and then it indicates "irritative disease" within the cranium. It
may come on slowly, late in the course of the disorder, after perfect resolution and
flaccidity of the muscles in the first instance; and then it shows that there lrns been
"loss of substance of the brain, and that a cicatrix is undergoing contraction."
The rigidity that happens early in the disease may be slight and partial, one or two
on ly of the palsied muscles being stiff wl1ile the others arc flaccid; or it may be con&idcrablc, and affect nearly all the muscles. If you try to extend the patient's arm,
or to straighten his fingers, you find that the biceps in the one case, and the flexorcs
digitorum in the other, arc, or at once become, stiff, and resist your efforts : and in
like manner, though less strikingly, the triceps of the arm may forbid it.ci flex ion
The same may be said, mutatis mutandis, of the leg, when it presents similar phenomena. Sometimes, but not often, the muscles concerned in mastication are implicated. The patient, though insensible, resists powerfully any attempt to pull open
his mouth.
This ea_rly rigidity is occasionally preceded or accompanied by convulsive movements. It is attended with little or no wasting of the affected muscles.
The rigidity that remains late in the disease, may follow either of the two earlier
conditions-the lax or the stiff condition - of the palsied muscles. Like the former
rigid state, it is sometimes slightly marked; while sometimes it is extreme in extent
and in degree, the hand being carried up to the shoulder, the fingers bent into the
palm, which is hurt by the growth of the nails, and even the heel fixed firmly again~t
the buttock. WhateYer its degree, this form of rigidity is permanent; and the rigid
muscles, and the limbs to which they belong, gradually dwindle. lnaction of the
muscles, according to the principle which I explaiucd to you in a very early part of
these lectures, leads to lessened nutrition, and a consequent diminution of bu lk; in
one word, to atrophy. Sometimes, however, the size of the helpless limb is maintained, or even augmented, by the supervention of redcma.. The motion of the blood
in its veins not being aided by the play of its muscles, the areolar tissue becomes
infi ltered with serous liquid.
When in the outset of hemiplcgia. the palsied limbs arc lax and flabby, there is
both early and rapid wasting of their muscles.
Dr. 'fodd's theory, I repeat, with respect to the early rigidity, occurring with or
without convulsive movements, is that it is connected with irritation within the craniu m: with laceration of the brain, for instance, by a clot of e:xtravasatcd blood -
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with an inflammatory condition of its hurt, or around its softened, substance -with
the mechanical irritation produced by depressed bone in fracture of the skull. Aud
the occurrence of this early rigidity warrants the opinion that ~he cerebra l mi.schief
or irritation lies on, or not far beneath, the surface of the brarn. The late ngiditj
he believes to accompany a gradual _shrinking and contr~cti~n .of the c~rebral matter,
during the proces.q of repair set up 1.n the tor? or otherw1s~ _rnJured bra1.n. .
.
0
0
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by the results of the application of the stimulus of clectnc1ty to the paralysed muscles. Ile makes three classes of eases. In the first, and vastly most numerous class,
he found the palsied limb to be affected slightly, or n_ot at ?II, and a~ways less than
the sound limb. In the second there was no perceptible difference rn the effect of
electricity upon the two limbs. These were "cases of rcc<'nt paralysis, the cause of
which was not of a very depressing nature." In the third class the electricity had a
greater iufluence (yet never a much greater) upon the palf.lied than upon the sound
limb. In nearly all these last cases the paralysis was accompanied by early rigidity
of the muscles.
Dr. Todd's conclusions on this matter, which I give you in his own words, are
''that when the paralysed limbs exhibit an early spastic or rip:id state of the muscles,
they will be more excitable by electricity than the sound li mbs; but if the paralysis
be accompanied by a state of complete resolution of the muscles, the sound limb is
most excitable to the galvanic stimulus, and the paralysed limb is sometimes scarcely
at all to be excited. In the latter case, the nerves of the paralytic limb are in a depressed condition; in the former they are in an irritated condition; and the different
effects of electricity in the two cases will depend on the difference of cause of the
paralysis. If the paralysing lesion be irritative, the paralytic limb will be more excitable by the galvanic stimulus; if, on the other hand, it be depressing, the paralytic
limb will be less excitable; and thus this difference in the effect of electricity on the
two limbs may serve to guide us in our diagnosis, and we may conclude that the lesion
is irritative or depressing, according as the parnlytic limb is more or less excitable by
the galvanic stimulus."
Besides the palsy, there is often onresthesia also. Ilut this is by no means so con·
stant a symptom as the paralysis. The function of sensation (wherefore I cannot tell)
is Jess frequently abolished or perverted than the function of voluntary motion. When
the sensibility is lost, or blunted, or any how modified, it is so, commonly, in the
same parts that are affected with paralysis. But sometimes there is an::csthcsia, and
no palsy; and, more strnnge sti ll, there has been sometimes aumsthcsia of one side
and palsy of the other. As a general rule, the an::csthesia is less common, and less
iatense than the palsy; and is much sooner recovered from.
'l'raciug these ca!'es onwards- such cases, I mean, a~ do not perfectly recoV"er, we find that the palsied limbs are usually colder than their fellows. This probably is
owing to the dimmishcd circulation of blood through the capillaries : there is not so
much blood converted into venous from arterial; and less rmimal heat is developed.
This has been observed even when the main artery of the part has beat as forcibly as
in the corresponding part on the other side.
It is necessary to be aware that these palsied parts do not resist the influence of
cold or of heat so well as the sound parts. ""hen the sensibility is blunted, we can
readily understand how the limb may become burned, from the absence of any warning pain that an injurious degree of heat is applied: but this is not all. A lower
degree of temperature than would injure a sound part has often been found prejudicial
to a palsied part: and if these palsied parts get chilled by frost, they more readily
vesicatc and inflame, on the return of heat, than other parts: merely warm water will
sometimes act upon them like scalding water. I say a. knowledge of this fact is of
practical moment. That degree of warmth which the palsied limb fails to gencr.ite
for itself, we must accumulate for it by warm cloth in g; and we must take care that
it is never exposed to any artificial temperature which exceeds a certain point. We
sometimes see mischief done by applying hot bottles or bricks - too hot- to such
limbs.
The mental faculties are, in some few instances, quite unhurt by the attack: too
frequently, however, they suffer irreparable damage. Of many persons, a strikiug
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alteratior: is evident in the whole character and temper. The brave man has become
timid; the prudent man foolish; the calm and cheerful man peevish and impatient.
'!'here is no longer the same J;lOwer of attention, the same capacity for business, the
same clearness and comprehcns1on of thought. And whatever other changes may be
observable, there arc two ways, es.pccially, in which the patient, after he has emerged
from the coma, is very apt to be affected: viz., by a defection of memory, more or
less partial; and by a p~culiar tendency t~ emotion, particularly the emotion of ~ricf:
he will weep for very shght causes, sometuncs long after the attack of apoplexy has
passed over. This is very curious. I may tell you that the samo rcadines;s to shed
tears, and to be immoderately affected by trifling causes of emotion, is sometimes noticed among the precursor!/ symptoms of apoplexy.

LECTURE XXIX .
.Apoplexy and Palsy, contin11ed. Conditions of the Brain left visible after Death.
Cerebral fla:m,,rrlwge. Changes of and aroU11d the extravasated Blood. White
Softening of the Brain. How produced. Parts of the Brain niost comrru:mly
implicated.
WE were engaged with the subject of apoplexy. I requested your particular
nttention to the threefold mode in which that fearful disorder has been observed to
make its attack. I described the apoplectic state itself, and endeavoured to elucidate
the manner of its production. Lastly, I brought under your notice the varied phenomena of hemipleµ:ia, and pointed out to you the inferences which have recently been
drawn from the pliant or the stiff condition of the paralysed limbs.
Let us next inquire what morbid conditions have been disclosed by dissection of
the brain after death from apoplexy and cerebral palsy; and what relations these con ditions bear to t.he different outward manifestations of disease which were recounted
in the last lecture.
I shall pass over those cases in which no morbid condition is detected, simply
rem inding you that a determination of blood towards the head, or a detention of blood
within the head, sufficient, by tightening the full vessels, to occasion extraordinary
pressure upon the nervous pulp, may account for the symptoms, and for the extinction of life : or the presence of some poisonous substance in the circulating blood
(such as urea) may account for them .
I pass over likewise those cases in which scrum only is found effused within tlie
cerebral ventricles. A moderate quantity of serous fluid poured out rapidly during
life would certainly exert a degree of pressure adequate to the production of fatal
coma. How the scrum comes to be so effw~ed, it is not always easy to say. Y ct
there is one condition of the blood-vessels of the brain which, when it can be proved
to exist in a. given case, is sufficient to account for the effusion. Any real or vi1tual
retardation of the blood in the cerebral veins would lead to what is tantamount to dropsy,
tltere, as well as in any other part of the body; and intelligible causes of such retardation are known sometimes to be in operation.
A very common morbid condition in these cases is a quantity of extravasated
blood- cerebral hanwrrlw.9e. The amount, as well as the situation of the blood,
varies greatly. Sometimes it is spread over the surface of the brain, on or between
the membranes. Sometimes it is collected in one or more of the ventricles : but much
more often it occupies the broken substa.nce of the brain itself; and then, if its
quantity be considerable, it generally forces its way either into the ventricles, or (less
frequently) to the surface, or even in both tl~cse directions at once. In such cases,
apopltxtir· symptoms, and d.eath, are the invariable conse~1ucnces of the hromorrhage.
But when blood effused mto the l:iubstance of the brain does not break a paSSil.ge
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out either in the one direction or the other, its pressure is not necessarily or imme.
diaiely mortal. '.l'he patient may survive for weeks, or months, or years; and the
clot of blood may, in the meantime, undergo remarkable changes.
F10. 27.

Apoplecticeff'usionupontheleftsideoftbeponsvarolii.

Of course the cavity in which it lies varies in magnitude in different cases.

It

~~~~sb:g:~r~?,h~i1~ e:~°:i~~dton~~cl~~·~ :r~::gi~v;;r:n!~i~:::~h~ecf:r:':o~f ?~~n~~·~id~r~

colour; much like black-currant jelly.

The sides of the cavity are trrl?gular and

Fro. 28.

llromorrhage int¢ the right ln.tcral ventrieal and right bomispherc,inamanagod65. Ilewu
broughtintoSt.Mary'aJJospitalin aatateofprofoundcomrt,anddiedtwoboursnftcradruission.
There was a large rnggod oiivity in the hemisphere, communicating with the vcnlriclo1 from which
about4oz.of black fluid blood oscapecl. The corpusatriatumandtho.lamusopticusofright aide
weromuchsoftcned. Thcrowasnoa.ppnrentdiseaseofthoarterics.

rn;,?"g;cd; and the cerebra] substance of which they are formed is genernlly, to the
depth of a line or two, mois.t, soft, and as if stained of a reddish or yellowish colour,
which is fainter in proportion as it is more distant from the coagulum, and ~radually
08
0
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qucntly a pale red, or even yellowish hue; diminishes continually in bulk; and at
length may, I believe, be entirely re.absorbed. l\lcauwhile the walls of the cavity ...
bec?m~ less uneven, and clothe themselves by degrees, as they contract upon the
shrrnkrng coagulum, with a distinct membrane of a yellowish colour, sometimes of
extreme delicacy, a~d rc~cmbling the serous membranes; sometimes thick and nppa·
:rently fib:ous. It is said that these cysts arc capable of being: obliterated by a pro·
i:Css of c1catrization. This I have never lll)Self seen. But they often remaiu filled
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with a gelatinous or serous liquid; or traversed by threads, more or less nUt11erous,
of areolar tissue; or containing a small residue of the ori~i11al clot of blood.
It is impossible to assign the precise period within which these remarkable changes
may be accomplished. Dr. Abercrombie has detailed an instance in which a coa~u·
lum, that must have been of very considerable size, had entirely disappeared in less
than five months. Io another of his cases it was seen to be partially absorbed at the
end of three months. "On the other hand, i\Ioulin found a small coa~ulum not quite
gone at the end of a year; and Uiobe obseryed some of the blood still remaining in a
caYity of small extent after twenty months. In two cases Serres found a hard coagu·
l11m of blood remaining; in one at the end of two, and in the other at the end of
three years."
lt frequently lrnppens that a patient bas suffered, during life, several distinct attacks
of apoplexy or of cerebral bremorrhagc; and that as many cells arc met with after
death, exh ibiting respectively various stages of that proccl:ls of repair which has just
been described.
'..l.'h esc are the changes that mostly take place in the coagu lum, and its containing
cell, when the hrornorrhagc does not prove fatal, and the patient recovers more or less
completely. But the same changes do not always, or necessarily, occur. Instead of
being grad ually removed by absorption, the extravasated blood appears occasionally to
become a ~ol id, organized, and consequently living mass, deriving its nourishment
from the arteries of the brain. A man, whose case is related by Andral, was smitten
with apoplexy, and remained thenceforward, for many years, hcmiplcg:ic. At length
he died, of some other complaint, in the wards of La Charite. When his brain was
examined there was found, in one of the hemispheres, a mass of a pale red colour and
fibrous appearance, traversed by numerous small blood-vessels which anastomosed with
those of the brain : the surrounding nervous matter retained .its natural aspect; and
there was no appearance of any cyst.
I have yet to mention another, and a fatal consequence of bromorrhagc into the
substance of the brain. It is not, I think, a very frequent consequence; yet it deserves attention the more, because the risk of it.s occurrence may perhaps be lessened
by judicious treatment in the outset. The clot sometimes provokes suppurative in·
flammation of the cerebral matter around it: or it may be that the nervous pulp,
being bruised or torn by the first violent irruption of the blood, suppurates sponta·
ueou~Iy afterwards. It is affirmed (by what French author I forget) that the patient
cannot be considered secure against this consecutive mischief until eight days of safety
ha\'e elapsed from the period of the apoplectic seizure.
Instances of this result of cerebral hromorrhage, according to my experience, a.re
not, I say, very common. I have before me some memoranda of the last case of it _
that I saw.
I received, on the 3d of September, a. note, written in a. remarkably clear and neat
hand, desiring that I would call upon the writer, as he had had a severe attack of
apoplexy a day or two before.
l concluded that the note had been penned by some member of the patient's family,
and I expected to sec him in his bed, paralytic, probably, or manifestly ill. But. I
found a stout, active gentleman, walking about in his drawing.room, apparently _rn
perfect health, and declaring that he felt so. He showed me, however, a pap~r writ·
ten by a surgeon who on the previous day had brought him to town from a distance,
and who had been obliged to return immediately. '..l.'hc paper stated that Mr. had suffered a sudden and decided fit of apoplexy on the 30th of August; that Im
was then freely bled; that perfect consciousness was not rest?red, nor the force of the
pulse subdued, till twenty ounces of blood had issued from bis arm; and that on the
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he had, he said, "a
good deal of shooting to do. 11 I dissuaded him from this, and enjoined perfect quiet
for at least a fortnight to come.
'!'he next day, after a long and imprudent conversation with a friend, he suddenly
.ost the thread of his discourse, and could not recover it. Then he became confused
and misapplied words. I asked him bow he felt. llc answered, "Not quite right,"
and this he repeated very many times, abbreviati11g it first into" not right," aud at
length into ' 1 n'ight." \\'ishiug to mention" cawphor," he called it·• pawphlct."
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I mention these as specimens. On the fifth it was ev id ent that his right arm and leg
were weak in comparison with the others; but their sensibi li ty was u~impa~red. Ily
!'low <lcgrecs the weakness degenerated into complc>te palsy, an.d the ri g ht sid e of the
face became motionless. Gradually also he grew hea'"y, stupid, comatose, unable to
swallow, with a fixed pupil; and so, on the woroiog of the 15th of September, he
died.
We examined his head the next day. On the left side, the dura mater adhered to
the skull-cap with morbid firmness. During the endeavours made to detach it, a
t;ible-spoonful, or more, of a. dirty-look in g, g reenish, ve:y offensive pus spurt?d forth.
This was found to have proceeded from ao abscess, which must hn.ve ~ontamed two
ounces of pus, and which was situated in the upper part of the left l~em1s phere of the
cerebrum. 1'he walls of the abscess looked as if they were coated with a. layer of yel·
lowish plaster. In the centre of this cavity was a. small, fibrous, tough mass of a dull
1
5
0
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cust:1rd.
Another very common condi tion met with after death, is that which is called white
sofle11i119 of the brain. 'l'he physical cha racters of such softeni ng I have already
described. Its causes remain to be con~idered. They may all be summed up under
the head of defective nutrition: and in a. great majority of instances the deficient
nutrition is ow ing to disease in the cerebra l arteries-to that fatty ~egcneration of
which I spoke in a former lecture, and which bc~ins, most probably, rn the muscular
element of those 'resscls. The change is not limited, in general, to the capillary
nsscls of the brain : but is distributed, under the shape of atheromatous patches,
throuµ;hout '\'arious of the larger arteries of the body j in the aorta, in the iliacs, in
the radial artery, where it ma.y occasionally be/ell in the livin~ patient, in the carotid,
vertebral, and basilar arteries, and in their ramifications. In conseq uence of these
cl1an~es 1 parts of the brain are supplied insufficiently with nutrient blood, grow s<>ft,
and at length become utterly disorganized. 'l'he transmission of th e nervous power
is cut off by a breaking- up of the road along which im pressions leading to sensation
travel in the one direction, and the mandates of the will in the other. Paralysis
occurs: paralysis without loss of consciousness, for there is no necessary pressure.
'!'his then is one mode in which white softe ni ng of the cerebral substa nce may
happen, and give ri e.e to palsy, and especially to hemiplegia. It is a grad ual process,
yet the palsy may be sudden. Dc~eneratio n of tho cerebral substa nce precedes the
final disruption of its fibres: and t here are often symptoms of such g radual dcgencra·
tion of the blood.vessels, and of the brain -premo ui tory symptoms of the palsy.
Of these I shall say more as I go on.
But there is another way in which white softening of the brain, and its conse·
queuccs, may be more rapid ly produced. One or more of the larger cerebral blood·
vessels may be plufrged, or compressed, and the supply of blood to the corresponding
portion of the brain suddenly shut off; and then that portion soon loses its consistency,
and its organic structure, and liquefies into a mere pulp. Dr. Todd has recorded in
the J1ledico·Chirurgical Tninsactions a case of this kind which I saw in consultation
with him at Nonvood. 'l'he common carotid on t he right side was closed, and its
channel rendered impen•ious, by blood which had dissected its way between the layers
of the middle coot of the aort..1, after passing through a transverse rent in that vessel.
Pamlysis of the left side of the body followed three days afterwards, with white
soften ing of a large portio n of tho cerebral substa nce on the same side with the shut
carotid. Similar mis~hicf in the brain son~etimcs results from ligature of that artery
for the cure of ancunsm. And a. very cunous source of obstruction to the cerebral
(or other) arteries, in consequence of d isease existin g in a. distant orp;an, has rece ntly
been discovered and expla in ed by Dr. Kirkcs. I shall hereafter describe to you certain
fibriuous excrescences to which the valves of the heart arc liable. '£h ese are some·
times so soft that portions of them arc broken off, and washed away by the circulating
blood: and so may be carried in any direction ti ll they enter some blood.vessel which
they cannot pass through, and which they thus seal up. When this happeus in one
of the principal arteries of the brain, the necessary results are white softeoinu anJ.
paralysis. The an:i.tomical distribution of the arteries at the base of the brain exPlains
why it is that a solid mass com ing through the internal carotid is more frequently
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arrested in the middle cerebral artery than elsewhere; and why the obstructivn of
that vessel at its origin shuts off nearly all their nutrient blood from those portions of
the brain which are supplied by its branches. For reasons to be given hereafter, this
accident is more likely to take pl~ce in the earlg periods of life: white soft.cniug from
dilapidation of the blood-vessels rn the later.
lla~morrhage into tl~e brain may occur with littlo or no previous alteration of the
cerebral substa nce, which the blood then ploughs up and crushes; but it seldom docs
so occur except under external violence, or from the sudden spontaneous rupture of a
large blood-vessel. I just now told you that the larger blood-vessels as well as the
smaller are very subject to disease, and especially to that fatty and calcareous degeneration of their inner coats which is sometimes called atheroma, or, popularly, osi;:ification. The disease shows itself in whitish patches of a rouud or oblong shape, which
render the bore of the affocted artery unequal in capacity, and its inner surface un1~vcn.
This variation of cal ibre impedes the free passage of the blood, and tends indirectly
to increase its pressure upon the sides of the vessel. At the same time the coats of
the artery lose their natural elasticity, become weak and frangible, and at length
incapable of sustaining the impulse of the blood, and sudde n hromorrhage ensues.
The arteries at the base of the brain are liable to anrnrism also, ::md to consequent
rupture. l'Horgagoi has reported cases of aneurism affecting the internal carotid and
basilar arteries. Serres has described a case of apoplexy resulting from perforation
of the basilar artery, which was dilated, not far from its superior bifurcation, into an
aneurismal pouch as big as a hen' s egg. Dr. Baillie records an instance where both
the internal carotids, on the side of the sella. turcica, were distended into little ancurisms, one of the aneurisms being about the size of a cherry, the other somewhat
smaller: and similar examples arc related by other writers. I have seen two such
myself: a beautiful preparation of one of them is preserved in the museum of the
College of Physicians.
Again, white softening may take place without cerebral h::cmorrhage: but neither
is thi8 very common, except from the sudden plugging or obstruction of a considerable
blood-vessel. You will easily percei,·e how it is that the two conditions, the effusion
of blood and the softening, are so commonly found co-existing. The soft1..nin~ 1 which
is caused by the degeneration of the blood-vessels, combines with that degeneration
in facilitating their rupture. The support which the healthy nervous substance
afforded them is lessened and ultimately lost, till at length those fibres of the brain
which hitherto had sufficed to convey, though perhaps imperfectly, its peculiar influences, either give way of themselves, or are broken down by a gush of blood from the
fracture of minute blood-vessels. The character of the attack - the presence or absence of pressure upon the central parts of the brain, and of coma, the result of such
pressure-depends much, as I have said before, upon the amount of blood poured
out, and upon the place where it is shed.
No doubt softening of the brain may be produced by inflammation of its U:s.me:
but the concomitant symptoms will generally enable you to discriminate between such
cases and those of atrophic softening, which ensues from the defective supply of uutritive blood to portions of the brain.
It has long been known that hromorrhage does not occur in all parts of the substance of the brain indifferently. Morgagni had remarked the frequency of sanguineous effusions in or near the corpora striata and optic thalami; and more extensive
subsequent research has amply verified the geneml correctness of his observation. The
same parts are also, I beli?ve, .more frequently than any others, the seat of atropl~iu
softening. The explanation 1s that tT1es~ are the wos.t vascul~r parts of th~ br:uo.
It has been noticed that the corpora stnata arc especially subject to laecrat1on and
sancruine effusion, while the surrounding parts remain unhurt, in violent concussions
of lhe brain. And when iujections arc forced into the cerebral blood-vessels in the
dead body, it is in the very. same parts, the corpora striata above all others, that a sort
of factitious hremorrhage 1s produced by the rupture of vessels, and the escape of
their c..:>nteuts.
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LECTURE XXX.
Apoplt!X!J continued. Relations between the Symptoms and th.e Appeara_nces fom1d
in tlu Brain ofier Death. Special Diagnosis and Pr0[J1Ws1s. Relattons betweea

Cerebral and Cardiac Disease. Predisposition to Apoplexy and Palsy-natural
a11d accidental. Precursory S!Jmptoms. Exciting Causes. 1'reatment.
I LEFT off in the last lecture, after having described the appearances which ordinarily preseot themselves within the skull, after attacks of apoplexy, and of cerebral
palsy. In th is description some account has been already given by anticipation of
the connexion traceable between the physical injury sustained by the brain in such
cases, and the outward symptoms. I proceed to touch upon certaiu poiuts1 relative
to that connexion, which have not yet been noticed.
One of the most remarkab le circumstances which dissection teaches us, when there
has been partial palsy1 is, that the palsy is on the one side of the body, and the
hremorrhagc of the brain on the other. This i~ a verr general law. Bu~ exceptions
to it arc said to have been observed. 1\lorgagm mcuttons such. Dr. Bnght has recorded a somewhat doubtful case of exception. I have never met with any: and I
cannot help suspecting that in some of those which arc said to have occurred, mistakes have been made : that either they have been incorrectly observed, or inaccurately de:scribcd. You may consider the rule as almost, if not altogether, universal.
rl'his crossing over of the morbid effect of the extravasatcd blood, or of any other
diseased state, bas long been attributed to that crossing over of nervous fibres which
takes place at the upper part of the spinal cord. Just where the medulla. oblongata
and the medulla spinalis unite, the anterior pyramids dccussa.te each other, and send
their fibres mutually to the opposite side of the body. All this of course you know.
'fhe right anterior pyramid is continued into the centre of the left half of the spinal
cord; and the left anterior pyramid into the centre of the right half of the cord.
Now supposin~, as we have every reason to suppose, that the nervous influence, whatever may be its nature, travels in the course of the fibres of the brain, we see in this
decussation of the anterior pyramids an easy and pleasiDg solution of the phenomena
in question. And I\lr. l\Iayo, in his Outlines of Patholog.1;, has made a happy use of
two facts previously ascertained, which, taken together, afford a very neat proof that
the transference of the morbid influence, or privation of iuf\uencc, from one side to
the other, actually takes place in that very part of the nervous system where the
decussatin~ fibres meet.
rrhe facts are stated by Dr. Yclloly, in the .Jl!edit-o-Chirurgical 1'ransactions. Sir Astley Cooper divided the right half of the spinal cord
of a. do~, in the space between the occi1mt and the atlasj immediately, that is, after
the cord has emerged from the skull through the foramen ma~num : the result of
this division of the cord was heruiplegia, paralysis of the limbs, on the same side
with the injury. The bridge by which the morbid effect crosses over must therefore
be above that point. We have got a limit on one side. Aod a case observed by Dr.
Yelloly gives us a. limit on the other. Ile examined the head of a man who had
died hcmiplcgic; and he found a tumour, as big as a filbert, imbedded in and pressing upon the rif;ltt side of the annular prot'{/Jerance. 'l'he palsy had ex isted on the
left side. The bridge of communication must consequently lie below that point. It
must lie, therefore, between the two points now indicated; 1·. e., it must be either in
the medull~ o~longata, ~r ju~t at th.c junction of the medulla oblongata. with the
medulla, sprnahs. Now lll tins very tnterval, and ltere alone, a dccussation of the
nervous filaments is found to exist. There can be no doubt that the decussatiug
fibres form the channel of communication.
But here we arc met by a serious difficulty. Ilow does it happen that the muscles
of the face, and of the tongue-which are supplied by nerves that arise from the
nervous centr~s abovB the place ~f. decussation - how does it come to pass that these
mus~les sustarn the same cross IDJ_nry, aud are paralysed on the same side on which
~b1:: lunbs arc paralysed? And agam, how does it happen (as it certaiuly docs), that
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hremorrhagc into the cerebellum should have a similar cross influence? Thc~e seem.
ing anomalies have never been sa.tisfactorily explained: but. you must not forget that
they exist.
. 'l'~rn complex structu~e o~ ~he brain! and the dis.similar conse'}uences that ensue,
10 different cases, from its tnJ.ur7 or d1sea~e, lead directly to the belief not on ly that
the orga n subscrves several d1stmct funct1ons 1 but also that separate parts or sections
of it hold peculiar and definite relations with other portions of the body. Ingenious
men have even attempted to settle these points experimentally. By woundinO' or re.
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province and function. But to say nothing of the rema rkable differences which exist
between the cerebral functions in man and in the inferior animals, there is an uo·
avoidable source of fallacy common to all such experim ents. We cannot reach the
particular s~ot in the br~in upo!1 which the conLrived injury is to be inflicted, with.
out penetratrng and hurtmg various other parts:· and from these combined injuries
(dangerous, indeed 1 and often fatal in themselves) arise symptoms whi ch the cxpcri.
menter ma{ errouconsly conclude to be characteristic of the lesion originally in bis
contemplation.
l\luch mor~ accurate and satisfactory ~ata for the determination of thi s interesting
class of questions, would seem to be furmshed by the spontaneous operation of disease,
and especially of the di~eases. we arc now considering. 1'he injury done to the
cerebral substance by the 1rrupllon of blood is ofte n not less sudden1 nor less mechani·
cal, than in the experiments or contrived obserrntions to which I ba,•e alluded. It is
capable also, in many iastances1 of exact appreciation in re~~trd to its extent; the
parts which li e round the seat of the effusion remain undisturbed; and above all, the
organ that is the subject of our observation is the ltuman brain itself.
Attempts have accord ingly been made to connect particular symptoms with the
disorganization of particular parts of the brain. These attempts can boast, as yet, it
must be confessed, but little success. Very few, if any, of the conclu1;;ions hitherto
advanced upon this iutricate subject can be relied on. Yet it is proper that you
should be informed of them.
Because palsy of th e arm is, in gcneral1 more complete, and more persistent, than
palsy of the leg, it has been maintained that the former, the paralysis of the arm, is
to be ascribed to hremorrhage of the corpus strialum., which seems to be nwre conmwn
than any other; and upon similar grounds hromorrhage of the opl.c thalamus has
been supposed to determine paralysis of the ley. So much have these distinctious
been confided in, that the honour of having first pointed th em out has actually 1 in
France, been made a subject of dispute. Now it is plain that one example of the
contrary effect of these particular lesions, would Ruffice to upset the whole theory:
but many such exceptions have, in fact, been noticed. With the view of settling
this question, Andra! collected and collated seventy.five cases of cerebral hremorrhage,
in each of which the clot of blood was sufficieatly limited to allow of that case being
applied towards the solution of the controverted points.
In forty of the seventy·fi"c, both the leg and the arm were paralysed together.
And where was the place of the hremorrhage in these forty cases
Why, in twenty·
one of them the corpu<1 striatum was the only part injured; and in nineteen of them
the optic thalamus was the only part injured. Thus you see, according to the theory
just explained, in about one-half of the cases the arm alone should have been
palsied; and in about half, the leg alone: whereas both leg and arm were palsied in
them all.
Again, in twenty.three of the seventy.five cases the palsy was confi ned to the nrm.
Therefore, according to the theory, the i?jury. should have been confi110d to the corpus
striatum . What was the fact? Why, rn th is class of cases also there was as nearly
as possible an equal sharing of the injnry between the two parts. In eleven of the
twenty-three the corpus striatum alone suffered; in ten the optic thalamus alone; in
two the space tetwcen them.
Once more: there were twelve out of the seventy-five cases in whi ch the leg alone
was palsied. Consequently1 in all of t.h ese twelve, if the theory were sound, there
shou~d have been damap:c of the optic thalamus only. But in ten of them the mis·
chief was confined to the corpus striatum; in two only to the optic thalamus.
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Gall had conjectured that the faculty of speech was placed nuder tlrn governance
of the anterior lobe of the brain : and Bouillaud bas cnde:ivourcd to support that
opinion by a number of facts obserYed in connexion with cerebral h:.cmorrl:rnge; but
0
0
0
0
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in some other part of the brain.
Audml, with his accustomed industry, has accumulated evidence upon this point
also.
In thirty-seven cases of cerebral hremorrhage observed by himself or by others, in
which the morbid condition occupied one or both of the anterior lobes, the power of
speech was abolished twenty-one times, and unaffected sixteen times.
On the other hand, he has collected fourteen cases, in which the power of speech
was lost, yet no alteration had taken place in the auterior lobes. fo seven of these
fourteen cases the lesion was situated in the middle lobes; aud in the other seven in
the posterior lobes of the brain.
1'hcre can be no doubt that there are certain distinct parts of the brain which
infiuencfl respectively the upper and lower limbs; inasmuch as they arc ofteo separately
palsied: and since the loss of speech is occasionally the only, or the most prominent
symptom, while in other cases the speech is not affected at all, we cannot but believe
that this faculty is under the special guidance of some definite part within the cranium.
But the facts that I have just been quoting, show, in the most co11Yincing manner,
that we are 11ot able, as yet, to allot these separate functions to their proper spots in
the cerebrJl mass.

In the account which I have endeavoured to give you of the symptoms of apoplexy,
and of cerebral palsy, of the different modes in which the attack may commence, and
of the various morbid appearances discovered within the crauium in the fatal cases, I
have already embodied almost all that can be stated, with any confidence, respecting
the special diagnosis and the prognosis of the disease. The one of these follows the
other: the exact diagnosis being known, the prognosis is seldom difficult. Hy the
diagnosis, howeyer, I do not now mean simply the recognition of the disease as a case
of apoplexy, or of hcmipl.cgia. Of that general diagnosis, of the means of distin~uishing the coma of apoplexy from the coma caused by opium or alcohol, I told you
all that I know in a former lecture. Hem ipl egia, when it exists, is incontestably e•idcnt to our senses. llut I use the term diagnosis now in a stricter sense, and in
reference to the distinctions that ex ist between 011e case and another; and I say that,
in proportion to the accuracy with which we may be capable of determining the precise condition of the contents of the skull, will be the facility of predicting the issue
of the complaint. Let me remind you, then, that wheu a patient suddenly becomes
apoplectic, we cannot tell whether there be effusion of blood, or effusion of serum, or
no effusion at all within the cranium: and therefore the prognosis must be precarious
and uncertain. If, after the use of suitable remedies, the coma persist for many
hours, the prognosis becomes worse. In those cases which begin with pain of head,
faint1~ess, and nausea, and which pass on to coma, the proiznosis is positi,·ely bad j for
the diagnosis is easy, nnd we are tolerably cert.1in that a blood-vessel has given way,
and that a large quantity of blood has ploughed up or compressed the substance of
the brain. In the par:ilytic cases also, if coma supervene, the prognosis is gloomy:
but frequently coma. does not supervene, and then our prognosis, so far as life is concerned, may be pronounced fnyourable.
Among the symptoms that belong to the apoplectic condition itself, there arc some
which experience has toclected as being most especially of evil omen; and it is well
worth your while to remark that these discouraging si~ns relate, almost all of them,
to the automatic functions of the cranio-spinal axis. 'l'he open, fixed, unwinking eye;
t~1e ~xpl~sive flapping of the cheeks in expiration; the inability to swallow; t he slow,
s1g:hrng1 rntcrruptcd breathing j the loosening of the sphincter muscle!!! of the bladder
and. anus: these a.re fearful, and too often fatal symptoms, and they all belong to the
cxc1to-motory portion of the nervous system. Perhaps the profuse sweat that so often
attends the procci;;s of dissolutiou may be referred to the same source; the whole tone
l'lf the various tissues being lost or relaxed. I would not say that no one of these
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symptoms is ever recornrcd from: but I may say that of twenty patients in whom
such phenomena occur, nineteen will die.
Now symptoms of this kind may be expected to arise, if there be hromorrl1a(l'e in
or near the medulla oblon~ata; or if there be mischief so extensive in the brain as
to cause pressure upon the medulla oblongata. We should reason out the likelihood
that such symptoms would be of bad augury. But the fact that they arc so was
ascertained long before the theory which accounts for them was devised. The fact is
independent of the theory, and fo r that reason belps wonderfully to confirm it.
You cannot have failed to observe how closely, in the diseases which we h:we been
considering, the pathology of the brain is interwoven with the patholo~y of the heart
and blood.vessels. You must perceive how necessary it is, iu every instance of
apoplexy or of hemiplegia, to inquire into the condition of the apparatus of the
circulation.
When sudden hcmiplegia, with or without coma, occurs in advanced life-say after
the age of fifty-in all probability evidence will present itself of disease in the heart,
in the artcries 1 or in both. You may sometim es feel that the radial artery is unduly
rigid, or of unequal calibre, in your living patient. If such evidence appears, you
may conclude that there has been softening of the brain . Should there be early
rigidity of some of the palsied muscles, you may infer that some irritative cause is in
operation within the skull: and if the rigidity be extensi,·e, and especially if it be
attended with conYulsi ve movements, the further inference will be warrantable that
the cerebra.I mischief is not far from the surface .
.A~ain, in the early periods of life, the sudden occurrence of hcmiplcgia. or of
apoplectic symptoms should suggest the suspicion of valvular disease in the heart;
and you would search accordingly for signs of such disease. Do not foll into the mis.
take 1 which has be<'n made by pathologists of eminence, of assigning to apoplexy and
hypertrophy of the left ventricle of the heart, when they meet in the same pcrson 1 as
they fre<1uently do, the relation of effect and cause. It has been held that the power·
fol contractions of a Yentricle thus morbidly strong may drive forwards the blooJ with
such unusual force, as to strain and burst the cerebral arteries. Dr. Hope, in his
elaborate work upon Diseases of the Ileart, uses these words: - "Instances of apoplexy superveniug upon hypertrophy have beeu so frequently noticed, that the relation of the two, as cause a11d effect, is one of the best established doctrines of modern
pathology." Similar opinions have been expressed by the most distiuguished of th~
Ii'reneh writers on this subject; Andra!, Bouillaud, Uruveiihier. I believe them tu
be entirely erroneous.
In the first place, hypertrophy of the left ventricle of the heart is very frequently,
far more frequently than not, accompanied by other structural chan~es of that orga n:
changes which imply some impediment to the circulation : chan~cs which i1H'olve or
influeuce its right chambers also. In fact, disease of the right hf'art is not very often
seen, without disease of the left: and one of the commuucst forms of alteration to
which the left side is liable, is hypertrophy of its ventricle. Now I have already
pointed out to you the connexion which sometimes subsists between cerebral h::cmor·
rhage aud such disease of the heart as obstructs the ready and regular descent ?f t~e
blood from the head through the veins. l\lauy &f the cases of apoplexy occurrmg Ill
persons who have previously had cardiac hypertrophy are, I really believe, cases of
this- kind. The brain affection is dependent1 in part, upon disease of the heart, but
not upon the preternatural strength of its left ventricle. The heart acts morbidly
upon the brain through the veins, and ~ot .through the arteries.
.
But there is another rcaE10n for the comc1dcnce; and here the artcnes are coucerned.
No one can doubt that the momentum, with which the blood reaches the cerebral
arteries, in hcalth,y persons, under violeat bodily exerc~sc or w~ntal excitement, m~st
often exceed the momentum produced by a hypertroph1c hcurt rn the cerebral arteries
of persona who arc tranquil aud at rest. But apoplectic seizures arc frequeat und er
the latter ci rcumstances, infrequent under the former. We must look, therefore, fvr
something more than the mere hypertrophy to explain the coiucidence. Now (~up·
posino- the absence of any check to the flow of blood from the head through the vern~)
that ~methi n g is to be found in disease of the arterial system.
When the arteries of the brain are ossified, or changed, and rendered brittle in the
way I yesterday described, the commencement of tlie aorta also is found, iu a gre~t
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~ajority of cases, to be the seat of simila~ alteration.s; ~ad, ofte~, to be se~isibly
dilated. Now the fatty or calcareous deposit beneath its rnncr tunic must seriously
impair the ebsticity of the vessel; and in th is way the free passage
the blood out
of th e li cart will be impeded. Dilatation of the aorta at that. part will produce the
fiame hinder:rncc more certainly and in a greater measure. Still more effectually and
obviously will any narrowing of the outlet p~ove an impediment. It is in con~equeoce
of these mechanical obstacles to the free exit of the blood from the left ventricle, that
the walls of that chamber, urged to more vigorous contra~tion, become tl~icker anJ
more powerful. The hypertrophy is the natural compensation for the morbid state of
the aorta; without it the heart would much sooner become unable to propel its contents at all: and the hypertrophy does not often, I fancy, become greater than is
needful for its purpose. rfhe strength of the left ventricle, therefore, in such C&Se!l 1
is not a true mca&:ure of the force with which the bl ood is driven into the distant
arteries. Quite the contrary. It is a measure of the dijficulf.ij with which the blood
is circulated through the prirna1·y branches, and therefore t~1rou~h the cu tire system
of the arteries. It iudi cates the diminished force with wluch the blood is likely to
reach the cerebral vessels. Aud in point of fact, you will find in rnany cases of
hypertrophy of the left ventricle-I do not say in all, but certainly in very many you will find the pulse at the wri.o;t to be disproportionately small and feeble. So that,
in these cases, instead of regarding the cerebral hremorrhnge as the effect of the hypertrophy (acknowledging, as I do, the frequent coexistence of these morbid conditions),
I have been accustomed to look upon the apoplexy and the hypertrophy as co11comitant effects of thr. same cau11e; viz., of disease pervading the arh:rial tree. The
hypertrophy of the left ventricle is a consequence of the diseased coudition of the
aorta. at its mouth; the cerebral hremorrha~e is a consequence of the same diseased
condition of the arteries in the brain. When you tint.I. each of these lesions, and
nothing to ret..'lrd the Ycnous current, you may, I believe, safely apply this explanation
of th e occurrence of apoplexy.
If you su!ipcct, from the age and other circumstances of your patient, that he may
be the subject of fatty degeneration of the blood-vessels, that suspicion will be
strengthened by your finding, on inspection of his cornea, that it presents the arcus
senilis.
The cbsscs of per~ons in whom, creteris paribus, attacks of apo1Jlcxy arc especially
to be apprehended, arc those whose anccslo1·s have suffered the same disease i those
who possess a 1J01·tic1dar conformation of body,· and, above all, those who have
reached a certain period of life . No doubt apoplexy may and does occur in persons
whose progenitors have escaped it; in persons of every conceivable shape and make;
and in persons of all ages. But it is much more frequent in the classes I have
specified, than it is among persons not comprehended in those classes.
'11 he first and the~ second class sometimes concur, i . e., a particular conformation or
the body is transmitted from parent to child, and with it is transmitted a proclivity
to apoplectic disease. But even when there is nothing particular in their bodily rorw,
or in their habits of life, old experience has clearly ascertained that they who cowe
of an apoplectic stock are themselves more than ordiuarly liable to apoplexy.
The pattern of body which ~s most prone to apoplexy is denoted by a large head
an~ red face, ~hortncss and t111~kness of .the neck, and a short, stout, squat build.
Thls remark ts as old as the time of H1ppocrntcs. However, apoplexy is common
enough in men and women who are thin, and pale, and tall. Cmteris parib11s, corpulent people arc more in danger of apoplexy than spare people; but it attacks both
the one and the other.
Advanced life is certainly a very strong predisposing cause, and the reason of this
must be evident to you after what I have said respecting th e dependence of these
diseases of the brain upon previous disease of the blood-vessels. ]~arthy concretions
in the coat~ of the arteries are so frequent in the later periods of existence, that. they
are met with, according to Bichat, in seven individuals out of ten who die beyond
the age of 60; and Dr. Baillie considered ossification to be much more common in old
persons than a healthy state of the arteries. Apoplexy and cerebral paralysis begin
to be commo1t after 50: but they do sometimes occur even in y1.mng children.
All these three kinds of predisposition are beyond our power. We cannot exterminate the hereditary tendency; nor remodel the plan npon which the body is con·
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structed i. nor arrest, or put bac~, the clockwork of human life. Ilut we may guard
and caution persons, thus predisposed by nature towards apoplexy, against many of
its exciting causes.
A strong predisposition to apoplexy is, moreover, engendered by certain other
diseased conditions; and over some of these conditions our art enables us to exercise
more or less control.
One of these I referred to just now-the kidney disease discovered by Dr. Bright.
Diseases of the chest influence very materially aud injuri ously the circulati on
within the head. Without going into detail respecting complaints with which I am
oblig:ed to suppose that you are as yet unacquainted , I may state, by anticipation,
that impediments to the free transmission of bl ood through the heart and lun~s constitute the mode in which thoracic diso rders predispose to apoplexy. The plet!tnra
copitis produced by such imped im ents is frequently visible in the turgid and livid
features, and in the distended juµ:ular veins.
The cessation of habitual discharges, of the catamenia, of bleeding piles; the
drying up of old sores; the healin g of long established iss ues and seto ns; all have an
unquestionable tendency, by causing or augmenting plethora, to generate a predisposition to apoplexy.
And large observation of the habits of those who fall victims to this terrible
malady, leaves no room for doubting that inte mperance oftco paves the way for its
inYa.sion. The continued abuse of ardent spiri ts, in particular, lays the foundation
of many of those morbid conditions of the saoguiferous system, and of the viscera,
which constitute the predisposition we are now considering.
Among the prnnonitory symptoms headache is of frequent occurrence: but the
same symptom is abundantly common in persons who are in no dan ger of apoplexy;
it derives its minatory character from the concurrent circumstances. JJ cadaches
awaken our fears when they begin to be troublesome in advanced life. They are,
then, still more formidable if they are accompanied by vertigo; or, without _any other
evidence of ~astric derangement, by nausea and retching. Sometimes, a.s 1 ju-;t now
told you, severe headache ushers io, and almost forms a. part of, the apoplectic
attack.
Verl(go itself, even without headache, is a. very common precursor or warning ?fan
approach iug seiz ure. It is sometim es slight and transient; sometimes almost habitual.
Although vertigo may depend upoo other causes than mischief within the head , we
cannot regard it without apprehension when it often occurs in old perso ns. It should
teach us to obviate as entirely as we can all the known exciting causes of apoplexy.
The principal of these I shall by-and-by describe to you.
Transient deafn ess, or transient blindness, blindness or deafn ess for a. few seconds
or minutes, is another of these warning sym ptoms. The late Dr. Gregory, of Edin burgh, used always to mention in his lectures the case of Dr. Adam Ferguson, the
celebrated historian, as affordin~ one of the strongest illustrations he ever met with
of the benefit that may be derived from timely attention to the avoidance .:>f those
circumstances which tend to produce plethora and apoplexy. It is, perhaps, the most
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these hints so readily as he should have done. H e observed that while he .was delivcriog a lecture, his class, and the papers before him, would disappear, va.n1sh from
~is sight, and reappea r aw1in in a. few seconds. He was a. man. of full habit; at.one
tune co_rpulent and very ruddy, and, though by no means rntemp~ratc, he. h.ved
fully. I say he did not attend to these admonitions : and at length, m the s1xt1eth
year of hi s age, he suffered a decided shock of paralysis. H e recovered, h~wever,
and from that period, under the advice of his friend, Dr. Black, became a strict Py
tbagorean in his diet, eating nothing but vegetables, and drinking only water or milk
He got rid of every paralytic symptom, becam e even robust and m~scular for a
man of his time of life, and died in full possess ion of his mental facu ltws at the advanced an-e of ninety-three; upwards of thirty years after his first attack. Sir Walter
Scott des~ribes him a.s having been, "long after his eightieth year, one of the most
strikin,!? old mco it was possible to look at. His firm step and ruddy cheek contrasted
a.oreeably and un expectedly with his silver locks; and the dress which he usually
ruuch resernbliug that of the Flemish peasan t, gave an air of peculiarity to his
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In his conversation, the mixture of original thinking with high moral

fe~ling and extensive learning, his Jt)ve of country, cootcmpt _ o~ luxury! and especially
the strong subjection of his pa.ssions and feelings to the dou~m1on of hts .reason, made

him, perhaps, the most striking example of the Stoic pb1losopher wh10h could be
seen in modern days. 11
•
•
•
This anecdote, which I have made use of as a wrapper for some medical rnstruchon,
will not be the less acceptable to you when I add that the remarkable man to whom

it relates was the great-uncle of my friend and present colleague in this school, Dr.
Robert l?C'rguson.
V cry frequently slip:ht and partial paralysis is the forerunner of an attack of apoplexy. Double Yision is one form in which such limited pal~y is apt to show itself.
It is evidently connected with some de~ree of squinting; i.e., some o?e or more of
the muscles that move the eyeball are paralysed; the person cannot direct each eye
to the same object at the same time. This is a very suspicious symptom. Dr. Gregory was acquaioted with a sportsman who one day, when out shooting, disputed with
his gamekeeper as to the number of dogs they had iu the fie ld. Ile ~skcd how he
came to bring so many as eight dogs with him. The servan~ as~ure~ lum there we~c
but four; and then the gentleman became at once aware of his s1tuat1on 1 mounted his
horse, and rode home. He had not been long in the house when he was attacked
with apoplexy, and died.
Sometimes the sli~ht and local paralysis shows itself in a faltering or inarticulate
mode of speaking. '!'be rapidity of the movements of the tongue requisite for distinct
utterance is so great, that the slightest weakness of any one of its muscles is rendered
obvi1ms. We sec this in one very common form of what may in truth be considered a
kind of apoplexy; viz. 1 in drunkenness. In many pcrso11s the very first symptom of
their becoming intoxicated is their inability to speak plaiuly. "Clipping the King's
English," is the slang expression for it; and the same thing often takes place in
respect to the more proper forms of apoplexy.
It is a curious circumstance, by the way, and one which is illustrative of what we
meet with in disease, that difforent sets of muscles are chiefly affected by inebriatiou
in different persons; the same set being always the first affected in the same person.
Thus some men, when drunk, lose (as I have just stated) the proper command over
the muscles of the tongue, and falter in speech, while they can walk very well: others
reel and strigµ-er, having lost, in a greater or less degree, the power of moving and
govcrni11g their limbs, and of balancing themselves, who yet can speak quite fluently
and plainly : and in a few cases, drunken persons become delirious, who still retain
the power of di!>tinct articulation, and of directing their steps aright. This bciog so,
we need the less wonder at the variety in the nature of the warnings that precede the
apoplectic attack.
Io many instances there is numbness or debility, or total palsy of one limb, or of a
sin~le finger, or e\•en of' a solitary muscle, a.<: of the Ievator palpebrm. The patient
cannot grasp your hand with firmness, or si~n his name in his usual way, or pick up
a pin, or snuff a candle, or manage an obstinate button, or tie a knot in a thread
cle\·crly: or, perhaps, one of his eyelids droops, and the eye is half closed. Sometimes, on the contrary, the patient stares at you frightfully, with one eye, which he
cannot shut.
The numbness also assumes various characters, according t-O its place and degree.
One patient will tell you that he feels as if one of his limbs were muffled in fl:rnucl j
another, that he is uncertain whether, in walking, his foot has reached the ground or
no. A gentleman, since dead of apoplexy, as:i.ured me that, when sitting, he did not
know how far his breech covered the seat of the chair. With the numbness there is
often associated a degree of tingling: that familiar sensation of" pins aud needles,"
~n a I?n:t w~1ich is recovering after being "asleep," from pressure upon the trunk of
Jts mrn1stermg nerve.
All these symptoms are modifications of the function of voluntary motion; or of
t~e function of sensation. Nor arc manifestatiou::i wanting, among these precursory
circumstances, of a derangement of the other and nobler function, of which the brain
and nervous system form the material instrument. I mean the function of thought.
Thus one very deplorable warning is the loss of mcmor!J. All persons find, as
they grow older, that they do not retain so tenaciously in their recollection things
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which 11ave recently occurred, as things which happened whC'n thC'y were youn"'.
'l'his partly depends upon the degree of attention which we pay to difi'erent circur~
Hances. Those events which strongly excite the curiosity, and rl,·et the attention of
the boy, become familiar to the man, and he gives them but little notice, and is \'Cry
apt to forget _them . . But th? loss of_ memory that threatens ~poplcxy is something
more than tins. It is somct11ncs partial, and extends to ccrtam sets of things only.
For example, some persons entirely forget certain words, while they recollect others
perfectly. Common words arc often thus forgotten, while unuo:;ual or rcmarkabli!
words arc remembered; or a wrong word is chosen. One word is used for another
that sounds something like it. Thus one of my patients, meaning to accuse a. certain
individual of pe1jury, always called it purgiug : and many other words he changed
after the same fashion. But in truth the modifications of a partial loss of memory
that have been known to precede apoplexy arc both odd and endless: some people
forget their own names, or the names of their children. Dr. 0 rcgory, who had puid
particular attention to these precursory symptoms, and who had a large practice for a.
~reat number of years to furnish them, used to mention a. case of this kind,
After
some efforts his patient could recall to bis recollection what his chri stian name was,
but he could not think of his surname. About twelve months :.ifter his memory
began to fail in this strange manner he was found dead in his bed. Another gentleman for some time before his death could ne\'er recollect the name of the street in
which he lirnd, Upon one occasion of his visiting Edinburgh, he called on Dr.
Gregory, and partook of a hearty breakfast, having forgotten that he had breakfasted
before he came out. On the same day he attended, with Dr. Gregory, the funeral
of a young lady who had been his ward; the funeral took place in the country; and
when they returned together in the carriage it was evident that he had forgotten all
tba.t he had been dciin.!!. Next day he met the doctor in the street, and saluted him
with all the kindne!"~ of an old acquaintance at first meeting; saying he was liappy
to haye fallen in with him now that be was in town, and totally forgetful of their
recent inten·iews.
Connected with this failure of memory, there is often an unnatural degree of
drowsiness. Sometimes without any permanent affection of the memory, there i~ :L
temporary confusion or .su~pension of thought; the patient suddenly loses the train
of ideas with which his mind had been occupied; stops short in the middle of a
sentence, and eudcarnurs in vain to recover the broken thread of his discourse
Among the mental conditions that bespeak a. tendency to apoplectic disease, I harn
several times noticed a. strange and vague dread, of which the person cau g:iYc no
reasonable explanation; n. sense of apprehension and insecurity not accounted for by
the apparent state of his g-cneral powers and functions; a painful degree of indec:isiou
and irritability; with a dislike and fear of beinp; left alone. One patient of mine
described bis "nervousness" of this kind, by telling me that in descendin g a staircase, especially a winding one, he was obliged to turn round, and come down backwards, as one descends a ladder; or even to sit down, an<l so r-;lip, 8tair by sta i1 , from
the top to the bottom. Yet with the assurance girnn him by a friend's arm, or by a
com•euient baluster, he could walk down stairs without difficulty. Ile had no actual
vertigo .
.All these, and many other si_gns that are apt to precede and herald an attack of
apoplexy, arc well worth your study. They show that, eYcn before the stroke <lci;ccnds, there is some morbid process going on within the head. The great use of
bciu9 ac_quaintc<l with _these warning cir:umsl?nces, and o~ looking out ~or them,
consists rn the opportun ity and the autlior1ty which they furmsh, for euforcmg upon
the person in whom they m:inifest th~msclves, the absolute necessity _of a\:oidin.g: all
the avoidable exciting causes of the disease. But our means of adv1s1ng hun will be
\·cry imperfect ir we h:we not carefully considered what these cxcili n ~ causes arc.
1 propose to devote a few minutes, therefore, to the consideration of the circumstan ces
that arc apt to bring on the attack. '1.11.icre arc many cases of apoplexy and of cerebral hemip lcgia, in w~1ic~ 1 we can~ot tra_ce the operation of any such _causes: but iu
many other cases then· influence 1s dcc1dedly marked; and the a,·01dancc of them,
while it is important to all who show a disposition to such diseases, is especial ly so to
th ose who, ha,·ing once suffered an attack, have reason to dread a repetition of it.
In the first place, anything which is calculated to hurry the circulation, and to
23
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increase the force of the heart's action, is likely to operate as au exciting cause of
apoplexy, or of cerebral palRy: simply by aup;mentiup; the momentum of the blood
against the siJcs of the cerebral vessels, which in adYanccd life ar: so often diseased
and weak. Stron~ bodily exercise, therefore, is a thin~ to be nrn1dc~ by all persons
in whom the prc<li:sposition to these disorders bas declared itself. It is of much im.
portancc to make patients aware of this; for many persons think, when they labour
under uncomfortable bodily fccliugs of any kind, they may f?Ct rid of them by a bri1'k
walk; or by galloping some miles over the country on hor:::.cback.
Another clanp;crous state for such pcr:;ons arises whenever the ~rec escape of the
blood from the head is suddenly obstructed. I have adverted to this before. Certain
<li!!er.se~, chiefly thoracic, which tend to keep the veins of the head inordinately full,
rank among the predisposing causes of apoplexy. But, upon the very same priu.
ciple, various conditions, which arc temporary only, may operate as exciting causes.
lly what is called "holding the breath/ 1 whether upon an inspiration or an expiratiou,
the transit of the blood tbrough the lungs is impeded: and the check is fe lt (through
the pulmonary artery, right ch::imbcrs of the heart, and great veins) in the vessels of
the head. And this effect is in creased when slrainh1r; is at the same time performed;
that is, when a deep breath is taken and retnincd, while some muscular forcing effort
is made.
Under this principle fall a. number of bodily acts, which, l10wever harmless in a
healthy frame, arc not without peri l to a person ha,,ing a prcdi~position to apoplexy.
The motion of the blood in the lungs, and therefore in the head, is checked in the
acts of coughing, vomiting1 sneezing, laughing, crying, shoutiu~, and so forth. You
cannot have looked at a person in a violent paroxysm of coughing without seeing that
it produced a. dctcrn1ination of blood to the bca<l, or rather a con~estcd state of the
veins of the head. 'l'hc jarring pain in the head which is apt to follow each suecus·
oion of the COUf!:h dcpcm.ls upon this principle: which is often strikingly illustrated
iu young children labouring under hooping-cough. 'l'hcy turn purple in the face, an<l
become µ-iddy; and not uncommonly ecchymosis of the conjuncti\•a. occurs, giving
fearful intimation of what ruight just as readily take place within the cranium. Jt
is not nry unusual for the whole of the white part of tho eye to become suddenly
bloodshottcn iu these violent fits of coughiug; and convulsions evcu lmYe happened
under the like circumstances.
Straining at stool is a common exciting cause of npoplcxy in t110se who arc pre·
disposed to it. And this is one of the worst dangers attending costiveness of the
bowels in old people : but it is one which it is often in our poweL' effectually to ob·
viat~ .. It. is mo~·c within ou:· control than a. bad cough eo1_ilcl be. Any kind of
strammg rndecd ts equally pcrdons. A very good proof of this danger was recently
afforded by a patient of my own. Ile was attacked with apoplexy on his way to
Ascot races; and upon rccO\'<!ring somewhat, was found to be paralytic on one side
of the body. He was brought back to town, where I saw him. .After some time he
regained the power of using the affected limbs to a very considerable extent; so as to
be able to walk about, and follow his business, which was that of a job.master, or
proprietor of a livery ::;table. I cautioned him seriously, inter alia, against strainiug:
but I suppose he forµ:ot my caution. For, while dressing one morning, he tul?ged
violently in attempts to pull on a damp boot, and in the midst of his efforts fell back
insensible: and from this relapse he never fairly recovered.
. 1'o the same principle are to be rcforred a Yaricty of thinp;s from which a patient,
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rng. Dr. Abercr.omb1e rcl~tcs two rnsta1~ces of fatal apoplexy brought on (as 1t would
seem) by a sustarned exertion of the voice: one of the attacks happened to a clergy·
man during the delivery of his sermon; the other to a. li terary man while speaking
in. a _public assembly. In both cases a large quantity of blood was found cxtravasated
w1thrn and upon the brain. Dr. James Gregory used to mention a patient of his, an
o~eer in the army, who had apoplexy, and in whom the attack had been preceded by
P.ams of the hea<l, a?d giddiness, upon bis gi\•ing the word of command, and ~ar-
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and therefore ought to be shunned by those who ha,·e a tco<lcocy to that disca~c.
The warm bath is not without hazard to such persons. This is so well known, 1 understand, at Bath, that the physicians there will not allow paralytic patients, in whom
the paralysis has been connected with apoplcxy-hcmiplcµ:ic patients, for cxamplcto go iuto their hot baths. 'l'ltc e:xcitcmcnt of drunkcnncss 1 and the venereal excitement, arc not uncommon causes of npoplexy, especially in old persons. l lrnd a man
of middle age under my care duriug the spring of 1837, in whom a most awful altMk
of apoplexy came on under circumstances such as I harn just referred to. lie had
dined at a large fo.-;tivc party, and afterwards accompanied a woman with whom he
was acquainted to a brothel; and he was struck with palsy during the act of inter·
course. Ile was long unable to speak; and he still remains, and probably will ever
remain, a cripple: incompletely hcmiplcgic.
I lw.\·e been since consulted upon the case of an old gentleman residing in France,
in whom an attempt at sexual conncxiou was attended with similar consequences:
'-The Gods ::i.rejust, and of ourplcasant,·iccs
:'llnkc i11strumc11ts to scourge u~."
Giddinc~s, nnd some
degree of confusion of thou!!ht, are apt to be occasioned, in most persons, by long
stooping. '!'here is one peculiar posture or position mentioned by Dr. Fotherp;ill as being
Ye1·y uusafo, especially for short.necked persons-viz., that position which is as;sumcd
when we turn the head to look backwards for any length of time without turning the
rest of' the body; in fact, a twi~ting of the neck. In this attitude the jug-ular veins
arc more or less obstructed. He gh·es an account of a. ru:-in who was seized with apoplexy as he was crossing the Thames in an open bo:-it: he haying kept his eye fixed
upon a particular ship until, and after, he had been rowed past her. Ou the very
same principle tig-ht ligatures worn about the neck, an<l compressing the jugular veins,
may bring; on apoplexy; the wearing a tight ncckcloth, for example. A conti nental
writer informs us that a ~wcdish officer, who was dc.!!irous that his men should look
well in the face, required them to wear tight stocks; and the consequence w:-is that in
A similar unwise re.
.i short time a great many in that rc;riment died of apoplexy.
quiremcnt in our own army re~ulations hrts of late, I bclie\·e, been abolished. Dr .
.Abercrombie quotes from Zitzilius the case of a. boy who had drawu his ncckcloth
very tight, and was whipping a. top, stooping and rising alternately. After a. short
time he fell down :-apoplectic. 'l'he ncekcloth being looscnc<l, and blood drawn from
the jugular YCin, he speedily reconred.
'!'here is one very powerful exciting cause of apoplexy, in those predisposed to it,
which I need only rcfor to now, because the facts that have been obsen·cd in proof of
its ag-ency were fully detailed in a former p:-irt of the cour...ic; I mean exposure to cold.
You will recollect my telling you th:it the number of deaths in London from apoplexy
and palsy in the mouth of January, 17!).5, which was a bitterly col<l month, very much
cxcccdcd the number in the month of January, 17f.l(), which was a rcmarkaLly mild
mouth. 'fhe cold operates in two ways, io the production of apoplexy, ln the 6r~t
pbce, it drives the J;Joocl from the surface, an<l accumulates it in lhc lar~c ve:-iscls of
the interior of the body, and so increases the slre~s upon the ccrcl;ral arteries. Aud
in the second place, the cold has a great influence in causing or a'.?;:rra\':llin~ affections
of the chest; and the return of the venous Llood from the head is impeded, in the
rn:inncr ju!<t now explained, by fits of coughin~ aud ob~truetcJ. r~spiration.
This influence of external cold, aucl probably certain barometric: conditions also of
the :-ilt11o!<pherc, help to explai n, what I am sure I have SC\'eral. times ha<l experience
of, namely, the epidemic prevalence, now and then, of apoplectic seizures.

Pu:slttrr <lgain bas no sm:-ill effect upon :-apoplectic people.

The older writers entertained some "\""cry false notions in respect to the distinct10n
between sanguineous and serous apoplexy. They laid it down that apop lexy rc ... ulting
from extravasation of blood within the cranium was denoted by fim:ihing of the face,
and strength of the p~l!;c; and that it. w~s a di~easc of persons in the vi:.rour of life:
while apoplexy result.mg from the effusion of scrum wa~ m:-irkcd Ly palcm•ss of the
countenance, and weakucss of the pulse; and occurred rn the c ld an<l iufinu: an<l
1
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they directed their practice according to ~l1is ?istinction. ~\ftcr what has alrcndy
been said, I need not tell you that this classlficat1on of :ipoplex1cs could not h:wc bccu
founded upon the actual obscrYation of disease : and tln1t our trcatmcot, now-a-day/):,
ii:; not rc~ulatcd by any such erroneous theory. .
. .
XeYcrthclcss, I do not mean altogether to praise the moclcrn practice 111 apoplcxJ;
for it is often one of mere routine. Practitioners arc too apt, in this as in other in.
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which a friend of mine once told me he had felt on being summon rd by 1cltcr many
miles into the country to si.:c a gentleman who had been struck with apoplexy. .Ais
he posted down he e:1rnef'tly revolved in his mind what he mi~ht be able to ach-il'e
when he should r~ac:h the house of sickness. Ile felt confident that the patient mu!'t
already have been copiously bled; cupped, or leeched; blistered; and thorou~hly
dosed with cnlomcl, senna, and croton-oiL Mustard poultices had douLtlcss brcn
applied to his legs. l\l"y friend was distressed to think that while much would be
expected, nothing would be left for him to do worthy of so long a journey, and so
heavy an expeni:;c to his client. A clyster of turpentine might yet, perhnps, be an
untried expc<licut. His cog-itations were cut short, howc>er, and his cares rclicvct.l,
by an express which met him half-way on the road, to announce that the p::iticnt was
dead . Now this is the routine of which I speak: most proper in some cases; unnc
cessary iu others; pernicious in many. There arc persons who seem to think that
they have not dune their patient justice if any part of this active intcnneddling have
been omitted. Others regard depletion as being always worse tlrnn useless, and tru~t
entirely to stimulants and cordials. These are quite as dangerous routiniers as the
others; but they arc fewer in number.
Our practice would indeed be much easier than it i~, if we could thus make one
plan fit all ca~cs which arc, nominally, the same. But I need not, now, tell you that
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tc11 us what the disca:-c is; but tl1at we are often obliged to look to other sympto1m•,
which urny inform us what we arc to do. I know of no rule so likely to guide you
aright as that laid down generally by Cullen, of 0Lviati11g tlte {C11(/cnry to death. You
must examine aud jmlµ:c to which of the several modes of dying there may be auy
rnauifcst approach. If Lhc tendency be, as in cases of apoplexy it mostly is, to death
by coma, then Llood-fotting rind the C\Tacunting plan will often be requisite. If, on
the other hand, the tendency be to death by S!Jllcnpe, you must withhold the hrncct,
and even have recourl'ie to stimulating and restorative rncasmcs. The f1ucstion is of
the last importance; inrnh-ing often (as Ccl~us taught) the alternative of life and
death: "saoguinis detraetio vcl occidit, \'Cl liberal." Xow the distinction between
these modes of dying- is to be made by attending to the state, not .so much of the ncrYous, as of the san~uifcrous system. Insensibility nnd uncon:-ciousncss arc common
both to syncope and to coma: and cases which fall under the class of apoplexies, an<l
wbich we cannot separate frum thnt class, are sometimes roally more like cn~es of concus:;ion than anythin~ else; the shock having been of internal instead of external
origin. If the pulse be full, or lrnrd, or thrilling (sometimes it feels like a ten!'c
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pale, if his pull'.ie warrant it; nor may you omit takiu.g blood if the bead and face be
turgid, although the pulse be small; for that smallness nrny depend upon organic disease of the heart.
On the contrary, if his skin be pale and cold, and his pulse feeble and flickering:,
you would probably ensme your patient's death, or determine the accession of palsy,
if you withdrew from the failing heart and blood-vessels a, portion of their natural
stimulus. I can only invite your attention to these broad features of d istinctiou.
Being oucc taught to look for and attend to them, your own judgment must instruct
you as to what_ may be needful in particular cases. To this, as to most other diseases,
the. remark of Bocrhaa\'C is strictly applicable, who declares that he knows of nothing
which ~au be called a 1·enwl.1J, "fJuiu solo tempestivo usu tale fiat."
llavrng made up your mind ns to the general iudic::itious of treatment, you will
pursue them steadily in detail. If the patient to whom you arc summoned be stupid
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and drowsy rather than faint, and his pulse and appearanc(' W.'.lrrant the conclusion
of plethora capitis, the first thinz to be done is to place him in a. scmi·rt>eumheDt
pos;ition, with his head and should ers raised; to loo!':en any ti1-'ht parts of his dre!':s,
especially his neckcloth and shirt... collar, and whatever might press upon the Md.-.;
and then as quickly as pos!iiblc to bleed him from the arm. 'Ve know that in some
cases the npoplectic state occurs, when as yet no injury hns been done to the brain;
no effur::ion, no lnceration of its texture; and we mny hope, by timely and acti\'C mer11rnres, to prevfnt these terrible C\•ils. \Ve nc,~er can be sure that there is blood cxtrava~ated in such case5i 1 and we mu~t act, in the first inst:ince 1 upon the presumption
that there is not. 'Ve are especially cncourn~e<l to take away a conside rabl e quantity
of blood by vcnroseetion when we perceive external si~ns that the vessels of the head
arc full: redness and tur~cscencc of the face, throbbing and prominence of the temporal arteries, distension of the superficial Yeins of the ncc:k and forehead. Our object
is to take off the strain upon the in ternal vc~sels by blectling in such a manner and to
such an amount as shall produce a. decided effect upon the ge neral circulation. Sometimes the good consequence of the bleeding is very marked indeed, so that no doubt
of its propriety can be entertained; the patient being so insensible as not to feel the
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tion as this.
~-\ftcr one s11fficie11t bleeding from the arm, the vessels of the head m:i.J'. be further
Ycnrescct1on may be
and
rehevcd by cupping the nape of the neck, or the temple~;
repeated if the condition of the pulse, and the symptoms g-encrally, should require its
repetition. It is scldomcr, howc,·cr, in cases of apoplexy than in cases of acute
inflammation, thnt a second or third recourse to the lancet becomes advisable, unless,
indeed, the first blood.Jetting has been mismanaged. Enough blood must be taken,
in the first instance, to produce some evident effect; and therefore no precise rules
can be laid down respecting the absolute quantity to be drawn; nor can we make any
sure estimate beforehand as to the whole amount of blood which it mny be ncccs~ary
to remove.
Even if we could be certain that a. blood·Ye~scl had µ-iven way, ~mcl that blood was
already poured out upon the brain, there arc µ-oocl rea~ons why (no ad\·ersc circum.
stances withstanding') we ought at once to bleed our patient. I will enumerate briefly
the benefits we seek to obtain by the abstraction of blood in such cases.
1. The effus ion from the ruptured artery may be slowly µ:oing on. Bleeding from
a vein, so as to make a sensible impression on the general circulation, will diminish
the stress upon the cerebral hlood-vesscls, and so tend to put a stop to the hromorrha ge. Both of these two objects arc of primary importance.
2. By early and free bleeding we lessen the hazard of inflammation supcrrnnin~
upon the mechanical injury done to the brain by the sudden tearing and contusion of
its texture by the effused blood; and
3. We thereby bring the syi;tem into the most fayournblc condition for the rapid
nbsorption of the cxtravnsatcd blood, and for exped iting the patient's rcco\·cry from
tho~e symptoms which depend upon the presence of the clot iu the brain.
Jfot althou_gh, in that form of disease which we arc now considering, bleeding is
our sheet-anchor, it nrny be carried too far, or repeated too often. 'Ve must not l o~c
i::i_!!"ht of the fact that many of these patients arc old, and will not su rvi\'C undue
depiction; and that if they surYivc at all, they will need all the strcnµ:t h that we dare
i;uffcr them to retain, for carryin~ on the vita·! actions, when the chief instrument of
the most important of the animal functions is so greatly damaged: nor of the fact
that if there be blood extr:.wasated, we cannot touch it, except indirectly, by the
abstraction of more blood from the arm: nor of the fact that a. patient may be bled
into convul~ions, and fatal syncope. In short, after the first bleeding, you must be
guided by the special circum~tanccs of the case, and particularly by the pulse. 'J'hc
woman at present in the l\liddlescx Ilospital, wiLh paralysis of the limbs on ono siJc,
and of the face on the other, attributes her palsy (erroneously most likely) to her
havinµ; been cupped. She had had a bl ow so me weeks before, and suffered hcadnche from that time. At length she was cupped, from the nei:rhbourhoocl of the 11ead:
nnd the next morning- she w::is paralytic. This might ha\·c been an accidental coiu cidcnce. But I rem ember being scot for a few years ago to sec a patient at Greenwich,
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who hnd alrcndy three physicians about l1im, and wnSl npparcntly in d::inf!cr of npopl('xy,
of which he had for
had n~rccd that .he
assented; and while
at once hcmiplcgic.

some time experienced distinct warninzo::. 'l'hc three phy~iciaus
ought to be cnppcd from the bnck of the neck; to which I
blood was being rapidly extracted in that nttrnncr, he bC'came nil
~imilar cac;;cs ham been noticed by other pcrso11s. Therefore

we are not to bleed without mcnc;;urc or di::crction.
The pulse may be small, nnd the arterial action fC'c>bl(', while :rct the YCins are
turgid, and the capillaries of the head and face lonclc<l with bloo1L Chanzr<1. may
have occurred in the heart, such ac; to obstruct the r-;trcnm which it ic;; its hcaltl1y
office to transmit. 'fh <'sc arc cases to which the locnl abstraction of blood from the
head by leeches and cupping:-~das~cs is peculiarly ad:lptcd.
Again, the whole state of the patient ml'ly appn.iximnte more or IC!'S nC'::irly to tlie
state of syncope; the pul~e being; wC'nk, the al'pect pinched and bloo{llC'"s, and the
skin cool. In this cond ition, no g-ood, but tlic contrary, is to be C'Xp(•cte<l frum bloodlett iug of any kind. You will do better to apply warmth, cautiously, to the i;.urfocc,
and cautiously to admi11i~tcr what arc cnllecl diffusible f':timuli, of which the pr<'paration~ of ammonia afford the mo~t cliµ-iblc forms. FiYe gr:ii ns of the sesrinicarbonatc,
or half a. drachm of sal Yolatilc, mixed with camphor julL'J1, arc ordinary do~cs.
Stand by till the first stunnin~ effect of the internal shock pa::-ses off; and carC'fully
watch meanwhile for ~.rmptoms of reaction.
When hcmipl<'!!ia. happ<'n;;, without lo!'S of con.,ciou!'nC'!'=~ or eom:i, it is most prob:ihly the result of white softcnin~ and disruption of the fibres of the brain, with or
without a. small effu~ion of blood. In sueh casC's I f"JUitc afrrec wilh Dr. 'J'odtl, that
abstraction of blood from the arm is rcqui~itc and justifiable only when there is nl!'O
early ri11idity of the pnl~icd mu,.clcs, betokening irritation, and threatening therefore
inffamnrntion of the ccrcbrnl subr..tance.
In more amhi:ruous cnsc.1:, when you scarcely can tell which way the bal:rnce
inclines, I woukl advise you to wait the effect of the next rcmC'dies I have to men~~~ld:l~·ii~1~.purg:itins, about gi\·ing which you need not entertain the same doubt and
l)ur~ativc medicin<'fi fir(' of !'=i!!nal l'Crvice in apoplexy. They empty tlie intestine,.,
which arc oftentimes loadcrl, nncl which by distending the nbdomcn have occasioned,
perhaps, undue prc~surc a11ainst the diaphrai:m, embarrassed the breathing, aud
throuf!h it the ccrcbrnl eircubtion. An other very important purpose of h:ird pmginµ-, which I hnve frcriurntly pointed out before, is the producin~ of copious watery
discharges from the bowels; whereby the bloocl-Yesscls nre drained, an cl the tendency
of blood to the hcntl ei:;peeiall.v rclie\•cd. If the pntient enn sti ll sw:illow, you may
gi\·c hirn half' a scruple of calomcl. and follow it up by a. black dose. If the power
of dc~lutition be lost, the croton oil becomes a. most valuable remedy. Dr. Abercrombie su~.!!ests that it may be convcnieotly introduced into the stomach, suspended
iu thick gruel or muciln~c, by me:in~ of an elastic gum tube. But rcnlly this is not
necessary. If two or three drop~ of the oil be put upon the ton!!uc, ns far back as is
possiblC', it will produce its specific effect Yery readily and well. But we :ire not to
wnit for the op<'ration of apericnts given by the mouth. Stron~ purg:ifrrc and stimulating encmnta mnst be thrown into the rectum: half an ounce, or six drachms, of
turpentine, suc;;pcnded, by the help of the yolk of an Cf!% in gruel or warm water.
°\Ve very often witness decided signs of amendment upon the free operat ion of a purf!ativc. I m:iy mention one instance of this whilo it is fresh in my recollection. I
was a!'kcd a few C\'enin::rs ngo by a. medical friend, to see an old g-cncra l, a patient of
his. I found him in bed, comatoso, though capable of being- roused when loudly
~poken to; but he presently foll off again into stupor. His respiration was peculiar.
}'or a. minute or two he would brC'nth e, snoring strongly; then the breathing would
cc:ise altogether for lrnlf a minute or thereabouts; and then the stertorous respiration
recommenced: and so on alternately.
H e had been found by his servant on the floor, nearly insensible, in the morning,
having fallen either out of, or upon rising from, hi s bed. Ile had very properly been
cupp~d j and ealomcl and aperient medicine had been ~inn: but the coma h:id been
growrng more profound all the aftcl'lloon . Ili s bowels had been but scantily moved;
and the freccs and urine were passed as he by. Ilis extremities were coldish. 'l'he
pulse was neither full nor stron:;.
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left him with impairl!<l mind anJ memory.
I recommended bli:sters behind the cars, and two drops of croton oil with h\"O
drachms of castor oil, in n. draught. The next morning 1 expected to hear that he
was dead; but I found him quite conscious, speaking somewhat inarticulately 1 with
the right side of his face ehopfallen and incxprc~~ive. There seemed no particular
wcakncf!s of the corresponding extremities. The oil::; h:Hl been followed by copiou<S
evacuations from lhc bowels. The day afterwards he was sitting up, and so well,
that I took my lean.
In combination with blood-lcttinf! nncl pmgatives, colJ lotions to the head arc often
found useful in this disease, e::;pecially if its surface bl! hot. I need not trouble you
by rehcar:sing the modes in which the application of this remct.ly may be mana~cd.
]3listers near or upon the head 1 arc also frequently of service, after due abstraction
of blood, in rousiug the patient from his state of coma.
Formerly, at the suµ-!!;estion, I fancy, of Dr. Fothcnrill, it was much the fashion
to µ:i\·e an emetic in the outset of the trl!atmeut of apoplexy. But this also is a tickli~h remedy, capable of doing gootl or harm accordin~ as it is well or ill timed. It'
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other hand, it may rou,;c and rally the nen·on .:; power when the patient is pale 1 :rnd
cold, and faint. Y ct this can never Le regarded as a 1£'~itimate purpose of emetic~
in apoplexy. They cau safely be recommended in tho ... c cases only, in which the
coma. may appear to depend, wholly or in part, upon a loaded stomach. Hence the
propriety of giYing an emetic will dc~crvc conbit.lemtion wheue\'cr an attack of
:ipoplexy follows clo.<:.c upon a heayy meal.
When the immediate danf!;er has pa~sed by, and pnrnlysis remains, or when hemiplP!,!'.ia alone has befallen the patient. we arc not to be oYer bu~y. If the pal.:;y is to
~(·t i;rradually well, it mu:st be by Yirtuc of time, and the resources of nature.
To
ynun~ and strong persons I shoukl, uuJcr such circum~tanccs, µ-i\·e small and repeated doses of mercury: ancl in all cases I should prescribe apcrient medicines, so
as to keep the bowels freely opeu once or twice a <lay; enjoin perfect quiet.; an<l put
the patient upon very sl10rt commons. Diuretics are al:so proper when the urine is
not plentiful without them.
You will often ha"e to contend against the ignornnce and impatience of the sick,
or of their friends, on these occasions. They think that wcal.;ncss is to be remedied
hy strenythrni11g food; by meat an<l driuk, and tonic medicines; or if they arc uot so
foolish as tl1is, they will wnnt to be electrified, or to be put into a warm bath
Certainly in the earlier states of the palsy that remains after apoplcxy1 none of those
measures ou~ht to be permitted. Attempts to urge the hurt brain into action by such
means, would be both Yaiu and unsafe. But a secondary eYil is apt to ensue, which
may in some degree be ob\·iated. During the period in which the mo\'ing power is
dormant, the machinery of motion may fall from disuse into decay. i) l usclcs that
remain long unexcrcised, wither; aud wither for that reason. Th~y undcr~o the one,
or the other, or both, of the two species of atrophy so well described by .Mr. ])a.get.
Either they simply dwindle in size, or dwindling they degenerate also in texture.
This last is the more common chanfre. 'l'hc muscle is theu spoiled for its purpose;
and no longer capable of resuming its contrn.ctions, upon the restoration of the nervous
influence. It is probable, as l\Jr. Paget inf?eniously sn)?gests, that in some, at least,
of the cases in which the paralysis abides after C\'Cry other indication of disease in
the nervous centres bas passed away, the residual fault is really in the instruments of
motion, the mnscles. ]Jc adverts to the experiments of Dr. John lleid, wJ1ich show
that the loss of coutractile power in a palsied muscle is owing, directly, to its imperfect nutrition, and on ly indirectly to the severance of its connexion with the nervous
ceutres. Dr. Reid divided the nerves of a frog's hind legs-and leaving one limb
irrnctivc gave the muscles of the other frequent exercise by galvaniz ing the lower end
of its ncn·e. The result was, that at the end of two months the exercised muscles
retained their weight and texture aud their capacity of contraction; while the inacti\·e
on('S had lost half their bulk, were degenerated in texture, and had al~o Jost some of
their power of contracting. In other cases also he fonnd, that degeneration of texture
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in the unused muscles always preceded the loss of their contractile power. It will
be proper, therefore, in cases of protracted paraly~is, to promote, and if possibl~ maintain, the nutrition of the i<llc muscles, by friction and prcs~urc, by shampoo1.ng, by

calling them repeatedly into artificial exercise through the stimu lus of galvanii;m. or
of electricity. Our aim must be to prcscn·c the muscular part of the l?comouve
apparatus in a state of health and readiness, until, pcrad_venturc-:- that portion of the
brain from which volition proceeds having recovered its functions, or. the road by
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ensue, then, at length (as Mr. Paget tells us, on the au.tho~ity of Dr: Turck), "tho~c
tracts or columns of the cercbro.spinal axis throug-h which rn health 11nprcss1ons were
lrnbitually conveyed from the diseased part" will themselves slowly and gradually
undergo a. softening, as by atrophy: . In the more c.hronie C?S~~ we may sometimes
benefit our patient's general con<l1t1011 by the caut10us exb1b1t1on of some of the
preparations of iron.

LECTUHE XXXI.
Spinal Hremorrhaye. Paraplryia . Faciul Palsy and Fucial Anrestltesia; their
Symptoms, P1·09nosis, a1ul 7'reatment. Olfter Forms of Local Paralysis, and
L ocal Aruestliesia.
I HAYE clone with apoplexy as it respects the brain; which is the same tl1ing as tu
say that I have done with apoplexy. You will find the same thing applied, indeed,
to effusions of blood in other organs of the body; but this use of the word is a per·
version of language. Apoplrxy, as I have frequently obsen·cd before, is the abolition
of the functions proper to the brain; of sensation, voluntary motion, and thought.
Iu short, it is coma, coming on under certain circumstances.
I shall not speak therefore of spinal apople:r!J (though that would be less improper
than pulmo11w'!J apoplexy, or lieputic apoplexy), but of spinal hamo,.rlwge. Of this
I really have little to say, except that it is well known occasionally to occur; and that
the symptoms to which it gives rise are by no means peculiar or distinctive. 1'hcy
consist of pain in some part of the spine; convulsions j pals.I/: that is, they are the
very same symptoms which inflammation, softening, mcchanic<ll injury, and other dis·
orders of the same part may produce. Spinal ha::morrhagc is much more rare than
cerebral hromorrhagc. Dr. Abercrombie had met with only one case of it. He ~ives
the beads of seven others which have been recorded by different authors. Dr. Bright
has never seen it: but he publishes the particulars of one case, which were conunu·
nicated to him by Dr. Stroud.
I will read you one or two short examples of ~pinal hromorrha~e, as specimen!!. A
girl, fourteen years old, was attacked with headache, pain ht the bacl.·, and a tendency
to sickness when in the erect posture. At the end of a week the pain in the back
became suddenly and very greatly aggravated; and this was followed by general con·
Yulsions, which proved fatal in five or six hours. The spinal cnn al was found fillccl
with extravasatcd blood, in the lumbar rc~ion 1 where she had felt the pain. 'L'he
brain and all the other viscera were sound. The case is detailed by Mr. Chevalier in
the third volume of the .illl'dico.Chirurgical 1'mnsactions.
Tak e one more instance from Ollivier, whose work on the spinal marrow you may
read herenftcr, when you have leisure, with advantage.
A gent!eman,. ngcd sixty.one, had just arrived in I'aris nfter a. long journey, when
he was seized with pain in the back, all the way down from the cervical vertebra} to
the .sacr~m .. In the course of a. few hours he became pnraplegic, and was unable to
r~ta1n his urrnc or froccs. lJ e then sent for a. physician, and died while talking to
l11m. A very cxtcn~ivc cxtravasation of blood was found in the i:;pinal canal, bC'ncath
the membranes of the cord. The lower part of the cana l was filled with a blooJy
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mass, in which the substance of the cord could not be di:stinguishcd. Abo,·c the
third dorsal vertebra the con1 was entire, but of a deep-red colo~1r, and ,·cry soft.
1'he suddenness of the symptoms may lead ,YOU to su<o:pcd the true nature uf the--e
c~scs; ~ut I cannot pretend .to poio.t. out any othc~ fC'ature by whic:h they mny bo
d1stingmshcd fro.m other mo.rb1d coud1t1ons of the sprne, already spoken of. I ishow
you one preparation; of wluch, howe,•er, I do not know the hi:;tory.
I have nothing to add, to what I have already said, rC'spcetin!? that species of pal--y
which is called hemiphgia: and I have only a very fow further obscrrations to 111ako
in reg:ard to 1mrople9ia.
'!'he cause of this kind of palsy is sometimes ob,·ious; sometimes most obscure. If
we fin<l, in the spinal canal, blood effused, softcnin~ of the substance of the cord,
traces. of inflammation o~ its inves.tin~ membranC's, turnoms occupying it or pressing
upon it, pressure from disease or displacement of the bones, we ha,•c a suflicicnt explanation of the paralysis of those parts of the body, the ncn·cs of which come from
the sp inal marrow at or below the place of the disease. '!'here arc three preparations
on the table, of tumours that pressed upon the cord; scrofulous tumours I beliC\·e
they arc : each of the three persons from whose bodies they were respectively taken
was more or less completely paraplegic.
But in very many cases we detect no alteration that seems ndcquatc to expla in the
paraplegia. '!'he palsy creeps on slowly and insidiously, without :rny particular pain 1
or violent symptoms : there is no tenderness or bending of the vcrtcbr::c. The weakness commences mostly in the legs, which appear to the patient heavier than usual,
and of which the healthy sensations arc often pcn·crted. The toes tinµ:lc, or arc
numb : he experiences a fooling in them as if a. number of ants were crawling on the
skin. This is so common a. circumstance as to ha,·e given a name to the symptom,
formication. The patient straddles as he walks. Ilis legs arc lifted nwkwardly, the
toes being often the last part to quit the ground : they arc then flung obliquely forwards and outwards, and the feet flap down heavily and uncertainly at every step.
By degrees the weakness of the lower 1itnbs increases: the palsy creeps upward:-,
affects the bladder and rectum, and the muscles of the abdomen, at length invades
the arms, an<l ultimately the patient dies: yet very faint traces of disease, or no traces
at all, may be visible, by the naked eye at least, upon inspecting the brain an<l spin!"ll
cord. 'l'hc commonm;t morbid condition is softeniny of some portion of the cord;
and this is also the condition which is the most liabl e to be overlooked. Dr. 0 ull
describes a case of paraplegia, and it is probably a sample of many more, in which it
was only by the exerc ise of great patience and after repeated examination, that cvC>n
the microscope discovered traces of inflammatory exudation in the cord; but these,
though slight in amount, were distinct and dC'cisi\'C.
It is in these cases of paraplegia that you may expect to witnc!!s the Ycry remnrkable phenomena which I mentioned before as C\'iocing the separate existence of' a
"true spinal marrow/' distinct from the brain and its prolongations into the spinal
canal, endowed with special and peculiar properties, and performiu~ functions that
arc independent of sensation, of consciousness, and of the will. If you pinch or
tickle the surface of the paralytic members, or apply a hot spoon to the sole of one
foot 1 the limbs will, in many cases, start up and move stron!!ly, not only without any
Yoluntary effort on the part of the patient, but in spite of him; or e\'cn (in tl10~c
instances in which there is an:rsthcsia as well as palsy) without his knowing it. The
legs often spring up of.their own accord as ~t Sf'f'mS; but, uo doubt, the ap~arently
l'pontaneous mo\·emcnt 1s frequently an excited movement, and takes place 111 obedience to the lnws that govern the automatic motions of the body. Some imprcs"iou,
made first upon the peripheral extremities of afferent ocrycs, runs through the nervous arc of communicat1ou, and exh ibits its ult.irnate cffoc:t at the extremities of the
corresponding efferent motor nerves. "'e can imagine m:rny such accidcnt:.il and unsuspected sources of excitement; a casual touch, the varying: contn.ct of the bedclothes, the bite of a flea for aught I know to the contrary,. uwy sullicc. J~ver~ the
passage of fa~ccs or of flatus along the lower bowel, or of unnc through the unnary
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I knew a g-entlcnrn.11 1 who had retired from the medica l profcs:-;ion, and who, thou!.!h

not paraplc~.ric, bboure<l, I believe, under some morbid condi~i~n of the spine. He
had been, in early life, a hard drinker, and had suffered dclmum tremcns. E,·cry
nif!ht, sometimes more than once or twice, the trunk of l1is body, and all his limb~ 1
became for a while fixed and stiff, from rigidity of the muscles. A few days before
his death, he told me this curious foct. Whenever he scraped his shoes on the
scraper at the door, his leg flew up, with a spasmod~c sud<lcnnc.c;;s, from t~1e iron, not.
witli~tandinp: his cn<lcarnur to

prennt it.

Ile died suddenly.

I bchcYc he wa::.

found dead in his bed.
In ~omc cnscs of p:iraplcgia involuntary retractions of the palsied limbs c:in be
excited; in some enses they cannot. ·when the influence of the cerebrum is quite
exclude<l by the operation of disease nffecting the spinal cord itself, then is the susceptibility of excited moYcments the most lively. But the increased susceptibility,
which has this inverse relation to the volunt<1ry power, is limited to that portion of
the body, the ncn·ous arcs belonging to which lie beyonU the scat of t he disease;
more distant, 1 mc:rn, from the brain. Hence it follows that we may determine, tipproximatcly, the place of the disease, by the test of these reflex actions. The mischief may be situated, or mny extend, so low down, that there arc no uninterrupted
ncrrnus arcs below it. Supposing it to lie as low as, or to rcnch, the commencement
of the caudn. equi1rn, we should have no involuntary movements. Conversely, when
uo inrnluntary movements can be excited, the spinal disease is, at least, as low as the
up1l"ir lumbar YCrtebrm. Thus, I say, we have ~mother mode, in addition to those
pointed out in a. former lecture, of determining, in a giyeu case of spinal palsy, whereabou1...;, or to what extent, the cord is implicated in the disease.
We <lo not so often observe these reflex movements in cases of hcmiplegia; apparently for this reason, that in hemiplegia the scnsorial influence is not, usmllly, so
cornpldcly shut out as it is apt to be in paraplegia. Yet I haYe seen some of the:-1e
phenomena in several hcmiplegic patients. One of them, for example, whose right
Jian<l ancl arm were quite ]Jassi,·e under the strongest efforts of his will to stir them,
took notice himself, as did his nurse, that whenever he yawned and stretched himi,,clf,
the fin~ers of the palsied hand participated in the action, and were t li orou~hly extended: and I could, by tickling the sole of his foot, excite some starting of the leg
Ion.(! beforo any power of voluntary movement returned.
Emotion has sometimes the same singular effect upon limbs and muscles over which
volition has no dominion whatever. Au artist with whom I am accprninted, anJ
whose arm was altuost completely powerless after a recent attack of paralysis, so that
no exertion of his will sufficed to raise it from his side - was one day startled, as he
was hobbliug across a road, by the unexpected approach of a carriage. H e noticed,
with wonder, that during his attempts to get out of the way, the palsied arm w:is
suddenly jerked up above his head. But he could not again lift it there after the
fri~ht was o\·er.
\\'ith the loss of power there is usuaHy more or less of anrosthesia. : the limbs one
numb; or feel as if they were swathed in bandages. Sometimes they are totally
devoid of sensibility, so that the patient, lying in bed, docs not know, till he lifts up
the bed-clothes, whereabouts or in what position his legs arc lying.
Do not forget the important fact that, in many, nay in mo:st cases of paraplegia,
the urine at length becomes ropy, stinking, ammoniacal; and that the bladder, aftN
death, prei::ents ~p~earanccs such as ehr?nic i_nflannn.ation might produ.ce; roup:hne::;.s
and redness of its mner surface, and tluckenmg of its coots. ' Vhat 1s the order of
these changes, and in what relation do they stand to each other? Is the quality of
the urine first altered, and docs the bladder then suffer from the perpetual contact of
this unnatura l secretion? or does the bladder become diseased in consequence of the
palsy, and pour forth un healthy mucus, whereby t he quality of the urine is affected?
'.Che truth l believe to be implied in the latter of these questions. Jn supp )rt of that
,·iew I have J1card the follow ing facts affirmed. T he urine voided bei ng alkalescent,
the bla<l<lcr was washed out by the injection and withdrawal of warm water. 1'hen
the next portions of urine that descended from the kidneys were immediately rcmond, and tested, and found to be ac id. So also, after death, t he urine lrns proved
to be alkaline :ind mucous in the bladder, acid in the pelvis of the kidney. Dr.
Bence Jones, in the Pltilos(!pltirol Transactions for ] 845, has some excclleut oLscr-
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Yations on this subject.- ~c finds that, in such cases as I haxc been speaking of, the
alkalcscencc of the urrne is always due to the presence of carbonate of ammonia. It
arises from the decomposition of urea by altered mucus. The urine makes reddened
litmus paper blue, but the red colour returns as the paper drie~. The blue would Le
permanent if produced by a fixed alkali in the urine. l\Ioreonr, pus globules are
always to be detected by the microscope in the secretion, before it becomes ammoniacal
and ropy. While the urine continues acid, any pus which may be mixed with it retains its natural appearance, and fluid condition. Its globules remain di stinct, :HH.l
do not adhere to each other. But whene'\'"cr the urine becomes alkalesccut, the carbonate of ammonia, acting upon the pus globules as the liquor potas~::c miµ;ht do,
causes them to stick together: so that a stringy Yiscid matter is formed which includes epithelium, ummoniaco-mag:nesian phosphate, and granules of ph ospliatc of
lime. "All these together constitute the ropy mucus seen in cases of di:sca!'ed
bladder." There seems to be some connexion between au inflamed condition of the
mucous membrane of the bladder, and the state of the spinal cord. Dr. Bence .Jones
calls attention to the fact, that sloughing of the external integuments is common in
the palsied parts; and suggests that the in ternal integument of the bladder suffers
some analogous change, whereby the urine is at length rendered ammoniaeal. It is
said, however, that in some instances of paraplegia, the urine has been secrdcd alka1csccnt.. If these cases have been accurately noted, disease m<iy perlrnps ha\'e been
propagated from the bladder, backwards. Or the disorganization of the bladder, and
the alkaline quality of the urine, may both have been common results of the interruption of the nervous influence.
We have reason to believe that the defect in some of these cases of paraplegia is
merely functional: independent, I mean , of any such change in the ncrrnus matter
as is cognizable by our senses. It may be brought on by various causes: by cohl;
l1y intemperance in drinking-; by excessive sexual intcrcour:sc; or, still more !'urdy,
Ly self-abuse. I have had the last cause assigned to me voluntarily by p:itients thcm~ch,es.
In such cases we may presume that the loss of function is confined to the
r-pioal marrow. But there is another way in which paraplegia may be nccouutcd for,
although its physical cnuse is very liable to be overlooked. It may result from sr·ruus
effusion into the spinal canal; which effusion may ha,·e originated tltrrf' 1 or what
seems sometimes to be more probable, may have bcco poured out 1oitl1i1t tlu~ cra11i11m,
and descended by the force of gravity to the lower part of the cavity of the spin!.!.
Dr. Baillie read a paper on this subject before the College of Phy~ician s: it i::. contained in the sixth volume of the Jlledical Transactions. llc was not the fir:;t pl'l':-:on
to whom this mode of explaining certain obscure cases of parapl egfa sug.!!cstcLI itsL'lf';
but he was the first I believe who published upon it. This cffu:;ion may \'Cl')' 1'c~1dily
he oYerlooked. Commonly the brain is examined first; and no ~rc:it attention is
paid to the escape of fluid from the >crtebrnl canal. It woulcl be bctt<'r ti) hiy 111wn
the spinal cavity first, at its lowest part, aod to puncture the thcc<i, and tlu:n ti> obr-errn what quantity of fluid runs out when the body i~ placed upri~ht. There ~lwuld
be a certain quantity; but if much scrum so escaped, we might conclude that it had
exi:;ted in hurtful abundance during life, and had caused the parapk·(!ia. In most uf
these obscure cases you may trace some head symptoms; ~id<linc!:'s, trausil.!nt confusion of thought, loss of memory; and it really will be worth your whil.e to Illa.kc
the examination in the way I have pointed out, whenever you have occaswn to rnEpect the body of a patient who has died paraplegic.
Parnplep;ia. has been ascribed to some primary morbid condition of the nerv<'s whic:h
belong to the spinal cord. That the functions of the ".ffercnt, o; 1.n o~or, n.erres may
be impaired, and even arrested, by exp?sure to col~, and by other 1 ~1Jur1ous rnfiuenccs,
is both po!'sible and probable. l3ut a diseased o~ d~ sordcred state of tl~e affcr£nt ner~·es
has been assigned ~ a cause of the ~al~y. 'flu~ ~s l c~s clea rly conce1Yablc. ~ocx1st
iufl' disease of the kidneys, and cocx1stmg ententis, ha,·c been thought sufficient to
pr~ducc and keep up a. pa~alytie conditio n o~ tl~c !owe~· liu.ibs. 1' h? extremities of
c~rtain incident nerves bcrng affected, a morbid 1mpre~s 1on is transmitted to the cord,
Fuspcnsive of its central function. Th e efforts even of volition, which come from the
brain, are no longer successful. Such is the t~1cor,r. I do not say it is an erro~cous
theory; but I am bound to tell you that I thrnk 1t unpro,·cn. .My own cxpcnenca
has furnished me with no facts which go to support it.
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I have met with three or four instances of paraplegia, in which the pal.11y appcareil
to result from the immersion of the lower pal't of the body, fur some time, in cold
water. '.l'hus, in one of them, the patient had been in the habit of wadiug for hours
together, in a river, while fly-fh-hin~. V{c may rea~onably suppose lha_t, under these
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of the parts exposed to it, fell under my notice rn the spring of 18-16. A lady,
hctwccn 20 and 30 years of age, suffering from slight lcu~orrhre~, ~vas dir:ctcd by
her physician t0 use the col<l hip bath. l\listakini:i;, I belicn, lllS rnstruclions, she
sat in the cold water for twenty-five minutes, on tweh'e successive mornings, in the
month of Bebruary. On each occasion she came out of the bath benumbed. At
fir:st the numlmC!-iS was transient; but at lcnf!'fh it became permanent. _When I saw
her the sensibility was nearly extinct, from that lc\'CI of her body winch the cold
water reached, downwards. '!'he parts were not quite destitute of feeling, but sccmctl
to her as if muftlcd. She scarcely knew when her legs touched en.ch other- nor
whereabouts they were when she was lyin;:r in bed. She ·walked i n an awkward
manner, and said that her lcp:s felt larf.!'.e :111d hcayy j and if one of her shoes slipped
off, she was not conscious of it. 'l'he inclination to make water came suddenly, antl
with burry, and the urine sometimes escaped from her unawares, and she had no
sensation that it was passing. ller bowels were never relieved without the aid of
purgatives, aud then with sjmilar haste. '!'he pulse was plainly to be felt in the tibial
al'tery. 'l'hcre were no head symptoms.
I ha"e related this case cliicfly for the sake of mcntionin~ the remedy to which it
ultimately yie lded. " ·hen warm baths, friction, bli:sters, and stimulants of "ariou3
kinds had been tried in Yain, ~Ir. Christophers, who had called me to see the patient
with him, had recourse to cleetro-mrignctism. After the second application, iwproremcnt became manifest; and in about three weeks the sensibility was completely
restored, and the lady well.
Cases of paraplegia, such as I have been describing-, are by no means uncommon.
They are usually slow n.nd tedious j and you will be called upon to administer to thl.'ir
relief. I need not repeat tile caution which I ha Ye several times giYen 1 in respect to
the condition of the bladder; you must· take care that it docs not become ovcr-di~
tcnded with urine j and you must enjoin strict attention on the part of the nurse to
keeping the patient clean aud dry. Friction along the course of the spine; blisters
to the loins or sacrum, frequently repeated; issues; and electricity: all these mc:ms
you will generally have opportunity enough for try ing, and for regretting their inutihty.
In such cases it may sometimes bc warrantable and proper to employ strycbnia: a
poison which mainly affects the i;pinal cord; causing-, when giYcn in a sufficient do"e,
tctanic spasms of the limbs, with very little or no affection of the sensorium. I have
hc_ard of some s~riking instances of recovery from paraplegia. under the cxhibi_tion of
this drug. I wish I could tell you that I had ever seen such. I.Jct me caution you
against its indiscriminate use; or rather its abuse. No good can reasonably be
expected from it, but much harm, unless the cord be free from organic disease . .Even
then I would not advise you to begin with a stron~er dose of strycbnia 1 or of the
sulphate or the acetate of strychnia, than the twelfth part of a grain every six hour.~:
this way be gradually and cautiously increased, until it gi,·es ri:se to twitching of the
limbs, or to some other obvious effect. 'Ihe twitching is usually confined to the pal~ie<l
limbs: 'l'his shows that it results from the ng:cncy of the remedy upon the cxcito·
mot~ry system, or true spinal marrow; of which the reflex function is always more
rc~dily excited when the cerebrum has lost i!s customary controlli.ng power. W hen
this symptom occurs, you had better go on with the same dose; 1t would be un!'afo
~o i.ncrcase it: and the progrci;s of the case will soon inforu1 you whether any benefit
1;; hkc~y to accrue from a continuance of tho medicine. A paraplegic out-patient now
attcndrng tho hosp ital has taken the st.rychnia. It made his palsied limbs start and
extend themselves; but no permanent power has been gained.
'l'h?re is one other drug wh ich I should recommend you to t ry in such cases; vii.,
the trncturc of cantharidcs. It certainly has sometimes a. very beneficial effect.
Generally, ~vhen it does good, it acts as a diuretic; and Dr. Seymour has thrown out
the su~gcst10n .that it is most likely to be u~cful in those cas;es; of serous effusion into
the sprnal ca.nty, of spinal dropsy, which I juht now described. lie recommends
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the tincture as a p.-oo<l diuretic in several forms of dropsy; and supposes that it
benefits paraplegia by tending to produce absorption of the scrum cffusc<l within tho
vertebral canal.
l\Iorcover, there is another principle upon which this medicine may be sometimes
ad,•isablc. Cautharidcs are well known to have a peculiar effect upon the blaJder;
which effect is doubtless produced through the corresponding part of the spinal conl.
If, by means of the .._panish fly, we can excite, though but from time to time, the
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shall nail relates a very interesting fact, bearing directly upon this point. A young
lady had a tumour within the tenth and eleventh dor~al vcrtcbrm. It grnduall.v, but
completely, sc,·crcd the spinal marrow, and induced perfect paraplegia. The hlad<lcr
leist its power of retention. But on gi,·ing n. dose of the tincture of cantharidcs the
power of retainin g the urine was alway~ restored fur the timr. '!'hat power woul<l
cease, and again be restored, on suspending and repeatin g the 111eJ ici11c.
Dr. Ilall remarks thnt the canthari<lcs obviou.'ily acteJ through the segment cf tl10
cxcito-m otory system left below the division of the spinal marrow.
The tincture may be gi\·en in half-<lruchm doses.
The forms of paralp.is that have hitherto been noticed arc forms of pol'tia, paralysis. When the pal~y is still more limited, althong:h the epithet partial woulJ be
equally applicable, the term locol p::ilsy is more common ly u~ed. '.l'herc is one of
these local palsies which is cxcecding-ly interesting, and of much importance : I mean
pal:-<y as it affects exclu .. ively one siJe of the visage j facial palsy. lt is sometimes
called, not very correctly, paraly~is of the portio dura of the se\·enth nerve. The
most common kind of facial pal~y is indeed paralysis of the muscles supplied by that
nen·e. But the word paral_ysis is misused when it is intendl.)<l to exprc~s any other
Jos;s of function than that of the faculty of motivn in mu<;cular parts. It is incorrect
to speak, as some authors do, of palsy of the kidney; it is e<1ually inexact to speak
of palsy of a nen•c.
l say that facial pol.~!J, and facial ant£sth,,sla (for tllC two should be con~idercd
to7ether), arc very illleresthig affections, because they elucid:ite, in the human
suhject, some of the most curious discoveries of modern physiology: and they arc
1"mporta11t affections for you to study and understand, inasmuch as, though always
distressful and alarming to the patient and his friends, and sometimes indeed i udic:a~
tive of extreme danger, they often are merely incollvcuieut atld di::;figuring, aud
bespeak no peril at all.
L et us first consider that affection in which the majority of the muscles on one
side of the face alone arc palsied. I have already briefly touched upon this form of
pal sy when it constitutes a part of hcruiplegia. But it is of more conseriucncc to
attend to it when it occurs without any similiar affection of the limb::i. lf the arm,
or leg, or both, are paralysed at the same time with one side of the fare, we know
that the whole results from disease in the brain, or in the upper end of the spina l
cord. But it is not nece!'lsarily so when the face alone is palsied; and it is often of
i;rrcat momcot to the comfort and the safety of the patient, that we should be able to
tell whether the palsy docs imply disease within the skull, or not.
.
The appearance presented by patients affected with facial palsy is ~ccu~iar, and
very strik in 0...... l,'rom one half of the countenance all power of cxprcs~10n is gone;
the fcaturcs arc blank, still, and unmeaning; the oycli<ls ap;1rt, and motionlc~s. 'l'hc
other half retains its natural cast, except that, in some cases, the :mµ:le of the mouth
on that side seems drawn a. little awry. ~l1his is apt to be mistaken for proof of a
spasmodic cond ition of that part; but it is owing simply, as I. stated before, to the
want of the usual baln.ncc or counterpoise from the co rrcsponding muscular fibres of
the palsied side. 'fhc patient can not laup.-h, or weep, or frown, or express any fcclin~
or emotion with one f.lide of his face, while the features of the other may be in full
play. One half of the aspect, with its unwinking eye, its fixed an<l solem n stare,
'l'ho i ncon~ruity
111 j11ht be that of a dead person; the other half is nlivc and merry.
wo~ld be lu<licrou,; ly droll , were it not so pitiable also, and d i:;;tress in g. 'J'o the
vul,.,.ar, who do not com prehend th e possible extent of the misfortune, the whimsical
ripp~arance of such a patient is always a matter of mirth and laughte r. On the
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real dangor of that kiud to be apprehended; a cir~umst~occ wh.1ch, of itself, would
render the exact diagnosis of the complaint peculiarly rntc~c.stmg : and the exact
<lia~no!-iis you m:iy at once determine by noticing tl~e comht1ou. of the cy~. D~.
TodJ has well remarked that inability to close the cyclu]s--paralys1s of the orb1cubns
palpcbrarum -is the pathognomonic sign of facial pahy fr?m suspended f~ncti~1.i
of the portio dura : and that this nerve is seldom affected 111 cases of hcm1plcgia
dependiug on disca~c of the brain.
.
.
lu general there is no deficiency of sensation . ~n~, v1.ce 1.:ersa, we somctnncs h.:rre
Joss of sensibility in the same parts, without any d1mrnut1on of .the powe~ of mot~oo.
'l'be best way, l belicYc, to place the phenomena of these curious affections plarnly
before you, will be by examp les.
A hou!'=e-mai<l, Jane Smith by name, twenty-eight years old, became one of my outpatients at the !\lid<llcscx H ospital, with the following symptoms. She l~ad lost all
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Whc11 she attc:mptc<l to close her eyes, the right eye was but p~rtrnlly covered, t.he
eye-ball rollinp: upwards, and carrying the cornea within the curtain of the upper hd,
which descended a little to meet it. When she tried to snuff in air through the nose,
not being able to keep the right nostril stiff and open, its sides came together, and no
air pa~s<.'d up on that sid e. "'hen she smiled, the right side of the face remained
perfectly still, like a mask; and it wore at all times a vac:rnt n.nd inanimate character.
\\"hen she was tol<l to perform the action of blowing-, her right check wai; puffed out
like a loose bag, and the breath ii;sued, whether she would or no, at the right angle
of her mouth. The same thing h:ippcne<l with her food and drink; she could not
prcnut their escaping at the rig-ht corner of her mouth; nor could she CO!lYCY morsel:; of food from the ri~ht to the left jaw, without the aid of hct' hand applied externally in support of the paralysed check. The masscter and temporal muscles, bow·
c\•cr, acted as strong-ly on the one side as on the other; she could chew perfectly wel!
on the p:1l~ied side, aud the sensation of the palsied parts remained perfoct; and there
was no paralysis of any other part of the body.
All these phenomena arc invariably met with in all complete cases of this kind. I will
contra"'t tbcm with the Jlhenomcna presented by another of my patients, who was iu the
hof'µital, and whose name was Ann Church. l ~i,·e their names, that I may the more
readily distinguish the one from the other. When this woman, Church, applied for
admi!'lsion, she complaiocd of intense pain, with some swelling, in the rif?;ht temple,
and extending thence generally over the right side of the face and head. It was soon
discovered, howeYcr, that alihoufrh she complained of mo.st se\·erc pain in these parts,
they had entirely lost their orJinary sensibi lity to external impressions. She felt
nothing when her forehead, or check, or nose, or chin, was touched on that side. In
short, there was complete anresthciiia of the ri~ht half of the face; just as in Smith's
c~se there was complete palsy. The insensibility was very exactly limited to the
right half, and terminated abruptly at the middle line. lt was remarkably c\·idcnt
in n part io respect to which the bystanders could scarcely be decch·ed, even if there
had been auy reason (which there was not) for distrusting the patient's own statement. Th~ surface of the e~·cball is prov~rbially sensitive, even to slight imprcs:;;ion:.
But you wight place your finger upon tlus woman's ri<~ht.
eye, or you might brush 1t
0
with a. feather, without giving her the smallest pain, or producing any sensation at
all : whereas, on the left side, the lightest touch caused involuntary shrinking, nnd
closure of the eyelids, and a brush of tears. She declared abo that she had no feeling
in the riqht half of her ruouth ;. she neither tasted sapid substances, nor was she at
all col1sc10us, from any sensation produced by thCl11, that they were placed there.
lier lips oi;i the same sid.e were equally destitute of sensibility; so that when s~c
clr.ank, hu~·mg no perception of the contact of the cup with her lips beyond their
~u1<.lJl.c pornt, she felt as if she were drinking from a \'CSsel with a broken rim. 'fhis
~s a circumstance which all persons who are thus affected arc much struck with: and
it allll~st alw~ys forms a part of their voluntary accouut of themselves.
Besides this defect of sensibility, the power of contracting the mas5etcr ancl tempo,-a.1 muscles on the right side was entirely abolished in this patient. You may dccei\C
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yoursehTes on this point, if you do not imTestigate it carefully, and with certain pre.
cautions. At least I have known persons doubt, berause, haxing dircctocl the patient
to open and shut his mouth, they hrwe confounded the movement of the whole jaw
with the action of the masseter muscle. :But if you tell the patient first to close his
mouth, and then to perform the action of grinding with his teeth, plaein~ your finµ-crs
at the same time on the corresponding muscles on each side, the diffcrcnC'e, when it
exists, will be yery striking. In the woman of whom I speak, no swelling of the
mn.s~cter or temporal muscle on the affected side took place whcu she forcibly clo.--ed
her jaws. Th ere was no other paralysis.
Now we cannot sepn.rate the physiolo~y from the patl10loµ-y of such affection,; as
these. .Nor ought we. The morbid conditious of which the two cases just described
furnish samples, illustrate in a. Yery beautiful manner the modern doctrine rc;-;pcctin~
the special uses of particular nerves. In the first of the two cases the pa by rei-;ulteJ.
from suppression of the function of the hard portion of the seventh pair of cerebral
nen·es; and the anrosthesia, in the last of the cases, clepcn<lcd upon suspe nsion of tho
function of th e fifth pair. You know that experiments performed upon livin g ani.
mals lrnve proved that the division, by the scalpel, of the portio dura, before it i;;prcacls
out into that remarkable nervous network on the side of the face, paralyses all the
muscles, the combined play of which gives variety and significant expression to the
countenance; and that, on the other hand, the division of the fifth ucn·c dcprins
the same parts of their sensibility. In these two cases, and in such as these, for
they arc by no means infrequent, a similar set of experiments upon the same ncn·cs,
in the human liviug body, is performed before our eyes by the agency of di~ea~c, or
accident: and the result justifies most completely those conclusion~ which had been
deduced in the fir::;t instance, from contrived obscrrntious made upon the lowe1
animals.
Th ere is one point in the hi story of these cases upon which I must dwell a. moment
longer; for it is a mo~t interesting point. That the condition of the temporal and
masseter muscles should be reycrse<l in two patients so oppositely !'ituatcd, was no
more than mi~ht hav e been expected. But in each these muscles were affected in a.
manner the Ycry contrary of that which the general circumstances of the case ·would,
d priori, have prepared us to anticipate. ·where the superficial muscles were paralysed, and the prin cipa l moYements of the face suspended, there the nw.s;.scter aud
temporal muscles were in full power and action; ancl where the loss of sensa tion was
the predominant phenomenon, and the ordinary motion and expression of the counte·
nancc remained, there these muscles were in n state of complete palsy.
A few years only a70, this difference and apparent inconsi::;tcney would lrnvc been
quite inexplicable. Th e pro~re.:is of modern science has removed the difliculty, by
establishing a general a~reemcnt between the/1rncti011s of different nerves, and ccr.
tain observed peculiarities in their anatomical relations and arrau;;nnrnts.
Suffer me to 1·cmind you (for I know that these intcrcstin~ points of physiology mm=t
barn already been taught you) that the nen·es which proceed from the t:-pinal column
on each side are connected with it by two fasciculi of nervous fibrils- two mot. . , as
they arc mct.1phorically called-of unequal size; that when the lar~er of these, which
is situated posteriorly, and is furni~he<l with a ~anglion, is divided in a livin~ ~nimal,
the parts to which the uen·e is distributed lose the faculty of i-cn~ation, whilo the
power of voluntary motion remains unimpaired; aod that when the smaller and ante.
rior, which has no p;a nglion, is alone cut, the same parts arc i.ustantly pnlsictl, but
retain their sensib ility. In other words, the posterior fasciculi mrnistcr to the faculty
of sensation , the anterior to that of motion.
Now the fifth pair of ncr.vcs was observed to have a. similar origin; to be compo~cd,
that is to say, of two fasc iculi or roots, one larger than the other, and invested with a
ganglion; the other smaller, and ha.ving no ganglion. It was naturril t? infer ~hat
the functions of th ese roots would be analogous to those of the corrcspond~ng port10ns
of the apiual ncn•cs ; that the ganglionic fasciculus wou ld relate to sensation, and the
other to motion. And such is found to be the case; and the arran~cmcn t l1crc is
r eal ly very cur ious. 'l'he smaller portion of the fifth nerYc is exclusively expended
upon a. very few muscles; viz., the masseter, the temporal, the two ptcrygoid mus.
clcs, the circumflexus paJati, and the ten sor tympani. 'l'hc action of the two first of
these, of the masscter and temporal muscles, is obYious to common obsen·ation; and
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therefore tl1cir condition is noticed in such ca~C$ as I haYC related. A!?;ain, thc:<e
nry S'ame muscles h~:ixc been shown, by crarefu l di!l~cction, to rcccin no nervous
l1ranches from the seventh ncrYc, which is a motor nerve, and which rmuifics so
abundantly upon the supcrfici:ll muscles of the face.
It was to be expected, therefore, that any diseased state confined to the portio dura
of the sc\'enth ncn·c, woul<l leave the temporal n.n<l ma~sctcr mu<>clcs fully cffccth'c:
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of contracting these particular muscles. And this was thoroughly cxemphfic<l rn the
two cases that I lul\"c detailed. The girl Smith had total pal~y of the .rnperficial
mu~eles; but sensation, and the action of the deeper-seated 1!1~~cles, contmueJ .perfect: while in the woman Church there was default of scns1b1hty, and paralyt;1S of
the temporal and massctcr muscles; but the movements of the superficial muscles
were unimpeded.
'l'otal interruption of tl1e function of the portio dllra will paraly~c these superficial
muscles of the face: and such interruption may be oecasioued either by sudden in.fury
done to the trunk of the nerve; or by disease affecting its proper structure; or by
pressure, the consequence of disease in parts contig-uous to it. And it is of great
importaucc to obscn'e that the morbid condition which causes the iutcrruption may
be situated at any point in the course of the trunk of the nerve: while it is yet
within the cranium; or during its passage through the pctrous portion of the temporal bone; or after it emcr!:{es upon the face, through the stylo-mastoid fornmcn 1 to
be ultimately spread in 111cshcs over the check and temple. '.l'he nerve may be compressed or hurt while still within the skull; but iu most cases of this kin<l other portions also of the nervous matter arc im,oked in the mischief, and other sets of YOlunt:uy muscles testify this by their immobility or their irregular action. 1'his is
i::ometimes the case when facial palsy occurs ns a part of hemiplcgia. In mo4
instances, howcyer, of hcmiple~in, there is but slight distortion of the countenance,
a mere hanf!ing of the check, with no paralysis of the orbicularis muscle of the eye:
motor branches of the fifth nerve only being affected. "·hen the facial musdrs
olune arc paralysed 1 it. happens io a ~rcat mnjority of instances that the nervous function is interrupted in that part of the portio clura. which lies ineased in the bone, or
in the more exposed part which issues in front of the car: and hence it nriscs that
this particular form of pnl::;y is, in general, unattended with any danger to life.
'.l'he phy~ical cause of this remarkable disfigurement, aud the true cxplam1tion of
its prevailing immunity from dtingcr, were first pointed out by Sir Charles Bell: but
both the existence of the malady as a distinct form of disease, and its comparative
harmlc~snc!"s of character, haJ been observed and described some years prcvioosly:
although the reason neither of the one nor of the othC'r was at that time understood.
l)r. l)~wcll had narrated, in the fifth volume of the 'l'rani;actions of the l'ollrge of
Pl1ysi<;ia11s, three marked instances of this form of local pal:;y; and had noticed at
the same time its a11parcnt independence of any apoplectic tcn<lcucy, or cerebral
disease.
The exeitin~ cam;;es of the complaint arc various. Sometimes it is the consequence
of mechanical Yiolcnce, by which it is plain that the nerve has been lacerated, or
otherwise injured. ~ir Charles Bell, to whom we arc indebted for much information
on the subject, mentions ~evcral examples of this kind. In one a man was shot by a
pistol-ball, which entered the ear and tore the portio dura across at its root. Io an·
other, the patient was ~ored hy an ox; tl1c horn of the animal entered beneath the
anf!IC of the jaw, and came ont in front of the car, tearing the nerve across. Io a
third, the nerve was divided by a surgeon's scalpel, in au operation for the removal
of n tumour which lay above au<l around its course. I have myself known the same
di:-astcr to result from the unlucky incision of an abscess near the car. l u all these
cases the injury was external and obvious. In :t fourth the palsy followed :i blow on
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dlescx J [os1)1tal who had fallen from a height, upon }us head. '!'he muscles of the
left side of' the face were paralysed. He died in a few days; and examination of the
head 8howcd a fracture in the base of the skull, passing through the petrous portion
of the temporal boue, riud rending the sernnth uerre at its entraocc into the mcatus
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auditorius internus. In the year 1832 I had a patient (Richard Ilills) in the hospital with the same kind of paralysis, which seemed, in him, to havo been occasioned
by a mere shock or jar. He was a eoach1;11an, and one day, when he was off his box,
his horses started away, and he ran to their heads to stop them, but was thrown down
in the attempt, striking his hip and elbow. He received no blow on the head at all.
Three hours afterwards he found that he could not spit properly. The affection is
not unfrequently discoV"ered hb" that circumstance. Ile could not avoid spitting on
his clothes on one side; and he could not whistle. Another circumst.'lnce worthy of
notice took place in this man, which often, though not always, happens in these cases,
and which I did not mention before. He remained for about two months in the hospital; and regained during that time in some degree the power of exercising the
affected muscles; but he still was unable to bring the right eyelids together. The
eye itself was unharmed. After he was made an out-patient he resumed his functions on the coach-box; and his eye, permanently half-open and unprotected, was
more exposed to dust and to currents of wind than it bad been when he was an in.
patient. Moreover he got drunk; and he soon presented himself again with universal redness and inflammation of the conjunctiva. Sometimes the infiammation in
such cases produces opncity of the cornea and a total loss of vision. This is one of
the worst consequences of facial palsy. Fortunately it is only an occasional consequence : and it will occur or not, according to the quantity of motion which remains
to the eyelids, and the degree of exposure to the ordinary causes of infiammation. I
have noticed that-either from differences in the completeness of the palsy, or from
peculiarities of the features-the speech is more embarrassed in some of these patients
than in others. Labial sounds, and words that require the explosive pressure of the
buccinator muscle, are uttered imperfectly; and the patient soon learns to assist his
defective articulation, by supporting the palsied cheek, and so affording a fulcrum to
the lips, with his hand.
Sometimes the palsy depends upon manifest external disease; sometimes upon disease which is hidden, and probably internal; in the bony canal. Sir C. Bell describes
an instance in which it accompanied the disorder called the mumps. Dr. Malden, of
Worcester, witnessed another in which a fixed, hard, indolent tumour, had formed
between the ramus of the lower jaw and the mastoid process of the temporal bone.
As this tumour gradually subsided, the palsy disappeared. In each of Dr. Powell's
three cases the affection was apparently caused by exposure of the side of the head
for some time to a stream of cold air. A medical acquaintance of mine residing in
London, had a patient n.t Greenwich, whom be visited daily. It was cold weather;
and on one occasion, as he was returning in the cabin of a steamboat, he was sensibly
incommoded by a keen east wind, which blew through an open window directly upon
bis ear. The next day he presented himself to me with that side of his face fixed in
the manner I have been describing. Exactly the same mishap befcl a Scottish
physician while travelling to London by a coach : and sent him in great alann to Sir
0. Bell. Some years ago a marked ex;,lmple of facial palsy occurred in one of my
hospital patients; it appeared to be owing to his having been constantly in the streets
for some days without shoe! or stockings, during a cold thaw. It may be presumed
that in these instances some swelling was produced in the soft parts around the nerve,
compressing it where it lies within the unyielding bone. Exposure to cold in this
way is the commonest of all the exciting causes of the complaint, and cases thus
arising are more obedient to treatment than most others. Probably some of you saw
a female patient who ca.me under my care in the hospital in 1\lay last (1838), in whom
facial palsy had existed on one side for eighteen years. When about three years old
she had the measles; and a scrofulous tumour formed behind the ear, and broke: an d
after some time, a portion of carious bone came away. Then the wound healed (of
which deep traces are still visible); and the peculiarity of her features was observed.
There are still other cases in which we fail to discover nny direct explanation of the
paralysis, either in the history of the patient, or in his physical condition. In the
girl Smith, whose symptoms I stated i~ detail as an _example of the. app~arances
uniformly present, the malady came on mthout any obvious cause, and 1t resisted all
the means employed for its removal.
That the greater number of cases of this kind are free from serious peril, is a fact
of great practical importance. It enables~~ to quiet the alarm of the patieut and of
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his family: and it regulates in many instances the treatment; rendering it Jess active
than it might and perhaps ought to be, if the palsy were really the harbioA"er of
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rarely) observed, when the disease has a more inward origin; when it affects and
involves the brain itself. The fo1Iowing case caused me much anxiety, for the subject
of it was a personal friend of mine. - I was summoned to his house in the autumn
of 1829, and found him with complete palsy of the left side of the face. It had
existed a day or two. I shall not describe the appearances and symptoms that rcsu1tcd
from the paralysis: for they were precisely the same as were presented by the girl
Smith; and they arc alwa.ys, and necessarily, very much alike. But though the pals!J
was strictly limited to this set of muscles, there were other symptoms present which
indicated that tl1e interruption of the functions of the portio dura. was connected with
some morbid condition within the cranium : nausea. and vomiting, twitching of the
muscles of the other side of the face, great drowsiness, aad a. slow pulse, 48 on ly in
the minute. He lurched also, and staggered as he walked; but he distinguished this
from the reeling of vertigo, and denied the latter sensation altogether. Ile was deaf,
too, on the affected side.
His previous history did not tend to diminish the fears which hi::J actual state
excited.
In the preceding February, he had been attacked, rather suddenly, with intense
pain just above the right eyebrow, and became extremely drowsy. Being desirous,
on account of these feelings, to excuse himself from a dinner engagement, he found
that he was unable to write a. proper note: he could not remember how he ought to
express himself.
All these symptoms soon passed off; after the operation, I believe, of an emetic.
But he had another attack of the same kind in the subsequent May : the same severe
pain over the right brow, with great drowsiness and confusion of mind. He could
not recollect the first line of the .1Eneid. He wished a friend to look at the signatures
of some lettera that had arrived : and though he knew the root, he could not tell how
the word he wished to use was formed : whether it was signition, or signation, or
signature. The digestive organs on this occasion were made the object of treatment,
and he soon got well.
Another part of his history was instructive; and therefore I mention it. Before
these attacks he was in the habit of eating and drinking freely: and bis power of
digestion was supposed to be enormous. After the attack in l\Iay he commenced a
strict course of temperance. He drank no wine till three 01· four days before the
occurrence of the facial palsy: he had then taken it again; about four glasses daily :
and on one of the days he drank two glasses of champagne.
It was of some moment to this gentleman, not only that he should recover, but
that he should recover quickly. He bad been appointed by Government to a mission
in Ceylon, and all his equipment was already on board a vessel which would sail in a
fortnight.
Cupping behind the cars, blistering, purgatives, and small doses of calomel continued
till the gums were slightly sore, removed the paralysis, and all the other symptoms,
in about ten days. Ile went to Ceylon, and accomplished his mission so ably that
after his return the Government appointed him to one of far greater importance in
India. Ile has remained perfectly well; and possesses one of the clearest and strongest
intellecUJ that I am acquainted with.
I must trouble you with one more case, to complete the history of this disease : a
case in which the cause of the facial palsy was situated within the cranium and proved
fatal, and became visible after death.
Samuel Dovey, ti tailor, fifty.seven years old, was admitted under my care into the
hospital, in February, 1833, with complete palsy of the muscles supplied by the portio
dura. on the right side, and of no others. There were symptoms enough, however, to
show that some serious mischief was going on within the skull. Ile suffered intense
headache, more on th~ left tha~ the right side; was dizzy and staggering; and could
not get to the ward without bcmg led.
The palsy had come on about ten days before, in the night. He found when he
ca.me down stairs tl;ie next morning that he could not spit as usual; and his friends
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observed the unnaturnl state of bis features. He had had no fit, nor Joss of consciousness; but he thought his memory was failing. At the time when the paralysis was
first noticed, he had some numbness and tingling of the right arm, extending to the
last two fingers. Ile was quite deaf in the right ear. 'I1his is a point deserving
attention in such cases. The deafness, when it occurs, marks an affection of both
the portions of the seventh nerve: and therefore indicates the probability of an intental cause.
The whole progress of this case was very interesting; but I must confine myself
to those circumstances which bear upon our present topic. He lived about a month
after bis admission, and during that interval he suffered great pain in the head, was
delirious at times, and at other times in a state of coma : at one period he suddenly
presented the ordinary symptoms of apoplexy, from which he partly recovered.
I found a c:rncerous tumour occupying the right hemisphere of the brain; and at
its under part was an apoplectic clot, as big as a hazel-nut. I found also a very satisfactory explanation of the deafness and of the facial palsy which bad been noticed
during bis life-time. The portio dura and the portio mollis, where they emerge as
distinct cords from the medulla oblongata on the right sid e, were adherent to each
other. The portio dura was both harder and larger than the corresponding nerve on
the opposite side, while the portio mollis was wasted and difHuent. The same change
was traced up to their entrance into the petrous portion of the temporal bone. Immediately over the medulla oblongata, and in a. vertical line above the point of emergence of the seventh pair of nerves, a nipple-like portion of brain projected downwards, and had apparently communicated presrnre to these nerves; and this projection
from the lower surface of the brain seemed to have been produced by the general
pressure resulting from the growth of the tumour.
The remarks which I have been applying to palsy of these parts hold true also in
respect to their loss of sensibilit!J. The anresthesia may or may not portend danger
to life, according as the interruption of nervous function on which it depends is
situated more or less near to the origin of the fifth pair of nerves in the brain. The
uatient, Church, whose ease I have several times referred to in this lecture, left the
hospit:il with the sensibility of her face nearly as perfect as ever. The treatment
consisted in local blood-letting and counter.irritation. She had erysipelas of the head
while in the hospital, and was in some danger from that complaint, which was
attended with a good deal of fever and delirium. With the exception of the delirium,
which belonged no doubt to the erysipelas, there was no reason to suspect any affection of her brain.
I have incidentally adverted to the plan of treatment to be pursued in these cases
of facial palsy. When the complaint is recent, and has an obvious cause, the appropriate remedies will readily suggest themselves. When, for example, it has come on
after exposure to a cuITcnt of cold air, or after a blow, or any circumstance likely to
give rise to inflammation, you must treat the case as you would trea.t inflammation;
bearing always in mind that a small amount of disorganization, a. little thickening or
induration of the parts around the nerve, may render the deformity and the inconvenience permanent. If there be inflammatory fever, bleed from the arm : if there
be not, take blood from the neighbourhood of the affected nerve by cupping: apply
fomentations; or, wha.t is better in these cases, conduct the steam of bot water
against and into the ear: and administer mercury so as just to touch the gums. I
should always take this latter precaution, lest any effusion of lymph should cause
abiding pressure on the nervo. If the palsy give way before the ~urns become
tender, the mercury need not be pressed further. The iodide of potassium is often
an eligible remedy in these cases.
Where there is any ground to suspect that the brain is implicated, the t:c..1t~ent
just described must be pursued with greater diligence, .and with such .mod~ficatto?s
as the nature of the case may require. If there be evidence of chrome _disease Ill
the petrous portion of the temporal bone, such as tenderness of the mastoid process,
deafness, a. protracted discharge from the ear, and an imperfect state of the m.cmbrana
tympani, we c;.1n scarcely expect much good from very active treatment. We must
then have recourse to counter-irritation, and such other measures as I spoke of when
the subject of otitis was briefly considered.
The examples which are met with of local palsy, and local anresthcsia, arc number-
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1ess; but those which I have mentioned are the most common and the most impor·
tant. '£bey are always deserving of attention; but more so when any suspicion arises
that they may be connected with cerebral disease. Sometimes they evidently have
no such connexion. In the month of November, 1834, a coachman becamt! my
patient in the hospital with incomplete paralysis affecting some of the muscles of the
right leg alone, with numbness of the foot. He could both stand and walk; but on
advancing that leg, his foot flapped suddenly down, and be could not deliberately
direct and plant it like the other. His general health was quite good: he had no
headache, nor giddiness, nor palsy of any other part. But a month ago he had been
i::itting with the riµ;ht leg thrown over the opposite knee; and he continued in that
position until the foot felt numb, and tingling, and was (what is called) asleep; and
it had remained in the same condition from that time. After some general treatment
(cupping and purgatives) before he came to the hospital- treatment which was quite
proper in the way of precaution, but which was probably, in truth, unnecessary - I
bad his leg electrified; and in about ten days .the sensation and the power of the
limb were allllost restored. l\lr. Swan mentions a somewhat similar case, in which
anresthesia of the hand was produced by strong pressure made upon the wrist.
There are some very curious facts connected with anoosthesia, showing that the
voluntary exercise of the muscles is regulated in some measure by the sensations of
the limb that is employed. The sense of resistance prompts to such contraction of
the muscles as is required to balance that resistance; reminding the will (so to
speak) of the necessity that exists for its perpetual and vigilant operation. Continued
'folition is essential to the continuance of the muscular tension. Thus Dr. Yelloly
describes a woman who lrnd no power of feeling in her hand and fingers, although the
power of moving them, and of grasping substances, was perfect. 'I1his woman found
that she could carry glasses or plates in that hand very well and safely, if she continued to look at and attend to them; but if her eyes were turned another way, as
she did not feel what she held, she was very apt to drop it. Dr. Ley met with just
such another case. A woman had defective sensibility on one side of the body : she
could hold her child in the arm of that side so long as her attention was directed to
it; but if surrounding objects diverted her from taking notice of the state of her arm,
the fiexor muscles soon began to slacken, and the chi1d was in danger of falling. All
this is exceedingly curious.
Andral has recorded a most singular example of 1ocal anoosthesfa, which preceded
an attack of apoplexy. The patient lost, from time to time, all sensation in certain
isolated parts of the skin upon the thorax: there were five or six of these insensible
spots, each about the size of a five-franc piece. You might pinch the skin in these
places withont producing the slightest feeling in the patient. In all other parts the
sensibility was perfect and lively.
There are other cases also ou record, more remarkable still; in which the patients
have lost both the power of motion and the faculty of sensation in almost every part
of the body, and yet have survived for a considerable time. Thus one person (whose
case is related in the Bulletin des Sciences .Jl!~clicales for January, 1828,) became
first amaurotic, then deaf, and then by degrees lost all power of sensation and motion
except in the tongue and in the muscles of deglutition and respiration. His speech
and intellecLo;; were unimpaired. It was accidentally discovered that a small patch
on the right check retained its sensibility; and by tracing letters on this sensible
spot, his wife and children were enabled to interchange ideas with him. He died at
Jeno-th, and his body was not examined.
f shall finish what I have to say on this head, by relating a case of the same kind,
which occurred under Dr. Abercrombie's notice; and which we are sure, therefore,
would be obserYed with care, and recorded with fidelity.
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after, we~kncss of the legs .came on, and gradually increased to complete paraplegia.
After an mterval, the affection extended to her arms, and she then had not a vestige
of motion of any of the parts below the head, except a very slight movement of one
of the fingers; but the internal functions were all perfect, and her utterance was
distinct, except that in speaking she was sometimes seized with spasmodic twitches
of the lips and lower jaw. She lived in that state, without any change of the symp-
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toms, and her general health continuing g~od, for ~bout twen~y years. In the morning she was taken out of bed, and placed ID a chair, so co?tnved as to support her
in a sitting posture. Iler arms r?sted on a cro~s board winch passed before her; and
if by any accident one of them shpped from this suppmt, she had no resource but to
call for the assistance of another person to replace it. Ilaving been on one occasion
left alone for about two hours after one of her arms had thus slipped dO\vn, the hand
bad become extensiYely cedematous. In the same manner, if her hc:1d fell forward
upon her thorax, it remained in that position until raised by an attendant. Her
mind was entire. She died after four days' ilJness with symptoms of low typhus
fever. You may suppose tha.t Dr. Abercrombie looked with the greatest interest for
the cause of these most remarkable symptoms. " I examined the body with the
utmost care, (sa.ys he,) along with Dr. Pitcairn, who had been in the habit of seeing
her for several years: and we could not discover any disease either in the brain or in
the spinal cord."
It is much to be regretted that when this casb was und er observation, the excitomotory functions were not understood, nor attended to.
I shall next proceed to consider those diseases (and there nrc several of them)
which arc marked by definite symptoms, which consist essentially in some disturbance
or disorder of the nervous system, but which are not accounted for by any physical
changes that we cnn appreciate in any part of that system . After some of these diseases we do, to be sure, sometimes meet with morbid appearances in the nervous
centres; but none that are constant, or uniform.

LECTURE XXXII.
Tetanus.

Its Symptoms and Varieties. Causes. .Diagnosis. Patltology.
ment: Opium; Blood-letting; the Warm Bath,· the Oold Bath.

Treat-

In those diseases of the nervous system which have hitherto engaged our attention,
the function of voluntary motion, when it has been affected at all, bas mostly suffered
in the way of diminution, or suspension; the power of moving has been iuipaired, or
lost; there has been complete or incomplete palsy. Sometimes, indeed, convulsion,
or an irregular and involuntary action of the muscles, has also occurred. But,
distinct from the paralytic affections, there is a class of spasmodic diseases, of which
it is the main and leading feature, that the function of voluntary motion is (not mor·
bidly heightened, as in the preternatural strength of a madman; nor lowered, as in
palsy; but) perverted: performed in an irregular and unnatural manner.
There are two sorts of spasm. One of these is marked by a long.continued contraction of the affected muscles, not rapidly alternating with relaxation: the relaxation
taking place slowly, after some time: and then, perhaps, the contraction, after another
interval, coming on again. This is called tonic spasm; and, by Cullen, spastic
rigidity. A very familiar example of it is the common cramp of th e leg. In the
other form of spasm, the contractions of the affected muscl es take place repeatedly,
forcibly, and in quick succession; and the relaxation is, ?f cour~c, as su.dd~n and
frc']uent. This has been named clonic spasm. We find illustrations of it ID convulsions.
'
Sometimes the two are mixed together in the same disease; certain muscles undergoing convulsions or clonic spasm, and certain other musc!cs ~ci u.g a~ectcd with
rigidity or tonic spasm. But it is convenient to keep the distrnct1on ID mrnd.
We recognise these disorders by the unnatural conditio ns of the muscles: but you
will please to remember that the fault lies in the nervous system.
With regard to spai;;modic di seases generally, I ma.y say that sonH' of them constitute
the most appalling and fatal maladies to which the human body is liable; and Mme
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of them, though frightful to look upon, and productive of extreme distress to patieots
and their friends, are trivial in their consequences, and scarcely ever attended with
noy peril to life.
I propose first of all to consider one of the most formidable and worst of these
spasmodic diseases, viz., tetanus: of which tonic spasm is essentially characteristic.
Its name is derived from ntvw, to stretch.
In respect to all those diseases concerning the exact or full pathology of which we
arc ignorant, and which we identify by the group of symptoms they present, rather
than by any organic changes of structure in any part of the body, the most convenient
mode of proceeding will be, first to describe the distinctive symptoms.
Tetanus, then, is characterized by an involuntary, long.continued, violent, and
painful contraction -in one word, by cramp - of the voluntary muscles of various
parts, or of nearly the whole body.
There is no difficulty in recognising the disease when it is fully formed. But it is
of much importance to be aware of the marks of its approach, and of its earliest
symptoms; in respect of the treatment to be then adopted.
The muscles that seem, in general, to be the earliest affected are those of the neck,
jaws, and throat. Th e patient fee ls a difficulty and uneasiness in bending or turning
his head; and supposes that he has got what is called a stiff neck. Be finds also that
he is unable to open his mouth with the customary facility. At length the jaws close:
sometimes gradually, but with great firmness; sometimes (it is said) suddenly, and
with a snap. In four cases, perhaps, out of five, the disease begins in this way, with
trismm, or locked jaw: so that this last is the vulgar name for the complaint. Along
with this symptom, or very soon after it, the muscles concerned in swa1lowing become
affected; and in a short time there comes on, what is often the most distressing part
of the disorder, an acute pain at the lower part of the sternum, piercing through to
the back. This depends, it can scarcely be doubted, upon cramp of the diaphragm.
The pain is subject to aggravation in paroxysws; and each paroxysm of pain is
attended with increased contraction of the other parts al so that are implicated. The
spasm extends to the muscleR of the trunk: to the large muscles of the extremities:
the muscles of the face: and last of all, in general, to the muscles of the tongue,
and of the hands and fingers, which often remain moveable at the will of the patient,
after nll tho other voluntary muscles of the body have become fixed; and frequently
the muscles of the wrists and hands escape altogether.
With respect to all the muscles involved, from the time when they are first affected
to the time when the disease is relieved, or the patient dies, they continue in a state
of contraction, and are swelled and hard in their centres. The jaw, for instance, can
never be completely opened, and the muscles of the abdomen arc so r igid as to make
it hard, like a board. But, besides this, they are all subject to aggravations or
exacerbations of the spasm, which occur perhaps every ten minutes, or quarter of an
hour, and last for two or three minutes at a time; and then the muscles fall back into
the minor degree of contraction in which they were prior to the exacerbation. In a
very few instances on ly has a. perfect remission of the spasm been observed. The
exacerbations usually begin by an increase of the pain felt at the sternum. Some·
times there is no obvious exciting cause of their occurrence; but frequently it is
evident that they are brought on by exertions of the body; even by slight movements,
such as belong to a. change of posture, to the attempt at swallowing or speaking. As
the disease advances, these paroxysms of aggravation become more frequent, and a rapid
increase in the frequency of their recurrence is one of the most unequivocal signs that
the case is severe and dangerous. 'I1he more speedily the intervals between the
paroxysms shorten, the worse.
It is a curious thing, that the spasm is observed to give way, sometimes at least,
and the muscles to be relaxed, during sleep. ~L1o be imre, in the severer cases, the
pati ent is seldom able to sleep; and it may be tha.t in the less violent in1:1tanccs, the
spasm abates or ceases, and the exhausted sufferer sinks into repose in consequence
of this abatement. However, a similar phenomenon occurs in at least another of
these spasmodic diseases, as we shall see hereafter. lUr. Mayo had a boy nffiictcd
with tetanus, in the Middlesex Hospital. Ou visiting him one day, he found him
aslcrp, and remarked that he lay perfectly relaxed. The abdominal muscles were
!<oft and yielding, and had not the least tension. The boy was awakened, and at the
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instm1t the full tension of the muscles returned. Not being further disturbed, he fell
a~leep_again in a fc'! minutes, when the muscles again slackened; and again, upon
bis berng a second ttme roused, resumed the state of spasm.
In most cases the strong muscles of the back are the most affected, and they overcome those on the anterior part of the body; so that sometimes the patient durinothc paroxysm rests only upon his head and his heels, while his body is raised into th~
shape of an arch. This form of the complaint is called opistliotonos, a bending backwards. The sterno-mastoid muscles of the neck have been so stretched and misplaced
as to become powerful extensors of the head. In a few instances the body is bent
forwards, so that the head and knees are in contact, and the pn.tient is rolled together
like a ball. '!'his is called emprostlwtonos. In the on ly example of emproslhotouos
which I ever saw, these two conditions alternated with one another. The patient was
a girl, in Edinburgh, under the care of a friend of mine, who took me to see her.
It was a case of hysteria rather than of tetanus; but all at once she would be drawn
into a position suc h, that the top of her head, and her feet, were alone supported on
the bed, while her body was bent backwards, like a bow; then, after a. time, with
equal suddenness, the opposite posture was assumed, her forehead and knees bei ng
brought together. Still more rarely the body is bent to one side. This is pleurostl10tonos, or tetanus lateralis; and this I never saw. Sometimes again, in the height
of the spasm, the antagonist muscles counteract each other exactly; and the head and
trunk are rigidly extended : and the term tetamls is by some writers confined to this
form of tLc disease. It is called trism.us when the jaw on ly is affected.
It is well to know that these varieties occur, and may be looked for; but in all of
them-trismus, opisthotonos, emprosthotonos, or plcurosthotonos-it is the same
disease; and the prognosis is not altered any more than the diagnosis, by the ,rariety
that happens.
During the fits of exacerbation, the aspect of the sufferer is often frightful. Th~
forehead is corrugated and the brow knit, the orbicularis muscle of the eye rigid,
the eyeball motionless and staring, the nostril spread, the corners of the mouth are
drawn back, the set teeth exposed, and all the features fixed in a ghastly grin -the
true ris~ sardonicus. 'rhe tongue is apt to get between the teeth, and to be severely
bitten.
All the contractions are attended with intense pain. You may form some notion
of the severity of this pain, if you have ever been troubled by spasm of the gastrocnemius, or cramp of the leg, and if you can bring your mind to conceive that the
same sensation which you then felt in the calf, involves nearly all the voluntary
muscles of the body. The pain is worst during the exacerbations, and that which is
experienced at the sternum is commonly the most complaio cJ. of. Even to this,
however, there are occasional, though very rare, exceptions. Sir Gilbert Blane has
described a. case of tetanus, which ran the usual course, and terminated fatally, yet
the patient suffered no pain: the sensation excited by the violent muscular contractions was a sort of tingling, of rather a pleasurable kind.
So violent are the contractions sometimes, that the teeth have been broken by
them. There is one case related in which the thigh bones were fractured by the
forcible action of the femora l muscles; and another in which the psoas muscles were
found, after death, to have been torn across. Dr. Latham tells me that he once saw
one of the recti muscles, in front of the abdomen, thus rent asunder.
With all this disturbance of the muscular system, there is common ly very little
derangement of the other functions of the body. '!'he disorder is a~most always
attended with obstinate costiveness; partly, perhaps, from the spasmodic closure of
the anus, partly, perhaps, in some cases, from ~he medicines that ~r,e g i v~n. When
stools are obtained, they arc usually very offeus1ve and unnatural. I here is no fever.
The pulse and respiration are .quickened, .and a sweat frc9uontly breaks .out during
the exacerbations, from the pa.m aud anxiety then experienced : but tlus does not
occur during the intervals between the paroxysms. In the Jast stages of th e fatal
cases the pulse becomes quick and feeble, and the sweat is cold, as in other instances
of a~proaching dissolution.
. .
.
'Vhat is still more worthy of observation ts that the mental fun ctions arc unaffected.
There is seldom any delirium, or coma, or disturbance of the intell ect. These sym p-
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toms only appeor (if they appear at all) when other indications of the failure of the
powers of life come on.

The mode of death in this disease seems to be of a mixed nature. Partly it appears to result from npnooa.; the thorax being held as in a vice by the spasm of the
muscles, and the breathing for a time suspended, or much embarrassed: partly, and
chiefly, it occurs from asthenia; the power of the heart flags and is exhausted by the
continuance of the suffering, by the fatigue and expenditure consequent upon the
muscular action, and by the patient's inability, in many cases, to take sufficient nourishment. When death happens suddenly, as it sometimes docs, in a paroxysm, it is
owing, in all probability, to spasm of the respiratory muscles, and perhaps of those
of the glottis among the rest.
l\Iost cases of tetanus may be traced to one of two causes : which arc, exposure to
cold, especially to sudden alternations of temperature, and bodily i?~juries. In many
instances both these causes co-operate in producing the disease. When it supervenes
upon some bodily hurt, it is called traumatic tetanus: when it arises spontaneously,
or after exposure to cold, it is held to be idiopathic. In this country, a11d I belie\'"e
in every other, the traumatic variety of the disease is much more common than the
spoutaneous. But in what manner soever it may originate, tetanus is far more frequent in bot than in temperate climates and seasons. In this case, however, as in so
many others, the heat appears to act as a. predisposing cause only; the exciting cause,
in addition to the wound in the traumatic species, being the application of cold (particularly, according to Hennen, of cold air in motion) after the beat, or during the
prevalence of hot weather. Thus it is stated that after the battle of l\Iuskau, in the
midst of great heats, very few of the French troops were affected with tetanus;
whereas those who were wounded in the battle of Dresden, when the weather was
cold and wet, just after a very hot season, were decimated by that complaint; which
did not spare even those who underwent immediate amputation.
Idiopathic tetanus is extremely rare in this country. Dr. Gregory, of Edinburgh,
used to mention in bis lectures the case, seen and treated by himself, of a man who,
haviag fallc11 asleep in moist grass, awoke with a stiff neck, which afterwards went
on into regular tetanus. A good example of well-marked tetanus, arising from exposure to cold, is narrated in the Edinburgh Medical and S1tryical Journal, by Dr.
Hall, of Berwick.
The history of that species of tetanus which occurs in connexion with wounds and
injuries, presents nothing constant or uniform. The disease is liable to follow hurts
of any parts of the body, and of every kind, degree, and extent; from a slight cut or
scratch, to a compound fracture, or a severe surgical operation. It comes on also in
various stages and conditions of the injury. Sir James 1\l'Grigor tells us (in the
sixth volume of the Medico-Chirurgical Transactions) that in the Peninsular war the
complaiut supervened "in every description, and in every stage of wounds, from the
slightest to the most f~rmidable; the healthy and the sloughing; the incised and the
lacerated; the most simple and the most complicated." Sometimes, however, the
discharge from the wound has been observed to be remarkably diminished, or suppressed, at the coming on of the tetanic symptoms; and sometimes the wound has
healed completely before the commencement of the attack of tetanus. To show you
how very trh·ial the injury may he, how various in kind and in place, I may mention
a few instances that have been collected, in illustration of the manner in which this
terrible disorder ma.y originate. It has been known to a.rise from the sticking of a
fish-bone in the fauccs; from a slight wouud of the ear by a musket-shot; from the
mere stroke of a whip-lash under the eye, although the skin was not brokeu ; from
cutting a corn; from a bite on the finger by a tame sparrow; from the blow of a stick
on the neck and on the band; from the insertion of a seton; from the extraction of
a tooth; from the injection of a hydroc~l~; from the operation of cupping.
Nevcrtl1eless there are some sorts of mJury, and some parts of the body, more frequently than others concerned in the pathogeny of tetanus. The disorder more often
supervenes upon injuries of the extremities, than of the trunk, head or neck; and
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splinter; and laceration, or other violence done to the muscles that constitute the ball
\If the thumb, arc very apt to be followed by tetaoic spasm.
Some ha,·e supposed
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that the disease bas some special connexion with injuries of tcndinous parts; but
there can be no doubt that it is essentially a malady of the nervous tissue.
The tetanic symptoms occur at no fixed period after the reception of the injury.
Professor Robinson, of Edinburgh, was once at table, when a. negro scnant lacerateJ
his thumb by the fracture of a. china. dish. He was seized with convulsions almost
instantly, and died with tetanic symptoms in a quarter of an hour. Such rapid progress as this, howc,·er, is quite out of the usual course of the disease: probably fright
had something to do with it. Hennen, in his work on Military Surgery, states that
terror is frequently the immediate antecedent of the a.ttack. Iu ~cncral the tetanus
supervenes between the fourth a.nd the fourteenth day after the infliction of the
injury: some time in the second week is the most common period of all. In the
Peninsular war it did not commence later than the twenty-second day. In some rare
instances, its accession is still longer deferred. "Of the nature of the changes that
take place in the interval (justly remarks Dr. Alison) we have uo information whatever." The longer, however, that the disease delays its assaults in these traumatic
cases, after the reception of the local iujury, tho milder, in general, docs it prove,
and the more room is there for hoping that it will end favourably.
When the disorder arises from exposure to cold and damp, it comes on much earlier; often in a few hours. If, for example, the exposure take place during the night,
the complaint may begin to declare itself the next morning.
Although tetanus may be excited by a wound, independently of any exposure to
cold, or by cold without any bodily injury, there is good reason for thinking that, in
many instances, one of these causes alone would fail to produce it, while both together
call it forth.
After the disease has set in, its rate of progress is various. Almost all writers
divide it into acute and chronic tetanus . But the difference is merely in the degree
of se>erity. When the spasms come on suddenly, recur often from the be~inning,
and increase in frequency and violence, the chance of recovery is but small. The
patient, in these cases, sometimes dies on the second, and generally before the fifth
day. If he live to the ninth day of the disease, his prospect is somewhat better, and
the spasmodic symptoms may gradually abate and disappear. Some, however, have
died as late as the sixteenth, the twentieth, and even the thirty-fifth day: but this
last is very rare.
The idiopathic tetanus, or that which is produced by cold, although it commences
earlier, is more generally of a chronic character than the traumatic: that is to say,
the spasmodic contractions ta.kc place more slowly, and the paroxysms do not increase
in violence, and in rapidity of recurrence, as they arc apt to do in the symptomatic
variety: and accordingly this form of the malady is much oftener, I dare not say
cured, but recovered from, than the other.
With respect to the diagnosis of tetanus, there is only one point in which it is at
all ambiguous or iniportant. 'rherc is no other diseasf! that is likely to be confounded
with it, except perhaps tha,t extraordinary disease, hysteria, which sometimes mimics
its phenomena. I have already alluded to one example of this kind that I myself
saw. But there is a. form of poisoning that may easily be mistaken for tetanus. The
symptoms produced by a poisonous dose of strychnia, or its salts, or the vegetables
from which it is procured, are the symptoms of tetanus. And as this drug is now
readily obtained, and its noxious qualities are well known, it is not unlikely to be
made an instrument of suicide, or of murder. It is necessary, therefore, that you
should be acquainted with the effccf;S of this poison, w~1ich constitutes the active principle of the DUX vom.ica, the faba 8 11 Ignatii, and the upas ~icutC. Dr. Christison has
excellently well described these effects as they are observable m brutes; and I have once,
by accident,· had an opportunity of witnessing them in the human body. I shall not
be wandering from our present subject if I enumerate the symptoms to he expected
from a large dose of strychnia; especially as I have lately been adYisiug you to make
trial of it as a. remedy in certain forms of disease. Dr. Christison, who had made experiments with it upon animals, tells us that the creature "becomes agitated~ and
trembles, and is then seized with stiffness and starting of the limbs. These symptomi,
i ncrease, until at length it is attacked with a fit of geucral spasm, in which the head
is bent back, and the spine stiffened, the limbs extended and rigid, and the respiration checked by t.hc fixing of the chest. The fit is then succeeded by an iuten·al of
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calm, during which the senses arc quite entire, or unnaturally acute. But another
paroxysm soon sets in, and then another and another, till at length a fit takes place more
Tiolent than any before it, and the animal perishes suffocated."
Some time ago I had occasion to prescribe the strychnia. for two patients in the
Middlesex Ilospital, both of whom bad paraplegia. I directed one grain to be inti.
matcly mixed with crumb of bread, so that it might be divided into twelve pills: and
one of these pills, or one.twelfth of a grain of strychnia, was to be t.1keu by each patient
every six hours. Unluckily, through mistake or negligence of the person who was at that
tune the dispenser, a. grain of the poison was administered at once 1 to each patient.
It was p:iven about seven in the evening. At half.past seven it began to produce its
characteristic effect upon one of the patients. Ile was suddenly seized with tetanic
spasms; his legs were separated widely from each other, and rigidly extcnJcd: and
his head and trunk bent backwards. He was, in fact, in a state of opistl10tonos. His
abdomen was quito hard, and his limbs were stiff, even wbcn tl1c violence of the
paroxysms abated. Ile cried out with the pain at the coming on of these spasms.
Any attempt at movement, even the touching him by another person, brought them
on. This is just what happens in the disease. The open in g- of a door, u sudden
current of air, a shake of the floor, or bed, the small est bodily effort, the act of
swallowing, nay, even the imagination of these influences, may be sufficient to renew
the spasmodic tightening of the affected muscles. l\Iy patient spoke of a particular
sense of constriction all over the abdomen, as if it were drawn in. His intellect was
quite unaffected. Ile had two extremely violent attacks of the kind I have been de.
scribing, in which he thought he should have died: and to say the truth ] was myself
lrnrribly afraid of the same catastrophe. Afterwards, from half.past eight o'clock to
between eleven and twelve, he had several slighter and shorter fits. Ile was left
weak and exhausted by them : but he soon reco,·ered. I may as well tell you that
his paraplegia. was not a whit benefited by this violent action of the remedy.
You may suppose that when I found one of my patients in this alarming state, I
became very anxious to ascertain the condition of the other, who had taken the same
quantity of the strychnia, and lay in another ward. Ile told me that he had been
for a. short period very dizzy, and had trembled all over; and at the time when I saw
him, he had a weight or uneasy sensation at the nape of his neck, which drew his
head backwards; and 110 experienced some difficulty in opening hi s mouth, and in
articulating his words. ]3ut he thought these symptoms were diminishing rather than
increasing. Ile was perspiring profusely. It is stated by Dr. Christison that if the
spasms do not come on within two hours after the poison was swallowed, the patient
is safe. It was more than two hours sin ce this patient had taken the strychni ne. I
gaye him a full dose of purgative medicine, which acted as an emetic : and, after he
had vomited, the unpleasant sensations about his head and neck left him.
I scarcely knew what to do with the other patient, in whom the spasms bad com·
menccd. Th.ere is nothing satisfactorily. made out, that ~ know of, concerning the
mode of treatrng such cases. Of course, 1f one saw the patient early, and knew what
he had swallowed, the first thing to be done would be to procure its evacuation from
the stomach. But here it had had full time to get into the circulation : and no emetic
rould have withdrawn that part of it at least, which had already found its way into
the bl.ood·Ycsscls. When I reached hi~l, t~ough the spasms were strong, they were
less violent than they had been, and tl~e1r v10lence seemed upon the wane: but they
were brought on by any, almost the slightest, muscular effort, or change of position.
I hoped therefore that the most dangerous period was passing off (and so it turned
out), and I was fearful of doing harm by exciting those movements of the body which
accompany the a.ct of vomiting. I recollected, too, that another patient in the hos·
pital, under the care of one of my colleagues, had once been attacked with opistho·
tonos after taking half a. grain of strychnia; and that brandy and water had been
µ; iven to him; and that he got well from that time, without having another paroxysm.
So I gave my patient some brandy and water; and he seemed the better for it : but
whether or no it contributed much to his recovery I cannot be sure.
Now how arc we to tell, when we meet with such symptoms as these, whether they
arc the result of disease, or of poisoning? The symptoms are the symptoms of
tetanus; I know of no test whereby to distinguish them from the symptoms of tet.1nus
ca.used by exposure to cold, or supervening upon a wound, except the period i>f time
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over which they are spread. Dr. Christison states that "the disease never proves so
11
"Besides, the fits
c1uickly fatal as the rapid cases of poisoning with nux. vomica.
of natural tetanus are almost always slow in being formed, while nux vomica briuas
on perfect fits in an hour or less." If indeed the case related by Professor Robinso~,
as having been a
on
relied
in which the ncgro was dead in fifteen minutes, could be
genuine instance of tetanus, this distinction, drawn from the rapidity with which the
poison kills, would scarcely hold. But that case is unique, and of such doubtful
value that it need not disturb our estimate. Again, persons who have tak en an overdose of strycbnia sometimes survive the tetanic symptoms, but die afterwards from
the irritant effects of the poison upon the mucous membrane of the alimentary canal.
This we do not observe in the disease. "It is right to remember, however (adds Dr.
Christison), that nux vom ica. (or its poisonous element, strychnine), may be given in
small doses, frequently repeated and gradually increased, so as to imitate exactly the
phenomena of tetanus from natural causes." In suspicious or questionable cases, we
must look into the history of the patient; inquire whether he were likely to destroy
himself, or to be murdered by others; what he last swallowed, and when it was
taken; whether be have lately been exposed to the injurious influence of cold,
especially to a stream of cold air while he was perspiring; and whether he have
recently received any bodily hurt. By a careful investigation of all the circumstances, we shall generally be enabled to decide the true nature of the case; but it is
clearly necessary that our eyes should be open to the possibility of a case of poisoning,
by some of the preparations of strychnia, being palmed upon us for a. case of natural
disease.•
The patholog!J of tetanus is undoubtedly obscure: but not more so, I conceive,
than that of those nervous diseases in general which produce violent symptoms, and
even death itself, without leaving any traces of thei r operation inscribed upon the
dead materials of the body. Nay, it is not so obscure as several others. I think we
may fairly come to the conclusion that the symptoms result from some peculiar condition of the spinal cord, produced and kept up by irritation of its substance, or of
its afferent nerves; and that the bra'in is not involved in the disease. '.l'he French
(at least some of the most modern writers on tetanus) hold that it is always an inflammatory complaint; and that it consists essentially in inflammation of the spinal
marrow: and some of them have sought to remedy it by enormous blood-lettings;
from fourteen to fifteen pounds of blood being taken in the course of a few days by
oue practitioner; and another bleeding his patient eight times, and applying 792
leeches along the course of the spine, and to the epigastrium. But this doctrinl.": of
inflammation being at the bottom of every case of tetanus is contra.dieted by the
plainest facts; and the practice founded upon it has been pushed to a most extravagant and absurd extent. Numberless instances occur of inflammation of the spinal
cord and its membranes without any tetanus; and equally numerous examples of
tetanus have been met with, when no unnatural appearance at all could be discovered
within the vertebral canal. I say we must content ourselves with referring the
phenomena of the disease to irritation, direct or indirect, of the spinal cord; or of
its nervous appendages. It is conjectured by Dr. Todd and l\lr. Bowman that the
changes which take place in the nerves, and in the nervous centres, whereby sensations and muscular contractions are produced, are molecular changes, rapidly propagated from the point where the stimulus is applied; and analogous with "that remarkable change in the particles of a piece of soft iron, in virtue of which it acquires
the properties of a magnet so long as it is maintained in a certain relation to a
galvanic current; these properties being insta.nta.ncouely communicated when the circuit is completed, and as instantaneously rcmo•ed when it is broken. A state of
polarity is induced in the particles of the nerve by the action of the stimulus, which
is capable of exciting an analogous change in other particles, whether muscular or
nervous; whence results the peculiar effect of the nerve's influence."
t
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In accordance with this theory these authors bold, with great show of reason, tlrnt
in tetanic spasm, the natural polar force of the spinal cord is greatly exalted, and
kept so, by the constant irritation applied directly to the cord itself, or propagated to
it by the nerves of the injured part.
If you irritate, mechanically, by means of a pair of forceps, the exposed spinal
cord of a recently decapitated animal, a. turtle for example, you produce spasmodic
contraction of the limbs. What difficulty is there in supposing that some meclrnnical
irritation existing within the spinal canal of a living man may have a similar effect?
It may be, and probably is, sometimes, the mechanical irritation caused by the
altered state of the blood-vessels under inflammation; for sometimes we do find traces
of such inflammation in the spinal marrow after death by tetanus.
Again, if you irritate, by pinching, one of the spinal nerves of a turtle whose head
has just been cut off-if you thus irritate one of these nerves in any part of its course,
what happens? why the muscles of the limbs contract spasmodically; those on the
side to which that nerve belongs become rigid, and those on the other side also.
That property of the cord comes into play which I have so often mentioned: a property which it possesses independently of the brain; which it evinces when all communication with the brain is cut off; a property, therefore, which may be manifested
without any exercise of volition, and even in spite of efforts made by the will to
restrain its manifestation : I mean, of course, the property whereby it is capable of
r~cciving impressions through the medium of its afferent nerves, from parts at a distance, and of originating motion in the muscles of the trunk and limbs through the
medium of its efferent nerves. By the courtesy of Dr. Marshall Hall I have been
afforded the opportunity of witnessing, in the headless turtle, the phenomena that I
have been describing to you. Surely they throw a broad light upon the pathology
of tetanus, and of sundry other affections. We infer from them, most legitimately as
it seems to me, that the tonic spasm which characterizes the disease we are considering,
may be caused by a morbid condition of the spinal marrow itself; or of the nerves
that belong to it. In the latter case, irritntion is set up at the free extremity, or
somewhere in the course, of incident nerves; along these nerves an influence is conducted to the cranio-spinal axis, in which a process or change takes place, whereby
an answerinµ: influence is reflected to the muscles along motor nerves : and the whole
circle of action and reaction is run through with the suddenness and swiftness of
lightning, or of thought. You cannot expect that visible marks of the irritating caus\)
should, in all cases, be left upon the body; any more than you could discern the
pinch made by the forceps nfter they were withdrawn.
When, in the experiments to which I have referred, Dr. Ilall plucked at, or compressed, one of the denuded spinal nerves, spasmodic motions were excited in the
muscles of both sides; and above, as well as below, the junction of that nerve with
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corresponding segment of the cord; but may be instantly communicated, in both
directions, throughout its entire course : the whole of this centre of the excito-rnotory
system responding to the influence conveyed by a single nerve, as completely as a
tight string \•ibrates from end to end, when struck at any one point. We frequently,
indeed, find that the excited motions are more limited; but it is important to mark
this ready consent of the whole cord, under sufficient excitement.
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directly upon the spinal cord itself, he calls the disease centric tetanus; when it resides
in some pnrt of the body distant from the spinal cord, be calls the disease eccentric
tetanus. These are good and intelligible names; and I shall take leave to adopt them.
Observe now how well this explanation meets the facts of the case. We sometimes
find the spinal cord or its membranes inflamed, when there has been tetanic spasm.
\Ye then refer the spasm to the centric irritation. But in a far greater number of
cases we can detect no marks whatever of disease in the spinal canal, while we know
that an irrit.ating cau~e has been applied to parts at a. distance. Often we have
evidence which is visible, that a. nerve has been injured, torn across perhaps, or half
torn, or compressed in some way or other; just as we might compress a nerve, with
a. pair of forceps, in a decapitated turtle. That experiment shows us that very slight
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irritation may be enough to produce the spasmodic action; and we find that slight
injuries, as well as severe, will bring on the disease, when, by the operation of certain
injurious agencies, the frame has been predisposed, and rendered morbidly susceptiblo.
There is no part of the trunk or limbs which is not supplied with nerves from the
spinal cord; and we find that injuries of nrious parts, or of almost any part, in an
individual predisposed _to _tak_e on the ?isordered acti.on, may produce it. The exciting
cause may be a w~~nd tmtatt.ng a particular nerve : 1t may be exposure to .cold, acting
upon the extremities of various nerves that proceed from the surface: it may be a
bundle of worms, irritating the nerves spread upon the mucous tissue of the alimentary
canal; for I omitted to state before that some writers, especially A-DI. Laurent and
Lombard, have maintained that tetanus is almost always, even when it supervenes
after wounds, the result of the presence of worms in the digestive organs. They have
founded this opinion upon the/act, that worms have been very frequently indeed
discoYered in the stomachs or intestines of persons dead of this disorder. I think
this is a. point well worth attending to. It is objected that worms infest the human
body without causing tetanus: but the very sa.me thing may be said of the operation
of cold; and of external injuries. Any of these may probably excite the disorder,
when the body is preternaturally susceptible of it. '11he real mystery Hes in this
predisposition. We have reason to suppose that a high atmospheric temperature,
continued for some time, is one predisposing cause; but how it operates, or what is
that state of system in which the increased susceptibility consists, these arc points
concerning which we are really in the dark.
The disease is common enough in brutes : and it is frequently eccentric in them ;
brought on by injuries, mostly of the extremities. J..1ocked-jaw is a familiar term in
the nosology of farriers. It is not uncommon in the horse after castration. I remember a mare belonging to my father dying of that disease a. few days after foaling.
It often results, in these animals, from a prick in the foot, by a nail, in shoeing. Dr.
Parry noticed eccentric tetanus in lambs. "I have often seen lambs," says he,
"whose ears, for the purpose of marking them, have been bored with a. red-bot iron
too near the root, so--7igid all over with tetanus, alternating with convulsions, that
their bodies would project in a right line with their hind legs, when one held them
out horizontally by the hind feet." Dr. l\Iason Good tells us that parrots also are
frequently affected with trismus: a calamity which, supposing the bird to be within
ear-shot, it would be difficult to commiserate.
We are not advancing any wild theory, then, respecting the controverted pathology
of this disease, when we lay down the following propositions j that it is essentially a
disorder of the excito-motory apparatus; that it results from irritation of a peculiar
kind, affecting that part of the nervous system; that the irritating cause may be
centric,-within the spinal canal itself; that, again, it may be, and often is, eccentric,
- situated at the extremity, or somewhere in the course, of one or more of the
afferent spinal nerl"cs; and that a certain predisposition is for the most part necessary, to render the body susceptible of the disease under the operation of the exciting
irritation.
At one time it was supposed that the physical cause of the disorder had been detected, in the presence of more or fewer thin scales of bony or earthy matter, lying
in or upon the arachnoid of the cord. I have myself seen these after death preceded
by tctanic symptoms. But tetanus often happens and proves fatal without them : and
they are often met with when there has been no tetanus. If, therefore, there be any
connexion between these thin plates of ossification and the occurrence of tetanus
(which may well be questioned), it must be of this kind; that the scales of earthy
matter predispose the spinal cord, somehow, to be affected by the exciting causes of
the disease.
The doctrines recently propounded by Dr. Marshall Hall, of which the importance
becomes daily more apparent, and by which his name will be cndurin~ly connected
with the physiology of the nervous system, receive a strong confirmat1on from the
phenomena. of tetanus. They furnish a key to many problems which had previously
perplexed the pathologist; and they do this simply by distinguishing the proper
functions of the two distinct nervous centres; the brain and the spinal cord. But
the practical application of these new views is yet in its infancy.
The treatnicnt of tetanus is a. mortifying subject. The disease is and bas always
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been a lamentably fat.11 one. Hippocrates says, un '!'p<.>µo.>ti atCadµos un100µ.o·or,
~Clvo.a1µ011, tetanus supervening on a wound, is mortal: and the aphorism holds true,
with very few exceptions, in the present day. Almost all the acute and severe
traumatic cases arc fatal. IIcnnen declares that he never saw a case of "acute
symptomatic tetanus" recover. Dr. Dickson found all curative measures followed by
"unqualified disappointment." .Mr. Morgan uses these wor~s: "I ha.ve ncvc_r yet
seen or heard of an instance of recovery from acute tetanus.' Another of Hippocrates' aphorisms is, Jxoao' \!1CO 't'n'o.vov 0.7'.taxovTcu Ex naaa.patv ~µFpljaiv o.no:\.).v.,.ta.c., they
who are seized with tetanus die within four days j but he adds, "I" 61 T'o.irta.s 6ui..pvywa~v
il'ywr y~i.011-rcu; if they get over this period they recover.
And to this we ca n oaly
add now, that those who survive the first few days, and ultimately get well, recover
in a variety of different ways, and under various modes of treatment. But as to tho
mode of treatment which is to be preferred, or even as to the real efficacy of any
mode, there is much room for doubt. Under every plan of management a vast
majority die.
Let us briefly pass in review the principal remedies that have been tried, and inquire what degree of success has followed their employment.
One drug from which much benefit has been hoped for, is opium. In some spasmodic disorders it is of unquestionable service. Very large doses of it have been
given and borne in tetanus; and some have recovered under its use, and more have
died.
It is well known that pain fortifies the nervous system against the peculiar influence
of narcotic substances. We need not, therefore, be surprised that opium, administered
in enormous quantities, in this painful disease, has had but little effect. I was assured
by a physician, with whom I formed an acquaintance in Edinburgh some years ago,
and who is known, I find, to a student now present, that his own wife, while labouring under a tetanie affection, swallowed, in twenty successive days, upwards of 40,000
drops of laudanum, which is at the rate of more than four ounces a day; in all, more
than two imperial quarts. The lady recovered. A case is recorded in the second
volume of the Medico-Cliirurgical Transactions, in which an ounce of solid opium
was taken, in divided doses, every day, for twenty-two da.ys. This appears a more
astounding instance than the former; but I am not sure that it was so; for, io this
complaint, solid op ium does not always dissolve in the stomach. I have beard the
late Mr. Abernethy say that he had found enough undissolved pills of opium in the
stomach after death, to poison a dozen healthy persons. 'fhis fact sl1ould teach you,
if you resolve on trying opium at all, to exhibit it in a liquid form; laudanum, or a
solution of the acetate or of the muriate of morphia. And with the internal administration of opium, it woul<l be well, perhaps, to combine its external use; to apply a.
broad strip of opia.te plaster along the whole length of the spinal column.
It is ~ometimcs a difficult matter to introduce medicine by the mouth, so strong is
the spasmodic contraction of the muscles that close the jaws. You cannot µ:et the
mouth open. Some persons set to work to heave it open, by levers; and it has been
proposed, and I believe practised, to break off or extract a tooth or two, to make a
passage for the introduction of medicine and of nourishment; but I hope you will
never be guilty of such clumsy barbarity as this. Food and physic may be carried
into the fauccs and into the stomach by means of a flexible tube : and this may be
inserted through the nostril; or through the mouth, by passing it between the jaws,
behind the back teeth, where there is always an aperture that will admit a tube sufficiently large.
Afler all, in respect to the cures that have been ascribed to the opiate treatment,
they have all (so far as I know) occurred in cases of the milder or more chroofo
tetanus; and mostly in tho idiopathic form of the disease; and this circumstance
makes it a. question whether they were cures at all; whether they were not simply
recoveries.
Dr. William Budd (in the paper already referred to) challenges, on physiological
principles, the propriety of giving any opium in this disease. Ile says, "It bas been
ascertained that the effect of that drug is to excite, and not to quiet, the motor function of the spinal cord : indeed, it is well known that the motor acts of the cord may
be rendered much more active and powerful, by giv in!!;, before decapitation, opium to
animals that arc to be subjects of experiment." H e considers "these objections,
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furnished by theory, to be motives sufficient for the future exclusion of opium from
the treatment of tetanus.JJ
I had long been aware that the effect of opium upon frogs was to produce tetanic
spasms. But in no case of poisoning by opium in the human subject (and I have
seen a great many) have I ever witnessed any approach to tetanus: and I much question the safety of arguing, in such matters, from what we know to happen in the inferior animals, to wlrnt we suppose would happen in man.
The failure, however, of opium in the severer forms of the malady, and its equivoca.l utility in any, taken together with these theoretical objections, prevent my recmnme11di119 opium as a remedy for tetanus.
What is the result of experience in regard to blood-letting in tetanus? I am afraid
that, as a cur.itive agent, it has very little power oyer the disease. Yet it may be, in
cert.a.in cases, of use, as an auxiliary to other measures. When the disorder bears any
aspect of inflammation-when, for instance, fever is lighted up, and pain is felt along
the course of the spine, or when the approach of the spasm is marked by the supervention or the increase of pain in the wound- then our chance of doing good by
veoresection is the greatest. Some of the cases that happened in the Peninsular war,
were decidedly benefited by blood-letting practised under such circumstances. I need
scarcely say that though the bleeding, when adopted, should be early, free, and full,
so as to produce some sensible impression upon the system, yet we must always use
this remedy with eaµtion . The tendency of the disease is to exhaust the power of
the heart; and if by one over-bleeding we bring that organ to a stand-still, it may
refuse to begin again.
In a complaint which depends so much on irritation, and so often on manifest irritation of external parts, we look naturally to the warm bath for help. And it has
been fairly tried : and some persons have found it useful; and others have found it
useless, doing neither good nor harm; and some have condemned it as actually hurtful.
The cold bath has been extolled as a much more powerful agent than the warm;
and so, doubtless, it is. But it is more potent for harm as well as for good. For
example : a tetanic patient, in St. Thomas's Hospital, w:is plunged into a cold bath,
:it his own request. "All the symptoms disappeared (says Mr. :Morgan) in a moment;
and he was almost immediately taken out of the bath; but he was taken out lifeless."
Sir James l\l'Grigor says that, during the campaign in Spain, "the warm bath gave
only momentary relief; and the cold bath was worse than useless."
However, the application of cold water to the surface has, in many recorded
instances, been of at least temporary benefit and comfort: and in the West Indies,
where the disease is common, the cold affusion still continues, I believe to be the most
favourite expedient. After it, the patient is rubbed dry, put to bed, and has laudanum
administered. I have again to observe, of this remedy also, that it is chiefly serviceable in the idiopathic form of tetanus. It has been tried upon animals. Dr. Parry
says that it was quite unavailing in the case of certain lambs that had the disease.
In a note, which I made at the time, of l\Ir. Abernethy's lecture on tetanus, I find
the following statement. "The effect of cold in diminishing excessive muscular
action was strikingly shown in the case of a horse belonging to }>rofessor Coleman,
which had tetanus. The animal was slung, and carried out of the stable, and laid on
the snow, which was then on the ground: and he was covered over with snow also.
A horse affected with tetanus is a curious sight. Ilis legs straddle, and becorm.J stiff;
his ears arc pricked up; and his tail sticks out. In this case, on the application of
the snow, his ears sank, his tail became pliant, and the rigidity of his muscles was
removed. Ile was again taken into the stable, and the spasms return.ed." Mr.
Abernethy said, that were he himself the subject of tetanus, he would desire to have
the cold affusiou tried. If you are willing to assay the same remedy, do not plunge
your patient into a cold bath, but take him out of bis bed on an extended sheet, pour
cold water over his body, wipe him dry, and place him in another dry bed. 1'his
will often, for a time at least, diminish the spasmodic action; and the patient will
sometimes sleep comfortably after it.
Dr. Todd has suggested to me the application of ice to the spine; a measure which
he bas found eminently beneficial in convulsions. This mode of employing cold as a
remedy in tetanus seems well worthy of trial. It wonld have the advantage of not
inflicting any shock which might excite or disturb the reflex function of the cord,
through its incident ner'"es.
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LECTURE XXXIII.
Treatment of Tetanus, continued. Wine; ;.llercury; Purgatives; Digitalis; Tobacco;
Musk; Prussic Acid; Belladonna; Carbo11ate of Iron; Oil of Turpentine;
Strychn'l.·a; Surgical Expedients; General Rules. Hydrophobia.

IN the last lecture we considered the symptoms, the nature, the causes, and to a
certain extent the treatment, of that terrible malady, tetanus. There is good reason
for believing that it is essentially a disorder of the excito-motory apparatus: that it is
caused by irritation of a peculiar kind, affecting that part of the nervous system, and
producing tonic spasm of the voluntary muscles : that the irritating cause may be
centric, situated within the spinal canal, and applied directly to the cord; or eccentric,
situated out of the spinal canal, applied to some part of one or more of its afferent
nerves directly, and thus influencing indirectly the cord itself, and through it the
reflex motor nerves: tlrnt a certain ill-understood state of the system is necessary, a
certain aptitude to take on the disease, before the exciting cause can be efficient; and
that one circumstance which has been ascertained to tend to the production of such
an aptitude, is a long-continued high temperature of the atmosphere.
I mentioned several remedies and plans of treatment which have been fairly tried,
and mostly tried in vain, for the removal of this disease. The severe cases, and
especially the severe traumatic cases, almost all prove fatal; the less severe cases,
those in which the paroxysms are Jess violent and less frequent, and which run on for
several days, sometimes terminate in health : whether in consequence of the measures
employed, or wJrntlwr in spite of them, it is not easy to say. 'I1he idiopathic cases,
as they are called, those which appear to be produced by exposure to cold and wet,
are usually the less severe, and the more hopeful. The remedies that have been tried,
and which were mentioned in the last lecture, are opium; blood-letting; the warm.
bath; the cold-bath. I showed you that, under each of these remedies, a great
number of patients died, and some recovered; and that the recoveries had been almost
exclusively amongst those patients in whom thA disease appeared originally in its
milder form . So that whether the complaint was actually cured in any of these cases,
whether, i. e., any single patient recovered, or recovered sooner, from using any of
these remedies, who would have died, or in whom the disease would have been pro.
tracted, if he had not used them, is a matter of uncertainty.
The celebrated American physician, Dr. Rush, regarding the disease as essentially
a disease of debility, and looking, probably, at its common tendency to death by
asthenia, wrote a paper to recommend the employment of bark, and wine, and spirits,
in full doses. It is curious enough, but quite in agreement with what has been
already stated of opium, that how much wine soever may be swallowed by the patient,
nothing like intoxication is produced by it. The system resists the ordinary influence
of the alcohol. In one instance related by Dr. Currie, the disease lasted six weeks,
and in that space of time the patient drank 110 bottles of port wine. The same
author mentions a remarkable case, in which a horse, which was attacked by tetanus,
and happened to he a great favourite with its muster, was treated with wine, and got
we11, after swallowing more port wine than he was worth. Whenever this plan bas
appeared to do good, it has been in the more chronic variety of the complaint.
.Mercury, you may be sure, has not been left untried. It is said that the system is
slow in submitting to its influence, in this malady. The specific effect of mercury
upon the gums is not, however, so strongly resisted as that of wine or opium upon
the nerves. Nor can we be surprised at this, when we consider that in tetanus the
functions of organic life are, comparatively, but little involved. It is clear that there
is not time for any effectual exhibition of mercury in those severe cases that are early
fatal. In its more chronic form the disorder has been known to yield upon the
mouth becoming affected. This happened, if I mistake not, in l\Ir. :Mayo's patient,
mentioned in the last lecture. Tetanu~ has sometimes, however, commenced while
the patient w~s in a state of salivation. Dr. Wells has recorded three instances of
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that kind. The experience of the military surgeons who were in Spain, is, upon the
whole, a~ainst the reputed efficacy of mercury. W e must take care not to conclude
too hasti ly, that because a patient uses a certain remedy and recovers, he recovers
through the operation of that remedy: any more than we should conclude, if he re·
covered during a general election, that the election had cured him. Yet this absurd
and unsafe mode of reasoning is for ever employed in respect to disease, by the publi c;
and too often, I fear, by ourselves.
Purgatives have been much given in tetanus; and often with manifest advantage :
I mean in the less severe cases. But very large doses are commonly required to procure evacuat ions from the bowels. Whether the torpor of the intestines be always
the effect of the disease, or whether it may not sometimes be, in part at least, a. consequence of the opium that is given, I am not sure. \Yh en they do act, very unn atural motions are frequently produced. l\Ir. Abernethy tells us of a hospita l patient
of his who recovered under the use of purgatives; they were long before they had
any effect, and when they did at last operate, such fretid stuff came from him, that no
one who could crawl out of the ward would remain in it. Ile says also that the
nurses, in other cases, have reported the stools to be more like sloughs than fa~ces.
Enormous quantiti es of drastic purgatives have been given. You rna_J read an instance of this in the second volume of the Jlledico-Chirurgical Tramat tions. It is
related by l\lr. Harkness. There is a still more extraordinary case dct.1ilcd by Dr.
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of gamboge, 80 of caJomel, an ounce and four scruples of jalap, and 2! pints of what
we call black dose, th e infusion and tincture of senna : and all this without either
sickness or griping; but on the contrary, with the most decided beuefit. In th11 first
week of his disease, the patient swallowed- of calom"Cl, 280 grains; scammony, 260;
gambogc, 110; jalap, 3 ounces and 10 grains; infusion of senna, 5~ pints. Aud
altogether in the first 25 days-of calomel, 320 grains; sc.1rnrnouy, 340; gamboge,
126; jalap, 5 ounces and 7; drnchms; infusion of senna, lO i pints; besides au ounce
and a half and 35 grains of the colocynth pill. I mention all this to 8how what the
sy.stcm will bear, under the bondage of the disease,; not as an encouragement to you
to prescribe such doses.
It is certainly proper and necessary to clear out the bowels, and to endeuvour to
correct unhealthy secretions; yet numerous evacuations, the act of going to stool, often
repeated, should be a.voided. Under such obstinacy of the bowels, the croton oil
would perhaps be the most eligible purgative.
Foxglove and tobacco are two medicines, or rather poisons, which have been used;
both, probably, upon the same principle. Their effects, when full doses havt: been
given, are much alike: sickness, faintness, feeblcuess and fluttering of the pulse,
coldness of the surface, with that slack and passive state of the muscles which beloob>'S
to syncope. But if we cons id er that the influence of these subst:mces upon the involuntary muscles, especially upon the heart, is more certain and decided than upon
the muscles of voluntary motion, which are the muscles involved in the tctanic spasm,
and if we take also into accouut the strong disposition observable in tetanus towards
death by asthenia, we shall scarcely be prepared to expect any good, but the contrary,
from digitalis, or tobacco; especia lly in the latter periods, when, so far from obviatiug
the tendency to death, they would seem to co-operate with the disease in extinguishing life. However, if the result of experiencewcrcclcarly in their favour, we should not
be warranted, by mere theoretical views, in withholding these drugs. 1.'he army surgeons, some of th em, have fancied digitalis useful. Sir James M'Grigor mentions a
case in which it caused a relaxation of the spasms; but the man died afterwards, apparently from the effec ts of the remedy. And this is just what I .find with digitalis.
When given in large doses (and small ones here must be useless) 1t becomes unmanageable. Certainly we have no such accounts of its sa nati\'e power as would induce
me to give it with much expectation of success, or to gi\'e it at all.
The tobacco is not. given by the mouth, but thrown up into ~he rectum : either
the smoke of its burnin g leaves, or (what is probably as e.fficac1ous, and I should
think more uuiform and less un safe) an iufusion of them rn water. i\Ir. Curling,
after analysios a large number of cases of tetanus, ~h~nks tobacco the best remedy
we at prcse ut possess. Mr. Travers is of the same op10100. Howe\'cr, I should re25
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commend great caution in the use of this ticklish remedy. You ougllt to know that,
when injected in other emergencies, in strangulated hernia, for example, mortal
syncope has followed such encmata.
illusk, in large doses, has been strongly recommended by a Frenchman, FournicrPescay, who bas written on this disease. He gave ten or twenty grains at intervals;
so that a drachm, or even two drachms, were taken in the course of the day; and he
declares that he found it more efficacious than anything else that he had tried.
Prussic acid and belladonna are said by Dr. Elliotson to have been freely prescribed, and to have failed; whether in his own hands, or in those of others, I do
not know.
There is another remedy which the same physician has employed; and employed
not without success : the carbonate of iron. Reflecting, he tells us, upon the effects
of this medicine in another complaint which has some points of analogy with tetauu~,
viz. chorea, of which I shal l soon speak, and considering how miserably narcotics had
failed, he determined to give th1Ycarbonate of iron a fair trial upou the first opportunity. Ile has published some account of its effects, in tetanus, in the .MedicoChirurgic(il Transactions. In the first case in which be used it, the tetanus supervened upon a compound dislocation of the great toe. The method in which the
remedy was administered was this. The carbonate was made into an electuary by
mixing it with twice its weight of treacle. The electuary thus made was well stirred
in beef-tea just as the patient was about to drink it. Ile took this every two hours,
as much as he could swallow: and he got well. The next case is described ns being
a very severe one; it resulted from a contusion of the thumb. Dr. Elliotson says
that he neYer saw a case, which did well, that was more severe. This patient also
took the carbonate of iron, as much as could be ~t down ; and that was about two
pounds a day. He had injections twice daily, to keep the bowels unloaded : and the
iron is described as having come away in large red lumps, in shape like horse-dung.
This man recovered. In a third case, where a chilblain above the heel was the exciting cause, the boy died within twenty.four hours of the time when the remedy was
first prescribed. To produce ita influence upon the system (Dr. Elliotsou observes,
very truly) iron must be given/or a few days: nay, he holds that months sometimes
elapse before it has any effect. So that if it really be useful in tetanus, we cannot
expect much good from it in the more acute cases: and these arc the cases for which
we want a remedy.
Oil of turpentine is one of the many substances that have been praised as useful
in tetanus. Now, bearing in mind its power (which I shall hereafter describe, but
which you wust at present take for granted) as a worm.killer, and also the frequency
with which worms are met with in the stomach and bowels after death by tetanus,
this is oue of the drugs which I should employ as a purgative, taking my chance of
whatever good might possibly arise from its specific or anthelmintic qualities. It
may be given in such cases either by the mouth, or in an enema, or at both ends
together: but it must be given in large doses, not less than an ounce at a time; and
it may be mixed with an equal quantity of castor oil. 'l'he one oil dissolYes, or
becomes incorporated, in the other.
Stryclmia has been suggested as a remedy for sc'\"erc tetanus; not in infinitesimal
doses, as Hahnemaun would, I suppose, prescribe it, but in sufficient quantity to
produce a sensible effect. The principle upon which this has been recommended is
the same with that on which the nitrate of silver ointment is applied to the inflamed
conjunctiva in purulent ophthalmia. We know that strychnia. acts upon the spinal
cord, affecting apparently tho.:;e parts and those functions of the cord which are
affected in tetanus; and in so fatal a malady, it would be justifiable, I conceive, to
give the stryehnia, in the hope that it might occasion a morbid action which would
supersede the morbid action of the disease, and yet be less perilous and more manageable thau it. But it would be right to try such a. remedy as th is, iu the first instance,
in corpore vili; upon one of the lower aniruals. This, were it successful, would be
a cure, according to the Hahnema.nnic doctrine-si1nilia sirnilibus curantur - a doc·
trine much older, however, than Hahnemann. Hut the oppos ite maxim, et.mtraria
contrarHs, has been suggested. l\Ir. l\1organ proposes to give such poisona as are
known to cause paralysis, with the view of countervailing the undue action of the
1lUscles in tetanus. Ile produces artificial tetanus by inserting a poison brought.
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from Java, called "cbatic," into a wound, and then relieves the tetanic symptoms by
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any poison, but of disease. Not having hn.d an opportunity of getting the particulars
of this case from 1\Ir. Sewell himself, I give you Mr. May.o's account of it. "A
horse, suffering from a severe attack of tetanus and locked.jaw, the mouth being too
firmly closed to admit the introduction of either food or medicine, was inoculated on
the fleshy part of the shoulder with an arrow point coated with the wourali poison.
In ten minutes apparent death was produced. Artificial respiration was immediately
commenced, and kept up about four hours, when ren.oimation took place. The
animal rose up, apparently perfectly recovered, and eagerly partook of corn and bay.
Ile was unluckily too abundantly supplied with food during the night. The eonSe·
qucnce was over.distension of the stomach, of which the animal died the followi ng
day, without, however, having the slightest recurrence of tctanic symptoms." I had
fancied that the death had resulted from some injurious effect upon the lungs, produced by the artificial breathing. But I have little doubt that Mr. Mayo derived
his statement from l\Ir. Sewell himself. The experiment deserves to be carefully
repeated.
'l'he virtue of the vapour of rether, or of the newer substance, chloroform, will
doubtless be put to the proof in these diseases of painful spasm. ~fay, I read in the
newspapers and medical journals that this remedy has already been tried in tetanus;
and not without marked relief of suffering. That it will prove equal to the cure of
the severer cases, which would end fatally without it, is, in my mind, a matter of
hope rather than of expectation.
I have but little to say concerning what may be called the surgical treatment of
traumatic tetanus. It was a natural thing, the source of the irritation being supposed
to be the wound, to expect relief from amputation of the limb. l3ut that will not
arrest the morbid action after it bas once been fairly established. Dr. Elliotson says
he haR searched scores of books, and found only one case in which the limb and the
disease were lopped away together. However, Mr. Blizard Curling, in his Essay 01~
Tetanus, refers to seven instances of recovery, after the injured part had been amputated. Yet be states that" it is almost impossible to ascertain with certainty how far
the amputation, in these cases, was of service." I believe I cannot offer you better
advice on this subject than may be gathered from the concluding remarks of a very
distin!!'llished and philosophical surgeon, in his lectures on this disease. I allude to
the lalc Mr . .Abernethy, whose pupil I had the µ-ood fortune to be. Ile said, "'fhe
state of the part injured is not the sole cause of tetanus. In cases of tetanus I have
often amputated injured fingers; and though I did not thereby save my patients, yet
I think that the symptoms were mitigated after such amputations. Iu such eases,
then, I would not amputate any considerable member; nor even a small ouc, uuless
I thought that, from the iuj1,1ry sustained, it would prove useless to its possessor, even
.
though the case should tcrmrnaf.? favourably." .
'fhe tourniquet has been applied to the hurt hmb i but not, so far as I know, with
any good effect. The most promising expedient which surgery offers is the division
of the principal nerve proceeding to, or ratber from, the seat of the injury. '.l'his,
supposing the nerve to be known and accessible, is less formidable, less severe, less
hazardous, less maiming, and, if we may judge from past experience, more effectual
too, than amputation of the part., Dr. ~Iurray h?s rec9rdcd (in the ?le\•cnth volume
of the Medical Gazette,) a very rntcrestrng case m which the opernt1on was followed
by most decided and instan~ reli~f. ~he patient was a. young midshipman, who,
havin"' trodden on a rusty nail, which pierced the sole of his left foot, had kept watch
the sa~e night upon deck, the weather being very cold. The disease began the next
day, and the symptoms ran hig~L ~t.was a case, the.re.fore, of seve~c or acute te~anus.
Without loss of time the posterior tibial nerve was d1v1ded. The hmb was previously
cold, and as the patient said, dead, and he had little power ~f ~oving- it. Ile could
not articulate distinctly, on account of the closed state of his Jaws. The nerve was
cut through by one stroke of the sc~lpel ; and "imm~diat.ely (says Dr. Murray) he
opened his mouth ~i~h a~ cxclaruatio~; ~ud on lookm.g at his countenance I w~s
astonished at the str1k10g improvement rn it. I asked him how he felt, and he said
he was already much better, and that his leg had come to life again." Some stiffness
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of the jaws and neck remained for a day or two; but he soon recovered. Dr. Murray
refers to another case mentioned by Baron Larrey, in which divis ion of the nerve had
a similar result.
Probably, to be successful, the operation must be early; before the morbid condition peculiar to the disorder bas had time to root itself in the nervous system.
Although, in the present state of our knowledge, there is no one remedy or plan on
which we can rely for the cure of this fearful malady, we may with much confidence
lay down certain general rules, the observance of which will secure to the patient the

best chance of a favourable result.
Since any, the swallcst, movement or impression made upon the surface, or upon
the senses, will bring on the severer degrees of spasm, it is of primary importance to
protect the patient against these sources of trouble, so sure to aggravate his sufferings,
and so likely to augment 11is danger. Hence if blood-letting should be thought
advisable, it should be done early, sufficiently, and once for all. There should be no
repetition of venooscction, or of cupping, or of leeches, unless the circumstances and
progress of the case plainly demand them. The same remark applies to the frequent
use of purgatives. The bowels should be well cleared in the outset, and then let
alone. The patient should lie in a darkened room; from which noise also should, as
much as possible, be excluded. He should not be surrounded by a multitude of
friends or attendants. He should be enjoined to speak, to move, to swallow, as seldom
as he can. In the severe traumatic cases, the nerve, in my judgment, should be
promptly divided. And in all cases, there being no special indications to the contrary,
I should be more inclined to administer wine in large doses, and nutriment, than any
particular drug. If the tendency to mortal asthenia can be staved off, the disturbance
of the excito-motory apparatus may, perchance, subside or pass away.
There is a form of this complaint called trisrn.us naseentium.. As the name implies,
it occurs in newly-born children. It is very frequent and very fatal in the West
Indies; coming on usually in the second week after birth. Hence it has been called
"the ninth-day disease." Another of its names in the British settlements there, is
"the jaw-fall;" from the circumstance that shortly before death the lower jaw, which
had previously been firm ly pressed against the upper, drops on the breast. It bas
been said that a fourth of the infant negroes in Jamaica used to die of this disorder.
Some persons refer it to the irritation produced by the retention of the meconium in
the intestines; others to irritation from the wound made by dividiog the navel string.
A dose of purgative medicine appears to be the most hopeful remedy. The complaint
is common, I am told, in ill-ventilated lying-in hospitals. Pure air must therefore be
desirable as an adjuvaut.
Tetanic symptoms sometimes occur (but I should think very rarely) in ague. Or
paroxysms of tetanus return at regular intervals, and terminate by profuse perspiration : the patient being well during the intermissions. When such phenomena
arise, the treatment proper in severe forms of ague must be adopted: what that treatment is, I shall in no long time be able, I hope, to Jay before you.
Again, tetanus is occasionally a symptom in hysteria; and then the treatment
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If the disease of which I have been speaking be dangerous, and very often fata l,
in spi.te ~f al.I remedial rn~asures, that w~ich I prop_ose to ?ring next under your
attention 1s still more appalling; for I believe that hitherto 1t has been uniform ly
mortal. I know not that any one has ever been rescued by art, or saved by the efforts
of nature, from II!Jdropltobia, after that frightful disease has ooce declared itself by
its characteristic symptoms. The nature of those symptoms, and the absence of all
definite or constant traces of organic change in the dead body, sufficiently mark the
disea.se :~s belonging essentially to the nervous system, and as being essentially a spasrnodw d1scascalso.
What are the symptoms, stated in broad outline? These. Excessive nervous
irritability and apprehension; spasmodic contractions of the muscles of the fauces,
excited by Yarious external influences, and especially by the sight or sound of liquids,
and by attempts to swallow them; and extreme difficulty, amounting sometimes to
impos~ibility, of drinking.
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This is one of the diseases which are produced by animal poisons; and its course
will be most co1wenicntly traced if we incl.ude in our desm·iption of it the very first
step towards its production, - the application of the specific poison to the body. A
man is bitten by a dog. After a time the symptoms proper to hydrophobia. come on.
After another, but much shorter, interval, the man is dead. Before we advert to the
many very interesting points of inquiry which arise out of the contemplation of this
malady, let us follow the tragedy from its commencement to its closing scene.
A person is bitten, then, by a mad dog. Does the e-xistencc of rabies in the animal
modify in any way the injury thus inflicted? No; the wound that is made behaves
just the same to all appearance, as it would have behaved if the dog had not been
rabid; and it gradually heals. After an uncertain interval -which lies, for tlte most
part, between six weeks and eighteen months, and which has been called the perkid
of incubatio11 - the following symptoms begin to be noticeable. The patient experiences pain, or some uneasy or unnatural sensation, in the situation of the bite. If
it h::we healed up, the cicatrix tingles, or aches, or feels cold , or stiff, or numb;
sometimes it becomes vi~ibly red, swelled, or livid; on one occasion a papular eruption
took place around it; soruetimes it opens afresh, and discharges a peculiar ichor. The
pain or uneasiness extends from the sore or scar towards the central parts of the body:
i.e. if the bite have been inflicted on a. limb, the morbid sensations extend towards
the trunk. All this gives fearful notice of what is about to happen. This period is
called the period of recrudescence. I believe it seldom fails to occur, although it
sometimes is not noticed; the attention of the patient, and of his medical advisers,
being absorbed by the horrible sequel. Very soon after this renewa l of local irritation
-within a few hours perhaps, but certainly within a. very few days, during which
the patient feels uncomfortable and ill- the specific constitutional symptoms begin:
he is hurried and irritable; speaks of pain and stiffness, perhaps, about his neck and
throat; unexpectedly he finds himself unable to swallow fluids, and every attempt to
do so brings on a paroxysm of chokin g and i;obbing, of a very distressful kind to
behold; and this continues for two or three days, till the patient dies exhausted; in
the way of asthenia.
I have seen three, perhaps four examples of this terrific nmlady. As they constitute the whole of my personal e.xperience in the matter, I shall relate these cases.
The first occurred in the year 1826, in the person of a coachman, the back of
whose right hand had been struck, ten weeks previously, by the teeth of a terrier dog:
but, as both the patient and his fellow-servants declared 1 there was no wound made,
no blood drawn, no breach or lifting of the sk in; but merely an indentation, showing
where the animaJls teeth had pressed. H e was brought to St. Bartholomew's Hospital on a 1.'uesday. On the preceding Thursday his hand had become painful, and
swelled a little. On Friday the pain extended into the arm, and became more severe.
His wife stated that he had been in the habit of ~panging bis head and body every
morning with cold water, but that, on this moruiug, he refrained from doing so, on
account of some feeling of spasm about the throat. His own remark on this was, that
"he could not think how he could be so silly."
On Saturday the extent and the severity of the pain had still further increased. On
this and the preceding night he got no sleep. He felt ill and drow~y on the Sunday,
but drove a. carriage to Kensington Gardens: be was, however, obhged to hold both
whip and reins in his left hand. The pain extended to the shoulder. He '~as then
bled. A slop-basin full of blood was taken, with much relief to the pam; and
.
.
purgative medicine was gino, which operated well.
The next day he complained of "feeling very ill all over," and he to!d 111~ mcd1cal
attendant that he could not take his draughts, because of the spasm 10 his throat.
nature
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'l'bat gentleman (Mr. Macdonald), concealing
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the hospital. When there, water was brought and placed bcf~re hun rn a bas1.n, fol'
the alleged purpose of allowing him to wash his hands. It did not sec~1 to d1s~urb
him, nor to excite any particulur attention. Wate~ was then o~crc~ h11n to dm_1k,
which he took, and carried to his mouth, but drew lus head from it ~v1th a couvulst\'C
shudder. After this, on the same morning, he was much questi?ned by ~cv~ral
persons about the supposed cause of his illness; and water was again brought luw,
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which agitated him, and be became exceedingly distressed and unquiet, comp1aining
of the air which blew upon him.
I first saw him myself soon after this. He was then, to all outward appearance,
well; lying on his back, without spasm, without anxiety; his ~ace somewhat flushed.
lle said he had a little headache, but no pain in the arm. Il1s pulse was 132, full,
and strong; his tongue moi~t, and slightly furred. Ile appeared to be a Ycry quiet,
good-tempered roan; and smiled generally when be was spoken to.
I was naturally much interested by this case, and at nine in the evening I visited
the patient again. Ile was composed and tranquil. Gruel was mentioned, and then
he sighed two or three times deeply; then sat up, and, after a moment's look of
serious terror took half a spoonful of the gruel in a hurried gasping manner; and said
he would not take more at a time, lest the sensation should come 011. Ile was desired
to drink the last portion of the gruel from the basin. Ile accordingly seized it with
hurry, carried it to his mouth with an air of determination, and then a. violent choking
spasm of the muscles about the throat ensued, the stcrno-mastOidei starti ng f;trongly
forwards. 1\Iost of the gruel was spilled over his chin ; and ,he observed that he had
been too much in a hurry, or he should have managed it.
The treatment consisted in full doses of opium, repeated at frequent intervals. On
this visit to him I noticed, that while attempting to take some of the gruel with a
spoon, he seemed inclined to doze as he sat. Otherwise there were no signs of his
being overwhelmed, or even sensibly affected by the opium, unless indeed bis general
quietness was the consequence of it. Ile was quite rational and calm, except when
attempting to take fluids.
On the Wednesday, at noon, he was nearly in the same state, but said he was better.
In the course of the night some morsels of ice had been given him : with considerable
effort he swallowed two or three of these; the third or fourth caused so much spasm,
however, that he was obliged to throw it out of his mout]1 : but so great was his resolution that he seized it again, and, by a strong exertion, succeeded in swallowing it.
Ile complained now that his mout.h was and had been clammy; and he champed
much, and spat out a good deal of tough mucus. At bis own request, and (as he
said) that he might injure no one, a strait-waistcoat was brought, which he assisted
in putting on. llut he was perfectly tranquil then.
1 now had an opportunity of seeing him take some arrow-root. Ile sat up in bed
to eat it; and before attempting to do so, be made hurried inspirations, and sobbings
precisely resembling those which occur when one wades gmduri11y into cold water.
lie swallowed small quantities of arrow-root eight or nine tim es, with hurry and difficulty, and with sighs that succeeded each other rapidly. Ile said that he felt the
upper part of his thrrot narrower than it should be. Ile continued to take laudanum
mixed with sugar and bread into a kind of pulp.
By the evening of that day the disease had not ma_de much further progress. Ile
agriin sat up and tried to cat some thinnish gruel. While taking the basin into his
hand, he drew back his head to a distance from it, apparently involuntarily. H e took
one half-spoonful with effort and distress, then sighed deeply and rapidly, or rather
bis breathing consisted of a succession of sigh.s at short intervals : he gave up the
basin, and sank back on his pillow still sighing. In the course of that night he ceased
to take the laudanum; he could no longer attempt it. The next day he was still
composed, though more easily irritated; and it was found that be had lost the power
of moving the left arm. llis pulse was 1401 and much weaker than before, and his
mental powers were failing. He gradually sank, and died in the evening, having
repeated the Lord's prayer au hour previously. During the bst hours of life he had
been moaning, and tossing from side to side: his bowels were purged; fluid stools
ran from him, and distressed him greatly. llis lower cxtl'cmities fir.st became cold,
and the coldness extended by degrees up to his chest. Ile hawked up in the course
of the day a. considerable quantity of ropy mucus, and much frothy saliYa came from
his mouth towards the close. As his wife was wiping this away, his teeth, whether
by co11vulsivc accideut or otherwise, came in contact with her finger, and drew blood.
'!'he part was cut out; and no bad consequence followed that I know of.
The examination of his body threw no satisfactory light upon the essential nature
of the disease. Blood and serous fluid escaped on the removal of the calrnrium.
The vessels of the membranes were full, and the brain itself was mottled somewhat
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by its vascularity. There were a few spots of eccl1ymosis on the heart. The back
part of the tongue was very vascular. rrhe stomach presented the most notable ap.
pearance. There was a quautit,r of brownish-coloured mucus on its inner surface,
and the mucous membrane had disappeared from a space about four inches in diameter at its left and larger end. '£hat space a.lone was diaphanous; its ed"es sloped
inwards; and a segment of this thin place looked exactly like a piece of cl~ina. On
a white ground, there were inosculating vessels, some of them blue, and some of them
of a coffee-coloured brown. I conclude that this appearance was produced by the
action of the gastric juice after death.
'£his was in some respects a remarkable case. It was remarkable for its duration.
Dr. Bardsley, in the article on Ilydrophobia in the Oyc"lopredia of Practical Nedicine,
states that the patients "invariably go on from bad to worse, and finally die before the
sixth day." Now if we reckon that stage of the complaint here referred to by Dr.
Bardsley to have begun on the morning of Friday, when he was obliged to omit his
sponging because of the epasm about his throat, this patient did not die till the middle
of the seventh day. In fact it was a very protracted case; and the symptoms were
less violent than usual. Whether this was owing to the opium he took or not, it would
be difficult to determine.
In the second of the cases which it has been my lot to witness, the characteristic
symptoms of hydrophobia were more faintly pronounced than is usual.
On my arrival at the l\liddlesex llospital, on Thursday, the 5th of OctoOer, 1837,
I was told that a patient had been admitted (under one of my colleagues) laboming
probably under hydrophobia. He had applied at the hospital in the middle of the
night; but was then sent awa.y, after receiving some apcrient pills, with assurances
that he was only feverish and nervous. On his reapplication in the morning he had
been admitted.
I found him in the ward : a man twenty.fi"e years old, of dark complexion and
hair. He expressed his conviction that he was afHicted with hydrophobia; and said
be was prepared for his fate. I observed that CYery now and then he suddenly sighed
in a very peculiar manner; just as I had seen the former patient sigh. This would
happen sometimes in the middle of a sentence, while he was speaki ng. He told us
he had been bitten by a dog in the latter end of July; the dog was swimm ing, and
like to drown, in a canal, and upon his reaching over to lift him out of the water, the
animal seized upon his hand. After dragging the dog out, he beat him for his ingra.
titude; and then the dog ran off, and was pursued by a mob of boys, who had previously been pelting him as a mad dog. There was a scar ou the middle finger of the
right ha.nd; the nail of that finger had (he said) been torn through, and each of the
two adjacent fingers had been more slightly bitten. Ilis pulse was 84 j but varied in
frequency at short intervals.
He acknowledged that after rccC'iving the bite be was uneasy as to its possible
effects, and read books about hydrophobia. at the time: but he affirmed that he had
afterwards ceased entirely to think about it. Ile had persuaded himself that the dop;
could not be mad, from its bcin~ in the water. Ou Tuesday, if not earlier, he had
been uncomfortable and restless; and on Wednesday he found he coul<l not swallow
liquids. On one of these days he experienced a slight pricking sensation, without
any redness or tenderness, in the site of the scar ; his right arm and leg seemed to
b1mself hotter than the opposite limbs; and the arm, though not tender, felt raw, and
he could not bear the liµ;ht contact of his clothes upon it. Ile ~ecame feverish also.
From time to time a. slight expression of terror passed across his features, and then
he made a. sudden, deep, sighing inspiration: at other times his breathing and appearance were perfectly natural. It was said that when some water was brought him
be drew himself back from it with horror. Ile talked a good deal.
I saw him eat rice, made pulpy with milk. Ile took it without looking at the
spoon, from wh ich he averted h~s. eyes, and a.to several mouthfuls, in ~gulping manner and with evident effort. His bowels had been purged by the pills, and he de~
cla;ed that the noise of the water in the water-closet had distressed hi m. The
sound of some water poured from one vessel into another by the patient in the next
bed, had also agitated him . So did the contact .of my c?ld hand on his . ar~; and
currents of air, even the breath of any one speakmg to hnn j so that he rns1stcd on
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conversing with the apothecary in such a. position that the chin of each was upon the
other's shoulder. But there was no actual or apparent spasm .
At this time he affirmed that the presence of company cheered him, and did him
good; and begged that he mi~ht not be removed into a separate room. And he
wished for some amusing book that he might read.
In the evening I ngaiu went to see him. Ile did not seem worse, though he said
"his symptoms were increasing." He had taken a dose of musk and some morphia.
The next day I found the hospital in some confusion. B!!tween eleven and twelve
o'clock in the preceding night some of the officers of the hospital had gone to his
bed, while be was apparently asleep, and certainly very quiet. 'l'hcy asked him if he
would like some water. This seems to have greatly excited him; and immediately
after their departure he rushed out of bed, (terrified, he said,) became furious and
unmanageable, and was never again tranquil till he died, about the same time the
next night. He was now put iuto a room by himself; and, taking advantage of the
momentary absence of the nurse, he bolted himself in alone; and declared he would
admit no person but her. The door was at length forced, and a strait-waistcoat was
put upon him. Ile then became quieter in his manner; begged that no unnecessary
violence might be used; asked to be poisoned; spat at some of the bystanders, and
reproached them, talking rapidly and wildly like an insane person; yet loudly and
angrily imposing silence on every one :vho add:essed him. I~e said he could not
bear to hear any one speak; that he did not like my bass voice. Then he would
sneer at the students, and say they showed braYery enough now he was confined:
"was it right for young gentlemen of education to stand there gazi ng with curiosity
on a dying man?" asked for bread soaked in water, and when it was held towards
him, snatched it with his mouth in a sa•age manner; spoke of his "poisoned tooth,"
and talked perpetually. Ile took a fancy to one of the students, and begrrd that he
might remain with him.
About this time he vomited some yellow fluid, and thought lie felt the better for
it, and asked for an emetic; and some tartarizcd antimony was given him. Ile was
now pale, and his lips were livid; but none of the distinctive spasmod ic attacks occurred: indeed, water was not at this time suffered to be brought near him. This circumstance it was, this absence of the peculiar spasmod ic paroxysms which characterize
11ydrophobia, that induced several medical men, of much sagacity and experience, to
doubt, and even with some positiveness to deny, that the patient was suffering under
that disease at all. ~I.1hey supposed him to be hysterical, half-crazy, or on the brink
of delirium tremens. But though slightly expressed, the symptoms were unlike anything I had ever witnessed, except in the previous instance. And the closing sceae
was quite distineti\•e.
It appeared, and he spoke of it as a thing which distressed him, that when he was
most ex.cited, his urine passed involuntarily.
In the evening I found his father with him. Ile bad recognised 11im, and kissed
his mother-in-law; but soon began to rave, and to be apparently occupied with absent
persons. He was pale and weak, and lay with his head over the side of the bed,
ispittiog continually upon the floor, which was thus made quite wet. Ile wished to
liave his hao<ls at liberty that he might "clear his mouth." Ile was soliloquizing
when I went into the room, in this way: "l\lonsters -mousters - see that monster
Susan -take her away." (It appeared that he was now speaking of a young woma"n
who had had a child by him.) "I thought they would do much for science, but
never supposed they would inflict such agony as this/' and so on.
A little later Mr. Arnott visited him. Ile had then no pulse at the wrist. The
waistcoat was removed. He sat up, and used some water, brought to wash his
hands, without apparent di stress. Soon after, he sank back exhausted; and expired.
11 is father corroborated what the patient had said of the dog; aud told us bis son
was cleve r, and better educated than many of his rauk (he was n. tr.ilor), but always
exceedingly nervous.
'l'h c body was exam ined the next da.y. Its posterior and undermost surface was
very li\'id. The blood everywl1ere quite fluid. 'l'hc veins of the spinal cord, on its
posterior part, were turgid; not at all so on the anterior. The substance of the cord
w<is quite natural. There was some fluid in the theca. The brain appeared to me.
in enry part, quite Sflund and healthy.
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The 11ead and face, which lrnd been banging over t110 table while the spinal canal
was opened from behind, were deeply purple, as though universally bruised. ~~his
colour diminished rapidly after the corpse was placed supine, and the head raised
somewhat above the level of the body. The p:ipilloo at the back part of the tongue
were greatly exaggerated, and looked like large vesicles. '11 he cartilaf!e of the epiglottis, at its lower part, was red. At about the middle portion of the resophagus
there was an appearance as if the cuticle had been abraded. The mucous membr'ane
of the st?maeh w?s soft, ~nd red here and. there, with a dotted injection resembling
ecchymos1s, especially on its rugoo. The au-passages were apparently healthy.
•
On the first day of the year, 1855, a lady, 32 years old, residing nt a short distance
from London. was bitten on the ulnar side of the middle finger of her right hand, in
tlrn furrow between the skin and the nail, by a. white cat, belonging to the stables of
the house. The young lady's brother bad seen the cat quarrelling with a terrier the
day before; and afterwards struggling and fighting with another cat. Supposing that
the animal might be ill, or hurt, the lady desired to have it brought to her, and placed
it on her lap, when it bit her.
The cat was killed the same day, but not before it l1ad scratched the gardener's
child, fl.own furiously at another man, and seized and bitten a whip with which the
coachman had attacked it.
On Wednesday, the 14th of 1\Iarch, l\Iiss L. began to feel generally unwell. On
the 16th, pain ran from the bitten finger along the ulnar aspect of the right arm into
the axilla, and across the chest about the level of the fifth rib. No redness nor
swelling was visible about the scar, but she spoke of a sensation there as if the skin
were hin. This pnin did not last long, nor did it recur.
On Saturday, the 17th, she found a difficulty in swallowing medicine. Dr. Todd
"Visited her in the evening, with Dr. Garrett, and prescribed enemata, containing each
ten drops of laudanum. Some puffiness in the right axilla wns noticed, but it soon
disappeared.
On Sundny morning I met those physicians in consultation . I found Miss J"'. in
bed, with a wildisb expression about her eyes. Iler tongue was dry and furred; her
pulse eighty, soft, with occasional accelerations for a few beats only. '!'here was a
slight systolic murmur of the heart, which wns beating noisily. Iler bowels had acted
during the night. She had twice passed urine into the bed, and she said that she
had done so inevitably, and that "it showed how weak she was." 1'he debi lity was
indeed very great, as we perceived upon raising and sustaining her in a sitting
position.
A morsel of ice was given to her. She put it hnstily into her mouth, then drew
back her head, and stretched out her arm with a repelling ~csturc, and sighed many
times; but she failed to swallow the ice. Afterwards she succeeded better with some
tea, whicl~ she took in spoonfuls, yet with a strange hurry, and with sighing gasps,
and a rollmg upwards of the eyes.
It was remarkable that this patient was not agitated, nor apparently distressed, by
the sound of liquids poured from one vessel into another, nor by the access of light
upon the sudden withdrawing of the window-blinds, nor by currents of air, for she
even bore to be fanned.
I conclude that she knew, or at least suspected, what was the matter with her, for
ehe said that to drink some tea would be a. test.
She then, without much difficulty, ate a boiled egg; and under encoura~emeot, and
our expression of hopes that she was better, and exhortations to be careful and not to
hurry, she swallowed, with seeming ease, a glass of wine in successive tca-spoonfulsu ntil the last spoonful, from which she recoiled with a look of terror, exclaiming,
despondently, "It is no better."
We were to visit hc.r again together the next day, tlrnuf!;h I had my misgiv ings as
to her surviving the night. I learned from Dr. Garrett that she swallowed more wine
in the afternoon, and fancied it did her harm . She had then paroxysms of sighing
respiration, with intervals of comparative calm. At seven in the even ing Dr. Garrett
noticed that she began to eject, in a gulping manner, sal i\'a and \'iscid mucus from
her mouth. '!'his increased in quantity, and was attended with a sort of chewing, or
champing. At ten o'clock she desired that the servants should, one by one, be
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brought to her bedside, and exhorted them severally to tl1e observance of their
religious duties. She exp ired at a quarter past seven o'clock on the Monday morning,
her mind having continued clear to the end.
The fourth case to which I haYe alluded was, in my judgment, a genuine instance
of hydrophobia, although some, who witncss<'d it, doubted. I am indebted for the
opportunity of seeing it to the kindness of Dr. Sibson, under whose care the patient,
a female child five years of age, was lying in St. Mary's Hospital.
She had been bitten by a. spaniel on the 3d of l\Iay, in the right leg, just above the
calf, where the scars of the injury were visible. 1'he dog was killed the same afternoon. The child began to be unwell on the -!th of June. The symptoms reported
were shudderings whenever a stream of wind passed over her, and spasms, and
gasping dysphagia upon her attempting to drink. I saw her oa the 9th o.f .that
mouth. lier countcaancc was tranquil, but now and then assumed a sort of 1d1otic
smile. When a current of air was directed upon her by blowing, she made a sighing
start, cried for a few seconds, and was aga:n quiet. She took from a spoon some wine
and beef-tea readily, and seemed to like them, for she opened her mouth always as
she saw the spoon approach her lips. When the cup was offered her, she clutched it
with her hands, and drank a. little, with obvious distress. A mirror waved before her
face did not appear to affect her. She had dozed a little in the night. Occasionally
she closed her eyes, which could then be seen to quiver or vibrate beneath the sh ut
lids. I thought she squinted slightly. She did not utter any articulate words, but
she had talked a good deal the day before. She was very weak; unable to staad.
Though I observed no mucus about her mouth, she was sai d to have spat out viscid
frothy saliva, and frequently to have grinded her teeth. She particularly disliked to
have her abdomen touched, or uncornred.
On repeating my visit to the hospital later in the day I found her weaker. She
Jrnd Yoidcd urine into the bed, and had vomited several times. She made frequent
little backward jerks of the bead-which was held back rather rig-idly by the muscles
of the neck, while her shoulders were firmly hunched up. Swallowing could still be
effected, but with increased difficulty. She was less sensible to currents of air. Iler
pulse was very rapid. Afterwards sickness and hiccup came on, and she died early
the next morning.
A careful exarniaation of the dead body disclosed nothing remarkable, or illustrative
of the disorder. 'l'hc symptoms had been attributed to worms; but the intestines
were slit up through their whole length, and no worms were found.
Generally, the disease, when it has oace set in, and shown the peculiar hydrophobic
symptoms, runs a short and fierce course. The nervous irritability becomes extrewe.
Tb e peculiar paroxysms of choking spasm, and sobbing, are excited, not on ly by
attempts to swallow liquids, but by the >cry sight or sound of them. Dr. Elliotson
mentions a boy who was thrown into a state of violent agitation by hearin;r a dresser
who sat up with him make water. The passage of a gust of wind across his face, the
waving of a polished surface, as of a mirror, before his eyes, the crawling of an
insect over his skin, is often sufficient to excite great irritation, and the peculiar
strangling sensation about the fauces, in a hydrophobic patient. These circumstances
were but littl e ohscryablc in the patients whose cases I have related. '£he first of
them indeed was remarkably cairn and tranquil under the disease. In general the
patient is dreadfully irritable, and apprehensive, and suspicious; and in most cases
there is a degree of' mania or delirium mixed up with the irritability; the sufferer is
very garrulous and excited. In this respect there is a marked difference between
hydrophobia and tetanus. In the latter disorder the mental faculties arc clear, and
the patients serene, and what is called heart-whole, to the last. 'l'hc two diseases
differ in another striki ng particular: the spasm in the oac case is tonic, in the other
clonic. In tetanus, again, there is no thirst, and seldom any accumu latioa of tough
and stringy mucus in the fauces and about the angles of' the mouth: in hydrophobia.
both these symptoms arc always, I believe, present. So probably is vomiting; but
vomiting in tetanus is rare. 'l'he nervous irritability in hydrophobia is doubtless a
part of the disease, and is very seldom absent even now-a-days. Some time ago it
mi~ht perhaps have been plausibly attributed to the treatment adopted.
I allude to
that period in which it was believed that these miserable persons had both the power,
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and the inclination,. to i~part th? disease to others by bitin_g th~m; and when, under
pretence o.f shortenrng lus .suff~rmgs, but really, I am afraid, with the cowardly view
of protecting tliemsclves, lus friends were accustomed to smother the unhappy patient
between two feather-beds, or to open a vein, and to leave him to bleed to death. Any
person suspecting what was the matter, and foreseeing such a termination to his disease, might well be nervous and irritable. But now that this barbarous practice has
been exploded, and the dread of being smothered does not occur to the mind of the
patient, he is still found to be exquisitely irrita.ble and timorous. The foam and sticky '
m~e~s that gath~r iu the tht'?at and mouth, these patients make great efforts, by
splttmg and blowmg, to get nd of; and the sounds they thus produce have been
exaggerated by ignorance and credulity into the barking and foaming of a dog. In
the same way the _paraplegia. whic~1 sometime~ takes pl_ace, rcu_dering the patient
unable to stand upright, has been misconstrued rnto a desire on lus part to go on all
fours like a dog. The pulse, though it may be strong and hard at the outset, becomes,
in a short time, frequent and feeble, and the general strength declines with great
rapidity. Death occasionally takes place within twenty~four hours after the commencement of the specific symptoms. l\lost commonly of all it happens on the second or
third day; now and then it is postponed to the fifth day; and in still rarer instances,
of which my first case was one, death does not occur till the seventh, or eighth, or
ninth day. In most cases the paroxysms, becoming more violent and frequent,
exhaust the patient; but occasionally the symptoms undergo a marked alteration
before death. The paroxysms cease, the nervous irritability disappears, the patient is
able to eat and drink and converse with ease; those sights and sounds which so
annoyed and distressed him before, no longer cause him any disquiet. In this state
he often sinks into a sleep, and suddenly wakes from it to die: sometimes his existence is put an end to by a sudden and violent convulsion.
It is needless for me to go into a minute account of the morbid appearance.s that
have been met with in persons dead of hydrophobia. 'l'hey are various, uncertain,
unsatisfact-0ry. Decomposition of the tissues, and of the blood, is said to take place
rapidly. lo some bodies the most careful examination has discovered nothing amiss.
In others, vascularity of the brain, or of the spinal cord, has been noticed. And in
not a few instances the mucous membrane of the fauces, resophagus, and stomach or of the larynx and trachea - or of both these tracts - has been found red, and
covered with adhes ive mucus. But we must take care not to attribute undue importance to these last appearances- not to conclude that they have been the cause of
the symptoms, when, in truth, they may have been the effect of the disease. That
we should find the parts in the throat red and congested is what we might naturally
expect, wh en we consider the violent straini ng spasmodic action of these parts for
some time before death. The morbid anatomy of this disease throws but little light
upon its nature, or upon its proper treatment.
1\lany interesting questions present themselves relative to hydrophobia. I will
state the principal of these as shortly as I can.
1. You will be surprised when I tell you that some persons have made 1t a question
whether there is any such disease at all. I ha\'e known such. The late Sir Isaac
Pennington, who 'Yas Rcgius ~rofessor of Physic a~ Cambridge, bad never seen a
case of hydrophobia, and notluog could persuade him that any one else had seen
anything more than a nervo~s complaint produced by the alarmed imapinatioo of the
patient, who, having been bitten by a dog reputed to be mad, and havmg the fear ?f
feather-beds before his eyes, was frightened into a belief that he had hydrophobia,
and ultimately scared out of his very existence. Now if you ~eet ~ith such incredulous persons, and think it worth your while to argue the pornt with them, you
may object to their unbelief, the improbability that so many persons who have been
bitten by mad dogs should have suffered so precisel.Y t~10 s~mc. train of symptoms,
and at last have died, from the mere force of a morbid 1magmat1ou. You may urge
them with the fact that many of these persons have beeu unJcr no apprehension at
all until the disease has seized upon them; that many also have been men of naturally
strong and firm minds, not at all likely to be frightened. into believing ~hat ~hey we~e
seriously ill unless they really were so, and still less likely to be tcmficd mto their
graves. Aud if this ha,·e.no weight with su~h reasoners,_y?u may bring forward the
conclwsivc fact::! that the disease has befallen rnfauts, and 1d1ots, who had never heard
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or und erstood a word about mad dogs or hydrophobia 1 and in whom. the im agination
could have had no power in calling forth the complaint. And if they are proof

against this? you must give them up: I can suggest nothing t~orc..

.
2. Allowing that the disc:tse exists as a real , and not merely unagrnary disease, and
also that it is caused by the bite of a rabid animal: this important question ariscshas it any other cause?

Sitting aside that quibbling application of the term hydrophobia, w~1ich some
writers have chosen to make, to diseases in which, from some pai1~ful affcct1on of the
throat, the patients have been unwillio~ to attempt to swallow fluids, th.ere _are cases

recorded, exactly resembling hydrophobia in their symptoms, and occurrrng rn persons
who were aever known to have been bittea by, or even to have been in the presence
of, a rabid animal. The celebrated and accurate Pinel has given the llistory of such
a case. There is another by Savirotte, in the Jour1wldcs Snvans (August 1757).
Now it is just possible that this disease may sometim es develop itself in the human
body without any contagion having been applied: and it is also poss~ble, ~nd much
more probable, in my judgment, that the poison may have been applied without the
person's being aware of it. 'Vo shall see, by and by, some very possible ways in
which that mi~ht happen. All that we need concern ourselves with practically, is
this-that in 999 cases out of 1000 the disease in the human body is derived from a.
rabid animal. If it ever be spontaneous, we cannot reckon upon meeting with such
a case: indeed, many medical men pass through life without witnessing the disorder
at all.
[Many well autl10nticated cases are on record, in which di~easc having all the
pathognomonic symptoms of hydrophobia, occurred without the sliglltest evidence of
its being the result Qf the bite or scratch of a rabid animal, or its having been pr<r
duced_ by a virus accidentally in troduced into the system from any possible source.
We met ourselves, a.. few years ago, with precisely such a case, in which the most
cautious invcstig.ition convinced us, that the disease had been produced independently
of any specific contagion from without. - C.J
3. Granting, then , that the disease in man is the resu lt of an animal poison, the
next question is, from what animals may he receive the infection?
We are su re that the disease, by the inoculation of which hydrophobia. may be
produced in man, is common in the dog, and that it has been communicated to the
human animal by the fox: also, the wolf, the jackaJ, the raccoon 1 and the cat. Mr.
Youatt says that the saliva of the badger, the 110rse, the human bciag, have undoubtedly produced rabies, and some affirm th at it has been propagated even by the
hen and the duck. The same author meations a case in which a groom became
affected with hydrophobia through a scratch which he recei\•ed from the tooth of a
horse that was labouring under the disease. All animals, even fowls, arc susceptible
of the disorder when bitten by the rabid dog. Of course it is an important question
to have rcsoh-cd, whether the saliva of all these is capable of conveying the malady.
The case just now mentioned on Mr. Youatt's authority would seem to settle the
question as respects the horse; but as horses, cows, turkeys, &e., do not generally
bite, we have not many opportunities of supplying a positive answer to the general
question: there can be no doubt about the cat, the/ox, the wolf, and thejarlcal.
The late Duke of Richmond died in Canada of hydrophobia, communicateJ, it was
thought, by a t.anie fox. In the 13th volume of the A!cdico-Ultirurgiwl 1'ransoctions, an account is given by 1\Ir. Hewitt, of several cases of fatal hydrophobia
from the bite of a wild and rabid jackal. Many examples arc on record of the production of the disease by the bites of mad cats and wolves.
rrhc first case which I have spoken of, as having been seen by myself, would seem
to prove, if all the facts were correctly stated at the time, that the saliva of the dog
may be sufficient to produce the disease, when it is merely applied to the unbroken
skin. It was affirmed by various persons that the teeth of the terrier did not break
the cuticle. But we must take care not to draw a hasty general infcreace from a.
single case. The late Mr. Youatt, who had seen more of the disease probably both
in man and in other animals, than any other person in this country, did not think
that the saliva of a rabid animal could communicate the disorder through the un-
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broken cuticle : he believed that there must be some abrasion or breach of surface.
He held, howe,•er, that it might be communicated by mere contact with the mucous
membraues.
Of its harmlessness on the sound integument, be offered this presumption - that
his own bands had many times, with perfect impunity, been covered with the saliva
of the mad dog. Ile records some singular instances in which the disease was transmitted by contact of the saliva with the mucous membranes. ".A man endeavoured
to untie with his. teeth a kn?t that h_ad been firmly drawn in a cord. Eight weeks
afterwards he expired, uudentably rabid. It was then recollected that with this cord
a mad dog had been confined. A woman was attacked by a rabid dog, and escaped
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conclusive of this question; unless, indeed, the lips of those who perished happened
to have been chapped or abraded. But Mr. Youatt's own opinion was that the virus
could not be received on a mucous surface without imminen t dan ger.
The disease is said to have been caused by the scratch of a cat. But ns we know
that cats as well as dogs frequently apply their paws to their mouths, especially when
the latter part is uneasy, (as it clearly is in mad dogs,) this fact of the production of
the disease by a scratch, if thoroughly made out, would not prove that the disease
can be introduced into the system in any other way than by means of the sali·rn.

LECTURE XXXIV.
Hydrophobia, ccmcluded. Various Questions considered respecti119 the Disease as it
appears in the IIurnan Subject, and respecting Rabies in tlte Dog. Pathology of
the Disorder. ~/_'reatment. Preventive Measures.
AFTER giving you some account of the phenomena of h!Jdrophobia, or ·rabies
canina, I began to notice, in the last lecture, the chief of the interesting questions
which naturally present themselves to the minds of most men, an <l especially of
medical men, in respect to that shocking disorder.
In the first place, there ·is such a disorder. It appears, too, secondly, from statements made upon credible authority, that the same group and succession of sym ptoms
as characterize the disease when it is produced by the bite of a rabid animal, have
been observed to occur in persons who were never known to have been bitten. In
my own opinion it is more probable thnt these persons had been exposed to the virus
without being aware of it, than that the disease was spontaneously engendered in
their bodies. I would make the same remark with regard to an instance which is
said to have happened of hydrophobia in a lad who had been bitten five weeks before
by a healthy dog: the dog remaining well at the time of his seizure and death. .Mr.
Youatt holds, indeed, that however the disease originated, it never occurs now, not
even in the dog, e:irnept as a consequence of the application of the specific con~agio n .
It is certain, in the third place, that (besides the dog) the wolf, the fox, the pckal,
0
1
0
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Lincoln, Massachusetts, in a report contained in the 1' ransact1ons of the. A1!1erican
Medical Association for 1856. l\Ir. Youatt affirms, in his pamphlet on tlus disorder,
that the sn liva. of the badger, of the horse, and of the human being, hns caused r~bies;
and I mentioned, on hi s authority, a case in which a groom contracted the disease
throu .... h a scratch which he received while administering a ball to a rabid horse. But
I feei°much less certain about these latter animals. Respecting the dog, the fox, the
wolf, the jackal, the cat, there can be no question. The result of certain experiments
made at the Veteri nary School, at Alfort, is opposed to l\Ir. Youatt's statement. Professor l)upuy made wounds in cows and sheep, and rubbed upon thc;:,e wounds sponges
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which had been chewed by rnbid animals of the same species: yet he never succeeded
in communicating the disorder in this way; but when he used a sponge that bad been
mumbled by a mad dog, then the disease occurred in the sheep aud cows.
It is still more interesting to inquire, whether the saliYa of a human being, labour.
ing under hydrophobia, be capable of inoculating another human being: with the same
complaint? Mr. Youatt says, yes : that the disease has undoubtedly been so pro-

duced.

If this be so, the fact will teach us- not to desert or neglect these unhappy

patients, still less to murder them by smothering-but to minister to their wants with
certain precautions: so as not to suffer their saliva to come in contact with any sore
or abraded surface; nor, if it can be avoided, with any mucous surface. On the other
hand, all ca refuln ess of that kind will he unnecessary, if the disease cannot be propagated by the human saliva. Certainly, many experim en ters have tried in vain to
inoculate dogs with the spittle of a hydrophobic man; but there is one authentic
experiment on record, wl1ich makes it too probable that the discrisc, though it may
not be communicated often, or easily, is yet communicable. The experiment is said
to have been made by MM. l\lagendie and Breschet, at the HOtel-Dieu, and to have
been witnessed by a great number of medical men and studonts. Two healthy dogs
were inoculated, on the 19th of June, 1813, with the saJi,·a of a patient, named
Surlu, who died of hydrophobia the same day in that hospital. One of these dogs
became mad on the 27th of the following month. They caused this dog to bite
others, which, in their turn, became rabid also: and in this way they propagated the
malady, among dogs, during the whole summer. Now this is a very striking fact,
yet it ought not to be considered conclusive : for it is possible that the dog might
have gone mad at that time, whether he had been so inoculated, or not. It may have
beon a mere coincidence. We want repetitions of such experiments to settle the
point: nevertheless, we have enough in this one experiment to make us use all necessary caution when engaged in attending upon a hydrophobic patient.
I just touched upon the question, whether the saliva of a rabid dog could produce
the disease if it fell upon the sound sldn? The first of the cases which I related as
having been witnessed by myself, would appear to give an affirmative answer to this
question. Mr. Youatt thinks the disease would not follow such an application of the
virus; but that it cannot be received upon even the unbroken surface of a mucous
membrane without the greatest danger. H orses arc said to have died mad, after
eating straw upon which rabid pigs had died. Portal was assured that two dogs,
which had licked the mouth of another dog that was rabid, were attacked with rabies
seven or eight days afterwards. )fr. Gilman, of fli~hgate, in a little pamphlet on
Hydrophobia., quotes an instance from Dr. Percival, in which a mad dog licked the
face of a sleeping man, near his mouth, and the man died of hydrophobia, although
the st rictest search failed to discover the smallest scratch or abrasion on any part of
his skin.
At the very close of the lecture I observed, that even should it be clearly proved
that hydrophobia has ever resulted from the scratch of a rabid animal's clau;s- the
claws of a cat, for exrimple-wc are not to set it down as a sure thing that the disease
can be introduced ioto the system independently of the saliva of the diseased animal.
As we know that dogs and cats are in the habit of putting their paws to their mouths
when they feel uneasy there, we may readily understand bow the poisonous sali•a may
be introduced by a mere scratch with the creature's nails. Mr. Youatt believes that
the saliva only is capable of conveying the disease.
4. Supposing the virus to have been inserted into the part bitten, what becomes of
it? Is it immediately taken into the system, and docs it, like the poison of smallpox, in some mysterious way, multiply and diffuse or ma.ture itself in the body, until
the disease explodes? Or does it remain imprisoned in tho wound, or in the cicatrix,
for a. time? 'fhis is an importrint practical question. l?or if the poison lurk for some
weeks in the place where it was originally deposited, we might successfully remove it
at any time between the infliction of the bite and the period of recrudescence. Now
the facts, th:it nt this period of recrudescence the wouod or scar is re-inflamed often,
and almost always becomes the seat of some fresh morbid phenomena 1 pain, swelliog,
numbness, and the like, spreading towards the trunk - and that, soon after this, the
peculiar paroxysmal symptoms begin - thes~ facts are strong in favour of the belief
that the poison does lie inert in the place of the original hurt, for some time. Dr.
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Bardsley states that the recrudescent pains seem always to follow the course of the
nerves, and .do ~crtainly never inflame or irritate the lymphatic glands in the vicinity,
though passmg 10 a parallel course towards the trunk. He affirms the entire absence
of any fact contrary to this observation in the works of the numerous authors who have
written on the subject. I mention this statement, because it certainly is not correct.
Mr. l\Jayo says, "in one case which I witnessed and examined after death, the inner
part of the cicatrix was bloodshot; and a gland in the ax ilia. had swelled at the com in.-.
on of the hydrophobic symptoms." And I find among my notes of Mr . .Abernethy'~
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he thought himself getting well, but that he had that day an odd sensation in his
fingers, stretching up~arcls ~nto. his hand and arm. Going up the arm, l\Ir. Abernethy saw two red Im es, hke mfiamed absorbents: they doubtless were so. He
affected to make light of the matter, ordered a poultice, and recommended the boy to
take some medicine. Early the next morning l\Ir. Abernethy visited the ward, pretending he had some other patient there, whom he wished particularly to sec: ~mcl,
when going out again, he asked the boy, in a careless tone, how he was. Ile said
that he had lost the pain, but that he was ycry unwell, and had not slept all nig-ht.
Mr. Abernethy felt his pulse, told him he was a. little feverish, as might be expected,
and asked him if he were not thirsty, and would like some toast and water. The boy
said he was thirsty, and that he should like some drink: when, however, the cup
was brought, he pushed it from him; he could not drink. lo forty-eight hours he
was dead."
Facts such as these would lead to the conclusion that, in cases in which excisi(ln
had not been performed in the first instance, the scar, or the sore, might be cut out
with propriety at any time before the period of recrudescence : and if the case happened to be my own, I would have this done even nl that period, the moment any
new sensation manifested itself in the scat of the injury. Mr. l\Iayo on the same
grounds, advocates the removal of the cicatrix, even although the hydrophobic symp·
toms may have appeared. I do not mean to say that the facts, now referred to, show
with any certainty that the poison remains in the place where it was first deposited
until the phenomena of recrudescence take place: but· they afford some presumption
in favour of that notion: and in such a disease as hydrophobia., we are bound to act
upon the very lowest presumption that affords a chance for our patient's life. The
poison may be absorbed into the general system at the period of recrudescence,
although no affection of the absorbing vesi;els or glands should be manifest : through
the veins, namely.
Poisons that find entrance into the blood do not remain inoperative there for an
indefinite time, and then begin to manifest their poisonous influence. They lodge in
this organ or in that, and presently disturb its functions : or they are, more or less
rapidly, eliminated from the body through one or more of its natural emunctories; or
they produce spec ific and constant results after periods of incubation, which are also
definite and constant-as we sec in cases of small-pox and measles. Ilut there is no
instance known that I am aware of (unless indeed it be so in this disease of hydrophobia) in which a. poison circulates in the blood for an indefinite and long period, to
give rise at last to symptoms that are strictly specific. Looking at the matter theoretically or practically, I should recommend, under the circumstances ~lrea?y stated,
the excision of the cicatrix. The poison of hydrophobia ma.y be dctamcd m temporary and precarious union with some one of the animal tissues, just as I shall hereafter show you the poison of lead may be. 1
•
5. Another important question is this. Is a man who bas been bitten by a mad
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dog, and in whose case no precautions have been taken, a doomed ~an? will he be

sure to have the disease, and therefore to die of it? By no means. But. few, upon
the whole, of those who arc so bitten, become affected with hydrophobia.
It is curious that different species of animals appear to be susceptible of hydrophobia in different degrees. Thus, according to l\lr. Youatt, two dogs out of three,
bitten by one that is rabid, become rabid. The majority of horses inoculated with
the virus, perish. Cattle have a better chance: perhaps because in them the skin is

looser and less easily penetrated. A full half (he thinks) of those that were seized
by a mad dog, would escape. ,With sheep the bite is still Jess dangerous. He
reckons that not more yhan one rn three would be affected. The tooth, perhaps, has
been wiped clean in its passage through the wool. .'l'he huT?tm b~ing is least of all
in danger. John Iluntcr states that he knew an rnstance m winch, of twenty-one
persons bitten, one alone fell a victim to hydrophobia. Dr. Ilamilton estimates the
proportion to be one in t.wcuty-five. But I fear these computations arc much too
low. In 1780, a mad dog, in the neighbourhood of Senlis, took his course within a
small circle, and hit fifteen persons before he was killed; three of these died of hydrophobia. 'fhe saliva of a rabid wolf would seem to be highly virulent and effective.
These beasts By always, I believe, at a naked part. Hence, probably, the fatality of
their bites. The following statement applies exclusively to the wolf. In December,
1774, twenty persons were bitten in the neighbourhood of Troyes; nine of them died.
Of seventeen persons similarly bitten in li84, near Brive, ten died rabid. In May,
1817, twenty-three persons were bitten, and fourteen perished. Four died out of
eleven that were bitten near Dijon : and eighteen of twenty-four bitten near Rochelle.
At Bar-sur-Ornain, nineteen were bitten, of whom twelve died of hydrophobia within
two months. Ilcre we have one hundred and fourteen persons bitten by rabid wolves,
and among them no less than sixty-seven victims; considerably more than one-half.
'!'here is no doubt, however, that the majority of persons who are bitten by a mad dog
escape the disease. This may partly be owing to an inherent inaptitude for accepting
it. We see some persons who, though often in the way of it, do not contract syphilis :
there are others upon whom the contagion of small-pox has no influence. '!'his difference exists, apparently, even among dogs. There was one dog, at Charenton, that
did not become rabid after being bitten by a rabid dog; and it w:i.s so managed that,
at different times, he w:i.s bitten by thirty different mad dogs; but he outlived it all.
Much will depend also upon the circumstances and manner in which the bite is
inflicted. If it be made through clothes, and especially through thick woollen garments, or through leather, the saliva may be wiped clean awny from the tooth before
it reaches the flesh. In the fifth volume of the Edinburgh Medical and Surgical
Journal, there is a case described by Mr. Oldknow, of Nottingham, in which a. man
was bitten in three different places by the same do~, viz.-in the scrotum, the thigh,
and the left hnud; the bite on the hand was the last. Now it seems not improbable
that, but for this last bite, on a naked part, he might have c~caped. At least it was
a remarkable circumstance that the phenomena of recrudescence occurred only in the
band and arm. The dog is supposed to have closed bis mouth after inflicting the first
two bites, and thus to have charged bis teeth afresh with the poisonous saliva. In
the American report, to which I just now referred, it is stated, that of seventy-five
cases, the injury was inflicted on the hand in forty instances, on the face in fifteen,
on the leg in eleven, on the arm in nine.
It is this frequent immunity from the disease in persons who have been bitten, tbat
has tended to confer reputation upon so many vaunted methods of prevention. I gnorant persons, and knavish persons, have not failed to take advantage of this. They
announce tbat they are in possession of some secret remedy which will prevent the
virus from operating: they persuade the friends of those who die that the remedy
was not rightly employed, or not resorted to sufficiently early: and they persuade
those who escape that they escape by virtue of the preventive remedy. If the plunder
they reap from the foolish and the frightened were all, this would be of Jess consequence; but unfortunately the hope of security without undergo ing a painful operation leads many to neglect the only sure mode of obtaining safety.
l\Ir. Youatt is of opinion that the power of the virus ceases with the life of the animal. He states, that in many dissections of the dog, the saliva, in spite of all care,
must have come in abundant contact with bis hands, and they were not always sound.
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I should strongly recommend you not to act upon this opinion : but to use the same
precautions, in dissecting a. rabid animal, as yon would use if you were persuaded that
the disease might be communicated with equal certainty before and after the death
of the animal.
6. A still more ~nxious inquiry nex_t arises. Wh.oever has been bitten by a. rabid,
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even by the adoption of the best means of prevention. Now, how long does this state
of hazard continue? When is the peril fairly over? After what period may the
person who has received the injury lay aside all apprehension of the disease? To this
inquiry no satisfactory reply can be given. In a vast majority of instances, indeed,
the disorder has broken out within two months from the infliction of the bite. But
the exceptions to this rule are too numerous to permit us to put firm trust in the im·
munity afforded by that interval. Cases arc recorded in wl1ich five, six, eleven, nine.
teen months, have intervened, between the insertion of the poison and the eruption
of the consequent malady. Nay, in one iustance, three years are said to have elapsed,
and in another the enormous period of twelve years. In these cases one ca nnot help
supposing that some unsuspected re.inoculation, some fresh application of the peculiar
virus, may have taken place. If not, then we must conclude that the poison really
lies imprisoned in the part; and only becomes destructive when, under certain
obscure conditions, and at indefinite periods, it is set afloat in the circulating blood. 1
It is interesting to know that the same uncertainty of access has been noticed
among infected dogs. On the night of the 8th of June, li91, the man in charge of
Lord Fitzwilliam's kennel was much disturbed by fightings among the hounds; and
got up several times to quiet them. On each occasion he found the same dog
quarrelling; at last, therefore, he shut that dog up by himself, and then there was
no further disturbance. On the third day afterwards, the quarrelsome hound became
unequivocally rabid; and on the fifth day he died. The whole pack were thereupon
separately confined, and watched. Six of the dogs became subsequently mad; and
at the following widely different intervals from the 8th of June, viz. - 23 days, 56 1
67, 88, 155, and 183 days.
There are some considerations respecting this disease, which relate to both the
biter and the bitten; the canine and the human being. And there are some which
relate exclusively to the dog, yet concerning which we, as medical philosophers,
ought not to be ignorant. I shall advert to a. few of these.
One question I have already glanced at; viz., whether the disease may be produced
by a healthy, though angry <log or cat. I referred to one instance in which this was
supposed to have been the case; and I repeat that I should be more inclined to think,
unless we had other examples of the same kind, that the person had been inoculated
in some way that he was not aware of. But I have heard Mr. Youatt describe cases
in which there bad been no symptoms of rabies observed in the dog at tho time the
injury was inflicted, though soon afterwards the animal became decidedly rabid. It
is much to be regretted that the dog is so often destroyed. When a person has been
bitten by a dog or cat suspected to be rabid, the beast ought
n_o means to be killed,
but to be secured, and kept under surveillance, and suffered, if it shall so haP,pen, to
die of the disease. If he do not die, in other words, if he be really not rabid, that
will soon appear; and the mind of the patient will then be relieved from a ve~ pain·
ful state of suspense and uncertainty, which might otherwise have haunted him for
month s or years. Should the dog die mad, the injured pcrso? will be no worse o_ff
than if the animal had been killed in the first instance: nay, rn one respect he will
be better off, inasmuch as certainty of evil is preferable to pcrpct~al ~nd un.ea~y
doubt. "Give a. dog a bad name (says the proverb), and .hang hun _: and it is
literally so with tllC imputation of m?dness. A wret~he~ dog 1s perhaps ill, or weary,
or cross, or ho may have been worried already by 1111sc111evous boys : the cry of mad
dog i!:I raised; and then h e can expect no mercy. There are gross cr:ors preya lent
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next person has no doubt of it; and then, woe to that dog! But Mr. Youatt assures
us that the rabid dog nc, cr bas firs: that the existence of epilepsy is a clear proof
that there is no rabies. Again, it is a very common belief that a rnbid dog, like a
hydrophobic man, will shun water; and if he take to a river, that is thought to be
1

conclusive evidence against his being mad. But the truth is, that the disease, in the
quadruped, cannot be called li!Jdroplwbht: there is no dread of water, but an un.

quenchable thirst j no spasm attending the effort to swallow, but sometimes in dogs
an inability to swallow, from paralysis of the muscles about the jaws and throat. They
will stand lap, lapping, without getting any of the liquid down. Th~y fly eagerly to
the water; and l\Jr. Youatt states that all other quadrupeds, with perhaps an
occasional exception in the horse, drink with case, and with increased avidity .
This erroneous impression is not confined to the vulgar. In the case which I have
more than once alluded to, and which is mentioned in Hufeland's J ournal, of a lad
who died of hydropliobia after having been bitten by a dog that had not been and was
not then mad, one circumstance stated in evidence of the animal's freedom from
rabies is, that he drank without difficulty a large quantity of water.
There is another superstitious opinion not at all uncounnon, v iz.-that healthy dogs
recognise one that is mad, and fear him, and run away from his presence, in obedience
to so:ne mysterious and wonderful instinct, warning them of danger. This is quite
unfounded. Ec1ually mistaken are the notions that the mad dog exhales a peculiar
and offeusive smell, and that he may be known by his running with his tail between
his legs; except, as Mr. Youatt says, when, weary and exhausted, he is seeking hi.s
home.
It wiJI not be out of place to state what are the symptoms of rabies as observed in
the dog, and as described by l\Ir. Youatt.
The earliest symptoms of madness in the dog (he says), are sullenness, fidgcttincss,
continual shifting of posture, a steadfast gaze expressive of susp icion, an earnest lickiDg
of some part, on which a scar may generally be found. If the car be the affected
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If it be the foot, he gnaws it

Occasional vomiting and a dcpra>cd appetite are very early noticeable. The dog
will pick up and swallow bits of tlucad or silk from the carpet, hair, straw, even
dung : and frequently he will lap bis own urine, and devour hi s own excreme nt.
Theo the animal becomes irascible; flies fiercely at strangers; is impatient of com~c
tion; seizes the whip or stick; quarrels with his own companions; eagerly hunts and
worries cats; demolishes his bed; and if chained up, makes violent efforts to escape,
tearing his kennel to pieces with bis teeth. If he be at large he usually attacks only
those dogs that come in his way; but if he be naturally ferocious be will diligently
and perseveringly seek his enemy. According to l\Ir. Youatt, the disease is principally propagated by the fighting dog in towns; and by the cur or lurcher in the
country: by those dogs, therefore, which minister to the ''ices of the lower classes in
town and country respectively. He maintains that if a well-enforced quarantine could
be established, and every dog in the kingdom confined separately for seven months,
the disease might be extirpated. This opinion is founded of course upon the belief
that rabies never originates at present, any more than small-pox does, spontaneously ;
but is always propagated by the specific virus. And it is corroborated by the fact
that rabies and hydrophobia arc unknown in some countries: in the Isle of Cyprus,
for example, and in Egypt. I fancy that South America is, or was, a stranger to it.
Ii.appears to have been imported into Jamaica, after that island bad enjoyed an im.
munity from the disease for at least fifty years previously; and Dr. llcinekcn states
that curs of the most wretched description abound in the island of Madeira; that
they are affiictcd with almost every discaec, tormented by flies, and beat, and thirst,
and famine, yet no rabid dog was ever seen there. On the contrary, 1666 deaths from
hydrophobia, in the human subject, are stated to have occurred in Prussia in the space
of ten years.
Very early in the disease, as it appears in the dog, the expression of countenance
ld rrmarkably changed; the eyes glisten, and there is slight strabismus. Twitchings
of the face come on. About the second day a considerable discharge of saliva commences; but this docs not continue more than ten or twelve hours, and is succeeded
by iusatiable thirst: the dog is incessantly drinking, or attempting to drink: he
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plunges his muzzle into the water. When the flow of saliva has ceased he appears to
be annoyed by some viscid matter in his fauces; and in the most eao·er and extraordinary manner he works with his paws at the corners of his mouth t'o get rid of it:
and while thus employed he frequently loses bis balance and rolls over.
A loss of power over the voluntary muscles is next observed. It begins with the
lower jaw, which hangs down, and the mouth is partially open; but by a sudden effort
the dog can sometimes close it, though occasionally the paralysis is complete. 'rho
tongue is affce~cd in a le~ degree. The dof? is able to use it in the act of lapping: :
but the rno~th is not suflic~ently closed to retam the water. 'rherefore, while he hangs
over the fluid, eagerly lapping for several minutes, it is very little or not at all diminished. The paralysis often attacks the loins and extremities also. 'l'he auinrnl stag~ers
about, and frequently falls. Previously to this he is in almost incessant action. l\lr.
Youatt fancies that the dog is subject to what we call spectra l illusions. lie says he
starts up and gazes eagerly at some real or imaginary object. Ile appears to be
tracing the path of something floating around him, or he fixes his eye intently upon
some spot iu the wall, and sudden ly plunges at it ; then his eyes close, and his head

droops.

Frequently, with bis head erect, the dog utters a short and very peculiar howl : or
if he bark, it is in a hoarse inward sound, altogether dissimilar from his usual tone,
Respiration is always
affeeted; often the breathiug is very laborious; and the i11spiration is attended with
a "rery singular grating, choking noise. On the fourth, fifth, or sixth day of the
disease, he dies: occasionally in slight convulsions; but oftener without a struggle.
i\lr. Youatt gives a detailed account of the appearances met with after death in the
carcases of these rabid dogs. They are not very constant or distinctive. The most
curious and uniform consist in the presence of unnatural iugesta in the stomach :
straw, hay, hair, horse-dung, earth. Sometimes the stomach is perfectly distended
with these substances; and when it contains none of them, there is :t fluid of the
deepest chocolate colour mixed with olive; or still darker, like coffee: and wheu
neither the unnatural ingesta nor the dark fluid appear, it will be found, l\fr. Youatt
says, upon careful inquiry, that the dog has vomited much hair, hay, straw, or the
·
I
Jik e.
In 1837, a few days after the case of hydrophobia occurred in the Middlesex IIospital, I saw the carcass of a dog, that had died rabid, examined by Mr. Ainslie at his
and i\ir. Youatt's lafirmary. 1'he most remarkable morbid appearances were in the
stomach, which contained some bits of straw and stick, and a considerable quantity
of a dark fluid like thin treacle. In various parts of the stomach there were spots,
almost black, of considerable size; apparently produced by dark blood partly extravasated beneath, and partly incorporated with, the mucous membrane.
I believe that Mr. Youatt's opinion, already mentioned, of the cause of rabies in
dogs1 and in all creatures - viz., that it always results from the introduction of a
specific virus into the system-I believe that this opinion is not commonly entertained. Most people think that the di.se\lSe is generated, de novo, in the dog at
least; and causes have been assigned for it which certainly are not th e true or the
sole causes. '!'bus hydrophobia in the dog has been ascribed to extreme heat of the
weather. It is thought by many to be particularly likely to ?ccur iu the dog-?ays;
and to be, as Mr. l\Iayo obserYes, "a.sort of dog-lunacy, havrn~ the same.relation t.-0
Sirius that insanity has to the moon: which, indeed, in another sense, ts probably
true." Many cautions are annually put forth, about that period, for muzzling ~o~s,
and so on: very good and proper advi~e, but, if those who !rnvc noted the. statistics
of the disease may be depended upon, it would be as appropriate at one period of the
year as at another. Rabies occurs nearly as often in the spring, .in the au.tumn, ~ad
even in winter, as it does in sum mer. l\1. Trolliet, who has written no 1.ntcr?stmg
essay on rabies, states that January, which is the co~dest, an~ August, which 1s the
hottest month in the year, arc the very months winch furmsh the fewest examples
of the disease. The disorder has often been ascribed to want of water in hot
weather, and sometimes to want of food. But. 1\1~~. Dupuytren, B:csche~, and
Magendic, have caused both dogs and cats to pen~h with hunger and. thirst, without
producing the smallest appr~ach to a state of rabies. At th~ yetermar! School at
Alfort, three dogs were subjected to some very cruel but dcc1S1ve experuneuts. It

and generally terminating with this characteristic howl.
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was during the heat of summer, and they were all chained in the full blaze of the
sun. 'l'o one salted meat was given; to the second water only; and to the third
neither food nor drink. They aJl died; but none of them became rabid. Nor does
the supposition that the disorder has some connexion with the period of sexual heat
in these animals appear to have any better foundation.
If you are desirous of knowing what my own opinion on this watter is, I must say
that I think Mr. Youatt's doctrine by far the most probable one; that rabies never
occurs except from inoculation of the specific virus. It has not been proved, and
indeed it would scarcely be susceptible of proof, that the disease ever breaks out
spontaneously; large tracts of country a:e totally free fr~m it;, and in. ninetee_u cases
out of twenty, perhaps, we trace the bite or the fray rn which the rnoculat1on bas
been effected.
If I were asked to define the seat of this terrible disease, I should place it, without hesitation, in that division of the nervous syistem which comprises the excitomotory apparatus; the true spinal marrow, with its appendages of afferent and efferent
nerves. Nay, I should go further, and say that it is the upper part of this apparatus,
of which the functions arc priJ1Jarily and chiefly deranged: that the poison acts
mainly upon the nerrnus arcs which pertain to the throat, and with which the eighth
pair of nerves in particular is connected. There is nothing singular in this localization of the influence of a. specific poison. The ergot of rye affects principa1Jy those
arcs which belong to the uterus; cantharides those which govern the muscular fibres
of the bladder. It is true that the mental functions are remarkably modified, and
that paralysis of the lower extremities occurs, in most instances of the disease. But
neither of these phenomena. is constant; and they simply illustrate, when they do
happen, the facility with which any morbid state of the spinal cord may propagate
its influence in either direction. Whether in hydrophobia. the esscntal change be
centric or eccentric, cannot be determined with anything like certainty: but it seems
to me to be most probable that the sensibility of the afferent nerves of the fauces, of
the skin, and of the air-passages, is altered or morbidly exalted; whence, upon the
application of the exciting stimulus, the peculiar sighing dyspnooa, and the strangling dysphagia, are produced by a reflected influence through the central axis upon
the muscles concerned in these actions. But, as I said before, the pathology of the
excito-motory apparatus is as yet in its new birth.
What can I say of the treatment in hydrophobia; or in rabies? There is no wellauthenticatcd case on record, that I aw aware of, in which a hydrophobic person has
recovered. As it has been, so it is still, lMpo~ ici-rcu ~o.vo.:ros. The physician that
cures is death. There can be no ground therefore for the recommeudation of any
especial drug, or form of medicine, nor even for any general plan of treatment, after
the peculiar symptoms of the disease have once set iu.
Of course those powerful remedial agencies that are in common use among medical
wen, have been fair.ly tried: copious blood-letting, mercury, opium, arsenic, sugar of
lead, oil of turpentme, the cold affusion even: and not only those, but the strong
poisons that are sometimes, but not so generally, employed for other diseases: belladonna, stramoniurn, prussic acid, white hellebore, strychnia, cantharides, the nitrous
oxide gas : and no end of less gigantic remedies; such as alkalies, and especially ammonia, carbonate of iron, electricity and galvanism, tobacco-juice, and the guaco
(which was introduced into this country a few years ago with }1igh encomiums for its
power over tho disease), the miuerlll acids, violent exercise: and if we take into
account the substances administered likewise to the brute, we may increase this list
by the alisma plantago, scutcllaria, box, and rue, all of which, at oue time or another,
have been vaunted as successful remedies; veratrum sabadilla also, and ticunas
poison.
The difficulty of swallowing fluids, and in some cai:;cs of swallowing at all, is a
serious obstacle to the fair trial of almost every form of internal remedy. It has been
proposed to introduce powerful medicines into the rectum, in clysters; but to this
also the patients have been found to make great resistance. The injection or metlieines into the veius has been tried. Magcndie hoped that he had discovered a cure,
in first largely bleeding the patient, and then injecting his veins with a corresponding quantity of warm water: but it has a}ways happened with this, and with other
promising experiments, that just as the patient seemed to be about to recover, he bas
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died. The nervous irritability has in one instance or two been much calmed by the
injection of a solution of a salt of morphia into the veins. In a case treated by Professor Todd, the symptoms appeared to be greatly mitigated, for a time, by applying
ice to the cervical portion of the spine, and to the fauees.
When I last addressed you on this subject, I ventured to predict that the vapour
of chloroform would be tried, and tried in vain, in this untractable mahidy. I can
now inform you that it has been tried, and found as us('lcss, except for the purposes
~;e~~~~~i.ng fierce excitement, and of promoting the euthanasia, as every other remedial
Mr. Mayo suggested bronchotomy: upon this ground (to use his own words), "that
the principal character of the disease, and the rapid exhaustion which attends it,
appear to depend in a great part upon the fits of spasm and closure of the glottis,
brought on, not merely by the attempt or the idea of drinking, but by any sudden
impression upon the senses. Now it is clear (he adds) that as far as the distressing
feelings in the throat consist in a sense of suffocation, they would be put an end to or
reli eved by the establishment of a free opening in the windpipe." Dr. l\larsha ll llall
would use, in combination with tracheotomy, the hydrocyanic acid. Now I should
be sorry to say anything to damp your reasonable hope of benefit from any experi·
mcnt j but I am bound to confess to you that I should not expect the smallest ad van·
tage from tracheotomy in this disease. The mode of death offers no encouragement
to its use. There may be spasm of the glottis, but I doubt it. At any rate, the
patients do not die of suffocation. The death is not death by apnooa, but by astheoia.
We sec persons labouring grieYously for their breath for hours together, who yet sur·
vive, and are presently themselves again; persons, for instance, who are affected with
severe spasmodic asthma. I ha,·e seen a. man sitting up in bed a whole night Ion~,
inspiring with such difficulty that, if I had not been aware of his havin ~, scores of
times, been as bad before, I should have thought he could not exist five minutes
longer. Now we have nothing of this dyspnrea in liydrophobia: and, as I said
already, I am sorry, and diffident too, when I differ from great authorities on practical
points, bnt I see no hope of cure, nor even of sufficient benefit to counterbalance the
inconvenience and hazard of the operation, from the performance of bronchotomy.
The principle is that of suffering the parts gradually to recover themselves, and of
allowing the patient in the meanwhile to breathe through another channel. The
principle is excellent (as I shall show you by and by), where there is a perm:rne~t
obstacle to the admission of air to the Jun~ through the larynx; but in hydrophobia.
there is no such permanent obstaCle to su~nount. Though your patient, in laryn~iti s,
should be at the point of death, yet open his windpipe, and he breathes again and is
safe; but it is not at all uncommon for a hydrophobic patient to lose bis spasms, to
swa llow w<'ll, and to breathe easily, yet he docs not recover. This amendment is the
prelude of death, the last flicker of the expiring lamp. Since I lectured upon this
subject before, Dr. Latham has told me the followin~ circumstance respecting a patient whom he treated for hydrophobia, in the l\liddlcscx Ilospital. Ile went one
day to the ward, fully expecting to hear that the patient was dead. But he found
him sitting up in his bed, quite calm, and free from spasm; and he had just drunk
a. large jug of porter. "La wk, sir (said a nurse who stood by), what a wonderfu l
cure!" '!'he man himself seemed surprised at the change. But lte !tad 110 pulse;
his surface was cold as marble. In half an hour he sank back, and expired. l?ur·
thermore the experiment in question has been tried, aud it has been tried by its pro·
poser, l\Ir. Mayo, upou the dog, without affording, as l\lr. Youatt a<;sures '!s, the
slightest relief. In the matter of cure, surgery, I fear, is as impotent as physic.
Not so, however, in the matter of prevention : this is the mos~ important part of
the practice. The early and complete excision of the bitten part is t.he only measure
in which we can put any confidence: and even here we are met with a sou~cc of
fallacy. Io the majority of ca11es, no hydrophobia would ensue, ~hough. nothrng at
all were done to the wound. How can we know, then, that the disease 1s ever pre.
,·euted by its excision? No doubt many persons go through the pain of the operation
needlessly. Dut in no given case can we be su re of this. 'l1 hey get at any rate re
Jief from the most harassing suspense, with which they would probably h1lve bccu
tortured for months. And if a large number of bitteu persons, who had suffered the
wound to heal as it would, could be compared with ao equal number who bad ha.d the
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bitten part cut out, hydrophobia would be found a frequent consequence of the bite
in the first class-a very rare consequence of it in the second. Mr. Youatt, who
trusted to caustic, and who had himself been bitten seven times, tells us that he had
operated, with the caustic, on more than four hundred persons, all bitten by dogs
respecting the nature of whose disease there could be no question; and that he had
not lost a case. One man died of fright, but not one of hydrophobia. l\Ioreover, a
surgeon of St. George's Ilospital told him that ten times that number had undergone
the operation of excision there, after being bitten by dop:s (all of which might not,
however, have been rabid), and that it was not known that any one had been lost.
l\Ir. Youatt, I say, trusted to caustic; and the caustic he used was the nitrate of
silver. But I advise you to trust to nothiug but the knife, if the situation of the
bite will allow you to employ it effectually. lf the injury be so deep or extens ive, or
so situated, that you cannot remove the whole surface of the wound, cut away what
you can; then wash the wound thoroughly, and for some hours together, by means
of a stream of warm water, which may be poured from a tea-kettle; place an exhausted cupping-glass from time to time over the exposed wound; and finally apply
to every point of it a pencil of lunar caustic. If you cannot bring the solid caustic
into contact with every part, you had better make use of some liquid escharotic; the
nitric acid, for example. In my own case- and what I should choose for myself I
should ach-isc for another - if I had received a. bite from a decidedly rabid animal
upon my arm or leg, and the bite was of such a kind that the whole wound could not
be excised, my reason would teach me to desire, and I hope I should ha.ye fortitude
enough to endure, amputation of the limb above the place of the injury.
But if the wound be of such a size, and in such a part, that it can be excised,
what is the proper wny of cutting it out? Were I to give you any opinion, as from
myself, upon that point, you might think, perhaps, that I was stepping beyond my
proper province. I shall, therefore, a)!tlin retail to you the advice of ruy old master,
l\Ir. A bcrnethy. "The cell (he says) into which a penetrating tooth has gone, must
be cut out. ]Jct a skewer be shaped, as nearly as may be, into the form of the tooth,
and then be placed in the cavity formed by the tooth; and next let the skewer, and
the whole cell containi ng it, be removed together by an elliptical incision. V{e may
examine the removed cell, to see if every portion with which the tooth might baYe
come in contact hilS been taken away : the cell may even be filled with quicksilver,
to see if a globule will escape. The efficient performance of the excision docs not
depend upon the extent, but upon the accuracy, of the operation." l\Ir. Abernethy
was of opinion that when once the poison bad been imbibed into the system, nothiug
ever had done g-ood 1 and nothing, probably, ever would. I should be sorry to be so
absolutely despairing in respect to a disorder from which dissection after death discloses no rcae.on why the patient rm[Jht not recover. Ile used to add, that as bleeding had been much extolled, had he hydrophobia he would allow a surgeon to bleed
him even to dcnth. J"ike Seneca, he would be willing to have his veins opeucd,
though his disease might not permit him to indulge at the same time, like Seneca,
in the luxury of a warm-bath.
I say em·l!J excision is the only sure preventive; but let me repeat that it will, in
all suspicious cases, be advisable (if, for any reason, the operation have been omitted
in the first instance,) to cut out tlJC wound, or the cicatrix, within the first two
months, or at any time before the symptoms of recrudescence have appeared. One
would do it, though with less hope, as soon as possible ofter they had appeared; but
I do not expect to hear of excision being successful then in stopping the disease.
Dr. Bri~ht has recorded a case in which the arm was amputated upon the supervcution
of tingling, and other symptoms, in the hand, in which the patient had been bitten
some time before; but the amputalion did not save him.
It has been proposed to fill the wound with ink, and then to wasli it until every
trace of the ink is gone; in this way, it is conceived, tlrn complete ablution of the
poison also will be ensured. With a timid or an obstinate patient, who would not
submit to the knife or the caustic, some such expedient ought to be diligently tried;
but it would be better to try it after excision, or after the application of the cscharotic
substance. It is impossible to take superfluous pains to obviate so fearful a disease
:is hydrophobia.
After the wound has been excised or cauterized, it has been recommended that it
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sl~o.ul~ b~ prcvent.cd fro1~ h_ealing, and m~de to discharge for a long time, by means
of im_tati~c drcssrngs. This may be advisable w~1cn _thoro_ugh excision, or complett
cautcnzatio~, cannot be effe~ted; but I should think 1t quite useless as a.uxiliary to
those expedients, and only h.kcly to keep up, or to produce, a hurtful irritability of
the system.
. '1'~1e .new ~owcr _which we b~ve ha~pily obta in ed of suspending sensation by the
rnsp1.ratio~ ot certam vapours w~l~ contn~utc t.o the prevention at lea.st of hydrophobia,
by d1vcst111g the process of exc1swn of its parn, and therefore of its terrors.
I should perhaps ham mentioned before, a theory, and a plan of preYentivc treatment, which made a great figure in all the journals, foreign and domestic, a few years
ago. It was pretended by a Russian physician, Dr. Marochetti, that sometime between
the third and the ninth day after a person has been inoculated with the hydrophobic
poison, by the bite of a rabid dog, little pustules appear on or about the froouum of
the tongue, contaiuing a small quantity of sa ni ous fluid, of a yellow or greenish
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very time of the bite, you gaye the patient large doses of tho dccoction of bl'Oom tops,
and looked out for the eruption of these pustules, which seldom lasted more than
twenty-four hours, you might infallibly pre,·cnt the disease by opening and emptying
the pu~tules, and then . cauterizinq them with a red h~t irou; and afterwards causing
the patient to gargle his mouth with that same dccoct100 of bl'Oom. llc held that the
poison was deposited there for a !!'bort time, and then re-absorbed into the system; and
he proposed to prevent such re-absorption. This was a Yc1·y pretty theory; and took
mightily in the medical world. But it has turned out a sort of hoax. I do not mean
a wilful hoax on the part of Dr. ;.Iarochctti; for I have uo doubt that he contrived to
hoax himself. These pustules ha,•e been looked for again and again; but they have
ne\•er been discovered in Englishmen affected with hydrophobia; nor in English mad
dogs. The truth seems to be that the mucous follicles of the mouth, generally, and
th ose at the base of the tongue, and those beneath the tongue, in particular, are commonly enlarged and exaggerated in the dog, and in the human animal, labouriug under
th e di sease; and these en larged and altered follicles were rcp:ardcd by the Russian
physician as a specific eruption, which furnished the virus and pabulum of the complaint.
As almost every drug that has ever been in cluded in any Pharmacopreia has been
administered with the hope of cliccl~ing the discai;e, so a great number of medicines
and measures have been praised as preventives. Some people ha.Ye great faith in
sea-bathing; and they go to the coast to be ducked and half-drowned every dajfor
six weeks; and if they escape hydrophobia they conclud e that the immersion in salt
water has saved them. Some of the specifics, as you may suppose, arc great secrets;
and they who possess them-whether they beJie,•e in them or not is another matter
- sell them at no cheap rate to those who having been bitten by the dog, are weak
enough to be bitten again by the quack. The composition of several of them has
transpired; and they arc found to consist either of ingredients the most insig nificant
and worthless, or of poisons of which the inefficacy had already been ascertained.
The celebrated pulvis antilyssus, which was introduced by uo less a person than Dr.
Mead, into the London Pharmacopccia, was a mixture of ash-coloured liverwort a~d
black pepper. The Orms/.:,ir/o, medicine, long famous, and scarcely obsolete yet m
the north of England, was made up of bole armeniac, alum, chalk, clecampanc, and
oil of aniseed. 'fhe Tonquin medicine was composed of cinnabar aud musk: and the
Tanjore pills were a. combination of mercury and arsenic. ~vcn now ~carcc a. year
elapses but some correspondent o.f the newspapers, whose ph1lanthropy.1s m.orc conspicuous than hi s judgment or his knowledge, r.ccommen?s 'l: new :rnd mfalhblc preventive. I confess to you that I have not the slightest faith 111 auy one.of them; ~ut
as I had a great respect for l\lr. ~ouatt's jud~me?t, and ~s ~c ~as not qwte so sc~pt1cal
as I am on this point, and as patien ts or their friends w1ll 10srnt. upon the adopt10.n of
protective measures sometimes, when the lo~al. mea.n~ of prcvcn_t1on have been om1tte.d
or imperfect, I will tell you the result of his rnqumcs rcspcctrn g these prophylactic

drJ.~\llC first place he never succeeded in curing the disease in the dog with anything
that he had ever tried.
In the way of prophylaxis, he experimented with a. great number of substances.
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He thought that the box-wood, which is the basis of some celebrated preventive drinks
in Ilcrtfordshire and Kent, had some effect. He tried the alisma plaotag-o, the boasted
efficacy of which had been strictly inquired into by the magistracy of Toub, and the
receipt purchased by the Russian Government at an immense price. But he had no
success with it. Ile then put the belladonna to the test, bci;i:inning with two grains,
and increasing the dose to a. scruple twice crnry day, and continuing this for six weeks:
and be says he is confident that he saved several dogs; but he lost almost as many.
They all became debilitated and most rapidly emaciated.
Theo, in the year 1820, his attention was directed to the scutcllaria. lateriHora,
which Dr. Spalding, an American pl1ysician, lrnd found highly successful as a preYentive of rabies : and upon trial of it, he soon was broug-ht to reprd it as really
Yaluable : and (not to tire you with a detail of his proceedings in the interim) he at
lcagth combined it with belladonna: "and the result" (I l1cre quote his own language) "has been a medicine which I cannot, dare not, call a specific; for it has
failed : but the use of which, in the cases of doubt and fc:1r to which I have alluded,
I would most earnestly recommend." He relates two experiments, which seem to
have made a great impression upon his mind. 'fhey arc as follows : "Three pieces of tape were thoroughly moistened with the saliva of a. rabid dog,
and inserted as rowels in the polls of three other dogs. To two the scutellaria and
belladonna were given: the third, a fox-bound bitch, was abandoned to her fate. On
the 29th day after the inoculation she became rabid." The others, at the time this
was written, i. c. 1 some months subsequently, were Ji,·ing and well.
Ile afterwards took the same two dogs, and a. third. lie moistened two pieces of
tape with the saliva of a rabid dog, and inserted them in the polls of one of the old
dogs, and of the third dog. Another piece of tape, dragged repeatedly through the
mouth of the same rabid dog twenl!J-four hours after its death, was inserted in the
poll of the second of the old dogs. This dog and the new one were suffered to take
their chance. 'l'o the other old dog- the medicine was given. In the fourth week the
new dog died undeniably rabid. The other two survived.
I repeat that I have no faith in these prcventiYes. But sometimes some of them
must be tried; and I would prefer those which arc thus sanctioned by l\Ir. Youatt's
good opinion to any others.
And with respect to the established disease, I think that if I were the unhappy
subject of it, I should wish to be put into a hot air bath, and thoroughly sweated,
and to ta.kc opiates i not so much in the hope of recovering as with a view to the
euthanasia. But with all respect to those geatlemen who advocate that practice, no
one, if I could help it, should wake a hole in my windpipe.

LECTURE XXXV.
E)1ilepsy. Its S,ljmptoms and varieties,· duration and recurrence of tlie paroxysms;
periods of life at which they commence j warnings. Effects of the paroxysms, immcd1'ate and ultimate. Pathology. Anutomical clwractcrs. Onuses.
Tm·~ great functions of wh ich the brain is the material instrument are sensation,
thought, and voluntary motion. 'fhe influence of the will is a cerebral influence: it
re;J.Chcs and acts upon the muscles through the interposition of the spina l cord. Motions that arc involuntary belong more exclush·ely to the system of the true spinn l
marrow. Yet cerebral cha nges, morbid states of the brain, may excite them.
I have shown you that all these functions are liable, under discase 1 to be sepnrately
affcctecl, and each in various ways and dc~rees. 1.'he number of combinations capable
of arising out of disordered conditions of two, or three, or all of these functions, is
\'ery great. Yct th e symptoms proper to the neryous system do arra.nge themselves
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omnibus una, nee div~rsa ta men; qua_lis dcbet essc so_rorum ." Occasionally the
features ~re so nearly ahke, th~t we find it somew hat P.uzzlmg to determine with which
of the sisters we arc conversing; but usually there is some mark or other by which
the individual may be identified.
Of these essentially nervous diseases, there are several in wh ich the most prominent
and obvious of the phcnomenn. relate to the muscular syste m; irregular, ''iolcnt, nnd
involuntary contractions occur ring: of muscles which, in the healthy state of the body,
. are subject to the control of the will. I ha Ye spoken of two very frightful disorders
belonging to this head :-of tetanus, namely, in which the muscles of voluntary
motion present the most striking chanp;es, bcin~ affocted with tonic spasm; while the
sensibility und ergoes no other alteration than what is a consequence of that spa!l m,
paiu I mean in the muscles themselves; and the intellectual fuuctions continue undisturbed :-and of li!Jdroplwbia, in which the natural se nsib ility suffers mu ch, and the
mental fun ctions some derangement; yet still the characteristic features of th e malady
depe nd upon the irregular and uncontrollable action of muscles usually obedient to
volition.
The disease which I am next to consider is scarcely less terrible to look upon, when
it occurs in its severer forms, than tetanus or hydrophobia; but it is not attended with
the same urgent and immediate peril to life. Yet it is, upon the whole, productive
of even more distress and misery; and is liable to terminate in worse than death.
You will understand that I am alludinf? to Epilepsy: a disease not painful probably
in itself; seldom immediately fatal; often rcconrcd from altogether: yet apt, in many
cases, to end in insan ity or fatuity; and carrying perpetual anxiety and dismay into
those families which it has once visited.
'l'hc lead in g- symptoms of epilepsy are, a. temporary suspension of consciousness,
with clonic spasm; recurring at intervals
It is impossible to frame a perfect definition of epi lepsy; nay, so rnrious a.re its
shapes, so numerous its modifications, that no general description even of it can be
given. It will be necessary for me, therefore, here (as it has been before) to describe
first the most ordinary form of the disease, as a standard; and then to note the several
''ariations from that stan dard which are known to occur in practice.
A man, th en, in the apparent enjoyment of perfect health, shall suddenly utter a
loud cry, and fall instantly to the ground, senseless and convulsed. lic strains and
struµ-g-les violently. His breathing is embarrassed or suspe nd ed ; his face becomes
turgid and livid; he foams at the mouth; a chokiag sound is heard in his windpipe;
he appears to be at the point of death by apnrea. But presently, and by degrees,
these alarming ph enomena diminish, and at length cease; the patient is left ex hausted,
heavy, stupid, co ruatosc : but his life is no longer threatened. Aud in a short time
he is ouce more, to all appearance, perfectly well. Th e same train of morbid phenomena recur however, a~~tin and again, at different, and mostly at irregular intervals.
This is a brief description of the most ord inary form of epilepsy.
The suddenness of the attack is remarkab le: in an instant, when it is least expected
by himself or by those around him, in the middl e of a sentence or of a gesture, the
change may take place; and the mi serab le sufferer is stretched foaming, struggliug,
and insensible upon the earth. 'fhis fearful sud denness is expressed in the name of
the disease, irt~i4;-1-~a., a seizure, an abrupt invasion. The ancients, among wh om the
complaint was well known, superstitiously ascribed it to the malice of demons, or to
the anrrcr of their offen ded deities. If a person were seized with epilepsy i11 the
forum, it was considered an ill omen, and the meeting: waR at once dissolved, and all
public busi ness suspe nded for that day. Hence the disease was called morlms t·omitialis. Mnrbus qui spulatwr was another of its names, because those present were
accustomed to spit upon the epileptic man, or into their own bosoms; either to cxpre~s
their abomination, or to avert the evil omen from themselves. In this country its
common designation is the.falling sickness: or, 1~ore vaguely, fi~s . . The cry wh_icl~ is
frequently, though by no means always, utt_cred, 1s gc?erally a p1crc1_ng ~ml tcr~1fy1~g
scream. 'Vomcu have often been thrown mto bystencs upon hearing 1t. 1t is said
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to have caused prcg-nant females to miscarry. Even the lower animals appear to be
som<'timcl) startled and alarmed by a note so harsh and unnatural. Dr. Cheyne
informs us that, upon one occasion, "a parrot, himself no mean performer in discords,
dropt from his perch, sceming-ly frightened to death by the appalling sound." The

muscular convulsions arc strong, irregular, and often universal.

In

lllO!;t

of the fits

of which I have happ<'ncd to see the commencement, the first effect of the spasm has
by a succession

b~cn a twisting of the neck, the chin being raised, and brou~ht round

of jerks, towards one shoulder: and one side of the body is, usually, more strongly

a~tated than the other.
The features are always greatly distorted. The brow8 are
knit; the eyes sometimes quiver and roll about, sometimes arc fixed and staring,
sometimes are turned up beneath the lids, so that the cornea cannot be seen, and the
white sclerotica alone is vi,.iblc; the mouth is twisted awry; the tongue, thrust between
the teeth, and caught by the violent closure of the jaws, is bitten, often severe ly j and
the foam which issues from the mouth is reddened by blood. 'l'hc hands are firmly
clC'nchcd, and the thumbs bent inwards upon the palms: the arms arc tluown about,
strikin~ the chest of the patient with great force, or bruising themschrcs against surrounding- objects, or inflicting hard knocks upon the friends and ncighbour:o1 who have
hastened to the patient's assistance. It frequently happens that the urine and excrement arc expelled during the violence of the spnsm: and seminal emission sometimes
takes place. '!'he spasmodic contraction of the muscles is occasionally so powerful as
t o di::;locate the bones to which they are attached: the joints of the jaw, and of the
shoulder, have been thus put out; and the teeth are sometimes fractured.
When the convulsive paroxysm is over, the patient falls into a deep sleep. You
might imagine that he slept from exhaustion, like a man worn out by great fatigue;
but there is something more than this; the patient passes into a state of incomplete
coma, or rather the insensibility continues after the convulsions have ceased. When
l1e wakes he is often confused and incoherent for ::i. time; by degrees, howc>er, he
resumes his ordinary appearance and condition; but he remembers nothing of what
pai:secl during the fit.
You urny suppose tlrnt so much irregular contrnction of tlrn muscles of voluntary
motion is not hkely to occur without some deranµ;ement or modification of the functions of the circulation. The breathing is irregular, gasping, or arrested. The heart
palpitates violently ap:ainst the ribs during the paroxysm; the pulse becomes frequent
and feeb le; and sometimes it ceases t o be tangible at the wrist during the height of
the fit, and begins to bo felt again as the sp:lsms subside. The turgcscence of the
face indi cntcs obstrndion of the venous circulation; the checks and lips become
purplish and livid, and the veins of the neck and forehead arc vi:sibly distended.
This, then, is one form, the most severe and the wost common, as well as the best
marked form, in which an epileptic attack occurs.
But there is a large class of cases, in which the symptoms are much more mild.
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of the mental functions, there 1s some shght evidence of convulsion or ill\·oluntary
a~tion; the fin~ers of one hand, or less commonly of both, arc mo,·cd irregularly, and
without any ob1cct; or the eyes roll or are turned upwards; or the muscles of the
face arc twitched. Sometimes the patient is himself aware of what has been his con·
dition, but shows some cunning in endeavouring to conceal it.
This slighter attack is called by the French, petit mal; while the severer form is
named, grand ma{. The former is spoken of also as epileptic ccrti'go, and distinguished by that appcllalion from the epileptic fit.
Of affc.ctions so different in degree, and in som~ respects so dissimilar in kind, you
may be d1i:poscd to nsk whether they really constitute the same disease. 'l'hat they
arc essentially of the same stamp, we have this evidence; that both forms of attack
occur in the same individuals. Sometimes a patient will suffer many recurrences of
the epileptic vcrtif?:o, and at length will become affected with violent epileptic fits. Or
the two forms ,,.ill intermingle, sometimes the milder happening, sometimes the
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severer. Io such cases we cannot doubt that the attacks are in their nature the same,
though different in their form aud degree. And when (as sometimes happens) we
meet with the slighter disease alone, we cannot refuse to assign to it the character and
the name of epilepsy .
Between the two extremes, there are many links of gradation. Sometimes the
sufferer sinks or slides down quietly, and without noise, is pale, is not convulsed at
all,_but . iusensibl~; much like one in_ a. state of s~'ncope. After recovering, he re·
IDams sick, langmd, and confused, durrng the remainder of the day.
You will perceive, from what I have now said, the difficulty of giving any single
description of epilepsy, which will include all its varieties. It is of course 8till more
difficult to offer a strict definition of the disease. Cullen defines it to be "musculorum convul~i~, cum sopore." Dr. Copland furnishes a larp:er and more comprehensive dcfimtrnn: "Sudden loss of sensation and consciousness, with spasmodic
contraction of the voluntary muscles, quickly passiug into violent convulsive distortions, attended and followed by sopor, recurring in paroxysms often more or less
regular."
But almost every one of these circumstances may, in its turn, be wanting. There
may be no convulsiou; there may evcu be very slight and transient interruption of
consciousness j there may be no subsequent coma 01· sopor; there may be no recurrence of the attack.
Yet I trust that you now have obtained some ~eueral notion of what is meant by
an epileptic seizure. And I go on to inquire into sc\'crnl most important points connected with the paroxysms.
In the first place, they vary considerably in duration. Sometimes, as I have
already stated, the seizure is slight, and does not occupy more than a moment or two
of time. But e\·en the severer attacks are often over iu a few minutes. 'l'hey seldom ~ontinue longer than half au ~our, and probably the average duration may s~fely
be laid at between fi\•e and ten mrnutes. Attacks that are spread over three or four,
or more hours, generally consist of a succession of paroxysms, with indistinct intervals of comatose exhaustion. In the long-continued fits, or in the protracted succession of fits, the patients often die.
The periods at which the paroxysms Tetm·n arc also extremely variable. Occasionally the patient expires in the first paroxysm; occasionally, though he recovers
from it, he nc\'er has another. Both of these occur rences are rare. nather more
frequently the fits recur at very long intervals; at the distance, I mcau, of many
years. l\Iost common ly of all , they revisit the sufferer at irrep:ular periods of a few
driys : someti?Ics e.\'ery day, or every night: an~ not very unfrequcutly they .t.~ke
place many tunes rn the twenty-four hours. TlllS extreme frcqucnc.Y of r<.'pctit1on
belongs principally to the slighter imperfect seizure, the petit nwl. Sometimes t~1e
fits observe a strictly rrgulur period of returo j but, for the most part, they are qmte
uncertain and ·i rregular.
The time of life at which the fits commenci>, and the circumstances attending their
commencement, are deserving of notice. They not uncommonly begin in iuf~~cy.
'11 hose fits of convulsion to which young children arc subject during the first dcut1~10n,
and which sometimes appear to depend upon the irritation of teeth in~, and sometun~s
upon manifc:-st disorder of stomach and bowels- these fits arc not di~tin~uish:1blc 1~
their phenomena fro111 genuine epilepsy, and we must reckon them as rnsta~rncs of epilepsy. It has been remarked by some one, that if you can trace t~1c car~y lnstory ~fan
adult epileptic, you will almo!:it always find that be or she suffered rnfaut1lc con\•uls1ons.
[This is true. Epilc~tics, it :Vill very gc~crally. be found, were affccte~ with repeated attacks of convulsions durrng the penod of rnfancy. In many subjects, 110wever, we have known the disease to commence immediately s.ubscqucnt to puberty, or
even late in life. In the majority of these latter cases the disease appeared to be the
result of a life of intemperance. - C.]
To what extent this is true I do not know, but I recommend it to you as a pomt
worth attcndin...,. to in your future opportunities of observation.
'fhc cpilcpt~ attack may come on, for the first time, at any a~e. According to
Dr. Bright (whose account of the disease, though short, is particularly perspicuous),
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the most common periods arc about the age of seven 01· eight years, probably about
the time of the second dentition; and from fourteen to sixteen, shortly before the age
of puberty. And the disease (he says) is very apt to occur for a few years subsequently to this. But sometimes the first fit bas taken place between the ages of
thirty and forty; in not a few cases, after sixty; and occasionally quite in the declim~
of life.
Dr. Bright offers a. little piece of theory in respect to the period~ at which ep ilepsy
is apt to begin. It is a reasonable piece of theory, and serves to tic th~ alleged facts
to one's memory, even if it be not yet proved to be true. Doubtless lll many cases
the circumstances that determine the first attack are quite accidental. But setting
aside these casualties, he says, "there are leading periods in the 'evolution of the
frame, and peculiar circumstances connected with certain periods, which may well be
considerer! as infiucritial in the production of the disease. In infancy, the nervous
system is delicate, and easily acted upon by various causes of irritation . 1'hcn follows the trying period of teething. In a few years the second dentition occurs. In
a few years later, all the great changes connected with the age of puberty. To this
follow the excesses and exposures of manhood; and after the lapse of years, the
vigout of the system fails, and many causes act to derange the nice balance of the
constitution; the bowels often become sluggish; change.:5 more or less iserious take
place in the structure of the arterial and venous systems; arid many causes, organic
or functional, which lrnd before been unable to exert an influence on the vigorous
frame, acquire power from its rclati,•c weakness.''
The first ncccssion of the disease takes place more commonly before than after
puberty. Of sixty-six epileptic women, in whom the outset of that disease and the
first period of mcnstruatiou were carefully noted, thirty-eight had epilcctic fits before,
and twenty-eight not till after that period.
The attacks arc very apt to come on during tl1e nigl1t; in tl10 commencement of
the disease they frequently are confined to the ni~ht. They arc said chiefly to occur
at the moment when the patient is sinking into sleep, or awaking from sleep. llow
far this is true I canuot tell. When the disease is yielding, the fits often happen in
the night only; so that after they have, for a certain period, taken place in the dartime, or during the day and the night indiscriminately, it is reckoned a good proguost1c
sign if they begin to restrict themselves to the nii:rht. Some patients, under these
circmm•tances, suppose that tho physician has particular remedies that will make the
fits happen in the night rather than in the dny; and they ask for these remedies.
Sometimes each paroxysm arrives unannounced and unexpected; sometimes distinct
'earnings of its approach are given. The latter is less frequent than the former.
Georget affirms that premonitory symptoms do not occur more than four or five times
in a hundred cases. I am sure that this is much understated. 'Vhcn warning
symptoms do happen, they are sometimes spread O\'er a considerable period; se\'eral
hours, or a whole day: sometimes they last just long enough to enable the patient to
rctuo\·e from a situation in which a fall would be attended with unusual danger: to
dismount from horseback, to lie down in a boat, to get away from the fire-place, from
the edge of a precipice, from the \'icinity of water, to assume the horizontal position
of his own free will and in his own manner, or to give notice to those about him of
what is going to befall him. Io some cases the warning is too short and sudden eYen
for this. Tht: kind of notice that he receives is very variable indeed. Often it consists in some unnatural state of the mind, the feelings, the temper; the patient is
fidgety, irritable, low-spirited, timid, sullen; or, on the other hand, he feels unusually
strong, and hearty, and cheerful. Sometimes there is a notable change in some one.
or more of the natural functions, or of the bodily sensations; the patient loses his
appetite, or his appetite becomes voracious; a. great flow of urine t.'lkcs place; he
smells an ill smell, is aware of a strange taste, hears extraordinary noises, or secs
spectral illusions; not mere specks floatirig before him-musc:l! vol itantcs-but
distinct forms of persons and things not present. This is not very common, but it
certain ly happens. '.1.'he late Dr. Gregory, of Edinburgh, was assured by a. patient of
undoubted veracity, that always, when he had a fit of epilepsy approach ing, he fancied
that he saw a little old woman in a red cloak, who ca.me up to him, and struck him a
hlow on the head, and thcu he immediately lost all recollection, and fell down.
Headache, giddine~s, dim or dazzled vision, are all of them common symptoms
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among those which have been observed to be precursory of epilepsy. Sometimes there
are circumstances whic~ _are ob~i~us to a ~y-sta_nder : a ~~shing of the face, or lividity,
or, perhaps, pallor: delmum; difficult articulat1on; vom1trng. Of twenty-one epileptics
~rcated in the hospital at Wilna, by.Joseph Frank, vomiting announced the paroxysm
rn seven. Some of the uneasy feelings arc apt to come on and to continue even for
several days previously t~ the attack; restlessness in particular, disturbed sleep, distressful dreams, a peculiar and sudden coldness of the extremities. An internal
ttorhng is a phrase often used by such persons to express a sensation which is
probably indescribable.
But the most curious precursory symptom of all, if we except the spectral illusions,
is what is called the epileptic aura. This is a sensation which is likened by different
patients to ~ifferent th!ngs; to a stream of warm or cold air, to the tricklin~ of water,
to the creeping of a spider. The sensation proceeds commonly from some distant part
of the body, - from one of the extremities, from a thumb, or finger, or toe, or from
some spot on the trunk - and runs along the skin towards the head: occns ionally it
gets no further than the pit of the stomach: as soon as it reaches the bend, or stops
at the epigastrium, or elsewhere, the patient's consciousness forsakes him, aud the
paroxysm declares itself.
There seems to be some analogy between this epileptic aura and the well-known
sensation, to be spoken of hereafter, of a ball rising from the stomach to the throat,
and constituting the globus h) Stericus; except that in cases of epilepsy the sensation
commonly begins in an extremity, and not in the stomach: and the fit comes on
when it reaches the bead, and not the throat. Sometimes, I think, these two sensations are blended.
In some instances, spasms of the muscles of the part whence the aura proceeds are
observed to take place prior to the more general state of spasm.
'£his aura is certainly a very curious phenomenon. It has been thought to depend
upon some change propagated along the nerve upwards to the brain, and to be sometimes connected with some injury done to, or some morbid impression made upon, au
afferent nerve. I think that this expla.uation may apply to some cases.
Dr. John Thomson, of Edinburgh, used to state in his lectures, that he had known
epilepsy to begin with an aura proceeding from an old cicatrix in the 8ide. In a
patient of my own, who was subject to epilepsy, the warning sensation commenced
in one of his thumbs, which presently after began to be twisted inwards; but by
tying his liandkcrchief tightly round the thumb, he could prevent the fit. Dr. Seymour mentions the case of an epileptic boy, who bad learned to protect himself against
a threatened paroxysm by biting his tongue.
In other cases the aura probably originates in some change within the head, and is
analogous to the numbness or tingling that is often felt in some part of the body or
extremities immediately before an attack of palsy or apoplexy. There is no real inconsistency in this twofold explanation: the source of the aura may be centric or
eccentric; so also may the ex.citing cause of the paroxysm; as, in due time, I shall
expla in to you.
A knowledge of these warning circumstances is clearly of importance, always so
far as respects the comparative security of the patient during the attack; sometimes
as affording us the opportunity of staving off the fit altogether. And it is necessary
to remark, that they sometimes give, as it were, a.false alarm; they occur, and yet,
although no measures of prevention are taken, no paroxysm fol_Iows.
The phenomena that succeed the paroxysm arc also of great interest and moment.
I have already apprized you that the convulsions generally ter~ina~c before the insensibility is over: the patient draws, perhaps, two or three gasprng sighs, and ceases
to struggle. Some few persons are quite themselves again in a moment or two; some
appear to reco·rnr consciousness, and then fall into a deep and ~rolonged slumber ;
but many do not regain their consciousness at all upon the ~cssat10n of the convulsions rcmainin(I" iu a state of profound stupor, from wluch, however, they cau
genc;ally he rou~ed for a. time. 'fhis state of coma (for it is nothing else) has becu
known to last a week. After the patient emerges from it, he is sometimes merely
languid and inert; sometimes he is like a ~erson st~ooed.1 or in a ~t~tc a~proach.ing
to idiotcy, which gradually clears up; somct11nes he 1s furiously dehnous for awhile;
not unfrequently there is a degree of partial paralysis, which also usually soou goes
1
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off, though occasionally it is permanent; his eyes arc fixed, or he squints, or his
pupils arc dilated, or he drags a leg, or he falters iu speech. Sometimes he is comp~ctcly hemiplegic. Most commonly he speaks of headache, or discomfort of some
krnd.
It is very seldom that the patients have any recollection wlrntevcr of what has
passed during the fit. Many of them are not aware that they have ha~ a fit: and
those who do know it, discover the fact by finding thcmsekes wet or dirty; by the
injuries they have received during the conrnlsions; by the soreness of the bitten
tongue; by their blood-shottcn eyes; by the bruises of t_hcir limbs; ~r by the confused or painful sensations which they subsequently expcnencc, and winch they ha\·c
learn ed to as!'lociatc with the conviction that a fit has happened, from 1rnving beeo informed on previous occasions, when they felt the same sensations, that they had
suffe red a. paroxysm of insensibility and convulsions.
Upon the whole, it is seldom that a.ny permanent ill effect can be noticed as having
been left behind it by any one single fit; but, unhappily, this caunot often be said
of their repetition.
Doubtless a. sin~le paroxysm does often leave the patient in a worse condition than
that in which it found him; but this does not become perceptible to an ordinary
observer, until after the alteration has been magnified and made apparent by repeated
fits, and repeated small additions to the permanent injury. The friends of the patient
remark that his memory is enfeebled in proportion to the number of the attacks;
that his mental power and intelligence decline. Ilis features even assume, by
degrees, a peculiar character; he becomes subject to insane delusions, and too often
he sinks at last into utter and hopeless fatuity. It is this tendency which renders
epilepc;y so Fad and fearful a disease.
:Foville affirms, that the intellectual degeneration is more constant, and comes on
more early, in persons who arc principally afilicted with the epileptic vertigo, the
petit mal, the imperfect seizure, than in persons in whom the grand nial, the violent
and decided paroxysm, takes place. Dr. Copland, on the other hand, is of opinion,
that "the more severe the fits, the more is that result to be dreaded." This is a
point which can only be settled by statistica l facts. And as we all have the opportunity of collecting some such facts, and of adding them to the general stock, I wcntion this, and 80rne other points that arc still uncertain or disputed, as worth bearing
in mind. More, probably, depends upon the repctitio11 of the fits, than upon their
precise nat1tre or sevnity. Cases do occur in which epileptic persons preserve their
facultieg to a good old age; but those who are early epileptic do not often attain old
age; and whenever the disease comes on, if it repeat itself frequently, it is followed
much more often than not by impairment of the mind, or by some apoplectic or paralytic affection, which impli es and accompanies the mental change. You will sometimes hear the cases of Julius Cresar, of l\lahomet, and of Bonaparte quoted, as
examples of high intellectual power, existing and remaining in spite of epilepsy: and it is allowable, perhaps, to make use of such cases for comforting the friends of
epileptic persons: or for giving the advantage of sustained hope to the patient himself.
But, in truth, these cases are not worth much. Napoleon is said, I know not upon
what authority, howe,•er, to have suffered something like epilepsy during sexual
intercourse. This is not very uncommon in persons subject to that disease. And,
with respect to Julius Cresar, we learn from Suetonius, that it was only in the latter
part of his life that he laboured under epilepsy; and that he had two attacks while
engaged in business.
Jl aving now described the phenomena of epilepsy; the periods of life at which it
is most apt to commence; its varieties; and its tendency and most common termination: let us next inquire what is known respecting the real scat and nature of this
strange and melancholy complaint.
'£he functions that are affected arc clearly functions of the brain. Sensation,
thought, and motion regulated by the will, are the natural functions of that organ.
The temporary abeyance of sensibility, thought, and volition; and violent and
irregular action of the muscles which are thus withdrawn from the government of the
will; constitute a pa roxysm of epilepsy. We ha Ye, in this malady, another illustra.
tioa of the fact, that when the controlling influence of the cerebrum is l'"uspended,
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the pecul~ar functi ons of the spi~al marrow arc exercised, not only in a disorderly,
but also m ~n u.nusuall.y ~ncrgetlc mann_er.. That the brain and the spinal marrow,
though phys1olog1e:1 Jly d1stmct, ~r? y~t mttmately connected with, and dependent
upon, each other, a thousand fanuhar facts assure us; and there are good reasons for
believing that the change, whatc, er it is, which is the imm ediate precursor and cause
r,f the epileptic fit, may sometimes originate in the spinal cord, and thence extend to
the brain; and sometimes originate in the brain, and comm unicate itself to the spinal
cord. Dr. l\lar:shall Hall's doctrine, that all convulsive diseases ure diseaees of the
spinal marrow, cannot be properly appli ed to this convulsive disease of epilepsy. It
is true that the spinal cord is concerned whenever there is convulsion; but it is coucerocd in every t:oluuta1-y movement also, throu~h the instrumentality of the brain
itself; and it may be, and often is, irregularly iuflucnced by a disordered and unnatural state of the brain. Tetanus may fairly be retrarded us a di sease of tho cord :rnd
its proper appendages. r.rhe spasms arise and reach their height, while tlrn powers of
thou~ht and sensation are undisturbed, and while volition remains, although the
morbid condition of th e cord renders it ineffec tual. In epilepsy these cerebral
functions are always implicated. There is always n loss of consc iousnmis: and in the
epileptic vertigo, the petil 1nal, there is frequently a suspcusion of consciousness only,
without miy convulsion al all. '.l'he brain, therefore, we must consider to be essentially concerned in this disorder.
What the precise state of the nervous matter may be, whi ch determines the loss of
consciousness and the spasms, we can only conjecture. A derangement in the relation between the arterial and venous circulation within the head; a temporary pressure somebw arising j a determination of blood towards the head; a diminution of
the natural quantity of blood sent thither from the heart; all these have been assigned
as possible causes of the paroxysms. Plausible reasons might be gi,Ten in favour of
the operation of each of them; but the spec ulation is more curious than useful. We
have not yet penetrated the mystery of these remarkable phenomena, and it will be
more profitable to tum to another question, which admits of a somewhat more defin ite
answer, viz. : - what is the morbid anatomy of epilepsy ?
Suppose that a person who has had epi leptic fits, but in 'vhom they have not been
followed by any durable affection of the intellectual or locomotive functions, dies of
some other urnlady; and that you have th e opportunity of minutely examining the
condition of hi s nervous system. Often you will find nothio g at all which can throw
any light upon the occurrence of the epileptic paroxysms; no appreciable alteration
whatever in any part, ei ther of the brain or of the sp inal cord. In other cases you
ma.y discover some organic disease within the head : a scrofulous tubercle, a spiculum
of bone projecting from the skul l. llave you then detected the cause of the disease?
All that can be said is, that the piece of bone or the tubercle was probably a predisposi119 cause of that derangement of the nervous substance which determined the
paroxysms; the dcrangemeut itself, if, indeed, it were of such a nature as to be cognizable by our senses, has gone, with the symptoms; the tubercle or bone having in
th e mean time remained, without any sign which could betray its presence.
)1. Foville, whose testimony in this matter is entitled to much weight, affirms that,
in persons who have been subject to epi lcp~y, uncomplicated as yet with any permanent disorder of the intellect, or of the fac.:ulty of voluntary motion, and who have
died i"" tlte fit, constant alterations arc observable within the hrad; viz., a strong
inj ect ion of the vessels of the encepbalon. Th e membranes, t he brain, and the cerebellum, arc gorged, he asserts, with livid blood. But he goes on to say ~hat this is
to be ascribed to the mode of death; that we sec the same appearances m persons
who have died by hanging~ or by any form of apnrea_; that th ey are ~10t P?cul.iar to
epilepsy, and do not cxplatn the attack, but only pornt out the \'ray 10 wluch 1t has
been fatal.
It is, I fancy, a very c~mmon notion, both t.lrnt such congcstio~ docs take place,
and that it is the cause of the paroxys111: and it may be worth while shortly to state
the reasons which are opposed to the conclusion, that th e congestion (granting for the
moment that it always happens) is a sufficient explanation of tl~c attack.
Io the first place it is not easy to conceive that the congest1011 could so suddenly
arise and subside again, as it must sometimes do, if it be the iwmcdiate determining
cause of the fit: within the space of a single minute, for example.
1
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And in the second pfoce, the signs of external congestion and plethora, by which
Eigns we measure the amount of the internal, are most marked just when the symptoms of the paroxysm begin to subside and disappear. The congestion, which is the
result of obstructed venous circulation, which again is ~ consequence of the muscular
spasms, cannot be regarded as the cause of the convulsive symptoms.
Let us go a step further, and inquire into the state of the enccplrnlon in those persons who, having suffered epilepsy, had, before death arrived, been affected with some
permanent impairment of the mental functions, or (what often goes along with such
impairment) with some degree or other of muscular paralysis or debility.
'!'he most common alterations met with in the brain in such cases arc the fo11owing
lnduration of the white matter of the brain, which presents a. dull appearance;
eometimcs 1 besides the hardening, a general injection of the white matter; and in
the majority of cases a. marked dilatation of the blood-vessels. In some instances the
consistence of the white matter is dimiuishcd 1 it is soft and flabby; but there is the
same dilatation of the blood-vessels. These changes pervade t he whole of the white
matter in every part of the brain. At the same time the grey matter is found irregular on its surface, marbled or of a rosy colour in its substance, and sometimes
altered in consistence. And in many cases the membranes arc found to be adhereut
in some parts to the convolutions with which they lie in contact.
Such are the results of the experience of careful observers in respect to the morbid
anatomy of epilepsy; of ~lorgagni, of Faville, and of l\ll\l. llouchct and Casauvielh.
The changes last described arc such as are produced by chronic inflammation of th~
brain and its membranes. They are the consequences (I imagine) of repeated paroxysms of epilepsy; they are the very same as are frequently met with in cases of
insanity complicated with paralysis, and they elucidate, therefore, the connexion of
these affections; but they certainly teach us little or nothing of that actual condition
of the ncn·ous mass upon which the epileptic paroxysms depend. And, in truth, to
expect to find in the brain the traces of convulsions that have passed away, would be
as unreasonable as to expect to find ther-e the traces of former voluntary movements.
Of those organic changes which may be regarded as strong predisposing causes of
the paroxysms, my own experience accords with that of Dr. Bright; who sta.tes, that
most frequently they arc such as affect the surface, rather than th e deeper-seated
parts of the brain: tumours external to the cerebral matter; alterations in the membranes that envelope the organ, or in its bony case; the skull being very often unnaturally thick, heavy, and uneven. Various altered states of the spinal marrow have
also been recorded.
But besides the morbid appearances that are sometimes only visible in the nervous
centres themselves, there are others, which it is of great importance to attend to,
situated in other parts of thf? body, and at a distance from those centres : diseased
states of the li ver; biliary concretions; granular kidneys; renal calculi; stones
in the blad<ler; worms in the alimentary canal; diseases of the uterus; and of various
other parts. And these morbid conditions have often, no doubt, an intimate connexion with the epileptic paroxysms. Aocordingly some authors make almost as many
varieties of epilepsy as there are organs of the body; they specify the cerebral, the
spinal 1 the cardiac, hepatic, gastric, intestinal, renal, genital uterine, and so on. It will
be sufficient, however, to consider two species only: that, namely, in which the disease
ori~inates in the nervous centres themselves, and especially in tbc brain j and that in
which it ori~:dn atcs in some other part. Most persons who bave written on epilepsy
make this distinction, although they employ different terms to express it: cerebral
and occasional; primary and secondary; idiopathic and sympathetic; centric and
eccentric. The last two terms arc the best. llut let us clearly understand them.
'l1he disease may, in one sense, be considered eccentric, even when it is situated in
the brain; eccentric, i. c., in respect to the true spinal marrow. But I apply the
epithet centric to epilepsy when its cause lies in either of the two great ncnTous
centres j the brai n, or the cranio-spioal axis. In the eccentric species a morbid infl.u.
ence is conveyed by nffcrcnt nerves from the scat of the local disease to the spinal
cord 1 and the convulsions mark its responsive action. ~I.1his distinction we shall find
to be an important one, both as regards the prognosis and the treatment. Let me,
however, first say a word respecting the causes and the diagnosis of ep ilepsy.
There is no doubt that a tendency to epileptic disease is frequently Aeredilary. It
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may be derived from parent to child; or it may skip over a generation or two, and
appear in the grandchild or great-grandchild; or it may be traceable ouly in the col.
lateral branches of the ancestry. This is just what takes place in other hereditary
nrnladics. You may often notice also that other forms of ncrrnus disorder prevail in
the satUe faruilics.
MM. llouchet and Casauvielh found that amon~ 110 instances of epilepsy, 31 were
;hereditary. Of 3:! l persons affiicted with epileptic insanity, and seen by Bsquirol,
105 were descended from insane or epileptic parents.
Again, a tendency to epilepsy is very often found to go along with an un11atural
form of the heud, which is pinched up like a sugar.loaf; or misshapen and unsymmetrical, one half bciug unlike the other; or in some way or other oddly configurated.
Epilepsy is no un common attendant of chronic hydrocephalus.
And thirdly, the scrofulous diathesis is a strong predisposing cause of epilepsy.
Dr. Cheyne cveu holds that epilepsy is as certain a manifestation of the stru mous dis·
position, as tubercular consumption, or psoas abscess. Now, of the two prcdisposiug
circumst:rnces last mentioned, it may be obs"rved, that they commooly merge in that
which preceded them : the strumous diathesis, and a. particular conformation of the
head, are both very likely to descend from parents to their progeny.
Whether the sex has any influence in determioiag a. predisposition to epilepsy, is
a question that remains to be :;ettlcd. Foville thinks it is most common in females;
Dr. Elliotsoa, in males. 1 have certainly seen more epileptic boys and men, than girls
and women. But the casual experience of a single observe r is not enough to deterllline the point. We want numerical statements on a large sca le. At the close of
the year 1813 there were 162 male epileptics in the BicCtrc; 289 female ca.s<.-:; in the
Salpfitriere. Jos. l~rank observed that, of 75 patients, 40 were females.

LECTURE XXXVI.
Epilepsy, continued.
Recapitulation. Exciting causes.
Simulated iJpilep!iy.
Diagnosis. Prognosis. Treatment: duri11g tlie fit; duri11g the intervals; duri11g
thewar11inys.

AT our Inst meeting I began to speak of epilepsy. Let me rapidly rctra<.u the
ground we then passed over.
Au epileptic seizure way be very severe; or very slight. The very severe attacks
are characterized by a sudden cry, immediate loss of consciousness, general and
violent convulsions, and subsequent coma or heavy sleep. 'l'he very sl ight attacks
consist in a momentary abeyance of the mental faculties, sometimes with and some·
0
0
1
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ferent times; or the one form conducts to the other. Between these the gradations
are innumerable. \Ve call the extremes the epileptic fit, and the epileptic verti!Jo,·
the ll'rench name them the grand rnal and the petit rnri.l.
These fits may la8t from a few seconds to half an hour. Paroxysms apparently
}~~~e~;~a~ ~~s ~~~~~~:1y consist of a succession of fits. The average duration is

1

The fits recur at variable intervals; which are sometimes periodic, mostly irregular.
There may be many in a si ngle day; there may be only one for many years. '! 'hey
are commonly more severe in proportion as they arc less frequent.
'l'hc epileptic seizures sometimes begin in early infancy: another period at which
they often commence is about the age of seven or eight: another about fourteen or
sixteen, or for some few years after that age. They more frequently begin before
puberty than after it. Sometimes the first fit takes place in the middle period of
27
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life: sometimC's even in d('elining age. They often occur in the ni~ht, c:-:pccially in
the outset and towards the close of the disease; usually when the patient is between
asleep and awake; i. c., at the commencement or at the termination of his ~lumbe r.
In the majority, pcrlrnps, of cases, the fit is unexpected, and preceded by no warninz. llut in other instances there is some alteration perceptible by the patient him~clf, or by his friends, gi,·iag notice of its approach; some change in the tern per,
feelin~s, appearance; some di:;turbance of the senses; ocular spectra; or what is
called the epileptic aura, a creeping sensation arising in some part of the surface,
generally of the extremities, and gliding towards the head. Some of these warnings
precede the paroxysm by a day or two, or by a few hours; some by two or three
seconds only. Sometimes the blow is threatened by thoir appearance, but it docs
not fall.
'fhc fit is alm ost always, in its severer forms, attended and followed by coma;
sometimes, after the eo111a, by temporary confusion of mind; deafucss; slight. para.
lysis; delirium; inarticula te speech. There is seldom any appreciab le pcrruaoent
damage effected by n. single fit.
A repetition of the fits leads, in a large majority of instances, first, to a defect of
tlrn memory, and of the general intelligence; and at l cn~th to a. peculiar expression
of countenance, to decided imbecility of mind, t8 complete fatuity; and with this
there is often af!sociated some paralysis or muscular debility.
The conYulsions take place, necessarily, through the mediun.1 of the spinal cord
and nerves- just as voluntary movements clo; but the suspension of sensa tion,
thought, and volition (which su~peusion is seldom absent, while the irregular muscular actiou often is wanting) shows that the bra in is essentially invoked in the
disease.
Accidental organic lesions are sometimes (and sometimes ooly) found in the
encephalon, or in the spinal cord, of persons who have suffered epilepsy uncomplicated
with any permanent mental or paralytic affection; tubercles, for example, or bony
f!l"OWths from the interior of the gkull j but as these arc Mnsta11t, while the paroxy~ms
arr- f'JCrnsiu11al1 and as in the intervals they g ive no signal of their presence, we can
only regard them as being probably predisposing causes of the seizures.
When the epilepsy lws been complicated with permanent ali enati on of mind, or
with some degree of paralysis, evidence of chronic inflammation of the brain and it~
membranes is generally discovered. 'l'his has been the consequence of the repetition
of the paroxysms. 'fhis explains the frequent connexion of fatuity and palsy with
epilcp$y of long standi ng.
The <lise:lscd cond ition which excites the paroxysms may be situated in the ncrvou5
centres thcmsclvcg, or in some other part of the body. In the one case we call the
disorder centric, or idiopathic; in the other, eccentric, or sympathetic. We canoo'
always be sure with which species of the disease, the centric, or the ecce ntric, wo
ha\"e to deal; but the dii:!tinction 1 when it can be made, is of considerable importance,
in reflpcct to the prognosis, and in respect to the management of the case.
The predisposition to this fearful complaint is often hereditary. )la.lformation, or
defect of symmetry in the two sides of the head, is a. frequent prcdisposin~ cause.
So, pre.emineutly, is the scrofulous diather-:is. And these two, Yiz. 1 the scrofulous
diathesis, and a peculiar conformation of the l1ead 1 arc both liable and lik ely to be
prop:1gatcd from parents to children. But the predisposition is found to be hereditary
even when the shape and structure of the body is, to all appearance, quite perfect
and natural; and when no outward indication of the strumous di:lthesis is perceptible.
At the \"Cry close of the lecture I informed you that it is an unsettled qucstiou and it is not a. qu estio n of very great importance-whether the disease be more
co111u1011 iu females or in males : whether the srx have anything to do with the predispol'iition .
'1'<1king epileptic people as a class, you will find them to be :?Cncrnlly clrnractcrized
by weakne!'S and irritability of mind and body, and not by steadfastness and vigour;
by a lack ruthcr than an excess of vitality. They arc much more commonly pale than
florid, a11;:cmic than plcthoric, feeble than robust, melancholic than s:anguinc, timid
than bold. And these indications of defective vitality become still more manifest in
those who han been long or frec1ucntly subj ect to the disorder. The inherent <lt.:bility
'1f the system augments as the paroxysms multiply iu number.
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There a.re certa_in vices! wh~c~ are ju~tly considered as influential in aggrava.ting,

~~:ur~:~c~ i~ref!~~~ic~t1r~i°11~~o~t~ :~~:~~~ed:~:ut~~c~~o~~ a~~!~~~~l ~~:d~:;~!:~
0
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cause of any, not congenital, IS masturbation-a vice which 1t is painful and difficult
even to allude to in this mann_er, and still more difficult to make the subject of inquiry
with a patient. But there is too much reason to be certain that mony cases of
epilepsy owe their origin to t?is wretched and degrading habit: and more than one
or two patients have voluntarily confessed to me their conviction that they had thus
brought upon thcm~~lves the epilcpti~ paroxys':11s fo~ which ~hey sought my advice.
Among the exc1tm9 causes of epilepsy, fright IS conspicuous. And any strong
mental emotion is apt to produce the fit, in a person who is already subject to the
disease. This fact alone would ~e enough, I conceive, to forbid ou r ascribing: the
paroxysms exclusively to an affect10n of the spinal cord. Bodily pain; manifest and
great disturbance of almos~ any of the principal functions of tho body; may act also
as exciting causes. Sometimes the cause is obvious, sometimes it is quite inscrutable.
If the attack occur every night, Dr. Bright thinks it may be attributed to the "congestion" of sleep: if it take place at monthly intervals in women, we may "often
trace it to nervous irritation in sympathy with the uterus: and when long periods
have intervened we may usually trace each distant paroxysm to the repetition of some
excess, or to a neglected state of the bowels.,, In these latter cases, the epilepsy is
of the sympathetic, or eccentric kind; the irritation being seated in some part at a.
distance from the nervous masses, in the stomach, or intestines, or uterus, Now I
would suggest the expediency of observing what muscles or sets of muscles are first
affected. by the spasm in such cases, an_d in what part. the warning aura (if there be
any) anscs : because by accurately notmg these particulars, we may, perhaps, be led
to a knowledge of the part or organ in which the irritation operates : and if we know
the seat of the irritation, we shall be more likely to know its nature, and its cure.

[U. Lamonthe relates, in the Journ. de M~d. de Bourdeaux, a case in which the
epilepsy was caused by a foreign body in the ear, and ceased upon its removal. The
patient was a man thirty years of age, in whose external mcatus a pebble had been
accidentally introduced. He at first experienced only a slight diminution of hearing~
afterwards suppuration occurred, and finally epileptic attacks supervened; from which
he had suffered for two years before he consulted i\I. Lamonthe. This gentleman,
being informed of the probable existence of a foreign body in the ear, made an
examination, and detecting it, by proper means, succeeded in removing from tho
meatus a rough pebble of nearly a triangular shape, and from that period the patient
had no more attacks of epilepsy. In the same Journal, another case of the same
kind is related by M. Roussilhe. - C.]
Among the exciting causes of epileptic fits are also enumerated - and I believe,
from what I have myself noticed, with great justness-the repulsion of eruptions,
and especially of eruptions about the head, when proper artificial evacuations arc not
at the same time obtained; the cessation of habitual discharges; and, on the other
hand, profuse and unusual discharges. llromorrhag:c certainly docs often bring on
convulsions and a state of insensibility, exactly like certain forms of epilepsy. Persons
who are bl('d till they actual1y faint, are sometimes, while fainting, convulsed also.
And animals that are killed by loss of blood, are always affected with convulsions
before they expire.
There is yet another very singular occasional cause of epilepsy that deserves to be

:V~~t~:~e~~;;z~~!:~e. si~!to~n~yp~~f~ ~a~e~~ ~h~h~a~i~~~:~dy ~~;e~d~ ~:~~ ~~:!~~~

often fall into o~e upon seeing another so affected; but people will even sometimes
do so who have never before shown any symptom of epilepsy. In this way the disease
will now and then run through a boarding-school; or through a ward in a hospital.
There is a very good example of this recorded in the 11th volume of the Medical
Gazette, by T'r. Ilardy, of Bath. A strong healthy you~g man. was hired to take
care of an older patient, who suffered frequent and cxceed rn gly violent paroxysms of
epilepsy. Ile remained 'Yith _th? patient n_ight and day; and at _the end of ~even
weeks became himself epileptic rn a very high degree. An acquarntance of his, of
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equally robust make, but some years older, occasionally visitcJ the two. In a fortnight from bis first visit he also was seized with similarly violent attacks. Dr. _Ilardy
quotes the following short case also from Baglivi: - "Vidimus, anno 169.0, rn Dalmatia. juvenem gravissimis correptum convulsionibus, proptcrea quod rnspexerat
solummodo alium juvenem dum epilcpsiil. humi contorquebatur.''

[l\I. Meyer bas recently given an account of a number of the pupils in_ a female
achoo! that were attacked with epilepsy, in consequence of seeing one of their ~umber
under the influence of the disease. Most of the subjects were approachrng the
period of puberty; whilst they were all of a highly excitable temperament. -0.J
Dr. Cull en, who, as well as many others, had noticed the same thing, starts the
question whether this mode of propagation of the disease be imputa~le to dread and
horror; or to the mere force of imitation, which is often so strong, rn health as well
:is in disease: and he decides in favour of the force of imitation . In fact, there are
many other sights equally horrifying with that of a person in convulsions; yet there
is no spectacle of horror so efficacious in producing a fit of epilepsy in others, as that
of a person suffering under epilepsy.
This principle of imitation holds good in many of the spasmodic diseases: and in
some of them, especially in hysteria, its influence is more remarkably seen than in
epilepsy: I shall therefore h:we to recur to it again. 1'here is one very curious fact,
howe,·er, which relates to epilepsy in particular. You are aware that this disease is
often feigned by impostors. Now I believe it is ascertained, beyond the possibility
of doubt, that fits and actions which were at first, in these pretenders, strictly voluntary, have at length become involuntary and uncontrollable, and have passed into
paroxysms of real epilepsy. The rogue is caught in his own trap.
[The following statistics are presented by 1'1. Leuret, in an interesting paper on
Epilepsy in the Archives Gi11Crales for May, 1843. Among 106 epileptics, in
24, or nearly one.fourth, the disc:ise commenced between the tenth and fourteenth
years of their age; in 18, or nearly one-sixth, between the fifteenth and nineteenth
years, and in 16, between the fourteenth and twenty.fourth years. Thus 58 patients,
or more than one.half, were first attacked between their fourteenth and twenty-fourth
years. Of the whole number of cases, in six only was it ascertained that the disease
existed in one or other parent, and in but ei'gltt was it found that one of the parents had
died of any disease of the brain, namely, three of insanity, two of apoplexy, one of
paralysis, one of suic id e, and one of meningo.cephalitis. Of the 106 patients, thirty
had been drunkards, twenty-four masturbatcrs, and fifteen add icted to women. In
fifteen cases, the actual or presumed cause of the first attack of epi lepsy w:is ascribed
to terror; in twelve to onanism; in six to drunkenness; in two to anger; in two to
distress; in two to falls; in one to lil.Jertinage, &c. Thirty of the patients had an
attack very regularly once a fortnight : 17 suffered attacks once a mouth; 13 once a
week; 9 every three or four days: 4 almost every day; 2 every day; 1 every two
months; 3 every three months; and 24 at very irregular intervals. In 35, the
attacks took place in the night especially; in 29, they were as frequent in the day as
in the night; in 12, they frequently occurred in the day; in 8, they occurred during
the day only; in 8, during the night only; in 3, in the morning only; in 3 others
generally in the morning; and in 4, in the evening only. -C.]
And the mention of these impostors leads me to consider the diagnosis of epilepsy.
First, how arc we to distinguish the feigned disease from the true? Secondly, arc
there any other real diseases which may be mistaken for epilepsy, or for which epilepsy
may be mistaken?
In the number of fei[Jned diseases epilepsy is one of the most common. Soldiers
and sailors pretend to have epileptic fits, in the hope of obtaining their discharge from
the service. Cases of simulated epilepsy occur also continually in our streets among
mendicants and impostors, who think to excite the compassion and pecuniary charity
of the credulous; and arc even sometimes actuated, I believe, by a desire to obtain
admission into hospitals, where they live tolerably well, and quite idly. It is easy
enough, they thiuk, to throw their lc!?S and arms about, and to grin; and many of
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them get up a capitnl show of foaming at the mouth, by placing a bit of soap between
the gums and check. The means of detecting these vagabonds arc of some import.
ance to us all; and it is more particularly necessary that they should be well known
to those who are likely to join the medical department of our fleets or armies.
It is of course desirable, in questionable cases, to witness a. fit. But pretenders are
not very willing to perform when they know that a medical man is looking on. You
may sometim es convict them, in the absence of the fits, by cross.examination. A
chca.t will seldom be consistent in the account which he gives of his fits; as to
whether they are regular or irregular; and as to the times and places in which he bas
suffered them. An impostor chooses such situations for his exhibition as are most
suitable to his own purposes j a crowded street, or a well.frequented public walk.
True epileptics almost always select retired places to take exercise in; especially if
they have any warning or expectation of the approach of a paroxy.!nn. You will find
also that the impostor is not attacked at his own home; but always fixes upon some
spot in which he is not on ly sure to be see n by others, but iu which he is not likely
to sustain any injury by tumbling down. True epi leptics arc often seriously hurt by
their falls; feigned ones generally come off without much bodily damage. Ilowever,
when the fits are alleged to be frequent, and when also they occur regularly, you may
soon expect one, and must make a point of being present; and then you will seldom
fail to remove or to verify your suspicions. In the first place, the muscular power
of epileptics is far beyond what is natural. It will sometimes take four or five stout
men to hold a weak emaciated lad, in a fit of elJilepsy. Of course no impostor can
command more than his natural strength. In the second place, a. real epileptic fit,
if it Ja..c:t long, is seldom violent; whereas impostors, for obvious reasons, make their
fits both long and violent. You may often get much information from the state of
the eyes, which usually in true epilepsy arc partly open, with the eye.ball visibly
rolling and di!i:torted. In feigned epilepsy the actor almost always prefers to shut his
eyes completely. Sometimes, if he be closely watched, and no suspicion be ex.
pres!'ed, he will be seen to open his eyes occasionally, to ascertain the effect of his
exhibition upon the bystanders. In real epilepsy, too, the pupils arc often considerably dilated, and do not contract when stimulated by light. This is a very
sure criterion; for no impostor can prevent his iris from acting on exposure to
vivid light. Th e pulse, in true epilepsy, is not only frequent, hut often irregular
also; a circumstance which never can be imitated. 'l'he skin of an epileptic,
during the fit, is common ly cold; but that of an exhibi tor is h ot, and coYerecl
with sweat, obviously the consequence of hi s violent and voluntary exertions.
In this respect, also, it is scarcely possible for him to deceive us. Again, an impostor
will not bite his tongue, as epileptics often do; nor ,·cry willingly \'Oid (like them)
his excrements and urine during the fit; indeed, it would not be very easy fo r him
to do so, and at the same time to carry on the necessary pretence of cou\'ulsions.
Besides, epileptics, during a fit, arc quite insensible to external impressions; and
hence the vulgar modes of detection, though harsh and not to be rccomml!nde<l, ~re
often effectual ones; such as dropping melted sca ling-wax upon the patient; puttrng
some gin into his eye; burning him with a hot poker; or (what I bclic\'C is more
fashionable among beadles and police constables, when they have to administer to
such patients) the pressing you r thumb.nail violently under that of the supposed
impostor. 'l'his causes exquisite pain, yet inflicts no lasting or serious injury; and I
believe that few pretenders stand out against this expedient. It is astonishing, how.
ever, how much torture some of them will bear before they can be brought to confess
their imposition. If we speak of having recourse to some of these painful tests in
the hearing of the pretender, we shall find that the fit will soon come to an end. Dr.
Chey ne mentions an instance in which one table was placed upon another, _and _a
soldier, who was supposed to be shamming, was laid upon the. upper one, wlnle his
paroxysm w::is on him; and the fear of falling from such a height soon stopped the
convulsions. Mr. Uutch inson relates the case of a. sa il or who was suspected to be a
cheat in whom the convulsions were instantly removed by blowing some fine Scotch
snuff' up his nostrils through a. quill. This brougl1t on anotlLer kind of fit, viz.? a fit
of sneczi11yi which lasted nearly half an hour; and there was no return of the ep1 lcp:.y
so long as Mr. Hutchin son remained in that ship. H e_ tr.icd the same expedient 1n
cases of real epilepsy, but never could produce any similar effects, although the
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patients were not snuff-takers. There was a beggar in Paris, who often fell into
epileptic fits in the streets; one day some compassionate spectators, fearing that he
might injure himself in his struggles, got a truss of straw and placed him upon it:
but when he was in the height of his paroxysm, a~d performing remarkably well,
they set fire to the straw; and he presently took to his heels.
':I.1here is another ingenious plan, very likely, I should think, to detect an impostor,
and yet not calculated, like tlie one last mentioned, to injure a real sufferer; which is
to propose gravely, in his hearin~, to pour boili119 water upon his legs, and then to
proceed actually to pour cold water upon them.
Of the 7·eal diseases which are apt to be confounded with epilepsy, l1ysteria is the
chief. 'l'he question whether a given case be one of epilepsy, or of hysteria, very
often arises. By a careful attention to several circumstances, the discrimination is
generally to be made. In the first place, the total suspension of consciousness, which
is so constant an accompaniment of the epileptic paroxysm, does not take place in the
hysterical. In epilepsy there is no globus hystcricus, no alternations of laughter and
tears. 'l111e soli tary cry which ushers in the epileptic attack so frequently, and which
is so characteristic, is not heard in hysteria. Not tb:it hysterical girls do not scream,
for they often do j but then it is repeatedly and continuously. The heavy comatose
sleep that succeeds epilepsy is not common in hysteria. Hysterical patients contrive
also to avoid hurting themselves by their contortions: they do not bite their tongues
nor foam at the mouth. Dr. M. H:ill teaches that, in epilepsy, there is a forcible
closure of the larynx, and expiratory efforts which suffuse the countenance, and probably congest the brain, with venous blood. In hysteria the respiration, on the
contrary, is rapid and sobbing.
It is interesting to remark how early and how strongly the muscles that lie about
the throat are implicated, in each of the three terrible spasmod ic disorders which we
have been contemplating. Tetanus begins with cramp in the muscles of the back
part of the neck, aud of the lower jaw. 'l'he pharyngeal muscles, as well as those
subservient to respiration, are intimately concerned in the paroxysms of hydrophobia.
In epi lepsy it is Dr. Ilall's belief that the platysma myOides plays an important part,
preceding often, in spasmodic contraction, the muscles that shut up the larynx, compressing the jugular and other veins of the neck, and so producing congestion of the
parts within the cranium. In all three the stress of the malady is first visible in
muscles which obey the influence of the medulla oblongata, or of the upper portion
of the spinal cord.
Obserrn that I have been speaking, all along, of what has been sometimes called
habitual epi lepsy. It is not every attack of convulsions with insensibility wliich
ought to be so named. Such attacks arc apt to follow suddeu injuries done to the
brain j stunning blows on the head, fractures of the sk ull, the eruption of bl-ood in
sanguineous apoplexy, and even overwhelming emotions of the mind. 'I1he retention
of urea in the unpurified blood, occurring in connexion with a peculiar renal disease
which I have frequently alluded to already, and which I shall hereafter describe,
appears to be a frequent cause of similar seizures. They happen also in parturieot
women, in persons poisoned with lead, in hydroccphalic patients, in persons affected
with hypertrophy of the brain, and in the outburst of some of the eruptive fevers.
With these casual occurrences of cpileptiform convulsion I do not here meddle.
Epilepsy is one of those complaints concerning the probable issue of which the
patient, and still more the patient's friends, arc sure to make repe:ited and anxious
inquiries. It is seldom that we can pronounce with any confidence a favourable
prognosis j but there are some cases in which the prospect is much worse than in
others.
If we h:ive reason to believe that the disease is centric, and connected with any
organic derangement of the nervous centres themselves, the prognosis must be bad.
Creteris pm·il.ms, it is rendered worse by the coexistence of any sign of scrofulous disease, or of the well-known bodily char.:i.cteristics of the scrofu lous diathesis : it is rendered worse, also, when the disease has happened in the parents, or among the more
immediate ancestors, of the patient; whenever, in short, there is reason to think the
disposition to it is inherited. The prognosis is bad when the complaint occurs in pers?ns who have slanting foreheads and misshapen skulls; and when the epileptic phys10gnomy has become established. The prognosis is always the more unfavourable
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t11e longer the disorder has lasted .i the oftener the fits have been repeated; and the
more habitual they have become. And when the memory is permanently enfeebled,
or fatuity has come on, or the disease is complicated with any form or degree of
paralysis, the case is hopeless; so far, at least, as a perfect cure is concerned.
On the other band, t.he prognosis is better when the disease is eccentric : i. e., when
there is any obvious exciting cause of the paroxysms, manifest in structural or functional disorder of some part of the body other than the ncrYous matter. And when
this eccentric cause is removeable-a stone in the bladder, for instance, worms in the
intestines-then the prognosis sti ll further improves. On this account the prognosis
is better in children than in older persons, for the exciting cause is often clearly
eccentric, and likely to be transitory; the irritation of teething for example; r.nd besides this, it is stated by many practical writers that cnn repeated and habitual
attacks of epilepsy in children often go off as the patients grow older, and especially
at the age of puberty. 'l'he experience of Heberden, however, was against this. Ile
says that he had known several persons become epi leptic at that time; but that he
bad never met with one who had then got rid of the disease. He had seen a few who
had recovered before, and soon after, the age of puberty. Dr. Elliotson mentions a
case in which a girl had epilepsy prior to the first period of menstruation : thou Uie
fits stopped; and she remained free from them until in advanced life the catamcnia
ceased to recur; and then the epilepsy returned. In all those cases in which we can
assign some evident cause for the fit- such as the use of improper food, uterine irritation, mental emotion, and so on - the prognosis is somewhat better than usual.
[In the predisposed, one of the most frequent causes by which the paroxysm is
brought on, is errors in diet, either in regard to the quality or quantity of the food
taken. 'Ve have known cases in which the patients remained free from an attack so
long as they abstained from a particular article of food, but invariably experienced
one on partaking of it. -C.J
"The eccentric epilepsy (says Dr. Hall) is to be viewed as curable, however difficult of cure." And however unfavourable the prognosis may be, there is nothing that
can excuse any apathy or neglect on the part of the practitioner. Though few cases·
of habitual epilepsy admit of a cure under any treatment, yet there arc few which may
not be relieved by treatment, so far as regards the frequcnc!J or the violence of the fits,
or both.
'l1hc treatment of epilepsy resolves itself into the measures to be adopted during the
fit; and the measures to be adopted during the intervals between the fits.
In the paroxysm itself we have to provide against the ris'k of injury from the struggles and contortions of the patient; and, if possible, to mitigate the violence, and to
shorten the duration of the fit. The patient should be placed in the centre of a large
bed; his neckcloth, and any ligatures about his person, should be loosened; his head
should be somewhat elevated. When the ri sk of his hurting himself cannot be
avoided in any other way, his limbs should be restrained by the bystanders, or secured
in a. waistcoat. Some persons have advised that a. piece of cork or soft wood should
be placed between his teeth, to prevent him from biting his tongue, or breakin·g· bis
teeth. But it is not easy to manage this expedient cleverly. If the head be v1~1bly
congested and hot, cold wet cloths may be applied to it with propriety; and if, at
the same time, the extremities be cold, means of restoring warmth to them should be
adopted.
I do not know whether art can abbreviate the paroxysm. Some years ago the late
Barry O' Meara sent a letter to one of the newspapers, saying that he fancied he had
seen a popular remedy useful in such cases; that, namely, of cramming salt into the
patient's mouth: he thought he had succeeded in bringing the patient about by that
expedient. In the epileptic patients that come into hospitals, the physician, not being
always on the spot, dom~ not see all, nor even many of ~he paroxys1?s; but a~ter re~d
inO' that letter I desired the nurses to treat all my patients who might be seized with
epilepsy in th~ wards upon that plan : and on comparing the length of the paroxysms
when the salt was used, with their ordinary duration :lS reported by the friends of the
patient, or as previously o~scrved in t~e hospital duri.n~ some of the earlier fit~, it
certainly did seem to curtail the convulsions. Probably it ts more calculated to relieve
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a hysterical than an epileptic fit. In the epileptic fits of ch ildren much benefit often
results from immersing them in warm water: particularly if there be any coldness of
the extremities.
It is very much the fashion to bleed persons who are seen in a fit, of whatever
kind; and to bleed them largely. I have already given you my opinion respecting
the indiscriminate use of this strenuous measure iu apoplectic attacks. If it be clear,
from the phenomena, or from the known history of the patient, that the case is one
of epilepsy, bleeding, during tile fit, will seldom be necessary or proper; unless, in.
deed, the evidence of cerebral plethora is very strongly marked : and even then I
would advise you not to do more than take a moderate quantity of blood, by cupping,
from the neck or temples. The convulsions and the sopor may be expected soon to
pass off; as soon, probably, and as completely, without, as with, any abstraction of
blood. Whereas the difference of the alternative is not trifling, in respect to the
condition in which the patient may be left when the fit is over. The injurious effect
of excessive blood.Jetting upon the system at large, is manifest, sometimes, for months
afterwards.
During the intervals between the attacks we seek to prevent their recurrence; and
this end is to be attained, when it is attainable at all, by getting rid of the prcdispo·
sition to the disease on the one band, and by protecting the patient against its
exciting causes on the other. Now there are certain kinds and causes of predisposition which we camzot get rid of; such are the tendency that is inheritedj the
strumous diathesis; malformation of the head; the presence of some organic lesion
in the brain or spinal cord. Vicious and dissolute habits are also difficult, but not
impossible, to eradicate. It will be our duty when such are discovered, to set strongly
before the unhappy patient the dreadful end towards which he is hastening; the
certain loss of reason to which, when once the disease h:is shown itself, the continu.
ance of his baneful indulgences will drive him; and to urge upon him the necessity
for a short and sudden turn on his part, if he would expect any aid from medicine.
Where no physical cause of the proclivity exists, or can be detected, it is of much
importance to ascertain whether there be any deviation from the standard condition
of health; towards general pletbora in the one direction, or tom1rds emptiness and
asthcnia in the other. 'fhe first of these unnatural states may be redressed by regi·
men and exercise; by abstinence from stimulating food and drink; by a slender diet
also; and, if need be, by direct depletion. The second, which is the most common
of the two, and which often leads (as I have explained before) to local plethora, may
be removed or lessened by a tonic treatment. 'l'he object in both cases is to give
stability and firmness to the nervous system; to diminish that mobility, or readiness
to be impressed, which is so strong a characteristic of the class of patients affected
with epilepsy, although it may not be very apparent in some few individuals among
them. It is upon this principle, that mineral tonics sometimes do good in epilepsy,
and not by any specific virtue which they possess in restraining the fits.
It is owing, perhaps, to a neglect of these two somewhat opposite conditions of
general plethora ond general debility, or to the difficulty which sometimes is met with
in distinguishing them, that such a variety of opinions have been expressed con·
cerning the proper treatment of habitual epilepsy. Plethora is to be reduced without
causing hurtful debility: tone is to be gi,en without indueiug dangerous fulness. It
requires soma nicety to carry the balance even; to attain tho hoped.for good, and at
the same time to avoid the ev il that is apt to wait upon it. In very many cases the
requisite extent and measure of the tonic plan on the one hand, or of the lowering
system on the other, can only be learned by careful trials. But sometimes the indi·
cations of treatment aro more plain. When the patient is young and strong, and full
of blood, and not of a. particularly moveable temperament; when he has a ho.rd pulse,
and any degree of feverishness; when the disorder has supervened upon the suspco·
sion of some customary discharge, so that there is an obvious cause of plethora; and
when the disease is in its early stage, and the recurrence of the fits has not yet been
established by habit: in any or all of these circumstances it may often be proper to
abstract blood from the patient, and it will always be right to purge him actively, aud
to insist upon an abstinent regimen. When former paroxysms have been preceded
by signs of fulness of the vessels of the head - by headache for iustoncc, throbbingof the temporal arteries, distension of the superficial \•eius, a flushed or loaded coun·
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tcnance-you may sometimes, by~ timel.y use of the lancet or the cupping-glass,
avert an attack that was- apparently unpendrng.
On the other hand, if the patient be pale and weak; or unduly susceptible; or if
his malady have been fastened upon him through many repetitions of the fit; you will
i:zencrally find that any form of active depletion is injurious, and learn to place your
best hope in measures which are calculated to invigorate the frame.
One of the most useful of the particular remedies employed for strengthening the
body, is the cold shower-bath. This tends, more perhaps than any single measure,
to give permanent firmncs.s and steadiness to the system. Tho best test, in all cases,
of the tonic and bracing effect of this remedy, is the occurrence of a pleasant and
general glow after each application of it. It is the only sa.fe mode in which the cold
bath can be used by an epileptic person.
You will find. in books, a great many tonic medicines recommended for this disease,
which medicines you will have opportunity and ample time for trying. Of the
mineral tooics, the salts of silver, zinc, copper, and iron, have been ch iefly praised.
'l'he nitrate of silver used to be highly thought of; but there is one very serious objection to it which must ncYcr be forgotten: viz. that it is apt to produce a permanent
discolouration of the skin, a frightful lead-colour. Thl!rc is a footman in a house near
Cavendish Square who has been thus blackeoed : and there is a gentleman of property
resident at Brighton, in the same predicament; his face looks as if it had been tho.
roughly and carefully pencilled over with plumbago. A barrister, n friend of my
own, had a. narrow escape from a similar misfortune: in fact, his sk in has acquired
a just perceptible tinge of gray. Now, if the remedy were sure to cure the disease, I
am not certain that every one would accept of a cure on such term~. It would bo
proper, e\"en on that supposition, to tell the patient that though he (or1 a fortiori, she)
would get rid of the epilepsy, there was a likelihood that this unaruiablc complexion
might ensue. But the truth is, that, in giying this nitrate of silver, we run a great
risk of obtaining its disfiguring effect, for the sake of a very small chance of curing
the epilepsy. I haxc been assured, by one of his friends, that the Brighton gentle.
man has carried a dark outside for a quarter of a century at least; and that he is as
subject to epileptic fits now as ever he was. To do good, the lunar caustic must be
given for some time together, and the probability is that it will not do good even then:
and if it be gi,·en for some time together, there is great danger of its chani:zing the
colour of the skin. For these reasons I never give it myself, and therefore I cannot
recommend it to you. If you wish to try it, or if you have a patient who insists on
trying it, ns some will, you may begin with half a grain in a pill three times a d<ly;
and the dose has sometimes been carried as high as fifteen grains. And it is worth
observing that, in the larger doses, this drug proves purgative. It is possible that its
good effect, when it has any, may be attributable to its operation in that way.
There is no dan~er of spoiling the beauty of your patient by administering the
oxide or the sulphate of zinc1 or the cuprum ammoniatum. The liquur arscnicalis
has been thought useful, but it requires to be exhibited with great caution. Of all
the metallic remedies, I prefer some preparation of zinc, or of iron. They appear to
do good by giving what is called tone to the nervous system, and rendering it less
prone to be affected by the slighter exciting causes of the disease. 'l'hc salts of iron
probably do this by improving the condition of the blood. I cannot pretend to weigh
the merits of the long list of substances which have been lauded as efficacious iu
keeping off and curing the disease; and which, when they have been useful at ~II,
have operated, I conclude, in diminishing the disposition to epilepsy, by corroboratrng
the nervous system. The most renowned of them arc valcrian 1 assafootida, '~o:mwood,
the mistletoe of the oak, the cardamine pratensis1 rue, the cotyledon umb1licus, the
scdum acre, indigo; narcotic vegetable prcparations 1 strarnonium, bcllad~nna, hemlock,
lettuce; animal substances, musk, castor, ox-gall; and tho number might be many
times multiplied. rrhis long arr<ly of drugs, all of which have been ~nown, or supposed, to accomplish a cure, affords, in truth, one of the stronge~t evidences of the
i ntractability of tho disease under any plan of treatment. There is a shrewd rcmnrk
of ]~squirol's, which I believe to be quite true, however difficult it may be to account
for the fact, and which is, that epileptics are apt to improve for a tiU\e under every
new plan of treatment.
Whatever drug you may sec reason to select (and the patients will have drugs, and
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you must be prepared to ring the changes upon them), there arc certain other points
in the mana"cment of the disease which are of essential importance. rrhe patient
who is subje~t to epilepsy should live by rule, and be temperate in all th~ngs._ His
diet should be simple, nutritious, but not stimulating. Except under special c1rcumstanccs, he should renounce all strong liquor, and become, in the ncw-fan_gle? and
vulgar phrase, n. tee-totallcr. Ile should rise early, and take regular exercise 1_0 the
open air; keeping bis head cool, and his extremities warm. lie should ~l\'01d all
mental excitement, and the fatig:uing pursuit of what is called pleasure; all prob:ible
sourcas of sud<len ~mgcr, surprise, alarm, or deep emotion of any kind; all striving
and contention of the intellect. The student, of whatever age and sort, in whom epilepsy has declared itself, should shut his books; the man of business, abandon or
abridge his professional toil: at least they must be instructed to abstain habitually, in
their respective callings, from such application as would task and strain their powers,
whether mental or bodily; and endeavours should be made to engage their thoughts,
and to intrrest their minds in less engrossing objects of attention. No minute rules
can be laid down on these points, but, keeping the general indication in view, it will
seldom be difficult to foll ow it up in practice.
When the fits appear to have been brought on by a species of moral contagion, or
by imitation of the same disease seen in others, care shou ld be taken to exclude as
much as possible those objects or trains of thought which produce the mental emotion
or the morbid propensity. In these cases, and, indeed, I may say in almost all eases,
it is more rational to expect benefit from such measures as tend to calm the mind and
fortify the nerves, than from this or that substance thrown at random into the
stomach.
'!'here is ground for believing that epileptic fits sometimes depend upon a syphilitic
affection of the bones of the skull; I am much mistaken if I have not seen such
cases. When that suspicion arises, it may be proper to give mercury a full and fair
trial. Such a plan has been followed by success. I should always premise, however,
in such eases, the iodide of potassium; the specific efficacy of which in dispersing
syphilitic nodes is unquestionable. I am accustomed to recommend a gentle and
long-continued course of mercury whene>er organic disease of the brain is suspected;
the influence of that remedy being carefully watched. It will be right and proper
also to try the effect of counter-irritation; of blisters, a scton in the neck, or the
croton-oil liniment. But I must confess to you that, often as this expedient is employed, I have seldom witnessed any such result from it as wou ld encourage me to
ex1)ect benefit from repeating it in another case. 11hcre is one form of counter-irritation which I have never seen put to the test, but which has of late been strongly
recommended by a very able and observing physician, Dr. Pritchard; and of which I
have heard very good accounts from a ~entlemau who had seen it extensively employed
in l3ristol; I mean the making a long issue in the head itself, divid ing the integuments down to the bone by means of a scalpel in the direction of the sagiltal suturei
and keeping the incision open and discharging for some time, by means of issue peas.
The formation of the issue is said to be not so painful as one might suppose.
Dr. Quain, in his edition of Martinet's Pathology, relates the following case: " Some years ago I saw a boy who was epileptic from infancy, and who, in one of his
usual fits, foll over a cliff by the sea sidei and received a very severe lacerated wound
of the scalp, which healed slowly and with a copious suppuration. While the discharge continued he was free from any epileptic attack; but as soon as the wound
healed, the fits returned as before."
Twice I have seen simi lar good effects from the insertion of a seton in the neck.
Twenty times that measure bas disappointed my hopes.
When the disease is ascertained or believed to be of the eccentric kind, we must
search dil igently to find tbe scat of the distant irritation, in some disturbance of function; and apply our remedies accordingly. 'l'he irritation may be found, as I have
~!ready intimated, in almost any organ of the body. Pa inful or irregular dentition
ts perhaps one of the commonest of the eccentric sources of epi lepsy. Sometimes
the attacks are attended with symptoms of disease in the liver; slight yellowness of
th? .skin, uneasiness and tenderness . in the right hypoehondrium, and lowness of
spmts. Jn such n ease we must rectify that state of the liver, by such means as l
shall have to specify hereafter. If the disorder depend on a stono in the bladder, the
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cure must be committed to the surgeon. I long had a patient under my occasional
inspection, who from time to time suffered slight fits of epilepsy; on most occasion~
he passed about the same time a small calculus by the urethra. I make no doubt
that in his case the exciting cause of the epilepsy lay in the kidney.
You will fi11d that most persons, in respect to such diseases as that which we are
now considering, have some favourite or usual mode of treatment; and if I were
called upon to name any single drug, from which, in ord inary cases of epilepsy, I
should most hope for relief, I should say it was the oil of turpentine. And I find
that other physicians have come to the same conclusion. Dr. J.Jatham the elder was,
I believe, the first person who made known its efficacy in this disorder. Fovillll
states that he has seen excelleut effects from it. It is highly spoken of by Dr. Percival, in the Dublin Ilospital Reports. It is not to be given i11 large doses, but in
smaller ones, frequently repeated; from half a drachm to a drachm every six l10urs.
You are aware that it sometimes produces strangury, and therefore the patient must
be forewaroed of this, or carefully watched. Occasionally turpentine has done good
in virtue of its anthelmintic properties. I know that a physician of my acquaintance
cured a case of epilepsy in this way, somewhat to his own surprise. 'Yithout havi11g
in his mind any notion of worms, he thought it might be well to purge his patient,
who had laboured under epilepsy for some time, with the olcum tcrebinthinm. The
patient, who is the brother of a person holding at present a. high office in this country,
was residing two or three miles out of town. In the middle of the night the doctor
was summoned to him in a great hurry; the messenger said he was supposed to hi?
dying. Ile was only intoxicated, however, by the free dose of turpentine he had
swallowed : the next morning he voided into the close-stool a. large tape-worm; and
he has never had epilepsy since. A nobleman residing in Cambridgeshire was long
epileptic; and he too got rid of his epilepsy and of a worm at the same time. I b<'lieve
that the cure was effected by turpentine in bis instance also; but I am not certain of
that. Such cases are remarkably interesting: they show that irritation of tbe stomach or intestines may be sufficient to cause the fits; they illustrate excellently well
the eccentric form of the disease; and they deserve to be always borne in mind when
we are asked to prescribe for an epileptic patient. A cure from so dreadful a complaint, by such simple means-the cause of his malady, and the certainty of his
having got rid of that cause, being both so obvious and intelligible to the patientmay be e11ough, sometimes, to make a. practitioner's fortune. llut I think you will
sometimes find the oil of turpentine very useful, even though it expels no worm, and
when there is no worm to expel. If the bowels should be costive, the oil of turpentine and castor oil, in equal proportions, go exceedingly well together.
When the patient has a distinct warning of an approaching paroxysm, can anytl1 ing
be done to ward it off"l Why, in some cases, by interrupting the precursory symptoms, it certainly ma.y be prevented. A pupil of the class informs me that a brother
of his, twelve or thirteen years old, has been subject to epileptic fits for two years.
'l'hey occur in the night, especially if he be waked, even though the awakening cause
may have no tendency to startle him. Ile often is dull and drowsy the evening before, and if his friends rouse him from this lethargic state by conversation or amusements, the attack expected that night sometimes docs not happen. Another student
knows a. young girl, in whom the occurrence of very high spirits is always precursory
of the paroxysm. When this extreme vivacity is moderated by those about her, the
threatened fit is sometimes a"Verted. I mentioned before an instance in which the
aura, proceeding from one of the thumbs, was frequently checked by tying a. ligature
tightly round the thumb. Ot.her. exan~plcs of ex~ctly the same kind are ?n re~o~d.
Mr. Wardrop cured a case begrnmog with an aura rn one finger, by amputatmg a JOlllt
of the finger. Dr. :M. llall sta~s that the immediate accession of th.e .paroxysm m?y
sometimes be prevented by dasl1111g cold water on the face, or by exc1tmg the nostrils
by snuff. Iu this manner the dispositio.n t~ cl?surc of th e l:iryn~, and to expiratory
efforts, is exc~mn g~d for suddc~ acts. of 10s~1rat1o_n. Another pat~eot of my own, an
old college friend md ced, who is afthcted with epilepsy, feels convmced that he sometimes staves off a fit by applying smelling-salts to his nose: and he ahrays carries a
bottle about with him for that purpose; but unfortunately the warning (which consists chiefly in giddiness) is often so short, that he has not time to have recourse to
his preventive before he falls do\rn. It is a question whether the fit may not be ob-
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viated by a strong mental effort in some cases. I make no doubt that it nrny, cr;;pccially in the imitative form of the disease, which originates in, nod depends upon,
menfal and moral causes.
It is scarcely necessary that I should do more than advert generally to those precautions which every one who is subject t.o epilepsy ought to observe, and which it is
the business of his medical adviser to enforce, both upon the patient himself, and
upon his friends. Ilia bed should be large, and low; or if not lar~e, it should be
enclosed with some netting or other defence against his falling out of it. If he sleep
in a room by himself, care should be ta.ken that in the winter a proper temperature
is kept up, for should he get out of bed in an attack, and remain upon the floor, he
may be seriously injured by cold. Ile should not, however, be left alone if it can be
helped. Guards should be placed over every fire-grate near which the patient may
come. Ile should avoid ascending and descending sta irs as much as he c<HL He
should not ride on horseback; nor on the outside of a. coach; nor even in a gig; nor
go about, especia lly in solitary places, without an attendant. A patient of Dr.
Cheyne's, a young man of twenty, was drowned in his ow n garden by falling forwards
into a. littl e runnel of water, which was not four inches deep. Neither, on the other
hand, will it be proper or safe for him to frequent crowded or hot rooms; or the streets
of a populous town, in which the multiplicity and distraction of objects are apt to
produce, even in a healthy person who is not accustomed to them, a degree of vertigo
and confusion. Dr. Cheyne advises that when the patient's circumstances will admit
of his having a. consta.nt attendant with him, the latter should be provided with some
diffusible stimulus : a potion, for example, composed of camphor mixture and rether,
by the swallowing of which the impending paroxysm may sometimes be repelled.

LECTURE XXXVII.
Chorea. S!Jmptoms; Pathology j Cornplications j Cmtses; Treatment. Cltroiiic
Olwrea. Other 11ervous Disonlers to which the same name lws been applied.
ANOTHER disease of a spasmodic kind, ancl essentially belonging to the nervous
system, is Clwrea - St. Vitus's dance. 'fhis, in its ordinary.form, is far less serious
than the complaints which we ha.\'e recently been considering; but it is always a very
unpleasant disorder to suffer, and occasionally it assumes a very frightful and even _a
fatal form. It has several points of analogy with the other nervous and spasmodic
ailments. Its prominent symptom is an irregular and im·oluntary clonic contraction
of some of the voluntary muscles, which, however, arc not wholly or constantly withdrawn from the goYermnent of the will. In tetanus we had rigid spasm, while the
mind was clear and free; volition was unaffected, but the muscles which should have
obeyed the effort of the will, were seized upon and mastered by some stronger o'·erruling power. In epilepsy, with convulsiYe spasm, there was suspension of the mental
functions: a temporary interruption of consciousness, and therefore of volition. But
in Chorea we have a different state from either of these. 'l'hcrc is no loss of consciousness; no defect of volition. The ordinary movements of the body can be performed iu some degree, or sometimes, und er the direction of the will; but it would
seem a.s if some other power, thwarting the will, wantonly interfered to excite them
when they are not needed, to render tlrnir action unsteady and imperfect, to arrest
the natural movement, and give a. new direction to the limbs, n.nd to cause the patient
to gesticulate and grimace like a Merry-Andrew. Moreover, these a.pparcntly absurd
motions do not occur in paroxysms, but continue throughout the day, sowctimes for
weeks together; but they generally cease during sleep: for the most part, but not
always, the agitated limbs arc still, while the s~nscs arc shut up in slumber. 'fhe
complaint is not attended with fever.
This disorder was fir~t distinctly described by Sydcnham, whose account of it is
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very graph ic and excellent, and has been copied by most subsequent writers. Without reference, however, to the portrait which he has left us, I will sketch the disease,
as it has occurred. under my ow~ observation. It usually b<:qins with slight twitches
of a few _musc~cs 10 the face, or 111 ~ne of the upper extrem1t1es; and by degrees the
spasmodic action becomes more dcmded and more general. .All the voluntary muscles
are liable to be affected by it. 'l'hose of the face seldom escape. 'fhe features are
twisted into all sorts of ridiculous forms; you might suppose that the patient was
what is called pulling a face, or making mouths at you: but there is neither mirth
nor mockery in the contortion; it is a. little convulsion. It is succeeded by a vacant
look, and then it begins afresh. The disease occurs much oftener in young girls than
in any other persons. If you ask the patient to put out her tongue, she makes sundry
attempts to do so before she can accomplish it; and then the tongue is suddenly
thrust out, and as suddenly withdrawn, and the jaws snap together as if she were
resolved that you should have as short a glimpse of it as possible. She writhes ·and
contorts her should ers. She cannot keep her hand or arm for half a minute in the
same position. Alternating movements are common. '.l'he hand is turned palm upwards upon her lap, and presently reversed; the fingers are extended, and again bent ;
the mouth and eyes are opened and closed without apparent purpose. When, at
meals, she desires to carry her hand to her mouth, it is arrested midway, and su<ldenly
pulled back again, or pushed off in some other direction; and it is only after many
deviations and fruitless efforts that she succeeds. The lower extremities arc apt to bq
similarly affected. When the patient intends to sit or stand still, her feet scrape and
sbufile on the floor, or one of them is suddenly cverted and then twisted inwards, or
perhaps is thrown across the other; and if she endeayour to walk, her progress is
most uncertain; she baits and drags her leg rather than lifts it up, and advances in
e. rushiog or jumping manner by fits and starts. In short, the voluntary muscles are
moved in that capricious and fantastic way in which we might fancy they would be
moved if some invisible mischieyous being, some Puck or Robin Goodfellow, were
behind the patient, and prompted the discordant gestures. With all this the articu·
lation is impeded: there is the same perverse interference with some of the muscles
concerned in the utterance of the voice. By a strong figure of speech, the disorder
bas been called "insanity of the muscles."
Such is a picture of the main symptoms of this strange im1l ady, as they have presented themselves to me; and such, I venture to say, you will often see in your future
practice. You will find, moreover, that the jactitations arc usually more marked a.nd
general on one side of the body than on the other: and sometimes they are confined
to the muscles of one side. Here, therefore, we have a trait of resemblance to epilepsy and to hemiplegia. .Again, the irregular movements always appear first, and are
most decided in the upper extremities. Sometimes the lower limbs arc not affected
at all: they are never exclusively affected. Generally speaking, tho disease is the
more severe, and the more difficult of cure, in proportion to its extent, to the number
of muscles implicated. I believe that in every fatal case hitherto recorded, the muscles of the whole body have been involved.
[Two cases of Chorea are referred to by Romberg (Diseases of tlie Nervous SJ/stem,
vol. ii. p. 55), and they were the only ones be had ever met with, in which the muscles of the external and internal respiratory apparatus were involved. In one of these
cases, a child eight years of age, the choreic movements of the right half of the body
were associated with dyspnce::i., whistling inspiration, and palpitation . In the second
case, a boy of eight years, only the muscles of the extremities, the face, and the eyes,
were at first attacked; subsequently, the cboreic moycments ceased in these parts, and
the muscles of respiration became affected. - C.]
It is a. curious fact, but one which I have often ascertained, tlrnt when one limb
alone happens to be thus agitated, if that limb be laid hold of~ and ki.!pt still by m:Lin
force, soruc other limb or part will .take _on the spa~~od ic action . . 'l'he persons who
are subject to chorea arc always mordmately sens1t1ve, and what is popularly called
" nervous." 'l'hcy arc easily stirred by new ideas and sudden feelings, and pass rea-
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desultory, and causeless emotions, ns in hysteria. You sec the indication of this nervousness in the fact that the fidgetty catching of the muscles increases when thd
patient is spoken to, especially by a stranger -by the physician, for example. Tho
nurses of the hospital constantly tell me that such or such a patient, who has chorea,
is much more composed at other times than she is during my visits, when she is surrounded by students, and made the object of their attention. In most cases the jactitations arc partly and in some degree under the influence of the will. Sometimes
the patient seems
·
y to them, indulges in or exaggerates them : at other
times she can, by
effort, control them. l\Iany of the patients, especially
such as are old an
enough to understand our directions, and to make the
trial fairly, can suspend for some seconds the convulsive movements, by taking a deep
inspiration, and resting upon it, without expiring, for a little while. Like other spasmodic diseases occurring in moveable constitutions, chorea ir; liable to be propagated
also by a. species of contagion, or rather of involuntary imitation. These diseases constantly approxima.te, and touch each other, in some of their characters.
Chorea, in this its standard form, is essentially a disease of youth. Sydenham and
Cullen, who closely follows him, state that for the most part it attacks boys aud girls,
who have not reached the time of puberty; between the tenth and fourteenth years
of their age. These li mits are, however, too narrow. It is very common between
the eighth and sixteenth years; a period which corresponds pretty accurately with
that included between tho second dentition and puberty. The disorder sometimes
comes on as early as four or fWc; and now and then it begins in adult life, or in old
age: the instances, however, in which a first attack occurs before the age of eight, or
after the age of twenty, are comparatively few in number. I have already intimated
that chorea is much more frequent in girls than in boys. Dr. Ilughes has publishedJ
in the Guy's Hospital Reports, two instructive digests of cases treated at that hospital during a. long series of years, and amounting in all to 309. Taking the aggregate
of bis lists, and of six others recorded by various observers, I find that among 1029
patients affected with this malady, 733 were females. This gives a proportion of
nearly five to two. Yet, according to the tabular statements of Dr. Ilughes and of
others, the two sexes arc equally liable to chorea before the age of nine.
giJ;°..!6~] cases referred

to by DufossC and Rufz, 130 occurred in boys, and 299 in

If I may trust to my own ei.perience, it is much more common in children having
dark hair and eyes, than in those of a light complexion; and I think I ha.ve seen
the same remark in some hook, but I forget where.
[According to Mr. W. H. Boll-(Dict. des Etudes Medica7es) Dufosse (ibid.), and
Rufz (Archives Gtnirales de AJed., iv. 239) -the subjects of chorea have chiefly
light bair.-C.J
Temperature appears to influence its development. Dr. Ilughes found it to be
more frequent in the six winter months (reckoning October as the first) than in the
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known in the tropics.
When the disease is strongly marked, or lasts long, there is usually some imbecility
of mind manifested; a. slight degree of fatuity, and a foolish expression of the
features. But this goes off with the other symptoms. The child generally recovers,
but the malady is apt to recur, and that more than once. In this respect we may
trace a distant resemblance to epilepsy: if we regard each attack as a. long and mild
paroxysm, then these paroxysms are liable to repetition. No doubt the duration of
the di sorder is often abbreviated by proper treatment: there are cures in this disease
as well as recoveries.
In its milder form, which fortunately is by much the most frequent form also, the
grimaces and gesticulations of the patient are apt to be regarded by thought.Jes~
lookers-on as objects of mirth and amusement; but in its severer and fatal form then~
<a.re few diseases more terrible to witness. Sleep is obtained with difficulty; and in
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the waking state no intc.rvals of c~lm arrive, such as divide the fc1rful paro}'.pms of
t~tanus or of hydrophobia. In spite .of all care and protective contrirnucr, the loins,
lups. and elbows of the unhappy patient are chafed and inflamed under uneeasin..,.
friction with the bed.clothes; the limbs, in their perpetual contortions, are bruised
and wounded; the bitten lips bleed; the countenance Dr. Hug-hes describes as wearing a piteous and implorin~ expression; occasionally an involuntary cry or squeak is
heard, until at length the vital power is exhausted, and dC'ath comes to the sufferer's
relief.
It is my p:ood fortune never to have had a fatal case of chorea. to treat, and I have
seen but one. '~'he subject of it was the patient of one of my collca!?ncs, in the
)Jiddlc!'ex ll o!>p1tal. Under any circumstances, death from this di!'iorder i~ uncom mon: it is still more uncommon during chi ldhood. or 16 deaths attribut:iblP. to the
disease itself, and occurring among Dr. Ilughcs's 300 cases, 13 were of patients who
were near, or had reached, or had passed the period of puberty; their ages va rying
from 15 years in the female, up to 25 in the ma le.
Inspect ion of the dead body, in the cases that Irnve proved fatal, hns thrown no
light upon the patholo)!y of the disease. We shall seek in vain 1 l belicYc, to discoYer the nature of chorea through the revelations of morbid anatomy. In the
patient who died in our hospital, great vascularity of the uterus wns noticed; there
were earthy concretions in the pancreas, omcntum, and mcscntcry, and tubercles in
the lu n!!!'i. In a fatal case that fell under Dr. Bright's observation, the uterus and
)ts appcnda~es were diseased. Dr. IIughes informs us that, of 14 cases examined
after dl :i.th Fnrn chorea, disease of some kind was observed within the cranium in
10, while the brain and its membranes appeared quite healthy in 4. Jn 6 of these
l l, the spine was not opened; the cord was found healthy in ~; and softened in 2;
and othC'nrise diseased in itself or its membranes in the remaining 4. Of lG cases
examined after death dtiring tlie existe1u:e of clwrca, the organs within the thorax:
were not mentioned in 2; were reported healthy in 2; and were more or less diseased in l~. In 11 of these 12, the sigmoid or the auriculo-vcntricular vah'cs of the
heart werr in a di~ea."'cd condition. In 5, if not in 6, of thcgc cases, the disease consisted in vegetations upon the cdf!'e of the mitral valve; and iu 1, similar vegetations
were pre~cnt upon the tricuspid valve.
The abdominal organ!'i were healthy in 4 of the 16 cases; the liver was said to be
large, or congested, in 6; the kidneys to have been congested iu 4 ; and the stomach
to have been ulcerated in 2.
Of 7 females who had arriYc<l at or near the ap:c of puberty, the orga.ns of generation wrre not noticed in 3; the o\·arics were turgid, or congested, or evidence of
undue uterine excitement existed, in 4.
What inferences may fairly be drawn from statcmcnl~ such as these? Some of the
morbid conditions revealed by di~section had probably no connexion with the chorea.
at all. Some may have aided its accession by incrcasin~ that irritability and mob~lity
of the ucr\·ous system, which subjects it readily to the cxcitin~ causes of v:mous
ncn·ous ailments : or (as I most incline to bclic\·e) they may hrwc operated u~n
afferent nrrves of the spinal cord as eccentric exciters of the irrcp;ular mo,·cmr:nts, m
con~titutions already prcdispo~ed to chorea. This last supposition dcri\·cs support
fl'om the fact that chorea affects some women durin~ their prc~nancy! an'.! c~ascs
spontaneously after parturition. Dr. Lever h<1s recorded five instances of this krnd;
1

au~~ ~r~ ~!i!~~~krac:Jersp;~.tt:7 t~1~ ~:i~rnmy
1

1

which I have just quoted from Dr .. Hughes
is that which concerns the hf'art. It has lo1w been observed that ~omc occa!'1onal but
oblicurc relation subsists between chorea and ~cute rheumatism. During- the presence
of the latter disc:.isc, the lining (aR well as the iuvcstinp;) mcmbra.n~ of the heart is
very liable to inflamrnation, by wl,ich its Yakcs arc permanently lllJUred.: nn<l such
val~'ular injury a\rnoi;t always gives ri se, in the livin g patient, to some car<l1ac murmur.
Now \•alv~dar disease of the heart, was found to exist in eleven of the twcl\'C cases
(the 'whole number being- but sixtr:cn) in which the heart was any way implicated:
and in another part of his report, Dr. Hug-h es says that "out of 10~ cases in which
spcci;1\ i1~<1uirics were made respecting rheumatism and heart affections, there were
only ·1:) in which the patients were both free frum cardiac murmur, and !Jad not
suffered from a previous attack of rheumatism."
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Making large allowance for the possibility that, in some instances, the cardiac
murmur may have been due simply to the anremia which is so common in chorea,
there is convincin~ evidence in these statements, of a frequent though not a necessary
connexion between that disease and acute rheumatism.
On former occasions, I have been in the habit of mentioning two conjectures which
had occurred to me on this subject. Rheumatism (as we shall sec by-and-by) is
especially a disease of fibrous structures, and it usually invades various fibrous parts
at the same time. I deemed it, therefore, not improbable that in the cases in question,
some morbid condition of the membranes of the spinal cord might have arisen simultaneously with the cardiac inflammation. Of this, however, we find no evidence in
the tcachin~ of morbid anatomy. Again, the cardiac injury might, I thought, like
some other structura.1 diseases, be an eccentric exciting cause of the spasmodic disorder
of the muscles: and thii:: appears to be Dr. Hughes's opinion. llut the most probable
theory is that su~gcstcd by Dr. Todd and by Dr. Begbie. Acute rheumatism is a
blood-disease; and it is most likely that the unhealthy blood, circulating through the

:;7:~~1s~~~;~:;n~s; t~~dc~~:~n~~n~o~1~c::::e~~::e b~~w~~~ a;~~1~l.ar, ~!~fs c~l:~~~i eax~a~i.::

also the occurrcncc, which Dr. Bcgbie has noticed and recorded, of chorea in some,
and of acute rheumatism in others of the same family.
From an analysis of 36 cases in which chorea. was observed in connexion with
articular rheumatism alone, with acute cardiac disease alone, or with these two disorders in combination, Dr. Kirkes deduces the following conclusions. That chorcal
symptoms are oftener associated with endocardial than with pericardia I disease; and
that they are more likely to arise when articular rheumatism and disease of t!1c hcarL
P.xist together, than when either of those affections occurs separately
There is a. speculation of some of the French writers respecting the seat and nature
of chorea so ingenious, that I cannot refrain from mentioning it.
It is held by modern physiologists, as you probably know, that one of the functions,
the principal office indeed, of the cerebrllum, is to preside over and regulate the
faculty of locomotion; to keep the muscles in due subordination, as it were, to the
will. No voluntary movement, almost, can be executed without the combined and
consenting action of many muscles: it is the business of the cerebellum, they say, to
maintain this consent and community of purpose; to prevent any mutiny of individual

:~!~~esHaon: f~0r ~~~:ed~~~rin~~~~~~~u:;~ec~-~~e:~~e n~~ f~~~rrc:~\:tn s~;~~~~~ ~~~~~~i
founded, then they very ingeniously assign the cerebellum as the scat of that chan~c,
whatever it is, which gh'cS rise to the phenomena of chorea. And it is most certain
that the irregular movements by which chorea is characterized can neither be considered as the effects of imperfect paralysis, as some have stated, nor of convulsion,
in the proper sense of that word, as others have asserted; but rather as consequences
of the want of due harmony and agreement between the various muscles, which should
combine to produce the desired state either of rest or of motion. There is a defect
of the rc1uisite association in the actions of the different muscles; and it is in this
sense that chorea. has been denominated insanity of the muscles. '11here is a cerbin
portion of the brain which ministers to the intellectual functions; there arc certain
altered states of that portion, which lead to mental aberration; the persons so affected
form false judgments; cannot associate their ideas aright. So also there is a certain
portion of the enccphalon which presides over the locomotive functions; and there
are altered states of that portion, which lead to a. loss of the due association of the
muscular contractions. That portion is the cerebellum. Such is their theory; and iL
is a very plausible and pleasant, but withal an unsatisfying theory. The disorder
really bclon~s, I apprehend, to the cxcito-motory department of the nervous system.
l~'rom some infirm or unnatural state, either of the cord or of the incident nerves that
convey impressions to it, its reflex function is called into irregular play, and voluntary
muscles contract independently of volition. Sometimes, at the same instant, the
patient wills certain definite movcrucnts through the instrumentality of the very same
muscles. But the authority of the will is impaired, and the automatic motions arc
proportionally Rtrong and unruly. 'fhe consequence is, that the same muscles,
receiving at the same time contradictory orders from these two sources, obey neither
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man~atc com~lctcly, but ~i ~e ri~c, by tl~cir disco:d?nt action, to the grotesque and
:::ce1rnn:::ly antic gestures wine~ the~c p~t1ents cxh1b1t.

But to lc:we t hese seduct1Ye thcones, and to return to duller matters of fact.
a complaint that is seldom attcnde<l with any bodily pain. I have in several
howcycr, known it to be accompanied by pain of the hc:.id; an<l in some of
them, with pain on that side 011/g of the head which was opposite to tho :witatcd
limbs. I mention this as being of some practical importance; for I ha Ye fou~<l the
di~ease to become sensibly less scYerc, and very soon to coasc, upon drawing blood by
leeches, or cupping, from the painful side of the head. In a. i:rrcatcr number of
ca<:cs, however, no such pain is experienced. Sometimes you will fiu<l that in all
rcf'-pects, except ing the ncrrnusness, and the irregular movements, the patient is iu
the enjoyment of perfect health. Hut neither is this very common: generally there
is sometbing manifestly wrong in the state of the stomach and bowels, either before
or during- the com1Jlaint; a. capricious appetite, costirnne:ss, a tumi<l abdomen, offensi,-c breath, a. foul tongue : or irregular menstruation.
Probably anything which makes a forcible impression upon tho nervous system
may act as an exciting cause of chorea. Strong mental emotion, or a. sudden mental
shock, is very likely to bring it on, in those of a moYcable constitution who are predisposed to it. Of its ascertained or alleged exciting causes, fri'yht is beyond all
comparison the commonest. And, what is >cry curious, fright has been known to
effect its cure. Dr. Ilughes tells of a girl who having recovered from chorea, and
suffered a relapse, was on her way to Guy's Jiospitul, for the purpose of S<'eking raadmisslon there. As she passed over London Bridge, she \\'(1'3 terrified by seeing a
person knocked down and run o>er. Before sho reached th:! waiting-room of the
hospital 1 her malady was gone.
The disease has been observed to follow blows and falls on the head; but e>cn in
these cases the alarm may ha>e had a greater share in producing it than the blow
itself. It sometimes seems to depend upon irritation of the stomach or bowels, by
improper diet, by accumulated freces, or by worms; and it is found to be connected,
in not a few cases, with difficult and painful menstruation. It frequently begins
:-1bout the period of the i;;econd dentition : the late Dr. Gregory, of Edinburgh, wa.s
~n the habit of relating instances of that kind.
In one case, the o!d teeth wcru
remaining- while the new ones were appearing by their sides. 'l'he old teeth were
Jrawn, and the rcmoYal of the chorea was complete. This Dr . .M. IIall wou\J. justly
call eccentric chorea.. But even in such cases the state of the gums cannot be rc~ar<lcd as the sole cau~c of the chorea : there must be the prcdi:-;position, as well as
the accidental exciting cause; for the complaint is apt to recur uudcr the agency ot'
.some new initation, and may then be removed by other means.
Chor~a is
in~tances,

[We ham not found the disease to be much influenced by the season of the year or
the condition of the atmo~phere. DugC.s, Rufz, Spangcnburg and ])lachc state that i~
occurs most frequently in summer. Accordin;; to the statements of lfochoux,
Chervin, and D:rnstc, it is a rare affection in the southern hcrnbphcre. It is not a
nry frequent disease in Philadclphia.-C.]

ruo~~~;.ea, ~~~1di~:r~~~a~~tc~e~;fl~~:~~!~~ a!\~;a;a~~s~~~~n~~~c~~tc~~ t~:~ !~i~ ;.~;
0

docs-at the period of puberty; especially upon the first coming on of thl? menstrual
discharge in the female.
[Chorea, like epi lepsy, according to Andral, may bo excited by irritation; the fact,
however, is denied by llufz and Blache. - C.]
I had occasion, in the last lecture, to remark, that when a. vast number of different
drugs arc recommendc<l as specifics in any given disease, we may sometimes infer
from that very circumstance that the disease is difficult of cure, and generally iutmctablc under all plans of manogcmcnt. Ilut there is another class of diseases which a
variety of drugs arc supposed capable of curing,-those, namely, which tend to terminate iu health. I believe that many cases of chorea.- most cases-would at length
get well without any aid from physic: I bc>licv~ also that many of the boasted spc·
28
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cifics have been quite innocent of any share in the recovery of the patients to whom
they were administered; at the same time I am <1uitc certain that treatment has a
great influencr o'·er the disease.
It was Sy<lcnham's practice first to bleed and purge his patient.;;, and then to administer bitters, aromatics, and antispasmodics, with the view of strengthening the
nr.rvcs. ~\ftcr his time the blood-letting and purgatives fell into disuse, until the
publication of Dr. Hamilton's well-known work again brought the latlcr deservedly
into favour.
The treatment of chorea embraces two definite objects. The first, and chief, is to
give stability to the unduly moveable nervous centres. 'fhe second is to remon or
avert whatever may be likely to produce unnatural excitement of the incident
nen·es.
:Now the complaint in its genuine form is seldom dependent upon any organic or
inflammatory change. The instrument is not broken anywhere; but slackened,
jangling, and out of tune : and (to pursue the metaphor) we often can restore its
harmony by bracing it up again.
I can confidently recommend you to abstract blood locally in those cases in which
there is a fixetl pain in the head; but with this exception, blood-letting is neither
useful, nor even (in my opinion) justifiable. There is oftener a deficiency than a redunclance of red blood in the system.
I shall not attempt to distract your attention by discusf:ing the various remedies
thnt have been vaunted against chorea; but shall take the liberty of referring you to
books (to Dr. Copland's .Diclionary, for example) for further information on that
subject, and content myself with telling you what modes of treatment I have been
in the habit of employing, with very satisfactory rcsulU!. I think, then, setting a!'lide
the complication with headache just mentioned, you will be able to de.:tl successfully
with most of the cases of chorea. which you may have to treat, if you have at your
command purgative medicines, the showCI·~bath, preparations of iron and of arsenic,
and tho oil of turpentine.
It will be right, in all cases, to begin by clearing out the bowels with calomcl and
jalap, or some active apcricnt; and you should persist in the regulated use of purgati,·c medicines, if they continue to briug away much or foul frocal matter. You are
to be guided less by the amount of the doses than by the effects they produce; at
any rate one full evacuation of the bowels should take place every day. But though
purgati\·cs are good auxiliaries, we cannot trust to them alone for the cure of the
complaint.
One of the most effectual of the ton ic remedies is the cold shower-bath. If the
patient be of a feeble conl'ititution, the water may at first be used tepid; by degrees
it should be used cold. This remedy should be employed e,·ery morning, or every
other morning, early, as soon as the patient gets out of bed. Of the best indications
of the propriety of its continuance I spoke in the last lecture only; I need not tire
you, therefore, by repeating the observations I then made.
With this external tonic it will be right to combine some internal one; and for the
most part, the best for the purpose is some preparation of iron. 1'he carbonate of
iron is an exceedingly µ;ood form, and it may be given in the way recommended by
Dr. Elliotson, one of whose ])f.'ls it is-namely, mixed with twice its weight of treacle,
so as to form an electuary. You may begin with it in half-drachm doses, and presently increase the quantity to a. drachm, or a drachm and a half, or two drachrns.
1'1uch larger quantities indeed ha-ve been given, and that for a long timo together;
but I am not in the habit of so pushing this drug:. Patients do not like to swallow
from half au ounce to an ounce of the powder and twice as much treacle three or
four times a day; and some of thom cannot get so much down. Aud I mcntionc<l
on a former occasion that the iron is apt to accumulate in the large intestines, and to
be expelled at last, often with difficulty and pain, in large, hard, red masses, like
what is calle<l, I fancy, slag, or the dross of iron ore fro m a furnace. 'l'he t reacle
may be dispensed with if you employ t he Ferri carbonas cmn saccharo which has
been introduced of late i nto the London pharma.copreia. W hen one or at most two
drachms of the carbonate given three or four times a. day, make no impression on the
disease, you had better change the form of the medicine. Give two or three grains
r,f the sulphate of iron for a dose, or half a scruple of the citrate, or an ounce and
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half of Griffith's mixture (mistura ferri composita), or tweoty or thirty minims of
the tinctura fcrri muriatis.

[Wc have seen the best effects result from the use of the ammoniatcd tart rate of
iron in fi,·c ~ra in ~oscs, repeated three or four ti~es a day or oftener, according to
the age of the patient and the extent of the chorctc symptoms. -C. J
Dr. Ilri~ht says he has found the sulphate of zinc answer when the carbonate of
iron had failed, and the iron succeed when the zinc had done no good. One most
severe c:isc, about which I was consulted, and which had resisted othe r remedies, got
well under the use of the sulph:itc of zinc; the dose of which was gradually in.
creased to ten grains, gi\'en three times a day. '\Vh cncycr the medicin e wr1s pushed
beyond th is point it became emetic. Th is s.ccms to be the favourite remedy in Guy's
Hosp ital, where the dose has somet im es been canicd, Dr. Hughes informs us, r1s high
as half a drachm 1 two scruples, and even in one instance forty-two gra ius, thrice
daily. It cured forty-fh·c out of sixty-three cases; five in eycry seven.
[The ,-alcrianatc of zinc, in doses of from three to fixc _(!rains, according to cir·
curustanccs, will often arrest the disease with great promptness. - C].
Certaiuly the disease is often •cry obedient to arsenic; but, for plain reasons, it i:;;
better to effect a cure, when we can, by Jess hazardous substances. The gravest case
I ever had to treat occurred in one of my hospital paticnt.<1. I tried the carbonate
of iron in vain. 1'hc shower.bath so terrified and agitated the girl that I could not
persist with it. I then gm·e hf'f arsenic, under which she impro,·ccl at first, but it
ultimately was Tery injurious; her bowels were greatly irritated by it, she became
paralytic in her lower extremities, and sank into a typhoid state; and I really was
afraid that I should lose her. But she recovered from this condition, which I could
not but ascribe to the arsenic; and as soon as I dared Yenturc, I began to give her
the muriatcd tincture of iron, twenty drops at a time, every six hours. Uudcr this
treatment she steadily and rapidly improved, :ind was soon quite well.
Dr. Begbie, in an experien ce of nearly thirty years, has never known arsenic fail.
Ile gi,·es five drops of the liquor potrr.ssre arsenilis twice a-day, au hour after meals,
adding one drop eve ry third day, until the 8pccific effects of the mineral upon the
system begin to be observable : when be withdraws it for a whi le. " 'l'he earliest
man ifestation of these effects arc itching and swelli ng of the eyelids, redness of the
conjunctiYa, nausea, and uneasiness at the pit of the stomach, and particularly a.
peculiar white sih-cry appearance of the tongue, seldom accompa ni ed with tenderness."
Th e oi l of turpentine also is certainly a valuable medicine in this disease; whet her
there be worms at the bottom of it or not. When the bowels arc torpid and the gi rl
is of that age when menstruation may be conjectured to be at hand, its arrival seems
sometimes to be acccleratcd 1 and great relief to be produced, by the turpentine. '1'hc
best way of exhibiting it in such cases is in combinat ion with an equal quantity of
castor oil; two drachms or half an ounce of the rnixture may be gi\'Cn eycry morning,
or every other morning, according to its effect upon the bowels; and wl~en they arc
very sluggish, or the stools arc unnatural, it will often be scn-iccable to g1Ye a couple
of grains of calomcl also, tU""ice or thrice a week, at bed-time.
[Very deci ded _testimony bas been presented by Young, of Pcnnsyh':rni~, Linds~y,
of Washington, H ildbreth, of Ohio, Kirkbride and Profcs:.:or W ood, of Jlh1lad clphia,
Jlcadle of New York, and other American physicians, in fayour o~ the.cfiicacy of the
cimicifuga, or black snake-root, in cases of chorea. It may be given rn the dose of
half a. teaspoonful of the powdered root three times a day; or from one to two
drachms of the saturated tiucturc, or a. wineglassfu l of the dccoction. 'l~he cyanurct

::r~~~~J i;~:!11~1~~~ed~~ ~;c~.~r~i:l~i!t~~:rti~~s i\~~rfl~~~. th~.fio;1~Y~~1:r~td~fh~ro~~~~~

the d~se of onc·third of a gra in, twice a' day, gradually in creased to fourtc~~ grains
in the twenty-four hours, has recen tly been highly spoken of by the physicians. of
Berlin and elsewhere. Sec Condie on Diseases of C'!tildren. 'l'hc uux: vom1ca,
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either in the form of extract or tincture, in as lnr~c clo,1:cs :u; can be safely giYco
has in our hands proYcd a raluable tonic in cases of chorea. -C.]
It is sca rcely nccc!",;:ary for me to say t11at due attention must be paid to the diet.

~:~!rZ~!ht 11~c~~st:\~r~n~f ~;:f1~hi~~t p~~d~1~~s s;;:i~~~~~o ~~~ri~~~i~g,ai~~~11 c~~~
1

and dry weather, will also conduce much to the patient's recovery.
1
1
1

And all kind::1
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muscles during sleep is in accordance with this belief.
There is an affection (it scarcely dcser'\"CS to be spoken of ns a disease) which is
sometimes called chorea, of a chron ic nature, au<l resembling the disorder 1 have jmt
been speaking of, inasmuch as it commonly is met with in nen'ous persons, and con.
sists in the irregular, unmeaning, and iovoluntary contraction of certain muscles,
especially in the limbs, neck, or face: but diffcriDg from it in th is, that the same
muscles are always affected, :rnd in the same way; that it lasts long, almost always
for life, and implies no accompanying derangement of the general health. In its
slighter form the irregular movements arc rather mclrn:£ml tricks than spasms : little
Fhake8 of the head, or rapid and repeated clcrntions of the eyebrows, or corrugation:;;
of the nose, or sniffin~ and snortings through the nostrilr-:, or shrugs of the shoulders
-mo,·ements of which the person seems scarcely conscious. At other times, however, the motions arc more extensive; a limb starts out, or the head is turned awry;
and the individual who performs these evolutions is quite aware that he docs so, and
Yexcd and annoyed at the ridiculous figure he makes, but he cannot help perfonuiogthcm; or if he can prernnt it, the necessary effort is worse tl1an the disease. One
young man who was subject to this infirmity told a friend that he could stop the
movement by a strong exertion of the will; but that exertion was extremely painful,
and was followed by languor and much discomfort. In some instances I make no
doubt that the continuance of the affection is the result of a long.established habit.
It occurs more frequently in men than in women. I had for n long time, ns an out·
pati ent at the liospital, n gi rl about seventeen years old, in all other respects the
pi cture of health, but who was annoyed by an involuntary shake of the head, which
t ook place two or three times inn minute. She rccei,·cd no benefit from medicine.
A lad in my own scr>iee was affected in a similar manner. Ile seemed to be givi ng
me, and my friends, from time to time, a familiar nod: and I was obliged to part
with birn. Others arc subject to twitchings of the face. I nm acquainted with one
gentlcm:rn who is perpetually wrinkling his nose; and he has assured me that he was
subject, when younµ-, to :m involuntary shake of the head, like the two }Jcrson~ just
mentioned; but a blister having once been applied to his throat for some disorder in
his air.passages, the shaking of the head was thereby rendered painful and difficult,
and the movement tl1crc ceased : but (as he exprc~sed it) it broke out in his nose,
where it triumphs to this day. This clironic cltorar, as it has been called, I merely
mention to prevent your confounding together two affections which, though th~y
ha,·c rcc.civcd the same name, and are in some respect"' analo;;ous, yet differ in sull
more pornts, and those points of more importance. I belie,·e that medicine has no
}JVwcr over any of these tricks. They are distrcs:;in;; aod unsightly; but in no way
dangerous .
.The word chorea, which you know signifies a drmce-nnd the trivial term, St.
Y1tus's danre-arc not very appropriate to eithn of the modifications of the nerYOUS
affection whic~ I have been noticing. In fact that term w?s origina~ly applied, ~nd
ruuch more smtably, to another set of symptoms of a most singular kmd, concernrng
the real occurrence of which we might well be sceptical, if we had not nuthcntic nar.
ratives of many in stances of such disorder from different persons of credit, as well in
this cou ntry as in others. 'Vhat has happen ed many times before, may happeo
again j and you ought not to be in ignorance of the histories to which I allude. 11.'hcy
relate to an affection characterized by monmcnts that cannot be called spasmodic, but
arc rather owing to an irresistible propensity to muscular action, increased sometimes
t o a sort of mania by the force of imitation, or by the sound of music. It is the r&li·
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tion that, in those cases, is morbid and perverse. You might fancy the patient to
be possessed aud coerced by an C\'il spirit, like the ~Cllp.oM{oµHo~ of the Gospel
history.
Some of the subjects of these extraordinary affections, impelled by n. strange anJ
unintelligible necessity, execute measured and regular mo\'Crneuts with surprising
energy, rapidity, aml. perseverance. When music is performed in their hearing, the
movements become au actual dance; and where crowds arc collected together, the
dancing mania. is apt to spread from person to person by a sort of irnit..1tivc infection;
realizing the fable of Orpheus, and giving orip;in (it may be presumed) to those romautic legends met with in the literature of most ages and countries, of universal,
iurnluutary, and unceasing saltation, at the sound of a. magic pipe. 'fo these font'>
the term c!to1·ui is apposite enough. Indeed I have seen it somewhe re suggested that
the phrase chorea Sa11cti Viti is but n. vulgar corruption of <:lwrcci Sa11cti in·viti j and
took it.s rise in the misfortune of some holy person who chanced to be afilicted with
one of these unwilling but invincible impulses to caper. '.l'he commou explanation
makes this holy person to ham been a certain German ~fa int ""cit, to whom a chapel
is said (I know not with how much truth) to be dc<licatc<l at Ulm, in Suabia..
Sometimes, instead of dancing on their feet, these patients drum and beat with
their hands, either upon their own knees, or upon the objects near them. This
variety has reccivM the bombastic title of "malleation." Sometimes they circumvoh'c with great rapidity; or they turn their heads repeatedly from side to side with
great velocity: this is "rotation." When they are irresistibly impelled to move in
a gi\·cn direction, the term "propulsion" is employed. The very inYcntion of these
names attests the reality of the disorder.
You will find one of the:se singular cases related by )lr. Kinder Wood in the seventh
volume of the .;Utdico-Chi1·ui'[Jicul Transactions.
'l'h c patient was a young married woman. After having suffered severe pain in
one side of her face, she began to be troubled with iu\'oluntary movements. 'fhey
commenced in the eyelids, which were opened and shut with cxee~siYc rapidity.
Then the muscles of the extremities became affected. The palms of the hands were
beat rapidly upon the thighs, and the feet upon the floor. 'fhc motions soon extended
to the trunk and pel\'is. The patient was suddenly half raised from her chair, and
instantly reseated. '!'his was repeated as quickly as one action coul<l possibly sue·
ceed another. Sometimes she had a. propensity to leap upwards, and strike the ceiling with the palm of her hand; or to touch little spots or holes iu the furniture of the
room. Or she would dance on one leg, holding the other in her hand. 'l'hcsc attacks
were accompanie<l by headache, sickness, and \'Omiting. .At last she took to making
steps about the room, regulated by an air, or by a series of strokes on the furniture as
she passed, her lips moving as if words were articulated, hut uo sound escaping them .
•\. person thinking he recognise<l the tune which she beat on the furniture, began to
sing it; and she danced dirl!ctly up to him, and continued dancing till he was out of
breath. A drum and a fife were now procured, and the same air played upon them.
She immediately <lanced up to the drum, and as close to it as possible, till she missed
the step, when the mot.ions instantly ceased : and this was found always to be the
CJse. '.fh e motions stopped also when the measure was changed; or was increased in
rapidity beyond her power to keep pace with it. A continued roll on the drum had
likewise the etfl!ct of putting an end to her mo\'ements. This being discovered, their
:ipproach was watched; and by always rolling the dram as !'.oOOll as they threatened to
1cgiu, the chain of association which seeme<l to constitute the di!'casc was at length
broken. '.l'hc bowels were in an unnatural state during the compbint; and the men·
etrual discharge appeared on the evening of the day on which it ceased. One might
cuoceivc the conduct here described \fas an indication of folly or of insanity; but l\lr.
'\"ood declares that the patient's spirits were good, and her }Jerccption and judgment
accurate and just; that during the absence of the paroxy:ims she wcn.t ab?ut her
household affair::; as usual; and that she ha<l a correct knowledge of her s1tuat1on, and
of the advantage she derived from the drum, wit.h ao :rnxious desire t~ contin.ue its
use. She stated'' that there always W<\S a tun e dwcll1ng upon her mrn<l, which at
times becoming more prc:ssing, irrc.sistibly compelled her to comme1Jce the iu\'oluutary
motions.''
In a lady, whom Dr ...\.bercrombie saw, the following sy m}Jtoms1 among others,
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occurred: -

After she bad been ill with yarious ncrrnus :dfcctious for two years, she
began to suffer convulsiye action of the muscles of the back, nnU inrnlunt:uy twitches
of the legs and arms, producing a .-ariety of monmcnts of the whol~ body very
difficult to describe. These were much in creased by touchin:i her, especially on any
part of her back. This is a symptom quite in conformity with Dr. ll~~l's doctrine
of eccentric irritation. ..:\t one time there was difficulty of dcglut1lion 1 so that
tiltempts to swallow produced spasms, resembliug those of tetanus. At other time~,
after lying for a long while quiet, she would in an instant throw her whole body into
a kind of convulsive spring, by which she was jerked entirely out of bed : and rn the
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are feats that surpass the powers of a person 111 health: and I ~ay we should he:;1tate
to believe them if they were not related by a physician of such sober judgment and
unquestionable Yeracity as Dr. Abercrombie. li e tells us that during the whole of
th ese symptoms her mind cont inued enti re: and the only account she could give of
her extravagance was, a secret impulse which she could not res ist
]3ut, after a time, motio11s sti ll more wonderful commenced, :iffocting the muscles
of the upper part of the back and neck, and producing a constant semi-rotatory motion
of the head. This sometimes continued without interruption night and day for
:;.:e\·eral weeks together: and if the head or neck were touchetl, the motion was
increased to a most extraordinary degree of rapidity. 'l'hcse paroxysms were relieved
by uothiag but cupping on the temples to the amount of ten or twelve ounces, when
the affection suddcu ly ceased, with a general convubi>c start of the whole body. She
was then immeJiatcly well, got up, and was able to walk about in good health for
se,Tcral weeks, when the same symptoms returned, and required a repetition of the
E,ame treatment. All this went on, at intervals, for four years; the menstruation
during that time being irregular and scanty, and the bowels torpid. She was pale
nnd Lloodlcss from the frequent bleedings, but not reduced in flesh. At la:;.:t, in the
Epring of 18:!9, she had n severe paroxysm of the rotatory motion of the head; and it
was then determined to allow the attack to take its course, and to direct the treatment
entirely to the menstruation . Sulphate of iron, and llarbadoC's aloes, were prescribed.
Rhe went on for three weeks, the coarnlsiYe motion of the head continuing without
intermission night and day. At length, in the middle of the night, the paroxysm
ceased in an instant, with the same kind of comTulsi,·e start of the whole body with
which it used to cease after cupping. At the same instant menstruation took vlacc
in a more full and healthy manner than it ha<l done for many years. }...,rom that time
she remained well; at leal'.it up to the period when Dr. Abercrombie wrote the account.
'l'hc alternating rotatory motion of the head is by no means an uncommon feature
of these singular cases. It occurred io a patient of Dr. Conolly's; iu whom the
menstruation was irregular, and about to cease altogether. It came on in paroxysms
which were repeated many times a day, and it wa.s atten<lcd with inord inate loquacity.
'l'hc head was turned from side to side about eight times io a. second, and each
paroxysm lasted three or four minutes. Th e patient got well after being cupped and
leeched, and thoroughly purged. I have seen precisely the same thing in a hoEpital
patient. Dr. CrawforJ tuct with an instance of involuntary rotation of the head,
without pain, but attended with intolerance of light. And there is a striking example
of it described in the twenty.third rnlumc of the Edinburgh Afedicol and Surgical
J ournal, by Mr. lluotcr, of Glasgow, who speaks of it under the name of "rot.atio
or chorea." 'l'be motions arc said to have been furious and alarming: they were
executed with such extreme rapidity, that it was difficult evc11 for the eye to follow
them. She appeared, i\lr. llunter says, absolutely to be looking backwards and forwards, an<l in every direction, at the same moment. This woman had sometimes fifty
paroxysms of this kind in a day: they greatly exhausted her; but she was perfectly
rational in the iutervals. A modification of the same kind of affection took place in
a most extraordinary case recorded by Dr. \Vatt, of Glasgow, in the fifth Yolume of
the N edic.:o-0/u'ritryit(d '1 11·ansactions. llis pati ent w:.1s a girl ten years ol<l. Fir:jt
she had headache, accompnnied by vomiting, and increased by the sli ghtest deviation
of the hotly from the erect posture, either backwards, or forwarJs, or to one side.
'l'hesc symptomb b:-tcd about a month; and during that time she lost the power of
speech aud of w~1lkin_:;. .\t the end of that perioJ she was seized with a propensity
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to twirl round on her feet, like a top, with great velocity, always in one direction;
and was }Jleased when those about her assisted in increasing the rapidity of her movements. After continuing nearly a month, these motions ceased, the headache returned,
and ehe became unable to move her neck, or support her hi:!n.d. Soon n.fter she was
visited with a new kind of motion: she would lay herself across the bed, and turning;
over like a roller, mon rapidly from one end of it to the other. At first the fits of
this kind lasted two hours; but they gradually extended to six or scyen hours every
day. On being carried into the gar.de ~ she rolled rapidly from o.ue end of a gra\"el
walk to the other; and e\•en when laid rn the shallow part of a 1wer, thou~h apparently on the point of beiug drowned, she began to turn round as usual. '!'he rota·
tion~ were about sixty in a minute. She made little or no use of her arms in rcvolvinz.
In about another mouth or six weeks au entirely new set of mowmcuts began. She
l:iy upon her back, and by drawing her head and heels together, bent herself li ke a
bow, and then allowiug her head :md heels to separate, her buttocks foll with considerable force upon the bed. She repeated these movements ten or tweke times in
a minute, first for six hours daily, and at length for fou rteen. After another space
of about five weeks bad elapsed, the most singular freak of all ensued; she bf'eamc
possessed with a propensity to stand upon her head with her feet perpcndicub.rly
upwards. .As soon as the feet were elevated in this manner, all muscular exertion
~cemed to be withheld, and the body fell down as if dead; her knees striking the
bed first. 'Ihis was no sooner done than she in~tantly mounted up as before; and
continued to do so from twckc to fifteen times in a minute, for fifteen hours a day.
After a nriety of fruitless treatment, a spontaneous diarrhc:ca came on, and she
recovered.
'!'he spinning motions obsen·cd during a part of this case have been obscrYcd in
other instances.
In Magcndie's Journal de Pliysioloyie, the two following singular forms of <liscasc
are rderred to. A man, after some other symptoms of cerebral di~ordcr, was seized
with an irresistible inclination to move forwards, stopping only when exhausted. Ile
would sally forth into the streets, and continue w:ilkiug straight forward until he
dropped down from fatigue, and was obliged to be brought home in some conveyance.
Thiis man at len~th died, and seHral tubercles were found iu the anterior hemi:..;phcrcs
of his brain. Dr. Laurent, of \' ersailles, exhibited to the Academy of l\ledic.:ine a
Joung girl, labouring under the exactly opposite necessity. In the attacks of a nervous disease she was irrc::;i.stibly propelled backwards, and with some rapidity: being
unable to avoid obstacles or hollows, she received many falls and bruises in her course.
I say that histories such as I ha\·e been giving you some samples of, and those
mostly io an abridged form, would sound very like romances, if they were met with
in the old authors alone, or if they were not attested by unimpeachable authority.
1'hey resemble chorea in this respect, that they are examples of muscular actions
performed by persons in possessicu of consciousness, and performed in spite of thcm8clres. But in most other respects they differ from what we now-a-days mean when
we speak of chorea. Perhaps they may rank amoug hysterical vagaries. It is remarkable that the majority of t110m occur in young women, in whom the menstrual
function is suspended or irregularly performed. Some persons may consider them as
n1rictics of insanity. The patients certainly did not ftiyn to be ill, for the feats of
strength and agility which many of them enacted were much. beyond their na~~ral
power and endurance. The truth seems to be, that there arc rnnumerablc modifications of the nervous functions, and that some of them arc more common and more
capable of being arranged into groups than others; but that they all offer i;>Oi~ts ~f
resemblance, like (as I observed before) the different members of a large family, rn
which the individuals have the same general cast of features, and yet preserve each
Jiis particular identity.
J ad,·crt to these odd forms of disease with the view of directing your attention to
such of them as may come in your way. ·we arc yet terribly in the dark about morLid affections of the nerves, both organic and funct ional. Ilereaftcr some medical
Newton will arise, and reduce all these apparently complicated phenomc11a under one
simpler law. At present all that we can do is to collect, and 1 as far as we may, to
arrange facts, i~ the hope that at length some better light will be shed. upon th_e
subject. _\.nd It must be obsen·ed that some of the modern researches rnto phys1-
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oloey do tbrow n. little glimmering of illumination into these dark corners of
patholoi:y.
In certain of l\I. :'.\fagcndic's experiments on animals the followb:t curious facts
were ascertained :-1\'hcn a. vertical section of the cerebellum of a rabbit was made,
leaving one-fourth of the whole adherin(ll' to the crus of the rig:ht side, and three.
fourths to that of the left, the anima l roll~d over and over i nccs~antly, turning itself
towards the injured side. The same phenomenon occurred upon the division of the
crus cercbclli. rl'hc anima l lived for eight days, and continued during the whole CJf
that time to revolve upon its long axis, unless stopped by coming in contact with
some obstacle. llow like is this to the symptoms exhibited at one period in the ~ id
whose case is related by Dr. Yfatt ! Nor is Dr. Watt's e<ise a singular one; l\I. Serres
b as described another much resembling it. A shoemaker, sixty-eight years old, of
in temperate h:ibits, after one of bis debauches exhibited a. kind of drunkennc!ls which
surpri sed his friends. Instead of seei ng objects turn round him , as a drunken person
is apt to do, he thought he was himself turning, and soon began to revolve; anJ. this
lasted till 110 died: and when his head was examined, extensive mischief was found
in one of the peduncles of hi s cerebellum.
Again, l\I. l\fagendie noticed that when the upper part of the cerebrum is gently
removed in birds and mammalia, they become blind; but no affection of the locomo.
tivc powers is produced. No further result is occasioned by the removal of a portion
of the µ:rcy matter of the corpora striata.: but when the striated part is cut away, the
an imal immediately darts forwa rd with rapidity, and continues to advance as if impelled by some irresistible force, until stopped by an obstacle; and even then it
retains the attitude of one ad,'ancing. The experiment was tried with the same
result upon various species of animals - dogs, cats, hedgehogs, rabbits, Guinea-pig-:,
and squirrels. It seems that there arc horses that cannot bacl.: ; although they make
tzood prop:rcss enough in a stra ightforward direction. Now :i\Iagendic says that he
bas opened the heads of such horses; and has always found, in the lateral ventricles
of their brains, a. collcclion of water, which must have compressed and even disorganized the corpora striata. It has been further ascertaiocd, by the same experimenter
and by others, that certain injuries of tl10 cerebellum cause an imals to move b<ickwards contrarily to their will. If the tail of the animal so mutilated be pinched, he
still persists in his retrograde course. Injuries of the medulla oblongata had the
same effect. Pigeons into which he forced a pin through that part, constantly receded for more than a month, and even flew backwards. A section of the medulla
oblongata, where it approaches the anterior pyramid, gi,·cs rise to a movement in a
circle, like that of a horse in a mill; the animal, in its walk or its flight, bearing
round continually to the injured side. Surely we have, in these facts, supplied by
experiments on li ving animals, and by obse rvation of the phenomena of disease in the
living human body, some of the materials for a more exact knowledge, both of the
physiology and of the patholo~y of the nervous system, than we have yet reached.
i\I. 1Hagcndic supposes that different portions of the enccphalon arc endowed with
energies which tend to cause motion in various directions; that in the healthy state
these balance each other, and that a preponderating impulse can be given to any one
of these forces by the will; but that when the equilibrium is destroyed by disease,
the will is not sufficient to counteract the tendencies which arc then brought into
play. l\Ir. Mayo offers a different explanation of the phenomena. Ile supposes that
the injuries infli cted on the nervous matter produce a sensatio n analogous to vertigo;
and that th e animal conceives itself either to be hurried forward, and makes an
exertion to repel th e imnginary force; or to be moving backward, or turning roun d
in one direction, and endeavours to correct this by movinµ; the corresponding musclcr;:.
\Vhatever may be the true explanation, the facts themselves arc abundantly curious
and interesting, and I recommend them to your attention.
Somo of the affections that I have been describing, fall , perhaps, under the category of those to which the appellation of the leapiny ag1ie has bee n f?ivcn in some
parts of Scotland. There is a class also of convulsive spasmod ic affections which
resemble epil epsy on the one hand, and chorea on the other, or rather form a link of
all iance between the two, and which are especially remarkable for this, that they arc
capable of being propafrUted by that kind of imitative conta~ion of which I ha,·e
several times spoken. 'l 1his point might be well illustrated by the history of various
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sects of rcli t?ious enthusiasts. One or two of those enthusiasts have apparently at
first worked thcm~elvcs up into a. stat~ approaching to cpilep~y, accompanied eYen by
insensibility somc~imcs; and_ then ~hts state has been communicated by i;;;ympathy to
the more su~ccptiblc of their auditors. I must not, however, ~o into any furthe:r
details on this subject; and perhaps I have prosecuted it too far already. 'J'ho~e
amon~ you who arc inclined to ~ursue it further may find some curious accounts (Jf
an epidemic which occurred m Lanarkshire, in Sir John Sinclair's Stati.~timl
.1 frco1rnt of Scotla11d 1 under the bead of the "Conversions of Cambu~lang ;" and in
one of the early volumes of the Edi11iur9h Ncdical and Suryical Jo11rnal. ]1r
lfobcrt~on has described in an inau1!ural dis!'.'-ertation JJe l'!trm·a Srrncti Yiti, a similar
epidemic, which occurred in the States of Tcnesscc and Kentucky, in the western
cfo.trict;.; of .America. This is also referred to in the same volume of the journal.
Amonp; other things Dr. Robertson says, that while extravagant sound!'!, and action,.,
and ge!'ticulations, were in the first instance wilful, the actors "at lcn~th, to their
own astonishment, and the diversion of many of the spectators, continued to act from
nrcessity the curious character which they had commenced from choice." I will ouly
remark furthcL' of s~ch. forms of nervous disease, that as thoy spring often from mor;tl
causes, so they adr111t1 rn a great degree, of moral remedies. The pranks played by
the Scotch enthusiasts were brought to an end by thrcatcnin~ to duck eyery one who
should thereafter be attacked; and, I believe, a few of them 1ccre horse.ponded, Ly
way of example. With respect to the solitary instances of pcryertcd locomotion,
our business must be to correct whateYer is wrong in the state of the bowels; in
women, to amend the disordered uterine functions; to invigorate and confirm the
system µ-cnerally; and, in addition to the measures proper to effect these object:<, I
su.-.peet that the cold sousing would in many cases be found of most material service.

LECTURE XXXVIII.
Jllercurial Tremor. IJ.IJ.~ferfo: Tu;o Forms of l(1jsferic P(tro:r:ysni; Diagnosi.~ from Epilep!1..'f; Class of Persons most liable to Hysteria; Diseases ctpt to be simulated by Hysteria,· ~treatment: Prevention.

Paralysis Agitans.

IN the last lecture I spoke of chorea, and of some singular forms of disorder that
lrnYe sometimes been included under the same appellation; and I shall begin the pre.
sent with a. few observations concerning a disease very closely allied to some of those
which we were then considering, and yet distinct enough to deserve and require ••
separate notice. I refer to what has been called the slwl>-in9 palSfj-paral!Jsis agita11s. AlluRions to this form of disease are to be found in many of the older .syi::tcmatic writers on physic; but it neYer was much attended to in tllis country until .:\Ir.
Parkin~on puLlishcd an essay upon it in the year 1817; and a. very interesting li~tlc
pamphlet it is. He defines the disease thus: - "Involuntary tremulous motion, with
lessened muscular power, in parts not in action, and even when supported : with a.
propensity to bend the trunk forwards, and to pai::s from a walking to a running pace:
the !'C"nscs and intellects being uninjured." The latter symptoms constitute the scclotyrliejf'l)tinons of Sauvagcs ; an d the former symptoms of the definition are not always
attended by the latter. In old persons you may often observe incessant and involuntary nodding and shak ing of the head, without any tendency to run forwards. There
is an old woman whom l sec regularly sitting in the aisle :~t. church e.very Sunday:
she walks to her scat slowly and steadily enough, and su ll101cntly upright; but her
head never ccnscs to nod, :rnd wag, and tremble in various directions. lt may be that
she is in the less advanced stage of the malady; but I have remarked her for three
or four or more years, and I see no change.
::.'ilr. l)arkiu~on's notice was first called to the disca~e during his profcbsional attend.
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ance upon a pcr:::on affected by it. From obscrrntion of that case, and of sc>cral
others that he subsequently met with, his account of the di~ordcr was drawn up. Ile
s~atcs that its fir~t approach is insidious, and its proµ-rcss often so slow and impcrccp·
t1ble that the patient cannot rccolkct I'reciscly when it bc~an. A sense of wcaknc~s,
and a disposition to trrmbling, fastens on some particular part: sometimes it is the
head, but more commonly it is one of the bands or arms. These symptoms gradually
become more decided; and at length the morbid influence is felt in some other part.
At a still more ach'anccd period the patient is found to be less strict than usual in
prc~crving an upright posture, enn when standing or sitting:, but especially when
walkin~.
]~y dei:rrecs lie fiuds a difficulty in ma.kin~ the hand obey the dictates of
the will when he is en~ag:cd in any delicate manipulation - in writing, for example i
and he is obliged to walk with circumspection and care: his legs are not raised to
that height, nor with thnt proruptitudc, which the will directs; so that much attention is necessary lo prevent frequent falls. Then, as the malady proceeds, t he propens ity to lean fo rward becomes more strong-the patient is fo rced to step on his toes
and forepart of his feet, whi le the upper part of his body is thrown so far forward as
to render it difllcult for him to avoid falling ou his face: io some cases he is irresistibly impelled to take much quicker and shorter steps than common, and thereby to
a<lo1)t unwillingly a ru1rning pace. "'hen once this state has bceu pointed out, I
make no doubt that some of you may recognise it, in old persons, whom you may
h:wc srcn walking about. llut the disorder docs uot stop here i the unhappy patient
becomes unable to feed himself; or to walk at all without an nttcndant, who steps
backwards before him, and prevents his falling forwards by the pressure of his hands
a~ainst the forepart of the patient's shoulders: his powers of speech and deglutitiou
foil; and the saJi,·a dribbles from his mouth: he can no longer retain his urine or
f<cees; and at length death closes the miserable scene.
11lr. Parkinson conjectures that this complaint results from some cl1ronic change of
the upper part of the spinal cord, or of the medulla oblong:ata; but cfoscctions ate
wanting to support or to refute that conjecture. Some of the patients whose cases
he has gi,·en had been intemperate liYers i hard drinkers: others had not been guilty
of any such excesses : several had suffered a good deal from rheumatism, which he
thought mi~ht have laid the foundation of their lamentable disease. But a more
exact pathology of tllC shaking palsy is still needed. Dr. M. Hall obsenres that the
symptoms have, i n SC\'eral particulars, a marked resemblance to the effects observed
by 1'!. Serres {and related in his Anatonu·e chi Ccrveau) of disease of the tuber
aunulare, or of the tubercula. quadrigcmina.
Nor have we any ascertained means of cu ring th is disease; or rather, t his state of
decay. Dr. Elliotson indeed says that he succeeded in one instance (of which, howcYer, the particulars arc not gi,·cn), with the carbonate of iron; but that he had
tried the same medicine iu vain in several other cases. ·w e must administer to
symptoms, and endeavour to set those functions right which may be obYiously wrong:
to regulate the bowels, to procure sleep, to nourish and uphold the patient without
unduly stimulating him: and this is all that I can tell you of the shaking palsy.

Another analogous disorder, meriting a moment's notice, is that peculiar kind of
trembling which is apt to occur in persons who arc much exposed to the poisonous
fumes of mercury: rnercurial lrem1Jr it is called; and popularly, the trt>mbles. It
consists in a sort of convulsive ag itation of the voluntary muscles, which is most
violent whcnc,•er efforts are made to move the limbs by the help of those muscles;
wheoe,·er, in fact, volition is brought to bear upon them. It differs therefore from
the shaking palsy, inasmuch as the tremor cea:;:cs when t he muscles are supported, or
are not called iuto action. It is also more susceptible of relief by medicine. The
last person in whom I have witnessed th is curious affection has been tw ice my patient
in the l\lid<llcscx 1Iospita l1 and bas twice got well t here. John Chattin 1 33 years
(ll<l, was first adm itted in A ugust, 1837. Il e was led into t he room, walking with
uncertain steps, his lii.nbs tremb l io~ and dancing as though they had been hung upon
wires. While sitting on a chai r he was comparatively qu iet; you would not ha.Ye
Bupposcd that he ailed anything; but as soon as he attempted to rise, and to walk,
his legs began to shake violently with a rapid, incessant, and irregular motion. U c
could neither hold them steady, nor direct them witl1 precision. Indeed without
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support he must have fallen down. Ilis arms were a~itatcd with siinibr involuntary
wovcments. His tongue was tremulous, and he spoke in a hurried, abrupt, interrupted, staccato manner, not natural to him. H e had no fe,·cr. JJi s pulse was GG,
and soft; his ski n was natural; his bowels were costi,·e. H e compfaincd of sli~ht
nausea. At the end of six weeks he went out well, or with very sli~ht remaining
weakness of his knees, and a little occasional tremor upon unmmal exertion. ln
June, 1839, he again pre:sented himself, in a similar state of agitation and helplessne:;:s.
'fhis man was a water-gilder; and had been employed in that bu~inC':;.;s for 18 years.
Till somewhat more than n. twekemonth prior to his first appearance at the ho!-pital,
he had been free from disease. Then he bef?,'an to tremble a little; but for a fortnight before his admission the shaking had become so much worse that he could not
go up stairs, nor CYen walk upon uneven g-round. Th e trembling, whcu once brought
on bs efforts to mo,·c, did not cease until he sat Jown, or got one of his follow-workmen to grasp bis limbs tig-htly.
This singular disorder is produced by the agency of mercury as a poison upon the
body; and especially by the absorption of that metal when raised into v:ipour by hea t,
and inhaled in breathing. It is accordingly Ycry common among water-gilders.
\\'ater-gildin g is the gildin~ of metals, and of sih-er in particular, by means of fire.
It is called u·atcr-gilding:, I believe, to distinguish it from other kinds of g ilding,
called gilding in oil. The silver to be gilded is covered with an amalgam of gold and
mercury, and then is placed over a. charcoal fire, by which the mercury is raised in
fumes, and driven off, and the gold alone is left adhering. 'J'o the::;e fumes the workmen are necessarily exposed; and numbers of them become affected with this tremor,
which is not a common result of mercury applied to the i:;ystcm in other ways. 'l'h e
same complaint is frequent among the workmen in the quicksi!Yer mines of J'riuli
nod of Almaden, where the crude ore is purified by the aid of heat. Dr. Bateman
relates, in the 8th volume of the JIJedico·l'lifruryical 1'ransartions, some cases like
t hat which I have been dcscribiag. But the best account of the diiwrder that I ha\'C
Eeen is gi\'Cn by l\Ierat, in an appendix to his book ou the Coligue .l!Ctalligue.
'l'he malady comes on sometimes suddenly, more often by degrees. 'l'hc patient is
bss sure of his arms than usual; they become tremulous, and at last shake, and, if
he continue to pursue his employment, the force of the trembling goes on increasing,
till at length it is so general and violent that he can persist no longer. llis power
of' locomotion is impaired; his mastication, his speech, all his manual operations, are
interfered with; he becomes unable to convey food to his mouth, and is obliged to
Le attended to and fed, like an infant; and by and by, if he do not quit the poisonous
atmosphere, graver symptoms supervene- wakefulness, dcliriurn, loss of memory,
loss of consciousness.
As the tremor increases, the digestirn organs become disordered: the appC'titc foils
off, nausea is felt, the tongue becomes furred, and gas collects in the intestines. 'l'hc
patients acquire a remarkable, hrowa, hue; and their teeth turn Lia.ck. 'l'be pul:sc is
generally full and slow.
The time required for the production of these effects Yaries much in different
cases; from two years to fi\·e and twenty. Something depends, no doubt, upon the
quantity and intensity of the fumes. Chattin told us that the workmen became ill
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was unfrcquent iu the patients observed by l\lcrat. 1'hc duration of the complaint
b considerable: it may last two or three mouths, or longer; and sometimes it is not
completely recovered from at all. Yet it is not a fatal disorder.
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iuflueaec. When the will is directed upon the muscles, they contract un stead ily, and
with frequent remissions; their action is not sustained; and it is a general observation
by all who Jm,·e written upon the disease, that it is aggravated by all kiuds of mental
emotion, by alarm, anger, surprise. J\Iy patient's shak in g was, at first, augmented
Ly the shock of the shower-bath: aad always became excessive in thundery weather.
So, 01.1 the other hand , it has been noticed that whatever tends to stimulate and fortify
th e uen'ous power, docs temporary good: a glass of wine for example. Chattin
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informed us that, while the malady was comio" on, he could not get up stairs to hi~
w~rk without fir::;t swallowing half a quarteruc of gin: a.ud that he was obligc<l to
<lnnk porter two or three times a day.
Tremor is fllu·ays a token of debility. What is called tone of the muscular SJil-lC'm
is a su:staincd state of g-cntle contrn<:tion, due probably to the reflex power of the
~piual cord. It is bdicved to be maintained by a continuous stream of ncn·ous force;
or by a succession of ncrrnus impulses so rapidly repeated that their effect uppcars to
be uninterrupted. ·when the stream fails to be contiuuou~, or when the impulses nr,
longer succeed each other with the requisite rapidity, the muscular fibres relax anJ
contract alternately and briefly, and the phenomena of tremor arc preseutcd. Some
of the German physiologists have illustrated this view of the matter by experimcnt>1
performed upon li\'ing animals. If a motor nerve be cli\'ided, the muscles supplied
by it become flaccid and lax. A strong electri c force applied to the separated ucn·e
produces couvulsiyc contractions of those muscles: but their natural tension and
firmness may be m;tored by a weak current of c l cctro-nrn~;11ctism. When the rotatory
movement of the machine is sufllcicutly rapid, the stimuli follow C:\ch other so closely
as to leave no perceptible intcrv:i.l between them, and the palsied muscles resume and
retain their to11r. But if the revolutions of the instrument are performed more
:-:lowly, so that the successi\·c stimuli arc separated by appreciable intervals, the mu:)1.:ulnr fibres relax iu accordance with those intervals, and lremUin9 occurs.
The treatment, then, of tremor, considered gcnerally1 must consist in the adapti.tion to the particular case, of those natural agencies which tend to restore the Ju . . t
tone of the body-well-chosen food, fresh air, regular exercise, and the like-and in
the administr:i.tion of tonic drugs, such as steel or quinine. I should expect-indcc<l
I may say that I have witnessed in such cases - beneficial results from very small
llu;;cs of strychnia. But when the tremor depends upon some known exc iting cau . . c,
as in the mercurial tremor which is now before us, there is something preliminary to
be done. 're must, if we can, remove the patient from the further operation of the
}'oi:;ou, and remove the poison already imbibed from the body of the patient. 'l'hc
tirst of these objects is secured by withdrawing him from the injurious atmosphere.
'fhc second mny, I bclim·c, be greatly facilitated and made complete by giving him
su itable quantities of the iodide of potassium.
This is comparatirely new doctrine. It was put forth in 184!) by M. l\fclseus in a
paper in the .Annulcs de Ohimic et de Physique, of which paper a translation, with
some valuable prefatory remarks, was published by Dr. William lludd, in the British
aiul Foniyn jJJedical Review for January, 1853.
"In all cases (says Dr. Budd) of mercurial and saturnine poisoning (for the paper
comprehends slow poisoning by lead, as well as by quick~ilvcr), l\l. l\lelscos a ssum e~,
and no doubt rightly, that the metall ic substance is in actual union with the affected
part or parts, and is rctaiucd there in the form of some insoluble compound.
"According to his view, the iodide of potassium, after its absorpt ion into the blood,
combines with the metallic poison, and forms with it a new auJ soluble salt; liberates
the pvii:;on from its union with the injured part; disso!Ycs it out, so to speak, from
the damaged fibre, and sets it once more afloat in the circulation .
"The new compound thus set at liberty (under the form, it is presumed, of a.
double iodide of mercury and pota~sium) he supposes to be eliminated through the
kidney almost as soon as formed, in combination with any excess of iodide of potas:;ium that may happen to be present. So that poisou nod remedy being both cast out
together, the cure way be said, in a peculiar sense, to be radical and comvlete."
~I. ~lcbcus gives some striking examples of the rapid cure of mercurial tremor lly
this specific treatment. In one of these cases mercury was sought for, and found, in
the patient's urine, while he was taking the iodide. It is remarkable, too, that this
man recovered perfectly, although he continued all the while to work at his trade as
a gilder.
Surely facts of this kind, if future experience shall authenticate them, arc pregnant
with important suggestions. In all probability it is in the ''cry sa me way that the
iodide of potassium combines with and carries off the syphilitic poison, and remove!-!,
often with a r.i.pidity almost man·ellous, large venereal nodes.
There is one po:-siblc source of peril to be guarded against in this sort of cure. The
poison, agaiu set afloat, is no less a poison: and if it be suddenly rccouvcycd into the
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blood. in .Iar~c q.uantity, it may compr?mi:e the patient's i::afcty by con\'erting his
chrome disorder rnto a case of acute poison mg. Dr. Budd relates an im;tance of what
I suspect to be a. not very uncommon event. A paticut of his in the Bristol Infirm.
ary, was put u~c~cr treatment by the iodide of potas.sium in free close>s, for the cure of
second:iry syph1hs. Ile bad taken ruercury largely some time before, but none for
scYCral months. In a few days be presented all the well known S)mptoms of scYCre
mrr<:w:ial ptyalism, although not a grain of mercury had been giveu :iftcr his
adm1ss1on.
'!'he caution required is that of carefully adjusting the close, and carefully watching
the effects of the remedy. You must begin with small quautitics of the iodide, an(l
gradually feel your way to b.rger.
When all the poison has been expelled, it may be ncceflsary to g:i'\"c tonics. ]~vcn
without the pr~"ious employment of the iodide of potassium, quinine has been found
useful. But I have most faith in preparations of iron. i'Jy patient Chattin mended
decidedly and rapidly when he began to take stee l. It was not the mere avoidance
of the cause of the complaint that produced the improvement, for he had becu away
from his work for a fortui;l:ht before he applied for admissio11.
'l'o prevent this effect of mercury, the workmen shoulJ be instructed to avoid, M
much as possible, inhalin~ the poisonous fumes, to ventilate the room thoroughly, and
to pay great attention to cleanliness. I believe the furnaces may be so built that the
metallic vapour shall not reach the operator. If he cannot avoid being inrnlve<l iu it,
perhaps some sort of respirator might afford protection.
[A very peculiar form of convulsh·e disease has recently been de.scribed. It is
characterized by repeated bobbings of the head forwnrd, at fin~t slight and oeeasionnl,
but becornin:r, in process of time, so frequent and powerful, as to cause a. hca\'iug of
the head forward-.. ., tow:irds the knees, succeeded by an immcdia·te return to the upri::ht position, .somewhat similar to the attacks of emprosthotouos. In one case, re..
lated by J. W. \Y est, these bobbings were repeated at intervals of a few seconds, ten,
twenty, or more times, in each attack, which continued from two to three minutes,
and recurred twice, thrice or oftener in the clay; the attack occurring whether the
patient was sittin~ or !}in~. During the attack, the child retained his consciousness.
'.fhe other cases that have been since recorded by Drs. Ruton and llcnncn, in their
genera.I symptoms, differ in no degree from that of Mr. \Vest, with the exception of
that of Dr. Bennett, in which the disease was of a more aµ-gravatcd character. Sir
Charles Clarke has seen four cases of the disease, and from the peculiar bobbing of
the head, has named it the Salaam Conv1tlsion; Dr. Lacock has seen two cases.
One of Sir Charles Clarke's patients recovered perfectly, the other became paralytic
and idiotic, and died at the age of se\'eoteen. l\Ir. West has heard of two other cases
- one of the patients !ind to the age of se\'cntccn; the other to ninctcan, - both
became idiotic. Faber (Scmidt's Jarbuch. vol. Ixvii.,) relates two cases; one in a girl
of three, and the other in a boy of six years of age. The patients whose eases are
on record, were chiefly boys; their ages varied from three to six years - death did
not occur in either; in some the disease :ippcars to have ceased spontaneously.
Of this strange form of convulsions, the pathology is still a subject for future in.
-vcstigation, and until that is ascertained, its treatment must be tcntati\'C and experimental. - C.]
I proceed to the subject of hysteria : a subject highly interesting and important,
as well as obscure and difficult. I scarcely know bow t.o arrange what I have to say,
so as to present the disorder to your notice in the most intelligible manner. Hysteria.
has characters peculiar to itself : but it is apt also to assume the form, and mimic the
symptoms, of various other diseases of a much gr?ver. na~urc. If we are not capable
of distino-uishing the true malady from that winch 1s i ts double, we shall be eon ..
stantly c~mmitting most serious mistakes in the prognosis, to ou r own damage ancl
discredit; and in the tn:mtmcnt, to the injury of our patient. I shall first attempt
to describe to you the phenomena which arc peculiar to hyster ia.; and then to point
out the class of persons who are most subject to it; and afterwards I shall briefly
ad\·ert to the imitntive fr eaks which we arc almost dai ly witnessing in hysterical
constitutions, and to some other points connected with this extraordinary complaint.
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I need not tell you that the hysterical pai·oxysm is almost, though not exclusively,
confined to women.

[We haV"c repeatedly seen all the phenomena characteristic of hysteria in the male
subject. The fact of their frequent occurrence in males is also stated by Sydcnham,
Louyr Villermay, Gcoq:ret, Fcrriar, l?rotten, Conolly and others. Sec also the
aJmissions of Dr. Watson towards the close of his remarks on the pathology of the

discasc. - C.]
It occurs under a great variety of forms, but they may all be reduced, for convenience of description, to two. The first of these has a general rcscmblauce to an epileptic fit. 'fhe trunk and limbs of the patient arc agitated with strong convulsi>c
moments: she struggles violently, like a person contending; rises iDto a sitting
posture, and then throws herself back again; forcibly retracts and extends her legs,
wlJile her body is twisted from side to side : and so powerful arc these muscular contortions that it often is all that three or four strong persons can do to restrain a slight.
girl, and prevent her from injuring herself or others. 'fhc head is generally thrown
backwards, and the throat projects; the face is flushed; the eyelids are closed and
tremulous; the nostrils distended; the jaws often firmly shut; but there is no distortion of the countenance; the checks are at rest, unless when, as often happens, the
patient is uttering screams or exclamations. If the hands are left at liberty, she will
often strike her breast repeatedly all(} quickly, or carry her fingers to her throat, as
if to remove some oppression there; or she will sometimes tear her hair, or rend her
clothes, or attempt to bite those about her. With all this, her breathing is deep,
labouring, irregular; and the heart palpitates. After a short time this violent agitation is calmed: but the patient lies pantin~ and trembling, and starting at the
slighlest noise or lhc gentlest touch; or sometimes she remains motionless during the
remissions, with a fixed eye; till all at once the convulsi\·e mo\'cments arc renewed:
and this alternation of spasm ond quiet will go on for a space of time that varies considerably in different cases; and the whole attack frequently terminates in an explosion of tears, and i::.obs, and convulsive laughter.
There is a varicl!J of this form of 11ysterical paroxysm, in wllich the patient
suddenly sinks down insensible, and without convulsions : with slow and interrupted
breathing, a turgid neck and flushed checks; and she recovers from that condition,
depressed in spirits, fatigued, and crying.
You will observe that the symptoms I have been enumerating belong to the nervous
system; and indicate great derangement in the functions of animal life. In the
other of the two forms to which all the various modifications of the attack may be
reduced, the principal marks of disturbance arc referriblc to some of the \'iscera. The
patient experiences a. sense of uneasiness in some part of the a.bdomen, frequently
towards the left. flank; a ball appears to roll about, and to rise first to the situation
of the stomach, and then to the throat, where the patient feels a choking sensation;
the action of swallowing is frequently repeated; the abdomen becomes distended with
wind, loud rumblings and sudden eructations take place; there is much palpitation
of the heart, the patient is sad and sorrowful, and prone to shed tears.
After the paroxysms, these patients commonly void a. large quantity of limpid,
pale urine, looking almost like water; and this is sometimes expelled during the fit.
Such is a. brief, and, I am aware, incomplete account of the hysterical paroxysm.
It sets forth, howe\'er, in outline, the two principal varieties of the attack: and you
a.re to observe that the last, the quieter furm, is often the prelude to the convulsive;
but it not seldom also occurs alone, and then is a.s indicati\'e of hysteria, as the petit
'lnal, to which it is somewhat analogous, is of epilepsy.
And before I go any further, let us again inquire into the circumstances wl1ich
distinguish the parox!Jsms of those two diseases, epilepsy and hysteria. I have
shortly adverted to these discriminative eircumstr.nccs before; but we shall be better
able to appreciate them, now that the main features of each diseased state have been
under our consideration. It is of great importance to be able to render the diagnosis
certain and accurate. It is a. dreadful announcement to have to make to a. father or
a mother that their child is epileptic; whereas, hysteria, though it is sufliciently dis·
tressing, is attended, in nine hundred and ninety-nine cases out of a thousand, with
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no ultimate ~eril, eith~r ~o min.cl or body. In so1~e in:st!'tnces the diagnm;is is per·
fectly easy : 10 others it 1s dubious and full of anxiety. Whcne,•cr you fail to sati.sf)r
yoursch•es ~ompletely a~ to the nature of a. given case, you will do well, in legal
phrase, to gwe y~ur }Jat1cnt th.e benefit of your dou~t, and acquit her of cpilcpi-y; or
pronounce her ~Ullty of the mrnor offence of hysteria...
. The points of. res:mblancc, and the P?ints of distinction, belonging to the hyi">tc.
rimd nod the cpilept1c paroxysm respectively, have been very clearly summed up by
li'l)villc.
'!'here arc two principal forms of each disorder. In each, one of these forms is
con"ulsi\•e, and the other is not. The non·convubivc form of epilepsy relates e.s:clu.
sivcly to the senso1ium: it is characterized by vertigo, and by a su~peusion (however
brief and transitory) of the mental powers. '.J.1he non.convulsi,•c form of hysteria has
little apparent connexion with the animal functions: its palpable phenomena. con:si:st
in derangement of the organic functions of the thorax and abdomen. It is the
ganglionic portion of the ncr\'ous system that seems chiefly disturbed.
In the epileptic fit there is au entire loss of consciousness. The patient, on
emerging from the paro.s:ysm, recollects nothiug of what has been going on during its
contiuuance. It is not so in the hysterical fit. 1'he loss of consciousness is ycry
seldom complete: and it ne,·cr occurs at the outset of the attack. 'l'hc patient often
is able to repeat (though she may not always choose to confess it) what has been sai<l
by the bystanders during the perio<l when she seemed insensible. This is a puint of
distinction well worth remembering, for more reasons than one. It not only helps
the diaguosis when the fact comes out; but it suggests certain cautions to our:-ielve.;;:.
·wre must take care not to say anything by the bed-side of a hysterical patient, which
we do not wi!:ih her to hear: and we may take advantage of her npparcut uncon·
sciousness, and pretend to believe in it, and speak of certain modes of treatment
which she will not much approve of, but the very mention of which may sen'C to
bring her out of the fit.
In the epileptic paroxysm the face is usually livid; and foam, which is frothy with
air, or red with blood, escapes from the patient's mouth. 'l'hcse arc symptoms which
we do not see in the fits of hybtcria. rl'hc convulsiyc movements enu, offer some
characteristic shades of distinction. In epilepi-y they are often more marked on one
side of the body than on the other, and less irregular : the same movements are rapidly
repeated: there is a strangling rattle in the breathing: while in hysteria the forcible
flexion and extension of the limbs, and the contortions of the trunk, arc more sudden,
and, as it were, capricious; the respiration is deep, sighing, mixed with cries, and
s0bs, and often with laughter. llut, perhaps, the con\'ulsi\·e motions differ most in
the face. The epileptic cxprc~siou is usually frightful : the eyelids half open, the
eyeballs rolling, the mouth drawn to one side, the teeth g-rindinl!, the gums cxpo:-;cll
by the retraction of the lip!'l, the tongue protruded and blccdin~, the complexion
leaden; while in hysteria the checks arc red, but at rei:.t; the cyclic.ls arc closc<l .an.<l
trembling; if you raise the upper one, you will sec the eye fixed, perhaps, but 1t ~s
bright, and Yery different from that of the epileptic, which, if it be not rolling, is
dull, projecting, anti the pupil u<:.ually dilated.
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ofbetween the lips, and the con\•ulsions are more pronounced on the one s1J.e of tl~c
body than on the other, the disease is epilepsy, and not hysteria: an<l I thrnk he ts
ri~L
.
.
lly Dr. ~farshall Hall the grand distinction between th~ two ~1s?ascs 1s affirmed ~o
be this :- that in hysteria, much as the lar!JllX may be aflcc:tcd, i.t 1s n?vc~ clo~cd i. m
epilepsy, it is closed. Acc?rdi11gly in the former ~vc .ho.Ye hea\'rng, s1gl11nf; rnsp1ra.
tion; in the latter, violent 1.nc~ectual ca:orts a.t cxp1rat1on. In the very outset of the
epileptic paro~ysm t~1e rcsp1rat1on, I be!1cvc, is thus suspended.
.
.
T he hystencal smzurc may be over rn a. quarter of an hour, or 111 less tune than
that; or it may last.many. hours, or eve~ several duys.
.
.
'fhe hysterical sCJzu.rc IS almo.s t i:ecul.iar to. women; and it seldom. occurs m them
except during that.pcr10~ ?f their hve.s m wluch .th~ menstrual function of the uterus
i~ or ou"'ht to be, m activity. In this country it IS most apt to occur between the
ages of fifteen and forty; and in the vast majority of patients who do suffer itJ you
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will finU some marked dcr:rnp:cmcnt of that particular function.
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These facts alone

afford n strong corroboration of the ancient theory, which ascribed the whole of the
phenomena to uterine di!'ordcr; and named the disease accordinfrly. You will hear
or read of di~putcs ns to whether the womb, with its 3ppcudn~c.~, or the nervous
:'y:-;tcm, is the scat of hysteria. But ~uch disputes are merely verbal, I concci,,c. Xo
doubt the convulsive movements, and the mental affection, and the unnatural :-cnsation!'l1 depend upon some altered condition of the brain and ncn·cs; but it docs not
follow that the disease ori,rrinatcs in that altered condition. We know that thu utcru~,
or the ovaries, cannot of thcmsckcs dctcnuine the muscles to contract; but if they
be in an unhealthy state they may act upon the muscles through the riwlium of the
nen·ous sy~tcm : and such I take to be the fact. limo they do so we no more know
th:m we know how the little fin:.;er is bent when we resolve to bead it.
But, say some, we CYery day meet with diseased conditions of the uterus and
ovaries- :nncnorrhoon, dysmcnorrha:-a, menorrhagia, even disorganization - without
any of these nervous :;:yrnptoms. True; and we cannot always fathom the mystery
of this. But one thing is certain, that there exists in some persons a much l?:rcalCl'
rendincss to take on the disease, upon the application of the exciting cause, than in
others. This predisposition I have had occasion to advert to again and aga in, ::;incc
I began to speak of the .~pasmodic diseases of the nervous system. Such diseases
occur in certain individuals only; and in these individuals there pre.exists a peculiar
condition of the tH•n·ous system, "for which," says Dr. Alison, "we ha Ye no more
precise or definite expression than nervous frritabilil!J, or mobdif!J ,· a. condition which
is more common in women and children tban in men; and more common in all per·
sons when in a. state of weakness, than when in the full enjoyment of muscular
strength; in women, pnrtic-uiarly, more common about the menstrual periO<.ls, and
immediately after delivery, than at other times; more common likewise in those in
whom the monthly discharge is habitually excessfoe, or altered, as in leucorrhccu, or
suddenly suppressed, or more ftradunlly obstructed in the different forms of mncnoi·.
rlux:.a, than in others. In this condition of mobility, both sensations and emotions
nrc intensely felt; and their agency on the body is stronger an<l more lasting than
usual; continued voluntary efforts of mind, and steady or su~tained exertions of the
voluntary muscles, arc difficult, or impossible; the muscular motions arc u"ually
rapid and irregular, and the 'animus, nee spontc, varius ct mutabilis.'" In pcn;ons
of this moveable temperament, spasmodic complaints arc c:isily excited: and the
tendency to their recurrence is increased by each repetition of them.
Now the persons who suffer hysteria arc of this class. 'l'hey are commonly young
women, in whom the process of menstruation is in some way or other clisortlcrcd;
an<l who either arc naturally of a. feeble constitution, or have been debilitate<l by <lisc:ise, or by their habits of life. Often they arc pale; have cold hands aud feet; am
subject to chilblains; cat but little, and do not fancy meat, which they sometime~
absolutely di:slikc and refuse; or their taste is depraved and capricious; they will
devour wax. candles, wafers, chalk, scaling.wax, slate pencil, an<l such trash. An<l
what is very curious and characteristic, although they often ab::staiu almost entirely
from animal food for weeks or months together, and take very little nourishment of
any kind, they do not in general emaciate. You mi~ht expect that, under such a
mode of life, they would waste away; but they continue round, and plump, and
smooth. Some of them arc eYcn ruddy.
And belonging to women of this peculiar constitution there is one other very remarkable charnctcr, which it behoves us to make Otll'sclves thoroughly acquainted
with. Almost any pnrt of the nervous system, in these persons, is liable, under the
influence of slight causes, and even without any obvious cause, to fall into a disordered
state of action and suffering, more or less resembling that which inflammation or organic
disease might excite in the same part.
This is a mo::;t important fact; because if we erroneously ascribe symptoms wl1ich
really result from infiammation to mere nervous or hysterica l disorder, we mny suffer
the patient to perish for want of active measures that might have saved her; and on
the other hand, if we apply to these nervous, imitati,·e, hysteric complaints, the treat·
mcnt proper for inflannnation, we shall generally, indeed, relieve our patient for the
time; but we Rhall lea.vc her more prone to the nen·ous affection than before, an<l
ucrmaucntly damaged by our wi.schieyous activity .
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ju~~~~:~a~ebj~~t ~;, ~cen;J~~bfi~o~;e OJdh!~~.e~; tthee c;:~;re~iare:;rp!e!~c:t~;e~l
cine, Philadelphia edition, 562, et seq. -C.]
I say that almost every kind of serious disease may be mimicked by what we must
call hysteria. And your ekill will sometimes be severely tasked to determine the
true import of tho symptoms, and the real nature of the case.
One of the diseases which is most often copied by hysteria, is inflarnmation of tlte
peritoneum. You will find a patient complaining of acute pain of the abdomen,
aggravated by the slig-htest pressure; and she shall have, perhaps,~ bot skin, a quick
pulse, and a furred tongue. When you meet with such symptoms m a young femalc 1
in whom there is any derangement or irregularity of the uterine functions, you will
do well, before you bleed her to syncope, and cover her abdomen with leeches, to ask
yourselves whether all this suffering may not be simply nervous. Search into her
previous history as narrowly as you can. If you find that she has had similar attacks
before; if she have been known to suffer hysterical fits; and if the tenderness be
excessive, and, as it were, superficial, folt upon the sli~htest touch as much as when
firmer pressure is made, you may generally spare the blood·lettiog, purge the patient
well, and cause an asafretida enema to be thrown into the rectum; and in a few hours
you will find that the peritonitis has vanished.
Among the pains which infest females of the hysteric constitution, and wl.1ch are
apt to be erroneously ascribed to inflammation, stilcltes and pains in tlte hypochondria
are probably the most common. They are oftener complained of in the left hypo·
chondrium than in the right. These things are much more generally understood now
than they used to be even a few years ago. I cannot tell you how ma.ny persons I
have seen who bad been diligently treated with leeches, and blisters, and blue pill,
for supposed chronic inflammation of the liver or spleen, or still more actively depleted for presumed pleurisy or pericarditis, when no such inflammation existed, and
when the treatment, by reducing the strength, tended to rivet that mobility of system
which was the chief predisposing cause of the pains.
You would scarcely suppose that pals!J - decided hemiplegia or parapl~5ia- could
be simulated by hysteria: yet this certainly is the case; and I have seen instances of
it even among hospital patients. They are difficult and perplexing cases. The sud.
den occurrence of the paralysis, with no corresponding affection of the face or tongue,
and without any of the other symptoms which commonly ma.rk th e real disease, its
sudden disappearance, and, above all, the supervention of a hysterical paroxysm, will
often disclose the true nature of the disorder. Dr. Todd assert.a that in hysterical
hemiplegia (which is generally incomplete) the patient drags the palsied leg along the
floor after her as if it were dead, without endeavouring to lift it, and without that
swinging·round movement of the limb obsenable in those who arc hemiplcgic from
organic disease of the brain. Paraplegia, again, coming and departing with like suddenness and caprice, is no unfrequeot shape assumed by this clrnngeful malady. Th~
sensibility of the lower limbs is often impaired in these cases as much as, or even
more than their muscular power. And having thus been led to touch again on the
subject of paraplegia, let me take the opportunity of repairing, parenthetically, an
oversight and omission of which I was guilty when that disease was more directly
under our consideration. I ought to have made you acquainted with a useful cla~st
fieation of the phenomena of paraplegic disorders, sugg-csted by Dr. Gull. Dcahng
with acknowledged facts, and referring to a large number of recorded examples, he
remarks that when paraplegia result.a from local injury or local disease of .the cord,
the motor functions are always more involved than the sensitive; the palsy ~s always
more decided, and more abiding, than the anrosthesia; and frequently there ~s no loss
of sensibility at all. No circumscribed or segmentary affection of the sprnal cord
ner produces loss of sensation only, without loss of motion also.
On the other hand, there are many cases of paraplegic disorder in which the anms.
thesia preponderates, or even sometimes exists alone. Experience teaches us not to
expect to find, in these cases, after death, any local. or li~ited disease of the. c?:d.
There are, in fact, two forms of paraplegic malady rn wluch the loss of scns1b1hty
thus occurs alone; or precedes, or surpasses in degree, the loss of muscular power.
In one of these the affection is primarily peripheral. Its causes (expoi:mre of the sur-
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face to cold and wet being one of the commonest causes) act upon the sentient extremities of the nerves themselves, the muscular movements of the limbs being subsequently impaired, if they arc impaired at all. Of this I gave you some remarkable
instances. In the other form the paraplegia and the diminished sensibility seem to
haYe an cncepbalic origin; and its apparent causes are such as operate upon the nervous system generally - mental and moral causes-influences which tend to lower
the ncn·ous energy. No definite or appreciable change presents itself in the spinal cord;
but sub-arachnoid effusions, collections of fluid in the cerebral ventricles, with gcnef'J)
wasting, perhaps, or general softness, or general induration, of the nervous substance,
are frequent concomitants of this condition. This disorder appears, I say, to be frc.
quently the result of lllental anxiety, of depressing circumstances, reverses of fortune,
overmuch study, irregular habits of life, and similar exhausting agencies, long con·
tinued.
I am desirous of placing this classificat ion before you, e,·en thus irregularly, because
I think it calculated 10 enhance the interest of every fresh instance of paraplegia; to
facilitate our future study of that \"Cry difficult and obscure disorder; and to conduce
to greater exactness in the framing of its natural history.
To return from this digression to our current theme of mimic disease. Hysterical
affections referred to the throat are very common. A;Jltonia, for example: the voice
being lost on a sudden, and recovered as suddenly. Mock lar9119itis. I reruember
being asked by Sir Charles Bell some years ago, to see a young woman in the )lid·
dlesex llospital under bis care. She had recently arrived, and was breathing with
the stridulous noise peculiar to inflammation of the larynx. She had twice before, in
the country, had tracheotomy performed for similar attacks; and there were the scars
of the operations on her neck : but both Sir Charles and myself were satisfied, upon
considcriug all the circumstances of the case1 that the difficult inspirations were spas·
modic and hysterical; and she recovered under the remedies which do good in bys·
teria. Inability to swallow1 dysphagia, is another of the hysterical vagaries relating
to the parts about the throat. Dr. Bright has a very instructive case of that kind.
A patieut was seut to Guy's Ilospital for stricture of the ccsophagus. It was stated
that the difficulty of dcglutition had existed for several weeks, and was increasing.
The surgeo n under whose care she was admitted was instantly struck by certain cir.
curustanccs wl1ich did not seem to consist very well with the notion that there was
organic disease. Iler appearance belied it, and her age. But he thought it right to
examine the ccsophagus by means of a probang; and no sooner was the instrument
introduced, than the patient went into a hysterical fit, which was followed imu1e·
diately by hysteria in several females in the same ward. Th e complaint turned out to
be nothing but a hysteric constriction, and was soon completely removed.
Surgeons are familiar with the "hysterical breast." The mnmma becomes painful 1
tender, enlarges somewhat perhaps. The girl fears that a cancer is breeding-. She
communicates her alarm to her friends, and a medical man is consulted. If he hap·
pen to be timid and inexperienced, he makes matters iufinitcly worse by applyiopleechcs and fomentations; by examining the breast at every visit; and by keeping
the patient's attention anxiously fixed upon it. Whereas the treatment ought to be
directed to the state of the general system; and the local uneasiness spoken lightly
of, or disreg:irdcd.
Among the hysteric affections of the air·pass.1ges, there is a peculiar kind of ro119h
which you ought to be acquainted with. It is loud, harsh, dry, more like a bark
than a cough. Sometimes it is incessant, sometimes it occurs in paroxysms which, I
verily believe, arc more annoying to hear than to suffer. Ilystcrical affections of the
diaphragm, again, arc by no means rare. I had a very obstinate case of that sort in
one of my hospital patients. She would sit in her bed all day long, uttering every
eight or ten seconds a loud and most discordant hiccup. And I remember an out·
paticnt1 who presented a picture of perfect health, and who came week after week, to
be cured of what I could consider nothing but a 11ystericul eructation: it was con·
tinual and distrcssiug, and prevented her from obtaining any employment as a servant.
Ilysterieal vomiti1l9 is also frequent, simulnting cancer of the stomach. Nay, hy~tc
rical luematemesis. .\. romantic girl was for some months under my care in the hos·
pit.al with that cow plaint. She vomited such quantities of dark blood (which did not
roagulate, however), as I would not have believed if I had not seen them. Day aftet
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day there were potfuls of this stuff: yet she did not lose flesh, and she menstruated
regularly; au? what was very curi~us, the vomiting was always suspended during the
menstrual period, aud recurred ai,rarn so soon as the natural discharge ceased. I said
she was romantic; but I should rather have said that sho had that peculiar mental
constitution which bclon~ to hysterical females. She used to write me Jong letters
of thanks for my attention, though I was heartily tired of her; and these were
couched in all the fine language of the Minerva press. At last I sent her away: just
as bad as when she came into the hospital This was five or ii.ix years ago; and last
year she called at my house with a present of some game, and told me she had got
married to a hair-dresser, and was quite recovered.
There is a kind of sanguineous expectoration belonging to females of this class, and
very li kely to mislead the unwary. I meet with two or three instances of it every
year. The patient exscreatcs daily, or at irregular intervals, a thinnish fluid somethin~ like sa liva, more or lc!=is tinged and streaked with brown or fl orid blood. A
young hnnd investigates diligently the sou rce of the bleeding, and puzzles him self to
determine whether the case be one of h~matemesis or of hremoptysis. Nine times
out of ten it is neither the one nor the other. The blood comes from the mouth, or
the fauces.
Hysterical affections of the joints are common also. A youn~ girl became my
patient in the hospital for some trifling ailment, and after a short time she began to
complain of great pain in her knee and hip; she could not stand upon the limb, nor
bear to have it moved or touched. I got Sir Charles llell to see her: he was so
satisfied of the nature of the case - so convinced that it was a genuine example of
inflammation and ulceration of the hip-joint - that he gave a li ttle lecture to the
pupils who stood round the bed, upon the characteristic position in which the patient
lay; and he took her into one of the surgical wards to be under his owu care. Some
time afterwards I had occasion to go into that ward, and there I found my former
patient with her heel drawn tight up against her buttock. It turned out that she
had bad no serious disease of the hip at all : both it, and the rigid contraction, garn
way under measures which could have done no good to an ulcerated joint. I think
the first clue to the real nature of her malady was the occurrence of a. fit of hysteria.
Sir Benjamin Brodie says, that among the higher clas8es of society, at least fourfifths of the female patients who are commonly supposed to labour under diseasei:; of
the joints, labour under hysteria, and nothing else.
Another prank belonging to hysteria, and one which it is very necessary that you
should be on your guard against, is that of mimicking disease of the bones of the
spine. The patient complains of pain and tenderness in her back, and of weakness
probably in her lower extremities; and it is now become notorious that scores of
young women have been unnecessarily confined for months or years to a horizontal
position, and have had their backs seamed with issues, for supposed disease of the
bodies of the vertebrro, who had really nothing the matter with them but hysteria,
and who would probably have soon ceased to complain if, instead of being re:;tricted
to that unnatural imprisonment and posture, they had taken a daily gallop on horseback.
It is curious enough to notice how the mind is apt to become affected in some of
these cases. After the patient has been lying supine for some weeks, she is unable
to stand or walk, simply because she thinks she is unable. The instant she mrikes a
fair effort to use her limbs ~rm.in, she can and docs use them. Iler condition is a.t
once reversed. Potest quia posse vicletur. Dr. Corfe, the present apothecary to the
l\liddlescx Hospital, has no little trouble with patients of this kind; but he generally
succeeds in malting them walk, and in convincing them, as well as himself, that they
may do so with impunity. Sometimes, though the authori~y of the Doctor may not
be efficacious in this respect, some stronger influence prevails. A lady told me not
very long ago that an acquaintance of hers, a member of. ~~ family_ of distinction, .ha<l
been lying l know ~ot how long on her back; that position. havmg been prescribed
to her by some medical man for a presumed disease of the sprne. She lost all power
of using her h·~s; but she got quite fat, as, indeed, well she might, for her appetite
was remarkably sharp, and she lived chiefly upon chicken; and the number of
chickens she devoured was incredible. She lived at some little distance from town,
and at last Sir Benjamin Brodie was sent for to her. Now Sir Benjamin, to use a
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;ulgar phrase, is up to these cases; and he wished to see her try to walk : but she
declared that the attempt to do so would kill her. Ile was resolute, howeYer, and
had her got out of bed; and in a few days time she \Vas walking about quite well,
and very grateful to him for his judgment and decision. A medical man of less
name, or of less determination, would probably have failed. Dr. Bright has a good
example of a somewhat similar kind; showing the power of another form of influence.
Ile was asked to see a young lady who bad. b<:!cn confined to her _be~ for nine months.
If she attempted to move she was thrown mto a paroxysm of ag1tatton, and of excruciating agony, affectiu~ more particularly her abdomen. She had almost lost the use
of the lower extremities; and she and her friends seemed to have given up all hope
of her restoration. But she presented no appearance of important disease; her
countenance bore no marks of visceral mischief; nor was it possible to discover any
proof of organic change. Dr. Bright set the case down in his own rni11d as one of
hysteria. She was thought to have derived relief from some stimulating injection,
and from certain pills. As her friends were in moderate circumstances, Dr. Bright
talked seriously to the mother, and recommended that simple water should be employed for the injection, and that bread pills should be substituted for those the girl
had been taking. 'fhe mother soon perceived that these means produced the same
tranquillizing effects on her daughter which had hitherto been ascribed to the
medicine. "My visits," he says, "became less frequent; I was absent a fortnight:
on my renewing my visit, no change had taken place. I attempted to get her shifted
gently from the bed to the sofa, but it was impossible; the paroxysm almost overcame
her. Once (after having , attended altogether about nine months) I called after an
absence of nearly a month; her sister met me at the street-door with a smiling face
to tell me that our patient was quite well: and on inquiry, she related how, three
mornings before, under a deep religious hnpression, she had completely recovered all
her powers; and I found her sitting up, working and amusing herself as if she were
completely convalescent from some ordinary illness."
Southey, in one of his published letters, speaking of his mother, says - " While
she was a mere child she bad a paralytic affection, which deadened one side from the
hip downward, and crippled her for about tweh•e months. Some person advised that
she should be placed out of doors in the sunshine as much as possible; and one day,
when she had been carried out as usual into the forecourt, in her little arm-chair,
aud left there to sec her brothers at play, she rose from her scat, to the aston ishment
of the fami ly, and walked into the house. The recovery from that time was
complete."
These arc the cases which suit the purposes of miracle-mongers. A few years ago
all the journals belonging to a certain party in the religious world were full of au
instance of miraculous cure. The patient was a young woman; her legs had been
paralytic, or contracted, I forget which; some enthusiastic preacher had influence
enough with her to make her believe that if on a certain day she prayed for recovery
with a strong faith, her prayer would be successful, she would recover at once; autl
she did so. No oue can doubt that it was just such a case as those I have now been
wcntioning. l\lany of these pseudo-diseases terminate suddenly under some strong
moral emotion. A fall-a fire iu the house-any overwhelming terror, will sometimes
put an end to them. And where the joints have been the parts affected, several
patie~ts have dee.J ared t~at they felt a sensation as if something had snapped or given
way rn the part, immediately before the sudden recovery took place.
Some of the shapes assumed by this pathological Proteus arc hideous and disgusting.
Paralysis of the muscular fibres of the bladder, or spasm of its sphinctor, sometimes
really occurs, sometimes is on ly aped, in hysteria. It is a common trick with these
patients to pretend that they labour under ntention of urine j and that, although the
bladder is full, they cannot make water. The daily introduction of the catheter by a
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again and again known it disappear upon the patient's being left, wiihout pity, to her
own resources. Dut girls have been known to drink their urine, in order to conceal
the fact of their having been obliged and able to void it. The state of miud evinced
by many of these hysterical young persons is such ns to entitle them to our deepest
commiseration.
The decepti\·c appearances displayed in the bodily functions and
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feelings, find their counterpart in the mental. The patients are deceitful, perverse,
and obstinate: practising, or attempting to practise, the most aimless and unnatural
impositions. '!'hoy will produce fragments of common gravel, and assert that these
were voided with the urine : or they will secrete cinders and stones in the vagina,
and pretend to be suffering under some calculous disease. A young woman contrived,
in one of our hospitals, to make the surgeons believe that she had stone in tlte bladder:
and she actually submitted to be placed upon the operating tnble, and to be tied up
in the posture for lithotomy, before a theatre-full of students; and then the imposture
was detected. Sometimes they simulate s11ppression of urine, and after swallowing
what they have passed, vomit it up again, to induce the belief that the secretion has
taken place through the new and unnatural channel.
It is impossible, I say, not to pity the unhappy victims of this wretched disorder,
when their morbid propensities drive them to such acts as these. I mention them
because you must expect to meet with such cases; and because while you take care
not to express your suspicions prematurely, or on light evidence, you should be upon
your guard against the mortification of being deceived, by the false signals held out,
into active and ill-directed measures of treatment.
There is another very common hysterical pain which I ought to 11ave mentioned,
viz., a pain occupying some one point in the head; the patient speaks of it as a. se'\sation like that which would be caused by driving a nail into the part; and the affr .::tion has therefore been called the clavus hystericus. It is often situated just above
one eye-brow; and it sometimes comes on every day, at the same hour. Now in these
cases it imitates very closely the hemicrania, which constitutes no uncommon form of
an intermittent, and is called, accordingly, the brow ague. The distinction between
the two - whether the affection, I mean, be hysterical or aguish-is not of any great
consequence: but in many of the previous examples of hysterical pain mimicking
ort!3nic or inflammatory disease, the diagnosis is obviously of the greatest moment.
Ilow, then, is it to be made? You may, generally, I bel ieve, be Jed to a right
judgment if you look to the several points that I have incidentally touched already.
You may guess that the affection is hysterical if the patient be a young unmarried
woman; if there be any disorder or irregularity in the uterine functions; if you can
gather any history of former hysterical disease; and especially if she be subject to fits
of hysteria. The suspicious symptoms may often be traced back, and found to spread
themseh'es over a considerable previous period of time; yet there is no such wasting,
or commensurate deterioration of the general health and strength, as might be expected
in organ ic disease. When the complaint simulated is some acuto loca l inflammation,
and there is pain, increased upon your pressing the part, you will find that the pain is
aggravated by the gentlest touch; it is more felt if you brush your hand over the
surface, or slightly pinch up the integuments, than when firm pressure is made: and
you will find also that this exquisite tenderness is not limited to the part complained
of. Suppose it to be the abdomen, the patient will shrink and exclaim if you suddenly
put your finger on her neck, or her arm. The suspicion that the disorder is nervous
or hysterical will also be corroborated if the symptoms which resemble the symptoms
ofinflammation arise and subside rapidly, without obvious cause for such fluctuation;
and if various organs appear to be attacked in succession. Between the several
symptoms that mark real disease there is always (as we learn by experience) a. certain
congruity and relation; but in the simulative displays of hysteria the symptoms arc
apt to be irregular, inconsistent, contradictory. When, after tho most carefu! investigation of the case, you still doubt, it will be ri,;rht either to pause, or to treat it upon
the most u11favourable supposition. The consequences of suffering active inflammation
to go on unchecked would be far worse than the temporary and slight and remediable
injury to the system, which might result from once applying the rcm_cdics of inflammation to a case of mere hysteria. There is another hazard also which you must be
aware of, and seek to avoid; that of overlooking real disease, when it is mixed with,
and masked by, hysterica l symptoms. It is not easy to lay down positive rules of
action for all these supposable cases; but I trust that I have said enough to conv in ce
you of the importance of making the diagnosis of l1 ystcric complaiut.s a careful object
of your future study.
.
I have hitherto spoken of hysteria as if it were exclusively a malady of females.
Etymologically, to apply that term to the diseases of males would oe absurd. But
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that peculiar modification of the nervous system which is observed in hy.stcric ~irls
~loes certainly present itself, though rarely, in ~mng men . . I .have seen two or three
instances of what I could give no other name to than hysteria, 10 males. One of them
was in the person of a young surgeon who had been housc·surgeou to the Middlesex
Hospital. I believe he applied to not less than a dozen medical men for advice: and
in that batch I happened to have my turn. He had some of the symptoms that are
ascribed to hypochondriasis; i.e., he was exceedingly attentive to his own sensations,
and fancied that he laboured under a number of diseases which bad no existence but
in his own irnaginatiou; he showed great unsteadiness aod infirmity of purpose; was
what is called "very nervous;" and had occasional bursts of choking, and tears, aud
laughter, exactly resembling those which we so often witness in the other sex. )Jany
cases of hysteria in the male have been recorded by different writers. 'l'he same
moveable state of the nervous system, and the same symptoms rcferrible to that sys.
tern, may exist in both sexes. In females, in nine cases out of ten, or in a much
largcl' proportion, the exciting cause of the hysteria is connected with the sexual
functions; and that is all that can be meant when it is asserted that, for the female,
the complaint is not badly named, but has an intimate dependence upon the uterine
sympathios. At the sumc time it is quite true that the "uterus is not the only
organ of which the irritation may so affect the nervous system as to pt'oduce hysteria."
As in epilepsy, so also in hysteria, the treatment to be adopted regards, first, the
paroxysm it.self; secondly, the condition of the patient during the absence of the
paroxysm.
One object, during the paroxysm, is to prevent the patient from injuring herself,
by her hands, or by her teeth, or in her convulsive movements. Iler dress should be
loosened; but it may be necessary to confine her hands and arms. The next thing
to be aimed at, is the putting an end to the fit. Various measures arc found more or
less useful for that purpose. The patient should be surrounded, as far as that i.s possible, with cool fresh air. If she be able to swallow, you may sometimes shorten the
attack by administering a couple of ounces of the mistura asafootidro; or half a. draehm
of rethcr, with fiftC.lcn or twenty minims of laudanum in camphor julep; or a draught
containing a drachm of the ammooiatcd tincture of valcriao. 'Vhen the patient cannot or will not swallow, she may sometimes be brought about by stimulating volatile
substances offered to the nostrils. Signal good may also be effected by footid or stimu·
lant encmata: the enema asafootidro, for example, made by mixing two drachms of
asafootida, with half a pint of water, by means of the yolk of an egg; or the turpen·
tine injection, made iu the same manner, and containing half an ounce of turpentine;
or the same quantity of ice-cold water thrown into the rectum, or applied to the
pudenda, wiJl often bring the fit to a speedy termination. Indeed I believe there is
more vfrtue in cold water, in hysterica'l diseases, than in any other single remedy. In
the paroxysm it may be freely and repeatedly sprinkled, or dashed with some force,
upon the face and chest. Active purges are beneficial and requisite in almost all
these cases. There is commonly a costive, sometimes an obstinate, and ' always an
unnatura1, state of the bowels.
In those long paroxysms-if they may be so called-in which some other disease
is simulated by hysteria, the cold affusion is a. most valuable resource: especially in
those forms of the disorder in which a limb is permanently bent, or incapable of
motion . In several instances, in which such contraction had existed for a long time,
it has yielded in the Middlesex Hospital, to a few minutes' application of the cold
douche. Dr. Corfc, as I stated before, takes much pains with these cases. Ile pours
cold water from a tea-kettle, or any other conYenient vessel, in a. small stream, from a
moderate height, upon the contracted limb. It has been bent up for weeks perhaps;
no ~owcr that you arc able to exert can extend it; and any very /or(;ible attempts to
straighten it give the patient extreme pain. After the stream of water has been kept
up for a short time, the patient complains of it very much; but Dr. Corfe is inflexible - more so than the culprit limb - he goes on. Presently the limb begins to
tremb~e, the tight state of the muscles is evidently on the point of yielding, and i~ no
long tune they arc entirely relaxed and manageable, and the member becomes as hthc
and moveable as ever. It often happens that the state of contraction recurs; but a
repetition of the douche has rJways the same good effect, and by degrees the habit is
Uroken, and the patient set free. It requires some determination to put this e::ipe-
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dient in practice. The patieot looks upon you as a monster of cruelty: and, in private, the frieods will not always allow such "rough" treatment, as they consider it.
Sir Charles Clarke, who necessarily saw a great number of these cases-they are more
common in the upper than in the lower classes of society-is a great advocate of this
ducking system. A paper of his npon the subject was read before the College of
Physicians a few years ago. He recommends a "sudden and la>ish" application of
water to the face; or the immersion of the whole body. Ile describes the class of
patients, in whom the hysterical affection which is curable by that method occurs, as
being generally females of a pasty complexion, fat, pale, and weak; or such as evince
the ordinary signs of debility, a feeble pulse, cold extremities, and purpleness of parts
distant from the centre of circulation. The age of the patients varied from ten to
thirty years; in many of them meostruation was imperfect, or absent.
A medical practitioner whom I met lately at a patient's house, told me he had just
come from another patient, upon whom he bad seen a surprising cure performed. A
young lady, for many days, had been affected with trismus. She was unnblc to open
her jaws, aod therefore could neither speak nor eat. At last Sir C. Clarke was called
in to see her. Ile presently comprehended the nature of her ailment, had her placed
with her head hanginiz over a tub by the side of the bed; and proceeded to pour
pitchers of water on her face. Before he had emptied the second, the patient began
to scream and complain, giving very audible indications that she could open her
mouth. I say although these patients get great relief by the treatment, they do not
like it; and if they are convinced that it will be put in force, they will generally
contrive not to require it.
Of all the ::pasmodic affections, hysteria is that which is most readily propagable
by what may be ca.lied moral contagion. When, in a large ward, one girl goes off in
a fit, half a. dozen others perhaps, all who chance to possess the hysteric diathesis, will
experience a strong inclination to follow her example. l3ut this chorus, as it were,
of hysteria, is much more common in some wards than in others. A stern nurse, or
a general order that the cold affusion shall at once be employed in every inst.a.nee of a
hysterical fit, will keep the complaint wonderfully in check: and on the other hand,
great sympathy with such patients has a striking effect in encouraging the paroxysms.
'l'hcse facts show that the symptoms are, to a certain degree, under the patient's
coutrol. The fits nre not wholly wilful; neither are they wholly unconquerable.
I have but little to say respecting the medical management of such patients in the
iatervals between the paroxysms. The objects to be aimed at arc, to restore the nervous system to the requisite degree of stability: and to correct the disordered functions of the uterine system. Now much the same plan of treatment is applicable to
both these objects; and I spoke of the remedies that are found most beneficial for
giving tone and firmness to the system, when I was upon the subject of epilepsy, and
other nervous spasmodic ailments. The following points must be kept in view. The
r~q:ulation of the bowels, which arc mostly sluggish, by aloetic a.pcricnts; the exhib1t10n of some form or other of steel; the steady employment of the shower-bath;
regulated exercise both on foot and on horseback; the avoidance of hot rooms and of
late hours, both in respect of going to bed, and of rising from it; the avoidance also
of strong moral emotions, of novel reading, and of all the other thousand modes of
dissipation, mental and bodily, which always accompany, and abate the blessings of, a
high state of civilization. Marriage often proves a cure : sometimes it docs not.
The disposition to hysterical disorder may be more easily prevented than cured;
but upon this point medical men are not consulted. Parents do not foresee the
misery they are often laying up for their daughters by the unnatural mode of life to
which they are subjected, for the sake of filling them with fashionable accompl ishments. I cannot close this subject, and this lecture, better than by quoting Sir Benjamin Brodie's remarks on the same point, as I find them in a. little work recently
published by him, and containing many highly valuable observations and instructions
in respect to local hysterical affections.
"You can render (he says) no more essential service to the more affluent classos
of society, than by availing yourselves of every opportunity of explaining to tho!-.e
among them who arc parents, how much the ordinary system of education tends t.o
engender the disposition to these diseases among their fernalc children. If you woulJ
go further, so as to make them understand in what their error consists, what they
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ought to do, and what they ought to leave undone, you need on ly point out the
difference between the plans usually pursued in the bringing up of the two sexes.
The boys are sent at an early age to school, where a large portion of their time is
passed in taking exercise in the open air; while their sisters arc confin?d to h~ated
rooms, taking little ('Xercisc out of doors, and often none at ~ll, ~xce~t m a carriage.
Then, for the most part, the latter spend much more of thc1r tune m actual study
than the former. The mind is over-educated at the expense of the physical structure:
and, after all with li ttle advantage to the mind itself: for who can doubt that the
principal object of this part of education ought to be, not so much to fill the mind
with knowledge, as to train it to a right exercise of its intellectual and moral faculties;
or that, other things being the same, this is more easily accomplished iu those whos0
animal functions aro preserved in a healthy state, than it is in others?"

LECTURE XXXIX .
Catalepsy.

Ecstasy.

llcuralgia: Tic-douloureux; Sciatica; Ileniicrania.

TaERE are yet some strange forms of nervous disorder which require to be me1ttioned; but upon which I do not intend to dwell. Catalepsy is one of these; and
what is called ecstasy another. These affections are very rare as well as very wonderful: so wonderful and rare, that weak and superstitious persons have referred them
to the interposition of supernatural agents in human affairs; and stronger-minded
persons, who happen never to have witnessed such diseases, deny their occurrence as
fabulous, or laugh at them as the tricks and cheatiogs of imposture. They certainly
do happen, however; and they happen mostly in the same class of persons in whom
hyi:;terical and nervous complaints of all kinds are most common. They often appear
to be produced by similar causes with these: they re~emble hysteria in being seldom
attended with any danger to life: their pathology is, if possible, still more obscure
than that of hysteria: and if I were to speak of the treatment which would seem to
be most suitable for their cUre or prevention, I should merely have to repeat what I
said, upon the treatment and prevention of hysteria, in yesterday's lecture. I shall
content myself, therefore, with a short description of these two affections, that you
ruay be aware of their characteristic phenomena, and not be taken by surprise in case
either of them should occur to you in your practice.
A fit of catalepsy implies a. sudden suspension of thought, of sensibility, and of
voluntary motion; the patient remaining, during the paroxysm, in the position in.
which she (for it is almost always a female) happened to be at the instant of the
attack, or in the position in which she may be placed during its continuance; and all
this without any notable affection of the functions of organic life.
This is certain ly a very curious state, and one different from any that we have yet
contemplated. We have had the muscles rigidly contracted with tonic spasm, while
the powers of the mind, and the sensibility of the body, were unimp:iircd. We have
had the same muscles shaken with elonie convulsions; both with and without coexistent
disorder of the intellectual functions. But here we have a. new phenomenon: the
mental faculties arc in abeyance, and the sensibility is abolished, and so also is the
function of voluntary motion; but the limbs arc not tied dowo by sp:ism: nor agitated
by successive contraction and relaxation of their muscles; nor yet left, like portions
of dead nmttcr, passively obedient to the laws of gmvity: they assume any posture
io which they may be placed, and that posture, however absurd, however (to all
appearance) inconvenient and fatiguing, they retain, until some new force from without
is applied to them, or until the paroxysm is at an end. 1'he patient so affected, with
open starinµ- eyes often, and ou tretched limbs, looks like a waxen fit,ture; or au in·
aniuiate statue; or a frozen corpse. Iudeed, Hoffruan seems to have formed the strange
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conclusion that, as catalepsy, so far as he knew; occurred most frequently in winter, it
must depend on congclauon of the nervous fluid.
These singular attacks occur in paroxysms; and they have been known to alternate
with well.marked hysteria; and to take place in connexion with insanity. I have
never seen an instance of perfect catalepsy, which I now regret, as I once had an opportunity of doing so, of which I did not avail myself. Dr. Gooch has described a.
case of it, as he witnessed the disease in a. patient who suffered puerperal mania.
She had long been subject to the common forms of hysteria. This is illustrative of
what I have often stated respecting the consanguinity of these nervous disorders. It
had become neces8ary to confine this patient in a strait-waistcoat; she was attended
by Dr. Gooch and Dr. Sutherland. I will quote Dr. G-ooch's account of the cataleptic
et.ate, for it is authentic and modern. He says, "A few days after our first visit we
were summoned to observe a remarkable change in her symptoms : the attendants
said she was dying or in a trance. She was lying in bed, motionless, and apparently
senseless. It had been said that the pupils were dilated, and motionless, and some
apprehensions of effusion on the brain had been entertained; but on coming to
examine them closely, it was found that they readily contracted when the light fell
upon them; her eyes were open, but no rising of the chest, no movements of the
nostrils, no appearance of respiration, could be seen; the on ly signs of life were her
warmth and pulse; the latter was, as we had hitherto observed it, weak, and about
120.
"The trunk of the body was now lifted, so as to form rather an obtuse aogle with
the limbs (a most uncomfortable posture); and there left with nothing to support it;
there she continued sitting while we were asking questions and conversing; so that
many minutes must have passed. One arm was uow raised, then the other; and
where they were left, there they remained. It was now a curious sight to see her,
sittin~ up in bed, her eyes open, staring lifelessly, her arms outstretched, yet without
any visible sign·of animation. She was very thin and pallid, and looked like a corpse
that had been propped up, and had stiffened in this attitude. W c uow took her out
of bed, placed her upright, and endeavoured to rouse her by calling loudly in her
ears; but in vain. She stood up, but as inanimate as a statue. 1'he sli ghtest push
1.mt her off her balance. No exertion was made to regain it. She would have fallen
if I had not caught her.
"She weut into this state three several times. The first time it lasted fourteen
hours, the second time twelve hours, and the third time nine hours; with waking
intervals of two days after the first fit, and one day after the second. After this the
disease resumed the ordinary form of melancholia; and three months from the time
of her delivery she was well euou~h to resume her domestic duties."
There is a minor form of this affection described, in which the patient is incapable
of moving or speaking, but is conscious of all that ~ocs on around him at the time.
I saw a lady last year, who was subject to these attacks of imperfect catalepsy: which
have been whimsically, but very expressively, called also attacks of doymare. From
her time of life, her habits, and some other points in the history of the disease, I
concluded that in her case these seizures, of temporary loss of muscular power with·
out los!:I of consciousness, were dependent upon a diseased state of the blood-vessels
of the brain. She afterwards consulted Dr. Chambers; and he told me that be bad
formed the same opinion of the nature and cause of the symptoms.
In what is call ed ecstasy, the state is different. The patient is lost to all external
impressions; but wrapt and absorbed in some object of the imagination. The muscles
are sometimes relaxed; sometimes rigid as in slight tetanus; ~ut the loss of vo!untary power over them ie not complete or universal, for these patients often speak m n
very earnest manner, or sin". They are, as the term Exoi"ruris imports, out of the body
at the time, wholly engross~d in some high contemplation. Tl~is state is not uncommon as forming a part of religious insanity; and sometimes it r~ns into ordinary
hysteria. Nervous and susceptible persons are apt to be thrown rnto these trances
under the influence, whatever it be, of mesmerism: and grave authors assure us that
the intelligence which then deserts the brain, concentrates itself in the epigastrium;
or at the tips of the fingers: that people in that state read letters which are placea
upon their stomach, or applied to the soles of their feet; answer, oracularly, enigma.tical questions; discover and declare their own and other persons' internal orgri.n ii;,
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diseases; describe minutely and accurately dist..1nt scenes which they have nc,·er
Yisited, nor previously heard of; and even foretell future events. Credat Judreus
Apella, non ego. I take for granted that they who were in the habit of speaking, a
few years since, in some of our places of worship, in what they called u11lmozcn
tongues, were either gross impostors, who deserved to be publicly whipped, or persons
labouring under this disease, and wanting physic. Dr. Copland mentions a curious
fact in connexion with this subject. He says that many of the Italian Improvisa.tori
are in possession of their peculiar faculty only while they arc in a state of ecstatic
trance; and that few of them enjoy good health, or consider their gift as otherwise
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what I have judt said, that I ignore the glaring facts of mesmerism. I have seen and scrutinized too many of them to doubt their genuin eness,
or to ascribe them to mere imposture or collusion. You may desire to know, and you
have a right to know, my creed upon this vexed and much-abused sub:ject. It is this.
Of the brain and nerves there are many and various strange coud1tions, which we
reckon as manifestations of disease or disorder. They occur, as it would seem, spontaneously; or during the pro~rcss of some better known malady. I have given you
several wonderful examples of such unnatural and morbid states under the heads of
l1ystcria, chorea, catalepsy, ecstasy, trance. I might have described to you the curious condition, or alternating cond itions, of double-consciousness; and the familiar
phenomenon of slecp-u:alldng. Now, whatever condition of this kind may arise thus
spontaneously, may also, I believe, be produced, in some persons, under the mesmeric
practisings. Not however through any material or occult influence emanating from
the mesmeriser; but subjectively, from the mental attitude (if I may use that expression) in which the person mesmerised is led to place himself. There arc many
simpler forms of unconscious mesmerism, which we witne cVcry day, without regarding or recognising them: the propagation of a yawn for example; the irresistible
slumber under the drone of a dull preacher. Into these moods or postures of the
mind, into this discord of the nervous functions, this disturbance of their natural
lrnrmony or equilibrium, the mesmeriser may beguile his victim : but the experiments
of l\Ir. Braid show clearly that the agency of the mcsmerist is not essential to the
manifested effect. Any one, having the requisite susceptibility, may put himself into
the mesmeric sleep or the mesmeric trance, by fixing his eyes and his attcntiou steadily and unremittingly upon au object made to project a little way from the centre
of his own forehead. The plrnnomcna are subj ective phenomena. The determining
influence is from within as much as, or even more than, from without. Derangements
such as sometimes occur thus in disease, may also sometimes occur under tbe mes.
meric atmosphere : but no other or more mysterious derangements. Thus ruuch I
perfectly believe. I believe too that sleep may sometimes be conciliated by the
monotonous biddings of mesmerism, when dru~s might fail to procure it: and that
such sleep may become sometimes, and in certam diseases, a mode and an instrument
of cure. But I go no further. .All the transcendental phenomena- the miraculous
diagnoses and revelations, the clairrnyance, the prophecies-I class with the spiritrappings a.nd the table-turnmgs, as evidences of im~ture on the one side and of
miserable credulity on the ?ther, and as alike scandalous in an age and country which
vaunt themselves to be enlightened.
Leaving these nervous disorders, in which the function of voluntary motion is so
curiously modified; and in which there sometimes is no alteration of the intellectual
faculties, and sometimes very great disturbance, or the complete suspension of them;
I would beg to turn your attention to another class of complaints, in which the ncr·
''OUS system is still the part principa11y interested, but in which the deviation from
the na.tural state is manifested chiefly in the function of sensati01t: the powers of
thought and of voluntary motion being scarcely affected, or not affected at all. Complaints, I mean, in which the sensibility is perverted, and augmented; cases of nervous pain. We have considered before that modification of sensation which eonsis~
in numbness, or anrosthcsia, i.e. in the diminution of the natural sensibility, or its
total privation. We have noticed also incidentally many perversions of sensation;
8uch as giddincs!!I, nausea, fa in tness, and the like; and in the same incidental wa.y the
morbid exaltation of the sensibility, which is ca.Bed pai11, ha.s come before 115, as a
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symptom of various other disen.ses; of inflammation, and of hysteria. But there are
diseases which consist of pain, and of notbing- else, that we can perceive. They are
often attended by no inflammation, no detectable change of structure in the painful
part, no fever. These affections are included under the general term, ?1euralyia.
Now pain is one of the things which we are oftenest consulted about; and these
neuralgic pains are apt to be excessively severe and troublesome; and it cannot but
be of importance to understand what has been ascertained of their nature, and
causes, and capability of cure.
That pain is owing to some morbid condition or to some irritation of a particular
nerve, we may sometimes know, by finding that it is felt exactly in the course, and
follows the distribution, of that nerve. But when, as often happens, the pain is confined to a certain i:;pot, we then conclude it to be neuralgic, if and because we can
find no other explanation of its existence.
What increases the difficulty of making out the cause and origin of t11cse nervous
pains, is tliat they may be produced by some source of irritation operating at a distance from the part in which the pain is felt. It may be placed in the brain itself,
or in the spinal cord; or in the trunk of the nerve that supplies the affected part; or
in one of the branches of the same trunk, which branch is distributed to another
part. If you strike the inside of the elbow in a certain way, so that the blow lights
upon the ulnar nerve, a peculiar tingling sensation is felt in the little finger: that is,
not in the part struck, but in the sentient extremity of the same nerve; and the
same thing happens continually in disease. There is an excellent paper on this
subject, by Sir Benjamin Brodie, published in one of the earlier volumes of the
Medical Gazette, in which he has collected numerous and striking illustrations of the
production of nervous pain by irritation situated in a distant part. Thus, to take a
case in point; a man was admitted into St. George's Hospital on account of severe
pain on the inner side of his knee. The joint was carefully examined, but no mark
of disea~e could be detected in it. On tracing the limb upwards, however, an ::rneurism of the femoral artery, as big as an orange, was discovered in the thigh. This
the patient thoup;ht nothing of; his only concern was the pain in his knee. Sir E.
Home performed the usual operation for ancurism: and the moment the ligature was
drawn firmly round the artery in the upper part of the thigh, the tumour ceased to
pulsate, and the pain in the knee ceased also. This man died four or five days after
the operation; and upon inspection of the limb after his death, the aneurism was
found reduced to one-half its former size; and some branches of the anterior crural
nerve, which passed over it, and which must have been kept on the stretch prcYiously
to the operation, were seen to terminate in the part to which the pain had been
referred on the inside of the knee. There is just such another case related by Dr.
Denmark, in the Medico-miirurgical Transactiu11s. A sailor was wounded by a
musket-ball in the arm. The wound healed; but the patient remained affected with
a~onizing pain, beginning in the extremities of the thumb and fingers, except tho
little finger, and extending up the fore-arm. His sufferings were so great that he
willingly submitted to have the limb amputated: and the operation gave him complete and immediate relief. When the severed limb was dissected, a small portion
of lead, which seemed to have been detached from the ball when it struck against
the bone, was found imbedded in the fibres of the median nerve.
These examples teach us, when we receive complaints of pain in any part, and can
discover no caui:ie of paio in the part it.self, to look for some possible source of irritation in the trunk of the nerve, from which the part in question is supplied with
nervous fibrils.
But the source of irritation may be further back than this: it may depend npon a
diseased state of the spinal marrow, or of the brain. Of this, having had so many
examples before us already, I need not seek for any new illustrations ..
Sometimes, again, irritation applied in the course, or at the extrem ity of one branch
of a nerve, will give rise to pain at the extremity of anotlter branch of the same
nerve. The scmiation appears to be reflected, as it were, along the branch wh ich is
not directly the subject of the irritation. Thus filaments of the phrcnic nerve penetrate the diaphragm and communicate with the gaug-lia that lie around the creliac
artery; other filaments are distributed to some of tho muscles about the shoulder;
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and in this way has been explained the well-known fact, that disease or irritation of
tho liver is very apt to be accompanied with pain in the shoulder.
Thus also we have pain in the glans penis, from irritation of the bladder, produced
by a stone there: pain of the thi1th and testicle, from irritation of
kidney:. P.ain
of the left arm, from disease of the heart: pain in the feet, from stricture and irr1ta.
tion of the urethra.
There arc many pains also, plainly enough connected with irritation of distant
parts, although no other nervous connexion can be traced between the parts, except
that which is afforded by the nervous centres. In such cases we must suppose that
the morbid impression travels to the brain, and then the sensation is referred to the
part affected through another nervous channel of communication. Dr. Wollaston was
accustomed to relate the following story of himself. H e had eaten some ice-cream
after dinner one day; and his stomach did not seem to be capable of digesting it.
Some time afterwards, when he had left the dinner table for the drawing room, he
found himself rendered lame by a violent pain in one ank le. Suddenly he became
sick, the ice-cream was vomited, and instantaneous relief of the pain followed its
ejection from the stomach. "A gentleman (says Sir Benjamin Brodie) awoke in the
middle of the night, labouring under a SCYCre pain in one foot. At the same time
certain other sensations, to which be was not unaccustomed, indicated the existence
of an unusual quantity of acid in the stomach. To relieve the latter he swallowed a
large dosP. of alkaline medicine. Immediately on the acid in the stomach having
thus been neutralized, the.pain in the foot left him. 11
The lesson that we learn from all these facts is this : that when we can find no
explanation of a pain in the very spot in which it is felt, we should look for some
condition that may explain it, in the trunk of the nerve supplying that part; or in
the parts supplied by other branches of the same nerve; or (if ~till we are unsuccessful), we seek for other indications of disease in the brain or spinal marrow : and
if these be wanting, we shou ld extend our search, and inquire whether there be any
intelligible disorder or cause of irritation elsewhere, which, operating through the
medium of the nervous centres, may have occasioned the sympathetic pain of which
our patient complain s.
I say we should institute this quest, because, if it be successful, it may teach us,
on the one band, that the cause of the pain is fixed and irremediable; or, on the
other, it may enable us by some simple and obvious expedient to cure the pain. But
sometimes we shall be quite disappointed in all this seeking. W c shall find nothing,
either in the Jiying patient, or in th11 dead body, which throws the smallest light upon
the cause of the neuralgia..
Now with respect to those neuralgic pains, for which we can discover no adequate
cause, either in any diseased structure, or in any morbid action of the blood-Ycssels,
there are certain general fact.s observable which I will mention before I specify ~ny
particular forms of neuralgia. They occur in all parts of the body; but they are more
frequent about the bead than in any other part; and next of all, probably, in the
abdomen. In the bead, or face, the branches of the fifth pair of nen'es are very
frequently the seat of ncural~ia; and to such pain, in that situation, the name of tic
douloureux is generally given . The painful affection called hemicrania is another
example of neuralgia. of the head. Certain forms of angina pectoris, and of gastrodynio, seem to belong to the same class of disorders: and sciatica -which depends
on different ca.uses in different cases - is often rather a neuralgic than a rheumatic
pain. I have stated that the pains sometimes follow the track of certain nerves; but
this is not., I think, very common. Inflammation of the nerve, or of its inv estmcn~
generally causes pain having that property; but the truly nervous pains arc much
better characterized by the suddenness with which they come on, and the suddenness
with which they i;ometim cs go off also; by their intermittence in many cases, and the
regularity of the period at which they often, though not always, return; by the total
absence (in most cases) of heat. and swelling, and often of tenderness too, when they
are external, and of febrile symptoms when they are internal, even although their
intensity be extreme; by their apparent dependence, in numerous instances, upon
sudden changes of the weather; by their occurring chiefly in persons of a nen•ous
temperament in whom the health is otherwise disordered; and by their frequently
abatic:g under tonic remedies, or what are called specifics, rather than under anti·
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phlogistic treatment. (ALISON'S 01ttlines.) There is another circumstance, characteristic of these pains, which has been mentioned by Sir Benjamin Brodie, and I do
not know that the same thing has been noticed by other writers. 'l'hcsc pains are
often suspended by sleep. "A person suffering from tic douloureux in the face may
for a. time be prevented from falling asleep, but if once asleep, his sleep is likely to
be sound and uninterrupted for many hours." He says that though there may be
exceptions to this rule, they are comparatively rare. Now this, you will observe, is
quite analogous to what takes place in certain spasmodic affections of the muscles
also. 'l'he jactitations of chorea are almost always suspended during sleep. It is the
same with the spasmodic wry neck, in which the involuntary contraction of some
muscle, commonly the steruo-clcido-mastoideus, dnigs the chin round, and the head
awry. Persons affected with that sort of deformity when awnkc, hnve their necks
flexible enough, I believe, while they nre sleeping.
I mentioned just now one character of these neuralgic pains, viz., the total absence
in most cases, when they occupy the surface, of heat, rcdnci;s, swelling, or tenderness;
and I said in most cases, because there are unquestionably exceptions to this. After
these pains have been long-continued and intchsc, they may give rise even to a
moderate degree of inflammation of the part: which may become tender to the touch,
manifestly vascular, and even swollen a little. "In a gontlewan,", mentioned by Sir
B. Brodie, "who suffered for a great length of time what was regarded as a most
severe tic douloureux in the face, at first the parts to which the pain was referred
retained their natural appearance, but ultiwate1y they became swollen, from an effusion
of serum into the cellular texture, and so exquisitely tender that they could not bear
the slightest touch. In a patient who had laboured for some time under pain in the
testicle, dependiog on n calculus passing down the ureter into the bladder, the testicle
became tender and considerably swelled."
'l'he attacks of neuralgia may recur at intervals of a few seconds only ; or they may
take place daily, or every other day; or they may be separated by much longer intervals, regular or irregular. Sometimes there is continual pain, but it is wonderfully
exalted and aggravated by fits. It is described as being sharp, sudden, twingcing,
like an electric shock in its momentary duration. Sometimes it is attended by a feeling of constriction and cramp, although no muscular contraction accompanies it. I
suppose that is one reason why such pain is so often spoken of even by medical men,
and almost always by the vulgar, as spasrn. Wheoevcr a patieot tells me he has
spasms here or there, I am obliged to request that he will explain himself further. I
want to know how he construes spasm; and nine times out of ten I find that be intends a sudden and sharpish, and generally a transitory attack of pain: whereas the
term spasm really signifies, and ought to be restricted to, involuntary muscular contractions. When a medical man prints a case in which he states that spasms occurred in such or such a part, it is impossible to tell what he means, unless that term is
explained by the context. Pray avoid this inexactness.
The most common of these neuralgic pains, as I have said, is that which has been
called xa.'r'' 1~ozriJ', tic douloureux, and which is situated in the facial brooches of the
fifth pair of nerves; nerves, as you know, of sensation; and it is usually restricted to
one of the three branches that emerge severally to supply the parts in their neighbourhood. Sometimes two, sometimes all of them, are implicated. The middle one
of these branches, the infra-orbitary, is, I believe, the most commonly affected in the
severer forms of the complaint. The torture occasioned by this dreadful malady is
t1ometimes excessive. '!'he sufferers speak of it as anguish that is scarcely endurable;
and you sec, in their quivering features and restless limbs, that the acute bodily pang
is, indeed, hard to bear.
When the uppermost branch of the trifacial nerve is the seat of the complaint, the
pain generally shoots from the spot where the nerve issues ~hrough the superciliary
bole; and it involves the parts adjacent, upon which the fibrils of the nerve are distributed; the forehead, the brow, the upper lid, sometimes the eyeball itself. 1'he
eye is usually closed during the paroxysm, and the skin of the forehead on that side
corrugated. The neighbouring arteries throb, and a copious gush of tears takes
place. In some instances the eye becomes blood-shotten at each attack; and when the
attacks are frequently repeated, this injection of the conjunctiva may become permanent.
Whcu the pain depends upon a morbid condition, or morbid action, of the rniJdle
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branch of the ner-re, it is sometimes quite sudJcn ia its accession, and sometimes
comes on rather more g~adually; being preccd~d by a tickling or pricking scusatiuu
of the check, and by twitches of the lower eyelid. These symptoms arc shortly followed by pain at the infra-orbitary forarucu, spreading in severe flashes (so to speak)
over the cheek, affecting the lower eyelid, ala. nasi, and upper lip, and often termi-

nating abruptly at the mcsial line of the face.

Sometimes it extends to the teeth, the

antrum, the hard and soft palate, a.nd even to the base of the tongue, and induces
spasmodic contractions of the neighbouring muscles.
When the pain is rcferriblc to the inferior or maxillary branch of the fifth pair of
nerves, it darts from the mental foramcn, radiating to the lips, the alvcolar.v processes, the teeth, the chin, and to the side of the tongue. It often stops exactly at
the i:symphysis of the chin. Frequently it extends in the other direction to the whole
check and to the car. During the paroxysm the features are liable to be distorted by
spasmodic action of the muscles of the face, amounting sometimes to teta.nic rigidity,
and holding the jaw fixed and immoveable.
'!'he paroxysms of suffering in this frightful disease arc apt to be brought on by
apparently trivial causes; by a sli~ht touch, by a current of air blowing upon the
face, by a sudden jar or shake of the bed in which the patient is lying, by a knock at
the door, or even by directing the patient's attention to his malady by speaking of it,
and asking him questions about it. This was remarkably manifest in a patient who
came into the hospital under my care for another complaint; but who had for some
time been subject to tic doulour('ux. The necessary movements of the face in speaking, or eating, arc often sufficient to provoke or renew the paroxysm. At the same
time firm pressure made upon the painful part frequently gives relief, and causes :i
sense of numbness to take the place of the previous agony.
This cruel malady occurs most commonly in persons who exhibit, in other respects,
the signs of an unsound, or deranged, or debilitated system. It is more apt to fasten
upon those who arc pale, and asthenic, and upon indiYiduals whose powers have been
broken by advancing years. It is not uufrequently attended with some obvious disorder of the digestive organs, and ceases or is mitigated when that disorder is corrected.
Sometimes it is clearly connected with a. disposition to rheumatic affections; coming
on in persons who suffer rheumatism in other parts, and even alternating with rheumatism in other textures. It is observed to be common among fishermen, and the
inhabitants of marshy districts; and in some of these sufferers it may be attributable
to their habitual exposure to cold and moisture. The trifacial nerve, lying superficially, and being unprotected by any artificial covering, is more likely, perhaps, for
that reason, to be affected by vicissitudes of temperature; but in many of these cases
the disease seems to be produced by tho malaria which is prevalent in those situations. The paroxysms arc then not only intermittent, but periodical, and they will
frequently yield to the remedies which have been ascertained to be specific against
ague and its various modifications. Sometimes the facial neuralgia is evidently
dependent upon some genora-1 state of the system : for it will cease in the face, and
fix itself in some other place; and in this way it may come to occupy several distant
parts of the body in succession. There are other cases again in which the disease has
a local origin, and results from some diseased bone, or cxostosis, in the neighbourhood
of the painful spot. '!'he late Dr. Pemberton afforded a. well-known example of this.
He was seized with tic doulourcux when in the very zenith of his reputation, and in
the fullest exercise of bis profession in this town. It completely ruined him: compelled him to give up business. He ultimately died of apoplexy. When his bend
was examined after death, the os frontis was found to bo unusually thick, and on the
falciform process of the dura mater, at a little distance from the crista g3lli, a small
osseous substance was discovered, nearly half an inch long, and almost as broad. Sir
Henry llalford has recorded several other instances in which the disease was connected
with some morbid condition of the bones of the head or face.
Now tic doulourcux is one of those complaints for the cure of which there exists a
number of specific remedies. But what I have been stating of this disease will suffice
to convince you that, as it depends upon different causes in different persons, it is
absurd to expect that any single drug-or even any one plan of treatment-will
always remove it. Our first care, in every example of it that comes before us 1 m~t
be to inrnstiga.te all the particulars of the case. We must not be satisfied with
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learning that tire complaint is tic douloureux, and then go on prescribing one aftel"
another the reputed specifics for tic douloureux. It may happen that the origin of
the disease is plain, and the remedy obvious. We must endeavour to make out what.
ever is amiss in the system at large, or in the state of particular functions. Very
rarely, I believe, tic douloureux is dependent upon a condition of general plethora.
~fr. John Scott gives the case of a gentleman who suffered severely from it for some
time; at lecgtb he had an attack of apoplexy, and for this last disorder he was
copiously bled, and the bleeding seemed to cure the neuralgia. Much more frequently
we find evidence of a feeble or a shattered state of the system; debility and paleness;
and then we may expect to do good by the treatment so strongly recommended by
Mr. IIutchinson, viz., by giving the carbonate of iron. This remedy has been put
largely to the test, since Mr. Ilutchinson wrote in commendation of it, by Dr. Elliot·
son, and subsequently by others. Dr. Elliotson states it as the result of his experi·
ence that, "in all cases of neuralgia, whether exquisite or not, unaccompanied by
inflammation, or evident existing cause, iron is the best remedy. 11 I have already
explaiucd the manner of administering the carbonate of iron, the quantity in which it
may be given, and the limits within which I sl10uld be inclined to restrict the doses .
Sir Benjamin Brodie thinks it probable that the carbonate of iron proves beneficial by
its mechanical operation on the internal surface of the intestine~: but I should rather
ascribe its good effect to the well-known property of preparations of iron, of giving
firmness to the nervous system; apparently by increasing the quantity of red corpus·
cles in the circulating blood. However, it is of the utmost consequence that the
state of the digestive organs should be atteoded to. l\Ir. Abernethy used to relate,
in his lectures, many instances of tic which he had succeeded in curing by measures
which were solely directed to the improvement of the stomach and bowels. Ile had
a notion, that in patients who suffer under this di.sorder, there were always two functions wrong; those of the nervous system on the one hand, those of the digestive
system on the other. And I am sure you will commonly find indications of a faulty
state of both these systems. "'.l'hc two," he used to say, "were the common parents
of a numerous progeny of very dissimilar local diseases. In tic doulonrcux, you must
seek to put the digestive organs right, or to soothe the nervous system, according as
the one or the other may seem to be the principal and primary cause of the di:wase.
Take away one of the parents, and there will be no more propagation."
In these cases, the unhealthy state of the digestive apparatus may be marked by
obvious signs: a furred tongue, loss of appetite, costive bowels: or it may reveal it·
self by no other symptom than the pain. It may depend upon the mere presence of
acid in the stomach. Dr. Rigby tells us that having suffered in his own person au
intense attack of tic douloureux, which opium did not assuage, he swallowed, at the
suggcst!on of .a friend, son~e ca:bonatc of soda dissolved i~ wa.t.er. 'fhe effect was
almost immedw.te: carbonic acid was eructed, and the pam quickly abated. More
often the cause of offence appears to lie in some part of the intestines; and purgatives
do good. Sir Charles Bell - drawing a bow at a venture- achieved the cure of a
patient, upon whom much previous treatment had been expended in vain, by some
pills composed of cathartic extract, eroton oil, and galbanum. Ile mixes one or two
drops of the oleum tiglii, with a drach of the compound extract of colvcynth; and
gives five grains of this mass, with ten grains of the compound galbanum pill, at bed·
time. I mention the exact proportions and dose, because other cases have been i::;ince
reported, both by Sir Charles and by others, in which the same prescription was fol.
lowed by the same success.
When the disease occurs in a rheumatic individual, and especially when, as is
sometimes the case, it alternates with rheumatism of other tissues, the remedies·which
have been found useful in rheumatism deserve a fair trial: guaiacum; colchicum;
calomel and opium; iodide of potassium.
When all has been done that can be done towards restoring or improving the general health, we may turn our thoughts to local remedies. It is pl:\in that these must
be inefficient when the local pain results from constitutional causes that are unre·
dressed, or perhaps incurable. Yet even then topical measures may soothe the pain
for a while.
One of these topical expedients, which promised well when first thought of, is the
division of the trunk of the painful nerve, so as to cut off the ncrYous coruornnication,
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through that main channel at least, between the painful part and tl1e brain. This
was originally proposed by Dr. IIaighton, and was at first attended with some little
success; but in a. grca.t number of instances it has signally failed, as indeed mig~t
ha\·e been expected. In Dr. Pcmbcrton's case the several branches of the fifth pair
were cut by Sir Astley Cooper : but in vain. When there is any reason to think that
the disease has a constitutional origin, or a local clista11t origin, the division, or eren
the excision, of a part of the nerve must be perfectly useless. It would be as reasonable (as Mr. Abernethy has obscr>ed) to expect to cure gout by cutting the nerve
that goes to the great toe: or to perform castration with the view of remedying that
pain in the testicle which is apt to be produced by the passage of a calculus through
the ureter. Nevertheless there arc cases, in which the division of the nerve, or sorue
other surgical operation, is required. If you can make ou~ that there _is any tumour
pressing upon or adherent to some part of the nerve-or if some foreign body, as a
spl inter or a shot, should be ascertained to be in contact with the surface of the nerve,
or to be entangled in its substance-the tumour or the foreign body may be removed
by the knife, with the strong expectation that a cure will be thus effected. And if
this cannot be done, or if the nerve itself be altered in structure, either from disease
or injury, (I am referring now to neuralgia in general, and not merely to that in
which the facial branches of the fifth pair of nerves are implicated,) under those cir.
cumstances it will become a very proper subject of deliberation whether the nerve
should be divided, or the limb amputated.
In the Medical and Physical Journal there is a case described by Mr. Jeffries, of
a violent facial neuralgia, cured by the removal of a small fragment of china, which
bad been lodging in the cheek for fourteen years. And l\Ir. Descot mentions an instance in which a very severe affection, of ten years' standing, was removed by the
abstraction of a carious tooth. I saw, not many days ago, a young woman whose
finger had been amputated for very acute neura1gic pain which she had suffered in it;
and the amputation had been successful in liberating her from that pain.
Sometimes we may hope to afford relief to the suffering patient by means which
tend to remove or lessen the exciting cause of the paroxysms. Of t.his I may mention
one remarkable example, which fell in part under my own observation: although I
had nothing to do with the treatment. I was asked, a few years ngo, by an acquaintance, to go with him to call upon a relation of his, who laboured, he said, under tic
douloureux: he did not wish me to sec her professionally, hut was desirous that I
should witness what h e considered an extraordinary complaint. I saw a young girl,
about twelve or thirteen years old, very pale and delicate, lying on a sofa; and I
learned from her and from her mother that she was subject to the most excruciating
agony in one side of her face and neck. The pain came on whenever she swallowed
anything: the act of deglutition proved invariably the exciting cause of the torment.
She was at that time under the care of a practitioner, who had desired that she might
eat mutton-chops three or four times a-day. Of course this was a sentence full of
misery to her; but so desirous was she to :rct rid of her disease, that she resolved
steadily to follow the enjoined directions. This plan was to be tried for at least a
month; after that time, if she were no better, her mother had resolved to consult.
another practitioner who had been much recommended to her. I should say that she
had already consulted a great number of medical men; for the malady bad existed
nearly two years. At the end of the month she was worse than at the beginning;
and the new practitioner, l\Ir. Pennington, was called in. He acted, like a man of
sense and sagacity, upon the fact that the act of swallowing a.lways gave rise to the
pain; and he advised that she should not attempt to swallow for twenty-four hours.
'!1hat period passed without any return of the pain; but it immediately recurred upon
her eating a morsel of bread. The result of this experiment, however, encouraged
him to hope that the morbid habit might he broken through by a sufficiently long
abstinence from swallowing. And as she had been subj ected to a great variety of
fruitless treatment, he gave her no medicine, hut advised that she shou ld refrain altogether from taking food or drink by the mouth. Nourishing injections, composed
of beef tea with an e~g beat up in it, or of milk, wero thrown into the rectum, two or
three times a-day. This plan was persisted in for a longer time than I should have
-;upposed she could have endured it. No nutriment whatever was taken by the mouth
for five weeks and three days, and no paroxysm of pain occurred. At the end of that
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period the pulse sank suddenly, from between seventy and eighty, to thirty.fhe beats
in a minute; aud thereupon Mr. Pennington, thinking he had carried his experiment
far enough, deemed it advisable :O administer by the mouth a desci:t.spoonful of beeftea twice a day. This was contmued for four days without producing any return of
the pain. A small piece of fish was then allowed, and afterwards some chicken; and
proceeding thus cautiously, in the course of a month she was able to eat and drink
anythinCY1 without the slightest inconvenience.
I sho~ld state, however, that some time afterwards, the neuralgia returned in another situation, affecting the left knee ; and this was remedied by a different mode
of treatment. She is since dead.
Dr. James Arnott bears strong testimony to the power of violent body exercise, as
a prompt and very 3grceable remedy in neuralgic (and rheumatic) affections. He is
enabled to speak from expericace of its value in his own person, as well as in other
instances. Having at one period of bis life been tortured for six months by a ncu.
ralgic pain in his face, he resorted, upon a subsequent return of the pain, to the
remedy just mentioned; a.nd he succeeded on every occasion of its acccssiou, whether
by night or by day, in putting a stop to the pain by exercise with hca.vy dumb-bells,
and particularly by retaining them as long as he could with outstretched arms, in a
horizontal position. 'l'wo or three minutes, he says, of such exercise will genera lly
be enough; but the amount of it requisite will probably be proportiona.te to the
degree of the morbid affection.
When other means fail, or in conjunction with other means, local applications to
the affected part may be tried. Belladonna will sometimes materially palliate the
pain; so will opium; but within the last few years a new anodyne bas been brought
into use; and it really seems to baTe been of essential service in se,·eral instances of
this most painful disorder. I allude to aconitine: the active principle of the monkshood. The property belonging to this plant, of benumbing sensation, has long been
known. Sir Benjamin Brodie found, many years ago, that after chewing its leaves,
a remarkable numbness of the lips was left, which lasted some hours. 'Ve may understand therefore the beneficial operation of the aconitine upon a part of which the
sensibility is unduly exalted. I t is but recently that pure aconitiue has been procured; and consequently it has not yet been very extensively employed, and the less
so on account of its very high price; but what experience we have of it, as a be.
number of pain, is highly encouraging. I t bas been of singular benefit to a. surgeon
who formerly li ved in Charterhouse Square, and whose case is well known, I believe,
to the profession. Mr. Spry had suffered greatly, for eight years, under very acute
neuralgia, affecting the parts supplied by the lowermost or mental branch of the fifth
pair of nerves. After exhausting alm ost every expedient that ever has been recommended for tic douloureux, except that of dividing the nerve, he was induced to
make trial of the acoaitine. I t was mixed with cerate, in the proportion of one grain
to one draehm, and a small portion of this was smeared over the track of the painful
nerve once or twice a day for six days. By that time he had entirely Jost the pain.
H e states, I understand, that the application of the ointment produced a sense of
numbness, which continued for twelve, or eighteen hours. Dr. Hue, who first told
me of l\Ir. Spry's case, told me at the same time that he knew of two other& in which
the same application had been equally successful. This f.!ncouraged me to try it upon
my patient, whom I mentioned before, and who happened at that time to be in the
hospital. I bought, for ten shillings, five grains of the aconitine at l\lr. l\Iorson's,
in Southampton Row, where I knew it would be genuine. One-third of a drachrn
of ointment, containing one-th ird of a. grain of the alkaloid, was smeared two or three
tim es a day over my patient's face, and the attacks presently diminished in intensity,
and in a few da.ys ceased altogether. He soon after left the hospital, so that I cannot
tell whether the cure was permanent. I presume it was so, as he did not return.
Th e particulars of Mr. Spry's case have been published by Mr. Skey in the nineteenth
volume of the Jl!edical Gazette. It is now ( 1841) six years since the aconitine was
applied, and the pain (as 1\lr. Skey has recently informed me) has never recurred.
It used to be excited by gentle friction of the hand, or by a current of cold air, but
Mr. Spry "can now face any wind or temperature with impunity." 1 Iu the same
1
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paper l\Ir. Skey relates another instance of the utility of this substance in facial neu..
ral~ia. It occurred in one of his patients at St. Bartholomew's llospitnJ.
This is a remedy therefore which is not to be neglected. Even if it only allayed
the pain for a time it would be highly valuable. But, judging from the instances now
referred to, we may hope that, of some forms of tic douloureux, the aconitine may be
found equal to the cure. It seems probable that the recurrence of the pain is sometimes kept up by the influence of habit; and will cease if the habit can for a while
he broken. You must take care, however, to obtain a genuine article. The manufacture of aconitine is difficult, and therefore the cost is considcroble. Mr. Skey, in
the Bartholomew case, failed with some aconitine that "lia.d been imported into this
country, but succeeded at once when be employed the same quantity of 1\Ir. l\Iorson's
preparation. A strong and efficacious tincture of aconite is now in use. Dr. Hake
has informed me that
a. severe case of tic douloureux of the face, a. saturoted solution of iodine in this tincture achieved a cure, after the tincture alone had been applied
in vain.
A few years ago Mr. John Scott published a little book on the disease we are now
considering, with the professed object of introducing to general notice a. species of
local treatment which he had found successful in several long-standing and previously
obstinate cases. It is well to be aware of these thin~s, though probably the aconitioe
ointment will beat l\lr. Scott's. l\Ir. Spry used l\l r. Scott's ointment, but without
benefit. It consists of the iodide of mercury, mixed with lard, in the proportion of
two scruples to the ounce: and it is rubbed into, or placed in contact with, the affected
surface, until some degree of irritation is produced.
Much may be hoped for, in this painful malady, from the cautious use of chloroform : present case under its torturing paroxysms in any case; permanent ease when
their recurrence depends, mainly or altogether, upon the force of habit. We must
not expect that this anresthetic agent will effect a. cure if the pain result from some
abiding cause of local irritation, or from some unredrcssed fault in the constitution at
large. But in the worst instances it may abbreviate the periods of suffering, and give
scope for the operation of measures more strictly sanativc.

in

[In several cases of neuralgia, of different parts of the body, which, for a. number
of years, had resisted a variety of plans of treatment, we lrn.ve known almost imme- ·
diate relief, and in a few, a permanent removal of the disease, result from aeupuncturation. In other cases, however, no benefit has resulted from the operation. -C.]
There ii;i a kind of face.aclie which cannot properly be reckoned as a. species of
neuralgia, for it docs not occur in short stabbing paroxysms, nor is the pain acute
enough to entitle it to the name of tic doulourcux; but which is very common, very
distressing, and under ordinary treatment sometimes very intractable. It is called by
some a. rheumatic pain; it occupies the lower part of the face, the jaw principally,
and the pationt cannot tell you exactly whereabouts it is most intense. It is often
thought to proceed from toothache, and bad or suspected teeth are extracted, but with
no good effect. Now I allude to this for the sake of saying that some years ago I
was instructed by an experienced old apothecary, that this face.ache might be almost
always and speedily cured by the muriate of ammonia; - a. medicine that we seldom
give internally here, although it is so much used in Germany. And I have again and
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does. It should be given in half-drachm doses, dissolved in water, or in almost any
vehicle, three or four times a-day. If the pain do not yield after four doses, you may
cease to expect any benefit from it. In two or three insta.nccs of a. similar kind that
I have recently had to treat, I have found the iodide of potassium, in doses of five or
six grains, work a speedy and permanent cure. This induces me to suppose that the
pain in some of these cases is pcriosteal. I so judge from the ascertained efficacy of
the iodide in other periostcal affections attended with pain.
Tic douloureux is the principal form of severe neuralgia. wl1ich you may expect to
meet with, in regard to acuteness of suffering and difficulty of cure. ~I.1wo other
forms, more common, and luckily more tractable, are generally spoken of under the
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same head; sciatica, namely, and liemicrania. I have very littl e to gay in t11is place,
of either of these. Sciatica, or pain radiating from the sciatic notch, and following
the course of the sciati c nerve, is sometimes an inflammatory complaint, and yields to
the remedies of inflammation - cupping and blistering: sometimes it is plainly a part
of rheumatism; and then may often be relieved by calomel and opium, or by colchicum: sometimes, again, it results from irritation within the pelvis, affecting the nerve
before it emerges externally; this .iri:it~tion may be connected ~ith a disord:red .state
of the kidney, and I suspect that it 1s m such cases that the 011 of turpentine is of
so much use: lastly, it is sometimes a purely nervous and neuralgic pain: and then
the treatment applicable to facial neuralgia will, rmllatis mutandis, be applicable to it.
I had, some time ago, a butler under my care at the hospital, whom I am afraid I did
not manage well. Ile suffered severe sciatica., and I had him cupped and blistered,
and gave him a. variety of medicines, for some time to little purpose: at last he got
what I ought, I suppose, to have given him at first, viz., the carbonate of iroo, and
was presently well.
In a. complaiot so painful, so crippling, and oftentimes so obstinate, it is well to be
provided with a succession of accredited remedies. One physician of my acquaintance cures all his cases of sciatica by putting a blister as large as half.a-crown over
the spot where the nerve emerges, and sprinkling the surface exposed by the removal
of the cuticle with half a grain or a grain of morphia in powder. Sulphur, again,
has long been a popular remedy for rheumatism; and Dr. Fuller expresses his belief
that in cases of rheumatic sciatica, unattended with fever, there is no external application so serviceable. The affected limb is swathed in flannel which has been thickly
sprinkled with precipitated sulphur: over the flannel is placed a covering of oiled
silk, or of thin gutta-percha; and the flannel bandages are kept thus applied night
and day.

Hemicrania is simply headache, confined to one side, and occupying gcnera1ly the
brow and forehead, but sometimes affecting very exactly one moiety of the head. It
is the migraine of the French, the rnegrim of our vernacular language; each of these
terms being obviously traceable to the same Greek root. It is often attended with
sickness; and in many instances it is periodical, coming on every day at a. certain
hour, lasting a certain time, and then subsiding. Like the other forms of neuralgia,
bemicrania. may be produced by various causes, which arc, however, almost all of them
such as tend to debilitate the system: it sometim es occurs in connexion with hysteria.;
sometimes it plague~ women who have suckled their infants too lon g; sometimes it
acknowledges the same cause as ague; and sometimes also it occurs independently of
all other disease, and when no obvious exciting cause can be traced.
Whatever may be its origin, it is usually a very manageable complaint. When it
is associated with evident anromia, steel and the shower-bath may be expected to cure
it. When its visits are strictly periodical, it will yield to quina. Arsenic is considered by many to have a specific power over the complaint; and I believe that four
or six drops of the liquor arsenicalis, given three or four times a day, with due attention to the state of the bowels, will be almost sure to remove hemicrania in nine cases
out of ten in which it occurs. But steel or bark, being milder and safer drugs, are
ca:teris paribus, to be preferred.
I say this disorder often acknowledges the same cause as ague; namely, the miasm
of marshes, or malaria: and as that cause, mysterious as it is in some respects, exerts
apparently its primary or chief influence upon the nervous system, and as ague has
no definite seat in the human body, if it be not in the nervous system, I shall not find
a more convenient place in these lectures for the consideration of ague than here, at
the close of the remarks which I had to make respecting the diseases of the braiu
and nerves. In the next lecture, then, I shall begin to speak of Intermittent Fever.
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LECTURE XL.
Intermittent Fever. Phenomena of an. .Ague Fit. Species and varieties of Inter.
rnittents. Predisposi119 causes. Exciting cause. Malaria: known only b9 iu
effects ; places which it chiefly infests ; conditions of its prod:uctfon ; its effects 11po1i
the human body; influence of soils in evolving it.
I AM now to enter upon the consideration of that disorder of which the trivial
English name is ague, and which is called by nosologists intenniUen.t fever. This is
one of the diseases which arc known to us only in their respective group of symptoms.
Before we can inquire successfully into its history, it is necessary that. we have the
group of symptoms which identify it set fairly before us. I must first, therefore,
describe the phenomena of ague.
You will observe that ague resembles several other maladies that belong essentially
to the nervous system, in being parox11smal. A certain series of symptoms occurs,
and then the patient reverts to a. state of health : but this alternation commonly
happens (or would happen if the disease were left to itself) a. great many times.
You may therefore look upon this succession of attacks as so many repetitions of a
short distemper; or you may regard the whole period during which the attacks continue to recur at brief intervals, as being occupied with one single disease.
An ague fit is composed of three distinct stages; and they are severally named,
from the phenomena that characterize them, the cold, the hot, and the sweating
stage.
A person who is on the brink of a. paroxysm of ague, experiences a sensation of
debility and distress about his epigastrium; becomes weak, languid, listless, and
unequal to bodily or mental exertion . Ile begins to sigh, to yawn, to stretch himself; and he soon feels chilly, particularly in the back along the course of the spine;
the blood deserts the superficial capillaries; be grows pale, bis features shrink, and
his skin is rendered dry and rough, dra.wn up into little prominences, such as may at
any time be produced by exposure to external cold, and presenting a surface somewhat like tho skin of a plucked goose: hence it is called goose's sk in, and in Latin
C'Utis a71serina. Presently the slight and fleeting sensation of cold, first felt creeping
along the back, becomes more decided and more general : the patient feels very cold,
and he acts and loolcs just as a. man does who is exposed to intense cold, and subdued
by it; he trembles and shivers all over; his teeth chatter, sometimes so violently that
such as were loose have been shaken out; bis knees knock together; his hair bristles
slightly, from the constricted state of the integuments of the scalp; his cheeks, lips,
ears, and nails turn blue; rings which before fitted closely to his fingers become
loose; his respiration is quick and anxious; his pulse frequent sometimes, but feeble;
and be complains of pains in his head, back, and loins; all the secretions arc usually
diminished; he may make water often, though generally he voids but little, and it is
pale and aqueous; his bowels are confined, and his tongue is dry and white.
After this state of general distress has lasted for a certain time, it is succeeded by
another of quite au opposite kind. The cold shivering begins to alternate with flushes
of beat, ,~hicb usually ~ommence a~out the face and neck. By degrees the coldness
ceases entirely; the skm recovers its natural colour and smoothness; the collapsed
features and shrunken extremities resume their ordinary condition and bulk. Bur.
the reaction does not stop here; it goes beyond the healthy line. The face becomes
rod and turgid; the general surface hot and pungent and dry; the temples throb; a
new kind of headache is induced; the pulse becomes full and strong, as well ~s
rapid; the breathing is again deep, but oppressed; the urine is still scanty, but it 1s
now high coloured; the patient is exceedingly uncomfortable and restless. At length
another change comes over him: the skin, which, from being pale and rough, had
become hot and level, but harsh, now recovers its natural softness; a. moisture
appears . on the forehead and face; presently n. copious and universal sweat breaks
forth, with great relief to the feelings of the patient; the thirst ceases; the tougue
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becomes moist; the urine plentiful but turbid; the pulse regains its natural force and
frequency; the pains depart; and by and by the sweating also terminates, and the
patient is again as well, or nearly as well, as ever.
This is surely a very remarkable sequence of phenomena: and it would appear still
more remarkable if it were less familiar to us. The earlier symptoms are all indicative of debility, and of a depressed state of the nervous system. There is the same
sensation of exhaustion, with incapacity of exertion, which is produced by fatigue.
The sighing, yawning, and stretching, all notify debility. The paleness of the surface,
and constriction of the skin, and collapse of the features, are all ow ing to the retirement of the blood from the superficial capillaries. The skin shrinks, but the parts
containing the bulbs of the hairs cannot contract so much as the other parts, and
therefore the surface becomes rough, and the hairs bristle up, or become erected in
some degree. Horri'pilatio is the learned term for this state of the surface. The
coldness of the skin is another const.'()Uence of the emptiness of its blood-vessels; and
the tremors, which are always indicative of debility, seem to depend upon the coldness. The chattering of the jaws has been (it is said) so violent as to fracture the
teeth. This you may belicYe or not as you please, but certainly the whole bed is
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distressed and anxious breathing.
In their attempts to render a. "ratio symptomatum," authors have sometimes
spoken of the hot stage as though it were a necessary consequence of the cold. Ilut
if the cold fit be in :rny sense or degree the cause of the hot fit, it can on ly be so partially. There must be some other cause; for these reasons. The cold stage may
occur and never be followed by the hot; or the hot stage may come on without any
previous cold stage; and when they do both happen, they are not by any means proportioned to each other. When we thus see that a supposed cause is not always followed by the effect, and that the effect is sometimes produced without the agency of
the supposed cause, and also that the supposed cause and the effect are out of proportion to each other, we cannot but conclude that the supposed cause is at most but
a partial and accessory cause. We can more easily conceive how the hot fit may conduce to bring on the sweating stage. The stronger action of the heart and the more
forcible propulsion of the blood will fill the superficial vessels, and in this way the
natural secretions may be restored. We see exactly the same thing happen when the
force of the circulation is increased by exercise: the extreme vessels receive a larger
supply of blood, and sweat ensues.
1 1
l here are many curious facts to be observed in respect to the paroxysm of an intermittent, such as it has been now, in general terms, described. In the first place the
paroxysm 'returns. Cullen makes this a part of his definition; and quibbling objections to bis statement have been made, which arc scarcely deserving of mention. 'l'hus
it is said that this circumstance should not have been introduced into the definition.
because it is not neccssari(IJ or tmivemdly true; that the patient niay die in the vcr!;
ji.t'st paroxysm; or that he may be cured by the proper remedies of ague, before a.
tecond paroxysm has time to show itself. But all this is captious trifling. The
paroxysms, if the disease be left to itself, will recur for a ccrt..1in length of time; and,
unlike the paroxysms in many of the spasmodic diseases which we have lately been
speaking of, they recur at regul..1r periods, and often with singular punctuality. This
is a circumstance which we should waste our time in attempting to account for. Dr.
Cullen has tried to explain it on the principle of some diurnal habit of the body; but
the truth. is, that no satisfactory explanation of it bas ever been given, and we must
be content, for the present at least, to receive it as an ultimate fact; and doubtless a
very strange and interesting fact.
For distinguishing some equally curious varieties of these successions and alternations of disorder and health, certain terms have, by common consent, been adopted
by pathologists; "hich terms it is necessary that I should explain . The period that
elapses between the termination of one paroxysm and the commencement of the next
is called an intermission; while the period that intervenes between the be9inni11g of
one paroxysm and the beginning of the next, is called an -interval. As the paroxysms are liable to vary in length, the intermissions may be very unequal, even when
the intervals are the same. When the intermissions are perfect and complete, th~
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patient resuming the nppcarance and sensations of health, the disorder is an inlet-.
mittcnt fe\•er. When the intermissions are imperfect, the patient remaining ill and
feverish and uncomfortable in a. less degree than during the paroxysm, then the complaint is said to be a reniiUenl fever.
llut, confining ourselves for the present to intcrmittents, it is another curious
property of this complaint that, although the intervals are commonly constant in each
case, and quite regular, they differ in duration in different cases. Upon this circumstance is founded a division of agues into species. When the paroxysm occurs at the
same hour every day, the patient is said to have quotidian ague. When it comes on
at the same hour every other day, appearing and remaining absent day by day alternately, he is said to labour under tertian ague. 'l'he paroxysm, strictly speaking,
repeats itself every seconcl day : and if the species I first mentioned be fitly termed
quotidian, that in which the fits occur on alternate days ought to be styled secundrrn.
But nosologists have chosen to reckon the day on which the preceding fit happens as
the first: and then the day on which the fit next to it will happen, in the species now
under consideration, is the third. In the same way, when a paroxysm absents itself
for two whole days, and then recurs, the complaint is called a quartan ague. These
are the three principal species or types of intermittent fever. It follows, of course,
from what I have been stating, that in the quotidian type the interval is twenty-four
hours; in the tertian, forty-eight; and in the quarta.n, seventy-two.
Each of these types has some other characters peculiar to it.,clf. Thus, the
paroxysms of the quotidian ague begin in the morning; those of the tertian, at noon;
those of the quartau,. iu the afternoon. These arc the rules. You are not to expect
to find them always or rigidly observed; for the most part you will find that they are
obsen·cd. It is probable that quotidian paroxysms, occurring at noon or at night,
have sometimes been ascribed to ague, when they were merely symptoms of some
locaJ disease or inflamma.tion; or perhaps accessions of hectic fever. It is observed
also of the paroxysms, that when the disease is about to yield, they often occur later
day after day, before they tllkc their final departure. This is called postponing, and
when they occur earlier tlrnu their stated hour, the paroxysms are said to anticipate.
Now a postponin~ quotidian may be deferred till noon. But when the disease is
pursuing its regular undisturbed course, the rule is such as I have mentioned.
The three principal types differ from each other, not only in their respective intervals, and in the periods of the day at wl1ich tbe paroxysms severally commence, but
also in the duration of the paroxysms; and in the proportions which the stages of
these paroxysms bear to each other. The average duration of the paroxysm in the
quotidian is ten or twelve hours; and of course the average duration of the intermission is nearly the same. The tertian paroxysm commonly begins at noon, and is
finished the same C\'Cni ng; its average dllration may be estimated at six or eight
hours. And that of the quart.an does not exceed four or six hours.
You must observe also that while the quartan has the longest interval and the
shortest paroxysm, it has the longest cold stage; whereas the quotidian has the shortest
in terval aud the shortest cold stage, but the longest paroxysm. To express these
facts in mathematical language, the length of the paroxysm varies inversely as the
length of the cold stage; inversely also as the length of the interval.
Of these three principal types or species, the tertian is by much the most common:
but the quotidian and quartan arc neither of them unfrequent wherever ague is rife.
I should tell you that there are other types also spoken of, as quintans and sext:rns:
but they arc scarcely worth our attention. It is probable that when they are noticed
(and that is very rareiy) they arc merely irregular quartans, postponing perhaps for a.
day or two. They never prevail epidemically. Galen describes one of these; so does
Van Swicten. Ilocrhaave talks of a. scptiman, and even octuvans arc mentioned; or
if you desire still more of the marvellous, Pliny, the naturalist, informs us that a
certain lmprovisatore was in the habit of having a paroxysm once a year. It came
exactly on his birth-day; yet be died at a good old age.
Th ere arc, however, some curious modifications of the three principal types; or
rather of two of thew, the tertian and the quartan. For instance, a paroxysm may
occur daily, and yet the ague not be of the quotidian type, but of the tertian. 'l'he
paroxysm of one day will differ from the paroxysm of the next, but exactly resemble
that of the third day; while the paroxysm of the second day will be like that of the
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fourth; and so on alternately. And these differences will be decidedly marked: the
paroxysms of two consecutive days will come on at different hours, and will differ in
duration and severity. This form of ague is called the double tertian. One case of
this kind, very distinctly characterized, was some time ago under my care in the
hospital.
There is :mother form of double tertian. Two fits shall occur on the same day l\Ionday, for example- one in the morning, the other in the evening; on Tuesday
there shall be no fit; on Wednesday again two; on Thursday none; and so on. The
Latin nomenclature is more precise than the English in denoting these variations.
The form I have last mentioned, in which two dissimilar paroxysms occur every other
day, is called tertiana duplicala, while the other form, in which there is a fit every
day, but those on the alternate days resemble each other, is called tertiana duplex.
In the same way you may have a double quartan. In that case, a paroxysm occurs
on two days in succession, and leaves the third day free; then it returns on the fourth
day as it was on the first, and on the fifth as it was on the second, and leaves the
sixth day free like th:c third, and so on. This is the quartana duplex. Ilut two fits
may happen on one day-say on Monday; none on 'l'uesday or "Wednesday; and two
again on Thursday. 'l'his is the quarta.ua duplicata. Nay, the paroxysm of quartan
ague may recur every day, and so far resemble a quotidian; but the fit of the first
day will differ from those of the second and third, and resemble that of the fourt h;
the fit of the second day will be dissimilar from that of the first and that of the third,
and like that of the fifth; and the fit of the third will be unlike that of either of the
two preceding days, and find its counterpart in that of the sixth. This is a triple
quartan: and where three paroxysms occur on the first day, which we will again
suppose to be Monday, and none on Tuesday or "!\' edncsday, but three again on
1
~rhursday, corresponding respectively to the first t11ree, we have the quartana triplicata.
And there are other complications still, with which I net!d not trouble yon. In Dr.
Clegborn's book on the diseases of l.\linorca, you may find a very good and authentic
account, evidently drawn from nature, of the irregular types and varieties of ague
They arc well worthy of the attention of any among you who may be likely to pracfoe
abroad.
1
Some physicians have used the words double tertian, and so on, in the literal sense,
and have supposed that two or more distinct agues coexisted. This savours of the
error that I formerly warned you against, of looking upon diseases as separate entities,
and not as merely modes of being and of acting, different from those which are proper
to the state of health. The vulgar always regard disorders in this light. A coachman
by whose side I sat while travelling from Broadstairs to .l\largate, was speaking of the
rarity of ague in that part of the Isle of Thanet. llis father, be said, ouce lrnd the
complaint, and a fit came on while be was on a visit to him, the coachman, at R.1ms·
ga.te. The' son administered to bis suffering parent a glass of brandy: whereupon
11
he threw the agy off his stomach; and it looked for all the world like a lump of
jelly." That was the only occasion on which he had ever "seen the agy."
Besides these varieties in type, some other deviations from the regular form of the
paroxysm require to be noticed.
Sometimes the paroxysm is incomplete: it is shorn of one or more of its stages :
the hca.t and sweating occur without any previous rigors; or the patient slrnkcs, but
has no subsequent heat; or the sweating stage is the only one of the three that mani.
fcsts itself. These fragments of a fit are often noticeable when the complaint is about
to take its departure; but they may also occur at other periods of the disease. Some·
times there is no distinct st.age at all: but the patient experiences frequent and
irregular chills, is languid and uneasy, and depressed. '!'his state is commonly known
among the inhabitants of our fenny and aguish districts as the dumb ague, or the
dead ague; the patient is said not to sliake out.
Again, there is often remarked a tendency to a change of type in the course of the
same disease affecting the same person. 'l'hus a quotidian may be_ tran~formcd ioto a
tertian; a tertian into a quartan; or, on the other band, a quartan rnto either of these.
I have already noticed tllC fact that the paroxysms may also alter their time of inva.
sion, sometimes coming later and later in the day at each recurrence, sometimes earlier
a.nd earlier. When the paroxysm so postpones, the disease is getting milder: when
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it anticipates its usual period of attack, the disease is increasing in severity. The
postponement or anticipation, therefore, of the fit has a close relation to prognosis.
The most singular instance of variety that I have heard or read of, is referred to by
Dr. Ranking: (in his Retrospective ,Address, 1846), as recorded by M l\faugenet. In
this case the usual order of the stages was reversed. "The patient, upon each accession of the fit, was first attacked with profuse sweating, which lasted for an hour.
Then the skin became dry and hot, and the face flushed, with headache, &c. This
stage lasted ordinarily for five hours, when the patient began to fee l cold, and eventually had distinct rigors." Quina was as effectual in this remarkable variety, as I shall
presently show you that it is in the more regular form of ague.
There arc yet other cnses, in which from first to last no determinate type or order
of succession is observed by the paroxysms; and these cases authors speak of as
erratic forms of ague.
There arc also many modifications or complications observabl e in the symptoms
which constitute the fits. Occasionally each paroxysm is attende4 by violent delirium:
this is most common, I believe, in the hot stage. This symptom bas been known to
be almost constant throughout an epidemic. Sometimes the patient is convulsed in
the paroxysm; or syncope comes on; or tetanic rigidity; or petechiro take place on
the skin, and disappear with the paroxysm. These deviations from the common and
regular kind and order of the symptoms may sometim es depend upon the constitutional predisj>ositions of the person affected; but there is another way also in which
they may be explained. I shall presently have a good deal to say upon the one
grand- I mny say sole- exciting cause of interrnittents. Now exposure to that cause,
a residence in ag:uish districts, will sometimes impart a periodic character to other
diseases j and I apprehend that this explanation will apply to many of the instances
which have been observed of hysterical, tetanic, or other paroxysmal complaints
occurring at perfectly regular intervals.
The duration of ague-of the whole disease, and not merely of a separate paroxysm
-it is not easy to estimate. If persons who laboured under it were always removed
at once from the influence of the exciting cause, and were always suffered to remain
without treatment calculated to check the malady, we might then find materials for
determining its average natural duration. But we lrnve not these data. In point of
fact, ag:uc sometimes consists of a very few paroxysms on ly, half a dozen, or four, or
three, or even of one fit; an<l on the other hand they may be protracted over a space
of several weeks, or months; nay, of many years.
An ague may attack a person at any time; but they arc much niore common in
spring, and in autumn, than in the other seasons of the year; so that you will hear
and read a good deal of vernal intermittents, and of autumnal interruittents. The
autumnal agues arc, creteris par1'bus, the more severe and dangerous. The quotidian
is most common in the spring; the quartan in the autumn; and the tertian is frequently met with both as a vernal and as an autumnal ague. You will bear in mind
that in all this I am stating the prevailing rules; which are liable to numerous
exceptions.
Ague is one of those disorders of which (as of common inflammation) all persons,
at all periods of their existence, seem to be susceptible, when submitted to the infiuence of the specific exciting cause. Individuals of all ages, from sucking infants to
persons of fourscore, are liable to it, but they are not equally s1tbject to it. It is less
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of ague; and with respect to the very young, some extremely curious stateme nts have
been made. It is said that persons have had ague before they were born. We know
that the period of intra-uterine life is obnoxious to many forms of disease; for we
trace the consequences of such disease, in visible changes of structure, immediately
nfter birth. Pulmonary tubercles constitute one malady to which the footus in utero
is liable: hydrocephalus is another: acute inflammation of the peritoneum a third.
And there can be no doubt that various specific poisons influence, occasionally, the
included being, even although they may have no sensible effect upon the parent. The
fcetus may thus contract small-pox, which sometimes proves fatal to it, sometimes not.
The daughter of my bed-maker at Cambridge had a ch ild ill of hooping-cough in the
house with her while she was ic the last months of pregnancy; and the infant in the
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worn b must have caught the disease, for I was assured that he hooped the •cry day
be came into the world. The sins of the parent are thns visited often upon the child,
when, before its first breath is drawn, its frame is contaminated by the virus of
syphilis. And in like manner unborn infants arc capable of being affected by the
poison that produces ague. One case in proof of this recorded by Dr. Russell, in his
History of Aleppo. The woman had tertian ague, which attacked her, of course,
every other day: but on the alternate days, when she was well and free, she felt the
child shake; so that they both had tertian ague, only their paroxysms happened on
alternate days. Bark was prescribed for her; and it cured the little one first, and
afterwards it cured the mother.
One probable reason why ague more commonly affects persons about the middle
period of life, than those near its extremes, is, that the former arc much more likely
to be exposed to the primary exciting cause. And the same reason may be given, I
presume, for another fact; viz., that the complaint is much more frequently seen in
men than in women.
Among the circumstances which predispose to ague, debility bas a powerful influence. It is important to be aware of this, as it concerns the prophylaxis, and the
management of the patient after the disease has been subdued. Soldiers have been
exposed to the exciting cause, without becoming affected by it, while strong and iu
good health; and have fallen ill of intermittent fever upon being weakened by exertion and fatigue. When I have told you that debility, any how produced, constitutes
a predisposition to intermittent fever, I need scarcely add that all tho multiform causes
of debility may also be regarded as predisposing causes of this same disease; as they
are of so many others.
But the strongest predisposing cause of all is an actual occurrence of the disease
itself. 'l'he effect of former intermittents upon the system is such, that the complaint
may be reproduced by agencies which under any other circumstances would be quite
inoperative in exciting ague. I have st.ated already my persuasion that, stri.ctly speaking, there is but one exciting cause of intermittent fever; but in making that state·
ment I refer to its first production. The disease leaves the body in a condition in
which other injurious influences may, of themselves, be sufficient to renew it. It
brings into play a new order of exciting, or rather of re-exciting, causes. If a person
were never exposed to the malaria, he would never, as I believe, have ague : but
having once had ague, he may many times have it again, although he should never
again be subjected to tho direct influence of the malaria. The late Dr. James Gregory, of Edinburgh, had a brother-in-law who illustrated well in bis own person the
effects of predisposing circumstances in respect to ague. This gentleman was a strong
active man, and commanded a battalion in the West Indies: and he escaped for a
long time, while others were falling down around him in remittent fever. At last be
was wounded by a musket-ball which passed through bis shoulder. Ile insisted,
much against the will of the surgeon of the regiment, on resuming his duties before
his Rtrength was completely restored; and the conseqnence was that he was immediately attacked by a remittent fever of such violence, that his life was for some time
despaired of. But this was not all. The remittent disease assumed by degrees a
distinctly intermittent form, and became a tertian: and at last he got well, and stron$,
and came over to this country. Yet for a long while, though to all appearance his
health was re-csta.blished, ague-fits would from time to time occur; and they came
precisely at the day and hour on which they would have happened if the tertian had
continued with its original type; and slight causes were sufficient to reproduce them.
He had marked, in an almanack, the days of the expected accession; and on. those
days it recurred, for some time, whenever the easl wind blew. This very c1rcumsta.nce, the east wind, is a common re.exciting cause in such cases; exposure to cold
in any way is another.
. .
The curious fact which this instance exemplifies of the extension of the_ pcnodrn
Jaw, in cases of relapse, throughout long intervals of apparent health, has smee been
noticed by Dr. Graves; who doubtless was not aware that Dr. Gregory had already
observed the tendency thus lastingly impressed upon the system by the cause, or by
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~~~n~~:np~~~1~o~·:~' :!::c!~ual signal does not mark the termination of each certain
The exciting cause of intermittent and remittent fevers-the primary exciting cau"e

~a~~~::t'a:b:~n:i~~~~~o~~hicl1 na~e :~~!~lyn::~r t~~~tu~t a~o~~~i~ d~~er~~c:ta~u s~~v~:~~:
cfiluvia. or emanations from the surface of the earth, which were formerly called
marsh miasmnta, but to which it has, of late years, become fashionable to apply the
foreign term nwlaria. In some respects the latter designation is the more convenient
of the two.
The m::ilaria is a. specific poison, producing specific effects upon the human body.
In its medical sense, it is not simply bad air, or impure air, although the word is
loosely employed by many to express any mixed kind of contamination of the atmosphere. 'l'hus we hear of the malaria. of London: but ague, even when it occurs in
London, is very seldom indeed, now-a-days 1 of Loudon growth. 1,he impure air
incident to large and populous cities is prejudi cial enough to health, as I formerly took
occasion to show you, but it docs not generate fever: neither continued fever, nor
intermittent.

[If the author means to assert, as his language would seem to imply, that no form
of fever whatever is generated by " the impure air incident to large and populous
cities," but that all fevers arc produced by its own "specific poison/' resulting from
other causes than those by which tho atmosphere is rendered impure in the crowded,
unventilated, and filthy lanes, courts, and alleys, which abound in suburbs of most
large cities, he is certainly in error. That typhus, typhoid, and bilious fevers are
generated in large and populous cities, no one, we presume, will pretend to deny j
and evidence, as we think conclusive, has been adduced to show that the same is true
of yellow fever; but of the dependence of either of those foyers upon a specific aerial
poison we_ have not as yet been furnished with any satisfactory proof.-C.]
The emanations which cause ague have been called marsh miasmata, because they
are notoriously common in marshy places. But they are not peculiar to marshy
places. For th is reason, and for brevity's sake, I prefer using the single word
malaria. In this country, thank God, we witness its milder evils only, and those
not very often; but it is the bane and scourge of large portions of the world. Whether
you practise here or abroad, it is very fit that you should know the qualities, habitats,
and habits, of this wide.spread poison. The mildest form of fever to which it gives
birth is the intermittent fever, or ague; but in climates and places where it exists in
greater abundance and intensity, the fever becomes rcmittcnt, or even assumes the
continued form. This hM led to strange errors, and proved a fertile source of differ~
cncc and controversy amongst medical men: not a few of whom confound the severe
continued fevers which spring from the malaria, and which arc never contagious,
with the severe continued fevers usually called typhous, which are unquestionably
communicable from person to person.
The effluvia. which thus form the sole exciting cause of intermittent and rcmittent
fevers proceed from the surface of the earth, and arc probably gaseous, or aCriform:
at any rate they are involved in the atmosphere. But they are imperceptible by any
of our senses. Of their physical or chemical qualities we really know nothing. We
are made aware of their existence only by their noxious effects; and the inference
that they exist was not made till within the Jast century and a half. Time out of
mind, indeed, it had been matter of common observation that the inhabitants of wet
and mar.shy situations were especially subject to these definite and unequi,·ocal forms
of disease. But the Italian physician, La.ncisi, was the first, so far as I know, to put
forth distinct ideas concerning malaria, in his book, published about 1695, De noxiis
JJa/udum ejfluviis. This is the great original work upon the subject.
'l'o the production of this deleterious agent, a certain degree of temperature seems
necessa ry. It docs not appear to exist within the Arctic circle : nor does it manifest
itself during the colder seasons of more temperate climates. It is very seldom traceable beyond th e 56th degree of north latitude; and it is supposed to require for its
development a continuous temperature higher than 60° of Fahrenheit's thermometer.
'l'he nearer we approach the equator, the more abundant, virulent, and pernicious
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does the poison become, wherever it is evolved at all. In this climate it givc8 rise to
intermittents, and. principally to tcrt.ians. As we go south, in . Spain, and along the
shores of the l\led1terrancan, the rem1ttent becomes the predomrnant form; and (what
is very instructive) rcmittents there contracted often improve into intermittcnts upon
the removal of the ptitient to a colder climate. U oder the tropical heats, in the West
Indie:s, for example, the fevers very frequently assume the continued form.
And another condition of the development of the poison soon becomes apparent.
It requires a certain degree of moisture. Of all these regions, malaria, showing
itself always by its effects alone, infests certain parts only; which parts arc, most
generally, remarkable for their humid and swampy character. '11hus, in this island,
intermittents are produced chiefly, I may say almost exclusively, along the eastern
coast; in parts of Kent, Essex, Cambridgeshire, Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and the East
Riding of Yorkshire : and in each of these counties there arc marshes, or fens, or low
grounds and lands that are occasionally overflowed with water. Many of these spots
have, within the last fifty years, been drained, and brought und er cultivation; and
agues are consequently much more rare in England than they formerly were. In
Sydenbam's time they were very frequent, and very fatal indeed, in this metropolis.
James I., and Oliver Cromwell, both died of ague contracted in London. At present (as I said before) we seldom meet with them. Except in tho year 1827, I have
never, since I have been in practice, known ague to be at all prevalent here. This
compa1'3tive freedom from malaria is mainly owing, no doubt, to the improved character of the draining and sewerage.
Agues, or aguish fevers, are endemic along every part of the low and level coast
of Holland. In Italy, tho Pon tine marshes, near Romo, have possessed for ages au
infamous celebrity of the same kind. The whole of the district called the Maremna,
--stretcbiug for about thirty leagues along the shores of the l\Iediterranean, and in
some places ten or twelve leagues broad - is rendered dangerous, and almost uninhabitable, by the vast quantity of malaria annually evolved from its soil. In America
Jarge districts are, for the same reason, prolific of disease. 'fhe late BishOp Heber,
in his Narmtive of a Journey through the Upper Provinces of lndta, gives the following striking picture of the influence of the malaria in that part of the world. It
seems to be alike pestiferous to man and beast.
"I asked l\Ir. Boulderson if it were true that the monkeys forsook these woods
during the unwholesome months. Ile answered that not the monkeys only, but
e!erything w.hich has the breath .of life, instinctively d.cscrts them from the beg~n
mng of Apnl to October. 'fhe tigers go up to the l11lls; the antelopes and wild
hogs make incursions into the cultivated plain; and those persons, such as drtkbearers, or military officers, who are obliged to traverse the forest iu the intervening
months, agree that not so much as a bird can be heard or seen in the frightful solitude. Yet during the time of the heaviest rains, while the water falls in torrents,
and the cloudy sky tends to prevent evaporation from the ground, the forest may be
passed with tolerable safety. It 1's in the extreme lteat, and immediately after tlte
rains ltave ceased, in May, the latter end of August, and the early part of September,
tltat it is most deadly. In October the animals return. By the latter end of that
month the wood-cutters, and the cow.men, again venture, though cautiously. From
th e middle of November to l\larch troops pass and repass, and with common precaution no risk is usually apprehended."
Persons who live in England might perhaps be disposed to think lightly of the
malaria, had not such fearful evidence of its appalling power been brought home to
the experience of our countrymen, in the early part of the present century, by the
results of the unfortunate expedition to Walchercn. Sir Gilbert Blane has given au
account of the ravages it there committed among our troops. You may see his paper,
to which I shall presently again refer, in the third volume of the Mcdico-0/drurgical
Tran sactions.
Not only a certain degree of heat, and a certain qua.ntity of moisture, but the presence of all the four clements of tbc ancients, would appear to be requ isite for the
production of this poison. Air of course there must be; and earth also is essential.
If heat and moisture were alone adequate, we should find the fever prevailing among
sailors when out at sea; but it is not so, whatever may be the temperature under
which they cruise. It is when they approach the coast, and land upon it, that they
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a.re attacked. The water of marshes has been examined under the microscope, and
analysed again and again, with a view to the discovery of the nature of this pestilential agent; but in vain. A more likely way to detect the noxious material would
seem to be by examining the air of malarious districts; and this bas been done carefully and repeatedly by expert chemists; and with the same want of success. The
poisonous principle eludes the test of the most delicate chemical agents.
Where there is much heat, and muob moisture, there we usually find also much and
rank vegetation, and much vegetable dissolution and decay. The belief was as
natural, therefore, as it has been general, that the putrefaction of \"egctable matters
was somehow or other requisite to the formation of the poison that exists so commonly
in swampy situations. This belief has descended, almost unquestioned, from the time
of Lancisi; and it obtains almost universal acceptance, I fancy, among physicians of
the present day. Yet very strong facts have been adduced to show that the decomposition of vegetable substances is only an accidental, though a frequent, accompaniment of the miasm; and not by any means an essential condition of its evolution.
In the first place, the decomposition of vegetable matter goes on abundantly without the production of malaria. The rotting cabbage-leaves of Covent Garden, and
those which taint the air of the streets from the neglected dust-holes of London,
during the hot weather of summer, give rise to no ague. The same may be said of
the putrefying and offensive sea-weed, which is deposited in large quantities upon
some very healthy parts of our sea-coast. But the converse facts are the most remarkable and conclusive. I have stated that rnarshes arc not necessary to produce
malaria; but Dr. William Ferguson - a physician who had, and who well used, very
sufficient opportunities of in\"estigating the question - shows that vegetation is not
necessary: that the peculiar poison may abound where there is no decaying vegetable
matter, and no vegetable matter to decay. As the prevailing belief is, in my opinion,
an erroneous ono, and as it is really of great importance that correct views of this
subject should be taken and disseminated by medical men, I will mention a. few of
the most striking of the facts detailed by Dr. Ferguson. They are contained in a
very interesting paper " On the Nature a11d History of the Manli Poison," published
in the Edinburgh Philosophical Transactions.
In August, li94, after a very hot and dry summer, our army in Holland encamped
at Roscndaal and Oosterhout. The soil, in both places, was a level plain of sand, with
a perfectly dry surface, where no vegetation existed, or could exist, but stunted
heath plants. It was universally percolated to within a few inches of the surface,
with water which, so far from being putrid, was perfectly potable. Here fevers of
the intermittent and remittent type appeared among the troops in great abundance.
It is interesting to observe that the soil in Walchcren is precisely simi lar. Sir
Gilbert Blanc describes it as consisting "of a. fine white sand, known in the eastern
counties of England by the name of silt, and about a. third part of clay." It was
after a. dry and hot summer also that the British army suffered in that island from
the endemic fever, to a degree which Dr. Ferguson speaks of as "being almost unprecedented in the annals of warfare."
In the year 1809, several regiments of our army in Spain took up an encampment
in a hilly ravine which had lately been a water.course. Pools of water still remained
here and there among the rocks, so pure that the soldiers were anxious to bivouack
near them for the sake of using the water. Several of the men were seized with
violent remittent fever before they could move from the bivouack the next morning.
"Till then (says Dr. Ferguson) it had always been belie\"ed amongst us that vegetable
putrefaction (the humid decay of vegetables) was essential to the production of pes·
tiferous miasma.fa; but in tho instance of the half-dried ravine before us, from the
stony bed of which (as soil never could lie for the torrents) the very existence even
of vegetation was impossible, it proved as pestiferous as the bed of a. fen."
After the battle of Talavera, the army retreated along the course of the Guadiana.
river, into the plains of Estremadura. The country was so arid and dry for want of
rain, that the Guad iana itself, aud all the smaller streams, had in fact ceased to be
streams, and were no more than lines of detached pools in the courses that had
formerly been rivers. The troops there "suffered from rcmittent fevers of such destructive malignity, that the enemy, and all Europe, believed that the British host
was extirpated."
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Cividid Rodrigo is situated ou a rocky bank of the river Agueda, a remarkably
clear stream : but the approach to it on the side of Portugal is through a bare open
hollow country, that has been likened to the dried-up bed of an extensive lake; and
upon more than one occasion, when this low land, after having been flooded in the
rainy season, had become as dry as a brick-ground, with the vegetation utterly burned
up, there a.rose among our troops, fevers which, for malignity of type, could only be
matched by those before mentioned on the Guadiana.
Many more facts to the same purpose are related in Dr. Ferguson's paper, which
is in every way well worth your perusal. He tells us "that in the most unhealthy
parts of Spain, we may in vain, towards the close of the summer, look for lakes,
marshes, ditches, pools, or even vegetation. Spain, generally speaking, is then,
though as prolific of endemic fever as Walcheren, beyond all doubt one of the driest
countries of Europe; and it is not till it has again been made one of the wettest, by
the periodical rains, with its vegetation and aquatic weeds restored, that it can be
called healthy, or even habitable with any degree of safety."
Our time will not allow of my extracting any further evidence on this point; one
circumstance of contrast, however, I am unwilling to omit.
The river Tagus is, at Lisbon, about two miles broad; and it separates a healthy
from a very unhealthy region. On the one side is a bare hilly country; the foundation of the soil, and of the beds of the streams being rock, with free open watercourses among the hills. This is the healthy side. But the Alentejo land, on the
other side, though a.s dry superficially., being perfectly flat and sandy, is most
pestiferous. Moreover, in and near Lisbon there arc numerous gardens, where they
keep water, during the three months' absolute drought of the summer season, in stone
reservoirs. These reservoirs, containing water in the most concentrated state of foulness and putridity, arc placed close to the houses and sleeping rooms: the inhabitants
literally live and breathe in their atmosphere. "Yet no one ever heard or dreamt of
fever being generated amongst them from such a source; though the most ignorant
native is well aware that were he only to cross the river, and sleep ou the sandy
shores of the Alentcjo, where a JJarticle of water at that season had not. been seen
for months, and where water, being absorbed into the sand as soon as it fell, was never
known to be putrid, he would run the greatest risk of being seized with remittent
fever."
Now these facts, and fa.eta like these, seem to prove that the malaria, a.n\l the product of vegetable decomposition, arc two distinct things. They aro often in company
with each other, but they have no necessnry connex:ion. Whoever, in a malarious
country, waits for the evidence of putrefaction, will wait, says Dr. Ferguson, too long.
For producing malaria. it appears to be requisite that there should be a surface capable
of absorbing moisture, and that this surface should be flooded and soaked with water,
and then dried : and the higher the temperature, and the quicker the drying process,
the more plentiful and the more virulent (more virulent probably because more
plentiful) is the poison that is evolved.
The putrefaction of animal matter is sometimes spoken of as an clement in the
formation of the malarious poison. But the evidence I have just set before you
refutes this supposition as complet~ly as it excludes the alleged ncces.sity ?f veget.able
decay. I hope to prove to you, m a future part of the course, that neither nutmal
nor vegetable decomposition is sufficient to generate fever of any kind.
Dr. Ferguson's facts are generally in accordance with the observations which othen5
have made upon the same subject; and his views will be found to account for some
phen?mena. which the ordinary theory of vegetable putrefaction did not cleverly
exp lam.
There is good reason for believing that in all cases the poisono~s emanations proceed
from parts of the surface that have been flooded and then dried, rather than from
parts that are still wet or putrid. And this elucidates a circumstance very often
noticed, viz., that neighboring places-especially high and low lauds lying near each
other-change tlrnir character in respect of salubrity upon the occurrence of rains.
The low grounds, which had previously been very dangerom1, become healthy wheu
they are flooded over; and the higher lands, which are made wet, and which rapidly
dry again, produce the malaria abundantly. For the same reason, the edges or
borders of swamps, which of course expand or contract according to the wetness or
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dryness of the season, are more uns..1fe than their centres. The drying nod half-dried
margins of the purest streams may be prolific of the evil, when, from the want of
confining banks, those margins have been flooded by the rising of the waters.
There is no observation more general than that, in malarious places, agues and
remittent fevers abound more in bot and dry years than in those which are cold and
moist. And this influence of temperature it is which mainly determines the differences observable in regard to these fevers at different elevations, and in different
seasons of the year. In the higher grounds of the West Indies agues occur, as in
this country: as you descend, and the mean atmospheric temperature increases,
1·eniittents arc met with: and in the lowest and hottest parts the fever becomes continuf'd. The following instructive facts are stated by Dr. Ferguson. In 1816, the
British garrison of English Harbour, in Antigua, was disposed in three separate
barracks, on fortified hills surrounding the dock-yard. One of the barracks was on
an eminence named l\Ionk's Hill, six hundred feet above the level of the marshes.
The other two were situate on an eminence called the Ridge, one at the height of five
hundred, and the other at the height of three hundred feet. So pestiferous were the
marshes among which the dock-yard was placed, that it often happened to a. wel!seasoned soldier, coming down from Monk's Hill, and mounting the night-guard in
perfect health, to be seized with furious delirium while standing sentry, and to expire
within less than thirty hours after being carried up to his barracks, with a. yellow
skin, and having had black vomiting. Those in the barracks on Monk's llill, wlia
did not come do101i, the superior officers, the women, children, and drummers, had no
fever of any kind. Seventeen artillerymen, in the barrack at the height of three
hundred feet, did not come down to the night-guards. (We shall sec hereafter that
malarious places arc always most dangerous at 1tiyht.) Every one of these men was
att.acked with remittent fever, of which one of them died. At the barrack on the top
of the Ridge, at the height of five hundred feet, there scarcely occurred any fever
worthy of notice. Thus, in the same place, the malaria, in the level plain, caused
continued feyer, resembling, and I believe identical with, yellow fever: at the elevation of three hundred feet it ~ve rise to rcmittent fever: and at the height of five
hundred or six hundred feet its influence was scarcely felt at all. In the neighbourhood of the Pon tine runrshes you see the villages perched curiously on the intervening
hills; the Italians having been tau~ht by experience that these elevated spots afford
comparative security against the effects of the miasmata.
Wherever the malaria prernils, it produces its peculiar consequences chiefly in
certain sea.sons: and it is in the autumn especially that agues and aguish fevers occur;
that is to say, after the heats of summer: and the hotter and drier the preceding
summer, the more frequent and fatal are the autumnal fevers. The Pontine marshes
lie to the southward of Rome; and Horace, you know, says or sings,
Frustra. ptr autumnoa nocentem
Corporibus metuemus nustrum.

The effects of these morbific effluvia upon the human body vary' much under
different circumstances. Where they are most concentrated and deadly, their opera·
tion ruay be almost immediate. Witness their speedy influence upon the soldiers who
descended at night from Monk's Hill. So also sailors who have gone on shore for a
single night only, have been attacked by the fever before thoy could return to the
ship. On the other hand, when the emanations are less copious, or less virulent,
there is sometimes a long and uncertain period of incubation. 'fbe dioease remaios
latent, or the poison lies dormant, for a considerable space of time. Many of the
soldiers who were exposed to the malaria at Walchcren did not experience its bad
effects until after they had returned, and had even resided several months in England.
In the same way, labourers, especially the itinerent Irish, will go down in the autumn
for harvest work into Lincolnshire, and bring back the seeds of the disorder within
them, and yet mn.y not be attacked with ague for weeks or months; upon the occurrence of an cast wind perhaps, or after unusual exposure to cold and wet. 'Ye trace,
in all this, some analogy with the animal contagions; but the period of incubation is
more irregular and accidental; and it probable that in many instances the ague would
.,,ot happen at all, but for the concurrent operation of some other malign influence.
Another fact worthy of notice in respect to the agenoy of the malaria upon the
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human frame, is that it affects strangers much more readily and decidedly than the
natives of the place. In other words, habit mitiµ;ates the injurious effects of the
poison. Persons become seasoned to it. At 'Yalcheren, though almost every adult
among the lower classes had laboured. in the course of his li fe, under the endemic
intermittent, yet they were infinitely less subject to it than strangers: and t11ey will
not believe that their beloved birth-place is unhealthy. Sir Gilbert Blanc says that
persons of education, and even medical men, denied indignantly that their country
was less healthy than any other; and attributed the sickness which raged among our
troops to some trivial circumstance of diet or habits, and not to any insalubrity of the
air. This is a curious moral feature; but a very general one. In the pcstilcnti:"1l
plains of Estremadura. the superstitious natives, unablo or unwilling to account for
disease of a type so uncommon among the soldiers, from any ~nwho l csomcness of the
air, dechlrcd that they had all been poisoned by eating mushrooms.
It was found also, at Walchercn, that the stran gers who survived the first attacks
became thereafter much less liable to the endemic fevers. 'I111e French general,
Monnet, who had held the com mand at Flushing for seven years, had acquired a
knowledge of this fact, and endeavoured to turn it to practical :lccount. Ile recommended that troops should not be frequently changed; for when it was the custom to
send battalions from Bergen op Zoom every fourth night in succession, to work on
the lines of Flushing, the~e men never failed, upon their return, to be taken ill in
great numbers. General l\Ionnct therefore advised, howe,·er displeasing it might be
to the officers, that a st:itionary garrison should be retained at \Yalchcrcn, in order
that the men might be habituated or seasoned to the air (acclirnates), and he adduced
the instance of a French regiment which suffered in the second year of its being
stationed there on ly one-half the sickness and mortality which it suficred during the
first year; and hardly suffered at all in the third year.
But although the natives and residents in malarious places are not so Hable as new
comers to the violent and distinct forms of fever, they arc chronically affected by the
insalubrity of the atmosphere. They are spoken of by travellers as being puny,
sallow, and sickly ; feeble in body and spiritless in mind; as having yellow faces,
swelled bellies, and wasted limbs; as being subject to dropsies and fluxes; phlegmatic, melancholy, aad short-lived.
One remarkable exception is mentioned by Dr. Ferguson. From some peculiarity
or idiosyncrasy (which he conjectures may be somehow connected with the texture
of the skin) the ncgro appears to be proof against endemic fevers. "To him marsh
miasmata arc in fact no poison; and hence his incalculable value as a soldier, for field
service, in the 'Vest Indies. The warm, moist, low, and leeward situations whue
these pernicious exhalations arc generated and concentrated, prove to Mm congenial.
He delights in th em, for there he enjoys life and health, as much as his feelings arc
abhorrent to the currents of wind that sweep the mountain tops, where alone the
whites find security against endemic fevers."
No very certain or extensive obser"Vations have yet been made in respect to the
kind of soil from which the miasmata are most apt to be extricated. Such as is loose,
penetrable, porous, and sandy, appears highly favourable to their formation . So arc
soils which, containing much clay, are very retentive of moisture. One curious fact,
however, bearing upon this question, seems to have been made out: viz., that what
is termed peat-bog, or peat-moss, is not productive of malaria. 1\Iany parts of Scotland and of Ireland, that arc occupied by large tracts of marsh, in which the peatmoss abounds, are completely free from these fevers. Dr. Bisset affirms that the
exhalations from black peat-moss do not occasion intcrmittcnts, "at least in high
moors under a clear sharp air." Now in the climate of Virginia, this counteracting
influence of a sharp air can scarcely be looked for: yet it is a remarkable fact, that
though the provinces of North America, especially North and South Carolina and
Virginia, are full of ague, that disease is never seen among the inhabitants near the
country of tho Dismcd Swamp, a moist tract of 150,000 acres on the frontiers of
Virginia and North Carolina. Weld, the traveller, informs us, that this immense
tract is covered with trees, and abounds with water, which appears the moment the
shallowest trench is dug. The water is brown, like brandy, but quite clear, aud not
unpalatable. Its colou r is ascribed by the inhabitants to the roots of juniper; and it
is said to be diuretic. (CRAIO IE.)
·
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LECTURE XLI.
.Ague, continued. Speculations Tespecting its periodicity. Habits and properties of
the malaria: most ·noxious at ni'ght: lies near the ground: 1's carried along by
winds: ca11not pass across water: attaches itse~f to trees: 1's diminished by the
increase of cultivation and of population. mtimate effects of the poison on the
body. Agueformerly thought salutary. Prognosis. Propriety of stopping the
disease.
You will remember the progress we made, at our last meeting, in the subject of
intermittent fever. I described the ordinary phenomena of a paroxysm of ague; and
afterwards mentioned certain unusual symptoms with which it is sometimes complicated. 'l'he three principal types of ague were also delineated; the quotidian, the
tertian, and the quartan : as well as their respective characters, and intervals, and
varieties, and changes of type. I spoke too of the predisposing causes of intermittent
fever, which may all be briefly included under the head of circumstances that tend tt'
debilitate the body: the strongest predisposing cause of all being a. former attack of
the disease. Aud I began to consider the great exciting cause of agues and aguish
fevers; the malaria. I first directed your attention to the circumstances under which
the malaria appears to he evolved. Since the time of Lancisi it had been very gene.
rally supposed that the humid putrefaction of vegetable substances was necessary to
the production of this peculiar and wide-spread poison; and that beat accelerated the
putrefactive process. That was Dr. Bancroft's opinion. That also is (I believe) the
opinion held, and stated in lectures, by many pathologists at the present time. I
showed you, from facts which rest upon Dr. Ferguson's authority, that this notion is
founded in mistake: that the products of vegetable decay and decomposition may
and do often coexist with malaria, but are distinct and separable from it, and by no
means essential to its formation. There is reason to believe that the flooding of a
porous earthy surface with water, and a subsequent drying of that surface under a
certain degreo of heat, constitute the sole or main conditions of the generation of the
poison. We found that the effects of the malaria arc modified by the temperature of
the place : that iu low and hot situations it may give rise to an affection not distin·
guishable in its symptoms from yellow fever; and that in proportion as the locality is
higher and cooler, the fever tends to ai:.sume first the rcmittent, and then the inter·
mittent type: that the period of incubation -the period which intervenes between
exposure to the malaria and the invasion of the fever-is extremely variable in duration : that the poisonous effluvia affect strangers more certainly and more severely than
natives of the place: that persons may beCome in some sort seasoned to the malarious
districts: but that, with the exception of the negroes in the West Indies, the inhabitants of places much infested with the peculiar miasma.ta, are feeble, and sickly, and
short-lived.
There was one point which I briefly adverted to, and dismissed perhaps too uncere·
moniously: I mean the very curious fact of the regular periodic recurrence of the
paroxysms of intermittent fever. I ought, I think, to have informed you of the views
which pathologists have entertained respecting the explanation of that singular circumstance; although it must be confessed that the solution of the phenomenon is still
to be sought for. A great number of persons have tried their hands, however, upon
this question. Many of the earlier attempts at explanation are either quite hypothetical, or totally insufficient and illogical. Willis ascribed the intermission to a. periodic
development of the fermentable matter in the blood. But if any such development
took place (of which we have no evidence) we should be no nearer the mark: the
question would still recur, why the development of this matter should happen periodicall9: and the same remarks apply to various other so--called explanations brought
forward by different writers of considerable reputation. Reil referred the intermittence of fevers to some general law of the universe,· by which he meant, I believe,
some va:;ue generalization of such facts as the alternation of light and darkness, the
periodic recurrence of the seasons, the ebbing and flowing of the tidesJ the succession
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of appetite and satiety, of the states of sleeping and waking, and so on: but this evidently is no explanation at all. M. Bailly offers a very singular conjecture upon the
subject: he attributes the pcri~dic phe~omena to tJ:e modi~catio1~ necessarily induced
in the human system, and particularly m the function of Circulation, by the alternate
change of position from the upright to the recumbc_ut, and from _the rccu1~bcn~ to the
upright, every twe~ty-four h?urs; and he adduces 1~ co~roboralion of tlus notion _the
alJcacd fact that ammals, which undergo no such oscillation of posture, arc not subject
to ~termittcnt fevers. But this is said not to be a fact. llodct and Charpentier
affirm that horses are liable to such complaints. Dr. l\~acculloch refers to the case of
a doer which laboured under a regular tertian ague for some years: the colcl paroxysm~ taking place always at three o'clock in the afternoon. Even if this were not so,
1\1. Bailly's theory fails to account for the occurrence of continued fevers. If his
views were correct, then we might avoid having ague by refraining from these changes
of position from the vertical to the horizontal during sleep, and back again upon
waking. l\Iore recently M. Roche has put forth the opinion that the attacks of ague
arc periodic, because the ca1tses of them are periodic. And if this could be made out,
the conjecture would carry with it some sl10w of reason. He observes that the spring
and the autumn arc the seasons in which intermittent fevers chiefly break out, especially the autumn: and that during those periods there is a. very sensible difference in
the temperature and humidity of the atmosphere by day and by night, and even
within the space of three or four hours; that a consequent alternation of action and
reaction is thus produced in the human body, and soon becomes an established habit.
Throughout a part of the twenty-four hours, the operation of the miasma.ta is slight,
or not manifest at all; while during another part of that period it is in full energy,
and at about the same time daily. The emanations (which he conceives to proceed
from putrefying vegetable matter) are most abundantly disengaged during the hottest
part of the day; these watery effiuvia. are dissolved by the warm air to a certain
amount; but after sunset, they are again deposited, and deposited the more copiously
in proportion to the coldness of the atmosphere at that time; and coming in contact
with the surface of the body, with the mucous membrane of the air passage. 1 and perhaps also with that of the digestive organs, and being absorbed by those surfaces, they
occasion the phenomena which constitute an ague fit. The influence of the miasmatn.
being intermittent, we need not wonder, he says, that their effects should be intermittent too: and then he goes on to ascribe the repetition of the paroxysms, after the
cause has ceased to be applied, to that tendency observable in the animal system to
reproduce certain actions, simply because they have been produced before : in one
word, to the effect of habit. At length the habit wears out; which accounts for the
spontaneous recovery of those who are removed from the malarious district.
It seems to be a ''cry serious objection to l\I. Roche's theory, that the discaRe docs
not show itself, sometimes, for weeks or months after the patient has been exposed to
the miasma.ta. Bis theory fails altogether also to account for the different types of
intermittent fever. The differences of type are indeed opposed to the theory.
After all it is probable that Cullen had recognised a part though nOt the whole of
the truth respecting the periodicity of intermittent fevers, when be ascribed it to
some law of the animal economy whereby it is subjected, in many respects, to a
diurnal revolution. "Whether it depends," he says, "upon the original conformation of the body, or upon certain powers constantly applied to it, and inducing a lwbit,
I cannot positively determine; but the returns of sleep and watching, of appetites
and excretions, and the changes which regularly occur in the state of the pulse, show
sufficiently that in the human body a diurnal revolution takes place." But be also is
much perplexed with the differences of type; and all that he can say on that poiut
amounts to this - that as the three principal types observe, severally, a particular
time of day for their accession, and as quart.ans and tertians arc apt to become quotidians, these to pass into the state of remittents, and these last to become continued;
and that as even in the continued form daily exacerbations and rcmi.ssions are generally
to be observed - all th is attests the agency of a diurnal rcvo!ution. Suggestions as
to some of the influences whereby this diurnal habit or variation may possibly be
created and perpetuated, have been thrown out by Professor Laycock, of Edinburgh.
"In the fin;.t place (I am quoting from a lecture of bis published in the 38th volume
of the .Medical Gazette), we find that the atmospheric tides attain their maxilllum and
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miniuum at certain hours of the day: for there arc tides in the circumawbient atmosphefc, as well as in the circumambient ocean; and therewith there are also changes
in the electricity of the air, and the magnetism of the earth. From 8 to 10, A.l\I. and
P.M., the barometer is at its maximum height; the electric tension is at its maximum
too; and there is also the greatest maximum variation cast of the magnetic needle at
the same hours. From 4 to 5 o'clock, A.i\t and P.M., the barometer is at its minimum,
and so is also the electric tension. The respiratory movements, and of course the
activity of the circulation, are likewise in connexion with these hours. About 4 or 5
o'clock in the morning, with a minimum temperature, a minimum electric tension,
and a minimum height of the barometer, there is also a minimum consumption of
oxygen. Further, I have ascertained by frequent inquiry, that sleep generally comes
on about that hour after a feverish and restless night j and what is more remarkable,
the statistics of deaths in York show that the chances are in the proportion of 3 to 2,
that the last sleep-the sleep of death -will occur at t11at hour. 11
A most interestin g experiment, as it appears to me, performed by 1\1. Braebet upon
himself, shows in a strong light the influence of acquired habit in continuing certain
unnatural states of the system when once they have been originated : the experiment
connects itself also with the peculiar phenomena. of intermittent fever. Towards the
end of the month of October, in the year 1822, l\I. llraehet took a cold bath, at midnight, for seven nights in successio n, in the river Saone. On the first occasion he remained a c1uartcr of an hour in the river; on the second half an hour j till at length
he was able to stay in the water a full hour at a time. After each bath he betook
himself to a warm bed, and in a short time became affected with considerable heat,
followed by copious perspiration, in the midst of which he fell asleep. At the end
of the seven days .M. Bmchet ceased to repeat this experiment; but what was his
surprise at finding, on the following nights, between twelve and one o'clock, that all
the phenomena of a true ague fit appeared in due order and succession! As, however, this artificia1 paroxysm was not very severe, and as he felt quite well during the
day, 1\1. Brachet determined not to interfere with it; but to observe the result. Six
times it recurred with great regularity. On the seventh night after he omitted the
baths, he was summoned, towards midnight, to a woman in labour : the ride to her
house heated him, and on his arrival he kept up the heat by placing himself before a
large fire, and from that time the febri le ph enomena ceased to recur.
1'he facts and theories which I have thus brought roughly together, in respect to
the periodicity of agues, are not without interest, but they sl10w that we have yet
much to learn on this subject. Granting that habit may have its share in continuing
the regular recurrences, we want some explanation of the return of the second and
third fit, after certain determinate intenals, to give a bcginuing to the habit. In
respect to the quotidian, Dr. Cullen's diurnal revolution might come to the rescue;
but this principle evidently will not apply to the tertian type. I know of no twoday, or bidual habit. And the objection holds still more strongly in regard to quar-
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hours of the day, yet their usual and natural paroxysms occur, not in the evening,
but in the morning, when, on the principle of diurnal habit, there should be the least
tendency to exacerbation of febrile action. 1
In yesterday's lecture, I pointed out the favourite habitats, if I may so speak, of
the malarious poison. I have still :i. few observations to make respecting its ascertained habits and properties. Some of the laws to which it is subject are of great
practical importance, and ought to be popularly known; much more ought every
medical man to be famil iar with them.
In the first place, all malarious districts are (a s I have already hinted) much more
dangerous at m"ght than in the day time. Whether the poison be then more copiously
evolved, or whether it be merely condensed and concentrated by the diminished
temperature, or whether the body be at that time more susceptible of its influence, it
certainly is most active and pernicious during the hours of darkness. To sletp at
night in the open air in such places is almost to ensure an attack of tho fever.
1

I would beg to refer the reader to Dr. Holland's interesting chapter (in his Medicttl Notti and
published since these lectures were delivered) 11 On Morbid Actions of Intermittent
11
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Lancisi was quite aware of this, and devot<'s a chapter to the question. "Cur juxta.
palndes uoctu pr::cscrtim indorwientes magis quam vigilantes lrodantur." It has re.
peatedly been observed among the crews of ships, when off a malarious coast, that
the sailors could go on shore in the day to cut wood, or for other purposes, with im.
punity, while the men who remained on shore through the niftht guarding the water
casks, were many or all of them seized with the fever. Take one instance as a
sample of many. It is recorded by Dr. Lind. In 1766 the Phccnix ship of war was
returning from the coast of Guinea. The officers and ship's company were perfectly
healthy till they touched at the island of St. Thomas. Ilcrc nearly all of them went
on shore. Sixteen of the number remained for several nights on the island. Every
one of these cootrncted the disorder, and thirteen of the sixteen died. '!'he rest of
the crew, consisting of 280 men, went in parties of twenty or thirty on shore in the
day, and mm bled about the island, hunting, shooting, and so on; but they returned
to the ships at night; and not one of those who so returned suffered the slightest in.
disposition. Exactly similar events occurred the following year, with the same ship,
at the same place, where "she lost eight men ont of ten, who had imprudently remained all the ni[Jht on shore/' while the rest of the ship's company, "who, after
spending the greatest part of the day on shore, always returned to their vessel before
night, continued in perfect health." l\Iany more examples of the same kind are
stated or referred to by Dr. Bancroft in his book on the Yellow Fever: a book which
is rich in information respecting the malaria.
The reapers in the "Campo l\Iorto11 -a well-named part of the l\farcmna which I
yesterday mentioned-are permitted to sleep for two hours about noon. They did so
at that time without danger; but when the dews of evening have fallen down upon
the earth, which serves them for their bed, it is then that the poison puts forth its
most deadly power. Upon this principle Lancisi admonishes those who in summer
travel through the Pontine marshes, not to do so by m'gltt, as many had been accus·
tamed to do, in order to a.void the greater heat of the day: and i;;imilar advice is still
given at Rome to all strnngers. Though the passage requires but. six. or eight hours,
there arc numerous instances of travellers who, in cousequcncc of their ha''ing
crossed these fens during the night, have been attacked with violent and mortal
fevers.
The practical lesson to be derived from a knowledge of this fact is too obvious to
dwell upon. In malarious countries the open air at night must be avoided. "Early
to bed" is aiways a good and wholesome rule; but the other haH of the proverb
"early to rise" becomes in such countries an unsafe precept. At least it is hazardous
to leave the house early.
Secondly, the malaria loves the ground. It tends downwards. Whether this
results from its specific gravity; or from its adhering to the moisture suspended in
the lower strata of the atmosphere; or from some peculiar attraction for the earth's
surface, I cannot tell you. There is reason to suppose that the poison combines
somehow, or becomes entangled with fog: and fogs usually brood and settle, at night
espccia.lly, upon the surface. This may be one reason why l!Ji11g dow1i to sleep in
the open air at nig-ht is so yery perilous; and why the indonnicutes suffer more th~u
the vi[Jilcmtes. The lower rooms of the same house may contain the noxious efiluvia,
while the upper arc free. "In all malarious seasom~ and countries," says Dr. Ferguson, "the inhabitants of ground floors arc uniformly affected in a greater propo:tion
than those of the upper stories. According to official returns during the last s10kly
:5cason at Barbadoes, the proportion of those taken ill with fever in the lower apart.
mcnts of the barracks exceeded that of the upper by one.th ird, throughout t~e whole
course of the epidemic. At the same time it was observed that the deep dtt~hcs of
tho forts, even though they contained no water- and still more the deep r:wrncs of
rivers and watcr.coursc.s-a.bounded with the malarious poison. 11 Dr. Ilunter, in his
work on the diseases of the army in Jamaica, says, "The barracks of Spanish 1fown
consists of two floors, the first upon the ground, the second on the first. The differ.
ence in tho health of the men on the two floors was so striking as to engage the
attention of the Assembly of the island: and upon investigation it appeared that
three were taken ill on the ground floor, for o~ie on the other. The ground floor was
not therefore used as a barrack afterwards." l\lr. Halph, in a table printed as an
appendix to a paper of Dr. Ferguson's, in the eighth volume of the 1lledico-.Ohirurgicv.l
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Trm1sactions, states the results of an inquiry into the comparative healthfulness of
the upper and lower apartments of barracks in Barbadoes, to have been that the individuals residing in the lower apartments were attacked in tho proportion of two to
one of those living in the upper: and with certain apparent exceptions, which I shall
notice presently, experience is uniformly in favour of the proposition that the poison
is most prevalent and destructive near the surface of the earth, and docs not rise high
into the atmosphere.
To specify the sanitary precautions dictated by an acquaintance with this property
of the malaria, must be quite superfluous.
Thirdly, the malaria is moveable by the wind. It is capable, therefore, of being
carried from the spot where it was generated; nnd to other places which might else
be free from it, and healthy. In this respect it is analogous to a heavy fog or
vapour; and, in some cases, it is accompanied by a palpable mist; to which, perhaps,
it may cling. The following passage relative to this subject occurs in Bishop
Ilcber's Journal. "From Chccta Talao our road lay through a deep and close forest,
in the lower parts of which, even in the present season, the same th ick milky vapour
was hovering as that which I saw in the 'fcrrai, and which is called essence of owl."
This Terrai is the region which I mentioned in the last lecture as being so pestiferous,
that it is deserted, during certain parts of the year, by every living creature.
This conveyance of the poison, like a. cloud or fo~, from one part of the surface of
the ground to another, it is very import.ant to attend to in all places; and especially
so in tropical climates, where the wind blows for a long time together from the same
quarter. We arc thus enabled to account for the apparent exceptions to the lastmention ed property of the malaria, viz., its preference of low to elevated situations.
You will readily understand how the miasmata may roll up, and hang accumulated
upon, the side of a hill towards which a current of air sets steadily from or across a
neighbouring marsh. Nay, the poison may be thus blown over a hill, and deposited
on the other side of it. In this way, I presume, are to be explained the following
curious facts, related in Dr. Ferguson's paper.
"The beautiful port of Prince Rupert's, in the island of Dominica, is a peninsula
which comprehends two hills of a remarkable form, joined to the main land by a flat
and very marsl1y square isthmus to windwanl, of about three-quarters of a mile in
extent. The two hills jut right out on tho same line into the sea, by which they are
on three sides encompassed. The inn er hill, of a slender pyramidal form, rises from
a narrow base nearly perpendicular, above and across the marsh from sea to sea, so as
completely to shut it out from the port. The outer hill is a round-backed bluff promontory, which breaks off abruptly in the manner of a precipice above the sea.
Between the hills runs a very narrow clean valley, where all the establishments of the
garrison were originally placed; the whole space within the peninsula being the driest,
the clQ(lnest, and the healthiest surface conceivable. It was speedily found that the
barracks in the valley were very unhealthy; and to remedy this fault, advantage was
taken of a recess or platform near the top of the inner hill, to construct a barrack
which was completely concealed by the crest of the bill from the view of the marsh
on the outside, and at least three hundred feet nbove it: but it proved to be pestiferous beyond belief. In fact no white man could possibly live there, and it was
obliged to be abandoned. At the time this was going on, it was discovered that a
quarter which had been built on the outer hill, on nearly the same line of elevation,
and exactly five hundred yards further removed from the swamp, was perfectly
healthy; not a single case of fever having occurred in it from the time it was built."
There is a striking anecdote given by Lancisi, showing, on a small scale, the effect
of the wind in carrying the malaria with it. '11hirty ladies and gentlemen had sailed
to the mouth of the 'l'iber on an excursion of pleasure. Suddenly the breeze shifted
to the south, and began to blow over a. marshy tract of land situated to the win dward
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mittcnts by the north.west wind conveying across it the miasmatic emanations of the
Laguna. of Campana.
An<l ns the wind may thus transport the malaria to a distance, and thereby render
a. spot unhealthy which naturally might be salubrious, so also it is often of serv ice in
-:tearing the poison from other places, and preventing its concentration.
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A knowledge of these facts ought to be valuable in determining the choice of
encampments, and of sites for dwelliug-l10uses in aguish districts. Settlers in hot
climates, especially where trade-winds prc>ail, would do well to avoid founding to~ua
on the lee side of any swampy or suspicious ground. 'l1hc outlets of rivers are commonly selected, for the convenience of commerce: and there is often a right and a
wrong bank. I believe that most of the principal towns in the West Indies arc builr.,
for the advantage of the outward bound vessels, upon the western, or lee side of the
islands.
Fourthly, it is a singular, but well-ascertained fact, that the miasmata lose their
noxious properties b!J passing over even a small smface of waler. Probably they are
absorbed by it. And this is another mark of their tendency downwards. l\lnny
instances have already been referred to, where some of the crew of a ship have landed
on a malarious coast, and have all been attacked by the fovcr; while the rest of the
sailor8, who remained on board, continued all healthy and well, thou~h the ship was
close to the shore. You could not have a better or more striking example of this than
what took place at Walcheren. "Not only the crews of the ships in the road of
Flushing were entirely free from the endemic, but also the ~uard-ships which were
stationed in the narrow channel between this island (Walchcrcn) and Bcvcland. 'l11ie
width of this channel is about six thousand feet, yet, though some of the ships lay
much nearer to one shore than to the other, there was no instance of any of the men
or officers being taken ill with the same disorder as that with which the troops on
shore were affected." This Sir Gilbert Blanc has told us; anJ it is curious that Sir
John Pringle made the very same remark in the very same place in 1747. Ile is
speaking of the diseases of the campaign in Dutch Brabant: especially in reference
to four battalions which had remained for some time in Zealand: and he says, ''But
Commodore l\litchell's squadron, which lay all this time at anchor in the channel
between South Benland and the island of 'Walchcren, in both which places the distemper raged, was neither afflicted with the fever nor the flux, but amidst all that
sickness enjoyed perfect health; a proof that the moist and putrid air of the marshes
was dissipated, or corrected, before it could reach them."
It is probable that th is peculiarity has led to au erroneous and contracted estimate
of the space through which the poisonous effiuvia. may be wafted, upon land, by the
wind. Although the distance to which they arc capable of being so conveyed,
without losing their morbific power, has never been precisely defined, there can be no
doubt that it is considerable. In Italy, according to Dr. Macculloch, the poisonous
exhalations of the lake Agnano have been ascertained to reach as far as the convent
of Camaldoli, situate on a high hill three miles distant.
I say the miasmata. may probably be absorbed by the 'later over which they pass,
or hang; and this reminds me of an opinion entertained by some writers, that the
fever may be caused by drinking such water. The following intcrcsti11g facts, sugY~~~~g~ this notion, are recorded by Mr. Grainger iu his Report on the Cholera. of
Dr. and l\Irs. Evans, of Bedford, were both attacked with ague while staying at
Versailles in the year 1845. The water used there for domestic purposes is brou~ht
from the Seine at l\Iarli. A large tank in which it was collected for distribution to a
particular quarter happened at that time to be damaged; and the mayor of the place
provided a new supply of water, consisting of the surface draioa~c of the surroun~ing
country, which is marshy. This water the inhabitants of Versailles would not drmk;
but Dr. and l\lrs. Evans, living at an hotel, drank of it unwittingly. It was made
use of by a. regiment of cavalry also. The result was, that they who drank the water
suffered intermittent fever of so severe a type that scvcll or eight of the soldiers died
of it in Olle day. Upon careful investigation it was ascertained that those only of the
troops were attacked who had drunk the marsh water; all the rest, as well as the
townspeople, having escaped, though all of them breathed the same atmosp.herc.
He quotes another iustancc from M. Boudin. "In July, 183-!, 300 soldiers, all m
good health, embarked on the same day in three transpol'tS at Ilona, and arrived
together at l\Iarscillcs. They were all exposed to t,he same atmospheric influences,
and, with one essential difference, supplied with the same food, and subjected to thu
same discipline. On board one of the vessels were 120 soldiers. Of these, 1:3 died
of a destructive fever during the voyage, and 88 ruore were taken to the Military
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Hospital of the lazaretto at l\fo.rscillcs, presenting all the patho1ogical charactc~ proper
to marshy situations. It appeared upon inquiry that the water furnished to the sol~
diers on board the affected ship had been taken, in the hurry of embarkation, from a
marshy placi:> near Ilona, while the crew, not one of whom was attacked, were provided with wholesome water. It was further ascertained that the nine soldiers who
escaped the disease had purchased water from the crew, and had not partaken of the
marsh water. Not a single soldier or sailor suffered in the other transports, which
were supplied with pure water."
Dr. Snow, who refers to these statements in l1is interesting Yolume on cholera, cites
this additional evidence to the sa.we purpose from the Report of the Poor Law Commissioners on tlte Sanitary Cm1dition of Great B1·itain. "Mr. William Blower,
surgeon, of Bedford, states that typhus and ague, which had long infested the village
of Wooton, near Bedford, had been much diminished by digging a few wells, and
obtaining good water. Il e states, also, that in the neighbouring parish of lloughton,
almost the only family which escaped ague at one time, was that of a respectable
farmer who used well water, while all the other families had ditch-water only."
'l'his theory, even if its truth be conceded, of the occasiona l conveyance of the
ague poison into the stomach by means of water as a drink, is by no means inconsistent with tlrn belief that it most commonly operates through the medium of the
atmosphere, and enters the body with the breath.
Fifthly, another remarkable property of the marsh poison, is its attraction towards,
and its adherence to, the foliage of lofty umbrageous trees; so that it is very dangerous, in malarious places, to go under large thick trees, and still more dangerous to
sleep under them. But this property, thus a source of peril to those who are ignorant of it, affords, when known and rightly made use of, a mode of protection and
remedy against the influence of the miasmata. In the territory of Uuiana, where
large trees abound, the settlers live fearlessly, and unhurt, close to the mo.st pestiferous
marshes, and to leeward of them, provided that a screen or belt of trees be interposed.
New Amsterdam, in Berbicc, lies on the Ice side of an immense swampy forest, in the
direct track of a strong trade-wind that blows night and day, and pollutes even the
sleeping apartments of tbe town with the stench of the marshes; yet it brings no
fevers. The iuhubitants are well aware that it would be almost certain death for a
European to sleep, or even to remain after nightfall, within the verge of the forest.
To cut down the trees would not only be a perilous operation iu itself; but would let
in pestilence upon the town.
'l'his property also of the malaria, as well as tbc use to which it may be turned, was
known to Lancisi. Ile describes the vast in crease of agues and remittcnt fevers in
Rome during the summer of 16951 after a great overflowing of the Tiber, by which
the lower part of the city, and the fields adjacent, had been inundated in the preceding winter. The bad effects of this flood were felt throughout the whole of Rome,
with the exception of one particular quarter, which was protected by a belt of trees
around it. _Lancisi eve_n addressed a remonstrance to the Pope against a project which
was entertamed of fellmg some wood near the Pontine marshes, between them and
tho city. Ile endeavours to show that woods and groves were first made sacred, on
account of their conservative influence in this way, to prevent their ever being cut
down.
It would appear, from the facts I have just been detailing, that dwellings unfortunately built in the vicinity of marshes, might sometimes be rendered salubrious and
safe by encirclinp; them at a little distance by a hedge of trees-or (perhaps) even by
drawing round them a broad moat of water. Such expedients, deserve, at lea.st, a
fair trial.
Sixth ly, the generation and consequently the effects, of the malaria. arc prevented,
or lesseued, by culture of the soil. It is to this, that the diminution of agues in this
country is mainly attributable. The fenny J.ands have been drained; and much of
them brought under the plough. Dr. Craigic states that East Lothian , in Scotland,
was at one time so productive of malaria, that for the reapers in harvest to be attacked
with ague was quite a. thing expected; but that now, in consequence of the perfect
tillage, and the numerous tracts of wood witb which the country is covered, the dis~
order is quite unknown there. Conversely, in regions which have been suffered lo
fall out of cultivation, intermittent and rcmittcut fever.s multiply. The more thoroughly
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any country is cultivatcJ, the more fully, in general, is it peopled also: and in many
places the prevalence of these fevers has been obs~rved to diminish and increase with
the increase and diminution of the population. Cc.etcris paribus, aguos are much less
common in large towns than in country villages. This has been oddly enough
accounted for by saying that populous cities arc so full that there is no room for the
malaria. A much more rational and probable explanation is that which attributes
the freedom of crowded towns, and thickly inhabited districts, to the number of fires
burned in them.
Many instances might be adduced to show that the more any place, naturally pro-
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plague in the sixteenth century, since which period the inhabitants of that district
have never been sufficiently numerous to counteract the bad air, which increases a8
population and agriculture d iminish.
Bishop Heber, in the narrafo·e I quoted before, bears testimony to facts of the
same kind with those I barn now been stating. Ile says, "At the foot of the lowest
bills, a 1oug black level line extends, so black and level, that it might seem to have
been drawn with ink and a ruler. This is the forest, from which we arc still removed
several coss, t hough the country already begins to partake of its insalubrity. It is
remarkable that this insalnbrity is said to have greatly increased in the last fifteen
years. Before that time, Ruderpoor, where now the soldiers and servants of the
Police Thanna. die off so fast that they can scarcely keep up the establishment, was a
Jarge and wealthy place, inhabited all the year through, without danger or disease.
The unfavourable change is imputed by the natives themselves to depopulation. The
depopulation of these countries arose from the io\•asiou of Meer Khan, in 1805. Ile
then laid waste all these Pcrgunnahs, and the population, once so checked, has never
recovered itself."
When persons having intermittent fever are unable to leave the unhealthy situation
in which they have been exposed to the influence of the malaria-and especially when
they are placed under unfavourable circumstances in respect to food, clothing, and
shelter-the disease is apt to become exceedingly serious, leading to disorder of the
sensorium, and great disturbance of the abdominal viscera, even in the intermissions;
sickness, diarrhrea, dysentery, diseases of the liver.
[ Dr. S. A. Cartwright, of Natchez, asserts, that thejussieua grandiflora, or floating
plant of the bayous and lakes of lower Louisiana., bas the power of preventing the
development of malaria in regions particularly adapted to its generation He affirms,
also, that "it purifies all stagnant water in which it grows - that of tne lakes and
bayous inhabited by it, being as pure to the sigl1t, taste, and smell, as if it had just
fallen from the clouds. 11 Ile ascribes to the presence of and the peculiar "hygienic
or health-preserving properties of this plant," the remarkable exemption of the inhabitants of lower L ouisiana from "malarious or miasmatic diseases." "The fact/' he
remarks, "that the region of country in which this aquatic plant abounds, is exceedingly healthy, can be established beyond cavil or dispute; it nevertheless contains
more stagnant water and swamps than any other inhabited district, of the same
extent, in the United States." - C.]

In Zealand, the biliary functions suffer so much during the complaint, that it 18
commonly known among the inhabitants of that country under the name of the gall
fever. The frequent unnatural concentration of the blood in the internal parts may
afford a reasonable explanation of these phenomena. When death take~ place, m?rbid
appearances present themselves such as might be expected; hepatic alte1at1ous;
i nflammation and ulceration of the mucous membrane of the ali mentary cana l : but
th e most characteristic morbid condition produced by repeated attacks of intermittent
fever consists in enlargement of the spleen j with or without induration of its sub·
stance. That viscus is sometimes enormously increased in bulk, so as to be felt, and
even its outline seen through the integuments of the abdomen. It lias been known
to weigh nearly eleven pounds. So common is this state of the spleen thnt it is familiar
to the obserYation of the vulgar, who have cyen given it a name; it is called ruuo11g
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whenever the abdominal circulation is much embarrasi;cd, and the abdominal veins
gorged, as they must be during the cold stage of an intermittent, the spleen in particular becomes distended with blood. Constantly we sec this happen when the pa~
~age of the blood through the portal \"essels is impeded by disease of t11e Ii Yer. Now
this distension may not thoroughly subside perhaps at once. If the paroxysms of
ague be frequently repeated, we may understand how the spleen may become fuller
of blood on each successive occasion. It may be that a portion of the blood coagulates;
or that inflammation of a slow kind is set up in the stretched covering of tlrnt organ.
At all events, this is a very common sequel of ague: and it can scarcely be doubted
that the repeated congestions of the internal vessels and viscera are the determining
causes of the ague cake.
Independently of the paroxysm of ague, there is ample evidence to sl10w the
injurious infiuencc of the malarious districts upon the general health. In this country
such effects arc not much seen; but in places where the malaria is mo1·e constantly
and abundantly present, the race of inhabitants deteriorates. 1'here stature is small;
their complexion sallow and yellowish; they are prematurely old and wrinkled; e•en
the children early acquire an aged aspect; and tho spirits and intellects of those who
dwell in these unhealthy spots are low and feeble, and partake of the degeneration of
their bodily qualities.
It is therefore strange that a notion should ever have prevailed, of the salutifero11s
effects of an attack of ague. But such a notion may be traced from very nearly our
own times up to the earliest records of physic. The late Dr. James Sims, who was
a physician of some note in this town, felt convinced, at the commencement of the
illness which terminated his life, that he should recover if he could catch an ague:
and he went down into one of the marshy districts expressly for that purpose; but
returned to London without having succeeded, complaining that the country had beeu
spoiled by draining, and that there were no agues to catch. The superstitious Louis
XI. entertained a similar opinion, and prayed to the Lady of Sclles that she would
confer upon him a quartan ague . Om· monarch, James the l?irst, had more sensible
notions on that score. There is an old English proverb which says, "An ague io the
spring, is physic for a king;" and when this was repeated to him bv his courtiers,
he, being then ill of that disease, answered that the adaµ:e might bc applicable to a
young man, but that it would not do for au old one like him. In fact, as I rocntioried
before, he died of bis ague. The same doctrine lias, however, been handed down to
us by the father of physic himself. H ippocrates says, in the fifty·SC\•enth Aphorism
of his fourth Section, \!'10 ana~f'ov, 71 n't'a11ov Evox?.ovf'El'<.J, nvpn·os En~rE11of'nos htJH -ro
tXJtJCJJ'ff'a.
And Celsus, in his capital digest of the medical knowledge of his time,
preserves the same op inion, with some apparent astonishment that it should be true.
'' Denique ipsa fcbris, quod maximc mirum videri potest, smpe prmsidio cst. 11 I
recollect hearing Dr. Graham, the professor of botany iu Edinburgh, relate the
following anecdote in one of his clinical lectures: - Ilis brother was intimate "ith
the professor of natural history at Cremona; and this gentleman was resolved to put
the truth of the aphorism that I have quoted from Ilippocrates to the test. Accord·
ingly he sent a. patient affiicted with epilcps!J, to pass a night or two in a marshy
place, where the malaria was known to be so abundant, and so powerful that few
escaped ague, who were there exposed to its influence; and the two.fold design
succeeded admirably. The patient got an ague, and lost his epilepsy. The worthy
professor contented himself with moderating and keeping in check the new complaint,
thus intentionally produced, for a feriod of six mouths, when he admini.stercd its coup
de grace in a few doses of Peruvian bark j and the epi lepsy never returned. If I had
believed that th is could have been anything more than a. mere coincidence, I should
have told you of it before, wheu I was speaking of the treatment of epilepsy. I
should rather imagine the notion thus pfevalcnt for so long a time, that ague had a
salutary tendency, and tha.t it was wrong to stop it too SOOD, to ha\'o originated in the
difficulty which physicians found in stopping it, before its cause was so well under·
stood, and the specific for it was discovered. They found it obstinate un<ler the foeble
and inert methods then employed, and therefore they en<lea\'Olll'ed to persuade their
patients, and perhaps themselves also, that the disease had better proceed a certain
length.
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I have very little to say, in addition to what you must have inferred from what [
have already said, as to the pr(}(pwsis in intermittent fevers. In cold countries, such
as ours, it is almost always favourable. Of course it will be mod ified by the previous
condition of the patient : ·if he were beforehand the subject of serious organic visceral
disease; or if he be very old or infirm; the supervention of ague may d<'stroy him.
]fot to persons of tolerable health and strength prior to the setting in of the ap;ue,
we may confidently promise a cure. In warm countries intermittent fevers arc much
more dangerous: and arc sometimes very rapidly fatal. They are often accompanied
by most severe affections of the head, stupor, delirium, convulsions; and of the
alimentary canal, diarrhcca, sickness, and not unfrequcntly tllC black vomit. They are
prone nlso, in those climates, to run into the remittent or continued form; and this
tendency is shown by long protracted paroxysms, or by the anticipation or doubling
of the paroxysms. In all countries quartans are cured with murc difficulty than
either tertians or quotidians. And quart.ans arc most common in the autumn: and
accordingly autumnal intermittents are more pernicious and intractable than the,
vernal. 'l'his fact has passed into a proYerb in Italy; which proverb has been thus
translated into JJatin, "Febris autumnalis-vel est longa, vel lcthalis." The longer
intcrmittcnts have IDsted, the more difficult also are they to cure j and certainly there
is much more danger of visceral diiiease in those that arc of long standin g.
It is probable that a~ues, such as we see in this country, would generally, under
favourable ci rcumstances, terminate in spontaneous recovery, provided that the patient
could be put beyond the furth er operation of the malaria, protected from exposure to
wet and cold, and suitably nourished. But possessing as we do a specific cure for
ague, there would be no sense in our allowing the expcrimcut of a spontaneous reco·
very to be made : or rather we should be inexcusable, knowing as we do thut the
complaint is the more obstinate the longer it has lasted, and that it tends to the esta.
blishment of organic visceral disease, we should be without excuse if WI! did not stop
it a~ ~ui~kly as we can. The disease is al:ways distr~s::ing to the patien t, and always
deb1htat111g. It may be dangerous, even m th ese climates, to weak or old persons :
aud it is dan!?:crous to all persons in bot climates. "Jf the first fit (says the wise and
observant lleberden) has been marked so clearly as to leave no doubt of its being a
~cnuine intermittent, the remedy should be immediately p;iven in such n manner as
to prevent, if possible, a second." .rr11Crc needs very little preparation of the patient
before adm inistering the specific substance which is to cure him; and which every
one here knows, before he hears me say so, to be the celebrated Peruvian bark, or its
active principle as presented by the salts of quinn. The old practice W:lB to wait a
few returns of the fits, either till some hypothetical ferment had taken place, or until
supposed morbid matter had been expelled by vomiting or purging. There is, how·
enr, one very simple and short preparative which I am in the habit of using-, and
which I learned at Cambridge. You are aware that Cambridf!:e is situated on the
very edge of the fcnny country which extends along that part of the cast coast of the
island. Numerous patients :dHictcd with ague come in from the surrounding villages;
and Dr. Ilaviland found that many of these had taken quina before they applied for
assistance as out.patients at the hospital: but with very poor success. Now these
cases readily gave way-the patient remaining in all other circumstances as bcfore aftcr the operation of a calomel purge. I have adopted this practice, therefore, upon
bis recommendation; but it docs not delay the specific treatment. I generally pre·
scribe three grains of calomel with six or eight grains of rhubarb at bed.time, and
commence with the quina the next morning. Very lately, in perusing the late Dr.
Baillie's posthumous volume, I met with the following passage: - " I have knowu a
good many cases in which bark alone would not cure an ague. In all these cases, a~
far as I now recollect, when a grain of calomel was given every night for eight or ten
nights, bark cured the ague in the course of a few days. This practice I learnt from
my friend Dr. David Pitcairn. 11
I believe that calomel given once in a purgative dose is enough.
But first of all, what is to be done for the patient while he is in the fit? I ~onfcs~
to you that I seldom give myself much concern on that head. In ague, as we see it
in this country, nature generally prompts the patient what to do: to cover himself
up in bed, a.nd apply warmth to his feet, and to take some hot drink, duriug the
rigors ; to adopt a cooler regimen during the hot stage; to wipe bis skin dry, if the
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sweating should be very profuse or protracted. But in hot countri es, and in severer
forms of intermittent, the patient really requires some help; and therefore I must
consider shortly in the next lecture the management of the paroxysm; and I nm the
more bound to do so, because certain measures which I do not think nccess..1ry or
judi\}ious, at any rate for the complaint as we see it here, ha\'C lately bceu strongly
recommended during the ague fit.

LECTURE XLII.
Treatment of lnterniiltent Fever; during the parOXlJSm.; during the i·ntennissions.
Prophylaxis.

I w As about, when we last separated, to consider the treatment of ague: first,
during the paroxysm; second ly, during the intermissions.
In this climate we need not, I say, encumber a patient in an ague-fit with too much
help. But in hot countries, where the disorder is apt to run into the remitteot, or
even the continued form, and where, during its violent and rapid course, internal
organs are liable to sustain serious damage, the best, and ind eed almost the only time
for the effectual interference of the physician is in the first assault or paroxysm of the
disease.
The objects of treatment during the paroxysm nre, to alleviate the uneasy sensa tions of the patient; to abridge, if possible, their duration by shortening the fit; and
to avert the danger which, under certain circumstances, may r.rise from intense
internal congestion long cont inued, or from th'! severity of particular symptoms.
Now in the cold stage of ague, diluent clri111.:s have been recommended, and
<'Ordials, and external wm·mth, and opium, and emetics, and blood-letting. One would
suppose that if some of these expedients were useful, others could scarcely be so too.
1'he dil«ent drinl.·s arc very proper: and I should all ow the patient to use his own
discretion in the choice of them. It was customary, formerly, to prescribe medicated
drinks o~ this kind; and one pleasant, but neglected ptisan still lingers in our. Phar·
macopoo1a, the decocturn hordei cornposilum. Now-a-days we arc contented with the
simple barley-water, toast and water, weak tea, gruel, and the like. These di lucnts
should be taken warm, and for persons who are very feeble or exhausted, they may
be made gently cordial: weak negns, for example, or white wine whey, 111ay be
given.
External warmtlt, being what nature and common sense would suggest, is certainly
advisable and beneficial in the cold fit; even the warm bath, if it can be procured. In
some places it is the custom to await an expected fit in the warmth bath. When this
cannot so com·en iently be obtained, the pediluvium may be employed; or the patient
may be put into a. warm bed, and have bags of hot salt or brain applied to his epigastrium; and a hot bottle, or a hot brick, wrapped up in flannel, to his feet. Or, what
perhaps, is best of a\1 1 he may have a hot-air bath applied to him, as he li es in bed.
'l'his may be '\"Cry easily done by means of a semicylinder or cradle of wicker work,
closed at one extremity by a board. This is laid over the patient, and then covered
with blankets. 'l'hrough a hole in the centre of the board, one end of a curved iron
tube is passed; the other end, expanded into a bell, looks downwards; and a. spirit
lamp being placed beneath it, the air between the wicker work and the sick person is
sooa made very hot. This apparatus was constructed many years ago, by Dr. Gower,
when he was physician to the l\Jidcllcscx H ospital ; where its utility has been fully
proved. External warmth applied in some one of these ways, affords singular comfort oftentimes, and contributes to shorten the cold stage. And the same may be said
of fri?tion, with stimulatiag linimeats, along the course of the spine. Lind found
that, 1_n .children, rubbing the spine with an embrocation composed of equal parts of
!'oap hmment, and laudanum, at the approach of the cold stage, often prevented the
paroxysm.
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Opium has often been exhibited in the cold stage, with the view of cutting short
the fit; and not without some succes::;. The strongest evidence of its usefulness in
that stage of the paroxysm is furnished by Dr. Trotter, in his .Medicina Nautica.
Agues being very frequent among the crew of the Vengeance, he resolved to try the
full effect of opium in preventing the fit. At its first approach a dose of laudanum
(never less than thirty drops) was given: if this did not bring on some warmth
within ten or fifteen minutes, from twelve to tw1mty drops more were administered.
In most cases, "in a. few minutes an exhilaration of spirits was perceived : the pulse
from being weak, quick, and sometimes irregular, became full, less frequent, and
equal; au agreeable warmth was diffused over the whole frame, and every unpleasant
feeling vanished, sometimes in a. quarter of an hour. The patients were themselves
surprised at the sudden change in their sensations." Dr. Trotter speaks of these as
being the completest cures that ever came under his observation. If, at the next
period, the paroxysm threatened to recur, the opiate was repeated always with the
same success. "Few instances were met with where any indisposition indicated a
third attack, at the expected period of accession." Notwithstand in g this testimony,
it appears that opium is still better adapted to another stage of the paroxysm .
Bmetir,s were formerly much prescribed in the cold stage, at its earliest approach.
Cullen recommends them; and they may sometimes be useful, in spite of Chomcl's
assertion that they are always hurtful. That they have gone so much out of fashion
is, howe\•er, a proof that they caonot be depended upon for cutting short the paroxysm.
Vomiting is itself no small distres;:; to many persons; and for my own part, I should
not think of giving an emt::tic unless some indications of a loaded and oppressed state
of the stomach were present; such as nausea, an ill taste in the mouth, a coated
tongue, and foul breath. A scruple of ipecaeuanha will, even then, be sufficient. The
object is to empty the stomach effectually but mildly. I would not give antimony.
Irritability of the stomach, in the more violent of these fevers, is too apt to arise
spontaneously. Sir Gilbert Blane tells us that the greatest impediment to the cure
of the severer intermittents at 1\,.alcheren, in their early stages, proceeded frem the
extreme irritability of stomach, which made it difficult to administer the requisite
medicines. In hotter climates nausea and vomiting are still more common and more
urgent; and we ha.ve to guard against the risk of inducing or ag-gravating these
symptoms. "Emetics (says Dr. Mackintosh, in his Practice of Ph,ljsic) hav~ been
often extolled, but I believe every experienced tropical physician will agree with me
in cautioniog young practitioners agaiust their indiscriminate employment. Irritability of the stomach is one of the most frequent and troublesome symptoms; and
once excited, it is always difficult, and in many cases impossible, to restrain it. I
have seen emetics exhibited, and the vomiting has continued till death, in spite of
every remedy."
[We ba.ve repeatedly prevented the accession of tbe chill by administering to the
patient, just before the period when it was expected, an emetic of ipccacuauha, and
after this had ceased operating, immersing his feet in hot water, and, as soon as be is
placed m bed, gi,•ing him from 30 to 40 drops cif laudanum, or a teaspoonful of the
camphoratcd tincture of opium. By this treatment not only is the chill prevented or
shortened, but the whole paroxysm is often rendered milder. -C.]
Lately, the practice of blood-letting in the cold stage bas been re"rivcd (for it is not
a new practice), and strongly recommended, by the physician whose n_amc I ~lave just
mentioned; and whose opinion carries with it the moro weight from its havrng been
founded on much personal experience in the treatment of t_hese fevers. Dr. Mackintosh affirms that bleeding, performed in the cold stage, w.111 often stop at once th.e
paroxysm, and with it the disease: that even when its curative effects arc ~e~s de?1sive, it will generally stop the cold stage, and shorten the pa.roxy~m, and m1t1ga.~e its
severity, and afford speedy and great ease to the distrcssf~l scusat1?ns of the paheut;
and that any subsequent paroxysms which may occur Will be mi.Id and few. One
bleeding, he says, is commonly sufficient: sometimes two are rcqmred; seldom more
than two. 'l'he blood is to be suffered to flow till the patient feels relief: which
usually consists in liberation from pain of the head and loins; freedom of respiration;
the departure of the painful sensation of cold; and the cessation of the tremors and
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of the debility. l\Iost of the patients fall asleep after t1ie operation. 1.'hcse effects
have been produced by the abstraction of an ounce and a. half of blood; they have
sometimes (but rarely) required for their production twenty ounces.
Now this is the piece of practice to which I adverted at the close of yesterday's
lecture, as being, in my humble opinion, inexpedient, and not to be recommended; at
least in the agues of this country. I have seen a. good many cases, first and last, and
certainly I have never seen one in which I could have thought such a heroic remedy
necessary, in the cold stage; if indeed it be, in that stage, a remedy at all. But I
do not desire to oppose my experience alone, or my judgment, to that of Dr. ?ifack.
intosh. Ilis method has been tried, since he first made it public, by various pra.cti.
tioners in this country. Drs. Townsend and Law, of Dublin, found it fail in the
majority of cases. Io Dr. Stokes's hands, the most usual effect of blood-letting in the
cold stage was, to check the shivering; and, next to this, to mitigate its severity,
without abridging its duration. In most instances, no modification was produced of
the hot and of the sweating stages. In Dr. Ke11y's experience, the general effect
was, to shorten the cold stage, and to render the hOt one mi lder; but in some cases
it seemed to aggravate the symptoms. l\lr. Gill found that, although the blood.Jetting
mip::ht cut short the cold stage, it appeared to lengthen the period of febrile disturbance.
Confining myself, then, to intermittents as they show themselves in this climate, I
cannot advise you to adopt the practice introduced by Dr. Mackintosh - of bleeding
in the cold stn.gc. I object to it because it appears to me quite unnecessary; because
it is not such as the nature of the symptoms would suggest; because it tends to produce subsequent debility, which we should not needlessly inflict; and because the
experience of other sober-minded men, who have given the method a fair trial, docs
not bear out the st:itemcnts made by Dr. Mackintosh in respect to its usefulness.
At the same time, after a careful perusal of nearly a hundred cases adduced by Dr.
Mackintosh to illustrate the efficacy of this measure, I think it highly probable that
blood-letting may constitute the most important part of the treatment, in the very
outset of the severer malarious fevers of hot climates; attended as they are with a
degree of internal congestion and disturbance which is dangerous to the integrity of
vital organs.
[ l\Ir. Twining, in his work on the Diseases of Ilengal, bears strong testimony in
favour of bleeding in the cold stage of intermittents. lu the greater number of cases
he has found it to arrest the paroxysm; that is, the occunence of the hot and sweating stages is prevented. In the majority of patients, when the bleeding has been
preceded by a course of mild purgatives, there will be no return of the disease, provided attention is paid to keep the body properly clad and to guard against exposure
to atmospherical vicissitudes. In this manner, he remarks, we cut short the fever,
and guard against those ulterior visceral engorgements and indurations, by which it is
too often prolonged, until the constitution is completely ruined.
The only period of the cold stage at which bleeding is proper, Mr. Twining st:1tes
to be, at the very commencement of the rigor, or just when the coldness and shivering
are completely established. Ile has found that, in general, it is sufficient to take
from an adult twelve or fifteen ounces of blood 1 and in the most robust European he
would limit the quantity to be taken at one bleeding to twenty ounces. After the
arm is tied up the patient should be permitted to lie quiet in bed for an hour or two
- but not heated by being covered with too many bed-clothes; he should be immediately supplied with a cup of warm tea, gruel or thin sago.
According: to Mr. Twining, "the requisites to ensure success from bleeding in the
rigor, arc, 1st, the preliminary course of moderate purging; 2d, that the blood be
taken, from a large orifice, quite as soon as the coldness and rigor are fairly established;
and 3d, that the patient be bled in a recumbent posture, aud no more blood be taken
than is sufficient to arrest the paroxysm."
In robust plcthoric patients, who, during the intorva.Js of the paroxysm, complain
of headache, and morbid tenderness on pressure over the abdomen, and pain or uneasiness in the chest, the disease will seldom be arrested by the first bleeding; in ma ny
case~, they will have repeated paroxj•sms, in each of which the use of tl1e lancet will
be required. Patients, also, in whom the paroxysm, more especially the cold stage,
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is attended with vomiting, l\Ir. Twining has found to require the repeated abstractions
of small quantities of blood during the rigors.-0.]

If in this country, bleeding be requisite at all, it is in the liot stage. But it is not
requisite at all, except when there appears to be danger of some internal inflammation.
The best remedy of the hot stage is undoubtedly opium. Dr. Lind, who wrote after
large experi_ence, s~ys that he never _saw a person die i? the cold fit,. ~ut had known
several carried off rn the hot one, with strong convulsions and delmum. Ile happened to notice the beneficial effect of an opiate given while the patient was very hot and
feverish. Ile determined therefore to make further trial of opium in the paroxysm .
"Having at that time (says he) twenty-five patients labouring under intermittent
fevers, I prescribed an opiate for each of them, to be taken immediately after the hot
fit, provided the patient had then any inquietude, headache, or any such symptom
usually subsequent to the fever. 'l'he consequence was, that nineteen in twenty-two
received immediately relief; the other three had no occasion to take it."
"Encouraged by this surprising success, I next day ordered the opium to be given
during the hot fit. Io eleven patients out of twelve to whom it was thus administered, it removed the headache, abated the fever, and produced a profuse sweat;
which was soon followed by a perfect intermission. Since that time I have prescribed
an opiate to upwards of three hundred patients labouring under this disease : and I
observed, that if taken during the intermission, it had not the least effect, either in
preventing or mitigating the succeeding fit; when given in the cold fit, it once or
twice seemed to remove it; but when given half an hour after the commencement of
the hot fit, it generally gave immediate relief."
Dr. liind goes on to state that he found the influence of opium more uniform an"
constant in intermittent fever than in any other disease; and more quick and sensibl&
than that of any other medicine.
Very little need be said in rega rd to the sweating stage. Up to a certain point
the perspiration is to be promoted and encouraged. When the uneasy feelings of
the patient have abated, it should be restrained; not suddenly, but with caution.
Now the sweating may be promoted by diluents; by keeping the patient in bed, and
covered with moderately warm clothes; by sippings of hot gruel, or of hot chicken
broth. On the other hand, when the sweating has continued long enough, it may be
stopped by drying the patient carefully with towels, changing his linen, and getting
him up, out of bed.
It is wclJ to bear aII this in mind; but I repeat once more that in agues, such as
you arc likely to meet with in this country, it is unnecessary, and therefore objectionable, to be over-busy during the paroxysm. Whenever the disor<lcI tissumes a distinctly intcrmitting form, the most important part of the practice is . .bat to be employed during the intermissions. Now there are certain general remedies advised for
adoption in this period; and there are certain specific remedies. The general remedies are bleeding, emetics, and purgatives. '£hey need not detain us a moment.
Blood-letting may be used if there be any apparent tendency to local inflammation,
or any marks of severe topical congestion; especially in young and robust subjects.
Barring such circumstances, there can be no occasion to bleed your patient in the in·
termissions.
An emetic given a short time before the expected paroxysm, has been known to
prevent its accession ; and even has sometimes cured the disease. But we can stop
the paroxysma by gentler and better means; so that I should not prescribe an emetic
unless I saw symptoms of a fou l and loaded stomach.
Purgatives should always be given at the outset. They clear the stomach and in.
testines of hurtful accumulations, which are apt to impede the beneficial operation of
the quiua, or of other drubrs given to check the disorder. I mentioned in the last
lecture my own custom in this matter; viz., to give a couple or three grn ins of calomcl
with eight or ten of rhubarb at bed-time; and to commence with the specific remedies
the next day.
Of these specific remedies, bark and arsenic arc by far the most certain and importan t; but a multitude of others have been highly praised for possessing similar
virtues. I shall by and by say a word or two about some of these, because bark i~
dear, and ariseuic is scarcely a safe drug to be entrusted to the hands of unprnt'e;-,-
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siona_I ~crsons; and yet it is oftt:!n expedient, in country places, where agu?s are rife,
to provide the poor with remedies which they may buve at hand; and which should

bo~h :~aftea:~:a:~iai~1 %~ !~~ p:~~e~~~o~~:· of

the

d.iffi~ultics a~d ~bjcctions whi~h

were thrown in the way of the Peruvian bar!~, upon its rntroductton rnl? the matena
medica about the middle of the seventeenth century. Its use met with the most
violent opposition, even from physicians of the highest auth_ority . . It was resisted by
Stahl and lloffmnn; and Boerhaave was never quit~ reconct~cd ~a tt.. Sydenham, by
his example and recommendation, greatly promoted its adoption rn. this co~ntry. All
this hist-Ory is sufficiently curious and interesting, but I ha~e no time for 1t: a~d you
will doubtless hear it from one of my colleagues. I will merely say that 111. the
Peruvian bark we have one of the very few specifics that we can boast o\ posscssrng:

:h~ :;::~~t~l~~::~~~te~t~;ri!i~!~tu:s:ui~t~~s ~~~~~~~e~~ st~ef~~p~~o:r t~~~n! ~~c:;~:

and stability of reputation.
Neither shall I cuter at all into the consideration of the qualities of the several
species of cinchona; nor of the several principles that ma.y be educed ~rom them;
nor of the modes in which the quina even ma.y be best procured. This would not
belong legitimately to my province. I must suppose that the professors of chemistry
and of rnaleria medica have furnished you with the sulphate of quiua, which is the
only preparation of the bark I intend particularly to notice: and my business is to
tell you what I know in respect to its employment as a. remedy for ague.
I may observe, however, that this is a. remedy to which we could never have been
led by any process of reasoning. It is a matter of pure empiricism. We know nothing of the scat or of the essential nature of the disease; we are equally in the dark
as to the modus operandi of the quina. in curing it; yet our knowledge of ague, upon
the whole, estimated iu reference to its precision and practica.l bearing, is more satisfactory than of many other complaints, with the scat and nature of which we are
much better acquainted. The group of symptoms is so distinct, that we have no
trouble or doubt as to the diagnosis; and experience has taught us a remedy which is
all but iufallible.
'l'he discovery of quina. and its salts formed a great era in the history of the materia
mcdica. As far ns my own experience goes, the sulphate of quiua has quite superseded the necessity for exhibiting any other form of cinchona. for the cure of ague.
lleforc quina. was unshrouded by the chemist, the bark in substance was the only form
in which the remedy could be confidently relied upon; and I am old enough to be
aware of the infinite superiority of the salt, over the actual bark. 'l'o obtain the
desired effect, it was often necessary to give it in such quantities as almost justified
Mr. Abernethy's sarcastic way of speaking of it a.ad of physicians. Ile sai<l the doctors talked of throwing in the bark, as if it were to be pitched into the stomach with
a shovel. 'l'he sulphate of quiua. lies in a much smaller compass, and a more commodious form; and it does not cause that insupportable nausea which the woody mass of
the powdered bark was so apt to occasion.
I am in the habit of giving two, and sometimes three, grains of the sulphate of
quina every four or six hours during the intermissions, to those patients whom I ha\'e
occ:ision to treat for ague. This plan has succeeded so well, that I have never been
tempted to try any other. I may, indeed, say that I ha.Ye never known it fail to stop
an ague; and to stop it speedily : so that very few paroxysms have occurred after the
patient has begun to take the medicine. You may give it in the infusion of roses,
which contains a convenient quantity of sulphuric acid to ensure the solution of the
sulphate of quioa. It changes the colour of the infusion, however, and renders it
pinker and opaque. Whether the draught be more or less elegant on that account, I
will not take upon me to say; I know that the virtue of the quina is not much inter·
fcrcd with by the change. In private practice, I common ly prescribe twice as many
drops of dilute sulphuric acid as there arc grains of the quina, with a. drachm of the
tiucture of orange peel, and a drachm of the syrup of the same; completing the
draught with water. This I find my patients commonly approve of, except in its
bitterucss, which, in a solution, nothing can disguise. Or that salt may be administP.red in the shape of a. pill: it is best, however, and surest in solution.
A c!uestion has been raised, whether this remedy should be giyen in repeated doses
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during the intermissions, or whether one very large dose should be given a short time
before the paroxysm is expected. Dr. Home made some experiments on that point
in the clinical wards of the Edinburgh Infirmary, some time a~o; and lrn thought
that the result was in favour of the plan of giving the bark regularly at short inter·
vals. I have told you the amount of my own experience, which, however, is not very

~;a;~ti:~~h~::1~ ~~~eab~e~e::r:e~~:~t~ a~e:~:iirr ~a~h~~;e~t ~~! i:~!:~~;bl: ~~fi
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the strength. Dr._B~rker, of. Dublin, has found sm~ll dose~ equally _effectual with
large ones; and tlus is very likely to be the case with specific remedies. It would
2ppear, however, that in s~me qua;tans it is better to give large doses before the return
of the paroxysm. Dr. Elhotson gives large doses just after the paroxysm ; and then
smaller doses during tbe remainder of the intermission, n.t regular periods. A great
majority of those who suffer ague are poor persons. Of course the first object is to
make the cure as .r;peed!J as possible; the next to make it as cheap as possible. So
that it is not a matter of indifference, or mere speculative curiosity, to ascertain with
how little quina. you may cure an ague. I repeat that it has not happened to me to
be disappointed, when I have given the medicine in small doses, as already described:
which amount to about twelve grains in twenty-four hours; but, then, I suppose my
cases have been well behaved and submissive. Dr. Elliotson states that he is conti.
nually obliged to give twenty or thirty grains in the twenty-four hours, before he can
cure the complaint: sometimes in obstinate quartans, forty-five grains; and he mentions one cas<' in which a scruple of the sulphate of quina, with ten miniml'I of the
liquor arsenicalis was given every eight hours in vain, but succeeded perfectly when
given every six hours.
It appen.rs, also, upon the testimony of careful observers, that in warm climates
larger doses are required; and that it takes a larger quantil!J, upon the whole, to
repel the complaint. In the aguish tracts of Ituly, in the Maremna, sma..11 doses aro
an.id to be im1 (lcquate; n.nd the physicians there are in the habit of giving twelve,
twenty.four, or C\'C D thirty grains at a time : n.nd in one recorded inst..1nce, the dose,
in seven days, was got up to 108 grains, before the ague was arrested. The medium
dose, in many pn.rts of Amenca, seems to be eight grains.
Respecting any drug, it is desirable to possess some easy test that the amount of it
administered has reached the limits of sufficiency and safety; - the limits beyond
which it is needless, and might be hazardous, to ca_rry it. Now it has been ascertained
that when the quina. is given in repeated and gradually increasing doses, it comes at
length to affect most persons with peculiar sens<itions (generally spoken of as sensations
of fulness) about the head, and with a sort of buzzing noise in the cars. Sometimes,
when thus administered, it reduces, in a remarkable degree, the force and the fre·
quency of the pulse. Very different quantities are requisite to produce these symptoms in different individuals; but whenever the buzzing is experienced, you may
conclude that the system is conscious of the full force of the remedy, and that to push
it further would be inexpedient.
In this country it has been the custom to exhibit the bark, or its equivalent sub.
stitute, in the intermissions only, and to suspend it during the fits. nut our American
brethren have taught us that this forbearance is unnecessary; that the quinn. mn.) be
given during the paroxysm with perfect safety, and with much a.dvantage; and that,
in the severer remittent fevers, the real hazard lies in abstaining from its use, until a
comparatively apyrectic period may nrrive.
The irritability of the stomach is sometimes so great n.s to make it difficult to introduce a sufficient quantity of the remedy into the system. This difficulty was very
much felt n.t Walcheren: it is in a great measure removed since the discovery of
quina. nut even the quina. sometimes sits iJI on the stomach; and often it is scarcely .
possible to get children to swallow any preparation of bark, 011 account of its bitter
taste. It is an important thing to know, therefore, that this drug has been fount.l
scarcely less effectual in curing the disease, when thrown into the rectum. 'fhe
mensLruum in wh ich it is dissolved should not exceed two or three ounces, lest the
bowel should reject it. Its expulsion may sometimes be prevented by adding a few
drops of laudanum to the enema.
.
[The quinia may also be administered endermically; from 4 to 10 grains being
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r:prinklcd upon a. blistered surface, once, twice or oftener, according to circumstances,
in the course of the day. That the remedy will produce its specific effects when thus
exhibited we know from experience. -C.J

It is said that bark 10 substance will sometimes cure the disease when quina. fails.
I have never witnessed this: but in obstinate cases I would give the quina in the
decoction of bark.

[It is very certain that the quinia, even when given freely and in large doses, will
occasionally fail in arresting the disease, and that the mrijority of such cases will be
promptly cured by the bark in substance. This we lrn.ve seen repeatedly to occur. -C.]
You must not be satisfied with merely stopping the paroxysms. Patients are often
too ready to give up their medicine, as soon as the paroxysm bas once missed. But
,the disease is very apt to recur; and it will always be right and prudent to go on with
the quina for ten days or a fortnight after the patient seenis cured, gradually diminishing, after the first week. tlrn amount and the frequency of the doses.
There have been some curious facts observed in regard to the relapse that aro apt to
take place after the bark or the quina has been omitted. Clark of Dominica, states
that if no more of the remedy be taken, in the West Indian ague, than is barely sufficient to stop a fit, and then the bark be suspended, a. relapse may take place on the
eighth day, in the case of a quotidian; on the fourteenth or fifteenth in the case of a
tertian or double tertian; and on the twenty-iirst or twenty-second in the case of a
quartan: thus making (you see) in each type, seven periodical revolutions from the
time the fit was suppressed, to the next attack; and the fit was found to return on
the proper da.y, at the same hour at which it would have returned if its course had
not been interrupted by the administration of the remedy. Ilcre we have a still
earlier glimpse of the abiding periodic tendency, noticed by Dr. Gregory and by Dr.
Graves, during the long protracted absence of actual paroxysms. All this is very
curious, and inexplicable; but it points clearly to the propriety of continuing the
remedy for some time after the disease appears to have vanished.
[The very high price to which quinine has attained of late years, rendering its free
use, in cases of fever occurring among those in moderate circumstances, a matter of
serious inconven ience, extensive experim ents have been made with other of the proximate principles obtained from different varieties of the cinchona, with tho view of
discovering among them some substitute of less cost aud equal efficacy. Of these,
the cinchooine, quinoidine, and quinidine present the strongest claims to our notice.
The sulphate of chinchooia has been found, from ample experience, to be little inferior,
even in the same dose, to the sulphate of quinia as an antipcriodio. Both the quino·
idine and quinidine arc possessed of very decided efficacy, but require to be given in
much larger doses than the quioinc. - C.]

Arsenic is another substance which bas unquestionable and great power over ague.
It carries with it these marked advantages: it is efficacious; it is cheap; and it is
tasteless. It is well adapted by these qualities for the poor, and for children, and for
patients of every age and rank in whom there is much irritability of stomach present;
but then it has also the serious disadvantage of being an active poison. One over-dose
may be fatal: and even its long-continued use in minute doses leads sometimes to
evident and lasting disorder of the health. Arsenic, therefore, is an unsafe remedy
to he trusted in the hands of the ignorant. It should never be administered except
under the immediate superv ision of a medical eye; and even then it requires to be
given with much caution. Its had effects may be very certainly prcvcnted 1 howevcr1
by ca.re and attention; and it becomes a valuable instrument of cure, aud should be
adopted without scruple, in cases where its operation can be watched, and where the
quinn docs not agree with the stomach, or fails to stop the disease. I often prescribe
arsenic for other complaints; hut, as I said before, I do not recollect ever having been
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\Vhen substances, which even in small quantities prove active poisons, art: used as
remedial agents, it is convenient to have some definite form in which they m~y be
administered at all times, and in all places. The liquor potassa arsenilis of the Lon·
don Pharmacopooia supplies such a form. This is the form in which arsenic was
recommended to the public by Dr. Fowler: and it is therefore sometimes callctl
Fowler's solution. It was founded upon an analysis of the tasteless ague drup, which
had been in considerable repute in some parts of England. The pharmacopreial
preparation is an arscnitc of potass in solution. There are eighty grains of arsenic in
the new or imperial pint, and therefore four grains in an ounce of the solution. Ten
minims two or three times a day arc a full dose for an adult; and you had better com·
mence with not more than five minims. Ten minims contain one.twelfth of a grain.
Twice that quantity has been administered at once; but this ought never to be done
except when the system has been ~radually inured to the arsenic, and thereby enabled
to bear such a dose. It is a good precaution not to give this corrosive substance on
an empty stomach.
The poisonous or hurtful effects that we have to look out for, when arsenic has
been prescribed, arc a peculiar silvery whiteness of the tongue, loss of appetite, nausen,
and sometimes vomiting; griping pain of the stomach and bowels, and diarrhrea; and
if the medicine be continued, fainting is often added. Other symptoms, less constant
perhaps, and less important, are painful and hot tumcfaction, suffoess, nod itching
of the face and eyelids, with redness of the conjunctiva, or even a tingling eruption
something like nettle rash. These effects may, I believe, be controlled by adding a
few drops of laudanum to each dose; but I would rather advise you to suspend the
use of the arsenic; or to leave it off altogether. When this is done, the unpleasant
symptoms will readily yield to mild laxatives, followed by opiates.
[The arsenical solution is a remedy admirably adapted for the cure of intermittent
fever when it occurs in children, to induce whom to take the quina in :rny form will
be found often impossible. When cautiously administered, and its effects are carefully watched, we have never known any disagreeable effects to result from the arsen ic,
and we have employed it somewhat extensively. - C.]
When the paroxysms continue to recur in spite of the bark, it has been recom·
mended (and I think the plan a good one) to try to stop them by arsenic; and then,
the periodic recurrence having been broken, to employ sulphate of quina to prevent a
relapse.
'fhese, then, quina and arsenic, are the two sheet anchors to which we trust, in the
cure of ague. A host of other remedies, I say, have had their praises isung. I do
not intend to enumerate them. Dut there are a few which I think it right to men·
tion, for reasons already assigned. There is stronJ? evidence of the efficacy of some
of them; they are cheap, and easi ly accessible, and above all, safe; and therefore, in
aguish districts, they u1ay with much propriety and benefit be recommended to the
poorer classes, or distributed by Lady Bountifuls.
[The fcrrocyanuret of iron is certainly a very valuable remedy in cases of intermit,..
tent fever. Stokes places it in efficacy after quinia and the arsenical solution, and
perhaps he is right in so doing; it will, however, often succeed in prevcntinb the
recurrence of the paroxysms, given in the dose of six grains every three hours. - C. J
One of these is willow·barl.:; in substance, or in deeoction. If this dose cure agues,
as it is affirmed to do, it would seem as if Providence had placed the antidote nlong·
side of the poison; for these trees, as you know, abound and flourish in marshy places.
'l'he bark of the willow furnishes au alkaloid substance called salici11e, in which the
febrifuge property is believed to reside. Ilolly leaves, rind i'/icine derived from them,
stand in much the same repute in France, as willow.brirk and sa li cine here.
Another curious remedy, said to be very successful, is the web of tlte blacljj spider,
which inl1abits barns, stables, and cellars. This substance has been tried on a tolerably large scale, and the testimony to its influence in curing agues is very strong. Dr.
Craigie has given this account of it. In the year 1760, a number of prisoners from
the vanquished squadron of Thurot having been landed in the Isle of l\lan, Dr. Gillespie, who was practising there, found that many of the agues which came to prevail
32
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both among the prisoners and the inhabitants of the island, obstinately resisted bark
and such other remedies as he had recourse to. He was informed, by au old French
physician belonging to the squadron, of the alleged efficacy of cobweb? in certain
forms of the disease. Ile therefore made trial of cobweb, and found 1t to answer
admirably. Ile was successful with it in more than sixty cases of different types, in
the Isle of :'\Ian, and he had further experience of its utility subsequently in Ayrshire.
After this, the same rcmedv was tested in the West Indies, by Dr. Jackson, to
whom Dr. Gillespie had recon{mcnded it. Dr. Jackson's observations were made in
the hospital of the army depOt, in the West Indies, in 1801. Several ca~es of ague,
on which bark, arsenic, or mercury, singly or altcrn:itely, had made either a very
temporary impression or none at all, were selected for experim ent. I.n four of the!'e
cases, two pills, containing each five grains of cobweb, were given at rntervals of two
hours, commencing six hours before the expected time of recurrence of the paroxysm.
The fit did not return. On subsequent trials it was found not only to arrest the
course of agues, but to remove various symptoms, such as pain, delirium, vomiting,
griping, in ague, and in continued fever, when these symptoms were unconnected with
inflammation.

[ We have employed the spider's web in this manner in a number of cases, and in
many of them found it very promptly to suspend the paroxysms- as effectually, certainly, as the quioia; in a few cases, however, it failed.-C .]
Charcoal is another substance which has been found effectual for the cure of intermittent fevers. You may find an account of it in the tenth volume of the Edinburgh
Medical and Surgical Journal. It would seem to be especially useful in those cases
in which there is a marked disturbance of the digestive organs; nausea, flatulence,
hiccup, diarrhrea, or dysentery. It is said generally to cure the complaint by the
time two drachms of it have been taken. It may be given in doses of ten or twenty
grains, in arrow-root; or with a few grains of rhubarb. If the power of this substance should be confirmed by future observations, a. cheap remedy would thus be
open to the poor. A clergyman of my acquaintance assures me that he seldom fails
to cure agues among his parishioners by administering to them the snuffs of candles,
which he takes care to 11:1vq collected. H e does not inform them of what his black
powder consists. I presume that its virtue may proceed from the charcoal it contains; unless it is derived from the confidence his flock is accustomed to place in his
specific. 'l'hc very same remedy, the snuff of a. candle, is mentioned by Lind.
Piperi11e, tllC crystalline salt of pepper, has obtained considerable reputation of late
years, as a remedy for intermittent fever. It waR largely tried by an Italian physician,
l\lcli; and Dr. Gordini has repeated l\leli's experim ents at the hospital at Leghorn .
.'I'he following are the general conclusions at which these physicians have arrived:1. Pipcrine, in doses of six or eight grains, cures iutermittents. 2. It is more efficient in powder than in pills. 3. It succeeds in certain cases in which the sulphate
of quina fails. And 4. It is more effectual in prcve11ting relapses. I have seen
letters from some practitioners in this country, bearing testimony to the power of the
piperine. That pepper will cure ague has Jong bceo the \•ul~r belief; and a Yery
popular remedy for the disease is a teaspoonful of pepper in a. glass of gin.
] presume that the efficacy of cltanumdle flowers in the removal of intermittent
fever is to be attributed to tho piperine which they have been ascertained to contain.
'fhese flowers bad been long in use for the treatment of ague, before tbe Peruvian
bark was discovered; and they are said to have accomplished a cure, since that time,
after the bark bad failed; but this was before the quina. had been educed from it.
H cberdcn ad,·iscs us to have recourse to chamomile flowers, if the bark should disappoint us. I am always willing to embrace an opportunity of referring to his commcntnries, for the exact observations they contain, hut above all for the beautiful Latinity
of which the whole book is an example. I recommend it stroni:?;ly to you as bcio(;,
next to Celsus, the best model you can study for good medical Latin. In reference
to the point before us he says, "Cortex, quanquam rite sumtus, intcrdum parum
effic<ix. est; quo in casu suspicio erit ventriculum sordibus onustum vim remedii impedirc. Itaque vomcrc oportet; quo facto, febris raro non ccdit. Quod si rcdirc
"lerseveret, confugicndum est ad flares chamromeli, quorum contritorum scrupulus
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dandus est loco drachmro cinchonre, et ad idem pr::escriptum repetcndus. IIos fl.ores,
sic sumtos, scmel atque itcrum profecisse expertus sum. 11
Se'\'eral mineral substitutes for the bark, or for arsenic, have been tried and found
useful : preparations of iron and of ::.inc. From 5 to 10 grains of the sulphate of zinc
have been given several times a day; or 3 grains of the oxide of zinc cv_ery three
hours. Sir Gilbert Blanc says that both in the West Indies anc! in London, intcrmittents have been cured by the use of this oxide, when they had previously resisted
the Peruvian bark. Sir James I 1Grigor also speaks of it in tel'ms of praise; from
what he saw of its effects in the agues of the Peninsula. during the war.
Some of the remedies of this mysterious disorder operate upon the mind, or rather
upon the nen•ous system, through the mind. Hence it becomes probable that the
dnigs which have such power over the disease, act also on the nervous system, through
the body. And hence also we derive a confirmation of the opinion, that the disease
itself is essentially a disease of the same nervous system. Aguo bas often been cured
by the agency of strong mental emotion, such as sudden and great joy, anger, terror,
ol' eager expectation. Thus we read that Quintus Fabius Maximus was cured of an
old quartan on the day of a. great battle. Strong impressions upon the imagination ,
producing feelings of disgust and horror, have had tho same effect: such as those
caused by drinking blood; swallowing a spider gently bruised, and wrapped up in a
raisin, or spread upon bread and butter; keeping a spider suspended from the
patient's neck in a nut~hell, till it dies; and the like. 'fhe undoubted success, in
many cases, of charms, must be referred to the principle of faith. The patient reco\ers, because he firmly believes in your powel' to cure him. Dr. Gregory used to
relate the case of a patient in the clinical wards in Edinburgh, who, with sundry
ceremonies, swallowed some word, written on a slip of paper: the result was, that he
had not another paroxysm. And I perfectly recollect having a great awe, when I
was quite a child, of my maternal grandmother, because she was reputed to have the
power of curing agues by means of some charm. I believe all that she did was to
assure the poor people who came to be relieved from their ague, that they should have
no more of it after such a day; and their implicit reliance upon this prophecy brought
about its fulfilment. There seems to be this general principle observable in rc~pect
to agues, and to most other diseases which occur in paroxysms, viz., that after they
have continued for some time, their further continuance depends more upon the effect
of habit than anything else: and this habit may be broken by strong impress ions
made upon the nervous spstem; and the cure of one paroxysm is often thus the cure
of the disease. We have seen examples of the existence of this morbid habit in
hysteria, and in some cases of epilepsy. C:£teris paribus, that physician will be most
successful in these disorders, who is best able to acquire the confidence of his patient,
and to gain a powerful influence over his mind.
There is no disease in which the prophylaxis is of more importance; but this you
will have gathered from the facts which were stated in the two preceding lectures.
The disposition to relapse is strongest soon after the disease has been removed; but it
generally continues long, perhaps even for life. The late Dr. l\lacmichael caught an
ague many years before his death, by sleeping on a rock somewhere in Greece; and
he was ever after subject to occasional attacks of periodic headache, and other aguish
symptoms, for which he was obliged to have recourse to bark or arsenic. Of course
one essential point in the prophylaxis is the withdrawal of the patient from the iuRuence of the exciting cause; taking him away from the malarious locality. But this
cannot always be done; a.nd when it cannot, we must impress upon him those ~autions
which arise out of the facts ascertained respecting the oper.ttion of the malaria. upon
the human body. Persons who have been exposed to the exciting cause, or who have
once had the fever, should in whatever place they ma.y happen to be, avoid overfatig:ue, and exhaustion of all kinds; sudden exposure to cold or heat; and the ne~lect
of changing wet clothes; wet shoes and stockings for instance. In a wa\arious
district persons should bear in mind the facts, that the miasmata. arc much more
virulent in the night-time than in the da.y; and close to the surface of the earth, than
in a higher part of the atmosphere. They should refrain, therefore, from goiug out
late in the evening, or early in the morning; and they should rather select the attic
than any other floor for their bed-chamber. They who arc obliged to go out in the
morning in countries where agues arc rife, should take care not to go out fasting: I\
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goo<l hot breakfast sl1ould be first taken, or at any rate some modor:l.tc stimulus.

A
crust of bread and a ghiss of wine, or a small quantity of ardent spirits, will fortify
the system against the pestilential miasma. Measures of this kind have been found
extremely beneficial in the navy: the giving, for instance, the mc:n a warm breakfast
before going out in the morning on malarious shores in boats, whatever the hour of
starting might be. Generous diet, and a fair allowance of fermented liquor, arc
proper also for all persons in aguish countries. The late Dr. James Gregory used to
mention in his lectures au anecdote in point told him by his father. The elder Dr.
Gregory studied at Leyden, under Boerhaavc; and twenty-four other English students
were li,·ing there at the same time: that is, they were called English, on account of
their common laniruage, but they were in fact composed of English, Irish, Scotch,
'\\rest Indians, and Americans. rrhe celebrated John Wilkes and Charles Townsend
were among the number. These twenty-five students lived a good deal together; in
truth they were wt, as the phrase is, by the Dutch, for some raffish behaviour on
their parts. Ilowever, of the twenty-five, one only was a water-drinker. 1'he other
twenty-four each drank a bottle of claret daily; and the water-drinker, and be alone,
fell ill of ague there.
~
Persons who lrnve recently become residents in aguish districts, or who even happen
to be travelling through them, would do well to take one or two moderate doses of
quina daily, by way of safeguard. Strong evidence has been brought forward of late,
by Dr. Bryson and others, to show that its propl1ylactic power is no less marked and
sure, and therefore no less Yaluable, nay even more vnluable, than its curative. Under
these circumstances of exposure, warm stomachic laxatives arc to be preferred to cold
o.pericnts, such as the neutral salts, for due regulation of the bowels.
There is just one more expedient which I would suggest as not unlikely to afford
complete protection to those who are of necessity exposed to the malaria; and it is,
that they should wear an nrinasal respirator. It is possible that as a breeze is filtered
of the poison which was mingled with it, by passing through a dense mass of foliage,
so, on a smaller scale, tl1c air inspired in breathing way be strained and purified, and
rendered harmless, in its transit through the sieve-like structure of l\Ir. J cffrcys'
ingenious instrument. 'rhc principle of the suggestion is not new; but this mode of
applying it has not, so far as I know, hitherto been tried. It is said that by surrounding the head with a g:mzc veil, or conopeum, the action of malaria is prevented; and
that thus it is possible even to sleep in the most pernicious parts of Italy without
hazard of fever. Dr. Macculloch states that in l\lalta., and elsewhere, this belief is
uni versal : and hence the popular practice of covering the mouth ancl nose with a
Jumdkcrchicf in the morning on going out, or in other suspici ous circumstances: a
practice (he observes) the efficacy of which is attested, as far as popular belief can
attest anything. Can it be the moisture wh ich accumulates upon the handkerchief
from the breath that confers the protection? Under inevitable exposure to the malaria
might not Dr. Stcnhouse's cliar<·oal apparatus, used during the acts of inspiration
only, effectually arrest, and perhaps destroy, the entering poison?
[BILIOUS RE'.\IITTENT FEVER. - With the excC'ption of the intermittent, the most
common form of fever prevalent in the middle, southern, and south-western sections
of the United States, is the rcmittcnt, or, as it is generally denominated, from the
evidences of more or less derangement of the hepatic function by which it is attended,
the bilious rcmittent, or, simply, bilious fever. It constitutes the summer and
autumnal endemic of many of our states, and even in those which arc exempted from
its annual occurrence, it occasionally preyails, during seasons of unusual heat a1Jd
dryness, sporad ically, or as a severe and widely-spread epidemic. It is this form of
diiseasc to the attack of which individuals, from the cold and temperate sections of our
Union, arc so peculiarly li able ou removing to those localities where it is endemic, or
ou visiting them during the summer aud autumn. The bilious remittcnt fever is not
peculiar to the United States; it prevails extensively in the southern portious of
.France and Italy, and other parts of the south of Europe, in Africa, and in the East
and West Indies: it is in fact the endemic of the paludial districts of all hot climates.
A high degree of atmosphcrical temperature has a very marked influence in the p_roduction of this form of fever. It may act either by eliminating an aCriform ruorb!fic
matter, or by predisposing the system to the action of those morbific causes by which
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it is constantly surrounded. The prevalence, as well as tlrn violence of the disenRe.
iE almost in,·ariably in direct proportion to the heat of the season, while, in many of
the more northern states. where the disease is not one of ordinary occurrence, it will
nevertheless pre'\'ail 1 during a summer of extreme heat, often to a considerable extent
-and marked, occasionally, by symptoms of extreme violence; being limi ted, howenr almost exclusively to tl~ose situations, noted in other seasons for their ingalubrity,
or in which the cau~cs of disease are ready to be developed upon the occurrence of
any unmual degree of atmosph~rical heat.
Notwithstanding the bilious remittent fever can scarcely c~er be mist.iken by the
least experienced practitioner, it still exhibits considerable diversity in many of its
phenomena in different seasons and localities, and often in different individuals.
While, in many cases, the remis~ions arc well-marked, approaching in some to almost
a complete intermisgion, in others the remissions are so slight that the fever has nearly
a. continued form. 'fhcre are always, however, certain prominent symptoms, inYariably
present, an attention to which will lead at once to an accurate cliagnogis: -'J'hcse are,
gastric irritability, a sense of oppression and distress at the epigastrium, pain of the
head, back, and limbs, and the great prostration of strength early exhibited by the
patient.
•
Bilious rcmittcnt fe>er is closely allied in its nature, the localities in which it
chiefly prevails, and in many of its phenomena, to intermittent fever, of which by
many it is considered as a mere modification. It is presumed, and with much plausi bility, that "a more intense operation of the same morbific cause required for the
production of intermittent fever engenders remittcnt, 11 and that" the more violent the
latter, the more remote is its character from that of intermittent j or, in other words,
the less perceptible the remissions." That a more powerful action of the morbific
cause is demanded for the production of remittcnt fe>cr, is supposed to be indicated
"by the circumstance, that, when periodic fevers are prevailing in certain countries,
the permanent residents are often obsen•ed to have the disease in the form of ague
only, and the mortality among them is small; while strongers, unhabituated to the
climate and its diseases, suffer from remittents, with a proportionably greater loss of
life. In more sickly seasons remittents will be the prevailing form among both cbsses
of persons, but strangers arc more violently affected, and the mortality among them is
greater. Its affinity to intermittent is shown, too, by the tendency whi ch it has to
pass into that form, and, inversely, by the proclivity of ague to assume the rcmittent
type.JI (B1tOWN; C.1Jclopredia of Pract. Jllecl.)
'fhcrc 1s a very striking analogy between the milder and more ordinary form of the
bilious remittcnt fever, in its course and pro~ress, and the periods of a. double tertian
ague. Although the exacerbations occur daily, yet there is almost always a. very
manifest aggmvation of all the symptoms on the odd or alternate dnys. When the
disease assumes, as it does occasionally, a quotidian type, the exacerbations generally
occur several hours earlier than those of the double tertian form-the former happening usually about nine or ten o'clock, and the latter not until towards noon, or an hour
or two later.
The milder and more simple form of bilious rcruittcnt fever is generally preceded,
for some days, by listlessness, languor, a bitter taste in the mouth, nausea, aversion
from food, an indescribable uneasiness and sense of fulncss about the epigastrium,
sometimes costiveness, and, very generally, more or less pain and heaviness over the
eyes. The attack is usually ushered in by a slight chill, or merely by a sense of
coldness, particularly about the back, which, after one or more hours, and often sooner,
is followed by increased heat of the whole surface -the skin becoming, at the same
time, dry and constricted, the face flushed and tuq~id, the eyes red and suffused, the
resp iration hurried and une\'en, the pulse quick and frequent, but rarely tense; thcie
is great prostration of strength, with considerable restlessness and watchfulness. The
patient complains of pain and a seuse of fulness, weight, and tension of the head,
pain of the back and of the extremities, particularly of the ca lves of the legs ; -and
of a. sense of weight or oppression, and often of pain at the epif?'astrium, which part
generally exhibits more or less tenderness upon pressure, even when no pain is com~
plained of. The stomach is more or less irritable- some cases being attended with
distressing n::iusea, while in others, everything swallowed is instantly rej ected. Spuntaneons vomiting is a. not unfrequcnt symptom - it is often present from the com·
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mencement of the attack, but more generally it does not set in until the secon<l or
third day, or C\'cn later; the matter vomited being of a bitter taste, and of a yellow,
greenish, or brirrht-rrreen colour. The tongue is usually moist, red at the sides and
edg-cs, and coat~d o~ its upper surface with a whitish, light-brown, or yellowish fur,
which often acc1uircs considerable thickness. There are usually considerable thirst, a
costive state of the bowels, and a diminished amount and increased coloration of the
urine; and, after the disease has continued for eome days, the skin acquires a yellow
tinge, which is sometimes very decided, and extends to the aduata of the eyes. The
exacerbation lusts from eight to twelve hours, wl~en a g~adua l abatement of all the
prominent symptoms takes plaCe, and often a slight mOJsturc breaks out upon the
surface, and the patient falls into a refreshing sleep; more generally, however, the
skin continues dry after the heat has declined, and the patient during the remission
continues restless, uneasy, and disinclined to sleep. The duration of the remission
Yarics with the Yiolence of the attack; gradually, however, the heat of the surface
iu crcascs, and an exacerbation of the fever follows, marked by the same degree of
intensity as the form er one, or even by increased violence.
All the prece<ling symptoms, in an aggravated degree, with long-continued exacer
bations and less distinct remiss"ions, mark what has been termed the highly inflammat ory form of the disease. During the exacerbation the sk in is intensely hot, the eyes
are suffused, of a muddy, yellowish hue, and often dull and languid; there are intense
priin, and a sense of insupportable weight and tension of the head; aversion from
light and sound is ordinarily present, and occasionally delirium; there are great
thirst, and a feeling, often alm ost insupportable, of oppression at the chest; the
respiration being quick and laborious, frequently irregular; the pains in the back and
extremities arc often of great severity; the pulse is quick, frequent, and more or less
tense; occasionally it exhibits some degree of irregularity; the nausea and rnmiting
are generally peculiarly distressing- the matter discharged being a thick ropy fluid,
of a yellow, darkish-brown, or green colour; the bowels arc costive, or if open, discharge, with teucsmus and griping, a thin watery fluid: when evacuations are procured
by appropriate means, they arc large in quantity, dark, slimy, tenacious, and offensive.
There is always an intolerable sense of oppression or constriction at the epigastrium,
accompanied by a degree of tenderness which renders the slightest amount of pressure
insupportable -or a severe pain and burning, attended in mn.ny cases with great
nausea, and frequent ineffectual efforts to vomit, arc experienced. There is great
restless ness, with jactitation, and continued watchfulness. In the course of the
disease, the ski n acquires, most generally, a brownish, bronzed, or more frequently, a
deep yellow tinge, which is particularly marked upon the face and breast. A symptom
mentioned by Hush, as generally present in cases of bilious reruittcnt- namcly, a
screatus, or constant haw~ing and spittin g of a small quantity of tough, glairy matter
-we have repeatedly noticed.
The succeedi ng exacerbations are marked by an increased violence of all the predominant symptoms of the disease, and unless the intensity of the fever is relieved by
an appropriate course of treatment, the powers of life gradually sink; the surface, at
Jeugth, becomes cool, and covered, generally or partially, with a cold clammy sweat;
the pulse small aod weak; the tongue covered with a dark, thick coating, and occasionally dry and chapped; the respiration short, quick, and difficult; the abdomen
sometimes swollen and tympanitic; stupor or coma often ensues; not unfrcquently,
repeated, and at lcnµ;th involuntary, discharges take place from the bowels, of a. dark,
offonsive matter, and finally death ensues.
In the milder forms of the disease, or when it has been from the commencement
of the attack subjected to an appropriate treatment, instead of n.n increased violence
in the phenomena. of each succeeding paroxysm, there is less decided heat of the surface, the pulse becomes slower and less frequent, there is less. gastric distress, less pain
and tenderness of the epigastrium; less pain of the head and back; the exacerbation
is of shorter duration, and as it declines, the skin becomes softer and more moist, the
tongue less coated, the countenance more cheerful, and the patient obtains often several
hou~s of quiet and refreshing sleep; the rem issions are more distinct, and of longer
eontmuance, until finally a complete intermission occurs, followed by ri state of convalescence-which is usually protracted.
There geuer;illy takes place in the milder and uncomplicated forms of bilious
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remittent, a distinct exacerbation 1 followed by an evident remission, once in every
twC'nty-four hours: but in the more violent and decidedly inflammatory form, the
remissions, as wc have already remarked, arc so short and slight as almost to pass
unnoticed, and hence the inflammatory bilious fever is described by many writers as
a continued fever.
The duration of the disease varies with its degree of violence and its ~imple or
complicated character-it may terminate in a few days or run on for several weeksbut its usual duration is from nine to fifteen days. It is not uncommon, Dr. Dickson,
of South Carolina, remarks, especially among the most perfectly acclimated adult
natives resident in malarious localities, and i;trangers long familiarized to these, to find
bilious remittent fever of a very protracted duration; "the pationt sinking, after the
tenth or twelfth day, into a low form, resembling the less severe grades of typhus, and
l1 cnce obtaining among us the desi~nation of the typhoid stage of bilious fe..-cr. Ilcrc
the well-marked lines which separate the period of exacerbation and remission, are
almost effaced; the characteristic periodicity almost obliterated; the fever degenerates
nearly into the continued type, and the patient, in thC' language of the older practitioners, 1 wades through' the attack with no definitely regular changes observable
from time to time, until, by the success or failure of our efforts in bis behalf, he
recovers or is lost. The pulse is small and chorded, tlie tongue tl1rows off its fur, and
is smooth, red, and dry, or smeared onr, like the teeth and lips, wich foul sordes; the
stomach loses its irritability, and the vomitings cease; the stools are dark or even
black; µ:ietcorism occasionally shows itself; there is muttering delirium, or disposition
to heavy stupor and coma; the countenance is dull and inexpressive; muscular languor
and great debility ensue, with nervous tremors on motion, and perpetual subsultus
tendinum." Dr. Dickson has known cases of this kind protracted, in three instances,
to thirty, thirty-five, and fifty days, though the average, he observes, would scarcely
reach beyond fifteen or twenty.
A careful analysis of the phenomena of bilious remittent fever shows, very conclusively, that tho organs chiefly affected arc the liver and stomach, and the results
of post-mortem examinations confirm the accuracy of this deduction. In many cases,
it is true, the symptoms during life, and the lesions detected after death, indicate
more or less affection of the lungs or brain; but this latter is to be viewed as a.n accideDtal complication, and not csseDtial to the disease. Basing our conclusions upon
the investigations of Dr. Stewardson, (.A:merican Journ. Med. Scien., April, 1841,
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(Diseases of Be119al, chap. v.), a morbid condition of the liver would appear to be
invariably present in rcmittcnt fever- to be indeed diagnostic of the disease. It is
nevertheless very certain that few cases of bilious fever, of any intensity, occur without being attended also by indubitable lesions of the gastro-entcric mucous membrane
-the evidences of which are very generally detected in those who die of the disease.
In many cases a morbid condition of the liver is the principal lesion detected after
death, while in others lesions of the ~astro-entcric mucous membrane are the most
prominent; in general, however, indications of disease in both these organs are
sufficiently well marked in the same case. It has been proposed to distinguish the
fever, according as the phenomena of hepatic or gastro-enteritic disorder P!cdominatcs, by the terms ltepatic and gastric. Hepatfr rernittenls being cha.ractenzcd by
intense febrile heat; violent pain of the head; fulness and tension of the right hypochondrium, with pain and pulsation of this part and of the cpigastrium; excessive
irritability of the stomach; frequent and forcible vomiting, tl1e ejections being without any trace of bile; a clean state of the tongue in the early stages; a. decidedly
yellow colour of the skin and a.dnata of the eye; great torpor of the bowels, until
towards the decline of the disease, when a copious discharge takes place from the
bowels of a. dark or pitch-like tenacious matter, which may be considered as in some
degree critical.
Gastric remittents are distinguisl1ed by a bitter taste in the mouth; great thirst,
with a craving for cool and acidula.ted drinks; frequent vomiting of a green or darkbrown fluid; total loss of appetite, aDd generally disgust for every kind of food; a
feeling: of g!eat w~igbt and ~nxicty at the prrecordia; pain a.nd teuderoess, chiefly at
th(. "p1gastrmm; rntense pam of the loins and knees, and soreness of the calves of
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the legs; se\•erc and constant pain of the forehead; tl1e tongue coated in the centre
with a thick layer of yellowish mucus, and red at the sides and tip; the remissions
distinctly marked; bowels costive, or when discharges from them take place, these
are thin and watery, and oftca attended with griping and tcncsrnus: in the course of
protracted cases the stools, not unfrequeutly, consist of a reddish fluid resembling the
washings of meat. fo the progress of the disease, the tongue becomes dry, cracked,
and covered with a dark.brown or blackish crust; upon the separation of which
the tongue presents a smooth, shining, and red surface. In the advanced stage,
there is often retention of urine, difficulty of swallowing fluids, meteorism of tho
abdomen, &c.
Although we frequently meet with cases in which the predominance of hepatic
or of gastric disorder, but especially of the first, is thus strongly marked; nevertheless, in the general run of cases, there is a complete blending of the two sets of
phenomena.
'l'here is one form of bilious intermittent still to be described, with which the experience of the last ten years Jrns made the practitioner of the southern and southwestern portions of the United States, unhappily, too well acquainted, under the denomination of co119cstivc fever. "In certain localities, indeed," remarks Dr. Dickson,
"the ancient inflammatory features of malarious endemics seem to have disappeared,
and to have become supplanted by the more hideous and pestilential modification thus
entitled."
'l'be form of the disease to which we allude is marked by a diminished temperature
and decrcuscd sensibility of the whole surface of the body-the skin being, at the
same time, soft, contracted, and often clammy, or wet with a copious perspiration.
·when a partial reaction takes place, the heat is never considerable, and it is often
confined to particular parts of the surface. There are considerable and uni,·crsal las8itude and debility; the head is confused and affected with vertigo, and sometimes
with a. deep-seated pain, or a sensation of oppressiYc weight or tension; the eyes are
heayy, suffused and dull; the countenance is hagp;ard, and the face pale, and of a.
dingy, muddy appearance; the pulse is small, frequent, and indolent, or struggling,
compressible and variable; the tone of the voice is often changed, the articulation
being slow and drawling, or imperfect and stammering. 'l'he respiration is anxious
and laborious, with frequent sighing. The tongue exhibits, at first, but little change,
but soon becomes dark.brown or black, especially in those cases in which the earlier
stages of the disease ha.ve been marked by some degree of excitement. 'l'he stomach
is occasionally irritable; the epigastrium and right hypochoudrium are tender upon
pressure, and more or less tumid; the bowels are torpid, and when stools are pro·
cured, they are dark.coloured and offensive, and often attended with tormina and
tenesmus. The mind is generally dull, indifferent, or confused, from the commencement of the attack, and, in the progress of the disease, sinks into a sta.te of more or
less complete stupor, or of low muttering delirium. '11he remissions of the fe'fer in
the cougestive form are not well marked, or rather, there is an entire absence of the
febrile exacerbations and remissions, the phenomena of the disease presenting but
little other change than a rapid or gradual augmentation in intensity. In fatal cases,
death, which may take place between the fifth and fiifccnth clays, or even later, is
often preceded by hiccup, subsultus tendinum, involuntary stools, hemorrhage from
the stomach or bowels, petechire, &c.
The congestive form of bilious remittent fever may att:tck suddenly, wl10n it is apt
to assume a. peculiarly malignant form, and to terminate rapidly in death; in many
cases, however, it is preceded by the same symptoms as the milder and more open
forms of the disease. In the more. violent attacks of congestive fever, "the sy.stew
seems," to use the words of Dr. Dickson, "to sink at once prostrate before the mvasiou or exacerbat.ion, which can scarcely, at times, be called febrile. Reaction, to use
our technical phrase, docs not take place, or very feebly, if at all. The skin is cold,
and covered with a clammy sweat, as in the collapse of cholera.; the pulse is w<'a.k
and fluttering; the stomach is very irritable, with frequent and painfu l, but usually
ineffectual, efforts to vomit; the countenance is shrunken, and pale or livid; there is
often low muttering delirium, with shivering and fainting. In some cases, no complaint is made, a. lethargic insensib ility seeming to oppre~s the patient; in others, the
rnost extreme anguish is endured by the miserable sufferer, who in his agony often
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utters groans or loud cries. Tho vital powers are speedily and irrccovC'rably exhausted
by the recurrence of a few such exacerbations, although the rcmis~ium; in thi~ class
of cases arc usually well defined, and full of transient relief and hope. The thir<l,
fourth, or fifth return of the train of symptoms delineated, for the most part, puts au
end to the distressing scene."
The phenomena of congestive fever arc evidently the result of defective inncrva·
tion, and an impeded action of the heart and lungs; the blood, imperfectly decarbo·
nized, accumulates in the interior organs, and thus prevents the full and regular
exercise of their functions. The impression of the morbifio causes by which the
disease is produced is, in all probability, made primarily upon the nervous centre,
and by depressing the energy of its action, gives rise to all the other phenomena
which characteriz e this form of fever.
The propriety of denominating these cases of congestive disease bilious remittent
fever, when they frequently run their course without exh ibiting the slightest indica.
tion of febrile reaction, l1as been doubted by some. They are, however, produced by
the same causes as the bilious fever, and, when the congestion is early removed, the
case often assumes all the characteristics, and runs the same course as in the ordinary
form of bilious fever, showing that the phenomena of the latter were merely masked
or suspended by the congestive st.!lte of the principal vital organ.
The convalescence from an attack of all the forms of bilious J'emittent fever is
always protracted. Relapses, from slight irregularities of diet or too early exposure,
are not unfrequent. After severe attacks, the hair often falls entirely off, and is only
slowly and imperfectly renewed, or the patient remains permanently bald. The fune·
tions of the stomach and alimentary canal, generally, arc impcrfect.ly performed for a
long period after recovery, and require the utmost circumspection on the part of the
patient to insure their complete restoration. Jaundice is a very frequent cvnsequence
of bilious remittents. Thii:i, Dr. Dickson states, ''was noticed generally in tho
summer and autumn of 1824; very few patients recovering from the fever in that
year without becoming ictcric. Nor is it rare to meet with hepatic cnlargoment and
induration, attended by a long succession of sufferings from visceral obstructions and
mechanical impediments to the performance of the abdominal functions, and to the
transmission of the abdominal circulation. Ilence ascites and anasarca, and hence
diarrhcea and dysenteries called hepatic, and occasionally melrena. and true intestinal
hemorrhage. '..1.'he spleen suffers from remittcnts of malarious origin, as from their
kindred intermittcnts, though not by any means so uniformly, sometimes undergoing
a. permanent and inconvenient increase of size or hypcrtrophy. 11
With the pathological anatomy of remittcnt fever we are but imperfectly acquainted; very few facts in relation to it have been recorded, and of these few many
are loosely and imperfectly detailed, while those upon the accuracy of which reliance
can be placed, are derived from too limited a series of observations to allow of any
posifrre general conclusions being based upon them. '!'hat, however, the .!stomach
and liver arc the organs in which indications of disease arc the most uniformly
detected, all the facts in our possession very clearly prove, although the exact nature
of the morbid lesion is not very clearly made out. "'fhe closest attention to clinical
observations," remarks l'lr. '!'wining (Diseases of Bengal, chap. v.), "as well as the
result of post-mortem examinations, convince me, that rcmittcnt fevers in Bengal,
are intariabl!J connected with Weal con9estio11s, which often run rapidly into inflam.
mations, attended with much interstitial effusion. The seat of these local affections
is found principally in the stomach, intestines, cellular structure about the duodenum,
and at the root of the mesocolon, more especially where it passes across the spine.
The principal disease is also often found in the spleen, liver, brain, or lungs." Dr.
Gerhard, of Philadelphia, maintains, as the result of his observations, that the ana.
tomical character of the more severe forms of intermittent fever is to be detected in
the spleen, liver, and stomach; the bilious and remittent fevers being "probably referable to the same class as the malignant remittcnts. 11 1'lrnse conclusions arc confirmed by the observations made by Dr. Stewardson, in the Peunsylva.nia. Ilosp ital;
by those of Dr. Swett, made in the New York Hospital; and by the results of disscc·
tions in single cases, as reported by Dr. Ilowa.rd and others. Dr. Hoyd describes the
indications of disease, after death, in the bilious fever of l\linorca: as oeeuring in tho
brain, luug"S1 liver. and stomach; the liver, he states, was in most 111stanccs enlarged,
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often inftamed, with its inferior margin Jivid; the gall-bladder distended with viscid
bile. The stomach and intestines were often inflamed; the villous coat being of a
dark colour.
The appearances in the stomach arc variously described; but in general, they arc
stated to be injection, with increased redness of the mucous membrane- sometimes
thickening and occasionally softening of that membrane. In many instances, the
same appearances arc described as being present in the duodenum. 'l'he glands of
Brunner, in this intestine, were, according to Dr. Stewardson, "developed in a remarkable manner," in the cases examined by him; a similar development did not,
however, occur in the fat:ll cases which fell under the notice of Dr. Swett.
In all the dissections made by Drs. Stewardson and Swett, nnd the one reported by
Dr. Howard, the liver was found to be flabby, of a bronze colour, the two substances
composing the organ bciug blended together in such a manner as to be scarcely distinguishable. The spleen was mueh enlarged and softened. 'l1he peculiar cond ition
of the liver, just described, Dr. Stewardson believes to constitute "the essential auatomica.l character " of rcmittent fever: he thinks it highly probable that the samo
alteration of the liver will be found to exist in intcrmittents which prove fotal in their
early stage; these nod intcrmittcnts being, in his opinion, cssenti<11ly the same disease.
Drs. Gerhard, Stewardson, Swett, and Howard, never detected in any case, after
death from rcmittent fever, the glands of Peyer, and the other i~tcstinal follicles, in
a. diseased condition. Although we believe that these parts will generally be found
in a. perfectly healthy state, nevertheless, it is certain that cases do occur, particularly
of the more protracted forms of the disease, in which the evidences of follicular in·
flammation of some portion of the small intestines, terminating occasionally in ulceration, especially of the glands of Peyer at the lower end of the ileum, ure present after
death . Such cases are referred to by Dr. Geddings, of Charleston, Drs. Stenos and
Yache, of New York, Dr. Harrison, of Cincinnati, as quoted by ])r. Dunglisou (Practice of .Med., 2d ed., vol ii. p. 450). A diseased condition of the glands of Peyer is
stated to ha\·c been present also, in all the cases examined by Dr. Richardson in the
New York llospital, in 1840, (Dr. Su:ett, American Journal .Medical Scie11ces,
January, 1845 ;) and the same lesion was noticed by Dr. l\lc\Villiam in the African
remittent fever.
The indications of congestion and of inflammation so frequently met with in tbe
brain and lungs, point out the tendency there exists in remittcnt fever to disease of
those organs, but they are not invariably present, nor nre they essential to the disease.
In cases of congestive intcrmittcnts, the anatomical lesions are the same as those
described above, excepting, that when death takes place previously to the occurrence
of complete reaction, there is very generally extensive hyperromia of the brain, lungs,
liver, and spleen.
The diagnosis in bilious rcmittent fe>er will depend, in a great measure, upon the
character which the disease presents in different localities and in different years, as
well as upon the constitution, and other circumstances connected with the individuals
attacked by it. In the milder forms of the disease, with distinct exacerbations and
remissions, and no marked tendency to disease of the more important organs, particularly when these occur in persons of temperate habits, and of constitutions neither
broken down on the one hand by previous disease, fatigue, or the depressing passions,
&c., nor, on the other, marked by undue plethora, or a. tendency to congestive or inflammatory affections of the central organs; by a. judicious treatment, early com·
mcneed with, a favourable result may very generally be obtained. Even the more
strongly marked inflammatory form of the fever seldom terminates fatally when vigorously treated from its onset. The congestive or malignant form of the disease is one
in which the prognosis is much more unfavourable. In epidemics of congestive bilious
fever the mortality is often truly appalling. Rcmitteut fever, generally speaking,
attacks with less severity, and is more readily controlled in those acclimatized, as it is
termed, to the districts of country in which it occurs as an epidemic - that is, per.sons who, having passed through the disease, continue to reside in those districts. A
stranger, recently arrived, particularly from a northern climate, and if a high liver, or
of intemperate habits, or whose occupation subjects him to exposure and fatigue, is
not only more liable to be attacked tban the former class of individuals, but in such a.
·Jlle the disease will usually be marked by greater severity, and be more liable to ter-
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minate fatally The favourable symptoms, in individual cases, are, the mildness and
con1parativc shortness of the exacerbations, the completeness and long duration of the
remissions, particularly when the latter are accompanied by a free and diffused perspiration, and the patient falls into a quiet and refreshing sleep; the postponement of
the succeeding exacerbations beyond their anticipated periods; the diminution or removal of the tendency to disease of particular organs; the occurrence of more regular
and healthy discharges from the bowels; the tongue becoming cleaner and the pulse
slower and less fre<1uent, &c.
The bilious remittent fever, as ~e have already remarked, is a disease of hot
climates and of the season of greatest heat; thus, while it constitutes the summer
endemic of the southern portion of our Union, it seldom occurs in the middle and
northern states, excepting during those summers that arc marked by an unusual elevation of temperature; and here, as well as in the places where it prevails endemically, it ceases as the winter approaches. Whether the fever can be produced simply
by exposure to a high degree of atmosphcrical temperature, is a. question that has
been frequently raised; and while many maintain the affirmative, others as positively
assume the negative. It is very Certain, however, that the long-continued action of
excessive heat upon the body, by predisposinO' it to the action of other morbifio
agents, will, in this manner, often bring on an ~ttack of bilious fever, independently
of malarious influences. Thus, nothing is more common than for the disease to im·
mediately occur in those who, after exposure to the midday sun, or a.fter ma.ny hours
of severe labour in intensely hot weather, allow their bodies to become chilled by
sleep~ng on the ground in the open air a.fter night; by neglecting to cl~ange their
clothrng when they become wet by a shower of rain or other cause; or, while the per.
spiration is running in streams from every pore, by throwing off a portion of their
clothing, and sitting or ly.ing in a draught of air, particularly after sundown. J3_ut
while many of the sporadic cases are produced in this manner, and the same species
of imprudence is a common exciting cause of the fever when it pre\'ails as an endemic
or epidemic, a large number of incuntestable facts would seem to prove that its more
common cause is a poison produced by the nction of high degrees of solar heat upon
such portions of the earth's surface as are ordinarily covered or soaked with water,
when these arc accidentally laid bare, or rendered dry by long-continued heat and
drought. The presence of substances, whether vegetable or animal, li able to decomposition, is to be included among the causes capable of generating bilious fever in hot
climates, and in the more temperate climates during summers of unusual heat. Iu
our larger cities the disease always prevails most extensively, and in its more malig·
nant forms, in the most confined and filthy districts, to which it w:i often entirely confined; or, when it makes its appearance in other parts of then., it can generally be
traced to the presence of some local cause of infection. In Philadelphia, where bilious
rcmittent fever was formerly a common disease of the summer and early autumnal
months, it is now of rare occurrence, excepting in its mildest form; and this disappearance of the disease from our city is to be ascribed more to the better construction
and cleanliness of our docks, and the greater attention which is paid to the paving,
draining, and sewerage of our streets; to the filling up of the numerous ponds whieh
formerly existed in and about the city, and to the preventing any mass of putrefiable
materials from being stored in the city proper and surrounding districts, than to any
''cry decided diminution in the temperature of our summers.
In the treatment of bilious remittcnt fever, the first and most important question
that presents itself is, the propriety of direct depletion by the lancet. 'l1 his must ho
determined solely by the character of the symptoms and condition of the .pat!ent in
each case. In the more decidedly inflammatory cases, when the cxacerbat1on _is wcllmarkcd and prolonged-when it is attended by a bot skin, flushed ~nd turgid face,
severe pain of the head and back, great oppression about tl~c prro?ord1a, and a fir~ or
chorded pulse-and when the intermissions arc short and 1mperlect-morc particularly in cases occurring in young, robust, and plethoric habits, an~ who have but lately
arrived from a colder climate, there can be no doubt of the importance of bloodletting. In such cases a vein in the arm should be opened at the early period of the
attack, and a sufficient amount of blood drawn off at once to reduce the violence of
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of small quantities of blood during its course. A repetition of the bleeding will scl~
dom be demanded when the first operation has been carried to a sufficient extent;
should, however, the succeed ing exacerbation be marked by any degree of violence,
we should not hcsita.te again to resort to the 1ancet; but the loss of a less amount of
blood will be required to reduce the excitement than in the first instance. If direct
depletion by the lancet has been neglected in the early stage of the disease, it will
seldom be admissible subsequently - or, should symptoms seem to demand it, it must
be employed with the utmost caution, and only to a moderate extent.
That numerous cases of bilious fever occur in which vcncscction is altogether unnecessary, is unquestionably true; in those, however, that arc marked in their early
stage by a high degree of arterial excitement, and a tendency to local hyper::cmia or
inflammation, the remedy cannot be dispensed with without danger to the patient.
When timely employed, we have repeatedly been surprised at the very great and
prompt relief produced by it-the violence of the exacerbations becoming reduced,
the intermissions moro complete, the skin cooler a.nd more relaxed -the pain of the
head relieved- the bowels readily acted upon; and a. state of calmness, even of refreshing sleep, will often succeed to the previous restlessness and distress.
Local blood-letting is a remedy which is, perlrnps, more gener::i lly demanded in
bilious remittent fever than bleeding from the arm. ln all cases attended with intense
pain of the head, throbbing of the temples or delirium-or with pain or decided tenderness of the epigastrium and right hypochondrium, or with pain, and a sense of
tightness or oppression about the thorax-in conjunction with genera l bleeding, or
where this has not been judged necessary, the application of leeches or cups in the
neighbourhood of the local suffering, in numbers proportionate to its intensity and to
the age and condition of the patient, will invariably be followed by decided ::ind,
generally, permanent relief. The very great suffering which many patients experience
from pain in the back and loins, we have, in repea.ted instances, known to be completely relieved by cups applied along the spine.
In regard to the propriety of cathartics in the treatment of bilious remittent fever,
there is a much greater unanimity of opinion than in relation to blood-letting. There
are few, if any cases, in which their operation will not be found beneficial, by remov·
ing from the intestines the vitiated secretions with which they arc often filled-procuring regular stools, and by assisting to reduce the congestion of the portal system,
and thus restoring the healthy functions of the liver and digestive organs ge nerally.
It is not, however, every purgative from which good effect~ arc to be antieipat~d
in bilious fever. Under the free employment of certain cathartics the patient will
often be found gradua lly to become more and more dcbilita.ted, and finally to sink into
a. sta.te of stupor, with suffused eyes, weak, fluttering pulse, and other symptoms of
extreme exhaustion. In such cases it will be found that the discharges from the
bowels consist of a thin, serous fluid. Under the employment, however, of such purgatives as produce consistent, viscid, and dark.coloured stools, the indi cations of
iruprovement in the symptoms of the disease arc often prompt and striking. Calomel
is probably one of our best cathartics in this disease. It may be given either alone,
in a full dose, and followed by occasional doses of castor oil-senna. tea-calcined
magnesia-or laxative enema.ta; or the calomel may be combined with rhubarb, or
jalap; or, what is frequently a. more effectual plan, a full close of the calomel administered at first, and then, every three or four hours, according to the effects produced,
moderate doses of the blue mass and rhubarb, with the addition of a small portion of
ipecacuanha.. By these means we shall generally succeed in freeing the bowels of
the dark-coloured, viscid matter with which they are often loaded, and procuring
more regular and healthy stools-after which, an occasional dose of the milder laxatives will a.lone be required.
In all cases of bilious remittent feyer attended with a hot and dry skin, the application of cold to the surface, either by sponging it with cold writer or cold water and
vinegar, or by the application of cold water in the form of affus ion, will have the
effect, while it reduces the morbidly increased temperature, of relaxing the skin, and
prvmoting perspiration, and in this manner shortening the exacerbation s and induciug a. complete intermission; even the exposure of the body to a enrrcntof cool airby throwmg off the clothing and opening the doors and windows of the pa.tient's
chamber, will in mwt cases be productive of the most beneficial effects. The mere
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immersion of the hands and arms in cold water, by carrying off a. portion of the morbid he.'lt and allaying thirst and restlessness, will be found grateful to the patient,
who not unfrcqucntly will fall immediately afterwards into a refreshing sleep. Whcne,·er the exacerbation is attended by intense heat of the surface and other symptoms
of violent excitement, it is from the application of cold water to the surface by affusiou
or sponging that the wost prompt and permanent advantage is to be obtained. Dr.
Dickson ranks it among the most efficient of our febrifuge measures- far above the
lancet, both in the extent of its adaptation, and in its degree of specific utility. All
that we can hope or anticipate from blood.letting may be obtaine<l, in the majority of
cases, from the use of the cold bath, while the latter possesses this strikin~ and obvious
advantage, that we can repeat it as often as the symptoms are renewed that require
its employment. The local determination which it controls most promptly, he very
correctly remarks, is that to the brain, indicated by the headache, flushed face, red
eye, delirium, &c., with a full, hard, bounding pulse. In such cases, the patient
being seated in a convenient receptacle, a large stream of cold water should be poured
over his head and naked body from some elevation, and continued until he becomes
pale, or his pulse loses its fulncss, or bis skin becomes corrugated and he begins to
shiver; he should then be dried and placed in bed, with just so much covering as he
feels to be comfortable, the chamber being, at the same time, fully and freely ventilated; or without removing the patient from the bed, he may be supported in a leaning
posture over its edge, and the cold water poured from a pitcher over the vertex.
'!'he application of cold water to the surface is proper only when the temperature
of the latter is considerably and permanently increased over the whole body, and at
the same time the surface is perfectly dry. When the skin is cool or CO\"Crcd with
moisture, the use of the cold water is inadmissible; it is also of doubtful propriety
when there exists a decided tendency to hyperremia or inflammation of the lungs, or
in cases attended with diarrhooa. Its repetition is forbidden when it has occasioned
a protracted chill or rigor; or the patient continues to feel cold or uncomfortable after
its use.
The testimony of Dr. Dickson in relation to the curative powers of cold water
applied to the surface in the bilious rcmittcnt fevers of the south is strong and pointed,
and is fully borne out by the experience of physicians of other portions of the United
States and of Europe, who have extensively employed it in the disease under consideration. Equally important with the external employment of cold water is its use
internally; - allowing the patient to drink freely of cold, or even iced water or iced
lemonade, is not only highly grateful to him, but it tends to diminish the morbid
excitement, relax. the skin, and promote a free and uniform diaphorcsis.
Diaphorctics, particularly a combination of tartar emetic, nitre, and ca1omc1, have
been recommended and highly extolled by many practitioners, in the inflammatory
forms of bilious fever. We have occasionally employed the combination just mentioned, but have never seen any decidedly beneficial effects produced by it, while the
emetic tartar, in however minute doses administered, we have found, very generally,
.to augment the irritability of the stomach, and increase in this manner the distress
of the patient. The neutral mixture, spirits of mindercrus with the sweet spirits of
nitre, or a weak solution of nitre in water, we ha\•e occasionally employed, but we
must frankly confess, that we are not aware of any benefit resulting in a single case
from the administration of either.
Upon the propriety of blisters in bilious rcmittent fever, there exists not a little
dispute, their use being entirely condc.mned by some pract_itioners, while others rank
them among our most valuable remedies. In the more rnflammatory forms of the
d i.!:icase, until the \•iolcnce of the exacerbation has been reduced by the remedies
already detailed, from the application of blisters more injury than good will unquestionably result. So soon, however, as the exacerbations have become less intense, and
the remissions more marked, in all cases where considerable gastric distress remains,
or any considcl'able affection of the head or lungs, very con~idera?le und prompt relief
will always be obtained from blisters applied over the ep1gastrmm and right hypochondrium, to the nape of the neck, along the spine, or to the chest.
Iu many cases of bilious fever there is so great a degree of irritability of stomach,
that not only is everything taken into it rejected as soon as it is swallowed, but the
patient is tormented with alwo::it constant vomiting, or frequent iucffec:tual efforts to
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vomit. . This distressing symptom will, very o~tc~, be .co~nplctcly removed by tho
abstraction of blood from the arm, whenever this 1s adm1ss1blc, or by cups or leeches
over the cpigastrium, or by a large blister applied to the latter part. Relief will also
be obtained from small portions of ice held in the mouth, from the effervescing
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suspended in some simple mucilage, and repeated at short intervals, will, very gene.
rally, promptly relieve the gastric irritability and suspend the vomiting. In cases
where every other remedy has failed in relieving the irritable state of the stomach,
we have repeatedly seen it promptly removed by a grain of the acetate of lead, gh·cn
every hour or two, dissolved in a small quantity of water.
By a few practitioners, a mercurial course is recommended in all the more violent
forms of bilious rcmittent fever. Calomel is directed to be given first, in large doses,
as a purgative, and subsequen tly, in small doses, continued until its specific effects
arc obtained; our own experience is not, however, in favour of this practice. In the
inflammatory form of the disease, a mercurial impression is calculated rather to protract than to diminish the suffering and danger of the patient, while the milder forms
of the fever may be readi ly controlled without it. Cases, however, occasionally occur
in which a strictly alterative course of mercury will be found, we arc convinced,
high ly advantageous . We have repeatedly observed, that after the violence of the
exacerbations has been reduced, the patients will continue to be affected by a low form
of fever, marked by a dry ski n, a small irritated pulse, a dry dark-brown tongue,
frequent watery discharges from the bowels, restless nights: and a total want of appetite, and have found this condition of things to be speed.ily remo\"ed by a cautious
mercurial course, carried even to the extent of producing a very !:!light tenderness of
the gums. Io these cases small doses of calomel, or, what is prefcr:iblc, the blue mass,
combined with a portion of opium and ipecacuhana, may be given every three hours
until the desired effect results.
A form of the disease, somewhat similar to the one just referred to, is described by
Eberle as occ urring "when, either from the imprudent employment of irritati11g
purges, or from other causes, the mucous membrane of the intestinal canal is brought
into a state of high irritation or subacute inflammation. The disease then generally
loses its rcmittent form, and often assumes a low typhoid character, with almost constant delirium , a. tender and tympanitic state of the abdomen i a dry, dark-brown, or
bl~ck crust on the tongue, with clean red edges i watery and reddish stools; great
prostration; and a. very dry and hot skin. Cases of this kind frequently run on for
severa l weeks, and the convalescence is always very gradual and tedious." The treat;..
ment directed by Dr. Eberle is leeches to the abdomen, followed by a large emollient
poultice; small doses of calomel and opium-one-sixth of a grain of the former to a
quarter of a grain of the latter-every two or three hours. '!11ie bowels to be kept
open by laxati,,e encmata, and the patient directed to partake freely of some bland
mucilaginous fluid-such as barley water 1 very thin oatmeal gruel, or a solution of
gum acacia in water i no other article of food being allowed. "In such cases/' he
remark s, "I have thought that considerable benefit was derh•cd from epispasties on
the legs just abo,·c the ankles; this measure is particularly useful when the extremities are cool, while the skin of the body is hot-a circumstance which is not uncommon in instances of this kind. An emulsion of balsam copaiba may also be frequently
employed with unequivocal advantage. I have so often seen the most decided benefit
derived from this article, in cases attended with great irritation or subacute inflammation of the bowels, that I should consider myself neglecting an important curative
means, were I to omit prescribing it in diseases of this character." "Although very
considerable prostration often occurs in such cases, stimulants or tonics are by no
means admissible."
Throughout the entire course of bilious remittcnt fever, little desire for food will be
cxpre~sed by the patient, nor should any be allowed until after the disease is fully
subdued i and then only barley or rice water, thin gruel or panada, in very moderate
quantities. 11'0 nllay the thirst, which is always present and frequently very urgent,
the cold drinks, already pointed out, will be the most suitable. P erfectly cold toast
water, slightly acidulated with lemon or orange juice, tamarinds1 or currant or plum
jelly, forms generally a very palatable beverage, of which the patient may part.a.kc at
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short intervals. Small quanti_tics _of C?ld acid_ulatcd . fluids, slowly swallowed, it is to
be recollected, arc far more efficacious m allayrng thirst than large draughts hastily
swallowed. Frequently sponging the patient's mouth with cold water, cleaning his
tongue with a slice of orange, or allowing him to suck the juice of the latter, will aid
yery materially in abating ~is sense of thirst, and is always refreshing to him.
'!'he chamber of the patient should be kept perfectly clean and cool, and, while a
free ventilation is kept up, it should be guarded from any glare of light. IIis body
should be slightly covered with bed-clothes, which, together with his linen, should be
frequently changed. At all times the patient should be kept perfectly quiet, and the
most perfect calmness and quietness should be maintained within and around his
apartment.
In our enumeration of the symptoms of bilious fever, it was stated that great restlessness and wakefulness were very commonly present. So long as the period of increased excitement lasts, or there is any tendency to disease of the brain, the only
means by which the restlessness of the patient is to be subdued and sleep procured,
are the general remedies that have been already enumerated. After the morbid excitement, and whatever cerebral affection that may exist, have been reduced, a state
of restlessness and an inability to sleep will often still continue from mere nervous
irritability. Under such circumstances, the exhibition of an opiate in the form of
Do\'cr's powder, about bed-time, will very generally be found ad\'antagcous. .By some
pmctitioncrs, the extract of hyosciamus, combined with ijiccacuanha, is preferred to
any preparation of opium; while others, again, recom mend the tincture of opium,
combined with a vegetable acid, as tinct. opii 5 ss, acid. citric. gr. v. to ' 'iij, aq. pur::e
5ij, M.; of which a tablespoonful, or half an ounce, is a dose, to be repeated, if necessary, aftcrashortinterml.
We have now presented a general outline of the treatment of bilious remittent
fever, in its mild and inflammatory forms. It is hardly necessary for us to repeat,
that the extent to which each remedy is to be carried, and the propriety of its repetition and continuance, as well as the period and particular circumstances of the disease to which it is adapted, must be determined by the application of the genera l
principles of pathology and th erapeutics to each case we are called upon to treat.
Although this will demand a degree of judgment in the practitioner, which he can
only acquire by habits of close attention and nice discrimi nation, and a somewhat extended field for observation, it is the only course from which success can be anticipated
in the treatment of a disease, which, like the one under consideration, varies so much
in its character in different seasons and localities, and even in different individuals
attacked at the same place and during the same period.
When the disease, notwithstanding our best directed efforts, runs on to that stage
when its symptoms resemble those of the latter stages of typhoid fc\'er, nothing is left
us but to endeavour to sustain the patient's strength, and to remove or relieve any
urgent cause of distress or danger. Ile should be allowed such nouri shing food as is
easy of digestion, as beef tea, sago, arrow-root, and the like, with wine-whey, wine,
pure or diluted, porter, milk-punch, or brandy, in quantities adapted to the emergency
of the symptows an d the effects produced. Sioapisms or blisters may at the same
tim e be applied to tl1e inside of the thighs or calves of the leg8, and to the epigastrium. lf diarrhcea be present, this we should attempt to abate or suspend by opiate
and astringent injections. The singultus, whi ch is often present to a very distressi ng
degree, may be frequently allayed by the camphor julep ; and the meteorism of the
abdomen may often be considerably relieved by the spirits of turpenti ne, thirty drops
of which may be given every two or three hours; this latter is sa id indeed to be
among the safest aud most.. useful remedi es at this stage of the disease; it will often
be fouod to produ ce a beneficial impression upon th e diseased mucous membrane of
th e alimentary canal, to suspend the frequent griping stools, and to correct the morUi<l
character of the discharges. In the sinking stage of bilious remittcnt fever, the
effects of ammonia, with a strong decoction of s(:rpcntaria or valcrian, or combined
with the aromatic confection, have been represented as peculi arly beneficial; but,
unfortunately, when the disease has arrived at this stage, every remedy will too often
be found unavailing, and our best directed efforts to save tho li fe of the patient
ineffectual.
A quest ion has bee n agitated as to the propriety of and the proper period for tho
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administration of quinine in remittent fever. Without attempting to detail the various and opposite opinions that have been advanced upon this subject, we shall merely
remark, that in the simple and inflammatory forms of bilious remittent fever, it would
be reasonably inferred from the character of the dh;easc, that the quinine is not a
cmedy adapted to control the symptoms of its earlier stages, and the correctness of
this inference has been very fully established by the result of experience. So soon,
howe,Ter, as 11 complete intermission bas been obtained, and no indications of visceral
hyperromia or inflammation are present, a cautious administration of the quinine in
solution, with the addition of a. few drops of the elixir of vitriol, and to the extent of
from three to five grains, repeated at such intervals as the circumstances of the case
may demand, in conjunction with a cold infusion of scrpentaria. QJ' some agreeable
arurnatic, will be found, in general, to cut short the remaining symptoms of the disease, and accelerate the period of convalescence. The more violent the form of disease has been, the more important is the administration of the quinine, so soon as a
complete rernissiou has been obtained, and the larger should be the dose of tho
remedy.
During the period of convalescence, the patient should be guarded from the effects
of any sudden transitions of temperature, and from incurring the least degree of fatigue
by sitting up too soon or for too long a period; and while his mind should be occupied and amused, at proper times of the day, by the conversation of his friends, or
some light occupation, fatigue from this source must also be avoided. His bowels are
to be kept regularly open, which may generally be done by allowing him to partake,
in moderation, of any of the perfectly ripe subacid fruits of the season; if they,
however, should become cl~ed, some mild laxative should be occasionally administ-cred.
In regard to diet much caution is to be observed. The patient should be confined at
first to moderate quantitiC's of the more agreeable farinaceous articles; and if his
strength has been greatly prostrated, a glass or two of sound wine will not be improper.
As his digestive powers improve, he may be allowed plain beef or chicken broth,
oysters slightly cooked, parboiled eggs, and finally, the lighter and more readily
digested meats, plainly but nicely cooked. The appetite often remains, for a long
time, weak and capricious-and frequently, some agreeable bitter infusion, as calombo,
quassia, or the wild cherry tree bark, will be proper, to augment the tone of the
stomach. In all cases, the food of the patient should be presented to him in small
quantities, and served with great neatness; large masses of food, slovenly prepared
and served, will in general disgust, and thus destroy what little appetite may exist.
In regard to exercise and exposure to the open air, the convalescent should undertake
them only so soon as he has acquired some degree of strength, when a trip to some
agreeably situated watering-place will often restore him to perfect health, more quickly
than can be effected during his continuance at home, where his niind is too early
directed, with anxious care, to the concerns of his family, his business, or profession.
In the congestive form of bilious fever, the indications of cure are, to rouse the
nervous energies of the system, to relieve as quickly as possible the central organs
from their state of hyperremia, and to restore to the capillaries of the surface their
healthy action. Among the most important of the remedies calculated to cffeet these
objects, is the external application of heat to the surface of the body in the form of
the warm or hot bath, the vapour bath, or in a dry form, by bags of heated bran, salt
or sand, bottles of hot water, &c. We shall often succeed in rousing the patient by
immersing the whole of his body, as early as possible after be is attacked, in water,
of a temperature proportioned to the urgency of his symptoms; that is, of a greater
or less degree of beat, within proper limits, according as the temperature of the skin,
the state of the pulse, and the general strength is more or less depressed, and the
greater or less degree of torpor of the nervous system; at the same time applying
brisk friction with a soft brush or a flannel cloth, to the whole surface, and ·particularly
to the cpigastric and abdominal regions. On coming out of the bath the patient is to
be rubbed dry with heated flannels, put into a well-aired bed between blankets, and
supplied with some mild diaphoretic drink, as the infusion of scrpcntaria, of tepid
warmth. A full dose of the Dover's powder, or a combination of opium, camphor
and ipecacuanha, one grain each, with ten of nitre, given at this period, will often be
found particularly beneficial.
Next in efficacy to the warm bath, we may rank ex.lcrnal stimulants; sinapisms
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should, therefore, be early applied to the extremities and O\er the epigastrium, while
frictions, with some stimulating liniment, are made along the spine. By some practitioners internal stimulants. ha\"e been strongly rce~mt~wndcd, as a means of rousing
the central organs from their state of torpor, and brmgrng on a general and moderate
reaction. It is probable that in certain cases, where the sta~e of congestion is very
considerable, and it is not promptly and permanently relieved by the remedies already
recited, some mild stimulant, as ammonia, turpentine, or wine-whey, may prove
advantageous, if cautiously administered and its effects carefully watched; as a general
rule, however, the free use of stimulants, particularly of the more active class, is calculated to produce injury rather than good.
An active cathartic, as the combination of calomel or blue mass with aloes and ex:
tract of colocynth, followed in a few hours by the compound infusion of senna, will
'\"ery generally cause a ~op_ious discharge from the bowels, of a dark-coloured, tenacious
matter, and thus by ass1st10g to unload the portal system, will often produce a marked
improvement in the general symptoms of the disease. In the treatment of congesfo·e
bilious fever, the abstraction of blood from the arm, in the first period of the attack,
or subsequent to the use of the warm bath and frictions to the surface, has bccu
recommended by many practitioners as au important remedy- one indeed from which
more prompt and certain relief is to be obtained than from any other that we can
employ. 'l'he evidence in its favour is certain ly very strong; and we believe that
there are many cases in which prompt reaction may be produced, and the danger of
permanent local disease prevented by its employment. The greatest judgment and
caution, however, are demanded in the use of the lancet in all cases of congesti\"e
disease; the effect produced upon the pulse must be careful1y watched, and the flow
of blood instantly stopped if any disposition to sinking is detected. To determine
beforehand the amount of blood that it will be proper to take away is impossible-the
effects produced- the relief obtained, are the only guide. ]~ven 1 however, when
during the flow of blood the pulse becomes more free and developed, only a moderate
quantity should be taken away at once-even should we bavr to repeat the operation
after a short interval. Occasionally but a drop or two of blood
escape from the veiu
when it is first opened, but, after a short time, the circulatiou becoming more free,
the blood flows in a full stream, with decided relief to the patient. It is only, however, in the early stage of the highly congesfo·e forms of hilious fever that vcnesection
is admissible, and even in these the fl.ow of blood shoulJ be instantly arrested if the
pulse is found to sink, or even to remain oppressed and undeveloped after a. small
quantity has been lost.
When prominent symptoms of hyperremia of the brain, lungs, or other important
viscera present themselves, the application of cups to the head, chest, or iu the neighbourhood of the affected organ, will often be found decidedly advantageous.
As soon as reaction takes place, the use of quinia should be commenced with, in
large dose.s, repeated at short intervals. Of the curative powers of the quinia in this
form of fever we have the fullest and most unquestionable testimony. Many of the
physicians of the southern and western portions of the United States place their chief
reliance, in congestive rcmittcnt fever, upon the sulphate of quinia prescribl'd in
enormous doses-twenty, thirty, and e,·en fifty grains, repeated at short intervals until
a solution of the disease is obtained; but although we are convinced of the propriety
of large and frequent doses, those alluded to arc certainly excessive and uncalled for.
The period of convalescence from the congestive form of bilious fever will require
the same management as that from the more open and inflammatory forms.
In the highly malignant rcmittent, occasionally met with, in which the vital fotl!cs,
crushed at once by the overwhelming intensity of the morbid cause, fail apparently to
exhibit ~ny resistance or reaction, the strength must be .sustained, to use the words
of Dr. Dickson, (Ei;says 011 Pat/wf. and Tlw·upcut., vol. 1., p. 319,) by every means
within our power, wh il e we have immediate recourse to the most impressive revulsives.
The hot bath, si napisms, vesicatio11s, must be quickly and assiduously applied, while
we stimulate, by the freest use of internal remedies- carefully selecting such as are
best adapted to the circumstances presented. If, as is often the case, the patient
suffers severely from pain in the c\lest or abdomen, large doses of opium or morphine
must be admin i.stercd, wh il e we keep up his sinking strength by brandy, ammonia, or
ether. In the superintendence of such cases we should rather incur the risk of over
33
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stimulating transiently, than fall below the requisite point of excitement in our use
of stimulants. Dr. Dickson is fully persuaded, that he has seen more than one patient
die from the timidity of his physician in this respect; who, keeping at a cautious
distance behind the disease, would not venture on the exhibition of any excitant
adapted to the feeble excitability, until the vital energies upon which alone stimulants
can act, had become worn out and exhausted. If the stomach will bear it, it will be
proper to administer, also, the quinine in full doses. The remedy will be often
reta.ined, and, whenever such is the case, will do good. "Alternate, combine, and
r ecombine your stimulants, the effect.s of which may perhaps be aided by warm and
nutritious fluids, wine-whey, arrow-root with wine, wine alone or spiced, brandy with
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system. Yet you must not permit yourseh•es to be disheartened into inaction by
their apparent inefficacy or slowness of impression. Persevere, not only while there
is n. reasonable hope, but even after all hope sC'ems extinguished; and you will feel
yourselves amply repaid by the gratification, which will not perhaps be denied you,
of saving more than one fellow-creature from the destruction which seems inevitably
toawaithim. 11
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LECTURE XLIII.
Epistaxis.

BroncltoCfle; Oretim"sm: their Pltenomena and Probable Causes
.Medical and Surgical Treatment of Bronclwcele.

I YESTERDAY finished what I had to say respecting intermittent fever : its symptoms; its cause; and its cure. The subtle poison which produces it, is thickly distributed over the fairest portions of the lrnbitabl e globe: blighting human health,
and shorteni ng human life, more often, and to a far greater numerical amount, than
any other single cause whatever. Known on ly by it.s noxious effects, holding out no
signal of its presence, this unseen and treacherous enemy of our race has yet been
tracked to its haun ts and lurking-places, and detected in some of its habits. It was
necessary, tberefore, that I should enter somewhat fully into the history of the
malaria, and show how it may sometimes be shunned, sometimes be averted; how,
also, in this climate at least, the effects it has already produced upon the human body
may be successfully combated. Rut I shall not pursue, in further detail, the ravages
committed by this invisible agent, and the remedies they require, in hotter and Jess
favoured regions than our own . Of these, personally, I know nothing; and I must
r efer you, for inform ation on such diseases, to authors who have seen and treated
them: particularly to Drs. Lind, Jackson, Bancroft, Johnson, and Sir William
Burnett.
,
It is customary with writers and lecturers, to pass from the consideration of ague
to that of continued fever. A paroxysm of ague has been regarded as exhibiting a
paradigm or saruple of fe,•er in general. But this has always appeared to me rather
an ing"Cllious refinement, than a useful matter of fact. Practically, I see nothing to
be gained by tb e association. Intermittent fever, it is true, does often run, in hot
climates, into the remittent, and the remittent into the cont inu e~ form. But the:;e
arc very different disorders from the continued fevers with which, in these climates,
and in this country, we have to do. Interm ittent fever, and continued fever, as we
sec them, differ in their phenomena, in their cause, and in their treatment. They
are alike, inasmuch as they both are called fever, and both are attended, in some part
or other of their course, with pyrea:i'.a; but in essential symptoms, I have known
many o. compound fracture more like continued fever than any ague that we arc likely
to witness. I shall take up the subject of continued fever, then, in connexioo with
':~te eruptive febrile diseases, with which it has many strong links of analogy; and I
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resume the consider.i..tion of the disorders that come within the province of the physician, according to their anatomical seat.
After what was stated of h:cmorrhage in gener.i..l, in an earlier part of the course,
I hardly know whether epistax.is needs or deserves any formal notice. There are,
however, some points relating to this simple, and commonly harmless h:cmorrhage,
which it may be worth while very briefly to touch upon. Sometimes it is a remedy;
sometimes a warning; sometimes really in itself a disease. The readiness with which
the mucous lining of the nasal passa:res pours forth blood is familiar to the experience
of every school-boy: who u often wipes a bloody nose." A slight blow, brisk exer.
cise, a strong bodily effort, a fit of sneezing, or the summer heat, is sufficient, in
many boys, to make the nose bleed; and this facility of h:cmorrhagc furnishes, often,
an index. of some unnatural state of the circulation: and especially of undue fulness
of the vessels of the head. But the import of this symptom is not always the same.
Epistaxis may indeed be taken as affording an epitome of the various forms of capil.
lary hromorrhagc. In childhood and early youth it is idiopathic, dependent upon
active congestion, and probably arterial. lt is nature's favourite mode of blood]etting at that period of li fe. In old age it is symptomatic, the result of passiYe or
mecha ni cal congestion, and probably venous. In some adult persons it happens
periodi cally1 and is habitual: and its suspension, rather than itR occurrenre, becomes
a token of disease or of danger. In young women it is not seldom vicarious of sus·
pended menstruation: in men it is apt to take the place of h:cmorrhOis. Lastly, it
may proceed from disease in the narcs themselves; or form a part of a more general
hremorrhagic disorder.
It is unnecessary to go at length into the phenomena of epistaxis. The main phenomenon becomes obvious at once both to the patient and to those around him: and
the accessory and incidental circumstances are eas ily discoverable when the attention
is aroused to them by the sight of the blood. Usually the blood flows guttatim; iu
a succession of drops; but these may follow each other so fast as to constitute a little
stream. Sometimes a few drops only fall; sometimes several pints are lost. A
moderate hoomorrhage of this kind is generally succeeded by a sense of relief and re.
freshment. A large efflux of blood may cause pallor, faintness, debility, exhaustion,
even death.
Active idiopathic epistaxis, as it occurs in children, is almost alw:i.ys salutary, and
may be left to work its own cure. 'Vh en it runs info excess, or is too often repc:i.ted,
it may be checked by applying cold water to the forehead and to the bridge of the
nose. The sudden contact of some cold substance with a distant part of the surface
of the body will often have the effect of restraining the h::cmorrhage: apparently by
producing a. general and sympathetic constriction of the superficial blood.vessels.
This is doubtless a reflex phenomenon. The nursery remedy is to slip a. cold key
down the child's neck, between its back and its clothes. The aspersion of cold water
is still better. rrhe matico leaf, crumbled into a powdcr1 and snuffed up the nostrils,
will often stop the bleeding at once. llesidcs these external a.pplianecs, coolin g laxatives should be giYen; and if the bleeding prove obstinate, some astringent intcrn:il
remedy may be thought proper. Those which I have hitherto found the most effi.
eacious are the gallic acid and the acetate of lead. But I have been recently informed
by Dr. Latham that his experience has led him to trust much to mercury in the
management of epistaxis; and that the same indications have governed him, in
adaptin~ its use to this form of hremorrhage, as servo to guide him in cases of in.
ftammation. 'l'hus, when the hromorrhage has been profuse and frequent, and moderate
depletion by blood.letting, or hy purgatives, bas not arrested it, he has brought the
constitution rapidly under the influence of mercury, and as soon as the mouth he·
came sore, the hremorrhage has ce:ised, not a drop more of blood has been lost.
Aga in, when the epistn.xis has been, not copious, but habitual or frequently rec:u rriug,
without any excess of Yascular action, or any other apparent ailment in th e co ustitu·
tion at lnrge, Dr. Latham has often cured his patient by a moderate salivation, grad.
ually induced, and continued for a few weeks.
In conversing with Dr. Southey on the same subject, I find that he also has been
taught by experience to rely upon mercury as almost a specitic remedy for obstinat~
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breruorrhage, occurring under similar conditions, from whatever organ of the body it
may proceed.
'l'bis plan of treatment it is therefore my purpose to prove, as future opportunity
may permit.
[Ilabitual epistaxis may often be suspended without danger to any internal or~n
by a blister to the back of the neck. - C.]
When cpistaxis brgins to show itself in advanced life, it is a symptom which can not safely be neglected: for it indicates that the veins of the head are loaded. It
implies a morbid condition that requires to be redressed. You will look for disease
of the heart-or for threatenings of apoplexy-and take your measures accordingly.
Th e blood-vessels which ramify upon and beneath the pituitary membrane, communicate by indirect iuosculation with the veins and sinuses of the skull, as well as witlL
the jugular veins. You see, therefore, how it is that hoomorrhagc from this mem brane may perform the offi ce of a ~afety-valv e, and protect the important organ withi n
the cranium from impend ing mischief.
On the other hand, when epistaxis, which is known to have been habitual, fails to
recur at or about the usual periods, you will look, with a jealous care, into your paticut's state, and watch for and obviate any tendency to plethora capitis.
When cpistaxis forms a part of more general hremorrhagic disease - as when it
occurs among other symptoms of purpura-its treatment merges in that of the whole
malady.

In any case, if the flow of blood be excessive, and cannot be restrained by the ordinary remedies, but is exhausting the patient's strength, it becomes an absolute disease
auJ it will be re<1uisite to staunch the blood by manual expedieuts.
These consist in stopping the bleeding orifices mechauic:llly; which is most effectually to be done by plugging the cavity. A dossil of lint must be carefully inserted
into the bleeding uostril. Its mechanical effect, which is pressure, may be chemically aided by first wetting the lint with a saturated solution of alum. The mude of
iutrnducing these plugs it is the business of the surgeon - and not ruine-to teach.
The operation is not a very comfortable one either to bear or to perform.
A very simple mechanical remedy has been lately announced by Dr. Negrier, of
Angiers; who discovered it (he says) by mere accident. The patient is to raise one
or both of his arms above his hea·d, and to bold them for some little time in that position. Dr. Negricr declares that, duriug an experience of three years, he has never
known this method fail to arrest the bleeding. His cxplanatiou of its modus operandi
is not very satisfactory. The expedient itself is however so easy, so prompt, and, even
if unsuccessful, so harmless, that its real value deserves to be tested - and will soon
probably be settled -by an ampler trial.
[In broken-down constitutions-especially in persons of long-continued intemperate
habits - a. form of epistaxis will often occur, which it is very difficult to control.
Be::.ides mechanically plugging up the nostrils in these cases, we have found the most
effectual remedy to be quinine, given in coujuuctiou with either the gallic or tannic
acids, and a moderate portion of opium.- C.J
Before we trace this mucous membrane downwards, through the mouth, to the
inside of the throat, let me turn your attention to a singular disorder which may be
det!med external, for it is scarcely more than skin deep: I mean that enlarged state
of the thyreOid gland to which the name of bronclwcele has been giveu. '!'his word
is not merely derived from the Greek, but was used by the Greek writers in the same
sense in which we now employ it. lo Switzerland, where it is very common, and in
France, the com plaint is called goitre; a corruption, it is believed, of the Latin
"guttur," the throat. It is known in Engla.ud as the Derbyshire 1~eck; from its fre·
quent occurrence in that country.
The term bronchoccle bas been sometimes applied indiscrim inately to all protuberances or swellings in front of the throat; or, at any rate, to all eulargements of the
thyreOid gland i whereas it should be restricted to hypcrtropl1y of that part: an exug-·
gcration of its natural structure, with augmentation of its volume. The texture of
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~~= ~1~:~~i~~~~~~~ c~~~:~r,~.i~~~ ~l!i~~~~s~~!~i~r~:c~~~f::. an~t muosr:a~;~~~~~~fs i~ :~}~~
smooth, elastic tumour, wlnch 1s neither
painful, nor tender, nor discoloured. Tbe
FJO. 29.
lobes of the gland become more obvious.
Sometimes the whole tumour is irregularly
lobulatcd: sometimes the exact form and
relati,·e proportions of the gland are preserved, C'.ach lobe aud portion being equally
increased in size. Occasionally there is a.
soft uniform or irregular swelling, without
much distinction of parts. Alibert states
that the right lobe is more frequently enlarged than the left. Mr. Rickwood found
it so in every instnoce of bronchocele that
came under his notice in the neighbourhood
of Horsham.
Unless the tumour be very large, it follows all the motions of the larynx : and
this is a. point of considerable importance
whenever the diagnosis is at all doubtful. GoiLre. Fromn.prcpnwtionin Profcnor:'l!iittcr's
I t is just possible that an cnlar~ed lymphatic
collection.
gin.ad, or an encysted tumour in the neighbourhood of the larynx, or even a collection of pus thereabouts, might, in some degree,
embarrass the diagnosis. But, by placing the head and neck in different successive
positions, swellin~ of this accidental kind 'may, in general, be ascertained to be unconnected with the lnrynx: aad they do not follow its up and down movemPnts when tho
act of deglutition is performed.
It is of importance to know, also, that the gland itself is subject to diffnent kind'i
of enlargement. It may swell from inflammation, chronic Cir acute : and then it will
be hard, and tender, and painful. But it docs not seem very prone to inflame; and
probably Dr. Copland is right in his opinion that inflammation occurs spontaneous.ly
in th~s OrJ!an in scrofulous persons only. Baillie and Alibert speak of it as being
occas1onally the seat of cancer; but that must be very rare. Sometimes cartilaginous
F10. 30.

Ouiliedthyroidgland. FromaspecimcninDr. Oross'cn.biLct.

or ossific deposits take place in the gland.

F10. 31.

Sectionofabronchoeele,showingcakareousdeposits. From the Middlesex Hospilal:Museum.

It is necessary, I say, to be aware of these

~!:~~~t~~~es~:~~dt~hdai!~:sgj~5s~ ~~;er:;~d :Of a!~Y~f~~1/b~~~~~ ~~~: ~~:!;:/ :t~;
:~~~~,;~e u~:=~~.~= ~::1~1~na~!~1remif0 ~::~~~ro~:i:~~l:C~~~ot.~~ t~a~i~s t~a~!r~;: :t°}r1:~

co nclusions concerning the power of remedies over that disease_.
.
Bronchocclc is not, in -itself, a painful disorder:. nor docs. it tarnt the s1stcm, ~r
affect the constitution in any way. It has no qua~1ty of rnah~nanc~ about. 1t. ~t 1s
always, however, a deformity; and by its mechanical .effects, that is.' by its we1~ht
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tumour both vary much in different cases; but its 1·11J11rious effects arc not always,
r.hough they are generally, in proportion to its bulk . Sometimes there is no more
than a slight fulocss of the throot, which some perF10. 82.
sons, I believe, think rather gracefu l than otherwise.
Now and tlu.m, the swelling, after its first commencement, develops itself with great rapidity; but its
ordinary progress is slow. It often cont inues for
months, or ,years, without reaching any extreme or
very troublesome ma!?'nitude. Sometimes it remains
stationary for a considerable time, and then suddenly
increases, without any apparent cause. The worst
effects of bronchocele are its interference with the
circulation, and with respiration. Dy its pressure it
may obstruct the free descent of tl1c blood through
the veins of the neck, and g ive rise to headache,
giddiness, noises in the cars, confusion of thought,
and a turgid condition of the head and face. Or, by
pressing upon the wind·pipe 1 it may cause hoarsencss 1
wheezing, and dyspnooa. It may even impede deglutition. Dut these effects, I say, do not depend
altogether upon the actual size of the tumour. A

1c!r::~1::~~:: rr;~eth;!~~1!:u~ 0:~ ;~~~ ~~~~ gr~:~~tsm~;'o~r~~su~eci~~~t~:d i~t: °::s~=~~;
0

ecn to be pushed
by the tumor.

appearance. It may surround all the front and sides
of the neck like a thick collar, and rise as high as
the cars; or it may bang down in a pendulous lurup,
and be supported upon the chest. Nay, the tumour is said to descend, in some rare
instances, so low as to be in contact with the abdomen: and Alibert mentions one
case in which the swelling was of a tapering cylindri cal shape, and reached to the
middle of the thigh. On the other hand, a small tumour, not bigger than one' s fist,
especially if it happen to occupy the central portion 1 or what is called the isthmus,
of the gland, may so press inwards upon the trachea as materially to hinder the
breathing, and even to threaten suffocation. A pupil now attending the hospital has
informed me of a case, which he himself saw, of death produced by the encroachment
of a bronchoccle; not so much, however, from su ffocation as from starvation: for the
swelling encircled the trachea, and came at last to press so much upon the woman's
oosophagus, that she could not get food into her stomach. I suppose that the reason
of these differences may be sometimes found in the manner in which the tumour
grows, and in its relative situations. When it is bound down by the muscles of the
neck, it presses, as it continues to cnlarge 1 upon the parts behind it. When it is not
so confined, the skin readily yields, and the entire growth of the tumour takes place
anteriorly.
This disease is much more common in women than in men. Indeed we seldom
see it1 in this country 1 except in females. Yet I happen to have an ex.ample of it
now (December, 1837) in a. male among my patients in the hospital. Dr. Andrew
5

to the right side

~i~~rff~d t:~t;~:~~t :~~Yf~~t~~e~~~C: ~e~~1:s~m~t!~! ~~tow~:c~aml)~h~e0vc~~;n~;t~~~
admitted at the Chichester Infirmary in nine years, two only were males, and they
were boys of a very feeble and feminine habit, and backward for their years. Among
one hundred and sixteen patients of Dr. l\Iansoo's fifteen were men. Taking an
average from these three lists, we have one male for twelve females. It is well to
bear in mind that our fashion of dress renders a small brouchocele much more notice-able, much less easily concealed, in women than in men. In the former tho swell ing
has been known to come on, or at any rate to increase rapidly, during their confinement in child-bed: and it is frequently observed to undergo a temporary enlargement
at the menstmnl period. Dr. Copland has seldom met with an instance in the female,
unconnected with some k ind of irregularity in the catamcnial discharge, or disorder
of the uterine functions; and he never saw a case in which the disease made its
appearance before the period of commencing puberty. In Switzerland, and in some
parts of India, where the complaint is wuch more prevalent than here, the proportion
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of males affected is greater; and it begins, often, prior to the a:?;e of puberty 1 in both
sexes. It seldom shows it'ielf earlier than the age of eight or ten. Dr. Elliotson
states, indeed, that he himself, when in Switzerland, saw goitre in a litttle boy only
four years old; and the natives told him that it r.irely made its appearance before the
age of six. 'But children have been born goitrous. M. Godelle, physician to the
hospital at Soissoni:i, had a prepamtion of the body of an infant, which li\•ed a few
hours only, and which came into the world with a goitre; the mother beinµ: affected
with the same disease. A case is mentioned in the London illedical Reposilor!I of a
child born in Derbyshire with bronchocele of considerable size. The disease, there~
fore, undoubtedly may be congenital: and one of the facts I ha,·c just mentioned
points to the question of its being hereditar.IJ. It is said to be so; and there is much
probability in favour of that opinion. Children born of goitrous parents often have
goitre. But that, you will say 1 may depend upon their being in the same place 1 and
exposed to the same causes, which produced hronchoccle in the mother or father.
Dr. Crawford states, however, that he knew a woman, with goitre, whose grandmother,
father, paternal aunt, and cousins, also had it, although they did not all live in the
same place, and no other person in their respective neighbourhoods was affected by
the disease.
Admitting, what seems probable, that the disease may sometimes be hereditary, in
the sense in which I formerly explained that term, there can be no doubt that it is
often acquired.
In the first place bronchocele is endemic -prevalent in certain localities, and
13carcely occurring elsewhere. And persons who, being previously well, go to live in
those localities, often become affected with the complaint: and persons who migrate
from, those localities, having the complaint upon them, sometimes get rid of it by the
mere change of residcrrce. The physical circumstances of the places thus selected
by the disease have been studied with the natural hope of discoveriug what the causo
may be of an effect so singular. Some morbific quality of the air was long suspected. The habitats of the uuknown cause of brouchocelo appeared at first sight
to be very much like those of the malaria. Gait.re abounds in the hollows of many
mountaiuous districts; among the Alps, for example, and in the Pyrenees. This
was notorious to the ancients. Juvenal asksQuis tumid um guttur mira.tur in Alpibus?
And it is in the deep, close, and humid valleys of Switzerland, which lie at the feet
of, and between, high mountains, that bronchocele is most common. Several writers,
who have personally in vestigated this subject in places where goitre is rife, concur in
the belief that it depends upon insalubrity of the air, arising from the peculiarities
of the situation. 'l'hey affirm that it is most freque11t in low, damp, confined spots,
wh ere the stagnant atmosphere is seldom stirred by wholesome breezes; aud where
the sun, in summer, has great power. Dr. James Johnson remarks, "We find in the
Vala.is (one of the Swiss cantons) and in the lower gorges or ravines that open on its
sides1 both cretinism and bronchocele in the most intense degrees. As we ascend
the neighbouring mountains, cretinism disappears, and goitre only is observed. And
when we get to a certain altitude, both maladies vanish." Dr. Reeve, again, states
that "all the cretins he saw were in adjoining houses in the little village called La
Batia, situated in a narrow cornet of the valley, the houses being built up under
ledges of the rocks, and all of them very filthy, very close, very hot and miserable
habitations. In villages situated higher up the mountains, no cretins are to be
seen ."
The cretinism mentioned in these quotations is a strange and melancholy disease:
a sort of idiotcy, accompanied by (and doubtless dependent upon) deformity and imperfection of the bodily organs. The mental affection ex ists in all degrees, from

A~:~ey°~t"t~~1 ~~~~~st~~:~~l~a~~~l~u;f°:;;i:~1!~: ~;~~~:~~ s~~~e~~!io~~i~~::~c~~~g~:~~:
and others labour under all these privations. They arc mostly dwarfish in stature,
with large heads, wide vacant features, and goggle eyes, short crooked limbs, flabby
muscles, and tumid bellies. The worst of them are insen11ible to the decencies of
uature, and obey, without shame or self-restraint, every animal impulse. Iu uo other
class of wortals is the impress of humaoity so pitiably dcfa.ccU.
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More recent and extensive observation of the 1ocalitica infested by goitre have
rendered it improbable that the disease derives its origin from any deleterious properties of the air. Certainly it is not owing to anythiop; that is common to all moun.
tainous countries. Some parts of Switzerland are free from it. So are the Ili!:?hl:tnds
of Scotland. It is wet with also in fiat situations-as in Norfolk. I ha,·e seen
several cases of it in Cambridgeshire, which is a very fl.at county. In one village in
particular, about five miles from Cambridge, it is extremely common. There are
some strikiog facts collected by the celebrated and philosophic Humboldt, which go
to show that the prevalence of bronchocelc does not depend on any particular configuration of the surface of the earth, nor on any peculiar condition of the atmosphere. Ile tells us that in South America bronchocele is met with, both in the
upper and the lower course of the ~l agdalen river; and in the flat high country of
Ilo~ota, GOOO feet above the bed of the stream. 'l'he first of these regions is a thick
forest; while the second and third present a soil destitute of vegetation. 'fhe first
and third arc exceedingly damp; the second peculiarly dry. In the first the air is
stagnant; in t he second and third the winds arc impetuous. In the first two t he
thermometer keeps up all the year at 22 or 23 degrees of the Centigrade scale : in the
third it ranges between 4 degrees and 17.
The researches of Mr. f\l'Clcllaud, in India, lead to the same conclusion. He
found goitre extremely frequent in one portion of the district which he surveyed,
while the other portion was almost exempt from the complaint, "although an equality
of moral as well as physical circumstances appeared to affect the whole. The external
alpine characters of the province are the same in every part, the inhabitants a11 belong
to the same tribes of Iliudoos, and are subject to fewer irregularities in their mode of
life than any other people in the world."
The different localities of the villages, in the portion where goitre was 11ot prevalent,
he describes as being as di\'erse as can well be imagined. "Some are erected on narrow
ridges, others in deep valleys, surrounded by abrupt and lofty mountains; others on
rugged declivities, between lofty peaks on one side, and deep ravines on the other,
iuto some of which the sun can scarcely penetrate. The different altitudes of these
villages vary from 2000 to 6000 feet."
:Facts of this kind have turned the attention of scientific inquirers towards the only
other obvious source to which the disorder could, with probability, be attributed, viz.,
the quality of the water used for drinking. Wherever goitre prevails, the popular
belief assigns it to the water, as a cause : and t he more accurately the search is prosecuted the rnore strength and likelihood does this supposition acquire. It.q very universality is a presumption in its favour. 'l'he disease was formerly ascribed to the use
of snow water: a notion which originated, I imagine, in its frequent occurrence in
alpine regions. But the people in almost alt the valleys of Switzerland drink the
wuter that comes from the Glaciers; while brouchoccle is known in some of the valleys
only. It prevails ali:;o in certain spots where pump water is used, and there the people
accuse the pump water of producing it. Besides, goitre occurs in other countries,
where the snow never lies long, as in Derbyshire; and even in Sumatra, where there
is no snow. Dr. Bally, a. native of a goitrous district in Switzerland, believes that
bronchocele is caused by certain waters, which isi:;ue from the hollows of rocks, trickle
along crevices of the mountains, or rise from the bowels of the earth. Aud in support
of that opinion he refers to some fountains in his own neighbourhood, the drinking of
the water of which will produce, or augment, goitrous swellings, in eight or ten d:iys.
Such of the inhabitants as avoid these waters are free, he says, from goitre a.ad cretinism. In Captain Franklin's narrative of his expedition to the shores of the Polar
sca 1 there is the following statement, made by his fellow traveller, Dr. Richardson : " Bronchoccle or goitre is a. common disorder at .Edmonton. I examined sevcrnl of
the inhabitants aftlicted with it, and endeavored to obtain every information on the
subject from the most authentic soun:es. 'l' hc following facts may be depended
upon: -The disorder attacks those only who drink from the water of the (Saskatcha~
nan) river. It is indeed, in its worst state, confined almost entirely to the half-bred
women and children who reside constantly at the fort, and make use of river water,
drawn, in winter, through a. hole made in the ice. '!'he men, from being often
from home on their journeys through the plain, where their drink is melted sMw, arc
less affected: and if any of thew exhibit during the winter some incipient symptow
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of the complaint, the an nual summer voyage to the sea-coMt generally effects a cure.
'l'he natives, who confine th-emselves to snow wc1tu in the winter, and drink of the
~mall rivulets which flow through the plains in the summer, are exempt from attacks
of this disease. A residence of a single year at Edmonton is sufficient to render a
family bronchocelous. Many of the goitres acquire great size. Burnt spon~e has
been tried, and found to remove the disease : but an exposure to the same cause immediately reproduces it. A ~reat portion of the children of the women who have
f!Oitres are born idiots, with large beads, and the other distinµ;uishing marks of cretins.
I could not Iearo whether it was necessary that both parents should have goitres t.o
produce cretin children."
We are able even to go a step further, and to announce a probable conjecture as t.o
the specific quality of the suspected water. Bronchocele is very prevalent in Nottingham and its nei:.?:hbourhood; and the "ulgar there ascribe it (so Dr. Manson informs
us) to the hardness of the water. You know that the rouizh practical distinction
between soft and hard \Vater is that the former disst;l1•es soap, whi le the latter deco1nposes it. '£he hardness is generally occasioned by the presence either of sulphate of
lime, or of carbonate of lirne. In the one case the remedy is to mix t he carbonate
of an alkali with the water; in the other you simply boil it. Now the well water in
and about Nottingham is more or less hard, and unfit for the purpose of washing.
Dr. Coiudet, of Geneva, decla.res that the use of hard or pump water in the lower
streets of that town brings on the goitre very speedily. At Cluscs, on the Arve,
numerous cretins and ~itrous persons are seen in the streets: lofty cliffs of lilflestone
tower over the town, and throuµ;h its caverns copious streams of water find a passage.
'.l'he soil in the neighbourhood of Edmonton was found by Dr. Richardson to be
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the presence of magnesian limestone always implies the co-existence of the disease.
'·Take (he says) that ridge of magnesian limestone running from north to south through
the centre of Yorkshire, and m:Lrging the shires of Derby and Nottingham. All along
that line we ha\•e goitre to a very great extent; whereas, on our diverging to either
side, the disease is found to diminish. 11
These scattered indications that the hurtful quality of the water is somehow derived
from its contact with limestone rocks, receive a powerful corroboration from the result
of Mr. M'Clelland's minute and valuable inquiries, which were carried on in the province of Kemaon, south of the Himalayan mou11tains. I have not been able to obtain
his book; what I am about to tell you I take from a fu ll and instructive notice of it
in the fifteenth number of the British and Fureign. J.Jfedical Review. l\lr. l\l'Clcll and
finding goitre very abundant (as I mentioned before) in one great section of a district,
and almost entirely absent from another section, set himself to find out in what other
particulars these sections were distinguished from each other. lie ascertained that
they completely agreed "in external aspect, altitude, and climatology," but differed
remarkably "in their geognostic relations; and this distinction was even traced down
to the very villages in which the disease is found, with such perfect nicety, as to enable one almost to predict d priori, on examining the rocks of a neighbourhood,
whether the iuhabit.:i.nts arc affected with goitre or not."
It would be impossible for me to give you even an abstract of 1\lr. M'Clelland's
numerous observations; but I select one or two striking instances in favour of his
opinion that the endemic prevalence of goitre is connected with the use of water
impregnated with calcareous salts.
.
One extremity of the long villa~ Deota, which occupies half a mile of the foot of
Durge mountai n, is inhabited by Brahmins; the other by llajpoots and Domes. Of
the first caste there are about twenty persons, all of whom are free from goitr?. There
arc forty of the second, and two-thirds are affected, more or less. Of the tlnrd ca~te,
fo rty-six: in number, nearly the whole arc goitrous. "'To what cause can we ~scribe
the immuuity of one caste of the inhabitants of this vilbge, and the almost uni versal
affection of the other two castes? 'They arc all alike well-fed, and have little toil:
t heir land producing the requisites of life almost without labour. Diffe rence of ..:aste
does not Lerc imply a difference of pecuniary circumstances, and consequently of the
comforts of life. Io these respects the three castes in this village arc on perfect
equality. Nor will hereditary predisposition acquired by intcrlllarriagcs be sufficient
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to explain the interesting fact: for the affected parties nrc confined to the Rajpoots
and Domes, who cannot intermarry, while the llrahmins and Rajpoots may. The
Yillagc is raised about one hundred feet above the level of the valley i and the mountain, at the foot of which it is situated, rises with a gentle slope, and is not in this
~·icinity at all rugged. It is chiefly composed of transition Jimest?ne, a.nd the village
is erected on a conglomerated rock, composed of calcareous tuff, rnclosrng fragments
of other rocks. 'l'herc is a spring in the valley, about one hundred yards from the
village, bearing on its first appearance the charact~ of a mineral spring. The water
bursts forth with strong ebullition, in the quantity of at least forty galloos io a minute, and agglutinates the sand and gravel by which it is surrounded, by the deposition of calcareous tuff. The temperature and quantity of the water is the same at all
seasons. The former inhabitants of the villa~c, aware perhaps of the noxious effects
of this spring, bad an aqueduct formed, by which water is COn\·cycd into the Bralnuin
portion of the village from a distant source. The aqueduct having been suffered to
get out of repair, the quantity of water it transmits is reserved exclusively for the
Brahmins; except during the rainy season, when, the water being plentiful, the
Rajpoots also use that of the aqueduct; but the Domes have no alternative at any
season but to use the water from the spring. 11
The valley of Baribice is ele\'ated 4000 feet above the sea. Its eastern extremity
is composed of clayslate, and in five villages, containing 152 inhabitants, there is not
one goitre. The other extremity of the valley is partly composed of limestone; and
of 192 inhabitants, distributed in six \"'illages, 70 are affected with goitre: but Ducygong, one of these villages, supplied with water from clayslate, has not a single case
of the disease; while Agar, only half a mile distant, and containing 50 inhabitants,
has no less than 40 cases; and of that number 20 are cretins. 'l'hey use the water
which issues from an old copper mine in limestone, and which contains carbonate of
lime, and ofsoda, but no sulphate.
Mr. :M'Clelland affirms that in the course of his personal inquiries, which extended
over 1000 square miles, and which were prosecuted without regard to any theory, no
instance occurred in which goitre prevailed to any extent where the villages were not
situated on, or close to, limestone rocks.

[In the United St,ates the disease is prevalent in many of the valleys situated in
the mountainous regions of New Hampshire, Vermont, New York, Pennsylvania aud
Virginia; many of these regions abound in limestone rock1:1. -C.J
Cretinism, has a close, but an ill-understood, connexion with goitre. Wherever
cretinism is endemic, bronchocele never fails to be abundant. But bronchocele may
prevail in a place where there are no cretins. 'Yith but few exceptions, cretins are
goitrous; whereas many of those who have bronchocele are not affected with cretinism. The two disorders either spring from the same cause, requiring for their joint
production that this cause should be in active operation; or, if they have separate
causes, these frequently co-exist and act in combination. It is said, I know not with
what accuracy, that when both parents are goitrous for two generations in succession,
the offspring, being in the third generation, arc sure to be cretins. Certainly cretinism is most common where bronchocele is most common, and especially in mountainous places. It occurs in the Pyrenees as well as in the Alps, iu the mountains of
Syria, in the hilly parts of China, and in the Himalayan reg-ions. Y ct cretinism is
confined within much more limited bounds than goitre. Saussure, l!.,odere, and Dr.
Reeve, agree entirely as to the circumstances under which cretinism appears to be
most common ly engendered in Switzerland. They say that the disease is usually met
with iu the valleys which are nearly surrounded by high and steep rocks, where there
is but little circulation of air, and where the inhnbitauts are exposed to the direct
ra.ys of the sun, and to the reflexion of them from the rocks : and also to effluv ia
from marshes. It is in the filthy habitations built in these close, hot, and humid
situations, that cretinism abounds most. The children that are taken away from the
low va ll eys, and carried up, when young, into the high grounds, escape the disease J
or even get the better of it if removed soon enough. And the amendment is said to
he perceptible even in a. very few days These facts have led many persons to conr.ludc that cretinism, if not hronchocele, depends on some condition of the air. H
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appears to me probable that the exciting cause of both is the same, and that the local
circumstances just now mentioned operate as predisposing causes only. Cretinism, as
well as goitre, was observed, by Ramond, in the "open, well-watered, and well-ventilated valleys of the Pyrenees."
Th ere are some difficulties opposed to the implicit reception of the opinions formed
by Mr. M'Clclland and by others, respecting the origi n of these diseases. And the
facts upon which those opinions are grounded are not without apparent exceptions.
l\lorcovcr, the actual substance which exercises or confers the noxious power, has yet
to be ascertained. This etiological problem, so full of interest, is not solved. One
step more, and probably one step only, remains to be taken. W c look to the medical
geologist for its complete solution; and I trust that, now, we have not long to look.
The deleterious agent has been traced, with tolerable certainty, to water: and hence
to some element of the soi l washed by that water. And if what at present is probable only, shall hereafter be pro,·ed, - namely, that the hidden cause of goitre and
of cretinism lurks in some chemica l quality of man's natural beverage- it cau
scarcely be doubted that chemistry will bo found ready to supply a simple and effectual corrective of the ev il. 'l'his hope it is which makes it so important that medical
men should be accurately possessed of the present state and bcarin~ of the question;
and prepared to take advantage of every opportunity that may arise for its practical
determination. For surely it would be a noble achievement of our art, and a siµ;nal
bless ing provided for hundreds of human beings yet unborn, thus to prevent the deformity, the discomfort, and the sometimes danger, of bronchocele; and to forbid, in
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I ought, perhaps, to tell you, that other causes, many of them very vague and unsatisfactory, have, at different times, been ass i~n cd. Thus Valentin supposes the
disease to be more common in women than in men, simply because women more frequently have the neck uncovered. It has been affirmed that young fema les who have
taken the veil in catholic countries have lost their goitres in consequence of the
change then made in their costume; and a medical man in Guatimala asserts that the
same infirmity has sensibly diminished among the men in that part of the world,
F.ince cravats became fashionable there. These \•icws of tho matter accord with some
whimsical notions entertained by the late Sir Anthony Carlisle. Ile held that the
chief purpose of the thyreOid gland was to protect tho delicate organ of the voice
from the injurious influen ce of cold; and he consequently regarded the tumour of
bronchocele as being rather of a sanative than of a morbid nature. Ile looked upon
it as an additional greatcoat thrown over the important in strum ent of speech, in circumstances of extraordi nary need. His theory agrees with some of the facts on
which other theories, not perhaps more plausible, have been founJcd. Thus although
snow water may not be, indeed I may say certainly is not, the cause of bronchocele
from any peculiar quality that belongs to it, yet the disorder is confessed ly frequent
in many places where snow water is habitually drunk; i.
as Sir Anthouy would
have reasoned, where very cold water is frequently drunk; the swellin~ being a provision of nature to obviate the hurtful effects which might else be produced on the
larynx by these cold potations. 'l'h e summ er cha nge for the better, described by Dr.
Richardson, consist.i; also with the same theory: which would su;:r~est the covering an
incipient bronchocele continually with warm clothing, such as flannel, to check its
growth, to obviate its neccFSity, and so gradually to occasion its subsidence. And this
plan is mentioned, I sco, by Bouillaud, among the curative indications.
I mention these theories, not because I have any faith in them myself, but as being
curious spec imens of the manner in which the human mind strives to account for
obscure phenomena.; and as showing how readily facts may be culled and pressed into
the servi ce of very sle nder and infirm hypotheses.
On e very important point-preliminary to all rati onal treatment of bronchocelc or
of cretinism -is obvious; the removal of the sufferer, whenever that can be done,
from the infested locality. This was the first care of that great fri end of the unhappy
race of cretins, the benevolent Dr. Gug;:renblihl, who has founded on the Abcndbcrg
in the Bernese Alps, at an altitude considerably higher than that below which thcsn
kindred disorders arc ge nerally met with , a hospital for tho recepti on of cretin children
To their cause and cowfort Dr. Guggenblihl has generously devoted his whole mind
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The success of tllis philanthropic experiment, the beneficial influence of pure air, and
of judicious medical and morn! discipline upon these poor patients, has been signal
and gratifying. Of the whole number of cretins admitted during a. period of twelve
years, one third were perfectly restored to health and reason, while the rest improved
much both in body and in miud.
This most useful and praiseworthy institution has proved the parent and model of
the Asylums for Idiots which now exist, and are happily multiplying, in England and
elsewhere.
'Vhen removal to a more salubrious place has been accomplished, or when the dis·
Clrder occurs sporadically, as it sometimes docs, we may administer drugs with better
hope and ad\'antage. Now a great variety of empirical remedies have been rccom·
mended for the cure of brouchocclc, coneernin~ most of which it would be a waste of
time for me to speak at all. 'l'he remedy which, as an interoal medicine, has of late
years superseded all others, and acquired the reputation of a specific against goitre, is
iodine: and it certainly has a remarkable influence over the genuine unmixed form
of the disease, whether endemic or sporadic- the hypertrophied gland; yet it doe~
not, perhaps, merit the title of specific in the same absolute sense as that in which we
say that bark is a specific for the ague, or sulphur for the itch. Dr. Coindct, of
Geneva, was the first who made this remedy extensively known. Dr. Straub, however,
of Ilofwyl, has laid claim to the priority of it.s use. Probably that happened in this
matter, which has often hnppcned in others, viz., that the state of knowledge was ripe
for such a discovery, and it was made by each of these physicians independently of
the other. Dr. Coindet's name, however, has been inseparably connected with the
upplieation of iodine to the cure of bronchoccle, in a work which, if he had no other
claim to be remembered, would immortalize his memory; - I mean Sir J . Herschel's
profound and beautiful .Discourse on the Study of Natural Philosophy j-a book
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au observation of his own, that mighty benefits often accrue to science from the casual
experience of even unscientific or illiterate persons. "A soap manufacturer remarks
that the residuum of his Icy, when exhausted of the alkali for which he employs it,
produces a corrosion of the copper boiler, for which he cannot account. Ile puts it
into the hands of a. scientific chemist for analysis: and the result is the discovery of
one of the most singular nnd itnportnnt chemical elements-iodine. The properties
of tl1is being studied, are found to occur most appositely in illustration and 1mpport
of a rnriety of new, curious, and instructh·e views then gainin~ ground in chemistry;
and thus exercise a marked influence over the whole body of that science. CuriOE1ity
is excited; the origin of the new substaDce is traced to the sea-plants from whose
ashes the principal ingredient of soap is obtained; and ultimately to the sea-water
itself. It is thence hunted through nature, discovered in salt-mines and springs, and
pursued into all bodies which have a marine origin: among the rest into sponge.
A medical practitioner, Dr. Coindct, of Genc\'a, then calls to mind a. reputed remedy
for the cure of one of the most grievous and unsightly disorders to which the human
species is subject- the goitre - which infests the inhabitants of mountainous districts
to an extent that, in this favoured land, we have happily no experience of, and which
was said to have been originally cured by the ashes of burnt sponge. Led by this
indication, he tries the effect of iodine on that complaint, and the result establishes
the extraordinary fact that this singular substance, taken as a medicine, act..~ with tho
utmost promptitude and energy on goitre, dissipating the largest and most inveterate
in a short time, and acting (of course, like all medicines, even the most approved,
with occasional failures) as a specific, or natural antagonist, against that odious
deformity."
It is curious enough, and marks the accuracy with which the effects of remedies
may be observed, that not only had burnt sponge been found efficacious in removing
brouehoeele, but the bladdcrwrack also, the fucus vesiculosus, the plant that, with
others of the same family, yields the soda. wherewith the iodine was found combined.
Dr. Gairdner, who was the first I believe in this country to write on the effects of
iodine, accounts for the frequent failure of enu large doses of the burnt spou~e, by
showing that it was much adulterated with charcoal. Dr. l\lanson, of Nottingham,
has published the following tabular staterucut of the results of the employment of
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iodine by himself. Ile had treated one hundred and sixteen patients, of whom fifteen
were men, and the rest women. Of the fifteen men, ten were cured, three were improvin g and under treatment at the time of his publication 1 one was dismissed for
irregular attenda nce, and one was much relieYed. Of the one hundred and one women,
sixty-six were cured, nine much rel ieved, two received no benefit, ten were discharj:!;ed
for irregular attendance, and fourteen were improving under treatment. Of the whole
one hundred and sixteen, therefore, there were se\'enty-six positive cures, or two-third~
of the entire number; and only two po~itiYe failures. Dr. Coindet was successful in
about the same proportion of cases. This is strong evidence of the power of the
remedy. Dr. Manson found that in some, but not in all individuals, after the preparations of iodine had been given internally for a certain time, they were apt to occasion headache, giddiness, sickness of stomach, with some degree of languor, ao<l
inaptitude for exertion. His plan in such cases was to suspend the use _of the medicine, or to reduce the dose. 'l'he following effects of the iodine arc stated by Dr.
Coindet as havin~ occurred in his practice: - Acceleration of the pulse, palpitation,
dry cough, watchfulness, marasmus, and prostration of strcn~t h. Sometimes swellin g
of the legs supervened, tremors, painful hardness of the brouchoccle, diminution of
the breasts, or a remarkable increase of appetite; and he adds that in almost all the
instances which he had observed, a very rapid diminution, or a disappear.ince more or
less complete, took pl.ace, during these symptoms, of even hard, bulky, and old bronchoceles. llis doses varied from somewhat less than a grai n to somewhat more than
a grain and a. half. This was certainly, as Dr. 1\lanson has su~gested, too large a.
quantity of this powerful drug for the ~nerality of patients. 'l'he management of
the remedy is now better understood. I have never seen any of the unJJlcasant consequences enumerated by Dr. Coindet. These practitioners ga,·e the iodine in the
form of a tincture. But that is a bad mode of exhibiting it: for the tincture is decomposed in any aqueous menstruum, and the iodine thrown down to tire bottom.
Under such circumstances the patient may at one time get no iodine at all, and at
another time a dangerous dose: for you are aware that iodine is an active irritant
poison. But if you mix iodine with iodide of potassium, it is then held in solution:
and this is the form in which it is now commonly given. In the last edition of the
Pbarmacopooia there is a Liquor Potassii Iodidi compositus, made by <lissolviog five
grains of iodine, and ten of the iodide of potassium, in a pint of distilled water.
This will doubtleEs, in future, be much prescribed. It is a dilute preparatiou. Th ere
is one grain of iodine in four ounces of the liquor. An ounce would therefore be a.
very sofe dose, but you may begin with a couple of drachms, and increase the quantity, if need be, A'raclually: for not only Dr. Manson, but Dr. Copland also, who states
that the remedy has been ,·cry successful in his hands, advocates small, unirritati ng,
what are sometimes called alterative doses. Simple friction is said to have had the
effect of diminishing: the tumour; and friction with some ointment or liniment containing iodine should be employed whenever the internal exhib ition of the remedy is
contra-indicated; or in addition to its internal use. 1.'here is an authorized form for
that purpose also in the Pharmaeopreia-the Cnguentum lodinii Composit1mi . A
small portion of this may be rubbed upon the tumour night and morning. Or the
tumour may be painted, ni gh t and morning, with the compound tincture of iodine,
pauses bcin~ made whenever the soreness of the skin may require them. The tincture stains the surface of a deep orange colour, so that during this process the throat
must be kept covered.
Am ong anremic young women, more or less fulness of the forepart of the neck,
from slight enlarg:emeot of the thyreOid gland, is of \'ery frequent occurrence. Sometimes the eyeballs arc at the same tim e unduly prominent. In these cases, if you
cure the anremia, you will commonly cure the bronchocelc also, or greatly diminish
it: and I would recommend you to address your first remedies to the general ratl10r
than to the locn l ailment. If, when the blood ha s been replenished and the health
improved by the salts of iron, and by other suitable means, the gland should still
remain tumid, you may then resort, with caution, to the use of iodine. I need not
add that besides grea t care in watching for the specific ill effec ts of the iodine upon
the system, no less care is to be taken in correcting the state of any other function
which may be faulty, and in improving the general health.
Such is the best medical treatment of bronchocele; and such are the plans which
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you will always do well to make watchful trial of in the firRt im~tance. And with
respect to surp:ical treatment I may observe, that so long as the disease is merely a
deformity, so long as it docs not interfere with any of the important functions of the
body, nor produce serious discomfort -does not distress the respiration by pressin:;
upon the trachea, nor impede dcglutition by pressing upon the oosophagus, nor derange
to any great degree the circulation through the head by J?rcssing _upon _the great
blood-vessels of the neck, nor grievously encumber the patient by its weight-we
should not be justified (in my opinion) in performing or advising any surgical operation for the removal or the diminution of the tumour. Of such operations the three
principal are, extirpation of the whole gland; the passinp; a seton through the tumour,
and so exciting suppuration in it, whereby its substance is broken down and destroyed;
and, tying the arteries which supply it with blood. The first of these methods, extirpation, has been performed when the wen was small; but few patients, under such
circumstanceS, would consent to the operation; and few sur~eons would now-a-days,
I presume, advise or undertuke it: and in cases where it might seem more expedient,
that is, where the swelling is large, and suffocation is threatened by its pressure on
the trachea, the execution of this measure would be exceedingly difficult and dangerous; for the arteries arc so much dilated in these cases that perilous h::cmorrhagc
might be expected from their division, especially when their close vicinity to the
carotids is considered. Such large goitres come to involve also, by their lateJ";il
extension, very important nerves there situate. In one case where excision wrrs
attempted, the hremorrhagc was so alarming that the surgeon was obliged to desist in
the middle of his task; and the patient actually died of hremorrhage a few days afterwards. I believe that this operation may be considered as wholly abandoned by surgeons in the present day .
The introduction of a seton into the tumour has been more successful. This practice was revived about thirty years ago by Dr. Quadri, of Naples; who supposed,
indeed, that he had been the first to devise it. You will find an account of his mod!J
of proceeding in the tenth volume of the .Alcdico.Chirurgical Transactions, by Dr.
Somerville. The seton is passed through the eubstance of the gland, and retained
there a coneiderable time; the chief caution necessary is to avoid the cnlaq~ed bloodvessels. Dr. Quadri affirms that the larger trunks of the thyreOid nrterics will not be
endangered, unless the setou needle be passed so deeply as almost to touch the thyreOid cartilage; and that hremorrhngc from any of the branches of those arteries thllt
may be wouuded when the scton is inserted more superficially, will not be attended
with hazard. 1'his plan was followed in one case by ulceration and sloughing, and
the patient died. An example of the success of this treatment occurred in the practice of Mr. James, of Exeter; the tumour was almost entirely removed, and the
patient was for some time in London for the purpose of showing himself to the
medical men here. llut he also had passed through a. good deal of sufferiug and of
peril.
The expedient of tying one or more of the th~·reOideal arteries, and so starving the
tumour, has been attended with vari('d success. It has been done on the continent;
and several times in this country : there is a case of it by Mr. Coa.tcs, of Salisbury,
in the same volume of the .Aledfro- Cliirurgical Transactions. llis patient was much
relieved for a time, and supposed herself cured. But the tumour gradually returned,
and caused her death by suffocation. Sir B. Brodie has also performed a. similar
operation: and I have myself seen one very satisfactory instance of the same thinµ-,
the operation having been done by the late 1\Jr. Earle in St. Bartholomew's Hospital.
The patient was a young woman with an immense bronchocclc, which for some time
previously had obstructed her breathing, and of which the effect on the trachea
scorned to be e\•cry day increasing. '!'here was loud wheezing, and great difficulty
of respiration, and cough, and extreme emaciation: and it was plain that the girl must
soon die strangled if nothing were done for her relief. One of the arteries, I think
the superior thyrcoideal, was tied, without much difficulty, on one side. After the
operation, the tumour on that side shrunk considerably; the distress of breathing was
removed; and the patient presently recovered so much of her former strength, and
flesh, and comfort, that she was unwilling to haye anything more attempted, and left
the ho::;pital. After some time, however, she came back ag-J.in of her own accord, and
•cqucstcd that the artery on the other side wight be tied also. This was accordingly
0
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done, and a further reduction of the tumour took place. The shrinking, however, if
I remember rightly, was not so striking or complete after the second operation as after
the first: but the patient was certain ly rescued, upon the whole, from imminent death,
and put into a. condition of ease and at least temporary safety; the tumour that remained constitutin g merely a deformity. I never heard of her afterwards. Io a case
very similar to this, related by Mr. Crawford in the Cyclopadia of PracticallJedicine,
.l\lr. Wickham, of Winchester, tied one of the arteries, with much immediate, but no
ultimate beuefit. The goitre gradually diminished for about six weeks, and then (in
consequence, I presume, of the establishment of a collateral arterial -circulation) it as
gradually en larged ab"tl.in till it was as big as ever.
Of these surgical expedients there is not one, of which the average results have
been sufficiently prosperous to warrant its repetition, except in cases where Jife is put
in jeopardy or made miserable by the swelling; and where other methods, and particularly the treatment by iodine, have been tried, and have failed. One exception,
perhaps, I should here make. The tumour sometimes evidently contains a quantity
of fluid, eith er in one of its large cells, or in a distinct cyst. Now the cell or cyst,
may in such cases be punctured, and the conta ined fluid let out, without much risk.
This was done in one instance by my colleague, l\lr. Arnott. Re kept the orifice
open; and the cyst shrank, and was at last obliterated, and the woman was much
gratified by this diminution of her load. I have since met with a precisely similar case.

LECTURE XLIV.
Oynanche Parutideea.

Spontaneous Salivation. Aphthte. Oynanche Tonsillaris.

TeE Greek writers on medicine apply the terms .,.,wo.-yx11 and xt1"Q.o}'t'1 to inflammatory
affections occurring about the throat, and more or less interfering with the functions
of respiration and deglutition: and the Latins employ the word a11gina in nearly the
same sense. Cull en, in his .Nosology, has made a genus of O!J1ianclte1 although the
diseases which he has included in that genus have but little connexion, except that
the parts they occupy lie near to each other. Some of them indeed have their seat
in different, though almost contiguous, portions of the same membrane; and are apt,
sometimes, on that account, to pass one into the other. In general they are allied
rather by proximity of situation, than by community of symptoms.
I mention these things, because there being a. great disposition in the present day
to re-nnme diseases, and to affect a more precise and scientific nomenclature than
sufficed for Cullen, if I adopted the more mOOern appellations without adverting to
the old ones, which have been current so many years, you might experience some
difficulty in your reading, in determining what disease was intended, when it was
merely named. For my own part, I think there is much inconvenience in altering
the established nomenclature; and especially in changing such arbitrary terms as 1
though they may not be scientific, are yet definite, and convey no erroneous notions
respecting the nature of the disorder. I shall give you, however, in most cases,
both the old and the new denominations.
Now one of the maladies in Dr. Cullen's genus Cynanchc-though not the first in
the order he follows - is cynm1clie parotida;a. It is an inflamm:ltory affection of the
Ralivary glands, and of the parotid gland in particular. Accordingly it is ca lled pco·otitis now-a-days. It is not, however, mere inflammation of the parotid, arising from
any cause whatever; and therefore parotitis, unless some epithet be added, is lees
exact than cynanche parotidrea. 'l'he vu lgar have given it just as good an arbitrary
name as the learned; and they call it in this country the mumps. With the Scotch it
is, I believe, the bra11ks.
'l.'his disorder need not detain us long. The parotid swells; tumefaction takes
place brneath' the car; and if the submaxillary and sublingual glanJs are not imph-
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cated in the outset, they soon participate in the tumcfaction 1 in most instances; so
that the swelling extends from beneath the ear along the neck, toward .., the chin, and
the swelled parts are hot and painful, and very tender when touched. The aspect of
the patient becomes curiously deformed. Sometimes one side only is affected; some·
times both sides at once; but most. commonly of all, first one ~idc and then the other.
These local symptoms arc attended with slight fe\'er. But the only function that is
materially affected is the motion of the lower jaw, which is impeded by the swelling.
The inflammatory condition almost always terminates after a few days, in resolution,
under the use of the antiphlogistic regimen, and the application of external warmth.
The disease reaches its height in about four days, and then begins to decline; and its
whole duration may be computed, ou an average, at eight or ten days.
This complaint often prevails epidemically : when it affects one person in a family,
or school, it usually affects several others, simultaneously or in succession. It chiefly
attacks children and young persons. There can be no doubt that it spreads by con.
tagion ; and it seldom happens that the same person is twice affected by the mumps.
These are remarkable circumstances, and give the malady a peculiar and specific
character. I do not dwell upon them now, because they belong a.I.so to a very intc.
resting .group of diseases, which will require to be particularly considered hereafter.
Another curious circumstance connected with the disease, and one which has some
bearing upon its treatment, is that, in many cases, upon the subsidence of the $Well.
ing of the neck and throat, and particularly when it subsides quicl..ty, the testicles, in
the male sex, become swollen and tender, and the momma in the female. It is said,
but I do not know whether the observation be constantly true, that the testicle, or the
breast, of the same side with the inflamed parotid, suffers. Sometimes the testicle
wastes away after the swelling recedes; ::i. circumstance which is known occasionally
to happen when inflammation of that part arises from other causes. This, however,
is not usual. In general the inflammation subsides and ceases in the one gland as it
does in the other; the swelling is ueith('r very painful nor long continued. But
sometimes a more serious transference takes place, from the testicle to the brain : this
I have never witnessed; but then, to say the truth, I have not often been called upon
to treat the mump$, and my persona l experience of it is limited. I find it stated that
the metastasis to the testicle is considered as rather a. fortunate circumstance, because
it serves as a sort of protection a~aiost metastasis to the brain; but I suspect this to
be a mistake. Inflammation of the brain, or of its membranes, has sometimes occurred
on the disappearance of the porotid swelling; but it has much oftener supervened, [
believe, upon the retroccssiou of the inflammation from the testicle or manuna . It is
said al$O that the inflammation sometimes returns from the testicle to the parotid, and
back again; o:scili:lting thus two or three times between the two µ;lands. Fortunately,
the metastasis to the brain is much more rare than that to the testicle.
The treatment of the mumps is simplo. It consists in the observance of the anti.
phlogistic regimen; mild diaphoretics; laxative medicines if the head ache, or the
bowels arc confined; and warm fomentations, or dry warm flannel, to the neck and
throat. The tendency observed in this complaint to a change of place -to metas·
tasis to more important organs-forbids us from using very acti\•e measures to check
or 1.ubdue the inflammation. Nor are such measures necessary. \Ye are not to bleed,
nor violently to purge such patients, nor to apply cold to reduce the swelling. Luckily
hot applications are not only the most safe and proper, but the most grateful also to
the feelinb'8 of the patient. If suppuration should ensue-which is unusual and un·
likely, but which sometimes does occur from extension of the inflammation to the
neighbouring areolar tissue- poultices must be substituted for the fol!lentation.
Wa rm applications, and rest in the horizontal posture, arc to be recommended wheu
the i1?flan11nation leaves the sali\·ary glands, and attacks the testicles; or if the patient
will not, or cannot, lie up, the testicle must be supported by a suspensory bandage a bag trnss. If the inflammation of the testicle or mannna. be very violent, we rnu~t
apply leeches, and afterwards poult ices; but this will not often be required, or advisable. Finally, if the inflammation should fly to the brain, we must lay as ide our
previous caution, and treat the disease in that active manner which the inflammation
of so irnportant a part of the body demands. No worse metastasis can occur on the
cessation of the phrenitis. I have fully spoken heretofore of the treatment to be pur'fued in that disease, and I have nothing to add respecting it now, except that it way
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be right, as an auxiliary expedient, to try to reproduce the inflammation in the parotid, or testicle, or mamma, by irritating applications- must:n<l poultices, for example
-in the hope of thus producing what is called revulsion, and of diYcrting the disease
from the brain to the part which it previously occupied.
You kuow that there is another specific form of parotitis, which is npt to be induced
by mercury. Of this I have already spoken. When it is severe, it may be treated
by leeches, without any dread of such metastasis as occurs in the mumps. It is
usually, though not always, accompanied by a profuse discharge of the Eecrction
proper to the glands affected; and it is attended also by sponginess and swelling of
the gums.
I presume that when inflammation of these salivary glands is not attended with
ptyalism, the parcnchyma of the J?:land, or the areolar tissue which enters into its
composition, is principally affected; and that when there is much salivation, the
membrane lining the 8ecrctory and excretory ducts is implicated. We see the same
distioctions in other analogous organs.
Profuse ptyalism sometimes occurs without any obvious co.use; and is then said to
be 1·diopatliic, or spontaneous: and this is a circumstance which it concerns you to be
aware of1 both as practitioners, and as medical jurists. The Sallle te11derness and
swelliug of the sali ''ary glands, the same copious seaetirm a11d excretion of saliva,
nay, even the same/a.tor, or a smell which can scarcely be distin~uished from itthe same collection of symptoms which is familiar to you as indicating the specific
action of mercury upon the human system - will arise sometimes (but very rarely)
when not a particle of mercury has been administered. Several other substances are
well known to ha,·c the occasional effect of producing an incrca.<jed, and even a profuse
flow of saJi,-a: preparations, for example, of gold, of copper, of antimony, and of
arsenic. The cr.stor oil is said to have sometimes the same consequence. Digitalis
c:ertaioly has; and the io<lide of potassium; and sometimes, I bclie,·e, opium. Now
and then ptyalism is met with as a symptom, among othcN, of pregnancy. Occasionally it results from some local irritation within the mouth; from a decayed or misplaced
tooth. But what I principally wish to call your attention to is the fact that salivation
may occur as an idirq>atltic complaint. Iu the twenty-sixth volume of the London
.Uediral and Ph!Jsi<·(tl Journal, there is au instance of it described by Mr. Davies, in
which two or three pints of saliva were discharged daily for some time. This flux at
length ceased under the use of laxative medicines. Jn the second volume of the
'l'ransactlons ()./ the College of Ph!Jsicians is an extraord in ary exampl.e of the same
thing:, related by :nr. ]Jowcr. A young lady, of sixteen, spat frorn sixteen to fourteen
uunces of saliva daily, for upwards of two years. Mr. Power believed that the ptyalism
in this case was origirrnlly excited by wool, which he found, in a. footid state, in her
cars. In the Rei:ue 11Mdicale there is an account given of a. patient who was cured
of a. spontaneous ptyalism after spitting nine pints daily for nine years and a. half
You may see another instance, as related by Dr. Prout, in the old series of the Ann11l.~
of Ph.i/,,sophy. Dr. Pereira states that he has seen a duzcn such cases; and he
describes one which was fat.al, not from the ptyalism however, but from slou~hing of
the cheek: and this is no uncommon circumstance. In certain cases of idiopathic
in8ammation and ulceration of the gums or cheeks, from 8ome constitutional unsound
ness, there may be extensi\•e sloughing, ptyalism, and a. very offensive odour, much
resembling that which mercury produces. I have met with one exa111plc only.of wellmarked ::;pontancous ptyalism; and some of its circumstances were so peculiar, that
they may be worth relating. I was taken out to Bayswater, by a. medical friend., in
the bcg-iuning of the year 1833, to see a. little girl ten years old, who had been ~n a.
state of salivation from the 5th of November in the preccc.liog: year. Up to that time
she had been a healthy, lively child, with nothing very remarkable about hc.r, except
that she was habitu:1lly subject to profuse perspirations, which had a \'cry acid smell:
so that the washerwoman was always aware which were her clothes, whcu she came to
wa.sh them, by th is smell. She then suddenly became indii;poscd, had a little head:tehe, and began to spit a good deal. This was noticed by her mother, and pointed
out to her medical attendant, before any medicine was g-i,•en her; and mC'rcury, on
that account, was religiously withheld. But in spite of all treatment the ptyalism
went on increasing. Wh en I saw her she was sp itting three pints of saliva iu twelve
hours: transparent, rather dark-colourccl, and with a small <1un11tity of foam on its
B4
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surface. There was noth ing amiss with her teeth, or her gums, ancl no fcctor of the
breath. She was greatly emaciated, and resembled, in some respects, a prrson worn
down by diabetes. From the very commencement of the spitting, the acid pcn;piration had ceased, and even the vapour bath failed to make her sweat. A great Yaricty
of remedies were tried under Dr. Nevioson's superintendence, but without the least
good effect. At last came the visitation of the iufluenza, in April of that year. 'fhc
girl became severely affected by that disorder; and thereupon the sali\•ation disappeared, and has not returned. I heard to-day that she is in excellent health.
Should you meet with cases of the same kind, you will search for some cause of
irritation in the neighbourhood of the saJi,·ary glands, and especially in the state of
the teeth and gums; and finding none, you will seek further for the cause of the
saliYation in some deviation from the natural condition of one or other of the principal
functions of the system: and you will regulate your treatment accordingly. I do not
know of any specific plan of cure to be recommended: but it is certainly of iuiport.
ancc that you should be acquainted with the fact, that ptyalism sometimes exists as a
separate aud independent malady. Astringent washes are found, sometimes, of service;
a solution of alum, or the infusion of catcchu, or a few drops of crcasote suspended,
by tbe help of mucilage, io water.
Before I proceed to the diseases pertaiomg to the interior of the fauces and throat,
Jet me take this opportunity of saying a. few words in respect to aphthre. They form
the characteristic symptom of an especial disease of infancy: and they arc a.pt to occur
in the course of other diseases in adult a~c; and arc then of some importance n.s guides
in forming our prognosis, and even in determining our plan of treatment.
·
Aphthre consist in small, irrc:rular, but usually roundish white specks, or patches,
scattered OYer the surface of the ton~ue, and the lining membrane of the cavity of the
mouth and fouees; the angles of the lips, the cheeks, the palate, the pendulous velum,
the tonsils, the pharynx. They look like little drops of tallow, or morsels of curd,
sprinkled over those p:lrts; they project a. little above the surround in~ surface; and,
in fact, they arc mostly formed by elevated portions of the mucuous epidermis, cover.
ing a small quantity of a serous or g:clatinous fluid, which scpn.rates the epidermis from
the subjaccot coriurn. 'l'hese portions of the epidermis detaoh themselves, and fall
off; leaving behind them a. reddish raw.looking surface, or sometimes a foul and ash·
coloured spot : and successive crops of these aphthre a.re apt to be formed.
Now children in arms who exhibit t hese aphthre, arc said to have the thru.~h. This
occurs at an early age; seldom, or never, I believe, after the period of lactation is over.
The spots occasion some inconvenience in themselves-the mouth is rendered hot and
tende r by them. The child may be eager enough to take the breast, but is observed
to do so with pain and wai\in~ whenever the mouth is n.pplied to the nipple, and
attempts to suck or to swallow are made.
But these aphth::c, thus occurring in infants, are attended with other symptoms of
disorder; such as drowsiness, sickness, diarrhooa, and some fc\'Crishncss. And a
general notion prevails, I believe, that the same aphthous condition which is visible
in the tongue and mouth, pervades, in such cases, the whole of the alimentary canal.
But this must be a mistake. That some morbid condition exists throughout that
tract is highly probable, but true aphthre can only form on those mucous surfaces
which arc provided with a. continuous epidermis. This erroneous notion has been
strengthened, perhaps, by the observation of aphthous spots on the pharynx and
oosophagus.
'l'he complaint sometimes appears to be the result of improper diet,
in children brought up by hand; or of milk of a. bad quality, from an unhealthy
or intemperate nurse. It generally lasts eight or ten days. It is not attended with
much danger, except in certain cases, when the surface is left brown or bluish after
the looscuiug and separation of the crusts. In such cases, the local affection is apt to
run into a bad kind of gangrenous ulceration, and the discharges from the bowels
oecomc slimy illld shreddy.
In almost all instances of the thrush in children, there is acidity of stomach present.
Care, of course, is to be taken to discover and to correct any error of diet; and any
unwholesomeness in the quality of the food. Aud antacids arc to be administered.
I know of no form of medicine better adn.pted to remedy the diarrhooa of infants, than
the Pulvis Sodre cum Dydrar9yro of our hospital Pbannacopooia; composed of two
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parts of the Pulvis Cretro Compositus, two parts of the driccl Carbonate of Socla, and
one part of Ilydrarf!yrum cum Creta.. From three to five ~rains of this powder may
be given thrice daily: and for the local affection of the tongue and mouth, the met
boacis is a capital application. It may be painted on the aphthous parts with a
camel's-hair pencil.
Aphthro occurring in adults, in the course of otherdiReases, arc often the harbingers
of dissolution. They denote considerable deliilif!J; and they point out the propriety
of sustaining the patient's streogth by bark, wine, and nourishing food. It is
remarkable how trcatmeot of this kind will sometimes tell. I had a. patient last
summer who lived for some months, and in tolerable comfort, after a second attack
of apoplexy. Every now and then he would have a. crop of aphthre appear, which
was always an admonition to us that he not only would bear, but that he required
some tonic. A more ~encrous diet, with bark, wou ld dissipate them in a day or two.
Borax is an excellent application for aphthro, whether they occur in adults or in
infants. I have known it afford great comfort to patients who were in the last stage
of phthisis, and to whom the aphthous state of the mouth wa.s a sou rce of considerable
distress. Equal parts of Mel Boracis, and of Syrup of Poppies, make a good form.
Or an agreeable as well as useful gargle may be made by mixing two dracbms of l3orax
with an ounce of Mel llosoo, three ounces of Decoetiou of Quince Seeds, and six ouuces
of water.
Aphthro seem sometimes to depend upon mere derangement of the stomach. A
nobleman who is well known as a lion vil:anl, can never eat shell-fish (so I am tol<l
by his physician) without finding-, within two hours, that his mouth is full of aphthre.
Even lobster-sauce will serve him thus. I look upon this as a sort of internal urticaria.
(The disease of the mouth occurrin~ in infants during the period of suckling, in
which the ton7ue, and the inner surface of the lips and checks are covered, to a.
greater or less extent, with minute portions of a. white matter resembling curd - and
which constitutes the nwguet of the French writers, the thrush or diildren's sore
mouth of nurses, and the aphthce lacturnina and aphth;e iu.fanlile.~ of the older physicians, is C\!idcntly a very distinct affection from the ophthre which occur iu the
adult as well as in the infant. The first depends upon an erythemat ic inflamm ation
of the mucous membrane of the mouth, in which an altered secretion, in the form
of small and curd-like particles or fiocculi, or, as in othe r diphtheritic inflammations,
of large patches of a soft pseudo.membranous matter, takes place upon the surface
of the inflamed membrane. Upon the separatio n of these morbid exudations, th e
membrane beneath is found to be smooth, and without any solution of continuity.
According to Guersent, the curd-like exudation is deposited beneath. tho epithelium,
and its separation is con~cquent upon the rupture of the latter j Plum be is of a
~imi lar opinion; Guyot and Billard, however, never saw it, excepting upon the surface of the epithelium, and this accords with our own experience.
In mild cases, the inflammation of the mouth quickly disappears, the particles of
curdy matter becoming detached, fall off, and leave the membrane beneath of a.
smooth and healthy appearance. In other cases the inflammation continues for a
greater lco.gth of time with little abatement: the spots of curd-like matter increase in
number, and, occasionally, form by their uoion large patches, often of considerable
thickness- these patches, sooner or later, become detached and fall off, and their
place is quickly supplied by a new exudation : and this separation and renewal of the
patches continue as Ionfe as the inflammation lasts. In some instances, the patches
upon the tongue, lips, and cheeks, coalesce, and the whole of these parts. become
coated with a whitish, granulated crust, which not unfrequcntly extends rnto the
fauces, pharynx, and, occas ionally, into the larynx.
In situations where a number of children are crowded together, in ill-Yentilated
apartments, the patches of exudati on acquire often a dark colo_u r, the breath of the
infant becomes fetid-the subruaxillary glands enlarged and parnful, the face swollen
and of a dusky-red hu e - the lips and gums become tumid, and bleed upon the
slightest touch, while a fetid sa nious saliva flows constantly From the mouth. Diarrhrea. often attends, the discharges being dark-coloured and highly offensi\!C. The
disease, in its milder forms, is rather troublesome than dangcrou.;-aod it may be removed very speedi ly by an appropriate trea.tmcot; but when it is attended by the
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symptoms last described, it i1:; >cry apt to terminate fatally, death being occasionall3
preceded by a deep comatose condition.
There exists some difference of opinion among medical writers as to how far the
morbid exudation characteristic of this affection exte nd s beyond the mouth and
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asse~ted that it has been observed throughout the whole tract of the ali.mcntary canal,
others, with Veron, maintain that, in no instance has it been met with beyond the
th e ccsophagus-thc curd-like crusts, occasionally found. i.n the stomach _being, as th~y
suppose, conveyed thither from the mouth by dcglut1t10n. Guyot µ:1vcs a case, in
which the disease was detected, after death, throughout nearly the whole tract of the
intesti nes. In the few opportunities we ha,·e had of examining the state of the alimentary canal in infants who have died whilst labouring under this disca:;:c, we were
unable to trace the exudation beyond the oosophagus-a sim ilar stateme nt is made by
Dewees and Eberle.
We arc to recollect that the disease just described is the result of an crythematic
inflammatio n of the mucous membrane of the mouth; while aphtltm arc produced
by a follicular inflammatiou of the same mem»brnc. The latter affection is more
commonly observed about the period of dentition than at an earlier age - it is particularly li able to occur in children of a lymphatic temperament, or in whom hrematosis
has beeo rendered imperfect, by improper or innutritious food, a damp and cold, or
impure and stagnant atmosphere, exclusion from the light, and neglect of cleaoliness.
I t is, also, of very common occurrence during most of the chronic affections, especially
of the intestinal canal, in persons of all ages .
In the commencement of the disease the mucous membrane of the mouth becomes
increased in redness, and upon the inner surface of the lips and checks, on the sides
and inferior surface of the tongue, a nd , occasionally 1 over the greater part of the soft
pabte, there soon nppear a number of distinct white specks, which, upon exam in ation, are found to be small tran!'parcot vesicles, of a grey ish or whitish colour, cnch
being surrounded at its base by a raised, hard ring of a red culour more or less
decided. These vesicles often occur in groups, or they may cover the whole of the
lining membrane of the mouth and fauces; extending, in s.ome cases, into the resophagus, and throughout the alimentary canal; while in other cases they penetrate
into the pharynx, and, according to some writers, iuto the larynx and even the
trachea. 'l'he follicular inflammation will often continue for some time, :is just described, without makin~ any further progress, and it may often be arrested before ulceration cnsul's. Usually, however, the ,·esicles cnbr~c in size, rupture, and give
discharge to a whitish matter; a superficia l ulcer now occurs, with s li ~htly elevated
edµ-es, and surround ed by a circle of inflamma tion. These ulcers often secrete a
white, curtly matter, which adheres, at first, to their surface, but becomes subsequently detached, aod is either swallowed or ejected with the sali,·a.. It is often succeeded by a new exudation of a simi lar matter, and thus, in protracted cases, the
crusts of curdy matter arc repeatedly detached and renewed; or only a portion of the
crusts are detached, while the general layer of cur<ly matter remains adherent, often
for weeks. When the aphthous ulcerations are numerous, and in close contact, this
curd-like exudation may spread from one to the other, and form a. layer, often of
considerable thickness and extent. Occasionally, the exudation from tllC ulcers is
mixed with a. small portion of blood; it then forms dark-coloured-crusts, which have,
not unfrequeotly, been mistaken for gangrenous sloughs.
Upon the subsidence of the inflammation the ulcerated follicles readily cicatrizc
without leaving aoy permanent sca r.
Occasionally, particularly in children of debil itated habits, and who nre deprived
of proper hygienic influences, the aphthous ulcerations become gangrenous, their
ed~cs shrink, and assume a ragged, flabby appearan ce; a. brownish slough forms in
their centre, which, on separating, leaves a granulated surface of a vcrmi\lion hue;
or, in place of a sloug h, the ulcers become covered with a brown, creamy fluid, that
exh~les a. very decided gangrenous odour.
The parts surrounding the ulcers become
tunnel, soft, anJ of a Yiolet hue. From the half-open mouth of tlrn child is discharged
a ropy, often fetid, sal iva. Th e countenance becomes pale and puffy; the pulse
feeble; and the entire surface of the body pallid, and deficient in sensibility: -
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repeated vomiting, profuse diarrhooa, and a tympanitic condition of the abdomen,
µ-enerally occur; and occasionally, hiccup with frequent eructations, and the patient
finally dies, according to Billard, without febrile reaction or cerebral excitement.
Ueccntly, l\J. Gruby has attempted to show that, aphthm and muguet are invariably
produced by the development of a cryptogaru ic >cgetablc.
According to the researches of this ientleman , the affection consists, at first, of
!'mall, conical, whitish elevations, twenty-five millimetres in diameter, dispersed over
the mucous membrane of the mouth. Th ese elevations quickly augment in size, ant.I
extend rapidly over the adjacent surface, until, finally, the whole of the mouth, fauccs,
~rnd sometimes the entire extent of the alimentary canal, appear to be covered with a
pseudo-men1branous layer, from two to three millimetres thick, and strongly adherent
to the subjacent tissue. 'Yh cn a portion of this substance was exam in ed under a
microscope, M. Gruby found it to be composed entirely of a. collection of cryptogamic
plants, the roots of which, of a cylindrical form, transparent, and about one-four
hundred and eightieth part of a millimetre in diameter, are implauted in the cellules
of the epithelium. During their development, projections from these roots penetrate
the eutire se ries of cellulcs of which the epithelium is composed, to arrive at the free
surface of the mucous membrane.
Accordi~g ~o l\I. Grnby, these cryptogamic plants liavc considerable analogy with
the sporotrichmm described by some botanists. Being very fragile, they become detach:d ~y the lll?\'ements of the tongue and lips, and mixing with the food, ~re
carried rnto the alnnentary canal, a considerable portion of the mucous coat of which
they subsequently cont\ Those children in whom this extension of the disease takes
place to any great extent, fall into a state of marasmus, and soon die.
l\1. Gruby, having DC\"er detected in the white substance of aphthro or muguet any
thing else than the eryptogami just described, and the ccllules of the epithelium, there being, in no instance, any product of inflammation pre!'ent,- considcrs himself
authorized to conclude that apththre are neither more nor less than a vegetation occurring upon the living mucous membrane. Views precisely similar to those of :M.
Gr_uby have be~n advanced by Dr. Berg, of Stockholm.
.
.
Dr. Oesterlem has also submitted the matter of aphthro and muguet to m1croscop1c
examination, and has been able to detect in it a ve~ctation simi liar to that described
by ~he obsern!rs just named. This vegetation he ha s met with! however, only a~ the
pcnod of thr fullest development of the aphthre or muguct, which latter he considers
to be the product of an exudatio n resulting from an inflammatory condition of the
mucous membril!lC; the production of the confcrvro being purely accidental. lie
attempted, rcveatedly, to transplaot them to other animal tissues or fluids, but without success. -(See Condie on JJiseases of Children. )-C.]
!lard by the salivary glands lie the tonsiJs : an d one of Cullen's species of cy nanche
is the cyttanche tonsiltaris: in more modern language, tonsillitis, or amyµ;dalitis; or,
in th e vernacular, quinsy, common inflammatory sore-throat : a disease which, though
internal, is yet within the reach of our sight, and easily recognised.
The P?pul.a~ term quinsy is in truth traceable - through tbe French esquinancieto the sc1eoufic term cynanche.
Thi s common and troublesome disorder occurs with very unequal severity in different cases. The differences depend upon the extent of the disease, and up.on the
number and variety of the parts which it involns: for it is seld om limited entirely to
the tousils, but spreads to the uYula, the velum palati, the salivary glands, the pharynx, au<l even to the root of the tongue, and the neighbourin g areolar tissue. When
the inflammation is superficial it docs not produce any great distress, eve n though it
may be diffused. 'Vh cn it penetrates through and beyond the mucous membrane, it
is apt to end in suppuration, and to harass the patient much: the tonsils swell to an
enormous size, and at length deep abscesses form in th em. Th e disease is worst of
all wh en the back part of the tongue, and the muscular and areolar ti ss ues th ereabou~, become implicated: it may chance to reach even the larynx, and then it is
always and extremely peri lous.
Uoder it~ more ordinary form, cynaoche tonsillaris ge nerally manifests itself, at
first, by :L sh~ ht degree of uneas in ess and difficulty ia swu llowinx; with a constan t
dryac!:ls and seusc of constrictiou iu the fauccs} aud a. feeling as if some foreign sub-
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stance were sticking there. Upon inspecting: the throat, more or lc!'ls of inflammatory
redness and swelling is seen of one or both of the tonsils. Sometimes both of them
are affected at once. Very frequently one only is firtit attacked : and the swelling
begins in the other as it subsides in the first. This is just what occurs in many in stances also of cynanche parotidroa. The uvula is commonly enlarged and elongated,
and of a scarlet colour. Sometimes it drags upon the back part of the ton~ue, or
dangles into the pharynx, c:iusing the disagreeable sensation of a foreign body continually present, and proYoking, by its mere contact, painful and fatiguing acts of
deglutition. l\Iorc frequently the uvula may be seen to be adherent to that tonsil
which is most swollen. The dryness of the fauces soon givei place to a copious secretion of transparent mucus, which is frothy and ,·iscid, and sticks to the inflamed surface, so as to be detached with difficulty; and the patient is tormented by continual
and painful efforts to hawk up, or to swallow, this mucus. In an early stage of the disease, opaque whitish spots appear upon the red tonsil. 'fhcy arc exudations from its
surface, or the discharged conteDts of the mucous crypts there situate. l t is important tlrnt you should be aware of this, lest you mistake such specks for ulcerating or
sloughing points, such as occur in some other affections of the throat, but which are
not common in the outset at least of this.
'Yhen the inflammation is violent, the snbmaxillary and parotid glands sometimes
swell, and become tender on pressure; and, less frequently, the patient is troubled by
profuse ptyali~m. lo other words, the inflammation spreads from the tonsils to the
salivary glands, and secondary parotitis occurs; sometimes with and sometimes with·
out an augmentation of their natural secretion. Unable, or unwilling, to swallow the
abundant saliva, the patient allows it to dribble from his mouth.
Now and then, although the act of swallowing is difficult and painful, you perceive,
on looking into the faucei:i, no appearance which can account for these symptoms.
The inflammation is seated lower down in the throat; out of sight. '!'his cannot with
propriety be called cynanche tonsillaris; indeed, it forms a distinct species, the
cynanclte pluu:1p1gf'a of Cullen. I mention it here because it really docs not require
any separate consideration.
'l'hc pain in cynanchc tonsillaris is felt almost solely duriug tllC act of deglutition;
which is difficult also from the mechanical narrowin~ of the passage by the enlarged
glands. When both tonsils are affected at once, and much swollen, they push for.
wards the anterior pillars of tho velum palati, and project iu the slwpc of two great
balls of flesh, iuto the arch of the fauces, so as to leave a very small space only between them; an<l they sometimes e en meet and touch each other, and suffer ulcerat ion from their mutua l pressure. -w hen attempts are made to swallow li quids, they
are apt to return th roug-h the nose; the backward passage can no longer be shut in
consequence of the tumid and fixed condition of the velum palati. 'fhc patients are
unable to swallow even soft solids; indeed, the pain of swallowing is so great, that
they are not easily persuaded to try. In severe cases pain shoots from the throat to
the ear along the course of the eustachian tube; and this is considered important, as
being indicative of suppuration. I believe that suppuration does occur in the nrnjo-rity of the cases which are attended with this symptom. Sometimes there is tinnitus
aurium 1 and partial deafness, from the obstruction produced to the passage of air
through the custachian tube : either by closure of its extremity in consequence of the
swollen state of the parts about it, or by some thickening of its lining membrane from
an extension of the inflammation along its channel.
When the inflammation is intense, and involves the root of the tongue, the patient
becomes unable to open his mouth sufficiently to allow the fauccs to be seen; and the
infbmcJ part~ can be examined on ly by means of one1 s fini:i;er. In some instances
the power of separating the jaws is so limited, as not to permit the introduction of the
finger, and the to ngue is incapable of any motion.
ln ord inary cases, however severe t he d isease may be, t here is scarcely any affection of the breathing. But t he throat is so blocked up, and the free play of the
velum palati so impeded, that the speech is altered; becoming thick, guttural, and
inarticulate. You may often recognise the disease by the peculiar sound of the
patient's voice, witJ.iout looking into his throat. When the swell ing of the tonsils is
very great, the breathing dot's sometimes become impaired; and it is in such case~
aiouc, or nearly in such cases alone, that this disease i.s at all alarming.
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Cynanchc tonsillnris is commonly attended, from the very outset of tho inAammation, by smart inflammatory fever, severe headache often, and a rapid pulse, risin(F
11
2
1
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rnation, and the comparatively small importance of the part inflamed. At the same
time there is very little of that debility and anxiety which are observed, as we shall
sec hereafter, in common continued fevers.
The inflammation often terminates by resolution; but when it is violent or longcontinued, it very frequently leads to the formation of pus. " rhcn the nrncous
secretion increases in quantity, and becomes less viscid, while the diflieulty of swallowing climinishc8, anJ the febrile symptoms decline, resolution may be expected.
Suppul'ation, on the other hand, may be looked for when the inflammation is unusually intense; when, by the swelling of the tonsils, the breath in~ is impeded;
when n. pulsating pain is felt, shooting to the ear; when the patient can scarcely
open his mouth, or protrude or 1110Ye his tongue; when there is more than usual
extcnwl swell in~; and when the symptoms increase, or even fail to remit, after five
or six days have elapRcd. Rigors sometimes accompany and announce the suppuration: and afterwards the pus often may be seen shin in~ through the membrane cover·
ing the tonsils. In many cases, however, it lies so deep that it canuot be detected
by the most careful examination. .At length the little abscess burs.ts; and the relief
thereupon experienced by the patient is sudden and striking. All at once the pain
ceases; he can swallow, and he feels himself well; and often indeed he is well, or
nearly so. 'l'he matter discharged has always a nauseous taste and a remarkably
footid smell: and sometimes the frotor, or the ill taste, is the only sign, besides the
improvement in the symptoms, that indicates the rupture of the abscess; the pus
being so small in quantity as, when mixed up with other matters, easily to escape
notice; or (what frequently happens), passing backwards into the stomach, under an
im·oluntary nlO'remeut of deglutition. Suppuration sometimes, but rarely, takes
place externally, in the n.reolar tissue of the neck, as well as internally.
The termination in gangrene is spoken of in books: and it is just possible; but it
never happens, I imaf!'ine, except in unhealthy constitutions; or whcu tonsillitis
occurs as a complication of more general disease, such as scarlet fever. It is much
more common to sec repeated attacks of cynanchc tonsillaris produce what used to be
absurdly called scirrhus, a permanent enlargement and hard ening of the tonsils.
While they arc in this state, a low kind of inflammation is very readily re-excited in
them. 'J'hc enlarged tonsils are generally irregular, a nd notched; something like the
surface of a walnut shell; and a white or yelluw secretion is often to be seen lying
in the hollows. 'l 'his appearance may easi ly be mistaken, by an inexperienced eye,
for ulceration.
'!'here is not much risk of your confounding eynanehc tonsillaris with any other
complaint. 'l'he various species of cynanche enumerated by Cullen are separated
each from the others, by certain broad lines of distinction : all derived, however,
from different combinations of two symptoms ;-d.lfspn<ra and djp;plw.'lia. Thus, in
tynanchc tonsillaris: de~lutitiou alone is difficult; and when you look into tbu throat,
you see at once why it is difficult. 'l'here is equal difficulty of swallowi11~, .idd equal
freedom of respiration, in cynanchc phar1p19ca : but the cause of the dJsph.tgia is not
visible. In cyuanche traclwalis, the respiration is much affected; the facility of
swallowing not affected at all In cynanche lar!Jl!!JCa both these fu~lctioas are implicated; there is difficulty of swallowing, as well as difliculty of breathing. Cynanche
parotidrea is distinguished by the absent·e of both the sympton~s; its title to the
name of cynanche is therefore equiYocal. Many of these poiut.s will soou come under
our notice again.
Cyuanche tonsillaris is supposed to be most frequent among the young and plethorie.
l3ut it certai nly occurs very often also in persons who ure pale, and spare, and feeble;
and in those of middle ag:e. Some individuals appear to ha.ve, by nature, a strong
predisposition to the di sease; and in them its attacks are more or less periodical;
recurring at particular seasons, and commonly during the variable weather of spri ng
and autumn. The peculiarity runs sometimes iu families. 'l'he liability to the complaint is also very much increased by repetitious of the attacks.
'l'he only exciting cause worth meutiouiug, almost the sole ca.use indeed, i.s expo-
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su:c to .cold. Not uufrcqucntly it assails so many persons at the sa.me time as .to be
ep1dcm1c;. and for that reason it has sometimes been thought cootag1ous. ]3ut 1t has
no coutag_ious property whatC\'Cr. Although we often see severa l ?lem.bcrs of t~e
same family affected by it at once1 yet we may learn, upou careful rnqu1ry, that its
commencement iu the different cases has been too nearly simu lt.1ncous to admit the
0
~l~~~o~w bc~; ~:P~:~~nfo ~~7c s~:~muunn~~::fe~o~~u:n~ ~~n~~t~:I~~:~· op~~l~~in~at~;~
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similar constitutions, such as those who are sprung from the same parents may be expected to possess, have produced similar effects. This prc,·alcncc of the ~isordcr at
ccrtaia times and places, is connected, no doubt, with some peculiar conditions of the
at1110sphcrc.
'.l'he prognosis is almost always favourable. Not but what death may he produced
by this disease, und er peculiar circumstances, and when the inflammation is unusually
violent and extensive. The late Dr. Gregory, of ]~Jinburgh , used W mcntiou iu hi!:!
lectures ouc instance, the only ouc he had met with among many hundred cases, of
death from cynanchc tonsillaris. Ile did not see th e patient till he was moribund;
and he suspected Urnt it was combined with typhus fc,·er. '.l'h c only fatal case that I
ever witnessed, occurred some years ago at the :Jliddlesex H ospital, in one of my own
patients. H e was a. stout young man, 26 years old, a private coachman. '.l'he com·
plaint was clearly traced to his having got wet throuµ-h, more than once, a day or two
before it came 'on. Besides the ordinary symptoms of cynanche tonsillaris, there was
great external swelling on both sides of the throat, and the patient was unable either
to open his mouth, or to mo,·e his tongue. The inflammation involved not the tonsils
merely, but the base of the tongue, the salivary glands, and the surrounding areolar
tissue. At length suppuration took place. '..l'he abscess broke internally, and pointed
also externally, just below the symphysis of the chin, where it was opened with a
lancet. Two <lays after, there was a sudden p:ush of blood from the mouth. So im.
mO\·cablc were his jaws that it was impossible to determine from which side the
h::cmorrhage proceeded; it was stopped, howeYer, apparently by the treatment adopted.
A furwight later, tho bleeding recurred profusely. It was now evident that the blood
was arterial, and that it came from the left side of the throat. !_>reparations were
mat!e for tyi11g the commo n carotid on the left side; but just as the operation W<lS
about to be begun, the patient expired in our presence. His death was shocking, but
full of pathological interest. lle did not siuk, as you may have supposed, in the w:1y
of syncope, from loss of blood; but by suffocati on. The blood passed down the
trachea aud into the lun gs; and he had been so weakened by the previous ha::mor·
rhagc, that he could not expel the blood thus introduced, which actually choked him.
A large clot was afterwards found, filling up the wind-pipe. I felt this man's pulse
Lcat firmly aud rcg-ularly, for a minute perhaps, after his last effort to breathe. Ou
examining the body it was discovered that the abscess had opened internally behind
:rn<l below the left tonsil. 1'he lingual branch of the carotid artery crossed the site
of the abscess; and had been severed and laid open by ulceration. !from this vessel
the fabl ha::morrhagc bad come.
It should be borne iu mind also that cynanche tonsilbris docs sometimes, by ex ten·
sion of the inflammation to the neighbouring parts, superinduee that very formidable
spec ies of cyuanche, of which I am soon to speak, the C!Jnam:Ae /aryn9•·1.1. All cases
in which the !Jrealhing is in any degree affected, should excite suspicion, an<l strict
8crutiny; although the dyspnrea may be 1n0Juccd by the mere swelling of the
tou:sils.
You will understand, then, that cynanche tonsilbris may, under unu~ual and unto-ward circumstances, prove a. fatal disease; but that it is so very r.irely indeed. In
alu10st all cases we may say that the life of the patient is not iu danger
In th e uu complicatcd and milder form of the disease, when the inflammation is
superficia l and the fcvc:r sl ight, no great activity of lrcl1lment is requisite. 'l'he pa·
tient should be kept within doors, and e,·cn in bed: for a. troublesome tendency to a
recurrence of the diimrcler may be fostered by neglect or imprudence. Cooling saline
purgatives will be proper, and the antiphlogistic reg:imen. A strip of flannel may be
put round the 11 cck, and some stimulating embrocation applied to the exterior of the
throat, beneath the ram us of the jaw: th e compound camphor linim ent is well
aduptcd tu tLi8 purpo:sc. 8vwe such plan as this will generally suffice, not indeed to
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stop the iuffammation of a imdden, nor to put an end at once to tb.c fcvcr 1 but to
cause the complaiut to run its course evenly, aud to go on to resolution in a few
days. Commonly it is not completely over uutil both the tonsils ha\'e been attacked
iu succes:;ion.
When you catch the disorder in its very outset, I believe you may somet im e.:! succeed in cuttin~ it short by an emetic: a scruple of ipccacuanha 1 for example, with a
grain of tartarized :mtimoay. In all cases it is right to adminiister a brisk purgative.
A great variety of astringent, acid, and other gargles, have been employed in this
l\Iany
disen.sc; and their good effects have, I apprehend, been much overrated.
cases would do quite as well, or better, without them: for in the cn.rly stages strong
astringeats, and the stra inin g and mo,•ements of the throat that accompany their use,
ruay even be hurtful, and increase the pain and the inflammation. 'J'he only gargle
which I should consider admissible in the commencement of the malady is a ~arf!IC
of warm milk and water. I have known of one in stance in which quinsy sudden ly
attacked a gentleman who was extremely anxious to use his throat, in public sp('aking,
the next day. llc occupied himself perpetually for some hours in this sort of fomen tation of the tonsils with hot water; and with such good effect, thnt on the day following he was able to accomplish hi s object. Still there are cases in which, at ccrta iu
i:;tagcs of the disease, detergent gargles are serviceable, by af'sisting the excretion of
the mucus that collects in the fauces, and by correcting fcctor. A W('ak solution of
ch lorine in water answers well. In more chronic sore-throats, stimulating gaq?les
may often be employed with adrnntage. When the inflammation is violent, a sli~htly
stimulant linctus is preferable; it culs the phlrgm as they say, i . e , it promotes its
detachment and removal. Of this kind, current jcll.v is one of the b('st.
But far better than anything else, as a local application to the inflamed fauccs, is
the steam of hot water; whether we are hoping for resolution of the inflammation, or
whether we desire to promote aud hasten the process
F10. 33.
of suppuration already begun. The inhaler introduced by myself into the :L\l iddlesex llospital, and
elsewhere, though somewhat clumsy in appearance,
is the most conYCnient and effectual that I am acquainted with. I show it to you. It was i1wented
in Edinburgh by a friend of mine lon g sin ce dead,
i\Jr. llercy. It will stand upon a table, or lie upon
a pillow; and a. large volume of steam is carried
inwanl s against the fauccs by the mere natural
brcutl.lings of the patient. 1'Iost of the inhaling
machm cs that I have seen require a sucking effort,
1ike that made in smoking a pipe: an effort that is
apt to be irksome nnd fatiguing, especially io pulmonary diseases; for some of which
this method of applying vapour directly to the suffering part is as useful as it is fol'
sorethroats. 1
B!istering the outside of the throat is a favourite remedy with many. When early
applied, a blister often docs much good, and probably pre,·ents suppuration in ~owe
cases. Uut I have found blisters of uncertain efficacy; they leave a mark which lasts
for some time, and which paticots of the other sex arc apt to complain of. For these
reasons l prefer mere rubcfacients; the liniment I mentioned before, or the cowpound
soap liniment, or a mustard poultice folded between two byers of thin linen.
In more severe cases leeches applied to the upper part of the throat. ju8t below the
angles of the jaws, hase been found to give sensible relief : an<l in the worst degrees
of the disorder, when there is much outward swelling, and the jaws and tong:ue arc
fixed, leeches are absolutely requisite. It may be proper to tHkc blood from the arm
also. Tile necessity for active depletion must be measured by the seve rity of the
loca l symptoms, the intensity of the fever, and the genera l strength and condition of
the patient: and of these thin~s a. littl e experience will teach you to judge.
It is not to be expec ted that either leeches or blisters will be of much use after the
process of suppuratio n has commenced; nay, they may sometimes be iujurious by
t It would be wrong not to stn.te here that Mr. Squire, of Oxford-street, has devised nn inhrdct•
wliich, combining the o.d\'antages of Mr. Hercy's, is less clumsy in form, and as con\'cnicnt
for use.
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retarding it. It is frequently a difficult matter to determine whctl1cr pus has yet
formed or not
I have nlrcady ndmonished you to make a careful examination of the throat, and
to watch your patient narrowly, whenever he experiences any difficulty of breathin:r.
Dyspnroa may be produced by the mere swelling of tllC inflamed pr.rt: and when it
concurs with much enlargement of the tonsils you had better pierce them with a lancet.
If they contain matter, it will be evacuated; and if not, the bleed in~ produced by the
puncture will gcncrJlly reduce the swellin~ somewhat, and rclieYe the patient. 'l'bcre
is an instrument made on purpose for this small operation, com:i8ting of a lancet
enclosed in a flat silver sheath, from the end of which it is made to protrude, to a
certain extent only, by pressing upon a. spring. The instrument should be directed
towards the centre of the fauces, and not outwards; in order to avoid wounding
important vessels or nerves. Dr. Cullen indeed says, "this docs not require much
caution :" but notwithstanding this high authority, I must warn you that puncturing
or scarifying the tonsils is an operation not to be carelessly, or rashly, or wantonly
performed. l)ol'tal mentions a case in which a. skilful surgeon in e:carifying the tonsi l
of his patient, wounded as he supposes some rnmification of the internal carotid, and
the patient was presently dead. The artery lies, as you know, very near the tonsil;
t11Jd only a few years ago, in Ireland, it was struck by a sur7eon while scarifying a.
i:rentlcman's tonsil; and the gentleman died in three minutes. 'J'his I was told by the
late Dr. lhrclay. The case I related just now of fatal ha::morrha~e from the linl!ual
artery points to the same dan~er: and since that case occurred two others involvin!Z'
~imilar hazard have fallen under my own notice, and impressed me with a strong
feeling: of the necessity of caution. A man was brought into the hospital with profuse hremorrhag:e from the right tonsil or its immediate neighbourhood, the consequence of syphilitic ulceration of those parts. Ile had lost three or four quarts of
blood and was nearly dead. llis life was saved by Mr. Mayo, who tied the common
carotid on that side.
Last l<'cbruary (1838) a. boy, from ITarrow School, was placed under my care, in
whom cynauche tonsillaris came on during convalescence from scarlet fever. So much
swelling was there of both tonsils, that they met, and pushed the uvula outwards
before th<'m, and the breathing was much impeded. A surg:eon who was in attendance with me punctured the tonsils. The next day a goo<l deal of h::cmorrhage took
place; and this recurred sc,·eral times, to a considerable and even an alarminf!' amouut.
When the clots that formed were wiped away with a sponge, the blood could be seen
welling out in a liLtlc stream, with a pulsating motion, from a small incision in the
left tonsil. After much trouble and anxiety, the hirmorrhage was ultimately arrested,
by applying a penci l of lunar caustic freely, within the bleeding orifice. Lint, wetted
with the murir1tcd tincture of iron, or with a. saturated solution of alum, is a fit application in similar accidents.
l\Ir. Lawrence, who saw this case, told me that he once knew a patient die of
hremorrhage from the tonsillar artery.
I ought, perhaps, here to add, that l\Ir. Joseph Bell, of Barrhcad, has strongly
recommended the internal admiuistratiou of powdered guaiacum, in large doses, as
being almost specific in the cure of cynanchc tons:llaris. Ile gives aR much as half
a drachm, suspended, by means of mucilage, in a draught, every six: 110urs. l\Ir. Bell
has no doubt that this remedy, if timely administered, will cut the disease short in
ninety-nine cases out of a hundred. It has been found successful in other hands
also. I have never had an opportunity of trying it.
The chronic enlargement of the tonsils, to which I have already adverted, is sometimes productive of great inconvenience and distress, and e,·en of danger. Its occasional consequences arc - habitual trouble in swallowing; confused and inarticulate
speech; deafness in various degrees, from occlusion of tho custachian tubes; more or
less impediment of breathing; and even spasm of the glottis and impending suffocation. 'l'hc eulargcment may in such cases be somewhat reduced, l believe, by repeatedly passing a stick of lunar caustic over the surface of the tonsils; or by repeatedly
painting them with the compound tincture of iodine; but a much readier aud a
11rcferablc plan is to amputate them, in part at least. 1'his may be done by a. ligature;
or still better by scissors, or by a sort of small guillotine invented for that purpose.
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[IlYPERTROPDY OF Tm; TONSILS IN CmLDREN. - In young children the tonsils
are subject to a chronic enhirgement, the effects of which are fa.r more serious than
the entire neglect which the affection has met with from mctlical writers would lead

us to suspect.

In many cases there is no doubt that the enlargement is due to a sub-

acutc inflammation of the tonsils; io general, however, it would seem to be dependent
simply upon the irritation of teething. lt is commonly developed in children between
six months and two years of age, thus coinciding with the most active period of dentition. In proof of the enlargement being due to the irritation of teething 1 M. Hobert,
who has exauiiued the subject with some care, (Bull. Gen. de 'J'herapeut., May, 18-!3)
remarks, that he has seen the evolution of the dens sapicutia. in t he adult attended
with a similar inflammation and hype rtrophy of the tonsils.
The enlar~cme11t is always in both tonsils, and becomes, in ma ny cases, very con siderable. When of any extent it affects the voice, p.-lving to it a peculiar nasal tone,
and, by its pressure on the Eustachian tubes, impairs in a ~rcat dc)?'rCe the sense of
bearing. l~y forcing up the velum palati, it also interferes with the freedom of respi ration, hence those affected with it sleep with their mouths open. '!'hey arc affected
likewise with a. constant troublesome dry cough; and the air in respiration being prevented from passing through the narc.!!, cause.!! tho nose to remain undeveloped in
breadth, and the anterior part of the face thin and, as it were, pinched. The most
important result, however, of the enlargement of the tonsils is a flattening of the chest,
to which Dupuytrcn first directed attention. '!'his flattening l\J. Robert supposes to
be produced by the enlarged tom::ils preventing a. sufficient quantity of air being admitted at each inspiration, sufficiently to fill the chest, or to cause from within the
lunf!S a pressure equirnlcnt to that of the atmosphere without. '!'he deformity once
established, it necessarily gives rise to dyspncca, palpitation, and the usual results of
interrupted respiration and circulation; hence the children in whom it exists arc commonly pale, thin, and feeble.
When enlargement is once established, the bypertropl1ied tonsils never diminish in
size; their excision consequently is the only means by which the inconvenience and
injury resulting from their presence are to be remedied. For dimiuishing the
deformity of the chest, 1'1. llobert suggests various plans and different forms of gym nastic exercises.
Recently the application to the enlarged tonsils of the iodide of zinc, is said to have
the effect of causing their rapid absorption. The article is prepared by placing a clean
plate of zinc over a. jar or vial, and ~prinklinf! iodine over it. In a short time the
iodide is deposited in the vessel, in the form of a semi-fluid deliq uescent substance.
This is to be applied pure, to the surface of the eolarµ-cd ton~il, by means of a camel'shair pencil, or a piece of sponge, secured to a suitable handle. It is to be held on
for a short time, and repeated every two or three days, until the object is accomplished.
The application is followed by a pungent smarting, which lasts for twenty or thirty
minute!'!, but by no other inconvenience. Dr. Goddard, of this city, we arc informed
by Dr. Parrish, in his annual Report on Surgery, read to the Collc)?'e of llhy~icians,
has used the remedy extensively, and speaks very favourably of its effects. He has
found it to. possess the property of inducing a. rapid absorption of the enlarged tonsil,
by a sort of shrivelling process, wi.thout the formation of a. slough. It does not, like
the chloride of zinc, spread to t he surrounding healthy structure, and hence, may be
used without the fear of injury from being swallowed. (Simrnwry oftlte 11rm1s. of
tlte GlJllege of Pk!Js. , of Philadelphia, No. vii, page 191.) - 0.J
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Acute L11ry119itis. S!Jmptoms. Treatment; Blood-letting. Trarluotomy, Mercury,
.J-h1timo11.11. .Anatomical ('Jiaraclers of the Disease. l'auses. Secondary Lw'!Jngitis. <Edema vf the Glottis. Chronic Affections of the Laryu:r;.
Tin; disease of which I have next to 8peak is of far more serious character than
those which were considered in tlrn last lecture. C!Jna11clte lury119ea 1 or acute laryogitis, has pro\·cd rapidly fatal in a large proportion of the instances in which it has
been known to occur. Yet when the patient is seen tolerably early, and the nature
of the malady is clearly pcrcci"cd, aod the source of peril thoroughly unden;tood, I
believe tlrnt our art is suUicient1 in most cases, to rescue the sufferer from the fate
that hanµ;s O\'Cr hiru. lt is of the µ-reatcst importance, therefore, that you shoulJ be
able to reco~nise laryngitis when you meet with it, and that you should comprehend
the principles according to which it requires to be treated.
'Vhat is laryngitis? It consists, as the term implies, in inflammation of the parts
composing the larynx:; and especially of the mucous membrane that cover,:; the laryngeal cartilag-cs, including the cpi~Jottis. The inflammation may be, nnd ~omctimes is,
exactly limited to the larynx; but frequently it extends also to the posterior fauces,
the \'Clum palati, and the tonsils.
'The SJ!mptoms of acute inflammation of the larynx arc these. The patient complains of sore-throat. If' you look into his throat you will commonly percci\'C some
r~dness of the velum and urnla, and of the fauccs p;enerally. But there is a degree
of restlessness and anxiety about the patient more than proportionate to the apparent
inflammation. Among the earliest of the symptoms that bespeak danger, and ou,ght
to excite alarm, is dijJiculty of drgl11tition, for which no adequate cause is visible in
the fauccs; and to this is presently added diffirulty oj lJrcathing, for which no adequnte cause can be disco\'cred in the thorax. The mode and character of the respi
ration arc peculiar; it is attended with a throttling noise; the act of inspiring i~
protracted and whcezin~, as though the air were drawn in through a dry, narrow
recd. If you nsk the p:itieut what is the scat of his distress, 1clw1·e the disease is
situated, he points with his fin~cr to the pomtim Adami. ]f he cough, he coughs
with a peculiarly harsh, stridulous, hu.:;ky, abortiYc sound. He either speaks quite
hoarsely, or (what is more common,) all power of audible voice in the larynx is lost,
and he speaks by means of his lips and ton~.uc only, in a whisper. '!'here is tendernesi:i of the laryngeal cartilages; they are parnful when pressed externally. 'l'he face
is flushed; the skin hot and dry; the pulse har<l. As the disorder ad,Tanees, the
patient's general distress increases: but some of the symptoms alter: his conntenance
becomes pale or livid, anxious and ghastly; his eyes protrude; he is miserably
unquiet, impatient for some relief, declares or makes si~ns that he wants air, and begs
that the windows may be opened; and if he docs not obtain timely relief, he perishes
-hedicsstrang:led .
'.l'he patholoµ-y of this terrible disease is extremely simple. The membrane coverin~
the interior surface of the instrument of the voice suffers inflammation. One effect
of iuflammation in mucous membranes is a thickening of those membranes; they become turgid and 8Wollcn. Another frequent effect is the effusion of serous fluid in
the subjaccnt areolar tissue. By such tumid thiekenin~ of its linin~ membrane, the
chink called the rimu ylottidis is narrowed: it is still further diminished in breadth
whenever the membrane is lifted and protruded by infiltration of the tissue beneath
it: it is so nearly closed up, that air cannot pass inwards in sufficient quantity to sustain the vital functions: a small portion only of the blood returned to the lungs from
the ri~ht side of the heart undergoes the requ isite change from veuous to arterial.
The miserable patient grows drowsy and delirious, and dies by a slow process of strangulation. If the rirua glottidis become quite closed up, his suflCrings, aud his life, are
11uickly at an end.
This disease affords a good instance of a truth which wa.s announced in a. forme r
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part of this course of lectures; viz., tlrnt the dm19er of a morbid chnnge may depend
entirely upon its situation. It is so, eminent ly, with lnryn~itis. 'fhe inflammation
is sometimes limited to a 8pot of membrane not bi~!!er than a square inch. Tf a
square inch and no more of the same mcmbrauc 1 a little lower down in the trachea,
were inflamed in the snme manner and degree, the complaint would be quite unim.
portaut. Cynanche laryngea. derives all its peril from the circumstance that the in.
tlammation tends to shut up what may be called the Jmwa vita. The part affected
subsenTes two purposes; it is the organ of speech; and it forms a portion of the
channel through which air is conveyed from without into the lungs. Both of these
purposes are impeded in lnryn~itis. Now the animal function of speech may bo Cn ·
tirely and permanently sm=pcnded without any clan~cr to life. The function of respi ·
ration, which, though under the influence of the will, is an or~~rnic function, will not
bear to be s1t..~pe11ded, eYen for a few minutes; aud life cannot be long sustained when
it is mw:!timpeded.
The difficulty of swallowing is a remarkable symptom, and almost always present.
Yet it is not absolutely universal; for Mr. Lawrence describes a case in which it did
not occur. It appears to result, in some measure, from the tumid and tender coudi.
tioo of the whole membrane which is common to the larynx and pharynx, and which
is pressed upon as the larynx rises in the act of deglutition. But this symptom de~
pends also, and in a. ~reater rncnsure, upon the state of the epiglottis, which is often
enlarged, and fixed by the swelling in an erect position, and unable to execute its
natural valvular office: .so that when the patient makes efforts to swallow, a portion
of the food or drink gets into the larynx, and a paroxysm of choking: dyspnooa ensues .
By pressing <lown the back part of the patient's tongue, and p;ctting him at the same
moment to make a coughing effort, you may sometimes obtain a sight of the tumid,
red. and upright vah-c.
The dyopnooa is constant: yet there are pauses of comparative case and quiet j and
there are, commonly, periods of severe a~2:r•wation and urgentdistrc::s. lt is probable
that the permanent narrowinir of the chink by the inflammation and its consequences
is from time to time increased by a spasmodic contraction of the muscles that close
thedottis.
This is the first disca!':C that has come before us, in which t11e respiration has been
primaril!J impeded. ]f you call to mind what was stated in one of the early lectures
respecting death by apnrea, you will be at no loss to understand the manner in which
life is destroyed in laryngitis.
'!'his fo rmidabl e malady has alw;:iys existed; for you ruay trace examples of it,
under various names, even in the writings of the ancients. But it is only in recent
times that it has been singled out from the rest of the anginro, and made a separate
object of study. I t has numbered some distinguished medical men among- its victims:
l>r. David Vitcairn, Sir .Joh n l\Iacnamara ll ayes, Sir George Tuthill. The celebrated
General Washiogton died of it. ""hen it has caused death it has generally rnn a.
rapid couri;:.c, and proved fatal before the fifth day. It has carried the patient off in
lcs,:.; than twelve hours.
I ~ is of the utmost consequence to make an accurate diagnosis. J..;aryni;itis is ea<iily
distin~ui~hcd from cyoanchc tonsillaris by the extreme and peculiar dyspnooa which
attcn?s it. There 1~1ay be difficulty of brca~hing ~o the latter di.s<:asc, from cnorm.0~1s
swelling of the tousils; but then such swellrng will mostly be vmUe. In larynµ-.ttJ!<;,
the marks of inflammation to be seen on in spection of the fouccs nrc generally slight
and trifling, and quite inadequate to explain the difficulty of swallo~\·in!?. Do n?t,
however, forget, that laryngitis may supervene upon cyuanchc tonsil~ans . . Agnm,
cynanche laryngen is readily discriminated from cynanchc pharyngca.; rn. wh1?h com .
plaint there is g reat pain and difficulty in de~lutitioo; bu~ the brcathrn~ is ~1u1 te free.
In cyoanchc tracheal is, or croup, which I shall ucxt dcscnbc, the brcathrng is affected,
and the swallowi ng is 110t.
What is to be done for a patient labouring und er nct~te laryngitis? . H ow and when
arc we to employ th e g reat rem edy for acute infla111mat1011- blood.Jcttm~? or arc we
to employ it at nil? Th<?se arc points concerni ng which it is quite necessary that
your minds $hould be prepared and prompt to decide. If you look merely to th e
results in the recorded cases of this fearful complaiut, you will scarcely fill cl an an~wcr
to the question . la some of them, copious bleeding appeared to save the patients;
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in others, it was of no service, but ~atber seemed to accelerate their death. Sir John
Macnamara Ilaycs suffered two attacks of e_rnanehc laryn~ea. In the first he was
freely bled. Dr. Roberts, of Bishop Stortford, informs us that the first bleeding: was
attended with considerable relief; the second also with nwm/cst adi;a11ta9c; and by
the third, his safel!f appeared to be insured. Fifteen years afterwards he died of the
same disorder, for which he was again bled and leeched, under the care of the late
Dr. Baillie. Washington was lar~cly bled, and died. Ag-ain, Dr. Francis, of New
York, recovered from acute laryngitis after copious venresect ion, and sti ll sun·ives,
enjoying a well-won reputation, in that city. It is evidently needful to consider
and determine the circumstances under which we arc to use, or to withhold, the
lan cet.
Bleedin)!, to be serviceable, or safe, must be performed early. There is, pcrhaps1
no disease in which the xmpo~ o;vs, the fleetin§!: opportunity, is more conspicuous thru1
in this. When I say that you must bleed enrly if at all, I do not mean that you are
to reckon so many days or hours from the commencement of the di sorder j but you
must ascertain what progress it has made; for it travels sometimes at a railroad-pace.
You must look to your patient's actual condition; and I apprehend that your practice,
in respect to blood-letting, may be safely p;uidcd by the foll ow ing rules. Wheu
there is high infl:1mmatory fever present, and the skin is hot, the pulse firm and full,
and the checks are red, and the lips florid, you may bleed your pat icut with decision
and advanlaf!'e. But if his powers arc bcf!'inning to sink under the poisonous iofiuence of imperfectly aerated blood, if his skin be cold, or even cool, his face pale or
leaden, hi s lips blue, his pulse small and feeble, his mind wavering-you will do no
good by blood-letting : nay, you will increase the debility which already exists, and
ha._c;:;ten the fatal catastrophe.
'Yi th regard to local blood-letting, and to counter-irritation, there is one remark
made by Dr. }'arrc of much practical importance. It is a common practice in affections of the throat, to apply leeches over or near the laryngeal cartilaf!'CS 1 and afterwards to place a blister there. Now serous infiltration of the ne i ghbour in ~ parts often
follows leech-bites; and the effect of a blister in producing serous effusion often
extends beyond the skin; and the cartilages of the throat lie very near the surface:
and it is possible that redema. of the glottis mi ght be produced, or augmented 1 in
consequence of these topical remedies. It will be better, therefore, when we wish to
take blood local ly, to take it by cupping from the ba ck part of the neck: and when
we desire to produce counter-i rritation, it will be prudent to lay a blister on the upper
part of the sternum, rath er than to tho front of the throat.
In the advanced stage of the disease, medicine, I fear, can effect hut little.
But s11r9cr!I may be more successful.
The danger arises from the mechanical obst..1clc to the entrance and exit of air into
and from the lungs; and this state of peril admits of a mechanical rcmcd.IJ. If an
artificial openi ng be made between the obstructed part and the lun)?;s, the air is again
freely inhal ed r.nd freely expelled; the blood undcrµ:ocs the vital chan µ-e from purple
to scarlet; and the patient is placed in a condition of safety. Ile contiuuc:s to respire
through the bole thus drilled in the trachea, until the inflammation of the larynx has
subsided; the thickening of the membrane disappeared; the submucous infiltration
been re-absorbed; and the vocal instrument been restored to its natural integrity: and
then the aperture in the windpipe may be suffered to heal, and the patient will again
draw his breath through its natural chan nels.
'l'his is one of the triumph s of the healing art. It req uires a. knowledge of the
general pathology of the disease, i . e., an acquaintance with the facts that acute
inflammation may affect the lnrynx almost exclusively, and that its tendency is to
narrow the fissure of the glottis, and destroy life by suffocation. It requires a knowlcdµ:c of the symptoms of such inflammation: and it requires an accurate knowlcdg:c
of all the essential circum stances of the ~arti c ular case. For it is not every case in
which the transit of air through the slit rn the la rynx is hindered, t hat is a fit case
for the operation of tracheotomy. Some years ago there was brought to me by a
surgeon, a man breathing with considerable labour and constra int, the air passing
through the larynx with an audible hiss in g noise. The s ur~con wished to know my
opinion of the propriety of opening the patient's windpipe. He had come to the con clusion that tbcre was ulceration of the membrane lining the larynx, with thickening;
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that the cause of the sibilous respiration was partly mechanical, partly spasmodic; the
little mu~cleR that close the gfotiis acting with injurious energy in consequence of the
neighbouring irritation : and he thou~ht that this mi schief in the larynx would have
a better chance of being repaired, if the functions of the organ could be for a time
suspended. Ile was aware, however, of the necessity of ascertaining what was the
condition of the lu,ngs j and ho had not studi ed auscultation long enough to trust his
own car in that matter. The pati ent was pale and thin, and emaciated; and three
minutes sufficed to convince me that his lungs were extensively disorganized. llis
respiration was not so difficult as to threaten suffocatio n ; he was not dying of tho
laryngeal obstruction; and I recommended that he should not be subjected to au
operation which might curtail his existence, but could not effect a cure. The man
died soon after: and we exam ined his body together. There was, as my friend had
supposed, ulceration of the membrane near the chordro vocales, and the lun r:rs were
full of suppurating or softening tubercles. I mention this case to show you that it is
necessary to ascertain the condition of the thorax generally, before we perform or
sanction such au operat ion as tracheotomy. Not that there is nnything Yery fonni.
dable, or painful, or dangerous, in the operation itself. But if we cut a hole in a
patient's throat, who is sure to die soo n after of some other incurabl e complaint, we
shall incur the risk of bcin~ charged with ha\'ing killed him. Do not misundcr::itand
me, however. If a patient's life be threatened by acute laryngitis, or by laryngeal
oodema, and we are sure of that, and if at the same time we arc sure that he carries
another mortal disease about him, we arc not for that reason to let him die, if we can
help it, of the lar!J119itisj any more than it would be lawful for us to admiuistcr ~
drachm of prussic acid to a man condemned to be hanged the next morning. Uut
we must state the whole of the case plainly to th e patient's friends, and propose the
operation as a mode not of effecting an absolute cure, but of stav ing off the immediate
danger.
.And here let me repair an omission of which I wns gui lty when speak in~ just now
of the diagnosis. ~ly object was to guard you ap;aim;t mistakin g laryngitis for some
other malady: but I must also warn yuu a;rainst the converse error, that of mistaking
some other malady for acute larynp:itis. I can assure you that such a mist:lkc has
been made; and tracheotomy has been performcd 1 too1 when there was no disease in
the larynx; and the practitioners by whose authority it 1cus performed have been un·
g-enerou1ily reproached for their error, althouf!h no harm beyond the slig ht pnin and
inconvenience of the operatio n resulted from it. The cases in whi ch thi s blunder has
been committed ha,·e nea rly all, I believe, been cases of anew·i1mi of the llwnwic
aorta, which, by its pressure on the first divisions of the air-pa~sagcs, or on the nerves
tJlcreabouts di~tributcd, had caused that kind of laboured and stridu l ou~ breathing
which is characteristic of laryn~itis. I may venture to say that no person who has
had opportunities of educatin!Z his ear for the purposes of auscultation, and has made
a proper use of those opportunities, could enr overlook such a complicntion as this.
I have myself seen a woman (I mentioned her case before), whose trachea w:1s laid
open by a su rgeon while she was suffering und er mere hysteria; so closely diJ that
disease mimic laryagitis.
When you ha\'e good evidence that a mechanical obstruction to tl1C passage of the
air exists in the larynx, and that the tubes beyond the lar!JnX are pcrvious an<l free;
there are two things which I would urge upon you. First, I would most earnestly
advise you not to wait too lo11.q before you propose or perform tracheotomy; and secondly, never to omit performing it merel!J because it may appear to .be then too. late.
If, in the acute and limited disease, an artificial opening be mad e while the patient's
strength is yet eutire, and before hi s whole syfitCm is 'poisoned wit.h .ven~us .blood, or
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tarn point, tracheotomy will not, in that ease, rescue }um. l.t is bad and foolish
practi ce to wait, and try other methods, and postpone the operation as a last 1·cso1trce,
when the circulation is evidently load ed with unartcr ialized blood. In my own case
I should choose to be operated on early; the mom ent that I found ~arly blood-letting
was not telli119 upon the local distres.s, and that any shade of duskrness became per·
ccptible in the ski n : ju~t as I shou ld choose to be Clpcratcd on at once for stran g-ulate<l heruia, after one fair attempt had been made by a skilful baud to return tho
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bowel; without waiting till inflammation set in, or had been ca1tsrd by the taxis. On
the other hand, if you do not sec your patient until his powers arc nearly exhriuc;:t d,
do not abstain from the operation even thou!!h you may feel convinced that it will be
um:mcccssful; for if it do not save life, it will disarm death of its :lf?ony. .A patient
will lie sometimes for hours, painfully labouring for breath in deep and strong catches,
at considerable intcn·als from each other: in fact, he is just in the condition of a. man
with a cord round his neck, not pulled quite tight cnoup;h to suffocate him at once.
]~csiJcs, it is not always ca~y to sny whether the period of pos.-:ible rcco,·cry is yet
gone by. I had a. female patient in the hospital who had suffered one or two ;1ttacks
uf fri:ihtful dy:01pncca, in which the main difliculty was referred to th~ larynx; but she
had rallied from them before any steps could be ta.ken for pcrformmg tracheotomy.
On the next occasion, however, the seizure was so sudden and rapid, that although
i\lr. Arnott was luckily in the hospital at the time, the woman was, to all appearance,
dead, before he coul<l be found and brought to her bedside. Jlcspiration had entirely
ceased. This quietude of the larynx rendered the operation more e~1sy. l\Ir. Arnott
:-;pcedily mat.le an opening- into the trachea.; some air was blown in through the aperture, aud then pressed out again; and presently the natural respiration was renewed.
'!'he woman recovered; the orifice healed up, and she left the ho~pital. Three or
four months afterwards word was brought that she had died at her own home after a
short attack, and when there was no one at hand to open her windpipe. We p;ot permi~sion to examine the body, an<l found a large ulcer in the trachea, near the laryn:r;
which ulcer by its irritation had occasioned, as we presumed) tlie spasmodic closure
of the g:lottis. A prepar..ition exhibiting the diseased parts is on the table before you.
You sec that there was enlargement of the thyrei.iid gland. This had probably
nothing to do with the symptows. There was also a lar~e ulcer in the left bronchus.
)lr. Goodcvc, surgeon to the Clifton Dispensary, operated on a patient in whom
"no pulse could be found at the wrist; his face was suffused with blood 1 and his lips
livid; and it was hard to say whether he breathed or not:" yet he recovered.
It so h<lppcns that there is at present (December, 1838) under Dr. Wilson's care,
in the ho"-pital, a woman named Slack, who was rescued when almost in artirnlo
mortis, by the same expedient. She had chronic disease of the larynx; but a sudden
:iggravation of the symptoms occurred; she became stupid and comatose, her countenance W<lS cadaverous, her skin covered with a cold clammy sweat, and her breathing,
which had been stridulous and laryngeal, had almost, if not quite, stopped She was
making short, gasping efforts to respire, not oftener than twice in a minute. Iler
pulse was intermittent) and extremely feeble. In this conjuncture the housc-sur,geon
(Dr. William Merriman) made a small incision in the skin o\·er the cricoi<l cartilage,
:ind then thrust a lurg;c trocar into the windpipe. Air rushed through the opeuin~,
the respiration returned, the pulse revived, and the stupor passed away. This happened on the 10th of October. She is still in the ward; the aperture has closed up:
:.ind thoul!h she is not well, she is li1.1i119.
'Yhat is the reason, you may ask, of these different and inconsistent re!':ults? Ilow
is it that tracheotomy shall reanimate one patient, whose last breath, but for its help,
was already drawn, who was already motionless in apparent death; and yet shall fail
to save another patient, who is still alive, and sensible of his dan~er, and strug~ling
with his disease? 1'he difference depends, I make no doubt, upon the time that
t.'lapscs between the commencement of extreme dyspncca, and the performance of the
operation : upon the slow or the speedy completion of the strauµ-lin~ process. And
this, again, ob\·iously depends upon the manner and degree in which the pas~age is
uarrowcd. "·hen the obstruction, though considerable, is incomplete, and docs not
rapidly augment, the respiration continues to be performed, however imperfectly.
)lcanwhilc the brain gets oppressed, the circulation tends to stagnate, and above all,
the lungs become ~orged with black blood, and clogged np by effusion into their cells
:111d sub:itance. Secondary causes of apnooa arc thus established, which do not cease
when the primary cause is at length removed, by the unbarring of the main channel
for the adm ission of air. Whereas when the access of t.he atmosphere is sud<leoly or
soon shut out, the lunr-rs arc not thus mortally injured, but remain capable of resuming
their fuuctions when the_y are a~ain supplied with air.
Tracheotomy, then, will be the most likely to succeed, while the patient is .!ltill
lively and strong: and after that, the chance of success will be worse in those cases in
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which the apnooa. llas been slow in its progress, than in those in which it has been
1·apid. I repeat that, in threatening circumstances, the operation should be done
early; but that it should not be withheld, through despair, at an!! period of the
disease.
The effect produced upon the condition of the patient by the timely formation of
an artificial glottis, is very striking. The moment that the scalpel penetrates the
:iogs of ~he trachea, air bc~ios ~o l~iss ~hrough the incision; and when a fair opcn.iog
1s established, and a full 10sp1ratton IS made through the wound, sevcrnl forcible
expirations generally succeed, whereby a considenible quantity of mucus is expelled,
which could not pass the contracted aperture of the natural glottis. 1'hcn the breath.
ing soon becomes easy, the anxiety and distress are followed by a perfect calm, and
usually the exhausted sufferer sinks into a. tranquil slumber. This sleep is apt to be
from time to time interrupted by the clogging up of the orifice with frothy mucus. It
is requisite that some intelligent person should romaiu by the pationt, to assist him
in these emerg-encics, or he may still be throttled, notw ithstanding the apparent pros.
perity of the operation.
When a sufEicicnt hole has been made in the instrument of the voice, below the
glottis, the voice of course becomes extinct, or nearly so; and the patient is as unable
to utter a cough, as he is to use vocal language. Now this it is of some importance
to notice, for he often wants to cough, in order to clea r the air.passages of mucus, or
of blood, by which they may be embarrassed; and he may be helped to clo so, or
taught to help himself. First he should draw in a full breath, and then stop the
orifice for a moment with bis finger, while he makes the expiratory effort. And as the
parts within the larynx recover, the patient, by a similar manoouvrc, may enable him.
self to speak aloud.
As actual examples arc more interesting and often more instructive than an abstract
of results, I will tell you in a summary manner the history of a case of laryng-itis,
which occurred in one of my hospital patients, in the latter part of the year 1832.
Ile was au old man, about sixty. Ilis name was Kent. Ile was brought to the
hospital bloated with anasarca, which was most coo.o:;picuous in his legs and thi~hs
llis breathing was laborious and difficult, and attended with a wheezing noise, audible
at some dietancc. He could not lie down : lrn had a hard, but not full pulse. The
dropsical swelling had come on suddenly five or six days before; and in the outset his
face (he said) was so puffed up that he could scarcely see. He had been bled to the
amount of a pint and a half, according to l1is own account, on the previous evening.
I had a vei n opened immed iately, and twenty.four ounces of blood were drawn; and
c>ight ounces more were taken from the chest by cupping. ] [c was thoroughly purged
with calomcl and senna. The bleeding gave him very little relief, so far as the
respiration was concerned; but the next morning the anasarca had tota lly disappeared.
I found him sitting up in bed, breathing with much effort, and with a. loud stridulous
noise, which accompanied both inspiration and expiration. Ile referred all his uneasi·
ness to two points; one of these was the larynx, the other the ensiform cartilage. lie
swallowed with great pain and difficulty; and every attempt to swallow excited a. fit
of choking cough. There was no morbid appearance visible in the fauces; every part
of his chest sounded well on percussion, and the munnur of healthy respiration could
everywhere be heard in his lungs, almost drowned, lrnwcver, in the louder laryngeal
noise. As his strength was entire I had him again cupped to twelve ounces, at the
back of the neck; and prescribed three grains of calomcl every three hours. Ile also
inhaled the steam of hot water.
Upon visiting him again the same evening, I found the dyspnooa increased. Each
act of respiration was attended with a loud croupy noise. His countenance was
beginning to be anxious and ghastly. Ile was restless; and his pulse was I:ss firm.
Being now firm ly conv inced that the operation of tracheotomy was the on ly thrng that
could save him, and that it could not safely be clclnyed, 1 sent to request that Sir
Charles Bell would come and perform it. By the time he a rrived the restlessness had
increased. The patient was shi fting perpetually from one side of the bed to the other,
as if seek ing some new point of support; his face had become pale; and his lips
were turning livid. ll c spoke with sudden, and as it were com:ul!iive c~orts; stating
earnestly how thankful he should be to have the obsta.ck to his brcatbrng removed;
au<l pointing to the larynx. as the scat of his distress.
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The ordinary operation, under such circumstances, is by no means an easy one to
perform. Its difficulties were well exemplified in this patient. In the first place he
was sitting up; he could not bear to be placed in the recumbent position. Then the
dyspncea caused him instinctively to elevate bis should ers, and sternum, and clavicle,
to the utmost, so that the trachea was sunk deeply into the thorax; and the larynx: was
in constant and rapid movement up and down with a plunging motion, lik_c thnt. of
the piston of a steam engine. Sir Charles, after some trouble, succeeded 10 cutting
out a piece of the cartilage: for a mere slit did not suffice :
closed tightly durin~
enry iospiration, although it was open enough during cxpirnt1on. At length, when
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covered with sweat, and wearing the most anxious expression. By and by what I
have call ed an artificial ~lottis is opened for him; and presently afterwards, though
half a dozen candles (as Sir Charles has him self painted the scene) are held close to
his face, to throw light upon the wound, and though the surgeons, their hands
smeared with bl ood, arc still busy about his throat, making arrangements to ensure
th e patency of the orifice, the patient falls fast asleep. It was necessary to place an
assistant behind him to prevent his bead from nodding forwards, and deranging the
apparatus in the wound. Nothing can express more strongly than this fact, the great
distress and fatigue which had previously existed, and the perfect relief afforded by
th e operation.
This man ultimately got quite well: and he has since shown himself occasionally
at the hospital, in excellent health. There were two or three points about the case
which I am unwilling to pass over without notice. It was evident, after the open ing
was made in hi s windpipe, that he still breathed in part through the rima glottidis
also; for the stridulous sound did not wholly cease. The aperture was formed as low
as the circumstances of the case appeared to permit: the tube was perforated in the
membranous space between the thyreOid and the cricoid cartilages. Strictly speaking,
lary119otomy was the operation performed. I do not enter into the consideration of
the best place for makinp; the open in g: that point you will be tau~ht by the professor
of surµ;ery : but it was obscnred in the case iu question, that the slightest touch of the
irritabl e mucous membrane, with a hook or a probe-especially if the touching instrument were turned 11pwards towards the glottis - produced a fit of coughing, and a
paroxysm of sti ll more laborious breathing. For some days after the operation, it
was noticed that a part of whatever liquid he swallowed appm1·cd immediately at the
u:ound. Now this proved as plainly as if we could ha,•e seen the parts, that the
epiglottis was thickened, and erected, and in capable of performing its protective function to the larynx: and it accounted for the paroxysm of choking cough produced by
each act of dcglutitiou. At first the linin g membrane of the larynx and trachea was
so irritable, that the patient could not bear to have a metallic tube inserted; and an
ingenious contrivance was adopted for keeping the orifice from being covered over by
the lips of the wound. 'They were held apart by two bent wires, which were tied
together at the back of his neck. After twenty-four hours had elapsed, the irritability
of the mucous membrane had so far abated that he was able to breathe through a
canula.
There cannot be a doubt that this man was snatched from the very jaws of death
by the intervention of the surgeon. A function indispensable to life was nearly suspended; and a substitute for the faulty organ was provided by art, until the interrupting cause wa s removed. Scarcely a year passes over our heads without the occurrence of one or two such events in the hospital. ·when lecturing upon this subject
last season, 1 wns able to show you a female patient whose life had been saved in a.
similar way. And there is now also (December 11, 1839), in Pepys' ward, a rescued
man, with the tube still in his windpipe. 'l'he operation was done on the spur of
necessity by Mr. 'l'ornes, the present house-surgeon, with a trocar. 'l'be patient, who
was previously in a. sta te of extreme distress, said, in a faint whisper, as soon as the
opening was effected, "It's all right now."
lie had been exposed to rain and cold about a week before; and had suffered pain
and tenderness of the larynx. Prior to his admission he had been bled, a11.d salivated, and had a. blister on the throat, u:hich embarrassed tltc operation.
Within the last eight years the operation of tracheotomy has been performed in
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the l\li<ldlesex Tlospital fourteen times. Seven of the patients recovered i seven died.
Ia two of the seven fatal cases, the condition of the patients was hopeless at the time
of the opera.tion. ~u four at least of the fi\•e others much ~clicf from suffering was
afforded .bY it, aud life apparently prolonged. One of tl~c pat1euts _was a youug child;
the openrn!?' was made by a. trocar: much blood got into the air-passages, and the
ch~ld, which seemed to be si.ukin~ previously, ~ied within _the hour. Life wight, I
tlunk, have been preserved rn tins case, by a tmiel!J operation, properly done. For a.
trachea. so small, the scalpel is preferable to the trocar. But in the adult subject I
have seen the larynx penetrated so neatly, eas ily, and speedily, both by Mr. Amott
and by Mr. Shaw, with a. small curved trocar, tha.t I am persuaded of the gener~l
supciiority of that method over the common operation with the knife or scissors. If
this be granted, the fit place for the opening must be the membranous space between
the thyreOid and the cricoid cartilages. The superjaccnt skin is first nicked with a
scalpel: the larynx is then fixed for a moment by the operator's left hand, while with
his right he thrusts the instrument steadily inwards and downwards.
I have said nothing hitherto about the use of mercury in this acute disorder,
because I hold it to be of very secondary importance, and because I have been
anxious not to divert your attention from the two great practical points, bleeding and
tracheotomy. Mercury may very fitly be given in those cases and circumstances in
which blood-letting appears proper; but we cannot depend upon it: we cannot reckon
upon its influencing the system in time; nor upon any marked improvement of the
symptoms when it does produce its specific effects. After the operation it is for the
most part unnecessary.
Nor do I recommend the employment of tartar emetic, powerful as that drug is
known to be in subduing inflammation of the mucous tissues. In the swollen and
unpliant state of the epiglottis it would not be prudent to excite, or to hazard,
' 'omiting. The contents of the stomach passing upwards would be apt to enter the
unprotected larynx., and to cause hurtful, distressing, and even perilous attacks of
suffocative cough.
In the examination of fatal cases, sometimes the thickened membrane forming the
ed~cs of the rima. glottidis is found covered with viscid mucus, which had formed an
additional impediment to the passage of air towards and from the lungs: sometimes
pus is discovered, lying in the saeculi laryngis, or scattered among the cartilages and
surrounding muscles: and sometimes the chief morbid condition is the infiltration
of the submucous areolar tissue. The effect in all eases is the same, that of closing
up, wholly or partially, the narrow fissure between the arytenoid carti lages. 'l'he
state of the epiglottis I have several times described.
This very serious disease is a disease of adult age: it is not often known to occur
in children. They again are almost exclusively liable to croup: and eynanehe laryngea has been called the croup of adults. But as the part occupied by croup, and the
event of the inflammation, are both different from those of laryngitis, this name,
croup of adults, is objectionable. I may remark, however, that sometimes in true
croup, the inflammation, besides specially affecting the membrane of the trachea,
extends to that of the larynx also.
The main exciting cause of lartngitis is exposure to cold, or to cold and wet. l\ly
hospital patient, Kent, was a seller of small wares in the streets, and must therefore
1
have been habitually in the way of such causes. 1. he first attack of the disease in
Sir J. l\1. Hayes was brought on by exposure at an open window to the night air for
some time, while he was undressed, and in a state of profuse perspiratioo, with a
strong breeze blowiog upon him. Dr. Craigic states that young persons from_ t_ropical
climates, from the West Indies for example, arc apt to be attacked by laryng1t1s soon
after their arrival in Europe.
The disease is liable to be produced also by meehaaical violence, or chemical injury
done to the larynx. It has been caused, on many occasions, in childr~n, by their
attempting to swallow boiling water from the spout of a te~-kcttl~; and !1fe has been
saved in such cases by the performance of tracheotomy. 'Ihe mrneral acids, taken as
poisons, haYe excited the disease. Fatal laryngitis has followed the incautious application of ammonia to the nostrils, in ea!<=es of hysteria, and of suspended animation:
and I once knew a man nearly killed by the inhalation of the fumes evolved from
cinnabar thrown upon a hot iron, iu what is called /11rnigation of the throat for vene-
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real ulceration of that part. I am afraid that I must confess also to lmvc once seen
acute laryo~itis produced by the bungling attempt of a young surgeon to iu troduce
the stomach pump, in a case of poisoning.
In all these cases the laryngitis is primitive. But laryngeal inflammation. and
especially laryng-cal redema, not unfrequcntly take pl:i.ce, and prove sudden ly fatal, in
the course of other diseases. I have apprised you that in cynanclrn tonsillaris, the
inflammation sometimes steals onward to the larynx. I ha\'e seen two or three cases
of crysipcla'i of the head, attended, as it almost always is, with sore throat, wherein
death took place sudden ly and unexpectedly, and where the ep iglottis, and the edf!'CS
of the fisimre of the glottis, were found to Le oodcmatous: the inflammation of the
throat had extended to the areolar tissue beneath the mucous membrunc of those
parts, and had led to the effusion of serous fluid there. The very same thing is apt
to happen in other forms of exantheruatous disease attended with sore throat, and
especially in small-pox, measles, and scarlet fever. I have known a similar condition
of inflammatory ro<lema arise from a mercurial sore throat, in a broken-clown constitution. In these cases the laryngeal affection is consecutive, and seconda ry; and in
all of them the great remedy is the formation of a sufficient aperture beneath the
obstructed glottis. In all of them also the essential symptoms, warranting and demanding the operation of tracheotomy, are the same.
Since the foregoing remarks were delivered and published, this subject has been
brought before the profession by Dr. Iludd, in a paper read at one of the meetings of
the Medical and Ohirurgical Society, in 18-17. He relates several cases, and refers to
others, which justify the belief that acute oodematous inflammntion of the larynx, is
connected more frequently than had hitherto been supposed with erysipelas. That
disorder, as I shall hereafter show you, is apt to be propagated from person to person
by infection; and the effects of the poison, which thus excites the disease by contaminating the blood, are sometimes displayed first of all in the fauces and their vicinity.
Now these effects, redness and thickeoing of the epiglottis, and of the lips of the
glottis, with the effusion of Scro-purulent fluid in the submucous areolar tissue sometimes prove fatal, producing death by apncea, before the crysipelatous inflammation has time to spread far, or to declare its true character by developing itself upon
any part of the external skin.
F10. 34.

F10. 35.

F10. 36.

Fig. 34.-CEdema. of the glottis. a. Tongue; b. Moulh of the lnryus.; c. Trachea.
cimen in thoenbinctof Dr.Gross.
Fig. 35.-<Edcmn. Glotticlis.
Fig. 3G.-Aeute <Edema. Glottidisj exposed from behind.

From a spe-

A distinction has been made between laryngitis and a!d<'nta of the glottis; and it is
a just and real distinction. <Edema of the loose areolar tissue subjaccnt to the mucous membrane of the glottis is indeed one common consequence of inflammation of
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that membrane: but it may occur indCfleudently of inflammation. The lips of the
glottis become tumid and dropsical, sometimes (as I have just pointed out) in consequence of a low inflammatory action in the throat, but sometimes also from obstruction
of the veins leading from that part. When laryngeal dyspnrea accompanies aneurism
of the thoracic aorta, it may, iu some instances, result from local dropsy thus produced; a.ud then tracheotomy is fully justifiable, and indeed demanded.

[In a very able paper on redematous laryngitis, and its treatment, by Dr. Gurdon
Buck, of New York, contained in the 1st voL of the Transactions of the American
~Jedical As!>ociatiou, 1 it is remarked that "the question of diagnosis in this disease is
one of vital importance. 'V ithout stopping to notice the distinctive symptoms which
have been generally regarded as characteristic of this disease, or th1Jse of other diseases that arc most likely to be mistaken for it, I beg leave to insist upon one sign
which is strictly pathognomonic, and does not appear to have been sufficiently appreciated. I refer to the swelling of the epiglottis as ascertained by the touch. 1'he
discovery of it, according to Bayle (Diet. des Beien. Jlled., t. xviii, p. 507), is due to
M. Thuillier, who proposed it in a. thesis sustained before the Faculty of Medici ne in
Paris, in 1815. The value of this sign will be admitted if we consider how frequent
the swelling of the epiglottis coexist.s with that of the glottis. Bayle (loc. cit.), who
dissected more than seventeen cases of this disease, says : 'the epiglottis is rarely
intact, often it is very much swollen at its edges.' Ryland says (Diseases of La'rynx
and Trachea, Philarla. Ed., p. 48): ''fhe redema. is seldom confined to these localities, but extends to the base and lateral edges of the epiglottis.'
''Among seventeen cases collected from different sources, and in which the condition
of the epiglottis was ascertained, either by dissection after death, or by the touch or
inspection during life, swelling was found in fifteen. Of the eight cases reported in
this paper, the epiglottis was found swollen in seven, and in the remaining one there
was no evidence that it was not swollen.
"The swelling takes place either at the margin, on one or both sides of the median
line, or on the lingual surface of the epiglottis at its base, filling up one or both depressions between it and the tongue, and obliterating the central ~losso-epiglottic
frrenum. It conveys to the touch the sensation of a soft pulpy body, easily recognised
and distinguished from the stiff rigid swelling of these parts in membranous
laryngitis.
"The facility of ascertaining the condition of the epiglottis with the end of the forefinger, not only by placing it in contact with its anterior surface, but by passing over
its upper edge, and applying it upon its posterior surface, has been already noticed.
To test this question still further, the experiment has been repeated in at least twelve
individuals, and in all with success, though not with equal facility. In some, these
parts were easier of access than in others, but in none did the experim ent fail. In
the exceptional cases, where the epiglottis is not found swollen, th e edges of the
glottis way be brought more within reach by preiising up the os hyoides with one
hand, applied externally over it, and acting from below upwards, while the forefinger
of the other band is introduced as directed into the mouth. Should this not accomplish the object, the fore and middle fingers may be thrust far back into the pharynx,
as is required for the remova.l of a foreign body lodged in the throat."-0.]
The main practical difference between mere redema glottidis and acute laryngitis,
is this: that in the former, there being no fever or inflammation, blood-letting is not
requisite: and the operation of tracheotomy becomes almost the sole resou~ce to
which, in the extremity of danger, we can look for help. l\lcre oodema. glott1dis is
seldomcr attended with dysphagia too, than is laryngitis; yet if the epi_glottis be involved in the oodematous swellin g, and unable to shut over the glottis, the act of
swallowing will be followed by stran gling cou_!?h, and increased dyspnooa.
Mr. Busk ha s recommended a peculiar mode of treatment in these cases; whereby
he believes the lives of two patients to have been saved, in the Seaman's llospital on
hoord the Dreadnought. 'l'he treatment consisted in making numerous minute punc1 See, nlso, o. further po.per by Dr. Buck, on the samo subject, in the 4th volume of the
Trnusnctions.
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turcs, with a sharp-pointed bistoury, in the back of the tongue, in the urnla, and in
the pharynx. The operation was repeated every half-hour for two or three hours, and
the parts were gar~led in the interim with warm water. A ~rent discharge of scrum
took place, and the relief was sudden and decided . l\Jr. Busk is of opinion that this
proceeding would often preclude the necessity of laryngotomy.
[This plan of treatment was first proposed in cases of ccdcmatous laryn~itis by i'f.
Lisfrnnc, but was entirely lost sight of until recently. Dr. G . Buck, of New York,
in the paper alrendy referred to, has called attention to the importance of free scarifications of' the oodcmatous edges of the p:lottis, as well as of the epiglottis, as a means
of affording effectual relief from the distress and danger attendant upon the serous
infiltration of these parts, and has de,1 iscd a. knife for the more ready performance of
such scarifications. For an account of his manner of performing the operation-the
difficu lties to be encountered in certain cases, and the history of a series of cases in
which it was performed by him, we must refer to the papers indicated. -C.]
Bes ides the affections which I have now described or referred to, the larynx: is
liable to clu-onic d isease: to chronic i11flamnwt(o11 ; chronic t!tifkc11i11y of the membrane; slow ttlceration ,· necrosis of its cartilages. Chronic infbwmation and ulceration of that part is very common in cottsumptive patients. It is 3Ucnded first with
boarsenc!'s, then with aphonia, a barking or stridulous eou~h, and all the melancholy
accompaniments of tubercular phthisis. There has accordingly been a. species of
phthisis spoken of as plttlt1'sis laryngca. But in most, if not in all cases, this
laryngeal affection is only a part of the compbint under which the patient labours;
and what I have further to observe respecting it, I shall postpone until we come to
the consideration of tubercular consumption.
Again, the membrane lining the laryngeal cartilages is not unfrc'luently thickened
and ulcerated in secondary S!Jphilis : giving rise to a hoarse croaking: voice, and a
noisy and painful breathing. Io such cases, or in chronic thickenin~ of the same
parts from common inflammation, you may do grent good by gentl!J introducing
mercury into the system, until the gums rise. I have again and again seen the uneasiness about the throat, the noisy respiration, the rough or whispering voice, all
cease, as if by enchaotmcnt, so soon as the specific influence of the mercury became
manifest. There was a. woman who used to apply at the l\Iidcllcscx Hospital for an
affection of this kind: whether it was syphilitic or not I could not well determine,
but she lost it under the employment of mercury, two or three times: the complaint
returning again after the interval of a few mouths, upon the reapplication of some
irritating cause. In another female patient, who was long under my care in the hospital with similar symptoms, everything failed to gi,·e permanent relief, till I began
to leech the neighbourhood of the larynx repeatedly. She had four leeches applied,
I think, every night, and then every other night, for a. fortnight or three weeks; the
hoarseness and difficulty of respiration gradually diminishing all the time, until at
length the perfect use of the instrument of the voice was restored. In these cases,
while using local depiction, or mercury, it is often necessary to uphold the strength
of the patient by nourishing but unstimulating diet: and it is always expedient that
the organ should be kept, as much as possible, in a state of repose.
It is S..'l.id that a little practice will enable a person to pass his finger into a patient's
throat, and to familiarize his sense of touch with the ordinary condition of the upper
part of tho respiratory apparatus, so as to enable him to detect swelling, or irregularity, or thickening about the chink of the glottis. And great advantage is sometimes obtained from applying remedies directly to the diseased or irritable part. This
practice was much followed by the late l\Ir. Vance, who l1ad been for many years a.
naval surgeon; and he called it, in naval phrase, swabib19 the affected organ . A
small piece of sponge, secured with a striu~, or fastened to the end of a. finger of a
glove, is d ipped in a strong solution of nitrate of silver, and then carried dow n into
the throat, as far as that spasmod ic state of the muscles which the attempt induces
will permit, and pressed downwards against the superior surface of the larynx. I
believe other stimulating applicatioos arc sometimes employed in place of the nitrate
of silver. Now of this method of cure I do not know much, except by report. I
have heard that many cases of chronic hoal'l)cncss and cough have speedily been
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But I have more tlrnn once had wlrnt seemed satisfactory evidence of
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openrng, wluch Sir Ch:i.rlcs Bell had made, closed up perfectly. About a week after
this took place, he began again to respire with a wheeze almost as audible as that
which existed at the time of his admission : and to speak in a hoarse voice; and a
night or two after the return of the wheezing, he h:i.d a paroxysm of extreme dyspnooa. I began to be afraid that the whole process of laryngotomy and the metallic
tube would be again requisite. Ilowevcr, I got Sir Charles llell to examine the interior of the throat, and we agreed that it would be advisable to swab the epiglottis
and upper part of the air-passages with a strong solution of lunar caustic. l•'or he
had no fever, and we thought it probable that the membrane might have been left
lax 1 and in a state to be benefited by astringents. Sir Charles applied the sponge
with very little difficulty; and the next day the breathini:; was greatly improved 1 and
the hoarseness almost gone : and he never had, from that time, any recurre nce of
troublesome dyspnooa.
Mr. Arnott lrns on some occasions, at my recp1cst, swabbed the upper part of the
larynx for intractable hoarseness and aphonia; but with no good, nor ally bad consequence.
'fhe lining membrane of tl1e larynx is liable also to warty growths, which impede
the entrance and ex it of air, and ultimately destroy life. There arc several examples
of that kind on record. I extract the following from my note book: George Tenon la l?ont, aged 11, admitted l\Iareh 4, 1828. U c speaks in a whisper;
complains of difficult breathing, and of cough. In spi res with a loud wheeze. Uou11hs
with a sort of whistling sound, as through a narrow tube. The cough is most troublesome at night. Expectoration mucous, and inconsiderable in quantity.
IIas been ill, in this way, all the winter-having had hooping-cough in the preceding autumn. There are marks of cupping on his throat. Little ca n be heard in
the chest, the loud wheeze of his respiration obscuring all other sounds. In about a
fortnight his µ:urns were brought under the influence of mercury. No perceptible
improvement ensued. A careful examination was again made of the thorax, and the
conclusion arrived at was, that the obstacle to his respiration lny in the larynx 1 or
upper part of the trachea, and that the lungs themse lves were not concerned. After
this, a blister to the throat1 a seton near the thyreOitl cartilage, small doses of ipccacuanha1 emetics, and iod in e were successively tried-but in vain. Towards the end of
the month he bega n to suffer, occasionally, very violent and apparently spasmodic
attacks of ex treme dyspncea. Ile died, during the night1 two mouths after his
admission. ]i'or some days before, he had been manifestly worse than usual, was more
feeble, wandered somewhat1 and complained that his vision was imperfect. No
noticeable increase had taken place in the difficulty of breathing, except during the
paroxysms of aggravation already mentioned. His death was sudden, and probably
took place in one of these paroxysms.
When the body was exaruincd, the lungs were found sound as to structure1 but
copiously infiltcrcd, especially on the left side of the thorax, with serous fluid. At
the very top of the larynx 1 involving the base of the epiglottis and the vocal cords,
was a considerable warty growth, closing the rima glottidis almost entirely. .The
excrescences sprang chirjly from one continuous base, and branched out precisely
after t.hc manner of what is vulgarly called a seedy wart. There were, however,
several distinct smaller growths or warts. The main excrescence, having several
head r;11 passed upwards from and through the rima, and so came to act partly as a
nlve during inspiration, which was always sensib ly more difficult than expiration.
Ought tracheotomy to have been performed in this case? I now think so. But
supposing it to have been done, and to have been successful, the boy would have been
0
0
1
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till he died of consumption.
In the 38th voluru c of the j}fedico-Ohirurgical Transacttons, Dr. Barker bas
recorded a case very closely resembling that which I hav? just detailed to you.
'!'here arc two excellent specimens of warty growths m the larynx, upon the table
before you.
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I might ha"re referred, when epeaking of chronic enlnrgement of the tonsils, in the
last lecture, to the case of a little boy at present under the care of one of my colleagues. Ile was brought to the hospital on account of great dyspnrea, and a hil"sing respiration, produced apparently by two enormous tonsils. With some diHiculty, (arising
from his unmanageable age) a large part of one of the tonsils was cut off with scissors:
but after the operation (eithor from some fresh swelling of the parts, or from pressure
made by the remaining tonsil, which grew downwards, I understand, into the throat),
his difficulty of breathing became extreme; and it was thought necessary to perform
tracheotomy, which afforded him signal relief. Ile breathed for some time through
the artificial opening in his windpipe. At length the other tonsil was partly remo•ed :
and the child is now well, and about to be discharged.

LECTURE XLVI.
C!Jnanche Trachealis; S!Jmptoms; Pathology, Prognosis; Treatment. Diphther1'tis.
Child-crowi119, or spurious cro1p.
I PROCEED this afternoon to another of Dr. Cullen's species of cynanche; tbc last
that I propose to consider in this part of the course: viz., cynanche tradLealistracheilis- croup.
The essence of this complaint is Tiolcnt inflammation, affecting the mueons mem·
hr.me of that portion of the air passages which lies between the laryngeal cartilages
and the primary bronchi: in one word, of the trachea, or windpipe. 'l'his is the
genuine seat of the disease: but the inflammation sometimes ascends into the larynx;
and not unfrcquently it dives into the bronchi and into their ramifications.
[In perhaps the majority of cases, the inflammation in croup commences in the
mucous membrane of the larynx, and from thence extends into the trachea-the
disease is therefore, strictly speakin~, a larynyeo·traclieitis. In many instances,
however, we have reason to believe that the inflammation commences in the bronchi,
and from thence extends to the trachea; but there are we suspect, very few cases
indeed, if any, in which the disease is confined to the trachea. In cases of croup
that have terminated rapidly in death, the inflammation and pseudo.membranous
exudation which form so striking a feature in this disease are found only in the larynx
and upper portion of the trachea-when death occurs at a later period the exudation
is often present in the trachea. alone, or in the trachea and bronchi; it is never found
to exist in the latter tubes alone. It has been attempted to be shown by Jurin and
others, that, in the ordinary form of croup, the disease is, in its first stages at least,
simply a. trachcitis, and that in the more violent and rapid form, (suffocating croup),
the inflammation iR confined to the larynx. Although this is not strictly true, as is
proved by the result of numerous di~sections, yet our observations have shown us,
that in cases marked by symptoms of great violence, which arc sudden iu their onset
and rapid in their progress, the indications of inflammation are to a much greater
extent, and the pseudo.membranous exudation more copious about the larynx, glottis,
and upper portion of the trachea, than in cases in which the disease succeeds to
bronchitis, runs a more protracted course, and is attended by symptoms of less violence.
For a more detailed account of the pathology of croup, the reader is referred to the
Kditor's 1'reatise on Diseases of Children. -0.J
Cullen makes no distinction between cynanc]lC trachea1is and cynanchc laryngea.
Yet they are separated from each other by very definite boundaries. 'l'hcy differ in
anatomical position: they differ in gravity. Both indeed are serious diseases; but
croup is the more serious, because it seldom admits of that mechanical relief which,
wheu rendered in time, deprives cynanche laryugea. of its dangerous character. The
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two disorders differ a]so in respect to the period of life at which thry occur. Idiopathic laryngitis is seldom met with except in adults; croup seldom after the age of
puberty. Cynanchc trnch<'alis is indeed a very remarkable disease, for it exhibits an
event of inflammation which docs not usually belong to that process when it affects
the mucous tissues. In this too it is unlike laryngitis.

[In a very excellent monograph on The Patliology of Infantile Laryngo-Traclteitis,
or Uroup, Dr.KR. Peaslee, of New York, has very clearly shown that the idea of tho
inflammation in croup having a peculiar or specific character is one altogether erroneous. 'l'hat the disease is simply a laryngo-tracheitis, and as such, stands in intimate
relationship to, or rather, is identical with, this form of inflammation, whether it
occur in the adult or infant-whether it run its course to a favourable or unfavourable
termination, or with or without the production of a false membrane. On this particular point the general conclusions of the author arc as follows: H 1st. An inflammation of the larynx, extending into the trachea, occurs, offering
in its essentia l nature nothing different from any other case of inflammation of tho
same parts, either in the infant or the adult. It is generally preceded, in both infants
and adults, by congestion and irritation, and therefore, by catarrh.
"2d. An exudation of plasma occurs on the inflamed surface, as in the adult; this
bein g most abundant in the trachea on the posterior wall, for reasons already g-ivcn.
"8d. This exudation may be disposed of, in at least two ways, provided it is not
at once removed, as it generally is, in adults but not in infants, by cough inp:; rcabsorption probably very seldom occurring in this disease, though it is not impossible.
a. lt may become degenerated into pus - purulent matter - and thus, of course, at
once be detached, which is the most common result. b. It may become organized
into false membrane. 'l'his is more probable if the blood is rich in fibrin, as in a
plcthoric child; if there is but little cough, an adult generally expell ing it thus, and
if time is allowed for its development, less being required in the child than the adult.
"4th. Croup is, therefore, merely a laryngo-tracheitis in infants and children, and
offers nothing essentially different from the same inflammation in adults. The exuda.
tion in the case of adults is, however, usually at once ejected by coughing, or in the
form of purulent matter, while the liability to its organization in infants is greater,
thou)?:h, after all, a comparatively rare result, considering the whole number of cases,
for the reasons before mentioned.
.
''5th. Practically, therefore, as well as pathologically, we cannot say with Bouchut,
'without a frdse rnembrane, croup does not exist.' This membrane never exists till
the inflammation-the essential element of the disease as we believe-has preceded,
and bas produced the exudation of plasma, as before shown. No sooner docs the
catarrhal irritation merge into inflammation, than the plastic lymph is thrown out,
and this inflammation and its accompa119ing e.cudation arc the elements always
present in croup.
"We, therefore, need not for any practical purpose, admit an' inflammatory and
membranous' croup, as some writers have done, any more than we should make the
same distinction in regard to plenritis or peritonitis. All croup 1·':1 infl1mmwtory, at
any rate, and a few cases arc accompanied by the formation of a false membrane. But
the latter should oot affect the treatment of the disease as an inflammation 1 but merely
from its mechanical effects, aod cannot be predicated in any case till it is actually
seen, and this is not possible in most cases in which it is developed at the very onset
of the disease. Finally, we would drop the word croup entirely, and use the. term
lary1190-tracheitis instead. In a work on diseases of children, we would call particular
attention to the fact that a false membrane is formed in about one.sixth of all the
cases of this disease, while in adults, this is of very rare occurrence. But we would not
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"As in all other infiamqi.ations, so in this, the distinction of' sthcnic,' and 'asthcnic'
is important, both in ~ pathologica~ and a therapcut.ical po~nt of view. So far, also,
as laryngismus enters rnto any pa:t1cular case-and 1t d?es rnto al.I cases of true laryngitis to some cxten ~the case. is, of ~ourse, spll;smodic, but. this term ~mst no~ be
applied to the exclusion of the idea of rnflammat10n. Genume spasmodic croup is a
mere laryogismus. '.l1herc is more or less spasm in all cases of brouchit.is, and still
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more in whooping-cough, in tlrn latter case in the larynx. also, so that infantile laryngitis docs not present any peculiarity in this respect."
"Diphthcritc, or the 1 croup of adults,' differs not pathologically from infantile
laryngo-trachcitis. Genernlly, however, it is an asthcnic form of laryugo-trachcitis,
since it usually attacks persons already debilitated by other diseases." - C.]
T s:ay that croup is peculiarly a disease of early life; and, wl1ercforc I know not, it
affects more male children than female. The interval that lies between the two
periods of 1ceani11g and puberty, is the time during which its "isitation is chiefly to
be apprelHmded. Comparatively few cases of it occur during the first year of infantile
life. There are more in the second year tlrnn in any other. This, in all probability,
is connected with the change that ensues in regard to diet, upon the child's being
weaned. Dr. Cheyne, whose ex1)eriencc of croup was very exteosivc, says, the
younfrer children arc when weaned, the more liable are they, crete1·is 11an·bus, to this
rnafody. From the second year onwards the number of children affected with croup
gradually decreases. Of ninety-one instances referred to by Jurin, one only was after
the tenth year. ]Jut it does occasionally happen subsequently to the period of puberty,
and up to the twenty-first year; and C\'CD later. A girl of nineteen, one of my
hospital patients, died of it. Some of the cases recorded of croup iu the adult were
probably, in reality, cases of laryngitis.

an~~~.d1 ~ve~r:~1:itlB~~~u~~~~~~s :%~~r~~~e~!~:;cn~~il~~e~;o~~w;;c~·i~:s ~~n!~:
seventh months has been denied; others, however, declare that they have seen it to
occur, as a primary disease, repeatedly, at an earlier period. - C.J
It is curious that inflammation should thus, at different epochs of life, fix itself
upon limited portions of the same coutinuous surface, and lead to consequences so
diverse. "'e arc unable to giye any account of this.
'The distinctions are real and usual: yet it should be stated thnt the inflammatory
disease of the parts thus contiguously proximate, arc apt to transgress their ordinary
bounds, to run the one into the other, and thereby to lose their distinctive characters.
Cynanchc traehealis is frequently preceded by a slif!htcr and more diffused affection of the membrane lining the air-passages. The child has what is popularly called
a. cold; sneezes, coughs, and is hoarse. Now with respect to this lust symptom, Dr.
Cheyne makes the following practical remark . Iloarseness (he says) in very young
children, does not usually attend common catarrh . '\:\'hen noticed in a district where
croup is not unfrequcnt, it ought to put the parents or the medical attendant of the
cbil<l upon their guard; especially as much depends upon the early treatment of the
disorder. With these symptoms the child is feverish and fretful, and does not sleep
well. In the course of a day or two the signs peculiar to croup begin to show themsclYCS: they arc well stated by Cullen, in his definition of the complaint. "Cynanche,
respiratione difficili, inspirationc strepcnte, voce rauca., tussi clangoi;la, tumore fere
nullo in faucibus apparente, deglutitione parum difficili, cum febrc synochtl." These
arc the phenomena. that characterize croup. Difficulty of breathin~; and sonorous
inspiration. 'l'he last is oflen almost enoufrh, of itself, to identify the disease. Iloarsencss; a gruff voice; sometimes a total loss of the power of vocal speech. A very
peculiar and distinctive cough, to which the epithet "brassy" has been justly applied;
the noise resembling that which would be occasioned by coughing through a brnzen
trumpet. rl'his remarkable sound is always easily recognised when it has once beea
heard. It is a ringing cough j and the expiration has a ringing clrnracter j and either
of these, the cough or expiration, is followed by a loud crowi119 inspiration. Then
there is the negative Rymptom; the absence of any difficulty of swallowing: and with
all this, inflammatory fever; a. flushed face, a. hot skin, a frequent hard pulse, thirst.
Ilowcvcr, it is by taking the symptoms collectively, that we judge of the existence
of croup, and by tbe rapid progress of the disease; rather than by any particular or
pathognomonic sign. Some of the symptoms may occur, separately, when there is no
croup. The brassy or metallic cough, for instance, bas been known to accompany
some chronic affections of the larynx. Dr. Gregory- the late Edinburgh Professor
of Physic-knew a man with a venereal disease of the throat, who coughed so exactly
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the cough of croup, that he was admitted into the clinical wards of the infirmary
e'fery session for some years, that the students might have the opportuuity of luarin!J
this peculiar sound. So also the remarkable crowing inspiration may take place, as
we shall soon see, without croup.
In the outset, the feve r generally runs high; and it is of importance, ns respects
the diagnosis, to mark the presence or the absence of pyrexia. As the obstruction to
the passage of air increases, the blood ceases to be duly arterializcd : and then, of
cour;:,e, the skin grows dusky) the pulse feeble and irregular, the extremities cold.
The cough, also, as the malady thus goes on from bad to worse, ceases to be loud and
clanging, becomes husky, and in audible at a short distance, and the voice sinks into
a whisper; the head is thrown back; the nostrils, in perpetual motion, dilate
widely; the face is pale and livid, and sometimes bloated; the pupils often expand.
When these indications of sinking have ('ome on, the case usually terminates ill: the
bottoms of the feet turn black and hard; drowsiness supervenes; some tossing of the
arms perhaps; the breathing becomes gaspiug and interrupted, and the child dies
after an inspiration.
In other cases the croupy symptoms make their :ittack very suddenly. A chil<l
shall go to bed apparently well, and in the course of the night have all the worst
signs of the disease.
[These will be generally found, however, to be cases of spasmodic laryngitis, and
to be unattended with the formation of false membrane in the larynx or truchea.-C.J
And it is observable, that whether the attack be altogether unexpected, or
whether it have been preceded by hoarseness, sore throat, and catarrh, it usually
comes on intlte11i[JILt.
Croup resembles laryngitis in this respect, that it runs its course rapidly: proving
fatal sometimes within twenty-four, and often within forty-eight hours. It may, however, continue for five or six. days before it terminates, whether death or recovery be
the result. Dr. Craigie affirms that it is never protracted beyond the eleventh day;
the fatal or the favourable issue having always taken place by that time. Life is destroyed, in pure circumscribed tracheitis, by the accumulation in the windpipe of a.
concrete membrane-like substance, which so frequently attends this disease, and is so
peculiar to it, that it is called tlte membrane of c1·oup. In cases of recovery this
substance has been expectorated in the form of a nearly pcrfoct tube, representing a.
cast of the trachea; at other times it is coughed up in tlat or tubula.r fragments. In
fatal cases it is found sometimes lying in close contact with the mucous membrane,
and sometimes quite detached from it: so that it might have been expelled without
much forcing or difficulty, if the child could have sufficiently inf.lated its lungs, and
the requisite muscular power bad remained, and spasmodic irritability of the glottis
had not opposed.
But, in many instances, this albuminous exudat ion is not confined to the trachea.
It often stretches down to, and enters, the ramifications of the bronchi, and reaches
even to their termination in the pulmonary vcsicle8. Sometimes also it is found
clothing the mucous membrane belonging to the laryngeal cartilages. 'l'his Dr.
Craigie denies. llut I show you two specimens in which the false membrane, besides
filling the trachea, evidently extends into tho larynx. One of thc.~c comes from tho
museum up stairs: the other I have borrowed from the Middlesex H ospital Museum:
it is the larynx and trachea. of the young woman whom I mentioned just now as
having died there of croup, at the age of nineteen. 'fhc falso membrane reached
from the tip of the epiglottis to the bifurcation of the trachea. You sec the same
thing represented in ~his excellent plate of Sir U. Carswcll's, pictured from na~ur~.
Usually the advcutit1ous membrane commences just below tho larynx, where tt 1s
thin and soft: about the middle of the wind-pipe it is more dense and firm : lower
down in the trachea, and in the bronchi, it is generally looser again, pulpy, and
broken: it sometimes, I repeat, penetrates to the very air-cells. What arc called
(absurdly enough) bronchial polypi, branch-like casts of the smaller r~mifications of
the air-tubes, arc then apt to be coughed up. And even when this concrete substance is not formed, we have other evide nce, often, of the extens ion of the inflam
mation throughout the whole downward course of the mc1ubrane.
4
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On the other hand, there arc a few cases in which this adventitious m··111branc is
not formed at all; the inner surface of the windpipe is seen to be mcr~ly ri.:JJcucJ
Fto. 37-

FIG. 38.

Fro. 39.

Fig. 37. - Fo.lso membrane of croup. From a specimen in Dr. Gross' cabinet.
Fig. 38. - Example of false merubram:i of croup.
Fig.39.-l!'alscwombraoeofthebronchialtubcs.

and tumid, and covered with viscid mucus; or perhaps with a shred or two of concrete albumen here and there.
The difficulty of breathing, and the characteristic sounds th<it accompany it,
depend, in part, no doubt, upon spasmodic contractions of the small muscles of the
larynx.: for remarkable aggravations of the dyspnooa are apt to occur, and to subside
againj and these aggravations are sometimes brought on by sudden causes - by the
movements of dcglutition, for example.
I shall have to recur to this spasmod ic constriction of the glottis; but I may here
remark, that because it has not been (and cannot he) seen, doubts have been expressed
by some about its having aaythiag to do with the dyspoooa. Such doubts seem
scarcely reasonable. It is easy, at. any time, by an effort of the will, to close the
glottis, and to prevent the passage of air to ~rnd from the lungs. This is mainly
~ffccted by the action of the little muscles that bring together the arytenoid cartilages.
llut those muscles, like the other muscles concerned in respiration, act also indepen·
dcntly of the will, spasmodically therefore, through the reflex function of the spinal
cord. And it is by a providential and conservative appointment that they do so act,
as janitors, admitting, in the healthy state, the vivifying air, but barring the door
against certain hurtful gases, and against sol id s and liquids which would be injurious
to the respiratory apparatus. 'Ve know that if a drop of water, or a crumb of bread,
or a whiff of carbonic acid ~as, gets past the outer defence, the epiglottis, and into the
Jarynx, spasmodic action of the little muscles in question is instantly excited. We
cannot see these intruders, and voluntarily resist their entrance, but the unsleeping
sentinel is there to guard the passage. 'Ve may well conceive, therefore (and I know
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not how the supposition can be disproved), that the noisy and difficult respiration of
croup may be cau.~ed, in part, by spasm.
[As further evidence of the correcmess of this remark may be adduced those cases
in which all the diagnostic symptoms of croup arc sudUenly induced by au irritation
seated in the stomach, as from indigestible food, &c., aud arc as suddenly removed
the moment the cause of irritation is expelled. A medical friend has informed us,
that in one of his own chilUren, symptoms resembling croup arc produced by eating
fish, and are iuu.nediately removed upon the operation of an emetic. -C.J
The presence of the adventitious tubular membrane in the trachea affords a plausible explanation of one of the symptoms observed in these little patients; the tendency
they show to throw the head back. The cylinder of membrane is kept open in that
position; whereas, if the head were inclined at all towards the chest, the membrane
would be bent upon itself~ and the passage through it obstructed.
'!'his concrete exudat ion is often adduced to prove th:\t the mucous membranes may
exhibit, under certain circumstances, the phenomena of adhesive ioflammation. Similar filws sometimes form upon, or are thrown off by, the mucous surfaces of the intestines, and of the uterus. Whether they arc to be reµ:arded as essentially identical
with the layers of coagulable lymph poured forth in inflammation of the serous and
areolar tissues, may be made a question. There are certainly some strong points of
distinction between them. The concrete membrane of croup is more brittle, less
fibrous, more decidedly albuminous, than the false membranes that cover tho inflamed
pleura, pericardium, or peritoneum. A still more remarkable difference is this, that
it is not plastic, in the sense in which that term was formerly explained; it never becomes organized, never connects itself by blood-vessels with the surface from which it
proceeds. On the contrary, it is partially detached; and by degrees, if the patient
live long enough, it is completely separated from the adjacent parts.
Hypotheses have been framed to account for the limitation of this product of tracheal rnftammation to the early periods of life; and for its variation from the usual
products of inflammation of the same part. Dr. Stokes thinks that the predominance
of the white tissues in young subjects may explain the greater frequency of croup,
with its peculiar membrane, in infants. Dr. C. ll. Williams starts the very reasonable
supposition that the inflammation involves the submucous areolar tis~ue, which is
abundant during youth; and that the natural product of this phlegmonous inflammation transudes readily through the thin, simple, and delicate mucous membrane proper
to that age.
The formation of this adventitious membrane, and even its rene,val, appears to be
sometimes very rapid. I have here a preparation made by the la.tc Dr. Sweatman,
illustrative of this. It now belongs to the l\liddlesex Ilospital Museum. Upon a child
on the very brink of suffocation from croup, the operation of tracheotomy was performed, at one o'clock in the morning, by Mr. Chevalier. A tubular portion of ?1c~u
brane, of the shape and size of the trachea, was presently forced through the art1fic1al
opening. Immediately, the child's respiration became easy, and it fell asleep. Iu the
course of the same morniug, Dr. Sweatman was hastily summoned, and arriving at
eight 0 1 clock, found the child dead. It had slept six hours, and upwards; and then
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shows that such a membrane may re-form in that short space of time; namely, lll
from six to seven hours.
The croup is not contagious; although, like cyuanche tonsil.laris, ~nd for th~ san:ie
reasons, it is found sometimes existinO' at the same time, or m qmck succession, m
more t~an on~ child of the same fam~ly. 'fhus two twin children o~ D~. Gregory's
were seized with croup on the same 01ght. They had both been walkrn.g rn the cve1
1
1
1
1

C~:yn0en h~~est~~~J,h~~:t dt~;~~'l~t~ck° 1s ':i1 :~st '! 1 ~;:y~s ni:ct~~~~~~~ ~~c ;;;~~ ~~~~~ ~~~

child has during the preceding day been exposed to the weather. It frequently occu rs
sporadically; but there arc places in which the disease appears to be endcnuc. Dr.
Uhcyne fouud it so on the coast of the Frith of l?orth. Indc~d, the first distinct
account of it that we possess was drawn up by Dr. llome, of .Edinburgh, in 1765,
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fr~m much personal observation of its a.wages in J.;cith and ~Iu-zsclbur~h.

Cold situ-

ations-and damp places, more than such as are merely cold,-arc subJcct l? the prevalence of this disease. It is accordln(J'ly frequent in the seasons of wrnter and
spring. It is said to be most common n~"lr the sea-shore, and in the neighbourhood
of large bodies of water generally. It occurs in low, moist, what arc called in Scotland carse districts, oftener than in upland situations that are more exposed to cold
winds. It is more common at Leith than it is in Edinburgh; and in .Edinbuq?h, it
is most frequent in the lowest parts of the town. 'fbis I learned from Dr. Alison,
who, having long been physician to a dispensary there, had had ample means of obscrvin~ the disease. Canal Street and the Cowgate, both low spots, as some of you
may know, have long been famous, or rather infamous, for cases of croup. ~owns
situated on the banks of rivers have more than the average share of it; and it has
been observed to be particularly frequent among the chi ldren of washerwomen _in such
places; aud thus ~vidcntly connected with exposure to moisture. In tow us so situated,
it has been known to prevail epidemically after au inundation.
[Of_the frequent prevalence of croup as an epidemic, Berge, Canstatt, Fleury, Val]eix, Wunderlich, and others, furnish incontestible evidence. An epidemic of the
<liRease is recorded as having extended over the greater portion of Central Europe
during the period between 1805 and 1807, and one of more circumscribed limits by
Terrand iu his 'l'hesis on Membranous Angina, published in 1827, during \lhich, in a
district of very small extent, there occurred no less than sixty cases of croup, all terruiuatiug fatally.-C.)
Dr. Allison has made a very curious remark respecting croup. Ile says that it
seems to be often produced by the child's sitting, or sleeping, in a. room newly
washed : and that he has noticed its frequent occurrence on a Saturday uight- the
only da.y in the week on which it is customary for the lower orders in Edinburgh to
wash their houses.
(The remarks in the foregoing paragraph are applicable rather to spasmodic laryngitis than to cases in which there is a formation of false mewbrane.-U.]
Like cynanchc tonsillaris, and unlike cynanche parotidrea, the croup is exceedingly
npt to recur. Uclapses may happen within a. few days after apparent rccovcr.v; and
these arc very perilous. But besides th is tendency to a renewal of the severer symptoms, the little patients are often affected with cough, and hoarseness, and even with
aphonia, for a long time. And while these relics of the acute attack continue, it is
('asily brought back again. The first seizure is generally, I believe, the worst: but to
this rule there are numerous exceptions.
Uroup is a disorder which justly excites extreme alarm in the friends and parents
of the patient: for the prognosis can never be better than doubtful. It is said that
four children out of five attacked by it used to die: but that now, the treatment being
better understood than formerly, the number of deaths and the number of reco\•erics
are nearly equal. We judge of the probable issue, in a given case, by the apparent
circumstances and progress of the malady. If we could see the interior of the airtubcs, we should know that the chance of escape was small, in proportion as the
inflammation, and its albuminous product, descended along the ramifications of the
bronchi. But in these little patients, and amid the tracheal noises, it is difficult to
ascertain the physical state of the lungs. The prognosis is chiefly to be collecte<l
from the general condition of the child. If the distress of breathing seem to remit,
and free expectoration to come on, while the strength is yet entire, we venture to
ho,rc. On the other hand, we begin to despair when the lips arc becoming blue, the
skrn is losing its heat, the pulse is already feeble and intcrmitting, and the little patient is drowsy or comatose: in other words, whe n we perceive the final symptoms of
death in the way of apncca. Some few patients die suddenly and unexpectedly with·
out any previous coma .
. The mortality will differ according as the disease is detected early, and treated
ngorously,-or otherwise. And with respect to treatment, there is no specific remedy
for this, any wore than for any other inflammation. We must put in force the general
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principles upon which the treatment of inflammation is founded j adapting them, however, to the nrnlady iu question by those particular rules which the experience of the
best observers has collected for our guidance.
I need scarcely say that when cough and catarrh, and especially hoarseness or loss
of voice, are noticed in a young child, he should be narrowly watched, and protected
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of the skin should be attended to.
The three remedies that most require cou~idcration are blood-letting, tartarized antimony, and calomel.
"
Bleeding is to be unlrnsitatingly employed when the patient is stron!Z', and plethoric,
and seen in the outset of the disease. In judging of its mode, and of its amount, we
must recollect that what is no more than a topical bleeding for an adult, beconies
equivalent, iu its· effects upon the system, to general bleediug, when it is used for a
Yery youn~ child. Abstraction of blood by venmscction or cuppiug in the case of
older children, and by leeches in the case of infants, should be practised whenever the
symptoms are violent, and th.!rc is much fever, and the patient is secu within a few
hours after the commencement of the symptoms. 'l'hc relief that is given by this
measure, under such circumstances, is often so decided, that no doubt can remain of
its usefulness and propriety.
It is impossible to lay down any fixed rules for the quantity of blood that should
be taken in this complaint. Under two years of age, it should not, snys Dr. Cheyne,
exceed 6\·e ounces. I should esteem that a large bleed ing, at that age. Upon an
a'\'erage, a moderate bleeding will be produced by the application of a couple of
leeches to an infant in its first year: and an additional leech may be employed for
every additional year: so that six may be put to a child fi\'e years old, or eight if he
be stout. Dr. Copland estimates the amount of blood which these patients may, with
safety, bear, to be somewhat more than an ounce, or as much as an ounce and a half,
for eYery year of their age. l\Iuch, howc\•er, must depend upon the special circumstances of the case : the quantity of blood extracted by a gi,·en number of leeches is
less in one instance than in another; and then, of counm, the number must be increased. I have been in the habit of recommending that they should be applied at
the upper part of the sternum, rather than in front of the windpipe itself: for this
reason: -that the pressure which may be necessary to stop the bleeding, or to regulate its quantity, cannot well be borne upon the throat in these cases. Yet if the
process be conducted by the practitioner himself, and not left (as sometimes it inevitably must be) to the casual attendants of the sick child, this in cidental difficulty
may by care be obviated - and then it will be desirable, as ])r. West sug,;?csts, that
the leeches should draw the blood from the nearest vicinity of the affected membrane.
After one sufficient evacuation of blood, whether by means of the lancet, or of
leeches, or of cuppiog-glnsses applied between the shoulJcrs, it will always be right,
before repcatiog it, to ascertain the effects of other measures; such as emetics and
purgatives, the beneficial operation of which in this disorder is oft.en very remark-

able.
Full vomiting sometimes affords relief so sudden and complete, as to lead to the
persuasion that the symptoms had been principally owing to spasm . And even when
the disease is unequivocally ioflammation - sometimes even late, but pattic:ularly Tn
the early part of its course-the effect of a vomit is often very striking. It promotes
expectoration; and is not unfrequcntly followed by the expulsion of shreds of the
adventitious membrane. Wheu blood-letting is employed, it should precede the
emetic; or, at any rate, it should precede the act of vomiting. Dr. Cheyne recommends that the bleeding should be practised ten mioutes after the emetic has been
swallowed. 'l'he loss of blood assists the operation of the emetic, and lessens the
risk (which ii; not a. fanciful one) of injurious congestion of the vessels of the head
durin g the straining efforts of vomiting.
It is better, io Dr. West's opioion, to re-excite from time to time, as circumstances
ma.y require, the act of vomiting, than to aim at prolooging a state of nausea. and
faintness, which might mask the progress of the disorder towards a fatal ending. In
corroboratiou of the result of his own experience, as to the superiority of emetic over
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nauseating doses of medicine, he c1uotcs that of ~I. Vallcix, who states1 that in thirtyone out of fifty-three cases of true croup, ipecacuao and antimony were employed in
full doses, and fifteen of the patients recovered; whereas, of the remaining twcntytwo, in whose treatment these drugs were but sparingly rcsorte~ to, all _died but on~.
Now the substance best adapted to our purpose is the tartar1zcd antunony. Tins
medicine, as I have often mentioned before, has µ;reat power over iuflammation of the

mucous tissues: and there is one very great ad,•antage belonging to it in cases of
croup; namely, that children may be induced to take it without their knowing that
they arc takinp:; medicine; for the solution of it has little or no taste: '~hcrca8 the
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be dissolved in boiling water, in the proportion of a. grain to au ounce; and the cold
solution given. A tea. or a dessert spoonful may be repeated every quarter of an
hour, till some effect is }Jrodueed.

[By the majority of physicians the tartarized antimony is preferred as an emetic in
croup. Some, however, ascribe a peculiar efficacy to the sulphate of copper, while
others again prefer the sulphate of zinc. :Many of the Amer:can practitioners esteem
the Sanguinaria. Canadensis, in infusion, as almost a specific, while a few prefer the
Lobelia Inflata. Dr. l\Jeigs considers alum iu powder, from the speediness of its
opcr.ition, to form the best emetic in cases of croup, while Dr. Ilubbard, of l\laine,
recommends the turpeth mineral - the yellow sulphate of mercury-as an emetic in
this disease, in consequence of its promptness and certainty, and its ne\•er producing
catharsis, or being followed by the prostration caused by tartar emetic.
It is upon these latter considerations that the sulphate of copper llas been con
sidcrcd the article best adapted to produce emcsis in croup. By many of the continental physicians it is held to be superior to all others. It is recommended by
Beriguier and 'l'rousseau, in two or three gmin doses, but by the latter in doses of
five grains, to be repeated after a short interval, should the first fail to produce
Yomiting.
Dr. llorucrkopff, in a paper published in 1855 (Journ . der Kinderkrm1ld1t>ite11),
states that ht.! had employed the sulphate of copper iu 99 cases of croup, of which 77
rcco,•cred. Ile !!;tl"C the salt in solution, 6 to 8 gruins to one ounce of water, of this
from a tea. to a. table spoonful was given, more or less frequently, according to the age
of the patient and the extent of cmesis produced. Ile continues the use of the
remedy so as to keep up vomiting or decided nausea until convalesence has been fully
established. Dr. J. Sumter, of Posen ( Ciinsburg Zciischrifl, 1855), has employed
the sulphate of copper very much in the manner recommended by Dr. IIorncrkopff,
and speaks of it in equally favourable terms.
Dr. Luzinsky (Schmidt's Juhrbuch, 1855) gives a clecidcd preference to sulphate
of copper in croup. He p:ives it in solution (two to four or more grains in two and a.
half ounces of fluid), of which the dose is a. tea spoonful every fifteen minutes. -C.]
When vomiting is thus excited on the very first appearance of the symptoms, and
before the disease seems thoroughly formed, it sometimes puts it off; so that no other
treatment remains necessary beyond the exhibition of some purgative medicine. But
when this perfect relief does not ensue upon the operation of the emetic, Dr. Cheyne
advises (and this is in conformity with the practice of many other persons) that a
powder, consisting of two, three, or four grains of calomcl, with two or lhrce grains
of James's powder, should be given at short intervals; every two or three hours for
example. A dose of castor-oil is to be administered occasionally, to clear the bowels.
And another expedient, of great efficacy sometimes, and therefore never to be omitted,
is the warm bath. This is often properly resorted to just after the act of vomiting,
particularly if any tendency to perspiration be apparent. The temperature of the
water should not be lower than 98° Fahrenheit; and the child should remain in the
bath for ten minutes at least. When taken out, he should be wiped dry, and put immediately into bed again. The change for the better produced by the bath is sometimes so marked :111d so speedy, as to strengthen the conclusion that the most distressing- of the symptoms had resulted from spasm.
The usual effect of calowcl thus frequently repeated is that of causing (not, :is in
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ndults, ::::alivation, but) the discharge of a quantity of green f::ccal mri.tter, resembling
chopped spinach: and when stools of this kind begin to make their appearance,
there is often a sensible mitigation of the symptoms. The green colour is a common
consequence of mercury gi,·en to young children; and will occur, I bdieve, whatc\•er
be the disease, when the full effect of calomcl as a purgative is obtained. '!'he green
matter has been found, after death, in all the intestines, small as well as large, up to
the duodenum. I presume that the colour is owing to some chemical action that
takes place between the calomel and the bile. We know that calomcl docs tinge bile
green when mixed with it out of the body. It may be, however, that the calomel
provokes a flow of altered bile.
Calomel thus administered, is the purgative that has received the strongest recommendations. Its usefulness appears to have been fully borne out by the test of experience:. and the well-known virtu? belonging to mercury, of prc,·enting or ~rrcstiog
the effusion of coagu lable lymph m other tCxturcs, has formed (I conceive) one
cogent reason for its adoption in this disorder, of which the chief peril results from
the pouring forth of the albuminous part of the blood. But whether mercury really
has the same power of controlling adhesive inflammation, when that process is set up
in mucous tissues, which arc so commonly exempt from it, may be questioned. On
the other band, the effect of full doses of tartar emetic in restraining active inflamma·
tion of those tissues is well ascertained. The act of vomiting helps greatly, :ilso, to
dislodge from the air-passages, the phlegm and false mcmbranl '!I by which they arc
obstructed. For these reasons, the remedy is admirably adapted o the e~rly stages
of this dangerous malady. The system can be brought to feel its decided influence
with much more certninty, and in a much shorter space of time, than that of
calomel: and if it fail to make a beneficial impression, it need not long interfere with
the mercurial treatment. Let me quote to you the statement of Dr. Cheyne (whose
experience of this disease was far ampler than mine bas hccn) respecting the efficacy
of tartarizcd antimony in what he calls the second stage of croup. H e recommends.
that half a grain, dissolved in a table spoonful of water, should be given to a child
two or three years old, cnry half hour, till sickness and vomiting ensue. In two
hours after the last effort of \'Omiting, the same process is to be recommenced; and
so repeated while the symptoms require it, and the strength will permit. This mode
of treatment was suggested to him by the accidental observation of a particular case,
in which it was remarkably successful. From that time he placed his whole reliance
on that remedy iu the second .!.tagc of croup; especially as he had found that blood·
letting in that stage only accelerated tbe death of the patient. lie noticed that the
cases were/ew in which he had known children sun·ivc the second stage, but in utl
of these few, they recovered while using a solution of tartarized antimony. H e held
that no other medicine was, at that stage of tbc disorder, entitled to confidence. In
short, he declared "that tartar ewetic so giveu as to produce continued nausea, had
been his sheet anchor, in the treatment of croup, since the year 1799." This was
written in 1801, in a separate work on the pathology of the larynx and bronchi; and
Dr. Cheyne recently has affirmed, in the Cyclopadia of Practfral Medicine, that he
still found reason to adhere to the same opinions, and the same practice.
[Dr. Watson makes no mention of the application of nitrate of silver locally to the
throat, in cases of croup, and yet the evidence in its favor is of the strongest
character. The best means of effecting this application is by wetting a small piece
of fine sponge, firmly attached to the end of a. portion of whale.bone, properly
curved, with a solution of the nitrate of silver in water, and carrying it to the larynx
and on the glottis, and then quickly withdrawing it. -C.J
Now, what is good for the second stage, would, a fortio1'i, I think, be likely to
save lifo, if employed during the earlier stage of the disease. I thcrcfo_re should say,
take blood in the very outset, as largely as may seem prudent: then give tho ta!'tar
emetic soluti on in the way already described. As soon as it causP.s vomiting, and
pallor, and a sinking of the pulse, stop: and suffer the heart to r13covcr itself. And
if, with the rallying circulation, the difficulty of breathing return, have recourse again
to the same remedy. 'l'he faintness and collapse are sometimes so great as to thrcatCLi
the ex tin ction of life: the chiltl, with a flying pulse, and a clay-cold surface, seems
36
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gasping: its last.
mixc~

When this happens, a few drops of f!l.al vo1atilc, or of brandy,
with water, will presently ~r.ing the little pati;nt round again. .If no ground

be gamed after two or three repet1hons of the emetic treatment, then it may be well
to make trial of the calomcl plan.
Sometimes the antimony acts severely on the bowels: it may occasionally therefore
be necessary to combine with it a small quanity of syrup of poppies, or of laudanum.
[We have been in the habit, for many ye:trs, of prescribing immediately after
bleeding in those cases in which this was demanded, and when such was not the case,
as our first prescription, a combination of one or two, or three grains of calomcl, an
eighth of a grain of tartar emetic, and from three to five grains of muriate of
ammonia, every one, two, or three hours, according to the urgency of the symptoms
present, and the age and vigour of the patient, and we have had much cause to be
pleased with the effects of this combination. Under its use all the prominent symp.
toms often disappear with great promptness. -C.J
Blisters arc often applied in this disease; but with very questionable propriety.
In the outset they arc likely to do harm; in the advanced periods they arc not likely
to do good. If used at all, they should be placed, not on the throat, but across the
upper part of the sternum.
[We clo not appro"Vc of the use of blisters in this disease. If applied, they should
only be kept on for a few hours, so as merely to redden the skin. A much better
application is a strip of flannel wet with spirits of turpentine, kept on for only a. few
minutes at a time, and repeated if considered necessary. - C. J
When signs of approaching death have come on-lividity of the 1ip~, coldness of
the skin, and a tendency to stupor- the question 10ill obtrude itself, whether there
tnay not still be a. chance of saving the patient by performing tracheotomy. In the
first place you will consider that the operation is much more difficult to execute upon
children than upon adults; and is attended with more perplexing lH."cmorrbage. llut
there is a greater objection than this to tracheotomy in such cases-an objection
which you will have anticipated - namely, the existence of the preternatural membrane; which often extends so far down) that air woul<l not be admitted into the
lungs, even if an aperture in the windpipe were made at the lowest po~siblc point.
Another consideration, forbidding much hope of success from this expedient at any
period of the disease) is that the ramifien.tions of the bronchi and the ultimate air·
cells get filled up with serous, or mucous) or puriform matter, or even sometimes with
a membranous exudation, whereby suffocation is effected in the lungs themselves.
The membrane in the trachea, being tubular, docs not entirely exclude the air from
those organs; but it does not admit it in sufficient quautity. Tracheotomy bas been
many times practised in this complaint, and with just enough of success to warrant
its repetition in cases otherwise hopeless. Two instances in which life was saved by
its performance arc recorded in the Afedico·CMrurgicol Transactions: the one
achieved by i\Ir. Andre, and related by Dr. Fnrre, in the third volume: and the other
by Mr. Chevalier, in the sixth volume. These were both apparently desperate cases.
Immediate relief followed tho operation in both, and the patients recovered per·
fectly. More recently five examples of tracheotomy in croup, pC'rformcd in St.
George's Ilospital, have been brought before the society by Dr. Fuller. In two of
these the operation succeeded; in three it failed.
There seem to be just two predicaments in which there is a fair chance that tracheotomy may be useful. They are perhaps rare: yet they have been noticed by several
observers. 11hc one is where the preternatural membrane extends but a very little
way down the trachea, and is chiefly confined to the larynx.: and the other is where
there is no preternatural membrane at all, or only a very slight coating in some part
of the trachea, the impediment to the breathing having arisen mainly from the thick·
ening of the mucous membranr.. And you will observe that an impediment from this
cause will always be the greatest at the narrowest part of the canal: aud therefore
incision of the windpipe in such a case may be expected to bring relief. The effect
1rodueed 1y the tracheotomy in :\Ir. Chevalier's case was very instructive. Air was
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fully inspired through the opening, then a strong cough took place, by which 1\ large
quantity of viscid reddish mucus was forced out by the natural channel, through ihe
glottis. It was evident that the child could not expectorate before, simply because it
could not sufficiently fill its lungs with air to drive the collected mucus out. Dr.
Farrc gins a circumstantial account of a case in which the ad\cntitious membrane
did not reach more than a. finger's breadth below the cricoid cartilage; and the rest
of the tube was so free that he was convinced the child's life might have been saved
by a timely opening into the trachea. Unfortunately we cannot tell, before death, to
what degree or extent the preternatural membrane exists. All tlrnt can be said, l
think, is, that when dyspnrea and much croup come on suddenly or quickly, the disease is probably limited to the larynx and upper part of the windpipe : but that when
the progress of the disorder is slower, and the croupy symptoms arc not so well
marked, it is more likely that a. greater extent of the trachea, below the larynx, participates in the mischief. Our expectations of success from tracheotomy will yary
accordingly. It affords o. bad chance at the best; but it affords also, in many cases,
the onl!J chance. For some sound practical suggestions in regard to the proper management of the opcr::ition, and to the after treatment which is essential to its prospering, I must refer you to Dr. Fuller's paper.
[The subject of tracheotomy in croup is one of considerable interest. That in
many cases it may, when timely performed, save the life of the patient, we have the
most unquestionable evidence. In a statement by )1. Trousseau of the result of the
operation, as performed by himself, and by others, according to his rr.ethod, in o'ie
ku11dred and fifty cases, the patients were saved in thirty-nine. In the case of his
own child, three weeks old, recently published by Dr. Scoutetten, the operation was
performed on the third day of the disease, under circumstances apparently the most
desperate, with complete success - the infant recovering in a short time from the
effects of the operation, as well as from every symptom of the croup. The class of
cases, the period and particular circumstances of the disease in which the operation is
most likely to ::ifford relief, arc questions of no little importance, and it is prob::ible that
much of the want of success, which many practitioners have experienced in performing
the operation, is to be attributed to its having been resorted to under improper circumstances. M. 'frousscau, whose experience on this subject has been somewhat
extensive, presents the following as a summary of the prognosis of tracheotomy in
croup:" 1st. If the commencement of the attack dates several days back, if, consequently,
the disease has advanced slowly, whatever may be the extent of the false membranes
in the trachea and bronchi, the children either recoycr, or live at least several days
after the operation.
"2d. But if the disease has been very rapid, even although at the time of the
operation we ascertain that the false membranes do not extend beyond the larynxJ
the children die very quickly.
"3d. If previous to the operation, the false membranes have extended to the narcs:,
or if they cover the blistered surfaces; if the child is pale and somewhat bloated,
without having taken mercury or been bledJ or if he has lost much bloodJ there is
little chance of the operation succeeding.
"4th. If previous to the operation the pulse is moderately frequent, and if, after
itJ the pulse remains calm, hopes may be entertained.
"5th. It is a bad sign, if, immediately after the operation, the respiration becomes
very frequent, without any cough or with very little.
"6th. )fore boys than girls are cured.
"7th. Children under two, and over six years of age, rarely recover.
"8th. The more deeply the false membranes ba.ve extended, the greater, ctEteris
paribus, the danger.
"9th. If tho child has been subject to chronic catarrl1s, and if he had been suffering from a cold for some time wh en he was attacked with the croup, tracheotomy is
more successful
"10th. Even when all is going on favourably, very great frequency of rc8piration
is a bad sign.
"11th. The more rapid and energetic the inflamm ation which attacks the wound
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in the trachea, the better arc the chances of success-a sudden sinking of the wound
is a mortal sign.
"12th. So long as the respiration is silent or the noise is only oc~asi?ned by the
displacement of mucosity, there is nothing to fear; but wbcu the rcsp1rattou becomes
saw-like (scrratigue), in other words, when it is attended with a sound like that produced by a saw cutting stone, death is certain.
"13th. There is no reason to despair of the patient, C'VCD if a pucumonic or pleuritic attack should supcrnnc.
"14th. Agitation and sleeplessness are bad signs.
" 15th. Should the wound become covered with false membranes; if, after withdrawing the .canula, it remains gaping for a long time, or, if after ha,'ing become
entirely cicatrized it reopens largely, the chi ld is in danger.
" 16th. The sooner after the operation the larynx is disembarrasscd, the sooner may
we remove the canula, and the more rapid and certain is the cure.
"17th. If the croup supervened upon rubcola, scarlatina, variola or pertussis,·
although there is not ordinarily any connection between the malignant angina. and
these pyrexia, tracheotomy does not succeed.
" 18th. If the expectoration becomes mucous and catarrbal by the third day after
the operation, the children will recover. If there is no expectoration, or it is serous,
or like half-dried portions of gum Arabic, they will die.
"19th. If the patients react vigourously under the injections into the trachea of
water or nitrate of silver, and under the sponging out of the trachea., we should not
despair, however unfavourable may be the other signs.
"20th. Children attacked with convulsions after the operation die, and the younger
the patients and the more blood they have lost before or during the operation, the
more often convulsions supervene.
"21st. When, after the tenth day, the drinks pass almost entirely fro~ the pharynx into the larynx and trachea, even if they arc readily rejected, the children most
generally die.
"22d. The increase of the fever after tbe fourth day, agitation, sinking of the
wound, and dryness of the trachea, frequency of the respiratory movements, und
attem11ts to cough, announce the invasion of pneumonia, which, at first lobular, becomes sometimes pseudo-lobular, and is to be treated by the same means as arc usually
employed in the pucumonia of children; we should, however, exclude blisters, because
they too often become covered with false membranes." (Sec Rilliet and Barlltez,
Traite des Mal. des En/ans, t. i., 365-7.-C.]
A severe inflammatory disorder of the throat, mucl1 more common in some parts of
France than it is iu this country, and named by l\.I. Brctonnc:m, of Tours, who first
fully described it, diphtheritis-is regarded by Dr. West as a variety of croup. Some
analogy with that disease it certainly has; but the points of difference are stronger
and more essential. It rescm bl es croup, inasmuch as it leads to the production of an
adventitious membrane upon a mucous !iurfacc. It differs in the position of that
membrane, which is seldom formed in the trachea. The affection of the windpipe,
when it occurs at all, is. secondary : so that the term cynanche trachcalis would be
quite inappropriate. The parts first and chiefly concerned are the fauces. A whitish
or ash-coloured membrane forms upon the pharynx and tonsils, and extends forwards
to tllC soft palate, and into the nostrils, and backwards into the resophagus, sometime.;;;
into the larynx, but seldom into the trachea. Around it, between its fissures, and in
spots from which it has been detached, the mucous membrane is seen to be of a deep
red, and sometimes of a purplish or claret colour. The submaxillary and cervical
glands are liable to swell, the neck in front becomes full and oodcmatous, and an acrid
discharge from the nose is commonly present.
This very formidable complaint, of which I have not seen more than two or three
examples, proves fatal generally by the extension of the inflammation into the air
passages. It is attended by fovcr, commonly of a low type. In Picardy and Touraine
it would seem to be endemic; occurring sometimes sporadically, sometimes with an
epidemic prevalence, and not without suspicion of conta~~fous properties. In 1855
and 1856 it w:ie rife au<l deadly in Boulogne. Dr. \Y est has met with the di.sordcr
1ccasionally as au idiopathic affection, but much more frequently as '·a most dan-
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p:erous complication of some other disease, almost alwap of measles. 11 Tt seldom
begins until the eruption of i:icasles is on the decl ine, or tl~e process of. dcsquamation has commenced. '11 here 1s generally so great a depression of the vital powers,
as to contra-indicate the employment of active antipblogistic treatment. The two
rem edial measures upon which Dr. W est mainly relies, are the careful and repeated
spon~ing of the fauces with a strong solution of lunar caustic, (a scruple to the ounce
of distilled water,) and the exhibition of tartar emetic in the same manner as in
cynanche trochealis. Mercury, by the mouth if the state of the bowels permit, or by
inunction - and an early support by nourishing broths and by bark, or wine-form
also important parts of the treatment.
The comparative freedom of the windpipe would encourage a trial of tracheotomy
in these cases, when life seemed in jeopardy from impeded respiration; but the morbid condition of the blood, and the resulting character of the attendant fever, forbid
the hope of such success from that mechanical remedy as it might otherwise promise.
This disease has recently (November, 18f.i5) proved fat:i.l in the fami ly of an es·
teemed member of the council of this College. 'fhc patient, a young man about 17
years of age, was carried off after less than four days of illness. His symptoms, as
described to me by my friend Dr. Burrows, were precisely such as I just now enumerated. The respiration became at last laborious, and tracheotomy was performed by
l\Ir. Stanley-but in vain. In the larynx and trachea there was no trace of that sort
of coriaceous membrane which covered the tonsils, velum palati, and fauces generally.
I mention the case for tl~l' purpose of recording that, besides a~d beyond tl.10 usual
appearances already specified, the centre of the swoll en left tonsil wns occupied by a
sloughy abscefl.s, while the right contained about a dmchm of gen uin e pus. At no
time during the progress of the disorder was any kind of lowering treatment admissible.
[Dr. Willigc states (Schmidt's J11hrlAidicr, 1847,) that he lrns derived marked
success in the treatment of severe cases of croup by the external appli cation of iodine
to the upper part of the neck. He applied, by means of a feather, the tincture of
iodine over the front part of the neck, corresponding to the rt:gion of the larynx and
trachea, and repeated the application at intervals of about four hours, until redness
and irritation of the skin arc produced. This, he declares, was followed in most cases
by a subside nce of the difficulty of respiration, of the spasmodic affection of the glottis,
aud of the other distressing symptoms.
The internal use of tho iodide of potassium has been su~gefl.tcd as a means, iu tho
first stage of croup, adapted to modify the disposition to membraniform deposition in
the larynx. It was first used in a.case of the disease by Dr. J. D. Oriscom, of this
city, with apparently the most favourable results; it has sin ce been employed by
others, who speak of it in terms that should encourage us to a. trial of it, that its true
value as an antiplastic in this disease may be ascertained.
As a. means of reducing the plasticity of the blood, and thus diminishing the tendency to the formation of false membrane in croup, the vegetab le alkalies have been
strongly recommended by several of the continental physicians. Eggert considers the
carbonate of potass, after an experience of its effects in about two hundred and fifty
cases, as almost a specific in croup; and Luzinsky speaks of it in the most favourable
terms, ( Sclunidt's JuhrbiiclLer, 1855). The latter states that it may be given adYantagcously in doses of from half a drachm to two drachms, daily. In mild cases
the carbonate of soda may be employed, but in the more severe, tho carbonate of
potass is alone to be relied on. - C.J
There is a sort of bastard croup, with which it is quite necessary that you should
be acquainted, for it is not at all uncommon; nay, it is far more common, in this place
at least, than the real disease. It has received a. variety of names, which shows that
it baa been recognised, as a distinct malady, by various observers. Yct no doubt can
be entertained that it has very often indeed been confounded,-and is still conti1rnally
confounded,-with the true croup, with cynauche trachealis. In their most ob,,ious
symptoms the two affections are much alike. Th e broad and essen tial distinction
between them, is the absence, in the spurious disorder, of inflammation and of fcvcrand consequently of any concrete or other effusion from tho mucous mcmbr:.rne of the
air passages. '!'he child is seized all of a sudden, roused perhaps from its sleep, t)r
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checked during the act of sucking, by a catch, or interruption of its breathing, more
or less complete. It strives and struggles to inspire, but is apparently unable to Ju
so; at length the effort is successful, and the breath is drawn in with a shrill whistling
or crowing sound, like that which characterizes the inspirations of croup, or of hoop.
ing cough, and depending, no doubt, upon the same cause-a narrowing (in this
complaint temporary) of the fissure of the glottis. Spasmodic croup is the mo:it
common of its names. It is the th!Jmic asthma of the Germans. l\ly late colleague,
Dr. Ley, in a volume upon this curious disorder, published a short time before his
death, adopts from Dr. l\lason Good the appellation of larynglsmus strid1dus. Dr.
Gooch called it chitd.croidng, a homespun term, which I much prefer to the somewhat
pedantic and cacophonous title bestowed upon it by Dr. Good. The crowing noise,
and its concomitant phenomena, take place in paroxysms, which vary in respect to
frequency and severity, and which are separated by intervals of easy and natural
breathing.
"When the closure of the chink of the glottis is not perfect, t110 child struggles
for its breath: the respiration is hurried; the countenance generally bluish or livid;
the eyes staring; and each inspiration is attended with a crowing noise. When the
closure is more complete (and this state was found by Dr. Ley, whose words I am
uow quoting, to be much the most frequent, at the commencement of the paroxysm)
the function of respiration is entirely suspended for a. while; there is au effectual
obstacle to the admission of air. The child makes vehement struggles, by some termed
convulsive, to recover its breath. .At varied intervals, from a. few sccoW.s up to a.
minute, or upon some occasions nearly two minutes, air is at length admitted through
the glottis, now partially open; and this rush of air, passing through a very narrow
chink, produces the peculiar sound. ~ro these symptoms not unfrequcntly succeed a
fit of coughing or crying, which tcrminn.tes the scene: or, if the glottis be not thus
partially open, the child, at the end of from two to three minutes at the utmost, will
die suffocated. Pallid and exhausted, it falls lifeless upon its nurse's arms; and it
is then that the child is generally said to have died in a fit."
Sometimes, but not always, with the symptoms now described there is a. contracted
state of the flcxor muscles of tllC thumb, fingers, wrist, ankle, and toes; giving to the
foot au appearance approaching to that of club-foot.
Now, till very lately, most of those persons who bad learned not to confound this
child.crowing with true croup, were of opinion that it depended upon cerebral disease,
or disorder. '£his was the doctrine of Dr. John Clarke, who has left a very good
description of the complaint, which he called "a. peculiar species of convulsions."
Dr. Ley doubted the correctness of that notion, and fancied that the bending of the
linibs resulted ra.thcr from feebleness or paralysis of the extensor muscles, than from
spasmodic contraction of the flexors. It was obviously a great point to make out,
whether the disorder depends upon pressure within the lteacl or not. Our treatment
will be regulated by what we know, or believe, in that respect. But what was chiefly
original, and very interesting, in Dr. Ley's views concerning this bastard sort of croup
was this, that he attributed the temporary closure of the glottis to pressure made by
enlarged glands in the neck or chest upon the recurrent nerve, or upon some part of
the eighth pair: "subverting the exact antagonism by which the glottis is automatically and involuntarily kept open, and allowing its margins to come together, and to
occasion the peculiar kind of inspiration so much like that of croup." Dr. Ley looked
upon the affection altogether as more allied to paralysis than to convulsive movement.
'!'his certainly was a very original, but, I conceive, a mistaken view of the matter; I
must refer you, however, to his book for the facts and reasoniµgs upon which it is
founded. '.l'he important practical fact announced by him was the frequent connexion
of child.crowin~ with tumefaction of the glands in the neck and cl1cst, and with the
entanglement of the pneumo-gastric nerve, or its branches, among these glands.
"Scarcely an instance (says he) has occurred to me since my attention has been very
much directed to the subject, in which there has not. been the strongest foundation
for the belief that either the glanduloo concatcnatre of the neck, or the thoracic absorb·
ent glands, had become morbidly enlarged."
Not long after the publication of Dr. Ley's book, this curious and intricate knot.
wr.s somewhat further untwisted. Its complete solution is of yet more recent date.
Dr. J. Heid ascertained, by a well·contrivcd set of experiments, that the inferior
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laryngeal (or recurrent) nerve, is an efferent or motor nenc, by which nearly all the
mo_ve1~1cnts of the larynx arc reg~lated; ~nd that the superior laryngeal is an affercct
or 10c1dcnt ncn•c. We may easily conce1ve, therefore, how pressure upon, or irrita.
tion of either of these nerves, may affect the aperture of the glottis. If the superior
laryngeal nerve be implicatcd 1 the impression is communicated to the spinal cord, and
thence reflected, through the recurrent, upon the laryngeal muscles. Irritation of the
gastric ramifications of the par vagum may have the same result. It is an obscr>ation
of Dr. John Clarke's, that the attacks" very commonly take place after a full meal."
Nay, it seems probable th:it not only any of the afferent fibrils of the eighth pair of
nerves, but those of the fifth pai r also may have a similar exciting power ; for a transient crowing is readily produced in some children, by exposure of the surface of the
face and chest to a breeze of wind, or by their being suddenly tossed in the arms of a
nurse. We must even suppose that the effect produced upon the centra l cord may,
by reflexion, influence other muscles, and cause the carpopcdal contractions that are
so frequently to be noticed. Again, if the recurrent nerve itself be pressed upon, or
interfered with, undue contraction or paralysis, according to the kind and degree of
interference, will be likely to ensue, of the muscles bclon.ging to the glottis. Spasm
of those muscles would close the chink, and stop the breath. And Dr. Reid has shown
that their palsy, except while the breathing is perfectly quiet aud tranquil, sensibly
impedes inspiration, and alters its character.
It appears, therefore, that the ingenious view taken by Dr. Ley of the spec ial pathology of this child-crowing disorder, or croup-like oonvulsion, merges in the more
general prineipl<'s of reflex function advanced by Dr. ~farshall Hall.
At the same time it is interesting to obsen•e how Dr. Lcy's theory harmonizes with
what h:is been noticed of the predisposing causes of this crowing inspiration. In the
first place, it is often manifestly connected with dentition. Now one effect of dentition is the production of glandular swellings of the neck; which happen enn in the
absence of all strumous taint, but with still more likelihood if any such taint exist.
And thus he explains the fact, that the disorder has appeared in the most robust as
well as in the most delicate infants. Thus also he explains another well-known fact,
viz., that, when child-crowing accompanies painful dentition, the symptoms do not
vanish instantaneously, as if by magic, the moment that the tooth starts through the
gum; but pass off by degrees. Dr. Ley remarks that, "after the gum and enveloping
membrane of the tooth have been relieved from swelling and inflammation by the free
use of the gum-lance, some time is still required fo r tl1c irritation a nd tumid state of
the cervical glands to subside." It is not improbable tlrnt the gingival irritation
alone may sometimes suffice, through the channel of the trifaeial nerve, to determine
the reflex spasm.
Again, this child-crowing is found to occur in connex ion with excoriations behind
the ears, and with inflamed and irritable scalp; aud these complaints very frequently
lead to en largement of the absorbent glands of the neck, which en largement may thus
form an intermediate link in the chain of events. And upon some occasions Dr. Ley
has had strong reason to suspect that bronchitis, or other disease of the lungs, has
occasioned enlargement of the bronchial glands, and so given rise to the crowing
inspiration.
1 think that Dr. Ley bas made out fair grounds for bis view of the pathology of
what is called spasmodic croup. But it is too partial and limited a view. Again, the
alleged connexion between child-crowing and cerebral disturbance is not a mere fan~y,
although its bearing may have been sometimes misapprehended .. '!'he .cerebral disturbance is mostly the consequence, more rarely the cause, of the impediment to the
functi on of respiration.
[We doubt the correctness of Dr. Loy's views, as well as the views. of ~hose who
refer the disease to enlargement of the thymus gland. For an exam mat1on of the
facts connected with the pathology of lar!Jn,qisnwf4 stridulus, the reader is refcrreci to
the Editor's Treatise on the Diseases of Children. -C.J
'l'he practical fact which you have to remember is, that croupy breathing may
occur, and return in paroxysms, when there is no croup. And the practical lrsson
which you have to learn is, how to discriminate between these two similar, yet diffc-
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rent disorders. I 1uwc already specified the distinctive characters of cynanche trachealis. 'l'hc complaint that copies it may be known by its sudden accession, and its
sudden departure; by the freedom of breathing in the intcn·als between the parox.
ysms;. b~ the absence of fe~·cr, o~ preceding or present cata1Th, of hoors~ness, and of
any ab1drng cough. The d1agnos1s, easily enough reached when these pomts are suffi.
cicntly attended to, will be still more sure, if you discover enlarged glands in the
neck : or hot, tense, and tender gums.
Accord in~ to Dr. Clark, "convulsions of this description seldom, if ever, occur after
the expiration of the third year of a child's life,' 1
It must be unnecessary for me to urge the importance of the diagnosis. Those
active measures which befit the outset of the inflammatory disease, would be misplaced and miscl1ievous iu the other. It was the result of Dr. Ley's cxperieoce that
''those children have upon the whole a much better chance of being preserved, who
are not subjected to very severe discipline, than those who, in compliance with the
prevailing doctrine, have been treated by very copious bleedings, large closes of calornel, and such other remedies as the supposition of the invariable depeudance of the
disease upon cerebral turgescence, or excitement, has suggested."
Do not, however, imagine, from what I have just been saying, that this disorder,
child-crowi11g1 is a trifling disorder, and unattended with danger. It is really a perilous, as well as a terrifying condition. 'rhc respiration is sometimes so long suspendeU
that death takes place in the paroxysm. And each paroxysm is accompanied by a
teudency to stagnation and congestion of blood, in the brain, lungs, ancl heart: a tendency which: by its frequent repetition, may lay the foundation of serious and fatal
disease in one or other of those vital organs.
'.l'he treatment of this affection must depend a good deal upon the nature of the
predisposing and exciting causes. To go into it fully would require that I should
speak of the mode of cure in painful dentition, in eruptive complaints abvut the head,
in certain pulmonary and cardiac diseases, in disorders of the digcsti,•e organs, and in
all those conditions which are apt to cause enlargement of the catenated or bronchial
glands: or to fret, in some other way, the pneumogastric nen·es.
In addition to the special methods of treatment which these complaints may SC'Verally need, great care must be taken, in all cases, to regulate the sta.tc of the bowels,
and of the skin. F1·esh afr also is a powerful adjuvant; and sometimes of itself a
sufficient remedy. Change of place, therefore, and especially a removal from the air
of a city or town to the purer atmosphere of the country, should be urged whenever it
is practicable.
Dr. Wm. Budd has recently announced that in ten or twelve instances, he has
observed a speedy subsidence of this disorder under from five to ten grains of the
phosphate of lime, administered three times a day, in chalk mixture. Whether the
success of this remedy was due to its antacid properties, deserves further inquiry.
In the paroxysm itself the warm bath might be useful, if it could be got ready in
time. The application to the throat of a large sponge from which hot water has
just been squeezed, is a more accessible, and often a very effectual expedient. Sprinkling the face and chest freely with cold water will sometimes unlock the spasm, and
set the little sufferer free.
I should have stated, that Dr. Ley's peculiar views were amply supported by the
researches that he had made into the morbid anatomy of this affection. Ilad he lived,
1 should have had it in my power to show you some very beautiful and interesting
preparatioos, illustrative of the connexion of the disorder with enlarged glands, which
had come to press upon, or stretch, the par vagum, or its branches. As it iis, I can
only show you the published engravings from some of them, appended to his book.
But for a full view of the pathology of laryngismus geDerally, I recommend you to
study Dr. Marshall Ilall 1s first essay On the Theor!J of Ocmvulsive Disertses.
[SPASMODIC LARYNGITIS-Under the head of" chi ld-crowing or spurious croup,''
Dr. Watson has confounded two very distinct diseases. One occurs, most comruouly,
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tury property of the nervous system, of various irritations of the gums or <ligcsti,·e
apparatus, or of the action of external agents, or mental emotious. 1'his is th-.:: affec-
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tion known as laryngismus stridulus. 'l'he other disease differs in nothing from
~euuine croup, excepting that the inflammation is less intense, and seldom extends
into the trachea; the exudation is of a more muco-form character, se ldom adhering
long enough to the inflamed mucous surface of the larynx to become converted into
false membrane. This form of laryngeal disease ha s been termed calan-hal croup,
false croup, and by some spasmodic croup : we prefer the name spasmodic lar!Jngitis,
given to it by Uilli et and Barthez.
'fhe attack of spasmodic laryngitis is usually preceded by slight catarrhal symptoms; coryza, watering of the eyes, a sense of chilliness followed by flushes of heat;
slight hoarseness and some cough. 'l1 hesc symptoms may continue for twenty-four or
forty-eight hours before a paroxysm of the disease is obscrnd. In general this occurs
at night; the child being suddenly awoke from its sleep by a souse of impending
suffocation. Ile starts up in a s ittin~ posture, or throws him self forwards on his
knees. Ile cries out that he is choking, seems anxious for air, tears off every covering
from his throat, aud pushes away all who surround or offer to assist him. 1.'hc face
becomes swollen and of a dark red or violet hue, the eyes projecting a.n<l humid, and
the expression of the countenance extremely anxious. 'l'h c inspiration is long and
hissing; aud so loud as occasionally to be heard in an adjoining apartment. 'fherc is
also, at interrnls, a. frequent hoarse cough. The voice is constrained, but Reldom
whispering or abolished. The pulso is quick, and the skin hot In a short time the
paroxysm ceases, and the patient falls asleep. The disease may be confined to a single
paroxysm. )lore commonly, however, the child continues during the ensuing day
tolerably well, excepting perhaps that he is somewhat hoarse and has au occasional
short barking cough, with or without expectoration; and on the succeed ing uiµ:ht is
again attacked with a paroxysm as on the night previous. The disease may continue
thus, with one or two pnroxysws each night, fo r several days, when the paroxysms
will cease to recur, and the cough and other symptoms speed ily disappear. In some
cases, howe,·er, the paroxyms continue to recur at shorter intervals, and gradually
augmeuting in intensity, the patient dies from asphyxia, or, in other coses, after one
or more paroxysms, he becomes affected with the utmost inquietude, with almost
constant nausea and repeated vomiting, with symptoms of great ex.haustiou1 cold
extreruitic:s, and a small frequent pulse, and soon dies.
l,;sually, however, the
di~ease is one very readily controlled, and ha s seldom a. fatal termination.
Spasmodic laryu gitis is very liable to recur after three, six, nine months or a year,
or whenever the c:hild is exposed to cold and <lamp, or during seaso ns marked by
sudden vicissitudes of temperature.
llarthez aud Rilliet have pointed out the dependence of the disease upon acfual but
slight inflammation of the larynx. This opinion is based upon the fac:t that its
attacks generally fo llow sudden exposure to cold, and by its being prec:eded by
catarrhal symptoms, and being attended by some degree of febrile excitement. In
counection with this mild bronchitis there occurs al~o a spasmodic affection of the
glottis, to which they attribute the paroxysms of imffocatiou. 'That the disease is
always attended with some degree of laryngeal inflammation also is evident from the
result of post...mortem examinations. lo the few instances in which au opportunity
has been afforded for an examination after death, traces more or less decided of inflammation of the mucous membrane of the larynx have generally been detected- even
when no traces of increased redness are pre:,ent, the secretion of the membrane ir;
usually found to be augmented, and of an opaque yell°'~ish or reddish co.lo~r. When,
as sometimes happens, death takes place suddenly d~rrng a paroxysm, 1t 1 ~ probably
the result of asphyxia, caused by a complete spasmod ic closure ?f the glottis.
The disease usually occurs in children from ten months to eight years of age, but
more frequently between two and five years. It occurs more often in boys than in
gii;iierc is in some families a peculiar predisposition to the attacks of spasmodic
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an epidemic.
Its occasional cause is almost exclusively exposure to cold and damp, or sudden
alternations of temperature. After an attack has occurred, the paroxysms way be
excited by any sudden or violent mental emotion.
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The prognosis in this disease is generally favourable-but when the occurrence of
the paroxysms is prolonged beyond the third clay, and they constantly augment in intensity-especially when they arc succeeded by great restlessness, nausea and vomiting,
when the pulse becomes soft and feeble, when a frequent suffocative cough remains,
an<l the patient's strength gradually diminishes, an unfavourable termination is to be
apprehended.
1'hc disease with which spasmodic laryngitis is most liable to be confounded, is
pseudo-mcmbranou~ or genuine croup.
The following comparative diagnostic peculiarities, borrowed partly from l\J. Valleix
and partly from l\I:i\1. Rillict and Barthez, will enable us very readily to distinguish
the two diseasesIn Croup.

bi Spasmodic Laryngilis.

Tbesymptomsofinvnsionnre slight -t11ere
:i.rc a slight catanh, nnd a cough somewbat
Thcrcis11 grndunlincrcnseofthehoarsencss, honrse-thcthro:ltis unntfccted-sometimcs
thercarcnOp!'odroma.
andsoonerorlaterahonrsecougb.
'.l'henttnckissudden-usunllyntnight
1'he feverdoesuotrcmit; the cough becomes
Ilctwecn thcpnl'oxysms the patient appears
bollownndfoeble, and thevoicefuintorextinct.
The disensc is sometimes attended ''l'itb an well-thefoverdisappcnrsordeclines-the
voice is rarely extinct.
expectorationoffnlsemcmbrane.
Thernisnncxpcctorationof mucus.
Tbeclyspnccaconstnntlyincrenses,thecronpnl
sound continues during the paroxysms-finally
'l'be paroxysms of the disense decrease in
the voice and cough bccomces.tinct.
violence.
There is fever of vnrinblc intcnsity-pseudo-

n1tmbrar1011s angina, and slight hoarseness.

The proper treatment of a case of spasmodic laryngitis will depend in a great mea.
sure upon the ''iolenee of the attn.ck and the age of the patient.
When there arc decided indications of laryngeal inflammation, and the sp::ismodie
paroxysms arc intense and prolonged, the application of leeches to the throat, in numbers proportioned to the violence of the symptoms, aud the age and strenl!th of the
chi ld, will be proper. In robust children of fi,,e years and upwards, bleeding from
the arm will often be productive of the best effects. In no ease, howeYer, will it be
proper to draw much blood either from the arm or by leeches; nor should the operation be repeated at short intervals, or too late iu the disease- in the milder cases the
abstraction of blood will not be demanded.
On the firdt accession of the disease it has been advised by Lehmann to apply a
sponge, dipped in very hot water, and then carefully sq ueezed out, upon the anterior
part of the neck, and leave it a moment in contact with the skin - the application
being repeated at short intervals. This will produce a redness of the surface, and a
general perspiration, which is to be promoted by givin p; some mild tepid diluent. By
this simple procedure the paroxysm, we are told, together with all the leading symp·
toms of the disease, may be cut short.
An emetic given at the commencement of the attack, when followed by the warm
Lath, and siuapisms to the extremities, will generally abate the violence of the paroxysm,
and shorten its duration. The exhibition of an emetic, or of small nauseating doses
of ipecacuanha, in the intervals of the paroxysms, when considerable hoarseness of
the voice, and a frequent short bal'kiug cough continue, will generally be found to
remove very promptly these symptoms, and prevent their recurrence.
'l'he bowels should always be attended to, and if not freely and regularly open, a
dose of calomcl, followed by castor oil or magnesia, will be proper.
Blisters to the neck or chest, or between the shoulders, arc recommended by some
writers. W e have seldom seen much benefit to result from their application. When
employed they should be allowed to remain ou only for an hour or two; and whcu
removed the part occupied by them should be covered with a soft emollient poultice.
In violent cases, subseq uent to depletion and the use of the warm bath, much
ben efit has been derived from the administration of assafootida, either by the mouth
or by enema, a. few hours after the paroxysm has terminated. Covering the breast
with an assafootida plaster we have, also, found to be decidedly beneficial.
Several of the German physicians recomm end in the highest terms the use of
musk in this disease. Wendt gave it in the dose of a grain every hour.
'fhcn the paroxysm, from its length and violence, threatens the destruction of the
,.bild by asphyxia, the operation of tracheotomy should be performed without delay.
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During th e enti re continuan ce of the disease the child should be warmly clad, and
kept in n warm, well ventilated room. Ilis diet should be light, and of easy digestion, and his drinks shou ld consist of weak, lukewarm lemonade, barley or toast water.
The utmost care should be taken to preserYe the patient in a state of perfect tranquillity. During the paroxysms he should be supported in an erect position; all
covering or ligatures being removed from about the neck.
There is :mother affection of not unfrequent occurrence, to which attention has
been recently directed by Dr. Behrend (Jouni. der Kinderlaa11l.-ltcilcn), that has no
doubt been frequently mistaken for spasmodic laryngitis. It is a spasmodic cough
of a peculiar character, to which children are liabl e, and which occurs only during the
night.
This affection is most generally observed in sprin g and winter; it, however, also
frequently occurs during the autumn, and but rarely in summer. It is seldom, if
ever, observed in infants at the breast, but occurs at every subsequen t period of ch ildhood, and more frequently in boys than girls. There is no co\lgh whatever d\lrin g
the day, not the slightest catarrhal sym ptoms, and, when put to bed, the child falls
into a sound quiet sleep at the usual hour. In the course of a few minutes, however,
it becomes restless, and before awaking, coughs violently. It now commences to cry,
and the cough becomes more and more severe, until, in some cases, it produces
vomiting; after one or two hours of suffering, the ch ild again falls asleep, and passes
the remaioder of the night quietly. The cough returns at the same hour the follow.
ing night, and continues sometimes for weeks and even months; finally, it begins to
diminish in violence, the fits become of shorter duration, and occur at a more ad,·anccd
period of the night, so that the length of the sleep enjoyed previously to its coming
on, is gradually prolong:cd: - at length the cough disappears enti rely and spontane.
ously. The subjects of this affection are pale, readi·ly fatigued, and troubled with a
coldne~s of the feet towards evening; they eat and play, however, as usual, and appear
otherwise to enjoy f?OOd health. The nocturnal cough has frequently a catarrbal
character, and is generally accompanied with a mucous rattle; sometimes, the cough
is dry, croupy, and whistling; the kinks are short, isolated, and uniform, and may
recur enry five minutes, or extend only to one or two.
This nocturnal periodic cough cannot be mistaken for genuine croup- which l1as
well marked symptoms; and it may be distinguished from spasmodic larynµ:itis by the
complete interm ission which follow::; the paroxysms, by its not being preceded by any
catarrhal symptoms, and by the entire freedom from feve r throughout the attack. It may
be distinguished from hooping-co ugh from the latter being almost always epidem ic, and
occurring as well during the day as during the night, and always accompanied with a
peculiar dyspnooa. In the nocturnal periodic cough there is no true :1ppearance of
suffocation; the children do not awake suddenly, as in a fit of asthma or spasm of the
glottis, but they awake slowly, after having coughed several times during sleep. It
most nearly resembles the cough of catarrh or bronchitis, but it is distinguished from
those by the entire absence of the physical signs, and by the nocturnal periodicity of
the fits, which are followed by complete remission.
Dr. Behrend considers this cough to depend on an affection of the nerves, and
bases this opinion chiefly on the symptoms, and on the circumstance of its having
frequently appeared after an epidemic of hooping·cough, and whilst intermittent fe·rnrs
were very prevalent among adults. This latter remark has been made by several
physicians whose attention was drawn to this cough by Dr. Behrend.
rrhc prognosis, we are told, is always favourable. In one case the periodic cough
was followed by bronchitis, but this was probably merely accidental. ln another case
there was repeated epistaxis.
The di sease, upon the whole, is generally more troublesome than serious 1 and demands no active treatment. Gentle purgatives, as manna with the tincture of rhubarb,
given in the evening, with attention to diet and regimen, arc recommended. A
drachm or two of the liq. acctatis ammonire, in a little sugar, may also be given,
brfore putting the child to bed. One physician found small doses ot' quinia, given at
bed-time, of great serv ice; another found slight irritation of the sk in, chiefly by menus
of pediluvia, and friction of the soles of the feet with roasted onions, and even
enveloping the limbs, after the ma.oner of Preissnitz, beneficial. - C.]
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LECTURE XL VII.
Diseasf's of the Thora7. General observations. .Dy.~pna:a. Uough. Jllctlwds of
exploring tlte pl1ysiral conditions of the c!tcst, by tlu, senses of si9J.t, tuuch, and
hearing.
FRo:i.r tlrn throat- and especially from tlrnt part of it with which we were last
occupied- the transition is natural and immediate to the thorax. Now the interior
of the chest is the thc<ttre of numerous and. most important morbid changes. Within
that cavity are lodged two of the three organs most essential to life. Th e heart,

lun_!!s, aud braiu, lu:wc been said, by a bold figure of speech, to constitute the tripod
of life: and the two formc1· arc planted in the thorax. In the same region of the
body lie also the greater blood-vessels, and many other parts of senrcely less cousec1uencc. 'Yi th respect to the heart, its alternate swinging movement cannot long
stop, and the patient continue to live : and a pause of three minutes in the play of
the lungs would in most cases be irremediably fatal. And lesser imped imeuts to the
free working of either of these two vital organs arc productive of much danger and
dibtrcss; and lead often to consecutive changes of a very serious kind, iu various other
portions of the body.
Tbc::;c parts, of which the function is so indispensable, and of which the disorders
are so gr:we and perilous, are encased in such a wanner by the ribs and other h\lundaries of the chest, that they can neither be seen nor handled. And until a very late
period in the history of medicine-until our own times, in fact- the diagnosis of the
formidable rnaladic!' that befall the viscera of the thorax was exceedingly uncertain
and imperfect. Physicians were able, indeed, by the observation of indirect ~ymp
toms, manifested through the ~eneral system - by remarking the presence of inflammatory fever, I mean - to infer that inflammation had been somewhere lighted up:
and symptoms that denoted disturbed function of the respiratory apparatus- cough
difficult breathing, or local pain- wip:ht suffice to apprizc them that the inflammation
was situated within the chest. But what tissue it affected, where was its exact place,
what was its extent, or what were its physical consequences - these were points concerning which they had no means of obtaining any precise knowledge. "Under the
title of pneumonia or pncumonic inflammation," says Cullen, " I mean to comprehend
the whole of the inflammations affecting either the viscera of the t11orax, or the membrane
lining the interior surface of that cavity: for neither do our diagnostics serve to
ascertain exactly the scat of the disease, nor does the difference in the seat of the
disease exhibit any considerable variation in the state of the symptoms, nor lead to
any difference in the method of cure." You will sec, as we proceed, how very inaccurate this l1st statement would be, if it were made under our present mode of investigating these diseases. '' Pneumonic inflammation (he continues) however various
in its scat, seems to me to be always known and distinguished by the following symptoms :-Pyrexia, difficult breathing, cough, and pain in some part <if the thorax."
I state these things to you-who do not recollect the time, as I do, when no medical
man in this country could, with truth and candour, say more of his knowledge of
diseases of the chest than Cullen said-that you may the better estimate the exceeding
value of the discovery of what is called the method of n.useultatiou, for the detection
and discrimiuation of disease; and most particularly of thoracic disease. In the
prcscut day we are able to obtain more exact iufonnation respecting the disorders of
the parts contaiucd within the chest, than of any other internal and therefore invisible
parts of the body. fodced, in a. vast number of instances, we can tell, ns accurately
as if we saw them, the actual condition of the thoracic viscera: can follow, step by
step, the successive processes of disease or of repair, in which they arc involved. We
can penetrate beyond the symptoms which denote deranged function, and comprehend
those much less fallible signs which arise from alterations of structure. And this vast
addition to our pathological knowledge has been given us by the simple application
(lf one of our five senses to the investigation of disease, the sense of hearing, which
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for so many centuries had been (strangely as it now seems) neglected, or but little
used. Through the aid and use of the car it has come to pass that those diseases
which, besides being the most common and tho most destructive, were also the most
~~!~~re, are now better understood than the diseases of any other internal part whatThe direct symptoms which arise out of the changed conditions of the parts affected
in thoracic complaints, are so mixed up with all that we know or can learn of such
complaints, that what in other cases is called the morbid anatomy of a disease, becomes, here, a part of its descriptive history. I shall not say, therefore,-as in regard
to many other maladies I am obliged or I find it con\"cuient to say-so and so arc the
symptoms i and :1fterwards, so and so are the morbid appearances : but I shall describe
the morbid conditions in the outset, as the only way of rendering the syruptoms which
result from them intelligible.
But before I cuter upon the subject of auscultation, it may be useful to make a
few remarks upon those symptoms of thoracic disease which were previously known,
and which depend upon, or rather which express, dcrangcrneut of the pulmonary
functions.
One of the most constant 1 and obvious, and distressing, and instructive of these
symptoms, is embarrassed or laborions breathing: what is technically called dyspnaa.
You know that by a healthy adult, under ordinary circumsta.nccs, the act of respiration is performed, unconsciously almost, about eighteen times in a minute. 'fhcrc is
one act of respiration for about C\·cry four beats of the heart. In \"arious diseases this
proportion is materially altered. The reciprocal movements, by means of which, in
measured succession, '1ir is drawn into and again let out of the lungs, arc performed
with hurry, or effort, or unusual slowness. Dyspnooa implies some deviation from the
natural manner or rate of alternately expanding the thorax, and suffering it to collapse again: of inspiring and expiring: in one word, of breathing. The patient himself may, or may not, be conscious of this deviation. In most of the cases in which
dyspnrea claims to be regarded as a symptom, he is conscious of it. Now upon what
does this symptom depend? It may ultimately be referred to an altered proportion
between the quantity of atmospheric air that rea.ches the lungs, and the quantity of
blood that is sent into them, from the right side of the heart, to be converted from
venous to arterial. •rhat 1 doubtless, is at the bottom of almost every case of dyspnooa.
Let me remind you that respiration is an automatic movement; subject, nevertheless,
to the occasional control of the will. The pulmonary branches of the par vagum constitute the principal and constant excitor, as the nerves that supply the muscles of
respiration arc the rnotor links of the nervous chain by which the automatic movements are governed. It is believed that the presence of venous blood in the capillary
vessels of the lungs forms the natural stimulus to the pulmonary part of the par
vagum. In the ordinary breathing of a healthy person, this stimulus or impression
is not felt: perhaps because, being slight and habitual, and exactly apportio11eU to the
need of the individual, it is not attended to: or1 it is at once appeased by the admission of air1 and the corresponding change in the blood. But when that change is not
immediately or perfectly accomplished, then arises the distressful sensation which
everybody has felt, but which our own language has no one word to express. 'l'he
French call it the besoin de respirer. The English phrase, want of breath, denotes
the peculiar sensation equally well. It calls into exercise, frequently, the voluntary
power of performing: the mechanical acts of breathing - a. power which is superadded
to the automatic process.
Various are the ways in which the natural manner and frequency of the respiratory
movements may be disturbed. They were fully considered when I was on the subject
of death by apnooa. They all operate ultimately, by destroying the just equilibrium
between the blood and air which meet to undergo mutual and chemical changes in
the lungs. We have lately been considering certain diseases _in which _tl_1e difficulty
and distress of breathing are often extreme. In croup, and rn laryng1t1s 1 the only
inlet for the air is narrowed at its very entrance: there is more blood passing throuµ-h
the lungs than can be arterialized under the ordinary motions of respiration: instinctive efforts take place to increase the quantity of air; to make up by more numerous
acts of inspir:ttioo for the diminished amount of air introduced by each sing-le act.
}i\1r a tirne these compeu~atory efforts may suffice. But if the access of air be slill
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impeded, blood but half decarbonizcd begins to circulate through the :irtcries; and to
linger nuJ stagnate in the lungs: the lips become livid, and the skin grow~ dusky.
Make, however, a free and timely opening in the pipe tl~at should conduct air to tl~e
lungs, and the balance being restored between the blood tn those organs and the air
that reaches them, the dyspurea is soon at an end. The quantity of blood being the
same then, but the air inspired too little, there will be dyspncca. The very sa1ue
thing occurs whenever a portion of lung, from being spongy, is rapidly rendered solid.
No air can then penetrate it: nor perhaps any blood : but the same quantity of blood
as before arrives at the right side of the heart, ~nd is transmitted thc~cc through_ the
pulmonary artery : and consequently those portions of the lungs which are perv1ous
to blood and air, are supplied with blood in excess, and require air in excess: i.e.
dyspncca is necessitated. And you will perceive that similar comequenccs may arise:
from any pressure made upon the lung, obliterating in a. certain dc~rec its cellular
structure; as by fluid collected in the pleura; by enlargement of t110 h eart; by ancurism of the great vessels; by tumours of whatever kind, within the chest; or by
pressure upwards against the diaphragm by retison of a distended abdomen, whether
the distension be occasioned by disease, such as ascites, or by obesity, or by a full
stomach, or by a gravid uterus. A like disproportion will ensue, if the free expa nsion
of the thoracic cavity be prevented by pain, by disease or rigidity of its boundaries, or
by palsy of its muscles through interruption of the nervous circle whereon their contractions depend.
But on the other hand the balance may be destroyed from the opposite quarter:
the air admitted during a single ordinary inspiration being the same, the quantity of
blood requiring to be converted from purple to scarlet may be augmented; and in that
case also, in order to maintain the due equilibrium, more numerous acts of respiration
mu.st be performed : in other words, dyspncca will arise. This is the case under brisk
exercise : the pressure of the muscles upon the veins propels their contents with
greater velocity towards the right side of the heart; the heart contracts more frequently in proportion as it is more rapidly filled with blood; a greater <1uantity than
usual is sent through the pulmonary artery to the lungs; and the individual breathe&
more quickly 1 to supply this augmented quantity of blood with air: he is out of
breath, in a. state of dyspnooa. But this is not disease. Disease, however, will often
have the same effect. 'fhc quickened circulation in fevers, any obstacle to the free
passage of tho blood from the heart into the arteries, will tend to gorge the lungs with
blood, to destroy the requisite equilibrium between the air and the blood in those
organs, and so give rise to dyspnooa.
Other conditions still may be mentioned, as predisposing to hurry of the breathing
-a peculiar state of the nervous system; certain qualities of the blood ;-but I need
not dwell on these at present.
There arc two important corollaries deducible from what 1 have now been stating.
In the first place, you must perceive how intimately the functions of the heart and
lungs are dependent upon each other; and that disease originating in either of these
vital org.rns may readily be the cause of consecutive disease in the other. We shall
have many examples of this before us as we proceed. It would afford materials for
an interesting essay, this mutual relation between cardiac and pulmonary disease. At
present I merely glance at it in passing.
Iu the second place, what I have said of dyspnooa must have sufficed to show you
that, taken by itself, it has not much value as a diagnostic symptom. All that it tells
us is, that the healthy and natural relation between the quantities of blood and of air
in the lungs is disturbed: but to determine the cause of that disturbance-to decide
whether the heart be in fault, or the lungs, or both, or neither-we must have recourse
to other sources of information.
Cough is another of the symptoms mentioned by Cullen as denoting disordered
function of the breathing apparatus. I need scarcely tell you that it is produced by
closing the glottis, and then making a sudden aud strong expiration. Its purpose is
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it requires the admission of a certain quantity of air, and the possession of a certain
degree of muscular strength. I pointed out to you, in the last lecture, a remarkable
ex.clllplificatiou of thIB : the boy whose case is described by l\lr. Chevalier in the
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ftledico.f'?tirm·gicol TNmsactions, was dying of croup j was on the brink of being
suffocated by the collection of mucus in his windpipe and bronchi, which mucus he
was unable to expel; and .be wa~ unabl~, not from defect of muscular strength, but
because he could not sufficiently rntlatc his lungs beyond the coll ected mucus. When
an ample opening was made in his trachea, he drew in a strong breath, and coughed
the mucus up through the rinia glottidis. In old and feeble persons labouring under
chronic bronchitis with profuse secretion from the mucous surface, strength is often
wanting to cough the phlegm up; and they die suffocated.
But the sensation which prompts to the act of coughing may arise from various
other causes besides the accumulation of mucus in the air-passages. Any sli ght irritation about the glottis; a long, trailing and tickling uvula; the inspiration of irritatin g vapours; pressure of any kind upon the respiratory organs; may any of them
produce cough. Nay, it sometimes is provoked by sympathy with other parts; an
instance of which we have in what is called a stomach-cough. Some morbid condition, some irritation, of the stomac h exists, which being appeased, the cough Cf'ascs.
You will recollect the nam e and the functions of th e pnewrnogastric nerves. \Ve
have, in the fact just mentioned, another example, in addition to those which I
glanced at in ri. former lecture, of irritation of the sentient extrem ities of one branch
of a nen-c, declaring itsctf by uneasy sensations referred to othc~ branches of the
same nerve. For these reasons, therefore, cough is not more diagnostic of particular
diseases situated in the thorax, than is dyspnooa. There are, indeed, certain varieties
of cough, as there are certain modifications of the breathing, from which we may
obt.ain very useful in fo rmation even in respect to the nature and scat of some diseases:
and these varieties and modifications I will point out as I go along.
Let me admonish you, also, before we come to auscultation, not to fall in to an error
which has been too common; that of trusting entirely to the car in the investigation
of thoracic disease, to the exclusion or neglect of those phenomena which arc perceptible by the eye, or by the hand; or of those indirect renlations which are furnished
by the condition of other parts and functions, or by the previous history of the
patient. Even before the discoveries of Avenbruggcr and Laenucc, physicians were
too remiss (if we may jud.f!C from their writings) in what may be called the mechanical
exploration and notice of the actions of respiration. A good deal may be learned,
sometimes, by merely placing one's hand upou the chest, or belly, as I shall explain
more particularly by and by: and a great deal, also, may be made out, in some cases,
by the simple inspection of those parts, when they are un covered. You may see,
for example, that the ribs, in respiration, scarcely move at all, while the belly rises
and falls alternately with the descent and ascent of the diaphragm. This is called
abdominal resph·ation. It may arise from a painful condition of the intercostal
muscles, or of the plcurre, rendering the patient unwilling to elevate his ribs; or it
may arise from disease of the spin al cord, between the origins of the phrenic nerve
and of the intcrcostal nerves, rendering the patient unable to raise them; or the same
i11ability may result from disease of the lungs themselves. The symptom may guide
us at once to the seat of the malady. Again, the breathing may be entirely thoracic,
no motion of the abdomen tak ini;; place; and this may depend upon an affection of the
diaphragm, or of the pleura which is reflected over it; or upon disease, accompan ied
with tenderness, within the abdomen -upon peritonitis for example; or upon mere
distension of the abdomen. Or, by looking at the naked chest, you may sec that one
side of it moves, and that the other moves Jess, or does not move at all : and the
motionless side may be of the natural size as compared with the other, or it may be
flattened and contracted, or it may be roun d and bulging; and most important conclusions, and most important indi cations of treatment, wil_I flow f~om a k~owledge of
these circumstances. The general form of the chest 1s also 10struct1ve. Never
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eye needs but little training to enable it to perceive and comprehend those signs which
are within its sphere: the car, unfortunately, requires to be carefully educated. I
will just remark, furth er, that in the case of females no indelicate expos ure of the
person need be made. Io most instances the morbid conditions I have been adverting
to may be recognised through a thin linen covering.
Auscultation sign ifies the invcstibration of internal diseases through the sense of
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hearing: nnd it is c~pccially applicable, for reasons which I either haTc stated or will
state, to the study of tltor(l(·ic diseases. In its full meaning it includes n.11 that we
learn
listening to a coug;h, and all that we gather by striking t!1-c ?hcst, and
attendmg to the resulting sound. But in general, the term percussion is used to
exprci-:::. this last mode of eliciting inform::ition, although the information is conveyed
throu~h the medium of the ear: while the term audcultation denotes the art of distinguishing diseases by hearkening to internal sounds, by means of the ear applied to
the naked or thinly coYcred surface of the body; or by means of some conductor of
sound intcrpo~cd between the car of the listener and the person of the patient. In
the first of these two modrs the auscultation is said to be immediate; in the second,
mediate. By percussion we ascertain the degree of resonance, or want of resonance,
of the p<irt struck: by auscultation we learn the qualities and modifications of the
voice, as reflected through the chest; and of the breathing; and of the sounds of
the heart. 'l'hc invention of the method of percussion we owe to a German, Avenbrngger, who wrote an excellent treatise upon it, which was brought into notice by
Corvisart, who translated it. For the more brilliant discovery of auscultation we are
indebted, as everybody knows, to Laennec.
Now it will save us much trouble, and conduce, I hope, to your future progress as
practical ausculta~ors, if, before I speak of any of the di.sc:iscs of the chest, I premise
some general observations respectinft these modern methods of examining the human
body, with the view of detecting and discriminating its diseases. Indeed, I could
not make myself intelligible unless I did so.
And first, with respect to percussion, which you will please to recollect is nothing
else than auscultation of, or listening to, sounds which we ourselves artificially and
purposely produce.
You know, every child knows, by daily experience, that different substances,
when struck, give out very different modifications of sound. If you strike a drum,
you get one kind of sound; if you strike a brick wall, you get another. The one is
loud, trembling as it were, and prolonged; the other dull, short, and fl.at. But why
should I attempt to describe in words things which arc familiar to you already?
Bodies that arc solid, or inelastic, give the dull fl.at sound in proportion to their solid
thickness, or their want of elasticity. On tl10 other hand, hollow vessels, i . e.
vessels eontn.ining air, with thin, firm, elasti-c boundaries, give out a sound more or
less approaching in its qualities to that of a drum: the sound is called a. hollow sound
from that circumstance. If you }iaye a wooden cask containing air only, it is resonant
when struck: fill it half full of water, and the lower part will render a flat sound,
the upper empty portion a hlMlow sound; less hollo,v, however, than when the vessel
contained no water: fill it up with water, and the whole is dull on percussion: pour
out the water, and fill it loosely with wool - i t will still be resonant, though in a
different and less clear note than when it held air alone.
Now this experiment may be transferred to the human chest, which is a cavity,
bounded by firm, thin, tense, and elastic walls, und containing, in its natural state,
the spongy lungs, which arc full of air; and other parts that are solid, whereof the
heart is the chief. If you strike the surface of the chest (it requires a little knack
to do it properly), and if the blow fall over a portion of healthy lung, you will produce a resonant or hollow sound. If the lung be not there, if it be pushed aside,
and its place supplied by some more solid or inelastic substance, by fluid for example,
you will hear a dead sound. So you will if the lung be there, but has lost its spongy
character, is void of air, aud somehow or other solidified. But you may have a
resonant souod, though the lung is in a state of disease; nay, though the lung is not
there: so that percussion alone cannot nlways be depended upon. I shall tell you,
hereafter, how to guard against being misled by it in such cases. Again, if you
strike over the region of the heart, you will get a positively dull sound, or at any rate
a u111ch duller sou11d than in most other parts of the chest.
It is really a singular thiug, that this method of searching for indications of discas~, and of health, should ha.\·c been so long neglected or OY·Crlookcd iu our prof'~sswn. I am sure that I had a practical acquaintance with the priuciple of percussion long before I knew anything of physic; and so, I make no doubt, have wost of
yo11. Many a time, when wishing to know whereabouts I might drive a nail firmly
rnto a wall, I have t1·ic<l with the bamm~r to find which wars brickwork, and which
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was wooden joist; and percussion is an art in daily use for similar purposes, with
carpenters and bricklayers. Yet it does not appear to have been thought of by physicians till the middle of the last century, when Avenhrug~er, after studying its results," ·illler lll!dia et labores,1' for seven years, published at Yienna his" Jnventurn
nornm, ex: pcrcussione thorocis humani 1 ut signo, abstrusos intcrni pectoris morbos
detegendi." This was almost totally neglected, however, until, as 1 stated before,
CorYisart's work ou diseases of the heart brouf?ht it into ~eneral notice.
Avenbrugg:cr and Corvisart, and indeed everybody who used percussion at all,
until a very few years ago, employed direct percussion : that is, they struck the chest
with the extremities of their fin;rers. More recently, mediate percussion has been
introduced into practice, by 1\1. l'iorry. In mediate percussion some solid substance
is placed upon the spot, the resonance of which is about to be explored, and the blow
is made upon that subst..'luce, which is called a pleximrter-a stroke-measurer. A
round thiu plate of ivory, laid fiat upon the surface, is the most common sort of pleximcter i or metal, or wood, or leather, or india. rubber, may he employed. Many
persons, and I am one of them, use no other plcximetcr than the fingers of the left

ha ad.
I shall explain , as briefly as I can, the method of employing percussion, and the
cautious rcquisilc to render it an effectual and a true iulcrprctQr of the state of the
parts beneath the i;;tricken surface.
The position of the patient is of some consequence. It should be one that is con"enient to the examiner, and not inconveni~nt to himself; and it should be one calculated to render the part struck as firm and tense as possible. 'l'hc bes.t position of
all is a sitting posidon, on a firm chair. Ilut you may percuss a patient very effectually as be sits up in bed, or while he stands, or some parts even when he is lying
dowu. A good deal is said, - more, in my opinion, than is necessary, - about the
effect of curtains and so forth, in deadening the sound. I do not bclie"e they will
ever interfere with your conclusions, especially as we learn more from comparing the
sounds ~iven out upon percussing the corresponding parts of the opposite sides of the
chest, than from the absolute resonance or want of resouancc of <my single part.
But there are some exceptions to this; and if your patient can be made to sit on a
chair in the middle of the room, so much the better.
Then, if you are about to percuss the front of his chest, let l1irn suffer his arms to
hang loosely down, and let him throw his head back. If you desire to explore in
this way the lateral portion of the thorax, he may place the hand of that side upon
his head, and lean a little to the oppoi.ite side. lf you would know how the poslerior

~~:~~'f :~~ b~:~t ~~~~d~;sh~e~~~

lean forwardi;, let his arms han g loosely between his

Next, as to the mode of percussing. For direct percussion, the ends of the fingers
of the right hand should he brought together, and into a line wilh each other, so that
no one of them may project bcyoud the rcstj and care should be taken, first, to compare the sound produced by striking any part of the chest on one side, wilh that produced by striking the corresponding part on the other side. It follows from this rule
that we should not exam ine all the points on one side before passing to the other,
because we should thus lose the remembrance of, and the power of accurately C'omparing, the sounds obtained from correspondin~ points. lt is best to st!ikc fin;;t ou
one side of the body, and then on the corresponding spot of the other side._ It ~ol
lows also that we are not to compare the result of percussion on one of the ·n bs1 with
the result of percussion on one of the intercostal spaces. The blow should fall 11pon
the rib, nod parallel to it.
A second poiut requiring attention, is the state of the ches.t in. respect to the act of
breathing. 1f ooc side be percussed after the movement of rn11p1rauon., :ind the ?thcr
afler that of expiration, some little difference in the resulting sou nds will be mamfcst,
e\'C'n in the healthy condition of the thorax. And this mi ght mislead. L et corresponding spots on the two sides be therefore both stru ck, either while the chest is
expanded, or while it is collapsed, or while the patient holds his breath.
'fhirdly, you must take care to strike the corresponding parts at tho sa me an;:de,
and not with the fingers perpendicular to the surface oo one side, and in clined obliquely to it on the other: also to strike corresponding parts with the same degree of
force. And the blow should not be hard enough to give the palieot pain; ind<.:ed
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8uch a blow would not produce a good sound. It should be smart and quick; the
ends of the finµ-ers should not rnnain on the chest. Under some circumstances,

however, the patient cannot bear to be percussed at all.
These hitter cautions arc most necessary when direct percussion is en1ploycd; over
which rnediote percussion has, however, many advantaf!:CS. Some of these are ob,·ious.

In the first place, the space examined by mediate percussion is very exactly defined
and limited. Secondly, you may strike the pleximeter much more forcibly than you
could strike the unprotected body, and so produce a more decided sound . .Even when
the surface is morbidly sensitive, or the patient unusually irritable, so that percussion
in tl1e ordinary way cannot be performed at all, it may generally be done through the
pleximcter. A third and very great advanta.p:e is, that mediate percussion is available
when m:1de over certain parts where, eycn alt.houg-h there may be no pain occasioned
by it, ordinary immediate pcrcus!'-ion is attended with no useful result. Parts, I mean,
where there is much fat, and parts which arc fl.ci:;hy, or oodematous. If the plcximeter
be pressed firmly upon these parts, even upon the mamma in females, the hollow sound
is attainable; whereas, if they were struck by the fingers, the sound would be perfectly dull. l\lediatc percussion may be applied also, with effect, through the clothes.
I say that a com·enient way, and one which I find quite sufficient, of employing
mediate percussion, is by making a pleximeter of the finger, or fiug:crs, of the left
hand; ta.king care that they are closely .in contact with the subjacent parts, and similarly applied to correspondiug spots, and that the backs of the fingers be outwards.
Piorry declares, indeed, that the resonance produced by this mode is scarcely one-tenth
part so great as that elicited by using a thin, solid, and elastic plate. I''or all practical
purposes, however, I am certain that the fin~cr, as it is the readiest, so also is it a
very satisfactory and sufficient plcximetcr. It has, moreover, this positi\'e advantage,
that the sound made by striking 1·1 is not loud, and does not obscure or interfere wilh
that which depends upon the condition of the chest.
It is right that you should be aware of differences of sound which belong to the
individual. C'reteris 1uiribus, the sound given out on percussion is more resonant
during bispiration than du.ring expiration; in childhood and youth than in middle
age; in niiddle age than in old age; i n fomales than in males; in thin persons than
in fat; and, they soy, in nen•ous irritable people than in those of a coutrary temperament.
And it is still more necessary that you should be aware of differences of sound
given out, in health, by different parts of the surface of the thorax, iu the some iridividual. And in order to explain this more distinctly, and for the sake of reference
hereafter, let. me here exhibit to you the regions of the thorax, as they ha-re been
artificially mapped out for the purposes of auscultation.
It is unnecessary for me to describe particularly the method followed in this arbitrary division of the thorax into regions. I will state the names that have been com
monly applied to them, and the sounds which in health they respectively yield, ac
cording to the numbers in the diagram before you.
Thefirsl region is that of the clavidesj one, of course, on each side. Upon these
bones it is immaterial whether direct or mediate percussion be made. The sound
given out should be very clear at their sternal extremities, dull at their humeral extremities, and clear at their middles. The resonance diminishes from the sternal
towards the acrowial end of the clavicle. These parts correspond to the summits of
the lungs.
The second region is the subclavian. It lies between the clavicle and the fourth
rib on each eide. Beneath this superficial region lies the upper lobe of the lung; and
towards the sternum large bronchi are situated. You will understand, therefore, that
the sound educed by striking this part ought to be very clear.
A little lower down, number three, is the rnamrnar!J region, extending from the
fourth to the seventh rib on each side, and answering to the middle lobe of the
lungs. Ilere also the resonance afforded by percussion is clear; but in the lower
part of this region on the left side, we find the heart, which is ruore or less covered
by lung: and on the right eide the liver begins to mount. The sound is SQmewhat.
modified and <leadened by these deeper-seated viscera. In women we can determine
the degree of resonance of this region through the marum::c, by mediate percussion
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[The anne:ted figure, ~arrowed from Dr. Ilu9hes' work on Auscultation, will gi,•e
furtl1e student a more clear idea of the several reg10os of the chest than the fio-ures
0

nished by Dr. Watson.-C.]

FIG. 40.

tftre11tl1 region of Dr. Wo.tson.
2. The superior steru11l region, corresponding with thefi/rh region of Dr. Wat.<:on.
3. 1'beinfra-claviculnrregions,correspondingwithtl1e1ecom/of Dr.Watson.
4. Theinforiorstcrniil1 correspondingwith tho1i.cthnndreve11f/1of Watson.
6. The mammary regions, corresponding with the 1hil'd nnd/011r1h of Wataon.
II. The axillary region (left), corresponding with tbeei9/,t/1 of Wntson.
'7. The lateral region (left), corresponding with therti111h 1ind te111hof Dr.Watsor8. Tbescapularrogion(left),corrcspondingwithtbe1UJefj1hofDr.Watson.
9. The infra-scapular region (left), corresponding with the tln'rtee,Hh of Dr. Wo.lllt>I'

1. Acromi:i.l regions, corresponding with the
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The fourth is the infra-mommnry region. It comprehends that part of the bony
compages of the thorax on each side which lies between the seventh rib and the edge
of the cartilap;cs of the false ribs. Into this region, on either side, may descend the
thin anteri01 margius of the lower lobes of the lungs; but in the same region, on the
rif!'ht side, lies the liver, over which the sound of percussion is dull; and on the left
side is placed the stomach. Hence when the stomach is tyrnpanitic, a preternaturally
resonant sound will proceed from this part; and when the stomach contains no gas,
the sound will be irrc:.rularly dull.
All the re;rions hitherto described are double. There is still the mesbl part of the
front of the chest to be subdivided, and, we may call the three regions there situated,
and numbered 5, 6, 7, the upper sternal region, the middle sfer11al, and the /01£er
sternal. In all these the sound on percussion ought to be clcar1 except perhaps in the
inferior portion of the last, which may be rather dull; or which, from its viciuit,y to
the stomach, may be tympanitie.
The eighth region is the axillary; the axilla above the fourth rib on each side. 'l'hc
ninth is the lateral refrion, between the fourth and seventh ribs. In both these re::dons
the resonance should be distinct and clear. The tenth, which may be called the lou·er
lateral region, below the seventh rib at the sides, gives the same sounds as the infra~
mammary 1 namely, on the right side, a dull 5ouud, on the left a sound which at times
is preternaturally hollow: on account of the presence of the liver in the former place,
and of the stomach in the latter.
But we have yet to look at the hind part of tho thorax. Herc we have the space
(region elevt11) which forms the top of the shoulder, and lies bet.ween the clavicle in
front, and the superior spine of the scapula behind: the acrmniul region. Very little
cau be made out by percussion in this spot; the sound is dull. llut the deprc·ision
immediately above the scnpula 1 the s1pro.supinal fossa, as it is called, is a space which
affOrds valuable information to the ear applied over it.
The l1celfth region is the scapular. It comprises the part covered by t11e scapula
on either side. It corresponds to tho posterior part of the middle lobe of the lungs,
but yields a dead sound, unless a. plexirneter be used.
The thirteenth re~ion is the 1'11fra·Sfap1d(IT. It Hes between the inner edge of the
scapula and the spine on each side. It corresponds to the roots of the lungB, and to
the middle parts of their lower lobes. You may get a good clear sound here, if the
p!ltient's arms be crossed, and his head bent forwards, and his back arched, so as to
stretch and tighten, and make as thin as prn;sible, the superincurubent muscles;
you will fiud also that the ridge of the spiual column iu this part gives a hollow
sound.
'l'lit.: lnst region to be wentioned 1 number /uurtcen, the do1'sal, is the lowermost part
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of the ribs behind. It answers to the bnse of the lunp.-s, and gives a clear sound:
but the liver on the right side is apt to reader its inferior portion dull j and the
stomnch on the left to make it unduly resonant.
Now,_ knowing these circumstance~, if you find that a dull sound is yielded on

percussrng a part that should render a hollow sound, you conclude that bf'neath the
part struck there is not the natural quantity of air. But whether this arises from
consolidation of the lung itself, and the obliteration of its cells, or from fluid effused

in to the cavity of the pleura, you cannot, by mere percussion, determine. So, again,
if the sound be unnaturally tympanitic, you cannot say whether that results from what
is called pneumo-1honn:, or from emphysema of the luug. l)crcussion testifies that
air is there; but further this deponent sayeth not.
'l'he informntion which the exercise of percussion may leave thus imperfect, auscultation of the sounds produced by the acts of breathing, speaking, or coughing, will in
wost cases supply.
If the car be laid close to the surface of a healthy thora~ (or if the in strument
called the stethoscope be interposed between that surface and the ear), the ear will
bear the air enter and fill the lun~s, nod then withdraw and leave them again, in
perpetual succe~sion. 'l'he sound prod~ccd by this ingress a~1d cgre~s of air ha~ bee.11
called the respiratory murmur. I 1mght tell you that tlus sonnd 1 to my nnnd, is
rather a. rustic than a murmur: that it is like the sighing of the wind in the
bmnches of a. tree. I might say, with Laennec, that it resembles the sound made in
the deep inspiration of a sleeping person; or, with Mr. Davies, that it reminds one
of the soft murmur of a. pair of bellows, of which the valve docs not click. But ouc
minute's appliance of your ear to the subclavian region in a child, or even in an adult,
will give you a clearer notion of the nature and character of this sound than any
verbal description could conl"ey. Yet, respecting this natural respiratory murmur,
there are some things of which it is desirable that you should be previously informed.
In the first place, the entrance of the air is much more noisy than the exit~ which,
sometimes, can scarcely be heard. You will see, by and by, the importaocc of noticing
this fact.
lu the next place, the murmur of respiration is not equally audible in all per.sous.
It may differ much in intensity, though not in kind, in two persons, each of whom is
io perfect health. Thus it is much more loud and distinct in ch ild ren than in grown
persons. So remarkably is this the case, that when we meet with an unusually noisy
respiratory murmur in an adult, we say that his breathing- is punilc; it has the character of th e respiration of a ch ild. Now, I tell you beforehand, that puerile respiration in the lung of an adult is generally a sign of disease; and it is mostly partial;
heard in certain parts only of the chest.
Again, cmteris pari6us, the natural murmur of respiration is more clearly audible
in lean and spare persons than in such as are muscular and fat. Fat and muscle are
bad conductors of sound, and act as dampers. Listening to the breathing through a
thick layer of adipous tissue, is like listening (as Dr. Latham says) to the respiration
of a person through his clothes.
But if you take two healthy men who are alike in respect to leanness and fatness,
you may often find that the respiratory murmur is very loud in the one, and very
foeble, or almost inaudible, in the other : but io this last it Lccumes audible wheo he
makes a deep and forced inspiration.
.
The reason of this difference is not nry well understood. The breathrng may be
very indistinct, though the thorax be capacious, ao~ w~ll formed, an~ .he~lthy. Somo
persons seem to require less effort than others to ma10ta10 the due equilibrium between
the air in the lun gs and the blood in the lun gs; as if they had not only pu.lmonary
space enough, but to spare. So that the difference in the rnanner of b~eathrng, and
in the sound occasioned by the passage of the air in and out, depends, rn all probability, upon indi vidual per.:uliarities of the circulation. A.t a.ny rate, it is very i111portant that you should be aware of the ex istence of these ddfcrences.
But the sounds which reach the ear applied to the chest of a breathing person will
differ in different parts, and under different ci rcumstances. The sou nd given out by
the air as it passes through the trachea and larger brouchi, differs from that which
r esults from its passage into and out of the smaller bronchi and air-passage .
I aw anxious not to refine too much in these matters: aud, therefore, I pass by
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minuter points of difference. Place the stethoscope over the trachea, :md you will
hear ju~t such a sound as you might expect to hear: the sound of air rushiug through
a tube of considerable size, a blowing noise. We will call that sound, which you will
recognise again when you have once heard it, bronclifol breathing. It accompanies
the outward as well as the inward pass.'lge of the breath. Again, place your ear or
your stethoscope upon the right mammary region: there you shall hear that rustling
sound, which 1 propose to call vesicular breathing, and which is chiefly audible during
iaspiration. We shall find these distinctions of much use in the discrimination of
disease. We shall find, for example, that the breathiag sometimes is bronchial, where
it ought to be vesicular.
Now if in any part of the chest where we should hear breathing, we can bear none,
this may result from consolidatioa of the subjacent portion of luag; or from some
obstacle iu a large bronchus, preveating the air from entering that part; or from air
beiag in any way shut up and stagnant in that part; or from an effusion of liquitl into
the pleura at that part. And here again percussion comes into play, and determines
for us which of these possible circumstances is the one really present. If the part
when struck em its a. hollow sound, there is stagnant air beneath it, either in the
healthy lung-, or in the lung altered by disease, or in the cavity of the pleura~ If a
flat solid sound be given out, there is solid lung beneath, or liquid in the pleura,
between the car and the lung. All these points, and the conclusions to be deduced
from them, will become clear to you, I trust, as we proceed. Minuter analysis of the
diagnostic signs would be premature.
A word or two preliminary I must say about the voice.
'l'he voice passes outwardly through the mouth and nostrils into the surrounding
air; it passes also inwardly, through the trachea and bronchi into the lungs, and it
may be heard through the lungs, by the car laid flat against the chest. But it gives
quite a different sensation to the ~ar in different places. If you place the stethoscope
on the trachea, the voice will articulate itself into your ear as if it came from and
through the instrument. This sound, which is natural here, would be unnatural,
•rnd a mark of disease, if heard beneath the clavicles. When heard beyond its
natural situation, it is culled pectoriloqny. A less degree of this, a. sound like that
of a person talking into a tube, and whose words, for that reason, are muftled and
rndistinct, is called bronchial voice, or b1·onchoplu.my. When to this modification of
the voice there is added a twanging vibration, a cracked discordant tremor, resembling
the squeak of J.>unchinello, or (as some th ink) the bleating of a. goat, regnpho11y is
said t.o exist. All these unnatural modifications of the voice are indicative of most
iuiportant changes within the thorax: . I merely introduce them to you now: you will
bccowe better acquainted with them in due time.
lt is a. curious thing - of which I am unable to give you any satisfactory explanation, but which I had noticed a hundred times before I saw it mentioned it any book
- that the resonance of the liste11er's voice, whose ear is applied to the patient's
chest, is apt to be exalted or modified by certain conditions of the subjucent parts. I
am not aware that any inference can be drawn from this phenomena. beyond what
other symptoms would still more readily and accurately supply.
"'hat is true of the natural voice, is true, nwtatis mutandis, of that unnatural
vocal sound, c011gh. 'l'he cough may be so ruodified by the condition of the internal
p;1rts, as to reveal that condition.
There arc yet other ways in which some information can be gathered respecting
the interior of tho chest. If you gi\'C certain patients a sudden smart jog while
your car is applied to their thorax, yuu may hear a splashing sound: like that produced by shakiug a. barrel or a bottle partly full of water. From this expedient you
in fact determine that the cavity of the pleura, or perhaps a. large excavation in the
lung, does contain both air and a. liquid. This is called the method of sucxussion.
lt was employed long before the other forms of auscultation were thought of. Hippocrates mentions it.
Again (but that is not auscultation), you may sometimes collect useful information
respecting the state of the chest by silllp\y laying your open hand UJ?OD it. la most
persons there is a. distinct vibration or thrill proJuced by their speakrng, which thrill
is very sensibly felt by the lmad. Now this thrill may be felt on one side of the
::hest and uot on the other. And such a difference is an unequivocal sign of disease.
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The positions which I described before as being the h..ost convenient for the pcrfonnancc of percussion, are the most convenient also for the purposes of ausculta-
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adapted to the ear, and the other, which is to be applied to the chest, is hollowed
out, or expanded, into the shape of a bell, or funnel. The object of the instrument
is to collect and con\'ey to the ear of the obsen·cr the vibrating impuli-e of the air, or
of the solid walls of the thorax, occasioned by the motions within. 'l'he stcthoscop~
is sometimes useful for examining a circumscribed spot in the thoracic cavity. \Yith
it we gauge, more nicely than we could do with the naked ear, the signs furnished
by the patient's voice. 'Ye nwsl use it also when we would investigate the breathing
in parts to which the ear itself cannot easily be applied; and in cases where, from
the filth of the patient, or because he has some infectious disorder, we desire to avoid
any immediate contact with hi s cloth~s or person; and in cases of young or old
ladies, to whose breasts it might not be seemly or delicate to be putting our faces.
But, with these exceptions, the stethoscope, iu my exper ience, is rather a. hindcrance
than a help. l\luch, however, depends upon custom . I can best distinguish most
of the sounds to be heard within the thorax by my unassisted-perhaps I should say
my unimpeded - ear : and I therefore employ the stethoscope or cyl ind er in such
cases only as I have just adverted to. I cannot do without the in strument, but I
do without it as much as I can. Care should be taken that the end of the stethoscope
next to the ear I be closely and comfortably fitted to that organ ; and that its other
extremity be blunt, so as not to hurt the patient; and further, that it be uniformly
and evenly applied to the surface of the chest. If these precautions be attended to,
the shape and fashion of the iustrument are very unimportant.

LECTURE XL VIII.
Catarrh i its varieties.

Arnie Bronchitis. Drg Sounds aUe11di11g tlte Respiration;
Rlwndws, und Si/Jilus: Moist Sou11ds; Lar9e a?ul Srnall 01·epiflltion: !tow these
are prodw.:cd, a11d what the.If dnwte. Treatment of Antle B1·01u.Jiitis. Collapse
of tlte Luny-diffu,,ed, a11d lobular. Sudden Infurdion of ci larye Bronchus.
Per/pneumonia Notha.

IN the last Lecture I described to you, in a general manner, the metliod of auscultation; or the employment of the sense of hearing in the invcl!tigation of disease; and
particularly of tlwrac'ic disease. I explained, as well as I could, the different sounds
which result from percussing various parts of the chest; and from the entrance and
exit of air during the several acts of breatbin~, spcaki11g, a11d cough in~. I mentioned
certain conditions in which those natural sounds arc abolished: but I did 11ot speak,
except incidentally and very cursorily, of the altered and new sounds to which the
pre8ence of disease within the thorax has been found to gi\"e rise. Nor do I propose
to enter now upon any furnwl account of these morbid soundR. I slwll end eavour to
make you acquainted with their characters, and causes, and signification , as they
arise in the progress of the separate thoracic diseases which I aw about to consider.
Before you can possibly appreciate the morbid sounds, you must make yourselves
familiar with the uot1tral and healthg. You must have a standard, by which you
lllay weasure the numerous deviations from the natural sou nd, that will rea ch your
car in disease. Listen to the voice and the breathing of healthy children-or of some
of your friends and fellow-students- and you will soon recognise those respiratory
sounds which accompany the perfect state and working of the breath-machine.
I in tend to commence with those diseases of the lun gs in which the rnucous membra11 e lining the air-paRsages is primarily or principally iuvolved. '!'his membrane is
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often affected alone. It is much exposed to known causes of disease: to nltcrnations
of temperature in the air which is constantly passing O\•Cr it; to the irritation produced by acrid or noxious matters, solid or gaseous, which are mixed and inhaled
with the air. And when disease commences in otlter parts of the lungs, it seldom
fails to reach! sooner or later, the nmcous membrane. In diseases also of the heart
the same mucous membrane is very liable to be consecutively affected, by reason of
those alterations in the condition of its capillary vessels which the disorder of the
circulation produces.
Now I shall first point out the changes to which this mucous membrane is liable;
and then describe the modifications of the natural sounds that result from such
changes; and lastly, con:;:ider the different forms of disease which these changes coustitutc, and these altered sounds denote.
In a former part of the course I gave you some account of tl1e peculiarities which
differences of texture impress upon the phenomena. and process of inflammation: and
among the rest, I spoke of the behaviour of the mucous tissue when inflamed.
The mucous membranes, in the state of health, arc perpetually moist. The ex1talation of this moisture, to a certain amount, and 11ot be.IJond a certain amount, constitutes an essential part of their healthy functions. Now their i11flummotirm (for I
am about to consider first the inflammatory affcction!i of the membrane of the airpassages; some of them indeed I have already discussed), I s:ly the inflammation of
these mucous surfaces alters their ordinary secretion. An inflamed mucous membrane is in the first instance dry,· its secretion is suspeoded. Uut this is not the
only change thr.t takes place in it; it becomes tumid also, swollen, thicker than
before: it is redder than natural: and its sensibility undergoes a perceptible modification. Poiu, in mucous membranes, is not a common phenomenon: for their texture enables them to expand or dilate freely, so that they escape much tension, and
the pain which is produced by tension; but their natural sensations are blunted, and
new and uncal3y sensations arise io them: sensations of heat, fulncss, itching. It
happens that we can see a portion of the mucous membrane that belongs to the airpas.sagcs: aod by noticing the clrnnges produced in it by inflammation, we infer those
which arc apt to take place in the parts we cmrnot see. 'Ve have all ofteo experienced in our own persons an infl:immatory state of the membrane lining the nasal
cavities; the schneiderian membrane. At first the nostril is preternaturally dry :
yet, thoui:rh it is dry, you cannot breathe through it : it is stuffed up; not with accumulated mucus, but by the mere swelling of the membrane: the sense of smell is
perverted or lost; the part is evidently red; it is tender also and irritable; the contact of atmospheric air a little colder or a li ttle le!!s pure than common, provokes
sneezing. 'l'hc affection extends often into the fronta l sinuses; and headache and
oppression ensue: or it pasRes into and through the lacrymal sac, the conjunctiva
participates in the inflammation, the puncta lacrymalia become impervious, and the
tears flow over the check. And with all this there is sometimes shivering or chilliness; and the pulse, especially in the evening, becomes a little more frequent than
common. There is slight fever. After the unusual dryness, the membrane begins
to secrete a thin serous fluid, having acrid properties: for it reddens and frets the
alro nasi and upper lip onr which it flows. By degrees, this thin serous fluid becomes thicker, and as it becomes thicker it becomes less irritating also, more ''iscid,
opaque, and yellow: the swelling of the membrane diminishes; it is less raw and
sensitive: at length the secretion resumes its natural quality, and is reduced to its
natural qua11tity aµ-ain; and the tumefaction of the membrane entirely disappears.
This is the course of what is popularly called a cold in the ltead. When the defiuxion from the nasal membrane is considerable, systematic writers call the complaiut
coryza; when it is attended with much pain and weight about the fro11tal sinuse.~, it
is named gravedo. It is a variety of catarrh. In catarrh, sometimes one part, and
sometimes the whole, of the mucous membrane of the air-passages suffers inflam mation. If the disorder go down into the lungs, it is said to be a cold in the cliest ,·
or, fror~1 .one of the most prominent of its symptoms, a co119h; io medical language,
b~·o11chitis. It sometimes tra\•cls from one part of the membrane to another. Begin·
mng, for example, in the nose, it gradually creeps down into the wind-pipe and
lungs. Sometimes the inflammatory condition passes from the throat into the
eusta.chiao tubes, and produces deafness; or down the gullet and to the stomach,
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c.1using qualmish or other uneasy sensations, and loss of appetite. And occasionally
this order appears to be reversed. 'l'hcrc arc some persons who will tell you that
whenever anything disagrees with their stomachs, wheocver dyspepsia is produced by
some error io diet, they are sure to have catarrh.
Now I haYe adverted to this cold in the head, or coryza, because the phenomena
which are open to our inspection in the schneideriau membrane take place alio, no
doubt, iu the bronchial. 'l'he membrane is first dry, and tumid, and irritable; the
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rouglrness and soreuess in the wind-pipe; and a dry cough, which seems to ari~c
from some irritation about the glottis. Sometimes, with these symptoms, pains io the
limbs, like the pains of rheumatism, occur; the appetite is impaired; the patient is
thirsty; and a J?Cnera1 lassitude is felt all over the body.
But what effect has the altered state of the membrane upon the sounds elicited by
percussion; or heard within the chest, by the ear, during rcopiration? Why it brings
us acquainted at oucc with two remarkable modifications of the natural sound of
breathing; aud these I must describe and explain.
I will take this opportunity of aJ;?:aiu recommending you to read and study the
Jcctures recently published by Dr. Latham. They conta in a very plain and clear
account of the auscultatory signs of disease within the chest; and he speaks of thc~c
signs in more easy and popular language, with less of over refinement, and a. less subservicut adoption of the Freuch mode of thinkiog and writing on these subjects, th:1n
any other Eoglish author that I know of. I recommend his Yolum cs the rather also,
because he USf>S the nomenclature which is the most familiar to myself: in fact, as we
some years ago saw and talked of these matters together in the wards of St. Uartho)omew1s, we were likely to employ the same terms.
When you listcu, 1 repeat, to the breathing of a healthy pcn=on, you 11ear, as the
breath goes in and out, but especially as it goes in, a smooth and gentle rustic - the
respiratory nmrmur, or the vesic1dar breutlti11g. But when the inner surface of the
bronchial tube~, and of their romifications, is preternaturally dry, aod tumid, this
sound is altered: you hear a hissing, or wheezing, or whistling, as the breath goes in
and out; and this is technically called sibilus; or you hear a deeper note, a snoring
noise, as the patient inspires or expires - a sound like the cooing of a pi~eon, or the
bass note of a violin, or the droning hum of an insect in its flight; and this is called
rlw11clms. These two, in their rnrious modifications, constitute the dr.11 sounds of
respiration; and it will be worth while, ooce for a.II, to reflect upon their cause and
nature, and the manner in which they are combined, and what they denote. You are
aware that when air is driven through a cylindrical tube of a certain size, and when
that tube is narrowC'd in a particular way at one or more points, a musical note is produced. Now this is what often happens in the lar~er bronchi i this is what always
happens in them when rlwnclms is present. Rhonchus bclonbrs to the larger divisions
of the bronchi exclusively; and as these are often, for a time, cxcluHively affected, so
rhonchus may exist afo11e. It will be grave or deep in proportion to the length and
diameter of the tube in which it is produced. \\'hen the sound is p:ravc au<l deep,
the hand placed upon the chest may frequently perceive a trembling or thrill 00111municated to its parietes. I believe that rhonchus is mostly occasioned by portions
of viscid, half.solid mucus, which adhere to the membrane, and cause a Yirtual constriction of the air-tubes, and act as vibroting tonp:ues while the air pa~scs by them.
I conclude such to be the case, because it seldom happens that the rhonchus cannot
be got rid of by a. Yigorous cough. It will soon• begin again, perhaps, or it will commence in some other part, but the effort of coughing, which detaches and removes tl~e
adhering tough mucus, dislodges also, for the time, the rhouchus. Yet, rhonchus .m
a given spot may be permanent: a tumour, or a tubercle, may flatten oue of the a1rtubes, and convert it into a musical instrument. lfor the most part, you will find
what I have told you holds true: you may suspend the rhonchus by getting the
patient to make a hearty cough. Now in the natural state of the chest, we do not,
except in particular spots, hear the transit of the a ir through the larger bronchi.
Whatever sound it makes is damped by the spongy lung, or covered by the vcsicula1·
breathing. But rhonchus, in its turn, ruay overpower the vesicula r murmur, ani.l
render it inauJ.iblc. It docs not prevent it, but it outroars it, as it were. Y ct this
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is seldom the case: you hear the rhonchus, and, if you listen attentively, you may in
gencml hear, mingling with it, the vesicular murmur also. Uccollcct, -then, that
rhonchus bclon~s to the larger divisions of the ai r-tubes; that it denotes their partial
narrowing; that it is a dry sound; and that the condition of which it is cxpressirn
implies usually no danger: there is no material obstacle to the passage of the air
through these larger tubes into the vesicular structure beyond them.
I must further admonish you, that in your earlier essays in auscultation you will be
apt to deceive yourselves in respect to the exact place in the lung in which the rhonchus which you hear is produced. It is so loud a sound, that when it proceeds from /
a single bronchial tube it may be plainly audible over the whole of that side of the
chest; and sometimes, more obscurely, over the other side too.
When air is driven with a certain degree of velocity through a. small pipe, it gives
rise to a hissing noise. It is by forcing air through a cylinder perforated by a slender
tube, that Professor WllCatstone obtains the sound of the letter S in the talking ma.
chine which he has constructed, after Kempclcn's model. Prcci~cly this condition
we ha\'C in the smaller bronchial ramifica tions, when the inflammation in catarrh or
bronchitis has reached them, and rendered the membrane lining them tumid. And
bibilus is the result of this change. Now sibilus, like rhonchus, rnay exist alone; and,
inasmuch as the sibilus proceeds from the smaller air.tubes, adjacent to the pulmonary
vesicles, it aboli~hcs the natural respiratory murmur. It docs not, like simple rhon·
chus, mC!rely drown it, but it takes its place. If you hear the respiratory murmur
mingling with sibilus, you may be sure that some of the lesser air.tubes are narrowed,
and some free: you cannot ha\·e both sounds at once from the same ramifications of
the bronchi. Sibilus is a sound of more serious import, therefore, than rhonchus; it
bespeaks a condition of greater danger. It belongs to the smaller air-tubes and vesi.
cles, and denotes that they arc in the first stage of inflammation, which has diminished
their natural calibre, by rendering the membrane tumid. It is a dry sound, but you
cannot cough it away.
I say rhonchus may occur alone, and sibilus may occur alone; but Yery often indeed
they both occur together; and may be heard in various parts in different degrees:
causing a strange medley of groaning, and cooing, and chirpin~, and whistling, and
hi::;sing, mixed, it may be, here and there, with the natural respiratory murmur.
When you hear sibilus O\'Cr the enti re surface of the chest, the mucous membrane is
universally affected, and the case is a severe one, and attended with considerble hazard.
It is just possible that a sibilant sound may proceed from a large air-tube, when its
bore has been narrowed to a very minute slit or orifi ce; but this possibility does not
interfere with the general distinctions that I have been endeavouring to point out.
Now in these cases we neither obtain nor require any information from percussion,
except of a negative kind. Supposing the inflammation confined to the mucous
membrane, tho resonance on percussion will not be sensibly diminished; the lung is
enrywhere spongy still, and air reaches every part of it, though not with the usual
freedom.
'!'here is one exception to this. Occasionally, though rarely, a piece of tough
phlegm may seal up, as it were, the very entrance of one of the principal bronchial
tubes, and so prevent the air from passing to or from the portion of lung to which that
tube conducts. When th is happens, it is very lik ely to puzzle the auscultator for a
tirnc. 'I1hcre is nir in the sealed-up portion of lung, therefore percussion gives a
natural sound; but the air is at rest, therefore no sound of rcspiratiou is audible.
An effort of coughing unstops, perhaps, the broncl1ial tube; and then the air is again
Ima.rd to enter and to depart from that portion of lun g. I shall advert to this sort of
accident again.
Finally, I may remark, that these dry sounds, rhon clrns and sibilus, are heard
during the brf'uthi11g; they ha.vc no relation to the voice or to the cough.
After a while, the inflamed membrane begins again to pour out fluid; but it is not
the ''a porous, bland, moderate exhalation of health; it is a. glai ry, saltish, transparent
liquid, like white of egg so mewhat; and if it be expelled only after much coughing,
it will be frothy also, i.e., it will contain many bubbles of air entangled in it. At
first thiu, and even watery, the fluid expectorated soon becomes stringy nod tenacious,
3nd the more so in proportion to the intensity of the inflammation. With this new
c:ondition of the membrane, we ha\'e new sounds-sounds which result from the
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passage of a.ir througl1 a liquid; sounds which are occasioned by the fDT"mation and
bursting, in rapid succession, of numerous little air.bubbles. These sounds are called
crepitotions. This process may take place in the larger air.tubes, or it may take place
in the smaller, or in both. In the larµ:er tubes the bubbles will be larger, and the car
can readily distinguish this; we ltaYe !urge crepitation. In the smaller air.tubes, we
have, in the same way, small crepitation. There is no difference between these
sounds, except in degree; and they grad uate insensibly into each other. But th ere
is a. considerable difference in the nature of the intimations which their well.marked
nrictics convey. If there be merely large crepitation, without any other morbid
sound, it is produced in the larger tubes. Air passes, notwithstandin~, into tho
vesicular structure beyo11d the accumulated liquid; and vesicular breathing exists,
though perhaps it cmrnot be heard, on account of the crcpitation. lfot the state of
the patient is not a state of peril. On the other hand, small crcpitatiou bas its scat
in the smaller air.tubes and cells; it sup€.::"?edcs the vesicular breathing, and, if extensive, it bespeaks considerable danger.
llhonchus and large crcpitation arc respectively the dry and moist sounds that
belon g to the larger bronchi; sihi lus and small crcpitativn the dry and moist sounds
of the smaller branches. When the latter sounds arc heard over a considerable part
of the chesti there is, I say, usually a good deal uf dis;trcss, dyspnceai and cough; and
the fever which attends the local inflammation is at its height. By and by the expectoration becomes opaque, and more consistent, and of a greenish or yellowish colour;
it is brought up with more case; the crcpitation, great and small, diminishes; per·
haps rhonchus reappears: but at last the parts return to their original condition; and
tb e natural, smooth, equable rustle of the breathing is aga in everyw here audible.
These are all the morbid sounds to which active and recent inflammation of the
mucous membrane of the air-passages ever gives rise: rhonchus and sibilus; large
and small crepitatioo. Ha ving once described their nature and causes, I need not
repeat the description if we find them accompanying other diseases; but their irnport
may be different. I may mention here, that as ercpitatiou results from the passage
of air amongst and throuµ:h a liquid, from the rupture of the little air.bubbles so
produced, the kind of li quid may Yary. If the air in going and returning, meet with
rrnruru, or with pus, or with blood, it will occasion exactly the same bubbling noise.
Hence the French term for what I have been calling crepitation, viz.i mucous rattle,
is >cry objcctiona.blc. From the sound itself, we cannot tell whether it proceeds from
mucus or from some other liriuid present in the air.passages; and from this objection
the word crcpitation, whatever exception may be taken agaiust it on other accounts,
is free.
Havin g thus embraced t11e occasion of explain ing these a.uscultatory signs, I will
now resume the history of catarrh. It implies inflammation of the mucous membrane
of the air-passages; and it rccciYCS different appellations, according to the district of
that membrane which it chiefly plagues: g:ra\·edo, in the frontal sinuses; coryza, in
the schn eiderian membrane of the nose; bronchitis in the trachea and lun gs.
Catarrh is the commonest of all disorders. Not one man in ten thousand passes a
winter without having a cold of sornc sort. And this name points to its ordinary
cause: cold somehow applied to the body. It docs not always or often result, I
apprehend, from cold air broui:;ht into contact with the membrane itself, in the process
of breathing; but from coldi and especially from cold and wet, applied to the externa l
integument. It is unnecessary for me atirain to ~o O\'Cr the circumstances under which
the application of cold is most likely to prove injurious. Catarrh is usually a trivial
disorder, and runs its course in a few days, if abstinence be observed with respect to
animal food and stimulating liquor, and if the patient rCmain io an equable tempera.
turc, and avoid re-exposure to the cause of his malady. I am now speaking of the
milder forms of catarrh. We arc not often consulted for this complaint. }Jvcry mun,
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give him a gentle apcricnt, and then some of those medicines which arc estcomcd to
be diaphorctic: small doses of Jamcs's powder; three drachms of the liquor ammoniro
acct.a.tis, with a. drachrn of the spiritus rothcris nitrici, and an ounce of camphor
mixture; or a Ea.line draught with an excess of alkal i, and a few grains of nitre, or a
litt~ autiruonial wine; give some such dose three or four times a. day: and let hlm
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take four or fh·e gmins of Dover's powder, and put his feet and legs into a warm
bath, just before he goes to bed. In this way you may conUucc to his recovery; and
he may be simple enough to suppo.~c that you ha,·e c1ued him.
Yet I believe catarrhs may Mmetimes be cured ; and the natural recovery from
them mal/ be, sometimes, accelerated. If you practise the old maxim. which says,
u venie11ti occurrite morbo," you may occasionally stop a cold on the threshol<l, as it
were by an opiate. And to persons who are habitually troubled with slight catarrhs,
this pi ece of practice may prove of the greatest value. A surgeon who resides in
this neighbourhood, and with whom I was a fellow-stude nt, is exceed in gly subject to
what he call s a snivellin g cold. For many years he used to bear this as he best
might; and that, to say the truth, was t'Cry ill and impatiently. On one occasion,
almost by accident, he took twenty drops of laudanum just as one of his colds was
beginning to torment him; and he found that the initiatory symptoms vanished.
Since that time he has constantly had recourse to the opiate under sim ilar eircum.
stances; and whereas he used formerly to be very miserable for three or f11ur days, he
is now quite well and comfort:iblc in the course of half an hour. And this is not a
solitary case. It is worth trying, if you experience the fceling-s of an incipient
catarrh, to go to bed, and to take a beaker of hot wine ncgus, with a tablespoonful
of the syrup of poppies in it. This will not suit every person, but if it fail on the
first trial, it need not be repe:1ted, and no great harm, beyond an increase of heaJache,
can be done by it. I would not recommend this plan, however, to a plethoric person;
nor to any one havin g a tendency to inflammatory disease; for when it Joes not cure,
it makes the complaint worse.
There is also a. period in catarrh which }ms p:one on unchecked, when you m:ty
accelerate its departure-" speed the going guest"-by a good dinner; and an extra
gbss or two of wine. But this pleasant method is scarcely to be advised for persons
of delicate habit; or in whom any phthisical tendency is suspected to exist j or who
are prone to inflammation. And it is not to be tried with any one till the fever is
over, and expectoration thick and loose.
I must not omit to mention the dr.11 plan of cure j although (I confess it with some
shame) I have never yet tried it either upon myself or upon others. Dr. C. J. B.
Williams, who invented it I believe, has a high opinion of it.~ efficacy. It certainly
has the merit of simplicity, for it ctJnsists merely in abstinence from every kinJ of
drink. No liquid, or next to none, is to be sw:-illowed until the disorJer is gone.
The principle here concerned is that of cutting off the supply of watery materials to
th e blood. Tho wants of the system exha·ust, from the circulatin g fluid, all that can
be spared for the natural evacuations; and there is nothing- left to feed the unnatural
secretion from the inflamed mucous membrane. Its capillary vessels cease to be 0011 gested; the morbid flux is di\•ertcd, and the inflammation starYed away. Such is the
theory. Ilabitual tapers might hold the remedy to be worse than the dise:-ise; but
Dr. Williams assures us that the necessary privation is not very hard to bear: aud
that it achieves a cure, upon an average, iu forty.eight hours. H e allows, without
recommend ing, a tablespoonful of tea or milk for the morning and even ing meals, and
a. wine-glass of water at bed-time.
One great advantage of this plan is, that it does not require confinement to bed, or
to the house. 'l'he man whose business calls him abroad, may, with appropriate
clothing, pursue his customary employment, and his cure is all the while going on.
In fact, exercise, inasmuch as it promotes perspiration, helps the recovery; whereas
the system of warm drinks and diaphoretics renders the body more susceptible to
atmospheric vicissitudes; and, to be effectual, implies restrictions which are often·
times extremely inconvenie nt.
Dr. Williams observes, that while this dry treatment is serviceable in catarrhal
bronchitis, it is most successful in eoryza, snivelli ng cold iu the head. It must be
put in force in the very commencement of the disorder.
You may often do much by way of p1·eve11tion, for persons who are unusually liable
to take colds. I have remarked before upon the great value of the slto10er-'1lttli for
that purpose. I could mention several in~tanees in which persons have got rid of the
tendency to catch cold by the habitual use of this aspersion. It should be begun in
the summer, and the water should at first be tepid; but in a. i:ihort time quite oold
water way be employed; aud being once begun, the practice may be continued
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throughout the winter. I stated formerly, that the effect of exposure to cold was, creteriA
paribus, in proportion to the intensity and the duration of the se11satio11 of cold that
it produced. 1.'he iatensity of the sensation of cold under the shower-bath is considerable, but the duration of it is momentary. It operates as a prophylactic in this
way: it inures the surface t-0 a lower temperature than it is likely t-o be subjected to
at any other part of the day. The lesser deg-recs of cold have then no injurious effect,
uuless they are long protracted. For those who cannot procure a shower-bath, or who
cannot bear its shock, cold sponging will be found exceedingly salutary.
But inflammation of the membrane lining the air-passages may be, and often is, a
very acute and dangerous disorder, ( e., the inflammation may be both intense and
diffused; it may descend into the vesicular texture, and occupy the whole surface of
the membrane on one side of the ehE'st, and then it may prove a very grave disease;
or it may involve the whole lini ng membrane of both lungs, and then it is always
attended with considerable peril.
'l'his inflammation will sometimes, when it is thuR general over the whole membrane, linger for a considerable period in its first sta1!e; and it may even, after so
lingering, 1mbside again without ever passing beyond the first stage. By the first
stage, I mean the stage of dryness. Very little notice of this modifieatiou of bronchitis has been taken by authors. Dr. Ln.tham has µ-iven a distinct and graphic
description of it, to the accuracy of which I can testify frum my own experience.
You will find cases of it detailed in his book. Since they were published, some striking instances of this form of the disease have occurred to myself. Oue, which happened lately, I will relate by way of example. I was asked by an old pupil of the
hospital to see a lady, his patient, in Gordou Square. I found her feverish, and in a
state of extreme dyspncca, sitting up in bed from iuability to lie down, labouring for
breath; her face turgid and rather livid, her nostrils working, her shoulders elevated.
She could scarcely speak, but expressed, in what she did say, a dread of immediate
suffocation. She had been in nearly the same state for a day or two. On listening
at her back I could hear the air slowly wheezing and whistling into her lungs everywhere, and then leaving them still more slowly, with a prolonged growl, somethin g
like that of an angry cat. There was no true vesicular breathin7; there was no erepitation: and there was no part into which the air did not, although with difficulty, find
its way. The chest was everywhere resonant on percussion. There could be no
doubt that the membrane throughout was tumid and dry, aud iu the earliest stage of
in8ammatiou. Depletion had already been employed iu this case, and we had recourse
to the tartar emetic. This was givon in free and repeated doses, till it produced
nausea and sickness. Whenever it did so, the pulse diminished in force, the face
became blanched, and the breathing much easier; and the medicine was then suspended until these effects lrnd gone off, when it was repeated in the same manner.
The disease was not, however, brought at once to an end by this treatment; it was
kept at bay for a day or two lon!?'er, and then a copious secretion from tho membrane
took place, with great relief to all the distressidg symptoms. Then, of course, crepitation became universally audible. Except the debility which it left behind, the
patient soon recovered of the bronchial inflammation.
Uut in the great majority of instances the inflarnmati_on docs not thus Jio!?:er in its
first stage: the membrane soon bef!:ins to pour forth p;lairy mucus; so that we do not
often meet with sil1ilus, without finding at the same time, in some pa rt of the same
lung, that there is also small and large crepitation It is of soiue importance to
attend to the characters of the mucus that is expectorated. It is transparent and adhesive. If you pour it from one vessel into another, it flows out in one mass of
extreme tenacity; it will draw out sometimes like melted glass; _a?d ~he dcgre~ of
viscosity is a tolerably accurate measure of the degree of the existing mflmumatwn.
Upon the surface of the viscid mucus there is usually more or less froth, t.lie (J'lll1ltlf!J
of it depending on the facility or the difficulty with which the ~puta ar~ broul!_ht u~,
If the patient do not expectorate till after a long fit of cou~hrng, durm_!! wl11ch au•
has Leen many times inspired and expired, and has thus got intimately 1uiugled with
the mucus that fills the air-passa!!cs, the expectoration will contain numerous little
air-bubbles; will be very frothy. Sometimes also, during this stage of the complaint,
the sputa are marked with streaks of blood.
While the expectoration po~sesses the characters I have been describiag, the in·
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Rammation is still active, and the fe,·cr and dyspncca consi<lcrable. This correspondence between the general symptoms and the matters spat up was well known to
the ancients, who said that such expectoration was sti ll cnule. But in proportion as
the inflammation approaches to resolution, the appearance and qualities of the sputa
are chan,1?ed: the mucus loses by degrees its transparency, is mixed with masses or
pellets that arc opaciuc, and of a yellow, white, or greenish colour : and these masses,
few at first, increase more and more in number, until they constitute the whole of the
sputa. Such expectoration as this is commonly accompanied by a marked rem ission
in the different symptoms of the bronchial infl ammation : it announces that the in.
flammation is tcrmiaating in resolution. It is such as the ancients spoke of as being
concorted, or ripe. H owever, the characters Qf the opaque 8puta expectorated
towards the end of an attack of acute bronchitis arc subj ect to much variety.
lt will often happen that the expectoration after hav ing thus become opaque, and
parti.coloured, will go back 3,br.tin to its former condition of tran::parcncy, and stickiness, and froth: and that is a very certain index of a return or increase or extension
of the inflammation; so that the character of the matter expectorated exhibits, in a
certain degree, the prov;rcss of the inflammation; and consequently constitutes one
point of guidance to our treatment. 1'h e nature of the expectoratio n forms also rrn
iiuportant particular in our means of distinguishing bronchitis from pneumonia; as I
shall further explain when I speak of the latter diserise.
I have described acute bronchitis as it appears when it terminates fayourably: in
such cases the inflammation generally begins to abate somewhere from the fourth to
th e eighth d<1y of the disease. But acute bronchitis may terminate 1111/avourulily.
\Yh en the inflammation is universal and intense, the fever high, aud the labour of
respiration great-if the symptoms do not yield to the treatment employed, or if
judicious treatment have not been adopted, or have been too Ion~ delayed, signs of
impendi ng suffocation begin to show themseh-es: the lips, a nd cheeks, and ton~ue,
assume a purpfo:ih colour; a lfrid paleness takes the place of the form<.>r red flush;
the express ion becomes more and morn anxious; delirium comes on, and rapid
siukiug. 'l1 bcse indicate, you kaow, the circulation of blood that is in a great
measure venous through the arteries; and the venous bloot.l
FIG. 43
acts as a poison wh en it so circulates. Profuse, cold,
clammy sweats ensue; and the patient dies of <1pncca. His
brcnthing is choked by the morbid secretion which occupies
the bronchial tubes, .'lmall as well as large, and which be
has not strength enough left to cou~h up.
Accordiu~ly, when we examine the thorax after death 80
produced, we find, in the first place, that the lungs do not
subside upon the admission of the pressure of the atmosphere to their external su rface. 'Ve next find the trachea,
and bronchi, and their ramifications, blocked up by a frothy
adhesive mucus, resembling that which during life had been
expectorated : and the membrane which liues them is red
and thickened.
'l'he treatment proper for these acute and dangerous
forms of bronchitis is a matter of some nicety. Blood·
letting, as I formerly stated to you, h<1s not th:it decided
power over inflammation of mw·ous tissues which it posInjcctionandslnsisinthe sesses over the adhesive inflammation to which serous mem·
vessels or tho bronchial mu~
branes are liable. Nevertheles!!I, if there be much fever,
cou~ membmno, in bronchi.
a hard pulse, and great oppression of the breathing,
tia,accnbyo.lowpowor. The
vosselsworo disposed in Jon. and particularly if these symptoms present themselves in a
young, strong, and robust individual, it will be proper to
~::~~!:~~ ~~~:~:J~t~On~:~d by fake away blood. And you will always find blood.Jetting:
relieve the symptoms; even when its ultimate effect may
be injurious. The patient's distress arises from his inability to supply air enough to

~~=~~~~~~; ~1o:~n~~s 3!:! ;~~~,i~o~a~~~~ pt:o !~~ll~~~ist{g:t:\i~Yu~~~~r~!~~~g ~ ~~
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a grent part of t.he dan~f'r to be apprehended in the advanced periods of th<" disease,
is that the patient 1uay not have muscular power enough to discmbarra..r.is bid air·
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passages of the phlegm that overloads them; to draw a strong breath, and to achieYe
a vigorous cough. And this danger must be borne in mind in our earlier curative
efforts. After much thought and observation, I have come to the conclusion that in
these cases it is more safe, and not less effectual, to take blood from the surface of
the chest by cupping, than to open a vein in the arm . '!'he space between the
scapulre is the most eligib le spot for the application of the cupping-~lasses; but they
may also be placed upon th e front of the thorax. The amount of blood to be thus
abstracted, an d the question of repeating the cuppi ng, must be determined by the
condition of th e patient's pulse, which supplies a better measure of the propriety of
depletion than is furnished by the local sy mptoms.
After the bowels have been cleared by a mercuria l purgative, calomel and jalap for
example, you wiH find the tartar emetic a \°cry valuable med icine in these acute cases
of bronchitis. It should be µ:ive n in such doses as will excite nausea . and if ''omiting be occasioned, you may still go on with th e medici ne after th e sickness has subsided. The depress ion which thi s substance prod uces is frl'ea t, but it is te mporary,
and it is effected without expending blood. With the antimony- I mean duriu g the
same period - mercury may and ought to be given : to this co mbiuati on I should be
inclined to trust more than to any other internal treatment.
If symptoms of debility and sinking have begun to show themselves, it will be
necessary to administer stimulatin g ex pectorants. I presum e that the carbonate of
ammonia, which is often extremely usefu l in such cases, acts as an expectorant, by
giving a fillip to th e muscular power. But it is supposed by some persons to exercise
some specific influence upon the bronchial membrane. ll owevcr this may be, five or
six grains of it, ~iveo in solution every four or six hours, arc often fo ll owed by free
expector:ltion and a marked improvement.
One of the circumstances of which patients are much disposed to complain, is the
violent or importunate cough ; and another is, the want of sleep and of rest : indeed
the one of th ese is often, in a great measure, th e cause of the other: - the urgency
or frequency of the cough prevents the patient from sleeping. Now th ere is nothi n:,.::
so well ca lculated to allay cough, and to procure sleep, as opi um ; and you will be
strongly tempted to give these patients opiates, and you will probably be encourageJ
to do so by the succe8S which will follow that practice in many cases. The gootl
effects of a full narcotic at bed.tim e are sometimes very striking. P atients who for
previous ni ghts have been perpetually harassed by cough, and who are worn out by
the disturban ce of th eir rest, will sleep tranquilly, and in the morning expectorate
largely aod freely , and declare th emselves wonderfully th e better for th eir op iute. Y ct
opium is a ticklish remedy in these cases. Many a pati ent-sorne within my own
knowledge- labouring und er general or exte nsive bronch itis, have been put so so undly
to sleep by a dose of opium on goi ng to bed, that they have not waked aga in. I be·
lieve you may receive it as a golden rul e, not to give opium - I mea n in a full dose,
so as to force slecp,-if you see any venous blood mingling in the gene ral circulati o11 1
- if the complexion be dusky, and th e lips in any degree blue. 'l'he circulation of
half.arterialized blood through the br..1in is in itself a powerful cause of coma; and if
you add th e influ ence of an opiate, the coma may easily be made fatal. While the
cheeks an<l lips rem ain florid , a11d wh en th e first violence of the disease has abated,
an opiate will do capita l service. It is a common practice to combi ne it with antimouy
or some other expectorant. Twenty minims of lauda11um, with th e sa me quantity of
the vinum antimonii potassio.tartratis; or a third of a gra in of the acetate of ruorphiu,
with a drachm of oxy mel of squills; are convenient forms.
Counter.irritati on is freq uently of great use, as an auxiliary measu re, in the trea t·
ment of acute bronchitis. Sensible relief of the cough, and of the oppressed brea th in~,
often foll ows the rising of a large blister laid across the front of th e chest. When
the dyepurea is ex treme, and a rnore speedy counter.irritant is required, you may ha\·e
recourse to the mustard poultice. Inhalat.io n of the stea m of hot water is also very.
soothing and useful. It is one of the best expectorants I know of, when it a nswe rs
at all ; but to some persons it proves irritating, and they derive no comfort from it.
I have Lee n spcu kin~ of acute bronchitis, uncombin ed w~th any other pulmonary
disease; and it is curious how little disposed the inflammation often seems to be to
extend itself from the mucous membran e to the neighbouring ti ssues. The reason,
doubtless, is, that this membrane is furnished with a distinct set of blood·vcsscls, the
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bronchfol arteries, and veins: while the substance of the lungs is supplied by thr
pulmonary. We could not tell, merely by attending to the general symptoms, whether
the inflammation was limited to the inner membrane or not; but by making use of the
sense of hearing, we are able to determine this. If the inflammation should spread
to the parencbymatous texture of the lungs-i. e. if the bronchitis should pass into
pneumonia,- this circumstance would be disclosed by physical signs, which I shall
in due time describe and explain; and it would demand certain modifications of our
plan of treatment.
In the later sta~es of acute broncl1itis, and in various disorders of the bronchial
membrane, a peculiar condition of the lung is apt to result, mechanically, from obstruction of the air-tubes by inspissa.ted mucus. 'l'his condition is one of great pathological interest; but it was not recognised, or if recognised it was not clearly understood,
till of late years. It lrns been well described and explained by some modern French
and German writers. The best English accounts of it to which I can refer you are
those of Dr. William Gairdncr, as it occurs in tho bronchitis of adult life - of Dr.
West, as it is modified somewhat in the lungs of children-and of Dr. Alderson, in it!
~onnexion with hooping-cough.
The condition of which I speak is that in which portions of the lungs are completely
exhausted of air. Naturally, you know, the healthy Jun)! contains a residual quantity
of air even after the most forcible act of expiration. When taken from the body the
healthy lung is moist, has a sponf!y elastic feel, and crackles slightly under pressure.
But throul?h the operation of disease, portions of the living puln:onary tissue may
become as thorou~hly devoid of air, as the whole of that tissue is in infants who have
never breathed. l'hosc empty portions are firm, tou,f.{h, dry, of a dull red colour, and
they sink when placed in water. 'l'he surface exposed by their sectiou looks to the
naked eye like a piece of muscle. Hence they are sometimes said to have become
carnified. '!'his state has been confounded with, but is very different from, a morbid
state that I shall soon have to describe, in which the lung, from its rcse1ublance in
texture to liver, is said to be !tepatized; in which there is the same dull red colour,
and the same absence of crepitation under pressure, but the affected tissue is friable,
and its cut surface moist and J?ranular. In the one case the air cells are empty; in
the other they are choked up with the exudations proper to ioflammation: in neither
case do they contain air.
'!'his empty condition of the pulmonary substance may result from tho expulsion of
the air by pressure from without: as when the lun~ is pushc><l firmly against the ribs
and vertebral column in pleurisy attended with liquid effusion-to be described hereafter. The lung thus compressed and looking like flesh has been not unaptly called
earnificd lung-. Dut the cause of the absence of air is more often interual, and consists in the pluggin~ up of one or more air tubes; and then collapse of the lung is
said to have taken place: and this is the more common and the more correct term.
'l'he mechanism of this collapse is very simple and intellif!:ible. Small portions of
tough and sticky mucus are driven to and fro in the larger air tubes during: the alternate acts of respiration, or in the paroxysms of a. cough. .Mostly they arc expelled by
the cough which their presence provokes. nut it may happen, and it often does
happen, that during inspiration one of these pellets, forced strongly backwards in a
tube which grJdunlly bc(.-omcs smaller and smaller, shuts up that tube, and all the
smaller branches that proceed from it beyond the place of the obstruction. In expiration the plug moves a little outwards again, so as to allow a part of the imprisoned air
to escape; but returning in inspiration, it does not permit any fresh air to enter.
Repetitions of this process exhaust, or nearly exhaust the air from the portion of luog
thus mechanically sealed up. The portion so exhausted suffers collapse.
Collapse of the lung may be diffused, or lo!Julur.
In the first of these forms, which is also the most common of the two, the collapse
extends over a. considerable portion of one lung, or of both lun1!S· The collapse way
not be complete, nor the absence of air tot.al. '!'he affected piece of lung- may still
therefore float in water. Its colour, which varies accordinJ? to the quantity of blood
contained in it, is usually a dark, brownish red, gradually shading off sometimes into
the h~e of the adjoining lung. This diffused collapse is generally met with in tbt:
roster1or parts of the lungs.
The-.second, or .lobular furm of collapse, is more sharply dcfincJ, and its well-marked
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outline stri kes t11e eye at once. The affected lobules, or buocl1Cs of lobules, occupy
the anterior edges of the lua~, as well as other situations. 'l'hcy are slightly depressed below the f!Cncral surface of the lun~. Seen through the pleura, they ha.Ye
a dark red or violet colour; and when cut into they present a brown or mahorrany
hue. This form of collapse occurs chiefly in the lungs of children, and it was for:erly
regarded as the consequence and evidence of lobular pneumonia. The condensation
is not due, however, to present or to by-gone inflammation, but simply to tho absence
of air. When the change is of recent date, the co1lapscd portions may be restored to
their ~atural volume and condition, by blowing air into them through their proper
bronchial tubes.
When collapse has taken place to any considerable extent during an attack of
bronchitis, the breathing is apt to become laborious. The act of inspiration is performed with effort, difficulty, and distress; while that of expiration is comparatively
easy. The patient is unable to lie down . All the muscles accessory to the inspiratory mo,•cmcnts arc called into play, yet little air finds entrance. Dr. Gairdner speaks
of this " long-drawn, exhausting, inadequate inspiration, as being probably peculiar
to obstructive bronchitis. 11 The paroxysms of severe dyspnooa. incidental to bronchial
disorders are doubtless often owing to casual changes in the position of portions of
tenacious mucus in tlrn air tubes.
You will bear in mind this condition of collapse, and the laboured resp iration associated with it; for I shall have to point out to you a. strik ing con trast, in respect
to the manner of breathing, when we come to the consideration of pure pneumonia.
Collapse of the lung, in proportion to its extent and its proximity to the surface,
must modify, and in some degree lessen, the resonance of the chest under percussion. When such modificn.tion of the stroke-sound springs up io the course of an
lttack of bronchitis, and the patient's respiration becomes at the same time laborious,
these conjoint symptoms will generally suffice to re.-cnl the prc&GU.ce and the character
of what may be called an accident of the disease. From this accident, when it is
recent and uncomplicated, both reason and observation tench us to believe that the
lung may recover, upon the removal of the obstruction, and the co nsequent readmission of air. And it seems probable, as Dr. Gairdner has suggested, that the muscular
contractions of the bronchial tubes themselves have frequently a greater share than
the movements of respiration, in promoting the expulsion of the accumulated mucus.
A similar accident may sometimes convert an apparently slight attack of bronchitis
into a most peri lous and quickly fatal malady. A large plug of tenacious mucus may
all at once cuter and stop up the principal bronchus of one, or of the other lung.
Sudden and urgent dyspnrea ensues, and unl ess the plug be dislodged, the patient
may perish before any collapse can be effected. In stantly, in that portion of the lung
to which the bronchus conducts, a11 soun d of respiration ceases: yet over this same
portion of lung, in which no sound, healthy or morbid, is heard by the car applied to
the thorax, percussion gives the natural hollow sound. If the obstructive mass be
fortunately expelled, or displaced, in the desperate struggle for breath, the sound of
respiration is re-established as sudden ly as it had previously disappeared : and the
dyspnrea also ceases. In some cases, however, the noise of the pulmonary expansion
docs not so return, the difficulty of breathing in creases, suffocation becomes imminent,
and death by apnrea takes place rapidly.
Andra! relates two instances of death from this cause; one of which was the followin,g. A coachman, fifty years old, had been several times a patient in La. Charite,
for obst inate pulmonary catarrh, with slight dyspnrea, and puriform expectoration.
Every time he went away relieved, but not cured. On both sides of his chest could
be heard all the varieties of rbonchus. In one spot the column of a.ir which penetrated the bronchi imitated the snoring of one in a deep sleep; in another spot it was
like a dull and prolonged groan; in a third, a soun d resembling that made by bellows, and in a. fourth the cooing of a turtle-dove, were exactly simulated. On the
last occas ion of his entering the hospital, his respiration was still tolerably free. One
morning he was found in a state of unusual nnxiety. In the middle of the night,
after a violent paroxysm of cough, his breathing (he said) had suddenly become very
much oppressed. It was discovered, on auscultation of his chest, that no air penetrated into the upper lobe of the right lung; yet that part sounded well on pcrcu~·
38
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sion 1 even louder than the corresponding part of the other side, which was morbidly
dull. 'l'he difficulty of breathing went on augmenting, and the man was s~n dead.
Besides other marks of disease in tbe lungs, the primary bronchus lcadrng to the
upper lobe on the right side was closed up completely by tough mucus, and exhibited
the appearance of a full cylinder.
In the other case, also, the obstructed bronchial tube supplied the upper lobe of
the right lung.
It may socm strange that the interruption of the access of air to so small a portion
of the lungs should be attended with such serious consequences, when we know that
the greater part of each lung may be impermeable by air, and yet the patient live a
long time, and often without any great dyspncea.. The explanation of the apparent
difficulty seems to be, that in the one case the prevention of the arrival of air in the
part affected is sudden, in the other gradual. Moreover, the rcmaiuing portions of
the lungs are performing their functions imperfectly.
When once attention has been awakened to the kind of accident just mentioned,
the diagnosis would not seem to be difficult. We may imspcct obstruction of one of
the bronchi when considerable dyspnooa comes on sudden ly during the .continuance of
simple bronchitis: and our suspicion will be confirmed if at the same time respiration
ceases to be audible in a certain portion of the lun g, while the sound given by percussion over the same part remains unaltered. Emphysema of the lung (which I
shall explain hereafter) is the only other condition which could give rise to similar
physical signs.
Andra! judiciously suggests the employment of emetics, and the inhalation of steam,
in such cases.
I shall have to speak of some varieties of chronic bronchitis; but there is a. mixed
form of pulmonary disease that requires to be noticed, iu which acute or subacute
inflammation engrafts itself upon changes that are chronic and abiding. Sydenham
calls the disorder to which I now refer peripnemnonia notha-bastard peripneumony.
Catarrlws senilis is another of its names. It may be considered as chronic bronchitis, occurring in old persons, and very apt to be converted into poeumonia1 or to
be greatly aggravated in degree duriog winter, or upon any accidental exposure. 'fhis
is the cornruon complaint of persons advanced in life. I mention it here in compliance with the usual custom, and because this is as convenient a place for its introduction as any. But it would be au error to regard it as exclusively a disease of the
mucous membrane of the lungs. An habitually congested state of that membrane,
marked by some shortness of breath, and some expectoratio n, and by the constaut
presence of some degree of crepitation in the lower parts of the lungs, - these arc
circumstances which arc of daily occurrence as consequences of disease oftlw lu:w·t;
and it is in persons whose habitual health is of this kind, that what is called peripneumonia notha, which implies a diffused inflarnmatiou of the pulmonary mucous
melllbrane, with sometimes au enormous secretion from its surface, is most npt to
super\'ene. Almost all such persons will tell you that there are periods at which they
experience slight febrile attacks, and exacerbations of their complaints: they have
pain in the breast or sido, headache, heat, and thirst; and at these periods the cough
and expectoration are always aggravated, and continue for some time to be more than
commonly severe. "The disease (says Cullen, who, following Sydenham, has gh·en
a good description of its general symptoms) has often the appearance only of a more
violent catarrh; and after the employment of some remedies, is entirely relieved by a
free and copious expectoration. In other cases, however, the feverish and catarrha l
symptowe arc at first very moderate, and even slight; but after a few days these
symptoms sudden ly become considerable, and put an end to the patient's life, when
the indications of danger were before very littl e evidellt."
The truth is (and we learn the truth by the evidence of auscultation), that in these
cases pneumonic inflammation is often suddenly set up. There is no security, as Dr.
La~ham observes, that the portions of lung which yield crepitatio n to-day may not be
solid and impervious to-morrow. Dr. Latham is of opinion that in this disease the
inflammation is apt to travel over the bronchial membrane from place to place 1 as
er.y~ipelas is seen sometimes to wander over the surface of the body. I know not how
•htS may be; but certainly death is often produced in these pt!rsons by the sudden
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spoiling of even a moderate portion of lung; or by its sudden clos1ire. For it is more
than probable that, in many of these cases, the distressful symptoms result (especially
whcu they bear no inflammatory character) from the rapid accession of pulmonary
collapse. In their ordinary condition, the patients have just enough, and no more, of
the respiratory apparatus in an cffccth•e state, whereby to subsist; and when a fresh
part of it is rapidly rendered solid and useless, they quickly perish. But they die
also from another cause. The nicety of treatment which I spoke of as being required
in certain stages of acute bronchitis, is still more apparent and necessary here. We
arc placed in this dilemma. If we do not take blood in the inflammatory attacks, we
run a risk of losing our patient from the effects of the unch ecked inflammation; and
if we do bleed, we arc in danger of losing him by producing a degree of weakness
which will render him unable to expectorate the effused mucus, and iso liabl e to perish
bv suffocation. Cupping and blisters are the remedies most suitable when there is
e~•idence of rece nt inflammation - what are called expectorants and perhaps emetics,
when we ba,·e reason to suspect collapse. Medicines which arc at the same time
diuretic are also serviceable-the spiritus retheris nitrici, the preparations of squill,
aud of digitalis.

LECTURE XLIX.
Influenza. Symptoms and progress. Conjectures as to its came. Treatment. Ha9
asthma. Uhronic Bronchitis. Its varieties. Morbid anatomy of the3e affections.
Dilatation of the Bror;.chi.

CATA.Ran, which was the principal subject of the last lecture, occasionally prevails
far and wide as an epidemic disease. I speak, indeed (February 4, 1837), during
the immediate presence of one such visitation, although the extreme violence of the
complaint that has been raging among us is now fast subsiding. You can hardly be
without cllI'iosity to know what has been learned respectin g an influence which has
thus, on a sudden, before your eyes, disturbed and sickened a whole community. I
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been known and noticed from remote anti'luity. Cullen calls it catarrlms e contagio :
and under that head, in his Nosology, you will find a copious rcfcrc ucc to recorded
accounts of epidemic catarrh, as it has been observed to spread over great portions of
the world. lo France the disorder thus prevailing, is styled the yrippc. 'l1 hc Italians,
putting the cause for the effect, call it influenza, the infl1tcnce: and this last term
in6ueoza has now become naturalized in our language. Since Cullen wrote there
have been four or five more of these epidemics. One in 1782, which extended over
all Europe, visiting every country therein, affecting more than one-half of its inhabitants, and proving fatal. to very many of them. You will find, in the th~rd volun~e
of the Transactions of tlte College of Physicians, a good account of the disease as tt
then showed itself in this country. In the spring of 1803 another instance of it
occurred; and of this the history, as compiled from the testimony of a huudrcd and
twenty-four observers, is preserved in the ninth and tenth volumes of the Lo_ndon
;}/Pdical and Physical Journal. In the month of April 1 in the year 1833, the rnfiu
enza again made its appearance, and prevailed extensively, both here and f'lscw_herc.
and of the influenza of 1837 you have had, and you still have, the opportumty of
being observers. A very good and instructive sketch of this epidemic malady, coru
piled by Dr. Hancock, ~s t~ be fou~d in the Cycl~pccdia of Practical Jlcdicinc. To
that article, to the pubheattons I Just now mentioned, and to th e works enumerated
by Cullen, I w•~Y refer ~ou for much which is curious and inte.resting_ in the histo:y
of the disease; but which would not be so well adapted to our imm ed iate purpose 10
this place- n.ame.ly, that of seizing upon the practical facb1 which have been ascertained respectrng mfluenza.
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One characteristic feature of this species of catarrh, ns distinguisl1cd from the ordi~
nary sporadic disorder, is the sudden occurrence, in the outset, of more decided febrile
disturbance. The first two patients whom I saw in the epidemic of 1833 had just
the symptoms which frequently ruark the commencement of an attack of continued
fever; and 1 did not know, at my first visit, what was about to happen to them. The
symptoms, taking them altogether, are somewhat as follows. 'l'l~c patient is chilly,
and perhaps shi,•crs; presently headache occurs, and a sense of tightness across the
forehend, in the situation of the frontal sinuses; the eyes become tender and watery;
and sneezing and a copious acrid defluxion from the nose ensue, followed or accom.
panicd by heat and uneasiness about the throat, hoarseness, a troublesoma cough, and
oppression of the breathing. In short, the symptoms a.re the symptoms of catarrh;
including in that term all tho varieties thereof that are sometimes met with separately
- gravcdo, coryza, bronchitis: and with these symptoms, :i. sudden, early, and cxtr"J.·
ordinary subdual of the strength; and, most com mon ly, great dC'pression of spirits.
The debility which comes on at th e very outset of the compla.int is one of its most
singular phenomena, taking place, in some cases, almost instantly, and in a much
greater degree than would seem proportioned to the other symptoms of the malady
which it thus ushers in. Indeed, this rapid and remarkable prostration of strength
is more essentially a part of the disorder than the catarrhal affection, which sometimes
(though rarely), is absent, or imperceptible. It is upon the mucous membranes,
however, that the stress of the disease generally falls; especially upon the internal
lining of the air·passagcr:i. Those of the alimentary canal seldom escape entirely; but
they suffer in a less degree. The tongue is white and creamy, the palate loses its
sensibility, the appetite fails, nausea and vomiting are not uncommon, and sometiwes
there is diarrhrea. The pulse, in the uncomplicated disease, is soft, and generally
weak. The skin, at first hot and dry, soon becomes moist, and sometimes exhales a
peculiar musty smell. The patients complain also of pains in the limbs and back, and
of much soreness, a bruised, fatigued, or tender feel, along the edges of the ribs, and
in various parts of the body.
In its simple form and ordin:uy course, the disease abates of its violence after two,
three, or four days, and the patient is usually convalescent before the termination of
the week : but cough and much debility are apt to survive the other symptoms, and
while these continue, the complaint is very easily renewed. Pre.existing disease, and
peculiar constitutional habits and tendencies, modify considerably the character of the
10fluenza, as it affects different persons. It is apt to be complicated with bronchitis,
with pneumonia, with rbeumatic affections of the joints, with neuralgic pains. I do
not attempt to represent in detail its various phases; they are fit subjects of study
for yourselves.
I have remarked that Cullen makes this species of catarrh to proceed from contagion.
But the visitation is a great deal too sudden and too widely spread to be capable of
explanation in that way. I will not say that the disease may not be in some degree
infectious; for there is reason to believe that other epidemic disorders, having many
points of analogy with the influenza, m·e somehow imparted from one individual to
another, although they arc mainly produced by some influence which resides in the
atmosphere. 'l'herc are facts in the history of influenza which furnish a strong prc-sumption that the exciting cause of the disorder is material, not a mere qua1ity of the
atmosphere; and that it is at least portable. The instances are very numerous, too
numerous to be attributed to mere chance, in which the complaint has first broken out
in those particufo.r houses of a town at which travellers have recently arrived from
infected places. But this great and important question of contagion I hope to
examine with you more rigorously on a future occasion. What I wish to point out
now is the fact that the influenza pervades large tracts of country in a manner much
too sudden and simultaneous to be consistent with the notion th<l't its prevalence
depends exclusively upon any contagious properties that it may possess. You arc
aware that it has recently seized upon all parts of this metropolis- and I believe I
may say of nearly the whole kingdom -within the space of a very few days. It has
been observed to occur also, at the same time, on laud, and on board different ships
which have had no communication with the shore, nor with each otlier. Thus it is
stated in the Trausactions of tlie College of Physicians, that on the 2d of l\lay, l /h'.3,
Admiral Kempcnfclt sail ed from Spithead with a squadron, of which the Goliah was
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one. The crew of that vessel wete attacked with influenza on the 29th of l\Iay; and
the rest were at different times affected, and so many of the men were rendered
incapable of duty by this prevailing sickness, that the whole squadron was obliO'ed to
return into port about the second week in June, not having had communicatio~ with
any shore, but having cruised solely between Brest and the Lizard. This happened
in one part of the fleet. Io the be~inning of the same month, another large squadron
sailed, all in perfect health, under Lord Howe's command, for the Dutch coast.
Towards the end of the month, just at the time therefore when the Goliah became
full of the dise:ise, it appeared in the Rippon, the Princess Amelia, and other ships
of the last.mentioned fleet, although there had been no intercourse with the land.
Similar events were noticed in the epidemic of 1833. One or two curious in stances
of the sudden sickening of considerable bodies of men in different places at the same
time, were related to me on good authority. On t11e 3d of April in that year -the
Tery day on which I saw the first two cases that I did see of the influenza, all London
being smitten with it on that and the following day-on that same day the Stag was
coming up the channel, and arrived at two o'clock off Berry 1Icad 1 on the Devonshire
coast, all on board being at that time well. In half an hour afterwards, the brcczo
being easterly and blowing off the land, 40 men were down with the influenza, by
six o'clock the number was increased to 60, and by two o'clock the next day to 160.
On the self.same evening a regiment on duty at Portsmouth was in a perfectly healthy
state, hut by the next morning so many of the soldiers of that regiment were affected
by the influenza, that the garrison duty could not be performed by it. I make no
doubt that facts of a like nature have occurred during the present epidemic, and will
be made known in due time. They illustrate several important points in respect to
the disease: viz., the impossibility of accounting for its prevalence upon the principle
of mere contagion - the suddenness of its invasion-and the early and extreme
prostration of strength with which it is attended .

[In 1733 the influenza commenced simultaneously in London and in Flanders during
the first week of January; at Paris, about the middle of the same month; ancl in
Ireland, towards its termination; n.t Leghorn, about the middle of l?cbruary; and at
Naples and Madrid, near the end of the month. The same year it made its appear.
ance in America, about the middle of October, first in the New England States; and
was soon afterwards prevalent in the islands of Barbadoes and J:imaica. In a few
months it is sa id to have extended to Mexico and as far South as Peru. In 1789,
the disease made its appearance first in New York, in the month of September, ancl
was prevalent during the same month in Philadelphia. Soon after, it spread over
the whole of the Eastern and Southern States, and to the ariny, in the northwestern
territory, under the command of General Wayne. About one month subsequently,
it made its appearance at Grenada.
In its Revcra l visitations in this country it has usually commenced in one of the
eastern States, and extended southwards along the seaboard, with more or less rapidity.
In 1807, however, it showed itself first in New York, ~µreading thence, as from a.
centre; in every direction. It reached Canada, on the north, and extended to the
Sonthera and ·western States, in the course of three months. The amazing rapidity
with which it diffused itself over the greater portion of the American continent,
resembled more the fleetness of the wind than the natural course of a disease.
Almos.t the entire population of a. city, town, or neighbourhood, became in a. few days
subjected to its influence; and as it seldom incapacitated the majority of those affected
by it from pursuing their ordinary occupations, there was heard in every street and
place of resort, so much coughing, hawking, and wheezing, as to interrupt conversa.
tion; while in public as~cmblies the voice of the speaker, itself scarcely audible from
the hoarseness produced by disease, was completely drowned by the coughing concert
kept up by his auditory. In the subsequent occurrence of the influenza. in our midst,
nearly the same facts have been observed-very shortly after its first appearance in
Philadelphia the greater part of the iuhabitan~ of the city and surrounding country,
became affected with it to a. greater or less extent, and within a very short period it
bad :ittacked the inhabitants of nearly every portion of the United States.-C.]
The occurrence of epidemic catarrh, as well as of most other epidemics, is unques
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tionably connecte,d with some particular state or contamination of the atmosphere.
What that state is, or what may be the kind of contamination, no one knows. TLc
present epidemic followed hard upon the sudden thaw that succeeded the remarkable
mow storm of the final week of the last year. A similar coincideocc between the breaking
tiut of the same disorder, and a sudden elevation of the temperature of the atmosphere,

happened at St. Petersburgh in the epidemic of 1782.

"On .a cold night (Maertens

~ays), the thermometer rose 30° of Fahrenheit; the next mormog 40,000 people were

taken ill with the influenza."

Now if every epidemic had been preceded by similar
changes in the weather, we might resolve the universal prevalence and su~deu ~lCCes
sion of the complaint, into the effect of the cold and damp state of the au, produced
by the thaw. llut it is not so; for, as Dr. Hancock observes, there has not been any
uniform connexion between any one sensible quality of the atmosphere as to heat or
cold, rain or drought, wind or calm -and the invasion of the epidemic. "Et temporc frigidiori ct calidiori, ct flante tam Austro quam Borell, ct pluvioso ct screno
crolo, pcragravit hascc omnes Europre regiones, et omnia loca indiscriminatim."
Irregularities and ~reat vicissitudes of weather have however gone before the disease
in very many instances: but sometimes one condition of the atmosphere, and sometimes another, has been its immediate forerunner: and the epidemic has frequently
been observed to fall partially and capriciously; as a blight falls upon a field or district. Short, in his chronological history of the weather 1 says that thick ill-smelling
fogs preceded, some days, the epidemic catarrh of 1557. Jussieu states that the
grippe of the spring of 1733 appeared in France immediately after offensi'fc fogs,
"more dense than the darkness of Egypt." So also in 1775, Petit informs us that
in France the disease was ushered in by thick noisome fogs. In the same year it
visited the shire of Galloway in Scotland, where, we arc told, "a continual dark fog
and particularly smoky smell prevailed in the atmosphere for five weeks, the sun being
seldom seen." Dr. Darwin has recorded that, in 1782, "the sun was for many weeks
obscured by a dry fog, and appeared red as through a common mist :11 and he supposes
that "the material which thus rendered the air muddy probably caused the epidemic
catarrh which prevailed in that year." You will call to mind here the dark fog which
brooded over this city in tlie midst of the raging: of the distemper about ten days
ago, and which was repeated in a less degree, on Wednesday last (Feb. 1).

[Notwithstanding the influenza. has occurred at all seasons of the year, whether
hot, cold, damp, or otherwise; in every state of the barometer and hygrometer, still,
if we cast our eyes over the various histories of its different visitations in Europe and
America, it will be found that the weather immediately preceding, or during its occurrence was extremely unseasonable, or, at least, was marked by sudden alternations
from cold to warm, or from dryness to moisture, or the reverse. Thus in 1675, we
arc informed by Sydcnham, that the disease made its appearance in the end of October, at which period, the weather which had before been unusually warm, became
suddenly cold and damp. In the winter of 1729, Dr. Gilchrist states, that at the
time when the influenza occurred, the weather was thick, warm, and rainy. In 1762,
according to Monro, the disease appeared in April, after a sudden change of weather
from cold to extreme heat. In 1789, the weather preceding the visit of the influenza,
is stated by Dr. Currie (Diseases of the United States) to have been calm, misty, and
warm; and in the month of August, just as the disease made its appearance, we are
told by Dr. Rush (Jlled. Essays and Observations) it changed suddenly to a degree of
cold uncommon at that season of the year. In 1790, according to the hi8t mentioned
writer, the influenza appeared during an extremely variable winter-the weather sud-
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by sudden changes of temperature, but throughout more wet and cold than usual.
'l'hc period of its visit in 1816 was marked by very variable weather, and a mild and
open winter. In 1826 it occurred towards the close of winter, during a thick, damp,
and unusually mild state of the atmosphere; and the very severe epidemic of 1831
was preceded by great and sudden variations of atmospheric temperature followed by
an unusually early winter.
Van Swieteu, in his Commentary on the 1407 aphorism of Boerhaave, mentions the
dependence of influenza upon a thick, vapory state of the atmosphere, and so far as
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we have been able to obtain access to accurate accounts of the weather during those
years and seasons when the influenza has prevailed, we h:we found it to be marked
by variableness and moisture, or by sudden transitions from a degree of unusual heat
to the opposite extreme.
It has been supposed that the occult morbid constitution of the atmosphere gives
the predisposition to the disease, and impresses upon it its peculiar character of early
and extreme depression, while the c:?.tarrhal symptoms are occasioned by the sensible
properties of the atmosphere, especially by frequent and rapid changes in its temperature. Ilowever this may be, it is at least very certain that the latter increase the
nuwber of those attacked by influenza, and augment very materially its intensity.
That during a season in which the influenza prevails, particular winds, and atmospherical vicissitudes arc alone capable of producing the disease cannot, however, be
doubted. In the account of the influenza, which prevailed in England in 1803, by
Dr. Carrich, we learn that the inhabitants of that side of Richmond Terrace, on
Clifton Hill, near Bath, which fronted the east, were universally attacked with the
disease1 while the south side, the great majority both of persons and families, in all
other respects similarly circumsta.nccd, escaped it entirely. H erc the cast wind was
evidently the direct exciting cause of the influenza. - C. ]

It has been observed also, that shortly before, or during, or soon after the prcva·
1
Jenee of these ep~dcmic catarrhs-epizootic diseases have raged; various species of
brutes, and of birds, have been extensively affected with sickness: while on some
occasions prodigious swarms of insects have made their appearance. In short, a great.
variety of facts concur to render it probable that some peculiar conclitiou of the air
existed, which, though it might be favourable to the multiplication of some species
of living creatures, such as the insects just referred to, operated as a poison upon the
human body, and upon the bodies of many of the brute creation.
It is a very curious circumstance in the history c,f epidemic cat:rrrh, and worthy of
your reflection, that they travel; migrate as it were from one place to another;. and
moreover, that they hold, for the most part, to certain courses, in spite even of oppo.
site winds, and of variations of temperature. It has been noticed that the influenza
generally follows a westerly direction, or one from the south towards the north.west.
In this remarkable property it resembles, as you may perhaps be nware, the epidemic
cholera.
Although the general descent of the malady is, as I have said, very sudden and
diffused, scattered cases of it, like the first droppings of a thunder shower, have
usually been remembered as having preceded it. The disorder is most violent at the
comme11cemc11t of the visitation; then its severity abates; and the epidemic is mostly
over in about six weeks. Yet the morbific influence would seem to have a longer
duration. In a gi,·cn place nearly all the inhabitants who are susceptible of the dis·
temper suffer it within that period, or become proof against its power. But strangers
who, after that period, arrive from uninfected places, have not, apparently, the same
immunity.
The locality does not appear to be thoroughly cleared of the poison for some time:
or perhaps a more cautious statement of the fact would be, that the disorder generally
shows itself again in succeeding years, but in a milder and leas general form. 'fhis
must depend eithCr upon some remaining dregs, or possibly some revival, of the in ju·
rious influence; or else upon some abiding predisposition impressed upon the bodies
of men by its former visit. You may hear, every year, of Mr. So.mid.so having the
influenza. lo many instances, no doubt, common sporadic catarrh is dignified by
that name;. but it is certain also, that many of the colds, and bronchial disorders, of
the seasons which im mediately follow a period of genuine influenza, arc attended with
much more languor, debility, muscular aching, and distress, than belong to an ordinary attack of catarrh.
All this is very curious and very mysterious. All this, or much of it, is true also
of all the diseases which arc known to preva il occasionally as epidem ics. The facts
that have now been mentioned respecting the influenza, warrant, I think, the eonclu.
sion that it docs not depend upon any mutations in the ordinary and obvious qualities
of the atmosphere: upon any degrees or variations, I mean, of its temperature, its
"'UOtions, or its moisture;. upon what is expressed in the single word weatlicr. Con·
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cerning a calam ity i;:o ~cnerally felt, and so obscure in its origin, conjecture, you may
~ell believe, has not been idle. One hypothesis assigns the complaint to some change
rn _the electrical condition of the air: to its becoming ncp;ativcly electric: or to its
bcrng such as to cause an excessive accumulation of electricity in the animal economy.
The facts adduced in support of these views are of this kind. Meat, sent up by means
of a kite, high into the atmosphere, during the prevalence of the disease, has returned

putrid.

Large heavy separate clouds, in a state of negative electricity, have been

observed just before the setting in of an epidemic. Thunder-storms, and tumults of
the atmosphere, have occurred at the same periods. During the raging of one epidemic, 300 women engaged in coal-dredging at Newcastle, and wading all day in the
sea, escaped the complaint. It has been thought that this exemption might be
accounted for by supposing that. the almost constant immersion of the body in a conducting medium prevented any undue collection of electricity.
Again, it has been conceived that the tolerably definite course of the epidemic, in
its migrations, might be somehow connected with magnetic currents.
One of the most recent and and most plausible conjectures respecting the exciting
cause of influenza, is that which refers it to the presence in the atmosphere of an excessive quantity of ozone. The attention of physicians was first directed to this substance by l\I. SchOnbein of Bilslc, in a paper which you will find in the Jlfcdico(!hirurgical '1.'ransactio11s for 1851. Pure or atmospheric oxygen, when exposed to
the action of electrical sparks, is transformed into an odoriferous matter, which is
therefore called ozone, and which is belieYed to be merely an allotropic form of
oxygen. Most persons who have stood near an electrical battery at the time of its
discharge must have been sometimes aware of the peculiar smell. 'l'he same odour
pervades the air in thunder.storms. Now this ozone has remarkable purifying properties, which I need not stop to describe. It has also the effect, when breathed in
large quantities, of irritating the mucous membrane of the air passages. While )f.
SchOubein was engaged in examining its chemical relations, he found that the inhalation of strongly ozonizcd air produ.ccd a painful affection of his chest - a sort of
asthma, with a violent cough, which obliged him to discontinue for a time his investigations. Reflecting on this circumstance, he began to suspect that certain catarrbal
disorders might be caused by atmospheric ozone. He f!:Ot several physicians at Basle
to compare their lists of catarrhal patients with his tables of atmosphero-ozonomctric
observations; and he and they were struck by the occurrence of an unusual number
of catarrhal ca1:1es, on the days, or during the periods, when i\I. SchOnbcin's test papers
showed that oznnc was unusually abundant in the air.
'
'l11lis presumable ex1llaoatiou of epidemic catarrhs deserves, and doubtless will
receive, a searohing scrutiny, whenever the community may again be afflicted with
influenza.
Another hypothesis, more fancifu l perhaps, at first si~ht, than these, yet quite as
easily accommodated to the known phenomena of the distemper, attributes it to the
presence of innumerable minute substances, endowed with vegetable or with animal
life, and developed in unusual abundance under specific states of the atmosphere, in
which they float, and by which they are carried hither and thither. Myriads of
these animalcules, or of these vegetable germs, coming in contact with the mucous
membranes, aod especially with that of the air-passages, irritate (it i~ imagined) those
surfaces, and exercise a poisonous influence upon the system. Now the sporules of
certain fungi, which ruin the health, and destroy the vitality of larger plants, on which
they prey, are inconcciYably small. I shall prove to you presently, that vegetable
effluvia are capable of produciog, in the human body, symptoms not very dissimilar
from those of influenza. Again, that the waters of this globe swarm with living
creatures, which are invisible by our unaided eyes, the microscope has taught us.
Others, too minute to be estimated even by that wonder-showing instrument, in all
probability exist. We cannot doubt that the gaseous fluid wh ich surrounds this
planet, equally teems with liv ing atoms. We know that multitudes of insects, and of
cryptogamous plants, infinite in number with respect to our finite powers of computa
tion, a1·e sometimes sudden ly hatched or developed, in places which were previously
free from them. It is easy to conceive that atmospheric inf'usoria (so to spi!ak) may
rapidly congre.gate, or yivify, in masses sufficient to render deleterious tho very air
we breathe. If this be so, we can understand how such a cause of disc..'l.sc may fir::.t
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ad here and there, and presently overspread Jarg-e districts; how it may move, or ho
wafted from place to place, or be cnrried about by persons; how its course and operation may be circumscribed nnd definite; and how some germs orovu may remain after
the vii;;it, retaining their vitality, and ready in future seasons ngain to start into li fe
and activity under favouring circumstnuces. Taking the insect hypothesis, and
knowing, as we do, that some animal poisons, (that of small-pox, for example,) have
the singular property of multiplying themselves in the human body, like yeast in beer,
we 111ay conceive that diseases, produced by animalcules, may thus infect the fluids of
the body, and become eontai;.dous in the fullest sense of tl1at term. Lastly, the
uniform duration of these epidemics has been supposed to add probability to the
notion that they result from the operation of some organic priDciple, which has its definite periods of growth and decay. All this is sheer hypothesis: but I have nothing better
than hypotheses to offer you. You may choose from among them, or you may reject
them all, as the bent of your minds may in cline. That which most commends itself
to my own acceptance, and which may also be most easily put to the test when the
opportunity shall arise, is the ozone hypothesis.
The character of debility, which is so conspicuously impressed upon this disease,
bears closely upon the treatment required for its cure, or its safe conduct. As in all
other epidemics, the severity of the complaint is extremely variable in different persons. In some it proves a very trifling malady, which soon passes off, and requires
little or no assistance from medicine. In others it is a very distressing affection, and
lays the foundntion for other :md still more serious, though more chronic diseases :
and in some, and more especially in the old and the unsound, it shows itself a very
fatal d~sorder. The absolute mortality under the recent epidemic has been immense :
the daily newspaper obituaries have been unusually long; and you may have remarked, that the ages of the persons whose deaths they announced were in almost all
cases great. The funerals have been so frequent, that difficulty has been found in
performing them without indecent hurry and confusion. One undertaker, of whom
I was informed, had at one time 75 dead bodies to inter-above 9rom1d, as be expressed it; and mourning coaches, and black horses, could not be procured in sufficient numbers to meet the demand for them. The absolute mortality, therefore, I say,
has been enormous; yet the relative mortality has been small. You will llCar people
comparing the ravages of the influenza with those of the cli olera, and inferring that
the latter is the less dangerous complaint of the two; but this is plaifily a great misapprehension. Less dangerous to the community at large (in this country at least) it
certti.iuly has been; but infinitely more dangerous to the individuals attacked by it.
l\lore persons have died of the influenza in the present year tlrnn died of the cholera
when it raged in 1832;. but then a vastly greater number have been affected with the
one disease than with the other. I suppose that nearly o8e-half of those who were
seized with the cholera. perished : while but a very small fraction indeed, not more
probably than 2 per cent., of those who suffered influenza. have sunk under it. The
only fatal cases that I have seen have been in persons advanced in life, or in persons
whose lungs were previously known to be unsound.
Now the treatment of the influenza is pretty we11 understood. Thi! chief risk of
mistake is that of being too busy with the lancet. Certainly those affected by this
disorder do not well bear active depletion. Of course no one would think of bloodlettin g except the symptoms were severe, and the distress great;. but even in such
cases, m_uch caution is requisite in adopting that remedy. If you find th~t the inflammation bas extended to the pleura, or to the substance of the lungs, it may be
1
1
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others, of the present epidemic; and such is the result of the recorded experience of
nearly all previous ep idemics. You will find abundant evidence of this collected into
a summary view by Dr. Ilancock. In 1510, Dr. Short says bleeding and purgin¥ <litl
lrn.rm. ln 1557 , bleeding was said to be so fatal, that in a sma ll town near Madrid,
two thousand persons died after it in the month of September. In 1580, Sennertu . . ,
after stating that where blood-letting was omitted, the mortality was not greater than
one in one thousand, adds, "Expericutia cnim lioc comprobavit, omncs fore mortuo.-.
essc, quibus vena aperiebatur.n Dr. Ash observes tha.t, in 1775, it was never necessary to bleed at Birmingham; and that, in a neighbouring town, three died who were
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bled, and all rcconred who were not bled. And a great deal more evidence to the
same purpose you may find in the article I have referred to.
I believe the best plan of management-as far as any general plan can be laid down
- is to keep the patient in bed, and after clearing the bowels by two or three grains
of calomcl, followed by a mild aperient, to give a couple of grains of Jamcs's powder
every six hours, with a saline draught, and slops, till the first brunt of the disorder is
over; and then, if the cough be troublesome and the breathing laborious, aud much
rhonchus, or sibilus, or crcpitatiou be audible in the chest, to apply a blister, and to
give expectomnts and diuretics. 'Vh at I prescribed a great many times was something of this kind: half a drac11m of oxymel of squills, a drachm of the sweet spirit
of nitre, and sometimes another drachm of paregoric, in almond em ulsion. With
respect to full doses of opium, when the feveris hn ess is abated and the headache gone,
I should recommend the same practice which I described in the last lecture. If there
be any lividity of the skin, or of the mucous membranes, it is lmzardous to give a full
dose of opium. Ou the other hand , if there be no visible indication in the complexion
that venous blood is circu lating in the arteries, opium given at bed-time will have
sometimes a magical effect in relieving distress, and (by givin g rest and refreshing
sleep) in recruiting the strength also. In cases in which the poweNI of the system
are prostrate, and the face and lips are livid, and the patient is tugging to expectorate
the mucus that is filling up his air-passages, you should have recourse to ammonia,
to nourishing broths, aud it may be to wine and water: and when all danger from the
disease is over, but the patient remains feeble, languid, and out of spirits, then i~ the
fit time to administer tonic medicines; and although snake-root and cascarilla are well
spoken of by many practitioners, I know no tonics so good as the sulphate of quina,
or of iron, for such patients.
As to external applications, mustard poultices, blisters, and the like-and to the
inhalation of the steam of hot water,-thesc may each and all be very useful; but I
have nothing to add concerning the time and manner of their employment to what I
said upon the snme subject in the last lectu re.
Th ere is one point WI the treatment which I must not omit to notice, although I
cannot tell you much about it from my own experience. Dr. Thomas Davies, an
accurate observer, and one well qualified to form a judgment in the matter, states that
he found a mercurial treatment answer well in severe cases, in the epidemic of 1833.
Ile perceived that active depletion was not well borne, and discovering that in the bad
cases there was always crepitation in the lower lobes of the lungs, he thought mercury
was one of the most proper rem ed ies to subdue the inflammation, and to occasion absorption of the fluid effused into the air-cells. H e had severe cases to deal with.
Ile says that it happened to be 11is duty to admit the patients into the London 1-los·
pita! duriog the week the epidemic was at its height, and that thirty-two beds which
were placed at his disposal were all soon filled with individuals labouring under the
severe forms of influeoza; so severe, that he believed the greater number of them
would ha.ve perished if they had been allowed to wander about the streets, or even to
have remained at their own homes, with the insufficient attention they could there
have obtained. Only one or two of these patients were bled, but they were all put
uuder the influence of mercury. This treatment commenced on Thursday, and all
who, by Saturday night, were affected in the usual way by the remedy, safely and
gradually recovered, with the exception of two; and one of these had hypertrophy
of the heart, and diseased aortic valves. llis object was not to sali vate, but merely
to make the gums tender. It was of course necessary that the action of the mercury
should be prompt; and he found that the most quick and efficacious way of obtaining
it was by rubbing in the linimentum 11ydrargyri. 1

'rhere is a singular variety of catarrh produced by a. peculiar local cause, and therefore requiring to be briefly noticed. I have now seen several unequivocal instances
of it; and it has been observed and described by many writers. Dr. Bostock, in the
J.UedicoMO!tfrurgical 1-'ramactions, gives an account of this complaint as it was apt to
~ttack himself. It is called the catarrhus astivus, and by some the lwy-fcvcr, or the
l lnfhieuzA. ngnin prevn.iled in this country townrds the end of 184i, and extended into the
h<"ginning of the uext yefLr. According to Dr. Farr it killed, directly or indirectly, not less than
60U0personsiusixwecks.
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lwy-astlmia. In Dr. Elliotson's lectures also, as published in tl1e Medical Gazette
there is a good deal of curious information upon this malady, contained in letters ad~
dressed to him from practitioners in various parts of the country, in consequence of
some previous remarks made upon it by him in a clinical lecture, which had also been
printed. Dr. Elliotson speaks of it as a combination of catarrh and asthma. It consis~ in ~xccssive i.rritu~ion.of the eyes, nose, and the whole of the air-passages; producmg, rn succession, 1tchmg of the eyes and nose, much sncczin~ occurrin 0rr in paroxysms, with a copious dcfluxion from the nostrils; prickinu sensations in the throat ·
cough, tightnes8 of the chest, and difficulty of breathing, with or without considcrabl~
mucous expectoration. This complaint affects certain persons on ly, and in them it
always takes place at the same period of the year, in the latter end of May, or in
June, whe~ the grass comes into blossom, or when the vernal hay-making is going on.
It seems, rn fact, to be produced by some kind of emanation from certain of the
grasses that arc in flower at that season, of the irritating qualities of which emanation
some persons only, - and a very few persons in comparison with the entire community,-arc susceptible. The disorder happens only at that one particular season ;
and it then attacks persons who are not remarkably subject to catarrh at other times,
nor from the ordinary causes of catarrh; and if they avoid meadows and hay-fields,
and the neighbourho~d of hay.stacks, they escape the malady. Hence going to the
sea-coast,-and especially to those parts of the coast that are barren of grass,--offers
a means of protection : and when this cannot be done, such persons obtain refuge, in
some measure, from the cause of the irritation, by remaining within doors, and shutting out as much as possible, the external air, during the hay.crop. One lady, who
suffered annually from this strange affection, states that a paroxysm has been brought
on by the approach of her children, who had been in a hay-field; and once this happened when the hay.harvest had been for some time over, upon their joining her at
tea, after playing in a barn in which the bay of that year had been deposited. She
was in the habit of flying to Harwich, or some other part of the coast, as the dangerous season came on. On one occasion, while walking on the shore at Harwich, shP
was suddenly attacked by the complaint, to her great surprise, as she was not aware
of any grass bcin~ in the nei~hbourhood; but the next day she discovered that haymaking was in progress upon the top of the cliff at the time when she was walking
under it. In another year, she being at Cromer, and an attack that she had suffered
having quite subsidedi and all the hay.making thereabouts being over, she was suddenly visited by the well-known symptoms, and on going into her bed-chamber perceived that they were building a large stack of ha.y in a yard near the house, having
transferred it from a field five miles distant.
I was asked by l\lr. Cheyne to see with him the wife of a stable-keeper near Regent
Street. I found her suffering under what is popularly called "a crying cold :' 1 pain
in the situation of the frontal sinuses, streaming eyes, sneezing and defluxion from
the nostrils, and very urgent dyspnooa, which was accompanied by loud wheezing.
Symptoms of this kind had come on, suddenly, some days before: and her distress
was then so great, that her husband proposed to drive her in a gig to consult a
medical friend of his who lived at Islington. On their way thither, every symptom
disappeared, and she felt at once quite well. She subsequently stayed a night or
two, in comfort, with some relations in the city. Immediately upon her return home.
the same symptoms recurred, with all their former severity, and resisted the means
adopted for their relief by l\lr. Cheyne, who had now been called in. Ile was soon
led to suspect the cause of the attack, and of its obstinacy. There was a strong
odour of bay in the house. The husband told him that his lofts were filled with a
lot of hay which had recently arri ved, and which had au unusually powerful smell.
We learned that our patient was always worse at nigl1t, when the house was shut up;
and better in the morning, when a. free current of air blew through the open win.
dows. We advised a temporary change of residence; but our advice was not followed until two days afterwards, the disorder meanwhile continuing, and increasing
in intensity. Then the patient removed to lodgings not one hundred yards distant;
and immed iately all the catarrh and distress again ceased, and she passed a perfectly
tra.uquil night. Afterwards she went into the country, and did no~ r~turn till the
odoriferous parcel of hay had been consumed, and a new stock laid m. She wa.ct
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however revisited by some slight cough, and occasional clyspnooa- neither of which

tro~~!:~:ne;e~t'11:~, ~/ 0tl1~· ascertained
0

source of the complaint is the best thing that
can be recommended to these persons. You may read almost every year in the news
papers that one of our English dukes bas gone to Brighton to escape the hay·fe,•er.
J3ut it is not in the power of every one to leave home for that purpose; and it has
been found that the system is capable of being fortified in some degree against the
pernicious effects of these vegetable effluvia. Mr. Gordon, of Welton, in Yorkshire,
had communicated some interesting observations to the profession on this subject,
before those of Dr. Elliotson were published. You may find 1\Ir. Gordon's paper in
tbe fourth Yolume of the .Medfral Gazette. He supposes that the ttroma of the sweet.
scented vernal grass, the anthoxanthuni, odoratum., is the principal excitin g cause of
the complaint. He found tho symptoms more speedi ly and effectually removed by
the tiucturo of 1obelia infiata, tl1au by anything else that he had tried at that time;
and he recomm ended the cold shower bath as the best preservative against the
attack. But in a subsequent communication to Dr. Elliotson, 110 states that the suJ.
phates of quina and of iron, given in combination, had proved completely successful
in emancipating- from their tormenting disorder tllC two patients, from whose cases
he had principally drawn up his account; although they had , in spite of all preYious
treatment, suffered an annual return of it for fifteen or twenty years.
The susceptibility of this troublesome affection of the respiratory mucous mem·
braue, from a peculiar cause, which to most people occnsions no uneasiness, appears
sometimes to run in families; and this is nothing more than one might expect.
Dr. Elliotson, thinking it possible that the chlorides, which have the power of de·
composing, and disarming of their noxious qualities, certain ani11wl efiluvia, might
exert a similar control over the vegetable emanations that excite tho hay.catarrh, sug.
gested to one of the sufferers a trial of the chloride of lim e, or of soda. Ile desired
him to have it placed in saucers about his bed.chamber; to haYe rags dipped in it,
and hung about the rooms of the house; to wash his hands and face with it night
and morning; and to carry a small bottle of it. with him, to smell from repeatedly in
the course of the day: and this plan gave so much relief, -either by destroying the
emanations, or by lessening the irritability of the mucous membranes, -that it was
tried in other cases; and though it did not succeed in all, it did in most of them.
Three patients out of four derived advantage from it. This expedient, therefore, is
worth carry in g in mind.
...
The son of an old acquaintance of mine was thought to have been benefited, in an
attack of hay.fever, by the/ •Tin ctura 11ucis vomicre of the Dublin pharmacopccia,
taken in ten minim doses three times a day.
But the most hopeful preventive and remedy of this vexing disorder is that which
bas been lately suggested by Dr. Mackenzie. Led, as he has informed me, by the
apparent aualogy betweeu certain irritable conditions of the skin, and of the mucous
surfaces, and by the ascertained beneficial influence of arsenic upon some of the
former, he .tried that drug in the case of a gentleman suffering from bay-fever, in
whom previous disappointments had produced despair of obtaining relief from any
treatment. The use, however, of from three to five minims of the liquor potasS£
arsenitis, in distilled water, immediately after each of his three daily meals, wa.~
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friends to whom he had mentioned it. Since the year 1850 I haYe recommended
this remedy to several persons who complained of being annually harassed by the
ha.y.fevcr: and from most of these I have subsequently received very favourable
reports of its good effects. Dr. Mackenzi e believes it to be most serviceable when the
symptoms are of a. eatarrhal rather than of an asthmatic character.
'!'here is another vogetable substance, better known to us, which produces, in some
fow individuals, symptoms very like those of the hay.asthma: I mean the powder of
ipecacuan. I recollect a servant employed in the laboratory of St. Bartholomew's
Hospital, when I was a pupil there, who had the peculiar ill-luck to be liable to this
affection. .W henever that drug was under preparation, he was obliged to fly the
place. This idiosyncrasy is not very uncommon. A very small c1uantity of the
ip ecacuan dust is sufficient, in such persons, to bring on a paroxysm of extreme
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Tho
dyspnrea, whcczin~, and cough, with sin~ula.r anxiety, and great weakness.
are persons
distress usually terminates by a copious expectoration of mucus. '!'here
who arc similarly affected by the odour of cnts.
bay, lend
';I'hese effects 'of a pow~ered .root, an~ of certai.n emanations from grass or
matter
weight to the hypotheS1s which ascribes the rnfluenza to subtle vegetable
floating in the atmosphere.
of
I would su~gest a trial of the Respirator, as a defence against the particles
hay-asthma.
ipecacuan, and against the volatile exciting cause (whatever it may be) of
mucous
Catarrh is very often met with in a chronic form; in other words, the
membrane of the air-passages is very liable to be affected with chronic inflammation.
have
The accounts which you may read of this are exceedingly puzzling. Authors
catarrh;
endeavoured to draw nice distinctions between different species of chronic
you have
sometimes according to varying qualities in the matters expectorated : thus
dry
and
catarrh
pituitous
chrom"c
catarrh
chronic mucous catarrh - pitllitous
than
catarrh, which, after a11, is not dry, but only accompanied by less expectoration
will find all
some of the others; and then again there is sym1>tomatic catarrh. You
time have
these enumerated by Laennec; and the majority of writers since his
means such
trodden with too submissive reverence in his footsteps. There arc by no
varieties of
differences in the symptoms or in the proper treatment of the several
subnumerous
these
make
to
as
chronic inflammation of the membrane in question,
a sequel of
divisions of any practical utility. Chronic or moderate catarrh is often
heart; it
acute bronchitis; it is a very common accompaniment of disease of the
entirely
frequently arises during the course of the febrile cxanthemata; it is seldom
is full of
absent in cases of continued fever; and it is a form of complaint that
and is so
interest on this account, if on no other, that it has so often been mistaken,
is -very
it
indeed
liable to be mistaken still, for tubercular consumption; of which
frequently the companion.
shortness
The constant symptoms of chronic catarrh, or broncl1itis, are cough, some
which are
of breath, expectoration of altered mucus. The variable symptoms those
character
oftentimes of the most importance, as determining the slight or the serious
and
of the disorder, consist in the quantity and quality of the matters expectorated,
the presence or absence of wasting, and of hectic fever.
in
You will continually be meeting with cases of this kind . A person advanced
a
years has what be calls a slight cold, in the winter. He coughs, and expectorates
diminishes,
certain quantity of grey or transparent mucus. In the summer his cough
each
and
again;
happens
thing
same
the
or ceases altogether. The next winter
severity
increasing
in
successive return of the colder seasons of the year brings back
persons,
the cough and the expectoration: and if you listen to the breathing of such
their lungs.
while the cough is on them, you will find crepitation at the lower part of
of the
Now these are examples, I believe, of a chronic state of slight inflammation
slowly
upon
ing
effusion,-depend
and
congestion
passive
membrane,--or it may be of
on this
advancing cm·diac alterations. Peripneumonia notha is very apt to supervene
condition.
just as
But chronic bronchitis may take place at any age, as a sequel to the acute:
the chronic
active inflammation of other parts of the body is liable to degenerate into
years
form; and such cases arc sometimes very equivocal and deceptive. Several
night~
matter,
puriform
of
expectoration
ago, a lady became my patient, having cough,
but though
sweats, and diarrhooa. She bad had hooping-cough a !!hort time before;
continued to
the hooping and other symptoms proper to that disease had ceased, she
like a
cou"h and to waste. Gradually she got thinner and weaker, her pulse became
was
1.hr:;d, and beat 120 times in a minute; she took to her bed, the diarrhcea
not live a
could
she
thought
I
and
opiates,
and
scarcely restrained by astringents
had
She
so.
said
I
opinion,
my
week. And upon being pressed by her brother for
so
done
scarcely allowed me to listen to the sounds in the thorax: but I had once
lungs. If
fairly, and I could fiud no morbid sounds, except at the lower part of the
not pul
I had trusted to that circumstance alone, I should have said that she had
afforded
monary consumption; hut I had not then so much faith in the indications
ha\•e now;
auscultation, nor in my own accuracy of ear in such matters, as I might
on the day,
and I concluded that she was dying of tubercular phthisis. Almost
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cases of this kind that cures are performed by tbo:se who boast of curin g consumption.
In truth, chronic bronchitis is, in some cases, as incapable of recovery, and as surely
and progressively fatal, as tubercular phthisis itself, and cveo more so than some of
the forms of phthisis. So long, however, as 110 organic chcrnge bas taken place in
the air-tubes, or in the mucous membrane li ning them, these c4ronic forms of bronchitis that simulate phthisis in their general symptoms, are within the reach of cure_
They arc to be treated by counter-irritants to the chest-and by such measures as are
calculated to relieve the most urgent symptoms. Opiates for cough, or for diarrhrea.
Sometimes the patients bear steel well, and then it is almost sure to have a beneficial
effect. Sometimes sarsaparilla appears to do good; but, as far as I have observed,
one of the most effectual restoratives in these cases is to be found, wh en the weather
and the strength permit, in frequent change of air and place; in gentle gestation in
a carriage, or in a boat; and in a nourishing but bland and unstimulating di et.
When the membrane, and the tubes which it lines, become altered in structure, and
pour forth a fluid which has all the qualities of pus, hectic fever generally is present,
and the chronic disease tends, slowly perhaps, but surely, to death.
'!'hero are certain cases of chronic bronchitis which are especially remarkable, on
account of the great abundance of the bronchial secretion: so great that the patients
~tppear to die principally from the daily exhausting drain thus made upon the system.
There arc sometimes no other evident signs of inflammation; so that, as Andrnl
observes, one might be led to separate these fluxes from the truly inflammatory affcc.
tions. They differ from them apparently in their nature, and certainly in the treatment
which they require. Andral hns detailed two or three instances of this kind in his
Clinique 11N.dicale. 'l'he patients expectorated every day large quantities-a pint or
more-of frothy fluid, resembling weak gum.water in colour and consistence. They
hnd no fever; neither frequency of pulse nor heat of skin; but they were exceedingly
pale, like persons blanched by hremorrhage, and their emaciation and weakness were
also extreme. V cry little appreciable deviation from the healthy state was detectable
when the lungs and heart were examined after death.
It does occasionally happen that even larger quantities-three or four pints dailyare, for a considerable period spat up, without much wasting.
Andra! asks, whether, in such cases as these, which certainly occur, although they
are not very common, t he first indication of treatment shou ld not be to check and
diminish the excessive bronchial secretio n; to treat it as you might treat a gleet of
the other mucous membranes, with balsams, administered either by the stomach, or
in the shape of vapour. Ile conjectures that it might have been iu cases of this
nature that the vapour of tar, and tar.water, were once thought to be so useful.
Probably the crensote would be well adapted to such cases. Ucrtainly I have seen
the excessive expectoration diminish, and the patients gain strength, under the use
of the balsams; the compound tincture of bcnzoin, for example; a form of medicine
much employed, formerly, and too much neglected, I apprehend, at present.
[Balsam Copaiba. will be found a very Taluable remedy in this form of bronchitis.
Dr. J_.a Uoche relates in the North Anicrican .Medical Jounwl, Y ol. III., several
cases illustrative of its cflicacy. -C.]
Another remedy from which I have derived great adYantage in some eases of the
same kind, is the sulphate of iron, given in two or three.grain doses, in the compound
infusion of roses, thrice daily. When there is any fever present, these remedies arc
npt to augment it: but when the pulse is quiet, and the skin cool, I am quite sure
that they are often of the greatest service; and this you will likewise find to be the
opinion of various practical authors.
There is another very remarkable condition of the pulmonary mucous membrane,
constituting also, I imagine, a. species of chronic inflamm ation, and characterized
chii.:fly, like the last, by the matters expectorated. I mean that state in which a firm
substance, resembling a false membrane, forms in the smaller bronchi and in their
ramifications, and is coughed up, from time to time, in fragments. I mentioned !n a
form er lecture that the false membrane of croup sometimes desccuds a. 10ng way rnto
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the bronch i ; even to their extremities. But I am speaking now of a different and
less acute form of discrise, in which the trachea being unaffected, concrete masses,
evidently moulded in parts of the ho11ow bronchial tree, are spat up; somewhat like
bunches of worms, or the branching roots of a small plant. This I presume to be
uncommon; for I have met with it twice only in my life. It has been described,
however, by several observers. The first, Dr. Warren, has a paper upon it in the first
volume of the Medical Trmisactions, where he givf's rcprcsentrttions of the substances
coughed up, which he calls bronchiol polyp£. Dr. Paris has told me that a patient of
his coughed up considerable quantities of th ese branching casts of the ultimate air.
tubes 1 now and then, for a long period. An interesting paper of l\Ir. North's, on the
same subj ect, was read at one of the evening meetings at th<! Coll ege of Physicians.
That gentleman possesses some beautiful specimens of these miscalled polypi. Sir R.
Carswell gives a figure representing them. When the affection is extensive, it is
attended with great distress, and dyspnma, and violent fits of coughing; and the
symptoms arc wonderfully calmed upon each expulsion of the solid matter. The surprise is thrit such patients shou ld ever recover; but I have never heard of an instance
in which the complaint proved fatal.
'!'he two examples of it which have fallen under my own observation, were invested,
by the circum~tances attend ing them, with a peculiar interest. They occurred, within
Jess than a tweh-emonth of each other, in the persons of two brotlrnrs, of middle age,
the one a barrister, the other well known to yon all as one of my most valued colIe<igues in this place. Both of them were, and arc, remarkably stout, strong, and
healthy men. 1 In both cases the expulsion of the so-called polypi was preceded by
hremoptysis, which came in considerable gushes, and was repeated at intervals of a
few days, until the solid matters began also to be expelled, and then the hroworrhage
soon subsided.
The barrister, after ha,·ing been annoyed for nearly a year by some huskiness of the
voice, spat up, all of a sudden, a small quantity of bright blood; and soon afterwards
expectorated several ramifying masses of tolerably firm consistence, resembling fibrin·
ous coa?:ula of blood, deprived of most of its colouring matter. Some of them, which
I sa.wand exam ined, were solid; others, I understood, were hollow. I found slight
circumscribed crcpitation in the lower and posterior part of hi s left lung. This trivial
dc~rcc of hremoptysis, with the expulsion of what looked like casts of the interior of
a broncl1i al tube, was once or twice repeated within a few days. Ile had no feverno dyRpnooa. Mercury, inter alia, was prescribed; but as the patient did not feel in
any way ill, I believe he soon became tired of physic, and of medical restraint.
Whenever I have sin ce seen him, he has appeared to be in perfect health.
Of the Professor's illness I saw more. In the midst of health which had been
uninterrupted, save by a solitary fit of gout some years before, he also spat some
mouthfuls of florid blood. Ile had no cough, but the hoomoptysis was accompanied
by a rattling sensation in the right side of his chest.
For about three weeks he continued, at intervals varying from three to six days, to
expectorate blood, in g ushes. The smallest quantity brought up on any one occasion
was two ounces; the largest, eight. Just above the right nipple the respiratory
murmur was mini:dcd with large erepitation, which was always sensibly increased, aod
9uite perceptible by the patient himself, during the attacks of hmmorrhage.
the
rntervals between them his breathing and his pulse were perfectly tranqml and
regular.
With the florid blood came up, in general, some black coagula; and at the end of
three weeks, or thereabouts, in these black masses ra~ged shreds of a different a.nd
firm er material began to be visible: and presently afterwards, complete bran ch-hkc
casts of the ramifying air-tubes were expelled; and the bleeding ceased.
Of these casts there were two kinds: the one solid, somewhat coloured, evident!)
fibrinous, and rcsembli n ~ the branching coagula. thrit may sometim es be dra.wn ~ut. of
the arteries in the dead body; the oth er white, membruuous, tubular, but ramtfymg
also. None of them were of very firm consistence.
~L'ill these subl$ta nccs made their appearance, our anxiety about th e patient was
extreme, and he underwent some ri gorous discipline at our hands. Il e was confined
l Since this was written, Profcs!'or Dll.niell bas been suddenly cut off, to the great grief of all
who knew him, by n.stroke of apoplexy.
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to bed, forbidden to speak, kept strictly to the slenderest slop diet, scnral times bled,
and extensively blistered. Lumps of ice were gh·cn him to swallow, and pounded ice
'l\'as applied to his chest whenever the blood broke forth afresh. He took mercury
till his gums were tender, and afterwards the acetate of lead, and other reputed
styptics.
'l'o most of this I was a consenting party; but looking back upon the case now that
its nature and result arc known, I must confess that the treatment, though fairly justi·
ii.able at the time, was unnecessarily active.
!llr. North, in the paper to which I have alluded (you ma.y see it in the twentysecond volume of the illedical Gazette), draws a distinction, of which he gives the
credit to Dr. Cheyne, between the hollow, membranous concretions, expelled without
any blood; and the solid branching masses which accompany or succeed hremoptysis,
and arc obviously mere coagula of blood moulded in the small er air-tubes, where it
had stagnated. Ile points out the comparatively harmless character of the cases in
which the first occur; and the far more serious import of the second: the hr.cmorrhage denoting the presence of some organic mischief within the thorax, and the
"polypous concretions'' being simply an accident of the hromorrlrnge.
I doubt the accuracy of this distinction. The brothers of whom I have spoken
continue to be, as they were before, free from any symptom or suspicion, either of
cardiac or of pulmonary disease. Moreover, in hremoptysis depending upon tubercles
in the lungs, or upon organic disease of the heart, these concretions are very rarely
observed. I have never seen them in such cases, common as such cases arc. The
barrister had a husky voice, and the Professor was noticed to have been often "clearing bis throat" for some time before the first eruption of blood: from which circumstances I infer a previous unhealthy state of the mucous membrane. Upon the whole
I incline to the views expressed by Dr. Todd, with whom I had the advantage of consulting in the latter case - that a chronic and limited inflammation of certain of the
bronchial tubes first occurred, disclosing itself by no marked symptoms, but leading
to the formation of tubular membranes; that, after a while, these membranes began
to be det::iched; that hoomorrbage resulted, and continued till the separation was complete; and that, at the same time, some of the extra.vaSi.'lted blood coagulated in, and
took the shape of, the air-tubes, and was afterwards expectorated.
I understand that the barrister has since had a recurrence of this strange complaint,
wh ich he treated very lightly, and soon got rid of.
Uc entertains a fixed belief that his attacks were attributable to tho presence of one
of Dr. Arnott's stoves in his chambers; the heated atmosphere of which always produced a slight fee ling of constriction and distress within his chest. Whether this
notion be well or ill founded I cannot pretend to say : but it is curious that the P rofessor ::ilso had been using a. similar stove, which, placed in his sitting-room, warmed
both it and his bed-room adjoining it.
In the fifth volume of the Transactions of the Patlwlogical Society of London is
contained an interesting summary by Dr. Peacock, of thirty-four cases, recorded by
various authors, in which fibrinous casts were expelled from the air-tubes.
From this summary it would appear: 1.'hat the affection occurs more frequently in males than in females.
That though it is Mt limited to any period of life, it is most common in persons of
middle age.
That generally the moulds proceed from bronchi::il tubes of the third or fourth
magnitude, and from their branches; the truuks having the average size of an ordinary goose-quil l.
That hoomoptysis is qu ite as often absent as present; and that the only pathognomonic sign of the complaint is the expectoration of tho membranous shreds or ca.sts.
1'hat the attacks generally cease after a week or fortnight, but are sometimes protracted over several weeks; and that they arc apt to recur, from time to time, for
months or years.
That iu itself the complaint is not a dangerous one; and thnt when death takes
place during its progress, the fatal issue results from some disease of which the membranous exudation is merely a complication. Some of the patients who die~ were
manife:stly consumptive; and most of those in whom this peculiar expectoration bas
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been noticed were origiMlly of delicate co~stitution; or had shown previous tokeD.'i
of pulmonary weakness, or of pulmonary disease.
A word or two more, before we separate, as to the morbid anatomy of these tissues .
Chronic inflammation of the ::crial mucous membrane may lead to changes in its
colour; or to thickening of the membrane; or to ulceration; or to dilatalion of the
bronchi, and of their ramifications. And it is proper that you should be informed
respecting these morbid conditio ns.
In general, when chronic inflammation has ex isted during: life, the mucous ruem.
brane is found to be red: but it is not a bright redness; it is rather a li vid, or violet,
or brownish tint. And what is. very curious, in some instances in which all the
symptoms of inveterate bronchitis, with puriforni expectoration, had been present,
the inner membrane of the air.passages has been found scarcely rosy- or even per·
fectly white -throughout its whole extent. Of course we are not to infer from this
that there has not been inflammation; for the same thing is known to occur in the
intesti nal mucous membrane, in that of the bladder, and even iu sero us membranes.
Where pus is poured forth there must have been inflammation.
One effect of inflammation, as I formerly showed you, is a. softenin g of the mcm.
branc; but this is a much less common result of inflammation in the mu cous membrane of the bronchi, than in that of the digest ive organs. In regard to ulce ration
likewise there is a great difference between the two mucous surfaces: in that of the
air-passages it is comparatively rare.
'l'hickening of the mucous tissue occurs also in various degrees: and in connexion
with the various morbid conditions of this membrane, I must bring briefly under your
F10. 45.
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Dilntcd bronchi, from a female aged
52,wboba.dsuffcredfromchronic pneu.
mooia.andbroocbitisforthnoycars;the
pulmonary tissue intcn-cuing between
thebroocbiwa.amuchcondcused.

Uniform dilatation of tho bronchi.

noti ce some remarkable chan ges, produced by disease, in the tubes which it lines; and
especially the dilatation of those tubes.
Th ere arc two or three varieties of this dilatation. In the first of th em, one or
more of the bronchi present, throughout the whole or the greater part of their exten t,
39
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an increase of capacity which is very often c~nsi<lcrable: so tlrnt tubes which result
from the fourth, or the fifth, or eYen the sixth division of the principal bronchus of
each lung, may equal or exceed in diameter that bronchus itself. Tubes that ou~ht
to be no bigger than a crow-quill may become as lar~e as the fing-er of one's glm·e.
Tbe parietes of the dilated tube are thickened, and its circular fibres hypertrophied,
as you may see in this preparation, and in Sir R. Carswcll's plate. Sometimes this
kind of dilatation is seen in a single branch only, sometimes in many branches. It
may affect the bronchial ramifications of an entire lobe. It is more common in the
branches of a bronchus than in the bronchus itself.
With respect to this sort of dilatation, it is obsenablc tliat the pulmonary tissue
lying iu immediate contact with the enlarged tubes is usually, if not always, impermeable by air; it may be from some bygone inflammatory process; it may be from
mere collapse and its attendant atrophy. Dr. Corrigan, and after him Dr. William
Gairdner, have shown the 8trong probability that the dil::itntion is a consequence of
this unnatural condition of the surrounding tissue; and that it is gradually produced
by "the expansive forces of inspiration acting upon the bronchi of atroph ied lung. 11
In the second variety of this change, instead of the uniform dilatation of one or
more bronchial tubes, throughout their whole extent, we find a bellying, or globular
expan8ion, at the extremity of one of them; and the walls of the tube, instead of
being thick and hypertrophied, are wasted, and in a state of atrophy. The tissues
composing the tube are often so thin, that when the cavity, for such it must be called,
is laid open, the colour and structure of the pulmonary tissue may be seen through
them. These cavities are generally found filled with a thick, tenacious, straw-coloured,
muco-purulcnt fluid. They are seldom met with except after those affections wh ich
arc characterized by considerable secretion
FIO. 46.
from the membrane, and by much and
repeated cough : as after some forms of
cl1ronic bronchitis, and after hoopingcougb.
A third variety of dilatation is that in
which the same bronchus bellies out in
different places; is dilated at intervals; so
as to present in its course a. series of successive enlargements and contractions.
Here, aµ-ain, the walls of the broncl1i,
though they may be traced in the part!l
dilated, do not appear to be t11ickened, but
rather arc diminished in thickness. This
variety of dilatation is more frequent in
children than in adults.
Dr. William Gairdner gives a plausible
account of the formation of these globular
or sacculatcd expansions. He states that,
after bronchitis, pus is sometimes found
imprisoned in the central air-branches ofa
collapsed lobule. Tho coats of these tubcs1
injured and softened by disease, gradually
give way and ulcerate; and the pus, which
accumulates, is at length surrounded by a
false membrane exactly similar to that of
an abscess in any other part. The continuity of this membrane with that of the
Obliteration of the bronchi.
ministering bronchus may either exist from
.
its first formation, or be establ ished subseque~tly. The~e "bronchial abscesses" communicatin~ at length free ly with the tubes
!cnd~ng- to them, may afterwards be expanded beyond their former dimensions by the
10spm1tory force.
Jn whatever way dilations of the bronchi may take place, it is to be expected,
when they are numerous or extensive, that they should be attended with some
h:ibitual shortness of breath.
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But the most important consideration arising out of these conditions of the
bronchi , is this; that the signs, both general and physical, by which they are accompanied, are apt t-0 be exactly those which are most distin ctive of phthisis. And
it is on that account that I have now described these changes. 1 shall revert to
them a~in when I come to the symptoms, revealed by auscultation, of tubercular
disease of the lungs.

LECTURE L.
Hoopillg-cough: symptoms; duration; compUcations; patlwlogy ,· treatment. Pneumom'a: its stages and morbid a11atom11; auscultatory signs.
I UAVE yet to consider one very important disorder, wl1ich is usually classed
among the catarrhal affections, but which is marked by features so peculiarly ita own,
as to distinguish it effectually from every other form of disease. I allude to li.oopingcouyh: a. remarkable complaint, well known everyw here, I belic\·c, and much dreaded
by parents. It has received a variety of names: chin-cough; kink-boast; coqueluche;
tussis convulsiva; tussis ferina; and pertussis. 'l'his last name, which Sydenham
bestowed upon it, and which was adopted by Cullen, is the technical appellation of
the disease in this country, as hooping-cough is the popular.
The phenomena that characterize hooping-cough are, I say, remarkable. It begins
with the symptoms of an ordinary catarrh arising from cold. '!'he child (for it is most
especially a disease of child ren) bas coryza, and coughs: and mothers and nurses arc
aware that the disease comme nces in this way, and express their apprehensions lest
it may turn to the hooping-cough. After this the catarrhal stage, has lasted eight or
ten days, or a fortnight, or sometimes a day or two lon ger, that kind of cou~ h begi ns
to be heard which is so distinctive. It comes on in paroxysms, in which a number
of the expiratory motions belonging to the act of coughing arc made in rapid succession, and with much violence, without any intervening inspirations; till the little
patient turns black in the face, and seems on the point of bciug suffocated. Then
one long-drawn act of inspiration takes place, attended with that peculiar crowing or
hooping noise, which denotes that the rima glottidis is partially closed, and which
gives the disease its name. As soon as this protracted inspiration has been completed,
the series of short expiratory coughs, repeated one immediately after the other till
nearly all the air appears to be expelled from the lungs, is renewed; and then a seco nd
sonorous back-draught occ urs: and this alternation of a number of expiratory coughs,
with one shrill ins1>iration, goes on, until a. quantity of glairy mucus is forced up
from the luo gs, or until the child vomits, or un til expectoration and vomiting both
take place at once. During the urgency of the paroxysms the face becomes swelled,
and red or livid, the eyes ski.rt, the little sufferer stamps sometimes with impatience,
and generally clings to the person who is nursing him for support, or lays hold of a
chair or table, or of whatever object may be near him, to diminish (as it would seem )
the shock and jar by which his whole frame is shake n. As soon as expectoration or
vomiting have happened, the paroxysm is over. 'l'he child may pant a little while,
and appear fatigued; but commonly the reli ef is so complete, that he retu rns imwediately to the amusements, or the occupation, which the fit of coughing had interrupted, and is as gay and lively as if nothing had been the matter with him. When
the fit terminates by vomiting, the patient is in general seized immed iately after with
a craving for food, asks for something to eat, and takes it with some greediness.
Each paroxysm may consist of several alternations of the gasping coughs, and the
characteristic hoop or kink; but Cullen remarks, that the expectoration or th~
vomitin g usually takes place after the second coughing, and puts an end to the fit.
The number of paroxysms that occur in the twenty-four hours is variable also: nod
they come on at irregular intervals. The nocturnal paroxysms arc commonly more
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,;evere than those of tbe day. When the complaint is uncomplicated, the child,
during the intermissions, appears to be quite well. This is another striking feature
of the disorder. In the earlier paroxysms the mucus expelled is scanty and thin;
and in proportion as this is the case, the fits are the longer and the more violent. By
degrees the expectoration becomes more abundant: and sometimes it is very copious:
ut the same ti rue it is thicker, and more easily brought up; and on that account the
fits of cou~hing rare less protracted.
The ordinary duration of the disease is from six weeks to three months; but it
may run its course, I believe, in three weeks; and it may continue for six months, or

more.
In an uncomplicated case, if you listen at the chest during the intermissions, you
will probably hear the sounds that arc proper to catarrh- some degree of rhonchus or
sib ilus : and in some parts there may be puerile respiration; and if you percuss the
thorax, you get the natural hollow sounds. But what happens when you apply your
oar to the chest dur ing the paroxysms of cough in g? Why, the information gi\'Cn us
in this case by auscult:ition is very curious. You ruay perhaps hear, bctweeu the
short explosive shocks of the cough, some snatches of wheezing, or of vesicular
breathing; but during the long-drawn noisy inspiration that succeeds, all witliin the
chost is silent. This is supposed to result from the slow and niggardly manner in
which the air passes towards the lungs through the ch ink of the glottis, which is
spasmodically narrowed. It may also depend, in part, as Laenneo supposed, upon a
spasmodic condition of the muscular or contractile fibres of the bronchi and their
branches. When the fit is at an end, the ordinary sounds of healthy, or of catarrhal
respiration are resumed.
Children are very susceptible of this complaint; and it is a complaint which
spreads by ro11tagion. llence it follows that few children escape an attack of it. It
is also (Jue of those contagious maladies which do not in general affect the same individual twice; and hence again it follows that it is rarely met with in adults. Such
is the fact; and such, I apprehend, is the explanation of it. It is not that adults are
insusceptible of hooping-cough: for adults that have not had it during their childhood arc readily affected when exposed to the contng:ion. Uut it is that the disorder,
with very few exceptions, protects the system somehow from its future recurrence;
and that most adults have had it when they were youug, and for that reason do not
take it afterwards.
During tho very early periods of infancy, i. e., within the first two or three
months, hooping-cough is said to be rare: I mentioned a case, howe,·er, before-and
I have read of others-in which the disorder appeared to have been contracted before
th e patient was born. l\ly bedmaker's daughter in Cambridge had a child ill with
hooping-cou~h in the house with her during the last week of another prcguancy, and
the new comer hooped the first day he came into the world.
As Ion~ as this disease is uncomplicated- unmixed with inflammation, and therefore, unattended with fever, or only with that slight inflammatory condition proper to
mild catarrh -it is seldom a dangerous disease. Probably it will, under the most
favourable circumstances, run a certain course. By degrees the violence and the frequency of the paroxysms diminish; they occur only in the morning and the even ing,
then in the c\•eniug alone, and at length they cease altogether. But for some time
after the disorder has apparently come to au end, if the child take cold, and get a
cough, the cough is apt to assume a spasmodic character, and to be attended with a
hoopintt noise in inspir~ti.on.
.
.
.
.
Nevertheless, when it 1s very rntense, the disorder 111ay have a fata l issue, without
any organic compli cation. Before the little patient has f:tirly rallied from oae
paroxysm, another succeeds it; the spasmodic closure of tho larynx is more and more
complete and lastiu~, until, at length, little or no air can pass; the characteristic hoop
becomes short and faint, or ceases altogether; and the chi ld dies of apnrea.
Unfortunately, too, hooping-cough is, in a great many ca:-:es, not simple-not un~
complicated. J t becomes mixed up with other kinds of disease, in the chest, or in
the head. In the chest severe bronchitis supe rvenes upon it, or inflammation of the
substance Clf the lungs; and then fever is lighted up, and pcrwaaent dyspnrea is
present. When the disorder has been long drawn out, and has at hist terminated
fatallj', dilatation of the bronchi, such as I described iu the last lecture, is often foun d
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upon dissection; still more commonly what is called empliysema of the lunt.rs - a
change which I have yet to bring before you; but most frequently of all, pulmonary
collapse of the lobular kind.
Collapse of the lung I haxe already shown you to be ordinarily the result of obstruction of the air.tubes by mucus accumulated within them. The risk of such obstruction
is always present in hooping.cough. l3ut there are co-operating causes; to most of
which these young patients are also liable. Whate\•cr impedes the froe and full
iodraught of air may be a CO·opcratiog cause: the spasm thl'refore which, narrowing
the inlet, diminishes the supply of air; a tumid abdomen, hindering the contractions
of the diaphragm; weakness of the muscles of inspiration, arising from general
debility. And there is yet another accessory cause, which is peculiar to the early
years of life. lu the full inspiration of an adult the thorax is enlarged by the separation and the upward movement of the unbending ribs, and by the simultaneous
descent of the diaphragm. lfot in young children, when the inspiratory act is difficult and forced, the ribs yield under the power of the contractinf! diaphragm, which
drab'S them inward, and thus the full expansion of the lung is stinted. ln this way
permanent deformity of the chest is sometimes produced. 'Vo need not wonder then
that more or less of pulmonary collapse should be a nearly constant phenomenon .. fter
death from hooping-cough.
Neither can we be surprised that the disease frequently leads to cerebral disorder.
During the fits there is a great and visible determination of blood towards the head,
or rather a detention of the blood in the nins that proceed from the head; - passi \'U
mechanical congestion: the transmission of the blood throuf!h the lungs being obstructed, and its return from the head interrupted. llence, the face becomes turgid,
the eyes are prominent, the superficial veins full and projecting, the lips and cheeks
turn li\•id; sometimes hooruorrhage takes place from the nose or ears; or the eyes
become blood-shotten; or the patient actually falls into convulsions; nay, apoplexy
is occasionally the result of the straining; and when life is not thus suddenly cut
short, chronic mischief is apt to be set up in the brain, and the child may ultimately
die hydrocephalic.
All this is the more to be feared in proportion as the child is the younger. Head
affections are particularly to be dreaded in scrofulous children; and in any children
during the first dentition. When the disease occurs within the first two years of
life, it is usually attended with convulsions: and many more die within that ~eriod
than afterwards. And Cullen's remark is undoubtedly true; that the older ch1ldrcn
are, the more secure they arc, cceteris par1'bus, against an unhappy event.
H ooping'-cough may be complicated also with a disordered condition of the bowels;
and with infantile remittent fe\cer. This complication is more accidental 1 and Jess a
consequence of the hooping-cough than the former; but it may very materially add to
its peril.
Dr. Cullen was of opinion that the complaint may exist in even a. milder form than
that which I have called simple hooping-cough. Ile thou~ht he had seen "instances
of a disease, which, though evidently arising from thl' chin-cough contagion, nenr
put on any other form than that of a common catarrh." Others again bcliC\'C that
adults may have it without hooping. But all this seems to me \'Cry doubtful.
Catarrh is an exceedingly common malady; and I should be slow to consider any
case a genuine case of pertussis, unless the characteristic paroxysms of coughing, and
the stridulous inspiration, were present.
Divers opinions have been held respecting the seat, and respecting the nature, of
hooping.cough. Some suppose it to have its seat in the brain: others that it is a
specific variety of catarrh, and has always therefore more or less of au inflammatory
character: others a~ain, looking to its spasmodic symptoms, ascribe the disease to
some morbid influence exercised upon the pneumogastric nerve: and this last 1
believe to be the truest view of the matter. The disorder belongs to a very remarkable
group of blood-diseases, of which I shall have much to say hereafter, and is produced
by an animal poison. Certainly the simple form of the disease is often unattended
with any appreciable fever: and that is a strong ground for concluding that its
peculiar phenomena are not necessarily connected with inflammation. They who
have ascribed the complaint to a morbid condition of the brain have deduced that
opinion, I presume, from the cerebral sywptoms that are sometimes so plaiuly marked
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But these symptoms arc oftener, to all appearance, the conse-

quence, than the cause, of the paroxysms of coughing.

I would suJ?gest it ::is an

interesting point for your future inquiry, whether the pathology of hooping-cough
may uot receive some elucidation from the researches of the late Dr. Ley respecting
the crowing inspiration of infants. You remember his su~gestion, that mere inflammation of the mucous membrane of the air-passages might cause swelling of the
absorbent glands of the bronchi, or of the neC'k. This is a circumstance which I
have myself long thought probable, from having found enlargement of the cervica l
p;lands sprinJ:?;ing up during the existence of pulmonary irritation. Take notice thnt
the spasmodic fits of hooping-cough are always preceded for some days by mere
catarrhal symptoms. Observe further how the parts supplied by the pneumogastric
nerve are affected in these paroxysms: the larynx, the lun gs, the stomach. This
conjecture, that the crowing inspiration of infants, and the crowing inspiration of
hooping-cough-though quite distinct affections-may both depend upon irritation of
the recurrent nerve, or of the pneumogustric nerve genera lly; and tlrnt even the irrita~
tion might in both cases arise out of enlargeme nt of the gland s that lie in the course
of that nerve: this natural conjecture had presented itself to Dr. Ley's mind; for,
towards the end of his book, I find this note: - "Recently four children have been
brought to my house, labouring under hooping-cough. In all, the glandulro concatcnatm near the trachea were very considerably enlarJ?"ed . Is this (he says) merely an
an accidental combination? or is there any e~senti al connexion between the two?
May it not be that an enlargement of these glands, from a specific animal poison,
similar to that of the parotid glands in mumps, is, after all, the essence of hoopiogcough? Tho subject at least deserves inquiry and further observation."
In corroboration of this conjectural view of what may ultimately prove to be the
true pathology of hoopiu~-cough, I may remark that among the morbid appearances
described as beiog met with after death from that disease, "an unusual swelling of the
bronchial glands" is set down. It is also st:ited, by some of tho Germans, that that
portion of tho pneumogastric nerve which lies in the cavity of the chest has been
sometimes found red . Yet I should lay no stress upon this; for others have asserted
that they have looked in vain for this redness : and even supposing it to exist, it is
no sure or S:lfe token that there had been inflammation of the nerve. The nerve, all
things considered, would be likely to become tinged of that colour soon before, or
even after, dcnth, from the J?Orged condition of the lungs. In some cases, as you
m11y \fell believe, serous fluid is met with in the ventricles of the brain, or iu the
meshes of the pia mater: in others the consequences of inflammation are traceable in
the bronchi, the lungs, or the pleurre. Portions of what is called hepatized lung are
not unfrequently seen in the fatal cases: though less frequently than portions of collapsed lung.
[The leading opinions in relation to the pathology of hooping-cough, may be refcrr<'d tonne or other of the following heads.
1st. With some the disease is essentially a spasmodic affectirm of tlte air-passages,
arisiug from a prima:y irritation, inflamn~atory or ncrv?us, of the_ brain! or of one or
other set of the respiratory nerves. This theory, variously modified, ts that ad\'Ocated by lloffmano, Cullen, Hufeland, Jahn, J..J(ibel, Holzhausen, Leroy, Coiter 1 Guibert, Breschet, Garcl icn, Bauer, Albers, Clarus, Webster and Copland. Dr. Webster
considers the affection of the respiratory organs to be secondary, and dependent on a
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mary scat of the affection; others, however, locate the irritation in the phrenic nerves
- the principal of these are Ji.iger, Lobenstein, Lobel and Leroy; others a~~ti n, as
Albers of Bremen 1 Pinc!, Laennec, Blache and Roe, refer the irritation to both the
mucous membrune of the bronch i and the pneumogastric nerves.
2d. Others consider the disease as an i11.fl.am.matory affection of some pa.rt of the
mucous ml'mbrcrne of tlte air-passages; this opinion numbers among its advocates,
Darwin, Watt, l\Iarcus, Alcock, Dewees, Dawson, Pearson, Guerscnt, Fourcadc-Prunet,
Boisseau, Broussais, Rost.au and DugCs. Dr. Watt believed it to be "in all cases, an
inflammatory disease, whose chief seat iis in the mucous membrane of the larynx,
~rachca, bronchi, and air-cells, possibly attended with a minute cxa.nthewatous c.rup·
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tion there." He considers that, when mild, "this inflammation runs its course without materially disturbing the other functions of the body, or even the functions of that
very membrane in which it is seated, and that whenever hooping-cough proves dangerous or fatal, it becomes so by the degree of inflammation in the natural scat of the
disease, or by that inflammation extending or being translated to other parts.'' Most.
advocates, however, of the infl:unmatory origin of the disease, limit the inflammation
to the trachea and bronchi. Dawson confines it, at first, to the larynx, or, strictly
speaking, to the glottis-an opinion, by the way, not widely differing from that of
Astruc, who of old describes the disease as an "inflammation of the superior part of
the larynx: and pharynx."
3d. Many Yicw the complaint as at first inflammatory, and afterwards spasmodic, or
as a specific inflammation of the respiratory mucous membrane combined with irritation of the respiratory nerves, in consequence of which the muscles to which the latter
are distributed are thrown into spasmodic action; the nervous irritation continuing
after the inflammation has ceased. This doctrine, variously modified, is a faxourite
one with the writers on hooping-cou~h. Desruellcs makes the di sease to consist in a
primary inflammation of the broucln, complicated with a consec utive cerebral irritation, which by its influence over the diaphragm and other respiratory muscles, and

~;e~ ~~:s:u~!i:!ec~~~;~~r~nd 1?~~!t~spi~~::~~stl~~eo~i:rl~P~~d7~1~!, t;~~~i~~ ;0~0:1~
in his able article 011 hooping-cough in the Cycloprodia of Practical Medicine (Philadelphia Eclition, vol. 2, page 453) : other writers who admit the occasional presence
of cerebral disease, consider this to be invariably secondary to the bronchial affection:
of this opinion arc Boisseau, Begin, Otto and Vondembusb.
4th .. ~y ~ot a few, especially of the older medical writers, hooping-cough is referred
to an imtatton of the stomach and lungs. Rosen, who supposed the disease to be
produced by either an insect or a morbid poison, partly inhaled into the lungs and
partly swallowed with the patient's saliva, considered that the stomach suffered more
from the irritation than the lungs . . Danz believed that the irritation is seated primarily in the stomach and bowels, the affection of the re~piratory organs being
secondary. This opinion had been previously advanced by Stoll , and is also that advocated by Chambon in his work ".Des Maladies de.s En/cuis." 'l'ourtelle likewise
describes the disease as a eatarrhal affection of the lun gs and stomach ( aJICclioii pneum()(JOStrique pituiteuse). Millot entertains a. somewhat similar opinion; he supposes,
however, that the irritation of the stomach is secondary, and not so iutense as that of
the lungs and larynx. Opinions somewhat similar are maintained by Meltzer, Iloldefrcund , Butler, Klinge and Strack.
5th. 'fbe peculiar phenomena. of the hooping-cough have been ascribed, by a. few,
to a phy~ical or chemical irritant introduced into the larynx, either from witbout, or
from the blood where it is engendered, or from the secretions of the respiratory organs.
U oder this head may be arranged the opinion of Linnreus, who referred it to the presence of minute insects; that of Sydenham, who imputed it to a subtle and irritating
vapour in the blood, which affected the lungs; tbat of J3ohme and Klinge, and also,
partially, that of Rosen, who ascribc_d it to a peculiar miasm, acting chiefly on the
nerves. Dr. Blaud, of the Hospital Beaucaire (Revue 1Wdicale, March, U~al), considers the primary cause of hooping-cough to consist in an irritation, not infiamwatory,
of the mucous membrane of the bronchi, under which the glands and follicles of the
membrane are caused to pour forth a specific secretion saturated with hydrochloratc
' Of soda, the irritation caused by which, when it reaches the upper part of the trachea
a·nd larynx, throws the muscles of the glottis and of respiration into spasmodic action
for its expulsion, in a manner exactly similar to any foreign body which may accidentally cuter the larynx. '! 'his theory of the disease .Mr. Streeter, of London, in a
paper read before the Physical Society of Guy's Ilospital, November, 184J , has adopted
and zealously advocated, "as the one most consistent with the phenomena observable
in the symptoms, pathology, and successful treatment of the disease."
Mr. 8trceter regards, however, the primary affection of the bronchial membranes
as iuffam1oatory, and believes that it will be found, on careful observation, to be attended by mQre or less fever of an analogous character to that which attends the
influ enza.
'l'he evidences upon which this gentleman rests the truth of this theory, ore-" the
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testimony of adults, who liavc been attacked by the disease, to the unusual and cxccssi,·e saline taste of the expectoration so long as the paroxysms are seve re-the resemblance of the expiratory efforts in the hooping-cough to those made by the excitomotory system for the expulsion of a foreign body from the larynx-the very adequate
explanation it affords, both of the extraordinary and spasmod ic muscular actions which
accompany the cough, and of its occurrence in paroxysms after intervals of uncertain
duration -and, lastly, the key which it furnishes to the chaotic host of apparently
opposite remedies that have obtained professional or popular reputation in its treatment. Of these remedies, we find one group adapted to lessen the original bronchial
affections, and favour the expulsion of the offending mucus-as emetics, autimonials,
and counter-irritants applied over the chest; another which acts by altering the quality
of the secretio n, as the alkaline carbonates, ammonia, and eulphurct of potass, so
strongly recommended by Dr. Blaud; another, by exciting a new action in the bronchial membrane, and , by co n stri n gin~ the vessels, to put a stop to the secretion, in a
mann er pcrfcclly familiar to the physician in ch ronic bronchitis, and to the surgeon
in purulent ophthalmia-as the super-acetate of lead, alum, common resin, tine. cantharid., bals. copaiba, tar vapour, and even the inhalati on of nitrous vapours, &c.
Others, again, as musk, both native and artificial, camphor, arsenic, coni um, belladonna, opium, and hydrocyanic acid, are more especia lly adapted for the nervous
lesions; while antiphlogistic measures meet the inflamm atory lesions of the third or
complicated stage.
"When, he remarks, the convulsive hooping is fully established, it very commonly
happens that symptoms which mark the third, or what may be appropriately termed
the complicated stage, arc developed, and continue to mark the varying and formidable phases of the disease which mostly attract attention in practice." These tertiary
phenomena usual.ly manifest themselves " 1st - as special lesions of the nervous and
muscular systems -au exalted sensibility and morbidly susceptible state of the membrane of the larynx, the pharynx, the epiglottis, under which death from asphyxia
may sudden ly occur -morbid association of the, action of the muscles of the glottis
aud respiration, in consequence of which the cough continues from mere habit, or is
reproduced by the most trivial irritation of the air passages- reflex irritation often
passing into inflammation of the nervous centres of the pneumog:u::tric nen·es, involving those of the phrenic nerves also; and, finally, these reflex affections may extend to the whole of the brain, or to the medulla oblongata. and their meninges, and
prove fatal by inducing general conYulsions or hydrocephalus. All these, be it
observed, are pathological conditions of the nervous system, which have been so constantly put forward in high relief, by the advocates of the nervous theory, as proximate causes of the disease itself." A second class of tertiary phenomena include
"the various congestive and inflammatory affections that result from the mechanical
disturbance of respiration and circulation, and the exte nsion of the primary bronchial
inflammation to the trachea, larynx and pharynx, and to the tissues of the lungs
themselves. ]~pis.taxis, hremoptysis, and fatal emphysema from extensive rupture of
the air-cell~, have occurred within my own experience, and havo apparently resulted
from the mechanical violence of the cough acting upon tissues previously weakened
by disease." A third class of tertiary phenomena "include fever and eachexia,1'
which are "present in individual cases in every conceivable variety of combination."
"In the absence of cerebral or pulmonary inflammation, the fever of the third stage
is always asthenie, anJ often assumes a remittent type when the cachexia is of a warasmic character."
l!..or an account of the various lesions met with in the bod ies of those who die of
hoopiog-cough, the reader is referred to Condie on Diseases of Children, 4th ed. - C.]
The object of rational treatment in hooping-cough, supposing the disease to be
simple, is to 1.-eep it simple : to keep it mere hoop ing-cough : to obviate serious
inflammation, or mischief, in the chest and head: and, if possible, to mitigate the
severity and shorten the duration of the fits of coughing. I have no notion that a~y
thing we can do in the beginning will materially abridge the duration of the complamt
as it appears in its unmixed form. It will, I say, in all probability, run a certain
course; and our business is to conduct it evenly and safely to the end of its eouri;e.
For this purpose the diet must, in the first place, be regulated and reduced. 'l'he
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child should be allowed to ent but little ment; it may be nourished as well, and more
safely, upou milk, and unstimulating farinaceou~ matters. 'l'hc bowels should be kept
moderately open: and the patient in cold weather shou ld be confined to the equable
temperature of the house, or protected by warm clothing; and care should be taken
to keep the internal tcmpemture equable. The air of the bed-room sliould not be
colder than that in which the child has passed the day. It ~hould not be much abo,·e
nor much below 60° Fahrenheit. You will find different persons employing and
praisin~ different plans of treatment; the object in all cases, however, being the
same, \ 1z., to ward off inflarnrnation, and to quiet irritation. One \'Cry good plan,
as I believe, is that of giving a grain, or a grain and a half, of ipccacuan, three or
four times a day. This generally keeps the bowels sufficiently open, and seems to
bave a beneficial operation on the mucous membrane of the air-passages also. Or a
few grains of rhubarb and of ipecacuan may be given every night : and if the couli!h
be very troublesome and urgent, small opiates may be administered: syrup of poppies: or the extract of hyoscyamus : as many grains per diem as the child has years.
'!'here is n method recommended many years ago by a namesake of mine, which some
people swear by. Sir William \Vatson's prescription was one grain of tartarized
antimony and twenty drops of laudanum in an ounce of water. A tea-spoonful, or a
dessert.spoonful, of that mixture was p:iven every evening, or every other even ing.
I have hca.rd the late Dr. Gooch say that his mother became famous a.s a village doc·
tress by the help of that prescription. Fothcq:dll's method was to give rm emetic
every day; or three or four times a week : and this plan is the more suitable when
there is much wheezing, and the phlegm is brought up with difficulty. '!'he best
emetic substance in such cases is, doubtless, ipecacuao : and the best time for giv ing
it is the evening. l\lr. Pearson - who has had, I fancy, many imitators-used to
prescribe, after the operation of an emetic, one drop of laudanum, five drops of ipeca·
cuan wine, and two grains of carbonate of soda, in a drau~ht, every fourth hour, for
set"eral days. Under some such treatment as this, the disease will reach its tcrmi.
nation in from six to twelve weeks: and it frequently happens that when the child
is quite well in all other respects, it still continues to cough. '!'he cough would
almost seem to be kept up by the mere influence of habit. Now, under these circum·
stances, change of air will often remove the cough, as if by ma~dc : and the sbowerbatb, and iron in some shape, will sometimes succeed, if change of air be not
practicable.
There is a great variety of medicines lauded as specifics against hooping-cough: but
they arc not to be trusted to. l\lnny persons think high ly of the prussic acid, as a
remedy for the paroxysms of coughing. Otlrnrs employ and praise th e extract of
bellaJonna. But these are gigantic remedies to employ upon such young subjects.
If you give them at all, you must give them in very small quantities, and watch their
effects. Dr. West thus records the result of his own experience in respect t-0 the
hydrocyanic acid, administered in minute doses-" This remedy sometimes exerts an
almost magical influence on the cough, diminishing the frequency and severity of its
paroxysms almost immediaiely; while in other cases it seems perfectly inert; and
again in others, without at all diminishing the severity of the cou~h, it exerts its
peculiar poisonous action on the system, so as to render its discontinuance advisable. 11
The artificial tincture of musk is another substance which some have found useful.
Three or four minims of it may be given in the outset, and the dose increased till
some sensible effect is produced; and then the dose that has been so reached should
be persisted in, without further augmentation. I have been assured, by a most intel.
ligent practitioner, that he had got considerable credit by prescribing this medicine,
after other persons, with other modes of management, bad failed. Alum, in doses of
three or four grains every four or six hours, has been given, with apparent benefit,
when there has been much expectoration, and no fever. Digitalis, and cantharides,
are other, and, I think, hazardous remed ies. Safer drugs recommended, and, for
aught I know, equally efficaciou.s with these poisons, are cochinca~, oil of amber, musk,
camphor, and the meadow narcissus. Of late the carbonate of non has been greatly
commended by some of the continental physicians.
1

[Horst recom mends the flowers of sulphur as almost a specific in hoopin g.cough.
He gives it throughout the disease, from its onset until its termination. Schneider,
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Roffy, Randhan 1 Ricckcn, and others, confine its use to the more advanced periods
of the attack. J adelot is said by Barthcz and Billiet to have derived the best effects
from the sulphur as a remedy in hooping-cough, as well as in bronchitis unattended
with fever. The imlphur is given to children between two and four years of age in
the dose of from 6 to 8 grains, two or three times a day, and to older children in
doses of from 15 to 20 grains, - in both cases the dose being gradually augmented.
Assafrotida will be found a very excellent remedy in the spasmodic stage of hooping-coug:h. Dr. Lombard states that he has often known frictions to the spine with
the tincture of assafootida of great service, and we have found a plaster of assafootida
applied to the chest promptly to relieve the cough, which is liable to remain after the
more acute symptoms have subsided.
It is stated that M. Berger has found the plan of treating hooping-cough the most
successful, to be; in the first stage, a moderate course of antitJhlogistic remedies,
purgatives, and repeated emetics of ipecacuaoha in combination with tartar emetic.
In the spasmodic i:itagc, in which the indication is to quell the ex isting nervous irritation, beinp; dissatisfied with the remedies ordinarily employed, he was induced to
administer the nitrate of silver, from which he has obtained results singularly bencfi.
eial. He administers it in doses of from a sixteenth to a twelfth of a grain, at first
throe times, and afterwards four times a. day. Of course the remedy should not be
administered in cases where the state of the digestive organs contra-indicates its
employment (.Ann11aire de TMrapeutique, 1846).
Dr. Golding Bird remarks (Guy's Hospital Reports, April, 18-l5), that1 in the
second or nervous stage of pertussis, after all inflamruatory symptoms have subsided
- and when, with a tolerably cool skin and clean tongue, the patient is still severely
distre ed by the more or less copious secretion of viscid mucus from the bronchi each attempt to get rid of which produces the exhausting and characteristic cough
- no remedy will be found to act so satisfactorily, or to give such marked and often
rapid relief to the child as alum. He has not yet met with any other remedy which
is equally efficacious. Dr. Bird generally gives the alum in doses of from two to six
grains to children of from one to ten years of age, repeated every four or six hours.
:b'or a child of two or three years he employs generally the following formula:B: Alu minis, gr. xxv; extr. conii, gr. xij; syrup. rhredos. 3ij; aq. anethi, .5iij. m.
Dose a medium sized spoonful, every sixth hour. Dr. B. has never met with any
inconvenient stringent effects on the bowels during its exhib ition; on the contrary, in
more than one instance it produccd 1 he says 1 diarrhroa. '!'he on ly obvious effects
resulting from its use were, diminished secretion, and of a less viscid mucus, with a
marked diminution in the frequency and severity of the spasmodic paroxysms.
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others speak of it in equally favourable terms.
'!'he belladonna bas been strongly recommended as an almost unfailing remedy in
the spasmodic stage of the disease by several of the German physicians. Dr. Wallor,
of Loudon, also, bears testimony to its efficacy, and we have in its favour the evidence
of many distinguished practitioners in this country. Dr. 'l'urnbull, of Philadelphia
(Trans. Pen11a. State Ned. Soc., vol. v.),says that he has found nothing so prompt and
efficacious in the second stage of hooping-cough as the extract of belladonna. He has
employed it successfully in fifteen cascs-fourofwhich 1 ofa most aggravated character,
were in members of bis own family-five males and ten females, of which the youngest
was nine months and the oldest ten years of age. Bis mode of administering it was,
after preparing the system by an antiphlogistic treatment, until the entire removal of
fover and inflammation, as indicated by the reduced state of the pulse, and diminished
heat of surface; there being, at the same time, no evidence of congestion of the brain
or lungs present, to place the system fully under the influence of the bclladonnaiudicated by the diluted pupil 1 confused vision, and reddened sk in). 'l1 be medicine
to be then intermitted until its effects pass off, when it should be again resumed in
slightly increased doses, so as to keep the patient under its iutlucoce for several days,
or until the paroxysms are fully checked, which will usually occur towards the six.th,
eighth, or fourteenth day.
Dr. '.l.'urnbull directs the extract of belladonna to be trituratcd with water or simple
syrup, and if to be kept for some time, and iu warm weather, with the addition of a
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li_ttle alcohol or s_pts. la.vend. comp. The dos~ for a child, three months old, is ones1xteen~h of a gra_rn every three bours--for a child one year old, one-eighth of a grain,
and so m proportion for other ages. - C.]
External applications are also much in fashion in the treatment of hooping-couO'h.
Frictions ~o the spine and. to the ~best; ~nd as coun.ter-irritants, they probabl! areeof
so_me service. The tartanzed antimony 1s the least innocent of these applic:it.1ons. It
will often cause foul and very troublesome sores upon an adult skin: and till I am'
better advised than I am at present of it.a certain efficacy as a remedy for hoopinrr.
cough, no one (however authorized professionally ludere corio humano), should r;b
it upon a. child of mine. .l\Iothers are many of them fond of using Roche's Embroca.tiou for ~he Hoop_ing-cough .. This (Dr. Paris tells us) consists of olive oil, mixed
with half its quantity of the 01ls of cloves and of amber.
Such is the plan of management which you will do well to enforce-and such are
the expedients which you may, if you please, make use of as auxiliaries to that plan
- when the disease is mere hoop ing-cough. But when it becomes complicated with
symptomij of inflammation within the chest, or with head symptoms-(and for such
symptoms you must jealously watch)-thcn you must employ antiphlogistic remedies
(in addition to the antiphlogistic regimen) adapted to the circumstances of the case.
Now we have reason to believe that the bronchi, or the lwngs, are affected with inflammation, when we find that the child has fever, and that there is permanent dysp11a:r1.
between the paroxysms of spasmodic cough. In such a case we must ban~ recourse
to the treatment required in such inflammation: leeches to the surface of the chest,
tartar emetic, small doses of nitre, the warm bath, and blistering; and to these measures, modified and combined according to the particular emergency, it will be well
to add small and repeated doses of mercury; of the hydrargyrum cum creta, or of
c::ilomel; the state of the bowels determining which. Some have recommended friction with the tartar emetic ointment upon the cliest in such cases: but I have tho
same objection to it there, in patients so young, as upon the spine.
Permanent dyspnooa, unattended with fe\·er, is more likely to depend upon collapse,
than upon inflammation, of the pulmonary substance. Under such circumstances any
active antiphlogistic measures would be out of place, and even hurtful. You must
search therefore for auscultatory evidence as to the condition of the lungs, and adjust
your treatment accordingly.
When any head symptoms come on, threatening hydrocephalus1 or apoplexy, such as squinting, convulsions, stupor-those remedies must be adopted which I endeavoured to describe to you when I spoke of those diseases; leeches to the head,
cold applied there, purgatives, the warm bath; but, except in very youn~ children, I
believe there is more danger of fatal pulmonary changes in this disagreeable, and
sometimes intractable disorder, than of cerebral mischief.
I might pass, by a very natural transition, from the consideration of hooping~
cough, to that of spasmodic asthma. But th is last complaint is found to exist in
connexion with various organic changes within the chest, few of which have yet
been treated of in these lectures. I shall therefore postpone what I have to say respecting asthma, till I have gone through some other thoracic diseases. And I now
proceed to pneumonia, or inflammation of the sulislance of the lungs. Questions
have been raised as to the precise part and texture in which the inflammation begins;
and to these questions I may briefly advert as we go on; but I hold thatiu pneumonia
all the textures composing the pulmonary substance in the part inflamed arc involved
in the inflammatory process.
Now of pneumonia. it is especially true, that we ascert:1in its situation, its extent,
and every step uf its pyogrel:is, by_ means of the ear. A_ll the ~ym.rtoms that give us
the most sure information respectrng the nature of the disease, its rnerease and aggr::ivation on the one hand, or its abatement and diminution on the other, spring out of
the actual changes wrought in the pulmonary substtl~cc itself; and these changes are
disclosed to us by the method of auscultation. It is necessary, therefor~, that you
should understand, first of all, what those changes are which are produced by inflammation of the substance of the lungs : that you should know the morbid anatomy of
pneumonia, as an indispensable groundwork for a knowledge of its pathology.
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There :rre three well-marked, and very constant conditions of the lung, corresponding to different degrees and periods of its inflammation. I will de.scribe them in
successiou, in the order in which they tak e place.
The fir:st stage or condition is that of engorgement. All modern observers agree,

I believe, both as to the nature and as to the name of this conditio n. The substance
Fto. 48.

Fm. 47.

Fig. 47.-Plcurnl surface of ll portion of splenified lung, affected with t.n1hoid pneumonia, from a
femnle:EL 25,who died of typhoid fever. The lung closclyrcsemblcd tho spleen in consistency,
wasofnbrownish red hue, iulerspersedwithdeeppurplcspot.sofnnnpoplectiochnractcr.
}'ig. 48.-From o. lung in rntber an advnnced st.age of in8ammatory engorgement, magnified 430
diameters. «. Fibroustissueformingthewallsofthcaircells,distinctandenrlosinga.fcwgrnnules;
b. Very g ranulnr epithelinl cellsof bronchi and air vesicles; e.Smallnuelentedcellsandexudation
corpuscles, lyiug partly withiu, partly outside the air Ycsicles; d. Blood corpwclcs. From ])a Co1ta.

of the lung is gorged with blood, or bloody serum. It is of a dark red colour ex·
ternally, and crepitatcs less under pressure than sound lung does. We feel that there
is more liquid than air in its cells. It is heavi er also than natural, and inelastic, and
F10. 49.

Elemen t.~ obse"ed in lungs that had been in a. st:i.tc of chronic byperaimia. a. Epithelial cells
beingtrnmformedintogranulnreells; b.Flnkesenelosingblood corpuscleswhicbareirregul.irand
of a yellofl•ish colour; c. Blood-corpuscular cell, breaking up into adnrk,reddish-brown pigment:
d. Situation of ff\)8bly-formed pigment, in the tiiilne of the lung. Prum JJa C~1a.
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retains, in some degree, the impression of the fioger. When the en~orged portion is
cut, we find it red, and we see a great quantity of a reddish and frothy scrum fl.ow
from it. Its cohesion is at the same time di?Jinished: it is more easily torn; more,
in that respect, like .the 8plecn j. an~ accord1~gly the term. sp?cnizalion of the luog
has been gwen to tl11s stage of its rnfl.ammat1on, a.s hepat1zat1on has to that which
succeeds it. In this stage of engorgement the mucous membrane of the smaller
bro?chial _ramifica~ion.s i_s of a deep :ed colour. The portions most cn~orged, although
then specific gra\•1ty ts rncreased, will nevertheless almost always float on water.
Now it is necessary to caution you in the outset, against a very frequent source of
fallacy in respect to this condition of inflammatory engorgement. Such a state of
the pulmonary substance as I have been describing, you will meet with in half, at
least, of the dead bodies which you may have to ex.amine; and you must not necessarily ~nfcr therefrom that the persons deceased had injlamnuilion of the lungs.
There 1s almost always some degree of mechanical engorgement of the back part of
the lungs; or of that part which has been undermost during the last hours of life,
or after death; and the two kinds of engorgement can scarcely be distinrrnished
from each other by their anatomical characters alone. Andra) at one time held, indeed, that if the engorged part were more friable, more easily torn or broken down
under pressure than natural, that was sufficient evidence of its inflammation j but he
afterwards saw reason to change that opinion. 'Ve judge by the situation of the
eo)l'orgcmcnt sometimes : if it be not in a depending part of the lungs, it is surely
in8ammatory. We judge also by the antecedent symptoms.
If the inflammation continue, the lung undergoes a further alteration, and presents
the following characters. It is still red-externally and within; but it crepitates no
longer under pressure; and it sinks in water : it contains in fact no air. Its cut
surface presents sometimes a uniform red colour; sometimes a slightly mottled or
l"aricgated appearance, produced by an intcrmixture of specks of the black matter of
the lung, and of the interlobular areolar tissue, which is less red than the other
parts, and more than naturally obvious to the sight; but the spongy character of the
organ is lost: it is evidently solid; and the cut surface very much resembles the cut
i;urface of the liver. Hence Laeonec, and after him most other writers, ham applied
to this altered condition of the lung the term hepatizatio11. There still flows out,
under pressure, from the surface, when a fresh incision is made, some red fluid, but
F10.

50.

F10. 51.
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it is much less in quantity than in the former degree; and it is ?ot foamy; and ~f
the surface be gently scraped with a scalpel, you may often perce 1 ~·e i.n t~e red fluid
so collected, some traces of a thicker and yellower matter, the first. rnchcat.1011 of commencing suppuration. The hepatized lun~ is denser and more so~1d than bcforc 1 but
it is also 111ore friilblc; more easily crushed and broken: and this reimlts from the
softeniug of the areolar ti::;sue which holds its cowp<Jucut parts together.
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If you tear a portion of hepatized Junµ-, and examine the torn surface with a
magnifying glnss, the pulmonary tissue will appear to be composed of a crowd of
small red gran ulations, lying close to each other. These arc, I presume, the airnsicles clogged up, thickened, and made red, by the inflammation. As no air is
contained in the lung in this stage of the inHammation, it follows that if the entire
organ be involved in the disease, it will not sink down when the thorax is laid open;
and will therefore appear to be increased in bulk. It is swelled, in fact, - just aa
other inflamed parts arc swelled-by the congestion of its vessels, and by the effusion
of blood, or of some of the constituent parts of the blood, into its hollows and interstices. The mark s of the ribs are frequently visible on the surface of the distended
lung. The texture of the lung in this condition is sometimes so rotten, that a
moderate degree of pressure between the fingers will suffice to reduce it to a state of
pulp; and this diminution of consistence has made Andra! quarrel with the term
hepatization : and he proposes to call thi8 second stage of pneumonia, red softening,
ramollissemcnt rouge. Alll this is very unimportant1 provided that you recoll ect the
sense in which either nomenclature is employed. But as Laennec and Audra} are
both great authorities, and both have their disciples in this country, it is well that
you should understand their language.
In a deµ:ree still further advanced, the pulmonary tissue, dense, solid, and impcn•ious to air, as in the last stage, undergoes an alteration of colour: it presents a
reddish yellow, or straw, or drab, or stone colour; or it is of a greyish hue, sometimes mottled with red , or with the black pulmonary matter. The little granulations
which I just now mentioned are whitish or grey, instead of being red; and the texture of the lung is sti ll more rotten and friable than before. It is full, in fact, of
puriform matter, which is sometimes so abundant that it oozes out pleat ifully when
incisions are made into the lung: or it may be made to exude by gentle pressure.
The grey pus shows itself upon the cut surface in the form of minute drops. The
more the pulmonary texture is soaked or drenched with this fluid, the softer and
more friable it becomes. When crushed between the thumb and fingers, it is reduced
to a. yellowish grey pulp, exactly like the fluid itself only rather more consistent
F10. 52.

F10. 63.

Fig. 52.-Elcmcnts in peculiar "yelloul' condens:ntion, in & hmg which was completely and uniformly infiltrated, magnified 480 diameters. a. Nucleated corpuscles and fibroid cellsj b. Ilasissubst.nnce in which many of the cells are imbeddcd. From .Da Co1ta .
Fig.53.-Microscopicchnractcrsofthecontentsofanair-vesicloingreyhep11ti:tntion 1 consisting
of granularmatter,pus-corpuseles,exudation-cells,a.ndcylindricalepitbclium.

And by gently forcing the finger into any part of the parcncl1yma. in this state, a
small cavity may be made, which soon fills with pus, and which might readily be
mistaken for a. recently formed abscess.
Lacnnec hns called this third stage of the proceRs of inflammation in the lung,
grey he1mtization, or purtdent infiltrotion. Andra! denominates it grey soflem'11y1·omollisseme11t aris. In fact, it consists ia diffused suppuration of the pulmonary
texture. And it is a. very remarkable circumstance, and one which the researches
of modern times have brought to light, that, in the lung, inflammation goiog on to
suppuration, does not lead to the formation of a. circumscribed abscess, as it does
when it affects the areolar tissue, or the pareoehymatous tissue, in other pa.rts of the
body. Abscess of the lung used to be spoken of ns a. very cowwon thing; but it is
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a Tery rare thing. I o several hundred dissections of persons dead of pneumonia,
made by Laennec durio g a space of more than twenty years, he only met with five or
six collections of pus in t he inflamed lung. Once only did he find a large abscess
Frn. 54.
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Elements found in the lung in!Jrty hepntii:ation. a. Granular exudntion corpusclu·ancl free oil;
b. Corpuscles when trel'l.ted with ether; e. Fibrous tissue iofiltmted with oil globulcs-f1bres very in.
distinct; d. Small ve!sel, the walls of which are coated with granules; t. Pus corpuscle9, rather
dark and granular. .From.Da Co•la.

of that sort. Once only has Andral seen a real abscess of the lung form as a con·
sequence of pneumonia. You may find collections of pus in the lungs sometimes,
occurring in connexion with the inflammation of \'Cius. Several instances of that
kind have happened very recently in patients who have died in the Middlesex
Hospital. But these are not ordinary cases of pneumonia. I need scarcely caution
you not to take tubercular vomic:u and cnities, contain ing pus, for genuine absces~es
of the lung. These, and the phlcbitic depos its of pus, are not exceptions to the
geoeral statement: they arise from different forms of disease: and you will find a
circumscribed collection of pus, surrounded by hepatized luag, as a consequence of
common pneumonia, to be an exceedingly rare event.
Cao we account for this in any way? I do not know that any satisfactory explanation of the fact has ever beeo otfercd. But I would submit to your consideration
what has occurred to my mind on this subject. When I was speaking of inflammation in general, I pointed out to you the remarkable influence wh ich the presence of
atmospheric air in contact with the inflamed part has in accelerating, or determining,
the event of suppuration. In a. recent cut through the skin, the admission or exclusion of the air to the cut surface will make all the difference between the adhesive
and the suppurativc inflammation; and so in other cases which I then mentioned,
and will not now trouble you by repeating. Now it seems to me that the same
principle obtains in inflammation of the Jung. First, there is an cffusivn of serum
and blood, then of lymph and blood; but the air, passing into the surrounding
80under tissue, and penetrating for a. time even the inflamed portion itself, causes the
suppurative process to supersede the adhesive; and so no wall of circumvallation is
formed by the coagulable lymph, as is the case in areolar tissue, which is not acccs
sible by the air. Whether this be a sufficient explanation of the fact (all explanatioo::1
0
0
a!d
will judge: at any rate it may serve to impress upon your memory that fact which it
endeavours to elucidate.
Gangrene is sometimes, but very seldom, the result of acute inflammation of the
lung. It is almost as uncommon as the formation of ao abscess. Y ct it certain ly
does now and then occur, as a consequence of acme infl.ammation of th e pulmonary
substance. It is somewhat more common (though under any shape rare) as no iode·
pendent a~d primit_ive affection. S? meti~~s it occupi~s a lar7~ portion of the Jung,
a nd is unc1rcumscr1bed; and somct1mc!:I 1t 1s more 111mted. 1he colour of the part
which hafl thus perished under inflammation, is da rk, of a dirty olive, or ~reeuis h .
brown colour. The gangrenous portion is moist and wet ; sorneuwes of the consist-
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ence of tlrn CnJ?orged lung-; more commonly softer, and eve n diffiuent; and it stinks
most abominably. This horrible odour is in truth, durin!? life, the most distincfrre
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puriform infiltration of the third stage of pneumonia. is attended with no fc.ctor.
There arc some other points, connected with, or learned from invcstigatin~, the
morbid anatomy of pneumonia, which I may as well t.3ke this opportunity of telling
you 1 before we go on to consider the symptoms, physical and general, of that disease .
.fhcrc are two lungs, just as there are two tonsils, a nd two eyes; and in the one
case <is well as in the others, inflammation may affect both organs at once, or it may
affect one of them alone. Technically speaking, pneumonia. may be either double or
8iogle. Again, the inflammation may occupy a part of one lun ~, or the whole of it:
in other words, it may be partial or general; but it docs not affect all parts, or both
sid es, indifferently or capriciously. In the first place, it is (why I know not) greatly
more common on the riµ:ht side of the body than on tho loft. I will ~ive you some
statistical statements collected by Andra!, in respect to this point. Of one hundred
and fifty-one cases of pneumonia, noticed at La Charit6, ninety were of the right lung
alone; thirty-eight only of the left alone i seventeen of both siJes at once; and in
six the situation wa~ uncertain. Ile was at the pains of collecti ng the particulars of
fifty-nine other examples of pneumonia, from different authors, so fully described as
to leave no doubt about the nature and situation of the disease. Among these, the
inflammation existed in the right lung alone in thirty-one patients; iu the left alone
in twenty; and on both sides at once in eight. llcnce, taking both series of observations top:;ethcr, we have two hundred and ten cases of pneumonia.; and there were one
hundred and twenty-one in which the ri?ht side was solely the seat of the disease;
fifty·eight in which the left; twenty.five in which the pneumonia. was double; and
six in which the seat was uncertain. So tlrnt, at this rate, pneumonia is more than
twice as common on the right side as on the left; and docs not occu r on both sides
together so often as once in eight tim<'s.
Again, with rep;ard to that part of the lung which is most obnoxious to inflammation, there arc remarkable differences. It is well known, and it is a very important
fact in respect to diagnosis in some cases, that the lower lobes arc more liable to
inflammation than the upper. I speak, of course, of active idiopath ic inflammation.
]fot this circu msta nce, much insisted on by Lacnnec, and quite true in the main, bas
perhaps been somew hat exagµ:crate d. I have not had leisure to fram e any numerical
statement of the cases that have come und er my own observation, but the general
impression which they have left upon my mind is in favour of the correctness of
Laenncc's statement -that pneumonia generally commences in tho lower lobes, and
spreads upwards frequently to the superior lobes. But I may adduce Andral 1 s
statistical rcprescotation io respect to this question also. Of eighty-eight cases of
pneumooia, he found that the inflammation affected the inferior lobe forty-sc,Ten times,
the superior lobe thirty 1 and the whole lung at ooce, eleven.
Inflammation of the bronchi constantly accompanies ioflammation of the parenchyma. The mucous membrane presents a red colour both io the large and in the
small branches of the air-passages. And when a siogle lobe is inflamed, it has been
observed that the redne of the mucous membrane existed in those broochial tubes
alone which were distributed to that lobe. You may have bronchitis without pncum~
nia: but pncumooia without a corresponding extent of bronchitis, is perhaps nc,·cr seen.
The majority of cases of pneumonia. are attended also with a. d c~ree of inflammation
of the investing membrane of the lung: there is some pleurisy. So frequently io<leed
is this the case, that certain writers, Andra! amoog others, call the disease by the
compound name of ple11,ro-pneumonia. However, pneumonia may and docs sometimes
occur without any concurrcot pleurisy. Of the latter complaint I must speak by
itself; and I merely notice now the frequent combination of the two-the occurrence
of a. slight dc,!?ree and extent of plcuritis in most ca:;cs of pneumonia-that you may
the better understand some of the general symptoms of pneumooia.
Now such bcinf!' the changes which the lun gS" undergo when inflammation affects
the pulmooary texture, we may next inquire what signals of its existence the infl.amJUation holds out; :rnd how far we, not havin,!? the power of scei11,q what is l!Oing on
within the cavity of the thorax, may nevertheless ascertain the important processes
which arc there transacted.
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If the car be applied to the surface of the chest, with or witl10ut ll1e intervention

of the stethoscope, and the portion of luog subjacent to that surface happen to be in
the first stage of inflammation, that of engorgement, what docs the luu~. so sufferin",
s11y1 what audible notice does it gi\•e of its morbid couditiou? Why it speaks vc~y
plainly. You hear a peculiar crackling sound : the smallE'st and fiuc:;t-possiblc kind
of crepitatiou: which has been happily illustrated by saying that it resembles the
ruultitudiuous little crackling explosions made by salt when it is scattered over redhot coals. Andra! has another resemblance for it, and not a bad one; he says tho
noise is often like that which is produced by rumpling a very fine piece of parclnncnt.
Dr. Williams observes that a pretty correct idea of this sound may be obtained in a ready
way, by rubbing between the finger and thumb a lock of 011e's own hair, close to the
car. Lacnnec calls this crepilant rhom:lius : I would i::peak of it as minute crepitation; or the cracl~ling of pnemnonia. 'l'his may be heard in a very limited spot in
the beg-inning. Aud what an important sound it is! H It is a direct symptom having
immediate reference to the structure of the part. And (says Dr. Latham) if we consider what the part is, and what the disease; the part, the lun~s, and the disease,
inflammation: we cannot too highly value this single symptom (simple and mean as
it may seem) which gives the earliest and surest intimation that such a disease 1ias
begun, as tends to disorganization, and the inevitable loss of life, unless quickly
arrested by its counteracting remedy."
At first, wheu you catch the inflammation in its earliest stap;c, this minute crepitation, which announces comme11ci119 engorgement of the part, is heard mingling with
the ordinary vesicular breathing; obscuring the natural sound, though it docs uot yet
entirely cover it. But as the inflammation ad,·ances, the crackling bec:omes more
and more pronounced, until at length it totally supersedes the natural sound. So Ion~
as the natural vesicular breathing overcomes the crackling, we may conclude that the
inflammation is slight. But if the crackling should, in its turn. become predominant,
if it should ultimately mask the murmur of respiration entirely, hac infallibly denotes
the advance of the pneumonia, and teaches us that it tends to pass from the first iuto
the second degree. But the crackling l:louud does not louy remain iu any part. As
the case proceeds, the sound is less and less heard, and at length is not heard at all,
in that spot; and it may be succeeded by one of two very different thing:s. Its place
may be taken by the natural respiratory murruur again. When this is so, it denotes
the resolution of the inflammation. But the cmckling may cease, and either no
sound be heard at all in its stead, or another morbid sound whi('h I shall presently
describe: and this teaches us with absolute certainty, that the disease is growiug more
severe and serious; that the lung is becoming, or has become, ht>]Wli'zed.
Let us iu4uirc, for a moment, before we go auy further, what is the nature and
where the scat of this minute crcpitation, so characteristic of the commencement of
puln'.10nic inflammation. With respect to its seat, I apprehend, there cau be no
question. It proceeds from the very smallest ramifications of the bronchi, and from
the air.vesicles themselves. The common opinion is, and such, I confess, is mine,
that the sound is the same in cause and kind, only different in de_grce, with the large
and the small crcpitation described in a previous lecture: that it results from the
passage of air through .liquid; from the formation and burst_ing i? quick succession
of a multitude of little air-bubbles. The bubbles are nccess:mly n11nute, for they arc
formed, and they explode, in very slender tubes. This i~ Andral's view o_f the matter.
Laenuec does not appear to have formed very clear notions on th~ subject. But a
different explanation has been offered by a wclJ.kn_own and a_hle writer ou the auscultatory sigus of disease, in this country: I _mean .J?r. C. J. R \\~illiams. He holds
that the distended blood-vessels, and the mtcrst1tial serous effusion, press upon the
llliuutcst bronchial ramifications, and obstruct, without wholly preventing, the passage
of the air throu,,.h them: that these small tubes arc lined by a viscid secretion, such
as is expcctoratCd, and such as I shall have to dcs~rih«:: _that the sides of th.c _tubes
stick touet,hcr in consequence of the presence of this v1sc1d matter; and that 1t IS the
scparati~n of these adhering sides by little portions of air which suc_ce~si_vcly pass in
and out, that gives rise to the_ characteristic sound. llowevc~, what tt .1s_1?1port.ant to
rernembcr is, that the cracklrng sound proceeds from the mmutcst d1v151oua of the
air.tubes, and from the ultimate vesicles o~~hc lungs.
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[Dr. Bolini:, of Alabama., describes" a fine mucous or crcpitant rhoncus, seem ingly
seated in the larynx, loud enough to be heard distinctly at the distance of two or three
feet from the patient, and so persistent, that it is not removable, or but momentarily,
by any effort to expectorate which the patient may make, while at the same time there
arc present none of the signs of bronchitis or laryngitis. 11 The patient seems indif.
ferent to it.s presence. On applying the stethoscope just above the clavicles, it is
found to proceed from the apex of the lun g. This is diagnostic of pneumonia of tlie
apex of the lung, one of the most dangerous forms of the disease.-Amer. Jour. Med.

Scie11ces, July, 1847.-C.]
Sometimes, I say, when ~his crackling _cea~es, _the. ear applied to the corresponding
surface of the chest, feels it heave up m mspiralion, but catches no sound at all.
J\luch more commonly, however, a new sound reaches the car. It is not the vesicular
rustle; it is not the minute crepitation: but a whiffing sound is audible) like that produced by blowing through a quill. Little gusts of air arc puffed in and out j most
distinct, often, at the termination of a slight cough or hem. 'l'his is the sound to
which the term lmmi:hial respiration has been given: and the name expresses well
the fact. I mentioned before that in the healthy state we do not hear the air pass
through the larger bronchi during inspiration and expiration: the sound doubtless is
made, but it is obscured and hidden by the smooth rustle of the vesicular breathing,
which comes from the spongy lung surrounding the large di,•isions of the bronchi,
and intervening between them and the car. But that spongy structure is now filled
up. The hepatizcd lung admits air to pass through the larger bronchi, which are
still patent, but it admits none into the vesicles and smaller tubes. It crepitatcs not
when pressed between the thumb and finger; in fact, it is converted into a solid substance, and conducta the sound, in the living body, as any other solid substance might
do: and therefore the whiffing, blowing, gusty sound of the breath, as it enters and
departs from the larger bronchial tubes, which still remain open, is conveyed to the
ear, and br011chiul respiration is heard. At the same time, and in the same place,
another auscultatory phenomenon generally arises, and admits of a similar explanation.
The voice of the patient descends into the pcrvious bronchi, and is conveyed to the
ear of the listener through the solid lung : and it is quite altered by that circumstance.
The tone of it is modified; it sounds like the voice of one speaking through a tube.
It is totally different from the same voice heard through the healthy lung at the
corresponding point on the other side. It approaches in distinctness and quality, but
it docs not reach, the sound of the speaker's voice heard through a stethoscope placed
over his trachea. A humming and muttering arc audible, but the words are not distinctly articulated into the ear. It is hard to describe these things in words. Three
minutes, at the bed-side of a patient in whom the bronchial breathing and the bronchial voice were tolerably well marked, would put you in possession of them for ever.
They are striking sounds, requiring no fine tact to distinguish; and they are exceedingly informing sounds. But I must resume this subj ect when we meet again.

LECTURE LI.
Pneumom'a conti11ued: its general symptoms j pain, dyspnma, delirium, cough, expectoration. Course of the disease. Prognosis. '1.'reatrne11 t.

I WAS describing, at tllC close of the last lecture, the auscultatory -signs which
lead us to the knowledge that the inflamed lun~, in a. case of pneumonia, has passed
from the first into the second stage of inflammation, and become solid, or h epatizc~.
The altered cond ition of the organ gives rise to altered sounds. In stead of the ''cs1cular breathing, which is the uaturJI sound; or of the miuutc crcpitutioo, which 1s
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the sound belonging to the first stage of the inflammation; we either l1ear no sound
at all, though we feel the chest heave up against our car, or we hear what I described
under the denomination of bronchial -respiration; that is to say, a blowing sound,
which is conveyed to the ear from the larger and still pervious branches of the
bronchi, through the solid portion of lung around them, and throu~h the solid walls
of the chest. '!'his is what the listener hears when the patient breathes. And when
he speaks bis voice is heard, much more resonant than is natural, much more resonant
than in the corresponding spot on the opposite side of the chest, entering the same
open air-tubes, and conducted to the ear by the dense and solid lung. We thus
become acquainted with two entirely new sounds; sounds which are ucver heard in
the healthy state of the lungs; bronchial npiratio11, and brr..mchiul vuia, or bron<:lwphony: and you will do well to remember these two sounds, and to familiarize
Y?"r ear with them_; for they speak a most significant language in other pulmonary
diseases, as well as m pneumonia.
But I say, sometimes we hear these morbid sounds, in the case in question, and
sometimes we hear no sound at all during the breathing. Ilow is that? Why the
existence and degree of the bronchial respiration, and bronchial voice, vary according
to the place and extent of the it1flammation. These morbid sounds are most plainly
marked, where the number and size of the bronchial tubes involved in the hepatization are the greater. 'fhey are most distinct, therefore, when the inflammation
occupies the upper part of the lung; or the central parts, what are called the roots of
the lungs : and when it extends thence to the surface : but when the lower portions
alone are inflamed, or the inflammation is merely superficial or partial, they may not
be heard at all. Again, if the hepatization should be so genera l and complete, as to
prevent the chest, on the affected side, from expanding-you will, in that case, hear
no bronchial respiration,· for the air in the large bronchi must be stagnant. Bronchoplwny, however, may remain.
When we have the bronchial respiration, usually also we have dulncss on percussion. The degree in which this is present will depend upon the circumstances of the
case. If a portion of crepitant and permeable lung, even a. thin portion, should
intervene between the inflamed parts, and the walls of the chest, there will still be
resonance on percussion, though it will not be exactly the natural resonance. If the
hepatized part come close up to the ribs, the sound elicited by mediate percussion
will be flat or dead. With all this, you will generally hear, in the sound lun g, if the
whole of the other be engaged in the inflammation ;-or in those parts of the inflamed
lung that are healthy ;-you will hear, I say, puerile respiration: and this is a strong
confirming symptom that a. part of the breathing apparatus is spoiled, and that the
remaining part is endeavouring to compensate for its deficiency.
Now this period in pneumonia, when no sound but bronchial breathing is audible
during respiration, is a period of anxious and painful interest. W e cannot tell
whether the lung will revert gradually to it.s healthy state; or whether it is passing
into the third stage, that of purulent infiltration. But taking first the most favourable of these two suppositions-what happens 7 Why, t!tere, where for a while ~e
heard nothing but bronchial respiration, a slight crepitation begins again to be distinguishable, especially at the end of each act of inspiration: gradually this increa~es
in extent and intensity, and as it increases, the bronchial breathing, and the bronchial
voice, become proportionally less distinct, because the texture of the lung is agai n
becoming permeable by air, and therefore a worse conductor of sound. Uy dcgre~s,
the bronchial breathing and voice disappear altogether; the vesicular murmur bcgrns
again to mix with the crepitation, and at length supersedes it; and the lung is restored to its previous fitness for the purposes of respiration. The same symptoms
therefore recur, over again, but in a reversed order; the returning crcpitation is
however coarser and larger, and less regularly diffused, than that of the_ advancing
pneumonia:- and even when nothing is beard in the ordinary condition of the
breathing, but the natural vesicular rustle, some crepita.tion is found for some little
while to mingle with it towards the end of a full in::;piration. Nex.t, let us take the
worst of the two suppositions. Auscultation has traced the disease, through its stage
of engorgement, and i11to its stage of bepatization. Can it trace it furth er 7 I
believe not with any certainty. We cannot say whether the lung remains in the
state of hcpatization (as it may remain), or whether it has passed into the ~bird
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stage. But at last, if the structure of the lung break down, and a portion of it be
expectorated, air finds its way into the vaca.nt spot, and p;i,•cs rise to large gurgling
crcpitation. But other signs sometimes come to our aid when this state bas been

reached.
We often find, after death, the three degrees of pneumonia existing in different
parts of the same lung; and therefore it is not to be wondered at that the different
parts of the chest should during life yield sounds indicative of each of those degrees,
or at least of the two first; minute crcpitation here, bronchial breathing, and bronchophony, and dullness on percussion there, and in another spot, 110 sound at all, or on
the other hand, J>eurile respiration.
Again, it must be confessed-and I am desirous of confessing it, for I am sure that
the method of au~cultation is brought into undeserved suspicion and disrepute by
attempts made to assert its all-sufficiency in all cases-it must be confessed that in some
instances, although pneumonia exists, the car is able to collect nothing of it: nothing
indicative of its situation, or of its extent, or even of its existence. 'rhe pulmonary
expansion is clear1 all over the thorax; nay, much more strong than is natural; and
this circumstance justifies the belief that, from some cause or other, not necessarily
from pneumonia, a portion of the lung has ceased to discharge its function, and the
other portions have taken it up. This failure on the part of auscultation happens
when the inflammation occupies a small portion only of the lung, and that portion is
central, or deeply situated; at a distance from the walls of the chest. ·
Such are, then, the physical signs that accompany and reveal the successive changes
of texture, destructive and reparatory, which take place in infl.ammn.tion of the lungs.
I do not know whether I have made them clear to you j but I know that no very long
apprenticeship, if I may so speak, in the wards of a hospital, will be sufficient, with
a little guidance, to render you master of them. There are indeed vn.ricties, and
modification~, and exceptions, which nothing but such an apprenticeship can c\·cr
teach you. Of these it would be idle and unprofitable for me here to speak: and I
go on to consider the general signs of pneumonia; some of which, either in themselves, or in combination with the physical signs, are of no less importance than these.
In the mn.jority of cases the commencement of inflammation of the lung is marked by
shivering, followed by beat. n.ud increased frequency of pulse; in one word, by inflammatory fever: and at the same time, or presently after, a stitch in the side comes 00 1
with cough, and a. sense of oppression in the chest. In other instances, the disease
Rteals on more insidiously, and succeeds to bronchitis; the inflammation appearing to
propagate itself by little and little from the larger to the smaller bronchi, and ultimately to reach the air-vesicles themselves, and the interstitial textures; and this may
be accomplished with or wit,hout the sharp pain or stitch in the side. At first the
cough may be dry, but it soon is attended with a very characteristic sort of expectoration. 'l'he dyspncca is sometimes but slight in the outset j sometimes considerable.
Apart, therefore, from the physical signs, we may say that the usual symptom~ of
pnemnonia a.re pain, more or less. severe, on one side of the chest; dyspncca.; cough;
a peculiar expectoration; and fc\'er.
[Dr. Boling, of Alabama, st.ates that he has frequently observed in pneumonia,
a symptom which he does not remember to have seen mentioned by any autho_r, and
which he has never noticed in any other disease. It consists in a deposition on the
teeth, just along the margin of the gums, of a matter of different shades of colour,
from a li ght orange to a dull vermilion, forming a line of about the sixteenth of n.n
inch wide; deeper in tint at the gums and paler as it recedes, unlike the blue lin e in
lead poisoning, and the line at the s:1rnc part of a deeper shade than the rest of the
gum, noticed by Dr. Theophilus Thompson in phthisis, (London La11cf.t, Sept., 1852).
The deposit iu pneumonia is upon the teeth; from which by careful wiping, it may
in a great measure be removed, leavin g, occasionally, a somewhat durable stain upon
the enamel. Dr. Boling thinks that it is probably an exudation from the margin
the gums. It is not a deposition from the colouriug matter of the bloody sputa, as 1t
has been met with in cases unattended with the expectoration of bloody matter, e\•ca
in cases of latent pneumonia, without cough or expectoration. In ouc instance, from
the presence of this deposit alone, Dr. Boling was lead to sui;peet the presence of the
latter form of the disease, and actually detected it by auscultation. It is probable, Dr.
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Boling remarks, that mi asmati e poisoning may lead to the development of the deposit
in question, inasmuch ns, if it were of as frequent occurrence in other localities as in
the malarial rc!?:ion in which he has observed it, it would have been noticed before.
Still he docs not recollect of ever meeting with it in any of the forms of uncomplicated miasmatic fever. Dr. Boling thinks that he has observed the presence of the
dt>posit in at least one-th ird or one-fourth of the cases of pneumonia. treated by him.
'l'he cases in which it occurs are generally severe; it is very rarely fo und in mild
cases.-Americwi Joum . .Med. Sci., July, 1852. -C.]
The pain in pneumonia appears to exist only in those cases in which th e inflammation of the lung is accompanied by some degree of pleurisy. But these arc the most
numerous cases It is most commonly experienced on a level with, or a little below,
one or other breast; but it may ex ist in almost any other part of the thoracic parictcs.
Generally it is most severe at the beginning, declines by degrees, and ceases altogether
for some time before the pncmnonfo ceases. It is aggravated by cough; by a full
inspiration; often by sudden changes of posture; by pressure mad e upon the ribs or
intercostal spaces; or by percussion of that part. For the same rcai:on the patients
caunot lie on the painful side. Andral declares that in all the individuals in whom
he had noticed this pain, and who died, he found the pleura. inflamed, and covered
more or less with coa~ulable lymph; and, on the other hand, that he had constantly
known the absence of pain coincide with a sound condition of the pleura. When
there is no sharp pa in , there is, however, some morbid sensation, of troubl e, or tightness, or weight, or heat, on the affected side. Ile quotes, with approbation of its
justness, the ancient observation respecting pneumonia-" Affcrt plus periculi quarn
doloris" \\'hen I come to speak of pleurisy as a distinct and substantial affection, I
shall re\-ert to this pain.
It is. or it was, a common doctrine, that one of the general symptoms of pneumonia
relates to the posture which the patient assumes; that the decubit11s, to speak technically, is on the side affected. The truth, however, is what I have just now stated.
The Oreathiny, indeed, is more impeded when the patient li es on the sound than
when on the diseased side; but in point of fact, patients labouring under this disease
almost all lie upon their backs; the decubitus is dorsal. 'fh c disturbance of the
breathing deserves ~ornc notice. In general it bears a direct proportion to the extent
aud severity of the infl ammation. But there are many exceptions to this. In some
persons the inflammation of even a small portion of one lun g is attended with great
constraint or hurry of the respiration. In others, who have a much larg:cr portion of
th e pulmonary tissue intensely inflamed, the dyspnrea appears to be but slight. So
that the degr("e of difficulty of breathing is not a certain measure of the seriousness,
or rath er of the extent and the deg-rec, of the intlamma.tion. It is probable, that if
we knew of what kind was the ordinary breathing of the individuals thus differently
affected, we should find that they whose respiration is generally indisti nct, or noiseless, who do not seem to want all their lung for the purpose of breath in g, would best
hear to have a part of it inflamed; aod vice versa. Creteris paribus, inflammatior:: of
the upper lobe cause~ greater dyspncea than inflammation of the lower. I may obscl ;-e
further, with respect to dyspnooa in general, that you must not trust impli citly to what
patients tell you on that head. They will often deny that they have any shortness
of breath, when one may see them respiring with unnatural rapidity, or observe that
in their discourse they pause between every three or four words to take .breath.
Howeve r, the dyspnooa that occurs in pneumonia varies greatly both Ill degree _and
in kind in different cases. Sometimes it is so sli ght that the patient is not conscious
of it, and the physician scarcely perceives it. Sometimes it is so extreme, that th e
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pale, and is exp ressive of the utmost anxiety; his nostrils arc expanded, his shoulderr;
elevated, and all the muscles which arc auxiliary to the diaphragm and intercosta ls,
in full and evident action. fo one word, the breathing is lab01·ious. Now this is th e
sort of dyspnooa which I mentioned before as being characteristic of obstructive
bronchiti s. When it accompanies inflammation of th e lungs, we may conclude that
brou chitis is superaddcd to that disease. Sometimes aµ;ain the respi ratory mo,•emcnts
arc bimply frequent and very short or shallow, as if the air were not able to pcnetr..1.to
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beyond tho primary divisions of the bronchi. Dr. William Gairdncr, who hns closely
studied these differences and thP.i.r meanings, expresses them clearly iu the fo!Jowing
SPnte nccs: -The dyspnooa of pure pneumonia is a mere acceleration of the respiration, without any of the heaving or straining inspiration observed in bronchitis, or in
cases where the two diseases arc combined. So much is this the case, that I have
repeatedly observed patients affected with a great extent of pneumonia in both lun ~s,
and in whom the extreme lividity, and the respirations, numbering fifty or sixty in
the minute, showed infallibly the amount to which the function of the lung was
interfered with; and who nevertheless lay quietly in bed, brcathiog without any of
the violent effort, or the disposition to assume the erect posture, so constantly accom.
panying the more dangerous forms of bronchitis. If this freedom from dyspnrea and
Jaborious breathing be not uniformly characteristic of true pneumonia, it is because
that disease comparatively seldom exists uncomplicated by some degree of bronchial
affection."
Between these states of extreme rapidity or extreme labour of breathing, and the
slightest hurry or embarrassment of respiration, there arc of course many degrees.
Delirium is a symptom which very frequently occurs iu the course of an attack of
pneumonia; and a very ugly symptom it is. It denotes that the due arterialization
of the blood is largely interfered with by the pulmonary affection. It measures, in
one sense, the quantity of mischief which is going on within the thorax : and it is a
direct evidence that the pectoral mischief is telling, through the circulation of venous
blood, upon the brain.
The cough, in pneumonia, has no particular character; and affords but little
information. It does not usually take place in paroxysms; and its severity and fre.
quency are not always proportioned to the intensity and extent of the inflammation.
l t is usually dry in the outset; but in a few hours it is accompanied by the cxpectora·
tion of peculiar sputa, which constitute one of the most certain indications of the
presence of pneumonia : and as this is a symptom which every one can easi ly recog·
nise, I will describe this characteristic expectoration and endea,·our to explain the
cause of it.
The expectoration of pneumonia, when well marked, consists of transparent and
tawny or rust.coloured sputa, uniting, in the vessel containing them, into one jelly·
like and trembling mass : and of such viscidity that the vessel may be turned ·1pside
down, and strongly shaken, without their being detached from its bottom or sides.
It cannot be said that when there is no such expectoration as th is, there is no pncu.
mania: but it may be affirmed that where we do find such expectoration, there almost
certain ly we have pneumonia. At the outset of the disease, either nothiug is spat
up, or simply some bronchial mucus : but on the second or third day generally, the
matters expectorated assume the characteristic appearance: i. e., they come to be
composed of mucus, intimately united and combined with blood. It is not that the
sputa are slreal.:ed with bl ood, as often happens in bronchitis: nor have we the
unmixed blood of liremopf!J8is. But the blood and the mucus arc amalgamated
together: and in proportion to the quantity of the former, the isputa become of a
yellow colour, or of the colour of rust, or of a decided red: and at the same time
they become glutinous and tenacious; th ey adhere together, so as to form one transparent homogeneous mass. So long as this mass flows readily along the sides of the
vessel when it is tilted, so long have we reason to hope (judgiog from that circumstance alone) that the inflammation of the lung does not pass its first degree. But,
as I said before, the sputa often acquire an extraordinary degree of Yiscidity: so as
no longer to separate themselves from the vessel when it is in verted: you cannot even
shake them out. When this happens, we are obliged to fear that the pneumonia
reaches its second degree. In fact, when the sputa become thus rusty and very
viscid, the stricke n chest almost always returns a duller sound, and the vesicular
breathing is abolished, and bronchial respiration takes its place. 'fhe pneumonia is
then at its acme; and the expectoration remains for some time stationary. At
length, if the inflammation recede, the sputa become again less tenacious, less red or
yellow, and more like the expectoration of mere catarrh. Ilut if the disease go on
from bad to worse, the rust-coloured sputa. may continue to the cud. Commonly there
is less expectoration in that case, or even none at all. Not that the mucus ceases to
he secreted, but that its excretion is no longer possible: either on account of its
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extre me tenacity, or on account of th<' patient's debility. The sputa then accumulate
in the bronchi, trachea, and lar.ynx, in succession: th~y fil~ up the air-passages, and
suffocate the patient. Iu some instances the expectoration, rn the advanced stagesi of
the disease, conRists of a fluid having the consistence of gum· water, and of a brownish
red colour: like (:ls .Andra! Rays) liquorice-water, or plum-juice. Il e states that the
mere occurrence of this kind of expectoration has led him to announce the existence
of the third sta~e of pneumonia; and that the subsequent examination of the dead
body has seldom failed _to justify his diagnosis. Sometimes again, during the third
sta~c, Yery perfect pus 1s excreted.
'rhat the colour of the sputa peculiar to pneumonia depends upon an intimate union
of blood with the altered mucus, is perfectly obvious when that colour is deep. And
even when this transparent mucus is yellow, you may satisfy yourselves by the follow.
ing simple experiment that the sou rce of the colou r is the same, and that the yellow·
ness docs not result, as some have fancied 1 from au admixture of bile with the matter
expectorated. If to water, rendered vi~cid by dissolving a. certain quantity of gum in
it, you add blood, drop by drop, you will obtain in succession, all the shades of colour
that arc presented by the pncumonic sputa. : first a yellow tinge; then a tawny yello\v
'which loses itself in a red, and comes to represent the colour of the rust of iron; and
lastly an intense red. '!'he sputa may, indeed, sometimes, but I believe tltat does not
often happen, be coloure<l by bile: but bile is not the sou rce of the yellowness which
they assume in cases of pneumonia.
Sputa composed of ,·cry red mucus, indi cate pneumonia less surely than such as
are tawny. 'l 'he very red masses, in which there is more blood than mucus, often
belong to pulmonary apoplexy.
Although these rust or orange-coloured sputa arc commonly present during the
more active period of pneumonia, and, as far as my experience goes, are peculiar to
that disease, you ou;zht to be aware that they do not constantly accompany it. Some·
times the matters expectorated are like those of catarrh : and sometimes there is
scarcely any expectoration at all.
When the pneumonia. passes into gan;zrene -which I repeat is an exceedingly rare
consequence of inflammation in that organ,-thc expectoration becomes of a greenish,
or reddish, or dirty grey colour; is more lir1uid, and exhales a. footid smell, resembling
that which proceeds from ;zan~rcnc of the external parts. So a~ain the puriform
expectoratiou which a.t length .ensues in the rare cases of circu mscribed abscess of the
lun2, from pneumonia, is horribly offensive.
l have now described, seriatini, the main symptoms, J?encral and physical, which
mark the existence and the progress of pneumonia. And in order to give you a just
notion of each, I have spoken of them separately. But they exiM tovet!ter; and th ey
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phenomena of the disease we have been considering, as, in most cases, it actually
presents itself.
'fhe first symptom felt is commonly pain in the side; which may or may not have
been preceded by rigors. At the same time the breathing is constrained; and the
patient coughs without expectorating. At this period, the ear may generally detect
a slight degree of minute crepitation, which is n.ot strong: enough to mask ~ntirely
the vesicular rustle; and the stricken thorax still sounds well; and there 1s fever
withal. This as~emblagc ~f phenomC'na constitutes the first period of .the d.iscase.
From the second to the third day, new sympto1m; appea.r. 'l'he cxpcctorat1011, hitherto
absent, or merely catarrhal, becomes characteristic; bei.ng at first moderately viscid,
and havin<l' a dc<l'rce of colour proportioned to the va nabl c quantity of blood which
it contains~ Th~ minute crcp itation increases, and drowns or supersedes the natural
resp iratory murmur: the cle~r s~und produ1.:ed by ~Cr?ussion begius to di~ni1.1ish on
that side on which the crackling is heard aud the pam 1s felt; and that pam 1s comJUOnly Jess sharp than in the beginning. 'fhe dyspnooa aug:rucuts, f•S is quite apparent
from the short and frequent inspi rati ons made by the patient. If the pain be acute,
he caunot li e, on that account, on the side affected i neither ca n he place himself on
the sound side, because in that position his rcspirntiou becomes more embarrassed;
he remains therefore, almost constantly, lying upon his back.
In this condition of pneumonia, though the diRcasc may be severe, the inflam·
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mation is as yet in its primary stage. It often remains stationary for a while, and
then recedes, and terminates by resolution. '11 hc dyspnrea diminishes, the slight
dulucss of sound disappears, the crackling is gradually displaced by the natural
murmur of the pulmonary expansion, the sputa. again become those of simple bronchitis, the fever sub.sides, and ceases; and all is well again.
At other times, instead of retrograding towards resolution, the pneumonia becom~
more intense, or rather more extensive, without passing beyond its primary stage j
and the patient may die while it is still in that stage. But this is unusual. Ordinarily, if the inflammatory engorgement do not cease by resolution, and the symptoms that announce it are exasperated, we must expect that the second stage will be
established. And we may be certain that it exists when we observe the followinµ;
phenomena :-the breathing becomes more and more constrained, short, accelerated;
the speech ceases to be free; the patient can do no more than pronounce a few interrupted words in a panting manner. '.I.1he sputa acquire such a degree of viscidity,
that they c:rn no longer be detached from the vessel by shaking it; the sound afforded
by percussion, on the side affected, is decidedly dull; generally there still is crepitatioo, less fine in its character however than in the outset, without the admixture of
any pure vesicular brcathiog; sometimes the crepitation ceases entirely, and either
no sound at all is perceived by the ear, or, in the part where the percussion is dull,
bronchial respiration is heard, and this is almost always accompanied with bronchophony. 1.'he patient contioues to lie on his back.
In this degree of the disease the prog11osis is always uncertain. The patient often
sinks rapidly, and dies from apnooa. Yet even in this de"'ree resolution may stilJ
take place. In that case the dulncss on percussion diminishes; the bronchial breathing disappears; we hear afresh a coarse kind of crepitatiou 1 at first alone1 then
mixed with the natural respiratory murmur, which, in its turn, becomes alone au<lible.
The sputa return to their catarrhal character. In the meanwhile the dyspoooa and
fever diminish, and then cease entirely.
It would doubtless be very interesting to determine, in a given case1 whether the
Jung of our patient was in the second or the third stage of infitunmation. But there
are no certain means for making this distinction. We may guess that the third stage
is established if the face become exceedingly pale and corpse-like; we may be more
confident of it if the prune-juice expectoration, or if puriform expectoration should
occur; and our presumption will be strengthened if the disease have existed for a
certaio tirne. llowever, this last circumstance will not help us nwch; for sometimes
the lung has been found to be in a state of suppuration 011 t,he fifth day of the di.sense, and sometimes it has been found still in a state of red hcpatizatiou after fifteen
or twenty days.
Whether, when the lung has reached this third stage, it is still susceptible of repair, is a question which no one can answer. We have not the materials for its
solution, inasmuch as we have no sure sign of the existence of this third stage during
life. I should think that recovery from diffused suppuration of the lung is not possible. The rarer form of circumscribed abscess certainly is not of necessity fatal.
The duration of pneumonia may be laid, upon an average, at ten days1 or a fortnight. In a table collected by Andra) for another purpose, viz., to determine whether
th~re were any fixed critical days in respect to the termination of the disease (a
question which I shall not now discuss), the duration, in 1 U cases, varied from four
days to six weeks. Uut one only was thus protracted; 23 cases lasted each seven
days; and only 15 of the 112 instances continued longer than a. fortnight.
I have very little to add to what I have stated already of the morbid anatomy of
pneumonia. Of the changes which the lung itself undergoes you are now I hope
fully apprized. The pleurisy, which often attends the disease, is seldom accompanic<l
by much effus ion; indeed, when the whole of one lung is solidified by inflammation,
it fills the cavity of the pleura, and prevents much effusion. '!1110 heart is found t.o
be in that condition which I formerly described to you, as being both a consequence
and an index of death by apnrea. Its right cavities especially arc distended by black
coagulated blood; and a remarkable degree of venous congestion is frequently met with
in the liver, and spleen, and intestines. 'l'he amount of this varies according as the
process of dissolution-what the French call the agong - has been more or les3 protracted, and the breathing more or less difficult.
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Neither need I enter upon any formal discussion of the muses of pneumonia.
Sometimes no cause can be traced; often the di$easc is clearly the consequence of
exposure to cold : especially under those circumstances which were formerly described
as aiding the injurious operation of cold upon the human body. Why, in one person,
such exposure causes peritonitis, in another pleurisy, and in a third inflammation of
the substance of the lungs, we can give no satisfactory account.
It remains, then, only that I should speak, first of the prognosis, and secondly of
the t1·eatment, of pneumonia; and of the first of these matters, of the prognosis, I
~iav e already, incidentally, told you nearly all that is mad~ out, ?r worth knowing. It
is almost superfluous to say that the first degree of the disease 1s less dangerous than
the second, and the second than the third. There is no doubt that pulmonary inflammation may still undergo resolution, although a great part of one lung should be
hepatized; but there are no facts which prove- indeed there is no possibility of
proving-that the lun g may recover from the state of purulent infiltration-the third
degree.
Something will depend upon the e:ctent of the inflammation ; I mean that pneumonia in the first degree and of great extent, is generally as serious as pneumonia in
the second degree but much more circumscribed. Inflammation of the upper lobes
is also more perilous than inflammation, to the same exte nt and degree, of the
lower.
Of the general symptoms, those which we learn independently of auscultation, the
respiration, as a prognostic sign, is the most important. Laboured breathing, and
shallow and frequent breathing, are both of them symptoms of bad omen. We get
less help from the state of the pulse. If, however, a feeble pulse go along with great
difficulty of breathing, and if it do not develop itself under ven:.cscction, we must
conclude that the case is a serious one, and deduce an unfavourable prognosis. 'fhe.
supen·eotion of delirium is also a discouraging circumstance. You will have inferred
already the information which may be gleaned from the character of the expectora~
tion, in respect to the probable issue of the disease . Great viscidity of the sputa,
and a deep rusty colour, announce intensity of inflammation: their return to the
catarrhal condition indicates that resolution is going on. Watery and brownish
sputa1 more or less lik e plum-juice, should induce u.s to suspect suppuration of the
luo)?, and are therefore of evil augury.
To dictate the treatment of pneumonia is not an easy task. It may sound like a
paradox 1 but concern ing this disease I believe it to be true, that the very perfection
of modern diagnosis has helped to bring uncertainty and vacillation into our practice.
J nfiammatioos of the lung, which might escape all other modes of investigation,
reveal themselves infallibly to the ear. By the same sense we learn, as surely, that
many of these otherwise latent inflammations run their course without any great
commotion of the general system, whether they kill, or whether they pass gradually
away. These forms of pneumonia neither require, nor would they endure, nor have
they had addressed to them, so far as I am aware, the active measures which, prior to
the use of ,lluscultation, were enjoined as proper in unmixed inflammations of the
lungs. On the contrary, the current has set, and is setting (too strong~y I conceive),
in the opposite direction. A most distinguished li'rench author, i\l. li>uis, has endeavoured to show that venoosection has not much coutrol over the progress or the
issue of pneumonia in any of its forms : and in our own country that doctrine has
heeo adopted by at least one very aecoruplished physician -adopted and ex.tended,
1
1
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believe that I might ascribe similar opinions to physicians and surgeons of eminence ,
in this town.
Now, although t11is, in my humble judgment, is a mista~e, although venresection
and tartar emetic are still, in my op inion, the proper re111ed1es for the early sta_;!eS of
those fla grant fo~ms of thor~cic inflammation with whic~ Ol~r predecessorR were dealing
when on the basis of experien ce they put these remedies m force, and recommended
them to others, I do not profess myself a partisan of any extreme views in the matter,
either theoretically or practically. l\ly own experience teaches me that suoh Ha!!rant
and sthcnio forms of pneumonia h:we become very rare amoug us. Years have
passed by since I have met with any instance of that disease which has required
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phlebotomy. I may say much the same of inflammatory dis.cases in !!Cncral. They
have all, as I firmly believe, been leas tolerant of b\ood-lcttiuf!: since the cholera fir::t
swept over this country in 1832. I may be fanciful, Uut I think that ~rcat
epidemics, ~uch as those of cholera. and of inftucnza, leave traces of their opcr.itioa
upon the hculth and vitality of a community, long after they have ceased to prevail
as cpidcrnics. But whife, upon these great questions, the mind of the profession
remains un~ettled and even divided, I would have you be cautious obserYcrs, rather
than ca~cr disciples. )Jore than once or twice I have admonished you that, in prcscribin~, you must not be guided by the mere na:me of a disease: in this particular
iustauce you must not be guided e\•en by the thiug, pnewnonici 1'tself, as disclosed by
the evidence of auscultation. The constitutional symptoms must direct the tre:1t.
ment, while the local symptoms identify the disease. If, with the physical signs of
pulmonary inflammation, in a patient who was previously strong and healthy, there
be conjoined hi~h fever, a hot and dry skin, a hard, firm JlUli;c, pain of the chest,
and restricted breathing - and e::pecially if you meet with such symptoms in their
early course, accompanying the first stage of the disorder, the stage of engorgement,
before the spongy texture of the lung has been obliterated-then you may bleed your
patient, not only, as I believe, without harming him, but to his great benefit and
safety. And the bleeding should be carried to that point at which some sensible impre:-:sion is made upon the symptoms; until the pulse becomes soflPr; or if it were
contracted, until it becomes fuller; until the sensation of painful constrirtion is
abated, and the d.1Jt.}J11wa rclicvcJ; or until syncope appears to be at hand. Whether
the vcoa1scctiou should be repeated, must be determined by the subsequent progress
::i.nd aspect or the case. As an auxiliary to the lancet, and in lc."s severe cases as a.
substitute for it, I should advise abstraction of blood from the surface of the chest by
. means or cuppinµ;·gfosses 1 or of leeches. I scarcely need say that the antiphlo~istic
rcµ;imcn shoulJ. be at the same time enforced; that the patient must keep his bed;
and th:it all superHuous exertion of his lungs in speaking must be forbidden.
'\'hen the inflamm:ition has ad\·anced into the second sta~c, we cannot expect that
the removal of blood will have any direct influence upon the inflamed and &olid parts;
but even then, if duly moderated, and under the guidance of the constitutional symp·
toms, it may be scnic:cablc, by dirninishinµ; the force of the heart and arteries, and
so tending to prc\'ent the extension of the inflammatory process; by lcsseniu~ the
whole quantity of blood circulating throu~h those portions of the lung which arc still
pervious, and thus relievinµ; dyspnooa; and by putting the system at large into the
co11ditiou most fa\'ourable for the re-absorption of the lymph by which the air.tubes
and vesicles of the affected parts have been blocked up.
Rut a time arrives when bleeding is no longer of use, or when it is positively hurtful: when it ceases to have any good influence on the loc:il disease, and has an injurious influence on the whole system; reducing the patient's strength, and iucapaci.
tatin~ him for bringing up, and ridding his lungs of, the tenacious mucus exhaled by
the bronchial membrane. 'fhis is what takes place in those cases in which the expl'ctoration is said to be stopped by a bleeding. 'Ye want some remedy, t.hercfore, to
aid the blood-lcttiu~, or to employ alone when the abstraction of blood is no longer
cx.pe<licut, or has been inexpedient from the first: and we have two such, in lartr1rizcd
anlimo11!J, and in mercury. 'l'he tartar emetic plan I believe to be the best adapted
to the first degree or the inflammation - to that of engorgement; and the mercurial
plan to the second-- to that of hcpatizatiou.
I need not tell you that the tllrtarized antimony is not p;iven in this disorder with
the object of producing vomiting. It is a very curious thing that altbouµ;h, when
administered in a eonsiderablC' dose, its first effect is usually sickness, followed perhaps
Ly purµ:ing, a repetition of the same dose is, in the majority of cases, at length bornn
without any further vomiting. The stomach comes to tolerate the medicine, as our
co11ti 11 cntal brethren say; and then its beneficial influence upon the disease is no less
marked than when nausea and retching take place. Some patients do not vomit at
all; others, the majority in fact, vomit two or three t imes, and then tolerance is established. If the eickncss and purging go on, they may be checked by adding a few
drops of la.udanum to each dose. Dr. Thomas Davis, who had tried this remedy
lar;::ely, and, as he tells us, with great success, gives the followin~ as his own plan of
adwiuiatcring it; and perhaps it is as good as any. After the requisite bleeding, he
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be~ins with one-third of a grain of tartar emetic in half a wine-glassful of water with

a few ~rops of laudanum or syrup of poppies. Two doses of this stren~th he' givoa
at ~he mtcrva.l of one hour rroru ~ac? other. Ile ~hen, if the patient do not vomit,
omits the ?p1u1.n,, but cont~nues it if h.c do, doubling, h?wcver, the quantity of the
tartar emetic, ~1nng two-tlnrds of a gram for two successive hours; and in this way
he goes on, adding e''ery two hours a third of a grain, until he reaches two grains
hourly. This last quantity he has not exceeded, and he says that he has continued it
for many days without producing any injurious con5equences.
Under this ~Ian of treatment the symptoms _will often undergo a n~ark.ed change
for the better, rn th reo or four hours. Somctm1cs, however, the relief 1s not conspicuous for twenty-four or even for thirty-six hours. Ile states, and this is accordant
with my own experience of the remedy, that the tartar emetic always acts best when
it produces no effect except upon the inflammation itself; i.e., when it doos not causo
''omiting, or purging, or a general depression of the powers of the system. 'l'his is
au important practical remark, because many persons have supposed that it subdues
the disease on ly when it previously gives rise to these symptoms. I co nsider this
test~mony of Dr. Davis's, to the power of the tartarize~ antimony in coutrolling inflammation of the lungs, the more valuable, because he rnforms us, that before he had
occasion to see its admirable effects in the first stage of pneumonia, he had been in
the habit of tru.c;:ting to the free use of mercury, after due depletion.
When the dy5pncca has been appeased by antimony thus exhibited, the medicine
may be intermitted; and if the inflammation show any disposition to rekindle, it
most be aµ;ain be repressed by a repetition of the tartar emetic.
When, however, the inflammation has reached the second stage, that of solidification, mercury is more worthy of confidence, in my opinion, than tartarized antimony.
And I have little or nothin~ to add to what I formerly said in respect of the mode in
which it ought to be administered. The object of giving it is to make the gums
tender; and it is expedient to do this as speedily as may be. Small doses of calomel
repeated at short intervals - a grain every hour, or two grains every two hours, or
three grains every three hours- combined with so much of laudanum or of opium as
may he requisite to prevent it from running off by the bowels-offer the most certain
way of accomplishing our object. If the bowels prove irritable nuder the calomelblue pill, or the hydrarf!'yrum cum creta, may be substituted for it with advant.ige:
and if the internal use of mercury be anyhow contra-indicated, or if it appear slow iu
producing its specific effect, the lin imentum hydrargyri may be rubbed in, or the
strong mercuria l ointment .
.Many persons, I am persuaded, are saved by treatment of th is kind, pushed to
slight ptyalism: the effusion of lymph, tending to spoil the texture of the lung, is
arrested; and the lymph already effused begins to be aga in absorbed : and the ease
and comfort of the patient, as well as the alteration for the better of the physical signs,
attest the healing qualities of the remedy.
After the iofiamed lung has become solid and impermeable, the treatment must still
be regulated rather by the 5tatc of the system at large, than by the actual or presumed
condition of the lung : we still look for guidance more to the general symptoms, than
to the physical signs. If the pulse continue steady :rnd firm, wait patiently the effect
of the mercury. But when sunken features, a pallid face, coldness of the surface or
extremities, a tendency to delirium, and (above all) a feeble or irregular pulse, proclaim that the vital powers arc giving way, it will be requisite, as in other cases where
death is threatened by asthcnia, to administer cordial and stimulant medicines; the
carbonate of ammonia. in a dccoction of scneka; wine: aod to feed the patient well
on milk, or beef-tea.
Among what may be called the routine remedies of pneumon ia, we must. rank
counter- irritation by means of bl isters. And I believe that they arc often applied to
the chest much too early in such cases. In the outset, whi le there is yet considerable
feve r present, they add to t he irri tation, and distress the patient: nnd probably tend
to agi:i;ravate the existi ng .inflammation . But when ~he . rev~r is.no longer hi ~h , and
t he sk in no longer burn rn g, though t he expectoration 1s still difficult, t he dyspncca
co nsiderable, and a sensation of pain, or t ightness, or oppression, is experienced in
th e chest, then a large bli~ter is often productive of very sensible benefit; but it
should be a. large one. The patient should haye a waistcoat almost, or at any rato a
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breast-plate, of blistering plaster. I ha,·e never seen such g:ood effects from placing
blisters upon distant parts in this disease, upon the thighs or arms for insW.ncc, as
would lead me to plague the patient with them in those situations.
P.urgatives arc of less certain value in pneumonia. than in many other inflammatory
diseases: and less, cpecially, than in cerebral inflammation. Still it will always Le
right to ~ive an active apericnt at the outset; and afterw:-irds to take care that the
bowels be unloaded at least once C\'Cry day. A continued drain by puq:~ation would
not consist at all with the mercurial plan, which promises to be most useful when the
inflammation has already reached thf' st:ige of hepatization.
'fhis, then, is :m outline of the treatment which is most likely t.o save the life of
those who arc affected with acute idiopathic pneumouia. ])ifferc11t cases will require
different modifications of it; for which, I repeat, no particular rules can be laid down
All that I have hitherto been saying relates to acute pneumonia, occurring in a pre''iously healthy ]Jerson. llut pneumonia, lrnving that character, and so occurring, is
(I repeat) a much less common disorder than most persons appear to suppose, or than
I formerly thought it to be. I have been surprised to find how few cases of pure
idiopathic inflammation of the lungs present themselves amon~ ruy hospital patients.
}i'ive or six in the year arc as many as I see there. Intcrcurrcnt pneumonia, however,
-pneumonia engrafted upon some other pre-existing disease,-is abundantly frequent;
and requires, in general, a much less vigorous, a11d more wary plan of' treatment.
Inflammation of the pulmonary substance is apt to supervene insidiously upon various
disorders which are of every-day occurrence: upon bronchitis; upon phthisis; upon
disease of the heart; and upon fevers, especially the exanthcmatous fevers. In these
cases, while the physical signs are necessarily the same as in the unmixed acute
disease, the general symptoms are often but slightly pronounced. During the progress of continued fe\'Cr of a low type, inflammation may steal upon the lung, ~nd
run quickly through all its stages, and epoil the organ irrecoverably, without givrng
any notice of its presence: unless, indeed, you suspect it, and search for it with your
ear. The pneumonia is said, in such cases, to be latent . . It seldom needs, the associated disorder would seldom bear, any active depiction. l\J uch benefit often follows
the abstraction of small quantities of blood, but they should be ta1:cn from the surface
of the chest by the cupping-glass, and not by the lancet from the arm; and it is often
good praoticc thus to aim at reducing the local mischief with one hand, while with
the other we support the patient's strength by means of :u11111onia 1 wine, and nourishing broths. Blisters are also of service: more so than in the sthenic fol'mS of pure
pneumonia; and they may be applied at an earlier period. In conjunction with these
remedies I should advise the cautious employment of mercury.
'Vhen the convalescence from acute pneumonia is decided, and real, it is shorter
than might have been supposed. From the period when the pulmonary inflammation
is fairly over, the strength returns with unexpected facility, even though large bleedings have been practised and repeated. But we have to guard, more perhaps in this
disease than in most others, against false or merely apparent convalescences. A
patient can never be pronounced perfectly secure so long as any trace of crepitation
remains in the affected lung, and this may often continue long: nay, it not unfrequently ceases only upon the supervention of another more surely fatal, though less
1Jpi<l a disorder - viz., tubercular consumption; of which, however, I must treat as a
distiuct disease.
[PNEUMONIA IN C11n.DRl·:N.-Pneumonia is a very frequent disease of childhood;
and as it is then marked by some \'Cry important modifications in its general characters and results, it demands a separate consiJeration.
The inflammation may be confined to the minute lobules of the lung, or it may
attack the pulmonary Jobes. '!'he first constituting lobular, and the second lobar
pneumonia. In both forms of the disease the inflammation may be confined to a
small portion of one lung, or extend to nearly the whole of one or both.
In very young children the symptoms of pneumonia, particularly at the commence'llcnt of the attack, arc very obscure, and even when more distinctly marked, they
differ but little from those of bronchitis.
In infants the att:lCk is very generally preceded by symptoms of a mild bronchitis,
to which there usually succeeds a chill, differing in its severity and duration in diffcreut
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cai;cs; this is followed by in creased heat and dryness of the surface, increased frequency of pulse, accelerated respiration, dyspnooa, and a short dry cough. 'fhcse
symptoms quickly augment in intensity-the lips become of a bright red, the ton~me
of a florid hue, and somewhat dry, and coated along its centre with a thick white fur.
Often there is from the commencement of the attack vomiting, nnd, in young children, diarrhrea. In mnny cases there is considerable agitation and anxiety, in others
decided drowsiness, and more rarely convulsions; these are sometimes violent and
repeated, and often followed by an entire loss of consciousness. Convulsions, according to the obsen ations of Rilliet and Barthez, are confined to cases occurring in young
infants, where the inflammation is seated at the summit of the lungs.
In infants at the breast, in the early period of the attack, the breathin!_? is no longer
affected solely through the nose, but the little patient lies with the mouth partly open,
and drawing in the air through it. '!'he tongue becomes in consequence preternaturally dry, and the child sucks by starts - seizing the nipple with eagerness, sucking
for a few moments with gre0dincss, and then sudden ly dropping the nipple, and in
wost inst:rn<:cs commencing to cry or moan.
'l'he inspiration in children affected with pnoumonia is marked by a peculiar abru ptness, occurring suddenly before expiration is completed, and with a more or less
dilatation of the nostrils.
The frequency of the respiration is not always in proportion to the violence of the
attack, nnd docs not alwa.ys increase with the progress of the disease. When pneumonia occurs in the course of chronic enteritis, there is often either a very slight or no
acceleration of respiration; it may, also, be masked by an accompanying affection of
the abdominal organs or of the brain. In caRes of broncho-pneumonia, tlie dyspnrea
is often so intense as to threaten suffocation. The dyspnc:ea is always proportionate
to the Yiolcnce and extent of the pulmonary inflammation, and augments with the
progress of the disease. It is often attended with great anxiety, and a sense of impending suffocation which renders a recumbent posture insupportable.
The cough is at first frequent, short, dry, and painful, but soon becomes moist;
when expectoration occurs, which is seldom the case in young children, it is, at first,
slight, and consists of a whitish, viscid mucus, which become!:l subsequently reddish.
It is rarely, however, rust coloured. As the cough becomes more moist, it gradually
declines in violence until towards the eighth or ninth day, when it rapidly diminishes,
and finally disappcnrs. When, however, the pneumonia becomes more diffused, or
occurs in the course of some acute affection, and in children not much debilitated, the
cough is very frequent and intense, and is rarely attended with a free expectoration.
The attacks of pneumonia that RO frequently occur in the course of ch ronic enteritis,
are seldom attended with much cough - occasionally, ind eed, it is entirely absent.
There is seldom any very decided pain of the <:hest-when present, it is generally
acute, tbouv;h occasionally dull, and is usually experienced at the anterior margin of
the axilla-it is augmented by the cough, and often disappears long before the other
symptoms.
The disease in these cases is so often destitute of leading symptoms, that its existence might be overlooked, were it not for the physical signs revealed by auscultation
-the skin is pale and cool, the pulse small, and the face and extremities oodcmatous.
In young children, or those und~r six years of a)!e, pneumonia is frequently preceded by extensive bronchial inflammation. The inflammation of the lun~rs, which is
probably produced by the extension of the inflammation from the extreme branches
of the bronchi to the preliminary tissue, often comes on ~o gradually, that it is im·
possible to fix, in rnost cases, the exact date of its occurrence. Occasionally, at the
period the pncumonii~ supervenes, there is a well.marked accei:.si{Ju of fever and
dyspnooa, and an aggravation of all the symptoms. The febri le symptoms are less
than in the other forms of the disease, but the dyspnooa. and distress arc usually
greater, and the face presents from the first a more livid hue. '!'he cou)!h is less hard,
but often occurs in paroxysms which greatly distress the paticut; the respiration is
more hurried and irregular; the irregu larity cornio).! on at an ea rli er period. llcad
symptoms are more frequent, the patient's rest is disturbed, :incl he often mutters in
his sleep, and has far more restless ness and jactitation when awake. Convulsions and
coma. more frequently precede death, which occurs :it an earlier period th:in in the
other forms of pncuwon ia.
1
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J>ncumonia in children is generally attended with loss of appetite and incrca~cd
thirst, and a torpid st...1te of the bowels; when the disease, however, is complicated
with enteritis, profuse diarrhcea may be present throughout the attack. In these
cases furunculi or ccchymoscs occasionally cover the skin, while the blistered surfaces
are liable to become ulcerated.
Iu favourable cases of primiti"e bronchitis, the acceleration of pulse and respiration
attain their greatest intensity genera]ly by the end of the fourth, fifth, or seventh day,
or, at the farthest, by the ninth day: when the beat of the skin and the frequency
of the pulse diminish, respiration becomes slower, and the inspiratory movement is
unattended with dilatation of the nostrils. The cough becomes more free and moist,
the fever quickly disappears, the face becomes paler, and the expression of the conn.
tcnance more natural. The respiration fina.lly assumes its normal rhythm, the cough
rapidly diminishes, and in a few days convalescence is fully established.
In the more severe and unfavourable cases, there is intense dyspnooa from the very
commencement of the attack -intense anxiety, a pallid hue of the face, with a violet
tinge of the lips and summits of the cheeks, an extremely smal l, rapid pulse, and a
frequent, short, dry, painful cough. The general symptoms continue to augment in
''iolcncc, and death may occur on the third or fourth day. In other cases, the symptoms, from the beginning of the attack, are less intense, and do not increase in severity after the fifth or sixth day, but remain, as it were, perfectly stationary. Soon,
however, in addition to the cough and dyspnrea, there occur pallor of the face, great
emaciation, and constant diarrhrea; and, at the termination of from three to four
weeks, the patient, bciag reduced to a state of the utmost debility, expires. In other
cases, again, after all the promioeot symptoms have declined, and a speedy conva.
lcscence is anticipated, from some accidental cause, the iaftammatory action is re.excited in the lunJ?s, the dyspnrea, cough, acceleration of the pulse, and feyer, return
with increased violence, and death speedily easucs. The fata l termination may also
be hastened by the occurrence of pleurisy, measles, gangrene of the mouth, &c.
Acute pneumonia, occurriog in the course of some other acute diseasc 1 is generally
of rnpid progress, and terminates either io health or fatally, within a few days.
'!'he physical signs of pneumonia, occurriog in children, are of primary importance.
By them alone, ia many cases, can a correct diagnosis be established-while it is oa ly
by them, also, that the extent and progress of the local disease can be determined.
Io simple primitive pneumonia of children, if of the lobar form, there arc present,
from the \'Cry commencement of the attack, crcpitant ro11chi, and often bronchial
respiration on ooe side the thorax: towards its base. 'l'he crcpitus is generally larger
than in adults. If for a short time it cannot be heard, it may be genemlly reproduced
by causing the cl1 ild to cough, when it is again to be distinguished, in the strong
inspiration which succeeds the cough, the sound resembling the cracking of a whip.
lo the lobular form of pneumonia, the subcrepitant ronchi are more gcaerally dif.
fused, while the bronchial respiration is seldom heard. The extent of the latter increases with the progress of the inflammation, while the ronchi decrease. 'Vhen the
acceleration of the respiration and pulse has attained its maximum, the bronchial
breathiog is very audible, and is accompanied with broochophooy, or with a. resooanee
of the voice and extensive dulness of the chest. As the general symptoms decline,
aod the cough becomes more moist, the subcrepitant ronchi arc very abundant, and
the resonance of the voice extends over a. greater space; the bronchial breathing continues, but the dulness of the chest dimiuishes. Even after convalescence is est.a·
blished, a slight prolongation, as well as a. different resonance of the voice, is still
perceptible. The respiration continues feeble for several days, and only slowly reco·
vcrs its proper vesicular tones.
In more violent cases, humid ronchi are heard throughout the chest, intermixed
with others of a drier character, or with bronchial exp iration and a diffused resonance
of the voice. Bronchial breathing is always a. very grave sign. In eleven out of
twenty cases in which it was detected by Dr. West of London, the disease had a fatal
termim1.tiou.
The mucous rhonchus is heard in most cases of broncho-pneumonia. in children,
and io cases of lobar pucumonia., io the neighbourhood of the subcrepitaot ronchus,
and occasionally where distinct bronchial respiration exista. It often persists fo r a
loog tiwe after every other sign of disease bas disappeared.
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In the lobu lar pneumonia of young children, the physical signs arc at first limited
to the mucous and subcrepitant ronchi, dependent upon the increased SQcretion of
mucus in the bronchi. The subcrcpitaut ronchi are frequently continued throughout
the attack, being often the only stetho8copic sign present. '!'hey are rarely replaced
by the fine crepitant ronchi, as in the pneumonia. of adults. llrouchial respiration
becomes developed when induration has extended to a considerable portion of the
texture of the lungs. It is chiefly heard at the upper and middle portions of their
posterior parts-it is rarely heard in the lower lobe, from the comparative smallness
of the bronchi, and their early obliteration by the progress of the inflammation. The
respiratory sounds are very peculiar-the inspiratory murmur, in place of being full
and expansive, as in a. healthy child, is short, obscure, and almost without the vesicular murmur, and may or may not be accompanied with the mucous or subcrcpitant
ronchus; the expiration is rarely distinct, unless the bronrhial re~piration is fully
de'feloped, when it is usually louder than the inspiration. The sounds indicati\'e of
inflammation of the texture of the lung arc often entirely obscured by the mucous
ronch i of bronchitis.
The anatomical lesions in the pneumonia. of children differ very materially, according as the inflammation is lobular or lobar, and according to the period of the disease
when death takes place.
In lobular pneumonia the lung is usually soft and flaccid, of a mottled appearance
externally; patches of a. deep red or violet colour, generally distinctly circumscribed,
of a circular or O\'al form, hard to the touch, and slightly projecting, being interspersed in the midst of the natural greyish -red tint. They arc commonly situated at
the inferior edge of the lung, but may occupy other portions of its surface. 'l'hc part
occupied hy these patches does not collapse upon the chest being opened.
In some cases this marbled appearance of the lung is absent; but spots of indnrn·
tion, more or less deeply seated, may be detected by the fingers, giving to the lung an
uneven or knotted feel.
The same marbled appearance is presented by a section of the lung. The dark
patches are more or less accurately circumscribed in the first stage of the disease;
they are firmer than the surrounding tissue, swim when thrown into water, crepitate
beneath the finger, and, however carefully separated from the sound portion of tho
lung, yield upon pressure a reddish fluid intimately mixed with air. In the second
stage the dark patches form nodules of a firmer and more compact consistence. Their
cut surface is smooth, and when carefully detached from the surrounding parts, they
crepitate none or but sl ightly, and sink rapidly when thrown into water. When tho
central portion alone of the nodule is subjected to pressure, a red sanious fluid escapes
without any admixture of air. lt is seldom that single lobules are found affected, the
induration usually comprising four or five, forming a mass of the size of an almond.
If the patient li,•es for some time, the intervening substance usually becomes affected,
the lobular is converted into lobar pneumonia., and the inflammation runs its course,
as in the ordinary cases of this latter form of the disease.
In the third stage of the di sease, the section of the lung presents a. greyish colour,
incli ning more or less to yellow in different cases. The pulmonary tissue is friable,
and when pressed gives discharge to a purulent fluid, its texture being infiltrated
with pus. Upon minute examination, some of the lobules will be found more projecting than others, their vesicles not being compressed, as in the less projecting parts.
According to Barthcz and llillict, there a.re two forms of lobular pneumonia.
The first, which they denominate the '1nammclonated 1 is marked by nodules of hcpatization, comprising one or more lobules, differing but little in colour and appearance
from the surrounding tissue. Their limits arc well defined, even when the neigh
bonring tissue is engorged. They are frequently surrounded by a layer, ~f about l!alf
a line in thickness, white, finn, and of a fibrous appearance. The hcpattzcd portions
slightly project above the sm::fa~c ~f the incised lung, from the collapse of t~c sur.
rounding air-cells. They vary m size from that of a hemp-seed to that of a pigeon's
egg. They are. of .a spheroidal form, and have usually a regular s?rfacc. But a single
nodule may exist m one lung, or there may be from twenty to thirty, or more. They
arc almost invariably surrounded by a circle of pulmonary tis.sue in a state of engorgement. The diseased portions generally attain the third stage of pneumonic hcpat.iza..
tion, which t.ermioates in the formation of an abscess.
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In the F;amc lung there may exist nodules of hcpatizntion in the fir:--t and second
E-tagcs, aoJ also rounded masses of a straw colour, ,·cry humid when cut into. ..:\.ta
more adrnnccd sta:;rc, the pus, which is at first deposited in the intcr~ticcs of the
pulmonary tissue, becomes collected in the centre of the nodules. 'l'his minute collcctiou of pus is surrounded by two concentric zones, the internal one ycllow-hepatization of the third degree ;-the external one rcd-bepatization of the second degree.
At a. later period, the size of the abscess is increased at the expense of the inner zone,
the outer zone at the same time passing into suppuration. At a. still later period, an
incision through the diseased portion of the lung reveals cavities ,·arying in size from
a few lines to four or five. These cavities are in general rouud, more rarely oval,
nnd contain usually a thick teuacious yellow or p:rcenisb pus, perfectly free from any
admixture of air. Sometimes small coagula of blood arc mixed with the pus. The~e
cavities are at first form ed by a layer of hcpatization, lined with a layer of concrete
pus, or with a false membrane, yellow, soft, and easily detached. Subsequently, this
membrane becomes changed into a thin, smooth, polished tissue, analogous to a serous
membrane. The abscesses sometimes communicate freely with each other, and at
the point wlrnre the bronchi penetrate their cavity, its mucous membrane presents a
true solution of continuity. 'Vhen the inflammation invades separately several neigh·
bouring lobules, the cavity of the abscess is multilocubr, each cell being isolated by
a lamina of a hepatizcd tissue, upon the rupture of which the different abscesses com.
rnunicate with each other. These abscesses have usually a tendency to approach the
surface of the lung. An adhesion often takes place between the opposing surfaces
of the pleura, or the pleura of the lungs becomes gradually thinned and fiually per.
foratcd, gi\·ing rise to a true pncumo.thorax. It has happened, that an adhesion has
formed between the lung and diaphragm, and the abscess of the lung has thus communicated with the peritoneal cavity. These abscesses are often completely isolated,
and, with the exception of the thin layer of hepatization in their immediate vicin ity,
are surrounded with a. perfectly healthy pulmonary tissue. Occasionally, however,
they pervade the greater portion of the whole of one of the lobes. Their size is ordinarily in inverse proportion to their numbers. In the greater number of cases, they
arc confined to one lung, and arc more frequent in the left than the right. '11hcy are
met with most frequently in children under six years of age.
l)artial, which is the second form of lobular pneumonia, is much less circumscribed
than the preceding. Indistinct limits exist between the healthy and diseased por·
tions, and the disease occupies a larger portion of the lungs. 'l'he diseased portions
may throughout have reached the second stage, or at the ce ntre alone, the circum·
fcrence beiuµ; still in the first sta1!e; and this bciug in contact with several other portions of the lun g, in a similarly disc!l.sed condition, nearly the whole of an enti re lobe
may present an admixture of the characteristics of pneumonia in the first and second
stages, and when the disease has reached the third degree, it is stricdy lobar.
In the major part of the cases, lobular pneumonia is double-the disease, however,
being frc<1uently much more extensive on one side than the other. A union of the
three forms of pneumonia-mammelonated, partial, and gcncr..il-is often met with iu
the same patient. The first is equally frequent in every portion of both lungs, while
general pneumonia is far more frequent in the inferior lobes. }Jartial pneumonia is
often disseminated throughout the three lobes-it is more frequent, however, in the
iufcrior. l\Jammelonated pneumonia is of much more rare oecurrcoce beyond the
sixth year than partial pneumonia, while general pneumonia is still more rare than
the forme r between the sixth and fifteenth years. ( See Burthcz and Rillitt-,Vula·
dies dr!s E1~fant$, t. i., p. 61 ).
'fherc arc well sustained reasons for doubting tlrn dependence of all the changes in
the texture of the lungs, described as characteristic of lobular pneumonia upon iuflam·
mation of the substance of the lungs. l\lany of them arc, unquestionably, produced
by a collapsed condition of certain of the air-cells, occurring in the course of an attack
of brnnchitis. l?or the investigation of this subject, the reudcr is referred to the
l::ditor's Trc(ttisc 011 the Diseam; of OMldre11, 4th editio n.
The anatomica l characters of lobar pneumonia in chilJ.ren are the same with those
met with in the pneumonia of adults.
Inflammation of the bronchi, particularly of the smaller bronchial ramifi cations, pleu~
risy 1 :rnd emphysema of the lungs, are commou complications of pneumonia in childrco.
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The lobular form of pneumonia is of the most frequent occurrence during childhood
- it is also the most serious at that ap:;c.
Lobar pneumonia, occupying only one lung, when it occurs in children between six
and fifteen years of age, whose hea lth has not been impaired by previous disease,
unless complicated by some secondary affection, is not a very fatal disease, if judicil1usly treated from its commencement. Its seri ous character is however trrcally
enhanced by its being compli cated with other diseases. 'The most common of these
are measles, hooping--cough, chronic enteritis, and small-pox:.
Pneum on ia in child ren is produced by the sam e ge neral causes, as give ri se to it in
adults. It is common to both sexes, but moro freq uent in boys. It is particularly
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very generally be
demanded in the commencement of th e attack. Iu young children leec hes or cups
should be applied to the anterior pari etes of the chest, ben eath the clavicles, or
between the shoulders. Th eir number should be proportioned to the violence of the
sympt oms, and to the age and strength of the pati ent. In old er children, however,
bleed ing from the arm should be preferred. Th e amount of blood draw n must ho
proportioned to the exte nt of the disease. Th e propriety of repe:i tin g the blecdingwill depen d upon circum sta nces. When th e first bleeding l1 as been well timed and
carried to a sufficie nt exte nt, a second will seldom be req uired; wh enever, howcn r,
the leading symptoms, particularly th e dyspnc:ea, continue with little abatement, we
should never hesitate to Fepeat the bleedio~, either from the arm, or by leeches or
cups, accord in g to the violence of the re mainin g sy mptoms, the aµ-e of th e patic11t 1
and the amount of strength remain in g. It is, howc\'Cr1 in the early period of the
attack alone, that any \'Cry decided ad,·antage is to be expected from blood-letting; in th e •
more advanced stages of the disea5:e, it will seldom be beneficial or admissible; though
cases may occasionally occur, when the cautious appl ication of leeches or cups to the
chest or between t he shoulders will be attended with marked relief, even after the
disease has existed for several days.
In the com ui enccme nt of the attack, if the bowels are torpid, it will be proper
to administer a full dose of calomcl, to be followed in a fe w hours, by a dose of
castor oi l, or in rob ust chi ldren, over three years of age, by a mixture of equal parts
of magnes ia and cpsom Fahs. Subsequently the bowels should be kept regularly open
by enemata, or occasional doses of so me mild purgative; a grain of ea.lomcl, with lwlf
a grain each, of ipeeacuanlm and extract of hyosciamus, administered twice or thri ce
a day, will usually effect this object. Costiveness is not, however, ' 'cry common in
the pn eumonia of infants; a n opposite state of the bowels is a more fr equent and
troublesome sym ptom.
Subsequent to blood-letting, in robust chi ldren over throe yea rs of age, tartarized
antimony, give n in small does during th e day, will be found hi ~h l y beneficial. Uut
in younger children a ntim ony in any form is a dangerous remedy, more particularly
when there is a ny tendency to disease of the alim entary canal. S mall doses of ipccacuanha and ca lomel will be found very generally to act beneficially in allaying the
cough, dyspnc:ea, and ge neral restless ness, and may be given to the youngest patieut
without any inco nven ience resultin g; adding t.-0 each dose a minute portion of
powdered digitalis will in many cases be found advantageous. Occasionally th e ealomel will purge; should this be the case it will be necessary to add to it a grain or two
of Dover's powder. After the violence of the disease lrns been consid erably abated,
we have found advantage from th e administration, enry three hours, of small doses
of calomcl, ipecac uanha and hyosciamus. Under the same ci rcumstances the compound honey of squill may be i::,:iven; in children over three years of age it is well
adapted to allay th e coug-h and dyspoooa: to the dose given in th e eve ning a few drops
of paregoric may be added.
.
.
. .
.
Blisters to the chest are certainly '!cry important remed ies rn the pncumoma of
children. In violent cases, occurring in patients over fiv e- years of age, particularly
wh en attend ed with much febrile excitement, they should not be applied unti l the
violence of th e sy mptorns have been abated by direct depiction; they should be kept
00 no longer than is necessary to produce a decided ~edo ess of the s.kin; the~· should
he then re moved and th e reddened surface covered with a soft emolli ent pouluoo. In
infauts, as well as in slight eases, and in {hose occurring in chi ldren of a delicate
4
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frame, or who are much debilitated, in place of a blister n thick slice of bread, dipprd
in vinegar and lightly sprinkled with powdered must..ud, should be applied to the
chest, and removed as soon as it has r('ddened the ski n.
Warm sioapised pcdiluvia, or a sinapiscd hip-bath, will often produce a favourable
revulsion from the lungs, and may be frequently repeated.
In stubborn cases Dr. West speaks highly of mercurial inunction; under its
employmeut, he has seen recovery to take place even where the circumstances had
seemed to warrant an unfavourable prognosis. The full value of mercurial inuoctioo
is seen in cases which have been neglected until the time for depiction has gone by,
the patient having become exhausted, and the employment of ealomel being forbid
by the presence of diarrhrea. Dr. West directs one drachm of the mercurial ointment to be rubbed into the thighs and axilla every four hours, for children of four
years of :lge. Il e has never seen salivation to be induced by it, but has observed the
di sease gradually to diminish in severity during its employment, and the solid luu~
to beconic once more pcrrneable:: to air .
'Vhcn in the advanced stage of the disease there is grc:lt cxlrn.ustion, with symp.
toms of impending suffocation, the use of carbonate of am111onia has been strong\3
recommended- but under such circumstances, there can be but little hope of the
patient's recovery.
In chronic cases, our chief dependence is upon rc,·ulsivcs, applied either upon the
chest, or upon the surface generally, and perhaps upon a judicious mercurial course,
particularly by inunction.
Iu all cases of pneumonia, the exhibition of some mucilaginous drink, in small portions, and at short intervals, will be found to abate \'Cry sensibly the cough, and
relieve the dryness of the fauces, which, in the early stage of the disease1 is ofte n a
harassing symptom. A solution of gum acacia, or the mucilage of the elm bark, or
pith of sassafras, sweetened, will be the best we can employ.
Th<' diet of the patient, in the earlier period of the more ncutc cases, should be
confined, almost cxelusi,·cly, to these mucilaginous fluids - after the violence of the
disease has been subdued, plain water gruel, arrow.root, or tapioca, may be allowed.
Wh en the disease occurs in young infants, they should be taken from the breast-the
mother's milk being given to them in moderate quantities by means of a spoon, as
well to pre\"Cnt their stomachs from beinµ: overloaded, as to guard against the mischievous effects of the violent exertion of the respiratory o r~ans in sucking.
'.l'hc patient shou ld be kept in a clean, well ventilated, and moderately warm apartment. It is all-import.ant to µ:uard him from cold and dampness, and from sudden
transitions of temperature. Ile shou ld be placed upon hi s bed or couch in a halfrccumbcnt position, in order to render the respiration more easy, and to prevent the
injurious cousequeuccs resulting from the stasis of fluids in the posterior portion of
the luu gs.
'Yh en the disease has arri,·ed at an advanced i::tage, or im·olns a considerable extent
of the lungs, the patient should be moved with the greatest care and gentleness, lest
convulsions be induced.
After coavalescence is fully established, gentle exercise in the open air, in mild,
dry weather, may be taken; but, for a long period, the utmost care should be obser\"ed
to rruard a.~a.inst cxpo:;;urc to cold and dampness; and while a. µ-radual improvement is
made in the diet- if the chi ld be weaned - all rich, stimulating, nnd indiA"estible
food must be a\•oidcd, as well as the slightest excess in the use of those articles that
are allowed. See l'undie on Diseases of Childre11. -C.]
[TYPIIOTD PNl~UMONIA. -A state of congestion or of inflamm ation, more or less
intense, of the lungs, accompanied by that impairm ent of the scnM rial powers, and
morbid condition of the circulation and of the orga ni sm generally, which characterize
the more grave forms of typhoid fever, has repeated ly prevailed in Jiffcrent portions
of the United States, as an epidemic, often of wide exte nt, and, in its earlier visitations, producing a.n amount of mortality truly appalling.
'l'he first notice we have of the appearance of this form of disease, remarks Dr.
Dickson, (Essa.Ifs 01i Pathology aml Therape1£1ics, vol. i. , 435), "was in the year
1806, in l\lcdfield, a town of the State of l\lassachusctts, whence it spread grad ually
- extending itself, winter after winter, throughout New England, into Canada, and
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the )fiddle St~'l.tcs, progressin~ from village to villa~e, and from one portion of the
country to another, until, in 1813 1 it had reach ed J>hiladclphia. In the winter of
18.15 i~ firs~ prevai.led ~n S~:mth Caroli.na, and was then, and m?re widely in 1816,
epidemic; smce which tune Its ravages in that State have been shght. It continues
to show itself, sporadically, everywhere, I believe, where it h::i s once found footing. Iu
~i~i~l~~1 a~~~~~nt~ ~"~·r~~~r ~?}Y pass a winter without meeting with instances of it, espc-

1
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The disease is of frequent occurrence in other portions of the United St::itcs, and
n1ay be considered, to a certain exteut, as endemic to several local iti es.
We are informed by Dr. Glbbes, (American Journal of tlte .Med iC'al SciencPs, Oct.,
184:2,) that it pren1ils extensively during the winter months, on the rivers and
swampy plantations, in the neighbourh ood of Columbia, South Carolina, and destroys
wore ncgrocs than all the other maladies combined to which they arc ordinarily liabl e.
Accordin g to Dr. Dickson, it has not been observed farther south tha n the State of
Georg-ia, nor is it of very frequent occurrence beyond the latitude of Charleston.
1'yphoi d pneumonia, as it prevai ls in the Uaitcd States, is very si1uilar in character
to. and is probably the s:tme affcctioa as that described by Sydcnham, Iluxham, and
others of the older writers, as peripneumonia. uotha. Sau\'ag-cs has very accurately por.
trayed the disease under the denomiaation of peripneumonia typhoidcs. An account
is given by the late Dr. John Il:trd, of New York 1 of au epidemic that prevailed on
Long I~land, in the winter of 1H9, which he tPrms a malignant pl euri sy, that in
all its essential features corrc!'ponds exactly with the disease und er considtr.ition; ~
similar affection is also noticed by Dr. Hugh William so n, ::is having prcv:tilcd . n North
Carolina in li9~ .
Typhoid pneumonia is described by Dr. Stokes as not uncommon in Ireland, while
Dr. Burne, of the Westminster lloi<pital 1 mentions th::it a great number of cases of
what he calls" the spotted fc\'cr," were brought into that institution in the year 1838.
Ile describes the affection as "an adynarnic or typhus fever, combined with a laten t
and dan~erous pneumonia, and exhibiting on the surface a \'cry regular and uniform
spotted eruption - not pctechiro." This is evidently the same disease as the typhoid
pneumonia of this country, which, when it first attracted attention, was so frequent ly
attended with an eruption upon the skin, that it was very generally designated by the
popular name of spotted fever. The eruption, however, soon ceased to attract atten·
tion i it was seldom observed as a. phenomenon of the disease south of the Potomac,
and even in the northern and middle portions of the United States, the eruption
ceased early to present itself.
Dr. Macintosh, of ]~dinburgh , describes a form of pneumonic inflammation,
attended by symptoms that arc generally denominated typhoid, and which, in consequence, has obtained the name of pneumonia typhoides, as \'cry prevalent among the
British troops stationed in exposed situations along the coast, and in large :;?;arrisoos
where the duty is severe. Dr. Mackintosh, however, objects to tl1c adjunct typhoi<lcs,
as exprC.!ising erroneous ideas of the p::itholop:ical condition of the system; - and the
objection is not without foundat ion - for although that peculiar form of pulrn on:iry
eugor~cment quickly followed by inflammation and hcpatizatiou, to whieh the tcnu
typhoid pneumonia has bCen applied, does very frequently occu r in eouocction with
genuine typhoid fever, it is likewise a very cou1mou complication in certain seasons
and localiti es of the bilious rc1uittent fenr, while it is also met with in cases of gastro·
enteritis, of ambulent and erratic erysipelas, of diffuse cellula r iuflammation, and of
other di!'eases, and by which the thoracic affection is more or less modifi~d, and oft.cu
. completely ma~ked; hence to denominate the pneumonic disc:.1sc as esscnti;11ly au<l
invariably typhoid in its cha racter is evidently a misuowcr, and very liable to lead to
serious errors in practice.
In the Uuited States the disease is known by various nam cs 1 aecording !-<>the ~ re.
dominance of particubr symptoms. In the more "iolent cases, the patient bcrng
suddenly se ized with a. very severe chill, accompan ied with wnrkcd cold ucss of the
surface, it is, accordi11g to Dr. Gibbes, frequently deno111inatc<l the cold pla!JUC. The
bead bci1w :tlmoH inv11riably affected, before the pneurnonic sy111ptorns arc dc\·clopcJ,
it is oftcn°callcd ltPod pleuri.'l}J . In the autut11n or spr in g, whc11, in particular dist1·icts
of country, it is frequently attended by the syuipto 1118 of ordinary bili<Jus fever, it is
called Uiliuus plturis!J. 1''rom tbc sy111ptoms of prostratiou liy which the disease is
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eo ~enC'rally attended throuirhout its whole course, and the rapidity with which the
patieots sink in the more Yiolent cases, the term (IJplwirl pneumonia. has become,
however, the one by which it is most frequently desi~natcd.
In its mode of attack, and the frCner-JI symptoms by which typhoid pneumonia is
ordinarily attended, there is no uniformity. Usually, howeYer, the disease is ushered
in by a chill, which is often of great severity and long continuance.- the heat of the
who)(' surface being to the touch much below the staudard of health. '.l'he cold sta~c
is uot unfrcquently so intense as to destroy the patient before the slightest reaction
occun:. \\'here the disease is violent in its attack, the patient may suddenly become
cold and pul~clcss, lethargic, and often insensible without previous complaint. Dr.
Gibbes has known instances in which the patient was found dead, or died within three
or four hours after being in a condition of apparent health.
During the cold stage, the respiration is short and oppressed, and a pain on one or
other sirle of the chest is generally complained of; pain of the head is also present in
most case!'<; and not unfrequently the patients experience severe pains in the back,
limbs, and other parts of the body - s imilar, occasionally, to those of r heumatism.
The muscular strength is g-rcatly p~ostratcd, and there is a sc.n~e of general uneasiness
and great restlessness. After a period, longer or s horter in d1flercnt eascs 1 but mmally
protracted, reaction ensues, and the heat of the surface is restored-it is seldom,
however, incrC'ased much abo,·e the ordina ry standard of health. The heat is often
unequally diffused over the surface - portions being decidedly hot, while others arc
compara.tiYcly cool. Occasionally, the ski o becomes hot, dry, and harsh, while, at
other tirues, it is relaxed, cool, and clammy. The pulse, when reaction ensues,
becomes somewhat fuller, and more quick and frc'luent, but in very few cases docs it
ac(1uire any degree of tension, excepting, perhaps, when the disease attacks young
subjects and those who retain some degree of vigour. l\lost commonly the pulse is
soft, or it yields to the sli1thtcst pressure. During the febrile stage, the pain, oppreslliou of the chest, and difficulty of respiration arc increased, and, very i:cnerally, a
cough comes on within the first twenty-four hours, by which the pain in the thorax is
greatly afrg:ravatcd. When the cough is attended with expectoration, the pain in the
side is considerably relieved, and the op1)ressiou of respiration diminished. 'Vh en,
however, the cough continues dry, or the expectoration is slight, all the more serious
symptoms become a,!!ftl'avatcd. The matter expectorated is a. thick, tenacious mucus,
oft en ting:ed with blood, but at other times of an ash or dark-brown colour. The
respiration, besides being oppressed, is usually hurried and irregu lar- the patient's
spirits arc greatly depressed - he ofte n utters deep and heavy sighs, and complains
vf a sense of wcig-ht, or of constriction at the prrecordia.; he is often affected with
nnsca, and occasionally with vomiting.
Dr. Mano (illcd. S!.·ctcltes, pa~c 308), notices, as a common symptom of the disease,
a remarkable pink.coloured suffusion over the whole face, distinct from the usual
febrile redness of the cheeks- the face becoming, at the same time, puffed or bloated.
This appearance is most conspicuous in individuals of a. light complexion i it is present, also, upon the body, but to a Jess extent. In many cases it is not observed e\·en
011 the facc 1 or in a. very slight degree, and for a short periqd.
The tongue, in the first period of the disease, is often clean but red, particularly
at its edges; in other cases, and perlrnps most commonly, it is thickly coated with a
yellowish mucus, which, in the progress of the disease, changes to a. dark-brown the tongue becoming, at the same time, dry, hard, and rough - often chapped. Upon
the separatiou of the crust, the tongue presents, not unfrcqucntly, a bright-red colour,
which colour occasionally pervades also the fauces.
Ia many cases, the patient exh ibits from the \·cry commencement of the attack,
particularly where there is much pain of the head, more or less delirium, and great
restlessness.
As the disease advances, the teeth and the whole in terior of the mouth become
coated with a dark-coloured sordes; the breathing becomes short er and more oppressed
- the strength more prostrated, the pulse smaller aud weaker-the patient sinks into
a state of low muttcrin~ deli rium or of coma., more or less complete, and the fatal
e\·ent takes place as in the ordinary caees of typhnid fcn r.
'l'hc duration of the disca~c is very variable. Death, as we have scen 1 may occur
vitliiu a n·ry fow hours from the com1uencemc11t of the attack. Dr. ?llackintosb has
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eeen the di!!!case, in the stronl!'cst subjects, run its course to a fatal terminntion in from
forty-eight to sixty hours; while Dr. Gibbcs h:.1s kn ow n p:itients to be destroyed by tt
in from three to twenty hours. In other cases, the disease may continue for several
days before a fatal e\·cut occurs.
In cases where, und er an :ippropriate trea tment early commenced with, the nervous
power is quickly aroused, the acti,·ity of the circulation is excited :ind a free action
of the peripheral capillaries restored , the attack ha s been known to be cut short,
without the occurrence of any symptoms of pn eumoni c disease.
When symptoms of pneumonia become developed, these will ofte n yield to a proper
treatment, within the first thirty-six or forty-eight hours, though they will occasionally
continue for six or seven days, or even lonirer. The pulse increas ing in volu me and
in firmness, th e surface becoming, throu:rhout, warm, soft, and moist, the ton)'.!UP.
cleaner and less red, the delirium diminishing, the expectoration beeomin~ more frel
and copious, the cou~h less frequent and :l.nnoyin:t, the pain of the thorax less intense
the resp iration more full and e1uiy, and the occurrence of a quiet sleep, from wh:ct.
the patient awakes refreshed and with µ:renter cheerfulness, are the ccrt11i11 indications
of amendment- recovery, however, is in µ-cneral very slow- the period of con vales·
cence bein g protracted, while relapses readily occur from slight expos ure or the lenst
impruden ce of any kind.
Dr. Gibbes st:l.tes, that he has frequently know n patients who were convalescent
and able to walk about, complaining, in fact, of nothinf.! but debil ity, to" yield suddenly to a cold chan ge of weather, and die in a few hour~, or liu~cr ~cvc ral days with
pueumonic symptoms." Symptoms that were before mild and fa,·ourablc 1 will often
become ag~ravated upon a change in the atruo~phere to cold and dump. If a patient
has been much enfeebled by a first attack, a second is very likely to prove fat.al.
In many cases of pneumonia typhoidcs 1 in stead of a µ-radual decline of the symp·
toms of thoracic discasr- taking place, these cease suddenly, and a severe pain is
immediately experienced in some other and perhaps remote part of the body, as in
the rc~ ion of the Ji,·cr, in the bowels, or in the head 1 attended with the other symptoms of inflammation in these parts. .According to Dr. Gibbcs, when upon the
cei;;sa tion of the thoracic ~ymptoms, a hemorrha~e from the bowels ensues, it is
f?enerally critical - when, however, inflammatio n of the brain or periton eum takes
place, the ea~e usually terminates fatally.
The foregoing: is th e dei::cription of pneumonia typhoides as it most frequently pre.
scnts itself. In the different epidemical visitations of the disease, at diffcrcllt
seasons, and in different localities, or eve n durin~ t.he same periods and in the same
places, it not unfrcqu cntly, however, assumes a very different form. Thus, in some
cases, the only symptoms which the patient exhibits are extreme prostration and
wandering pains of th e b:l.ck, loi ns, should ers or legs. In other cases, after a severe
and protracted chill, the patient is seized with severe pain of the head and back, and
great gastric dii;;tress-delirium soon sets in, which quickly gives place to colna, and
death ensues within a few hours.
"0ccasion:l.lly," remarks Dr. Gibbcs, "an acute pain in the back part of th1.1 eye,
in the can;, or si de of the neck, with st iffn ess of the muscles, is present. In seve re
?ases the L?nsili;;, th e subnrnxillary and sublingual glands are S~\·ollen 1 with acute pain
m swallowmg; these are usually the worst cases." In a few mi:.tanccs the sy mptoms
of genuine erysipelas present them sehTes on some portion of the sk in, and invade
success:vely almo!'lt every part of it.
.
In these irre:?Ular form~ of the disease, the symptoms of the thoracic affection nre
often very slight., or they may be entirely absent. There is usually, howc\'cr, some
i:iensc of tightnco:s about the chest, some difficulty of respiration, and a sli ght ocea.
sional cough-with or without expectoration; and it is rcnrnrkcd by Dr. Stokes, tl~at
the physica l signs of pneumonia may frequently be detected in cases unattended with
dyspnooa, pain , cough, or expectoration.
A very common form of the disease under consideration - and wl1ich at certain
seasons, and in particular dii;;triets, is even more prc,·alcnt than that to which the
app<'l];Jtion typhoid is ordinarily applied-is the one usually known as bilious pleurisy
or bilious pneumonia.
Io this, the nttack commences with symptoms differing but little from th ose which
usually ueher io an ordinary case of bilious remittent fever-there is, perhaps, ic.
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general, a. more severe antl protractrd chill, and a sense of distress :rnd opprcssivo
about the chest, which is not usually observed in the !utter disease. Occasionally, the
attack is preceded, for a day or two, by a sense of fulucss and weight io the rh!;ht
hypochondrium, and, in a few cases, by symptoms of a dysenteric character. Very
generally there is se,·crc pain of the back and extremities, and often of the head also.
Almost invariably, the alt.a.ck is accompanied by an acute pain of the forehead-well.
marked febrile symptoms, with, usually, decided exacerbations in the morning :rnd
r emissions towards cven ing. -During the exacerbations the face is fiushed 1 and as the
skin, from the commencement of the disease is more or less tin_ged with bile, the
mixture of red and yellow gives to the countenance a very peculiar, sickly aspect.
Th e eyes are red and watery, the conjunctiva having often a deep yellow hue. In
many instances, it is ouly after the fever has continued for severa l days that pain in
the chest is complained of: this is sometimes very severe and ncutc, more commonly,
however, it is obtusc---of an aching rather than of a lancinatiug clrnracter-thcrc is,
at the same time, a sense of weight and oppre~sion of the chest, with more or less
diffi culty of respiration and couf!h. The couf!"h is at first dry, and its repeated
paroxysms cause an increase of the pain iu the thorax and head. The expectorated
matter is frothy and of a yellowish colour, often streaked with blood, and of variable
consistence. The tongue is, at first, coated on its sides with a whitish mucus, while
at the centre it is covered by a dark-yellow or brownish crust-the edges of the tongue
are ordinarily of a decided red. As the disease advances, the tongue becomes dark.
brown, dry, and hard. The pulse is usually small, frequent, and quick, with a slight
degree of tension.
·There is always more or less gastric distress, and very commonly vomiting, the
matter discharged from the stomach being often bile or a thick ropy mucus mixed
wi th bile. In many cases the epigastrium is hot, and painful upon the slightest
pressure. The urine is always of a deep yellow colour from the presence in it of the
colouring matter of the bile.
Th e stage of excitement in bilious pneumonia is ordinarily of short duration, and,
unless the disease is arrested by an appropriate treatment, great muscular prostration
speedily supervenes, and the same train of symptoms ensue as in the typhoid form of
the disease.
In the affection we 11ave described, under whatever form it may present itself, the
period of couvalcsccnce is always slow, irre)?u!ar, and for a lon g while imperfect.
ll Chronic hcpatization, with or without hectic fever, or a lurking conge~tion, may
continue for weeks; and althouirh, under appropriate managemeut, the disease may
be ultimately removed, atrophy of the lungs, with or without ulcerative disease, is
often established. In certain cases, months 111ay elapse before the respiratory murmur
is heard, and, in many instances, it is never re-established. On the other hand, it
has been known to cease in a 8ingle day, on the supervention of nu attack of gnstritis
or enteritis." (Du11r7liso11's Practfre uf Medicine.)
The principle exciting cause of pneumonia typhoidcs is unquestionably protracted
exposure to a damp and cold atmosphere, while the predisposition to its allacks is
promoted by all those causes which tend to reduce the vital energies of the systemas bodily or ment:il fatigue, illtemperance, improper or deficient diet, insufficient
clothing, mental distress or anxiety, long watchin~, previous disease, &c. ~othiog,
remarks Dr. l\lann, predisposes to it~ attack in so high a deirrce as an intemperate use
of iutoxicating drinks. The soldiers, says Dr. Mackintosh, were often seized with
the disease who were exposed at night as sentinels - "instead of walking about they
frequently stand shi\•ering in their sentry-boxes, the surface continues long chille~,
and with a view to fortify themselves, and to produce warmth, they are in the habit
of drinking ardent spi ri ts in considerable quantity."
It is a common complaint among the poor and labouring ela~ses in many parts of
thi s country, during the prcn1lence of lo11g·continued cold and damp weather, such
as frequently occurs durin_g the spring and autumn, in the more northern states, as
well as during the open winter of the middle states. In the south, according to Dr.
Gibbcs, it is rarely met with on hifrhland plantations, and if at all, is confined to s:uch
negroes as are more or Jess exposed to work ou low or wet ground. Ou the swamp
plantations the disease is endem ic.
As we have already stated, the disease occasionally oecurs as an epidemic, but
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generally, during seasons when the temperature of those districts in wl1ich it prevails
is marked by sudden and considerable vicissitudes from heat to cold 1 and by extreme
and long-coutinued moisture.
Typhoid pneumonia more freq uently attacks males than females, and adults than
children - this is a st•1temcut in which nearly all who have written upon the discasa
concur. The predisposition of adult males to its attacks, is very readily explained by
the amount of exposure and fatigue to which they arc usually subjected being much
~reater than that of females and children-and probably, also, from the fact that their
habits, generally speaking, are much less temperate. 'l'he disease is not, howe\'er,
confined to any age, nor are females and children entirely exempt from it, particularly
when it prevails as an epidemic. It is usually, however, most se,•erc in individuals
over fifty years of age, and is very seldom seen in children under ten years. 'l'hc
negro race is particularly liable to its attacks.
In the treatment of pneumonia typhoides much must necessarily be left to the
judgment of the practitioner. Iu the selection of his remedies, more perhaps than
in any other disease, must he be guided by the particular character of the symptoms
present in each case. It is all important that the true nature of the disease be carefully investigated in its earliest stages-it being then, in its ordinary form, readi ly
controlled by an appropriate treatment, and 1 even when marked at its onset by
symptoms of very considerable severity, it way ofte!l be arrested by prompt and
judicious management.
In this disease, Dr. Gibbes remarks 1 and a similar observation is made by others,
"if the cases are immediately attended to, it is found c1uite manageable, as much so
as an ordinary catarrh; but when neglected for twelve or twenty-four hours, and the
sylllptorns are at all a~gravatcd, the patients are nry apt to die.''
Wc shall often succt:ed, when the patient is seen during the first period of the
attack, or durin~ the cold stage, as it is not improperly termed, in rousing the
nenous energy-producing a free and equable circulation, and a due degree of heat
and moisture upon the surface, by resorting at once to moderate doses of opium,
camphor, calomel, and ipccacuauha, in conjunction with tho milder class of diffusible
stimulants internally, and the application of heat and rubcfacicnts externally. By
this treatment, early and judiciously pursued, and carefully watched so as to prevent
a state of over-excitement beiu~ produced by it, the engorgement of the lungs may
often be prevented or removed, and a speedy rcstomtiou of health secured to the
patient.
ln the more open form of the disease, known as bilious pneumonia, the early administration of an emetic will often be found beneficial. R ichter statcs 1 that in this
form of the disease, emetics will often remove the pain and affection of the
chest as by a charm, and Stoll makes the same observation (Ratio lllede11., i.). Dr.
Eberle st.:.1.tes, that in the few cases of bilious pneumonia he had seen, the utility of
emetics in its treatment was strikin~ly evinced. 'l'hcy, in genen1I, bring on an
uniform diaphoresis, promote expectoration, and allay the pain in the thorax, often
almost immediately. Dr. Dickson also has been much t>lcased with the effects of the
early administration of an emetic, or an emctico-cathartic. A combi nation of ipeca·
cuanha and calomel may be given, or the sulphate of magnes ia dissolved in a stroug
iufusion of seneka or serpentaria, with the addition of twenty grains of ipecacuanha.
Dr. Mano, likewise, speaks favourably of the effects of au emetic of ipccacuanha.
l n the more decidedly inflammatory cases, the emetic was not administered by hiw
until after bleeding ~nd cathartics. had been employed; especially where the head. or
chest was affected wit.h severe parn. 'Yheo, after the occurrence of expcctorat1on,
this had become arrested from any cause, small emetics, he ::;tates, were found bene·
fidal 1 and in many cases had to be frequently repcatcJ. 'l'he cmetico·cathartic or even
the emetic alone, is, however, a remedy of very doubtful propriety iu cruses attended
.
with early SJmptoms of prost~tion. and extreme muscular debility:
'l'he propriety of blood-lettrng Ill any of the foruis of typhoid pneumonia, has
excited not a li t.tie cout rovcr~y . lly some practitioners, the use of the lancet is con·
demncd in every case, as a remedy fra ught with danger, from its liabil ity to iuduce
speedily a state of prostration from which the patient is with difficulty roused; while
others of equal authority insist upon the necessity of full and even repeated vcncsec·
tiou- considering it to be an important, if not au indispensable remedy iu the treat·
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ment of the form of pneumonia under consideration . This discrepancy of opinion
is satisfactorily accounted for by the very different characters under which the disease
presents itself in different localilies, and at different periods-often, indeed, during
the same epidemic visitation. South of the Potomac, we arc in formed by Professor
Potter, that the dis<'ase is seldom so inflammatory as along the shores of New Jersey,
Delaware, and Maryland; and the farther south, the more it is said to assume a
decided typhoid complexion. Io the winter epidemic of 1815-16, along the northern
frontier of the United States, we are aEsurcd by Dr. Mann, that in many districts
"the disease was hi~hly inflammatory from its commencement to its final resolution,"
and that, u it was as idle to administer stimulants for its cure, as it would have been
to have poured oil on fire to exti nguish the flame." "Its cure," he adds, "depended
upon the assiduous administration of the antiphlogistic regimen: cvacuants, expectorants, and diaphorctics, with the aid of blisters."
It is very certain that in the ordinary cases of typhoid pneumonia, the use of the
lancet will seldom be demand ed , and in many, would be nltof?'cthcr inadmissible.
Cases, it is true, will not unfrequc otly occur, in which the detraction of a mod erate
quantity of blood from the arm, during: the ea rly period of the ftJbrile stage, will be
producti\'C of the best effects. General blood-letting, hoWC\'Cr, shou ld always be resorted to with the utmost caution -perhaps it would be better, in C\'Cry instance
where symptoms of a typhoid character ef!.rly set in, and the loss of blood is considered ad\'isablc 1 to apply cups to the chest in preference to resorting to the lancet.
In cases of bilious pneumonia, blood-lettin§! will be much more frequently demanded
than in the typhoid form of the diseai:;e; but C\'Co iu these it $hould be resorted to
only in the early period of the attack, and it is more safe to take away a sufficient
amount at the first. bleeding, than to trust to sma ll and repeated bleedings. In this
form of the disease, when much pain or tenderness of the cpi~astrium is present,
leeches or cups to this part are always proper, an<l will often be found to afford ,·ery
decided relief.
Th e bowels should be early evacuated by some mild but cffecti,·e laxative -the
best is unqucstit)llably calo1nd in moderate doses, followed by castor oil or magnesia.
A ctive or watery purp;ing should always be cautiously a\'oidcd
ln the cases marked by early prostration, and extreme muscular debility, we should
resort at once to moderately stimulati ng diaphoreties; of these, according to Dr.
Dickson, camphor, nitrous ether, the carbonate and aceta.te of ammonia arc the best;
and they arc rendered more beneficial by comLiniug them with Dover's powder.
1 • '.l'h c eflicacy of all these," he adds, "will be much
aided by the pcdiluvium, and
by the application of warm fomentations, poultices, and heat in various forms to the
surface of the patient. Cataplasrns with mu~tard mu st be laid O\'Cr the chest, if
pain or dyspnooa is present, and applied also to the wrists and insteps. Epispastics
are also of use, by their double power as stimulan ts and revulsives; the back of the
neck, if the head be affected, the sternum and the epigastric region, if the lun b~ or
heart or stomach suffer, should be selected for their application. Th ere has been
some dispute as to the preference due to the dry or moist form of heat, as the best
to be resorted to in this disease. It is, I think, easy to decide. If the skin be dry,
I prefer fomentations, or e\'en the vapour-bath; if moist, I prefer bottles of hot
water, heated bricks, bags of hot salt, chaff, &c. Sweating will, in the g-reater number
of cases, come on readily, but must be regulated. If too profuse, and kept up for
too long a time, it may prove injurious and deLilitatin~. You restrain it by substi·
tuting dry for moist applications, and rcmo\' ing some of the bed-clothes, aud changing
cautiously the body lin en of tbe patient; dry gtmnents carefully and well aired 1
being put on in the place of th ose ~10i~tenc? by the c~t:rneous dis~harge."
In cases where a tendency to srnkrng 1s early evmccd, Dr. G1bbes recommends
small doses of calomel as a general excitant of the secretions, with camphor, opi um,
carbonate of ammonia, and free vesication.
Io nearly every form of the disease, whether typh oid, bilious, or more openly inflammatory, the effects of small doses of calomel, combined with ipecacuanlrn. and
opium arc spoken of as particularly beneficial. Large blisters over the chest will
also, in most cases, be found of the high est importance, from the \'cry commencement of th e attack. In obstinate cases, Dr. Mann directs them to be renewed daily
until the pain of the chest is removed.
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"Where the patient's strcn~th rapidly fails, and he is sinkin.!? into that low typhoid
condition which marks the Second period of the disease, stimulants must be freely

:

~:~r!:d t:~ ~~~i:!1e!~c~r i1~~c~1~:r 1:ref~~su~: t;~tb'~~~i!ew~1;;1!r ib~~d~c t!IJ;s; ~~ot~~
nit. dulc., spts. of turpentine, the tincture of cantharidcs." "l can set," he remarks, "no limit to the admini&tration of this class of remedies, but the excitement
of a not:.ible degree of reaction, which being observed, will guide you in the future
quantities to be exhibited; taking care, however, that the patient shall not suffer by
their timid or inefficient amount, nor be allowed to retrograde by any sudden subtraction of dose."
"It is well to be reminded," observes the ~ame writer, "that in this stran~e disease it is never permitted to despair of your patient, recoveries being in considerable
number recorded, from circumstances the most deplorabl e, and, indeed, to all reaso nable anticipations, absolutely hopeless."
During the whole period of convalescence the patient will require to be watched
with care. - u You must abstract gradually from the amount of stimulants which
have been gi,•en liim, and substitute in their stead the more permanent tonics." Of
these each practitioner lrns hi s favourite. Arse nic is preferred by many of the New
England physicians, and is, according to Dr. Dickson, without doubt, hif!hly serviceable. 'l'he muriatc of iron is also spoken of as well adapted to this period of the
disease-and is certainly preferable in all respects to the arsen ic. Dr . .Mann states,
that the only stimulant employed by him in the convalescent st:.te, was a mixture of
8pts. nit. dulc., and aqua, ammonioo; a teaspoonful of this pro\•cd a. cordial and expectorJnt, at the termination of the disease, when repeated every two or three hours;
as did , also, a mixture of equal parts of the camphorated tincture of opium and antimonial wine, where the cough was troublesome. Other practitioners prefer, as a
tonic, at the close of the disease, and during the period of conva lescence, the cinchona
or the sulphate or muriate of quinia. Dr. Dickson gives the bark in infusion, combining it with serpentaria, adding to each dose a small proportion of carbonate of
pot:.1ss 1 and camphorated tincture of opi um. The patient shou ld be supplied with a
light diet of nourishi ng and easily digested food - and should be g-uarde<l sedulously
from the slightest amount of exposure to cold or damp, and should be guarded from
sudden alternations of temperature for a considerable tim e after recovery-he shouid
to that end wear flann el next his $ki n, and adapt his clothing not only to the season,
but to the temperature of each day and each portion of the day.-C. J
In the next lecture I shall speak of pleurisy.

LECTURE Lii.
Pleurisy. Its ai1alomfral clwrocters ,· Jalq,e memln·mw~; liquid eff1udon ,· rjfecls of
th ese upon the shape a1lCl, contents of tl~ chest, at1d upo1i its healtlt9 sounds.
Symptoms of Pleuri/(9,

1 PROCEED this afternoon to the ~object of pleurisy; liaving in the last lecture
concluded what I had to say on that of pneumonia: that is, I pass from ioHamUlalio11
of the s11listu11ce of the lung, to inflammation of its 1"11vesti11g membrane. The two
frequently exist together: but when that is the case, th e one, in p;eneral, predominates greatly over the other. Pleurisy, however, without pneumonia, is much more
common than pneumonia. without pleurisy. When both arc prc'seut, but the pneumonia forms the main disease, the term pleuro-p neumom'a is applied to the cornpoun<l
malady. The whole interest of such a case merges in the pncumonic inflawnrntion .
.Again, when both arc present, but the pleurisy predominates, the compound affection
is sometimes called p11eumo·pleuritis.
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The pleura, as you know, is one of the serous membranes. Its iu8a1111untio11 it1
.attended therefore with those ei:e11.ts which I formerly took some pains to describe as
belonging especially to that particular tissue. The inflammation is of the adhesive
kind: it is accompanied by pain; by the pouring out of serum, of coap.:ulable lymph,
of pus, or of blood. I think it will be best, in this instance alsio, to lay before you
some account of the morbid anatomy of the disease, before I consider its symptoms.
Th e alterations that take place in the inflamed membrane itself are not \'Cry striking
or important. Experiments upon li viuµ- animals, made by introducing some foreign
substance, or injecting some slightly irritating liquid, into the cavity of the pleura,
have proved that. as in other cases, inflammation is attended with red11ess of the part
:iffected. But it is scnrcely ever that we observe this effect alone of inflammation, in
the pleura of a dead person; unless, indeed, he has died of some other compla int
while he happened to have incipient pleurisy. The pleura has been sa id to be thickened by inflammation; but that I apprehend to be a mistake. It often appears to be
thickened, in consequence of the superposition of a false membrane- a layer, or
several layers, of plastic lymph. But actual thickening of the pleura itself seldom or
never happens. Neither docs the pleura eas ily soften, or readily ulcerate, under
inflammation. It peels off, in some cases, from the lung, or from the rib!!l, with more
facility than in the sound state.
The most remarkable effects of pleurisy result from tho effusion of coagulable lymph,
or of serous liquid, or of both, into a shu€ sac, having peculiar anatomical rclation11.
One part of the membrane lines the firm walls of the chest : the other part ell\•elopcs
the soft and compressible lung. The opposed surfaces of this closed and empty bag
being apposed ali:;o, but freely moveable one upon the other, very different, and even
contrary, effects may be produced by its inflammation. The pulmonriry pleura may
be glued to the costal pleura, so as to pre\'ent all lateral movement between them, and
to ohliteratc the pleural cavity: or the two surfaces of the membrane which are
naturally in contact, may be forced unnaturally apart by a pouring forth of serum
between them; or the oppo!iite surfaces of the pleur::e may be united by coagulable
lymph in some places, and sepa rated by effused fluid in others. And great differences
will arise in the symptoms, and in the gravity and tendency of the complaint, according a~ one or another of the!!e different conditions of the contents of the thorax. is
established.
Let us first consider the effec~ of the tl1rowing out of co:i~ulablc lympl1 only; or,
of what comes to the same thrng, the effusion of coagulable lymph with a certain
quantity of serum, which la!!lt is soon reabsorbed.
One consequence of this is the formation of false membranes. These, indeed, are
formed whether there be much or littl e scrum poured out. 'Ve continually meet
with them, sometimes when we least expect to do so, in the dead body. They vary
FIO. 55.

Fw. 56.

Fig. 55.-The lymph ofplcuritis, with new vessels ulrcady formed in it; n deposit offn~ hll.9 nlso
t&.kcnp1ncc. Mn.gu.20cli.
Fig. 56.-Slniw-colored lymph, conting the lower lobe of nn influmcd Jung, in recent pleurisy,
hcfore lhero WM" trnce of adhesion to the eostnl pleurn. The outline rcprc.wnu one of two eoW ot
lCW\'Cs11cls,secnuudcrtbomiero11copeinthefringeoflympbatlholvwcroud.
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greatly, in different cases, in respect of their thickness, situation, extent, organization,
audeffccts.
'Y hen the 1ymph is first deposited upon the free surface of the inflaincd pleura, 1t
i~ soft, and of a greyish white colour, like paste somewhat. It soon, however, acquires
ao increase of consistence, and shows marks of vitality; becomes, in short, organized.
llcd poiuts begin to appear in it, few in number and widely separated at first; but
they presently multiply, :rnd lengthen into reddish streaks, which run along the sur.
face of the effused matter. Soon these red streaks may be pcrcci,·ed to be slender
\'ascular canals; aud at lcn~th they inosculate with the vessels of the pleura, and
the lymph, con\'crted into a false membrane, becomes a constituent part of the liviug
frame.
It is curious, and useful too, to know how rapidly this work of organization may
go OD.
Andra! made experiments upon the pleura:i of rabbits, by injecting: ncetic acid into
thew. lie sometimes found, at the cud of ninctceu hours 1 soft and thin false mcm·
bran es, traversed by numerous anastomosing red lines. In other rabbits, placed under
circumstances whid1 appeared to be exactly similar, no suc h result had taken place at
the end of a much longer period; but the pleura co11tai11Cd only a ~crous or puriform
liquid , mixed with un orgauized flakes of lymph. Now simi lar differences have been
remarked in the human subject, under disease. False membranes, already vascular,
have been found in the bodies of persons who died of pleurisy after a very few days'
illness: while in other patients, who had lived for many months after the invasion of
the disease, there has been no trace of such vascular membranes. It is clear, there·
fore, that the organization of the lymph does not depend solely upon the length of
time that has elapsed from the period at which it was poured forth. It bas much
more to do with the previous state and habit of the patient. Ucetcris 7>aribus, pb.!ltic
lymph and early adhcsiou are more to be expected in young, strong, and healthy
persons; curdy unorganized lymph, granular deposits, with copious and abiding serous
effusion tending to become puriform, in such as are old, feeble, cachectic, and scrofulous.
'!'h e extent of these false membranes varies, according to the extent of the inflam·
matiun which has produced them. When that has been general, they cover the whole
luug, and line the whole costal surface, and spread themselves over the diaphragm
and mcdinstioum of the same side. Supposing that there is no serous liquid effused,
or that it is absorbed, the lung then becomes everywhere adherent to the sides of the
cavity which contaius it. 'l'he medium of adhesiou, which is soft and tender while it
is reccut, grows firm, and assumes the characters of areolar tissue, when the union is
of old standing.
'l'he thickuess of the false membranes is also extremely variable. Sometimes it is
not more than that of the pleura itself~ and the lymph might then, in the absence of
adhesion, be almost overlooked. But in the majority of cas.es their thickness is much
greater than this. li'requcntly several distinct layers or strata are seen, superposed
one upon another, to a considerable depth.
Arc there any auscultatory signs of this process of adhesion, when it occurs? Yes.
There is a morbid sound, not hitherto mentioned by me, whereby it is sometimes disclosed: the sound, namely, of friction; the sound produced by the rubbing together
of the dry, or inflamed and roughened surfaces You doubtless arc aware that every
time a tolerably deep inspiration takes place, the relation between the ribs and the
lung undergoes a. change. While the ribs arc elevated, the lung desccnd.s a little:
aud cousequeotly any given point of the surface of the lung is no longer rn contact
with the same poiut as before of the thoracic parictes. You ma)' convince yourselves
of this fact by carefully making a small incision through :rn rntercostal ~pace, in a
livi11 ~ aui111al. ~ow the pulmonary pleura, when that 111cmbrane is . inflamed, does
not slip and glide over the costal pleura in its usual smoot h and n01selcss manner;.
but it makes a creaking or rubbiug sound, which the car, applied to the eorrcspouding
surface of the chest, readily catches. I have very rnany times heard this; yet it is
not at all a familiar sound : iudced I had heard it, in one instance, some time before
I knew what the no ise meant. 'l'he sound has, mostly, an interrupted character,
occurring in a series of three or four jerks. 'l'he patient is often made aware of the
lrnrsh movement, by so111c internal sensation; and a bystander, who places his hand
fiat upun th e COl'l'c~pondiug part of the thorax, may sowctiwes feel this grating of the
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membrane upon itself. You may wonder, as adhesions are so common, that this
sound, and these sensations, are not oftener heard, and felt. In truth, they are
transitory phenomena, and cease, of necessity, as soon as adhes ion prcvC'nts any further
motion of the opposed pleurre upon each other. If we do not happen to listen <lurin~
that period, usually a short one 1 in which the pleura:, roughened by inflammation and
effused lymph, hut not separated by liquid, sti ll chafe against each other, we lo1:c the
opportunity of hearing: the sound at all. This ruibi119 sound, this noise of frictiou,
we shall find to be of g:rcater importance in relation to certain diseases of the hc.1rt1
than in cases of acute pleurisy. In pleurisy the liquid matters poured int o the membranous sac have far more interesting consequences: and to these I now beg your
attention.
In some instances we find, after death. a clea r, serous, or watery fluid , without
colour, or of a pale lemon-colour, and perfectly limpid and transparent. This urny
occur, ind ependently of inflammation of the pleura; from some mechanical obstacle
to the circulation. It then eollstitutes a spec ies of dropsy; a true ltydrothorax: and
this, thouµ-h less common than ascites, is by no means an 1tncommon eomsequcnce of
disease of the hen rt. Whc_n the effusio n does not proceed from a. cause of that kind,
it is always, probably, the result of inflammation of the pleura itself, although we may
find 011ly a slight degree of redness upon its surface, or a. few patches of eoagulaLle
lymph. 1\Iorc frequently, besides this clear liquid, with flakes of albuminous matter
floatinp; in it, there is also a coating of lymph on the inflamed membrane. Very often
the thinner fluid is turbid, or whitish, like whey i sometimes it is distinctly puriform i
sometimes it is tinged more or less deeply with blood; sometimes it consists of
nothing else but blood, which has separated into. scrum and cra<:samentum. Thero:!
being no wound, nor visible rupture, of l ar~e or of smaller vessels, we conclude, in
such cases, that the blood has exuded from the membrane by what I have prc\•iously
spoken of as cap ill ary hremorrha,!!e.
The different kind~ of fluid effused into the pleurre arc always, or almost always,
without smell; - provided that it has remain ed a closed bag:: l mean when no communication has been established between the cavity of the pleura and the external
air, either through an opening in the walls of the chest, or through a pulmonary
fi5tula leading to the tra chea, or through some breach in the rosophagu!:!. I hare
n1et with but one exception, and that a doubtful one, to this rule. A patient died in
the hospital, who, some years before, had nearly killed him self by swallowin~, in mistake for beer) a solutiou of caustic potass. The result of this had been ulceration,
and subsequently stricture, of the gullet. Hi s left pleura was perfectly full of most
stinking pus; and we were unable to detect any chaun el of communication with the
outward air, although the circumstances of the case rendered it not improbable that
such a channel mig ht have existed.
Sometimes air, or gas , is found in the cavity of the inflamed pleura,; either alone,
or (wlrnt is much more co mmon) together with a liquid. We ascertain this fact, in
the dead body, by the hi !:'Sin~ sound that takes place as soon as a penetratin~ incision
is made between the ribs: or by opening the thorax under water, and noticin~ the
escape of air in the form of bubbles. It is probable that these gases are sometimes
sec reted or exhaled from the diseased membrane; sometimes they are the product of
decomposition within the cavity; but, for the most part, tbey arc admitted from
without, the sac of the pleura commun icating somehow with the external air.
Such being the fluid matters that frequently occupy the cavity of the pleura when
that membrane has undergone inflammation, let us next examine the necessary effects
of their being collected in that part. These effects will obviously vary considerably
according to the quantity of the fluid that accumulates.
Kow the qurrntity of fluid may vary from less than an ounce to several pints. At
first it is lodged in the cavity of the pleura solely at the expense of the ~·iclrling
luu~, which is compressed to make room for it. But if the quantity continue to
augment, other parts arc at len g th displaced by the iucrcasio~ pressure, the boundaries of th e clicst on that side arc stretched , and even the abdominal viscera are
thrust out of their natul'al position. 'l'he lung is pushed back towards the mediastinum and vcrtcbr<ll colu1nn, and flattened and brou~ht to lie in the smallest possible compass; the diaphragm is forced downwards, which sometimes gives rise to a
considerable prominence of one or the other hypochond rium, the spleen and stomach
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being displaced on th e left side, or the li>er on the ri~ht. Th e ribs arc separated
too; the in tc rco::tal spaces become wider, and are pushed out to the level of the
bones, and the whole of the affected side is smooth
and obviously lar~cr than the other. The mediFio. 57,
nstinum also undcrf?ocs some change of position,
being- drinn more or lc::s towards the side opposite
to that on 'vhich the effusion exists. If the liquid
happen to fill and distend the left side of the thorax,
tl1c heart may be mo"ed out of its natural place, and
be heard, and felt, and seen to beat on the ri~ht of

~~~y ~~:n~1~1~lan~~n~faih~~c~~:;.s lt:~np~o~:e\h:~ti
cannot ha,-e witnessed less than a score such . So
3)'.?:ain the heart may be <'arried b~yond it s proper
place, to tl.1e left, by a large effusion into the right
pleural cav ity.
I say when the liquiJ is accumulated in very
considerable quantity 1 the lun~ is 1wcssed into the
Portion of the lower !oho of the
form of a thin cake, which occupies a >cry small left hmg of:~ pnticnt, com1i rc~~ed hy
sp:i.cc alon~side the vertebral column : and if it turbid sc r11m,occupying the 11leurnl
happen to be covered o,·cr and concealed, as it often c:n•ity. A thick lnycr of lymph
is, by a strong layer of adventitious membrane, we CO\'Crcd the hepntized portion of
lung: it was perfectly ~mooth Crom
wight fancy, at first examination, that it had com- thecontnctwith theliquid,nnd there
pletely disappeared. It was in cases of this kind wnsn free scalloped margin nteomo
especially when the effused fluid consisted of pus- pnrt~, of an inch in breadth. The
that the lung was erroneously represented by the exud!llion-mnttcr consisted of filaolder ob.:::ervers as havinµ: been destrOJJed by suppu- mentous nmltcr, entangling corpusration. Howc"er1 you will always find the lung- cular filJrin.
th ere if you take the pains to look for it, and to
diYidc the false membranes that bind it down : and, in many instances, it is sound
also. Its surface may indeed, be wrinkled, but the Junµ- iti-;clf is capable of being
restored to nearly its former volume by insuffiatiou, as it is c:i. ll cd; by blowing ai r
into it through the principa l bronchus of that side. In this compressed i-ta tc t.hc
lun ~ does not crepitatc under the finger: it is drnse, and sinks in water; in fact it
is wholly void of air, and has been brought, by the prcs~urc of the fluid around and
upon it, into nearly tllC cond iti on of the lun g of the fcctus that has never breathed.
But its firmness, its resistance to being- torn, and its capability of being again inflated,
prevent ou r confounding it with hepatized lung. So111etimcs its cellular texture is
obliterated; the opposite su rfaces of the vesicles and smaller air-tube!i ad bore together;
the lun g will not admit air: it looks like a piece of mUf:iclc, and is then said to be
rar·nifiC"d.
Such is a general account of the anatomical characters of pleurisy, as they are
disclosed to us by an examination of the body after death. We may now inquire
what effect these changes are r:ipable of producing on the s"u11ds which are heard
when the healthy chest is pcrcu::sed 1 or listened at. We shall then be the better
prepared to appreciate the several symptoms, general and physil:al, which are known
actually to occur in pleurisy. Now it is clear that when the lung is pushed away
from the walls of the thorax by fluid between the pleuroo, it will be compressed also;
its capacity must be reduced; less air will be able to enter it. There will consequently be a proportional diminution in the intensity of the respiratory murmur; and
this murmur wil1 1 moreover, be less audible in consequence of the distance, from the
car1 of the structure in which it takes place. Th e lung is attached by its roots (so
anatomists speak) to the spinal column . A moderate amount of effu sion will, th ere
fore, cause it to recede upwards and inwards: and a ce rtai n quantity of the liquid will
ascend between th e lun g and the ribs, comprcssinp: the 8 pon~y pulmonary tissue
around the larp:er and more resisting bronchial tubes. We might ex pect, in this
condition of thin gs, that the passing breath, and the voice, would be audible in those
tubes, throu~h the partially condensed lun g, and through the circumfused byer of
liquid: and it is so. We do hear bronchial respirat ion, and bron_chial voice aud
cough; with some modification, indeed, to be noticed presently. ]n this respect,
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therefore, you will observe that pneumonia, which solitlifics the spon~y texture of the
Jun~ around the bronchial tubes by filling it with lymph or with blood, has the same
effect, so far as acoustic principles are concerned, as pleurisy, which solidifies a portion
of ~he lung- by expressing air from it, and pours round the bronchial tubes a fluid
which readily transmits sound. Hence bronchial respiration and bronchophony arc
not always indicati\·c of the same condition of parts within the chest, but derive their
true n1luc and meaning from the context, if I may so say; from the circumstances
under which they occur, and with which they are associated.
When the effusion is so copious as to E-quccze all the air out of the spon~y part of
the Jun~, to pack the organ up along the ''ertebral column, to distend the thorax, and
to compress strongly the bronchial tubes themselves, no respiratory murmur ran the n
be heard, nor any tubular breathing; for the dilated chest can neither expand nor
colbpsc, and, therefore, no air can pass a l on~evcn the larger air tubes; neither can these
corn pressed tubes Yibrate with the patient's voice; wherefore broncophony ulso ceases,
or is but faintly nu<liblc.
Again, if percussion be made over a portion of the chest, beneath which, instead
of healthy and spon~y lun g, there is incompressible serous fluid, a dull flat sound will
be rendered. But a dull sound is rendered also when percussion is made over a
solidified lung. Hence the mere dulness of the part struck docs not inform us
whether we have pneumonia or pleurisy to deal with, or some other disease that has
the effect of making the Ju n~ solid, without plugging up the larger bronchi.
But an expedient presents itself, by which we may in some cases render this
experiment of pcrcUS!:iion conclusive. The dull sound occ:1sio1lCd by bep.'ltization or
other solidificution of the lung occupies the same spot in enry position of the patient .
.Kot so, necessarily, the dull sound produced by the presence of liquid in the cavity
of the pleura. The liquid will gravitate to the lowest part of the cavity, and will
carry with it the dull sound. We place the patient, therefore, in different attitudes:
and if we find the chest, when struck, resonant always in the higher, and dull alwriys
in the lower portions of tht' thorax, whatever its posture may be, then we nHly be sure
that the cavity of the pleura contains liriuid. ln such a case, when the patient sit-s
up, the dull sound will be elicited from the lower part of the chest, on one sid r, from
the spine round to the sternum. \\·hen 110 lies on his back, the anterior of the
thorax sounds hollow; the posterior dull: and when he rC\'Crscs that ppsition, and
lies with his foce downwards, these sounds change pluc<'s also: the hollow sound is
still uppermost, in the posterior part of the cavity; the dull souud still undermost, in
its anterior portion.
There are just two states which may interfere with tl1c true interpretation of the
sounds produced by percussion in the manner now described; and these arc, first,
partial adhesions of the plcurre, which may confine and isolate the effused liquid 1 aad
pre\·cnt its sinking from one part of the chest to another utalcr the influence of
g-ravity: and 1 secondly, so lar)!e an amount of cffu!:lion as to fill entirely the cavity and
fix the compressed and empty lung in Ont' position;. for it is necessary, in order to
obtain the shifting sounds in differcut attitudes of the body, that there should be
li~ht sponJ!y lu n;.r to ascend, a~ well as hea\'ier fluid to sink down, according to the
po~ture of the patient. In this last case, that of exccssin effu:;ion, the whole surface
of the affected side will yield a dull sound. It is scldoru so in pneumonia: it is sci·
dom that the entire lung on one side is so blocked up, io consc<1uence of inflamurntion,
as to µ-ive rise to universal dulness on percussior.. But the dia~nosis of these two
conditions is an important one, and apt to puzzle a student. I hope to elucidate it
as we go on.
We 111ay now consider, with a better chance of und erstanding some of them, the
s9mptoms which arc gener-.illy met with in a case of pleurisy under its ordinary form
auJ proµ:rc~s 'l'he f!Cneral si~ns, then, of that complaint are rigors, pain in the chest,

~~;~1~1~0 ~o~~~ 1 S~l~~~~u:~!cr:rfo~~l%:si~i~ij;~noftr~SJ~~;~1~~d)~e:,~~~I~ s~~~t:r~f' p~l~~n~~~~~;

and, it may be added, with those of pcricarditis: but auscultation differentiates these
dis<'ascs. 'l'he physica l signs I will exam ine presently. The ge neral symptoms wilt
bear, each of them, a short comment.
The pai1i which the patient feels - or the stitch in the side, as it is cxprcssivelv
called- is one of the wost strik ing and characteristic signs of the disease. Poi11t dd
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r6te the French name it. It occupies a point or spot; and patients feel as if sn mc
sharp stabb in g in strum ent were driven in at that spot every time that the act uf
iospi~ati on g_oes beyond a certain limi~.
The Latin me~ical writers, attending chiefly
to this prouunent symptom, call pl eurisy'' morbus later1s."
This pleuritic stitch is subject to considerable Yaricty in reµ-ard to its situation, its
severity, and its duration. ~J ost commonly it is felt on a level with or just beneath
one or other of the breasts, io the part corresponding with the later:1l attachments of
the diaphragm: and this, cnn when the inflammati on which occa~ions it is of much
greater extent. Why is this? What is the cause of the pain? WllC'refore should
it be restricted to one sma ll spot, when the inflammation pcnaJcs, it may be, the
whole of the pleura? Patholoµ;ists have made attempts to explain these matters; but
perhaps their explanati ons are not ''ery much to be trusted to. They say that there
is a larger amount of motion, at the lower part of the thorax, of the pulu1onary over
the cost.al pleura j and that the pain resulting from tha.t friction, when th e membranes
are inflam ed, is therefore felt where the friction is the grea test. llowever 1 the pain
is not always confi ned to that spot. It is occasionally fe lt in other places, as in the
shoulder j in the hollow of the axil la; beneat.h th e clavicle j along the sternum j and
sometimes it is complained of as ex tending over the who le of one side of the thorax.
Audra! states that he has observed the pain to prevail espec ially along the cartila~i·
nous bord er of the false ri bs, "!'hco the ioflammation has attacked that portion of the
pleura which covers the upper surface of the diaphragm . H e s:.iys, too, tlrnt in such
cases, th e pain often affects the bypochondrium, and even extends as far as the flank,
so that it might be mistaken for a symptom of abdom inal inflammation. '.l'his obser.
vatiou is worth remembering. Sharp pain, occupyiu µ- the right hypochond rium,
belongs oftener to tlie pleura than to the periton eum. I ha,·e known several insta nces
in which such pain was erroneously supposed to be a i;;ig n of hepatitis, when in truth
it resulted from inflammation of the pleura. Cruveilhicr oboerves, also, that he has
kn own the pain to affect the loins, and to simulate Jumbaµ;o.
Whatc\'Cr may be th e situation of th e plcuritic pain, it is ~encr.1lly in creased by
p_ercuss ion, by iutercosta l prc~sure, by lying on the affected side, by a deep iuspirat1on1 by cough, and by d ifferent movements of the body.
Ia many patients the pain is exceed ingly sharp, wh ether it be continued, or whether
it occur ouly at intervals : the more circuniscribed it is, gencr:.i lly the more aculP it is.
rrhe patients arc th en in a state of great anxiety: they mak e very short and impcrfoct
in spirations, through fear of aggravating the pain; they dread the lea st. effort of
coughing, or of sneezi ng, and suppress the desire to cough which the disease may
occ:.is~on. '!'here are other patients in whom the pain is moderate, is felt only when a.
deep rnspiration is maJc, and is scarcely augmented by press ure or pcrcussio11. And
there arc even some cases of pleurisy which arc unattcud cd with pain from first to last.
'l' hc pain commonly ex ists from the very outset of the pleurisy. lt is sometimes
vague and fugitiv e at first, and becomes fix ed and permanent after a day or two. In
that case it may be mistaken for simple rheumatic pain; for plcurodync j or for what
is thought to be merely a nervous pain. When the pain is increased Ly sl i)!ht pres·
sure made 1tpo1i the ribs as well as between them; wh en it exte nd s over a larµ-e
space; wh en it is unattended with fever; when it is inconstant or fui-riti,·c-we may
suspect that it is 11ituatcd in the fibrous and muscular tissues; but thc:;:c ci rcumsta nces
do not afford any <·erlainl!f that such is the case. In fact l ha,·c long- been of opinion
that some at lc:.ist of the cases which pass under the nam e of plcurodyne, arc renlly
instances of what has been called dry pleurisy. Y ou are nware perhaps that adhesions
arc very constantly found to exist between the lun ,;rs and the ribs in persons dead of
pulmouary consumption. Such persons are liabl e to p:tins in the chcst 1 beneath. the
clavicles, in the axill~, between the shoulders, at th e upper part of the dorsal reg-ion;
iu short, in th ose situations where the adhesions are found, aft.er death , most freq uently
and in the greatest number. '.l'he pains indicated, it muy be presumed, the periods
at which the sli,,hter forms of circumscribed pleurisy , attended with other effusion
than that of coaiulablc lymph, took place. .And it is .P.ro~ablc tha~ many cases of
pleurodyne are really instances of the same kind of pleur1ttc rnfi:unmat1ou. llow often
do we find, even when there are no tubercles in the lungs, firm adh esions between
the pulmonary and costal pleuroo, in the bodies of persons who were nc\'Cr kn own to
have bad any pectoral disease! The pain alone marks the inflanuuatiou in those
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cases; adhesion presently ensues; there i::i no fcnr perhaps, or none that attraets
much notice; the pain soon subsides, aod is soon forgotten; but the adhesion, the
consequence of the inflammation, remains: and this is a morbid condition which is
neither revealed to the sense of hearing, nor in :rny other way. I am much disposed
therefore to aµ-r<>e with Cruveilhicr in thinking that "pleurodyne is not/ting else (in
many cases at least) thun adhesive pleurisy."
I need scarcely repeat the fact which has so many times before been mentioned in
these lecturPs, viz., that the inflammation of mcrnbranous parts, and especially of
serous membranes, is attended with much more pain than inflammation of parenchymatous parts. We cannot have a better example of it than is afforded in most cases
of pneumonia. Most cases of pneumonia arc accompanied in the bc~inning- with a
stitch in the side; some ca~cs arc not. In those cases in which the stitch happens,
the pleura also is inflamed to a certain de~ree, and the pnin depends upon the coexistence of the pleurisy: they are cases of plcuro-pncumonia. In purP. pneumonia, on
the contrary, the plcuriRy being wanting, the sharp pain is wanting also.
Th e respiration in pleurisy, at its outset especially, and while there is still pain, is
considerably cmbarrnsscd; the movements of inspiration in particular are short,
hurried, :ind often interrupted or jerking. And this depends evidently upon the
pain, which forbids the free contraction of the mus~cs that dilate the thorax; and
you may often observe that the dilatation is sensibly less on the affected side than on
the other. Cruveilhicr in<lced denies this; or rather he states that he has never
observed it: but it certain ly is not an uncommon phenomenon. I have noticed it and
drawn the attention of others to it, again and again.
When effusion bas taken place-t/wt, one can easily understand, will be likely to
aggravate the dyspnooa; and it will aggravate it in a ~realer def!rcc, or in a less, according to circumstances. Thus, if the other lung happen to be a diseased lu n:r,
then the compression of that which is on the s.idc of the pleurisy will have a more
injurious effect upon the breathing. The dys.pnc:ca. arising from the effus ion allll
consequent pressure upon the lung will also be in proportion, first to the amount of
the effusion; and secondly, to the rapidity with which it has ta.ken place. When the
effusion hns been slow- or when it bas long existed, and th<.> case has become chronic
-the circulation through the lung bas had time to accommodate itself to the altered
condition of the parts, the disturbed equilibrium between the quantity of uir nnd the
quantity of blood in the lun g is restored, and the dyspnooa is co nsequently slight.
But there arc very singular exceptions met with to all this. Andra! states (and I
have seen more than one instance confirmatory of his statement) that there arc persons, with pleuritic effusion enough not merely to fill but to dilate that side of the
chest on which it ex ists (and you will observe that we cannot doubt about the presence of the effusion in such a case), who appear neYcrthclcss to be quite free from
dyspnrea; and that, not while they arc at rest merely, for they talk, get up, walk
about, e'fen take long journeys, without their respiration becoming so short as to make
them complain of it. Now this is conceivable enough in old and chronic cases; but
Andra! furth er affirms that this absence of dyspncca is not restricted to those cases
in which the collection of fluid has ta.ken place slowly; but sometimes happens, e,·en
in patients in whom pleurisy has led to abundant effusion in a few days. H e gives a
case of this kind, in which the patient was not prevented by an enormous plcuritic
effusion from carrying on, without fatigue, in the streets of Paris, his business as a
carter. I remember having a butcher in the i\Iiddlcscx H ospital in exactly the same
predicament; and nothing cou ld persuade him that he was otherwise than well, and
fit to go out; and out accordingly he went. Remember, therefore, that there are
g-rcat varieties in this respect. In some patients the dyspncca never ceases to be
urgent from first to last.; and these are apt to prove fatal cases. In others the respiration is very much impeded at first; then the difficulty of breathing diminishes;
and at length it ceases, long before the fluid is reabsorbed. In others a~ain, by some
unaccountable idiosyncrasy, the respiration remains at all times very facile, both at
the outset and during the progress of the disease.
Couyh is another of the ordinary symptoms of pleurisy. It docs not occur in
paroxysms. It is small, half-suppressed, ineffectual. In some few cases this symptom
also is entirely nbsent, eycn though the inflammation is intense, and the effusion into
th e pleura considerable. When cough docs exist it is dry; or it is acco111pauicd by
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the expectoration of slight catarrh. If much frothy mucus should be expectorated,
the pleurisy is complicnted with bronchitis; if rust-coloured sputa. be brought up, it
is complicated with pneumonia: and in each case other signs, proper respectively to
those two diseases, will be present.
A good den! lias been said nnd written respecting the position wllich a patient
assumes who is labouring under pleurisy. The manner of the dccubitus h3l:i even
been regarded as one of the pathognomic signs of the diseuse. Yet, strange to say,
obscnTers arc much at variance with each other in respect to this so-called pathognomic
symptom. Some uffirm tlrnt the patient lies on the side affected; others that he cuu
lie only on the sound side; others again that be lies neither on one side nor on the
other; or even that he lies indifferently in any posture. But this dispute is an exact
counterpart of the celebrated quarrel which took place about the colour of the chameleon: "they all are right, and all are wrong." I believe that, if you narrowly
inquire ic.to the facts, they will be found to be somewhat as follows: - In the outset
of the disease, while there is yet pain, the patient cannot lie on the affected side on
account of the pain, which that position exasperates; he lies therefore on the sound
side, or on his back; sometimes he is obliged to sit up. At a. more advanced period
of the disease, when the pain has ceased, and considcra.blo effusion has taken place,
be cannot lie on the sound side, because of dyspnooa: the dilatation of the chest on
that side would be impeded by such a posture; and what is more, the effusion, lying
uppermost, would press upon the rnediastinum, and so further tend to restrain the
expansion of the sound lung. But he is no longer preyented by pain from lying on
the diseased side, and consequently he docs, in some instances, take that position :
but more commonly still, he lies in what Andral calls a. diagonal posture; i.e. the
patient is not on bis back, nor on his side, but between the two; on his back, we may
say, but inclining towards the affected side. Again, however the fact may be explained, it is certain that there are some few persons who lie indifferently on the back
or on either side, without augmentation of the dyspnooa in any of these positions,
though one side is choke-full of liquid.
Now, of the symptoms that we have l1itherto been considering, the pain, the
dyspnooa, the cough, the accommodation of position, there is not oue which, taken
alone, can be said to be strictly or absolutely pathognomonic; or which indicates in a.
positive and certain manner the existence of pleurisy, or of plcuritic effusion. Yet
when all, or several of them, occur together, they afford a degree of probability on
these points almost equivalent to certainty. There are yet some other, and more conclusive signs, which either in themselves, or taken in conjunction with those already
mentioned, render the diagnosis of pleurisy easy and sure. 'l'hesc signs are furn ished
by the size of the thorax on the affected side; by its forms and motions; and above
all, as you will have anticipated, by percussion and auscultation.
I have already stated that in some cases, that side of the chest which contains the
effused fluid becomes evidently larger than the opposite side. The ribs and their
cartilages present that position which they assume during a deep inspiration: the
iotercostal spaces arc pushed outwards and brought up to the level of the ribs; and
occasionally fluctuation may be perceived in those spaces, through the muscles. When
these appearances are observable, no doubt (or scarce.Ill a doubt) can rcm:iiu concerning the nature of the disease. This dilatation of tho thorax on the diseased side is
more common in old chronic cases than in the earlier periods of acute pleurisy; yet it
may take place in a very short time. Andral declares that he has known it sometimes
reach a great degree by the fourth or fifth day of the acute disease. You may sati_sfy
yourselves that the side is dilated by measuring it with a string. Carry the strrng
round the chest, upon a level with the extremity of the xyphoid cartilage, then fold
it upon itself, and you will find that the half of it will more than encompass the
sound moiety of the chest, and will not reach round the diseased. The diseased side
may measure an in ch, or an inch and a half, or even sometimes two inches, more than
the other. But this measurement by a string is seldom neccss~ry. The eye takes a
very accurate estimate of the comparative volume of the two sides; and the obliteration of the intercostal spaces can only be ascertained by seeing or feeling them. It
is necessary to remember that, in most persons, the right side is naturally somewhat
the larger of the two.
I say when this dilatation is noticed, scarcel!J a doubt can exist of the true naturr
42
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of the case. Some time ago I should have said no doubt: but having Dlj'Sclf mistaken such a case, and seen others mistake it, I introduce this slight qualification,
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this dilatation of one side of the chest was exceedingly well marked. It was the left
side that was enlarged; the heart was evidently pushed over to the right of the sternum. This is another circumstance strongly corroborating our conclusion in such
cases. 'l'hc intcrcosta.l spaces were effaced, and t11c whole of that side was perfectly
dull on percussion. The poor fellow had a very unhealthy aspect; and he had, some
time before, suffered amputation of a leg, for what was understood to ba,·e been scro.
fulous disease of the knee-joint. It was not unnatural therefore that e''ery one who
saw him should have come to the conclusion that this was a case of cmpycma; of fluid,
and most likely of pus, collected in the pleum, and very probably the result of the
ex tension of scrofulous disease from the lungs. Under these circumstances, and
inasmuch as his dyspnrea was not urgent, it was not t110ught right to take any steps
for evacuating the presumed fluid. The case was pointed out to the pupils as a
capital example of empyema. At length the patient died; and when his body was
examined we discovered - what think you? not pus, nor scrum, but a large red solid
mass, in the centre of which, when it was divided, was still a red, but softer, pultaccous, half-fluid substance. At first it was thought to be cancerous degeneration of
the lun g; but it was soon noticed that the solider part was arranged in concentric
layers, like those which arc often seen in aneurismal tumours; and further research
showed that the effusion had indeed once been liquid, for it co11sisted entirely of
blood, which had coagulated in the manner I have just described. And the source
of the blood was detected. A portion of two of the ribs had been destroyed by
ul ceration, and one of the intercosta l arteries had thus been laid open. The lung
was found uninjured, but totally empty of air, and pressed flat up against the mediastinum.
Nil' precaution could guard aga inst such a source of fallacy; and you are not likely
ever to meet with just such another case: yet I have thought it sufficiently i11teresting
to relate, in illustration of the subject immediately before us.
It is uafortunate, so far as the cliagaosis is concerned (but not in any other sense),
that dilatation of the thorax is far from being a constant symptom, even in cases in
whid1 the effusion is very considerable.
'!'h ere is still a cond ition of the thorax to be described, which is the very opposite
to this. When the effused fluid begins to be reabsorbed - and when some cause or
other, genera lly the formation of adventitious membranes, prevents the lung from rccxpauding and approaching the ribs in proportion as the fluid is removed- then of
course the ribs must sink in, and approach the lun g, to prevent that void wh ich would
otherwise ex ist between the ribs and the lung. Consequently that side of the chest
on which the fluid has existed becomes narrower tl1an the sound side. And the
actual difference between the two will be augmented by the circun1stance that, in such
cases, an amplification of the sound lung, and of the cavity in which it is lodged, a.
true compensatory hypertrophy, commonly takes place.
TLis partial or general retraction of one side of the cl1est is not so much a. sign of
disease actually iu progress, as of disease gone by; and it may exist without evident
disturbance of the health, of any kind.
Persons who arc thus affected have the appearance of being inclined towards the
diseased side, even when they endeavour to hold themselves upright: and the deformity, for such it is, becomes manifest to the eye when the chest is uncovered.
You see that the side is narrowed and shrunken. All its dimensions are contracted.
It measures less, in circumference, by an in ch or more, than the other side. Th e
1:1houlder is depressed; the hypochondrium is tucked up; a.nd the ribs arc drawn close
together. A patient of mine, whose chest had been punctured (a remedial procedure
t.o be spoken of presently), and who drew off daily, with a. syphon, pus which did not
otherwise find vent, had such difficulty at last in introducing the tube between his
ribs, that excision of a piece of the bone was contemplated by th e eminent surgeon
who had performed the operation. The effect of the atmospheric pressure is sometimes so great as to crook the vertebral column, and produce lateral curvature of the
spine. This I have myself witnessed. And as one of the u11 scc n walls of the cavity,
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viz. a. part of the diaphragm, is carried permanently up under the ribs, so another of
the unseen walls, the mediastinum, is liable to be influenced by the tendency to con·
traction. The heart, which, when the left pleura is distended, is apt to be thrust over,
beyond the sternum on the right, may thus, when the n[1!tt pleura. is contracted, be
draygecl into the same position. Io the former case, the dull sound given out by the
diseased side when struck, will transgress the mesial line and encro.1ch a little upon
the heal.thy .side: in the latter, ~he resonance y_ielded b~ the healthy will transgress
the mesrnl line, and encroach a little upon the diseased side.
The difference of the two sides is so striking, that, at first sight, an observer sup-
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who were not themselves aware of its ex istence. Some of them have uot even known
that they had suffered any previous thoracic disease.
The conditions I have just been describing arc physical conditions; and the aign8
they furnish are physical signs. I have still to speak of the remaining physical signs
which are al~o auscultatory signs. What I have already said upon this subject in
the present lecture will, I trust, enable you almost to foresee the kind of information
which these signs afford in actual practice.
As soon as e\'Cn a sli ght amount of effusion commences in the pleura, it is announced
by a diminution of the hollow sound which percussion elicits in the healthy state.
In proportion as the effusion becomC's more considerable, the chest, when struck, gives
a sound more and more dull. At first this fiat sound is rendered opposite the lowermost depending part only of the cavity; and this, as I showed you before, forms one
ground of distinction between the dulness on percussion in pleurisy, and in pneumonia. However, at length, the effusion augmenting, the dead fiat sound may proceed from the whole of the affected side; and this forms another ground of distinction :
for it is very seldom that the whole lung becomes so solid in pneumonia as to yield a
uniform dead sound over the whole of one side of the chest. Either the dull sound
is universal on one side, or it is not. If universal, it is not likely to be the result of
solidification by pneumonia; or, I may add, by tubercles: if not universal, the dull
sound will (except in some rare cases) shift its place as the patient alters his posture.
I way mention another ground of diagnosis, which may be of great assistance when
the case is seen from the beginning. The dulness comes on much more quickly in
pleurisy than in pneumonia. It has been noticed within twelve hours from the
in vasion of the disease. In living animals, a considerable quantity of serous effusion
bas often been very rapidly produced by injecting some slightly irritant matter into
the cavity of the pleura. In pneumonia, the duluess is commonly later in its appearance. The induratiou of the lung is gradual; and so is the pucumouic dulucss on
percussion: the effusion of serous fluid is early and rapid; and so also is the coming
on of the plcuritic dulncss. Moreover, as I have just shown you, pleurisy may displace the ruediastinum, and cause the whole sternum to gh·c a dull sound. A hcpatized
lung will render one-half only of it dull.
The intensity or completeness too of the dull sound is generally greater in pleurisy
than in pneumonia. In two days, or even in twenty-four hours, the whole cavity of
the pleura on oue side may be filled quite full; aud the whole of the corresponding
surface of the chest, from its base to its summit, will yield a. sound (to use one of
.Avenbrugger1 s strong expressions) tanquam. percussiftmoris. It is very uncommon
for such total and universal m,atiti, as the French call it, to result from inflammation
of the lung.
Again, in the outset of the disease, while there is yet little or no effusion, but when
the pain is acute, the vesicular breathing is heard more faintly and feebly on the
painful side than on the other. On that side also the walls of the chest are less
forcibly expanded. But percussion, when the pain will pcrrnit of its being practised,
~ives the same sound on each side. It is clear that the sharpn ess of the paio causes
the patient instinctively to expand the chest on that aide as little as possible: and,
conecqucntly 1 the quantity of air that penetrates the lung in a given time is dimiu.
ishcd, and the rl'spiratory murmur is feeble .
.As soon as effusion commences, the vesicular rustle is heard still less plainly on the
affected side; and in proportion as the fluid increases, that rustle or murmur becorueN
more and more faiut: and at the same time it becomes more distinct and noisy than
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~at~ral-}'ucrile, in fact-on the sound side.

And while the respiratory murmur
is disappearing on the diseased side, and the spongy lung is becoming empty of air
from the pressure of the augmenting fluid, and the larger bronchi are surrounded by
co~pressed lung and by incompressible liquid, the bronchial sounds be~iu to be heard,
which I formerly described -the bronchial voice, the \>ronchial respiration. But the
sounds are not exactly the same as those which are heard in pneumonia. They are
modified by the nature of the substances through which they pass. The voice, for
example, is still bronchial, still the voice of a person talking ioto a tube: but it has a
~mperadded character; it is trembling, quivering, thrillin~, cracked, discordant. I
strive in vain to convey to you by these epithets a notion of this remarkable modification of the voice. Laconec's happy similitudes may enable you to form a more exact
conception of it. It is like (he says) the bleating of a goat; or, happier still, it
resembles the voice of Punch. But when once you have heard the sound you will
never forget it again. I presume that this modification of bronchophony (for such it
is, a.nd such I would have you consider it) is caused by the rapid undulations com·
muuicated to the effused liquid by the vibrations of the bronchi nod condensed pulmonary tissue. The sound is usually most distinctly heard near the inferior angle of
the scapula, the patient being in a sitting position. It disappears, or merges into
pure and distant bronchophony, when the liquid exceeds a certain amount, so as to
compress the bronchial tubes themselves, and to damp their vibration.
I would have you recollect, therefore, that regophony, which is the technical appellation of the sound I have just been describing (goat-voice),-regophony is nothing
more than a species or variety of bronchophouy; and the two run each into the other
by such fine gradations, that it is sometimes difficult t.o sny which it is we arc listening
to. When the qui>ering is strongly marked we may be certain that it denotes effusion
into the pleura; wbeu bronchophony only is heard, we cannot be sure, from that
sound alone, whether there be indurated lung between the ea.rand the bronchi; or a
liquid, and a portion of compressed and coudeused lung: but other phenomena complete the diagnosis.
Do not forget that, when any modification of the voice is heard, or thought to be
heard, on the suspected side, the sound of the voice in the corresponding part of the
other side of the chest must be ascertained also. It is only by a compan'son of the
two sides that we can come to any safe conclusion; and that comparison becomes often
n strikiug and most instructive contrast.

LECTURE Liii.
Pleurisy continued. Recapitulation of Syniptoms; of Diagnostic Si'gns. Causes
of Pleurisy. Pneumothorax ,· its Conditions and Signs. Treatment of Pleurisy.
Empyema. Paracentesis Thoracis.
IN the last lecture I enumerated the SJ1!1ploms, general and physical, which are
met with, more of them or fewer, in cases of" acute pleurisy. I then considered them
singly; it may be well to take a rapid recapitulatory view of them as they exist
together or in succession, and compose the actual disease.
The outset, then, of pleurisy, is marked by sharp stabbing pain, most commonly
situated beneath one of the breasts, and preceded or accompanied by rigors. These
two signs, the stitch and the shivering, arc sU.fficicnt of themselves to awaken a.
strnng suspicion that plcuritis has set in. At the sa.mc time there are usually a dry
cough; a dread of breathing; a check or catch in the inspiration, which is curbed,
so to speak, by the pain; fever; often a comparatively feeble respiratory murmur on
that side on which the pain is felt; and the patient cannot lie on that side. If no
liquid effusion take place, these symptoms ordinarily disappear at the end of a few
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days, and the patient recovers. The case h:ts been a case of dry pleurisy; and the
chances are much in favour of the lung having become permanently adherent to the
ribs .
Lshould have said, with respect to the fever, that at the outset of the pleurisy it
is often high. And it was matter of observation long before the method of auscultation was thought of, as well as since, that in the acute period of the disease the pulse
is remarkable for its hardness, and forms a contrast with the softer pu lse of pneumonia, and with the small and contracted pulse of inflammation of the serous membranes of the abdomen. Indeed the older physicians laid great stress upon the
quality of the pulse, in their endeavours to distinguish pleurisy from pneumonia.
But to resume the description of the symptoms of plcuritis. Where effusion takes
place (and it does so very early, so as to form a part of the complaint, just in the
same sense in which expectoration forms a part of catarrh), the sound elicited by
percussion becomes dull on the side on which the effusion exists. 'Yhile the effusion
is moderate, the dulness shifts its place according to the posture of the patient, and
is heard only when- the lowermost part of the chest is struck. B ut the fluid may
soon increase so much as completely to fill the pleura; and then the whole of that
side is du11. Meanwhile the murmur of respiration becomes feeble and faint, and at
length, as the effusion augments, ceascg altogether; while on the sound side it grows
noisy and puerile. Tubular breathing, and that modification of the bronchial voice
which medical men have a~reed to call regophony, become audible during the early
periods of the effusion. .1Egophony is heard, however, only so long as the quantity
of liquid poured out observes a specific limit. 'fhere must be a. certa in amount of
effm~ion - and there must not be more than a certain amount. I have sometimes
thought that the discordant sound might depend upon the propagation of undulations
through successive media. of different densities. lt certainly is somehow connected
with the presence of a stratum of liquid between the lung and the car. When the
lung is strongly compressed, and especially when the cavity is stretched and distended
by the enclosed fluid, the side is necessarily motionless j no tubular or other breathing
can any longer be hcnrd, or even occur: nor is the voice conducted, except perhaps
very faintly, to the listening car of the physician.
When the effusion is great, that side of the thorax on which it has taken place
becornc5:, often, more or less di lated; and I should add, that the integuments on the
same side arc frequently ccdcmatous. The patient now cannot lie on the sound side:
and the most common posture is that which is intermediate between the supine position
and the lateral; he lies towrtrds, but not, in general, upon, the affected side.
I observed, in the last lecture, that this inability, after the effusion has reached a
certain point, to lie on the sound side, might be accounted for in two ways. Partly
it may be owing to the impediment which lying on the sound side offers to that side's
expansion. The muscles which dilate the healthy side have then to lift, as it were,
the weight of the body, and are, some of them, pressed upon and incumbered in their
action, by that posture. But the inability in question is chiefly attributable tu
another circumstance, viz., the pressure exercised by the effused fluid downwards ,
of
throu~h the mediastinum, upon the only lung that is left to perform the function
breathing. Now disputes, or differences of opinion, have arisen as to which of these
two circumstances is the most efficient cause in this matter : and therefore it may not
be amiss to provide you with the facts which prove that the last-mentioned cause is,
in reality, the most operative-I mean the weight of the supcrincumbent liquid, iu
the supposed position, upon the mcdiastirrnm and upon the healthy lung below. it.
'l'his is shown by the fact, that patients, to whom the decubitus 011 the sound side
had previously been impossible, on account of dyspnrea, have been able to rest in that
position immediately ofter the artificial evacuatiou of the fluid. Now in such a caso
the obstruction to the dilatation of the healthy side, produced by placing it under the
wci(l'ht of the body, would remain the same as before, or nearly so. A hospitaJ
pat~nt of mine, named Co~gs, could not breathe if he attempted to lie on his right
side. His left pleura. was distcoded by liquid effusion. I thought fit to have paracentesis performed : and the poor man was greatly delighted to find himself at once
enabled by it to assume the posture which his weariness had long made him wish for,
but which he had not been capab le of enduring. We found, by percussion, that th!)
diseased side was now filled with air; the compressed lung had not risen at all; so
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that the necessity for the free expansion of the sound side was just as great as bcfor~
the operation . You may find a precisely similar consequence of the same operation
related in the fifth Yolume of the .Dublin Transactions.

The ccdPma that is sometimes observed on the diseased side is more or less con·
nccted, probably, with the habitual position of the patient.
There is yet another sign of pleuritic effusion, which, as it is very simple, and
readily perceived by even the least instructed observer, is too v::Uuable to be neglected.
In most persons, one's open hand, laid flat upon the surface of the chest, feels the

vibration or thrill which the voice occasions when the person speaks.

Now, in a case

of pleurisy with effusion, you will generally fi1Jd a. remarkable co1Jtrast between the
two sides in th is respect: i.e., the thrill is strong and evident on the sound side,
and not perceptible at all on the other. Whereas, when the whole side is dull in
consequence of the solidity of the lung, the thrill is much augmented on that side.
But this thrill is not always present in the healthy state, and then we ca n infer
nothing from its absence on the diseased side. Its presence, however, under such
circumstances, would iud icate consolidation of some kind.
After a. while, when the fever has ceased, the liquid begins to be reabsorbed: but
as, in many cases, the lung is more or less bound down by adhesions, or overlaid by a
membranous stratum of lymph, it cannot expand in proportion as the liquid is removed:
and the necessary conseque nce is that shrinking of the affected side in all its dimensions which I fully described yesterday.
Let me now briefly re-state the points of distinction between plcuritic effusion and
pneumonic consolidation, when the one or the other of these two morbid conditions
is proved to exist by dulness on percussion, extending over the whole of one side of
the chest. The question is one which frequently arises; and it is one of much
interest and importan ce.
First, then, we distinguish these different conditions, having some physical signs
in common, by their histol"!J. In pleurisy, sharp pains and a dry cough, or perhaps
no cough, precede the duluess: and we have not the crepitation, nor the rust-coloured
sputa, which are antecedent to the dulness of pneumonia.
W e cannot, however, always learn the previous history of a given case.
Scc<mdly, a. lung rendered solid by inflammation docs not distend the cavity.
Copious pleuritic effusio n most frequently docs . In the first case, therefore, we have
not that separation of the ribs, that obliteration of the intcrcostal depressions, that
protrusion of the corresponding hypochond rium, that mensurable enlargement of the
side, that extension of the dull sound beyond the middle of the sternum, or that displacement of the heart, which are, some or all of them, apt to result from a collection
of liquid in the pleura.
Thinll!J, the solid lung transmits the voice from the pervious bronchi to the surface of the thorax; and if any motion of the affected side remain, it transmits also
the sound made by the passage of the air through them. These phenomena arc
wanting when the pleura is so stretched by its liquid contents as to make the side
everywhere dull to percussion.
Fourthly, the vibration of the thoracic parietes, caused by the patient's voice, is
augmented by consolidation of the lung; prevented when it is strongly compressed
by imprisoned liquid. The increast: of this thrill can be felt therefore in the one
case; its diminution in the other.
This simple test fails to be applicable when, from the feebleness or the high pitch,
of the person's voice, no thrill is perceptible on either side in the healthy state.
Uuless, indeed, disease should generate a vibration, which, in such a case, would
certify eolidity.
Fiftltl!J, a patieut having one lung solid, is generally indifferent as to posture. A
patient having one pleura quite foll of liquid, lies (usually) on or towards that side;
and is distressed and suffers dyspnooa if he attempt to lie on the other.
It is of more importance that we should inquire into the exciting cames of pleurisy
thau into those which gi\·c rise to pneumonia. They are more numerous and com plicated, aud have a more direct bearing upon the prognosis and treatment in the
•Jue case than in the oth~r. I do not desire to refine too much i and therefore I shall
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reRtrict myself to those causes which are obvious, and which you arc likely to meet
with in practice.
I merely say of exposure to cold, as an excitin g cause of pleurisy, that it is a very
common-the most conunon-cause. You know already all that I can tell you of the
circums~~rnccs that are likely to render t~?t ?ause effc~tual in producing internal in·
flammat10ns, and, among the rest, plcunt1c rnflammation.
But pleurisy is often occasioned by mechanical violence; or by the accidcutal ex·
tension of disease from other parts; and the course, and the event, of the disease,
are liable to be considerably modified by the nature of its cause in such cases.
Pleurisy may be excited by the splintered ends of a broken rib; and if the puJ.
monary pleura be wounded in that manner, air may get into the pleural cavity, as
well as into the areolar tissue beneath the skin; constituting the true and genuine
emphysema of our forefathers. Plcuri~y may be determined also by a penetrating
wound of the thorax; or by a perforating ulcer of the pulmonary pleura, the ex.·
tension of a tubercular excavation. In the one case air will enter from without1 if
the aperture be sufficiently large; in the other, air will pass from th e lung into the
cavity of the pleura. In all of these cases of air finding its way into this serous sac
while in a. state of inflammation, the eyent of that inflammation is much more likely
to be the effusion of pus, than when no communication ex ists between the inflamed
membrane and the atmosphere. 'l1his I have mentioned, and offered some expla.
nation of, before. But another very curious conscqucoce results from the admission
of the air, and its coexistence with puriform or other liquids in the sac of the pleura.
New auscultatory signs arise, very easily appreciated, Yery instructive, and therefore
Yery necessary for you to be acquainted witb.
You must know that when the pleura contains air alone, the patient is said to have
pn eumotltor,tx; and when (what is infinitely more common) the air is there in com.
pany with liquid 1 he is said to have pneumothorax with effusion. This is the name
gi,Ten to that condition of the chest by Laenncc; and it serves its purpose sufficiently
well. I shall take leave to employ the simple term pneumothorax, in speaking of
either condition; whether there be liquid also in the pleural cavity or not. Pneu·
mothorax, then, often proceeds from one or other of those causes of pleurisy just
mentioned. It is sometimes produced too by the operation of paracentcsis thoracis;
by the opening made into the thorax with the trocar of the surgeon, in order to let
out its fluid contents; in plain English 1 by tapping the chest.
'l'he modifications of sound that result arc particularly curious. Of course the air
occupies the higher portion of the caYity and the liquid the lower, in whatever position the patient may be placed. And this being the case, percussion will give a
remarkably hollow sound when made upon the uppermost part, and a totally dull and
flat sound when made upon the lowermost part: and the change from the hollow to
the dull sou nd will often take place quite abruptly, so that you may trace out the
exact level at which the surface of the effused liquid stands. And if you reverse the
posture of the patient, the resonant and the dull sounds will interchange their
respective places: the uppermost part always yielding the clear, and the undermost
the fiat sound. This is just what you would expect. The result of the experim ent
is the same whether you make it upon the human thorax, or upon a beer.barrel. The
resonant part, you arc to observe, will be much nwre resonant than it would be in
health-more resonant (you have always the other lung to test it by) than the corre·
sponding portion of the opposite side of the chcst - tympanitic, drum.like; for the
air is not involved in spong.f lun g, but contained in a free space : and the sound is
not damped, as in a healthy chest it is damped somewhat1 by _the presen~~ of the lung.
Moreover no respiratory murmur can be heard where this tympan1t1e resonance
occurs: nor can any thrill be felt. Now I say all this is no more than you must have
foreseen. But the sou nds detected in this new condition of things by the car applied
to the chest, as the patient breathes or speal;.s1 or couylts, you would not, I think, have
anticipated. You bear then a sound which I must endeavour to describe in words,
but which you will scarcely form a right conception of till you have heard it, and
th en all further ycrbal description will be needless. I can describe it by similitudes
only. The patient's breathing is like the noise produced by blowing obliquely into an
empty flask; and so the French have given the sound the somewhat magnificent title
of'' amphoric resonance." I have heard, fifty times over, exactly the sound in ques-
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!ion when I haYc been out shooting in a gusty day, and tllC wind has blown sideways
rnto the gun.barrel. It is a ringing, metallic sound. When th is is present durin,.
the hreatlting, the voice also has, enn more strongly in general, this metallic cha.~
racter; and so. has the cough; and each of them is apt to be succeeded by a ti~kling
echo. The \'otcc, and cough, resemble those of a person who speaks or coughs rnto a
deep well: or with his head bent over au empty copper boiler. The same ringing
quality is often heard when one speaks in a large vaulted room; or beneath the arch
of a stone bridge. You may perhaps now have some idea of what these metallic
sounds are. They arc very singular: and they are perfectly decisive (as far as my
~xpcricucc has gone) of the presence of air in a considerable cavity, within the tho·
rax; which cavity mostly contains liquid also: and of the presence of air and liquid
in the cavity of the pleum iu particular. I do not know that the liquid is essential :
I do not believe it is; but commonly there is some liquid, and a good deal of air.
A lmost alwa.ys, too-but that is not indispensable-the cavity communicates with the
external air, either through the walls of the chest, or through the bronch i. Neither
is it necessary that the cavity should be in the pleura, for it may be in the lung: and
when we come to speak of phthisis, I shall point out the circumstances which may
enable you to determine whether the sounds proceed from a tubercular cavity, or from
the sac of the pleura.. What you will please to remember is that, in actual practice,
in ninety.nine cases out of a hundred, these sounds will be found to denote the pre·
sencc of both air and liquid in the cavity of the pleura; and the probable existence
of some passage of communication between that cavity and the external air: in a
single word, they will reveal the existence of pneumothorax. The voice reverberates
in the littlo cavern just as it does in a large empty room with a stone roof; and this
is the best explanation I can give you of the phenomenon. Sometimes, as you are
listening, especially if the patient have recently changed his posture, you will hear a.
sound just like that occasioned by dropping a pin's head into a glass vase, or iut-O a.
metal basin : and to this sound the name of metallic ti1ilding has been given. It
really often closely resembles the distant tinkling of a sheep.bell. This is supposed
to result from the dropping of the liquid from the upper part of the cavity; or some·
times from the bursting of a bubble on the surface of the liquid during respiration.
You ma.y succeed now and then in hearing a species of the same metallic tinkling by
applying the stethoscope over the stomach, when percussion has already taught you
tha.t it is distended with gas, and by getting the patient to swallow some drink in successive teaspoonfuls.
Another a.uscultatory sound, arising out of the same condition, viz., the presence
of both air and liquid in the cavity of the pleura, and known even as early as the
time of Hippocrates, is rendered audible by succussion of the patient's body. You
lay your car upon his side, and get him to give his body a sudde11 jerk or jog: or you
get some one else to take him by the shoulders and shake him; and you hear the
liquid splashing within: just as you hear it when you shake a cask that is neither full
nor empty of water. 'l'his is an unequivocal indication of pneumothor.ix; and
demonstrates beyond n doubt thnt there is both air and liquid in the pleural sac; for
no sound would arise if there were liquid only. A moderate quantity of liquid will
make a greater squash than a lnrge quantity. Unequivocal I say it is, because oue
could scarcely be misled by the splashing which may sometimes arise from wind and
water mingling in the stomach. I wish that a patient, who was under my observation
for some month8 last year in the Middlesex Ilospital, and could produce this splashing
noise at will, were there now; for he was not a little preud of his fatal gift, and I
should have brou~ht him down here to.day, and giYcn you an opportunity of hearing
this sound for yourselves, worth a dozen descriptions of it.
It is surprising how long this state of things within the thorax may last, without
any great declension of the patient's general health and strength, even when the disease is (as it mostly is) incurable. Two men, patients of mine, both of whom bad
wcll-mnrkcd pncumothorax in connexion with tubercular phthisis, remained in the
hospital for se\'Cra.l months; till, iu fact, I could conscientiously keep them there no
longer: and each of them went away in very tolerable plight. I was unable to trace
them afterwards, for they returned to t heir homes, the one in Ireland, the other io
the north of Rcotland.
In J unc, 1853, I was consulted upon the case of a Indy in whose right chest, near
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the angfos of the ribs, just below the scapula, the physical signs of pneumotl10rax
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near her, without any application, direct or mediate, of the ear to her chest. It wa~
audible by heri'elf when she was jolted in a carriage, and when she cantered on horseback. She first heard the internal splashing, while cnntcrin~, in June, 1852. ln
~o,·embcr of the same year she had borne a child. Under cod's liver oil she grew
strong and stout, and could take a good deal of horse exercise. She died, rather
suddenly, at a distance from London, in January, 1855.
In this instance pneumothorax existed at least two years and a half; probably
longer. The patient began to cough in 1851.
You see, then, that the conditions of pleurisy, and the symptoms of those conditions,
may be modified by its causes. All those causes that imply the introduction of air
into the cavity of the pleura, imply also a more serious st3-te of disease than results
from most other causes. rrlie perforation of the pleura. by the oxtension of a. vomica,
I have mentioned :is one of those causes. But tubercles in the lungs arc frequently,
very frequently, the cause of pleurisy, when no such perforation has taken place. A
tubercle, or a group of tubercles, approaches the surface of the lung, but does not
break through. Generally the pleurisy so produced is slight and partial, and ends in
the formation of adhesions: it is dry pleurisy. And this very common occurrence
of adhesions between the costal and pulmonary pleuroo, in the course of tubercular
disease of the lungs, is, in truth, one reason why p c1foration of the pleura, and pncu·
mothorax from that cause, is comparatively so rare. The part where the perforation
is likely to take place has generally, though not always, been secured and clouted, as
it were, by previous adhesion. So that even here we find that inflammation has a
conservative tendency, and helps to postpone the fatal ending of the specific disease.
Pleurisy may terminate in resolution and complete recovery; or in adhesion, which
is its next best termination, and which obtains for the patient, at the expt>nse of some
trifling embarrassment of his breathing, complete security for the future against the
dallgcrs of pleuritic effusion. Again, acute pleurisy may end in chronic disease of
the pleural cavity: i. e., in a shrinking inwards of the walls of the chest, attended
with total uselessness, or a very imperfect and limited use, of the corresponding lung.
Lastly, pleurisy may terminate in death. It may cause effusion so copious, that the
patient will die of actual suffocation, unless the fluid be removed by art. On the
other hand, he may die worn out and exhausted by the disease, especially if it be
attended with suppuration . In that case he will suffer hectic fever, and all its wasting
and mournful accompaniments; and death ultimately by asthcuia. It is seldom that
simple idiopathic pleurisy proves fatal.
As the matter from a tubercular cavity may break 1·n upon the pleural ~ac, and lead
to the admission of air, and the estab!i!'hment of pncumothorax; so the puriform
fluid which has resulted from inflammation of the pleura, and was for some lime im.
prisoned in its sac, may also break out, and the result will still be the admission of air,
and pneumothorax. 'l'his is not a very frequent result of pleurisy, however. '''hen
it occurs, au abscess rorms externally, generally in front of the chest; and either the
abscess bursts, or it is opened by the surgeon, aud then it is found to communicate
with the cavity of the pleura.
Sometimes air is effused into the sac of the pleura, in consequence of the rupture
of dilated air-cells on the surface of the lung; of this accident of disease I may refer
you to an instance related by Dr. Lloyd, in a paper upon pneumothorax, cor~tributcd
by Dr. Ilughes to the eighth volume of the Guy's H ospital Rrports. Somctuncs gas
is genera.ted within the sac, from the decomposition of effused liquids, or of a ga.n·
grenous lung; and in such cases the gas.has a strong odour, like that of sulphm:ctted
hydrogen: sometimes, a~ain, gas is said to be secreted from the membrane itself.
All these events are, however, uncommon. When air, from whatcYer source, is shut
up in the cavity of the pleura, and goes on accumulating there, it will compress the
lung, just as certainly and effectually as if there were a liquid extravasatcd. And
such compression, if suddenly brought about, may cause speedy death by apnooa.: and
this is more apt to occur from a scratch of the pulmonary pleura by the rough edge
of n. fractured rib, than from any other cause.
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of pleurisy, you will have anticipated that in the outset of the

disease we must have recourse to the lancet. I have stated, more than oncc1 that
blood.letting tells more, and is better borne, in inflammation of serous mcmbr:rncs,
than in any other ca!:e. If you see the patient while the stitch in the side, and the
restrained and cautious respiration are present, you will bleed him, in the upri~ht
posture, from a large orifice, until the pain is relieved, and he can draw a full breath
again with ease and satisfaction i or until he is about to faint. Aud if the pain and
catch in the breathing should return, and the pulse continue firm and hard, you will
repeat the blood-letting; or cover the paioful side with leeches; or abstract blood by
the cupping-glass and scarificator. It is best to bleed fearlessly at first; and in pro}Jortion as you do so, the chance will be diminished of a repetition of the blood-letting
being uceded. The blood drawn iri pleriritis is always deeply buffed and cupped.
Observe that I am here speaking of acute pleurisy, occurring in a person previously
sound and healthy. If there have been any chest symptoms before, if there be any
suspicion of tubercle, even if the patient be delicate, or of a consumptive family, or
very young, or very old, you will do well to restrict yourselves to leeches.
rrartar emetic, which is so useful when the mucous membrane of the air-passages
is inflamed, is not adapted to inflammation of the pleura. On tlrn other hand, mercury, from its well-known power to check the effusion of coagulable lymph, is especiall!J indicated. Of course it is to be given with a view to its specific effect on the
system : i. e., in equal doses, repeated at frequent and equal intervals, and guarded
by a small quantity of opium. And in very severe cases, or when the internal employment of mercury is in any way contra-indicated, recourse must be had to inunction
of the linimentum hydrargyri, or of the strong mercurial ointment.
By the early and vigorous adoption of these measures, the inflammation may generally be subdued in no long time. If, though the fe>er diminish, there still be pain
in any part of the chest, leeches may be again applied, or the part may be covered
with a blister. I do not think a blister does any good,-on the contrary, it is likely,
by the additional irritation it causes, to do harm-while the inflammation is yet
recent and active.
But though pain may have ceased, and no fever remains, and the patient is not
conscious of much dyspncca, there may be, and there often will be evidence, not to
be mistaken, of effusion into the cavity of the pleura. Dulnc8s, I mean, on percussion, bronchial respiration, regophony; and the object of our treatment is now to get
rid of the fluid. We seek to do so by keeping the pa.tient on low diet. The more
(says J3roussnis, with some quaintness), the more a patient cats, the sooner he will die.
We pursue the same object by keeping his gums tender with mercury; by applying
bl isters one after another to the affected side; and by purgatives and diuretics. l~y
keeping the vessels empty we facilitate, as much as in us lies, the absorption of the
liquid contents of the pleura. A very good form of diuretic for this state of matters
is a combination of squills, digitalis, aud mercury. llalf a. grain of di~italis, one
grain of squills, and three or five grains of blue pill, repeated and continued according
to the state of the mouth.
Under this kind of treatment the effused fluid will often be comp1etcly removed;
and the chest restored to its former state. I last week dismissed a lad from the hospital in whom all this was accomplished.
But in other cases, though the fever and the inflammation are at an end, and absorption of the liquid takes place, the parts within the thorax do not revert to their
original condition . This we know by that shrinking of its dimensions on the side
affected, which was described in the last lecture. This shrinking and narrowing is
the necessm'!J consequence of the absorption of the liquid, unless the compressed lung
dilates again in proportion as the fluid is taken up. In many cases of this kind the
luug cmrnot rise; being bound down by thick and firm false membranes: and then
the deformity is irremediable, and lasts for life. If the lung be completely emptied
of air, and enveloped by strong bands of lymph, so that it is permanently unable to
admit air again-in that case, as the bony framework of the thorax. can yield to acertain extent only, there will always remain, I presume, some liquid in the pleura]
cavity. If, again, the lun" recover a part of its lost volume, and meet the contracting
parictics of the chest, adl~csion may take place; and the cavity of the pleura be cb·
litcrated by thick layers of false membrane. And other changes arc apt to arise in
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the lymph which is adherent to the pleura in these cases of imperfect repair. Some~
times tubercles form in it. Sometimes ossific matter is deposited. I show you a fine
specimen of this kind of ossification of the pleura. There is yet ~mother supposable
case: the investing adventitious membrane may be thin and weak, and yielding; and
though the lung may not expand to its full dimensions at first, it may gradually force
its way against. the binding power of the coagulable lymph, and then the external
configuration of the chest may be restored, and the symmetry between the two sides
return. That this sometimes takes place I cannot doubt: but I have only met with
two cases in which the dwindling of the side was entire!!/ recovered from. In May,
1834, I was asked to sec a child four years old, who had had cough, and had wasted
to mere sk in and bone, after scarlet fever. I found the whole of the right side of the
chest perfectly dull on percussion, and no respiration could be heard on that side.
He was taken by his parents into the country, and I did not see him again for some
weeks. He then had ceased to cough, and, in a great measure, had regained his
strength; but he presented on the side which had been dull, as marked and complete
au example as I ever saw of that sinking in of the ribs, with flattening and contraction of the chest, and depression of the shoulder, which denotes bygone pleurisy, and
diminished bulk of the lung. About a year from the occurrence of the original disease his father brought him to my house, that I might sec the change which had
again taken place. The boy was plump and rosy, and in perfect health; the right
side of the chest was as full and round as the other : the symmetry of the two sides
was completely restored; the breathing natural and perfect; and the sound on percussion hollow. llis father, to whom the former shrunk state of the side had been
pointed out, told me that he had watched, with deep interest, the process of recovery,
and that it had been very gradual. '!'he only other example of perfectly regained
symmetry that I ha\Te seen, occurred in the person of an adult man. I shall tel: you
some particulars of this remarkable case presently.
There are yet other cases in which the effusion continues and increases, and the
side, instead of shrinking, eularges; the functions of the lung on that side are entirely abolished; nay, the use of the remaining lung is greatly interfered with, by the
pushing over of the mediastinum; and the patient is in imminent danger of suffocation. lu such cases, whether the effusion has taken place rapidly or slowly-whether
the disease has been acute or chronic pleurisy - we must relieve the oppressed lung
by letti11g tltejluid out -by tapping the thorax; and the soonc:r that is done, when
such a state of things exists, the better.
'l'hc operation is not difficult, nor formidable; but a mistake in the diagnosis may
be very formidable. I have heard of two instances, one in Scotland, and one in this
town, in which the operation of paracentcsis thoracis was determined on, to relieve
the oppression caused by empyema : but the opening was made on the wroo~ side;
and the patient in three minutes was, in each case, a corpse. '!'here was effusion,
which had already put a stop to the play of one lung; and upon air being freely admitted to the surface of the other, it collapsed also, and immediate suffocation took
place. I do not mention these mishaps to deter you from performing the oper.i.tion.
They both took place some years ago. Such a mistake would be unpardonable now.
But I mention them to show the necessity of our being sure of our ground befoi.e we
proceed to open the thorax of a living person. A surgeon once told me that, with
the sanction, and at the suggestion of a physician, who understands auscultation e~
ceedingly well I believe, he passed a trocar into the chest of a patient; but no fluid
followed, to the no small mortification of the physician. This proved to be ;i. case of
malignant disease of the lung; and fluid was let out afterwards by puncturing the
thorax in another place, and much relief afforded; although of course the Jiscase
proved ultimately fatal. The surgeon informed me that he had suspected the true
nature of the case, from observing a livid protrusion in front; which was, in fact, the
specific disease making its way through .
You will take care, then, to survey the chest narrowly before you plunge a trocar
into it. lf you sec by your eye, and ascertain by measurement, that one side is larger
than the other; if the intercostal depressions be effaced on that side; if the whole
surface afford a. dull sound when percussed; if the side do not move at all, or scarcely
move during respiration; if no vibration can be felt on that side when the patient
speaks; if no breathing can be heard in the corresponding lung; if the heart be
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found beating in an unnatural place, down towards the ]cft hypochoudrium, or in tho
other direction on the right of the sternum; and if, at the same time, the other sido
of the chest shall move freely, sound resonantly, communicate a thrill to the hand
while the patient converses, and be full of puerile respiration; then you may be sure
that the larger side is distended with fluid.
But it does not follow that you should, therefore, open that side. The propriety of
doin~ so will depend upon circumstances.
There arc two objects for which the operation of paracentcsis thorncis may be con templated; and thcso it is well to keep distinct. It may be curative in its intention,
or merely palliative. In cases of simple pleurisy it may be adopted with t.lic view of
saying life, and restoring health. Again, when pleuritic effusion is complicated with
other and mortal changes, the operation may sometimes be resorted to for the purpo~e
of relieving urgent distress, and of prolonging, it may be, a doomed existence.
In simple pleurisy it ought never, in my judgment, to be performed unless the life
of the patient is, or seems to be, in jeopardy, from the continued presence of the
liquid within the thorax.
Now life is plainly in jeopardy when the vital functions of the lungs, or of the
heart, are :;reatly hindered; when symptoms present themselves of approaching
death by apnooa., or by syncope. If we discover no cause for those symptoms, except
the increasing pressure of liquid, or of air, pent up in the pleura, we are warranted
in ascribing them to such pressure, and bound to act upon that persuasion. Whenever, with the physical signs of abundant effusion, we have great hurry and distress
of breathing j an anxious and livid aspect; a tendency to delirium-or extreme faintness, and a vanishing: pulse- there is no time to be lost : it is our duty to propose
and to urge the mechanical removal of the pressure which must else be fatal.
.Again, when the patient, without suffering much dyspnooa while he lies quiet, is yet
eYidently losiug ground from day to day, and early death by asthcnia appears to be
inevitable, without the op<>ration; and when all other means for getting rid of the imprisoned liquid have failed j and when no other condition of disease, or of advanced
age, exists to account for the progressive sinking; then, also, in my opinion, the
patient should not be denied the chance which the operation may afford.
Thinlly, whenever (no matter how we ascertain the fact) the effused liquid consists
of pu.~, it should be let out.
In either of these three predicaments of simple pleurisy, and in no other, should
we be justified (as I think) in making an open in~ into the living thorax.
But I wish to be understood as giving you simply tho impression which my own
experience h::is made upon ruy own mind. I know that some practitioners recommend
the early employment of the trocar; while (they say) the false membranes, which are
apt to prevent the compressed lung from expanding again, ::ire yet tender and unorganized . But surely we should risk much, and gain nothing, by admitting air into
the pleura while the inflammation is still in progress. Most cases of mere pleurisy
with effusion do well. 'l'he mortality from uncomplicated pleurisy is exceedin~ly
small. It would, I fe::ir, be vastly augmented if every patient having manifest effusion
were to be tapped. The danger of the operation is this ;-that it may, and probably
will, induce euppuration, or cau.se the effused liquid to become putrid. Generally the
effusion consists of serous fluid, which is at length spontaneously reabsorbed; the
lung expands again, or the walls of the chest shrink inwards: and the ultimate state
o~ such a patient is as good as it probably would have been after a. successful tap-

pmf~ make assurance doubly sure, it is always right, before proceeding to the operation of paracentesis, to adopt the expedient first suggested and used, I believe, by
Dr. Thomas Davies, of tryi11g the chest by means of a grooved needle; making a
tentative exploration of the nature of its contents in that manner. 'l'he passage of
this little instrument-like the dismissal of a pilot ball oon-affords iaforma.tion wh ich
is useful in guiding the particulars of the subsequent process. As a mere diagnostic
measure it is highly valuable. It not on ly ascertaills that there really is liquid within
the pleura, but it discovers the kind and quality, and ex.act place of the liquid. If
it he serous, it will flow readily along the groove, and trickle down the patient's side.
If it be puriform and thick, it will not ex.ude so freely, but a drop or two will probably be visible at the external orifice: and when the need le is withdrawn, its gn.>0,·e
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will be found to contain pus. In the former case it is possible that there may be no
false membranes; in the. latter tl~ey are likely to be thick. You would use a larger
trocar to evacuate the thicker fluid.
1.'he puncture thus made is quite harmless; and inflicts very trifling pain. Dr.
Davies gives this useful piece of advice in respect to the trocar, that its point should
be sharp : for otherwise, after the serous membrane has been penetrated, if there
happen to be thick tough layct'8 of coagulable lymph, not very closely attached to the
cost.al pleura, they may be driven before the instrument, and so the liquid will not be
reached, but the operator will be perplexed and baffled.
C?nncct~d. with the op.oration i~clf there are some questions concerning wh~ch
medical op101ons and medical practice arc not yet settled. I do not pretend to decide
these questions: yet I cannot pass them by. I must point them out to you; and I
shall, at the same time, state what my own observation bas suggested in regard to
them.
!st. Should all the liquid be let out at ouee?
Some say yes : some say no. If we appeal to experience on this point, wo obtain
no satisfactory answer. I have known patients get rapidly and perfectly well, after
as complete an evacuation of the liquid as was possible. On the other hand, I ha,·e
heard of speedy recovery when, by a sort of accident, very little had been withdrawn: enough to relieve the pressing distress : hut much less than the operator
intended.
We must try the matter, therefore, by our reason.
I think it very probable that when the serous membrane is stretclied by the pressure
of its contents, its natural absorbing power may be lessened. But we have no reason
to suppose that the mere relief of this tension will often suffice to renew the process
of absorption, and to enable the flattened lung to re-expand.
The theoretic objection to the thorough emptying of the thorax in such cases is (I
conceive), that the introduction of air is likely to be hurtful, by converting the adhesive into the suppurative form of inflammation, and by promoting decomposition
of the extravasated fluids. No doubt there is this risk; but, in general, if you wish
to empty the pleura, it cannot he avoided. Unless the lung rises freely at once, the
liquid cannot all, nor even much of it, come out, without air getting in. But the
mere admission of air into the pleura does not necessarily create inflammation of the
membrane. This we know from what happens sometimes in emphysema produced by
a fractured rib. In the only instance of pure pneumothorax which I ever saw, the
sac of the pleura had become half filled with air, through a very minute opening in
the pulmonary membrane, communicating with the air-passages. '11 here was no inflammation of the pleura in that case. Except that it was preternaturally dry, it
seemed perfectly healthy. Neither docs the access of air necessarily supcrinduce
suppuration in the membrane already inflamed. Certainly, if pus follow the passage
of the instrument, as much should be removed as we can get. And, for my own
part, I should take away as much as would come, whenever the inelosed liquid
proved to be serous. If much be left behind, a repetition of the operation will
commonly be required. Air disappears spontaneously with far greater readiness than
serum; and opposes less resistance, while it remains, to the gradual re.expansion of
the compressed lung Should you desire however to evacuate, as some advise, so
much of the liquid, and no more, as the expansion of the lung, and the elastic resilience of the thoracic parietes suffice to press out, without admitting air-that object
may be insur<!d by adopting a. very simple contrivance of Professor Schuh's, of
' Vienna, which was recently shown me by l\lr. Spencer Wells. It consists of a. sort
of small trough, which is readily fitted to the end of the canula after the trocar has
been withdrawn, and which is provided with a. valve that prev~nts any reflux of
liquid, or passage of air, from the trough into the canula. ln this way the entrance
of air into the pleural sac may be effectua11y obviated.
2ndly. I s the orifice to be healed up, or to be kept open?
H ere, also, practical men differ. I should say, if pus come out, by all means
make the aperture large, and keep it open; and inasmuch as detention of the pus
would be injurious, and the depending point is difficult to hit, and the orifice is apt
to clog, I would do more than leave it open: I would draw the puriform fluid off
twice a day by a syphon.
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If serum be let out, by all means close and heal the wound. Then, if all go on
well, our object is achieved. But should the condition of the patient fail to impro,·e;
should hectic fever, after a day or two, set in or even continue; should much con~
stitutional distress or disturbance ariJSe; - under such circumstances I would reopen
the wound. There was mere serum, or liquor sanguiais j there now 1's, in all probability, puriform matter pent up in the pleura; and even stinking and poisonous

gases.
On six occasions I have myself witnessed the evacuation, by puncture, from the
human pleura, of a clear transparent liquid. Some of the patients were under my
own charge, some under the charge of others. Of these six patients one died the day
after the operation; I can scarcely say why. She was an extremely timid and sus.
ceptible young woman; aud I am in clined to attribute her death to the shock pro·
duced, by apprehension of the operation, upon her sensitive nervous system. 1'wo
others recovered forthwith, and perfectly. The wound presently healed in the three
remaining cases also; but in one of the three it soon broke out again, and a quantity
of healthy pus was discharged daily. After some time, the ex pedient of keeping the
cavity free from accumulated pus by the use of a syphon was resorted to. Under this
plan the discharge became gradually less and less, and at the end of many months it
finally ceased. The side at one time was so sh runk in, and the ribs were drawn so
closely together, that the introduction of the syphon became difficult. Ultimately
this deformity was rcmo,,cd, and the symmetry of the chest restored. When the
patient presented himself to me, after two years' residence upon the Continent, I
found both sides of his thorax alike in shape and dimensions, and the pulmonary ex·
pansion everywhere audible and natural. This gentleman continues now (1857) in
the enjoyment of perfect and vigorous health. This was the case to which I just now
referred as forming the second example that I have seen of the complete re.expansion
of a side contracted after pleuritic effusion. When the operation was performed,
Eighteen years ago, the patient was gasping, li vid, faint, and on the brink of perishing
by suffocation; it gave him instant and lasting relief. I have been told of a man
who, for the last fifteen years, has had a similar thomcic fistula; and who has, nevertheless, during nearly the whole of that period, been actively engaged in the various
labours of a farm-servant.
I have still two of the six patients to account for. They were both much relieved
by the operation for a while; but after a. few days they again fell off; and after many
more days of gradual sink ing and distress, they died. The cavity of the pleura con·
taincd, in both cases, much puriform liquid, and a. quantity of most offensive gas,
consisting in great part, as I judged from its odour, of sulphurcttcd hydrogen. I
have since thought that both these patients would have had a much better chance for
li fe, if this corrupt and corrupting mass had been duly removed.
Again, I have twice seen pm let out, by the primar!I puncture of the chest. One
of these two patients sank, exhausted, some months after the open ing, wh.ich never
healed, wns made. The empyema of the other had been occasioned by fracture of a
rib. The discharge continued for a short time, then ceased, the orifice closed, and
the lad got well.
This constitutes the amount, or nearly so, of my personal experience of the operation of paracentesis thoracis. You will see, in the statement I have been making, the
grounds of those opinions which I have formed nnd expressed respecting it. A full
and final solution of the grave and difficult questions that it involves would require a
much wider field of ob!Servation than any one individual is likely to command. Dr.
'l'homas Da,·ies has published a tabular account of the several cases of operation which
be had then superintend ed. In sixteen cases of ernpyema, so treated, there were
twelve recoveries; that is, the operation was successful iu thrce~fourths of the whole
number of cases : a very encouraging result. In three of the less fortunate cases,
the lung could not expand after the evacuation of the fluid, in consequence of the
thickness of the false membranes covering it.
The value of Dr. Davies' table would have been greater, if it had shown in each
case the time, after the commencement of the disease, at which the operation was
performed; the symptoms that called for its performance; the nature of the liquid
'lvacoated; and whether the orifice made by the trocar was closed or not.
The <1uantity of liquid which the distended pleur.i. is capable of holding is enor-
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mous. I have seen upwards of a gallon let out at once. Dr. Townsend mentions the
case of a patient of Dr. Crokcr's, in Dublin, from whose left pleura Mr. Crampton
drew off the almost incredible quantity of fourteen imperial pints of pus. Of course
this could not have accumulated there without making injurious pressure in all directions: upon the ribs, upon the heart and mediastinum, upon the diaphragm, and the
abdominal Yiscera beneath it. It is interesting to know with what rapidity the capacity of the diseased side of the thorax may, in favourable cases, diminish. The same
writer gives the history of a boy, twelve years old, in whom the circumference of the
diseased side was sixteen inches and six lines, while that of the sound side was fourteen inches and one line. Nine days after the operation the circumference of the
diseased side had decreased nearly three inches : it measured thirteen inches and nine
lines; that ill, rather less than the circumference of the healthy side. The side had
shrunk somewhat within its natural size. Th is is common in such cases.
'fherc is yet a third question of some importance. Whereabouts should the opening
be made?
If any soft inelastic tumou r have appeared, marking a tendency in the effused
liquid to make its own way outwards, t hat tumour should be punctured without loss
of time; for there will then be no chance of the rcabsorption of the pus; and if the
swell ing be left to itself, troublesome, burrowing sinuses wi ll be apt to form in the
thoracic and abdominal parictes. As we have no choice in such a case about the
place where the aperture is to be made, authors have termed the operation the operation of necessity; and they distinguish the case in which the surgeon is at liberty to
introduce his trocar wherever he pleases; they say that then the operation of election
takes place. Now the question is, what spot is the best for this operation of election?
If there be any part of the surface which is resonant on percussion, or which
affords any sound of respiration, that part must be avoi1..\ed . It is probable that the
lung, in that place, is fastened by adhesions to the costal pleura. Of course you would
not thrust in a trocar where you saw or felt that the heart was beating.
The object to be kept in view is that of making the opening in the situation which
will allow the most free and perfect vent for the liquid. The intcrcostal space between
the sixth and seventh true ribs, where the digitatioos of the scrratus major meet
those of the obliquus externus muscle, is the place usually recommended. Laennee
prefers the space between the fifth and sixth ribs. He observes that, on the right
side, au enlarged liver frequently reaches as high as the sixth, or even as the fifth
rib. When the diaphragm is pushed as high as t11is (and I believe that Dr. Edwin
Harrisoo, who had paid much attention to this point, could have told you that it is
often pushed up even higher) there is an obvious risk of penetrating it with the
troear. In fact, Lacnncc committed that error himself. After making an incision
between the fifth and sixth ribs, he thrust the instrument, as he supposed, into the
thorax; and was a good deal surprised to find that no gush of liquid followed its
introductioo. The patient died; and dissection showed that the trocar had eotcrcd
the cavity of the abdomen after transfixing the diaphragm, which, ha,·ing been forced
upwards by a large liver, had contracted firm adhesions to the seventh rib. I have
myself witnessed a similar mischance, on the other side of the chest. The integuments of the side were oodcmatons; and it was thought that a 1ittle scrum issued upon
the passage of the grooved needle. 'l'he serum must have come from the infiltrated
areolar tissue. No liquid was evacuated by the trocar. The patient died a day or
two afterwards of peritonitis. The instrument had perforated the diaphragm, and
entered the spleen, which was unusually large.
I am tempted to relate the particulars of one of the prosperous cases that I briefly
adverted to before. It occurred in a lad of nineteen; a patient of my collcag~.c's, l
Dr. Wilson. On his admission into the hospital he bore all the marks of copious
effusion into the left pleura; the side enla rged, and motionlc8s, and dull on percussion;
the intcrcostal spaces tense, and level with the ribi:i; the heart beating to the right of
the stcruum: respiration puerile on the right _side, inaudible on the left; urgent
dyspnrea; a tendency to coma, marked by drowsmcss and blueness of the checks and
lips. In short, the boy was on t he very verge of suffocation. He had ~ecn _ill about
a month ; and bad been bled, and cupped, and brought under the specific rnflucnce
of mercury. Dr. ' Vilson judiciously directed that the liquid should be let out.
A grooved needle wns first passed between the fifth and sixth ribs; and some serum
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followin:.z the puncture, a trocar was then introduced by l\Ir. Tuson, and nine pints
o.f a clear fluid were drawn off. During the operation the patient bcc:unc faintish nt
tunes, and then the orifice of the canula was stopped for a moment by the finger.
Th~ immed~atc. effect of ~he tapping was most interestin~ nnd ~ratifying. E\·cn
wlule the hqmd was flowrng-, the heart was observed gradually to mo\'e over from
beneath the right mamma towards its natural situation; and his difficulty of breathin"
was signally relieved. At the bc§!inning of the operation he respired fifty times in ~
minute; at its conclul'ion thirty-eight times only. A good deal of air entered while
the liquid was escaping: and for some days after the operation a splashing sound was
audible on surcussiou of the chest; and one part of that side was unnaturally resonant, when struck, and another part unnaturally dull; and whatever was the posture
of the patient, the hollow sound was uppermost, and the dull sound undermost; nnd
when he sat up and spoke, or coughed, a brnzen resonance was heard by the ear
applied to the scapular region. This lad got quite well, without the recurrence of a
single bad symptom. Ile afterwards presented himself at the hospital; and I under·
stand that the left side was found to be in a very slight degree smaller than the right.
'fhe liquid evacuated in this case was clear and transparent. It separated, on
cooling, into three parts; one of quite watery consistence, one more viscid, and a
third which constituted n. soft, transparent, jelly.like mass of fibrin.
In this instance no injurious consequences resulted from the free admission of air.
It may sometimes be necessary to puncture the cavity for mere pneumothorax :
when, for instance, the pulmonary pleura has been pricked by a fractured rib, and air
passes from the lung into the pleural sac fa:;ter than it can be absorbed; fast enough
to compress the lung, and to threaten death by apnooa. ~l1hc diagnosis of such a. state
cannot be difficult. The existence of the fracture, the tympanitic sound yielded by
the chest on the injured side, the absence of r~spiratory murmur in the tywpanitic
part, and the increasing dyspnooa, all point to the same conclusion. Now a trocar of the
smallest size- or even an acupuncture needle-may suffice to give vent to the imprisoned
air, which will escape with an audible hissing noise. In some cases it must have
existed in very large quantity, for the stream of issuing air has been strong enough
to blow out a candle se,·eral times in succession; the flame being each time immedi·
ately re-lighted.
'l'he same necessity for puncturing the cavity of the pleura from without may arise in
cases of pneumothorax depending on specific disease in the lungs; but we cannot
regard the operation as curative in such cases. Its vaJue is very different from that
which experience has shown to belong to it in empycma from acute or chronic (but
simple) pleurisy. Yet if it save life for the time, if it prevent impending suffocation,
and relieve existing distress, and postpone the fatal event, it is not without its value:
and it has many times been done, and been followed by very gratifying results; but
it has never, that I know of, been followed by entire recovery. Dr. Davies had superintended the operation in nine instances of pneumothorax with effusion; and all the
patients died from tubercular complications.
There are, indeed, on record, examples of recovery after the operation, when pneu·
mothorax had existed, and under very unpromising circumstances. I should barn
stated before, that as the pus, in empyema, sometimes finds its way outwardly, pene·
trating between the ribs, and forming an external swelling, which, if not opened by
the scalpel, will at length burst; so it also, sometimes, escapes by making a road into
some part of the air.passages, and being expectorated. Now the operation of paracentcsis, in such a. case, there being no tubercular disease, has been successful. Le Dran
relates an insta0-0e in which he operated for empyema, where "the injection of a small
quantity of mel rosarum and barley.water through the wound cxcitt!d coughing, and
pa;-t of it was coughed up through the mouth, mixed with pus;" thus clearly proving
the existence of a fistulous passage through the lung; notwithstanding which the
patient recovered completely. The effusion was probably circumscribed. But you
will find other eases of a similar kind referred to by Dr. Townsend, in the Oyclopadla
of Practical .Medicine: and I may briefly mention one which has fallen within my
own experience.
A gentleman, twenty-two years of age, had the ordinary symptoms of plcuritic
inflammation. There had been no previous evidence of pulmonary disease. After a
while he began to expectorate pus of a very offensive odour. '!,he phy~ieians io
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attendance upon him came to the conclusion that a circumscribed collection of pus i n
t he pleural cavity had found its way, by ulceration, into the air-passages. The patient
was gradually wasting away . Auscultation lonq failed to disclose the exact scat of
the presumed collection of matter. At length, rn a small spot between the scapula
and the spine, on the affected side, the mingling of air with a liquid was heard during
inspiration. As under the existing circumstances life seemed drawing- ine\'itably
tQwards its close, it was determined, in a consultation at which I was asked to assist,
that an attempt should be made to let the matter out by puucturin~ the chest. The
place at which the operation was of necessity performed rendered it a difficult one;
but ~Ir. Stau ley succeeded in reaching the absces~, and in evacuating nearly two pints
of pus. T he wound was kept open. From that time the offensive expectoration by
the mouth ceased. Gradually the discharge from the back became less, until there
was none. The opening healed in three months after the operation, which was performed in l\lay, 1850, seven years ago. The patient recovered perfectly, and is now
a healthy man.
Since tlrnse lectures were last submitted to the press, I have witnessed seYcral other
cases in which paraccntesis thorac is was deemed advisable. The subject has also been
exprc~sly treated of by Dr. Hughes and by Dr. Hamilton Roe.
To those gentlemen
the profession is much indebted for ha,·ing shown with what facility, and with how
little risk and pain, the operation may be performed. 1'hey have not convinced me
of its fre<1ucnt necessity. In so far as simple pleurisy and its consequences are concerned, my own opinio11, after careful reconsideration, remains unchanged. The operation seems more extensively applicable, however, tha11 I had formerly supposed, to
other cases, where its object and effect are to alleviate present suffering, and to prolong life which it is unequal to save: cases of pneumothorax, and of serous or puriform effusion connected with malignant or tubercular disease of the lungs. But in
mere pleuritic effusion I would not puncture the chest, bowen!r devoid of hazard that
procedure may be, unless I knew that the contained fluid was pus, or unless there was
uo prospect of recovery without it. I except here the minor diagnostic puncture with
the grooved needle. In one very interesting case, related by Dr. H ughcs in the 8th
\'OJume of the Gu!J'S llospilal Reports, the pneumothorax ceased aftC'r - it may be
fairly said was cured by- the second evacuation of the affected pleura by tapping the
chest. 'fhe air must ha>e escaped from a small cavity in the lu ng, wl1ich afterwards
rose and became adherent to the costal pleura. 'f he patient died from rapid t ubercular disease of the other (the left) lung. The right being removed, and submerged
in water, not a bubble of air could be made to escape from it by inflation. Air had
been absent from the pleural cavity from July 2-lth to l\Iay the 22d of the following
year.
This concludes what I have to say, not only of pleurisy, but also of pneumothorax,
and of empyema, which arc often treated of as separate and independent disorde:s.
They are more frequently connected with pleurisy than with any other form of disease, and they arc almost always consequences of disease or of injury. But I believe
I have omitted nothing of importance in respect to either of them .
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LECTURE LIV.
P ulmonary Hremorrhaye: 1"ts varieties; 'its connexion with pulmonary consumption,
and with disease of the heart. Pulmonary Apoplex11. Prognosis in Uamwpf!Jsis.
Symptoms. Treatment.
I!AVINO gone over the i1~/lam:matory affections of the orga.n of respiration; having
brought before you iuflarnmati on of the membrane which lrnes the air-passages, or
bronchitis; inflammation of the membrane which invests the lungs, or pleurisy; and
infiamrnation of the whole substance of those organs, or pneumonia; I proceed next
to the subj ect of pulmonary hremorrhoge.
You may remember that, in an early part of the course, I drew your attention to
some general facts respecting internal hrom orrhagcs. I showed you that the blood
does someti mes proceed from a ruptured vein or artery, but that it is much oftener
poured forth through unbroken surfaces, from a multitude of capillary vessels; and
that hromorrlrng;e of this kind takes place from the mucous membranes far more frequently than from any other natural surface of th e body. I observed also that such
hromorrhage is almost always preceded by congest ion; either by active congestion,
which is less common, or by passi,·e and mechanical, which is extremely common:
and we speak, accordin~dy, of active and passive hreruorrhage. Ilremorrhage is also
sometimes primary, or idiopathic, and then constitutes the whole disease; while at
other times it is merely a symptom, direct or indirect, of some other disorder, in
whi1.:h case we call it secondary.
Now in the lungs we find examples of all th ese variP.ties of internal bleeding; but
pulmonary hrom orrhage is secondary much more often than it is primary.
In speak ing, thC'rcfore, of some forms of pulmonary h::emorrhage, I must touch
upon certain diseases of which th e bl eedi ng is a sympto m : but I shall not go further
into the co nsideration of those diseases at present, than may be necessary to elucidate
the hmmorrba~e. Bleeding from the lun~ s is a thing of most fct>rful interest; and
it will be use ful to take a gcucral view of that phcnomcnou, whether it be a substantial disease in itself, or merely a sigu of other pre-ex isting- diseases.
The blood, then, in puhuouary, as in all other hroruorrhages, may issue through a.
breach in the walls of some considerable bl ood-vessel; or it may proceed from innumerable capillaries distributed to the mucous membrane of the lungs: and the latter
mode of h::emorrlrnge is much the more common of the two, although it is the popular
belief that the "breaking a blood·vcssel in the luu ~" is of very frequent occurrence.
The particular vessels injured in the first class of cases, and the nature :rnd origin
of the breach made in their sides, are matters of infinite variety. Sometimes the
blood is extravasated through apertures, the results of a disorganizing process which
has commenced in th~ coats of the vessels themsefres; as when, for example, ancurisms of the thoracic aorta, or of its primary di,·isions, burst, and pour their contents
into the air.tubes. Having pointed out this accident..1.I and well-nigh hopeless form
of pulmonary hromorrhagc, l shall postpone any further account of the disease that
gives rise to it, to a future lecture.
Sometimes, again, a large blood.vessel is laid open by the encroachment and extension of disease from con tiguous structures. li ere is represe nted (Carswell, fasc.
Yi. plate iii. fig. 5) th e perforation of a large branch of th e pulmonary artery, and of
a nei_(.dibouring bronchial tube, by the ex tension of tubercular ulceration. The
bloo<l c.scaped so abundantly in this case, that the patient was dead in less than a.
quarter of an hour. And here I show you a preserved specimen of a similar opeuin g made in the pulmonary vein.
It will he necessary that I should anti cipate somewhat; and iu order to include in
one view nil that relates to pulmonary hmm orrhagc, that I should speak cursorily of
its connexion with tubercular phthisis. .N'o one here can be ip:uomnt that in that
terriLle disease portions of th e Jun~ arc liable to be hollower! out by the softening and
expulsion of tubercular matter, into what arc called vomicre. .Now seeing thai
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hrem optysis occurs very frequ ently in persons labouring under consumption, and that
the expectoration of blood is oft.en copious, n.nd takes place when it is ev ident that
there are tubercular excavations iu the lung, it would be very natural for you to suppose that the bleeding in such cases proceeded from large vessels which had been laid
open during the softening of the tubercles, or by the subsequen t extens.ion of the
ulcerating cavities. But in point of fact, this is very rttrely the case. I shall ex plain to you hereafter how it happens that this hromorrbage from the larger vessels is
ye11f'rally prevented; still it does sometimes happen.
But in a far greater nuniber of instances the blood in hremoptysis is poured forth
from the mucous membrane that lines the air-passap;cs. ·w hen this surface is examined
in the dead body, and immediately after the occurrence of pulmonary hremorrha~e, it
is very often found to be perfectly entire, from the commencement of the trachea. to
the remotest divisions of the bronchial tubes; as far, at least, as miuute dissection
can follow them. The membrane in these cases is usually red , as in simple bronchitis; but it is sometimes pale, or shows scarcely any traces of vascu\arity. The
former of these appearances results from the continued turgcscence of the sub mucous
capillary vessels; the latter is the consequence of their having been completely
emptied of blood by the last 11romorrhage. We sha ll meet with analogous conditions
when we come to examine the hremorrhagcs that proceed from other mucous surfaces;
and especially from that of the alimentary canal.
When blood is thus discharg-cd from the mucous membrane of the air-passa:res, the
hremorrhage may be strictly primary or idiopathic; i. e., it may be int1cpcndent of
any disco\ erable alteration of texture, either in the mucous surface itself, or in any
other part which, by reason of some intelligible connexion of structure or relatio n,
seems capable of influencing the capillary circulation of the membrane. llut the
occurrence of pulmonary hromorrhage strictly idiopathic has been more frequently
affirmed than proved. Active hromorrhage from the lungs is stated by systematic
writers to be the hremorrhaµ-e of adolescence, as epif;ltax is is that of chi ldhood. I
believe, however, that idiopathic acti,,e hremorrha~e from these organs is very rare
indeed j unless we may consider as such, certain forms of vicarious bleeding-, which
I shall presently advert to. Andra! tells us that in one instance only, in which
bremorrhage from the surface of the air-passages had been the immediate and apparently the sole cause of death, had he ever found the substance of the lun1!S free
from tubercles, and perfectly healthy. He does not, however, state whether io this
one in stance the heart also was in its natural condition: an important omission, as we
shall hereafter percei\'C. He relates, indeed, as an example of id iopathic hrom optysis,
the case of a young man who suffered profuse hremorrhage from the lun ~s on four
several occasions, between the ages of twelve and cig-hteen, without any apparent
detriment to his health, which remained excellent. It is consistent, however, with
much experience to suppose that crude tubercles might have been scattered through
the lungs of this person, and have sufficed, on the application of some exciting cause,
to determine the hremorrhage, although as yet their presence was oat indicated by
any other sign. Almost every systematic writer quotes, as an example of idiopathic
hromorrhage from the lungs, the story of the Roman. governor, mentioned by 1)\iny,
who lived to the age of nin ety, though he was afflicted with habitual brouioptysis.
Now the frequent citation of this supposed instance is of itself a sufficient proof that
spontaneous pulmonary hromorrbage is far from being com mon.
Cretcris p(irilms, the dispositirm to pulmonary hoomorrhage is increased by whatever
tends to diminish the capacity of the thorax, and to compress the lungs, or the heart
and great blood-vessels. '!'he mechanical conf!'estion thus produced may become a
very intelligible cause of the exudation of blood from the mucous membrane. And
it is partly on this principle that we may account for the frequency of hromoptysis in
persons with crooked spines; in tailors, who sit continually in a stoopiug posture; iu
young women who lace their stays too tightly i and even in those who labour under
dropsy, or other cause of di stension of the belly. JJ rou1optys is accompanyin~ ascites
has been kouwn to cease nt once upon the performance of the operation of tapping,
and to recur upou the reuec umulation of the dropsical fluid; and this not 0n one
occasion on ly, but so often and regularly as to preclude all notion of accidc11tal coincidence. '!'here can be littl e doubt, however, that in this class of eases, or at least in
a va~t majority of them, the hoollloptysis is 111aiuly to be ascribed to orgauic disease
1
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of the heart or of the lungs; and that the pressure wh ich precedes and dcterruines
the bleeding is simply a concurrent cause.
If we cannot properly rank tltat pulmonary h::cmorrhage ns idiopathic, wliich is
constitutional and vicarious of some other natural or morbid discharge, - and mos~
frequently of all of the menstrual discharge in females, - it may be considered as
forming a link of connexion; as lying midway between secondary and primary
hremorrhages. There arc a great number of very curious and wcll-authcnticntcd facts
upon record concerning this singular form of hremorrha1!'C by deviation. I will gi\•C
you one history of the kind by way of sample; it is related by Pinel, wl10 held that
there was no supplemental hremorrhage more common tbaa the bremoptysis that is
vicarious of menstruation.
A female, 58 years old, born of healthy and robust parents, of strong constitution,
of a sanguine and plethoric temperament, and of great sensibility1 lived in the SalpctriCre, and was therefore under constant observation, from the age of 14. She
enjoyed excd lcnt health till she was 16 years old. In her 16th year the menstrua l
clischaq:rn commenced without mishap or difficulty; but this 1 her first menstruation,
was suddenly supprcssed 1 in consequence of the fright and a~itation produced by the
sight of an epileptic patient in strong convulsions. From that time the catameuia
neiier reappearcd 1 nor did any kind of dischaq:re take place from the genital organs;
but at the next period, when regular menstruation ou:rht a~ain to have come on, the
girl was attacked with violent hremoptysis . The h::emorrha~e was preceded by va7ue
pains, in the uterus and loins, and by other symptoms which frequently announce the
catamenia. It lasted two days, during which time the p:irl expectorated nearly a
quart of blood. With one inten•al only of exception, this female continued to menstruate through lier lu11gs at each monthly period, from her 16th to her 58th year,
l. e., during- -!2 years of her life. The coming on of the hremorrhage was sometimes
a little accelerated by strong mental excitement; sometimes a little retarded by causes
of a contrary nature. It was suspended during one whole year, without any serious
impairment of the l!Cneral health, or the occurrence of any other hromorrhal!e: during
this intcr\'al, however, the patient suffered most seYcrc headaches . Occasionally the
h::emoptysis was complicated with lrn:imatemesis. The symptoms by which the pulmonary hromorrhage in this instance was geacrally preceded or accompanied were the
following: - a senr;:ation of weip:ht ::ind uneasinei:.s in the loins and in the situation of
the uterus, soon followed by chi ll iness of the surface, general h1ssitude, :rnd a feeling
of oppress ion antl heat in the chest, with some dyspncca. T he face became red, and
she had intense headache. T hen she began to have a distinct sensation of prickin!!:,
and of a sort of bubblin7, in the trachea and about t he commencement of the bronchi;
then followed ~harp cou~h, and the expectoration of blood, often bril!ht coloured and
frothy, sometimes of a darker hue. The duration of the ha::moptysis wa~ generally
confined to a single <lay, and it never exceeded three days. It recurred with tolerable
exactness at mouthly periods; sometimes the interval was longer, and then the
luemorrlwye continued longer, but was less abundant; and upon the whole, about the
same quantity of blood was lost on each occasion. This woman continued plump,
and otherwise healthy, though liable to some thickness of the breath upon unusual
exertion.
Cases of this kind are not at all uncommon; althou~h the >icarious hremorrha~e
seldom persists so long and so steadily. They are not usua1ly attended with any peril
to life.
It. is, howe,·cr, a melancholy truth, that capillary hremorrhage from the mucous
membrane of the air-passaµ,-es, is dependent, in a very large proportion of instanccf-l,
upon incurable disease. The hre morrhage is secondary; and the disease of wh ich it
is syrnptornatic is usually a fatal disease. And the complaint, of which h::emoptysis
is b_y far the most freque11tl!J symptomatic, is tubercular phthisis. ' V l10n the tubPrclcs
arc found upon dissection to be yet crude and eutire, and no breach can be detected
in the 1uembrune, then no doubt can be entertained about the source and manner of
the bleed in~; and even when cavities exist, especially if they are found to contain
no blood , it is probable that, ia most cases, the hremorrhagc has had a. similar ori7in.
When hremoptysis is thus actually symptomatic of tubercular disease of the lungs,
it is liable to cousiderable variety in regard to the period of its first occurrence, and
the symptoms by which it is succeeded. There are many persons in whom the first
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attack of hremoptysis precedes, even for years, the primary symptoms of unequivocal
phthisis. There are others in whom the first attack of hremoptysis is immediately
followed by all the siJ?nS, which announce the presence of tubercles in the lungs.
l\lany, ag-ai n1 do not spit blood until the tubercles have acquired a considerable de~ree
of dcvclopm~nt, and the phthisical symptoms have been for some time clearly
marked; and occasionally, in the:-e cases, the first hremorrhage proves fatal. Lastly,
it is far from being au uncommon thing to see pulmonary consumption run its whole
course, and terminate in death, without having been attended with ll11!J spitting of

blood.
Andral gives the following statement as the result of his own observation, in
regard to the relative frequency of these several modes of connexion between
hremoptysis and consumptio n.
Of the persons whom he had known to die of that disease, one in six: never spat
blood at all. Three in six (or one-half of the whole number) did not spit blood
until the existeucc of tube rcles in the lungs was already made certain by un equivocal
symptoms. Iu the remaining two-sixths the hrem op tysis preceded the other symptoms of tubercular disease, and seemed to mark the period of its commencement.
By this comparative statement you will see how very frequently hremoptysis occurs
as one of the symptoms conneded with tubercular phthisis. Under this physician's
observation it happened in five cases out of six. ln the experience, however, of M.
Louis, the proportion, though Yery large, is not quite so great as Andral found it
Among cifrhty-seven instances of consumption, there were fifty-se''Cn 1 or four in C\'ery
six, in which h::cmoptysis had been present.
It has, however, been made a question, whether the spitting of blood which thus
occurs in connexion with tubercular phthisis, is always to be considered as indicatiYe
of the existence already of tubercles in the lungs; or whether it may not sometimes
precede, and gi\'C occasion to, their formation in those organs. This question has
e\'idently bceo suggested by those cases (constituting, according to Andra!, one third
of all that happen) in which the ordinary sif!llS of phthisis be!Jin to manifest thcmsch-es immediately upon the occurrence of the first hromoptysis, or within a short
time afterwards. Morton, who has noticed this kind of pulmonary hremorrhagc,
in cludes among his species of phthisis, the "phthisis ab hremopfoc ;" and Culle u
held that spiUiug of blood was often the came of pulmonary consumption. It is a
very important question, and I shall revert to it again hereafter.
Next to tuhe1·c1tlar disorgaaizat ion of the limgs, the most frequ ent source of pul·
monary hremorrhage is to be fouad in organic diseases of the heart. It has been
stated by Chomel, Bouillaud, and others, both in this country and abroad, that the
disease in these cases is most commonly situated in th e right clwmbe1·s of the heart.
But certainty this is a mistake. Th e error has arisen from arguing upon erroneous
analogies, in stead of attending to matters of fact. However, the statement is just as
little supported by reason as it is by the result of general experience. The only
alteration in the right cavities of the heart which we could suppose likely d priori to
cause pulmonary congestion, and thereby hremoptysis 1 would be increased strenf!th
and thickness of their muscular parictcs: hypertrophy: a morbid condition which is
comparatively rare on that side of the heart, aod which, perhaps, would not suffice
for the production of hremoptysis, even if it did oftener exist. The direct effect, on
the other hand, of any obstacle to the free passage of the blood in the right chambers
of the heart, would be to gor~e the liver, and the system of the ve11a portre; and to
prevent the lungs from receiving their due proportion of blood. llut any material
obstruction existing in the left auricle or ventricle will impede the return of blood
from the lungs, lead to its accumulation in those organs, give rise to. mccl~anical congest ion, and so dispose strongly to pulmonary hremorrhage. And, Ill pomt of fact,
we find that hremuptysis is ' 'cry frequently the result of disease in the left sid e of
th e heart; and this leads me to speak here of one very remarkable morbid condition
of the lun gs, ~hicl~ is often di rcc~ly ~OotJcctcd both with pulrn ?nary h~m orrha_gc
and with cardiac disease; though it ts not always, or necessarily, associated with
either.
The morbid state to wliich I allude is far from being infrequent; yet it had bccu
scarcely noticed by or known to pathologists, until Lacnncc described it under the
title of 1Julmo11ar!I apopfcX!J. It appears under t\fo forws . In the one form we find
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an uncertain number of hard knobs, or compact masses, s.ituatcd h ere and there in
t.he substance of the lungs, chiefly in their lower lobes, and towards their posterior
surface. Their size varies from

Frn. 58.

that of a marble to that of a hen's
egg. When cut through they are
seen to be Yery exactly circumscribed, the cut surface being more
or less circular, of a uniform and
very dark colour throughout, and
exhibiting a strong- contrast with

the surrounding tissue.

Careful

examination shows that these
masses are composed of blood that
has coagul:1tcd in the pulmonary
vesicles . Ocrnsioually the pulmonary substance seems broken
down, or toru, by the cxtravas:ited

wc::1:::;;[ :~~>~::~~ 0:~::~:~ ;:h~b~t~:ga!~!3~ p~~1:: ~l~~o~~s~:~db:~o~~cs~c~~=:~ P~l~~af!~
1

nlwost bbck hue, and causing nn homogeneous solid aiipcar.
aucc of the part affected, as shown iu the section.

jury done to the lung, and that
which is inflicted on the substance
of the brain in cerebral hrernor·
rhage, is tolerably close. Generally, however, there is no such laceration of the
pulmonary tissues; but one, or more, of the lobules of the lun gs, arc g-orgcd and
crammed with blood, which has been poured out from the surface of the mucous
membrane. rrhese lobuloe, it is well known, have no direct communication with
each other; but arc isolated (except where they severally open into the bronchial
tubes from which they spring) by a distinct inYcstrncnt of areolar tissue; and it is to
this peculiarity in their structure and disposition, that the exact circumscription of
the dark.red induratcd masses is to be attributed.
Io the other form of pulmonary apoplexy, there are fewer of these solid spots;
perhaps one only, large, diffused, occupying sometim es nearly the whole of one lobe,
its limi ts obscurely defined, and its colour gradually deepening: to tbe centre, which
is obviously formed by little else than a black clot of blood.
Now th e principal S!lrnptorn attending th e formation of these masses is ltremoptysis;
and the principal though not the only CallSe is disease of the h ea rt. rl'he h::nm orrhage
is often severe and copi ous in the first or circumscribed form: sometimes slight and
~canty, but commonly slow, ooz in~, and persistent, in the second or uncircumscribed
form. 'l'he hea rt-disease i!I in its left chambers, and very often consists in contraction
of tho mitral orifice. No example of pulmonary apoplexy, or of pulmonary hremor·
rhage, e\'en apparently dependent upon hypertrophy of the right side of the heart,
has ever fallen und er my notice.
In truth that morbid condition of the lung which I am now speaking of, has been
badly named. ~l1he application, by Laeonec, of the term apoplP:cy to the lungs was
singularly unfortunate: for it suggests an analogy between two thing!!, which, though
resembliug each other in the appearances which they leave behind them in the or~n
affected, are yet, essentia lly, unlike. I hn.ve shown you, in a previous part of the
course, that cerebral h::nmorrhaf?e depends almost always upon the givin g way of a
blood-vessel, in consequence of the morbid brittleness of its coats: while what is
called pulmonary apoplexy can very ~eldom be so caused. The notions which I have
been led to form upon this subject differ materially from those which yon will find
expressed in the works of almost eyery writer on pulmonary apoplexy. The opinions
I entertain were st<llcd several years ago, in some lectures which I was appointed to
deliver before the Co\l('ge of Physicians; and I have constantly been in the habit of
mentioning them to the pupils at the Middlesex Hospital , and to my medical fricniis.
It is a matter of satisfaction to me to find that they arr, esteemed to be correct by so
sound a pathologist as Sir Robert Carswell, who has alluded to them in one of his
fasciculi on the Eleme11ta'r!J Forms of Diiie«se. Laenncc speaks of the pulmonary
apoplexy, as if it were the came of the h::nmoptysis. But this is surely a \'cry iacor·
rect view of the matter. '11h e partial engorgement, and the hromoptysis, arc not W ll·
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tually con nected with each other a.s cause and effect, but they are concurrent effects
of the some cause; of that cause which gins rise to the extravasation of the blood
in the first instance. A part of the blood so extrnvasated passes outwards by the
trachea aod mouth; while a part is forced iu the contrary direction, into the ultimate
diYisions of the bronchi, so as to fill and block up the whole tissue of a single lobule,
or of a bunch of contiguous lobules, and thus arises the circumsc1·ibed \ aricty. Alldral conceives that the sanguine effusion tal1·es place in the ultimate air-cells; aud Iii'!
applies to this form of disease the term pnemno-hremorrlwge, to distinguish it frou~
ordinary hremoptysis, which he calls bro11cho-hremorrha~::re; and this I believe to be
the true pathology of the 1mcircumscribed rnriety. But it seems to me vastly more
probable that in the other form of the complaint the seat of the effusion is in one 0r
more of the larger branches of the air-tubes; and that the blood, a part of it at least,
is driven backwards into certain of the pulmonary lobules, by the convulsive efforts to
respire wl1ieh the patient makes, when threatened with suffocation by the copious
expulsion of blood, or by a paroxysm of cough and extreme dyspncca.: especially if
the blood be pomcd out from the membrane while the chest is in the state of e..rpira.tion. It is easy to understand how certain portions of the lun gs, without undergoing
any actual change of texture, may in this manner he so choked up, and crammed
with blood, which afterwards coagulates, as to preclude any subscqucut admission
of air.
This ''iew of the formation of circumscribed pulmonary apoplexy, affords an easy
explanation of some of the phenomena attending it, which it would be difficult to
account for on :rny other supposition. I mean, first, the occurrence of several of the
clots, or masses of blood, in different, and sometimes in distant, parts of the lun g at
the same time; and secondly, the exact manner in which they arc commonly bounded
and limited to certain lobules. And if (as is sometimes, thoug-h seldom, the case)
eYen the texture of the lung be lacerated, it is easier to couccive that this may happen
in consequence of the violence of regurgitation during the struf!g-le of i111pcnding
suffocation, than that the mere impulsion of a th ickened muscle at the centre of the
circulation should be capable of dri\·ing the blood through the walls of an artery with
sufficient force, to tear and break down the substaoce of the lung around it.
In the diffused or uncircumscribed form of pulmonary apoplexy, the congested lung
is not relieved by a sudden and copious gush of hremonha~e, hut the impeded and
stagnating blood oozes slowly from the vessels containing it into the neighbouri ng
intcrstiti:tl and vesicular tissues, clogs up a larger and larger space, and is partly ex}JCctorated in separate dark-red sputa, combined with a certain quantity of mucus.
A similar condition of the lung sometimes occurs in purpura luemorrlwgica, without
any mechanical impediment to the passage of the blood into and through the heart.
The belief that the dark-coloured, circumscribed spots seen in the lungs, and
spoken of as pulmonary apoplexy, are often, if not always, produced in the manner I
have just been describing, was suggested to me by the observation of a case, in which
these appearances existed, and in which they certainly were so occasioned. I told
you, when speaking of cynanche tonsillaris, that I had seen one person, and one only,
die in consequence of that complaint; and that his death was occasioned by the
laying open of the lingual branch of the carotid artery in the progress of ulceration.
The phenomena attending the patient's dissolution were of deep, though of painful
interest. I described them to you before. lie had been taken out of bed, and laid
upon a table in the ward, in the middle of the ni:.d1t, in order that lHr. i\layo might
more conveniently place a ligature upon the carotid. Suddenly the bleeding burst
forth afresh : and he expired, before our eyes, in the course of two minutes: not
from syncope or exhaustion, but evidently suffocated. The blood entered and choked
up the trachea, and he had not stren~th enough left to expel it by coughing. I felt
his heart and the artery at his wrist pulsate firmly for some little time after the last
attempt to dilate the chest had been made. 'l'his you know is what always happens
when death takes place from the sudde n denial of air to the lungs. W e found the
upper smfacc of the glottis covered by a clot of blood. '!'here was blood also in the
windpipe; and scattered through the substance of the lun ~ there were numerous
hard , and dark, but not very large masses, precisely resembling those described by
Lacnoec as constituting pulmonary apoplexy. 1'hif' man had show n no symptoms of
any pulmouary cowplaiut; nor was there any morbid appearance in his lungs except
1
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those which resulted from the presence of the blood that had been poured into them
through thu trachea, and rammed home into some of the air-cells, in his convulsi,·e
attempts to breathe. All that I have observed since this case happened, has tended
to confirm my belief, that what bas been erected into a. distinct form of disease, under
the objectionable name of pulmonary apoplex!J, is ~imply an accident of pulmonary
hremorrlwge. When hromoptysis has occurred, to any amount, in cons1tmptio11, it is
by no means uncommon to find pulmonary apoplexy after death j and Dr. Latham has
mentioned to me, in conversatiou, one remarkable instance of tbat disease, strongly
corroborative of the doctrine I have been endcavonring to support. A young female
patient of his, labouring under confirmed phthisis, was attacked, for the first time,
with hremoptysis. 'l'he bleeding was so profuse as to cause almost immediate death
Ly suffocation. Iler lungs were found riddled with small tubercular cavities; and
each of these little cavities contained a little clot of blood. Surely it is more credible
that the blood should have reached each cavity by regurµ;itation from the larger airtubcs, than that each should have bee n the seat of an independent hromorrhngc at the
i:;ame moment. I t is by :t similar reflux of blood that the appearances are produced
which characterize the circumscribed form of pulmonary apoplexy.
Upon the whole, the occurrence of hremoptysis, considered in reference to the pr~
bable duration of life in those who are the subjects of it, is of melancholy omen.
I have long arriYed at this conclusion :-that if from any frivcn number of persons
who ha\·e been known to spit blood, we subtract those in whom that symptom was
co1111ectcd with irregularity in the uterine functions, there will remain but few in
whom the hremoptysis did not depend upon disease, incurable and progressive in its
nature, of the lungs, or of the heart; and that if we still further subtract those persons in whom the hremorrhage was symptomatic of cardiac disease, there will be Ycry
few indeed left, in whose lungs the existence of tubercles may not be confidently
predicated.
Among these few may be reckoned persons who have suffered hromoptysis dependent upon the detachment and expulsion of" bronchial poly pi;" and who exhibit
no other indication of cardiac or of pulmonary disease.
You will, of course, understand that I do not include in this estimate of hmmoptysis as a prognostic symptom, those cases in which (as in simple bronchitis) the
expectoration 1s merely strealo.ed with blood :-nor those in which small quantities of
blood arc intimntcly combined and amnlgamntcd with the bronchial mucu:.:, and form
the rust-coloured sputa so ind icative of the presence of pneumonia: - nor those in
which the hoomonhage is a consc•1uence of mechanical injury to the chest.
Of those individuals whom .i.\ ndrn l had known to spit blood at some period or other
of their lives, there was only one in five whom he did not also know to have tubercular phthisis. On the other hand, Louis states that for upwnrds of fifteen years he
asked all the patients who came before him, in the practice of a large hospital, and
who were not affected with phthisis, whether they had enr spat blood; nod the answer was always in the ncgati\•C, excepting only a few inst~mccs in which the patients
lrnd received violent blows upon the thornx; and the cases of females in whom the
lllenstrual discharge had been suddenly suppressed.
The qunntity of blood which is brought up in different cases of pulmonary hremorrhage, is extremely varinble. Sometimes it is so copious and O\·erwhelu1inµ:: that
C'ithcr the patient dies suffocated 1 or he dies of syncope, outri~ht; but this is not very
commfln. Sometimes, on the other hand, a small quantity of blood finds its way into
the mouth, the patient scnrccly knows how. And between these two ex:trewcs there
is every gradation in respect of quantity.
"\\'hen blood is thrown out by the mouth (says Cullen), it is not always cnsy to
determine from what internal part it proceeds; whether from the internal surface of
the mouth itself, from the fauccs, or adjoining cavities of the nose, from the stomach,
or from the lungs. It is, however, very necessary to distinguish the different cases."
Now the diagnosis between hremorrhage from the lungs and hremorrhage from the
stomach, in other words, between hamopf!Jsis and hamullemesis, I shnll not enter
upon, until I ha\•e described the latter disease. And the dingnosis between h::cmorrhagc from the fauces or cavity of the mouth, and hremorrhaµ-c from the lunl?s, can
never be very difficult, if once the doubt suggest itself, and the necessary examination
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of the mouth be made. Ancl I would n.dvise you not to omit t11at inspection . I
could tell you of cases in which th e neglect of this si mple precaution has lc<l to needless activity of treatment, and to the ultimate discredit and disa<lvantage of the practitioner. Blood may ooze into the mouth from spongy gums, or drip from the post(>rior nasal orifices, and be at length spat out in conside rabl e quantity. Etymolo~ically
speaking, these arc cases of liremopl!Jsis; but they do not constitute the particular
disease or symptom to which alone nosologists have agreed to restrict that term. The
sources of the bleeding are manifest as soon as they are carefully looked for.
l'atients who arc subject to hremoptysis generally know by experience when it is
about to happen. It is frequently preceded by some uneasy feeling within the thorax
- pain, or a sense of weight, or of heat, or of pricking, beneath the sternum, with
anxiety; and they tell you that they taste the blood in their mouths before it comes
up, i. e. they percei\'C a. saltish taste; aud just before the blooJ appears, a tickling
sensation is experienced about the top of the larynx. To relieve this sensatio n, the
patient coughs or hawk s a little, and a. certain quantity of frothy and florid blood is
expectorated.
In a person disposed to pulmonary hromorrhng-e, the bleeding nrny be determined
by a variety of causes; which ought to be point.CJ out to him, in order that he may
avoid them. Anything which hurries the circulation will, of course, have a tendency
to excite the hromorrhage. Straining of any kintl; great efforts of the body; active
exercise; much talking; and more espec ially public speak inµ:, or singi ug, or pfaying
on wind instruments. A diminution in the supcrincumbent wci).!ht of the atmosphere
is supposed to be, in some cases, sufficie11t to bri11g on hroinoptysis; aud blood i~ said
to have been forced even from sound lungs, in persons who have ascended very high
mountains, where the atmosphere is rare, and where the presrnrc upon the surface of
the body is sensibly lessened. Perhaps the labour of the ascent may have shared iu
the production of the hromorrhage; for I am not aware that any such effect has ever
occurred to persons who have much more rapidly reached a very great altitude in
balloons.
Auscult..'ltion and percussion do not stand us in much stead in cases of hromoptysis,
so far as that S!Jmplorn itself is concerned. Indeed, if they were capable of affording
us information, it would in most cases be superfluous; for we see the blooJ, and we
can ~cncrally satisfy ourselves that it comes from the l1w9s.
But pulmonary hrornorrhage may occur without hrornoptysis. In what is called
pulmonary apoplexy there is cxtravasation of blood : and it is not always attended
with the expulsion of a portion of the extraYasated fluid through the mouth. Laenn cc
and others pretend to say, that when there is blood in the bronchi, they can distill·
)!uish, by the peculiar character of the crcpitation to which it gives rise, that it is
blood, and not mucus; that the bubbles, passing through a thinner liquid , arc larger,
and break oftener, than those produced by the passage of air through viscid mu<.:us.
'l'his distinction is too subtle for me. If, indeed, there have been hromoptysis, and
especially if the hro111optysis have been sudden and copious, and if, after it, you hear
)arge crepitation in one or more isolated parts of the lung, it will be reasonable to
conclude that the air.tubes cont;.\in blood in those parts. Those lobules that are
plugged up with blood, to the entire exclusion of air, will not, of course, be the i::eat
of any sound during respiration; but this limited ab:;c uce of sound will be scar<.:ely
appreciable unless th e infarctcd portion lies near the surface of the lung. Around
t he spot thus rendered solid the sound of crepitatio n may be audible.
Yct, although the method of ausc:ultation furnishes but little help towards the
detection of pulmonary hoomorrhage, it will often afford us mo!)t precise and valuable
information respectin g the disease of which the hoomorrhage is a consequence, and a_u
ind ex. Thus, it will frequently teach us, with absolute ccitai nty, that th e heart is
diseased, or that the lunµ;s arc occupied by tubercles. The precise sounds, or defi.
ciencies of sound, which supply the key to this knowledge, l shall describe when I
come to those disorders.
Whatever may be th e source and organic cause of th e h::cmoptysis, the bleed ing
should be stopped as soon as possible; not, however, merely by s·11pprcssi119 it, but by
r eliev ing the necessity on which it depends. 'l'hc long-er it is suffered to continue,
the more lik ely is it to aJd to the damage, which already, in too ma uy cases, exists in
the luugs. lf it lead to the formation of blocks of pulwonary apoplexy, the p<Jniuus
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of lung so tilled up 1 arc rendered useless for a long period, and probably for ever.
Now as in moi::t cases the hremorrhage is a capillary h:.umorrhaµ-c, and depends upon
cong;cstion, active or mechanical, we shall stay the h::cmorrhagc if we retuO\'C the
conµ-cstion .
1'he conf?cstion may be either mechanical, or active, when it results from the
prescnre of tubercles in the lungs; it is almost alw:iys mC'chanical when it depends
upon disease of the heart. The tubercles may press upon the blood.vessels and so
lead to mechanical engorgement; or they may provoke by their presence au active
dutcrmiuation of blood to those organs, just as we know that they often pro\'oke
iuflarnmation, which is congestion and something more; and just as any foreign body
lod~cd in the lnn g may cause either the one or the other of these conditions.
Frequently there i:;i a distinct febri le movement accompanying the h::cmorrh:i)?C:
the heart beats with in creased force and frequency, the checks are flushed, and the
ski n is hot; sometimes the pulse is quite hard, and full, and boundiog, and people
F;pcak of such a pulse as a liremorrhagic pulse. Now I mentioned in a forme1· part
of the course, that hrom orrhage occurring under suc h circumi-ta nccs as these often
works its own cure; but it is better, when an organ so vital and important as the lung
is the seat of the effusion of blood, that we should cure the bleeding than that it
should cure itself - that we should diminish the congestion with which it is Jinked,
through the safer channels afforded by the veins of the arm, or by the capillary blood.
\'Csscls of the exterior of the chest. The patient is to be surrou nd ed with cool fresh
air. Uis head and shoulders should be elevated. He should be restricted to the
most meagre diet; and be forbidden to exert himself, or to speak more than is abso·
lutely necessary. Ilis bowels should be freely purged, in the first instance, and then
/,·rpt lax and open, both with the view of deriving- (as it is called) from the thorax,
and of prcn•nting costi,·cncss and straining. And, in conjunction with these men.
sures, it may be rcquil'itc that he should lose blood from the nrm, or from the surface
of the thorax. The amount and the repetition of the bleeding must be determined by
the circumstances of the case, 1·. c. by the cessation or continuance of the h::cmorrhage,
an<l especially by the conditio n of the pulse. It would be idle to attempt to lay down
precise rules on this matter. 'Ve do not bleed, however, so resolutely and perseveringly
in ha::moptysis as we are often obliged to do in acute inflammation.
A prejudice has been taken (such, at least, I deem it) against loral bloort.lctti11g in
pulm onary h::cmorrl1agc. Inasmuch as leeches applied to the groins in amenorrhrea.
appear somcti ui cs to restore the catamenia, so they luwe been thought likely, when
applied over the surface of the chcst1 to 3ttract the blood somehow to that part of the
body, an<l even to rause hremorrhagc when none before existed. Now I have so many
times taken blood from some part or other of the exterior or the thorax by leeches, or
by cupping-glasses, without obscn·ing any such effect, of causi n~ hromoptysis, or of
in creasing it while already present, that I cannot help eonsiderin~ the objection a
fanciful one. Nay, I nm quite sure that very great relief to the congested and
oppressed lun~ may often be obtained by the rapid removal of blood from the
peripheral vessels of the chest :-by cupping the patient freely between the shoulders,
or upon the breast. In ~ccondary boomorrhaf!e from the lungs, in that especially
which is connected with tubercular disease, topical blood-letting thus perfvrmed is
more effectual at the time, and far more safe in the end, than venooscction, rept;ated,
as was once the fashion, from day to day, until the hromoptysis ceases to recur.
When the fever and congestion are abated; or when there has been no constitutional disturbance, and the hromorrha)?e has show n a passive character from the bc~in
niu!?, and when the further loss of blood, 80 far from being curative in its tendency,
is likely to be injurious, then we are t-0 employ those remedies which have been found
efficacious in restraining and supprcssin)? hromorrhages.
Now, of the sub$1tanccs which are held to possess more or less of a specific virtue,
when taken internally, in arresting the efflux of blood, the s u ~ar of lead, the plitmbi
acebts, enjoys in this country the highest reputation . And it certainly is a \'Cry ser·
viccable remedy. Dr. Paris speaks of it as one of the most valuable resources or
physic: and says that in respect to its power over internal h::umorrhage there is
oothinµ: .~imile nut scrn11d1im. Ile states also that its use is equally safe and manage·
able. '!'here is, in fact, no doubt of its efficacy: but most other writers use nry
cautious language in rccomwendiug its employment. Physicians have been deterred
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from givin,g it by the fear of its poisonous qualities; by the drea d of producing the
di sease ca ll ed culirci pfrto111mi. Cullen obsen-cs, that the prcparatious of lead arc
ccrtaiuly powerful in controlling hromorrhagc, but that they arc otherw ise of a character so pernicious as to forbid their use except in cases of the utmost danger. Of late
years this drug has usually been administered in sma ll doses, and guarded by opium;
and it is to this combination that Dr. Paris refers when he declares it to be n safe and
man ageable remedy. More recen tly, howenr, a statement has been made by Dr. A.
T. Thomson, which must be consid ered of much importance if general experience
shall show it to be well founded. He was led, it seems, by some accidental ci rcumstance, to suspect that lead acted as a poison upon the an imal body, only in the shape
of its carbonate. And the result of a series of experiments upon brutes satisfied him
of the correctness of this notion. Ile holds, that when the acetate of lead produces
the well-known symptoms of the painter's col ic, it does so in consequence of its being
somehow converted, after its reception into the body, fr.to the carbonate : that this
c00\ ersioo may be obv iated by a very simpl e expedient; and that the remedy may
then be given with perfect safe ty in lllr~c and efficient doses. The expedient is merely
that of administering the lead in draughts containi ng some dilute acetic acid, which
preYents the decomposition of the acetate by any carbonic acid that may happen to
be present in the intestinal canal. Iu this way h e tel ls me he has g ive n as much as
fifteen g rains daily for ten days together, without any inconvenience, and with most
excellent effect upon the hremorrhage. I have often exhibited lead in this manner;
and I have never known it giYe rise to any unpleasant consequences. At any rate
this method of administering it deserves fnrther and careful inquiry.
1

an~~r: :1:~~!~ l~~;in~~~°:s~dc~~~:~~:%: ~~a~h::7 i~~!~~:\:: 1o!n o~~se~ro~;:~~;~Y~J
1

have never known any injurious or e\'en unpleasant effects to be produced by it. .\.s
a means of controlling the hremorrhage from the lungs we know of nv remedy so
certain in its effects. In the disease under consideration, we have very genera lly
combined a small portion of ipecacnanha an d opium with the acetate of lead. - C.J

In sl ight eases of hremoptysis, the mineral acids, with or without alum, are often
sufficient; or, if there be feverishness, the saline draught with nitre and digitalis. Of
the numberless other drugs which have been vaunted as specifics in hmmorrhage I
have very little personal experience; at least in pulmonary h::cm orrhage. You may
sometimes be ur~ ed to give a celebrated quack medici ne -Ruspini's styptic, which
has obtained a high repute, and sells at a hi gh pri ce. 1 1his nostrum seems for a. long
while to have bafilcd analysis. 1'he late Dr. Wollas ton told Dr. 1\Jaton that it contained no metallic substance; Dr. Thomson has sin ce announced that it mainly consists of a solntion of ga llic acid in alcohol, diluted with ro5c-water. llut I believe that
all the remedial agents which contain gallic acid arc more effectual in another form of
internal hremorrhagc, to be considered hereafter. Pure gallic acid itself is now l"asily
procured; and it may be administered in doses of from three to six grains every six
hours.
Of mercury, as a. remedy for pulmonary hromorrhagc, my own experi ence is ag
yet too scanty to warrant my recommending it on that ground; but its remarkable
efficacy has been strongly vouched to we by some excellent judges who have wuch
employed it.
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LECTURE LV.
Pulmonar!J Emphysetna; usicular and interloliular. .Anatomical characters of
vesicular emph!Jsema ,'physical signs; general 11.ymptoms; causes; treatment. lllterlohular Emphysema; 1·1s anatomical characters, s9mptoms, cattse, at1d cure
<Edema of the lungs. Phthisis Pulmc.malis,
I llAVE yet one or two morbid conditions of the lungs to consider and to dc~cribe,
before I go to that which is the most common and most extcusivcly fatal of all its
morbid conditions- tubercular phthisis.
There is a state of the lun7, or rather there are two or three different states, to
which Laenncc hns applied the name emphysema. A very injudicious name it was
for him so to impose. \Ve are infinitely indebted to J...acnnec for the entirely new
light which his able researches have thrown upon the morbid anatomy and the patho·
lo!!Y of the lungs: but we have to regret that he should have employed, in se\·eral
instauces, a vicious nomenclature. Emphysema is a term that had long been familiar
among medical men in a certain sense. It was used to express the inflation of the
areolar tissue of the body with air: and surgeons still make much of it ns an indica·
tion, in cn~es of fractured rib, that the bone has grazed the pleura, and nllowcd air to
pass into the areolar tissue, and to diffuse itself over the chest and neck, and other
parts; so that these parts, when pressed, convey a curious sense of crackling to the
finger. But emphy~e111a of the lung, as that term is employed by Lacnucc, includes
dilaUttion of the air-cells of the lungs, and rupture of the partitions which separate them
from each other; and also the infiltration of air into the iutcrlobular areolar tissue, or
into the subpleural areolar tissue. In strictness of language these last conditicns
alone should have been called emphysema of the lung. Lacnnec hns distin~uished
the two species in this way. 'l'o the dilat..'\tion of the air-cells, with or without a
breach of their partitions, he :?ivcs the name of vesicular emphysema: "the vesicular
(I riuotc the words of Sir John lforhcs' translation), or pulmonary, properly so
called." Now in truth this is emphysema improperly so called. '.I1o the infiltration
of the areolar tissue in or around the Jung with air, i. e., to emphysema of the lung
in the old sense of that word, he applies the title of interlobulur emphysema. We
cauuot change these deuoruinatious now. '!'hey ha\·e fastened thcmsch'es upon
medical language. But it
very fit that
Fio. 69.
you should be aware of their inconsistency
with the aneientsignifieation of the sawe
word, and have clear notions of what in
La.cnncc's nomenclature they arc intended
to express.
'!'he change called vesicular emphysema
was not 1111lmo1cn, as a mere morbid con dition, before the time of Laeunec: but
it had been noticed by very few writers,
and J>ractically it was wholly unatte11detl
to. Yet it is extremely common: much
more so than you would suppose: and
when rightly studied it is of great iutere5t

is
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cells, or by tho coalcsccnco of groups of cells.
-Sl. Jlu.rtholomow's :Museum, xiv. lL

1

it may so rc;;idily escape observation, both
in the dead :ind in the living body 1 if it
be not looked for, that I shall devote a.
somewhat more minute attention to it, on those accounts.
Lacnnec was uudoubtcdly the first to put emphysema pulmonum upon the list of
definite and cognizable diseases; to point out its frequency; and to collect its symp•oms. But when he affirms that, before his time, the pulmonary change whi<'h con-
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stitutcs the disorder was misunderstood by nearly all those persons wl10 11:1d noticed
it, he scarcely docs them justice. "All of them (says he) se<'m to hnn thought
that the deran~ement in question consisted in the infiltrati on of the cellular substance
of the lungs with air." Ile inconsistently adds, "Huy5ch and Yalsa lva arc the only
authors, as far as I know, who have obscr>ed in individual cases th e dilation of the
cell~;" and with still µ-reale r inconsi8tency he proceeds to quote, from :'ilor!!al!'ni , the
following- passage, in which this dilatation is very clearly described: "Rinistri pul.
moni s lobus superior. qufi. claviculam spectabat, vesiculrts ex guibus c·011stot niirum in
mudunt aurtas liabebat ,· ut nonnullm a>cllanre nrngnitudin em requarent i cretcrre
multo minorcs erant. 11 You will find the same change not ed by Dr. Baillie, in his
.Morbid Anatomy: and by ea rli er writers than he.
Yc::<icular emphysema, th en (to adopt Laenncc's pl1rascology), consists in dilatation
of the air-cells. Th e enlarged cells become mis·
shapen also in many cases. 'l'h ey vary in nwgnitude
FJO. 60.
from that of a millet-seed to that of a swan-shot ;
nay, the cavities may eve n reach the size of a nutmeg or of a hen's c:;rg : but when they arc as big as
this-and afortinri when th ey arc still bi2:!!:er-th e
distension and vacuity are, no doubt, the' ;esult of
the union of severa l air.cells, broken into one by the
stretchin~ or destruction of the partitions that
naturally di,·ide and ii;:olate them. You nrny see the
dilated ,·ei;:iclcs very plainly throu~h the pleura, if
you carefully examine the surface of the Jun2:.
They appear to the naked eye as the hea lthy vesicles
appear when seen through a ma:znifying :zlnss.
Sometimes all the ''c!:l-icles belon:zinz to one lobule
are enlar!!ed 1 while th ose of the adjoinin7 lobules are
of th e natural size. In that case the emphysematous
lobule is conspicuous both by its peculiar colour, and
by its protru8ion. Th e surface of the lung is ofte n
Vesieulttr emphysema..
rendered quite irregular and un even by projections
of this kind. Sometimes one lar7e globular prominence is see n, lik e a. bubble on the
water, or like a little bladder sprin gi n~ from a footstalk : but if you exa mine it
closely you will g:cncralty find that the footstalk is merely a co ustri ction at the sur.
face, and that there is as large a cavity beyon d it, in the lun g, as there is without.
These bullm you cannot slip about, by pressu re, from one part of th e pleura to
anoth er.
Th e unevenn ess produced by vcr;: icular emphyse ma upon the outside of the lung is
manifest enou:rh , when h.mked for i but th e sa me condition of the air-cells exis ts also
within, and t!tne it is 1Ml so readily percept ibl e. Th e fluids whi ch the lun:;r conta ins,
obscure all di~tinction of parts when the or~'3.n is cut. The best way of f!'C lling a fair
icw of the dilated cells, as they appear in the substan ce of the lun l!, is to inflate the
emphysematous portion, by blowing air in at the bronchial trunk which bclong-s to it,
and then tying that trunk to pre\•ent the escape of th e air. The inflat ed lung sho~ld
be hun::r up in a current of wind, so that it may qui ckly dry i and clurin~ the dry111g
process it should , from t ime to tim e, be rc.infintcd: for el!le th e in cluded air g-cts out
somehow, and the piece of lung shrinks and shri,·cls up. Wh en it is quite dry, if a
section of it be mad e with a. thin sharp knife, the altered sta te of the air-cells, some
of whi ch are more and some less dilatrd. will be very con!'picuous.
No part of the lung is exempt from liability to th ese morbid changes: but generally
they arc limited to certai~1 portion s of .the or~an, and they ~re much. n.10rc common
and more pronounced at its loose antenor bord ers, and nea r H S sumunt In frout, than
nnywh cre else. Both lun gs appear to be alike obnoxi ous to th e di sease i which sci~
\1

do~l!h~ff~~~~stl~~1::1~r~vi~lr~~;1~y~~~1~!~~~~ i~r~ ~:~~W; ~a:z;stl~=~r:1~~ ~l~~t::1~ ~~~~~times

they are quite white. In extreme cases the surface of th e Jun~ prese11ts a S'.ort of pi e·
bald appearance i large patche.q of it looking flfl if th ey had bccu bl eached. This pale
colour is oftenest seen towards the free cd~cs of th e lun g
So111ctimcs those edges
arc rounded and thick; sometimes thinner, and folded back; while sometimes tbe
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nrnrg~n. is blown out, as

it were, into an irregular fringe; some of the inflated portions
with the lung by slender pcdiclcs, and thus forming: appe11dicrs

rcn.1r1tnl!lf? ~onnectcd
to it of a lirrh~ yellow colour. I presume that what was _thought and called a fringe
o~ fat, garmshmg the edges of the lung, in the body of Kmg Gcorg-e IV., was of this
~md. ..c\.. t least I have never seen, nor heard of, any other example of fat deposited
1~ those organs. If you hold the emphysematous border between your eye and the
hght, you perceive that it is translucent: if you prick it with a pin, the puffy part
surroun<lin~ the puncture sinks down; which shows that the dilated vesicles commu.
nicate together.
An en~phy8ematous lung is not only paler1 but drier also than ordinary: and for
the same reason. It possesses fewer capillary blood-vessels, Jess blood, and consequently less moisture . It is dry and light, and floats high upon water, like a bladder
filled with air.
If you t:1kc such a lung out of the body, having its surface embossed with irregular
groups of enlarged air.cells - and if you inflate that luQ.g, by blowing into the bronchi - the emphysematous portions wi ll often seem to sink in, and flatten, and return
to the ordinary level as the whole lung becomes distended. In point of fact, however, these portions remain permanently dilated, and the other parts near the surface,
when they arc sound and permeable, rise, as the air enters them, until the whole is
smooth and even. Air is shut up in the emphysematous portions, which do not subside, as the adjoining portions do, wlu;n left to the agency of their proper elasticity.
llen<'c you will see how it is that, when the vesicular emphysema is extensive, so as
to occupy nearly the whole of the lung, the lung becomes apparently too big for the
case in which it is contained. Not only does it not subside when the sternum is
raised, and the pressure of the atmosphere is admitted to its external surface; but it
even protrudes, the moment that the opening is made. When you handle such a
lung, it ~i\•es a very diffC'rent sensation to the fingers from that produced by pressing
a healthy lung. It feels like a down pillow. It crepitate~ less; the air is less easily
forced out of it, and escapes slowly, with a slight hissing noise.
'l'he nature of the morbid state that I have been drscribing su~gests at once the
notion of some physical cause for it. But the mode, and the mechanical conditions,
of its production, have been much misunderstood. I must confess that on pn'\ious
occasions I h:we given you what I now know to have been an erroneous account of
the generation and relations of vesicular emphysema. The permanent dilatation of
the 11ulmonary vesicles is not attributable, as in common with others I formerly supposed, to the accumulation, impri sonment, and distending force of air shut up within
the vesicles by obstructions io the air-tubes. Obstructions in the air-tubes cau~c an
emptying of the portions of Junµ- ~o which they lead-a collapse, and not a distensiou,
of the vesicles. It is to Dr. Wilham Gairdner that we arc indebted for more correct
views of these structural changes, so opposite in character; and of their mutual relation. lie has shown that, in a vast majority of instances, pulmonary emphysema is
a. consequence of pulmonary collapse. I haYe always indeed been of opinion that
emphysema does not occur as a. primary and iudependcnt disease; that it is in every
case a secondary change, the result of some pre.existing thoracic change. It is never
met with alone: and according to Dr. Gairdner's testimony, pulmonary collapse is by
far its most frequent concomitant. Take notice, if you please, that these two unnatural and opposite deviations from the healthy st.1tc have each its favourite .place :
collapse affecting chiefly the posterior portions, near the roots of the lungs, while emphysema occupies generally their fore-part, and above all, their anterior borders. It
is found, too, that the tubes which belong to the emphysematous parts are rarely ob·
structed. Air blown into them reaches with facility the dilated vesicles. 'l'he tubes
of the co\l[lpscd parts are clogged with viscid mucus. It can sca rcely be doubted
that collapse of certai n portions of the lungs leads to emphysema of certain other portions. But it is not mere condensation and solidification of the pulmonary substance
that produces emphysema elsewhere in the luug. Emphysema is uot comm.only found
coexisting with hepatization alone, nor with solidity arising from the depos it of tuber·
cular matter. What is there, then, peculiar to the condensation of collapse that
should render it so fertile a source of subsequent emphysema? It is this- that l}Ollapse implies a. diminution in the bulk of the lung, and that other modes of condensation are not necessarily attended with such diminution. For every portion of lung
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closed by eollnpse there must be a proportionate loss of bulk. But since there can be
no vacuum, it follows that, as the thOl"JX expands, more than the standard quantity
of air must en ter those tubes and vesicles which are not involved in the collapse.
And if the quantity exceed a certa in amount, dilatation of the vesicll"s must needs
ensue. '!'h ere may ind eed be atrophy and reduced bulk under other forms of con.
densation, :md if so, there ~ay a_rise a correspondent c~phyi:.ema. The shrinking up
of one part causes undue rnflatton of other parts, winch also may thus be rendered
permanently unsou nd. The old explanation was founded upon the supposed effect of
pressure, made during strong: expimtory efforts, upon air shut up in certain vesicles.
But in truth no partial pressure can be so applied. It is when a portion of the luugs
has lost its expa nsile power, and those organs rise in pursuit of the wideni ng parictcs
of the chest in in spiration, that some of the permeable portions are apt to be stretched
beyond their healthy dimensions by the force of the entering air.
Hemernber then that vesicular emphysema. is a. mechanical and complementary
(though by no means a compensating) effect of th e condensa tion and diminished bulk
of other portions of the lun gs; and not a substantial affection in itself. Disease of
one kind in one part, brings about disease of an opposite kind in another part of the
eam c orga n.
'fhe state of the lun g, as discovered after death, being su cl1 as I have attempted to
describe, you will naturally be inquisit ive to know by what signs the ex istence of a
condition so remarkable is revealed during life. li'irst, then, when the emphysematous
distension is considerable in amounti and cxtcnsi,·e, it is associated with not:lble
:ilterations in the shape and ll1')\'Cments of the chest. The lung ha vi ng lost much of
its elasticity, docs not subside as a healthy lung subsides. The act of expirat ion is
arrested and incomplete. Consequently the thorax remains nearly in that position
which it assumes after inspiring. It is prominent and rounder on the diseased side;
or on both sides, if both lunf!S be affected ; but it is apt to be irre~ularly prominent,
and unsymmetrical ; to bulge here and there in correspondence with the bulgiug of
the lun g within. The ribs li e less obliquely than they should do, and the chest is,
therefore, more cylind ri ca l, or barrel-shaped. Th e clavicles arc ill.defined in such
persons. They arc FO, as you know, iu fat persons; wherefore this aid to the diag·
nosis is of most value in those who are spare. In them it is a valuable sign, for it is
simple and ob\•ious. The distended lung presses upwards, as well as in other directions, and tends to efface the depressions which naturally ex ist both above and below
the collar-bone. 'This symptom is th e more to be depended on, if it present itself on
one side on ly. It is readily distinguishable, by means to be meotioucd inim eJ:atcly,
from a similar fulncss of the subclavian region produced by a large collection of liquid
within the pleu ra. The manner of breathing is instructive also. 'l' he ribs, never
recedin g within their propn limits after expiration, can move but little during t'nspi·
ration: and th e breathing is in a great measure abdominal.
Now all these sig:ns are physical signs. But what, in the second place, are the
ausrnltatory physical signs? Why, in the emphysematous re~ions, which commonly
are also the most bulging, percussion yields an unnaturally clear and resonant sound;
while auscultation discovers a very indistinct vesicular murmur. The two modC's
check and explain each the informati on afforded by the other. Percussion ascertains
that there is air beneath the part struck: auscultation ascertains that there is little
or no air in motion beneath that part. It follows, therefore, that there is Slaf!nant
air; air shut up in the enlarged air-cells, or air interposed between the ca r and th1•
Inn~ in th e cavity of the pleura: air at rest, in fact. I say the respiratory murmur
is very feeb le. This partly depends upon the limited play of the ribs, partly and
chiefly upon the circumstance that the air is imprisoned in the dilated cells. Wh cu
non e enters or le:\\'es them during respiration, 110 ve~ieular breathing ca n be heard:
and then we must call in the aid of other considerations to determine whether the air
be contained in the cavity of the pleura, or in the emphysematous lung.
Pure pncumothorax: is extremely rare. }Jneumothorax with liquid effusion is easily
reeoµ;uised by its proper 8igns. If these be absent, we conc lude that the stagna11t air
occupies t he lu ng, and not the pleura : a.ud this conclusion is strengthened if the
uu du ly resonant part be prominent also. Almost all writers on this subj ect follow
J.,aen nce in sta tin g that dry crcpitation may be heard in the em physematous parts. It
may be so; but if so, I cannot distinguish it. I mcau tlmt I know no crcpitation bu~
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that. wl1ich is moist, and which proceeds from the formation and rupture of bubble~,
:is air passes through liquid::; in the bronchial tubes. But some people bclie,·c that
they can hear a dry cracklin~, such ::is may be produced by inffatin~ a portion of dry
areolar tissue out of the body, or a dry bbdder. You will try this by your ow11 experieoce. I do not deny that such a sound occurs: I only sny that if it do occur, I
cannot tell when I hear that dry sound, and when I hear larµ-e moist crcpitation. llut
I more than suspect that no such sound is gi, cn out by an emphysematous lun~ j and
that the sound heard is really large crepitation in the neigbbourhoo<l of the dilated
cells: for emphysema is Ycry often accomp::inied by catarrh : and the sounds in question, authors agree, are not permanently audible.
So much for the physical signs of emphysema pulmonum. The general si'gns,
when the change is cxtcns i,Tc, are habitual shortness of breath, with occasional
paroxysms of extreme clyspnrea; cough, which, however, is far from being a constant
sym}Jtom; palpitation in most instances as the disease advances; and more or less
reclema of the ankles. Usually the appetite remains unimpnircd, and the patient does
not lose flesh. The disorder is unattended with fever; and is essentially ch roni c.
The paroxysms of urf!Cnt dyspnrea arc frequently concurrent with, and apparently
excited by, attacks of smart bronchial catarrh; but they sometimes arise without any
ob,·ious cause. They are apt to come on suddenly, in the ni)!ht, :rnd the patient is
obliged immediately to sit up, and even to open the doors and windows of his bedroom, that he may breathe more freely. In one word, he undergoes a paroxysm of
asthma. 'J'hesc attacks become more frequent and more se,·ere as the patient and the
dison.ler grow older. They are attended with much whcczin~; and in the lower posterior part of the lunµ:s crcpitation is generally audible. At first the p:ilpitation of
the heart, and redcma of the feet, abate and cease as the Yiolcnt dyspnooa goes off :
but at length thc!>e symptoms become permanent.
'\re s~e a reason in the physical condition of the thorax, why the breathing should
be more opprC!'!'Cd, and why the paroxysms of orthopnrea should occur more frequently,
1·t1 the 111'yht. "'hcncver the respiration is principally abdominal, it is apt to be embarrassed by the recumbent posture, which throws a pnrt of the wci~ht of the ''iscera
of the belly upon the diaphragm. The horizontnl position is alwnys ill borne by these
patients; and, for similar reasons, flatulence or fulncss of the stomach, however
caused, distresses them.
Cou~h, as I ob~crved before, is an occasional, but by no means an essential accompaniment of vesicular emphysema: the expectoration, when there is any, is thinnish,
lik e gum -water, and full of foam.
The disease of broken.winded l10rses is pulmonary emphysema.; and Sir J ohn
Flayer, in his Treatisr of the Asthma, published in lG!JS, sets forth, in the qua.int
lan p:u::i~c of that old en time, both the alteration which Laenucc thoui:;ht he had been
the first to describe, and the manner in which he supposed it to arise. Ilia observations respecting the lungs of horses are equally applicable- and he no doubt intended
to apply them - to the human lungs. After speakin!?' of "the broken wind, from
the rupture or dilatation of the bladders of the lungs, by which the air is too much
retained in the bladders, or their interstices, and thereby produces a permanent flatulent tumour"-and stating that "these horses wheeze much after filling their stomachs
hy water or food, because that keeps up the diaphragme"- he !!'OCS on thus: - "As
it happens in external flatulent tumours, they at first go off and return, but at hist
fix in permanent flatulent tumours; so it is in the flatulent asthma, the frequent
ncn·ous inflations induce at last a constant windy tumour or inflation; and it ou~ht
to be considered how far holding the breath in hysteric fits, or the ''iolent cou~hing
in long catarrhs, or the great distension of the lun gs by an inflammation in the peripncumonia, may strain the bladders and their muscular fibres, and thereby produce
the same rupture or dilatation or hernia as happens in the broken-winded. Thi s must
be observed by the help of the microscope; and if the air blown into any lobe will
not be expelled thence by the natural tone or muscle of the bladders, that the lobe
may aga in subside of itself, 'tis cert;iin some injury is done to the vcntiducta; the
bladders are either broken, and admit the air into the membranous interstices, or else
they are o,·cr-distcoded like a hernia in the peritoneum; and this will produce an
inflation of the whole substance of the lungs, and that a continual compression of the
1
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air and blood-vessels, which will produce a constant asthma." Really this is a. capital
piece of patholo~y for the se\'entecnth century.
I have said that emphysema is always (in my opinion) a consequence of prc-existinf!
disease or disorder of the chest. But I ought also to say that some persons believe
it to be occasioually a con~enital and idiopathic affection. You may ofteu t~ace back
the habitual shortness of breath to the period of infan cy. Patients will tell you that
from their earliest recollection they have been easily put out of breath: that they
were never able to cng-a~e hcartilyi and to the same extent with their companions, iu
the acti\•e sports of childhood. lt is a fact, too, that the complaint is traceable, from
one generation to another, in certain families. Being thus often present at an early
age in child:en born of ~n~physem~tous par~nts, the emphysema, _in such cas~s, is set
down as a. vice of the ongmal bodily formatrnu. I am not convmccd by this mode
of reasoning. The facts upon which it rests show simply that the disorder may run
in families, and that the tendency to its ordinary cause is sometimes inherited; that
ordinary cause being p:lrtial collapse of the lungs. 'l'hc same low degree of vitality
or weaknc$S of fabric, which favoured the production of such collapse in the parent,
is repeated in the offsprin g, and imparts the same predisposition. Young children
are moreO\'Cl' very liable to severe attacks of obstructive bronchitis, and therefore to
lobular collapse and its consequences. 'Ve know that lobular collapse is also a. frequent
legacy of hooping-cough in the early periods of life. After the cough has cca!:lcdi
howcvcri the shortness of breath which it leaves behind is eas ily ove rlooked, until,
with the increase of the emphysema, it forces itself into notice. ll'or when once the
morbid process has beP'un, it tends, slowly often, but surely, to its own augmentation.
As the cells dilate, the capillary blood-vessels distributed O\'er their parietes arc
gradually compressed and emptied : and many of them arc, at length, completely
obliterated. Bence, not only an cxsanguine condition of the pulmonary tissue, but
atrophy also of the intervesicular partitions, which become first thin, then tattered
and imperfect. In dried specimens of emphysema you see very plaiuly the remains
of the former walls of separation between the vesicles.
It is this interference with the nutrition of the lung wl1ieh causes vesicular emphysema. to be always a pr0l1ress/ve disease. "'e see why it is thati speaking p;cnerally,
the extent of the morbid change is proportioned to the ag-e of the patient.: why
paroxysms of severe dyspnrea at length supervene; and become more and m?re frequent and trying. The function of the lung becomes year hy year more limited;
until it can no longer bear, without a struggle of distress, that further encroach ment
upon its office and capability which a slight catarrh, rapid movements of the body, a
distended abdoml'ni or even the recumbent posture, may be suffic ient to produce.
Vesicular emphysema may arise then, and receive increase, from various <lisordcrcd
conditions that precede or accompany it, and of which it is the effect: from any condition which renders a portion of the lung impermeable by airi and at the same time
diminishes its bulk. On the other handi it has been held to be, and I believe that it
often isi itself the cause of subsequent disease, not merely in the lung, but in other
parts; and above all, of disease in the rig-ht chambers of the heart. 'l'h1:: smaller
blood-vessels, as I have shown you, are gradually effaced as the dilatation of the aircells proceeds; the emphysematous lung is evidently in a state of comparati\'C anremia,
and incapable of admitting all the blood which is due to it. from the pulmonary
artery. In other words, the right side of the heart does not empty itself with its
accustomed ease. Ilence increased muscular contractions of the right ventricle: and
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periods when the paroxysms of ur~ent dyspnrea occur. Now noth111g 1s a more sure
cause of anasarca than a. permanent dilatation of the ri ght ca\'itics of the heart : and
this influcrwe of the unsound lung upon that organ is clearly seen in the palpitations
to which such patients are liable, and in the redcma. of the feet and n.uklcs which
often h<'con1es manifest at the same time.
Dr. William 0-airdncr has, howc\'cr, shown good reasons for believing, and ha&
fortifi ed those reasons by a large appeal to the morbid anatomy of the parts concerned,
that the dilatation, with or without hypertrophy, of the right chambers of the heart,
thus commonly accompanying pulmonary emphysema., is not always- is not ever
mainly- the consequential effect of tha~ emphysewa.; but that the pulmonary aDrl
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the cardiac change are both of them effects of the same cause, namely, of dirnioished
bulk of the lun~, in whatsoever way that may have been brought about. The ex.pan!'ioo of the chest in inspiration, which tends to dilate the air-vesicles of such a
lun~, tends also, and in the same way, to dilate the cavities of the heart.
The main conditions of the production of vesicular emphyscnm being those already

set forth -that is to say, impermeability of part of the lung and reduction of its
bulk-we sec how that change may be produced by pressure, when the prc::!sure implies condcrnsation and atrophy of the pulmonary substance: by tumours, therefore,
within the thorax, by an enlarged heart, by aneurism of the thoracic aorta, by deformity of the chest from a crooked spine, and even by tight lacing-. Certain other
alleged causes, enumerated by Laeunec, because they fell in with his theory of the
production of the disr>asc, such as violent straining efforts, blowing on wind-instruments of music, and the like, have probably no such operation.
The relations bet.ween pulmonary emphysema and tubercles of the lungs require
also a short notice, for they have been misun<lcrstood. Louis, who has analysed with
his accustomed care and exactness a considerable number of cases of emphysema,
states that the disease is seldom comp li cated with tubercles. It has even been
affirmed that the two disorders arc ant>lgonistic of each other, and in compatible : and
this doctrine has led to the absurd project of attempti ng to prevent phthisis by creating emphysema. The latter exploit would probably be even more difficult to achieve
than the former.
The simple truth appears to be that vesicular emphysema bears precisely the same
relation to tubercle as to other structural diseases of the lung. 'l'he mere deposit of
crude tubercular matter solidifies a portion of lung, and imp:1irs its permeability,
without reducing its bulk. The mere deposit of crude tubercular matter has, therefore, no tendency to genemte emphysema : aod when there is no other pulmonary
defect, these two morbid conditions seldom meet in the same lung.
But tubercular phthisis is very often, most commonly indeed, attended iu its progress with cavities in the lung; and the tissue surroundinp; these cavities is ofteu in
a state of atrophy. I am t~uching by anticiration upon the terrible disease which
will next cngag-c our attention. Such cavities may be increasing in size, and illdefincd, with wc<lk and yielding walls j and then they, rather than the sound air
cells, will be likely to enlarge under the expanding force of inspiration, so as to
balance the amount of atrophy. J_.arge or numerous cavities, therefore, with flaccid
walls, arc unfavourable to the development of vesicular emphysema, and may be said
to guard the lun.!! against its occurrence. On the other hand, when the c11vitics are
tending to heal and contract, and are surrounded (as under such circumstances they
usually :lfe) by dense fibrous tissue, and when they are small and few in nuuiber, and
much of the lung is sound, the expansion duriug a full inspiration will then tell upon
the air-cells, and favour the production of emphysema.
Once more-I shall have to show you that tubercular deposits may issue in a sort
of cure, and leave in the lung- depressed cicatrices, iLwolvin~ often cret.;,iceous relics
of the tubercles. Il erc we have mauifcst loss of bulk, while a larf!e portion of the
pulmonary tissue may be sound. Here we have the conditions of the !!Cncr;1tion of
vesicular emphysema, aud accordingly it is acknowledged by the best observers that
vesicular emphysema is almost uui\•ersally present in lungs that bear those marks
which are considered to be evidences of recovery from phtbisis.
Such are the views put forth by Dr. William Gairdner of the relations between
tubercle and emphyi:ema of the lung. They arc novel, they are iuterc:,ting, and to
the best of my judgment they are true.
I must beg you to bear in mind that emphysema. of the lung is one, and a very
..:01l1111on, c;:iuse of asthma. The asthma so arising is less perilous than that which
proceeds from certai n other organic changes, to be described hereafte r. Vesicular
emphysema iudcct.l, in its simple uncomplicuted form, is seldom attended with much
darq;cr. When it proves fatal, it is so in consequence of the superadJ ition of some
othe r disellSC. Lacnnec states very truly, that, of all the varieties of astluua, this is
tl1c one which affords the patient the best hope of a lollg life .
.'l'he conditiou that I have been describing, when once it has fairly been cstablished 1
t•an t;carccly admit of a cure. We shall do our patients ~ood, not by any treatment
lddrcsscd to the existing emphysema. itself, hut by guarding them against those cir4
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cumstances which are likely to aggravate it;. and by mitigating or removing those
other disorders with which the emphysema. 1s apt to be combined. Whatever ilj
calculated to put the patient out of breath is bad for him. It is observed that they
who, havin g emphysema, arc obnoxious also to catarrhs, during which the dysp nooa
is singularly in creased, are much more free from such attacks in th e warm weather
of summer, than in the winter. 'l'bis explains the beneficial influence of a judicious
change of climate upon such persons, and it points to the necessity of warm clothinir
in the colder seasons for those who are obliged to remain in this country. 'l'he fce1
especially should be k ept dry and warm; aud th e liability to catarrh may be somctiwes diminis hed by the use of the cold shower-bath, in the way I formerly recommended. During the fits of extreme dyspnooa, you may h ea r the expiratory wh ee?.!.!
remarkably loud :rnd protracted; and if~ withal, you hea r any s mall crcpitation, indicati\·e of pneumonic inflammation, you will do well to cup the patient moderately
between his shoulders. This will always gi,•e relief to loaded lun gs, whether thcro
be ioflammatioo present or not. But the great assuager of the dyspnooa in this disorder is opium : and especially opium combined with mther. Half' a drachm of Hoffman's anodyne, with a third ot' a g rain of the acetate or muriate of morphia, in
camphor julep, will operate lik e a charm often, in quieting the whole system, aud
remov ing the difficulty of breathing. '!'his circumstance would lead us to suppose
that the access depended, in part at least, upon a spasmodic state of some of the
muscles concerned in respiration. 'l'o this question I shall revert when I speak of
asthma as a separate disease. At any rate you will find that some such formula as I
ha\·e just mentioned will stand you in good s tead when you have to deal with as thma
en~rafted on emphysema. And I may add, that this is a case of exccptioll to a rule I
formerly laid down. You need not be deterred from giving a full dose of opium by the
blueness, which is temporary, of the patient's lips and countenance.
The 1°nlerlobuhir and sub-p!Pural emphysema of the lun gs is a species of true
emphysema, the air bei ng cootaincd in the meshes of the common areolar tissue.
Wh enitapprarsonthesurfaccofthe
F10. 61.
bladder.like prominences, which sometimes form there by dilatation of the
air-cells, in this way: the bu IIre which
arc situated in the areolar tissue connecting the pleura with the Jun~, may
be made to move hither and thither
under pressure; whereas those which
re~ult from the protrusion of an enlarged cell or ce lls cannot be made
thus to chan~e their place. This subplcural effusion of air is so111cti111es
e11ormous. I have see n it as lar~e as
a hen's egg. Buuillaud mentions a
case in which the bladder or pouch was
equal to the size of a stomach of ordilulcr!obuln.r emphyscmfl.
nary dim ensions. It proceeds, I presu111e 1 from the rupture of a superficial
air-ves icle. Sometiiucs, as I u1 cutioncd before, the pl,,11ra also givc8 way, .md air is
poured into the cavity of the thorax. More commonly the membra ne remains eutirc,
a11d then these large hubbies of air m:.•y be seen u~on the su rface of the lung-.
Uf interlobula r emphysema [ ca n give you but little account except from the obs£'r\"atiuns of others. l have never seen more than one well-marked exa mpl e of it. Th e
lul>ulcs of the lungs cohere togethe_r by mc:1ns of are~h1r tissue, whic.h is d ensc.an.<l
clt>Se in the natural state, but wlll ch adrrnts of cons1den1ble expansion when 1t 1s
infi;1ted with air. If the en1phy~c111a be s li .!!ht in dcµ;r ee, the lozen~e-shaped s paces
visible 00 th e s urface of the lung are defined Ly little bubbl es of air, that look like
bead;; strun~ upon a thre!'l.d: . But in extreruc c~ses th e .lobu!cs arc fairly b~ o wu
airnnder by the uir; the par11t1ons between them in crease rn width, and arc sa id to
be sowe ti tucs as t11uch as an iuch broad. They arc broadest towards the surface of
luo~ 1 it may be distinguished from the
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the lung, and narrower towards its roots; and exhibit somewhat of the 3rranp:cment
seen in the section of an orange, the septa radiating and diverging from a centre.
If the areolar tissue could be taken out, there would be left cracks and clcfl~ in the
luni:r. When the interlobular emphysema penetrate~ to the roots of the lung, the air
readily p3SSCS into the areolar tissue of the mcdiastinum, and thence to the subcutaneous tissue of the neck and chest- and then we ha\'C the genuine emphysema of
authors who wrote prior to Laenoec.
'!'here is this material difference between vesicular and interlobular emphysema;
that the one is commonly slow and gradual in its formation, the other suddeo. The
permanent dilatation of the air-Yesicles is the work of time. They yield, and lose
their elasticity, and break into one another, on ly by degrees. 'fhe interlobular effusion
of air may be effected in a few minutes ~r sec.ond~ . It is caused by violent straining
efforts; such as those made by a woman rn ch1ldb1rth 1 or by any one who exerts himself to lift a weight which is too much fo r him. A deep inspiration is taken; then
the glottis is voluntarily closed, and a strong expiratory effort is made. Some rupture
must take place and form a communication between the air.vesicles and tho areolar
tissue; but such rupture has never been traced, nor is it likely that it should be.

wh~'/~~!/sl~~~11':ai~ ~:~s e~~J~~t~f ~m~l~y~~~7s~; ~~~~~:~o~~~t ~,; i'l:~~/b~f~;:~i\~t:~~;
exist, and it may be distinguishable from large mrn·ilf crcp itatioo, but my ear is not
delicate enou~ h to distinguish it: and to speak the truth, I doubt exceedingly whether
any such sound really occurs at any time. But do not let my doubts infect you.
Try for yourselYes; and till you have had opportunities of investigating this point,
consider it as adltuc s1tb Judice.
Again, they sa.y that the noise of friction denotes the ex istence of interlobular and
subpleural emphysema. On this point I can give you no information of my own
knowlcdf!e. 'l'hat you may sometimes hear the costal pleura rub :i.gainst the pulmonary during- insp ir:i.tion and expiration I know. I have often heard that sound (as I
mentioned to you before) when the membraoe bas been roughened by pleurisy. But
that a soft, smooth, moist lung, though embossed by emphysema, will give rise to a
rubbing sound, I do nol know. It may be so, but it has never occurred to me to
hear it.
We may be more certain tlrnt i nterlobular emphysema ha s arisen when, immediately
after some violent straining effort, considerable dyspnooa and oppression ensue, and
presently the subcutaneous areolar tissue becomes emphysematous. You will understand how rapidly the inflation of the areolar tissue may take place if you CYCr saw a
butcher blow up that of a calf which he is in the act of skinning.
As intcrloLular emphysema. differs from vesicular emphysema in its seat, in the
suddenness of its formation, and in its cause, so does it differ in its cnrability. Under
fa\·ourablc circumstances it will soon cure itself- the air will be reabsorbed, and the
dyspuooa cease. I do not know that we can do much by art to accelerate that proccs~.
lf the dyspnooa be extreme, it will be relieved by blood-letting;. and if the air make
its appear:.rncc, and can be felt, crackling, benca.th the skin, you may let it out by
makinf! a few punctures with a lancet, and the deeper-seated emphysema will be
Jcsscued as the air-escapes. I believe that this interlobular emphysema is more common in infancy than in any other part of life; on account, I suppose, of the greater
delicacy and tenderness of all the tissue::! at that age.
The interstitial areolar ti~sue of the Jun~, as well as the air-cells, is liable to be
filled not only with air, but with serous fluid;. and thi s constitutes rerlema of the
l1111.1s; a condition which is by no means uncommon, and one of which you ou~ht
therefore to be aware; but it need not long occupy our attention at present. 'Vhcn
u. lung, or a portion of a lung, is anasarcous (and you will often find that the redcrna
is limited to the most depending part of those or~ans), it is generally of a pale grey
or yell owish tint; is heavier than healthy lun g, and less crcpitant; and pits more ou
pressure - is douy!ty. And if the oodcma be extensive, the lu ng docs not subside
perfectly when the c hest is laid open. If incisions are mad e into such a. lu ngi a thin
watery tluid flow.'i out, more or less spumous; and if the lung be well squeezed, the
whole of the liquid may be expressed; and then it will be obvious that the texture
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of the organ is sound, but that it had pre>iously contained less air than usual, in cont;cqucnce of the presence of the watery fluid.
'!'his condition of the Jun~ seldom takes place except as a part or general anasarca:
and we may discover its existence, first by noticing that there is dropsy of the areolar
tissu.e i~ other pnrts; secondly, that the patient has dyspocca; ~nd thirdly, by hearing
crep1t.'l.t1on, produced by large bubbles, at the lowermost portions only of the Jun~.
Into those portions the liquid gravitates; just as it sinks into the ankles when the
patient sits up or walks about. '!'here is still air iu the redcmatous portion; so that
percus~ion still gives a hollow sound; as hollow at least on the one side as on the
other. With the air there is also liquid, which transudes, I suppose, from the areolar
tissue, or is exhaled from the surface of the men1branc: and the liquid is from time
to time coup;hed up and expectorated. Sometimes, howe\·er, there is but little expectoration. What docs come up is chiefly aqueous, with occasionally a piece or two of
mucus floating upou it; and it is somewhat foamy also.
Th is ccdema or anasarca of the lung is symptomatic or other disease; generally of
disease of the heart or great blood-vessels; and it is capable of no other rational treatment than such as is suited to the or1ginal disorder: and therefore I have nothiug
further to say about it now .
I proceed, in the next place, to that most prernlent and lamentable disease of the
lungs, which is well known to everybody, unJcr the titles of pulmonar!J consumpliao
and tubercular phthisis. And without pausing- to make any general rcflect1ons 1
touching facts which must be familiar to you all - the fatal and altuost hopeless
character of the disea~e, and the havoc it produces among the young, the moist gifted,
and the most beautiful, of the human race-I shall commence by inquirinp; into the
morbid mwtom!I of tubercular phthisis; which will naturally introduce us to the
consideration of its symptoms, causes, treatment, and general history.
Phthisis, you know, means a wasting away, or a cousumiug; but of late years the
term has been restricted to that species of wasting disease, which consists in the
occupation of the lungs by tubercular matter, and the chan~cs which that matter
suffers and 1Mrl.:s. But it would be an error to suppose that the disease is restricted
t-0 the btnys in these cases. The lung disease would be sufficient at length to destroy
life; but its mort:.il tendency is aided and accelerated, in most instances, by disease
of a similar character, situated in other organs. "The pu.lmonar!J consumption (:ls
Dr. Latham justly observes) is no more than a fraynu11t of a great constitutional
malady.a But that malady plays its part most conspicuously in the lungs. I shal:
notice its complications as I go on; but I am desirous of cautio ning you in the outset
against supposing that tubercular phthisis is excbtsivelu a pulmonary di~casc.
Before I proceed to a more particular description of the changes that, in the prop;ress of consumption, are wrought in the lungs, I must briefly recall to your reco llection certain points, relating to tubercular disease in general, which were brought
before you in an earlier part of the course. 'l'he formation of tubercles is closely
linked with the existence of the scrofulous diathesis. Tubercles themselves arc composed of unorganized matter, deposited from the blood, of a. yellowish colour, opaque,
friable, and of about the firmness and consistence of cheose. This is what all patholo-

~~st~:g;r:: isou;;a~r~~n1~::o~~cn~~"r:btr:~~sc;u~a;do~~:e:~r:ctq~e:S;ta~1~~~;~0~~l!o~:pt~:~~ee~

You will remember that tubercles are not necessarily, as some have supposed, of a
round shape. Their form depends upon the nature of the tissue in which the tubercular matter is deposited. Wherever it is laid down, it is liable to increase in quantity
by the continual accretion of fresh matter of the same kind. llencc, when a speck
of this peculiar matter is deposited in any soft uniform tissue-such as the braiu, or
th e areolar we1J1brane - there being no inequality of pressure from any quarter, it
pcserves a spherical or glo?ular fo rm as it grows larger. ]~1:1t takin1? the lung, with
which we are at present ch 1cHy concerned, the round form ts sometimes real, sometimei:i apparent on ly. I t is real when the tubercular matter fills up, or lines, and
therefore takes the shape of, the pulm onary vesicles. So it is when a number of
thest>, cont i ~uous to each other, coalesce by the increase of deposit, and compose one
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circular i;?:roups or clusters, the interstices bctweco them becoming grndunlly smaller
and sma ll er. But when, as is often the case, the tubercular matter is laid down in
the smaller ramifications of the bronchi, it assumes a cylindrical shape. This you
may ascertain by carefully followin)? the branching of the air.tubc8: but in the mannl"r
io which the lung is usually divided by the scalpel, you see merely sections of these
cyliuders; and then the round form is apparent only. If the tubercular matter come
to fill one of these smaller air-tubes, and also all the vesicles to which that tube con.
ducts, then the new substance, when fairly displayed, represents a branch, with a
cauliflower termination; like a twig with a bunch of lea\'CS nt its extremity. You
may sec these appearances delineated, from nature, in Sir U.. Carswcll's admirable
lithographic drawin)?s.
If this account of the formation of tubercles, as explained by Sir R. Carswell, be
the true one;-of which I entertain little doubt;-it will follow, as a matter of
necessity, that no alteration ca11 take place in the tubercular matter, after it has once
assumed the solid form, except through the agency of the parts around and in contact with it. No vital change can originate in the inorganic tubercle itself.
Frn. 62.

Mili:i.rytnberclc,scattcrcdthrougbout the pulmonary tissue, forming transluccnt1 greyisb 1 :md
circulnrpoiuls,ofthosiicofpius'hc:1ds.

Besides this true and undisputed species of tubercle, you will often find the lungs
more or less thickly studded with a number of l'lmall g-ranulcs, of firrncr consistence,
almost as hard as cartib µ-c, semi.transparent, anJ of a bluish-gray colour. llPspectiug
the nature of these granules-which are sometimes called mili«r!J luliercles, someF10. 63.

l\ficroscopic appcnrn.nce of milinry tubercle. The drnwing to lhe loft shows lhe site of the deposit
nncl illlr<:lnliou tolbopulmonnrytissues; the effusion h11s tnken plnco into tho nir-vesicle,whicbia
dislcuclecl int.oo.globulnrbnll. Tbodr:1.1vingtothorightcxhibitsn.scctionofmilio.rytubcrcluwitboutlhobroucbule1,surrouoded bycongcstedvessel9.

times the granulations ,.,/ Bf1yle, who first described them - many different opinions
are ente rtained. Laennec considered them to represent the in cipient stage of the
opaque yellow substance ; and he calls them accordingly nascent tubn<'l~s. Andral
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believes that they are simply some of the pulmonary vesicles rendered solid and hard
by chronic inflammation. Sir H.. Carswell explains their formation in this way. 'fhf'
membrane lining the ai r-passages secretes from the blood, not only the matter of
tubercle, but its own proper fluid; whence it sometimes happens that a dull yellowish
point of tubercular matter becomes enclo.<.:ed and set, as it were, in a small pellet of
grey, tough, semi-transparent mucus. Whatever may be the true theory rcspectiug
Fia. 64 .

?ificroscopicappearanceofamall5of miliarytubcrcle,incloseaggngnbv.J..

these little bodies, it is certain that they acknowledge some intimate connexion with
the true cheesy tubercle. lloth occur in the same persons, in the same lungs, in the
same pnrts of the lung. One very seldom occurs without the other. They both
belong essentially to the disease we are considering-pulmonary phthisis. l~ouis, a
minute and faithful observer, states, that the granules present, at a certain period of
their development, a central opacity. Upon the whole, it seems probable that Laennec's
doctrine, in regard to the relation subsisting between the grey semi-transparent granule
and the yellow opaque tubercle, was well founded.
Ile was wrong, however, in some other points, especially in his statement that the
softening of tubercles begins in their centre~. Sir. R. Carswell has shown how th<'
appearance of a central softening ar ises, first, in the smaller tubercles; secondly, in
the larger agglomerated tubercular masses. 'l'hc morbid secretion is deposited, principally, upon the mucous surface-upon the inner lining of the air-cells, and of the
bronchial tubes communicating with them. Now it may so accumulate as to fill those
cavities; and then, sections of them will represent the crude tubercles of Lacnncc.
But it may only line the cavities: it may leave a central vacuity, contnininf{ mucus,
or other secreted fluids; and if the lung be cut across under these circumstan..ies, the
div ided air-cells will look like riny.~ of tubercular matter grouped together j and so
also will the divided bronchial tubes. ' Ye then have the appearcmt·e of tubercles
with central depressions, or soft central points; and Lacnnec was deceived by those
appearances.
But the larger masses begin also, he says, to soften at the centre. True: we do find
the process of softening going on at several points within them at the same time.
'l'he masses, you must bear in mind, are formed by the growing to~cther of many
smaller tubercles; and the areolar tissue, with the other tii-sucs which originally
separated these tubercles, still exists, though it ceases to be visible. At length, under
the augmenting pressure, or some other influence, it suppurates; and in this way the
tubercular moss is broken down. Now this is the very process by which the tubercles
are at length, ofte n, expelled fr(llll the body. '!'hey increase till the surrounding part.01
take on inflammation, either from the increasing pressure, or from some accidental
cause. 'l'he inflammation thus excited, occurring in scrofulous persons, has the
scrofulous character. 'l' he thin pus which it throws out pervades and loosens the
tubercular deposit; a process of ulceration goes on in the surrounding trxtures; and,
at last, the softened scrofulous matter is gradually coug:llCd up and expectorated.
'l 'his explanation of the wodc in which the tubercles arc formed, aud increase, and
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soften, and arc removed, has been given to the world within the la.st few years, by Sir
R. Carswell; and it is much the most simple and probable of uny that I have seen.
It is, moreover, perfectly consistent with the best a.sccrt.i.incd focL~ concerning the
prog-rcf.:s of tubercular disease. You will find numberless theories broached by
different authors on this subject, if you like to look for them; but I do not think you
will fiud any more satisfactory than Sir R. Carswcll's. And having recalled these
Ft0. 65.

Frn. 66.

Fie. 67.

Fig. 65.-Hcxn.goni\l nppearnnce caused by the mutual pressure of the nir-eoll!!, filled with yellow
h;bcrcub.r matlcr, wilh obliicration of the broochulcs leading to tho lobules. Magnified 60
diamclers.
}'ig.66.-.Microscopicap1.c:ml.Dceofminuteve$ela,l'fUrroundingair-vesiclcsintubcrcularpneumoni11,nudmili11rytubcrclc.
·
'
Fig. 67.-A S<:ctiou of au air-vesicle filled whh yellow tubercles, n.nd surrounded by exud:ilioncorpusclcs.

tbin gs to your memories (for it is some time now since I mentioned them before),
we 11_1ay go on to the further consideratio n of the morbid anatomy anJ pathology of
tubercular phthisis.
It is a remarkable and very important fact, that tubercles, when they affect the
lun gs, arc not deposited at random, or indifferently iu :ill parts of those Orf.!ans. It is
in the upper lobes, and in the upper and back parts of those lobes, that, in nineteen
cases ou t of twenty, and in more than that proportion, we meet with tubercles when
they arc few. It is in the same part that they arc largest, and most numerous, when
they arc scattered throughout the whole lung. It is here, also, that they first ripen,
and grow soft, and become ready for expulsion through the bronchi and trachea:
consequently, it is here that we have the most frequent, the most numerous, and tho
largest cxca\"ations io the lunl?- what are technically called ?:omica. .And the
number and magnitude of the tubercles and of the vomieoo gradually dimiuish from
the summit of the lungs downwards.
Now these are not merely curious facts: they lrn vc a most important bearing upon
th e diagnosis, in cases that might otherwise be doubtful. lt is a rule which has but
few exceptions-just cnou)!h to establish its claim to be a rule-that the favourite
habitat of pulmonary tubercles is the upper part of the superior lobes of the lungs;
and I may remind you that th e converse of this is true (thou~h with more numerous
exceptions) of common inflammation of the lunt,rs. Pucumonia affects by prcfercuce
the lower lobce.; it docs sometimes commence in the upper, but that is comparatively
rare. When it occupies the superior lobes, it generally has arrived there by travelling
upwards from the inferior. You will at once perceive the practical advantage of
knowing these points of contrast.
It is a curious faC't also-less practically useful, pcrlrnps, than the former, but still
a. valuable fact-that the left lung is much more obnoxious to tubercular disease than
~;10 right. 1\lodern obse r\'ers have collected numerical statements showing that this
re:.11\y is so. \\'hy it should be so, I know not. 'l'hus Louis, whose volume is the
result of immense labour in observing, and is full of the most instructiv e wattt)r, had
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met with sue11 cases in which tubercle~ wore confined to a single lung: in two of the
seven C:lscs it was the right lung that was thus exclusively affected, in .five it was the
left. Of 38 instances in which the upper lobe was totally disor~anizcd by the disease on one side, 28 were of the left, and only 10 of the right. J~i~ht times he had
known the pleura perforated by the extension of tubercular disease; and seYcn times
out of the eight the perforation happened on the left side of the chest. So nl1'o Reynaud met with 27 cases of pneumothorax: on the left side, to 13 on the right. No
less curious is it that here also the facts ascertained with respect to pneumonia. arc
just the contrary of those which belong to phthisis. I mentioned, in a former lecture,
Aodral's conclusion, derircd from the observation and collation of 210 examples, that
pneumoui:i is 1111..1rc than twice as common on the right side as on the left. 1'11. Lombard, of Genc\·a, found the ratio somewhat less than this, but still great. Of SGS
instances of pneumonia, 413 occurred on the right side alone, 260 on the left alone,
and 195 on both sides at once. That is, there were three on the ri ght side alone,
for every two on the left alone.
The tllbereular matter, then, being deposited.on t110 iancr surface of the vesicles,
and of the swall bronchial tubes that conduct to them -groups of these disea~ed aircells, lying contiguous to each other, become, more or fewer of them, amal~amated,
or fused, as it were, into one large mass : and generally there are tubercles of various
sizes, from that of a pin's head, to that of a pi,!!eon's egg, in the same lung. And
there is yet another disposition which the tubercular matter is apt to take: it sometimes is diffused uniformly over a considerable space, occupying all the vesicular and
interstitial portions of the part affected, and havin~ no distinct circumscribing boundary. 'l'hc part looks as if fluid tubercular matter had been poured in to it, and there
had hardened. 'l'his is what the French call tul.Jercvlar 1°11.fillration of the lung.
The tubercular matter, once deposited, may remain for a longer or shorter time in
what is called the crude state; surrounded by perfectly healthy lung, undergoing no
increase io quantity, and no alteration of consistence. But in a vast majority of cases,
scrofulous inflammation is sooner or later set up around th e tubercles-or in the areolar
tissue imprisoned within the agglomerated masses-and then the whole breaks dowu
in the way I mentione:d before; and the detritus is conveyed through one or more
tubes into the primary divisions of the bronchi, and thence to the mouth, to be
expectorated. Of course there is an excavation, cavi1y, cavern, or vomiea 1 left. All
these names are gi,•cn to the void space which the tubercular matter previously occupied. Now there arc some interesting particulars to be mentioned respecting these
cavities; but I must postpone them till our next meeting.
Frn. 68.

The apex of a. lung nlfeek:d with tubereulnr pneumonia i the limitation of tho disense WIUI definud.
byasharplioobouoding theiufl.nwcdtissuc,which surrouuded thotubcreular<lcposit.
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LECTURE L VI.
Phtliisls, continued. Vomica; adhesions of the pleura>,' ulceratitm of tlte larynx
mid trachea - of the i11tcstines ,· /Qtty liver; waxy li1Jcr; auscultator!J signs of a
vomico; gvryling, coverno1ts 'l"CRpiration, pecforilog11y: general symptoms I)/
phthisis; r(Juyh, expecturalion, dyspnrea, pain, hectic fever, dt'arrltrea, wasting

redema, oplltlioo.
"WE were cnµ;aircd, when we separated yesterday, in investigating tlie morbid
anr1loniv of consumption. Bear in mind how and where the tubercular matter, which
is the essence of that disease, is deposited in the lun gs; that it occupies by preference
their upper lobes, and the upper part of those lob es; invading grad ually the lower
lobes, from above downwards, as the disease advances. Both lungs are, commonly,
::dfccted at the same time, thou7h in unequa l deg-recs . Among one hundred and
twenty-three instances of phthisis, Louis found that the tubercles were limited five
times to the left lung, and
Fm. G9.
twice to the right. 'fhc tubercular mattcr1oncedeposited,
may remain quiet and unchanged for some time; but in
geucralitincreasesinquantity,
until at lcnJ?th inflammation,
or a low and scrofulous character, arises in the pulmonary
substnncein immediate contact
with the tubercles-or in the
areolar tissue inYoh-ed in the
larger aJ?glomcratcd masse!:l in consequence of which inflammation, a sort of suppuration t.akes pince: the tubercular matter becomes soft, and
breaks down, nnd is ultimately
The apex or n. lung containing numerous cn\·itics, with tuber- expelled through the bronchi,
cular deposit intcrYcning. Tbo lnrge cM·ity, anti se\•eral or the trachea, and mouth .
The
suinller ones, are lined with an adventitious membrane.
''acuities left in the lung after
this process of expulsion are
c:illed ca\'ities., excavations, caverns, vomicre. And I go on to consider certain points
of practical interest connected with these vomicre.
ln the first place, as you may see by the specimens upon the table, they vary
greatly io size. 'fhey may be oo bigger than, or not so big as a pea: they may be
large enough to contain a pint or more of fluid. Sometimes the whole of the upper
lobe is con\'Crted into a bag of this kind. 'l'hese large cavities arc never met with in
the lower lobes. 1'hey arc formed by the uuion of severa l that are smaller; so that
they are often of very irrcgnlnr shape, and di"idcd 1 as it were, into chambers, by
imperfect partitions, or by bands which cross them in yarious directions. Opening
int o the cavity, there is nlways one, and there are generally several, pcrvious !Jrcmchial
tubes, which seem as if they had been cut off just where they enter the cav ity. But
you never, or \'cry seldom indeed, find a blood-vessel thus opening into the cavity.
And the reason of these differences is plain enough. It is not, as some modern
authors have fancied, that the arterial or venous tissue possesses a low degree of
vitality, and therefore resists or a'\"oids the destruction in which the surround ing
tissues are in\'ol\'cd. That principle may be applicable to other cases, but it is not
applicable to this. 'l'he opinion I am now rcforring to proceeds on the supposition
that the bands which sometimes cross the cavities arc really blood \'cssels that have
esraped the disorganizing process. Such seems to ha"e been the notion entcrtaiucd
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by Bayle; and it has been more recently and more expressly advanccU by Cruveilhi~r.
Hut the truth is, that these bands rarely conta'in blood-vessels: and wh en th ey rfo
contain them, the blood-vessels
Fio. 70.
arc mostly impervious. In
one hundred and twenty-three
cases 1 Louis found pcrvious
blood-,·essels in the bands no
oftener than five tim es.
The true reason why bronchial tubes open into these
cavities, and blood-vessels do
uot, is to be found in the
n::ituraldifferences between the
two sets of vessels, in respect
of their structure, and in respect of tho fluids that pass
through them. Th e bloodtubes yield readi ly to external
Many of them are
pre~s urc.
pushed aside and flattened by

~~~:r:~~~~~~:~·t~:::;~~~~ ~fi:~: ou~ ~~n~~~~i~!~;,g:~:=~s~:e :~~::~u::~:~~sr~:~n7~~:ti:~etb;;;:~d
1
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some probably are obstructed ~::it~~ke!~i~!:ur;e:,:.:ec;y t~~uc~iJl~:;k::: ; ~:~ ~;~, a:~:~~:
by its gradual accumulation tubercular dcposiL is seen eacroncLing upon the latter.
within. In ei th er case the
stagnant blood coagulates, and the vessel is oblitera ted to some distnncc from the
pla~e of the origi1~al obsta_cle; )ust ::is you know a clot forms, and se::ils up an artr;ry,
win ch has been tied during life,
F10. 71.
for some little way anterior to the
ligature. But th e bronchial tubes
are neither so easily compressed,
nor do they carry ::iny co::igulable
fluid. In the agglomeration of the
tubercular masses, by thesofteuing
of which the cavities are formed,
the air-tubes included within the
rnass are filled up by it; and wh en
the whole breaks down in scrofulous suppuration, they are expectorated with the rest of the detritus . .i\lcauwhilctheiropenmouths,
on. the hither side of the point
where the tubercular matter stopped, rema in, and afford a channel
through which the same matter,
after it has becowe soft, finds its
way towards the trachc::i. Occasionally, indeed - but that, I repeat, is a rare occurrence- a considerable blood-vessel doei; get laid
open during the formation of a Pulmonnry cn.verns intersected by cord-like bodies.
a specimen in the enbinct of Dr. Gross.
YOUlica. and then copious and fatal
hmmorrhage ensues. Occasionally
also an oozing of small quantities of blood takes place from the inner surface of the
cavity, tinging the matter expectorated. Hoomoptysis is certainly much more
frequ ent before the softening and expulsion of tubercular 1rn1tter than afterwards.
When the vomica is first formed by the expulsion of the tubercular matter. it11
inner surface is soft and ragged; and if other softening tubercles are in the imm ediate
ne ighbourhood, the cavity goes on enlarging; that is, two or more vomicoo coalesce.
If, however, there happeu to be no more tubercles thereabouts, the caY ity may remain
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t>tationary. Its inner surface then becomes smoother: ::ind f!omcthin~ like a membrane
forms upon it : and sometimes a puriform fluid is poured out by this surfucc, and
sometimes not. Generally the pulmonary tissue around such a cavity is condensed
and solid ified; partly perhaps by crude tubcrcufor matter which it contains, partly iu
consequence of the iufla111matory process of which it has been the scat during the
softening of the tubercles. It is important to bear in ruind this fact of the condensed,
solid state of the lung immediately surrounding a. vomica; for it explains certain
peculiarities met with in the symptoms.
'!'here is another point of much interest connected with these vomicre. When they
occur sing.:ly, without other tubercles or cavities (which, thouf'h a rare thing, docs
sometimes happen); and when oec urriu~ thus 8ingly they have been completely
emptied of the tubercular matter; they may g radually contract, and ultimately become
obliterated. This approach of their sid es leads to a puckering of the pleura. on the
surface of the lun g: 1rnd, on the other hand, a puckering of the surfa ce indicates th:lt
beneath it there is probnhly a sh runk en, or an o/;.~olcte vom ica. 'l'hc central part of
the diseased spot is co nverted into a. sub~tance resembling ca rtilage; and the appear.
ancc it presents is c:illcd a. cicatrix; and really it deserves that name. 'l'hc process
which h:ts gone on is a process of natural recovery: and the recovery woul<l be com.
plcte and pe rmanent, if no fresh deposit of tubercular matter took place. 'l'oo often,
however, the tubercles multiply, until at length their number, or size, or effects, be.
come iucowpatiblc with the further continuauce of li fe.
FIG. 73.

FIG. 72.

Fig.72.-Cic.ntrixntthcnpcxofalung,resullingfromthcprcviousurrcstoftubcrcul:ir1liscnse.
Fig. 73.-Internnl section of the l!Ummit of the left lung, showing the stcltnte puckering at the
opcx,an<laaotherlowcrdown. CorrcS(Xlllding with theformerurnybeseco11c_o.vitythesiieof an
11.lmond 1 in process of contraction, aad surrounded by dense fibrous radii. Natural size. Frvm
Beuuttt,

This, th en, is one way in which tubercular disease, lirnitcd to one smoll portion of
tlie lung, nw,y be eli minated, and the part whi ch it occupied undergo a ki nd of repair.
llut the disease, when so limited, may cease io a nother way. The more watery parts
of the morbiJ secretio n may be absorbed: and the earthy 8alts it cvntains 111ay con·
crcte; and the whole be conYerted into a shrivelled, harJ, chalky mass, which somc-~imes is coughed up, sometimes, in favourable case~, remaius for years in the lullg, an
inert and almost harmless body.
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J,ct me state, while I think of it, that the expectoration of these clrnlk-like con cretions, denoting, as it usually docs, the existence of pulmonary consumption, marks
at the same time the.chronic .character of ~he case. I am acquainted with a gcutlcman who, though dchcatc, CDJOys a very fair share of health, and who has for years
beeo cou~hing up, at intervals, little branching fragments, like bits of white coral,
consistin!? principnlly of carLunate and phosphate of lime, and evidently moulded in
the smaller bronchial tubes.
Take notice that depressions and puckerings on tl1e surface of a Jun~ do not always
indicate the presence of a cicatrix, or of an obso1ctc tubercle, beneath them. It is
obvious that they nrny, and in point of fact they oft<.>n do, result from mere lobular
collupse, or from circumscribed atrophy of a portion of the lung from any cause; the
ncir!11bouring tii:-sue being sound, or perhaps emphysematous.
When the tubercles arc numerous-or rather when they lie near to tllC surface of
the lung, as, of course, they arc likely to do when they are numerous- they very
generully give rise to dry or adhesive pleurisy. So that, in a pcrf:On dead of consumption, it is a. very rare thing to find the lungs free from adhesions to the ribs. I
mentioned before that this attachment of the lung to the walls of the chest affords a
protection n:.rainst a much more formidnble con~lition; namely, perforation of the
pulmonary pleura, nnd the escape of tubercular matter and air into the serous cavity:
producing that worst kind of pleurisy which implies pneumothorax. That the pleurisy and adhesion arc consequences of the presence and irritation of the tubercles,
appears from this :-that, for the most part, the extent and the situation of the adhesions correspond with the extent and situation of the tubercular disease. Thus, a.
single spot of adhesion has been seen to unite the eo~tal and pulmonary plcurre exactly
opposite a solitary tubercle which lay near the surface of the Junµ-. As the sumUlit
and back part of the upper Jobes are most thickly set with tubercles, so here also is
the adhesion the most constant, and the most firm. You will often find the upper
part of the lung- inrnstcd with a thick cap of false membrane : aud the connexion
between the pleurro so tough, that the lung breaks down in the attempt to separate
them.
To show you that these sfatcments-wliich have long been familiar to thoi=e much
conversant with disease and with morbid :rnatomy- to convince you that they arc
strictly borne out by numerical or tabular facts, I may again h;we recourse to Louis.
H e tells us that in 112 cases which he himself examined of persons dead of consumption, and having therefore tubercles in their lungs, there was but one in wh ich both
lungs were free from adhesions. In eig-ht cases the right lung was exempt from
them; and in seven cases the left. Again, in twenty-five other instances, there were
either no cavities, or very little ones; and the adhesions were accordin~ly of small
extent, and easily broken down. In the remainder there were large vomicoo, and the
adhesions were extensi,·c, dense, and firm.
Such is a sketch of the changes which take place in the lun9s, in consequence of
the deposition of tubercular matter in them, and of the changes which that matter
undergoes. But the air-pas8ages that lead to the lung-s arc very liable to become implicated as the disease proceeds. 'l'he mucous membrane of the larynx and trachea.
ulcerate: and when the morbid condition of the larynx i:rivcs rise to prominent symptoms, and especially (as it is apt to do) to hoarseness and lo!'s of voice, the disease is
sometimes called laryngeal pltthisis. But there is no such disease, that I kuow of,
cxistin~ by itself. I mean, that St.Tofulous ulceration of the larynx and trachea occurs
only when the lungs are affected with tubercles. It is curious that when ulcers arc
met with in the trachea, they arc often found on one side of it only j on the side, viz.,
which cor responds with the diseased lung-, or with that lung which is most diseased.
fo like manner, when some of the bronchi arc found red internally, and even ulcerated, these appearances arc confined to those bronchi which communicate with
cavities; and do not occur in the broncl1ial canals leading to crude tubercles. It is
t owards the back part also of the trachea that the ulcers, especially when large, arc
most common ly observed; the floor of that channel as the patient lies ~up io c. Aud
when the epiglottis is involved in the mischief, the ulcers arc situated, almost always,
on its laryn.(!Cal surface alone. ' Ve have strong reasons therefore for believing that
th eir formation is influenced by the contact of the matter which is expectorated, in
its frequent passage over the mucous membrane. l\lorco,·cr the little mucous g-lauds
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wherewith the membrane is provided, are most numerous at the poi:tcrior part of the
trachea and bronchi; and these gland s are especially prone to ulcerate.
In respect to these points also Louis has made comparative observations. Among
1 80 persons who died of some chronic disorder, not phthisical, he once only met with
ulceration of the larynx; whereas of those who pcrh•hcd of consumption, about om•
in ev1 ry fice had ulceration of the epiglottis or larynx, and nearly 011e in three had
ulceration of the windpipe. Ilence it would appear that, if we except the effects of
the syphilitic poison upon the larynx, ulceration of that part is almost peculiar to
phthisis pulmonalis.
I have told you tlrnt consumption is not merely a lung disease. Its 1ocal ravages
arc most obv ious indeed in the thorax; but it leaves in the abdomen also traces of its
destructive agency not less definite, and scarcely less constant. You kuow that the
surface of the intestinal canal is strewed, throughout, with ~eparate mucous follicles;
and that the lower portion of the ileum is furnished with other follicles, collected
together in o,·al or circular groups. Wh en I come to speak of co ntinu ed fever I shall
have much to say about th e ehan~cs which these little glandu lar bodies undergo, in
one form at least of that disease. Th ese same glands arc the frequent scat of tubercular deposit in phthisis. H erc and there you may sec a solitary yellow tumour, not
larger than a hemp-seed, projecting from the surface of the bowel. In other pluces
the ripened little tumour has burst, the tubercular matter is gone, and a. rai:ged
roundish ulcer rcmnias. )lore frequently the a~grcgatcd glands are affected; and the
ulceration, in them, varies much in form and extent. lt ofte n involves the whole
patch, and then the shape of the ulcer is more or less elliptical. Louis met with
ulceration of these glandul:r agminatre in five-sixths of all the fatal cases of phthisis
that he examined. Ulcers of greater magnitude, were very nearly as common ia the
)arge intestines. And it is worthy of notice that, the disorganizing process being in
these c~ses slow, nature has time ( if I may use such metaphorical language) to pro''idc against the threatened perforation of the ~ut. The tissue th:1t forms the ba.~e
of the ulcer, whether it be the muscular or the peritoneal coat, is thickened and
vamped; or the bowel becomes adherent to some contiguous surface. Once ouly in
my life have I known scrofulous ulceration, in phthisis, penetrate the serous tunic,
and allow the contents of the intestine to escape iuto the sac of the peritoneum.
You ought to be aware-althoug-h the facts possc.!'s, as yet, no pn1ctical valuethat the stomach is often much enlarged and thinned in tho~e who die of consumption; and that the liver is very apt to undergo remarkable changes, almost yet not
altop:ether peculiar, I beli eve, to that diseaf!e. It, too, enlarges, and there arc two
varieties of its enlargemeut. In the first, the li\•er becomc8 full of adipous matter,
greasing the hands and scalpel of the anatorni.!'t, and yielding when heated an oily
substance, which makes a grease-spot on paper placed in contact with it. 'l'he whole
gland partakes in th e alteration, is of soft consistence, loses its natural red tint, and
3S8U111es a pale fawn colour. In three years Louis met with this fatty liver, as it is
called, torty-nine times; and forty-seven of the patients died phthisical. It occurred
in one-third of the whole number of the victims to consurnption; whereas, amoug two
hundred and twenty-three cases., not phthisical, there were two examples only of this
hepatic change. lt is more common in women than in men.
The second kind of enlar;rement is produced by the infiltration of the hepatic tissue
with an albuminous material. The cut i::urface of a liver thus altered has a whitish
and ~liste ning appearance; hence it is called the 1oo:r.i; liver; and by the Germans,
from its resemblance to bacon, the lardoceous liver. The waxy liver so far resembles
the fatty, that it is frequently observed in connexion with scrofulous disease; and that
it is lar;?;e, sometim es exceedingly far~e, with a. smooth su rface, and a blunt lower
ed;?;e. Hoth these foruHi of hepatic enlargement proceed in sidiously, with little or no
pain or tenderness. Th eir presence is revealed during life by no syinptoms, except
that the en larg-cmcnt belonging to them may at length be ascertained by percussion
and pressure with the fin~ers
Let us now inquire what modifications of the healthy sounds arise from the altered
conditious of the lunp; in phthisis. Most of them are such as you would rwtura.lly
expect. Whether a portion of lun:i be reodercd solid by common inflammation, or
by the prc~euce of tubercles in it, the result, so far as the ascult:itory siµ-ns are concerned, will be the saJUc. In such a piece of luug, supposi ng the solidificatioo com-
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plcte, no vcsicubr breathing can be heard; but bronchial breathing and bronchopony
will be uudiblc 1 in each case, if the solidified portion enclo~e a ~onsi~crable bronchus,
and come near the surface of the chest. And percussion will give a dull sound,
whether the lung- lying beneath the part struck be hepatizcd, or blocked up by tuber~
cular matter. On these poiuts 1 therefore, after what was said in a preccJing lecture,
I need not dwell. nut the excavations-the empty or half.empty vomicre-thcse arc
somethinf!; new. 'Ye have hitherto met with no condition exactly similar to that of a
larye cavity. Aed accordingly I have to make you acquainted with two or three new
sounds : or sounds which are modifications of those formerly described, and in most
instances sufficiently distinct from them to have acquired peculiar names. You will
remember that what we have called large crepitation depend!.I upon the passage of air
through liquids; the liquids being contained iu tubes; those tubes the bronchi and
their ramificutions. But when pus or vitiated mucus, or liquid of any kin<l, is collected in a v01nfra, which communicates freely with the trachea through pcrvious
bronchi, the bubbles produced by the entrance and exit of air will be sti ll more
numerous and large; and a sound is then produced which the word ,quryling expresses
well. Lacnuec calls it yciryouillenient. '!'his sound is heard, too, in a circumscribed
space; and not diffused, as large crepitation usually is. \Vhercver, therefore, we hear
gurgling during respinition, or during the act of coughinµ-, there, we conclude, cxi~ts
a C(tvil!J. But the cavity i.'3 not necessarily a voniica. Ia ninety-nine cases out of a
hundred it will be so; but in the hundredth case perhaps it will not. ]3car in mind
what was formerly stated of dilatation of the bronchi: how immetimes they terminate
in a considerable globular expansion; sometimes belly out and contract a:..rain several
times alternately: and you will sec that ca,·ities containing liquid, or liaLlc to conbin
liquid, belon~in~ equally to the one condition and to the other, and the sound in
question depending solely on the intermixturc and agitation of air with liquid in a
ca\'ity, we cannot be sure from mere ~ur~ling respiration, or gurgling cou~h, that we
have a tuberrnlar excavation beneath our ear; or that the case is one of consumption.
Gurgling m:1y also proceed from that very rare morbid condition, abscess, the result
of common iufl.ammation of the lung. 'l'hese constitute the only sources of fallacy in
the matter. The fallacy seldom iuterposes; but it does sometimes interpose; and
therefore it must q11af1J.i1 our eooclusiou from this symptom of gurgliug, with respect
to cases otherwise doubtful.
Again, the voinica. may be empty of liquid; and then we hear, as the patient
respires. not vesicular breathing of cour~e, nor yet exactly bronchial breath in~; it is
something more than that when the cavity is large. soructhing difforeut in character
from it when the cavity is small: but whatever the character of the sound, as we
belie\'C it to take place in a vomica or cavern, we call it caver1Mus rf'spiratirm. It is
a hollow sound, especially when the cavity is of considerable size; an exa~geration of
mere brouchial re~piration. But the cavity may be s111a ll. The momeut a portion
of tubercular matter is separated and discharg-cd throu~h a. neighbourin~ bronchial
tube, the cavity has commenced; and the souud produced in these litdc cavities
durin~ the brcathin~ may be of various kinds. It may be, and it often is, a click,
like the opening aud shutting of a vah·e; or a chirp; or a creaking; or like many
other well-known sounds; but, as all thei::e sounds, under certain circumstances, denote
the formation of a vomiea, it is best, for sirnplicity's sake, to call them all by the same
name-ca\1 crnousrespiration.
Dr. Latham explains in a few words the causes of these differences. u Tht1
varieties of cavernous breathing are duubtle~s owing to different siz~s, :ind forms,
and situations of cavities, and to different conditions of the surrounding lung. A
ca,•ity may be very laq:rc or very small. Sc\•er;il bronchi may open iuto it, or only
one. It m:1y be a simple cav ity, or it may have many chambers. Its sides ·~my be
condensed and equal, or rough and raµ:g;cd. 1l'he lung around it may be sohd and
indurated, or pcrvious and vesicular. It may be near the ribs, or far from them:
adherent to, or separate f'ro111 the pleura. It is quite obvious that these different circumstances are calculated to modify the sound, which will, nevertheless, be always
such as indicates a cav ity."
A tubercular cavity may be so large, and of such a kind, as to yield the metallic
sounds which :ire apt to be heard in pneurnothor:\x. I show you a cav ity in which
those souuUs were actually heard, wost distinctly, by many persons, during th~
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patient's life, while he was under my care in the l\IiUdlcscx IIospital. I was certain
beforehand that these sounds proceeded, not fro111 the ca,·ity of the pleura, but from
a tubercular excavation. Once subsequently, in a patient who was dying of phthisis
and diabetes, I ha\'C heard the same sounds; also, I am sure, in a tubercular ca\'ity.
The patient insisted on leavinp; the hospital, and I lost sight of him before he died.
I promi:;cd 1 when speakin g of these metallic sounds as arising (as they much more
commonly do) from pneumothorax--a collection of air, or of air and a liquid together,
in the sac of the pleura-I promised to point out the circumstancee whereby you may
tell which of the two co nditions in question the sounds denote. Bot.h of t.hc conditions imply, in general, the existence of tubercular phthisis; nud therefore the
observation of the ordi nary symptoms of phthisis will not help us much.
Now, in the cases seen by me, there were two circumstances that stamped them as
bein g cases io which the sound proceeded from a cavity in the lun~, and not exterior
to it. One was the situation in which the sou nd was invarfolif!J heard. The other
was, the absence of excessive resonance when that part was percussed. You know
that when air is contained in the pleura itself, the sound yielded on percussing the
chest in the correspondi ng spot is quite tympanitic, lik e that of a drum. But it is a
well-ascertained fact, (the.ugh contrary perhaps to what you would suppose,) that the
sound is duller over tubercu lar cavities, in nine cases out of ten, than over sound
lung. The explanation of this fact is simple enough. It is that the layer of lung
which still remains in such cases, thick or thin, is dense and solid, and damps the
sound which the vomica might otherwise make resonant. But then again the
situation of the metallic sou nds was a guide. They occupied the upper part of the
chest: the very part where vomicro are wont to be the most common, and the largest:
and moreoYer a part where pncumothorax seldom or never exists. The summit of
the lu ng: is generally covered in phthisis with a cap of false membrane, which binds
it to the ribs: and this, as I observed before, is the main reason why perforation of
the pleura. puhuonalis is so rare in that disease; and it is also the reason why, when
it does take place, it seldom takes place at or near the apex of the lung. Io truth it
is found by experience that (though the rupture of the pleura rnay happen in any
part) the place where it usually occu rs is in the lower and back part of the upper
lube of the Jung, opposite the angle of the third or fourth rib; that is, just beneath
the edge of the fabc membrane by which the summit of the lung is ge nerally adherent. But the sound, in the cases I refor to, was invarhiUl!J heard at the very top
of the chest. It did not shift, as that of pucumothorax may often be made to shift,
when the patient changed hi s posture. Attentio n to these points will always lead
you to an exact diagnosis. You may say, perhaps, "The corn plaint being in each
case a mortal one, what is the use of so much refinement?" Why, there is this
utility in it. We may sometimes, as I stated before, give great relief to the patient,
and sa\·e his life for a time, by tapping the chest in pneumothorax:. Air may get in
with eac h inspiration, and threaten immediate suffocation; and the thorax being
punctured, it will issue in a blast. But no one would thiuk of tapping a tubercular
cavity. 1
To give out the amphoric resonance and the metallic sounds, the vomica must, I
presume, be a {nrge one. 'l'hat which is before you, the only one I ever saw in which
those sounds had been heard, is very large. Its inner surface is smooth : it adheres
to the ribs externally by at least two-thirds of its ci rcumference : and the medium of
adhesion is very thin. Quite low down, a single bronchial tube, of about the third
di\'ision, may be see n to cute r it.
So much, then, for the modification, by a tubercular cavity, of the sounds heard
during respiration . But the voice will also be modified, if the cavity be of considerable size, an<l near the surface, and have dense walls, and be empty. Then we hear,
in that part, when the patient speaks, the so und whi ch is called pecto1·iloqu!J: as if
the voice proceeded from the chest. The words arc distinctly articulated into the ear
of ~he li stener. But I need not trouble myself or you by attempting to describe pee·
torJ!oquy. You may any day hear the exact sound that word is intended to denote,
by placing a. stethoscope over the trachea. of one of your friends, applying your ear to
1 In this thcnutborfinds tbathewns mistaken.
Theopern.tion hns since been proposedo.nd
prilctised. That it can meet with much success, or favour, he does not yet bcliovo.
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the oth er entl of it, aml ~etting him to speak: just as you may obtaiu an exact notion
of bronchial rC'spiration by listening then to his breathing.
For some time after the first appearance of Lacnnec's great and original work on
the diseases of the chest, pectoriloquy was deemed to be the pathogoomonic and in fallible sign of a rnmica. "Oh," the young auscultator woulJ say, "I detect pectoriloquy beneath the clavicle. There can be no further doubt about the nature of the
clioiea~e. My patient has not only tubercles, but a cm·ity in his lunf!;.'' So I long
thought; and so some, I fancy, think still. Yet the evidence :dforde<l by mere pectoriloquy of the presence of a vomica, or even of the presence of tubercles, is far from
being certain or trustworthy. Experience lrnd taught me this before I kuew that
many others, studyiug under the same schoolmaster, had learned the same truth .
.Among my hospital patients many years ago was a man who laboured under plithisi<.:..
Percussion gave a dull sound under his right collar-bone, and in the same spot loud
:ind distinct pcctoriloquy was audible. I well recollect inviting the particular atteu·
tiou of the pupils to this case, as affording an exquisite specimen of pectoriloquy; and
I predicted very confidently that after the patient's death, which was obyiously at
hand, a large excavation would be found in the summit of his right lung. l\ry prediction did me no credit. 'l'he le.ft lung indeed w<is hollowed by cavities, but there
was nothing like n. cavity in the right. The upper part of the Jung was thoroughly
and u oifonnly solid; filled with hard, grey, tubercular matter. The large bronchial
tubes were pervious, and the ~oicc descending into them had been conducted by the
solid lung with perfect and almost painful distinctness to the listener's car. This was
a useful lesson to me: and I mention it that it may be a lesson to you. Remember
that solidification of the summit of the lung will modify the sound of the patient's
Yoice, very much in the same manner as a. large rnmica there situated. It is stated,
indeed, and perhaps truly, that a practised ear can di~criminatc between the loud,
diffused, though articulate, resonance of the voico produced by solid lung, and the
circumscribed, whiffing pcctoriloquy of a cavity. But the distinction is too nice for
the a>cragc of ears. Now since the pulmonary tissue may be rendered dense and
solid by other causes than tuberclcEZ, pcctoriloquy does not always indicate the exist ence of consumption. '!'he fallacious condition docs not often occur; fo r common inflammation is sclJom limited to the upper part of the lung; and the whole of that part
is seldom completely hardened by crude tubercles. ]3ut whenever it docs occur, it is
apt to mislead or puzzle. I was consulted last year about a gentleman in whom this
phenomenon of pcctoriloquy was strongly marked. 'l'wo excellent nuscultators had
been led, by this symptom, to the belief that a cavity existed in the lung. ltemcm·
bering the case I have just mentioned, and learoing that tbc patient had been ill for
a few da)'S only, and had not previously suffered cough, nor auy apparent poet.oral
complaint, I was of opinion that the summit of his r ight lung h ad become hcpat1zcd
by acute pneumonia. And it was so. 'l'he patient died; and the diagnosis I had
formed was verified upon inspection of the lung. Dr. l.E.J.tham relates one or two
examples to the same purpose. Dr. Stokes goes iio far as to consider pectoriloquy the
least important and mo~t fallacious of all the physical signs of phthi~is 'faken alone
\he says) it is absolutely without value. Sir John Forbes has come 'to similar couclu!'ions. Certainly ca'\"crnous respiration is a much more alarming sound.
·wherever actual pectoriloquy from a caYity is heard, there also will be hcarJ
cayernous respiration. Hut the converse of this is not. necessarily trnc. There may
be, and there often is, cavernous respiration and a cavity, yet no pcctoriloquy. 'l'he
cavity is not large enough, or not near enough to the surface of the chest, or not of
such a kind as to reverberate the voice.
Often when pectoriloquy is absent, and cavernous rcspira.tion is <loubt.f~l, and ~UT!!·
1
1
1
1
1
y
llCar it, if he hoh.l his breath, with every beat of his hea rt, wh1eh causes a l1ttle succnssion in the c:wity : but its co ntents must then be thin.
Now when t l1c sounds I have been en(l'a(l'ed in describing- arc well marked, they
denote the existence of a ''omica. T he on~ ~ourcc of fallacy is that which I formerly
mentioned; the same sounds may arise from a cavity in the lung, whatever be its
nature; and th ercfurl! they may nrisc when the bronchi arc cxpa11dcd i11to cavities.
45
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Rut I repeat, that this is a deccpfrrn condition which you cannot calculate upon
meeting with often.
When the sounds arc not well marked, fake time before you pronounce a decided
opinion respectinp; them. Strong bronchophony comes nry near to weak pcctoriloc1uy : bronchial rc~piration may closely resemble some varieties of ca,•croous brcathin~: large crcpitation, confined to a small ~pot, may simulate ~ur~linµ:. It is better,
'Xhcn the imunds arc thus cquirncal, and when they may denote conditions so ,·cry
different in their nature and tendency, to su~p<'od one's judgment, and to give a
guarded opinion . A little time in such cases will clear away the doubt.
I am afraid of being tedious about these sounds; but really they are of imm ense
importance. Upon their exact appreciation, and correct interpretation, will depend
the opinion you will be called 11pon to express; and that opinion will, in many c:isc~,
he a f:cntcncc of life or death with respect to the denrest friends of those who hear
it. .\. correct diap;nosis is also nry important, in the early periods of the disc:isc
C!'l-pceially, for :inothcr
It is in those early periods alone that we can enter.
tain much hope of
the progress of the complaint by al't1 or by change of
climate.
I must now consider the .'JCneral symptoms of this most nffiicting disease : and
while doing so, I shall poiut out how the physical signs confirm or confute their
fanzuag-e, in cases which might otherwise be doubtful.
The general f:ymptoms of phthisis arc eouf!h, dyRpnrea, cxpcctorntion, l1rom optysis,
wasting-, hectic fenr, hoarseness or loss of ,·oicc, <liarrhrea; and there are some other
f:ymptorns which mark often some of its stage!'!-, nn<l to which I shall incidentally
a<l\'ert. I shall speak of them all as briefly as is conRi!<tcnt with clearness.
Couyh is one of the earliest symptoms of consumption; and it is that which
commonly first attracts the attention, nnd awakens the fears, of the patient or the
patient's friends. Generally at fir::;t it is slif?,'ht, occa~ional, and dry: it occurs upon
the patient's getting out of bed in the morning; or if he make any unusual exertion
ii the course of the day. It feels to him ns if it were caused by irritation about his
t .1roat. Sometimes it will cease for a while, as in the warm weather of summer, and
J ccur in wiuter when the external temperature is lower.
Hy deg-recs it begins to be
lroublcsome in the night : and to be attended with more or less expectoration of
mucus .
.Now when such a, cough steals upon a, pcrRon p;radually, and when no reason can
be assigned for its occurring:, that circumstnncc alone is enough to excite suspicion as
to its true nature and cause. ]fot chronic cough may cxiRt without any tubercular
disease of the lungs: as you well know. It may depend upon a disordered state of
the stomach; the p11e11moyastrir nerve may ho irritated there. It may be the cough
of chronic catarrh; it may re!'!-ult from disease of the ltrarl; it may be the nervous,
barkin;r, importunate cough which I formerly mentioned as of frequent occurrence in
hysterical ~iris. And bearing these circumstances in your mind, you will inquire,
and you will generally make out without much difficul~y, whether there be any un·
natural or deranged Rtate of the digesti,·e or~ans; or chronic catarrh; or cardiac
clif:case; or 11ysteria. These arc points on which I need not further in~ist.
I may observe, here, that as chronic cough may exist when there is no consump·
tion; f:O consumption may sometimes exist, and e\·en prove fatnl, and large portions
of the lungs may be disorganized, without there having been nny coup;h; or nt least
without the occurrence of enough cough to draw the notice of the patient or of bis
friends to it. '!'his is not common, hoW"eYer : cough is usually present, more or J es~,
<luring all the stages of phthisis, and it is often that symptom which most distresses
and harasses both the patient and his family.
Great attention used to be paid to the expectoration in cases of suspected phthisis.
It was thought that if a patient spat pus, be was in a state of confirmed consumption: and whole volumes liave been written, an<l prizes awarded to their authors, rci-ipccting the means of distinguisbirrg pus from mucus. ]fot we now know that, so
far as the diagnosis of phthisis is concerned, this is a very idl e inquiry. The inflam ed
bronchial membrane may secrete pus; so that the presence or :ibsencc of pus in the
sputa is no test at all of the presence or absence of tubercles in the lungs. If you
arc, ncYerthelcs~, curious to know how pus may be identified, one easy criterion is
that proposed by the late Dr. Young. You arc aware that pu:-;, like the blood, con·
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tain~ .f!l o~ulcs ;_ nnd thc~c globules, when exam~ned throu~h tran.smittcd light,
cxlub1t prismatic colours; appear surrounded by rmg-s of colours, somewhat resem bling those of the rainbow, but differently arranged, and often beautifully brilliant.
)lucus, having no such globu les, affords no such colour.ed ring-s. The way to make
the exam ination is, to put a minute quantity of the fluid between two small piece~
of plate gl~~s; to hold t~1c gla~s.clos_e to the eye; a~d to look th~·ough it at a distant
cand.lc, h:1\"lnfr a da~k object bclund tt .. A yet readier, and I believe a better test, is
fur~11sl~ed. by the Liquor Potussre, wluch con,·crts pus into a viscid stringy mass,
wlnle 1t liquefies mucus.
For those who po~sc~!', or h:rrc access to, a good microscope, all other means of discri1~1ination become superfluous; .The f!.'1.obulcs peculiar to pus may be rccoguised, by
an mstructcd eye, at a moments rnspect1on.
Whether the expectoration be puriform or not, has ceased, howCYCI\ to be a question
of much importance as l"l.!)!ards the diagnosis of phthisis. A portion of the matter
expectorated comes from the smface of the bronchi, and con.sists of altered mucus:
and therefore, the sputa brought up in phthisis, and the sputa. brou...,.ht
up in brnn0
chitis, arc, in a great dcgr<'c, rh c same. 'l1hcsc arc partly composcd of a ropy trans parent fluid, in which opaque masses of a yellow or ~reenish colour arc seen to float;
and intermixed also with which there may be a good deal of froth. The froth is a.
mc<isurc of the dil1iculty with which the mucus is brought up: au<l it is usually less
abundant and _conspicuous in phthisis th_an in bronchitis. The hca.vy, sage-leaf sputa.
that we sometimes sec, bclon!'.! to both diseases.
You may occa~ionall?' fin<l._ portions of tubercular matter in the expectoration; a.
circumstance quite dec1siYC, when we are sure of it, of the nature of the case: dull
yellow strraks, or little curd-like fragments in,·olrnd in the mucu..,. But small opaque
E'pccks of that character arc sometimes formed in the follicles of the tonsil~; and this
makes the appcal".:ince more equi,•ocal. The sputa m"st characteristic of tubercular
disea~c consist of globular, grey, fiocculent masses, which look like little portions of
wool more than anything else. .J.Yummular sputa the French call these, because when
i:.pat into a n~scl not containiug water, they assume a fiat circulnr form, like a piece
(If money, and remain separate and distinct from each other. When they arc spat
into a glass of water, you pcrccin that some of them subside to the bottom-some
float ou the top, suspended, apparently, by healthier mucus in which they arc cntfogled,
or by bubbles of air-an<l some remain stationary at <liffcrent depths. When stirred
and agitated in the water, they render it slightly milky. 'J1his kind of expectoration
commonly marks a. con firm ed and advanced state of the disca"c; but it will contiuuc
for weeks sometimes. It is not pt~1fcctly pathognomonic, but 11ew·~I/ so. On one
occasion I found expectoration of this nature from a mall whom I did not very diligently examine hy my car; and I set the ease down as one of phthisis chiefly on the
obscn ation of that tsymptom. The patient cddcntly had not 1011g to live. Our
apothecary at the ho~pital, Dr. Corfc, had more time to explore the condition of the
chest : and he came to the eonc:lusion that the disease waii not tubercular phthisis,
but cxtcn~h·c chronic bronchitis : and sure enough he was right. "'hen we came to
examine the lunt."8 after the patient's death, not a tubercle could be found. I am
sati~fied thnt there is no kind of expectoration which indicates phthisis with perji·ct
certainty : but that which I have just been describing \·cry seldom octurs unless there
is phthbis. Louis appears to hayc noticed these rouu<l, separated, woolly masses
twice only uaconnectcd with tubercles : and once the same thing- has occurred to
Uhomel: so that, when the other symptoms arc obscure an<l doubtful, this will
materially augment the gravity of the prognosis. Flies appear to be more attracted
by the sputa. of phthisis than by any other sputa.
Practised microscopic observers arc somet im es able, I belic,·c, to discriminate
"tubercular corpuscles," nnd portions of broken down pulmonary tii;;suc, in the
expectoration of phthisical patients. In this method of diugnosis I must confess that:.
I am inexpert.
lfremop(IJSis is a kind of expectoration; the expectoration of Uood. I have already
spoken of ~his syml?tom as eonne?ted with phthi:-;is, an~ hav e st~1t?<l my belief on th:1t
subject.; nz., that 1f a person spit blood who has m::eivcd 1io InJury of the chest, 111
whom the uterine functions arc healthy and ri!!ht, aurl who lw s no <lisca!'e of the
heart, the odd:-s that there are tubercles ia the lungs of that person arc fearfully high.
1
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of amcnorrhcr-a, and of mechanical injury to the thor::ix, Louis ditl

!1ot meet with a s in ~lc example of hremoptysis among twch-c hundred patients, except
rn such as were phthisical.
I touched at the same time upon the question, whether l1remopty~is, which i::omctim es precedes for a while the manifestation of any other symptoms of consumption,
i.::; ever really the cause of it, as the ol<l authors maintained. You will understand my
])Crsurision to be tlrnt, occurring in connexion with tubercles, pulmonary hremorrha!!c
is always the consequence, and ncYcr the caus,., of thei r presence io the lung. Audrnl
relates a curious case, from which the contrary opinion mh:rht be argued. "A man,
ill of chronic peritonitis, lrnd been for nearly two months in La CharitC, and had
never presented any morbid symptom which had relation to the organs of rcspirrition.
H e hrid no cough, and he breathed easily. One cvcnint? 1 for the first time, he suffered
some dyspucca; and in the conrBe of that night he spat up a large <Juantity of florid
:ind frothy blood. ];"or the five follow in g days the hromoptysis co ntinued abundant,
th en it diminished by <lcf!recs, and at length stopped. But the patient continued to
cough, and to breathe with difficulty, and at l c n ~th he di ed. In the ri7ht lung there
were found several mrisBcs of a brownish red colour, exactly circumscribed, and conFtitut inf!, in short, that condition which J_,acnncc has call ed' pulmonary apoplexy.'
One of these masses contained a considerable number of gwnulations of a ycllowi!'-h
white colour, and having all the characters of minute tubercles in an enrly state. Two
ot hers of the reel masses contained each a very small number of these white g ranules;
and in the remaining masses no tubercles at all could be discovered, nor was there
any trace of them in other parts of the lungs; but they were numerous in the false
membranes of the peritoneum.,,
Andra! argucR, that in this case the partial coll ections of blood that were found in
th e lun g could not ha ye been occasioned by the presence of tubercles, because in the
majQrity of these masses no traces of tubercular matter could be percci,·ed. On the
other h and, their ex istence appears connected with th3t of the apoplectic masses,
because, except in the midst of some of these, no pulmonary tubercles could be seen.
lfot such a case as this hardly bears out the concl usion that pulmonary hremorrhage
h ever the cau~c of tubercles . Th ere were tubercles in the abdomen before; thc-n•fore, the dispo1<ition to tubercular di sease pre.existed in this indi vidual ; and then
tubercul ar matter was deposited in the places where Lloocl was cxtravasated; just as
we know it is deposited in the blood itself, in the splee n sometimes; or, what I thiuk
rnorc probable still, the cluster of granulations provoked the hrolllorrhn ge from th e
:-,pot they occupi ed, antl other lobu les of the s:une lung became blocked up by the
l'cflux of blood, in the manner formerly explained.
Prior to the age of fifteen, ha::moptysis, cnu in phthisical children, is extremely
uncommon.
lJyspncw is not a ,·cry important symptom in phthi:-<is. It is seldom extreme till
tl)wards the termination of the disease, and not always then. Patients who fear, and
yet are unwillin!Z to bclic,·c, that they arc consumptin, will fetch a deep brcritb, and
bi<l you remark how thorouµ:hly they can distend their luu.~; and they expect you to
f.:1v lhat there can be no di)':ense in those On!ans.
I ktve been told that the late Dr.
B;iillic died of pulmonary phthisis; and th~t cYCn he was accustomed to delude hi11.1r;clf by this test. H owever, if phthisical persons do not in gcncr:il suffer much from
dyspncca, their breathing, alth ough they may not be aware of it, or may not choo!'-e
to acknowlcd~e it, is i:rcncrally, in some degree or other, short, or hurri ed. You may
won<lcr that a disorder in whic-h so large a portion of the breathing apparatus is so
often effectual ly spoiled, should be attended by so little distress in respiration; so
little dyspnooa: but your surprise will be dimi11ishcd if you consider the in sufficient
manner in which consumpti,·e patients arc nourished, in consequence of abdomionl
di:icase; and the extent to which their blood is wasted by diarrhooa, and by pcr~pi·
nition. Th e mass of blood is thus kept down to that measure whi ch, pa81<inp; thruu~h
the still pervious portions of the lun gs, is capab le of being arterinlizcd without any
great deviation from the ordinary mode and frequency of breathing.
Keithcr is pain of the ches t a. very importan t symptom in consumption. In some
ca~cs severe pains arc compla ined of, rescmblinf! tho:;c of rheumatism; in the side<:,
or beneath the clavicles. In others, no pa.in at all is experienced. When sharp pain
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occurs, it may be supposed that the pleura is inflamed and beginning to adhere in the
painful part.
'fb ere is, however, one contingency of which the two symptoms last mentioned arc
sometimes nry significant. \\·hen, during the progress of phthi.i;;is, violent pain of
the side, an<l extreme dyspnooa and anxiety, set in suddc11(1j, they denote, with much
certainty, perforation of the pleura, and its serious consequences.
The hectic fet:er which accompanies phthisis is of much ~rreatcr moment. It often
creeps upon the patieut insidiouslj. lie feels chilly perhaps, towarJs enn in,'.!; and
in the night his hands and feet arc dry and burning; and in the morninp; he per.spire:-:
The most marked symptoms of the hectic arc to be found in the perspi ration, and i11
the state of the pulse. The perspiration is usually out of all proportion to the prcYious chilliness and dry heat. It seems to have a close connexion with the slap of
the patient: it seldom comes on while he continues to be awake; but nftcr slecpin~
he wakes, nnd finds that he is sweating. The perspiration is ~encrally most copious
on the upper part of the body, the chest and head. 8o mctiu1es it is moderate; sometimes the patient is drenched aud drowned in it. There is n !!OOd den\ of un certainty
about this symptom, and of obscurity as to its cause. Generally speaking, it bclouf!s
to the more achanccd stages of phthisis; but occasionally it nccompnnies its early
periods. It will cease without any apparent cause: and recur ngnin with the same
capriciousness. A poor friend of mine, who died of phthi~is, and was particularly
harassed by the nocturnal perspirations, took it into his head that posture had something to do with them; and slept for several nights in succC'ssion sitting in an cnsy
chair: and during those nights he certainly did not sweat, thou,'.!h he had been doing;
EO, profusely, before.
Louis found that one patient in ten escnped thi~ symptom.
This is a. symptom which is often very distressing to the patient, making him enn
dread to go to sleep; it tends also to the rapid exhaustion of his stren~th; and betokens,
it is believed, when copious or persistent, a short durntion of the disease.
Frequency of pulse is a symptom so generally present in tubercular phthisis, that
too much importance has been ascribed to it as a diagnostic !:'i~n. I mean, it has
Leen too much the opinion that the lungs arc safe, when the pulse docs not ri se above
its natural standard. Sometimes it remains steady to that standard nearly up to the
period of dissolution. Such cases arc, I believe, generally slow in their pro~rcss.
Y cry recently I lost a friend whose lungs were full of cavities and crude tubercles.
lle had been a. wt!ctudinarinu for years; but the pulmonary Jisordcr had been manifc.::tc<l by decided symptoms during a few months only. At no period did his pulse
exceed sixty-ciglit beats iu the n1inutc. Commonly, however, thopubciscoutinually
above ninety; and often it is much higher. Wltcu there is nothing to account for
this increa&c<l frequency of pulse it is a susp icious symptom.
Diurrltaa, is a common aud an u:rly symptom in phthisis. When it occurri early,
as it sometimes docs; when a patient ha\·in~ habitually CO:iti\-c bowels, becomes hnbitually relaxed; and you su.~pcl"l only, from other causc:-1, c.hat he may hnvc incipient
phthisis; this chan~e often sets its seal upon the nature of his <li:-;orJc r. Usually,
howe\·er, diarrlu:.ca docs not Lccomc urgent until the disease i:-; far adnrnced, and has
already deelarcd itself by other and unequivocal f:ymptoms. When it so occurs, it i~
apt to hara.;;s the patient exceedingly; and rapidly to wa~tc hi~ strcu~th and flesh.
Ile appears to mcil away under the influence of the purgin~; whieh is therefore sa id
to be rolliqu.ath'e. It used to be held that the diarrho::a an<l the pcr~piration bore an
inverse ratio to each other: that when one of them abated, the Qthcr always increased.
But the more exact obs1.:r\'<ltions of l~ouis and of others have proved that this is not
so : that neither iu phthisis, nor in other diseases, have Lhesc symptoms any such
regular reciprocal relation . . Oue reason, perhaps, for this c1:ror 1 mny be ~ou~d in the
cir•!umstance, that acid.:, which have the effeet ~ftcn of chcckrng the per::.p1rat1on, teud
also, in some persons, to produce diarrhrea. Louis found that this symptom began
early in the di~case, and CQutir~uc<l through its whole c~ursc, in one ~ut of every eight
patieuts; and 111 ? ne case only Ill every tweuty-two was 1_t wl~olly want.mg: It .depends
most commonly, 1f not always, upon scrufulous ulcerattou rn the Slllall rntestrncs and
in the colon. In I ... ouis' experience, th ere were, invariably, large ulcer::, whenever
the diarrhcca. had been chro11ic an<l abiding-, and the stools had been num crnus. In
the small intestines the ulceration cY idently commences in the mucoms follicles; the
glandulm sol itariro, or the glanJulro a~minatro; and sometimes, thouµ-h not oft~11, the
ulcer perforates the bowel. It is probable that iu the large iutc.stiuc ulceration be~ins
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in the same way, by the deposit of tubercular matter (which is subsequently rcmovcJ)
!n the. solitary µ:lands: but when once be~un, lhc ulccr.1tiog prucc.'!s cxtcu<ls itscll

indefinitely to the surrounding mucous membrane.
I should ha,·c st:lte<l before that, with thi3 di::;L'<l.'-C of the intest inal canal, thC'rc is
often found cnlargcmcut of the corrcspon<liog glau<ls of the mcscntcry, whic:h are
frequently filled also with tubercular nrn.ttcr.
Several of the symptoms that I ha,·c been mcntionin!;-lhc state of the di~c . . tirn

organs, which interferes with the due as5imilatiou· of the foo<l; thl" drain implied in
the profu~c sweats, and in the habitual diarrhooa ;-conduce to cause another constant
accompaniment of progrcs~i\·c phthisis: and that is emaciution . You know tbat the
wnstiuµ; in this complaint, when it is not cut short Ly some accitlcntnl compli<·ntinn
before it hns rcnche<l what mny be called its natural termination, is extreme. Jt often
is one of the earliest, as it is one of the most alarming, of the symptoms which Lhc
patient presents : and it fre(juCntly becomes excessive before any pcr:spirntion or pm·~
ing hav e occurred to account for it. If, without any apparent c:llL<ic, a person g:row
thin and weak, and his pulse be quick, and his breath at all short-these arc intimations. which seldom prove unfaithful, that tubercular disease is at work in the lungs,
an<l rn the abdomen.
CEdcnw of the auklcs, and CYcn some puffiness of t11c liands and face, arc 1.:ircumstanccs which scl<lom fail to appear in pulinouary consumpt ion : but they arc among
the latest of the symptoms. O~<lcma docs not tell us what the disease is in such
cases. " re have been satisfied as to that some time before. But (un lc!'l.S there is
!lomc marked disease of the heart) it tells us that the disease is about to tcrmi1 ate. It
is worth attention ns a prognostic symptom merely.
And the same may be sai<l of aphth:.u. This is one of the la~t of the symptoms:
hut in some cases it docs not happen at all. I have lately dc~cribcd this mor >i<l condition of the mucous mcmhranc of the mouth nod tonfruc, and ha\"c nothin~ more to
Fay of it at prcscut. It bears the same relation to plithisis as to other chronic <lisor<lers: and rnarks, for the most part, the approach of their fatal tcrrninntion.
lt is always interesting to couple changes of structure with their appropriate signs.
I will therefore take this opportunity of telling you what L ouis has obscn'cd of this
relation, in rc~pcct to the larynx and windpipe.
Ulceration of the eptg:lottis was often latcut; f.,"3\"C no nppreciablc s i~nal of its cx-

:1~tt~;~~e~ p~~:.c 1~;;~1 1~t~1~\~ctl~:~1~,~~~~3gc;~·tii~a~:,' ~i 'S1\\' ~~~a~i1~~~ ;ufi;.~~!~~~~:~~ 1:~1~cr~~1acti~~~
jection of liquids through the nose, while the tonsils an<l pharynx. present no \'isiblc
n!tcration.

l~~~~1t:~1:J 0:01~~~c \'.~,~~:~i:n o:r:~c tl~r~~~:.:l~,~1;~~, \;~~l~:n d~~~~l~yb~ \~~~.:~a~!t~~,~~~

tha\'
abidi11g aphonia.
Ulceration of the trachea is seldom revenle<l by nny symptom. And this is worth
remembering; for patients are eontinnally pcr:su:i<lc<l by mcdic:d men who know no
better, that their symptoms arc all tracheol.
~I.1hcre arc still a few other circumstances which, when they occur, accumulate coodction as to the nature of the disorder. The eatamcnia arc suspended in women:
and the hair falls off. There arc certain physical peculiarities too, which arc stron!?;ly
indicative of a tendency to consumption; or perhaps I should P.ay of the scrofulou~
diathesis. Largeness of the pupil, with a slug-f?ish iris- in other word!", a not very
sensibl e retina-constitutes one of these. A clubbed. state of the cnJs of the finp:cr:;;,
with convex and adunciuc nails, forms another. Y ct this last is not peculiar to tubercular consumption. I have heard of one case in which it was stro ngly marked: the
patient died after a long illness- chronic puriform discharge from the pleura after
p<1racc11tcsis thoracis : but there were no tubercle:;. AuJ I hav e recently ( 1857) been
cuusultcd by a g:cntlcnurn whose right chest I found ih1ttcncd aud much contracted,
aud marked at its lower part in front by the scar of a puncture throu~h which matter
was <lischaqrcd four or fi\'C years ago. lie was sti ll coughing up thick and puriform
mucus. The cn<ls of his fingers were remarkably bulbous, anti their nails very
co1wcx. They had naturally ( he as:sured me) been delicate and taper: au<l he harl
watched the change in their shape, which commenced with thc co111u1c11ccment of his
chc:-<t syrnptorn1;:, Th is peculiarity seems thcrcfurc a bign of present disca:sc, rather
than of a Jiathc:si:$.
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LECTURE LVII.
Phthisis, co11ti11urd. Diagnosis. Forms and mrirties nf Pht!tii;is. Orrli11a1',IJ dtuatlrm. Ayr at 1rhil'h it is most frequ,.ntly fatal . l11jluence of su j a11d r1f occupation. Question of Co11ta:;ion . 'l.'reatment.
lx a former lecture, the twelfth of this course, I cntere<l somcwl1at fully into the
prLt!tolo[J!I of scrofulous and tubercular diseases in ~cncral. I pointed out the fact,
that though such diseases affect vast numbers of personl" 1 aud are mo:;t extensively
fotal, yet that they nfl'i:-ct almost exclusively certain do.~sr·.~ of persons. That while
Eomc are so prone to tubercular disease, as to fall iuto it upon the operation of the
slightest external cam•es, or e\'en spontaneously- nay, in spite of e\·cry care to the
contrary-othe rs again, who arc constantly exposed tu influences likely to call sc rofulous disease into action, either do not suffer tbcrcfrom; or if they do bccom(' scrofulous, it is only when the external circumstances most favourable to the production of
such disease have been intense in dc~rce, and protractc<l iu their application.
At the same time I showed you how commouly the diq)fJsillo11 to scrofula descend-,
in families: nud I tol<l you what observation has colll'ctcd iu respect to the l'aw;cs
which may excite scrofulous disease in pcr~ons ltf'l'r•l,'tarl~IJ cllsposrd to it. I shall
not 1 therefore, go over that ground again. What I then sai<l of scrofulous di<::case in
f!encral is true of tubercular consumption in particular. I will merdy rcmin<l you
that these excitin~ causes :ue essentially causes of tlf6i/if!J. ,\.hatcYcr tent.ls to depress the vital powers, nn<l permanently to weaken the bo<ly, t('nds al~o, in a }Jrcdi:Sposcd frame, to cng:cmlcr or to call forth this fearful and most dc~tructi\·e nrnlady.
'\"ith rcs:pcct to the detection of tubercular <lisca~e in the lunh'S 1 it is somctime.s
very ca~y. sometimes extremely difficult. It is easy when the tubercles arc numcruu".
br~c, or far advanced: difficult, sometimes, when they arc crude, scanty iu number.
and thinly scattered, and individually small_ Io the latter case they may not cau:;e
any npprcciablc deviation from the natural resonance of the cbcst on pcrcus;:;ion, or
from the natural smooth, equable rustle of the breathing. Tt would be tedious to
travel over again all the auscultatory and other symptoms, with the Yiew of pointinz
out their bearing upon the diagnosis. I touched upon that poiut incidcntally 1 whcu
discussing the individual symptoms, in the last lecture. l\Iany of the symptoms tell
their story so plainly that any attempt to expound or interpret them would be quite
superfluous. One or two card inal points, howc,·cr, wbich have rather Leen hinted at
before tha.n expressed, I may just advert to.
The fact that tubercles occupy the upper part of the Jun::: by preference, is of great
moment in relation to the diagno;Sis. When the symptoms arc equivocal; when, so
far as tltr!J arc concerned, t,he case may either be one of chronic bronchitis, or of tubercular consumption; a. careful examination of the superior rcp:ious of the che.st will
often decide the anxious question. The sound resultin~ frou1 the fir~t !!entle tap
upou or beneath the clavicle, often rings in the physician's C!lr the kndl of his unfortunnte patient. }~ven unusual distinctness of the souu<l of c.cpiration, if heard at rho
summit of the lur!f! 1 and d fortiori if at the summit of one lung only, warrants the
terrible suspicion that tubercles arc breeding in that lung. lt may, indeed, be laiJ
dowu as a rule, which very few exceptions diYcr.sify, that if you find dulness on pcrcus" ion; or indistinct breathing; or coarse inspiration; or loud and prolon2;cd expiration; or undue resonance of the voice; or a click or morb id noise of some sort when
the patient respires, or speaks, or coughs; if you find this day after day 1 and :thvay;S
Letween the clavicle and the man1ma in front, or between the cla.vicle aud upper ed!!e
of t he scap ula, over the top of the shoulder, and nowhere else; :u1d more especially if
t ho..-;e deviat ions from the healthy sounds be limited to one siJc, or greater on one
side than ou the other, or different in quality on the two sides; you may set the e~isc
duwn as a case of tubercular phthisis. On the other hand, if in the same parts you
still distingu ish nil the natural sounds of respiration, and can ~till obtain a clear z.uun<l
on pcrem:;ion, you are not to condemn the case, nor to despair of recovery, whatcnr
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its other circumstances may be. The worst symptom certainly, when auscultatory
signs arc wanting:, is lw.~mopty:-;is.
Incipient consumption is moflt liable to be confounded with chronic bronchiti,.,
Yet the lcadio~ features of the two are well contrasted. The morbid sounds bclon~
ing to chronic bronchitis arc cl1icfly audible in the lower lobes of the lung:;;: tho"c of
phthbis io the upper. Some <legrec of expectoration attends the cou .~h of bronchiti~
from the first: the cou~h of phthi:.is is often, for a long while, dry. 8implc bronchitis
is not accompanied by hmmoptysis. 'fhe pain that occurs in bronchitis is felt be1ll':1th
the sternum: in phthisis pain most commonly affects the siclcs, and the space between the shoulders. It is enough, I trust, to have drawn your attention to these
points, without dwelling- upon them longer.
Dr. Latham, in the littl e work which I have sevoral times referred to, has laill
down certain distinctions most deserving of your notice, with respect to the Yariou~
,1i:mJ1s of phthisis. '.l'his portion of his book is quite original. '.l'he facts ind eed ha"c
long been known : but they ha,·e never before, that I am aware of, been made so instructin, by being clc:nly disposed 1 and exhibited in their proper bearing;s.
H e first divides phthisis f!Cncrally into two forms, which he calls rni.red phthisis
and 1mrnixed phthisis. And he illustrates what he means by those terms \'Cry simply
and skilfully. He takes the case of a.n absorbent gland in the neck, affected with
scrofulous disease. The changes which are liable to take place in it are wrou!.d1t
before our eyes: we Imm the pri,•ilcgc of watching them. Xow such a gland will
sometimes enlarge, in consequence of the deposition of tubercular matter in its substance : it will iirow large a.nd hard without there being any pain, or heat, or redness,
obsen·ablc; and it may remain in that state for weeks, or month.~, or years.
But in the majority of instances the absorbent ~land, after remaining for a certain
time in this condit ion, will uuJcrgo, and cause, other changes. Pain, heat, and redness will ensue; tlrn hard gland will !'Often; the integuments will grow thin, and at
lcogth give way; the softened tubercular matter, minl!led with pu,., wiil c~c:ipc; and
then the pain and heat and redness - the inflammation, in short-will disappear;
an<l the abscess will heal, leav in g behind it nothing: more than a. slight scar. '!'his
1wocess may happen to one such gland j or to more than one simultaneously; 01· to
8C\'cral in succession.
Ju this case there has been no more inflammati on than was juo;t cnou.\?h to accom·
plish its purpose of removing from the body the tubercular matter. 1l'he inflammation
has not transgressed what Dr. L atham has called its specific limit.
But again, it may g'O beyond that limi t; it may be both more severe and more
exte nsive than is necessary for the removal of the tubercular matter in the diseased
!!laud. It may pervade the whole neck, giving: rise to diffosC'd redness, and swcllin~,
and pain: and the whole of the subcutaneous areolar tissue between the angle of the
jaw and the clavicle may be loaded with effused scrum an<l 1rns.
~\11 this you may sec almo3t any day in the wards or waitin~-rooms of a. hospital.
.And Dr. Latham has happily chosen this affection of the cervical glands to eluciJatc
what happens when the tubercular matter is deposited iu the l1rngs, where one cannot
St'C the changes it is suffering or producing.
Tubercles in the lungs may remain for au indclinitc pcrio<l of time, in their crude
state; never softening at all, or softening only at a. very late period. Or they may
~in rise to just so much of inflamm ation, and no more, in the pulmonary tissue surrounding them as is suffic ient to bring about their own softening and subsc'luent expulsion. Or, lastly, the tubercles may excite much more inflamm ation of the lung
around them than is requisite for th eir elimination: intlamwation of eve ry degree,
and of any ext'ent.
~ow to the first two cases, when they occur, he gives the name of unmixed phthi-,is:
the third he calls, on the other hauJ, mixed phthisis. We lea.rn from au;;eultatiou
whether the case be one of mixed or unmixed consumption; i.e., we hear, in the
unmixed fonn, the sounds or the modifications of sound which result from the presence of tubercles or of vomicro; and we hear these morbid Slllllld :i only: in every
part of the luug where they are not audible, we hear the ves icular murmur of health.
J3ut in the mixed form we also hear these sounds. Tru e, and we hear other morbiil
~ounds b<:sidcs. The tubercular disease is mixed with common inflammation; nn<l
we hear the sounds that denote common intlamwatiuu of the mucous mcml>rauc, ur
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of the sub~tance of the Jun!!- sibilus, or lar!!c or io:m:l.11 crcpitt"ttion -we lu•3r th("~e
sounds mixing themseh-cs with the souuds which belong to the tubercular affection.
'fhis distinction is of considerable importance, for it concerns the t1·cf/tme11t of the
malady. The tubercular disease, when established, is beyond our power. The in flammation which is in cidental to it we may hope to alleviate or to remove. 1t is in
the st~ge of vomicm ~hat the .disease c01~1 m only as~u~ucs the mixed character; nn<l
sometimes the bron clunl or nsicular effusion upon which the acl<led sounds depend,
may be got rid of by the seasonable application of a. few leeches, or of cuppin~
p:Ja ... ~e~, or of a blister, or by a moderate bleeding from the arm, and the disea~c be
Lrourrht back ngain, for a time at lcnst, within its specific limits: and the patient b~
rclie\'ed from much distress, and imminent danger. ] t is upon this principle that
Dr. Latham explains the fact that most consumptive p:ltients improYe consi<lerably,
Foon after their admission into the wards of a. hm~pital. The poor arc ucccssarily
much exposed to those causes which tend to complicate the tubercular disease. 'l'hc
tubercular disease may :is yet be sl ight and limited; but the superaddcd mischief,
the bronchial and Yesicular effusion, may be immense; and this bcin~ s11bmitted 1
often for the first tirue, to treatment, upon their admission into a hospital, is for a
whilcremoYed.
Now if we had not the aclnrntnge of the method of nu.::cultation, we coul<l not
ar::cenain these differenccc:, nor detect them when they existed. You will pcrcci\'C 1 I
am sure, their practical importance.
Of course the more ready the surrounding lunp; is to lake on inflammation -in
other words, the stronf?'cr the disposition in the complaint to assume the mixed character-the more rapidly fatal is it likely to be.
nut of the unmixed form of phthisis Dr. J~allrnm has made two interestin~ \'arietics : and the truth of the distinctions drawn by him will be more manifest to you,
the more you see of this terrible disease . In one of these varieties the lungs nre :ip·
p:lrcntly tenanted by a multitude of tubercle;,;, which remain crude aud unaltered ful'
a con~i<lerable len~th of time. In the other, succc~si,·e crrips of tubercles appear to
form : or at any rate the tubercles ripen and arc expelled iu successi,·e crops: :lUJ
there may be lonp; intervals between each crop and the next.
Dr. Latham thus describes the former of these two \'arieties: - "An indi\'idual
loses the complexion of health, :rnd becomes thin: he coup:hs a little; but pcrh:lps
he has no notable feyer, nnd no constant acceleration of pulse." l 1 pon auscultation
of his che!'t it is found that there is dulncss benc:lth one or both clavicles, or about
one or both scapulre, and an indistinct respiratory murmur in those parts; but the
vesicular breathing is free and perfect in every other part of the lunp;. H erc we
ha\'e tubercles, crude, and in the upper lobe a lone: an<l thi~ state of thin1!5 mriy
endure for years, without variation; the patieot remainin~ always a great valctu<linarian. "'l'o such a patient (~mys Dr. Latham) it is a continual puzzle why he docs
not rrct well. Be consults an infinite number of medical men: and it is remarkablo
that he gets no comfort or .!latisfacti:Jn from those who understand his disease the
bei:;t, and the greatest comfort and satisfaction from tho!'e who understand nuthin~
about it. Those who know what it is, out of kindness do not tell him the truth,
an<l they cannot asseverate a falsehood stoutly cnou~h to carry any weight with it:
whereas they who know nothin~ about it affirm Loldly and unhesitatingly that 1't i8 oil
st1JmwA; really believing that the whole and sole Ji.sorder is in the stomach, and that
it is within the reach of an cal\y cure."
But at Jenrrth - perhaps afte~ a very long period-vomicro ?re formed; ~n.d thl'n
the patient sinks rapidly, an<l 111s lun~ after death arc fo~nd ml<lled by cuntte~ ~nrl
stuffed with tubercles; but eyery part of them not occupied by tubercles or \'On11cro
j;,i crepitant and healLhy. In these cases, disease ling-crs Ionµ: in the crude ~t:1~c;
new tubercles are added, probably, year after year: but none of them softe n. Tlwy
do not excite inflammation in th e lung around them. You recognise the pre. . encc
of the tubercular matter by the ear; but there arc no vomicro. At last vomic:u are
formed, many at the same time or in rapid succession, and the patient pre~cntly
succumbs.
'!'he other variety of unmixed phthisis may be ju.::t as protracted as this; but its
character and progress differ materially. In the former case tl110! patient's conJition
was one of inYariablc ill health; in the one I am about to mention he has fits of ill
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He spits for a time consiJcrablc qu:rnti-
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morbid sounJ~ will be corrc:,:pondcat to the symptoms.

During the fits of illnc~s you
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i11 the same p:uts; but everywhere else you will hear a clear sound of \'C::;icular brc~th
ing. Herc the tubercular matter excites just enouµ;h inflammation around it to ach1c,·e
its ow n expulsion, and no more. The lung is <lc.::;troyc<l bit by bit. l1'rcsh portious
of tuLercular matter arc dcpo:;itcd; these ripen and suftcn, and arc cxpcctonncd, aud
a. Yomica is the result; :ind then there is a period of quiet. And there being still a lar~c
portion of each lung to breathe with, the patient regains more health and strength iu
the intervals of his attacks, than the forrner patient possessed habitually.
But in this form of unmixed pulmonary consumption, a period at length arrives
when tile patient docs not revert to the former state of' apparent health. rl1he riuantity
of Jun~ that has now been destroyed forbids it. You hear the sounds propcrto tuber.
cular disease over a large space, between the clavicle and the mamma, or anywbcrc
abollt the scapula, on ouc or both sides; yet still that part of the lung which is free
from tubercles and \•omicm is pervious and healthy: but the hectic continues, the
emaciation iucreases, and the strength declines; and the fatal consummation arrives.
Of these two varieties of genuine and unmixed consumption, the fir:it is the mo:it
]1opelei:;s. 'l'hc tubercles are numerous; they probably go on increasing in number
though they do not soften; there is not, and there cannot be, any, even temporary
rnturn to health, either real or apparent.
\\'hcrcas, where the tubercles come singly, or in successive crops, and rapidly soften,
and 3rc expectorated; and where some long time interposes brtwccn the crops; the
health and strcnµ;th return, and there is just a chance that no more tubcrch:s may
form. It is in this variety of unmixed phthisis that a natural cure, by the contrnc:tion and cicatrizatioo of a. vomica, may by possibility take place. ·we cannot expect,
we scarcely dare permit ourselves to encourage hope, that the disease will cca:se in
that IUaoner: but if it cease in any form of the malady, it is iu this.

[Io regard to the cu rability of pulmonary consumption, Dr. ·wood, in his Trc;itise
onthel>racticcofi\ledicinc,remarks,;isfollows:" I am not one of those who believe that pbthisis is in all cases ncces~arily fatal. On
the contrary, I believe that, in one stage or auother, it is occasionally cured, or at
least ends iu perfect recovery. It is no \'Cry unfrcqucnt event to sec thrcatcninµ: symptoms of phthisis g ive way under suitable treatment. lt canuot be pro\•ed, with ab:;o·
lute certainty, that these symptoms were tuberculous; because the evidence of dissection is wanting, and the physical signs are not sufficiently positive, in mild caf;es of
early phthisis, to authorize a certain conclusion. But they arc undistingui:;hable
from symptoms, which, in other cases, are the forerunners of confirmed phthisis; aud
we have abundant cvidcucc from dissection, that tubercles arc C3pablc of undergoing
farnurable modifications. 'l'hc probability is, that the tuberculous matter is absorbed,
and sometimes, as show n by dissection, replaced by calcareous matter; and, if the
diathesis be so far subdued as to prevent the dcpositiou of other tubercles, before these
have completely run their course, the disease may be sa id to be cured. The circu111·
stance that such remains of tubercles are not unfrequcntly fouud in the lungs of ol<l
11ersons, who have died of other diseases, would seem to show, that these cures are
sometimes permanent.
"J3ut this is not all. It occasionally happens, that consumptive symptoms disap·
pear entirely eve n iu the second stage of the disease, after the formation of a cavity.
'!'his event, ii is true, is comparatively rare; but some such cases have probably fallen
within the notice of almost eve ry practitioner of extcasi\'e experience. Even should
the disease ultimately return, still, the case may be said to have been cured; as the
occurrence of a second attack of pncumouia is certainly no proof that the first was not
cured. llut there ha\"e been cases in whi ch no return of tbc symptoms has t:1ke11
place during the residue of life, even though con:;idcrably protracted. 'l'wo in!-tauccs
of this kind ha,·e occurred in medical wen of this city. One of the patient:; was
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affected, when a young man, with :di the symptom8 of phthi~b;, iucluJing frequellt
att:lCks of hromoptysis, se\'Cre cough, hectic fever, &c., from which he completely
reco,·erecl, and continued exempt up to the time of his death, which oecurrctl many
years afterwards of typhoid fever. (Sec 1Y. Am.. Jled. and Sury . .f111mi., viii. 2i"7 ).
;l'hc other was my preceptor and friend, the late Dr. Joseph Jlarri::,h, who in early lif\!
laboured for a time under the symptoms of phthisis, and after his death, at au
advanced age, wa~ found to have scyeral cicatrices of the upper part of one Jun!!,
which were obviously the remains of tuberculous cavities. (81.?c A in. J1J11r. of .iJ111(
Sci., xxvi. 256). The probabilities upon the whole arc, that each tubercle has a
tendency towards health, and, if alone, would in time end in perfect rcconry; so that
the great fatality in phthisis consists in tl1c continued predisposition which causes the
constant or frequently repeated deposition of other tubercles, before those fir;.t
deposited have had time to run a farnurablc course. We may, therefore, always entertain some hope, if appliC'd to iu the early stage, in cases of no p;reat severity, of seeing
a cure effected; and, C\'C n in the second stage, when the diathesis is not very stronf!',
or the local disease cxtcnsin, there is no reason for absolute despair. E\'Cn in cases
which appear to offer no chance of ultimate recovery, we may hope to be able very
much to prolon§! the duration of the complaint, and sometimes C\'Cn to add years to a
Yaluablc life. There is an individual now pursuing an actiYe business in Phil3del}Jhia, though with a cavity in his lung, who eight years since was under my ca re with
f;C\'cre cou§!h, copious purulent expectoration, nig:ht-swcats, hectic 11aroxysms, and
:rrcat cmnciatiun and debility. When the second stage is clearly c:;tablishe<l, with
sc\'crc constitutional symptoms, and lhe physical signs of extcn~i,·c disease iu the
lun ~, there is .scarcely any ground for hope. lf to the ordinary symptoms, in such
in:o-tanccs, arc :::upcra<ldcd continued vomiting aud diarrhOC'a, the ca.<=e may be considered as quite <lc~pcrate; and speedy death may be expected.''

-C.J

'l'his groupin~ of the different characters under which pulmonary consumption may
appear, ha~ been performed by Dr. L atham with perfect fidelity. 'There is nothin~
O\'erstrained or fanciful about his sketch; it is after nature; and it is by the hand
of a master. .And there is something very refreshing in original views of this kind.
Yastly more iustructiYc too they arc, than those presented by a dull compilation. I
therefore again recommend you to study his little volume. I am sure that I have
dt•rivctl much useful and usable knowledge from it: and so also may you.
There is another form still of tubercular consumption which Dr. J,atham lrn s not
omitted to notice; but his observations on this form are not so new. Jt is a. strikin g,
but not very cornmon form; and it is sure to arrest the attention of the practitioner
when it docs occur. I have met with three or four examples of it. '!'he phenomena
arc of thi~ kind. The patient has difficulty of breathing-, cough, hromoptysis perhaps,
night-sweats, and much hectic fo,·cr; the symptoms in short which coustitutc the
acute phthisis of some authors. But if you listen to the chest, you do not hear the
sou nds that arc peculiar to phthisis : you do not find dulness confined to the upper
lobes, or pC'ctoriloquy, or gurgl ing respiration: but yon rather find the superadtlccl
sounds whic:h accompany mixed phthisis; small crcpitation all over the lungs, succeeded by au absence or deficiency of the proper breathing C\'Crywhere. )lcanwhilc
there will be none of the expectoration which is characteristic of phthi:;is. In short,
you would not suppose that the disease was phthisis at all. Y ct it mlL~t be called
.such, for after death you find the lungs thickly bestrewed everywhere with wh::it I
spoke of before as the granulations of l3aylc; nascent tubercles, myriads of them,
f!rCy and minute: what many per~ons call mili3ry tubercles. 'J'hc tubercular matter,
from fiome cause whereof we know nothing, is thickly nnd uniformly sow~1 over the
whole of the air-passa:;cs, or throughout the entire extent of the lungs, and 1t!:i sudden
presence there in such abundance excites inflammation, which musks and conceals
the specific disease; and t!rn true nature of the case is not suspected til_l after the
patient's death. All the rnstances that I lmve seen - three or four only 111 number
-were supposed by me to be cases of extensive inflammation of the lunp;s; and so
indeed they were, but they were something more. The tubercles, doubtless, were
th e cause of the inflammation; and not the in6au1rnation the cause of the tubercles.
From what I have been stati ng you will percci,•c how difticult it is to say what is
the ordinary duralio11 of phthisis; concerning which a question was put to me at the
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close of the last lecture. The disease may be present for some time without dcchirinµ:
it::clf by any marked or unequivocal symptoms; and therefore without attracti11~
attrution. ]~ut taking the cases as they occur, and cstimatinl? the duration of' the
malady from the time wlien it first manife,.t::- itself iu a decided form, we find tl1crr is
quite enou~h of \'ariation to warraut the distinction that has been made by autho~
between chronic and acute phthisis; or, to use the more popular and more cxprC!:!<i,·e
phrascoloµy, Let ween slow and gallopinl? consum]ltion. The followinµ: tabular state.
mcnt of the rc::;ults oL~en·cd by Bayle and Louis, will giYe you a !1omcwhat ruorc precise notion of the !!Cncral progress and duration of the di~casc. The whole number
of cases noted was 314. Of these. 2-l died within three months; UQ between three
:rnd six months; (jQ nlso between six and nine months; 32 between nine and twch-c
months; -13 between tweh-e and eighteen month:-; 30 within from ci~htec n months
to two years; ]~ between two nnd three years; 11 between three and four years; 5
between four anJ five years; 1 between f:iyc aurl six years; 3 between six and seYCn
years; 1 between seven :rnd eight years; 3 between eight and ten years; and 11
between te n and forty years.
You will remark that, so far as this account goes, more than onc.lrnlf of the whole
number die<l withiu nine months from the time when the disease first became mani·
fei:ct. '!'his a~rccs with the experience of the late Dr. G rCf!ory, of J~<linburgh . lfo
u-;cd to state that the ordinary duration of phthisis was about six months; that some.
times it lasted only two or three months; aud that he had seen one c:-ise which pro,·cd
fatal on the seventeenth cby after the symptoms were first observed. On the other
hand, he had known one man who was at lcnst 72 years old when he died, in whom
~ymptoms of phthi1' iS fir.-t nppeared at the 3f!C of 18, and who was never free from
them durinf!: all the intencning period; being often hectic, and frequently spittin~
\1luod. It has been my melancholy task to watch the long decline, and the death at
J;1q 1 of a stater-man who scn·cd his country well and strcnuour-ly, yet of whose yeaN
and J1ealth a precisely similar description to this would be true. Th e m•erogf' or
mum duration of con!-ulllptiou has been computed to be about two years. '!'his is a
different thing, you will please to observe, from its ordinary duration.
There arc many other points in the statistica l history of phthisis well worthy of
attention and inquiry; but I ban not time to go into them in any other than a su111·
mary manner. '!'his pnrt of the subject is wry well worked up in Si r James Clark's
lucid and sensible bo<Jk upon Consumption: but you will have perceived, from th e
references I Im.Ye so frequently had occasion to nrnk c to l\I. ]~ ouis, that his work is the
great storehouse or treasury of tabular iuformation, with respect to the farts of tuber·
cular phthisis.
It is an intercRting question to determine at what period of human life consumption
irnmbers the most Yictims. 'fherc arc two short tables, one drawn up by Louis, coo.
taining observations rclatiYe to 123 cases, and t.he other by llaylc, respecting 100 which throw some light on the question. '!'he two tables ngrec, in the main, very
closely. Thus, from the age of 15 to that of 20, L ouis met with 11 deaths from
phthi.sis, Bayle with 10; from 20 to 30, Louis met with 39, and l3riylc 23; from 30
to JO, L ouis 33, Uayle 23; from 40 to 50, Louis ~3, Bayle 21; from 50 to 60, Louis
l~, Bayle 15; from UO to iO, I~uis 5, llayle 8. You see from this account how
(·rroncous the common notion is, that consun1ption docR not occur at an advanced
iieriod of life : that a person who has reached his thirti.eth or fort ieth year is thence·
forth safe from that di::easc. From these two tables, and others collected by 8ir
James Clark, it appears that, taking decennial periods, the f!rcatcst number of deaths
from phthis is happens between the ages of 20 and 30: the next greatest number
from 30 to 40: the next from 40 to 50 : and that, after these, it is a doubtful matter
whether more perish of consumption between 50 and GO, or between 15 and 20, which
J.1"t is only one.half of a decenuial period. 'l'h esc calculations refer, as you will
remark, to human life after the age of puberty. ])cfore tlrnt nge, tubercu lar disca!"C
i:s fearfully common, especially in infan cy and childhood. Among 9~0 cl1ildren (5:J ~
µ-iris, and 388 boys) who died from the age of 2 to that uf 15 years, no less than
538 (nearly three.fifths of the whole) were affected, Dr. Papavoinc tells us, with
tubercles.
Io a. report made by the physicians to the H ospital for ConRumption at Brampton,
the decennial periods arc calculated from a differcut poiot. 'l'hcir tabl es, which com-
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prchcnd the cases of 2679 males and 1679 females, lead to the conclusion that, in
Loth sexes, the" liabilitp to co11sumptim~ is greatest" between 25 nn<l ;},) years of a2:C.
From the same tables, as well as from those of the llcg-istrar-Gcucr:{l 1 it. appe~\n;
that i11. this metropolis _more men th~n women die of consumption. lu the proYince.~,
accordmg to the Rcg1strar-Gcneral s returns, there arc more dcnths from phthi:;ij
among women than among men.
Statistical researches are of still greater interest, perhaps, when they elucidate th!!
influence of different trades an<l occupations in calling phthi.,.is into csi-.,teuc:c. Sir
James Clark has brought together much curious in formation on this point. 'J'hero
arc certain occupations which appear to pro•okc pulmonary consumption by the direct
application of local irritants to the lungs themsch·es: and there arc others which tend
indirectly to bring on phthisis, by lowering the tone of the general health: by producing debility and cachcxia. But these two causes often ~o together: and it is
dillicult to c::;timatc with_ accuracy their separate effect. The workmen whose cmploy-
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pointers; and many others who of necessity inhale durin~ their labour an atmo!'phcrc
loaded with irritating- particles of matter. ~But, then, most of these men work aliiu
in towns, and remain for many hours day after day in a constrained position, iu
crowded or in close apartlllcnts. l\Iorcornr, some of these occupations, bi..:inf! sedentary,
and requiring no p;rcat muscular power, arc unfortunately selected, for that rca!'on,
by pernons who arc naturally of feeble or delicate constitution. On the other hand,
butchers, fishermen, and their families, and farm-servants, arc said to be comparati\·ely
free from phthisis. UedJocs ascribed this exemption to the use of animal food by
these classes: but much of their better health is due, no doubt, to their habits of acti,·c
exercise in the open air; and to the circumstance that such employments demand :i.
certain amount of bodily strength and energy, and therefore arc not likely to be
adopted by weak and scrofulous indi,·iduals. lt is obYious that the whole inquiry is
beset with sources of fallacy. " 'c know, however, on the evidence of undoubted
facts, that certain occupations do tend to induce pectoral complaints, and to shorten
life. Dr. Kni~ht, of 8hefficld, informs us that fork-grinders, who arc what arc callcJ.
dry grinders, die there of the grinder's asthma or grinder's rot, before they are thirty.
two years old. Razor-grinders, who grind wet and dry, li\·e a. little longer: the
moisture diminishes, of cou rse, the number of floating particles of metal. Tablcknife gri nders work on wet stones, _and su rvive till they arc between forty and fifty.
I must refer you to S ir James Clark's book for similar facts with respect to the
inhalation of si lcx, of the dust of mines, and so forth. ·without pretending to assign
to each alleged injurious influence its precise contribution of mischi<'vous effect, we
must be content, at present, with the practical inference, that such employments
i-hould, if possiLle, be avoided by all those who show any tendency to scrufulous
disease.
Is phthisis contagious .'l No: I verily bclicrn it is not. A diathesis is not communicable from pcr:;on to person. Keithcr can the disease be ea-.ily (if at all)
generated in a sound constitution. Nor is it C\"Cr imparted, in my opinion, cvcu by
one scrofulous indh·idual to another. Yet in Italy a consumptiYe patient coulJ. not
he more dreaded and shunned if he had the plague. And in this country the ~mpi
e:ion will now and then arise that the disease may be infectious. .\girl dyin~ of
phthisis is nursed by her sister, who afterwards droops and dies of the s:uue couiplai~1t.
H ere the presence of the peculiar diathesis is strongly presumable. But the part.1cs
may be different in blood. A wife watches the dcrith-becl of lier consumpt:rn
hu.,bancl; and presently sink s herself under ~onsumpti~n: aud .there may be no
traceable or acknowlcdf!e<l example of scrofula rn her pc<l1wce. l ct c~'7n here the
latent diathesis mriy fairly be presumed to ha.vc ex isted. V cry few famd1cs arc perfectly irnre from the strumou~ interm i~turc. 1l'!1c p~c<lispositi~n .n~ay ~c slight.; it
rnay be dormant for~ gc.n ~rat1on; or, like othc.r rnhcntcd pccul1tmt1cs, 1t may a!i~ht
capriciously on some 111d1v1duals only of the krnclrcd. In both the supposed cases
there have been other influences at work, more authentic than the allcg-c<l contrigious
property, in calling fo:th the ~atal malady. " '::itching, the want of rest, confi11C1~1ent
in the unwholesome air of a sick chamber; and, above all, protracted mcnt::il anx iety.
than which no singl e cau.::;C' perhaps has more power to foster and forward the inbred
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The disorder, I am sati.;;ficcl, docs not sprc:i.d by conta~ion.

).;c\·crtheless, if con1:ultcd on the subject, I shoulJ, for ob,·ious reasons, <lil'suar.le the
occupation of the ~nme bed, or c•cn of the same sleeping- apartment, by two person.::,

one of whom was known to labour under pulmonary con..,umption.
'.l'he treatment to be adopted, and the plan of rc~imcn h> be ob~cn•ccl, in respect

Qf tubercular phtlii:--i.;, re1:oh-c thcmseh-es into the methods of prut'ntion when the
disca<:e is lil:d!J to occur; of arreMing its pmgrrs..~ when that di:-:casc is il/(:ipie111 or
limitnl i11 exfrnt; and of nllcviating the most distrr1l..~i11y !t!Jmpto1m, when no hope
remains of stoppinf! its cou rse, or of averting its fatal close.
With rc~ard to the pre1·r11tion of the disease, in thoi-c, who, by inheritance, or by
circumstances, arc predisposed to it, a g-reat deal mi~ht be r-;aid; but the subject
belongs r.'.lthcr to the hC'acl of medical police, or hygiene, than to the pr.'.lctiec of
physic. "·c deem that a person lws that predisposition, which is altno~t a necessary
condition of the development of tubercular disease, when we obf"erve those marks of
the scrofulous diathesis which I pointed out in an earlier part. of the course : or when
we know that the parents posse~s that peculiarity of com;titution: or when brothers
or sisters ha\•c displayed it. It would be well indeed for society if the multiplication, and diffusion, of the strumous diathesis could be checked, by a prudent avoidance of ill-assorted marriap:C's. But we cannot say - no l e~ i slaturc could say- to a
scrofu lous man or woman, you shall not marry, and propag-atc scrofula. It is rea~on
able, howeYcr, to conclude, and the conclusion is amply borne out by the obscr\•ation
of facts, that where both parents arc strumous, the child will, in all probability, be
doubly so; or that, at any rate, its chance of escaping the scrofulous. disposition will
be small. It is YCry desirable. therefore, that correct notions on these subjects shou ld
be generally pre,·:dent: and that persons who arc con~cious th:i.t scrofula in any of its
shapes cxi:->ts iu their family, and ti fortiori they who know that it c:<i~ts in their own
corporal frame, should m·oid allying- thcmsckcs with pcr;;;ons who are in the s:unc
predicament : :rncl this prudence mi~ht be enforcC'd if they cou ld be made to forc~ce
the sufforing and mi;;.cry its neglect is calculated to inflict upon thrir offispring.
Intermarriages of per~ons of the same family, when that family is subject to tubercular di.i;case, arc caruc!:<tly to be deprecated. llut on these points our ad,•ice is
seldom a,:;;ked
" 'e are liable, l1 owe\·cr, to be consulted rci-pccting the mode of 11w«ling off
acroful ous clii-eMC in those who haYe derived a hereditary tendency to it from their
ancestors. Now the fin-t :rncl most effectua l prophylactic in such cases, i::i residence
in a mild, and dry, and criuable climate: and next to that is the twoidancc of all
causes likely to fo:-;tcr the morbid tendency. I need not rC'pcat what I formerly told
you on this subject. ]'urc air; nourishing-, but unstimulating food; moderate
exercise; early hours; cleanliness; warm clothing; and ab::itincncc from excessive
study, from severe boJily toil, from occupations in tl1eir nature unwholesome, from
such callings also :rnd employments as nrc fertile of care and anxiety, and from Yiciou3
and exhausting indulgences of all kinds: these arc the topics upon which we mu:st
insist, whcu our advice is sou!?ht for respecting the means of prC'vcuting consumption
in children or others, who arc in danger of contracting it.
Uut when the di:-;easc is ]Jre.~f'nt-whcn tubercles actually cxi:-;t, and are ai;ccrtaincd
to exi~t in the lun~s - may the progre~s of the disorder be c\·cr suspended by a
chan~c of clim:ltC? Indeed I believe it may: but on ly in certain cases, and in
certain stages of the diticase. " 1 hcn phthisis occurs in either of its slow and unmixed
forms, the quei;tion of a cha nge of sky will be worth entertaining. In that form in
which tubercles remain long in the crude state, I believe life may be preserved or
len~thened by leaYing this country, and residing: uuder a hi gher and more equable
temperature, pro,·idc<l that no softening of the tubercular matter has yet taken JJ lacc .
. r\n<l in the other form - when a vomica or vomicoo h:wc occurred, anti th e strcn~th
i;; npparcntly rc<;torccl, nnd the remainder of the lungs gh·cs out the sounds of health
- in that case also I would recommen d a voyage to a milder anti less chan~cablc
climate to tlw~c persons who could afford to migrate, :lnd to whom it was a. matter of
i11ipJrtnncc tlrnt thC'y should prolong their earthly exi);tcnec. I bclic\·e there is no
plact~ to which such persons could go "With more hope of benefit than to )Jadeira.
Pau in the l>,HenncPs, :Jfolaga. on the cast of Spain, ]~!!ypt , ha,·c each their ad,·aatagcs for })hthisical patients. ::\Iadeira may be regarded as the type of the moister
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and more soothing-Ep:ypt of the drier and more Lracillg climates. There arc, howe>cr1 places on our own coast that offer no ineffcctnnl substitute for warmer land!=!
bry?nd the sea, to those wh~ cannot .so conrnnicntly expntr.i:itc thcmsciYcs. Hastings,
for rnst:rncc; the I~le of "1ght; Clifton; and more c~pecrnlly Torriuay, on the coa«t
of Devonshire; and Penz:rnce 1 or its neighbourhood, in Uornwall. Jn tllOf;;e southern
and sheltered spots the patient may sometimes pa!'IS the colder weather of our ,rioter
and !'pring 1~1ont~1s in e?mr.arati\'C security. If, however, the lungs arc already in a
«talc of rapid d1sorgan1zat1on, no benefit, but on the contrary much inconYenicncc
:rnd u:<clcss expense, will result from chan!!e of phcc, unle~s that place in which the
patient is residing be notoriously unhealthy. When I am asked about remo>al,
either to :mother country, or to some distaot part of our own, and the state of the
patient is such as I ha,·e just alluded to, I always r11.h-isc that he should not forego
the. comforts _of his home-and lea Ye his family and friends- to seek advanta~es
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away merely to clic: anJ that many are so sent to this place :\Jld to that, in the almost
certain prospect of their never returning, no one, I think, can doubt.
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Society, at its sr,.,.ion of 185.t, thnt phthisis pulmonnlis is a common disease of all
civilized nations; and the remark may be exteaclcJ, almost a~ folly, to embrace the
people, whether sava.~e or ci\·ilizcd, in all parts of the habitable ~lobe. It docs not,
howe,·er, prevail to the same extent in all countries, nnd the mo:'t secure residences
for the prcdispo:•cd would seem to be those so far north :is to csc:ipe the greatest
vici~<;;itudes of the seac;;ons. 'l'hus in Stockholm, the deaths from pulmonary consumption only amount to one-fifteenth of the entire mortality, while in ].Jondon, Paris,
and Berlin, they amount to almo:-t one.fifth. In some of the Ucrman cities, the proportion is al1.;o much lar.~er than in St. Petersburg.
)Jany writers still hold out the idea that warm climates are comparati,•ely exempt
from pulmonary phthisis; but since accurate statistical research has been directed to
the investigation of the quc.:stion, the deaths from the disem~e ha,·e been found to be
as common as in hi:rhcr latitudes. ThtL<;, for the Ca$;tern continent, the rate is almost
as great at }{ome, .N:1plcs, Madrid, J,isbon, !llarseilles, .Malta, the Ionian Isles, and
the north of ~ \fri ca, as it is in Bngland.
From tho re~carchcs made on our ow n continent, the same result is established.
In fact, accorJing to the statistics collected by the late Ur. ])rake, from th e reports
of the Brititd1 Army, an<l the sanitary publications of some of the cities on our seaboard, the proportion of deaths from phthisis is :rrcatcr in the south than in the
north; and we may add that the same general fact is also cstabli:shc<l by the medical
reports of the Army of the United States.
These statistics relate to the wrest Indies, as well as to the British possessions
furth<'l' north. Statistics collected in Brazil and ~Jartiniquc, by Drs. lluss, Jobins,
and Sigaud, show that consumption of the lungs is as dc:structi,·c to life in those
places as in the United States. In the Island of Cuba, the deaths from phthisis for
the City of H avana constitute considerably more than one.fourth of the enti re mor·
tality, and for the rural districts upwards of twelve per cent. In the Cily of Kew
Orleans, J.Ja.. , the deaths from phthisis constitute 9.5 l per cent. of the entire mortality. In neither the Island of Cuba nor in New Orleans, are the deaths from the
di1:e;1se chiefly confined to ~trangers who visit these places with a view to the recovery
of their health, but occur in a very large proportion amon~ the native population .
..~ccordinft to Dr. A. K. Johnson (Geographical Di.~tril.JUtion of llmlth aud Di.~
C(1si>), consumption is rare in the Artie regions, in Siberia, lctlland, the li'a roc Islands,
the Orkncys, Shetlands, and IIebriJes. And, in confirmation of the opinion that it
decre:u;es with decrease of temperature, Fuchs show:::, from exte nsive data, that iu
Northern Europe it is most prevalent at the level of the sea, and it decreases with
elevation to a certain point. At l\Iarseilles, Oldenburg, and Hamburg, near the seaboard, the mortality from this cause is about 25 per cent.; at l 1:schwege, 49G feet
abo,·e the sea, it is only 12 per cent.; and at Brottcrode, 1800 feet above the sea,
only 0.9 per cent.
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The subject of the effects of climate on tuberculous disease is \"cry ably examined
by Dr. Edwin J. . cc 1 of I...ontlon, in a dissertation which obtained the Fishe Fund prize
frnm lhe Rhode Island :Medical Society. (Sec Amer. Jf)urn . •Jfetl. Sciences for .Ip.,
l'.)7.) As the ircneral conclusions of the aulhor have a more or less direct bearing
upou !he subject before u«, we prcsC'nt them here entire.
1. 'l'ubcrculous di:;:case of the lungs is curable in an indefinite proportion of c<i!'e!',
which proportion would tloublle~s be greatly increased by the more ~cner<.1l cmploylllC'Dt of climate, and the other hy_!?"ienic and remedial mean!', to which recourse ha~
hecn had up to the present time, only in exceptional cases, frequently when the di:;ca~e has arrind at too a(IYanccd a stage to derive permanent amelioration from the
U"C of any means.
]~vcn when a cure is not practicuLle, the progrc!'S of the orp:anic
10~ion may often be arrested or retarded by the suitable employn1cnt of these a::;cnts.
~- Th e formation of tubercle depends, most probably, upon an impoverishment of
the blood, charactcrizc<l more especially by a diminution of the normal amount of its
globules, together with an alteration in its composition; occ<isionc<l chi efly by defic ient
activity of the skin-considered as an excrcmcntitial org:a n-wh e11cc substances arc
retained in the blood which ought to be eliminated from it, some of which, chemical
analysis has detected the existence of in tuberculous matter-and also as a supplcmcut:1ry or~an to the lungs in the function of respiration.
3. Statisticnl documents, as well as the inv estigations of impartial observers, have
shown that pulmon3ry commmptiou occurs, much more frequently than elsewhere, in
countr ies and loenlitics where a. humid state of the atmosphere pre<lomim1tes 1 and
aho that it preyails chiefly among those classes of the population who arc most CX·
ro.;:cd to this and other influences which tend to depress the vital powers-particularly
the acti\'ity of the c<ipilbry circulation - and, consequently, to vitiate the Llood by
suppressing the cutaneous trau~piration (sedentary mode of life, prolonged anxiety,
grief, and other depressing emotions, &c.).
4. On the other hand, tuberculous diseases arc of comparafo·cly rare occurre nce in
C'ol<l and dry climates, where the energy of the circulation and of the cutaneous
ftrnct ions, is maintained by the substantial food, and by the active mode of life of
the iuhabitants, which suffices to preserve them, in great measure (as respects puJ.
rnon<iry consumption), from the pernicious effects of the inclemency and variations
of the weather to which they arc continually exposed. Consumption is likewise rare
in warm and dry countries, where the inhabitants live a. good deal in the open air,
:rnd where the insensible perspiration is kept up, without muscular effort, Ly the iuflut'dcc of the climate. On the other hand, it is frequent amonp; the natives of several
l"OUntries where the climate is hot and moist (the 'Vest Indies, &c.), on account of
the relaxation of the system, and of the repression of the iusensiLJc pcrspiratiou,
l)l'o<luccd by the combined agency of heat and moisture.
5. In some localit ies favoured in point of climate, though tubercular phthisis is
s~lJom met with among the inh abitants in general, it mny nc,·crthelc~s be tolcr<tbly
fm1ucnt among those of the lower orders who are exposed to the influence of the
allli-hyp;ienic causes which mostly tend to induce tubercular eachexy in all countries.
)l:rny individuals, in such localities, as well as soldiers scr\' in g; at stations where the
rnortality from consumption is small among the general population, nevertheless die
from disc<tses of the organ of rc~piralion simulating phthisis, wliich arc often erroncou~ly considered as such.
(). The chief indications in the treatment of pulmouary tuberculization by means
of climate, arc, fir;)t, to remedy as far as possible the morbid condition of the blood,
which constitutes the cachcctie state, and, by this means, to prevent or arrest the
formation of tho morLid product; and second ly, to allay the general and local excitation occasioned by the organic lcsiou. 1'hesc indications arc not unfrcquently
C•pposetl the one to the ether, and in many cases the prnctitioucr is ob li ged to restrict
hunsclf to endeavou ring to fulfil the secon d, and to palliate the symptoms Ly pharmacculiC'al remcdics.
i. Change of air, and a residence, more or less prolon~ed, in warm countries during
the winter- the selection bcin~ determined by the particular circumstances of indi·
vitlual cascs-ou~ht to be considered as the means best calculatc<l to fulfil the fir;)t
indication, and should be recommended in all chronic cases as early as pos::.iblc.
S. The beneficial influence of climate in arresting the progress of pulmonary tuber-
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culization, would be so much the more marked
proportion as the disease is recent,
and as the patient could be the more speedily removed from the influence of the
causes which may have contributed to produce it.
9. The localiti es which would generally be best suited for the winter rcsiclcnce of
p:iticnts labouring under pulmonary phthisis, in the early s ta~c 1 arc those which, to!!Cther with a suita ble climate, possess resources for mental occupation and diversion,
;vhich would induce them to pass a great portion of their time in the open air, avoidin!!1 howc>cr, occasion s of fatigue.
'"10. A prolonged residence in any place where the temperature is \"cry cqunble nod
the atmosphere ca lm, is not advantageous to patients when it is a question to procnrc
the rcstorution of the blood to its normal state. On th e contrary, a moderate agitation
of the atmo!<phcre is f.n-ourable to them by exciting th e in sensible persp iration, and
by making them, so to speak, breathe by the skin as wf'll as by the luns"S.
11. 1!1 hc choice of a climate should be determined by the patient's temperament,
the condition of the ~ystem, and the more or less advnncccl state of the disease. In
~encml, wnrm a.nd dry localities best suit persons of a lymphatic or scrofulous consti.
tution, where the circulntion is lan guid; these arc, on the other hand, often too exciting for indlviJuals of a sanf!'uinary or nervous temperament, in whom there is irritability of the air-passages, a di~position to inflammation or to h;;umoptysis, with acceleration of the circulation. Such patients would more frequ ently find themselves better
where the atmo~pherc is somewhat moist, not liabl e to g reat tran sitions, and of which
the action is cousequently sedation. A s imilar climate is likewise better adapted to
patients in the more adrnnccd sta~es of the disease, when it is deemed ad\'isahle to
recomm end to these a change of climate.
12. 1\I o~t persons with pulmonary consumption, who arc natiYcs of north crL countrie~, woul<l be be nefited by a residence, during a part or the whole of winter1 in a.
warm climate, cnn though it were humid-provided the di sease were not too much
advanced - and from the mere passage from a cold to a mild er temperature. )lany
patients, in whom there exists a state of general or loca l excitation which rc<1u ir~s the
employment of sedative reu1edics, would deri,•e permanent a<lvautagc from the action
of a warm a nd moist atmosphere, which won Id tend to allay irritation and diminish
the amount of bronchial exhalations. l3ut the too prolonged influence of su ch au
:1tmospherc, by relaxing the system, would rend er most puticnts liable to an ag~ra\·a
tion of the disease, if, ou changing the place of th eir abode, they cxpose<l thcmseh·e~
to th e action of a. climate having a. different character, or to any of the accicleutal
causes of th e disease.
13. ]n many cases of incipient tuberculization, in orde r to derive a curnti,·c
action from the influence of climate, we should , so to speak, reg ulate the doses either
of stimulation or of sedation. As the sedative action of an eq uable temperature
and a moibt atmosphere, would, in many cases, b e advantageous up to a certain
point, and afterwards prejudicial; so, in like manner, that of a dry an<l exciti ng climate, which may at first have been favourable, when too mu ch prolonged, not unfrequently causes an ag~ravation of the symptoms, and somet im es a state of genera l irritability, which, notwithstanding the use of remed ies, pers ists or in creases, unless th e
patient be tran~forred to a climate more suited to his actual state; whi ch, however, i~
frequ ently not practicable.
1-1. Among the climates most it 1 repute for their efficacy in retardi ng the progress
of pulmonary consurnpt ion, there ex ists a. eo11sidcrable variety with respect to equa .
bility of tcmpcraturc 1 the state of dryness or moisture of th e atmosphere, the degree
of warmth , etc. '!'he climates of Upper E gy pt, the southcnstcrn coast of Spain, arc
the mobt remarkable for their warmth and eq uability in winter, as well as for the clry~
ness of their atmosp here. To these climates, lJyCres, Nice, .Menton, )lalta 1 and
Xaples, approximate nea rest as respects dryness, though differing 1mitcrially in other
re.spccts. '!'h e \\'est India I slands and Cuba may be mentioned as a ty1?e of hot and
moist climates. Among the intermediate clinrntcs characteri.zcd by vanablc degrees
of wanuth, equability, and humidity, are f!Jad eirn, Al~icrs, Pau, lJisa, Home. The
three latter have a sedative action, often depressing the vital powers of persons in
health, as well as of many invalids.
15. '!'he atmosphere of marshy localities, where endem ic intermittent fevers prevail,
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is neither prcscrvativ(' nor curative of pulmonary consumption, as bas been supposed

by some physicians; the disease being tolerably frequent in many of these localities.
16 A residence in the places whose climates are best suited to the particular cases,
exerts not only a. dircclly advantageous influ ence in arresting; or retarding the progress
of the disease, but likewise, inasmuch as patients are thereby placed under the most
favourable hygienic conditions, for promoting the efficiency of remedies which would
otherwise be inefficacious.
l 7. Sea-voyages are often beneficial in the early stage of pulmonary tubcrculization,
w.hcn patients do not labour under urgent symptoms; when the strength is not much
duuinishcd; when they have a taste for voyages, and arc not likely to be prejudicially
affected by the monotonous mode of life usually led at sea, and provided there be no
grounds for apprehending the exhaustion frequently produced by sea-sickness in long
voyages.
18. The advantage which patients sometimes derive from sea-voyages mainly depends upon the continued renovation of a pure air, which acts as a tonic, promotes the
inseosible perspiration, and the activity of the other functions of organic life. The
saline impregnation of the sea air may possibly so mcwlrnt conduce to its stre ngtheni ng
effects, though it has not been demonstrated that a residence near salt-works, and the
inhalation of an air strongly impreg nated with sali ne vapour, has been followed by
spec ial beneficial effects in cases of consumption.
19. I.,and-travelling through an agreeable country is better suited to consumptive
patients in general than are sea-voyages, because, in addition to the effects produced
by renovation of the air, it acts in a frffourablc manner on the nwra[,. of those invalids i11 whom it does not occa!!ion too much fatigue. It can 1 also, be undert.'lkeo in
the society of parents or friends. Those who travel by land can stop where they
please, aud they have within reach the medical assi~tanee which their cases may
require. It is only, however, when land-travelling is undertaken in suitable weather,
and by easy stages, that it can be expected to be attended with benefit, and with
comparatively li ttle risk.
20. The climate of several places possessing mineral springs is very favourable to
many patients affected with tubercular disease, in the summer season. The operatio n
of appropl'iate mineral waters-when these agents arc not contraindicated-powerfully
tends to improve the quality of the blood when Yitiatcd 1 and to increase the activity
of the various secretions, especially those of the skin. It imparts a. s:ilutary impulsion
to the movements of the econo my, and prepares patients for deriving the greatest
possible ad\';llltagc from the influence of a suitable winter clima te.
Dr. Coolidge, in his Statistical Report on the Sick ness and .Mortality in the Army
of the United 8ta.tes, remarks that "the climate of those broad and elevated tablela11ds which s.kirt the base of the Rocky l\Iountains on the east, is especially beneficial
to persons suffering from pulmonary disease, or with a. scrofulous diath(!sis. 'rhis
has been know n to the l?rench inhabitants of the Upper Mississippi and )Iissouri for
many years. The reports from the line of posts stretching from the Upper Platte
throu~h New ~lcxico to the Rio Grande, give a smaller proportion of ca"eS of puhnonary disease than those from any other portion of the United States. The air in this
region is almost devoid of moisture, there are no sudden changes of tcmpcr:1ture; the
dcprcssiup: heats of the eastern summers are never felt; and although in the north
the winters are extremely cold, a stimulant and tonic effect is the only result of exposure in the open air. lt is of great importance that the climate of this region should
be generally known, that the present injudicious course of sending consumptives to
the hot, low, and moist coast and islands of the Gulf of Mexico should be abandoned.
'l'he towns of New Mexico should be selected as a refuge for those showing a tendency
to disease of the lungs, or scrofula; anywhere east of the Rocky Mountains, und west
of the region where 'northers' prevail."
In a recapitulation of the deductions in rela.tion to the influence of clim ate on patient.'! .predisposed to or affected with phthisis, it is shown by an examination of the
consolidated table give n, that, with the exception of '\Vest Point, the lowest ratio of
cases of consumption occurs in New 1\Icxico, being only 1.3 per 1000; nn<l the highest in the South Atlantic region, where it is 9·2 per thousaud. This agrees with tho
previous statements of Dr. li'orry, based upon simi lar data, with those drawn from
ptati:;t.ic::i of the lil'iti::;h :mny, an<l with those of Alexander Keith Johnson (on the
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Gengruphic:ul Dlstn'lmlion of Health and Disease), iufcrrcd from a still wider examin:.ition of medical f!COf!r.tphy.
The general conclusions of Dr. Coolid$?'e are as follows: "First. Tbat temperature, considered by itself, does not exert that marked controlling influence upon the de,,eJopment and progress of phthisis which has been
attributed to it.
"Second. That the most important atmospherical condition for a consumptive is
dr911ess.
11
1'hird. That next to dr911ess in importance is an equable temperature-a tempeperature uniform for long periods, and not disturbed by su<ldcu or frequent chanp;cs.
A uniformly low temperature is much to be preferred to a uniformly h1'gh tomperature. 'l'he worst po~siblc clim~tc for a consumptive is one with long-contiuued high
temperature and a high dew-pomt. -C.]
f ou will find a ~reat discrepancy of opinion among autl1ors1 and among practitioners with whom you may couversc, with respect to die r1•,r;lmni which consuru ptive
persons should follow. One man gives all hi s phthisical patients beef-steaks and
porter; anoth er restricts all hi s to vegetables and a8ses' milk: and each will boast,
and brinf? forward most triumphant examples, of tho sucL·e.~s of his system. Now it
is quite ob\'ious that for a sick person who rccei\·cs benefit from the one of these plans
of diet, the contrary plan could scarcely be otherwise than injurious; and reason at
once SnJ?gcsts that there mu8t be some distinction between the cases that get better
under the one system, and those that improve under the other. Doubtless, we must
have re:;r~trd to the constitntion and habits of the patient; and someti111es trial alone
will show which plan is the most appropriate; but I believe the best clue to lead us
out of the difficnlty will be found in Dr. Latham's division of phthisis into mixed and
nnmixcd. 'fhe object is 1 to sustain the patient's strength without cxcitin7 inflammation in his lun~. lf, with the specific disease, there be conj0incd np infbu1matory
condition of the pulmonary substance around the tubercle!', or of the bronchial membrane; in such cases an autiphlogist ic diet is, for the time at least, the proper diet.
Ou the other hand, when the disease manifests no tendency to tran 8gress its specific
li111its 1 th en the diet should be generous and full : and it may be so without bei ng
over.stimulant. Debility, however induced, adds to the disposition to the deposit of
tubercular matter; and therefore the debility arising from insuflicient nutrition is to
be :H'oided as can·fully as is compatible with the other indi catio n, which is, to obviate
iuflarnrnation of the lung. 'Vith these hints you will be able, I tru st, to strike the
balance between the risk of au~menting the local mischief directly, on the one hanJ,
and that of depressing the !!Cneral strcn7th, and so increasing th e local mi:.ehief
fodirectly, on the other. l\Jilk is a sort of animal diet, and it is both nutritious and
unstimulating: therefore milk may, in many eases, for m the staple of the food,
if the patient like it, and if it agree with him: but there is much \'ariety in
this rel'lpeet in different persons. I repeat, that you will too ofteu find prejudices
entertained, on the one side or the other, in regard to the diet proper for cOn!'u111ptive
pcr::ions: but the commonest error of the two is, I bclie\'e, that of rcdu('in~ the
patieut's strength by a needless restriction of his nutrimeut, lest inflammation should
en8ue.
Louis, should you refer to him, would be likely to lead you into the opposite mistake: for he affirms, that neither bronchitis, nor pneumonia, nor plcuri::-y, han any
effect in exciti ng tubercular phthisis. But this opin ion is entirelr opposed to the
~enera l sense of most men of experience. :Many a case of consumpti on can be traced
back to a severe catarrh, and no furthe r. l\Jauy, which ran a. short cour~e,_ wc1:c
dated, within my own knowledge, from the last visitation of influenza. lf .JI. Loms
hnd meant that thorac ic inflammation will not produce tubercles in the lun~s of a pt!rso n who has not the scrofu lous diathesi&, and that tubercles may and do arise without
any prev ious inflammation, .I.should qui te agree with him. Uut he draws his co_nclusious from cases of phth1s1s. I have no doubt whatC\'Cr that the dormant predisposition is ofte n awakened in to actual di sease, uud that latcn~ tubercles arc often
accelerated in their prog-ress, by inflammation of the pulmouary tissues. Wh ether this
happens directly from the local inflammation, or indirectly from its effects in lowering
the vital powcrsJ is a question which no one cao solve, and of which the sol ution is
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not of much consequ<'ncc. "hat we are sure of is, that every one who bears a real
or suspected taint of scrofula in his frame, should scrupulously guard ngainst C\'cry
known and avoidable cause of catarrh, pneumonia, or pleurisy. I hold l\1. l.£1uis'
doctrine on this head to be unsound and unsafe : and I mention it only to admonish
you against it.
In offcrin~ you a few final observations on the remedies of phthisis, I shall take
lca,·e to abstain from weighing the pretensions of a number of spe('ifics, which h:we
from time to time been highly recommended; but which never have come into
general use, as they would have done, no doubt, if they had been cutitlcd to such a.
denomination.
In the first place we must satisfy oursel ves as to the kind of case we ]rnve to deal
with; whether it be mixed or unmixed. 'Ye must watch our patient: aud keep him
on reduced diet, and take blood i ll small quantities by leeches or cupping from the
chest, whenever marked inflammatory symptoms arise j whether they arc d iscovered
by observation of the general or of the physical signs. rl 'hc blcediogs must of course
be small-and palliative only of the sy mptoms.
.
1.:metics, frequently repeated, have been recommended in the early stage of phthisis:
partly on account of their reputed efficacy; partly on theoretical grounds; it being
supposed that the tubercular matter may be thus removed from the mucous surfaces
as fast as it is deposited. Of the value of th is emetic plan, I am unable to speak
from any experience of my own.
Counter-irritation is often of undoubted service : mustard-poultices to the chest
wh!!n it is paiuful; or a blister, or a succession of blisters, or friction with a liniment
cvutaining Croton oil, to encounter local symptoms. The effect of counter-irritation
upvn the pro~rcss of the tubercular disorder is apparent sometimes by accident. Dr.
Abercrombie has related an example in which cerebral disease opcr-Jtcd i11 this way;
the previous symptoms of phthisis disappearing-. In some cases mania seems to ha\'e
a siuiilar consequence, obscuring the manifestation, an<l probably retarding the course,
of eonsumptiou. It has been often remarked - you will find this stated by Sir l3.
:Brodie - that after amputation of a scrofulous le~, phthisical symptoms, very little
noticed before, have rapidly increased. And there is another fact, in relation to
phthis is, analogous to these, which it is fit you should know and attend to 1 viz., that
the pro~rcss of consumption is often suspended by pregnancy :-and while a uiothcr
is suckl ing her child, if the suckling be not too lullg cont inued, so as to exhaust the
mother. I suppose th ere is no doubt that women disposed to pht hisis luwc been kept
u!i,·e by successive pregnancies and sucklings. It is a. very rare thiug for a. pregnant
woman to die of phthi:-is. I ha\'C known only one instance of it. One of my paticuts in the hospital, a l;-orench woman, died of that disc~1sc; nnd we found suppurating tubercles in her lun~rs; and a. footus of about fi,·c months in her womb,
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great. It is aflirmed that many phthisieal }Jaticnts remain free from cough, and those
affected with lu:cmopty:sis cease to spit blood, so Ion~ as they continue to take exercise
on horseback. Gesrntion in a carriage, or in a boat, has the 8amc p;ood effects, but in
a less degree. " 'e arc not able, howcYcr, to look upon equitation as ~o certain a cure
in consulllption as Sydcnham did; who says that riding ou horseback is as u1uch a.
specific for phthisis, as the Peruvian ba rk is for an ague.
Iodine and its compounds, :rnd especially the iodide of potassium, Jrnvc been much
praised for their reputed clllcacy in phthisis. G iven in smnll doses, I believe that
they often have a beneficial influence upon the general 1icalth. I wish I could tell
you that I haJ ever known theu1 work :i cure of the manifested disease.
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tionuble benefit, in strurnous disorders, and especia lly in pulmonary phth isis. lt is
not directed ngainst any particu lar symptom: but appea rs, in a much greater degree
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obvious and frequent effects is that of hindering the waste of the fatty tissues of tbc
body: and cYen of prornotin':!', by the excessive supply of that 11utri111cnt, a new de-
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posit of adipous matter. Th e patient recovers flesh and wei~ht, resumes a healthier
:1spcct, and acknowlcclg<'s sensations of returning strengt h and comfort. l\Ieanwhilc
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the better in the diseased Jun ~. As bcuriug upoo these ascertaiocd facts, I would
direct your attention to some interesting observations by Dr. John Huf!hCs Bennett
(to whom we are indebted for the introduction of the oil into this country usu remedy
for phthisis), upon tlte str1tctural relation of oil and albmnen 111 the animal ec())Wm!J.
'l'hey are contained in a paper read before the Royal Society of Edinburgh; and publi~hed io the Jllonf/d!J Jf.Jurnal nf N edfral Scie11fe for Septembe r, 18-17. Dr. Bennett
shows that the proper nutrition and l1ealthy organizutiou of the bo<ly depend upon
the maintenance of a certain relat ion between the oily and the albuminous principles
which enter iuto its composition : and that in numerous forrns of disease, the exce::;s
or defect of one or the other of these principles may be distinctly traced. "Tube rcle/' he remarks, "is a product Ya rying mu ch in con~titution, but most freque ntly
composed of an amorphous molecular matter, littl e altered by the addition of mthcr,
and rendered more transparent by acetic acid." 'l'he whole range of morbid chanl!'cs
denomin ated tubercular, belongs to the class in which there is an excess of the albuminous, and a deficiency of the olca~iuous principle. In these speculatious do we
not obtaio some glimpse of the way in which the cod 1 s-Jl,·cr oi l (:rnd other oi ls, perhaps), may tend to correct, or to keep in check, the strumous disposition? Whatever
may be its modui; operandi, I have often been surprised as well as g-ratificd by the
improYcment that hus followed the use of this remedy in consumptive patients. I
believe that the earlier it is re~orted to, the better; but in every stage of the disease
its healin::z power has been fully ascertained. Iu muny advanced cases it docs uo
good at all : in some its restoratirn effect is really wonderful. '!'he proper dose is from
two drachms to half an ounce, thrE>e times daily . 'l'o aYoid the ri!>k of blunting the
natural ::ippctitc, I am in the habit of dircctin::z that the oil be Liken at bed-time, and
soon after each of the two principal meuls of the day; in other words, as long as possible before the meal next en.suing. Of the various kinds of oil in use, that which is
th e purc!it, that which is obtained by the simplest methods from the fresh liv er of the
healthy cod-fish, is not only the lcust nauseous, but iu my opinion the most remediate
also. It is not so nauseous, patients tell me, as might be supposed.
Upon children, or others, affected w.ith scrofulous swcl!ing8 of the cenical g:lands,
the beucficial iuflucucc of the cod's-liver oil is perhaps 1:>till ruore ccrtniu and conspicuous.
Often - too often - all tlrnt we can attempt to do is to relieve the most urgent or
distressin~ symptoms : and to make easier the patieut's decline. One symptom which
is both distressiu~ and weakening is the nocturnal perspiratiou. 'fhc commoll remedy
for this is the dilute sulphuric acid: and a very good remedy it is, but it is nut
eq ually adapted to all cases. If the bowels are CO!:itive-or if the bowels have not,
as they often haxe, a teudcncy to be relaxed - then the sulphuric acid may be freely
~iveu : and it will often have very f!Ood results. lt may be exhibited three or four
times a duy, in doses of from twelve to twenty minims. Hut whcu this fails, or
wheu the bowels arc irritable and will not bear it, we must have recourse to other
meaus. One of these is sponi;duf!' the surface of the body, at bed-time, or before the
patient settles himself for the ni~ht, with tepiJ vinegar and water: using: twice as
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has much power over the perspiration; and it has these further advantages, that
(containing opium) it tends to c?ntrol th e. diurrhooa, and. to calm the co~~h.
Steel is auothcr substance wh1c:h exercises a marked rnflucncc somctnncs over the
hectic fever. lt was its efficacy in this way that gave ccl~brit.y to the famous autihcctic mixture of Dr. Griffah, the Alistura Ferri Oornpos1la of the Pharmacopooia.
Certain it is, that when steel is borne iu the ad,•anccd stage of consumption, it of'teu
does a. world of temporary good;- but in many cases it is not borne well. It incrct1ses the cough, occasions headache, and 110at of sk in , aud distrcsi;cs in stcud of relic\'ing the patient. Nor is it ahv?ys .easy to say bcfo1:ehand, whether ~tis lil>d!J to
;;uit the case or not. I apprehend 1t will at length be found most appli cable to the
unmi xed forms-the uuiutlamruatory forms, that is- of pLthi~is. I ha\·e frequcutly,
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however, succeeded in check ing the wasting sweats by the Tlnclura Ferri Aluriatis1
given in doses of twenty minims thrice a Jay, after other expedients had failed me.
When the cough is yery troublesome, and C8pecially when it breab the patient's
rest at ni~ht, we must endeavour to quiet it; and there is no drug, I fear, th :1t we
can depend upon for that purpose, but opium. The old paregoric has been, and is, a
favourite form for g:ivin~ opium to appease cough ; and old-fas hioned apothecaries will
tell you that the alteration which was made by leaving the aniseed out of this compound tincture of camphor, in the last Pharmacopreia but one, impaired its efficacy.
Whether it was so or not I cannot tell; but Dr. Prout is of opinion that a11iseed has
considerable power in allayin~ the irritation on which the cough depends. li e infu~cs
three drachms, or half an ounce, of the bruised seeds in half a pint of distilled water
at a temperature not exeeedin,!! 120°; and Jets it stand till it is cold. On his strong
recommendation I have tried this, as a vehicle for paref!:oric, when the same dose in
other Ychicles hnd failed; and I must say, that it has frequently been followed by a
marked abatement of the frequency and violence of the cou~h. 'l'h e aniseed is restorf'cl in the parel!oric of the la~t Pharmacopcc ia, that of 183G. Hydrocyauic acid
has sometimes a very sooth ing effect upon this hara ssin~ symptom. However, at last,
opium will be found our sheet-anchor, not merely for the co ugh, but for the diarrlu:ca
which is so seldom absent in the latter periods of phthisis. The diarrhcca depends,
as I have told you, upon an ulcerated state of the bowels. In those cases in which it
cou ld scarcely be kept in check at all, I have always found very extensive ulceration
in the laq?e intestines: but the diseased condition is often seated higher up, iu the
ileum or jejunum. 'l'hc Physicians to the llrompton Hospital commend bismuth as a
remedy for this symptom : the tinctures of catechu and of rhatany arc also of much
service, combiucd with laudanum and with the officiual chalk mixture : - or a few
g"raios of the confeclio opii may be given in peppermint water, after e\·cry loose
evacuation : -or in obstinate cases, a pill composed of a quarter of a gra in of the sulphate of copper, and the same quantity of opium, will often answer well, thou~h it
sometimes )!ripes. I mention these SC\'eral expedients, for you will often rcciuire
them all. Th e inj ection of a small quantity of starch, as much as the rectum will
i·eeeive and retain 1 with ten or twenty drops of laudauum 1 generally affort.ls the patient
most sensib le comfort; and suspends the further action of the bowels for a considerable time.
Th ese, I think, are the principal means by which we may cnclcnvour to smooth the
pillow of th e patient dying of coneumption. Sometimes Yery little pain or distress
hi felt at all, from first to last; the intellect remains free, and the patients are proverbially snnµ-ui ne about the issue of their disorder. fo other cases, do what we will 1
the patient suffers greatly. One harassin g incidental combination of symptoms is
nausea and YOmiting. I sl10uld have stated before, that when, in phthisis, these
symptoms last long-, and are accompanied by pain and tenderness of the epigastrium,
they denote, almost always, a thinned and softened condition of the mucous membrane
of the Rtomach. They may be alleviated by a leech or two- by a blister - by the
cffen·escing drau)?ht: or the prussic acid may be used; that is a medicine which
certainly tranquillizes an irritable stomach, as it now and then allays an urgent
cough. Sometimes 1 again, the bones of the miserable patient arc laid bare, in consequence of pressure upon parts in which the circulation is already very feeble. We
co,•er these with soap-plaster j take off tllC pressure by arran~in)? cushions; or, wki.t
is much the best of all, we put the patient upon the water-bed, in\'Cnted by Dr.
.Arnott.
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LECTURE L VIII.
Jlclanosis of tlie Lu11g; true, and spuriom. Accidental intrusion of solt"d sub~
stances into the air-passages.
I n:STF.RDAY adverted to certain callings which are unhealthy for Yarious reasons,
:rnd among the rest for this; - that the work-people cnp:;.1gcd in them breathe
habitually an atmosphere loaded with particles of matter which clog or irritate the
pulmonary tis:sucs. There is one morbid condition, so produced, which hitherto, or
till lately, has scarcely been mentioned by writers ou disease, but which deserves a
moment's attention; for althou~h it is y(!ry uncommon in many parts of thi s country,
it is by no means rare in some others. Th e texture of the lun~s is spoiled by
matters carried in with the air, in the nets of breathing. This morbid state has been
called .~purio11s melanosis. The lu ngs are found after death to be throu~hout of a
lJlack colour, more or less uniform. Sometimes the pulmonary substance is dry and
friable, a~ well as black; sometimes moist, oodematous, infiltrated with an inky fluid;
not unfrcquently broken down into irre~ular cavities of various sizes; .iud these
cavities arc often full of the same black liquor:
You arc not to confound these appearances, when you happen to mcc. with them
- (and as you will probably scatter yourseh·e~, some here and some there, over
various parts of the: kiu_!?dom, some of you arc very likely to meet with thcm)-you
must aYoid, I say, mistaking these black appearances and products, for ln1e melai1osis .
The disease so denominated is a siug-ular one. It was first fully described and named
by Laennec in 1806. It consists in a morhid product, presenting a black or deep
brown colour of various dc:;?:recs of intensity, moist generally, unor~anized, and
differing in the form it assumes, and in its consistence, according to circumstances. I
i:lrnll take this opportunity, for I am not likely to have a bc:tterJ to tell you the li ttle
that has been ascertained in regard to this kind of disease; and ha Ying done so, I
shall revert to a short account of .purio1is melanosis.
'l'hese black deposits take place most frequently of all in the areolar tissue, and in
the adipous tissue: and they occur in greate r abundance, and in larger masses, ac.
cording- as these reticular ti~sucs are more plentiful, and more lax. '!,hey !'!.re met
with also in the compound or_gans of the body; especially in the liver. I..iess frequently in the lu ngs. Sometimes in the eye. Occasionally in the brain. The
serous membranes are obnoxious to the same kind of disease; the mucous very little
so. The black or dark.coloured matter may also exist, in a liquid condition, in the
natural cavities of the body. And lastly 1 the melanotie material is sometimes wi.xcd
up with scirrhous and brain-like malignant tumours.
With respect to the shapes in which it appears-it is sometimes dotted, the surfaces
nffcetcd by it lookinµ; a.~ if they had been thickly sprinkled over with coal.dust or soot.
Uut more commonly mclanosis ass um es the form of so lid tumou~, of variable magui·
tude. These tumours arc laq:~cst, where reticu lar tissue is
F10. 7'1.
rnoRt loose and abundant. '!'hey may be no bigger than a.
pin's head, or they may be as laq:c as a man's head. !\lasses
of this kind have been found in the horse, weighiuf! as much
ns six-and-thirty pounds. In the human subject they may
nttain the size of an orange. 'l'hcse large tumours (like
large pulmonary tubercles) arc usually formed by the union
nnd af!~lorncration of several smaller ones, and hence they
11ave generall y a lobulated su rface: while the sha pe of the
sepa rate small er tumours is mostly spherical. Sometim es
the areolar tissue lying around the mclanotie masses is condensed into a kind of cyst: more generally the black matter
is in naked contact with the tissue, whatever that may be, in which it is lodO'ed.
From the serous su.rfaces, e~pecially from t~le pl~ura and peritoneum, knobs ~f a
dark colour arc seen rn some rnstauces to proJCCt; rn others, round tUlueiurs, as big
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as peas, or cherries, hang from these surfaces by a sort of pc<luuclc. Tho omcntum
is a common lwbitul of mcl:rnutic tumours.
Occasionally, I say, the black matter is found spread in a continuous layer upon

the serous membranes; or is collected in a liquid state in their cavities. Uut tbi:;,
compared with the occurrence of solid tumours, is rare.
When this remarkable disease is met with in one tissue or organ of the body, it is
met with in others. It is never confined to one part, but pervades several: resembling
in this respect both the scrofulous matter which constitutes tubercle j nod the matter
of cnnccr. )liillcr indeed considers melanosis to be a species or variety of carcinoma.
Scattered notices of these singula r and striking chaugcs in the animal frame oc<:ur
in the works of Morgagni and of Ilall cr; but siucc the period when Laennec fiM
drew the special attention of the profession to the subject, the black matter has been
carefully analysed by several expert chemists. 'Vithout goin~ into any tiresome
detail, which you would scarcely remember, as to its exact composition, it is in teresting
to know that it is very like that of the blood : and no doubt the material is somehow
depositc>d from the blood. Very littl e, however, has been ascertained about its
primary origin and cause. Some have supposed that the mclauotic matter is analogous
to the natural pigments which are found in the animal economy; all of which are
known to be rich in carbon. It is a curious fact that the disease has been more ofte n
observed in white or grey horses than in others. (I should tell you that the complaint
is not at all uncommon iu ''arious quadrupeds : examples of it have been noted iu the
horse, ox, dog, cat, rabbit, rat, and mouRe.) It has been conjectured that, in white
animals, the colouring matter of the surface, and of the hair, bas been di\'ertcd, by
some morbid process, from its proper locality. But the very same disorder occurs
also, thoup;h not so often, in dark, or bay, horses and cows: aud certain pathologists
imagine that iu these cases there has been an undue accumulatiou, iu the blood, of
the carbon which is destined to colour different parts. In the one case, you see, they
hold that the pigment is misplaced; in the other that it is cxccssi,·c. What Yalue
these speculations as to the nature and origin of the disease may possess, time alone
can determine.
When the tumours arc divided, and moist, or when they are rendered moist by
admixture with water, they freely impart the colouring matter; st:.1inin~ white paper,
aud blackening one's fingers, just as Indi an ink might do. 'l'lie disease most frequently happens, when it happens at all, in the decline of li fe.
rrhe chnn~es to which the melanotic tumours are liable, arc very much like the
changes which tubercular matter is apt to undergo. In certain situations, where the
secreted bbck material is subject to pressure, and is poured out in a soft cons istence,
the watery parts arc sometimes absorbed, and the mass becomes hard and firm. On
the other hand, the prc~sure occasioned by the tumour someti mes pro,•okcs inflammation iu the tissues surrounding it; and then it is li able to be broken down, exactly in
the same way as that in which tubercles soften prior to their expulsion from the lungs.
'l'he injurious effects of these collections of black matter arise from the pressure
they occa8ion; and they may cvidcctly thus cause pain, irritation, ulceration; and,
according: to their situation, number, and extent, they may materially interfere with
important functions. And in this manner they do, in fact, at lenµth destroy life.
There ure no symptoms, that I know of, distincti\•e of this disease, except the
appearance of the black masses upon the surface of the body. Nor can I pretend to
point out to you any cure for it, when it has been ascertained to cxi:>t.
Yct it is right that you should be aware of what patholog:ists have learned respecting this curious morhidstatc; although that be little, and not very satisfactory. And
I have introduced this brief consideration of mclanosis here, somewhat irrc~ularly
perhaps, to enable you to distinguish from it that pulmonary di~case to which I
referred in the outset of the lecture, and to which I shall now return. This, I say,
has been called spurinus 'lnelnnosis: and it has doubtless bee n mistaken for the
specific: disca;.ic of which I have just given you a. sketc h; for real melanosis.
It is, however, a very different affection.
Lacnncc had conjectured that certain kinds of black discoloration of the lungs were
of extraneous origin; were owing to the introduction of black matters from without
u the procc~s of rcspirJtion : and l\lr. Pearson, in this country, had thrown out the
fliltue idea. llut that this was actually the case was first ascertained in Edinburgh.
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Dr. J.C. Gregory had a. patient who died in the infirmary of that city, and whose lunT.:i
exhibited the followinl? appearances :-They both presented one uniform black ca~.
bonuecous colour, which pcn·aclcd e\'ery part of their substance. The ri,.,.ht lun!! was
broken down, in its upper and middle lobes, into irreg-ular ca,vitics; and 1:1thc walls of
these cavities were black; and they co ntained a. considerable quantity of black liqui<l
like ink. Portions of the pulmonary substance were dense, hepatizcd, and friab le.
'l'hc rest of this lung was oodcmatous; and whe n the serum which rendered it thus
cedernatous was pressed out, it also, the serum I mean, was quite black. 'l'he left
lunp: was infiltcred, in the same manner, with black serum. No tubercles could be
detected. 'l'be bronchial ~lands were not enlarp:cd, but they were stnincd of the same
sable hue as the subi-tance of the lungs. No other organ of the body presented any
troce of this black discoloration.
Dr. Christison, who is known to be a very exact and nble chemist, undertook an
analysis of the black nrnttcr contnined in the serum expressed from these lungs. I
shall not follow out the details of his researches (you may read them at length in tho
109th number of the Edinburgh 1lledical and Surgical Journal), but content myself
with st:1ting their result. Aud I may· state it in Dr. Chris.tison's own words. 11 In
the product of this experiment (he snys) it is scarcely possible not to r('co~nise the
ordinary products of the distillation of coal. A p."JS of the same quality Wil:S procured,
and likewise a naphthous fluid holr.l.iog in solution a crystalline principle, analogous
to, if not identified with, naphthaline."
Now the man, whose lungs presented the appearance I ha>e described, had, for
the last ten or tweh-e years of his life, been employed in the coal-mines at Dalkcith.
Ile had been exposed therefore to the habitual iuhabtion of coal.dust into his lungs
in breathing : and taking this circumstance iu conjunction with the result of the
analy::.is of the black matter contained in the lungs, and nowhere else throu~hout the
body, we cannot doubt that the carbonaceous substance so nbundant in these oqians was
intror.l.uced from without. In truth we have now a. lnrge n.rnount of evidence in proof
that it must ha\'e been so. In the twonty-first volume of the 1llerlico·Chiruryicol 'l'rans·
actions, Dr. William 'l'homson has recorded the results of exteosin inquiry into the
subject. Thus he gives ten examples of black sputa. going along with pulmonary
symptoms during life, and of black infiltratiou of the lungs disco.-crcd after J.catb;
:ind of the ten persons who were the subjects of these obsen·ations, nine had been engag-cd
in working coal-mines, nnd the tenth was a moulder at the Carron iron-works. lie
gives also six cases of black infiltration of the lungs, all occurrinµ; in persons exposed
to the inhalation of carbonaceous matters (one of them was a n en~ineer, and the
others were all colliers); but in these six cases there had bee n no black exp<:ctoration
noticed during life.
'l'hat such carbonaceous particles, floating in the atmosphere, may be, and mu~t be,
and actually are, drawn into the lungs during inspiration, no one who has been long
i n this smoky town can doubt. l\Iany persons remark that they expectorate during
winter, and while in J.Jondon, a little mass or two of dark grey, dirty mucus, every
morning; but when in the country, ~nd in the ~um mer, the mucus so spat up is
transparent and clen.n. So I have 1~ot1ccd, and pomtcd out to some of you, that ~he
crachofrs of the patients in the hosp1tn.I often bear witness that there has bee n dunng
the previous twelve hours, one of our dense and dirty fogs, which come with an
easterly wind, and bring with them a. vast qunntity of blacks, and soot, and siuo.ke.
I mmediately after the prevalence of one of those filthy blanket.<; of vapour, w~ frnd
the coo tents of each of the little vessels ,;riven to the patients whose expec:torat1on is
kept for inspection, to be deeply tin;?;Cd with bl~ek. And I had, in the year .1832, a
patient whose sputa were remarkn.bly loaded with dark matter. llc cam~ rnto the
hospital eomplaini1~g of .cougl~, and of shor~r~:ss of' br~ath, and of a sensation at the
lower part of the n~ht side ~f th~ ch.est, as if 1t we.re pierced by needles; ~:1~ he was
spitting a considerable quantity of .thick '!1ueus, wh1c:!1 was. almost bla?k. Ibis.colour
never entirely left t~1e expect~rat1on w.h 1 I~ he remarned 11! the hospital; ~ut 1t very
greatly dirninished, in proportlOn as his a1hne~ts were ~·el.1eved. N?w tlus man was
a stoker at one of the µas.works. .A.nd he n.ttnbuted his illness, which hnd come on
gradually, to the great alternations of heat and eol<l to whiel~ his ~eeupat.ion exposed
bim: and the blackness of the sputn. he ascribed to the contrnual rnhalattou of coal.
dust. And no doubt he was right.
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It may seem stran ge, if the inhttlation of atmospheric air loaded with minute
particles of coal or other carbonaceous matter, be sufficient to produce this remarkable
condition of the lungs, and the characteristic blad.: spit, that the change, nod itS
nature and cause, should not have been earlier made out: when we consider the vast
number of men who are employed in our mines and collieries. It appears, however,
that a ~rent repugnance has existed, and probably still exists, among the labourers in
the coal mines, to allowing their dead to be opened and examined
And it appears
further that the peculiar state of the lungs which I have been speakinfr of is produced
in a comparatively small number of those who arc so employed. The precise cause
why some are thus affected, and some are not, has yet to be discovered. Dr. Thomson
has circulated among the medical men residing in the coal districts, a list of queries
(which he gives in his paper), respecting various points of interest in relation to this
pulmonary condition: aud we may expect to obtain, by de~rees, more exact information about it. I recommend it as an interesting subject of inquiry to such among you
as rnay lrn.ve opportunities of prosecuting it. It has been coujectured that the specific
change takes place, in a mark ed degree, only in luo gs that were previously unsound.
It is a. quci;;tion whether the cavities met wtth in the pulmonary substance, in the
fotnl cases, were the result of the spurious mclanosis; or of the expulsion of tubercular
matter which h<l<l coexisted with, or preceded, the mclanotic state. lt is a curious
circumstance that the black spit, ag it is called in those districts, sometimes docs not
make its appeiwance until a considerable period has elapsed after the time when the
lnbour in the coal miues wns given up. Dr. l\lakellar, who hns more recently described
the disc:1se as he met with it nmong the colliers in the J.;othians, is of opinion that
the blood becomes unnaturally loaded with carbon; and that when once a certain
quantity of the black matter from without hns been lodged in the pulmonary tissues,
a di:;:posin~ affinity is thereby created for the carbon in the blood, so that more and
wore of that substance continues to be deposited, even long after the patient has
abando11ed his occupation, and ceased to inhale the noxious atmoSJJherc. Certainly
this is a complaint that offers several interesting points of research, and requires
further investigation.
You will remark that the spurious melanosis is distinguished from the true, by its
occurrence in those persons only who are somehow exposed for a certain length of
time to breathe nn atmosphere which is largely encumbered with carbonaceous
particles; whorcas true melanosis may occur in any locality. The spurious discoloration never affects any other organs than the lu11gs and bronchial glands; the true
bla ck deposit of melanosis is never confined to a sin~ l e organ or tissue. Moreover,
th e one disorder is absolutely beyond remedy; the other, as soon ns its presence is
rende red probable, by the black expectoration, and th e pulmonary di:-.trcss, may be
mitigateJ, checked, pcrlwps gr..idually cured, by removing the patient from the operation of the exciting cause, and pursuing such other measures as the symptoms may
seem to require. The distinction is not a matter therefore of mere curiosity: it bears
upon the treatment to be followed, which is our proper business. It is connected also
with medical police or hygiene, which we should all of us culti\'ate as extensively ::is
we m<ly; as a science intimately related to our strictly professional pursuits, and to
the welfare of the community.
Other forms of disease, unquestionably cancerous, occ::isionally infest the Jun ~.
Their chief symptoms, when the malndy does not reach the surface of the body,
result from the prcsrmre which the carciuomntous masses exercise on the parts in their
ncil-!libourhood. I shall postpone a more particular consideration of these effects of
iotra-thoracic pressure, until I come to aneurismal tumours, which have a sim ilar
mechanical influence.
There is yet another :iffection of the breath-machine, to which I must b1'iefiy direct
your attention : a c:isualty that is apt to befall the air-tubes. I said nothing of this,
ind eed, last year; but having since witnessed an example of the accident to which f
allude-the entrance, namely, of some solid subst:ince into the windpipe-I have
thus been reminded of my former omission, and t:iught at the same time the necessity
that every medical m'ln !lhould have well considered such cases. l was taken to
Keutish '!'own, in the autumn (1837), by a profc.s:sional friend, to sec a child, into
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whose trachea. a small nail, what is commonly called a tad.:1 was thouf?;ht to h:we
passed. When I saw the boy, he seemed to have nothing the matter with him : but
he had been subject, ever since th e accident, to paroxysms of most Yiolent chokinf.!;
cou)?'h; alarming the parents and his attendants for his li fe. There was good reason
for concluding that the nail, which wns missin,!?', nnd which he said he had .rn;allowcd,
had really f!'Ot into the windpipe, and was still there, or in the hrngs; and the question
wus much discussed, what ouµ-ht to be done in such a case? The result was, that
nothin,!! was done: but that after the lapse of several weeks, the nai l was at length
coughed up.
Now there are some interesting points ari sing out of this sort of mischance. The
instance I h:we just referred to will probably be published; and therefore I dwell
upon it the less. Dr. Stokes has devoted a short chapter to the consideration of
foreign bodi.es in the air-passages: and examples of that accident are wore common
than you m1~ht suppose.
It is, at first Sif!ht, a surprising circum stance, that a solid body of any considerable
m3 gni tud c (a. molar tooth for in stance), should be able to pass at 31\ through the
narrow chink of the glottis. But, supposing the chink to be plugged by the sudden
entrance of a passing substance, just at the comme ncement of a forcible endeavour
to inspire, wheu, of course, the opening is at. the widest, tlrnt substa nce must necessarily sustain, as the chest expands, a stron!{ dci::i;rce of pressure from the external atmo'.'<phere: stron~ enough, often, to force it tlu:Ough. lf you cork a bottle that con tains 3ir on ly, and sink it sufficiently deep in the sea, the pressure of the water will
push the cork into the bottle. 'l'he condition of the lungs, in the case supposed, and
the cond ition of the bottle, are analogous. A vacuum beyond the plug is attempted
by the act of inspiring, 3nd obYiated by the displacement of the plug inwards.
'!'here are no such powerful forces called into action to driv e the intruding substance
out 3gain.
The matters which have been actually thus caught in the rima glottidis, and forced
through, are, as you mif?ht almost expect, oddly rnrious in kind. .l\lorscls of food :
t he stones of fruit; of these there are many instances: teeth; three such cases arc
referred to by Dr. Stokes : portions of bone: pebbles : a piece of money: a. nut: a.
nut-shell: a button: a musket-ball: a large shot: a fragment of nutmeg: iron nails:
kidney-beans: ears of grass or corn; of these, four examples at least have been
noticed; one is meotiooed by Dr. Stokes, two are recorded in the Gazette Jllidlcale,
and I show you a monument of the fourth, in this interesting preparation, fo r the
history of which I am indebted to l\lr. Mayo. Th e you ng son of an ]~ u ;:?.iis h nobleman was riding in a carri age, in or near Paris, and had a n ear of rye in his mouth.
'fhe carriage made a sudden j olt, and the ear of corn disappeared. J. . ittlc was
thoufl'ht about this at the time : but soon afterwards symptoms of pulmonary irritation
set i ~, attended with hectic fever, and with the most footid expectoration. The boy
gradually sank. The ear of rye lay, as you may perceive, in an abscess which wus
common to the right lung and to the li ver, throug:h. the diaphragm.
If any of you have tried the boyish trick of slipp io f!' beneath your wristband an
ear of bearded corn, you will haYe no difficulty in u!lderstanding how and why, with
every movement of the parts in contact with it, the car wi!I travel onwards; and how
im probable it is that such a substance should eYer be ex pelled from the lunf?;S by
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years after its entrance. During th at long period she bad suffered repeated attacks
of copious hremoptysis. lJ er recovery was perfect.
'fhe verv enumeration which I have just ruade may convince you that the accident
is not a ve ry uofrequent one j and it is more than probable that fatal cases happen,
th1) nature of which escapes detection.
The results of the accident are various also.
In the first place, it so metim es causes ~ p cedy death by apnooa.
2dly. It .may be followed by inflammation of the luug, and perlrnps abscess; and
so destroy life.
3dly. Death may ensue, after symptoms resembling those of ch ronic phth isis.
4thly. The" fore ign body," as we oddly enough ca ll it, may be expelled throu;.di
the glottis, after a rnriable period of time. Sometimes, yet not always, its expulsion
0
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is the condition and the harbinger of the patient's recovery; but he is never snfe
while it remains.
Death may take place in a few seconds when the substance sticks in the p-lottis.
Death lws occurred within three days, when the substance had passed the glottis;
r111d in eleven days when it had reached the lung. The intruding piece of mutter
has escaped, throu~h the natural passa~es, after remainin~ imprisoned for scnntccn
years. In that case, the patient di~d, hectical and emaciated, a. year and half aftcrwanls.
It may be worth our while to consider these particulars somewhat more closely i
nnd to inriuire what, in different cases, bbcomes of the foreign body which thu~, to
use a common phrase, "goes the wrong way;" and what the symptoms arc to which
it may give rise.
};'irst, then, I f'ny, it may µ:et wcd~ed in the slit of the ;rlottis, and produce immediate suffocatio n. I mentioned, before, the frequency of th is kind of death by
misa<l\'enturc. If you arc summoned to any one whom you find comatose, or apparently just dead, and you learn that he had been suddenly attacked with choking
during a meal, lose no time in examining 11is pharynx and gullet. You mny chance
to save a. life so. The accident often hnppens to persons who are drunk. No doubt
it happens oftener than we arc aware of. The attack is very likely to be mistaken
for au apoplectic seizure.
In these cases of sudden choking, the morsel of food is not always caught in the
rima p;lottidis. If it be larp;c enough to stick fast in the pharynx, it may pro,·okei
through a. reflex action, an abiding spasm of the little laryngeal muscles, nnd so pro.
duce death by apncca. 'l'he remedy for such an emcr~ency, as Dr. ~Iarshall llall
truly observes, must be immediate : and this is what he tells us should be done.
"Pressure being made on the abdomen, to pre\'ent the descent of the diaphragmi
a forcible blow should be made by the flat hand on the thorax. The effect of this is
to induce nn effort similar to that of expiration; the larynx being closed, resophngeal
vomitinp; takes place, and the morsel is dislodged.
"If this plan fail, not nu instant being lost, the pressure should be kept up on the
abdomen, the finger should be introduced into the throat, and the same smart and
forcible blow made on the thorax as before. By the irritation of the fauccs lhe
cardi:t is opened, and by the blow on the thorax (firm pressure being made on the
abdomen) an effort similar to that of expiration, with a. closed larynx, is made, and a
direct vomiting ensues, and the morsel of food is carried away."
2ndly. 'l'he substn.nce1 if smnll, may, after it has passed the chink, remain in the
larynx; entangled in its vc11triclcs, or beLwecn the chorclm YOcalcs. Ia that c:1se it
usually occasions very seYere laryngeal symptoms-spasmodic gasping cough, choking
sensations, croupy respiration, and pain in the larynx - symptoms which harass the
patients without intermission, until death ensues, or until the substance is driven up·
wards into the pharynx, or drops downwards into the windpipe. '!'here is, however,
one instance on record, in which a piece of gold was lodged for years in the ventricles
of the larynx, without these distressing consequences.
3rdly. llaving passed the upper part of the larynx, it may stop, and become fixed
beneath the cricoid cartilage, or in the trachea. In these situations, unle~s it quite
blocks up the passage, its presence may be productive of but little distre . . ~. .A
wheezing or croupy sound during one or both of the movcmcnlo; of respiration. and
some degree of pain and tenderness of the p:i.rt where the substance was lo<lgcd 1
have constituted all the evidence of il-s position in the air-passages, in more than one
instance. A very singular and wh imsical case of thitl kiud, related by l)rofessor
)lacnamarn, is reforred to by Dr. Stokes. A boy had made a. whistle, by perforating
a plun1stone, and extracting the kernel. '!'his, during a strong inspiration, passed
from between his lips, through the glottis, and became fixed transversely iu the
lar_ynx. So little iuconvenience did it create, that the boy, finding that he still
whistled as he brcnthed, went about for some hour~, pleased to display this JH.:w accomplishment. For three days he continued to occupy himself in his chil<lish amusements, sufferini:t now nnd then a sc~zure of suffocatio~ couizh . li e was then taken to
the lllcath hol"pital. lle had no parn ia dep.Jutition; but he sa id that when the cough
was severe, it caused pain in his throat. Ile had also uneasiness in the epigustrium,
a. bloated eountcuancc, and a frequent pulse. 'l'he chest souo<lcd well on percussion,
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aud the vesicular murmur was natu ral. The fits of coughing were followed by whito
frothy expectoration. Laryngotomy was performed; but during the strn!!~lc and the
convulsive cough wh ich took place when the opening was mad~, the stone (so the
patient dec.l ar~d) was coughed .up, and swallowed. 'l'hc symptoms were relieved;
and the wh 1stlmg ceased. But 1t was found that, as the wound healed, the distress
and the whistling sound returned; which showed that th e sto ne lay above the
opening; and tlrnt the disappearance of the symptoms had been ow inf!, not to its
dislodgment, but to the admission of air below the point where it was fixed. Socn
after this, however, it changed its place, passed down into the ri~ht. bronchus, and
then up agai n towards the larynx. By a second operation it was extracted; and the
lad recovered without any bad symptom .
4thly. The substa nce may get beyond the trachea, into one of the broncl1i, and
stay there. .Aud it is a very curious foct, and one which has evident importance in
respect of diagnosis, that it is almost always the riqht bronchus which the substance
enters. Dr. Stokes has explain ed why it is so. 'l'he sep tum that div id es the ex·
tremity of the trachea into two branches is not placed in the middle of the channel,
but decidedly towri~ds the left; so that riny solid body falling down through the w.indpipe, is naturally directed into the right bronchus. l'crh aps this tendency is aided
by the more vertical direction, and by the somew hat greater capacity of that tube,
comprired with its fellow. Now you will readi ly apprchcud what sort of symptoms
would be likely to result from the impaction of a solid body in either of the primary
bron ch i. l t would be very apt to excite inflammation of the corresponding lun g,
which inflammation would reveal itself by its proper signs; but it would produce
peculia r auscultatory phenomeua, prior to aud iudcpenden t of such inflammation. It
would prevent, partially or altogether, the entrance of air in to the lun g of that side.
Hen ce, when we have other reasons for thinking that a solid body has passed the
glotti.:, if we find the vesicular murmur suspended or enfeebled in one lung, while
percu?<~ion gives out its usual clear sou nd, we may conclude that the intrndcr is
lodµ-cd in the bronchus belonging to that lung. It seems not improbable that
eollap!<e of a portion of the lung may sometimes result from its presence there.
'!'his would modd)' the symptoms; but still the same conclusion would be warrantable from them.
Dr. 8tokes believes, and his opinion is fortified by his own experience on the subject, that smooth bodies (beans or shots, for example), arc more calculated than such
as arc rugg-cd n.nd un even to' cause urgent distress when impacted in one of the
bron chi; inasmuch as they more completely plu ~ and obstruct the tube, thereby
dc1~riving the ,raticnt at once of the use of half his lun gs. An ir.rcgular sub~tanec,
whi ch can neith er sea l the pa ss:-i~c up, nor be clo:scly grasped by its spasmo<lic con·
t raction, will probably occasion less dyspnrea, and at the sa me time will be les::1 lik ely
to be <lislodgcd by the effort of expi ration. Uudcr these circumstances we look for
more chronic symp toms.
5thly, and lastly. 'l'hc intruding substance may not be fixed anywhere, but may
shift its place from time to time; and this, in fact, is what mos.t frequently happens·
and when it docs happen, it gi\·cs rise to a very striking: and di:-tincti\'C senes of
symptoms. Paroxysms of sulfucati ng cough and extreme distress, when .the sub~t;rnce
is driven up into or near the larynx; with intervals of comparative quiet, and !!OUlC·
ti mes indeed of appareut health, when it sub:-ides into the trachea or bron chi. But
during these intervals, the signs that someti mes mark its situation iu those tubes may
perhaps be discoverable.
'! 'here are, then, a set of general symptoms, which lead us to bclic,•c, or to.susp?ct,
that some solid body ha s entered th.e air-passages: and there arc other sets ?I parti cular symptoms, whi ch in form us, with more or le~s certuiuty, whcreabo~ts 1~ 1s fix~d,
or that it is not fixed at all. A person, prcviouJ:ily in µ:ood health, is se iz ed with
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especially ou the right side; or for alternations of suffocating
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outward calm. In the last case, we may expect to find the bronchus unstopped
t.luring the periods of laryngeal irritation; and i:it:e versa.
When we know that a solid body has been entrapped in the air-tubes, our businc~s
io:: plain; there is no room, in my opinion, for hesitation: we must let the suLi;tance
out through au artificial wicket. There is danger, so looµ- as it remains in these vital
passages, of speedy suffocation; of fatal damage to the brynx, or to the lun~; of
t.:crcbral mischief during the violent paroxysms of coug:hing. Con\fulsious and apoplexy have, under such circumstances, actually occurred. Against thc:;c perils there
is no security, except in the early performance of tracheotomy. lf the includc<l sub.
stance be loose and smooth it will preseutly be shot forth at the new orifice; if it be
fixed, or augular, it may geuerally be extricated by a. skilful and delicate haud.

Even while tl1is sheet has been pnssing under the press (Jiay, 1843), nnother
instance has occurred of the same accident, and excited a degree of nnx ious interest
in the public 1uind 1 scarcely less than is accorde<l to a royal illness. lt befell a gentleman
whose nal!le was previously famous . l\lr. Brunel, in amusing the children of a friend
with some tricks of legerdemain, put a half-sovereign into his iuouth; and the coin
slipped, as from its size and shape it might easily do, through the chink of the glottis.
lt seems to have occasioned no very urgent distress. The patient was made aware,
by some internal scn~atiou, that it by towards the right side. After more than three
weeks had p:lf'!:lccl, the trachea was opened : but the piece of money did not come
forth. Probably its weight prevented its being driven up and down the windpipe;
and when it lai<l edgeways, its form did not oppose much impediment to the breath.
The sarnc weight, however, brought it back to the larynx whenever JJr. Brunel
placed himself with his head downwards. Io some of these experiments, collling
crossways I suppose, it produced most violeut cough, and feelings of i111pending suffo.
cation: but iu a final an<l happier trial, at the end of six weeks, it dropped out a~ain,
through the natural passage-just as a coin may sometimes, by good luck, be shaken
out of a box through a slit in the lid.

A still more recent example of a similar mixture of bad and ~ood fortune has been
recorded by .Dr. James Duncan in the Northern Journal of Jl/edlein<'. A man was
amusing himself with tossing up a. shill inf!, and catching it in his mouth. Suddenly
it fell into his larynx, and producc<l violent cough and Sc\·ere dyspucca, which graJu.
ally subsided. '.l'he difficulty of breathing returned in paroxysms, upon his making
a. deep inspiration, or after cert~1in movements of the body. When the larynx was
compressed externally, the man felt that the coiu was lying opposite to the erieoid
cartilage. Uc was aow held with his head downwards by three strong men, was
shaken once or twice iu that position, aud his larynx was moved from side to ~ide,
whe11 lo! the shilling re-entered bis mouth, and dropped out upon the floor. During
this process he suffered neither cough nor dyspnooa.
An almost exact counterpart of this case has since been communicated to me by
Dr. (}. 13. Halford. In the year 185~, when that gentleman was hou~c·surgeon to
the Westminster hospital, a. man was admitted, about uoou, who stated that on the
prc,,ious evening-, while entertaiuing his children by throwing a shilling into the air
aud attempting to catch it in his mouth, the shilling slipped into his windpipe. lie
had been to several medical men, and had taken emetic after emetic in vain. 'l'he
shilliug could be d i stinetl~ felt opposite the crico-thyrcOid membrane. 'l'hc man's
voice was reduced to a. wh isper. Dr. Halford "directed the porters of the hospital
to turn him upside down in the corner of the surgery, when, after several expiratory
efforts, the shillin~ roll ed out of his mouth.n
Notwithstanding the speedy and easy dislodgement of the coins in these instances,
it, may be prudent and requisite, i11 less fortunate cases, when the piece of money docs
not foll, at first, in the right direction, to lessen the risk of suffocating cou~h, by
makin~ an artiticial opening in the trachea.
If the snbstanC'C be witl.iin rc:tc.h, it may
be Lhe.n plucked forth with forceps: if not, the safoty valve tbu~ csta!Jlishcd will reud1.1r
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the inversion of the patient's body less distressing and less hazardous; and allow
it to be repeated until it shall pro\'e successful.
For l\I r. Brunel's convenience a sort of platform was constructed, moveable upon a
central hinge. 'fo this platform he was bound in the prone position, by a broad strap
passing acre>Es his shou lders; and then his head was lowered until the platform was
brouf!:ht to an angle of about 80 degrees with the horizon. '!'his did not succeed until
after the opening was made in his windpipe.
[For a full account of everythin~ connected with the imbject of forei!!n bodies in
the air-passages, and the treatment best adapted for the relief of the patient, the reader is refe rred to the very able treatise of Dr. Samuel D. Gross, Philada., 1855.-C.]

LECTURE LIX.
Diseases nf tlte flMrt: usual~IJ 7Jartiol. Changes in its llfil.'wular T"xt1ire. Mecltan1'sm nf thnse Ulu1119es. 1Vatural dimensio11s nf the llearl. .A~tlurul Sounds
il/od1ficati1111s of thesP IJ!f DisMse. Review of the Pl19sical and Ge11etal Si[Jru
that acwmpa11!1 Cardiac Disease.
Yo u will pcrhnps accuse me, gentlemE'n, of a disposition to magnify the importance of e,·cry new class of diseases at which we arrive, in our sun•cy of the morbid
conditions of the various parts of the body in succession. '!'here arc few complai11ts 1
in truth, which nrc not important; either from the discomfort to which they gi\·e
rise, or from their tendency to abbre,•iate the span of human ex istence. Yet of the
strictly vital Ofl!:\TlS the derangements are necessarily the most perilous; and therefore, to us, the moRt interestin~. Two props of the tripod of life we have p:.isscd in
re\ icw, and seen how they may be weakened, and how they may fi1il altogether. The
office of the hmrt is not less essential to life and health, than that of the brain, or of
the lun ~R. 'J'hc well-being of every portion of the frame t.lcpcnds upon its being
duly supplied with healthy arterial blood, and duly relieved of that which ha s become
venous: and this supply and relief require that the central organ of the circulation
should be sound in its structure, and perfect in its working. But it is freqtwntly
otherwi~e. I can remember, indeed, the time when disease of the heart was thought
to be a very rare thing-; but it is now well-known to be one of the co111111onc~t of
disorders, and it connects itself with a variety of other affection~, with which it was
formerly supposed to have no relation.
1
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instance, become the seat of inflammation, with its various effects; or its ltl\'estrng
membrane only may undcr~o morbid alterations; or the muscular substnnce that constitutes the or~an itself may be gradually changed in its qualities, iu its bulk, or in
its proportions.
1
1
0
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niue eases out of a hundred, through the alterations to which they lca<l rn the 111u<:,clc
wherewith they arc connected. It may be practically u:::cful therefore to co 11si<ler,
first, thc~e ultimate morbid sta tes which are in compatible w~th the .continuance .of
life·1 and then to trace them back to the next link in the chain of thc1t· causes, winch
will be found, in a. very great number of in stances, to consist in some antecedent
morb id state of the exterior or of the interior membran e.
The heart, you know, is a. living forc in<J'-pump; a hollow lllU"'Cular engi ne, with its
chambers and thei r vah-cd outlets, its contractile walls nnd their strcnµ,:th and thickness, so admirably adju~tcd, that the healthy balance of the circulation is cuntiuually
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maintained, under many varying outward influences and inward emotions which tend
to di;.;turb it. In treating of diseases of the heart we have to consider, therefore, the
modes in which its mechanism may be spoiled or dcraogcd; and the effects of such
<lcran~cmcnts.

Not only the component tissues, but different portions also of tl1e or~n may be
separately diseased. It seldom happens, indeed, that the whole heart is affected;
althou~h that is probably the vulgar belief. The left side is much more obnoxious to
morbid change~ than the ri~ht: and when both sides arc implicated, the alteration is
almost always more decided and conspicuous in the left than in the ri.!?ht chambers.
In the rapid sketch which I attempted of µ::eneral patholof!y, in the outset of the
coursci I pointed out the various 'kinds of alterations to which the ti~~ucs and org:rns
of the body, and therefore the heart among the rest, arc subject. Ouc or more of
the chambers of the hearti you will remember may become larger or smaller than is
natural; or have their walls increased or diminished in thickncRs, and consequently
in power; or one or more of its outlets and orifices of commun icatio n may be widened
or cont racted: and the purposes and function of the organ will be more or less impaired
by such ehunµ-es.
Jn order, then, to have a clear conception of cardiac disease, it is necessary to
analyse it, and to in nstil'.!atc the derangements of the SC\"eral parts of the heart.
And [ begin with h.1JP1'1'fmphy i au~mentation of bulk in its muscular substance.
And I must firRt of all define ouc or two phrnses which are current among pathologists
in respect to this condition.
'J'he muscular ti5suc of one, or more, of the chambers of the heart may become
thicker and stronger than Mtural, while the capacity of that chamber, or of those
chambers, remains unaltered. 'l'he hypertrophy in that case is said to be simple.
But, while the muscular
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active m1eurism of the lteart of Corvi~art, the f'C·
centric hypertrophy of more modern writers
On the other haud, it has been suppol'<cd that
the capacity of a. cavity of the heart may dimi nish in size as its walls increase in thickness :
that the hypertrophy may take place of the expense \as it were) of the chamber. '.l'his has
been called c:once1tlric hypertrophy.
Now, of these three reputed forms of hypertrophy, cons idered iu their rclalion to disea.i;e,
two ouly, the simple and the eccentric, have any
real existence. 'J'he third, or eoocentric form,
never occurs, I believe, except as a congenita l
malformation. .And of the two ~cnuinc species
of hypertrophy, the eccentric, which is plainly a
compound affection, consisting of h!Jpertrophy
·u·ith dilatation, is much the most common. The
reason of this is to be found in the ph,pical c:wsc
rr:rpcrtrophy or the lcrt -rcntridc.
of the morbid cooditiou . in most instances. The
a. 11 pceimcu in Dr. Gross' collccLion.
physical cause, in nineteen cases out of tw·cnty,
is some ob:.taclc, mechanical or virtual, to the
perfect accomplishment of the function of the chamber; some obstruction opposed to
the free and thorough exit of the blood from it; or so mething which hinders the easy
play of the organ. llcnce, in the first place, a ~radual yieldiui?, or tendency to yield,
in the sides of the affected chamber, from the continual and unwonted pressure of the
::iccumulatcd blood al?ainst them : and in the second place, a striving action of the
muscle to overcome the hindrance, or to counterba lance the obstacle; and consequently, according to the law formerly announced, an aug-mcntation in the bulk of the
nm!lc]c whereof the function is thus increased. If thC hypertrophy, which is the
result of a truly conservative proces_si keep pace exactly with the amount of the obstacle and exw·l(IJ balanrf' it, no dilatation happe118, or next to none. But this is
comparatively seldom the case. According to the principles of mechanic~, a. little
distension of the sphero id al cav ity must rc<1uire an increai:e of force to propel from
Fio. 75.
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it a given quantity of blood, in the same time, through n given discl1arg-mg orifice.
So that incipient dilatation becomes (in addition t-0 the supposed obstacle) an officieut
cause of hypertrophy: and the two, the dilat.a.tion and the hypertrophy, commonly
make progress together.
Even when there is no mechanical impediment, incipient dilatation (and coosequeot hypertrophy) may spring from morbid conditions of the nutrient blood. Jo
this way, as we shall sec hereafter, eccentric hypertrophy docs often arise, without any
valvular fault or physical obstacle to account for it, from renal disease, whereby the
due purification of the blood is prevented.
Cruveilhier appears to have been the first to reject concentric ltypertropliy from the
catalogue of cardiac diseases. 'fh e smallness of its cavity, with a proportional increased thickness of its walls, was regarded by him as a transicut condition of the
ventricle, depending upon the mode of death. He found these phenomena very
strongly marked in the hearts of all those whose bodies he had exami ned after decapitation by the guillotine; "Les parois ventricula.ires sc touchaicnt daas tous leurs
points." It is therefore his opinion that the hearts whi ch had beeu thought, by
others, to present examples of conce ntric hypertrophy, were in reality "hca-rts more
or less hypertrophied, which death had surprised in all their energy of contractility."
This question has since been considered by Dr. Budd, in a communication to the
Medical and Chirurgical Society, which you may read in the twenty-first volume of
its Trcwsactio11s. lie has lately favoured me with a statement of his matured vicwsupon the subject.
The semblance of concentric hypertrophy is most common in the left ventricle;
and depends upon the ventricle being nearly empty at the time of death, and upoa
the corpse being: examiued while the heart is contracted by the ri"gor mortis. '.l'hc
fallacious appearance is accordingly noticed in cases where, from the manner of dying1
the left ventricle, or the entire heart, contains but little blood, aud where, from the
muscular power nut having been pre\ iously exhausted, the rigor mortis is of long.
duratioo.
"In all these conccntrical1y hypertrophied hearts (writes Dr. Budd) the ventriclemay be readily dilated by means of the fingers, and always dilates of itself when therigor mortis goes off.
u In the published cases of concentric hypertrophy, in which there was no disease-of the valves (l have given eight such cases in my paper, and could now add a Jong
list to them), there were no sigos, or only very slight signs, of disease of the heart,
during the life-time of the patient. 1.'his circumstance is l:luffic icut proof that the
cavities of the heart in thcim cases could not have been during life permanently in the
contracted state in which they were found after death. A left ventricle that could
scarcely contain an almond (a common form of expressio n in the description of these
cases) would surely have caused a great impediment to the circulat.ion."
Moreover, concentric hJpertrophy could answer no mcchaoical purpose; nor could
its formation be accounted for on mechanical principles. But "concentric hypertrophy of a ventricle, in a high degree, with obstruction at its discharging orifice,
and an extraordinary chanoel for the passage of the blood, occasionally exists as a
congenital malformation; and in most eases, the right is the ventricle so affected."
'l'o resume. Recollect that there may be two distinct kinds of physical cause of
excessive action of the heart, and therefore of hypertrophy. In the one kind, there
is some mechanical obstruction to the exit of the blood from one or more of the cavities; a constricted eta.te of the orifices, is the most common condition. In the other
kiud, without any such mechanical bar or dam to the fluid, there is so u~ cthing to
hinder the free and sufficient play of the organ; unhealthy blood perhaps 1t may be,
or malposition of the heart. If the heart be pushed, for instauce, out of its proper
place and posture by effusion into the pl eura, or by distortion ~f the chest, it will not
work with the same case as when all is perfect and symmetrical; and the unusual
labour imposed upon it fully to execute its office, will lead to hypertrophy. 'l11ie
causes of hypertrophy may therefore be situated wi.tlu:n the heart itself, or without
and beyoud it: but in. all those cases in whi ch the effect of the hi~dnrn ce .or obstac le
is to detain the blood rn one or more chambers, the hypertrophy will be likely to be
accompanied by dilatation: and, generally speaking, the hypertrophy and dilatation
result from disease in some part which lies be!Jond the affected chamber, in the order
47
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of the circulation. Thus either a narrowing, or a dilat:1tion of the aorta. at its commencement, will tend to cause hypertrophy and dilatation of the left ventricle.
That contraction of the aorta, or of the aortic orifice, may have lhis consequence,
you will have no difficulty in perceiving. The blood cannot so readily pass through
the narrowed channel; hence it will tend to accumulate in undue quantity in the veotriclc, and therefore to stretch and dilate it; and the increased muscular efforts necessary to drive the dcl:lyed blood onwards, tend also to thicken tl1c muscle itself. But
it may not be so obvious that dilatation of the mouth of the aorta-a wider channel
of egress - would also virtually prove an obstacle to the emptying of the ventricle.
Y et it certainly would, in two ways. lo the first place, dilatation of the entrance of
the aorta implies a diminution in the elasticity of that vessel; and the blood after it
has left the heart is urged onwards by the healthy elasticity. But again, dilatation
of the mouth of the aorta, commonly impl ies an imperfect closure of that vessel by
the sig:moid valves; so that during the diastole, a part of the blood is apt to regurgitate from the aorta, and to keep the ventricle morbidly full. You sec, therefore,
that a deviation from the healthy st.ate of the aorta and of the valvu lar apparatus
which lies at its mouth, may obstruct the course of the blood, and lead to hypertrophy
and dilatation, whether the deviation be in the one way or in the other; whether, I
mean, the natural size of the v-essel be increased or diminished. Aga.in, disease of
the mitral valve, obstructing the flow of the blood at tluit point, will lead to an accumulation in the left auricle, in the pulmonary veins, and in the lunf.'5 themselves.
The auricular action is always less regular and energetic than the ventricular, so that
we less frequently meet with hypertrophy of the auricles, but very often with dilatation. And if we go to the other side of the heart, we find hypertrophy with dilatation, and more especially dilatation of the right ventricle, when, from some reason or
other, the blood passes with difficulty towards or throug-h the lungs: either from
disease of the pulmonary artery, or from disease in the substance of the lungs- emphysema, for instance; and if the difficulty be great, the accumulation and distension
will affect succcRsively the right auricle, and the vcn::c cavre; and then we have, in
most cases, !?:eneral dropsy. So that, I repeat, disease in the heart tends to propagate
itself in a direction contrary to that of the circul:ition. Furthermore, if the muscular
tissue of the heart be pale, flabby, soft and weak, as it frequently is in feeble, illnourished, cachcctic persons, or if it have undcrµ:one that kind of fatty degeneration
which I formerly described, it will the more readily yield to the centrifugal pressure
of the blood it embraces. In this way we may have dilatati on without any hypertrophy. I am anx ious that you should in the outset compreheod the mechanism by
whi ch the natural dimensions, and relative proportions of different parts of the heart
may be altered in disease.
One reason why disease of the heart used formerly to be overlooked, was that these
natural dimensions and relative proportions were not asce rtain ed or much attended to.
It is not easy to form any very precise estimate of the size of a healthy heart. It is
commonly held that if the heart be about the same size with the closed fist of the
subject, its general dimensions may be considered to be natural. Bouilbud, who has
ta.ken much pains with this matter, weighing and measuring a great number of different hearts, states that the mean. weight of that organ, with the origin of its large
vessels, and empty of blood, in adults from twenty-five to sixty years old, is fro111
eight to nine ounces; that in subjects from sixteen to twenty-five years old it may be
one or two ounces less; and that, in very large and robust persons, it may rise to ten
or eleven ounces. .Also, what we should expect, that the weight is less in women
than in men.
So much for the general bulk of the heart. And we must have some standard
whereby to estimate its relative proportions. Every one knows that the walls of the
left ventricle are thicker than those of the right. Bouillaud found that the mean
thickness of the walls of the left ventricle at its base was seven lines, while that of
the right ventricle was two.and-a-half lin es. And taking the thickness, generally, he
says, that the thickness of the parietes of the right ventricle has not a greater ratio
to that of tho parietes of the left, than two to five, or even than one to three.
'Bo again of the auricles: he lays it down that the mean thickness of the walls of
the left auricle, is to the mean thickness of those of the ri~ht, as three to two.
He holds also that the mean capacity of the right veutriclo exceeds, by a little, that
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of_ the left: and that the right a?ricle is larger than ~he l7ft. Dr. Kirkcs, however,
thrnks that probably 11 the capacity of the two ventricles ts exactly the same. It is
difficult to determine with certainty how much this may be; but takina the mean of
various estimates, it may be inferred that each ''entricle is able to c~ntain, on tho
average, about three oun ces of blood, the whole of which is impelled into their
respective arteries, at each contraction." You must always make allowance in actual
cases, for the possible disteu~ion of these cavities with blood, beyond the size to which
they would have contracted if they had contained no blood.
I may add, that Bouillaud declares the rule I just now mentiont?d, which had been
proposed before his researches were instituted- the rule, viz., which makes the bulk
of the healthy heart equal to the fist of the subje\~t - to be tolerably correct. By
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will recollect that they relate to averages only.
Now havio g pointed out the modes in which the natural proportions of the heart,
and of its several parts, may be morbidly altered; and gi\"Cll you a. rough standard
whi ch may enable you to estimate these proportions in the state of health, and the deviations from them in the state of disease: I will go on to consider the symptoms, by
which the altered conditions are accustomed to declare themselves. And it is with
respect to the heart, as with respect to the lun gs; there are general symptoms or
sigus, and there are physical symptoms or signs: and the information derived from
these eources respectively is of variable utility. Neither of them can be safely
neglected; and it is often found that the indications dcriYcd from one of these sets
of symptoms are confirmed or corrected by those collected from the other. I believe
it will be best to pursue the same course io both cases, and to !!peak, io the first place,
of the signs that are brought within our notict- by the sense of hearing
But, in order that we may comprehend the morbid srnmds of the heart, we must
first make ourselves acquainted with those that belong to its healthy condition.
The heart may he heard by the ear laid flat against the prrecordial region, or through
a stethoscope, to beat over a certain space. That space, in ordinary circumstances,
corresponds to the inferior half of the sternum, and to the cartilages of the ribs, from
the fourth to the seventh on the left side. The apex of the oq~an may often be seen.
to pulsate between the cartilages of the fifth and sixth left ribs; about two inches
below the nipple, and one inch from it towards the sternum.
This is the space over which, in the sound state of the heart and lungs, t.h e pulsations of the former are plainly audible. But there are several diseased conditions both
of the heart itself, and of the parts around it, which interfere with this rule.
In the first place, if the heart be larger than natural, it will be he:m.1 to beat over a.
proportionally large space. In this way it may come to be heard all O\"er the chest
in front; and behind on the left side of the spine; and even, io extreme cases, on
the right side of the spine.
Again, the extent of space over which the heart may be heard to bent will be increased in proportion to the thinness of its walls; and diminished, cretnis 7Jaribus,
according to the thickness of its walh~. So that when the heart has nearly iLS proper
size, if its walls be thin, it will be heard beyond its natural limits; and if its walls be
morbidly thick, i.e., if it be affected with considerable hypertrophy, it will oot be
heard beyond, nor even to the extent of its natural limits. l will endeavour, presently,
to explain the reason of these differences.
Again, and this it is of great importance to remember, the heart may be heard far
beyond its natural limits, even when it is perfectly healthy, in consequence of the
lung between the car and the heart having become sol id, and therefore a better conductor of sound: and the solidification may have resulted from hepatization, or from
the presence of a. number of crude tubercles, or from cancerous deposits. The sound
of the heart's action will also be conveyed to a. distance by the liquid effusion in
pleurisy, and by a.neurisma.l tumours. If we are not aware of these circum stances,
we are cotttinually liable to fall into mistakes.
The heart is likewise heard more di stinctly, and over a space which is comparatively
larger, in ch ildren than in adult persons; in those who arc lean and spare, than in
those who are fleshy and fat; and I need scarcely say that it may be heard over a
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wider extent of the chest whenever its action is augmented by exercise, by emotion
of mind, or by febrile excitement.
'I1hc impulse of the heart is another point which you must attend to. In healthy
persons who are thin, you may generally feel the stroke which the heart gives to the
ribs, by placing your hand on the prrecordial region. In persons who are fat, you
often cannot feel the heart at all in this manner. For obvious reasons, it is felt more
distinctly, over a larger space, and higher up, while the person is stooping forwards,
or makes a forced expiration; less distinctly, over a smaller space, and lower down,
when he makes a deep inspiration, or is lying on his back. Iu proportion as the heart
is enlarged by disease, it can be felt more extensively: and when there is hypertrophy,
the force with which it strikes the parietes of the chest is sometimes extraordinary,
and very instructi,•e. You will see the ear and head of the listener distinctly lifted
at every pulsation. Sometimes the whole of the patient1s body, nay his very bed, is
shaken by the strong shock of the heart during its systole. There is no sign of
l1ypcrtrophy so sure as that, afforded by the heart's impulse. You feel, not a smart,
quick, and sudden knock, but a steady, heaving, irrcprcissible swell, which is perfectly
characteristic. You may always infer increased thickness of the walls of the organ,
when you meet with this regular heaving motion; and the extent to which the wholt:
heart is enlarged in such cases may be conjectured by the extent of space over which
the heaving impulse is perceptible.
'11 be sou71Js which we bear are two. One of them coincides, in point of time, with
the impulse: and barely precedes the beat of the radial artery. It happens, therefore, when the ventricles contract; during the systole. It is called, accordingly, the
s9slolic sound, or the first sound of the heart. '11 he other of the two sounds coincides
with the diastole, and is spoken of as the second or the diastolic sound. It takes
place at the instant when the heart reverts to that place and condition in which it had
been prior to the systolic movement. These two sounds occur in quick and regular
succession, and then follows an interval of 1:1ilence, after which the two sounds are
repeated; and so on.
'l'he two sounds are not, however, exactly alike. They differ somewhat, both in
quality and in duration. The first is a dull, prolonged noise; the second a 8horter
and smarter sound, having more of a clacking or flapping character. Attempts have
been made to assign the respective duration of each sound, and of the period of repose.
I confess t hat I }1ave never succeeded in measuring them satisfactorily in my mind.
Probably Dr. C. J. n. Williams' estimate is as near the mark as any. He divides the
whole period, from the beginning of one pulsation to the beginning of the next, into
five equal parts: and allots two of these to the first sound, one to the second, and the
remaining two to the interval of silence. This order of succession is called the
rh11thm of the heart, and it may be perverted.
Hespecting the physical causes of these natural sounds there bave been much
recent discussion and research. 011r time, however, will permit me to do little more
than tell you what I believe to be the fac~ of the matter. And I take, first, the
diai:;tolic sound, as being the simpler of the two. It used to be ascribed to the contraction of the auricles: but that was quite a mistake. 'l'he contraction of the auricles, such as it iR, happens immediately before each systole of the ventricles: whereas
the sound in question occurs 'immediotel11 (tfler it, and is succeeded by the period of
sileoce. '!'his we know from the visible movements of the organ wl1en exposed in a
liviog animal. In truth, the auricular contractions are very feeble, and are not attended with any appreciable noise. I have no doubt that the second sound is produced mainly, if not altogether, by the sudJen shutting of the floodgates placed at
the mouths of the two groat outlets of the heart. The recoiling blood forces back
the semilunar valves of the aorta and of the pu lmonary artery, as one unfurls an umbrella; and with an audible check as they tighten. There is no other tenable mode
of accouuting for the sou nd. E~perimeuters have contrived, by hooks and wires, to
prevent these valves from unfoldrng; and then the flapping sound has been converted
into a. hiss. Disease of the same valves demonstrates the same things: as we shall
presently see. Nevertheless, it is both possible and probable that the relapse of the
whole organ to its former place may contribute an ingred ient towards this second
eouud.
'l'he first, or systolic sound, is more complex:. Physiologists arc not yet agreed as
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to its cause. Upon t11is disputed question I cannot pretend to speak autl10ritatively.
In all probability it is a compound sound: but it must be chiefly produced by the
collision of the blood with the inner surfaces of the ventricles, and with the surfaces
of the tricuspid and mitral valves. In part it has been attributed to the impulse of
the heart against the ribs. It has been thought to consist also, iu part, of the sound
that result..~ from the muscular contraction of the ventricles : that the systolic sound
commences with the tightening of the walls of the ventricles, including the val\'cs;
and is prolonged by the muscular noise. You are aware, I dare say, that the vigorous contraction of a large muscle is accompanied by audible sound. If, during the
stillness of night, when lying in bed, with your cheek and ear upon the pillow, you
set your teeth firmly, you will hear a continuous dull rumbling, like the noise of carriage wheels in the street, and evidently caused by the action of the masscter and
the temporal muscles. Dr. Williams states that, with the help of a. flexible stethoscope, one may hear the voluntary jerking contraction of his own abdominal muscles:
the sound being as loud as that of the heart's systole, and ve ry like it in character.
But Dr. Halford has SRtisficd himself, and many others who have witnessed his repeated experiments, that when the entrance of blood into the heart is prevented by
forcibly compressing the venoo cavro and the pulmonary veins, the movements of the
heart go on, but the characteristic sound ceases, to recommence at once upon the readmission of the blood. The presence of the blood in the heart during the systole
seems therefore essential to the production of the sound. l\ly own opinion is that
the impulse against the ribs, and the muscular rumbling, have some share (a small
share probably) in causing the sound, but that it is mainly due to the coll ision between the blood and the walls of the cavity which contains and moves it. Dr. Halford however declares that alt sound ceases upon the exclusion of the blood,; and he
contends that both the sounds "depend upon the same cause, which is simply the
backward current of the blood producing forcible closure and teusion, first of the
auriculo-ventricular (first sound), and secondly of the ventriculo-arterial valves (second
sound)."
The natural sounds which I ha,·e been describing are liable to be changed, or
modified, by disease. I just now told you that, c:.:eteris pa1·il.J11s, the heart is beard
wore clearly and extensively when its walls arc thin, less widely and loud ly when thf'y
are thick. Of th is Dr. 'Williams offers the following explanation :-"The transition
of a thick muscle from slack to tight can oe\'Cr be so complete and sudden as that of
a thin one; where there are many fibres they choke and muffle each other's vibrations; hence the souud is dull and prolonged, rather than loud and clear. If we
obsenre the different sounds produced on tightening thin silk, and thick baize or
cloth, we find that the thinness of the silk gives a unity and briefness to the impulse
which it receives, and the sound is short and loud; whilst in the baize the impulse is
divided and proloogec.I in the complexity of the fibres, and the sound is dull and less
brief: so, under similar circumstances, a thin ventricle will give a louder, sharper
sound than a thick one. 11
But other modifications of the natural sounds, of a more striking aud extraordinary
character, arc yet to be explained. Either sound, or both, may be accompanied by a.
noise, which, in its commonest type, very closely resembles that produced by the
blowing of a pair of bellows. Four persons out of five, I should think, if they were
asked what this sound resembled, when they heard it accompanying each systolic
movement of the heart, would say that it was exactly like the repeated blowing of
bellows in an adjoining room. It is called, accordingly, by the French, the "bruit
de soufflet ;" and in homely English, a belWws sou11d. 1'his is the generic sound.
It may be divided into species; but it is scarcely worth while so to divide it. We
arc only likely to confuse our notions by over-refinement. So I will only add, that1
when this bellows sound is very harsh or rough, persons will tell you that it is more
like the noise of n. rasp, or a file, or a saw; but all the while it is some kind of bellows sound . These sounds arc often denominated niunnurs also.
Now what is the cause of this singular deviation from the naturril noises made b)
the success ive contractions and relaxations of this hollow musclci the heart? The
whole matter may, I believe, be briefly thus expressed . '!'he blowing souud may be
occasioned by any chang-e which alters the due proportion between the chambers of
the heart, and their orifices of communication with each other, and with the Llnod-
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vessels that respectively enter or leave them; it may also be occnsioncd by a preternatural velocity in the passage of the blood through a. healthy and well-adjusted
heart. Dr. Elliotson, I think it is, who has offered this apposite illustration of the
phenomenon. If the arches of a bridge have a certain relation to the quantity of
water in the rh·er, and to the force of the current, the water passes through them
quietly, and without any noise. Diminish the size of the arches, and the water begins to J?:O through them with an audible rushing or roaring sound. The very same
thing will happen if the arches remain unchanged in size, but the quantity of water
in the river, aud therefore its velocity and force, be augmented by heavy rains. So
it is in the heart. If one of its orifices-say the aortic orifice-be narrowed, by disease of the valves, or in any other way, the blood will not, as before, glide through it
smoothly and without noise, but will yield that sound which we call a bellows sound.
So also, if the orifice retain its natural dimensions, but the capacity of the cavity
from which the blood is driven be augmented. Nay, the same blowing sou nd may
be produced though the cav ities and orifices are all healthy, and duly proportioned to
each other, if the velocity of the circulating blood be increased beyond a. certain
limit. If you bear this explanation in mind, it will be found appl icable, I think, to
almost every case in which there is a blowing sound accompanying the systole of the
organ. If, at the same time, the valves over which the blood must pass be rigid, or
rough, or even loose and vibrating, those circumstances may modify the blowing
eound, and render it louder, or hoarser, than it would otherwise be, and justify the
appellations of bruit de scie, and bruit de rape, with which you will find the French
books full, and many of our English books also.
But this explanation applies to a systoUc blowin_g sound on ly. What are we to say
when there is a similar sound attending the diastolic movement of the heart? Why
a diastolic bellows sound will mostly, if not always, be found to result from and to
denote some organic disease affecting the \'alves of the heart. Thus, if the mitral
rnlve be converted, as it often is, from a pliable folding valve into a bony and rigid
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On the other hand, the reflux of blood through the unshut mitral orifice, during the
ventricular contraction, may also be attended with an audible noise; and thus we hare
anot,her and not unfrequeot source of a systolic murmur. Again, if the aortic valves
are iniperfect, as they often are, and do not effectually close that vessel, blood wiJI
re~urgitate through them during the diastole, and produce a bellows sound. That
this is the true explanation of the diastolic murmurs, I am conv in ced, both by the
observation of disease, and by the results of experim ents upon living animals. In
some which were made by Dr. Hope, and which he was good enough to all ow me to
witness, the short clack of the diastole was at first distinctly audible; then hooks
were introduced, so as to prevent the perfect closure of the siµ;moid valves during the
diastole, and then the short smart clack was converted into a. prolonged bellows murmur; and upon letting them go again, the short sniart clack recurred. The presence
of a diastolic bellows sound has repeatedly enabled me to forete ll some dis.ease of the
sigmoid valves, interfering with their proper function - that of forbiddmg the reentry of the blood into the ventricle from the aorta; and what I have thus predicted
durin~ life, has been verified by observation after death.
Bellows sounds are occasionally caused by accidental circumstances, extraneous to
the heart: by mere posture sometimes, or by distension of the abdomen, either of
which may tilt the heart, and alter its position with respect to its great vessels. Instances are recorded of bellows sounds removed by tapping the belly in dropsy, and
reproduced by the reaccumulation of the dropsical fluid. You may even nwl.:e a tempon1ry bellows sound by forcibly pressing your stethoscope upon the proocordia, especially in ch i!Jrcn, in whom the ribs are feeb le and yielding. And you may fall into
t::1-rors of diagnosis if you are not aware of this.
Such, then, arc the principal sounds, natural and morbid, wl1ich are audible by the
naked ear applied to the region of the heart, or which may be heard through the
etethoscope. But we derive assistance, in respect to card ia c disease, from percussion
also. lt enables us to measure, in some cases, the bulk of the heart; in others, to
ascertain that the pericardium is distended by fluid. In the perfectly healthy state
of the viscera of the thorax, the heart is somewhat overl:ipped by the thin edge of the
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lun gs; and the sound elicited by percussion o>er a part of the prrecordial region is
intermediate between the hollow sound rendered by lung, and the flat sound yielded
by the solid heart. In the centre of the prrecordial region, where the heart is not
co>ered by Jung, the sound is decidedly dull. When, however, the heart is enlarO'ed
by disease, a larger part of its surface is exposed, and a larl?er portion of the prre~or
dial region gi,·es a dull sound on percussion. And when the pericardium is full of
liquid, which distends and expands it, you will sometimes find that not less than a
third part of the anterior and lateral portion of the left side is quite dull: and it is
interestin)? often to measure, by percussion, the diminution or extension of the limits
of the dulness, as the amount of effused fluid decreases or augments.
What I stated before, concerning the effect of different positions of the body upon
the space over which the healthy beating of the heart may be heard, felt, and sometimes seen, applies, nwtatis niuta11dis, to the natural dulness which the heart causes
when the prrecordial re~ion is percussed. The space comprehended by this dulness
is thus defined by Dr. Latham. "Take the fifth costal cartilage on the left side, and
let a point, midway between its junction with the sternum, and it-s junction with the
rib, be the centre of a circle two inclrns in diameter. This circle will as nearly as
possible define the space of the proocordial re)?ion, which is nnturally less resonant to
percussion than the rest." The dulncss should diminish or disappear in the supine
position, and when a full breath is drawn; and increase iu degree and extent upon a
forced expiration, and when the posture is prone.
There is another physical sign which is much dwelt upon by Lacnnec, and which
is sometimes very striking. In certain conditions of disease, the baud placed over
the situation of the heart perccins a peculiar thrill or vibration accompanying its
mo,·cments. '!'he !'iensation conveyed to the h:rnd is really Ycry much like what
Laenuec compares it to, viz., that tremor which you feel, when coaxing the back of
a cat while it is purring with pleasure. Accordin~ly he calls this sensation "fremissement cat.'lire," tl10 purrin~ thrill. You feel this vibration often when there is prc!'ent
also a loud and strong bellows sound; and Dr. Thomas Da,•is was of opinion, that the
bruit de souftlct, and the fre::missement cataire, constitute, in fact, but one phenomenon, which is rendered evident to the touch by the vibrations communicated to the
hand, and to the hearing by the vibrations co mmunicated to the car, through the
solid walls of the chest. I know, however, thl the fremissement cntnire docs accompany other sounds, as well as the bellows sound: sounds of which I have not yet
had any occasion to speak, but which I shnll make you acquainted with when we
come to the subject of periearditis. And I pass from this general account of the
sounds belongin:z to the action of the heart, in health and in disease, to consider the
other symptoms by which we judge that such disease is present.
Among the general symptoms, then, of cardiac disease, some are direct-as pain;
palpitation or excessive action of the heart perceptible by the patient; irregular or
intermittent action, which the patient may or may not be conscious of: and some are
indirect., declaring themselves through the medium of other parts and organs- such
are dyspncca; cough; dropsical accumulations; hromorrhagcs; various affections of
the nervous system, especially an increased and morbid sen8ibility, what is usually
called 11eri:ousness: and some others, which I will cursorily notice as we proceed.
I shall take this opportunity of considering, once for all 1 some of these symptoms;
whether they really proceed from organic disease of the heart or not: for the determination of the question, whether they do or do not indicate such disease, is often
of ~reat moment, and is not always easy.
We are not, in general, sensible of the beating of our hearts; but when the pul~
sations become inordinately forcible, they make themselves felt, and the sensation i~,
in many cases, a most troublesome and distressin;::: one. Palpitation implies increased
force, or increased frequency-or an increase both in force :tnd in frequency-of the
contractions of the heart. Every one has experienced palpitation iu his own person
who has run himself out of breath. The pulsations are so metimes tumultuous also,
and irregular, as well as unduly frequent and forcible; but this is by no means always
or necessarily the case. '!'here may be great palpitation with perfect rei:rularity of
the heart's action. The increased beating not only can be felt internally by the
pati ent, but it may often be hcnrd both by himself and by others. However, we dCl
meet with persons whose hearts throb with excessive violence, without their being at
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all aware of it. Such ca~cs, are always, I be1icvc, case!! of disense; whereas the
palpitations that annoy and harass the patient are very often connected with func·
tional disorder only.
Irregular action of the heart consists in some deran~emcnt or discord of its
rhythmical moyements, and is discovered by the condition of the arterial pulse- by
unnatural fluctuations in the strength, or in the number, of its beatings, or in both.
Sometimes a few rapid and feeble pulsations occur at uncertnin intervals, and arc
followed by others that are fuller and slower. Sometimes one or more beats are left
out, and the next beat, as if to make up for this pause, is unusually strong. The
pulse is then said to intermit. The intermissions may be unperceived by the patient
himself; but in general they are attended with a singularly disagreeable fl.uttering,
or trembling sensation in the breast. The pulse may i11tcrmit though the heart does
not: the ventricle may now and then contract so faintly as not to propel a wave of
blood so far along the artery. Intermission impli es irregularity; but the action may
be irregular and disorderly without intcrmittin~.
Now, any of these deviations from the natural rhythm and action of the heart
alarm people very much, and impress them with a belief that they have some fixed
disease of that organ; and you will continually be appealed to for your opinion on
this point. I suppose there arc few medical students who have not, at some time or
another, admitted into their minds the apprehension that they had disease of the
heart; an apprehension en,£?;cndcrcd by its occasional palpitation or irregularity. For
though there may be palpitation without irregularity, yet it is practically convenient
to consider the two to~cther.
'l'hese deviations certainly belong both to or~nic disease and to mere functional
disorder of the heart i but I repeat, that in a groa.t number, nay, in a great majority,
of the cases in which they so distress and alarm the patient as to lead him or her to
complain of them, they arc unconnected with nay change of structure; and this it is
of much importance that you iihould be a.ware of.
Palpitation of the heart, and intcrmis~ion or irreµ;ularity of the pulse, are often
dependent upon some disordered condition of the stomach, and will eeaRe at once
when that disorder is rectified. It is curious that this may happen although the
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barrister, used to be very anxious about him self, became a. flutterin~ se nsation frequently occu rred at his heart; an intermission of one or two beats, and then a. violent
throb when the <irgan ag:tin resumed its play. This is a sensntion very familiar to
my own consciousness, and probably most persons have occasionally experienced it.
H owever, it happened so often to the gentleman I speak of, that it made him very
unhappy. Ile persuaded himself that he had disease of the heart, and that he should
some day sudden ly drop down deacl. But there was no other symptom of cardiac
disea.se, direct or indirect, general or physical. He was accordinµ;ly told that the in-
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any one particular thing offended the stomach, and gave rise to the symptom. Ile
began by abstaining from tea, which he had been in the habit of drinking in considerable quantity; and thereupon tl1e fl.uttering of the heart ceased. After a while
he took to tea U,£?;ain, and then t.hc fluttering returned. He repeated the experiment
many times, and always with the same result, till at len!?th his mind was satisfied;
and by renouncing tea altogether he got rid of his palpit3tion and of his apprehensions. I mention this instance, because it came within my own cognizance; but it is
only a sample of many such, and tea is frequently found to be the disturbing
substance.
I must caution you, however, against the mistake which is often made, of inferring that the heart is free from organic change because its irregubr movements are
acco mpanied by dyspeptic symptoms. Structural disease of that org-ao is very npt to
derange the digestive functions. You will commonly find that patients who labour
under such disease are exceedingly liabl e to flatulence of the stomach; and free eructation of the ~s which pla,£?;ue<l them mitif!'ates wonderfully the cardiac distress. It
docs so, no doubt, by relieving the diaphragm from that upward pressure which had
rmbarrassed the motions of the heart.
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We judge that palpitations and irregularities are merely symptomatic consequences
of gastric disorder when they occur occasionally on ly; when the rhythm of the heart
is perfect during the intervals; and when we fail to discover any other physicial or
general signs that its texture has undergone alteration.
Besides these overstrong or irregular movements, which arc symptomatic of disorder
of the stomach, and arc remedied by correcting that disord er, th ere arc palpitations
of a._{>urcly n~~vous kind. I mean that they ?cpcnd ~~on ~ ~cculiar and highly
sens1tn'C cond1t1on ~f the nervous system; wluch cond1t10n is itself dependent, in
general, upon a particular state of the vascular system. P ersons of a "moveable"
constitution, whether male or female, are ~ ubj ec t to these palpitations: bu t especially
young women: and, of these, such as arc pale, exsa nguin c, hysterical, in whom the
menstrual functions arc deficient, or excessive, or somehow unnatural. Anremia, if
not a constant, is certainly a frequent and most remark:ibl e feature of this nervous
Th e age, and
~tale. 'fhe blood is a'lueous; poor in ti.brine, and in red particles.
frequently the sex, of the patient form leadin~ points in the diagnosis. Nervous pa].
pitations are apt to come on when the patien t is quite at rest: palpitations that result
from organic disease are, on the contrary, mitigated 1 usually, by repose. Th e occnrrence of palpitations in the ni'ght, howeve r, is but an eq uivocal circumstance, for
ner\"'OUS persons who dream, awake often with palpitation; aud the recum bent posture
is apt to excite or to agg:r:i.vate the palpitations that are organic. Neither, in forming
our diagnosis, can we trust implicitly to the presence or absence of physical signs.
The heav ing impulse of hypertrophy is indeed wantin~; but, as I told you formerly,
the short abrupt k nock of chlorotic palpit.'ltion is often attended with a systolic
bellows murmur: and this murmur is not confin ed to the prrecordial regio n, but may
be traced distinctly in the subclavian an d carotid arteri es. 'l'hcse unnatural sounds
are common in persons whose blood has bee n dr:tin ed of i t.~ red particles by frequen t
hremorrhages, or by cop ious or repeated venrescction. We may suppose, in seeking
t-0 explain them, that the weak and flabby heart dilates a. little, so that the hC<1.lthy
proportion between its ventricles and thei r outlets is fo r a time disturbed. Bt1:t the
sounds must in some other way also be dependent upon the thin and impovenshed
condition of the blood in such patients; and this rem inds me of another diagnostic
clue with which you should be acquainted. In nervous susceptible persons, especially
if they exhibit the pallor of spontaneous anmmia, or arc blanched by loss of blood,
''ery curious noises arc often audible, by means of the stethoscope, in the neck.
Continuous rushing or roarin g sounds, very like those which are to be heard in shells,
and which poets feign, and the vulgar believe, to be the noise of the distant sea.
Shake one, and it a;ivakens; then apply
I tspo\i shed lipstoyourn.ttentiveenr,
And it r emembers itsaugustn.bodes,
And murmurs as the ocean mw·murcd there.

Sometimes the sound is more like the hum of a gnat, or the sighi ng of the wind
through a crevice. Dr. H ope very truly states that it may be imitated, by a prolonged
pronunciation of the syllable who. Bouillaud , from its resemblance to
t?e whizzin g of a well.known toy, calls .it th e" bruit de d i a~l c:" ~le ~an.cied this
smgular sound to proceed from the artenes of the neck: but 1t 1s qmte d1 stmct from
the true arterial bellows murmur, and it has been clearly show n (first by Dr. Ogier
Ward), that it is produced by the descent of the atte nuated blood through the great
cerl'ical veins. The sound, though continuous, has often a marked an d rcgubr
increase, or swell, which keeps tim e with the heart's systole, and is beli eved to depc11d
upon th e pulsati ng pressure of th e contiguous artery. It is best heard on the right
side of the neck, just. above the clavicle, and just behind the poste rior edge of the
sterno-mastoid muscle. You must take care not to produce these sounds, as you
easily may, by pressure with the stethoscope. So, also, you may suspend them at
your pleasure, by pressing, above the stethoscope, upon the track of the veins, so as
to stop the current of blood through them, without arresting t,he pulsation of the
arteries. This proves that the murmurs are venous. I have no leisure to go more
into parti ~u lars c?nccrninp; these sounds; but wh en yon meet with th em, coocurrin2i·
wic.Ll canha.c palp1tatious, iu a. young, nervous, anoomic subject, the palpitations, niuciy.
wh i sperin~
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nine ~im~ in a hundred, will toru out to be si1~1p.ly functional-independent of :iuy
orgamc disease. No doubt there may be co-ex1strng change of structure; but that is
a. rare exception, and when it does occur other signs proper to structur.i.l disease will
be present, and will betray it.
Now these palpitations, and these musical or rushing sounds in the jugular veins
are to be cured by remcdyin~ the state of the blood. And the remedies are preparations of steel, aloctic purgatives, animal food, the cold shower-bath, and exercise,
short of producing great fatigue, in pure air.
I have further to remark, with respect to intermissions of the heart's action, and
therefore of the pulse at the wrist, that they are frequently connected, both io health
and io disease, with feebleness, and also with unusual slowness, of pulsation. So that
a slow pulse which is likewi!'e feeble is often converted into an intermitting pulse by
depletion; by blood.letting, for example, or by an active purgative; and the intermittence may be removed again by a stimulant. I meution this now, because there is
another and very different state of disease, in which the pulse is apt to intermit. I
mean when there is plethora capitis, and cerebral mischief is present or impending.
But then the pulse will be full and stro ng, and labouring. In these cases a stimulant
treatment would of course be injurious; while blood-letting, which would cause the
other form of intermission, is the remed!J of this.
Somo assistance in determining between organic disease and mere functioeal
disorder of the heart may perhaps be derived from observing the position of the
patient. It is stated that when there is mere nervous palpitation, the patient lies as
well, and perhaps better, on the left side than otherwise: whereas, when the heart is
actually diseased, th-e decubitus on the right side is more comfortable than that on the
left. If there be any tenderness of the heart, or of its enveloping membrane, the posture
on the right side is supposed to be the easiest, because the heart is further removed
from the ribs, and impinges upon them during the systole with less force. However,
no ~rcat stress can be laid upon this symptom .
Of the remaining general symptoms of hea.rt disease there is not much to be said.
Dyspncca. and cough are indirect symptoms declared throu~h tho lu n~ 1 between whi~h
and the heart there is a close and obvious reciprocal influence. Uut dyspnrea. and
cough aro direct symptoms of pulmonary disease; and even of pulmonary disease
they scarcely help the precise diag.nosis. That disease of the heart may materially
alter the quantity of blood that is sent to, or transmitted from the lun gs, is too plain
to require nny forma l proof; and where the quantity of blood in the lungs is affected,
the quantity of air necessary to \entilate that blood must vary: in other words,
dyspnccn. must ensue. Hromoptysis is also an equivocal symptom.
One very common effect of cardiac disease is an impeded and sluggish transmission
of venous blood from the abdominal viscera. llence congestions of various parts,
and especially of the liver, which en larges and grows tender; and the biliary secre·
tion and functions are deranged. These symptoms are a fruitful source of mistake,
lead ing the unwary practitioner into the belief that tho whole of his patient's malady
is hepatic; whom he comforts accordingly with the assurance, that" it is all liver."
The circulation through the brain is also apt to be much disturbed in heart
diseases; and to this circumstance we must attribute the headaches and giddiness
that often accompany them; the dread and causeless apprehension which such patients
frequently exhibit; the cowardice and irritability which disease of tho heart engenders
in men who previously were intrepid, and of strong and firm nerves; also that propensity to dreaming, and especially to distressful and frightening- dreams, so commonly
observable in them; and the sudden st..i.rtings from slP.cp in agitation and alarm. The
relations that subsist between apoplexy and organic disease of the heart were fully
discu!:scd in a former lecture.
One of the most common indirect symptoms of cardiac disease is dropsy; yet,
sometimes the disease of the heart may continue long. and even prove fatal, without
giving rise to any dropsy. It will produce that symptom, or not, according ns it leads
to venous congestion or not. Hence dropsy is more particularly connected with dila·
tation and attenuation of the right cavities of the heart. But these are points to
which I must revert.
Having thus run over, gentlemen, the morbid changes to which the heart, as a
muscular organ, is liable; the alterations of thickness in its walls, and of capacity in
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i ts chambers, and the derangements of the natural relations between the several
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the mocltficat1ons to which these sounds are subject io di8casc; and having, moreover,
passed in review the general symptoms which frequently display themselves in connexion with cardiac disorder, we shall_ be the better prepared, I hope, to investigate,
when we next meet, some of the specific diseases of that important organ.

LECTURE LX.
Diseases ajfcding tlie mtlscular texture of the heart,· and tlidr treatment. Fatty
degeneration. R11pture. Changes to which the valves of the heart are subject.
Effects, and di"a911osis, of those cha11ges. Angina pcctoris.
I KNOW not how I can so well put you in possession of what I know, or think,
concerning particular structural diseases of the heart, as by takin)? them in succession, and offerin g a sort of running commentary upon them. The mechanism of
those structural changes, and the altered sounds, and the other physical signs, arising
out of them, I endeavoured to explain in the last lecture. Bear io mind that io this
place I can do no more than draw broad outlines.
Simple hypertrophy of the left ventricle. This sometimes occurs when we can
discover no mechanical obstacle to the passage of the blood out of the ventricle,
which mig-bt account for it: none, I mean, by the closest scrutiny made t:ven after
death. Is it then possible that this change may be broug:ht about by physical causes
which are not permanent, and have no place within the body: such as undue action
of the organ for a length of time, in consequence of habitual bodily exertion? A
runner, for example, we may conceive to keep his heart beating with a degree of
force an d freq uency beyond what is natural, for the ~renter part of the day; and that
for ma.ny dai'.s, or weeks together. Again, can simple hypertrophy grow out of ~hat
excessive action of the heart which may be kept up, day after day, for a long period.
by protracted mental emotion? It is difficult to answer these questions . But I presume that causes of this kind-that any cause, in short, which implied long-continued
increase in the function of the organ,-would suffice to generate hypertrophy. 'Vhat
is certain, however, is that such causes seldom do act with sufficient intensity and
constancy to produce these effects : and simple hypertrophy of the left ventricle, with
no physical obstruction to the flow of blood through the heatt, and no impediment to
the free play of the or~an, is rare.
We ascertai n its existence when it docs exist, first, by the account which the
patient gives of l1imself. Ile has a sensation of beatiog of his heart, which he ought
not to have; he fells it and hears it beating as he lies awake in bed; or cvco at other
times when he is at rest. The pulsations are regular. Ilypertrophy has no tendency
in itself to cause the pulse to intcrmit or to become irregular. The breath may he
short, but there is no marked dyspnrea : the circulation of the blood through the
lungs is not much affected by this alteration of the left ventride; they arc in fact
protected by the mitral valve: there is seldom any dropsy: but the arterial circulat ion being forced, there is a. tendency to active congestion in the capi llary vessels.
As there is no mec hanical obstacle to bridl e the excess ive power of the muscle, the
pulse is full and stro ng; the face is florid; the patient is liable t? headache} t~ bleed1
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is natural. It is not heard beyond the prrecordial re~ion, nor even perhaps over its
whole extent : but there is no bell ows sound. And if you place your hand upon the
left. breast, you feel that steady, swelling, incon trollable iwpulsiou, which I spoke llf
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in the last lecture, as the surest sign that I am acquainted with, of hypertrophy.
Sometimes the prrocordial region is manifestly bulging and prominent.
If I were to preach for an hour concern ing the treatment of such cases, I could
say no more than this: that they require perfect quiet of mind and body; uodeviat.
ing abstinence; in short, the strict observance of the antiphlogistic regimen as for.
merly described; and some of the antiphlogistic remedies: particularly moderate
topical blcedin:zs, often repeated; with a. close attention to the functions of the diges.
tive organs. These are among the cases in which, if in any, we may expect to cure
hypertrophy.
llypcrtrophy provoked and sustained by inflammation of the membrane which lines
the ventricle is not mere hypertrophy. That complex change is a most interesting
one, and will demand our attention hereafter.
If simple hypertrophy of the left ventricle be rare, hypertrophy of the same
chamber from a mechanical obstacle, or from some fixed hindrance to the easy working
of the hydraulic machine, is exceeding-ly common. What difference, then, let us
inquire, is made in the symptoms, in the treatment, and in the prospect of recovery,
by the presence of a permanent physical impediment, out of which the hypertrophy
has ~rown?
The mechanical impediment will frequently signify its existence, by causing some
unnatural sound : a systoli c bellows sound most com monly, which is audible over the
sternum, alonf? the course of the aorta. And the mechanical impediment will tend
to cause faltering of the pulse; but iz:cnerally the hypertrophy corrects that tendency.
So, on the other hand, the mechanical obstacle corrects the tendency of the hyper·
trophy to cause a.cti\'"e capillary congestion: and when the obst.1cle is considerable, it
will prevent the pulse from being so full and strong as in the former case. If to the
physical siµ:ns of hypertrophy of the left ventricle there be added a systolic bellows
Eonud, and a disproportionate smallness and feeb leness of the pulse at the wrist, we
may safely conclude that there is some impediment to the escape of the blood from
the left ventricle into the aorta; and that this impediment has given occasion to the
hypertrophy.
Now, in this case, the hypcrtropl1y is really an endeavou r towards health. The in.
creased power of the ventricle compensates for the bnr which is opposed to the
current of the blood. The blood would not be ab le to go on without the hypertrophy.
'l'hcre would ensue a tendency to staf!nation in the circulation, a faltering pulse, im·
perfect artcrialization of the blood, blue checks and lips, dyspnooa, dropsy; but the
augmentation of bulk and rorcc in the impellin~ muscle ob,•iatcs this: obviates it at
]cast for a while: puts off the evil day to a distance. Since this is the case, and
~incc we have no means of removing the mechanical impediment, we should be mad
to desire the cure of the hypertrophy, which is to a certain degree a remedy for the
impediment; nor indeed could we cure it if we would. But we have to endeavour
to keep it within due bounds.
the beating be troublesome to the patient, we may
alleviate that symptom, and check what there may be of superfluous energy in the
contractions of the morbid chamber, by abstra cting blood from the prrocordia by
leeches i and by soliciting the action of the kidneys, by meaos of cooling diuretics,
among which small doses of digitalis may find an appropriate place. The labouring
action of the heart is sometimes calmed by the application of a belladonna plaster.
In this variety, also, of the disease, it is of primary iwportance that no undue efforts
of the body be made, an~ that the patient be protected, as much as possible, against
all causcR of mental emotion; that scrupulous temperance be enforced; and that all
the functions of the body be carefully watched and regulated.
These are not cases in which we can look for reco\·ery: but they are cases which
bad management and imprudent habits may hurry on to a fatal termination: and
which judicious treatment and a disciplined course of living ma.y render tolerable,
and carry forwards for a considerable period.
Under the same condition of mechani cal impediment, we oftener have eccentric
hypertrophy of the left ventricle: hypcl'trophy, i. e., with dilatation. Of course the
bulk of the whole heart is augmented by both of those conditions; and sometimes it
hecomcs enormous, as big as that of a bullock. The symptoms will differ somewhat,
according as the hypertrophy, or the dilatation preponderates, and therefore it will be
as well to state here what are the symptoms of simply dilated ventricles. They are a
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diminished impulse of the heart's action; and therewith a clearer sound than is
natural. The first sound approximates to that of the heart's diastole; to the clucking
second sound, and it is heard extensively. There is more or less tendency to fluttering palpitations and irregularities of the pulse, which is usually we:.1k and small; to
faintness and debility, and to coldness of the extremities: :ind when the ri!Jht yentricle
is dilated, there are some other symptoms which I shall notice presently.
Now, I say, there will be a mixture or modification of the symptoms, when the left
ventricle is both dilated and hypertrophic. '!'he dilatation will aid the mechanical
impediment in giving a tendency to irregularity and intermission of the pulse; and
the hypertrophy will tend to rectify that disposition. And we must trim our manage..
ment of such cases accordingly. If the pulse fl.utter, we cautiously administer tonics,
or st.imulauts: if it be st.early, and the signs tlrnt belong to simple h_ypertrophy prcdomrnate, and arc excessive and troublesome, we must starve the patient, take blood
from his side, purge him and give him diuretics; but at all times keep him as tran.
quilas we can.
Simple hypertrophy of the ri ght ventricle is not a common disease. When it
occurs, it rc&-ults from some actual or virtual impediment to tho passage of the blood
from the ventricle into the lunizs. The most extreme instance of it that I ever saw~
was in the heart of a medical friend's son, who died at the a~c of seventeen; having
been for many years affected with the morb1ts camdeus as it has been called, i. e., an
habitual blue state of the cheeks, lips, and tongue, fin~cr·nails, and the skin generally;
ilttended with shortness of breath, and augmented by every kind of exertion. It is
seldom that persons thus affected live so long as this poor boy did. The heart, as is
usual under such circumstances, was malformed. The septum between the ventricles
was imperfect at its upper part; and the aorta belonged as much to the one ventricle
as to the other. 'l'he pulmonary artery would not admit a goose·quill; the walls of
the right >entricle were as thick as those of the left.
Authors tell us that hypertrophy of the right ventricle of the heart is a cause of
pulmonary apoplexy. I explained to you in a former lecture why I cannot believe in
this doctrine. In the first place I say that the increased thickness and strength of
the walls of that chamber supply a measure of the dijficulty, and not of the freedom
andforce, with which the blood is conveyed to the lungs. In the second place pulmonary apoplexy does not result from rupture of vessels by the '!;is d tergo : and is
quite a different lesion from cerebral apoplexy. It is simply an occident of pulmonary
hmmorrhage. And lastly, I never met with pulmonary apoplexy coincident with
mere hypertrophy of the right ventricle. 'l'hc ri7ht ventricle lies on this side the
lungs, in the order of the circulation; and accordingly, following the rule I mentioned
in the la~t lecture, it.s morbid states arc for the rnost part effects, and not causes, of
pulmonary disease.
The commonest affection of the right ventricle is dilatation, with or without some
increase of thickness, and even sometimes with attenuation, of its muscular parietes.
This is in general the consequence of long stai1di119 pulmonary disease; which has
prevented the easy passage of the blood out of the right vclltriclc. And the passage
of the blood may be hindered, as I showed you when ''e were upon the subject of pu lmonary emphysema, partly, and directly, by obliteration of the blood.vessels ~f the
lung, but wainly and indirectly by its contraction. Portions of the lung suffer primary
disease, which permanently dimini!.'hcs their bulk; other portions arc then stretched
and at length permanently dilated as the thorax expands in inspiration j and so by
degrees pulmonary emphysema is produced, as a secondary disease. The same
shrunken state of the lungs tends also, as Dr. William Gairdncr has well explained,
to constantly overload and dilate the heart; and the resistance to this tendency leads
frequently to some thickening of its walls. That eminent pathologist has established
the great probab ility "tha.t dilatation and hypertrophy of th~ heart arc never ~th~r
wise than secondary affections, and that they are depeudcut 10 a very grea t maJonty
of cases, 1st, on valvular deformity and other obstacles to the circulatio n in the hea1"t
or great vessels (dilatation from within), and 2ndly, on the expansion of the thorax
under abnormal conditions (dilatation from without). The consc<1uencc of cir.her of
these forms of dilatation, or even of the tendency to either of them, may be hypertrophy of the m~scular sub~tance, due. to the effort of the organ to act effectively under
an increucd resistance to its contraction."
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This condition then of pulmonary disease is often, or ultimately, attended with dilaof the ri~ht auricle, and of the jugular veins, which stand out in relief from the
sides of the neck, and exhibit an undulating sort of pulsation, produced by the rCf!Urgitation of a. part of the blood, whenever the ventricle contracts. I have taken from
the neck of a person dead of such disease, veins into which I could slip my forefinger.
There is no surer sign of dilatation of the right ca\'ities of the heart, and of an inade..
quate tricuspid valve, than abiding regurgitaut fulness and pulsation of the jugul:.r
veins. With all this there is a fluttering action of the heart, an irregular pulse, great
distress and shortness of breathing, a dusky skin, and blueness of the countenance,
which is bloated and anxious, and a tendency to delirium and drowsiness; while,
sooner or later, the whole areolar tissue of the body becomes charged with accumulated serum. Some degree of this may now and then be noticed towards the fatal
close of phthisis. l\luch oftener it accompanies the later periods of extensive pulmonary emphysema. '£he same condition of the right chambers, producing the same
affiictive consequences, is the very frequent sequel of organic changes which originated in the left side of the heart.
Disease, such as I am now describing, in its advanced stages especially, is difficult
to treat. If you stimulate, you run the risk of increasing the patient's distress; if
you deplete, you in cur the hazard of producing fat::d syncope, of bringing the heart to
a pause from which it is never able to recover. Here, again, you must try to keep
the kidneys acfrre; you must enjoin that, as far as may be possible, all causes of
agitation or horry, everything which bas previously been found prejudicial to the
patient, may be sedulously warded off. I have found more benefit in these cases from
steel, cautiously employed, th:m from any other drug. Without forcing the heart's
action, it appears to have the effect of increasing the tone of its muscle j which it thus
enables, for a time, to compete more successfully with the load it has to carry, and
the impediment which it cannot overcome. " 'e can do no more in such cases than
palliate.
Hypertrophy-or dilatation-or dilatation with hypertrophy-may affect, in
their various degrees and combinations, one chamber of the heart j or several at the
same time: or all of them together. It would be vain to attempt to represent, in
verbal description, these compli cated c1ianges. Enough, I trust, has been said, to
enable you to unravel them when they come before you j and to ascertain with suffi·
cient exactness, the general indications which they severally furnish, and the plan of
treatment whi ch they require.
You will often find the muscular substance of the heart pale, soft, and flabby i
easily broken down, or penetrated, by pressure. This may occur with general debility
and looseness of tissues j it sometimes accompanies a. plentiful deposit of fat about the
organ; and it is Eupposcd to be sometimes also a consequence of inflammation affecting the muscle. Walls thus soft are likely to yield under pressure i bot I know of no
pa.rticular symptom by which we can detect with certainty the soft condition.
One mode in which such softness may originate deserves your e.c;;pecial attention.
In an c:irly lecture of this course when speaking on the subject of general pathology,
I described two distinct kinds of all'ophy ,· the first consisting in mere diminution of
bulk, without chan~e of texture; the second involving alteration of texture, without
any necessary reduction of bulk. These distinctions are well exemplified in the heart.
There are two forms of cardiac atrophy: one well known, in which the organ simply
wastes and dwindles in all its parts and dimensions, during the course of some wasting
disorder; the other newer to pathology, as yet but imperfectly understood, in which
the texture of the muscle degenerates also, and suffers a. sort of conversion into fat.
It is uot that the heart is encumbered by an excessive accumulation of adipous matter
upon its exterior, concealing, dipping down among1 displacing and thinning probably
its muscular fibres. That morbid state of the organ is common enough. The chanl?e
to which I now advert, a.nd which has been described by Rokitanski, and illustrated
by l\lr. Paget, depends not upon any depm;it among the fascicnli, but upon some
~literation of their proper tissue. There may be no increase in the quantity of fat
natural to the furrows and depressions on the outside of the heart; "the whole of the
organ" (I adopt l\lr. Paget's description)" may preserve its customary size, shape,
and genera l external appcara.nce, but it feels soft, doughy, inelastic, unresisting, and
may be ruoulded and doubled up like a heart beginning to decompose after death. It
~tion
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ecems never to have been in the state of ri'gor mortis." "In colour it has not on i~
surface, much less on its section, the full ruddy brown of healthy heart, a colour
approaching that of the strong voluntary musclc,-but it is, for the most part, of a
duller, dirtier, lighter brown, in some parts gradually blending with irregular marks
or blotches of a paler fawn colour."
Microscopic obsenation reveals the nature of these changes, and exhibits a number
of minute oil·particles, scattered more or less thickly along the course of the muscular
fibre. The muscle thus spoiled retains no longer its proper power, and the functions
of the organ arc defeated.
Of death occurring, apparently, through this fatty degeneration of the heart - a
state which mi~ht easily escape the notice of any but a careful and practised
examiner-Mr. Paget details three very interesting examples. They have rcc::dled to
DlY mind one or two instances th:it I have witnessed of sudden and fatal failure of
the circulation, under very similar circumstances. They were pcrplexingly obscure
at the time- but )lr. Puget's remarks elucidate what I oow believe to have been
their real pathology.
This insidious disorder has been studied more recently by Dr. Ormerod, the ]ate
Mr. Barlow, and others, and especially by Dr. Richard Quain, who has embodied the
fruits of his own researches, and the principal facts collected on the subject by
previous observers, in the 33d volume of the 11ledico-Ohirurgical T,.crnsactiuns.
In accordance with the views which I formerly set before you, Dr. Quain distin guishes fatty growths upon the heart and between its fibres, from fat~y degenerotion
of those fibres themselves. These unnatural conditions spring from different causes:
the one being the result of an accumulation in the blood of the elements of fat; the
othor the result of decay and disintegration. The fatty growth may occur alone; the
fatty degeneration may occur alone; but they often meet in the same heart.
In examining a heart thus diseased, the eye first notices the faiuter tracing, or the
utter absence, of those transverse marks which cross the fibres of all the voluntary
muscles, and less distinctly those of the involuntary muscle, the heart. In an early stage
of the disease, these cross lines arc dimly seen, and the fibre is studded, here and there,
with small dark points. When the disease is more decidedly expressed, the dots are
more numerous, and the strim dis.
appear. These dots are little globules
F1 0 . 70.
of oil. Lyin g within the sheath of the
fibre, they make it soft and friable.
The parts of the heart which have
undergone this change are altered in
colour as well as in consistence.
They arc pale, like a faded leaf, or of
a yellowish brown, or a. muddy pink
colour, and they common ly have a
spotty or mottled a.ppearance. The
change of texture varies in degree,
and in extent. It may render the
wuscle merely soft and flabby, or it
may reduce it to a state in which it
Specimens or fatty degenerntion of tho heart.
feels like a wet kid glove, and can be
"-· lienrL-fibres t.nkeu from tho colurunro cnrnoat of
torn as readily as wet brown paper. the mitrul vah-es or n. young wornirn, rot. 30; the fnttyEvery chamber of the heart is liabl e degeneration wna scarcely obM!rvnblo in tho l'cnlriclc,
to this kind of disease, but most of where tho fibres still rot.nincd thoir strim.

~~nZ;;~l;,•~\,;:n;~:l~g~tc~u~~clt~:J .:;"~:, ::~;;~;,.:":~ l~• ':~;,:,:~·;~::'.~:'; :,~~;;;,~
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least of all the left a.uncle. Generally ;:~:,t: ~ ~i~el~:i~ ;:~ri:l~n;;rn:r~~1 1 ~:~~1:!~n:.t~~~l~:~
it is more evident in the col um ore Bright's cliscilSO of tho kidney nnd pulmonary phtliisis,
carac::c, and near the endocardi um, nnd was uffected with fits during tho lust two yc"rs of
than elsewhere.
his life.
Fatty degeneration of the heart
may proceed from a defect of healthy nutrition throu~hout the body, in eonsc'luonee
of some general disorder, or of natural decay in the decline of life. In such cases
1

1
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the same morbid change is commonly manifest in other parts also; in the arteries, in
the liver, in the kidneys, in the cornea.
But fatty degeneration may be limited to the heart, and even to a small portion of
the heart, and then it is owing to some local failure of nutrition; of which perhaps
the most common cause is a diseased condition of the coronary arteries. You are
probably aware that these two vessels have no large or free communication with each
other: and it is a very instructive fact that when one of them alone is diseased, th:\t
part only of the heart frequently is found to be affected which receives its supply of
blood from the unsound artery. Fatty degeneration of the heart is also met with
after bygone inflammation, whether of the muscular tissue it.self, or of its lining or
its im•esting membrane. It is no uncommon accompaniment of hypertrophy. In
every instance the change seems ultimately traceable to deficient nutrition. To the
same principle may be referred that diminution of it.8 firmness, and deterioration of
its texture, which the heart is apt to sustain io the graver cases of typhus fever.
Under this dilapidating process the walls of the heart may become !:IO soft and
yielding as to bulge out into a pouch, or even so fragile as to crack; in which latter
case the patient almost always dies sudden ly, the motion of the orf!nn being stopped
and strangled by the effusion of blood into the pericardium. So that to die of a
broken heart, is not a mere metaphor. A clergyman from the country, whom I pre.
viously knew, called at my house in the autumn, and waited some time in my
absence; but went away at last without seeing me: and after consulting Dr. James
Johnson, set out for his home, ten miles on the other side of Colchester. He had
been unwell for some time; had suffered occasional attacks of dyspoooa; and was un·
usually nervous and irritable. He must have been conscious of some severe distress,
for he was extremely anxious to get home, and bribed the post.boys to drive fast.
As soon as he reached his own house, he took some supper, and went to bed, appa·
rently comfortable. Half an hour afterwards one of his senants went to him, and
found him asleep. At the expi ration of another half.hour, he was again visited, and
was then a corpse. Among; other changes, the pericardium was full of blood, which
bad escaped from the heart through a rent in the left ventricle, large enough to
admit ooe's ling-er. That part of the ventricle which surrounded the laceration, was
unnaturally thin, to the extent of a crown·piece. There arc several specim ens of
rupture of the left ventricle in the l\Iuseum at St. Bartholomew's H ospital. Gcorg-c
IL died of rupture of the heart. It is curious enough that a Duchess of Brunswick,
of the same family with George IL, died of the .!lame disease. In her ca.c~e an ulcer
penetrated the parietes of the right ventricle, which in other respects was healthy.
The death of a great and good man of our profession, and of our time, Dr. Aber·
FIO. 77.

F10. 78.

Fig.77.-Ruptureofthchca.rt.
:1"ig.78.-:'tncurismofthclcftventriele,formcdbydilntnlionof1Lcirculnr portionofthcnntcrior
Willi, iu I\. ~irl aged l'J. The pouch wu filled l.-ith o.. la.minnted conguluru; ita mouth was unrrow,
round, Rnd 9mooth 1 nnd its pnrietcs con!isting apparently ofcnclo-nud pericrmlium,witb !IDl\ll
deJ)(lSits of ll !'Oft yellowish substance between them. The di.•ense had proho.bly comr.ncnced 18

months before Jcath.-St. Bartholomew's Museum.
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crombic, of Edinburgh, was caused by ruptare of the heart. In mo&: instances, the
rupture has t;iken place iu the left veutricle.
Although this fatal accident may occasioaally1 as in the example just referred to,
be produced by the progress of a perforating ulcer, its comnione~t cause is that de.
gcner:1tion of structure which we are now considering. '!'here is reason, indeed, to
belic,·e that it is very rarely owing to any other c~nL~e. Amon~ 83 fatal cases of
fatty degeneration of the heart, collected by Dr. Quain, there were :!:8, or about one
in enry three, in which laceration of its muscular tissue was disco\'crcd after death.
In eighteen of these, the outer wall of the left nntricle was ruptured; iu three, that
of the right \'Cntricle; in one, that of the right auricle; in one, the septum betwet.:n
the ventricles. 'l'he reut in a. few other of these cases had not gone through the
ruuscle.
'l'h e left ventricle is al~o li able, almost exclusively I believe, to tl1ose partial dis.
tensions of its walls into lateral cells or pouches, which are spoken of as ancurisnv~
of the heart.
Is there any sign, or any group or succession of symptoms, by the notice of which
~c cao os.~ure oursclns that a living patient's heart is :dl'ected with fatty dcgcncra.
tion? I know of no such signs. ·when that change dcpeuds upon a local cause,
aud is limited to the heart, it is always associated with other changes, of an earlier
date; and its proper symptoms, if it have any, arc then mixed up aud confounded
with those of the earlier structural disease. When it proceeds from some general
cause, we may sometimes infer its presence with more or less of probability.
'.l.'here are no auscultatory signs peculiar to the movements of a. fatty heart. Tho
pulse has been obser\'cd to be weak, sometimes irregular, sometimes remarkably slow;
but these qualities arc frequent accompaniments of other morbi<l conditions. '!'he
same is to be said of shortness of breath; of attacks of syncope, which arc common;
of coma, and of pr.:ccor<lial pain, which have been less often noticed in th<'se cases.
In seeking to form a diagno3is, the time of life must be t:i.kcn into account. 'l 'he
fatty degeneration, when it is the result of general decay, is prone to beg-in about.
what has been called the climacteric period - the sixty·third year. In 111orc than
one half of Dr. Quain's cases, tbe age of the patients was abon sixty. In twenty.
one instances out of sixty.eight, death took place in the way of S!J11cope . Of the
whole number (eighty.three), sixty-eight died suddenl!J. Death is apt to occur upon
some shock, or unusual effort : - a hasty ascent, stra iuin g at the water-closet, the uct
of vomiting. "'l'he principal character (writes .Mr. JJaget) which all these cases
seem to present is, that thoy who labour uuder this disease are fit enough for all the
ordiuary events of calm and quiet li fe, but are wholly unable to resist the storm o( a
sickness, an accident, or an operation." I believe this to be f!'.encrally true. Dr.
]~ egbie has, however, recorded two interesting instances of this malady, lJy which the
lives of two eminent men were cut short (Dr. Chalmers and .Dr. AlJcrcromlJic), both
of whom "were actively engaged up to the hour of death in the labours of two most
arduous and onerous professions."
I say that the e\·idcnce of fatty degeneration of the heart can never amount to
more than presumptive evidence. ]~ut if there be tokens of fceblenc:<s of the heart,
yet no tokeus of auy vah ular or mechanical flaw- if the patient have attained his
"grand climacteric"-if he have shown of late a tendency to grow somewhat fatter,
and somewhat p:.ilcr also, and :;:.icklier in complexion-and if there be withal a marked
:ucus senilis- thcn you may reasonably conjecture that (to us~ Dr. Bc~bie's words)
'·the great organ of life is yielding, through the progress of urnc 1 to those organic
1
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its structure, and forcLell tho not distant cessation

'!'he la;t circumstance that I have mentioned, the presence of tho arcus sen ili&,
furnishes a strong presumption that the fatty chauge mny be in pro~ress elsewhere
also in the body . .Hut you must not give this symptom more_weight tlrnn it deserves.
The cornea is somctiu1es alone in suffering the chauge. I am ncquaiutcd with a
gentleman under forty years of age, who, enjoying excellent hc:1lth, presents a well.
pro 11 ounecd arcus in both his eyes, especially at the summit and at the base of the
circle, and in whom that appearance has r emai ~1 ed unaltered, certainly since he was
twenty.four years old, t\nd perhaps from an earher date.
Wh en rupture cuds the scene, usually there is sha rp pain at the time of its occur·
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rcnce, and the final struggle is soon over. It would nppcnr, howc\"cr, from two ca~cs
related by Dr. Latharu, that laceration of the septum, thouµ-h marked by se\•crc and
abiding pain, is not necessarily fatal within so brief a period. One of these patients
was kept ali,•e by stimulants for three days after the presumed instant of the rupture.
!he other en~urcd ci~htcen hours of mortal agony; and, judging from the symptoms,
lt seems not 1111probablc that the rupture took place nearly three days before he died.
l;'or that fatty ruin of which I have been speakiug there can he no repair. Yet
much may be done, C\'Cll by drugs, for our patient's comfort; and more, by couuscl
and warnin~, for his safety. 'l'hat portion of the muscle which still preserves its
primiti,·c structure and qualities may be sustained in its imperfect functions by medic:ines calculated to renovate the blood, and so to strc n ~then the muscular tissues.
Great improvement docs often become manifest under the cautious empl oyment of
preparations of iron. When syncope is threatened, diffusible stimul i may be freely
ui;:.ed. Above all, you mmt inculcate temperate habits, and a life of constant quiet.
The patient must never be tempted nor surprised into any act which implies unusual
effort. He must, for instance, lose a journey rather than hurry on foot to a railway
train for which he is late. Ile must be content to ~ct wet through, rather thao run
fur sbclter in a sudden shower. Ile must never lift a burden, nor climb stairs hastily,
nor stra in to relieve costive bowels. Neither will it be safe for him, even on what
~ccm legitimate occasions, to yield to feelinp;s of anger, or any kiud of excitement.
'l'hese cautions are indeed more or less applic:ablc to all cardiac disorders; but they
arc especially requisite whenc\'er there is reason to suspect that the texture of the
11eart is iotirm, and incapable of bearing the stretchi ng pressure of a. hurried, or of an
impeded, stream of blood.
Many of the morbid cond itions of the muscular substance of the heart spring from
pre-existill,!?: morbid conditions of the membrane which lines, or of the membrane
which in,·c:sts, the heart. It is necessary therefore, in the next place, to inquire into
tlic nature and history of these morbid chan,!?:es: and I will first request your attention
to the di~cases of the Jinin~ membrane. The investing membrane is familiar to you
as the pericctnlimn. or late years, since the diseased states of the internal menibrane
1iave been more studied nod understood than they formerly were, it has been call~d
the emlocardium : a. convenient enough name, which may occasionally spare us
circumlocution. Now this encloca rdium is liable, among other chan ges, to inflammation, under which it becomes whitish, opake, and covered so metim es with a thin
layer of con,!?:ulablc lymph. In a well written and well reasoned essay, which you may
sec in the Lancet for 1846, Dr. Munk has shown how hypertn,phy of a chamber of
the heart may be engendered by chron ic or subacute inflammation of its lining membran e; and, what is most interesting, how such hypertrophy may be cured, when the
disease is detected and treated in time, by means which arrest and rcmo\'e the endoe:arditis. General diffused inflammation, or other chan!?,"e, of the membrane is, howC\'cr, comparatively rare. Certain parts of it are much more obnoxious to disease
tha11 others: those parts which enter into tho fabric of the va lves and orifices of the
organ. Th e mcn1braoe is here in close contact with a dense fibrous tissue; and participates in the changes to which that tissue is subjcc:t. And it is an important fact,
that the membrane, valves, and orifices of the left side of the heart, as well as its
wuscul:tr subst:rnce, arc much more frequently affected with disease than tho~c of the
right side. I have adverted to this fact bcfure. What is the prc\·ailing cause of it
I cannot tell; but it seems to be a portion of a. more general fact; namely, that the
arteries are more liable to chronic morbid chan~es than the veins Some explain the
difference by alleging that the left side of the heart has the heavier task to accomplil:ih. But nature seldom executes her purposes so clumsily, :1s not to adjust the
s1rcuµth of her machinery to the labou r it .is destined to perform. Others rc1_11ark
that librous tissue is more abundant, and therefore the changes proper to that tissue
arc more numerous and extensive, on the left side. And thi s may be the true ex planation. Others, aga in, have conjectured that the arterial blood is 111ore irritating than
the venous. But there is no ev id ence of this: and it is better to content ourselves with noticing the fact, without attempting to account for it by mere gratuitous
Lypothcsis.
l'ou arc not, however, to suppose that the right heart is exempt from valvular dis·
-?asc. ·w h en there is much change in the left, we often 6.ud a less degree of the i:.a.me
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kind of change in t110 right. The valves of _the pulmonary artery arc, perhaps, the
least frequently of all the >alves found otherwise than healthy.
l\lauy of the ~Iterations.that ta~e place in the int.crnal linin~ of the l1cart result,
apparently, from rnfiammatlon, which causes a deposit of lymph upon or beneath the
serous membrane. The >ah-es are apt to lose their thinness, their tran~parency, and
their pliancy. They become thick, stiff, puckered, curled up, or ~lued to each other,
or to the opposite walls of the channel. On the other hand, quite independently of
inflammation. they may become morbidly thin, riJdlcd with holes, and even rent
asunder. What arc called vegetations or excrescences may :il~o project from them,
very much resembling warts. Or they may be converted wholly or partly into bone.
F10. 79.

f10.

80.

Fig. 79.-Fibroiclthil'keningoftbemih-al vnlre.
Fig. 80.-Fibroid thic.'kening of a pulmonary rnh·e, extending symmetrically on both sides of Ibo
curtain, and consistiug ofasofLfibrillatingdcposit. IL was found in amau who had a broken spine.

6'

Alterations of some kind or another are ycry frequent in the Rf'milrmar vnlvcs of the
aorta. 'Yhcn they arc of such a nature as to diminish the orifice during the systole,
they commonly occasion a systolic bellows
sound. When thediscascdvah'esoffcrno
F10. 81.
obstruction to the exit of blood from the
ventricle, but do not close again immediately afterwards, so afol effectually to prevent the reflux of that fluid from the aorta,
they commonly .:zi\·e rise to a diastolic bcl/I
lows sound. When both these defects of
function occur, there is often a double

~~~o::~~~unrdJu~ins;wt;~: s~!!~~l:~t:n~~~:r~
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disting-uishablc in tone and quality, as well
as in ti111e, durin.:z the diastole. These
sounds arc connyed along the tube in
which they arc formed, and are therefore
most am.liblcin the track of the aorta, as it
]caves the heart. If the sound be diastolic, it will tal.-.e the place of the sruart
clack of the second sound of the heart, or
perhaps prolont; it. Sometimes the new
sound is very loud and cur ious. I had a
patient in the hospita l hist year, in whom Ossificn.tion of the mitrnl vnl\'e11. :From [I, propar~
this diastolic sou nd was, in character and
tion iu Dr. Gro11~· c11.lli11ct.
intensity, like thecooin::::of a pigeon. '!'he
patient could plainly hear it: nay, it could be l1Card by a person sta nding- near him,
but not touchin~ hi s body, e,·cn with a stethoscope. Iu that in~tancc we found one
of the aortic valves irregularly thickened, with its free edge loose and flapping, aud
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unable to fulfil its function of closiug the aperture . During the diast0lc it was retro.
vertcd 1 and vibr;1tcd in the rcgurg-it:lti11g stream of blood; and thus, no doubt, the
musical note, heard alternately with the first sound, was produced. In :M:1rch, 183i,
I heard in a man ( H enry )lilton) who was under Dr. Lat.ham's care in St. Bartholomew's H ospital, and who had acute rhcuu1atism, a very shrill diastolic sound, like the
repeated whining of an imprisoned puppy-dog wishing to be released. '!'his remarkable sound was audible, by means of the stethoscope, cnn in the radi:il artery. The

patient died at last in St. Georg:e's Ilospital, and his case is mentioned in Dr. llopc's
buok ou the Heart. One of the aortic valves was torn dowowarJs to some distaoce
from its edge, aod formed a .Hap which was perforated by a rou[ld hole.
F10. 82.

Frn. 83.

t
Fig. 82.-Aorticvnlvcsofa.childngcdfourye!lrs; thcyllreopnquenndthickcned,nndthcirfree
mugin curled bnckwnrd tow:mb tho nrtcry. Two of the \·nh·c& are closely united by their adjaceot
wargin!.-SL Bartholomew's i\luscum. 11th Serie!!, 52.
}'ig.83.-Atheronrntousdcpositinthevnlves of tbeaort:i.ofamanaged26,witbrupturenttbe
point marked by • ; there was also congenital union at tho point (marked by t) of two of tho
valves. The case is described in tbeRcportsofthel>a.thologiculSocicty, vol. iv.p.100.

I need not again poiot out to you the manner in which such disease of these semi~
lunar valves tends to produce hypertrophy aod dilatation of tho left ventricle.
Fro. 84.

FIG. 85.

Fig. 84.-Aortic valves of a. mnn rot. 47, rendered perfectly rigid by calcareous deposit. The
puticnt wns n!Tet'ted with grnnulnrk idneys nnd cirrhosis oftheli\•er.
Fig. 85.-0s~ifiontion of the aortic vah•cs; n thick cnlcarcous deposit lrns tnken place between
the valvulnr membranes, interposing a. rigid nnd almost impcrfornte di11phrngm between tho co.\•ity
of tho hcilrt :ind tho \·esscl. A. Upper surface. n. Undersurfnco.-l?rom St.Georgo's IJ ospit.al
Museum,ElS.

The m1'tral valve is often thickened; and it is particularly subject, more so even
than the aortic valves, to ossification. And the effects of the ossifica tion arc to prevent its closi n ~ the auricular orifice <lurin:?; the systole; and to prevent its lying flat
against the wulls of the ventricle, and allowing a free passage of the blood ou~ of the
left auricle, durinf! the diastole. The orifice is often converted into an unvarying o~al
!!lit, having puckered ed~cs, and resemblio~ a button-hole; or the valve projects, hke
a thimble of bone, ioto the left ventricle. And it is remarkable how small the chink,
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~ wh ich is thus permanent, may be, and yet life go on.

The 11eart 11avin!! been taken
out of the body, and the auricle filled with water, I have seen the water 'pass into the
\•eutricle, by its µ:ra\•ity, stilhitirn; drop by drop.
Let m<.' just remind you, that the direct and necessary consequence of constriction
of the mitral orifice, is an accumulation of blood behind it; i.e. in the left auricle, in
the pulmonary yeins, in the Jun~. Ilcnee so much mechanical conge!'tion, that the
blood bursts at Ieng.th through the bronchial membrane; h:'cmorrhage, slow or
copi..ms, ensues from the air-passa~es; and pulmonar!J opople:r!J is formed.
In extreme cases, where the mischief is chiefly confined to the mitral \ alve, the
blood necessarily reaches the ventricle in a penurious manner; that chamber contracts
unsteadily and irrcµ-ul:1rly; and its cavity sometimes diminishes. This I think I have
seen. ]3ut far more commonly there is disease of the aortic valves also; and the condition of the left ventricle is that of hypertrophy with diJatation.
When there is a permanent chink in place of the limber valve, there m;iy be a
double bruit. The first heaod during the systole, and produced by the rc~urgitation
of blood from the ventricle into the auricle, through the rigid slit. Thi s is common.
'J'he second accompanying the diastole, and resulting from the mechanical impediment
to the free passa:re of the blood from the <iurielc into the ventricle. '!'hi~ is uncom mon. 'l'hc constriction must be great for the diastolic murmur to occur at all : and
when it docs occur, it is faint; from the comp<irative feebleness (I presume) of the
auricubr contractions.
The form and the consistence of the altered vah'es being the same, no difference
whatever in the sounds, or in the general symptoms, will arise from the particular
nature of the chang:es. It will, I mean, make no difference whether the obstacle to
tho flowing bl ood, or the imperfect closure of the orifice, depends upon mere thickcniu~ of the va!Ye by cartila~inous deposits, or upon ossification, or upon wart-like vegetations. These foo;t may be found upon any of the valves, but like other morbid
states th<.'y are less frc()uent on the right than on the left side of the heart; and they
arc most common of all on the aortic valves. Ossification - the accumulation of the
phosphate of lime - is almost confined, I believe, to the left side. I never saw the
tricuspid valve, or the scrnilunar valves of the pulmonary artery, converted into
bone.
'!'he warts, or wart-like excrescences, which are so often found upon the valves of
the heart, are very l'urious things. Sometimes they nre separate, and in rows like
be<ids. Somc~irnes several appear to spring from a common base, which !'preads out
so as to exhibit a cauli6owcr appearance. And occasionally they hang in long striu gs
from the valve into the adjoining chan1ber of the heart. [n a patient of Dr. Haw.
kins', I saw a cylindrical excrescence of this kind which measured an in ch in length.
'l'h e valves presented slit-like perforations; and from the edge of one of these slits in
the mitral valve, this long vegetation dangled into the Yentricle. 'l'he whole of the
valves of the aorta were covered, on their ventricular surface, with similr.r but
shorter excrcscenc<.'S.
They Yary much, these ve;retations, in consistence. Sometimes they are soft,
easily crushed, and capable of being readily detached from the smooth surface of the
valve. Others arc more firm, and yet separable from the valve without injury to it.
Others, again, <ire so adherent, so rooted into the valves, that they can be rcmo,•ed
only by tearing or cutting them off. They are found sometimes on 1he free edge of
th<.' valves; sometimes on their surface, or even on the inner membrane of one of the
chambers, e~peci:.dly of the left auricle.
Much difference of opinion has prev;iiled respecting the nature snd origin of these
singular appca.ranc<.'S. It was a. common notion among the French, at one time, that
they were really, what they so much resemble, \'cncrcal warts. What seems to be
certain is, that they arc somehow connected with injlamnwtion of the internal lining
of the heart; a nd of that which covers the va lves in particular. Rut, then, arc they
lymph pomwl out from the inflam ed membrane? or are they fibrin deposited from
the blood upon an inflamed membrane? It is probable tlrnt the last is, sometimes at
least, the true explanation of their oriofo. You know, that when the membrane
lining a vein becomes inflamed, the bJC:a in contact with it has a :;trong tendency to
coagulate upon it, and to adhere to it. 'l'h e fleshy cxcrescc uccs found on the valvc!'l
arc often attached to the edges of slits iu the vake: the hrokcu surface having pro1
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bably been the especial scat of inflammation. When the formation of vc.!?ctation i9
recent, they are very soft and frangible. But the most intcrcstinf!: fact that I am ac.
qnaintcd with, in evidence of the mode in which these little projections may ariJ:Ze, is
ouc that accidentally came to light in one of Dr. Ilope's experiments upon an ass, at
which I was present. The aortic valves had been held back by a wire passed into the
vessel, with the \'icw of ascertaining the physical cause of the second sound. The
animal had previously been rendered insensible by a narcotic poison; and the circulation was kept up-languidly, however, towards the last, by artificial respiration.
Upon the fina l ce!'sation of the heart's motions, the orga n was removed from the
body and examined : and the valve that had been mechanically irritated by the wire
was found studded with these little wart-like appearances, which were so soft as to
admit of being; readily brushed off from the subjaeent membrane. H ere the depo!<:it
took place after the death of the animal, and while some of the functions of organic
life alone were kept up by the art.ificial breathing.
Some curious circumsta nces still remain to be mentioned, which, in some instances,
arc connected with the formation of these warty vc~ctations. I sha ll not, however,
enter upon them in the present lecture: but when I speak, at our next meeting, of
rheumati c inflammation of the heart and its membranes.
Any or all of the le:;:ions that I have been describing may and must lead, at
length , a.ccordin~ to their places and magnitude, to some of those chnnges in the
actual and relative dimensions of the heart that were considered in the last lecture.
1'h('y obstruct the stream of blood when mo,·inf? in its natural course, and when its
passage out to be free; or they allow of its reflue11t course, when that ought to be
effectually opposed: and the necessary results, iu either case, arc dilatation of oac or
!llOre of the chambers of the heart, with thickening, or with attenuation, ns the ca:;:e
may be, of its walls. I have nlready spoken of the symptoms, physical and general,
to which these secondary changes give rise; and of the treatment which they admit
and require.
There being valvular disease, and that valvulnr disease giving rise to a bellowssound, can we distin~uish the particular valve affected? Generally, we can. Our
skill in diagnosis outruns here, as indeed it too often docs, our skill to cure. A few
simple rules and considerations enable us, in most cases, to satisfy our natural curiosity
to pcnetrnte the exact condition even of changes that arc in capnblc of repair. These
rul es relate chiefly to the time when the murmur is heard; to the direction in which
it is most audible; and to the state of the arterial pulse.
Wh en a. bellows-sound accompanies the systole, it must be caused by a current
passing out of a ventricle. But serious disease of the Yalves, sufficient to occnsion
a murwur, on the right side of the heart, is very rare. In nineteen cases out of
twenty, valvular murmurs belong to the left side; so that practically the distinction
lies, almost always, between two orifices, the mitml and the aortic, the inlet and outlet of the left ventricle. The natural inlet has become an outlet also : or the natural
outlet is obstructed. Now if the sound be heard at the base of the heart, and aloog
the track of the thoracic aorta, up towards the right clavicle, and even in the carotids; and if it be less audible towards the apex, and if the pulse be steady and
regular, the mischief is seated in the semi lunar values of the aorta: there is some
obstacle which produces a ripple in the onward stream of the blood.
On the other hand, if the pulse be irregular, and if the sound be better heard
down towards the apex of the organ, on the left, it is owin~ to regurgitation through
a diseased 1nitral valve. Such regurgitation is often attended with a purring thrill.
When, what scarcely ever happens, the sound docs result from injury of the semilunar vu.Ives of the pulmonary artery, it is heard plainest iu the track of that vessel,
up towards the left clavicle. So, also, a murmur produced by change in the tricuspiJ.
valve would be loudest towards the apex, on the right. The arterial pulse fur
ob\'ious reasons is but little influenced by disease affecting the orifices of the right
Lea rt.
Aizain, if the morbid sound be diastolic, it accompanies the entrance of blood into
a \'Cntriclc; and for simila r reasons to those assigned before, the fault is most proLaUly in the l1:J~ ventricle. lt may be owing to the direct but impeded passage of the
blood from the> lf'ft auricle through a narrowed mitral orifice: yet thi:i l'Cl'!J seld~m
occasions any audible noise. Or the diastolic murmur may proceed from rcgurgua-
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tion tl irou~h the defective aortic valves; the natural outlet lrn>in~ become an inlet
also; and this is exceedingly common. We attend, us before, to the sitllrition and
the track in which the sou nd is the loudest. W e listen ahm for the smart clack of
the natural second sound; and if it be not audible or be very indistinct, wc hun, in
that circumstance, corroborative evidence of an imperfect aortic flooJ.~ratc. l\Ioreovcr, we arc again assisted by the pulse. The pulse of aortic regurgitation is, sometimes at least, very strikinf! and peculiar: sudden, like the blow of a hammer, without any prolonged swell of the artery. This pulse always reminds me of the wcllknown chem ical toy, formed by includin!!' a small quantity of liquid in a ::;rlass tube,
exh:rnsted of air, and hermeticall_y sealed. On re,·cr,:;:ing the tube, the liquid falls
from one end of it to the other with a hard short knock, as if it were a mass of lead.
The sensation given to the fin:rer by the pulse, when there is much re_guqritation
throu~h the aortic vn.lves, is very simibr to this.
It is n.s if f'uecessive balls of blooJ
were suddenly shot ~:dong- under the fin~er. Dr. H ope calls this pulse n. j"i-1.·ing
pulse; the pulse of unfilled artcrieR. And this abrupt pulse makes itself visible in
the arteries; th e wave of blood lifts, and moves, and sometimes contorts the vessel.

~~l~~l~ ~l~~~a~i~~do~h~~ll~:r~~~:~ :~tl~l~e ~~~~~~esobue1~~~~:-:b~~:~t l~~u1;~~~~J~ ~~~: t:~~~
be quite sure that the aortic orifice is patulous during the diastole. The reflux of the
blood, when the patency is p:rcat, is strong cnou~h sometimes to produce a palpablo
shock or jog, called the diastolic impulse. And this refilling of the ventricle from the
artery may even provoke it to a supernumerary contmetion.
In a patient by whom I was btely consulted, the hard, sudden, hammering pulse
led me to conclude that the blood regurgitated from his aorta: and accorJin;:?ly, upon
applyin~ my ear to his chest, I discovered a loud murmur, coincident with the diastole, and most distinct in the direction of the right claviclo. 'l'he shock of this man's
artery was plainly to be felt through his clothes, by one's hand bid fo:ditly upon the
bend of his arm. H is wife told me that, for five years past, this jarring blow lrnd
made it uncomfortable for her to take his arm when they were walking together. The
same kind of jerking impulse was strikingly perceptible iu the femoral arteries, and
inthecn.rotids.
Of rcgurgifant sounds belongin~ to the ri!!ht side of the heart I cn.n tell you
nothinµ:. I never hen.rd one, that I know of, from the pulmonic va lves. Throu)!h
the tricuspid orifice the blood is believed to be often refluent; causing, as I st:ited
before, turgesccncc and pulsation of the jugular veins. 'l'he structu re of the vake
permits this ebbing: movement of the blood und er circum stances which mi_ght otherwise be perilous. The tricuspid has accordini:dy been called the snfet.11 vuh·e of the
heart. But the reflux seldom, if ever, announces itself by a bellows.sound.
W e cannot n.lways t.hus rigidly connect morbid cl1angcs with definite sif!'ns. Disorders arise of which the symptoms are more coµ:nizublc n.nd constant thn.n the nature
or exact scat. " 'e assign a. name to the peculiar n.sse111bla~c of symptom:;i, and make
it thenceforth a distinct object of our study; tracing the symptoms n.s well as we c:m
up to their Orf!anic causes and conditions. Now the complaint calle<l anr1i1w p,.ctoris
is one of this kind. It is, moreover, a very curious and a fearfully intt're:iting disorder; and I shull devote the rem::iindcr of the present hour to its consideration .
This disease wi:is fir:st n.ccurn.tcly described, in this country at least, by the celebrated
Dr. Ilcberden, the author of the Comrncntaries. It had been adverted to by many
writers before, but ob<:curcly; and Dr. llcberdcn's observations wore quite original.
Th e description tlrnt he 1rn8 gi\•cn of the complaint, in the ~cco nd vulum e of the
'fransn.ctions of the College of Physicians, is very accurn.tc and striking. He calls it
a disorder of the /Jrmst ,· and observes that" the scat of it, and the sense of stranµ:l ir1gand anxiety with which it is attended, may make it not imprnpcrly be called a11g/11u, .

peetor is.
"Those who arc afflicted with it arc se ized whilst th('y are walking, and more par-

;~~~~~rlfn w:;1~n ~!~~~t:\'~;~i~~0 ~c~~~: ~:t\'?it~!~~d~ P~:~~u t1~~ i~ ;~ f~~ta~vi<~;grfc~~b'~~r!0 ~~
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incrense or to continue. The moment they stand still all this uneasiness vanishes. In
all other respects the patients ti.re, at th e be)?"innin;? of thi~ disorder, perf('ctly well;
nod in particular ha' e no shortness of breath, from wh ich it is totally differeut."
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You will ob.

sen·c, that the distress occurs in paroxysms; and the patient, at first, has intervals of
apparent health : and c\'eo when the disease is more ad\'anccd, he has period8' of comparative ease between fits of suffering. The paroxysms are especially liab le to come
on when the patient is walking, and, abo,·e all, when he is ascending, - ~oing up a
11ill. lie is then seized, all at once, with a very painful sensation, which seems to he,
in many cases, indescribable, but which is always referred to the heart, or its n~i~h 
bourhood. Sometimes the sensa.tion is spoken of as beioµ- a spnsm, as giving the sufferer a notion of constriction. I have been told by one who laboured uudcr this disorder, that he felt, during the paroxysm, as if the sides of his chest were held together
by a transverse bar of iron . 'l'hc improssion is constant that to continue the exertion
which has produced the attack-to stir anotl1erstep-would be fatal. Yet th e
patient is not out of breath. It is not dyspnrea that oppresses him; for he can, and
~encrally docs, breathe freely and easily. Ile lays hold of any neighbouring object
for support. His face is pale and ha~gard; and you would ~up pose, from his appcurancc, that he was actuall_y at the point of death. But in the early stages of the disease, the pang soon subsides, the distress is oYer, and the p11tient is entirely himself
again. It is :.t sin gular fact, which I cannot at all explain, but of which I lrnve been
a~smcd by sevcrn l person& ::itfected with this disorder, that when the pain and inability
to stir a step furthC'r have come on after a short walk, and ha\"e subsided upon the
paticltl'~ stoppin)!, he has often been able to resume his walk, and to punme it for a
Ion~ while, without any repetition of the distress.
After the lapse of some time, perhaps of some months, the ang-uish does not so
instantaneously ceasl! upon standing still; nor does it always require some bodily
exertion to brin~ it on. It will occur when the patient is quiet, even in bed. H e
foels as if the action of the heart were arrested; and he is obliged to rise up, C\'ery
night it may be, fo r many weeks together. In exquisite cases it will be brou%rht on
by cause!'! of any kind that slightly accelerate the circulation: coughing, straining at
stool, mental emotion.
The pain, which is nt first referred to the left mammary re%rion, shoots backwards
often, towards the spine, or across the chest below the clavicles. Frequently it extcn.ds, accompanied by a sort of numbness, to the left shoulder, :rncl down the left.
arm; stopping short, in a curious manner, and from some i11explicable cause, either
just about the in sertion of the deltoid muscle, or at the elbow, or at the wrist. Sometimes, howe\"er, it runs down to the very extremities of the fingers; particulnrly of the
lust two fiugers, followinµ: mainly the course of the ulnar nerve. Occas ionally similar
pains affect the right side and arm; and now und then, all the four cxtre111ities at
once. There is (I say) no dyspncca in the g-cnuinc form of the disensc; although you
will find it stated by some modern writers 1 of good repute, that the paroxysm is accompanied with difficulty of breathing. In the instances that I have seen, and they have
not been very many, the patient was able slowly and fully to inspire and expire, enu
when the fit was on him. The truth I belic,·c to be, thut othe r affections, more akin
to usthma, ha\•e Leen confounded with an~ina pcctoris; and this confusion has led to
the belief, that it is not altogether so dangerous a complaint as used to be thought :
but in its genuine shape it is undoubtedly a very fatal disorder. Sir John Forbes, by
a dili~ent search among authors, has collected some statistical facts respecting it, which
are worth rcmembcrin%r. 'l'hus, out of eighty-ciµ-ht cases, eight cases, or one in eleven,
occurred in females. 'l'he ages in eighty-four of these eighty-eight cases are recorded;
and of the eighty-four, se,·e nty-two were above fifty years; and twelve, or one-seventh
of the whole, under fifty years. It is a. disease, therefore, for the most part, of ad\"anced life: and this alone would afford a strong presum1Jtion of its dependence upon
some organ ic c hange. Again, the event of the disease was record ed in respect to
sixty-four of the patients. Of these forty-nine died, almost all of them E:uddeoly;
while fifteen recovered or were rcliend. And among the forty-nine fatal cases, there
wereouly two of women.
That the seat of the disorder is the 11eart, or the aorta, and tha.t it consists in some
E-tructural change, can scarcely be doubted. Y ct some pathologists are disposed to
consider it a. merely neuralµ-ic affection," comme~c i n::?, for the most part, in th e pneu1
0
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First, that the paroxysm is excited by su~h causes as are "especially calculated to
disturb the natural action of the heart, bodily exert ion, and mental emotion;" aud,
secondly, that the disease is so very frequeutly aud so suddenly /al(tl. This is not
all the character of mere neuralgic diseases io general. And whe n we add to these
foots the further fact, \'iz. that, in a Yast majority of instances, organic disease of the
heart, or of the great blood-,·esscls 1 has been discovered after death, I think we shall
be obliged to admit, that _the symptoms are often (I believe l might say alw:lys)
dependent upon cardiac disease. One theory expbins the "breast pang," by sup• posing that the blood, whenever its mo,·ement is :1ccclerated by exercise or otherwise,
arrives in the heart fo:;;ter than it can be transmitted onwards; and accumuhltint? in
its cavitics 1 painfully distends them. I confess that this commends itself to my
mind as being a very re:isonable theory. The great Dr. J"enner took a most ingen ious
view of the matter, which was made public and further cnfo rct'd by D r. Parry. lle
bad fouud, in examining the bodies of some who had died of well marked angina
pectoris, that the coronary arteries of the hea rt were ossified ; converted into bouy
canals, and constricted in their c<ilibre. Il e thcllcc concluded that the paroxysms
result from the circumstance, that when sorne increase of the muscular contraction of
the heart happens to be called for, the increased supply of blood 1 rendered necessary
by the additional exertion, is not eapnble of being furnished by the diseased nutrient
arteries of the organ; that the heart comes to a stand, because> its muscular tissue is
not duly injected with arterial blood. The patient is on the very brink of fainting:
uay, docs at length faint irrecO\·erably. Il e accordingly called the disease Hsy1U"ope
anginosa." And this simple and beautiful theory was for some time admitted as the
true one. Tiowevcr, later i1wcstigations have abundantly shown that an~ina pectoris
may occur iu a decided form, wirhout there being any o~ificatioo or other disease of
the arteries; and, on the other hand, that the coronary arteries may be ossified, and
Jf't DO angina pectoris be the result. l\loreover1 Dr. Jenner's theory docs not account
satisfactorily for thepnin.
I may here again arnil myself of the researches of Sir John Forbes, and )?ive you a
numerical account of the or)?anic changes in the heart that h:we bcon found associated with this disease . 'l'he total nurnbcr of iust:inces collected by hi111 1 in which
t he body was examined after death, was forty-five. Of this number there was disease
found iu the liver only, in two instances: organic disease of the heart, or great ves8els,
i n fo rty-three. Sir John Forbes, indeed, makes the last number thirty-nine, instead
of forty-three, excluding four cas~s in which nothing morbi d was found in or abou t
the heart, except an excessive coating of fat. This Dr. l?othcq.~ill co nsidc>red the
essence of the disease: and certainly a heart cannot be said to be in a healthy con dition which is thus londcd with adipous matter. The fat is ~enerally deposited at
t he expense of the muscular substance, which is apt in such ca8CS- to be thin, pale,
and soft; atroph ied, in short. Taking, however, the table as it is ~iven by Sir John
.Forbes, the thirty-nine cases, in which there was no dii:!ease except in the heart and
great vessels, were thus distributed :-Io ten of the eases there was or)?an ic disease in
the heart alone; in three, orf!"anic disease of the aorta alone. ln one instance only
was the disease confined to the coronary arteries; but there was o~~ilication, or cartilaginous thickening, of the coronary arteries, combined with other disease, in sixtee n
instances. Again, there was ossification, or other disease of the rnlccs of the heart,
in sixtc>en cases also. '!'here was disease of tht! aorta (ossification, or dilatation, or
both), in twenty-four cases; and in twelTe cases there was preternatural suj(11ess of
the heart.
Now I strongly suspect that thi~ last condition, prcternat~ra! sof~ness-i~. other
words, fatty degeneration- will ultimately prove to be the marn physical cond1t1on of
aw.,.ina. pectoris. To express what I mean somewhat differently:- that g-roup of
sy~1ptoms to which we give the uame of angina pectoris1• is (as ~ conjecture) an
authentic exponent of that physica l state of the hea r t to wl11 ch we g1\"e the na me of
fatty degeneration. When the e~amplcs collected ~y sir John ll'or~cs_,~cre rccorJ~H.l ,
this mor bid c haDgc was unrecO)!lllSed by med ical smence, aud the cluumishcd cons1steucc which it implies wou ld easily escape notice. Observe t hat the two things do
often assuredly go together. Severa.I of Dr. Quai n's in stances of fatty disease, wert!
also instances of true an)!ina.. D isease of the coronary arteries is perhaps the most
frequcot source of })anial fatty degeneration. Disease of the corou:1ry arteries is
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perhaps the most frc()uent accompaniment of angina pectoris. The substantial chan!!(',
and the nominal disorder, both belong to the same adv:rnced period of lif'r; both are
prone to end in sudden death, and in sudden death of the same kind, death by syncope. As exacter observations multiply, I expect tlrnt angina pcctoris will be acknowledged as the surest, as the only sure, indication of a fatty heart.
}>ain of a peculiar character; a feeling of immediate dissolution, terminated often
by actual syncope : these are the prominent and principal elements of angina pectoris.
If these depend on fatty de~eucratioo, it is supposab le that one or more of them may
be wanting. Dr. Quain teaches us that the iucxprcssible sense of dying is sometimes
the only symptom of the disease which he is portray in g. Somctim<"s the pain is
added; frequently the syncope. And this is intelligible if (what I think probable)
the anguish results from over-di sten~ion of th e unsounJ heart. Syncope m<ly occur
without such distension. The softened state of the muscular tissue would admit of
its being stretched a little whenever the centrifu fr~ l reaction of the contained blood
was augmented; augme nted by posture, by bodily effort, or by rnent1tl agitation
And this facility of yielding under a less and less de~rce of disturbiug pressure would
accord with the ascertained fact that fatty degeneration is a progressive change. The
cardiac nerves m<ly be variously implicated in the textural ait.erntion 1 and m:1y
variously resent tht.? distending force. That sli~ht over-expansion of a heart ~o
diseased shou\J excite the breast-pang is conceivable enough . We are familiar witl1
pain of n similar sharp kind when the intense is stretched by pent-up gas iu colics.
Thejiivontia of the disorder favour the same view. Stimulants, helping the languid
and labouring muscle to contrnct effectually upon its contents, are effectually also,
often, in relieving- the paroxysm. This appears to me a more probable theory of the
phenomena of angina pec:toris than the theory which ascribes them to mere neuralgia,
or the theory which ascribes them to spasm of the heart. Y ct both these theories
have been spcejously advocated. 'To that which I offer you, you may give as much
weight as it may seem to deserve.
I have spoken of this disorder as continuing to recur for months; it may even be
for years : but it is frequently fatal within a much shorter period. Nay, the time
between its first mauifcstation and its mortnl close is 1 not very seldom, appallingly
bri<'f. l\Jy friend, Dr. I~:itham, lately gave me the following &ketch of a case of this
kind, which had fallen uuder his own observation. A l!Cntlcman, about fifty year~
old, was recovering- from the influenza, of whic:h nothiug rcmain~d but a sl ig ht
cough, that troubled him at night. It was to relieve this that Dr. Latham was consulted. The ge utl erna n looked perfectly well. .After Dr. Latham had prescribed for
this little ailment, the patieut befrgcd to sec him the next day to talk over with him
(he said) a. very strange nffcction he had. Accordingly he then described a paroxysm
of angiua pcctoris in terms that could not be mistakcu i dwelling especially upon the
prrecordin.l pain, the sensation down the left arm, the feeling of approaching dissolution, and then the perfect recovery. '!'his gentleman had, during the previous
summer, performed a walking tour through Switzerland, and returned home in excellent health. The first notice of his angina was !es~ than a month ago, when he
was walking up Uampstcad Hill. It was then that he had his first paroxysm. In
the short period which had clap~cd, the attacks had rapidly increased in se\'erity and
frequency: occurrin g now every two or three days, or every day, or severa l times a
day, with or without an obvious exciting cause. Dr. Latham 1uadc a careful examination of the chest, and found the respiration perfect, the heart free from all unnatuml murmurs, and its beats rhythmic:1l.
The only thing that particularly
attracted his notice was the exceeding f'erblcncss of its impulse. In the afteruoou of
the next day Dr. Latham visited hi111 again, when he <lcsc:ribcd a. pnroxysm he had
suffered in tbc course of the morning, of much greater severity than any that he had
l1i therto experienced. Dr. Latha m saw enough to convince him that his patient's
existence was very precarious: and as he had prc\'iously beeu a stranger to him, he
iuquirt.?d about his friends, and took down the addrn~s of a brother, intending to call
anJ appri zc him of what he feared. On reaching his own home, two hours afterwards, u. messenger mut him, announcing that his piitieot had fallen into another
paroxysm, soon after he left the house, aud was dead. 'l'he body was carefully
exawiucd by a thorough anatomist, )lr. Stanley. There was no disease of the aorta,
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or of the h ea ~t generally; but the coronary arteries resembled tubes of coral, being
completely ossified as far as they could be traced.'
Th e patient may eve1J expi re in the first or second paroxysm. This happened in
the case of the late lam ented )laster of llugby school.
You will perceive, from what has been sa id, that the pn1gnosis of this si ngular an d
formidable affection is extremely unfavourable. 'fhe cases arc very rare in which no
disease of the heart. has been detected : and the organ ic chang-cs that have been found
are rcmedi less, and for the most part, progressive: and, in point of fact, the great
majority of those who have laboured under the disease have died suddenly, and
prematurely.
It follows also, as another corollary from the facts now brought before you, that
there arc very few cases in which we can dare to contemplate a cure. Our measures
must be pre\'enti,•e when the paroxysms are absent: and our object will be to shorten
the fit when it is present and protracted.
Now the prcveutive measures are simple and obdous. 'l'h e patient must be
cautioned to avoid the exciting causes of the paroxysm j walk in~ up hill; or against
the wind, which has also often bee n known to produce it. Whate\•er is likely to
hurry the circulation, and therefore, among the rest, all mental emotion and anxiety,
should be guarded against as much as possible. J oh n Bunter died of angina pectoris: and the fatal seizure was brou!!'.ht on by a fit of all).!Cr. The very same precautions must be obsen·ed as those which I dwelt upon half an hour ago j and for the
very same reasons. Care shou ld be taken al~o to obtain and prcscn·e a healthy state
of the digestive organs. It is observable of this, as I told you before it is observable
of other cardiac diseases, that they are often attended and aggravated by flatulence
of the stomach and bowels. Persons labouring under a paroxysm of angina often
experience great and sudden relief upon getting rid of a quantity of gas, by which
the stomach had been distended. The flatulence acts, no doubt, by pressing the
diaphragm upwards, and so diminishing the dimensions of the thorax, and impeding
the play of the heart. I t is upon the same principle that we must explain the fact,
that the paroxysms are particularly apt to come on if the patient walks soon ofter a
meal: also that they occur in the night, when he is in a horizontal position, and are
relieved by 11is getting out of bed; that is, by hi s assuming the vertical posture, and
taking off the pressure of the abdom inal viscera from the diaphraJ!:m.
In the paroxysm itself, bleeding has been fairly tri ed: but, as l think mi ght ha•e
been foreseen, it has sel dom been followed by any benefit, and sometimes it appears
to have done harm . Th e affection has a nearer relation to syncope, and often to
syncope by asthcnia, than to anything else. That is the way in which the patients
die : and consequently, cordials, stim ulants, and antispasmodics, are found to be of
service. For the pain, when it is lasting as well as severe, the appropriate remedy is
opium. Dr. JWiotson thinks prussic acid is the best thing you ca n administer. Dr.
D:n•ies has more faith in belladonna plasters than in most other things. Dr. Copland ad\•iscs stimulant liniments externally j and warm carminati,•c or apcrieut medicines, as the ci rcum stances may require, internally. H offman's anodyne, under my
own observation, has proved exceed in gly useful. 'l'he general condition of the suffere r
will suggest, I believe, the proper treatment. Not that it will sug-gcst any particular
drug, but it will teach you the main principle on which you arc to proceed. If auscultation reveal any of those morbid states of the heart which were noticed in the
beginnin g of the lecture, the means which I pointed out. as suitable for remedying
them may be put in force.
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LECTURE LXI.
P ericarditis: ifs frequf'nt connexion with Acute Articular Rlieunwtism. Rlteumatic
Uanlitis. Auatom.ical characters of Arnte lujfommation fJj the Pericardium;
of the EndtJcardium. General symptoms. .Auscultatory signs. Rdutions of
Oarditis with Rheumatic Fever.
I YESTERDAY considered, cursorily indeed, but as fully as the limits of these lec-

tures will permit, the effects of hypertrophy,

~rnd

of dilatation with and without

hypertrophy, of the several chambers of the heart: and the means we poi:;scss of

obviating or alleviating tl10sc effects. 'l'he chronic clrnnf!"CS to which the endocardiurn
is liable, especially in those parts where it covers the va lves, and the tcnclinous rings
that support the vah·cs, were next reviewed j with most of the circumstances which
give or igin to such changes. Lastly, I spoke of that singular and perilous affoctioo
to which the name of 0119i11a pectoris bas been applied. l proceed this aftcrnooo to
th e diseased conditions of the pericardium. This membrane is often the scat of
acute iufJammation; and the consec1uence of such iuflammation is sometimes, though
rarely, the speedy extinction of life. But in nineteen cases out of twenty, the di~
order proves fatal at a remote period; destroying the subject of it more slowly indeed,
but almost as surely. Pcriearditis is, therefore, and h<is alw<iys been regarded as, a
very iuteresting disease; and the more so, that it is in wany inManees a very insidious
disease also.
Acute pericarditis is liable to arise, like all other internal inflammations, after exposure to cold; or when no exciting cause is to be discovered. It sometimes follows
blows received upon the chest; or other mechanical injuries. lt is no uncommon
result of a conta1uinatcd state of the blood, induced by that peculiar renal disease
which I formerly mentioned as being one great source of General Dropsy also. But
by far the most frequently of all does it happen, in connection with another complaint that we h<i vc not yet had before us-acute rheumatism j a febrile disorder,
characterized by inflammation of a specific character, affecting the structures that lie
around the joints, or enter into their composition-the jibrous tissues. I shall therefore consider acute pericarditis with reference to its occurrence in rheumatic fc\•cr j
for in so doing I shall embrace all the practical points which belong- to it under any
form. But l must tell you that when pcricarditis happens, in the course of an
attack of rheumatism, so also, to the best of my belief, in almost C\'cry instance, docs
endocarditis. .For this reason I shall include, in the account I am desirous to give
you of rheumatic cordilis, both these inffammations: inflammation of the investing
membrane, a nd inflammation of the lini ng membrane of the heart. I mentioned in
the last lecture, that, with respect to the Jattcr, to endocarditis, there were some
peculiarities noticeable, which I should reserve for the present occasion.
'.l'he pericardium is one of the serous membranes i so also may the endocardium be
eousidercd. But the pericardium is also a shut sac i and the primary effects of inflammation upon it arc the same, nutlatis rnutandis, as upon the shut sac so near it,
the pleura. '.l'he second series of effects is, however, much more formidable. Adhesion of the pleura. docs not necessarily abbreviate the natural 1enu of the pa.ticut's
life; adhesion of the pericardium almost always docs: and effusion into the cavity
thaf contains the lung is far less serious than effusion in to the bag that surrounds the
heart. In the one set of organs the mischief may be great, but it is final j in the
other, it leads, in most instances, with unfailing certainty, sooner or later, to worse
changes, which at length prove iucompatible with the further continuance of life.
You will understand, then, without auy necessity for my going again into much
detail, that the pericardium, under acute infianunatioo, may undergo the same changes,
which, 011 a former occasion, we saw that the pleura might undergo. Coag'ulable
lymph may be poured forth from the entire membrane, and abolish the cavity by
{!"lueing the whole of the pericardium to the heart: or serous fluid may be effused,
distending the bag of the pericardium, aud keeping it::; swooth surfaces more or le~
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asunder : or both scrum and lymph may be effused together: or fibrin, in some shnpe
or another, may be tlrpositrd, for aught I know, from the homo~eneous fluid which i9
thrown out by the inflamed membrane in the first instance; and the result of this
mixed effusion may here also, as in the case of the pleura, be the partial adhesion of
the membrane to the heart.
Dut in the majority of instances the inflammation spreads over the whole membrane,
as it is <ipt to do in serous membranes generally; and one of these two things happens:
either there is a large quantity of liquid effusio n, which is not rcab~orbcd; and then
usually the patient dies in a few days: or there is not much liquid effusion, or the
liquid part is absorbed, and the pericardium becomes permanently agglutinated to the
heart, and appnrent recovery takes place.
In the cases that ha\•e proved fatal at an early period, when the inflamed membrane
l1as been unadherent, it has been found to contain sorous fluid; somet im es clear,
oftener turbid, frequently tinged with blood; and it has been seen to be covered
with a coating of the fibrinous or albuminous part of the blood; what we call plastic
or coagulable lymph. The deposited lymph assumes a variety of forms in different
cases; but in c,·ery ensc that I ha\·e see n, the prevniling chnrncter of the unattached
surface has been that of rolt.rJlrness; and this is a circumstnncc of some importance,
as we shall presently sec. The lymph is not arranged in smooth layers; but it is
rugged, villous, or cellulnr. According to the fancy of different obsen·cf8, it hns
been thought to resemble lace-work, a sponge, a honeycomb, some kinds of coral, or
the interior of a calf's stomach. Sometimes it bristles with a. multitude of small,
short, pointed papillre; less frequently it is softer and shaf!'l:!Y; always it is rough
and uneven. Dr. H ope, following L acnn.cc 1 states that the surface looks someth inglike that which would be produced by suddenly separating two flat pieces of wood,
between which a thin layer of butter has been compres:->ed. To my own eye, the
appearance presented by the membrane, in its recent condition, has been more like
the rouf!h side of the pieces of tripe which you sec iu the butchers' shops, than anything- else.
When, on the other hand, the patient diC's,
Fig. 86.
;is he sometimes will do, soon after the whole
of tho membrane has become adherent, you will
find the medium of adhesion to consist of lymph,
in which a number of bloody points or streaks
are visible: but still the connec ting- substance
is soft, and the ag:~lutinatcd membranes can
readily be torn asunder.
Such is the state of thin~s on the outside of
the heart in such cases. llut what do we find
within .f! Why, here also, in all cases probably,
certainly in by far the majority of cases, we may
discover evident traces of i11f1:11umatory damage;
and we discover them chiefly on the valvular
apparatus. There does not appear to be such a
tendency in cndocarditis to diffuge itself over
the whole ruembranc. Occa8ionally that natu·
rally transparent portion of it which covers the
ruu8cular fibres is rendered whitish and opaque j
Periearditi1, showing tho nppenrnnce of
and occasionally some of the deposits that are recently clfu~ed ly111ph. From a speci·
common on the valves, encroach also somewhat meu in Dr. Gron' cabiuot.
beyond them, and even stud, here and there,
.
the interior of one or more of the chambers of the h enrt, and especially of the left
auricle. But the val\'es or the fibrous rin gs from whi ch they SJ?rlng, <ire the parts
first and chiefly implicated, especially the aortic valves, and the n~1tral valve, not un .
commonly the tricuspid \'alve also; and sometimes eve n the scmil unar. valves of the
pulmonary artery. I nflammation thus affectin g both the externa l and internal membranes of the heart, in acute rbcum;:itism, I would call ?·luumatic carditis.
The inflamed va lves undergo two kinds of change, distinct from eac!1 other. They
become thicker than natural; they lose their transparency and pliancy, and are
pucke red. 'l'bcse changes depend upon the deposi t of lymph beneath th e membrane;
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between Urn membrane and the fibrous substance which it coYers. Romctimcs tlH•y
arc folded down, and glued, as it were, to the opposite surface. '!'his mu~t be by
C%gulable lymph deposited on the outer side of the membrane. Ilut more frequently
than all , they present more or fewer of those wart-like cxcrcsccuccs, or fleshy granulations, which I spoke of in the last lecture, and which arc of course 11pon the free
surface of the membrane. Sometimes these vegetations are scattered irregularly over
the convex surface of the vah-c, or in its immediate neighborhood; much oftener
they have a more definite and curious distribution; an arrangement which I have
never seen noticed by any author, but which it has been my lot so many times to
ob..-ervc, that it has led me to remark an anatomical pecu liarity with which it is connected; and this piece of minuter anatomy I have looked for in vain in books, and I
]1ave in Yain sought information about it among all the anatomists of my acquaint:rnce.
They nolle of them have seemed to be aware of it, though they acknowlcd~ed that
the fact was so when I pointed it out to them. Ueecntly, indeed, l have been told
that the peculiarity of structure to which I allude is somewhere adverted to by
Morgagni.
It becomes necessary, therefore, that I should describe to you this discovery of
mine (if it deserve so grand a name) 1 as I have, for several years past, been in the
habit of showin~ it to the pupils of the hospital in the dead-house. It derives its
chief interest from the light which it throws upon the morbid appearances to be
spoken of presently. You will find, then. if you examine closely the semi lunar vakes
of the aorta, or of the pulmonary artery, that in each vake there may be distin~uishcd
two parts; one thicker, the other thinner. The thirkcr part lies next the base of
the valve; the thinner next its edge. And the valve docs not become thin by
degrees, but the difference is marked by a manifest line of separation between the
thicker and thinner portions; and this is not a. strai~ht, nor even one sweeping
curved line, but it forms a double curve. It consists of two semicircular lines, run ning each from the centre of the edge of the valve, from the scsamoid body there
situated, to either extremity of the edge, where the edge joins the side of the aorta.
So that there arc two segments, of a cresccntic shape, thinner anJ less opa11ue than
the rcmainin:z part of the valve, and lyin g near its free margin. 'l'his peculiarity of
structure is uniforlllly present. It is less distinctly visible in the vah•es of the pulmonary artery than in those of the aorta; and it is much less apparent in som.e
indidduals than in othe rs; but it is always to be seen when it is looked for.
'!'he anatomical account of this arrangement is not for to seek. 1'hc card iac valves
consist of a loose duplicature of the delicate cn<locardium, between th e folds of which
is received a thin prolongation of fibrous tissue, from the tcndinous rings surrounding
or constituting the severa l orifices that are furnished with a ,·alvular apparatus. Iu
the semilunar valves this fibrous substance docs not interpose itself betwee n the entire
8pace of the folded membrane. It reaches the free edge of each valve at three points
only; namely, at the centre, where it forms the co17>us Arm1tii1 and at the two extremities. lfotwccn these poiDts it stops short, and has a de6nite limit and outline;
a scalloped edge: and so leaves two crcsccntic portions of the ''alvc formed merely
by the doubled cndocardium. The crcscentic margins arc thin and transparent : the
remaining shield-shaped portion of the valve is more or less thick, 6rm, and opaque. 1
And the physiological reason of this arrangement is also apparent enoul!h; though
I failed to perceive it until it was explained to me by Mr 'l'hurnam. Each valve,
when opened out, is convex towards the ventricle. 'l'hc tbrce valves do not merely
meet by their edges. Their com mon purpose would be but in securely provided for
if such were the case. '!'hey meet and bend up , and come broadly into contact with
each other. Each valve during the diastole has its right and left crcscentic portion
applied respectively to the cor respon ding portion of its right and left fellow valves.
'!'lie thin segments arc pressed mutually together, and lie dos-ii-dos, as dancers say;
while their edges look in the direction of the vessel. All this you may convince
yourselves of by inj ecti ng the aorta of an ox with wax, and picking out the wax when
it is cold.
Now the curious fact which first led me to remark this natural structure is, that
t This formation of 1he nl'terial valves is described and <l('linented by Morgngni, in his Ad·
vtri11ri11 An11ro111ica; 11.sDr. l'odd, since the publication of these Lectures. hns becu good en'>ugh
t opoiutout,ome.
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the minuter vegetations, which form upon the aortic valves, in ncute rheumatic earditis, most commonly arrange themselves in a row, like a. string of beads, alonrr the
line of u~iou between the sc~lloped edge of th~ thicker scutif:orm po~tiou of the ,;Ive,
and the inner convex: marg111 of the two t1Hnner crescent1c portions. Sometimes
they follow that double festoon very exactly and completely: sometimes the continuity
of the line is broken, and the excrescences straggle from it a little; but still the
general te~1dency to adhere . t~ it is evident. No one that I know of has publicly
noticed tlus foct; yet that it 1s a fact, a good many persons, who have been for some
time about the Middlesex Hospital, aro perfectly aware. The truth is, that death
feldom happens early in these cases; and perhaps the valves have not always been
carefully examined when opportunity did offer. l\Jy friend, Dr. Latham, had been
watching for such a case in vain for some years. At leugth, however, two of his
hospital patients died in the first attack of rheumatic carditis; and he tells me that,
looking with great interest for the morbid appearances within the heart, he found
them such as I have been stating. I have chanced to sec six l)r eight 1:mcb early
fatal cases.
rl'hc arran~emcnt just described is the most common one, so far as the aortic valves
arc concerned j but sometimes even there, and ~enerally upon tho mitral and the tricuspid valves, the little wart-like excrescences have_a different position; ja~ging the
free edB'c of the vah•e with numerous fine serr::e, hke tl~e teeth of a small saw; or
being disposed, just within its border, in one continuous hue.
After what has been said, you will readily detect the physical cause of this curious
distribution of the wart-like excresceDccs. 'l'hc membrane suffers inflammation.
Soft lymph exudes from it, or is deposited upon it; and as fast as it is formed or
dcpo::;ited, it is. pressed aside, by the repeated concourse of the opposed surfaces,
from the crescentic portions of each valve; :rnd heaped up along the boundary lines
of contact; ju:st m; .a thin layer of butter on a board would be displaced, and heaped
up in a little curvilrncar ridge, by the pressure of one's thumb. 'l'hc double festoon,
and the little marginal teeth, arc obviously both formed in this way.
lf my verbal description has been insufficient to make all this clear to your apprehension, the drawing::;: before you speak, 1 hope, iu plainer lauguagc.
These, then, arc the appearances commonly seen within and without the heart,
when the patient does not long survi\'e the first attack of rheumatic ca rditis. "'hen
death takes place at a later period, you fiod more than this. You find the consequences which flow from these priu1ar:[ lesions, .operating us mechanical
of
further cha11ge: hypertrophy and dilatatwn in then· various degrees and
or, sometimes, atrophy .
You will please to bear the primary changes in mind i fo r they satisfactorily account
for the pl1!Jsfral si!Jns of pericarditis and endocarditis which are displayed in these
cases, and which l shall describe and explain after l have shortly inquired into the

yrn1·ruls!Jmploms.
'l'he symptoms, then, of pericarditis, as set down by authors, and such as I have
myself frequently noticed, are the following. There i:; often, very ear~r in the dise~se,
a siu~ularity of manner, and peculiar expression of countenance, difi1culL to describe,
yet strikin•~ly manifest to the observer; a strangeness of deportment mixed somehow
with an asPect of di~..trcss. To this are frcc1uently added, pulsation within the chest;
a sense of oppression io the epigastrium; a catch in the breathing; a dry cough;
inability or unwillingness on the part of the patient to lie on his left side; pain in
the situation of the heart, increased bya full inspiration, by pressure upon or between
the corresponding ribs, and more particularly iocrcased by pr~si,ure upwards aga.inst
tlic diuphrugm by means of the fin)!Crs thrust beneath the ca:tilagcs of the false nbs ,;
stiffness and pain in and about the left shoulder, and extending thence down the left
arm, aud stopping short perhaps at the ~!bow or wrist. ~'his las~ circuu~stance,
however , the pain shootin g down the arm, 1s more com1~1on m. chronic affections of
the heart. Somctimesjac:titations occur, like thcjactit;it1ons of chorea. And I hav(.
yet another symptom to mention, and a very i111portant one; and tbut is delirium,
somcti111('S quiet, but often wild and furious delirium, not dependent upon any disease
of the cncepha lon.
Of course there are also the febrile symptoms which accom p:u1y the acute rheuma..
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tism; or if the pcricnrditis occur independently of acute rheumatism, there will
usually be fever symptomatic of the loon.I inflammation.

Now each of thcRe symptoms I have repeatedly obsen·cd; but thC'y sclJom all concur in the same case. If they did, there would not be niuch difficulty iu the dia!!;OU·
sis : nor would the cardiac disease be so often ovcrlookcJ as it is. The diagno~i;. of
pericarditis has been confcssc<lly uncertain and obscure. Not unfrcqucntly, nearly all

the symptoms that I have been euumcrating are wanting-; or are so

iudi~tiucrly

marked as to attract no attention. It is therefore an important matter to ~certain
what help we may derive, in these equivocal cases, from auscultation.
lo truth, the help which we sometimes get is peculi:irly valuuble and satisfactory.
There are characteristic morbid sounds to be heard when the heart is bcginniug to
labour under rheumatic carditis.
'l'hc morbid sou nd s which may reach the ear applied in such cases to the surface
of the chest arc two: very distinct the one from the other, and very disting-uishable;
depending upon difft'rent causes, and denoting diversities of operation nnd of site in
the morbid processes p:oing on within. But they arc not both audible in all cnscs.
One of these sounds I have been accustomed to call a to amlji·o sound . It co1weys
to the car the notion of the rubbing of two rOUJ!h surfaces, backwnrds and forwards
upon each other. Jtsccms near to the ear; and therefore near to the surface of the
patient's body. Like all the other morbid sounds heard within th e ehei;:t, it is capable
of much variety in tone and degree. Sometimes it very closely resembles th<l noise
mnde by a saw in cuttinp: throug-h a board. Sometimes it is more like that occasioned
by the action of a file, of a rasp, of a nutmeg-grater. Uut its essential character is
that of alternate rubbing,· it is a to and fro sound. '!'his very peculiar sound I had
noticed and dcscribedi and explained, before I was aware thai. it had attracted the
attention of any other persons. Others, however, had remarked it, and had correctly
interpreted its meanin_g. I claim no credit therefore for the discovery of what I think
a very important Rymptom: but I claim for the sylllptom itself that additional weig;ht
"hich accrues to it, from its having been originally percei,•cd by different obsen•ersi
independently of each other. The physician who, in this country, without my being
aware of iti had noted and published some ca8es in which this phenomenon occu rred,
is Dr. William Stokcsi of Dublin. 'l'here is a good deal sa id about it by Bouilhiud
:llso; and he too appears to have discovered the soundi without :::my previous knowledge of its havin g been noticed by others. I have heard the lo am/ ji·o sound now
in i;;ome scores of cases. In a few of these it never ceased except with life. 'l'he
patients died during- the primary attack, and the to and ji·o sound remaiocJ as long
as the heart continued to beat. In all the other cases, the to mul ji·o sound was
audible for a few days only, and then ceased entirely, and probably for e\·cr: the
patients rccoverin~ more or less completely.
The other of the two morbid sounds, is the ordinary bellows-sound, with which you
arc already familiar. ln the case in question it is a sm~le sound; a deep.seated rush,
or whiz, accompanying the systole of the heart. It usually continues long; ofteta
for life.
'l'hci;;e two sounds, the superficial to 011d fro sound and the dccp-scatf'd bellou:ssound, may sometimes be heard, by a careful listener, to exist tog-ether. Sometimes
the bellows-sound begins to be distinguished when the rubLinf! sound ceases; appears
to supervene upon it, or to take ils place; perhaps it then first becomes audible,
simply because it was previously drowned in the louder superficial sound. Sometimes
there is no to and fro sound, but only the deep blowing noise; or (what in many
cases is extremely probable, nay, what I may venture to say is certain) the to and fro
sound has come and gone unnoti ccd-unlistened to.
Now of these soundsi which I repeat arc perfectly distinct, and capable of being
easily di.!icriminatcd the one from the other, the firs t mention ed, viz., the to and fro
sound, is ulways indicative of inflammation qf the e.~:lernal membrane; the otheri the
bellows-sound, is always, as I believe, in these cases, indicative of inHammation oft.he
hilermd membrane of the heart. You will bear in remembrance, that I am speaking
of these sounds as they somewhat suddenly occur for the first time, and especially as
they are apt to occur in rAeumatic carditis at it9 first accession.
Those of you who have seen the thorax opened io an animal whose heart still continued to palpitatci may have observed, as I have doue, that the pericardium lies
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closely in contact with the heart, but that a considerable extent of slipping- motion
between them goes on at every successive act of systole and diastole. They glide
O\'er each other evenly and without noise; but this is only while thl' surfaces are
smooth and healthy. When they are already made rough by inflammation and the
deposit of lymph, which lymph always, as I have shown you, i 's rough in such cases,
then the attrition will be no longer noiseless: it will give rise, in the alternate movements of the organ, to the harsh and superficial to and fro sound. But why does
that sound, when once it has occurred, at length cease; and why, having once ceased,
does it Dt:\'Cr by any accident, when the inflammation has been universal, recur?
Clearly because the pericardium has become adherent to the heart: after which there
can be no motion of the one membrane upon the other, and therefore no sound indicative of such motion.
That this is the true explanation of the occurrence, and of the permanent qessation,
of the to aml fro 1mund, I am now (March, 1837) convinced. It was a matter of
inference with me for some time. A few of the patients died during the primary
attack. By much the majority recovered. I do not mean got perfectly well as they
bad been before; but they regained a great share of their usuul health, perhaps
seemed, and thought themselves ·1nll, and left the hospital where they had been under
treatment. Now, of those who died, the pericardia were non-adherent. The oppos ite
surfaces of the membranes were rough, and like tripe: and the to and fro sound ne\•er
ceased in these persons. Such cases are always soon fata l. But, in the others, did
adhesion take place? I make no doubt of it. 'Yithin the last twelve months I have
had demonstrative proof of it in two instances. One of these occurred in a hospital
patient, whose case has been published in the jf('dical Guzette. 1 Ile was a. painter,
nineteen years old; and he became my patient last l\lay, with acute rheumatism and
carditis. From the 26th of ).fay to tho 13th of June, a to arid fro sound was distinctly audible, as well as a bellows-sound which had preceded it. .After that date,
tbe bellows-sound continued, but the rubbing sound was no longer to be· heard. 'l'he
patient improved; and was about to be discharged from the hospit:il: when, on the
~9th of June, sixteen days afler the sound of friction bad finally ceased, he suddenly
dropped down dead in the garden of the hospital.
H ere I had concluded that the pericardium was adherent; though I had not expected to have so soon the opportunity of verifying my opinion. And accordingly,
except over a small portion of the posterior part of the right ventricle, tho union
between the heart and its investing bag was complete at all points. 'l'hc agglutination
was evidently the work of recent disease. The medium of adhesion was of considerable thickness; and consisted of coagulable lymph, and coagulated half-organized
blood. The pericardium was stripped off, as I have seen a poulterer skin a rabbit,
and with about the same case. 'l'his was a very interesting case to me, for it was the
first in which I had had the privilege of examining the heart after having witnessed
the peculiar succession of phenomena that I have been describing.
But since that time, I have met with another such case in private practice. The
particulars of it arc sufficiently important to warrant my relatiug thcm. 2
In the month of October, 1836, I was taken by Dr. Sweatman to see a patient
of his; whom I found sitting up in bed, pale, with sharp features, brcathin~ shortly
and laboriously. llis legs were anasareous, and his belly was tense and fluctuating.
I learned that be had been for years given up to intemperance in driuking, and to
indolent and low habits. lie told me, that the wind troul.ilcd him, shooting up
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upper lobes of both lungs: both sides of the thorax were dull on .percusMou at their
lower par-.; and on the right sid e no breathing whatever was auchble below. 'fhei.e
latter symptoms were indicative of dropsical effusion into the pleura also.. The jugular
veins were swollen and tortuous on both sides of the n~ck. On applying my ear t(1
th e prrecordial region I at once heard a very loud and distinct to am/ fro sou nd.
This was equa lly manifest when he held his breath. Dr. Sweatman 1 who was not ~ ·l
much accustomed as I have been to listen to the sounds of the heart in disease,
recognised instantly the peculiar character of this sound. I ventured to express my
1
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certain conviction, that the patient was labouring under recent and acute pcricarditis.
I added, that he had also hydrothorax; and that, whatc,·cr chronic changes might
have taken place in his heart previously to his present illness, dilatation of the right
cavities constituted at least one of them.
Ile had been attacked by his present urgent symptoms three days before I saw him,
viz., on the 8th of October. On that day, in all probability, the inflammation of the
pericardium commenced.
'l'his was his history. In the spring of the year, having, from indolence, kept the
house for mouths before, he crossed from the Isle of Man to Liverpool, and was sick,
and suffered a good deal during the pas~age. After landing, he had a mile or more
to walk. His companions outstripped him, but were called back to 11im, und found
him very pale, breathing with difficulty, and uoablc for a time to proceed. He attributed .all his subsequent complaints to that exertion: and he had been ailing,
thoug-h not confined to his room, till the 8th of October. I did not venture, in his
condition, to open a vein: but leeches were applied to the prrocordia, and he took
diuretics.
I did not sec liim again ti ll the 15th of October, four days after my first visit.
The rubbing sound was still there, though Jess loud, less harsh, and less extensive.
'l'hQ leeches had given him much relief. His pulse was very small. A blister was
now applied. On the 20th, I saw him for the third and last time alive. The rubbing sound was quite gone. Of this Dr. Sweatman also satisfied himself. There was
a dull systolic bellows-sound in its place. The pulse was scarcely perceptible: but he
continued apparently improving, making a vast quantity of urine, while the dropsical
swellings fost diminished, till the 31st; whl.'!n, after talking a short time oddly, and
111 a peculiarly loud voice, he sat up to take some medicine; and having done so,
recliucd his head against the nurse, and expired . i\Ir. Shaw assisted in the subsequent
e::rnmination of the body. I omit giving an account of the condition of the lungs and
pleura, which was what we had anticipated; and confine myself to the state of the
l1eart. That organ was large. The pericardium was adherent universally by means
of lymph, mottled with blood : and it was easi ly separated, so that. the adhesion must
have been recent; as was proved indeed by the symptoms. The right cavities of the
heart were very large; aud the aorta was diseased.
T he existence of the to and fro sound in these cases no one can doubt who has
once listened for it when present : and the facts respecting it, which have been
establ ished beyond the reach of controversy, are these :-1st, 'l1 lrnt when it occurs de
novo, it always and surely denotes acute inflammation of the pericardium. I say de
novo, because (as I stated in the last lecture) a bellows.sound may accompany each
movement of the hea rt, in consequence of internal disease of some standing: and this
double, sawing, bellows-sound might possibly be confounded with the alternating
noises produced by the attrition of the opposite surfaces of the inflamed pericardium.
If any doubt should ever arise in your minds respecting the meaning of sounds which
are sometimes thus similar in character, while they result from very different conditions, it may aid your diagnosis to remember, that cndocardial murmurs are often
plainly traceable along the course of the great arteries of the thorax; and that the
exocardial rubbing souod, though it may be audible over nearly the whole of the
chest, is not heard with any special distinctness in the arteries. 2odly, The to mtd
fro, or rubbing souod, is never of long duration, but soon terminates in one of two
ways. Bithcr the patient dies in a short time, the sound continuing to the last; and
then the pericardium is found coated with rough lymph, but throu~hout the far
~reatcr purt of its extent, or altogether, wrndhercmt: or the sound ceases, never to
return, while the condition of the patient improves; or he even seems to himself and
to others, to recover his perfect health. ln these cases, the sound ccas,; from a
physicril impossibility of its continuance, viz., from adhesion of the pericardium over
the whulc, or the greater part, of the surface of the heart. And in this category of
apparent but unreal recoveries, I cannot doubt that many of Bouillaud's cases of
"peric.arditis termi11ating in health" ought to be included.
lt follows as a nccc~f'ary conseq uence from these facts that acute and g:ener:1l pericarditis, so far advanced as to occ..'lsion the pathognomonic rubbing sound, does not
admit of a perfect cure: and that its best event is t.be a<lhcs ion of the membrane, and
th~ obliteration of its cavity.
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And even then, I say, the change is not final. An adhering pericardium doc~ so
embarrass the movements of the heart as to cause at length, sometimes rapidly, sometimes ~lowly, further changes, afftcting the muscle thus held in its morbid embrace.
It has in.deed been shown, by Dr. Barlow and Dr. Chcvers, that this restricting cover
luis no direct tendency (as had commonly been supposed, by myself amonir others) to
rr~duce hyp~rtrop.hy. On the cont~ry, .""l.1eu the adhesion ~1kes place during youth,
as rn conucx1ou with acute rheum~usm tt ts very apt to do, 1t seems to prevent the
furtl_ter growth of the h~art, an·d· virtually leads to atrophJ'. of that or~:rn, or a disproport1onatc smallness of its cant1es, vessels, and general size. Dr. Barlow points out
a mode in which sim_ple adhesi_on of the pe~ica1:dium may inl.lircctly bring about
hypertrophy of the nght vcutnclc, through its rnflucucc upon the functions and
development of the lunh'S· Instances arc numerous, however, of considerable
hypertrophy of the left chambers, and of the whole heart, co-existing with an adherent
pericardium. But in these cases the hypertrophy is really due to the imp~diruents
opposed to the free passage of the blood by valvu lar or other cndocardial disease. It
is held, too, and I belie\'C justly, though I am not so sure of th is as of some of t he
other points I lrn_ve be-~n ~welling upon, that the inflammation which begins in t he
membrane somctnues dips rnto the muscular substance of the heart, weakens its elasticity and cohesion, and so leads ultimately to dilatation of its cavitiC's.
I need not occupy much of your time in speaking of the other morbid sound t hat
is audible in these cascs 1 the bellows-sound: which sometimes may be heard before
the to and fro sound commences; which I have frequently heard lltrough the to mid
fro sound; and which often remains after the super6cial rubbin~ sound has ceased.
This depends, no doubt, upon those alterations in the lining membrane, and especially
in the valrnlar apparatus of the heart, which take place from inflammation, at the
same time with the alterations of the pericardium. And when it is met with in such
cases, it may be set down as indisputable evidence of the existence of endocarditis.
I am anxious that you should take an interest in the disease of which I ha\'e been
speaking at so much length this evening, and that you should keep it in mind in
your future practice: for I am certain that it is a fertile, but often unsuspect<'d
source of chrouic disease of the muscular substance of the heart, and of its eo1Jsequenccs; asthma, dropsy, sudden death. The number of patients that come into the
hospitals of London affected with acute rheumatism is annually \'cry large: and I am
sure that I do not exaggerate when I say that more than one-half of them have the
heart or its membranes implicated. T he cardiac affection may easily be O\'erlookcd
bot h by the patient and the physician. 'fhe recovery may appear to be perfect. But
after some tinie, palpitation be)?ins to be occasionally felt; and, by degrees, other
symptoms, markiug disease of the heart, declare themselves: but their origin is unsuspected or forgotten. You will be surprised, if you search back into tho paE't
history of all the patients who apply to you having disease of the heart, especially
among the lower classes of society,- you will be surprised to find how many of them
will acknowledge that at some lime or other of their lives they have been laid up
with rheumatic fever.
r
I t is no part of my purpose to treat at present or that s.pecific discMe of the joints
to which we give the name of acute rheumatism: but I may as well complete what I
have to say of card it is as it occurs in connexion with that disease; and then I shall
not need to repeat myself when I come at length to rheumatic fever.
In the first place, then, I would say a few words more respecting the nervous disturbance which is apt to super\'cne in such cases, and to mask the real disease, and
to mislead the unwary practitioner. }'atients labouring under rheumatic earJitis very
frequently become affected with delirium, or violent mnnia, or stupor and coma, or
convuls ions, or all of thci::e in succession; and you might suppose that they were
labouring under inflammation of the brain, or spinal cord; or of their membranes.
Such eases are in fact spoken of as cases of rnetu..~tasis to the brain. lt may somet imes be so, nay, I know that it sometimes is so; but not often. 1 Again and againJ
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cercbr11l infliunmution, supl:ncning upon acute 1hcu111atisrn. Une<1urvoc11I pus was found
i;mcnred over the hemispheres of her brtLin. ill the 2Uth volume of the 1'/td1cal Ouzdtc. Dr.
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when death bas occurred, and the delirium had been extreme, no traces of diseas:J
liave been discoverable within the skull, nor within the vertebral canal, while marks
of violent and intense inflammation have been visibl~ in the pericardium. It may be
that the acute cardiac affection interferes somehow with that regulated supply of blood
to the head, which is necessary for the due performance of the cerebral functions. It
may be that a morbid quality of the blood itself disturbs them. It may be that the
cerebral or spinal symptoms are purely reflex phcnomcaa, of eccentric origin, and
excited by the irritation of' incident nerves, pertaining to the heart. Whatever the
explanation, recollect the fact; and whenever, in acute rheumatism, you find your
patient flighty and wandering, or more distinctly delirious, or affected with any form
or degree of convulsion, examine carefully the condition of his heart.
As this is really a point of great importance, and as you will not find much information respecting it in books,' I shall take lea\Te to quote, here, some part of a clinical
lecture delivered by myself at the Middlesex Hospital, in the year 1835, and printed
in the lGth volurne of the Medical Gazette. l\Iy subsequent experience has been
quite in conformity with what I then stated.
"The functions of the brain not unfrcquently become disordered in rheumatic
fever: and disordered in such a manrier and degree as would lead, and has led, many
to believe in the presence of active inflammation of that organ, or of its enveloping
tissues. Yet this affection of the brain is not, I believe, inflammation, but s.ome
secondary affection of the circula-tion therein; resulting from disturbance at the
ceutral organ of the circulation; capable of produciug a corresponding d~rnngement
in the cerebral functions. I can best explain what I mean by reciting a
examples.
"The first case of this kind that I ever 1:iaw or heard of, occurred in St. Bartholomew's Hospital 1 many years ago. I took notes of it at the time, and will read you
the substance (lf them. Charlotte Rankin, aged 17, was admitted there on the 12th
of August, 1824, under the care of Dr. lloberts, with acute rheumatism of the joints.
Her illness had come on suddenly a week before, after unusual exposure to cold :rnd
wet. Tho pain and swelling had shifted much from joint to joint. She had been
bled, on account of pain in her left side, two days before admission. On the 14th,
she complained of much difficulty of breathing, and of pain when even slight pressure
was made upon the chest. These symptoms were entirely removed by a blister. Ou
the 16th, she was observed to be odd in her manner-peevish, querulous, restless,
without sleep, and desirous of getti ng out of bed. Her pulse was then 100. On the
20th the pulse had risen to 130; it was quite re~ular. She said she felt no pain,
except the soreness occasioned by the blister. She :slept very little. On the 21st,
th e pulse was 128. Some jactitation of the left arm was now observed, which, she
said, had never happened before. No sleep. On the 22nd, about nine in the even ing:,
she became furiously maniacal, and it was necessary to confin e her by a strait.waistcoat. She continued in that state for upwards of four hours, and then died.
"Twelve hours afterwards the body was examined. 'l'he brain was found quite
lu!llthy: its vessels seemed, indeed, somewhat fuller of blood than is usual, but there
was no effusion, nor any other vestige of inflammation.
"The pericardium was glued to the heart, in several places, by recent adhesions;
and it was universally coated, where not adherent, by a layer of rough reticulated
lymph, remarkably harsh to the touch.
"J.'iow here the most prominent symptoms were such as we are accustomed to
refer, with tolerable confidence, to inflammation of the membranes of the bra.in;
whereas, in fact, the inflammation was strictly confined to the heart. If no examination of the body had been made, the case might have been quoted, with much show
of reason, as a well.marked example of metastasis to the brain. It was so considered,
before the brain was inspected.
''There had, indeed, been symptoms which indicated, and that not obscurely, the
cardiac disease. At that time, however, I did not know how frequently cnrditis is
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t This statement is no longer true.
Dr. Burrows hns fully considered it in hi! vnlunble
essay, published in 1846, 011 1Ji1order1 of the Cerebral Circulation, and on the Com1t:cio11 brtww1
Afftctio11~ of tl1t Brai~1 and DiuuM1 of the Heart.
It is gratifying to me to find in Dr.. Burrows'
observ1H1onsupontl11sinterestingsubject sostrikingnn accordaocewilb and coofirmat1on of my
')Wn, which ILt that time had not fallen under bis notice
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combined with acute rheumatism. Auscultation lrnd not yet come much into fashion
in this country; at any rate, I knew little or nothing of its use; and I had supposed
(and it had been supposed by others who witnessed the case) that the chest symptoms
resulted from rheumatism of the intercostal muscles.
"Another instance, in which the course of the symptoms was somewhat different,
yet equally calculated to mislead, you have lately seen in this hospital.
" William Wilkins, a post-boy, 28 years old, was ad witted ou the 25th of last
November.
''Ile complained of pain in most of the large joints, shifting from one joint to
another. '!'here was no visible redness or swelling, but he had much fever. The
pain was ~reatcst at night. He had profuse perspirations, during which the pain was
not mitigated.
"Ile had been ill eight weeks; and at first his joints (according to the statement
of his friends) were both swelled and red. He appeared to be recovering at one time,
but relapsed. For three or four days previous to his admission he had coughed a
little, and spoken of pain at the pit of his stomach. He lay moru comfortably on the
right than on the left side, but this was habitually the case. Ile had never had
acute rheumatism before.
"He raw bled a good deal during the night of tllC 26th, and on the 27th he began
to refuse to take his medicine, appeared confm;ed and stupid, and answered questions
tardily and imperfectly. He was bathed in perspiration, which had the strong acid
smell so common in cases of acute rheumatism.
"During the next ten days he remained in a singular state of quiet delirium,
rejecting medicine and food, saying he had had enough; ~ctting out of bed, especially
in the night, and declaring that he was goin~ home. When questions were put to
him, his lips moYed, and his limbs began to stir and fidget, as though he were about
to answer; yet he said nothing. He understood what was said to him, and put out
his tongue when desired so to do; imperfectly, however, and with slowness and
apparent difficulty. His bowels were costive, and he passed his stools, when purgatives acted, in the bed. llis pulse was small and frequent; and when his wrist
was taken hold of that the artery might be felt, he always resisted, and forcibly contracted his arm.
"Then for three or four days h~ appeared to improYe; his countenance became
more clear and lively; but he still showed the same restlessness, and nrnintained the
same dog)?;ed silence when spoken to, and obstinately refused to swallow medicine.
Ile was somewhat cunning, too, for he would take pills into hi s mouth, and then,
when he thought he was not observed, chew and spit them out aga in.
"Uis pulse became at last very frequent, and his strcn~th diminished rapidly. He
died on the 18th of December, and the body was examined on the followin~ da.r.
"The cerebral veius were gorged with dark blood, and there was a considerable
quantity of serous fluid beneath tbe arachnoid, and in the latera l ventricles.
"'rile pericardium was free from disease; but upon the witral mire, near its edge,
there was a perfect row of small, slender, be::td-like warts.
"A few weeks ago I was consulted in a case of a siniilar nature, which occurred in
the practice of a gentleman who was for1uerly a pupil here, and who was fully aware
both of the frequent occurrence of carditis in acute rheumatism, and of the anomalous
symptoms with which it is sometimes attended. The patient was a young man, 24
years of age.
"On the 22nd of December he was seized with pain and swelling of se,,eral of the
lar~cr join1s, and with fever. The attack was ascribed to exposure to cold the day
before; he had previously enjoyed perfect health. The inflammation shifted rapidly
frorn one joint to another. He was confined to bed for six days: then feeling better,
he got up, ehan~cd !~is room, and presently underwent a rel.apse . . Mr. ~lwin tells
me that, after that time, he was never comfort.able about this patient; his countenance was pale, and his C'lspect unpromising; his pulse frequent; and more than once
he complained of slight pain in the epigastrium, increased by a full inspiration. This
was removed by a mustard-poultice. No morbid sound was detected upon a carefu l
examioation of the prrecordial region by the ear. Il e rema in ed low.spirited, but
slowly mending, till the 3rd of January, when in the evening, without any noti<:e or
obvivus cause, he began to be restless and delirious.
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"On visiting him the next moroing, l\Ir. Elwin found him with an anxious coun.
teoan cc; a frequent and irregular pulse, which occasionally intermitted; his mind
wand ering; the action of his heart strong, and attended towards the sternum with a
loud bellows-sound. The next day his breathing was difficult, and 'catch ing;' the
pulse 120, htird and wiry. At that time I had the opportunity of seeing him. He
was lying in a sort of stupor, yet not unconsciom~, for he put out his tongue at my
request, and answered pertinently one or two questions, after they had been frequently
repeated. He had the air of a person obstinately determined to say as little as pos·
sible. Il e became more distinctly delirious towards evening; and tbe next day his
pulse and breathing were both so frequent (148, and 78, in the minutr 1 respectively)
that he was thought to be dying. A distinct bellows-sound was audible near the left
mamma. This state continued, with slight fluctuations, till the 8th, when his condition appeared somewhat more hopeful. He was calm, had no dyspnrea, and conversed
more reaclily,-sa.ying sometimes that be felt as if he were' dead;' sometimes that
he was 'burnt up.' Ile complained, for the first time, of pain in the ri~ht temple;
his gums were sl ightly under the influence of mercury; his pulse scarcely exceeded
100 ; the bcllow.'i-sound was very manifest.
"On the 9th he again became, first restless, and tlrnn violently and wildly delirious,
screaming out, refusing to take medicine, or to open his mouth when it was offered;
yet he evidently knew what was said to him. During the night general convulsions
came on in occasional spasms, of a teta.nic character : in the intcrvnls between them
he lay in a state of coma. He survived in this conJition till the 12th.
"I was present at the in~pection of the body ten hours after death. Some of his
family insisted on being in the room with us; but we were able to ruake an accurate
examination of the head, and of the heart.
"The veins of the brain seemed somewhat fuller of blood than is common. The
arachnoid was slii;htly elevated by a clear serous fluid collected in the pia mater.
Th ere was but a sma ll quantity of a similar fluid in the lateral ventricles. The lungs
appeared quite healthy.
" Th ere was no fluid in the pericardium. Its surface wa.s everywhere exceedingly
vascular, but it prm!Cnted no appearance of lymph, except where it adhered to the
posterior side of the heart, over a space of about two inches and a half in length, and
upwards of an in ch in breadth. The lymph which formed the medium of connexion
was firm, but evidently of recent formation; and a very slight degree of force sufliced
to separate the ndhering membranes. The hea rt was rather small, and the left ventricle had a sin gula r wrinkled appearance externally. Towards the edg:c of the mitral
·rnlve there wa.s a profuse crop of little wart-like vegetations, of the size of millet.seeds,
and numerous red Jines converged towards them from the base of the valve. The
aortic valves all presented curious festoons of similar excrescences, larger, however,
and more promineot, than those upon the mitral valve.
1
' In the beginoing of the year 1832, a girl nineteen years old, Frances Ki;k by
name, was a patient of mine in the hospital, with acute rheumatism of the joints, and
carditis, manifested by many of the most usual symptoms- by pain in the situation
of the heart, dyspnooa, great frequency of pulse, and a distinct bellows-sound . She
lived two months from the commencement of the cardiac disease. During that period
she was at times wildly delirious-at times stupid, taciturn, and almost idiotic-aod
at times quiet and rational. The brain iu that case was found perfectly healthy,
except s li ~ht serous effusion beneath the arachnoid. 'l'hc pericardium was everywhere
adherent to the heart. By some mismanagement the opportunity of iuspec:ting the
inn er membrane of the bcnrt was lost.
"In each of the three last-mentioned cases there was more or less serous fluid
found in the meshes of the pia mater, and io the lateral ventricles. You may ask,
perhaps, whether this effusion was not good evidence of previous inflammation there?
whether it did not show that the metastasis, whi ch I have spoken of as seldom happen in g, really did happen in these very cases?
"I apprehend not; and for the following reasons.-In one only of these cases was
the amount of the serous accumulation at all considerable. '!'here was no otlur trace
of inflammatory action in any of them; no redness, nor pus, nor lymph; none of the
uneq1tivocal produl'tS of inflammation. i.:\'bat quantity of serous effusion beneath the
arachnoid, or in the ventricles of the brain, is requisite to establish its morbid origin
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- within what limits such effusion may be considered natural-wl1cthcr it may n·Jt
be ascribed wholly, or in part, to mechanical transudation after death; these are
questions which ha,•c not yet been definitely settled among pathologists. li'or my
own part, whenever I see the veins of the pia mater full of blood, I expect to find
serum between that membrane and the arachnoid. How much of it may have been
poured out before death, and how much afterwards, it would be difficult to estimate.
In each of the cases before us there was evidence, not to be mistaken, of cardiac inflammati on. Now that. acute inflammation, fixing itself upon some portion of the
heart, should embarrass its action, and modify the condition of the circulation through
the cerebral blood-vessels, is not only conceivable, but highly probable. Any retardation of the venous circulation in the head-any engorgement or coogc:;tion of that
system of vessels-would be likely, if we may reason from the analofry of other parts,
to produce effusion. I have seen, in the brain of a criminal who had been hanged
while in a state of perfect health, as much serum collected in the same parts as wo
fou11d in the patients whose cases I have been relating. It is possible that, in them,
the disorder of the scnsorial functions depended upon simpl e disturbance of the ccrc·
bral circulation; it is possible that the same disorder depended upon the serous
effusion; and it is possible, and (I think) probable, that it depended in part upon
both these causes. It is very certain that similar symptoms have occurred in simihl r
cases, when there was no appreciable effusion; and, apparently from mere derangement of the natural circulation of the blood in its vessels. On the other hand, we
know that an equal, or a greater amount of effusion, has often been observed, when
no such cerebral symptoms had manifested themselves. I conceive, therefore, that
the symptoms refer:ible to the brain, and the quantity of serum found effused there
(whether these bear to each other the relation of cause and conscquc11cc, or not), are
both to be regarded as secondary effects of the cardiac disease; that they denoted no
inflamm atory condition of the brain, or of its membranes, but were the common result
of that inflammation of the heart, concerning the existence of which the inspection
of the bodies left us no room to doubt.
"That this view of the matter is correct, is the wore probable because (as I just
now stated) the same symptoms have been known to accompany carditis, althou~h no
serous effusion was met with in the head. There was noue in the case of the girl
Rankin; none in a case related by Dr. Davis; none in a remarkable ca~e detailed by
Dr. Latham ; none in a strikiog example of a similar kind which fell under the observation of that accurate and most accomplished pathologist, Audra!. I shall take tho
liberty of citing these two instances.
"'One of the chilJren of Christ's H ospital,' says Dr. Latham,' had, in tlrn opinion
of all who saw him, the severest inflammation of the brain. The attack was f\uddcn,
with great heat and frequency of pulse. He had delirium and convulsious, an<l
pointed to his forehead as the seat of his pain. In three days he died, and, upon
dissection, not a vestige of disease was found within the crnnium; but the heart W<JS
exclusively the scat of the disease, and no other part of the ho<ly disco'\'erc<l the
slightest morbid appearance. The disease of the heart was not confined to its invest·
ing mcmbmne. It was the most intcuse inflammation pervading the pericardium and
the muscular substance.'
"Andral's case, which is referred to by Dr. Latham, occurs in his Clinique
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"A woman, twenty-six years old, was brought to La CharitC, in a state of delirium,
and no account cou ld be obtained of her previous coudition. 'l'hc delirium was
remarkable for the obstiuate taciturnity which attcuded it. When questioned, the
patient turned a fixed gaze upon the person who spoke ~ her, but m~de ~o reply
H er face was pale; her pulse small and frequent. During the two fo~lowrng days
the h ead was frequently drawn backwards, the trunk was shakou at mten-als by
convulsive movements, and she had subsnltus tcndinum; but she now spoke, and
appeared to comprehend what was said to her, but talked incoherently. '.l'he pulse
was very frequent, and i ntermitting. On the fourth day the deliriu m ceased; she
complained of nothing but $reat debility. The muscles of the face were almost con-·
tinually agitat~d bJ: convulsive twitchings, and the ~r~n from timo to time ~resented
a sort of tetan1c st1ffoess. On tho fifth day the dclmum returned; the patient thl'u
fell into a state of coma, and died the next morning.
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"Neither the brnin, nor the spinal marrow, nor their membrnncs, presented any
appreciable morbid appearances. The pericardium was lined with coa~ulable lymph,
and its opposite surfaces were connected, in some places, by recent bands of adhcision.
It contained ah=o some ounces of a greenish flaky serum. No other trace of disease
was discoverable.
"Now if you are not made aware beforehand of this strnnge course of the symptoms
arising, sometimes, out of rheumatic carditis, you will be apt to overlook the cardiac
affection, aud to direct your remedial measures wide of the mark. In a second
instance mentioned in Dr. Latham's essay, 'the whole force of the treatment was
directed to the head, from a belief that the brain was inflamed. Upon dissection, the
braia and its coverings were found in a perfectly healthy and natural state; and the
pericardium, towards which during life there was no symptom to direct the slightest
suspicion of disease, disco\·ercd the unequivocal marks of recent and acute inflammation.' Dr. Davis also, in reference to a case published by him so early as 1808, bas
the following remark:-' Th e restlessness in the case of l\liss U. C. was also attended
with delirium, a symptom not previously noticed as belonging to pericnrditis by any
writer whom I have consulted. It was so prominent a featu re of the disease under
which this young lady laboured, as to divert the attention of her medica.l attendants
from its actual scat.'
11
This occurrence, in the course of rheumatic cnrditis, of cerebral symptoms calcuJated to perplex and obscure the true nature of the disease, is probably not so rare as
}rns been supposed. Ia less than three years three instances of it have fallen under
my own notice; and I have been informed by a medical man residing in the neighbourhood, that a friend of his, who ha!S a very large general practice among the middle
and lower clasises, attended within the last year or two not less than twenty cases of
acute rheumatism, in which a metastasis, or an extcosion, of the infiamwatioo appeared to take place to the braia.
"In all the detailed cases of this kind that I have met with, and in those which l
hiwc myself watched, there were certain general points of similarity which you will
<lo well to bear in mind. In all of them the pulse was extremely rapid; the delirium,
though violent and active at intervals, was characterized for the most part by a siugu·
Jar, and, as it seemed, perverse taciturnity j even when the patient was evidently able
to speak, an<l understood the questions that were put to him , he maintained a sullen
silence. In most of these patients, also, not long before the fatal event, a brief interval
of amendment took place, and encouraged soml! hope of recovery. In many of them
various eo11vulsive mo,·cments were observed; and in two of the caeies the head
symptoms, and probably the heart disease also, supervened after a. relapse of the
rheumatism of the joints."
It is a. curious and instructive circumstance that rheum::itic carditis is sometim es
the first ~tep in the whole disease. The cardiac i:-ymptoms do sometimes, I mean
precede those of the joints; eveu by two or three days. For example. -A lad was
brought to the hospital with acute articular rheumatism, and with uuequivocal symp·
toms, wLich I need not detail, of carditis. He gave the followiug distinct history of
his illnes,!{ : - I.le had been on a visit into the country several days before, and there,
after haviag felt poorly for nearly a week, with a sensation of" sinking within him,"
he ate largely of oy&tcrs, and dr:rnk more porter than he was accustomed to. On the
same day he was seized with pain in the left side of the chest, and violent beating of
the heart. The attack was probably a severe one, for he applied to a medical man,
who immediately bled him. In the ecurse of the ensu ing night he began, for the
first time in his life, to feel some stiffness beneath and about his knees, but he was
able to walk about the next day. On the evening of the seco nd day th e joints became so painful and swollen, that he could not leave his bed, and the pain of the side
and the palpitation diminished. This boy has severa l times since returned to the
hospital with acute rheumatism, and on each occasion presented manifest indications
of some permanent affection of the heart,-slight, probably, in amount, but aggravated
upon every return of inflammation of the joints.
I have met with one or two other instances io which the cardiac disease appeared
to have preceded the arthritic; but none so well made out as that which I h~ve just
1clated. In the Edi11iur9h Jlcdical and Suryical Juurna.l for 1816, Dr. Duocao
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gives a case of "inflammation of the heart" which began with symptoms of pectoral
i11jlammalion, succeeded tlie 11ext day by rheumatic affections of the joints. Dr.
Fuller, in his excellent book on Rheu matism, states that three instances of this sort
have fallen under his own observation: and he refers to several others, recorded by
various wri ters.
Oue law respecting the connexion between the cardiac and the arthritic symptoms
may be stated with confidence, namely, that the younger the patient is who suffers
acute rheumatism (and I have seen it so ear ly as the third or fourth year), the more
likely will he be to ha,•e rh eumatic ca rditis. The chance of the combination appears
to diminish, after puberty, as life ad\•aoces. I have known on ly three persons pass
through acute rheumatism with an untouched heart prior to the age of puberty; aod
io two of these I am by no means certain that the articular disease was p:crmine rhcuwatism. In each of the two, the large joints became painful, and swC'lled, for a day
or two only, towards the close of scarlet feve r :-a circu mstance not, I believe unusual.
I was dreadfully apprehensive of carditis, but it did not occur.
I have observed also, that when a patient has come uuder my care who has had
repeated attacks of acute rh eumatism, in him I ha, 1 e gc uera lly fouud reason to bclic\'O
that some organic affection of the heart was present. Probably the disposition to
such repetitioos of the disease, so remarkable in some individuals, may be kept up by
the cardi.ic complication.
With respect to the period of the actual attack, and the circumstances uoder which
the extension of the disea~e to the heart occurs, no fixed law has beeu observed.
Sometimes the cardiac affection declares it self as the inflammatio n of the joints
declines. Quite as often, howc,•er, they proceed tog-ether, and arc aggravated or
mitigated simultaneously. On this point my own experience nearly agrees with that
of Dr. Latham, who says : - "It (the cardiac affectiun) is in cident to all tbe degrees
and all the stages, and all the forms (?) of acute rheumatism. It is not more to be
looked for when the disease is severe than when it is mild; more at its beginnin!;
than during its pro~ress and decline; more when it is shifting and inconstant in its
seat, thaU when it is fixed and abiding."
There are some other symptoms that I must not om it to mention as occurring in
some cases of pericarditis. ln one of the fatal insta11ecs which fell under my own
notice, there was a very strong purring tremor felt by the hand placed upon the
region of the heart. '!'his is not a constant, nor even a frequent, symptom; but it
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when th ere is much
serum poured out, th e sy mptoms, as well as the danger, will be different from those
which are remarked when there is not so much serous liquid. If the pericardium be
distended, percussion will furnish a dull sound over an unusually large space; much
beyo11d the natural limits of th e prrecordial regio11: and you may often measure the
amount of the effusion, and its daily increase or de1:rease, very accurately in this
mann er. Uut the general symptoms will vary also. Th.e pulse will be feeble r, and
more di~posed to falter, and to become irregular, in proportio11 as the liquid effusion
is large ; and at the same time the patient will frequently be fixed in one position,
and unwilling or afra id to change it, lest that small exertion should further excite the
action of his heart, and hurry his respiration. H e will lie, perhaps, always upon o~e
side; or he will rcmni n im111ovable on his back, with his head elevated; or he will
sit up continually, with his body leaning forwards; and he will not dare to alter his
posture. But wbcn the E"olid products of the inflammatioo predominate; when there
is coagulable lymph , and but little serum; when the peric~rdium 1 instead of bein!!:
distended, becomes attached to the heart; then the pulse will r~tam that force ~od
re)?ularity with which the disease commenced, the dull S?u nd yielded to percussion
will not tran sgress the prrocordial limits, and the patient w1ll 11ot i_n j?ener:~l .experience
any absolute necess ity of accommodating hi s body ~one ~on~trarncd p~s1t1011.
Of a merely adherent pericardium there are 110 dmgnost1e signs to which , so far as I
know, wc can trust, either auscult.atory or general. None, l mca n, presented by the body
at the time. If we arc accurately acquaiutcd ind eed with the history of the patient's
diseasc 1 and if we know that, at any time, a to {111d ji·o sound existed, which to ancl
fro smrnd soon ecascJ , and has never recurred; then our conclnsion tbat the pericurdium is adhercot will scarcc-ly be open to a[Jy so urce of fallacy.
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'Vhen the opposite surfaces of the membrane have been once unitc..d, they never
separate n~ain; the adhesiou remains for life. But the lymph interposed between
them, if the inflammation be not renewed, becomes less and less thick; until at
lenµ:th, in some cases, a mere layer of firm, but thio, areolar tissue is left, through
which the heart is ''isible.
But when inflammation has stiffened the valves of the heart, or studded them with
little wart-like masses of fibrin, or rendered the linin g membrane of it.s chamber thick
and opake, how far do these morbid states admit of perfect recovery? It is not so
easy to say. I am not aware of any facts which would forbid altogether the hope
that here, as in iritis, the re-absorption or removal of the lymph may be total, an<l
the restoration of the parts complete. On the contrary, the comparative infrequency
of wart.like excrescences in the slowly fatal cases of rheumatic carditis leads to th e
opinion that such deposits may di~appear as readily and entirely from the ''alves of
the heart as from the iris: and the success of remedia l measures directed against
recent 11ypertrophy, dependent apparently upon ch ronic or subacute infiammation of
the endocardium, is corroborative of this opinion.
One perilous way in which th ese vegetations may sometim es be removed I briefly
ad\•erted to when speaking of apoplexy and palsy. Portions of them, large or minute,
may separate from the subjacent membrane, or be detached and washed away by the
current of the blood. And serious, and even quickly fatal consequences, may result
from this accident (as it may be called) of eudocard ial disease. A fragment of fibrin,
thus carried along in the circulating blood 1 may stick in some blood-vessel which is
too small to permit its further progress. If one of the cerebra l arteries happen to be
thus suddenly plugged, that portion of the brain to which its branches are distributed
is deprived of much, or all, of its nutrient blood; white softening ensues, and consequent palsy. Dr. Kirkcs, to whose sagacity we are indebted for almost all that we
know on this interesting subject, has detailed, in the 35th volume of the .AlcdicoC!tirurgical Tra11sactio11s 1 some well marked examples of this disaster. Analogous
evils may follow the blocking up of a considerable artery in other parts of the body.
I will mcotiou one instance that I have lately seen. A sickly girl iu her• fifteenth
year was aWu.'kcd with acute articular rheumatism about Christmas-time, in the year
1854. S he was attended by l\lr. William Squire, who carefull_y and constantly examined the condition of her heart. No ev idence of its implication occurred for the
first ten days of the disease . '!'hen began a mitral murmur, and with it ~igns of pul monary congestion. Five or six days after this, an ao1·tic murmur also became
audible; and nearly at the same time her right leg, from the hip downwards, turn ed
suddenly cold, without any loss of pow~r 1 or of sensibility; and it was found that all
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dark fluid, formed upon the great toe, and upon the third toe, of the right foot. li'ear
natur:.dly urose that the whole leg: would mortify; and the girl's life was despaired of.
By great care, howe\'er, by lapping the limb in wool 1 and by supporting her ~trength,
she was carried safely through that cold winter. Uy degrees the temperature of the
leg and thigh were nearly restored; but no pulsation could be felt in the larger
arteries when I saw her with l\lr. Squire in October, 1855. A rough mitral bruit
was then very plainly to be heard both in front and at the back of the C'hest; and
9.lso a less distinct aortic bellows-sound. 'l'he girl died in the following l\Jay. Unfortunately permission to examine the limb could not be obta ined: but l cannot
doubt that its main artery had been scaled up by solid mutter, derived from one of
the cardiac valves.
l\linuter portions of fibrin thus detached from the lining membrane of the left side
of the heart, may pass unchecked through the arteries, yet be entangled and stopped
lD the capi llary vessels, and lead to permanent changes in the affected textures.
Jt
1s in this way that many of the yellowish or buff-coloured masses of fibrin, which are
familiar to uiorbid anatomists as bein g of frequent occurrence in the spleen, and in
the kidneys, are supposed by Dr. Kirkes to originate.
After a. similar manner branches or the pulmonary artery, or parts of the pul1nonary
capillary system, may be obstructed by portions of fibrin proceeding from the right
chambers of the heart. Th e primary effects of these dislocl f!ernents of fibrin from the
interior of the heart arc mCchanical: but it is very conceivable that the whole mass
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of the blood may in certain cases be contaminated by the admixture of some of the
fluid products of endocardial inflammation.
Since I lectured upon th is subject last year, two examples of rheumatic carditis
have occurred among my hospital patients, differing in some remarkable ptiints from
any that I had ever seen. A brief description of them will complete my personal
experience of this terrible disease.
'fhe histo:ies of the tw? cases are curiously similar. The patients were young
women; their ::iges respechv«.'ly twenty-one and twenty-two. They were admitted
during the same week: one a day after the other. Both were suffering under a first
attack of rheumatic fever: both had also acute pleurisy, with effusion into the chest;
and both died; one of them three weeks, the other a month, aft.er her admission. In
both cases there were symptoms referable to the heart: pain, and unnatural sounds;
but in neither case was there any friction-sound; nor were ::iny traces of pcricarditis
discovered after death. But the inflammation had fallen, partially, upon the aortic
valves; whence it had extended (so I imagine) to the muscular substance. I show
you the morbid appearances represented in these drawings, made by l\Ir. Lonsdale at
~~~ !~'~:e~~~d, better still, I show you the parts themselves, which arc preserved iu
The whole of one cusp of the aortic valves was, in each case, a m::iss of ragged
ulceration; and the adjacent portions of tho two other cusps were, in a slighter
degree, implicated in the mischief. What rema ined of the tattered valve was covered
with rough irregular shreds of lymph, or ngetatioos. In one of the cases, the
ulcerating process had penetrated through the valve, and into the muscular substance
beyond, and had eaten a hole completely through the septum. A portion of lymph
protruded just below the valves of the pulmonary artery through the channel of
communication thus formed between the left and ri~ht sides of the hPart. In the
other case, nn abscess as large as a hazel-nut was found in the muscular substance of
the septum, immediately opposite the disorganized valve.
Till I met with these cases I was not aware that this destructive incrustation of the
cardiac yalves with wart-like excrescences was ever the result of acute inflammation.
Chronic changes of that kind are not uncommon. Suppuration in the heart is very
rare . With such mischief in rapid progress within the heart, it is easy to sec how
the blood may be polluted, and charged with a new poison in its very fottntain. In
these two instances, the cardiac affection was complica.ted with acute pleurisy. I
should have mentioned before, that the pleura very often participates in the inflammation when pcricarditis occurs. You will not wonder at this if you consider the
close vicinity, and the simi larity in texture, of these two serous membranes. Nor
will you be surprised when I add, that the pleurisy is often associated with pneumonia.
also. Upon these accessory disorders the immediate danger of the case not unfrequeutly binges.
With respect to the comparative frequency of these various complications of acute
rheumatism, I may state briefly the result of Dr. I~atharu's co111putcd experience,
which is in general accordance with my own. Of those who suffer acute articular
rheumatism, not less than two-thirds suffer also soruc form of cardiac inflammation.
Of these forms, endocarditis is the least formidable, and much the most common :
occurring nin.e times as frcqu_ently as pericardit.is . . Again, i~ is with. the r~rcr, ~~d
at the same time the most pertlous form of cardiac rnfl::umuatton - with per1card1t1s,
or with pericarditis and endocarditis combined-that pulmonary inflammation (inclu~
ding bronchitis, pleuritis, and pneumonia) is most apt to be associated.
I mu~t defer what I have to say respecting the treatment of acute pcricarditis a.na
endocarditis, to the next lecture.
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LECTURE LXII.
Treatment of acute Prricarditis, and EndocarcUtis: blood-letting; mercury; blistPn
Chronic U11d partial inflarnrnation of the Perfrardi1mi. fl(y,eose of tlie AMta.
Thorade Aneurisms; their various situations, a11d S!fmptoms: plan of treatment.
I TRUST that I made distinctly opparent in the last lecture, the g-rcat danger which
belongs to every case of acute inflammation of the pericardium. First, there is the
dan ger of speedy death. If the inflammation go to the extent of effusion, and the
collection of serous fluid be large, and the pericardium be distended by it, th e action
of the heart is so much oppressed by the liquid surroundi ng it, that it falters and
flutters, and at length stop!:I, and g~s on no more. Secondly, there is the danger
that (the pericardium having become adherent) other structural changes may soon, or
slowly, develop themselves; and first render life burdensome and full of suffering;
and then consign the patient to an earlier grave than might else have awa ited hiru.
Again, if the endocardium alone be affected, there is the danger of such permanent
valvular damage as may obstruct the onward current of the blood, or destroy the
natural and necessary bar to its reflux: and therefore the danger of gradual hypertrophy and dilatation, with all their distressing consec1ucnces. There is also the
further risk, that the seeds of disease may be C'onvcyed to other organs of the body,
from the interior of the heart, with the circulating blood. When both the lining and
the investing membr.>.ne of the heart are iovohred in the morbid process, the hazard
is obviously doubled.
Now what can we do to prevent, or to diminish, these evils? I once thou~ht that
if we cauf!"ht the inflammation at its very commencement, we mi~ht calcula.te upon a
perfect cure, by first bleeding the patient freely, and by, sccondly 1 putting him as
speedily as possible under the specific influence of mercury. I am sorry to be obliged
to !:i:ty, that the more I see of this formidable malady, the more reason I fin<l for fearin g that it is seldom within the possibility of thoroup:h repair. Bring the inflammation to a stop, you perhaps may; or nature will do it for you; and you may greatly
assist the natural powers in effecting this. But that alone can be called a cu re1 which
either leaves the structure of the part affected in its original integrity; or, at any
rate, lc:lYes no spring or source of further chan~cs for the worse: and such complete
r ecovery as this l seldom dare to hope for, in cases of acute and genera l carditis.
'l'hcre can be no u~e in deceiving ourselves in this matter; but we may very easily
deceive ourselves. In a larg-e proportion of cases, whether they be trc:\ted well 1 or ill,
or not treated at al1 1 the patients will seem to recover. But l say that the recovery
iti flO far unreal, that it involves the l!erm of future destruction. If any of you have
read Bouillaud 1 s heavy, yet instructive, work on diseases of the heart, you will know
that he boasts of the success of his treatment in acute pcricarditis. He declares that
by the bold use of the lancet he extinguishes the inflammation; jugulates (as he calls
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hereafter jud~e of this question for yourselves; but it is my duty to caution you
against crediting: these statements. Not that I would insinuate a doubt of M. Bouillaud's veracity; but I believe that he has been deceived by false recoveries; and I
would not have you beguiled, by his representatione 1 into the indiscriwinate udoption
of that "enlightened hardiness" which he endeavours to inculcate
llut if we look closely at his statements, we do not find, after all 1 any such wonderful success. Of 18 patients, ~ died: a very large proportion, 1, viz. in 3. To be
sure, with some in ge nuity he nrnkes the proportion to be 1 in 7. For three of the
fatal cases occurred, he says, before he took to his heroic plan of blood.Jetting; and
excl uding these 3, he hus 15 cases, and ooly 3 deaths; or l in 5. But oue of these
three prcwcd fatal from the supervention of tetanus; therefore setting that also aeiJe,
there will be H cases of the disease and two deaths. Now, I have not, hitherto,
heen ublc to look through my case-books in reference to this point, buL I am quite
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certain that the mortal ity in the Middlesex Hospita l has been nothiug like so ~rcat as
that - the immediate mortality, of course, I mean-either among my patients, or
among those of my colleagues; and I know that, until within the last twelve months,
Dr. Latham had not lost a single case of rheumatic pcricarditis in the course of the
first attack of that disease for several preceding years.
But what I most doubt about, is the true recovery of Bouillaud's survi\'ing patients.
I say such patients do appm·e11tl!J get well. In some of them, indeed, a bellows-.
sound remains, sufficiently indicative of the damage that the organ has sustained: and
I have already told you that m1y amount of change, however small, which alters the
healthy proportion between the cavities and their outlets, or which interferes with the
natural play of the heart, is a ~eed from which further chanµ-es will at length be found
to grow. But patients will get so far well that you can detect nothing wrong about
them. Follow them, however, in their subsequent lives; and you will learn that
many of them very soon begin to find that they are incapable of doing or enduring
all that they could do or endure before their illness: and if this do not soon happen,
it happens at last. 'l'he disease of the heart (if the patient be not cut off by somo
other malady) becomes at lenizth ob>ious: and when he dios, t he sou rce of t he ultimate changes is commonly to be detected. There is adhesion of the pericardium; or
there is disease of the valves; of which no other account can be given than that these
had continued to exist since the primary symptoms of carditis ceased; and had caused
all the rest-the hypertrophy, to wit, the dilatation, or the wasting.
The remarks that I have now been making bear upon the question, to what amount
blood-letting should be carried in acute pcricarditis. If the general symptoms teach
you that it exists, and yet no sound of attrition is heard, you may, in that case, if in
any, hope to arrest the inflammation, and to achieve a complete cure, by the early
abstraction of blood. But if the to anil fro sound have been audible, I do not think
the consequences of the inflammation can be so abolished. I believe tlu.t the best
event which can then happen is adhesion. We must, however, in many cases, take
blood either by the lancet from the arm, or by leeches from the pnuconlial region ;
yet not in the lavish manner recommended by Bouillaud. I know that his treatment
has been fairly tried in this country, and has failed. And I think (but this I only
offer as an opinion) that there is a peculiar risk in frequently bleeding to syncope in
this affection. 1.'here is, almost always, endocarditis (in the rheumatic cases at least)
coincident with the pericarditis: and there is a readiness or tendency towards a
deposit of the fibrin of the blood, in the shape of minute vegetations, upon the
inflamed valves: and it is probable that this tendency may be favoured by a retarded
movement of the blood over them; and still more so by its temporary stagn~tlon. In
the experiments on the ass, referred to before, the circulation (kept up by artificial
breathing) became languid and slu:rgish, and vegetations were deposited upon those
valves which had been irritated by the wire. Hence thero is, I thiok, a danger iu
bleeding to such an extent in these cases, as to bring the heart's action to a pause in,
deliquium. l3lced, therefore (if you deem it requisite to bleed at all), till t:iomc effect
upon the pulse has been accomplished, and then stop: and renew the veurescction, or
refrain from it, according to circumstances. l3ut you may freely cup the pr::ccordi:il
region, or cover it repeatedly with leeches: and to this mode of abstracting blood,
from the neighbourhood of the inflamed part, my own experience would assign the
preference. ln fact, I seldom open a vein in such cas1.'S.
At the same time, you will endeavour to get the gums tender with ?"'crcu~y. And
it is most unfortunate that, in this disease, the system frequently resists, with great
obstinacy, the inttucnce of that mineral. Sometimes, do what you will, you fail to
attain your object. A knowledge of this fact way render you less scrupulous ~ban
you would otherwise be in the use of the remedy. Not only should calomcl be given
in frequently repeated doses, guarded, if need be, by opium, but mercurial inunction
should also be had recourse to, in these perilous cases, from the first. When the
gums do begin to rise, there is a~ways, according to my experience, a manifest subsidcnco of the distress, and mitigatio n of the symptoms: less pa in, less palpitution, less
dyspnrea. The mouth should be lcept sore for some time together: for supposing
the membranes to adhere, it does not follow that the inflammatory process should
thereupon cease.
W hea you learn, from symptoms aad signs already described, that the pcrica1dium
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is distended by liquid effusion, I would advise you to lay a large blister over the
prrecordia. The diminution, or complete disappearance of the liquid, under this
treatment, is often rapid and striking.
E\'Cn when all the symptoms ha'\'"e departed, previous disappointments have tau:rht
me not to be sanguine ns to the permanency of the recovery. I believe that mouths,
and years c\·cn, may elapse before the secondary effects of the mischief left behind
by the inflammation begin to be palpable. But in many instances they show them.
srlvcs \'Cry early. Others have noticed all this; especially Dr. Latham, who truly
remarks, that ''in acute pericarditis there is no medium between complete cure and
ce rtain death." He deemed, at the time when the lectures from wh ich I quote were
¥iveu, that the ea rly and vigorous use of mercury mi::rht be equal to the complete
cure. But in his more recent work, On Diseases of the Heart, -in which the whole
of th is subject is most in structively treated in detail, and which I cannot too strongly
commend to your diligent study - I find, with a melancholy sort of sat isfaction, that
his final belief is in no respect different from my own. I hav e several times already
expressed my convictio n, that when the to and fro sound has manifested itself, that
is, when t he inflammation has gone so far as the effusion of coagulabl e lymph, if the
patient do not die outright, he survives at the expense of an adherent pericardium;
and he survives on ly for a. time. llreret lateri lethalis arundo. But 1 am also of
op inion, that by the cautious employment of the lancet and of leeches, and by the
early and unshrinking use of mercury, the mischief may be ~reatly limited, and the
consecutive changes staved off to a distant period. The fina l cat.1strophc arrives
much more slowly, and in a somewhat different way, when there i~ mere adhesion of
the pericardium, than when that condition is complicated with permanent disease of
the valves within the heart, or of the lini ng membrane of the ventricles. The complete cure of pcricarditis is less within the scope of well-directed remedies, than the
complete cure of endocarditis. On the other hand, abiding changes of the eudocardium arc more surely and more rapidly fatal, by impeding the current of the blood,
and so inducing hypertrophy and dilatation, than abiding ad hesion of t he pericardium.
Dr. l\Iunk's observations suggest the belief that in some of those cases in which the
secondary effects of rheumatic carditis become early visible, the endocardial inflammation has insidiously lingered on, after the articular disease had vanished. What
seems but a slow convalescence, is rea lly incipient disorgan ization of the heart. 'fbe
ev idence of such persisting endocard itis must therefore be carefully and continually
looked for; an d its appropriate remedy, which is mercury, must be as diligently plied
a nd adjusted. The inflammation remainiu g un checked, simple hypertrophy will
probably ensue when the membrane covering the walls of the ventricle is alone affected
-hypertrophy with dilatation when the valves are impli cated. I need scarcely
say that other, minor exped ients, are also to be put in force; strict :1bsti nence I mean,
perfect quiet, and an occasional purgative to clear out the alimentary canal.
When the pericardium has once become adherent, if (as is very likely) the patient
again suffers acute rheumatism, he may again have heart symptoms. Not of course,
the to ancl fro sound; but pain, palpitation, and dyspnroa. Now it is of some practical importance to be aware that this renewal of morbid action docs not require that
active treatment which the primary inflammation demanded. The effect of such
renewal will be to au~mcnt the existing mischief; but the morbid process is much
less vigorous, and much more easi ly subdued. It will generally yield to the repeated
appl ication of a few leeches, or of blisters, over the situation of t.he heart, and to the
moderate exhib ition of mercury.
Although acute inflammation in this, as in other serous membranes, shows ge nerally a strong disposition to spread all over the affected surface; yet does the pericardium seem readily Rusccptihlc of slight and partial inflammation. You will very
frequently indeed see, upon laying the bag open, a white spot, as big as the finger·
nail, upon the surface of the heart. I have exam ined th ese spots very often; :rnd I
be li eve they almost always consist of a thin flake of lymph lying sometimes beneath,
but oftener upon, the membrane. They may, in fact, be peeled off sometim es, nod
the subjacent mem brane be left smooth and sound. Oo one occasion, I met with a
lon~ riband of lymph passing from the centre of one of these white spots, to connect
itself with the loose bag of the pericardium. I conclude, therefore, that these spots
&-re really the result of a very liwited iutl:unmatory process: but under what couJ.i..
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tions they arise, or whether during their formation they furnish any symptoms, I do
not know.
Such is the view which I had long taken, and taught, of these white spots upon
the surface of the heart; and I am gfad to have it confirmed by the observation of
Mr. Paget, who has adduced (in the twenty-third volume of the Altdico-Chirur9iral
Transactions) conclusive eYidenee, both of their frequency, and of their inflammatory
orig-in.
You may ask me whether inflammation of the pericardium, even when it is slight
and partial,-such as might account for these spots- can ever take place without
p:iving rise to a friction sound. It is highly probable that it cannot. Yet, as such
inflammation is attended with no febrile disturbance or general distress, and probably
with no severe or abiding pain, or no pain at all, it is not brought under the scrutiny
of the physician, and may be scarcely noticed by the patient himself. So that the
friction sounds are not heard, because they are not hearkened for. In this respect
the formation of the white spots on the heart has some analogy with the formation
of those pulmonary adhesions, which are such common results of dry and partial
pleurisies.
I have spoken of acute pericarditis as it presents itself in frequent association with
articular rheumatism; and I have shown you how fearfully serious a character is
imparted by that eomplicn.tion to a disorder which, however painful, is otherwise
devoid of danger. 'l'hc same complication arises sometimes during the progress of
the febrile cxanthcmata, and e!:pecially of scarlet fever. In both cases there is a
blood-poison at work: in both eases the course, the clinical history, the p:ravity, and
the appropriate treatment of the supervening disease, are essentially the same. And
the patients are of the same class, being mostly young, or not old, and of previously
sound health
But inflammation of the pericardium is far from being uncommon under very different circumstances; in persons advanced in life, and with constitutions broken by
previous disease. \Ve tra.ce it, often unexpectedly, in its effects-in the pre~ence of
lymph recently effused, and smeared over the surfaces of the membrane-after death
by various chronic maladies, and above all, after death from that renal malady which
has given to the name of Bright an immortality of reputation. In that disease also
the blood may well be said to contain a poison. The frequency of this insidious form
of pericarditis at the close of other diseases was fairly brou~ht to light by the laborious
and accurate researches of the late Dr. John 'l'aylor. Its comparative lack of interest
has been well weighed and set forth by Dr. Ormerod. '!'he importance of the pericardia! il'lfiammation in these cases is practically but little. Dr. Ormerod truly observes
of it, that it falls more within the province of the morbid anatomist than of the
physician. Its symptoms are so slightly and uncertainly marked, that the fact of the
ioflamwation is often recognised only in the corpse. It accompanies, rather than
causes, death. It docs not destroy life, but takes place because the patient is already
dying. Other serous surfaces are apt to suffer inflammation under precisely similar
circumstances. This kind of pericarditis scarcely submits itself to treatment. It is
proper that you should be aware of its frequency, and of its nature: but it requires
no further considcra.tion in these lectures.
So much then for the heart itself, and its membranes. There still remain to be
considered the morbid conditions of the great ''essels that spring from it, and lie_ in
the thorax, and especially of the aorta; those morbid conditions, I mean, which
declare themselves by Rymptoms, and which become the object of medical treatment.
The aorta is very frequently indeed found diseased; and its disease, ~s I have
already explaiacd, is a common cause of organic changes in the left ventnclc of th_e
heart. You will find that its interior surface, iustea.d of being smooth, and of a umform yellowish white colou r, is rendered very uneven by a. p-eat number of yellow
opaque projections, of carti laginous consistence, lying immediately beneath the membrane. And in a more advanced stage of the same diseased condition, you may perceive that some of these projecting little masses consist of irrcg-ular scales of bone,
having sharp edges; and sometimes these plates of ossi6c matter are c1uite bu re; l he
inner wembranc is gone, and the exposed bone is washed by the current of blood.
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Kow the necessary effect of these changes is to diminish and destroy the naturnl
elasticity of the ves~el .i and as there is a perpetually recurring strain upon it, by the
blood ~cnt out from the heart, the vessel dilate8 1 becomes larger than it should be.
1.'his, if you please, you may call aoeurisru; but a simpler name is dilatation. In
other cases, the enlargement is not generai, but partial. A pouch is formed on one
side of the artery, and this pouch may be very small or very large. It appears to
result from the giving way, the rupture in short, or the ulceration, of the inner anJ
middle coats of the artery, and then the blood, p:issin~ throu)!h the broken part,
presses against the cellular coat of the vessel, and distends it into a. sort of bag.
'l'herc have been curious discussions as to what should be called true ancurism, and
what should be called false aneurism; discussions upon which I have neither time
nor taste for entering. It is enough for all practical purposes to state, that the artery
sometimes dilates only, sometimes throws out a pouch. I kuow that you have received,
or will receive, from my colleague l\Jr. Arnott, all the information that is requisite
concerning the modes in which aneurism may arise. These are matters of the highest
interest in surgery, for surgery can cure an aneurism; an achievement which is but
seldom within the skill of physic.
I have known three or four cases in wl1ich the diseased artery all at once cracked
across-its inner and middle coats, I mean-and death very rapidly ensued. In one
of these instances, the crack extended round a considerable part of the circumference
of the aorta. It looked exactly like a clean cut made by a sharp knife. The blood,
in this example, dissected its way (if I may so say) between the middle and external
coats of the aorta, and got at last into the pericardium, and 00:1gulatcd round the
heart in a uniform layer: so that a bag of coagulated blood was enclosed in the bag
of the pericardium. In another case, which l mentioned in a former lecture, the
dissecting blood shut up the right carotid artery,and fatal hemiple!?;ia from white softening of the brain was the rcsul~. Of course, nothing can be done for such cases us these.
l\lost commonly the ancunsmal tumour goes on enlarging: and often it becomes
lined, and sometimes it is nearly filled up, by layers of coagulated blood, which form
in its iuterior. At length the tumour bursts, and the patient perishes.
Fig. Si.

Fig. 88.

Fig. 87.-Section of the nrch of nn aorta, with an aneurism nrising from ih1 upper part. The
en,•ityof lhe SllC is ncnrlyfilled by laminated congulum, the iotcrnnl mcmbrnne of the flrteryis
thiekened. TheeROpressesagniost the trncbea,thenrtcria innominatn1 andtherightcarolidand
aubclnvian 1meriu.-St. Bartholomew's Museum, Series xiii. No. II.
Fig. 88. - :Further growth of aneurism pnn·ented by coagulum becoming 11.dhercnt. to the artCl'J
aroundtbeopeningofthotac.-Fromllodgson.
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Aneurisms of the thoracic aorta are met with chiefly in the earlier portions of that
vessel, in its ascending part, and in its arch. There seem to be two rt!asons for this.

One is, that the diseased state of the coats of the artery (to which the rupture and
subsequent aneurismal pouch, or the dilatn.ti?n, as the case may be, arc owing) is
more common, and more advanced generally 10 that part of the aorta; and another
reason is, that the momentum of the blood, as it is forcibly propelled from the left
ventricle, is sustained chiefly by the same part.
Mere disease or dilatation of the commencing aorta affords, as I formerly endeavoured to explain, a physical impediment to the due emptying of the left nntricle.
lt is a. common cause, therefore, of hypertrophy and dilatation of that ventricle; and
consequently, the signs of hypertrophy and dilatation of the left ventricle of the heart
will at length result from disease and enlargement of the aorta. near its mouth.
When aneurismal pouches form, as they often do, at the very entrance of the aorta,
or in the coronary arteries, they often defy detection. I, at least, know of no sign
of their existence upon which a physician can rely, or which can lead him even to
suspect such a state of matters. But all at once the patient drops down dead : and
upon searching for the cause of this sudden extinction of life, you find the pericardium
distended with blood, and the source of that blood you find to be the ruptured aneurismnl pouch, so near the root of the aorta, as to project within the peri(·ordium. In
the preparation which I hold in my hand, an unbroken ancurisw actually bulges into
the right ventricle of the heart.
When the aneurismal tumour occupies a portion of the ascending aorta a little more
distant from the heart, or is formed at the arch itself, it sometimes attains a large
size, and the evidence of ita presence is derived from the effect.-J its enlargement produces on the surrounding textures; and these effects are apt, for a while, to be
obscure and equivocal, until an external pulsating swelling makes its appearance, or
a sudden gush of arterial blood through the mouth discloses the true nature of the

malady.
In these cases we infer the existence of aneurism sometimes from peculiar symptoms.
Aneurism at the arch of the aorta may come to press upon the trachea, and impede
the breathing; or by its effect upon the recurrent nerves, it may cause a very accurate mimickry of laryngitis; producing raucous voice and stridulous inspiration. The
operation of tracheotomy, as I told you before, bas more than on.cc been performed,
to relieve the supposed inflamed condition of the larynx, while the sole disease was
aneurism at the arch of the aorta. Such mistakes are always discreditable; and the
lesson thej furnish should not be lost upon us. Whenever we fiud that a wheez ing
dyspnrea has gradually arisen, which no apparent affection of the air-passuges satisfactorily accounts for, and the patient has a sense of pulsation within the thorax, we may
suspect that an ancurism is at the bottom of these symptoms.
'l'he effect of aneurisrnal enlargements of the artery in causing absorption of the
neighbouring tissues, upon which the tumour presses, is very curious. You know
that even the solid bone is removed, worn away as it were, before an advancing
ancurism. Hence it not unfrcquently happens that the trachea, or some of the larger
bronchi, are at first flattened, and then give way; the aneurism breaks into the airpassages; and the patient, overwhelmed by a torrent of blood into and from his lungs,
perishes in a few seconds. Or the tumour may contract adhesions with the pulmonary
tissue, and destroy it to a certain extent, and so cause mortal hromoptysis. But such
cases are not always fatal at once. Not unfrequcntly the blood bursts into the sao
of one or of the other pleura.
A~ain, according to its situation and extent, an aneurism of the thoracic aorta may
press upon the oosophagus, and cause the ordinary symptoms of stricture of that tube.
Hence cardiac disease, and pulsation within the chest, accompanied at length by the
signs of a constricted resophagus, form strong presumptive indications of the existence
of an aneurism; and in such caees, the resophagus may at last ulcerate through, and
then copious and fatal hromorrhage ensues. llremntemesis it may be called, though
the blood is vom ited not from the stomach, but from the gullet. A patient in the
Middlesex Hospita l, with symptoms of stricture of the oosophagus, one day brought
up from the throat a red mass, which, at the moment, was supposed to be a bit of
meat that he bad been trying to swallow. It really was part of the olnt from an
ancurism; and it was speedily followed by a i:;trearn of red blood, aud by death.
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Again, ancurism of the thoracic aorta. docs frequently obstruct, by its juxta-position
and pressure, the vcna cava superior; nay, it may even obliterate that vessel, of which
Fig. 89.

F;g. 90.

Fig. 81) exhibits a. front, nnd Fig. 90 a back new of an ancurism of the arch of the aorta, which
burst into the tr:i.chcn.. 1'he opening into the aneurism from the artery, and the atberomntous
patches between the coats of tholattcr,arewellsbown.

I have se€n two instances. To one of these cases I alluded before, as a most curious
example of dropsy. It illustrated exceedingly well the effect of venous obstruction in
causing serous effusion. The man was a patient of Dr. Hawkins'. Ile presented a
most extraordinary spectacle. Ilis face, neck and arrns were tumid and anasarcous
to an enormous dc~rcc; while there was not the least trace of swelling: or cedema any.
where below the ribs. H e looked as if his upper half had been stuffed; and except
that it was distressing, his appearance was extremely comic::il. Ilis countenance was
livid; his eyes seemed startin~ from their sockets; and even the areolar tissue
beneath the conjunctiva was ccdematous. The integuments of his neck and chest
were quite brawny; and his arms were so swollen that they projected from his sides.
The surface of the thorax in front was embossed by nurncrous veins, which were
turgid with blood; and 11Cre and there patches of ecchymosis were visible. You
may form some notion of the degree of mechanical congestion that existed, when I
tell you that, upon the scarificator being applied, after a cuppin~·glass was tak en off,
upwards of twenty ounces of blood escaped in two minutes. The cpigastric Yeins
were visible and tortuous, and a free commuuication by anastomosis existed between
these veins ascending from the inguinal region, and the mammary veins. There was
a bellows-sound, which increased in loudness and harshness, from the root of the
aorta to the top of the sternum. The patient soon died; and a large aneurism of the
aorta was laid open by lifting up the sternum, to which the artery had adhered, and
into which, indeed, it bad eaten a little. Not far above the right auricle, the vena
cava was totally impervious; its ~ides having been gradually pressed together, as the
tumour grew. The other case, of the same kind, which occurred in one of my own
patients, I shall have occasion to refer to hereafter.
But ancurism of the thoracic aorta, and especially ancurism of its descending portion, may exercise its pressure in another quarter, and wear away the bones of the
vertebrro, and cause pain in the back, radiating often in the direction of tho intereostal
nerves, and ultimately palsy perhaps of the parts below that portion of the spinal
cord; so that pain in the back, with pulsation, may justly awaken suspicion of ancu·
rism making its way backwards. I remember hearing Dr. Farrc describe a case of
this kiud, to inculcate tho necessity of payin.!l attention to the sensatious of a patient.
A man came to him for advice, having been told by another physician that there was
nothin~ the matter with him-that he was fanciful. But wh en an adult person makes
constant complaint of certain morbid feelings in a part. the probability is that he has
6owething the matter, and we must investigate the case with what helpi;i we can ~et.
In the instance in question, there were two :signs of disease, and two only; a white
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tongue, and pain rn tnc back. The whiteness of the tongue soon disappeared under
the use of some medicine addressed to the digestive organs. 'fhe pain in the back
remained. Dr. l1'arre interrogated his patient minutely every time he visited him,
till at last the man got vexed and tired, and said pettishly," l know that if you split
me down the middle, I am sound on my right side, and diseased on my left." Very
soon after, he was found dead in his bed. What he had said was perfectly true;
there was an aneurism pressing on the left side of the dorsal vcrtcbroo.
Another consequence of an enlarging thorncic aueurism, sometimes observed, is presFig. 91.
sure upon the thoracfr duct, causing engorgement of the absorbent vessels and glands,
and inanitioo. In short, whatever parts the
ancurism may reach, and subject to its
pressure, may have their function thereby
suspended or disturbed, or their structure
spoiled.
One sign, which I have myself frequently
't'Crificd, of aneurism of the arch of the aorta,
is a diffcreocc in the force of the pulse in
the two radial arteries. The pulse in the
one wri~t (more commonly the left) will be
extremely feeble, or even disappear. This
bappeos when the state and position of the
arteria innomiuata, or of the left subclavian
artery, become altered in consequence of the
enlargement of the aorta; and sometimes
the one or the other of these arteries is
cClmpletely closed up. But inasmuch as a
similar difference of the pulses may nrise
Aneurism of the Aorta, whicn 1Ml11ced cariea
from other causes, we can only look upon of the vcrtebroo, aud fatal compression of tho
this symptom as one which may help t-0 solve 1piaal cord.
an ambi~uous case. 'l'o give you an example
of a difference in the beating of the arteries in the two wrists from other causes, I
may mention a case in which the subclaviau artery was thrown forwards, and comFig. 92.

Fig. 93.

F ig.02.-Frontvicwof anourismofaorta.

nn~i~;;;~~~c~;~c~ o:b:a~:or;;\r::.nr~~:~b s::;i~!u~:~ ab~c~~;:~r~~cuc~:::11~:':nrp~!~~no: :~~0 rit~~
arlcry.

pre;;o:eil, by an exo...::tosis on the first rib. The case is mentioned i~ Mr. ~Ta;:o's
Pathology. It occurred in a patient of mine, the husband of a nurse rn my family.
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I had a girl for some time in t11e hospital, in one of whose arms no artery could be
found to pulsate. Why, we none of us could make out.
Some time ngo, a surgeon from the country came to my house, desirous (he said)
to consult me about a sense of discomfort in his head; aoJ particularly about the
state of his vision. When erect, he saw things obscurely. At three yards' distance
he could see my face, but could not distinguish the separate features. What he
thought very strange was that he could see perfectly well when in the horizontal
posture.
On my proceed in g to feel his pulse, he said, in a careless manner, "By-the-by,
that is another thing wrong with me; I have no pulse." Nor could I detect. any, in
either arm. Ho then told me that, four or five years previously, a medic::il friend,
intending to feel his pulse iu the left wrist, could find none. llc was confident tb::it
pulsatiou had existed a short time before. After a while, the movement of the ra.dial
artery returned, in a very slight degree; and then finally ceased. Within nine or
ten months of this d iscovery, the right pulse, after growing Jess and Jess distinct by
degrees, bad vauishcd ::ilso. Though somewhat weak, and subject to faintness, this
gentlewan had not wasted; nor had the muscles of his arms lost either bulk or vigour.
'!'heir veins were full enough of blood. His hands were often cold; and he felt
altogether worse during cold weather.
Failing to detect any pulsation in the bra.chial and subc1avian arteries, I next felt
for the carotids: but I could perceive no beating in the track of their course. I had
placed my finger, for a few seconds only, in front of the left Sterno-mastoid musclewhen I saw that his head drooped, his cheeks became white, and he was on the brink
of fainting. But be recovered immediately. Then I made similar pressure, for a
moment, on the right side of the neck, and the same phenomena were instantly
repeated, with the addition of convulsi\'e jerking movements of the head and arms.
Be rallied again directly upon my removing my finger, and was scarccl_y aware of
what had happened. For a second or two he had been uuconscious. His femora l
arteries throbbed as usual.
I next examined his chest. There was no externa l irregularity or want of symmetry. Percussion gave a clear resonant 80und everywhere in front. The heart was
heard, beating with frequency, but without any bruit, over the greater part of the
thorax. Its impulse in the prrecordial region, below the nipple, was feeble: but a
strong jarring impulse was communicated to the car when the stethoscope was applied
to the upper part of the sternum .
'l'he patient complained of pains affecting bis shoulders, clavicles, and the back of
his neck; and of slight difficulty of swallowing.
From the intellig-ent physician who had attended this gentleman in the country, I
learned the instructive fact that, twenty months before, a loud rasping bruit had been
audible, without impulse, at that part of the sternum where he, as well as I, now
found no bruit at all, and a very considerable impulse.
I could not doubt that in this painfully interesting case there was aneurismal
disease of the aorta, interfering with and lessening, but not absol utely excluding, the
stream of blood through the arteries which spring from its arch.
The patient continued to live on, incapable, however, of any exertion, for upwards
of two years; when one evening, upon his raising himself from the sofa to cough,
artcl'ial blood suddenly poured from his mouth and nostrils, and he was presently
dead. I am indebted to Dr. Durra.nt, of I pswich, for an account of the morbid appearances discovered upon opening his thorax.
The ribs and sternum being raised, the aorta was seen enlarged, slightly projecting
forwards, and overlapped by the lung. When the Jungs had been reu1oved, the
whole arch became visible, enormously dilated, firm, in elastic, and adherent to the
bodies of the second, third, and fourth dorsal vcrtcbrre . 1\lore than two-thirds of the
interior of the dilated vessel was filled up with dense fibrin, looking like muscle.
The lining membrane of the an eurismal part was os8ified throughout; the earthy
matter lyiug iu separate pieces, many of which resembled conca,·e shells. '.l.'he bodies
of the third and fou rth vertebrre 1 and the left half of the body of the second, were
absorbed, the inten•ening cartilages remaining entire. The vertebral canal was
bounded, in part, by the posterior wall of the aneurism. The a.rteria innominata was
slightly dilated, the subclavian and brachia! arteries were pervious, but atteuuatcd;
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their fibrous coat being softer than natural, and mu~h less elastic. The heart was
atrophied; weighio~ probably not more than fi.\•e ounces. Both lungs were congested,
and their lower borders were emphysematous. The aneurism eommuuieated with the
trachea by an aperture about as big as a quill.
It is an interesting fact, deduced by Dr. Sibson from the analysis of nearly 900
instances of aneurism, that those cases which end by rupture of the sac are attended
during life with less formidable symptoms than those which kill without such rupture;
and sometimes with no symptoms at all. The patient may seem, and may believe
himself to be, in perfect health. The reason of this is obvious enough. Uupture is
often prevented by some opposing part, upon which the enlarging tumour makes distressful pressure.
In the numerous specimens upon the table, you will find ample evidence and
illustration of almost every one of the effects which I have described as apt to result
from the pressure of thoracic aneurisms of the aorta. But similar effects would ensue
from the same degree of pressure, however caused; and other morbid tumours, cancerous tumours in particular, are not uncommon within the thorax. Hence these
same effects, considered as symptoms, are iu themselves of equivocal import. If they
occur in conjunction with signs of disordered circulat ion, or of a diseased heart, we
may reasonably conjecture that they arc produced by an aneurism. But we can
seldom be quite sure of this, until the advancing aneurism comes near the surface,
and causes an external prominence or tumour which pulsates visibly, or of which the
pulsations are perceptible by the touch. And even then it may require some care
and ta.ct, to avoid mistaking an enlarged gland or a mali~nant ~rowth, lying over a
sound artery, and receiving an impulse from it, or communicating to it some unnatural
sound, for the diseased vessel itself.
The pulsating tumour, if the aneurism have formed in the ascending aorta, makes
its appearance, usually on the right side of the sternum. If the ancurism be situated
in the fore-part of the arch, it produces a bulging at the sternal extremities of the
upper ribs of that side. When it springs from the summit of the arch, the tumour
ri:i:es above the sternum, and the steroal ends of the clavicles; and when the disease
occupies the descending portion of the thoracic aorta, it will sometimes destroy the
ribs and the bodies of the vcrtebrre, and push forward the lowrr portion of the left
scapula: or it may show itself in front, beneath the left clavicle.
When such a tumour presents itself, and is attended with a steady, heaving
pulsation, synchronous with the systole of the heart, the doubt and obscurity which
may have previously hung over the nature of the patient's disorder is cleared away.
A little attention to all the circumstances of the case, will generally suffice to determine its true character.
There are, however, some erron: prevalent respecting these pulsating tumours, which
errors I shall glance at in passing. In the first place, the pulsation of the tumour is
frequently attended with a rough bellows.sound; and sorne persons rely upon this as
distincti\·e of the nature of the pulsating tumour. They hold that this harsh bellowssouod is always discernible in an ancurisrnal tumour; and that when such a sound
cannot be beard, the tumour is not aneurism. But this is a mistake. 'l'here have
been in tl1e Middlesex Hospital within the last six months (183i), two instances of
pulsating tumours in the fore-part of the thorax, unattended with any bellows-sound;
yet they were both ascertained, after death, to be aneurismal tumours. One of the
aneurisms is before you. It results from Dr. Sibson's researches that, in reality, a
bellows-sound is more often abseat than present. In the case of the country sur~eou,
a bellows-sound was beard at a. certain period of the disease, but ceased at a more
advanced period. I may say the same of the purring thrill. It is a common, but by
no means a necessary attendant upon thoracic aneurisms. Again, much stress was
laid by Lacnucc, upon the circumstance of the aneurismal pulsation being single,
being unattcudcd by any second sound. But this is not a true rule if taken universally. In the instance which furnished this very preparation, the sounds were double,
just like tho1:1e of the heart. The second sound heard is, no doubt, the second sound
of the heart, conveyed from the place of the aortic valves, where it originates, along
the course of the vessel, to the aneurism; which often indeed lies in contact with the
heart, and could scarcely fail to have the diastolic sound propagated through it. It
is a fact not so easily explained, yet it certainly is a fact, that a double souud 'nla!J be
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audible in ancurisms very distant from the heart. Dr. Davies states, that he never
heard a. second sound in abdominal aneurisms; yet I presume that, under fa\'ourable
circumstauce!'l, the sound of the closing of the floodgates at the root of the aorta, may
be heard far along its channel. I can account in no other way for the second sound,
heard by myself aud by many others, in a. popliteal aneurism. I mcntiooc<l before a
patient whom I saw in St. Bartholomew's Hospital, and in whom an exceedingly loud
diastolic sound, like the sharp whining note of a dog, was audible by the ear placed
upon his arm, over the brachial, and even over the radial arteries.
There are some judicious remarks made by Dr. Hope upon the sounds thnt are apt
to be heard in these pulsating aneurismal tumours to the right of the sternum; showing how they may be distinguished from the natural souads of the heart itself, conveyed to that spot through some dense conducting medium. ll e observes (and all
that I ha.vc seen has been consonant with this observation), that the first of the
aueurismal sounds, when there are two, the sou nd that coincides with the pulse, is
always louder than the natural systolic sound of the heart, and generally louder than
any of the morbid systol ic sounds; and that instea d of increas ing in intensity, as the
stethoscope is moved gradually towards the prrocordial region (as it ou~ht to do, if it
were the conducted sound of the heart itself), it diminishes in loudness, until it is
gradually lost in the actual systole of the heart. Whereas the second sound heard over
the tumour does au~rncnt as we get nearer the heart, for it is, in truth, the diastolic
sound of the heart, and ther~fore is more audible as we approach the point where it is
generated. The sounds of aneurisms of the aorta. are usually audible in the back also;
and if a very loud bellows.sound be heard there, where the natural sounds, if heard at
all, arc always much abated, that circumstance furnishes a strong additional ground for
suspecting the presence of an aneurism, or of some great chanµ:e in the aorta..
'l'o give you some notion of the course which aneurism of the thoracic aorta may
run, I will describe another instance of that disease which occurred under my own
observation. 'fhe subject of it supplied the preparation to which I last referred.
H e was a stout, healthy-looking man, forty years old, a. private coachman. He
became my patient in the hospital on the 8th of September, 1836. He complained
of pain and tenderness around and above the right mamma. 1'he pain was increased
by a full inspiration: and when lying on the opposite side, he felt as though he was
tied in the painful part.
He had been ill a month only. His illness commenced with severe rif!Ors, and
fcvcr 1 and sudden pain in the side, for which he was bled three times with much
reli ef. He attributed the attack to ha.ving lain, upon his right sid e, in a damp bed.
Th ere was scarcely any projection at the spot where the pain and tenderness were
experienced. Dy careful examination, several times repeated, I satisfied myself upon
the followio)!; poiuts.
On the ri~ht side of the thorax no vesicular breathing could be beard; and the
wh ole was dull on percussion. On the left side percussion gave a hollow sound, and
the respiratory murmur was clear and strong. In the tender spot1 an inch and a. half
above the mamma on the right side, a strong pulsation could be felt, and two sounds
were distinctly audible, the first of them keeping time with the pulse at the wrist.
But there was no bellows.sound. .l\l. Sanson, the celebrated French surgeon, was
then in London, and went round with me one day, and examined this patient; and
be expressed his opinion that it was not a. case of aneurism, because there was no
whiz or bellows-sound to be heard. Of course his examination was a cursory one, and
I mention this circumstance merely to show you what importance has been attributed
to the presence or absence of a !Jruit de sot1Jfiet in such cases. M. Sanson suggested
that the heart mi:?;ht be displaced, and pushed over to the rig ht side. Ilowcver, it
was clear to me that this could not be the case, because the breathing was deficient,
not oa the left, but on the right side; and, above all, because the apex of the heart
could be both seen and felt beating in its proper situation, in the pr::ccordial region
on the left side. Also on the left side, pereu~sion made on the edge of the ribs gave
a tympani tic sound, indicating the place of the stomach; on the right a dull sound,
pointing out the situation of the liver; so that it was not a case of tran~position of the
viscera, such as had been found, not long before, in one of my patients. Io the
course of the disease, a. slight bellows-sound did become perceptible over the rig ht
JJamma, whcu the patient sat up; but even then, the natural sounds of the heart,
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without any morbid qu::dity, could be heard in the natural position of that organ.
CEgophony was audible at the back part of the right side of the chest.
'l'his patient had repeated attacks of pain, dyspnooa, restlessness, and inability to
lie down; and these attacks were always most sensibly mitig-ated by the application
of leeches to the Jiseased part. By the 11th of October he was so comfortable that
Lr wished to go out; and he went to his master's in Connaught Place.
Two days afterwards, he sent to beg that I would f!O to see him there. Ile had
brouµ-ht up, on the preceding evening, during a. paroxysm of coughing, about a pint
of bright red blood; and he had continued to COU{?h, and to expectorate small quan.
tities of blood. I had him again hrou::rht to the hospital on the 14th of October,
wbere he remained, apparently much the same as before he went out. But on the
19th he suddenly expired. The whole duration of his illoess had been nine or ten
weeks.
We found the heart natural in size and in appearance; t11e pericardium healthy,
and containing no more than the usual quantity of scrum. All the cavities were
natural iu their dimensions, and in the thickness of their walls; and all the valves
healthy, excepting one white spot on the roitral valve, which could not have interfered
with its motions.
The aorta at its ori::rin was also natural in size; but it began to dilate just before
it escaped from the pericardium, and the dilatation continued to the giving off of the
left subcla,•ian, where the vessel resumed its proper capacity. The arteries arisiuµ;
from the aorta did not partake of the dilatation; but the sac overlapped and adhered
to the external surface of the innominata, for about a quarter of an inch from its
origin. This explained a symptom I omitted to mention, viz., that the right radial
artery beat much more feebly than the left.
The pouch formed by the aneurism adhered in front, for the space of two ioehes,
to the inner surface of the third rib; and close to tho edge of this adhesion there was
a small irregular aperture about two lines in diameter, by which the interior of the
pouch communicated with th<' right pleural cavity. Nearly a pint of loosely coagulated blood was found in that cavity, to7ether with a greater quantity of serous fluid
than could have belon{?rd to the coagulum. Just above the adhesion to the rib, the
pouch adhered to the substance of the luo7, onr a space about an inch square; and
here the parietcs of the artery seemed wholly wanting. This doubtless had been the
channel of the copious 11::cmoptysis a week before his death; and it is interesting to
obsen·e that the opening of the aneurism into the lunf! was not immediately fatal.'
The artery was much diseased, in the usual manner. The right lung was nearly all
of it" carai6cd" by the compression it had undergone.
If this case had not terminated as it did, no doubt the nneurism would llavc made
its way outwards through the ribs, as happened in the very remarkable specimen
before you; in which you see that the sternum and 6ve of the ribs have disappeared
before the pressure of an aoeurism in the ascend inf!' portion of the aorta. Sometimes,
the tumours that form in this manner, project and attain the size of the head of a fullgrown fretus before they burst.
What can we do in these mcla11choly cases? Not much. Certain points of
practice arc so obvious that it is almost superfluous to mention them. I mean tl1e
observance of quiet, and the religious avoidance of everything likely to ucite or
quicken the circulation: bodily exertion, therefore; straining of all kinds; mental
emotion; stimulating food and drink. These are not only likely to a~gravate. the
exiEting mischief, but prove often the immediate cause of the rupture of the ancunsm,
and of sudden death.
I mentioned, in describing the morbid anatomy of ancurism, that when .the Jiscased
vessel begins sensibly to dilate, and more especially when it is protruded 1~1to a s~c or
pouch, the blood begins to coagulate upon the diseased mcmbra~1~ .. And 1t cont~nucs
to do so, from time to time, in successive layers, so that upon d1v1drng the ancunsmal
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sac, you will see concentric laminre of firmly coaf!ulated blood.
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This is clearly a

strengthening of the weak place-a reparatory and compcrnmting process analogous to
others which we have already had occasion to notice. And our object, here as in
other cases, must be not to interfere with tbe natural attempts towards repair, but to
assist and promote them, if we can : till, peradventure, a spontaneous cure has been

performed.
This principle has loni:r been distinctly recognized in the treatment of ancurisms
that are incapable of relief by surgical means.
But it is much to be doubted whether the principle, so sound in itself, bas been
judiciously followed out. You have probably heard, or will hear, a good deal of
Valsalva's and Albertini's mode of treating aneurisms. It was simply that of bleeding the patient repeatedly, and keeping l1im perfectly Rtill, and upon as low a diet as
was barely e n ou~h to prevent his perishing of inanition. The object of this plan of
treatm ent was to facilitate the coag:ulation of the blood by diminishing its force and
velocity, in the hope that at lent!th such a solid barrier might be built up and organized, as would, in some sort, furnish a new wall to the artery in the dilapidated part.
"·hen this object had had the best cha nce of being accomplished; when the patient
had been so reduced as to be scarcely able from weakness to raise his hand from the
bed, to which he was strictly confined; then Valsalva. incre:ised his qu:iutity of nourishment by degrees, until the necessary strenizth was restored.
Nciw I quite af!rce with Dr. Copland in thinking that this practice may be carried,
and has been carried, to a hurtful extent. He says that he has seen cases "in which
aneurismal tumours had e>:isted for some time without any increase, so long al'! the
patient avoided any marked ''ascular excitement, and continued his accustomed diet;
but when repeated depictions, and vegetable or low diet were adopted, great augmentation of the turnour, and fatal results soon followed.''
In truth we shall percci\'e reason to expect that this would be the case, when we
consider, first, that the starving system, and the frequent abstraction of blood,
diminish the qu:mtity of red corpuscles in that fluid, rendering it more watery, and
less disposed to coagulate; and, secondly, that what is call ed reaction-or a violent
p:llpitatin~ action of the heart-is very apt to follow repeated losses of blood; :ind
this forcible action of the heart must tend rather to sweep away the existing coagula,
than to cause an additional deposit.
A more reasonable and hopeful plan of mana~em<'nt, therefore, would, in my
opinion, be one which should keep the action of the heart gentle and moderate, and
the uiotion of the blood as slow a nd lan~uid as possible, without impoverish ing thnt
vital fluid. 'Ve should husband the materials of repair, and promote the deposit of
them where they are wanted. A nutritious but unstimulating diet, consisting chiefly
of solid food: perfect repose of mind :ind body; and a due regulation of the natural
functions; with the abstraction of so much blood only as may be necessary to alleviate
pain, or to subdue excessive :irtcrial action, or to unload vessels which :ire manifestly
oppressed by their contents: these, I humbly conceive, constitute the most ratiomil
means of furthering the endeavours of n:iture townrds a cure. Few cures, indced 1
can be hoped for in any way. Yet life may be prolongod in these cases, by great
care; and the extension of existence even for a month or two, or a week, or a day,

my ~~~:e~:~1:s t~es~;, ac~~~~;~ii~~ :a:~:u1:~a~~tf!;~onD?;iulis may; perhnps, be some0

times of use; and the :icet:ite of lead is well spokeu of by those who have tried it.
I have not had rnfficient experience of eith er of these remedies in the treatment of
aneurism to en:iblc me to state anything to you, confidently, in respect of their v:ilue.
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LECTURE LXIII.
Disrrrnes of the Veins . Phlebitis j adhest've, and suppurafive: consecutive scattered
.Abscesses. Treatment of Inflammation of Veins. ~Bjfects of the 9rad·ual obstroc. tion of large Venous Trunks.
YESTERDAY I concluded what I had to say, as a physician, respecting diseases of
the arteries: and this seems as fitting a tiru e as any for taking a final notice of sonic
of the morbid conditions of the veins-especially of their inflammation. Already,
more than once 1 brief reference has been made to this important subject; importaot,
whether we consider the large amount of mortal disease which it comprehends, or its
wide and intimate relation with genera l pathology. I should have done better if I
had given you, in an earlier part of the course, a more complete and con nected
account of phlebitis, and its consequences. It is this malady which gives to many
futal injuries, and to many, nay to most, of the fatal operations of surgery, their
mortal character: it is of surpassing importance, therefore, to the surgeon. 'l'he same
malady lies at the bottom of the deadliest cases of puerperal fever: it is consequently
of the deepest interest to the accoucheur. It occurs also, not seldom, in the practice
of the physician, appalling him by its insidious, its rapid, and too frequently its resistless course. Moreover, its pathology, which has been successfully investigated only
within these few years, furnishes a key to that of other morbid conditioos of great
moment.
Th e first effect of inflammation of a \'ein is to impede, or to arrest, the passing
blood, which, coagulating upon the inflamed surface, adheres to it.
Fta. 94.
In some instances the inflamed coat of the vessel is merely (as Mr.
Hunter said) furred over: in others its channel is completely dammed
up. The obliteration of a small vein in this manner can seldo m have
any serious consequence; but much suffering, and distress, and even death
Fm. 95.
itself, may result from the sudden and
continued obstruction of one of the large
venous conduitR.
For example, the
painful disorder, called PMegma~ia dolens, is caused by a stoppage of the blood
in the f emoral 't'ein. A similar arrest
of its current in the si'nuses of the brain,
is a mortal change.
This adhesive form of phlebitis is a
local disease. Whatever ill effects it
may produce are purely mechanical; and Ir
depend upon the closu re of the canal.
If the organ mechanically affected by it
be not a vital organ ; -if the system can
await the development of a collateral
venous circulation; -all, at length, may
end well. Sometimes, indeed, as the
a. Ilroad ligament of uterus
inflammation gradually subsides, the bb. Uterine veins containing
Ph~eib~t~i~:.;~: coagulum is softened and partly reab- ~::~o!~:~~it~~:h;~bo!~:c::::i~
femoral .ein,
;~::~ tht~;~~t dr~:}: f~~~~=lf fr~~~ arrangement.

:;~~ui~:~

:f

co::

:;~;n:~:~:~~

and consolida..

tion ends a.bruplly there.

plu/i1 i:ni~, }~;tu~~~e'i~~ti~~e :o~~:::erd r~:m i~f a;~r;~:Se:d b~~a:~~~!-

times the inflammation advances beyond the adhesive, and rnto the
suppurative stage. Even theo the di_sease may remai n ~ l~al one.
The adhesive process may bound and isolate the suppurat1ve 10 both
directions; and an abscci:s in the part is then the usu:l l result.
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But if the suppurat in g surface of the vein be not so shut off, and pus mingle and
circulate with the blood, the disorder is no lon"er rucrcly local. 'l'he con aminated
blood is conveyed to distant parts, and the wh~le system tainted. The malady has
become general, and of the most formidable character.
It bad l~ng been noticed, as a. matter of fact, that collections of p~s ~e~e ~ot
un common ID various parts of the body, when death had followed mechan1cal rn;unes,
or great surgical operations. Abscesses of the liver, in particular, were known to be
associated with mortal fractures of the skull. Very fanciful reasons were assigned for
this coin cidence. By degrees it was ascertained thut these scattered collections of
matter-occurring most commonly in the lungs and liver, but not unfrcqucntly in or
near the joints also, in the serous cavities, among: the muscles, in the brain, in the
eye, and elsewhere-were connected with the introduction of some vitiating secretion,
and e~pecia lly of pus, into the current of the venous blood.
And this step 11aving been g::tined, fresh speculations arose, concerning the manner
in which the interna l collections of pus were formed. In the viscera they were
usually small, well-defined, surrounded by the 11Calthy tissue of the organ, and several
in number. Some maintained, that the pus, in substance, was carried to the parts
in which it was fouud, and there simply deposited. Others were of opinion that the
t..'liotcd blood created in the system a general tendency to inflammation, which was
developed in many places simu ltaneously. Neither of these suppositions was quite
true, neither of them quite false. 'l'he pus disco,·ercd in the serous cavities was
accompanied by un equivocal traces of inflammation in those prirts. '!'his alone rendered it probable that the smaller purulent collections were not merely dropped there
by the blood in its course (a thin:? very difficult to conceive), but were the products
of actual inflammation, excited somehow in those very spots. And it i8 now believed
that these abscesses of, ris well as in, a part, proceed from suppurative inflammation)
provoked by the presence of particles of pus, brought thither with the circulating

blood.
I told you before, that minute foreign matters entering the blood, and failing to
pass out of it again through the natural emunctories of the body, are liable to be
stopped when they arrive at the finit network of cap illary vessels that lies in their
course. Now the blood, circulating in the veins, reaches (much of it at least), in
oach of its circuits, two such g reat networks, the hepatic rind the pulmonary. Tb rough
the pulmonn.ry network all the blood must pass, through the hC'patic some of it; and
it is there, in the capillary tissue of these organs, that particles of pus) rind other
material substances, foreign to the blood, and in capable of' being eli minated with the
customary excretions, are a.pt to stick, or to be entan~l cd, and to excite inflammation.
Some of them, however, in general, pass on, and rirriving at the left side of the heart,
are transmitted, with the arterial blood, to vn.rious parts of the body, there to exercise
a similar deleterious influence.
Such w:1s, and is, the theory : and it has been tested and confirmed by direct experiment. Inasmuch as the conveyance of the pus cannot be traced by the eye, nor the
manner of its being collected into an abscess demonstrated, except by inference, Cruveilhier introduced quid•silver into the veins of animals; a metal which is liquid) and
divisible into very minute particles, and which exerts no chemicril ri~ency upon the
vital fluid. When the mercury was inserted into the veins which concur to form the
vena portre, the whole, or the g rcn.ter part of it, wn.s arrested in the liver. In that
organ, the animal bein~ killed a certn.in time after the introduction of the metal, small,
roundish, red spots were always discoverable, which prissed grndually into little
abscesses surrounded by a halo of inflammatory redness; and in the centre of each
red spot, and of each abscess, lay a miuute globule of mercury. A few similar
points of suppuration were usually to be seen iu the luni:."8 also. But when the quicksilver was put into the blood in its direct course tO\\\lrds the vena cava, then it was
~:n~~;o~~.o gs that these points were either exclusively detected, or at aoy rate most
You must, I tbiok, perceive how strictly these experiments berir upon the rational
huruoralism acknowledged at the present day. If pus, and mercury, nrny thus be distributed to particular organs, and thus excite circumscribed inflarnmati oo, so doubtless
~ay other extraneous impurities-introduced by the poiso n of whnt is called good
hving, by the respiration of foul air, and in various other ways - reach, and settle in
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different parts of the body (the liver, the lungs, the kidneys, the joint.q), nod there
prod uce, if not iuflawwatiou and pus, yet such changes at least as spoil the texture
of the organ, and pervert its healthy office. 'l'hat cancer is propagated iu this way we
have heretofore seen reasou to believe. lo all probability the deposit aud increase
of tubercles fall under the same law. There is however t h is remarkable difference
between tubercles and p~lcbitic abscesses, t hat the former occupy chiefly the upper
portions of the lungs, while the latter are generally most numerous in the lower lobes.
Suppurative phlebitis - with its horrible effects-is liable to arise, not only after
severe but also after slight injuries; from the triv ial as well as the grand exploits of
surgery; nay, spontaneously, as it were, without any local hurt, under the agency of
natural causes, such as exposure to cold. And the part in which the phlebitis occurn
has some inftu~nce, as you will now understand, in determining the principal scat of
these scattered abscesses. When they succeed amputation of a limb, or fracture of
the skull, or the interference of surgery with varicose veins, or (as they may) even
the simple operation of phlebotowy, they are likely to be most numerous i n the lungi.
B ut they are more conspicuous to hasty observation in t he liver than in the lung-s;
aad that is why hepatic abscess was supposed to have some special connexion with
iajuries of the head. Morgagui, however, long ago pointed out the fact, that other
parts also were affected in those cases. Again, we may expect to find these dissemiaated abscesses chiefly in the liver, when suppurative plebitis occurs in any of the
tributary veins of the vena portm; when it supervenes, therefore, upon operations
iavolviag the intestines- operations for the release of hernia, for healing fistula i n
ano, for the cure of piles.
It is, however, very common for the poison to pervade the whole body, and for
abscesses to form in various other situations, as well as in the lungs and liver. I once
saw a young woman die, in the Middlesex Hospita l, from phlebitis, with lar~e
abscl?.:::ses in many parts, and especially in the joints, after the simple excision, with
scissors, of some small spongy irritable growths about the orifice of her urethra.
Two or three instances of suppurative phlebitis, unconnected with any known hurt,
and originatiug apparently in exposure to cold, have fallen under my own observation :
hut I prefer giving you the following short case, with the details of which I have been
favoured by Dr. Malden, of Worcester.
Miss - -, a teacher in a ladies' school, was attacked, after exposure to wet and
cold, with acute paiu, heat, and redness, in the front of the left fore-arm. i\lr. Cole,
aa eminent surgeon, of Bewdley, by whom she was at first attended, discovered inflammation following the course of the cutaneous veins. Upon its subsidence the \'C ins
were left like hard cords. Soon after, the right arm was affected in a similar wny:
and next, both the lower extremities, which became anasareous. All this was attcmkd
with paroxysms, siwulating those of tertian ague; exhausting sweats; diarrlicca; and
a frequent feeble pulse. At the end of a month, deep.seated fluctuation was detected
in the right thigh, three inches below Poupart's ligament. The abscess ;?l':ldually
approached the surface, and was opened, and more than three pints of very footid p~s
was discharged. 'l'he wound never closed, and she sank, exhausted, a. wouth aftet 1t
was made.
There was no pain , p remonitory or attendant, connected with this formation of
matter.
The abscess was traced, after death, upwards, behind the muscles of the pelvis, as
far as the sacra.iliac symphysis, where the bones were extensively carious
l\iany of the superficial vcias, both of the upper and the lower extrcwities, were
found to be completely obliterated by adhesive inflammation, or scaled up by coagula

of blood.
'fhis spreading and morbiferous inflammation of veins is sometimes so remarkably
prevalent, as w partake of the character of an epidemic dis.orJer: and this, its OCC;tsiu nal prevalence, appears to be owing to some peculiar couditiou of the atmospl~ere
or rather to some predisposition of the h uman body, engendered by the operation of
influences which are probably atmospheric. Du ring such periods prudent wen
refrain, if they can, from the performance of surgical operations.
The \•iew which I have now set before you of suPpurative phlebitis, and of its distant
effects, involves some apparent diffic11lties, and some curious questions. A short cousidcr.1.tion of the:::e may sen·c to throw a clearer light upou the main subject.
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First, then, how is i~if indeed the disseminated abscesses result from the intro.
duction of pus into the blood-how is it that we do not meet with them oftener? ]'us
is absorbed, in numberless instances, without the occurrence of any suc h formidable
consequences. We S(lC great abscesses disappear spontaneously, and yet no other
smaller scattered absce!l-ses ensue. Does not this fact invalidate the theory of the
cause and formation of such distant points of suppuration? No. It seems that, fur
their production, pus as such, pus in substance, pus in the mass, must be rccch·cd
into the veins, and circulate with the blood. The pus which is taken up by ordinary
absorption, is altered, probably by that process, before it reaches the blood: at any
rate it has not the same mischievous and fatal effect.
You may here inquire in what manner pus gets into the circulation, in consequence
of an amputation? Is it not absorbed from the suppurating stump? I conceive not.
Supposing the amputating knife to cross and sink into an ex isting abscess, and to
divide a vein-then, indeed, pus mi~ bt be sucked into the vein, and the usual consequences follow. But the veins that lead to, or rather from, a stump, become bloekcJ
up, and impervious, from adhesive inflammation, or from mere coa~ulation and adhesion of the blood in them, before the stump has had time to suppurate. H ow then
does the pus ever find admission? No doubt it is a product, in this case also, of phl<'bitis. '!'he interior of a vein inflames, and goes on to suppuration: and the pus which
it pours forth mingles, as pus, with the circulating stream.
Indeed these scattered abscesses appear to originate almost always in phlebitis.
Such is the opinion of my colleague, Mr. Arnott, who has contributed a valnable
paper on this subject to the lllediro-Chirurgical Transactions. Such is also the
opinion of M. Cruveilhicr. It hos been objected that, in some fatal cases of this kind,
no phlebitis could be detected; that the principal veins have been diligcutly traced,
yet no vestige of suppuration, nor even of adhesive inflammation, has been \'isible.
To make this objection valid, all the veins throu~hout the body shou ld be scrutinized;
and that has li'eidom, I fancy, been done. I have known several instances, in which
most of the larger trunks were searched in vain, till at length a short track of one 1•f
them, au inch or two perhaps, was found, bearing marks of having been inflamed.
You must not conclude therefore against the antecedent existence of phl ebitis, unt il
you have examined every vein in the soft parts of the body: no, nor even then. Yoll
must go deeper than the more obvious veins. There is good reason for believing that
th e bones and their veins are often the seat of the primary mischief, the fountain from
which the pus, which thus renders the blood a poison, first proceeds: the veins, fo1·
example, of the dip!oe of the !!kull, when scattered abscesses ensue upon injuries of
the head; the veins of the bones of the extremities after unsuccessful opcr:itions. '11 here
is yet another explanatory supposition applicable to some cases. All local traces of
th e primary inflammation may vanish before death, while the vital powers are being
undermined, and about to sink under its secondary effects.
Cruveilhier repeatedly performed the following experiment, and always with similar
results. He introduced crude mercury within the hollow shaft of the thigh bone of
a li\'iog dog. When the quantity was considerable, death occurred in a few day!!,
and the metal was found strewed thickly through the lungs, each globule occupy ing
a capillary branch of the pulmonary artery, and surrounded by a swall sphere of inflammatory redness. When the quantity was minute, the animals lived longer, and
littl e abscesses, enclosing each a particle of mercury, were then discovered in the sawe
organs. The mercury he supposes to have fouud a direct entrance into the blood, in
these cases, from the caocellous portion of the bone, and through the same chaunel it
seems to be that pus often enters the circulation. You may remember my relating
some fearful examples of scattered abscesses, superveni ng upon chronic disease of the
bones of the ear. Cruveilhier states that, haviug been presen t at the examination of
the body of one who had sunk after amputation of the leg, and whose lungs were full
of little abscesses, he sought, without success, for some inflarned vein: but upon
dividing the tibia and fibula, he found the spongy extremities of these bon es
infiltcred with pus. Herc, beyond question, had been the source of the visceral
misch ief.
Occasionally, however, these disseminated abscesses may acknowledge another
aource than inflammation of a vein. I showed you, in the last lecture but one, thas
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suppuration may occur wit~in the heart, and pus be poured directly into the circulating
stream of blood. llut this can seldom happen.
The local phenomena, when a superficial vein of some magnitude is inflamed, are
pain and tcndernc!!S in the course of the vessel, which, in the adhesive variety of the
complaint, is soon converted into a tangible, hard., and sensitive cord. Whether the
vein be near the surface, or deeply seated, there is usually more or less rodema of the
areolar tissue of the part. Phlebitis of this kind has been sometimes confounded, I
believe, with inflammation of the lymphatic absorbent vessels. You distinguish the
latter by the slenderness of the painful cord; by its position, which is still more
superficial than that of a subcutaneous vein; by the number of little knots which
diversify its course; and by the streaks and patches of bright inflammatory redness
which appear along the same track. Dr. Graves remarks (Clfofrol .Alcclici11e, p. 45.J.),
that inflammation of the lymphatics" is seldom continuous, but is de,•cloped at certain
insulated points.' 1 Velpeau has laid down the followin~ aphoristic distinction between
the two. H Angioleucitis is seen, but not felt, while phlebitis is felt rather than seen:
so that the complaints might be discriminated even with closed eyes."
In the suppurative form of phlebitis the general syruptoms take the lead. A sudden
change in the aspect and manner of the patient often marks the commencement of
the constitutional affection. 'l'he formation of pus in separate and often distant parts
is rapid, and frequently unannounced by any local pa.in. Wh en however the joints,
or parts near thti joints, are the seat of suppuration, much sorcncl!s is complained of,
and the malady is liable to be mistaken for rh eumatism: and when the serous cav ities are
implicated, the pain is sometimes severe. Suppurative phlebitis is commonly attended
in its progress with repeated shiverings, which are sometimes periodical; and with
profuse sweats, and oc<>asionally with copious and very unnatural discharges from the
bowels. 'l'hese last have been noticed in animals soon after the introduction of pus,
or of putrid matters, into their veins. .Kature seems to attempt to eliminate the
poison in this way: and where the quantity of pus so introduced has been small 1 the
attempt is now and then successful. But in general there is a continual supply of
the noxious substance, and the system is irrecoverably infected. 'l'he skin acquires
a yellowish hue, as if the patient were faintly jaundiced. Uere and there upon the
surface of the body patches of erysipelatous inflammation are apt to appear; and
sometimes, of superficial gangrene. The pulse is almost always rapid. lo mo~t cases,
but not in all, symptoms occur resembling those which mark low forn.is of typhus
fever. Very constantly there is great agitation, and a signal disturbance of the nervous system.
I ha.ve called this purulent infection of the blood a formidable disorder: in truth
it is almost always a fatal disorder. Yet that it is not inevitably mortal I know by a
case which has recently occurred in l\Jr. Araott's practice at the Hospital, and which
he permits me to mention. ll e had occasion to amputate the fore-arm of a man
whose hand had been crushed by machinery. Two or three days after the operation,
the patient's pulse quickened. and he had a severe rigor. These two circumstances
led Mr. Arnott to apprehend the supenention of phlebitis; and accordingly one of
the large, eupcrficial, visible veins of the fore-arm became swollen, hard, and tender.
Leeches were applied :i.Jong its course; and the parts were kept covered with the
water drcs!'iog. lo no long time an abscess formed in the other arm: next, a large
one in the back, from which twenty ounces of pus were evacuated; then one beneath
the glutei muscles of the buttock, on both sides - each of these two contained about
sixteen ounces. In short, dating between the beginning of October aud the middle
of December, no less than seven collections of matter presented themselves in various
places. The last of them was in a very unusual part, beneath the man's tongue, in
the ordinary situation of ranula, for which, indeed, it was at first mistaken. In every
instance the pus was let out as soon as possible, and the main feature in the general
treatment was the administration of opiates, and of wine, with a. liberal allowance of
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interesting. It shows, I say, that suppurativc phlebitis, eve n. when it strews con1ecutive inflammation and suppuration throughout the body, is not absolutely and
hopelessly fatal. Whether abscesses, from this cause, distributed in the lun~s or
liver, arc capable of repair, I cannot tell you. Uuder the trcatmcllt employed, the
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inflammation of the vein in the arm gradually subsided. All outward evidence at
least of its existence, all induration even, disappeared; and presumptively all inward
evidence too_ So that, had this patient sunk, late in the course of his disorder,
und er the multiplied secondary abscesses, his venous system might probably ha'\"C
been searched in vain for any remaining traces of phlebitis: and yet we know that at
one time he had phlebitis, more severe and extensive than belongs to the natural and
kindly healing of every stump.
The treatment found most suitable in phlebitis bas just been briefly indicated;
local depletion when the inflamed vein is accessible; regulation of the bowels; strong
animal broths and wine to support the st rength; opiates to tranquillize nervous irritability and restlessness. Our object is in the first place to subdue and resolve the
inflammation: or at any rate to prevent its passing beyond the adhesive sta~e. To
this end, the vein being obvious and superficial, we apply leeches, cold lotions, or
fomentations.

[In cases of pl1lebitis from venresection, the late Dr. Physick recommended the
applicatiou of a blister over the orifice in the arm, as soon as the inflammation commences, the orifice itself being first defended by a plaster of simple cerate spread on
lin en. Ile found this to be invariably beneficial in causing the arrest of the inflammation. Dr. Dorsey also found a blister thus applied to produce always a good effect;
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strikingly evinced.- 0 ]
During the progress of the malady, especially when suppurative phlebitis is prevalent, it would be unsafe to cut into a large vein, lest, by that slight violence, we
establish a fresh local phlebitis. Indeed, after the suppurative form has once been
set up, general blood-letting does no good; but, on the contrary, impairs the power
of thl.! system at large to struggle against the di~case.
Tbe obliteration of a large vein, whether by adhesive phlebitis or in any other way,
is perilous in proportion to its magnitude, and to the rapidity with which its complete
occlusion has been effected. 'fhe grad ual stoppage of C\'On the largest-the primary
venous trunks, the venre cavro-admits of some degree of compensation. In one
in~tan ce of this kind, which I briefly described yesterday, and which I myself witnessed, the superior cava was flattened, and its chan nel completely effaced, by the
pressure of an aocurismal tumour: in another, which I mentioned formerly, on Mr.
Kiernan's authority, an immense varix of the superficial veins of the abdomen supplied
to the returnin g blood the passage denied to it, in its natural course, by the partial
obliteration of the 1·11/erior cava. To impress upon yonr recollection the ordinary
phenomena. that result from these grave derangements in the hydraulic machinery of
the body, I will state here, from my hospital case-book, the outlines of two additional
examples of a similar character.
James Buck, aged thirty-three, was admitted on the 6th of l\Iarch, 1838. The
appcar:.rnce of this man was very remarkable. Ilis countenance was swollen and li\'id;
his eyeballs projected; his lips, the end of his nose, and the rims of his cars, were of
a deep purple colour. It was manifest that the blood did not freely descend from the
bead. Further evidence of this became apparent when the trunk of his body was
uncovered. 'l'he throat was \'cry broad, full , and tumid, lik e that of a goitrous person,
yet the swellinj.! was not owing to en largement of the thyreOid gland, nor to redema;
but felt firm and fic~hy. Th e jugulars were distended; :ind the whole surface of the
thorax in front, with that of the shoulders, and of part of the abdomen, was thickly
overspread with a network of prominent veins. 'l'h e external mammary veins were
seen to communicate freely with veins proceeding from the neck on each side, with
the veins of both the upper extremities, and with the epigastric veins from beneath.
Herc and there were patches of minute purple varicose branches, crowded closely
to~ether.

H e told us that whcne'°er he stooped down, to tie his shoe-striup;s for instance, he
became giddy, hi s head swelled, and his face rind ears ~ rew black: that he was very
ncrrnus, easily t!urri<'d, and dreamed mucl1, tl1inkin~ that he wus fl)"iD,!! iu the air,
falling down precipices, and the like. He had not noticed any swelling of the face
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or throat until three weeks previously; and he bad never, he s:i.id, had a day's illness
before. He knew of no cause for the complaint; had been making no extraordinary
bod~\7 effort; had never suff~rcd rheumatic fever. He professed, also, temperate
habits, but he had ~cen a sol~1er, and afterwards a pugilist, and his wife infonncd me
that he had led an 1rrcg-ular hfc.
The evidence I say was strong, of some obstruction to the return of the blood
through the superior cava. Now such obstruction is wost commonly produced by
intra-thomcic tumours-sometimes by carcinomatous, much oftener by :rneurismal
tU~OUr8. rfhere WCTC D? circumstances to make it fikeJy that mali~nant ~rowthS
existed; but there were circumstances which corroborated my first suspicion, that the
symptoms were dependent upon aneurism of the aorta, or of one of its primary
bronc hes.
rrherc was indeed no external prominence, no pulsative or other swelling, no ancurismal whiz, to guide us to this diagnosis. Upon careful and repeated auscultation
of the chest, the murmur of respiration was found to be in some p:uts feeble and unequal. '!'bis might consist with the presence of any kind of tumour. 'l'he heart's
action was heard, and felt, strong a:nd heavinfr, in t he proper place, beneath the left
nipple. 'l'o the right of the sternum atso, and near the middle of its upper portion,
one's ear was distinctly jarred at each systole of the heart, though with less force than
in the prrecordial region. But in the space intermediate between these two spots, no
such jarring sensation was perceptible, although the heart could be heard, beating
with a slight bellows-sound. 1\Ioreovcr, the right radial artery was considerably
weaker and smaller than the left. This showed that the innominata was interested
in the disease. 'fhe symptoms, taken together, left no doubt on my mind that there
was an aneurismal pouch beneath the sternum, where the jar was experienced. I
have gone somewhat into particulars to show you how confidently sometimes, by close
observation, you ma.y pronounce upon the condition of parts which you can neither
see nor touch.
All that could reasonably be hoped for from medicine, was postponement of the evil
day. 'l'o relic,•e the oppressed blood-vessels by taking away part of their contents, by
freely purging the pati ent, and by setting his kidneys at work-this was what was to
be attempted; and this was done. Ile was repeatedly cupped, and always with most
sensible relief to his feelings, the blood flowing copiously. Purgatives and diuretics
also acted well; and so much was the man benefited by these measures, that twice he
left the ward, and became an out-patient.
About the middle of June a new symptom arose - severe pain extending from t he
right collar-bone across the shoulder. He died on the 10th of July. 'l'hree or four
days before his death, he had rigors and extreme dyspnooa, complained of pain over
the whole thorax:, and declared that his "heart seemed on fire." 'l'hcsc symptoms
were caused by the supervention of pericarditis, which speedily proved fatal. A thin
layer of recent, reticulated lymph was found covering a considerable extent of the surface of the heart.
The body was examined by Mr. Shaw, after injection of the veins, and of the thoracic duct.
There was a lar"e ancurism of the arteria innominata; of which I omit all particular description,
present object being to draw your attention to the state of the
0
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but no further. '!'he preparation of these parts, which i~ before you, and the rough
diagrams which I here exhibit, will aid your comprehens1on of the mode whe.rebJ: the
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magnified, but the number of the smaller branches was much a~~mented. '£he vena
azygos, for example, was very little above its usua l size; yet 1t was apparently provided with a greater number of considerable branches than are commonly observed
under natural circumstances.
As the veins iuto which the truuks of the absorbent vessels discharge their con tents were obliterated, it became interesting to examine the state of these vessels, and
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of tbe lymphatic glands. But the condensation and confusion of all tlic parts around
the tumour rendered it difficult to trace the thoracic ducts. The glands were remark·
Fie. 97•

. Fio. 96.

A Obstructedvein1.

B Scntoftherightnuricle.
C Thoracic, pectoral, 11.11d mammary veins, conveying the blood in aco11trarycoursetoiU
usualdirection,nndnnastomosingwithth11
iDtereostalandepigastricYeins.

ably la.rgc, of a purple colour, and gorged with bloody serum. The fulncss of the
neck, noticed during life, was occasioned by this turgescence of the glartdulaconcate1wta. Large glands were seen studding the walls of the aneurism, and adhering to
the great vessels connected with it: i . e. in situation!\ where, under ordinary circumstances, such glands, from their minuteness, can scarcely be detected at all.
With this case, contrast the following:Harriet Baldwin, thirty-three years old, was admitted, December 29, 18401 anasarcous as high as the hips, and with an enlarged abdomen. The swelling had begun,
she said, a fortnight before.
She complained of cough, and of expectoration, which was sometimes tinged with
blood. She could not lie down in bed for dyspnooa. lier urine was scanty and darkcoloured.
She told us that she had dropsy, quite as bad, five years ago, of which she was cured
in St. Bartholomew'R Hospital.
All this we learned in the admission-room. The next day, when she was in bed,
we learned a good deal more.
The large abdomen did not owe much, if any, of its bulk to ascites. It contained a
palpable tumour, filling the right hypochondrium, and cxtendin~ thence far beyond
the umbilicus to the left, and into the right groin. This tumour, from its situation,
and from the continuous dulness elicited by percussion from the right mamma downwards over its whole extent, was evidently formed by the liver, much enlarged, and
out of its place.
But, besides the tumour, the abdomen presented on its surface a very singular appearance. Two ziµ;zag lines of lar!!e, varicose veins ran up its middle, near the right
edge of the linea alba. These, which were evidently the cpigastric veins, inosculated
above with the mammary. Large but straighter veins, wandered over the front of the
thorax on both sides.
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'l'he swollen legs of this woman were quite purple from innumerable clusters of
small varicose veins.
Other symptoms also there were, but I pass them by as irrelevant to my present
subject. It was plain that the current of the blood along the vcna cava inferior was
suffering impediment. That vessel was presumably compressed, perhaps rendered
totally impervious, by the superjaceot tumour. The
F10. 98.
existence of the tumour; the great <edema of the legs,
compared with the slight amount of liquid in the ~
--...... _____..
cavity of the belly: the varicose state of the cutaneous
~ / /
veins of the legs; and, above all, the remarkable coo"i;..r- \
ditiou of the superficial veins of the abdomen:~~
these were the e'ridenccs. The blood from the lower
~\!) ·~
extremities passed mainly by the way of the intercostal and subclavian veins, to the heart. Death
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contained a prodigious quantity of hydatids. When
,r-:g: "" N
removed from the cyst which had contained them,
~~
they filled a large wash-hand basin. 'l'he sides of the
:; ~
in ferior cava. were pressed together by the tumour,
and its channel was thus completely closed up for the
spaceoftbreeinches.
In each of these two cases, the closure of tbc great
venous trunk was effected gradually, as the compressing
tumour augmented; and time was afforded for the development of collateral supplementary channels. In both cases the superficial veins of
the thorax and abdomen contributed largely to supply the growing needs of the system:
but the stream of returning blood ran oppositely in the two casCs; from above downwards in the first, from below upwards in the second. 'l'he direction iti which tho
blood in the veins is moving can, of course, be always readily ascertained; and this
might furnish a test, were other tokens wanting, whereby to determine whether the
obstruction lay in the superior or in the inferior cava. And there is another circumstance worthy of remark, and of which the same use might be made. In the first
case, the dilated veins of the thorax were tortuous, those of the abdomen direct. In.
the second this was reversed; the epigastric veins were sin gularly sin uous, the mammary veins were straight. lo other words, those veins were, in each instance, contorted and winding, in which the actual course of the blood was retrograde. The vessels were bent and twisted as the current forced its backward way against the opposing
but ineffectual barrier of the va!Ycs.
It is impossible, I think, to find more clear evidence than these interesting cases
exhibit, of the power inherent in the animal body of rectifying, to a certain extent,
its own accidental derangements. You cannot, under such circumstances, overlook
the existence, or mistake the tendency, of a via medicatrix natura.

LECTURE LXIV.
Asthma: its nature; complications; exciting causes; and treatment. .Disea&es of
the <Esophagus; lrijlammation; Stricture; Spasm,; .Dilatation.
I MUST not leave the subject of thoracic disease without saying a. word or two
respecting asthma,· a complaint which might have been properly nrra.nged among the
nervous spasmodic diseases, in a former part of the course. But I purposely deferred
of it, because, though in many instances purely spasmodic, and iodependeut
51
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of any disco'\"crnble faulty structure, it is still more often connected with or:r~\llic

diseases of tbc beart, or of the lungs; which diseases had not theu been described.
I scarcely need caution you against the vulgar error of calling- all kinds of difficult
breath!ng by the name of asthma. You will be constantly m?cti~ig with persons who,
labourrng under some permanent embarrassment of the respiration, tell you they are
asthmatic. They conceive that asthma is simply an inconvenient, and not at all a

dangrrous affection; and they please them8elves with the notion-consumptive
patients and their friends do this continually- that they are merel11 asthmatic.
Asthma 1's dyspnrea, but dyspnooa is not 11ecessari~1j a!'thma.
Asthma may be defined as · being - great difficulty of breathing: occurring in
paroxysms; accompanied by a loud wheezing sound of respiration; passiP.g ofi~ after
some hours, with more or less mucous expectoration; and unatteudcd with fever.
And these paroxysms of dyspnrea are believed to depend upon a spasmodic· constrictiou of the bronchial tubes.
'l'o go rather more into detail: the phenomena which constitute and characterize a
fit of asthma, arc somewhat as follows :-1'he patient, if he have previously suffered
under the disease, has usually some well-understootl warnings that an attack is hanging
over him. Loss of appetite; frequently much flatulence and eructation; languor,
irritnbility, drowsiness, oppression, chilliness; and he goes to bed ill and uncomfortable. 'l'he dyspnrea comes on generally after midnight, about two or three o'clock in
the morniug; often durin!? sleep; and the patient wakes with a sense of tightnes.~
and constriction about the chest, and an iuability, as it seems to him, freely to expand
it. Ile is obliged at once to rise up; and he sits, leaning forward, with his knees
drawn up, his elbows on his knees, and his head supported by his hauds, labouring
for his brc:1th, and making a wheezing noise so loud as to be audible at a considerable
di!t:rnce. lle experiences a strong desire or necessity for fresh air; opens the door
of his room and goes out upon the staircase, or flies to an open window, even in very
cold weather; and remains there, with his bead out, sometimes for hours. That he
can do so with impunity furnishes a strong presumption that it is the nervous system
which is principally affected in these cases. His extremities at the same time are
usually cold, and bis countenance is distressed and haggard: while the trunk of bis
body may be wet with perspiration. Sometimes the face is a little flushed and turf.dd;
but more commonly it is somewhat pale, and shrunk. The pulse is oftcu small 1 feeble,
and even irregular; and in many instances there is much palpitation of the heart.
At other times the pulse remains undisturbed. If urine be passed, as it frequently
is, at the be>ginniog of a fit of asthma, it is copious and watery, pale, clear, and without smell, like the urine of hysterical women. 'J'hc bowels arc also sometimes relaxed,
with "something (as Sir John Forbes observes) of the impatient hurry and imperfection of spasmodic action." There may be some propensity to coughing, but the
patient can hardly achieve a cough; and is so engrossed with his breathing, that he
can speak in an iuterruptcd manner only, with difficulty and uneasiness . He has
not, however, in general, any misgivings about the event of the attack, but looks
forward with hope to the expected termination of the paroxysm.
"'fhese syruptoms often continue for many hours tog-ether; and particularly from
midnight till morning is far advanced. Then, commonly, a remission takes place by
degrees. 'fbe breathing becomes less laborious, and more full: so that the person
can speak or cough with more ease. And if, as is usually the case, the cough brings
up some mucus, the remission becomes immediately more considerable, and he falls
iuto a much-wished-for sleep."
Paroxysms of this kiud will often continue to recur for many nights in succession;
remitting at length in their severit.y: and ceasing for a period, altogether.
During the intervals between these paroxysms., in the daytime, the patient may be
perfectly well; but he seldom is so; though so great is the difference between his
condition during the remissions, and his condition in the paroxysms, that he declares,
and perhaps fancies, that he is quite well. You will mostly find, however, that he is
shortrwiuded; that he does not utter many words. of a sentence before he pauses to
take breath; that slight bodily exertion hurries his respiration; and that he is not
c11sy in a horizontal posture, with his head low.
Alt.houg-h the dyspnooa is thus intermittent, or remittcnt, you arc not to suppose
that the paroxjsrns recur with the regularity of those of ague. The interval i!i uf
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uncertain duration; and t11c circumstances of the paroxysm differ in different instances.
I may remark also, that when the paroxysm ceases, with little or no expectoration, the
case is said to be one of dry asthma: when the expectoration is copious, it is !tumid
or hurrwral asthma,
Now this, I say, is looked upon as being essentially a spasmodic affection. Upon
what grounds f
Why, in the first place, the patients have a sensation of constriction in the chest.
An old gentleman whom I EUW lately, and who is subject to fits of asthma, made use
of the term crarnp when he described what he felt about the thorax; and his attacks
were always accompanied or succeeded by actual cramp of the muscles of the calves
of his le~. '!'his is no uncommon circumstance, this co-existence of decided spasm
io other parts; and it throws some light upon the nature of the disorder. Ag-J.io, the
rapidity with which the dyspurea comes on, and the suddenness with which it often
abates, resemble the caprice of spasm. The supervention of extreme, sometimes enor·
mous fl.atulcncc, and the secretion of hysterical urine, mark also the nervous character
of the symptoms. So likewise do tl1cjmw11tia and the lredentia, as I sh:dl presently
explain further; the aff~ction beinJ?; suddenly produced by certain causes of irritatio11,
and even by mental feelings - suddenly relieved, sometimes, by medicines which are
reckoned antispasmodic. If we add to these considerations the fact that the dead
bodies of asthmatic patients have often, on bei11g examined, presented no vestiO'c
whatever of disease, either in the lungs or in the heart, we obiain very strong p;e.
sumptive evidence, that the phenomena attending a fit of asthma may be the result
of pure spasm.
But if this be so, what arc the muscles thus fixed in spasmodic contraction?
You are doubtless aware that the air-tubes are encircled with a series of little fibres,
or bundles of fibres. I have more than once shown you these, exa!!gcrated by hyper·
trophy, in the larger bronchi. They have been traced, by Reisscsscn, in tubes of
very small diameter. Laennec states, that he had distinguished them in bro11chia l
ramifications less than one line acr~s. Now, supposing these circular fibres to be
muscular) it becomes at once, and d priori, likely that they, no less than other mui::cles,
should be liable to spasm. A11d the phenomena of asthma prove, to my mind, that
they are so. Analogy would say that. the fibres, thus disposed, are sleuder muscles,
similar to those which surround the intestines and the urinary bladder: and the
microscope, scrutinizing their minute texture and appearance, asserts that they arc
actually muscles, of the unstriped kind; like other involuntary muscles subscrving
the orga11ic life. This fact-which, I am aware, bas been doubted- I state upon the
authority of Professor Todd and :Mr. Bowman; both known to you all, as faithful and
expert observers. But a test, less fallible than the microscope, has practically settled
the question. Dr. Williams has demonstrated, by a set of ingenious and satisfactory
experiments, that the lungs and air-tubes are actually co1llractile to a very considerable
degree, under electrical, chemical, and mechanical stimuli. The contractions take
place steadily and slowly; and are followed, as_ soon :1s the stimulus is withdrawn, by
an equally gradual relaxation. This is very like tonic spasm. 'l'he contractions were
rendered apparent by means of a bent glass tube, containing coloured liquid, and
adapted to the windpipe of an animal just deprived of life. '!'he column of liquid in
the glass tube would of course be readily moveable by any contraction of the lunp:s
and air.tubes, causing pressure of the included air against it. In one of the experi.
meats, "ou passing a galvanic current from the margin of the luug.s to the iuscrtion
of the tube in the trachea, the fluid rose quickly, but gradually, nearly two inches;
sank speedily on breaking; the contact; again rose upon co111pleti11g it; but ~ell slowly
when the current was continued for some 8econds ;" i. e. when the irritability of the
tissues was temporarily exhausted. Temporarily, I say, for on waiting two or tliree
minutes between each application of the galvanism, the liquid was raised again and
again for upwards of an hour; till, in fact, the organic life was extinct. I s not all
this excet:diugly like the behaviour of parts acknowledged to be muscular, under similar
influences?
The phenomena were not occasioned by any general shrinking of all the pulmonary
tissues. For when the lungs were cut across by sharp scissors, at right angles to tho
air-tubes, and the open sections of these tubes were gah'an izcd, they were sc"n to
coutract to one-half of theii· former diameter; :rnd even to become 1:1111aller than that.
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The contraction was the most distinct in the middle·sized tubes, they bciog about the
bigness of a straw; but it was sensible enough in the trachea, which was sometimes
so far reduced in dimensions, that the ends of its cartilaginous rings came together.
A foreign experimenter, M. Valentin, carries us a step nearer to the full solution
of this interesting question. He found that the rings of the trachea could be wade
visibly and distinctly to contract, b!J irritating the par vogwm.
The natural function of the contractile fibres is probably (as Dr. William G<iirdncr
suggests) that of gradually propelling outwards, by a kind of peristaltic movement,
the mucous secretion which is constantly oozing, in small quantities, into the smaller
air.tubes.
Upon the whole we may safely conclude that asthma is one of the spasmodic disor.
ders of the excito-motory system of ner\'es. I believe, moreover, that, as in most
other disorders of t11e same class, the spasm may be of centric, or of eccentric origin.
In the eccentric form, the par vagum is doubtless the afferent nerve; and the im·
pression it conveys to the medulla oblongata is reflected, through associated motor
nen·es, upon the bronchial muscles. The centric variety results from a similar im.
prcssion orif!"inatiog in the nen•ous centres: which respond, mysteriously, to certain
feelings of the mind.
I have never had a favourable opportunity, since I became aware of the value of
auscultation, of listening to the sounds of the breathing during a paroxysm of pure
spasmodic asthma. But they who ha\'e enjoyed such opportunities declare that no
respiratory murmur, or very little indeed, can be heard. And an attcnti\'e inspection
of tbc outside of the ch<'st shows, that amidst all the tug~ing and heaving for breath,
the expansion of the thorax is very limited. The patient cannot open his lungs as it
were: and what air does get in, has a difficult and narrow passage, as the wheezing
noise demonstrates. Lnennec affirms, that if the patient, after holding his breath
nearly as long as he can, attempt a quiet and gentle inspiration, the spasm may be
often O\'ercome as if by surprise; and, for a few seconds, the entrance of the air into
the cells may be heard in a clear and e\"en puerile sound. If this be true, it is a
strong additiona l proof that the obstruction to the aJmission of air was really owing
to a tonic contraction of the little muscular fibres of the bronchi and their ramifications.
The hereditary nature of asthma is perfectly consistent with the same theory. It
is one of the maladies which are distinctly transmitted - the disposition to them, I
mean -from parents to children. And, lik e other spasmodic disorders, it facilitates
its own return. ·when it has once occurred, it seldom fails to happen again and again.
But though I believe, for the reasons I have now mentioned, that asthma, in the
restricted sense of that term, is purely a spasmodic affection; yet I know also that it
is very frequently indeed combined with organic alterations within the thorax.
These changes of structure are to be regarded as so many strongly predisposing causes.
They induce a readiness to take on spasmodic action : and some of them arc perhaps
aggravated, or e,·cn produced, by the fits of asthma, upon which they afterwards
react injuriously. Judging from my own experience, I should say that genuine
un complicated spasmodic asthma was rare.
The organic diseases with which spasmodic asthma is often found connected, are
principally emphysema of the Ion~, and structural changes in the heart and peat
blood-vessels. It is extremely probable that the first step towards the production of
the spasm, consists in some altered condition of the circulation throu~h the lungs.
The chilliness of the surface, and the sensation of want of air, make it likely that the
blood accumulates in the lungs at those times: that there is con~estion of the mem·
brane, as well as spasm of the circular fibres. And it would seem that, in the
humoml asthma, the congestion is relieved by a copious secretion of mucus; and that,
with the congestion, the spasm also subsides and disappears. You will observe that
very generally the paroxysms come on during the first sleep : at which time, as Dr.
Alison has suggested, "the blood is perhaps in fullest quantity, its movements slow,
and its congestion in internal parts easiest, because it is least solicited to the organs
of sense or locomotion." But there seems to be another reason for this remarkable
circumstance. Respiration is mainly an automatic act; yet it also ob<'ys the wilL
During sleep this moderating influence of the will is su~pended. Those changes of
posture, and those voluotary alteratioos in the rate of breathing, which are wanted to
balance aod correct the commencing derangement of the pulmooary e:irculation, and
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which arc prompted at once during the waking state, do not occur j until at length
the derangement reaches that pitch at which it provokes spasmodic contraction, and
rvuses the sufferer.
1.'his same congestion, leading to spasm, sometimes passes into a slight form of inftarumation; and we have symptoms of bronchitis. And these symptoms may remain
wanifcst even during the intervals of the paroxysms.
Many of these asthmatic patients have just healthy lun g enou~h to breathe with,
in tolerable case and comfort, under ordinary circumstances; and dyspnooa. is brought
on whenever even a sligh t additional demand upon the respiration any how arises.
Hen ce, as I stated before, flatulent distension of the intestines, undue repletion of the
stomach by an excci-sive meal, the recumbent posture, all of which cause pressure
against the under surface of the diaphragm, may suffice to bring on the fit. Il ence
also, probably, in part, its frequent occurrence in the night.time.
In like manner, any extraordinary task imposed upon a hea rt which is barely eq ual
to its functions while the body is in repose, may induce a paroxysm of asthmatic

dyspnrea.
Asthma is a. disorder which is incid ent to both sexes, but it is much more common
in men than in women. It is incident to all ages also; but it belongs more to adolescence, and to the middle portion of li fe, than to its extremes. It. is not, I think,
a common disease prior to the af!e of puberty: yet in stances of it do occur at an earlier
period than that. I ha\e lately seen a boy of ei.~d1t or nine, who bas had several
well-marked attacks of pure asthma. Nor does it often begin to show itself in old
age. Sometimes, after plag-uing the subject of it for several years, it leaves him alto-f!Cther. The chronic dyspnrea, with occa~iona l irregular exacerbations, which is so
frequent a disorder among old people, and which always depends upon organic disease,
is not to be confounded with true asthma. It is said that asthmatic persons are
exempt from phthisis: and I und erstand that one physician in this town, who announces that consumption is curable, maintains the doctrine of the incompatibility of
phtbisis and asthma; and endeavours to brio~ about the latter, that he may protect
bis clients from the former. It may he that persons affected with genuine asth ma
seldom become the victimEI of pulmonary consumption: but I am sure the rule is not
universal. One of my earliest friends had from time to time, while we were schoolfellows, and long afterwards, the most exquisite fits of spasmodic nsthma. At length,
when he was between thirty and forty years old, they wholly censed: whereupon he
1?;reatly congratulated himself. But they only yielded before a worse disease. He
began in a few months, to spit blood : and io a few mon ths more he died of wellniarked phtbisis. Our lamented principal, the late l\Ir. Rose, afforded another sad
example of the same sequence. And I have kn own two or three families in which
one individual was subject to asthma, while others were scrofu lous and phthisical.
The exciting causes of the asthmatic paroxysm are manifold; nnd some of them
turious. Th ey seem to be reducible to two classes. 1. Particular states of the a.tr.
•nosphcre, which irritate or offend the mucous surface of the air-passap;es: or rather,
'\Qme of the fibrils of the par vagum. 2. Certain subtle influences which affect in a
peculiar manner the nervous system. All the known exciting causes of catarrh are
therefore lilrnly to bring on attacks of asthma in the predisposed. But there is a
singular caprice in asthmatic patients in this respect. Some persons, subjt..-ct to. the
disorder, are unable to breathe in the thick smoky atmosphere of J...ondon; requ1r~ a
high and clear situation; and respire easiest in the difficult ai r of the keen mountamtop." Others can nowhere breathe so comfortably as in low moist places: in some
of the streets by the water-side in the city, for instance. The friend to whom I lately
alluded lived at Newmarket, a most exposed and bleak spot. But if he left it, and
attempted to sleep in a strange place, he never was certain that he shou_l<l no~ be
assailed in the night by his well-known enemy. So that there were towns m which,
after experiencing the effect of their atmosphere, he dared not sleep; and th ere were
others in which he koew he might go to bed in security. It would have been difficult, I believe, to point out any essential difference between some of those localities
His lun gs, however, formed an infallible eudiometcr. Another college acqunintance
of mine, much tormented by asthma, is equally sensible to these inscrutable inf!.uences.
Two inns in Cambridge arc named respecti vely the Red J..1ion , and the Eagle. He
can sleep in one of them, and not in the other. Nay, he is thus variously affected
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within much narrower limits. Il e assures me that, wh en in Paris, he nc\'('r escape!
a fit of asth ma wh en be attempts to sleep in the back part of .l \lcurice's Ilotel, and
never suffers when he sleeps in a front room. Dover Street suits him; Clarges
Street docs not. H e cannot rest in Manchester Sq uare. This he attributes to its
being: built upon piles. \Yhether it really bas such a foundation I do not know.
And ::igencics still more slight and subtle arc enough to set the sprin:ra of th ese
seizures in motion. The mere absence of light, for instance. Lacnnec tells of a man
who invariably was roused from his sleep by a paroxysm of asthma, if his lamp were
extingui shed i or if his cham ber-door were shut. The consciousness tlrnt the custo-mary preventive remedy was not at hand, has, apparently, sufficed to bring OD a fit.
'l'h ere are many persons who never fail to become asthmatic if they inhale certain
eflluvia. Particles of ipccacuan floating in the atmosphere, or (what is perhaps the
same thing) its mere odour, are insupportable to many. '!'h ey are thrown into a
paroxysm of dyspnooa if they cuter an apartment where that drug is under preparation.
I think I mentioned before a certain laboratory-man at St. lhrth olomew's Hospital
who possessed this peculiar and inopportune i;:usceptibility: lie was obliged to fly
the place wheucver ipecacuan was about. l\I ost persons, probably, who have had
much expe rience in druggists1 shops, arc acquainscd with sim il ar examples: so that
the influence of ipecacuan in exciting fits of difficu lt breathin~, resembling asthma, is
undoubted, and common to mm1y constitutions. We mi~ht as well speak of ipecacuan asthma, as of hay risthma, which is a precisely analogous affection. Dr. l\Iarshall
Hall calls attention to the familiar but interesting fact, th:tt the 5:tme drug, ipccacuan,
acting upon the gastric branches of the par vagum, excites the reflex. spasmod ic act
of vomiting.
I have said, that the relief afforded by antispasmodic remedies affords presumptive
evid ence of the spasmodic nature of these attacks. If asthma supervene upon manifest bronchitis, or if there be any signs of congestion about the head, it may be prudent to abstract blood: but this measure will not in general be requisite; and when
not requisite, it should be avoided: for whatever tends to debilitate the patient, or to
lower bis vit:i l p-0wers, tends, at the same time, to augment his susceptibility to the
exciting causes of the disease. Th e dyspnrea may frequently be moderated or altogether assuaged by some form of narcotic. Now opium is the narcotic to which we
most trust for the mitigation of spasm in general: and opium 1·s of vast service in
paroxysms of al:lthma. But there is also another of the VCj?'Ctable narcotic substances
whi ch ha s obtained an especial repute for its effect in quietin~ the diffi cult breathing
in these cases; and that is stramom'11m. 'l'his herb, the Datura stramon ium , and
another species of the same genus. the Datura ferox, had long been employed in India
as a remedy for asthma. And when it was introduced into this country, about the
be:rinn in g of the present centu ry, it was cried up as a 8pccific; and everybody who
ca.lied himself asthmatic began to smoke stramonium: for that is the w:ty in which it
has been ch iefly employed. The lea ves and stalks are cut and put into a pipe, and
smoked like tobacco. Stramonium ci!!ars, too, are fabr icated. The smoke descends,
of course, into th e lungs: and when the saliva is swallowed, the remedy is introduced
into the system in that way n.1so.
Stramonium thus used, sometim es fails alto~ethcr: sometimes c:tlms the paroxysms
lik e a ch:trm. The late Dr. Babington told me of a patient of his who had been
grievously haraftted fo r a series of years, by asthma, but who declared to l1im, after he
had made a. fair trial of stramonium, that he no longer u cared a fig" for his asthma ;
which he could always stop in a moment. So a Mr. Sills, in a collection of comrn uni·
cations relative to the Datura stramonium, published in London in 1811, states, that
he had been a great sufferer from asthma: that the fits usually continued, with short
interruptions, from thirty-six hours to three days an d oiµ;hts successively; durinµ:
which time, he had ofte n, in the seem in!! a~onies of death, given himself over, and
even wished for that termination of his miseries. But ha.vin _g at length discovered
the virtues of stramonium, he uses this strong langua ge:-'· In truth, the asthma is
destroyed. I never experienced any ill effects whatever from the use of the remedy;
and I would rather be without life than without stramonium."
This, then, is no exped ien t which it will always be well to suggest, for reliev ing
the urgent distress of the paroxysm of asthma. But most patients subject to that
('Omplaiot, try it of their own accord. We ha\•e still to learn why it is so efficacious
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in some cases, and so entirely useless, or e,·en hurtful, in others. This probably
depends something on the presence or absence of organic disease in the lungs or heart;
but more accurate observations are wanted on this point.
Some of the animals upon whose lungs Dr. Williams performed his experiments had
been killed by poison. In two instances stramonium was the poison employed; and
it is interesting to know that scarcely any coo traction of the air tubes could be produced by the gah,anic apparatus. The trachea, at the same time, was lax. It is
requisite to notice the condition of the windpipe in these experiments; for the same
want of contractility would be apparent, supposing the parts to be already in a state
of tonic spasm, from the operation of the poison. This seems to have been the case
when conium was used: the fluid in the glass tube indicated scarcely any compression
of the air contained in the lungs; but then the windpipe was so far contracted, that
the extremities of its rings met. There was but little contractility, anrl a lax trachea,
after death by belladonna; and after death by the mccona.te of morphia. 'l'hc contractility was slight when life had been destroyed by strychuia; but the condition of
the trachea is not reported.
Experiments of this kind appear to be well worthy of careful repetition.
It has been suggested, as one clue towards determining the particular k ind of case
to which the stramonium is npplicable, that it succeeds when it causes e:i.1Jectoratto11;
and not otherwise. But I doubt about this. 'l'he relief is sometimes too 1mddeu to
admit of its being so explained. Sir John Forbes quotes the following passage of a
letter from an old and intelligent asthmatic to himself. "Smoking tobacco or stramonium is sure to gi,,e relief, if it produce expectoration; and it will generally do so if,
the moment I awake (i.e. in the incipient paroxysm), I begin to smoke, and continue
to do so for three or four hours. Smoking, I am able to say, after fifteen yen.rs1 pmctiec, and suffering as much as mortal can suffer and not die, is the be~t remedy for
asthma if it can be reliei:ed by expectoration. I have been in the hands of all the
doctors of the place for fifteen years; and still I say, $make."
Of calming vapours thus applied by iohalation to the very parts affected- and ope.rating either immediately upon the nervous fibrils there distributed, or mediately after
admission into the blood- the vapour of chloroform is likely, in respect of its soothing power, to supersede all others. Inspired in moderate quantity, far less than is
requisite to produce general insensibility, it has already been found of singular efficacy
in allaying at once the spasmodic distress of an asthma-fit. But it is likewise manifest already that this is a remedy too potent and subtle to be entrusted to the discretion of the patient himself. W c must know more about it than we have yet learned
before it can IJe safely self-prescribed, or self-administered.
Less hazardous certainly, less costly, less difficult therefore of attainment by the
many, but less sure also and less rapid in its result, is the respiration of air impregnated with the fumes of burning nitre. The mode of effecting this is simple enough.
Pieces of blotting·paper, each as big as one's hand, are to be dipped in a saturated
solution of the uitrate of potash-and then dried. One of these papers, being placed
on an earthenware plate, and ignited - the fumes presently diffuse themselves
throughout the room; and within a quarter of an hour their influence, in many
cases, is rendered evident, in "clearing the passages, and gradually opening the air
tubes."
'l'he compound Epirit of sulphuric rether, Hoffman's anodyne, swallowed into the
stomach, is an old and improved remedy. Combined with opium, I have found it of
great service in tranquilli~ing the breathing in ~sthma. A~d in one c~sc, wl~ich ~as
under my care for some time, I made comparative observations rcspcetmg this opiate
and stramonium. Both gave much relief; but stramonium the most, and most certainly, 1/ it were applied in time. This patient was in the habit of being roused from
sleep by the supervention of tho paroxysm: and if he had the means of lighting l1is
pipe iustanll!J, he could stave the fit off. But when once it had attained its full
inten~ity, he was mwble to smoke. Under such circum13tances, ho could swallow the
morphia and ::ether i and the effect of this depended also in a. great measure upon the
period at which it was taken. It \Tould stop a. commencing paroxysm, but had little
iufluence O\'Cr one that was fully formed. The chloric ::ether is a more agreeable, but
a less potent remedy than the sulphuric.
Of late the Jobclia inflata has been much lauded for its beneficial operntioo upon
dyspucca of all kinds, and upon asthma. in particular. I belh:\'U its virLues have bel!.11
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overrated. It sometimes, like stramonium, has an nlmost mapcal effect; but fr&o
queotly it foils to do the smallest good; and I know that sober practitioners who haYe
employed it more th:rn I have, have thought that it may occasion dangerous symptoms.
Of my own knowledge, I have nothing worth communicating to you of this drug.
Strong- coffee is a common domestic remedy for asthma. The friend and schoolfel low already mentioned used to take it in considerable quantities, and, he assured me,
with very great benefit. It is a safe, and simple, and J,?rateful remedy, and has numerous testimonies from medical practitioners in its favour. Ilut it is much less
sure than the stronger narcotics.
lpecacuan, which is so frequently the cause, has also been recommended for the
cure of asthma; and a host of drugs besides, with which I have no intention to weary
you. Among the rest, the application of galvanism was once in great vogue. In the
only patient who ever tried it under my own eye1-and be insisted upon being ¥alva.
nised whco his fits were quite absent,-the galvanism brought one on immediately.
lf we can shorten or mitigate the paroxysms we do our patient a most essential ser.
vice 1 and spare him a great deal of sufferiog. And during £he intervals between the
fits, we must endeavour to prevent their recurrence.
For this purpose, I can only just hint at the principle on which we should go. In
the simple form of the complaint, when it is apparently uncomplicated with organic
disease, we must caution the patient against whatever has a tendency to disturb bis
general henlth. Ile must be temperate in all things; he must be careful in regulating
his diµ;esth•e organs; he must set himself to discover what localities suit him best i
and avoid those which experience has shown to disap::ree with him. And if any one remedial measure be likely to fortify him against his malady, I believe that measure will oftenesi
be found in the shower-bath, employed in the way which I formerly recommended.
When the familiar preliminary feelings have threatened an attack of asthma, I have
often, I think, prevented its accession by causing the patieut, just before he addressed
himself to sleep, to swallow a pill containing a quarter of a grain, or half a grain, of
the extract ofstramonium.
If the asthma occur in connexion with any obvious pulmonary or cardiac disease, we
must, in addition to the means I have now been adverting to, apply ourselves to the miti·
gation of such superadded disease. And in respect to this I have nothing more to offer.

I go next to the morbid conditions of the resophayus, so far ns they concern the
physician; and these morbid conditions are not mauy. The resophagus Hes partly in
the chest, and partly in the belly, and therefore may very properly close the subject
of thoracic diseases, and introduce those of the abdomen.
The resophagus is less liable to disease than any other part perhaps of the alimen·
Wry canal. It differs somewhat in structure (as you know) from all other parts. Its
mucous membrane is provided with a thick epithelium, which extends a little beyond
the cardiac orifice of the stomach. Beneath lie a dense web of areolar tissue, and two
layers of muscular fibres; the one layer being disposed circularly around the tubethe other longitudinally, in the direction of its axis. In some cases there are pouches
found in the sides of the oosophagus, formed apparently by a kind of hernia of the mu·
cous membrane, between the separated fibres of the muscular coat. These are not
common, however, and scarcely worth mentioning, except that their existence has
been supposed to have a possible connexion with a. curious phenomenon, peculiar to
some persons; the power, viz., of ruminating; the power of bringing into the mouth
again, by a voluntary effort, food which has been for some time swallowed, as cows,
and the rest of the ruminantia do. There are but few individuals of the human spe..
cies who possess this faculty; there are but few who have appendices to their resophagus. 'Whether the phenomenon in question belongs to these last few has never been
determined; but as the possible connexion of the two circumstances has been suggested, it is well for you to be aware of it, that you may refute or verify the notion,
in case you ever ha.ve the fortune to examine the dead body of a. person who had the
power of ruminating. 1
•An instri.nceoftheconcurrenceofn.largepouch in theoosophagu.'I, with frequentregurgita·
tion of undi~ested food, has recently (1847) been lletailed, in the 30th volume of the ,Jfo/ico·
Cliirurgical Tra11aactior1a, by :\fr. Wo1thington of towestoft: who refers to another example of n
like combinntion, recorded by Mr. Ludlow, of Bristol, in the 8d volume of the Mtdlcal ObMrva~
'1.oTUaRdim;u.mu.
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The covering of cuticle protects th~ resophagus from the injurious influence of mat.
ters passing over it, which might otherwise be hurtful. 1'hc morbid state for which
we are most often consulted is stricture, actual or spasmodic. I believe that the
ccsophagus is very little subject to inflammation, except from mechanical violence or
chemical injury. I hnvc seen a few cases, however, in which I inferred a spontaneous
inflam matory condition of the tube, from the symptoms complained of; which were a
sense of heat aud pricking exactly in the course of the resophagus, felt between
the shoulders, and in front precisely in that track (the patients said), where
a pot.'.lto, swallowed too hot, gives pain while it is descending into the stomach.
With these symptoms there was some degree of dysphagia, not explained by any
thing visible in the throat or pharynx; and some degree of fever. In all the in·
stances of this kind that I have met with, the symptoms have yielded in a few
days t-0 abstinence, purgatives, and the application of leeches along the track of the
ccsophagus.
'l'his part of the alimentary canal often suffers severe injury from the deglutition of
certain pois~ns, esp?cinlly the corro~ive poisons; the strong mineral acids, for example;
or the caustic alkalies. We have, m the museum of the College, some very interesting specimens of the effects of these dei;tructive substances. Sometimes, when the
quantity of the poison has been small, and its transit rapid, the cuticular lining alone
of the gullet is destroyed. It is shrivelled up, broken into fragments, abraded. At
other times, the subjaccnt textures are affected, and ulceration takes place, which at
length heals, and leaves a permanent, and genemlly a. prol?ressive constriction of the
ccsophagus: and sometimes the whole of the internal membranes slough away, and are
discharged in one continuous tube, from the mouth; and yet the patient survives for
some time. My colleague, Dr. Wilson, had a case of that kind. 'l'he patient, a young
woman, swallowed about a table-spoonful of oil of vitriol. A week afterwards, she
brought up, during a paroxysm of choking: cough, a complete cast of the gullet, with
raJ?ged ends i or rather the ~llet itself. Some of the muscular fibres of the oosophaj!US were plainly visible on the outside of this tubular sloup:h, in its recent state.
She
lived eleven months afterwards, swallowing all that time with difficulty and pain, and
subsisting on slops and soft food. Yet at one period she certainly gained flesh.
After her death, the channel, as it remained after the injury, was taken out of the
body and examined. They are both before you; - the original slough, and the
ultimate gullet. The latter was formed by a. surface which consisted of an irregular cicatrix. The tube was contracted considerably in the lower two-thirds of its
course.
When patients have suffered inflammation and ulceration of the resophngus from
these causes, and do not perish at the time, they are very liable ind eed to 11ave their
existence abridµ;ed by the occurrence of stricture of the gullet, which goes on slowly
increasing, until no food can pass it, and then of course the patient dies of starvation.
I show you here an resophagus taken from a man whose case I had opportunities of
observing from the beg-ioning. He was under the care of Dr. l\racmichael, in the
:Middlesex Ilospital. He was brought there in November, 1830 1 having swallowed,
half an hour before, a solution of the impure carbonate of potass, which had been
made for the purpose of cleaning paint, and which he had mistaken for beer. Not
more than a. table-spoonful passed the fauces, and probably none of the poison reached
the stomach. Ile suffered severely, and was in considerable peril for several days, in
consequence of inflammation of the fauces and epiglottis; but this ~radually subsided,
and he went out apparently well. From what I knew, however, of the result of such
cases, I ventured to predict that this man would, sooner or later, come back with
stricture of the resophagus. Ile had always pointed out a spot about half way down
the sternum, where he said the oil of tartar had caused him extreme pain, at the very
first, and below which he had not felt it.
Accordin~ly, I was not surprised to see the poor fellow at the hospital in ~ebrua_ry,
1~34, attending as an out-patient. He came there, h.e t~ld m~, because 10 eat~ng
some soup, he had accidentally swallowed, without chewrng 1t, a. piece of carrot, which
lodged in its way down, and which it became necessary to push onwards into the st-0.
mach by means of a probang. Morsels of food had slue~ in the s~me spot bcfor~, and
it wae the very spot where be felt the effects of the caustic at the tune of the accident
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Ile looked tolerably stout and healthy; but said that, since swallowing the potass, ho
bad never been the man he was before.
He continued to make bis appearance, from time to timC, at the hospital, with similar symptoms, till the 5th of last December (1836), when he was brought there insensible, and evidently dying. We could obtain no satisfactory account of his recent
symptoms. He had the mark of a blister, however, on his left side; and upon closely
examining him it was plain that that side was full of fluid. It was perfectly motionless in respiration; it was palpably larger than the right side; it yielded everywhere a dull sound on percussion; and no vesicular breathing whatever could be
heard there by the ear. The respiration on the right side was puerile; and the
beating of his heart, with a systolic bellows-sound, was audible on the right of the
sternum.
Although I was certain that the left pleura. was full of liquid of some kind, I did
not have the thorax punctured : because, in the first place, he was maniff'stly in
m·tirulo vw1·tis, and I thought that his death, which was certain, might be attributed
to the operation;. and second ly, because he was not dying of s11ffocation. His breathin g was not laborious or much distressed; but he was dying of coma, and his extremities were already cold, and his pulse was fluttering. I conjectured that an ulcer of
oosophaguf' had made its way into the pleura, and caused inflammation there. But
my conjecture was wrong.
I will mention the main particulars of the examination of the dead body, because
the case was, in several respects, an interesting one.
There was a considerable quantity of serous fluid in the meshes of the pia mater,
beneath the arachnoid; and there was some liquid of the sAme kind in the lateral
ventricles. No other diseased condition could be detected in the brain. 'fhe
effusion was sufficient, supposin~ it to have come on suddenly, to explain the coma.
I had the ribs sawn away on the right side, leaving their cartilages attached to the
sternum; and then we saw plainly that the heart and mediastinum were thrust over,
about four inches by measurement, beyond the mcsial lin e on the rig-ht side. The
hod y was on its back. It was easy to perceive how a pleura thus full of fluid muo:t
opprei:;s the lung of the other side, especially when assisted by the force of gravity.
'l'he left cavity was distended by a greyish coloured and most offensive fluid, of the
consistence of gruel; the pleura pulmonalis was covered by a layer of coagulable
lymph; and the lung was flattened against the verFig. 99.
tebral column. '\Ve could not discover any communication between the cavity of the pleura and the
oosophagus or air-tubes.
About the middle part of the resophagus there was
a distinct stricture, occupying about half an inch of
the tube. Through this portion it was impossible to
push one's little finger; which elsewhere found a loose
and ready passage.
Io this case, the man did not die of the stricture i
but he would have done so had not another disease
carried him off. I do not know why the constriction,
after it has once taken place, should go on continually
increasing; yet it seems to be so. In his Surgicol
Observations Sir Charles Bell mentions three cases
like that just described. In one of them, where soaplees had been the substance swa llowed, death took
place by starvation from stricture of the gullet, twenty
years afterwards; and Sir C. Bell had no doubt that
the stricture had originated in the chemical injury
inflicted by the soap-lees.
When the symptoms of stricture come on in thcs€
cases, physic can do almost nothing. Surgeons pass
bougies into the gullet, and attempt to dilate the
Stricture of the G:!IOJihngus.
strictured portion, or to prevent any further narrowing. But this expedient is usually of temporary
benefit only; and the patient dies at last of inanition. His miserable existence may
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perhaps be protracted a little, by injecting nutritive enemata into tllC rectum. Sometimes the oosophngus ulcerates through, and a communication is formed between it
and the neighbouring parts.
But the oosophagus, like the urethra, and like the broncllial tubes, - like every
canal, indeed, in the living body that is surrounded by circular muscular fibres,is liable to temporary constriction and closure, by the spasmod ic action of its own
muscles; and this affection is, of course, a far less formidable one than the last.
Patients who are subject to spasmodic stricture of the resopha~us experience occasional~y, in some _Point 01: other of t~at tube, a sensation as if there were a knot; or
sornet11nes a fechng as 1f some sohd substance were ascending from the stomach
towards the phar~nx: If th~y happen to be then engaged in eating, the morsels
of food, after mast1cat1on, readily pass the pharynx: but, at a certain distance down the
gullet, they stop, and occasion pain, which is felt between the shoulders, or distinctly
in the passage itself. Great anxiety and distress accompany this stoppage: and the
food is often ejected by a reversed action of the oosophagus.
~h e symptoms, in fact, arc identical with those which result from permanent
stricture of the ~ullet, except thot they are not permanent. When the strictu re is
organic and a.biding, the symptoms occur during or after every meal. Wh en it is
simply spasmodic, they come and go, capriciously. we often cannot conjecture why or
wherefore, after the fashion of other spasmodic ailments.
Spasmodic stricture may be independent of any disease of structure in any part of
the body; but it is of some importance to be aware that it may also be symptomatic
of '\'ery serious organic changes. Mr. l\Jayo relates the case of a young man "who
had difficulty of swallowing; he conld get down liquid food only; and that not without an effort. A bougie being introduced, some resistance was found at the upper
openin~ of the resophagus, but it yielded; the resistance was spasmodic, and depended
upon neighbouring irritation caused by ulceration in the interior of the larynx. The
use of the bougic for a few days, with appropriate remedies to the larynx, removed
the dysphagia."
'.l'he purely spasmodic cases occur principally in persons of a moveable constitution;
m young women whose uterine functions are deranged, and who arc liable to hysteria.
The remedies for hysteria will prove remedies for the spasm of the c:csophagus also.
And whatever is calculated to excite ordinary hysterical symptoms, whatever tends to
render the system weak and irritable, will tend to aggravate the resoph:1geal stricture.
I alluded to such eases in a former lecture. I give you another, related by Sir
Benjamin Brodie. A lady consulted him, unable to swallow the smallest morsel of
solid food; and swallowing liquids not without great difficulty. 'l'he symptoms had
been coming on upwards of three years. A full-sized oosophagus bougie being introduced, entered the 8tomach without meeting the slightest impediment. 1.'his lady's
face was pale and bleached: her feet were oodcma.tous. She had long laboured under
internal piles, from which repeated discharges of blood had ta.ken place. Under the
use of remedies which relieved the piles and the bleeding, the difficulty of swallowing
went away.
It is a singular, and it might, if. more frequent, be a puzzling ~ireumstance, that
very nearly the same symptoms which occur when the resophagus 1s permanently or
temporarily constricted, happen also sometimes under a totally opposite condition of
that tube; I mean its dilatation into a large, inelastic, inert bag. One rernarka.ble
example of this I witnessed, in a woman whom I attended in conjunction with .l\lr.
l\Iayo, some years ago, in the Middlesex Hospital. 'l'he case has been full~ des~nbe_d
by )Ir. ~Jayo, in the third volume of the .Aledical Gazette; and more bnefly m his
Outlines of Potltoloyy. She was thirty-three years old. She was brou,!!'ht to the
hospital in a state of extreme feebleness and emaciation. They who brought her said
that for the preceding month she appeared to keep down nothing. " :hat she took as
food s~emed to her to stop in the ~ullet; and, after a few minutes, 1t rcturnc~. A
large oosophagus bougic passed readily into the stomach. S~c ?oul.d swallow hquids
more easily than solid food. Wh?n she took a sma.11 qua~t1ty 1t _did 1~ot feel _to her
as if it reached the stomach; and m three or four rutnutcs 1t was rnvanably rCJCCtcd.
The vomitio..,. was not preceded by nausea, although in it$ progress it had the appearance of ordinary retching. She craved for food and drink, and seemed literally
starving. The complaint had begun ten years before, during her pregnancy, and had
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gradually p;ot worse. The belly was so shrunk that the umbilicus was not more than
an inch distant from the spine. There was no enlargement or hardness about the
stomach; no p:irticular tenderness on pressure of the epigastrium; nor any uneasiness
there. She died, utterly attenuated, sixteen days after her admission.
The stomach was found small, and contracted at its middle to the breadth of an
inch and a half. The upper part of the duodenum was but half the ordinary size of
the ileum. The resophagus I show you, turned inside out.
It was enlar::rcd to an extraordinary defrreC of amplitude, as you perceive. At and
near each extremity it was healthy, and of its natural size. Intermediately the lining
tunic was thickcocd and opaque, with numerous depressions in il. 1'he muscular
fibres, which appeared to have multiplied with the expansion of the canal, were of
their natural colour and thickness.
H ere is another preparation : a dilated rosophagus with cancerous degeneration of
the cardiac orifice of the stomach. I do not know its history; but the mechanism of
1;uch dilatation is intelligible enough. The food, unable to pass out of the gullet intu
th e stomach-or passing slowly and uncertainly-the tube behind it is habitually
distended, and loses at length its proper contractility. I saw last summer, in consultation with Mr. Mayo, an old gentleman, of seventy, who, for two years, had experieoced difficulty in getting food into his stomach. He would eat a few mouthfuls
very well; and, then, of a suddeo, the next mouthful, afte r passing the pharyox,
would stop just short of the stomach; and a sensation of swelling would arise in the
lower and middle part of the cesophagus; and presently up the mouthful would come
again. Sometimes, by waiting quietly a little while, the morsel would go on; sometimes he could wash it forwards by a gulp or two of drink: but if once the food got
fairly into the stomach he had no further trouble with it. '!'his gentleman had no
discoverable disease of the heart or lungs. He gradually grew worse. At last he
began to vomit j?'rumous matters, re~embling coffee-grounds, and soon died. Ile was
at some little distance from London at the time, and the body was not (I believe)
examined. I have no doubt that he had malignant disease of the cardia; and I think
it probable that his ccsophagus was dilated. I had a female patient about two years
ago in the hospital with very similar symptoms; and her stomach was found to be
full of cancerous disorganization. The state of her gu llet is not recorded. We are
apt, in such cases, to satisfy ourselves with ascertaining the gnstric disease, without
carefully exam ining that part of the alimentary canal which lies above.
For maladies like these medic ine has uo cure. Opiates may give comfort, and promote the euthanasia: and that is all.
[During the period of infancy, the mucous membrane of the oos.opbagus is not unfrequently the seat of inflammation, of a diphthcritic, follicular, or erythematic character.
The disease, however, is not very often detected during the life.time of the patient, in
consequence of the symptoms by which it is accompanied being those common to
many of the affections of the earlier months of existence. In fact, almost the only
symptom in many ea~es of resophagitis in the infant is frequent vomiting;-immediately after the dcglutition of drinks, or of aliments of any kind, these are discharged
by vomiting, without having undergone any change. 'l'he infant usually refuses the
breast and fluids generally, evidently from the pain excited by the act of dcglutition;
occasionally, however, he will swallow, without much difficulty, half solid aliment when
given in small quantities at a time. If the stomach be affected with inflammation at
the same time with the resophagus, the undigested food and drinks discharged by
vomiting will be, occasiona lly, mixed with the morbid secretions of that organ. The
disease is seldom attended by any degree of febrile cxc itement.-1'hc infant is, usually,
fretful and restless, and becomes rapidly emaciated Whenever an in fant rejects the
breast, or any species of fluid aliment, vomits frequently, and discharges whatever he
swallows in the same i::tate nearly as when it was taken, it is the duty of the practitioner to institute a minute examination, in order that he may detect the inflammation of the c:csophagus if it exists. It is probable that pressure along the whole track
of the c:i:sopha~us will excite the cries of the child, when we can have no hesitation as
to the chagnos1s. If this docs not happen, we may ncverthelei::s be tolerably certain
as to the existence of the inflammation, if the infant be labourinp: at the time, or has
very receutly been labouring, uoder one or other of the forws of stomatitis. If the
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ioflammation is confined entirely to the mucous membrane of the ~ullet, and is not
aggra,•ated by improper food or drinks, it will often subside, after a few days, sponta.
neously; but when it is connected, as is very generally the case, with inflammation of
the stomach or intestines, it is an affection difficult to control, and usually fatal. In
perhaps the majority of cases, resophagitis in the infant is preceded by erythematic,
diphtheritic, or follicular stomatitis.
The frequency with which inflammation attacks the mucous membrane of the oosophagus in the infant, is evidently due to the predisposition which exists, at this period,
to disease of all the mucous surfaces from their constant state of hyperremia. It is
liable to be excited by too much or improper food, or that which is too hot or stimulating. In infants confined to the breast, it may be occasioned by the bad quality of
the mother's milk, or by some temporary morbid change occurring in the latter-and
which may result from a variety of causes. CEsophagitis has been known to resuh
from the reprehensible nursery practice of administering to infants infusions of spices,
or even gin and water, for the purpose of expelling wind, or to relieve the colicky
pains with which they are so frequently affected. -In common with all the affections
of the mucous membrane in early life, inflammation of the oosophagus occurs m·ost
frequently, and is the most difficult to manage in infants exposed to the baneful influ.
eoee of personal and domestic filth, and a confined and impure air.
The pathological changes detected after death in cases of oosophagitis, are stated by
Billard to be vivid redness, with destruction of the epithelium, of some portion of the
mucous membrane of the resophagus, especially of its upper portion; in some cases, a
curdlike exudation, more or less extensively diffused, is present; in others follicular
ulcerations; a separation of portions of the epithelium, often in large shreds, is occasionally met with; numerous red or dark-coloured strire occurring where the epithelimn is not destroyed; large, irregular eschars of a black colour, with intervals of deep,
bright-red excoriations, are occasionally met with, and, in some cases, gelatinous softening of nearly the entire thickness of the resophagus.
When an infant is affected with resophagitis, it should not be allowed to take any
stimulating or hot drinks-it will be proper, however, to supply it, at short intervals,
with a small quantity of some perfectly bland mucilaginous fluid, as gum water, or an
infusion of the pith of sassafras, or of the inner bark of the slippery elm, given cold;
the throat should be co\'ered externally with a soft, emollient poultice, especially
when the inflammation of the oosophagus has succeeded to stomatitis; a few grains of
calomel may also be administered, and followed by injections of milk with the addition
of sugar. If it be found necessary, the strength of the infant may be supported by
injections of mi lk and broth, or milk with rice flour, tapioca. or arrow root. We have
derived advantage in cases presenting the symptoms of oosophagitis, from a few leeches
applied along the sides of the neck, and internally a teaspoonful, every three hours,
of a solution of four grains of the acetate of lead in one ounce of water, with the addi·
tion of a few drops of strong vinegar. - C.]

LECTURE LXV.
Diaeases of tlte Abdomen j sometimes difficult to identify.

Metltod of investigating

~~se~~1:;t:~:s/ a~~ t::u:;s~' t/Pu~;e~~;'pe~~;;riit~.tflape~~~~l~;is ~r~~ Pp;J:;i~~i:::.
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I AM about to consider the diseases of the abdomen. The organs contained in this
cavity of the body are not vital organs in the same sense in which the ~rain, _the hca1:t,
and the lu ngs, are vital. '11 hat is to say, the /unctions of the a~dom~nal viscera ~111
bear to be suspended fo~ some considerable time, without the. extrngu1shment of. hfc.
But these parts arc subject to numerous diseases, some of winch are apt to be quickly
fatal, and others carry with them a vast amount, and very severe kinda, of suffering.
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The parietes of the fore-part of the belly beinfr soft and flexible, you might naturally
suppose that the physical morbid conditions of the organs they cover would submit
themselves to an easy diagnosis; that the sense of touch, exercised through these yielding
walls, would detect alterations of bulk, of form, or of place, i.n the subjacent viscen1,
with much facility and exactness. But the truth is, that since the discovery of the
method of auscultation, the diseases of the abdomen are much more hard to discrimina.t1 than the diseases of the thorax . The reason of this is to be found in the number
:md ooruplexity of the parts contained in the abdomen; the loose manner in which
some of them are packed; and the consequent readiness with which they pass out of
their proper and natural situations. It is necessary that I should say a. few word .. ,
but I shall not detain you long, respecting the mode <Jj exa:mini11g the abdomen, with
the purpose of investigatiug its diseases.
In th e description of symptoms, we are often obli ged to speak of particular portions
of the abdomen : and it will be of future convenience to us if we make ourselves
acquaintedJ at starting, with such a. superficial map, marking out the topography of
the belly, as I exhibited to you some tiwe since, in refere nce to the chest. Draw a
b0t+zontal liue round the body, touching the extremity of the ensiform cartilage; and
this will form the superior boundary of the abdomen, thus roug-hly defined for practical purposes. Draw another such liuc round the body, horizonttilly, touching th e
lower edge of the last false ribs: and a. third touching the crest of each ilium. We
then have three horizontal zo11es formed. These must be further divided by vertical
lines: one on each side from the anterior spinous process of the ilium perpendicularly
upwards. Each zone will thus be subdivided into three regions. 'fhe middle region
of the upper zone is the epigastrU: region; on either side are the hypocho11dria. 'fhe
middle region of the middle zone is the umbilical region; the iliac regions or the
jla11l,;s lie to the right and left of it. The ltypogaslric region is the middle region of
the lowermost zone; and the inguinal regions are contiguous to it. This is all the
division which is necessary.
Now, independently of the general signs of disease that have their i::eat in the abdomen, we arc greatly assisted in many cases by the p/1.yr.ical signs. I shall take a
very brief survey of the modes by which these physical signs are coll ected. '!1l1ey are
derived from the exercise of the three senses of sightJ of touch, and of bearing.
'l'he sense of sight suppl ies, occasionally, very valuable infornmtioo; and in all
serious and equivocal cases we must not dispense with its use. W e are not, indeed,
to make an ocula r inspection of the naked abdomen u1rneceuar-ily : and I hold it SU·
pcrfl.uous to admonish you that when we do ava il ourscl\'es of that mode of investigation, espec ially in the case of females, we are bound to do so with the most careful
attention not to offend the patient's delicacy. \Ve may sometim es ascertain all that
is required concerning the movements, size, nod shape of the abdomen, without re·
moving the under garments.
'!'his rule appl iesJ indeed, to all parts of the body that are ordinarily covered by the
dress.
I was lately consulted by a lady, who told me she had, on the rear of her person, a.
painful boil. She thought any physic ian ought to be competent to prescribe for a
boil, without wanting to see it. But she seemed ,·ery ill, and her sister told me that
the boil bad lasted a fortnight, and was a very large one; so that I was obliged to
press for au inspection. And I found - a. boil sure enough, but of that gigantic and
formidable species which we call car-bunde.
1\1. Rostan relates a case still more in point. Going round the wards of bis hospital, he came to an old womanJ who was complaining of a severe pain in the abdomen,
towards the left iliac region. H er face was flushed, her sk in hot, her pulse strong and
frequent, her tongue dry; and she was very thirsty. 'l'he abdominal pain was exasperated by pressure, and by the movements of the patient. Upon these data, Rostan
founded his diaµ:nosis. I:J e concluded that the case was one of acute abdominal inflammation; and he prescribed accordingly ; and with befitting energy. One of the
pupils, however, lingered beh ind him: and hav in g removed the woman's chemise, in
order to examine the seat of pain, he discovered that all th e symptoms proceeded in
reality from a very harmless, though troublesome, disorder, herpes zoster ; what is vulgarly called the sld11yles.
Vestisndemplllcst,

Qua positU.1 nudo patuitcum corpore crimen.
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In the second place, we gather very important inte1ligence by the senee of tourh.
We learo the ex istence and the size of tumours; we approximate to a knowled~e of
their quality, whether it be solid or fluid; we determine whether they are moveable or
fixed, painful or indolent, hard or soft, smooth or uneven, pulsating or not. We ascertain whether the surface be hot or cold. In order to make palpation most effectual,
the patient should be placed in the most favourable posture for its performance, i. e.
be should lie on bis back, with his head a little raised by a pillow, and with his knees
up. ln this position, the abdominal muscles are relaxed and unstrung: and the
patient is to be cautioned not to do anything which may make them tense. Sometimes, in spite of this caution, and in spite, probably, of the patient's endeavours to
obey it, the recti muscles remain so tightly contracted as to prevent any satisfactory
examination of the parts beneath them. The very occurrence of this instinctive
stri\'ing against the pressure of our hand may be taken as a ground of suspicion that
those parts are not in a healthy state. We must tak e care, when the muscle~ aro
thus ob.::;tinatcly rigid, not to mistake the swelling central portions of the recti, or their
well-defi ned edges, for tumours 1 or for indications of an enlarged stomach or liver.
By a peculiar management of the palpatioa 1 we often satisfy ourselves at once of the
presence of liquid in the cavity of the peritoneum, or in a cyst: we obtain that sensation which we call fluc tuatio11.
'l'he exploration by the .sense of touch is very much aided-often confirmed, sometimes corrected-by evidence which addresses itself to the sense of hearing. Sometimes we listen to the natural sounds through a stethoscope : and we may thus decide
the important question, whether a. pulsating tumour be or be not au aneurism; or the
question, sometimes scarcely less important, whether or no a different kind of tumour
encloses another liviog being:. But, for the most part, our information respecting the
maladies of the abdomen, collected by the sense of hearing. is obtained by listening to
sounds which we ourselves produce; in one word, by perrnssion : and mediate percussion, percussion performed through the finger as a ready pleximeter, is pm·ticlllarly
applicable to the disorders of the abdomen. By this expedient we can tell whereabouts the intestines lie; whether the parts beneath the place percussed be hollow and
filled with air, or solid; or, though naturally hollow, disteudt:>d with Jiquid. By
waking the patieot change his posture, we are enabled often, thwugh the aid of percussion, to trace fluid effusions hither and thither, when they have changed their relative situation in obedience to the force of grav ity; and then we know that they occupy
the cavity of the peritoneum. All these points I pass over cursorily, because I must
advert to them again when speaking of particular diseases. Aud I shall proceed, on
that account, without further delay, to the consideration of those special diseases.
Consulting your convenience, and my own, rather tba.n any scientific order, I shall
take, in succession, the seTcral parts and organs contained in the cavity of the belly,
and inquire separately into their diseases; inflammatory, organic1 and functional.
And I begin with the perifmteu:rn; the great serous sac which lines and constitutes
the cavity of the abdomen, and in which most of its viscera are wholly or partially
folded.
Like the serous membranes io general, the peritoneum is very ready t-o take on inflammation, upon the op~ration of certain exciting causes. Acute inflammation, beginning in one spot, is almost sure to transfer itself to any oth er spot that happens to
lie in contact with the first; and is very apt to extend itself rapidly to the whole membrane. The inflammation tends to the effusion of serum, and of coagulable lymph; it
is of the adhesive kind: and its effects are those of distcndin~ the peritoneal cavity
with fluid-or of gluing its opposite surfaces together so a.s to obliterate that ca:• ity-or of form ing partial attachmeuts. In all these respects, the analogy between rnftammation of the peritoneum and inflammation of the serous membr:rnes of t_hc thor:uthc pleura, and the pericardium-is perfect: and thercf~re these ar~ .porn ts. wl11~l~ I
shall uot dwell upon, except where specific differences a.rise, from ongmal d1vers1t1es
of structure or of function in the parts affected. I may observe a.t once, that the morbid couditions which arc apt to remain after peritonitis, are sometimes, like those
which follow periearditis, i11ceptive of further disease: sometimes, like th ose of the
pleurro, final, and limited to their immediate influence up.on the health and comfort
of the individual; or even prottt.tive against some worse evil.
Acute iutlammation of the peritoneum is chara<'terized by pain in the abdomen, iu-
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areased on pressure, aud attended with fever. But as these symptoms arc common
to almost all the inflammatory conditions of the parts contained in the abdomen, \VO
must look for more distincti,·e
Fw. 100.
circumstances.
Cullen defines
the disease in this manner : "Pyrexia : dolor abdomiuis, corpore
erecto auctus, absquc propriis
aliarum phlegmasiarum abdorninalium signis." He concludes
that it is the peritoneum simply
that is inflamed, when the specific
symptoms that indicate inflammation of particular organs are
wanting. It is not inflammation
of the liver, for there is no pain
of the right hypochondrium in
particular, increased by lying
on either side, no pain of shoulder, no jaundice, no vomiting
perhaps: neither is it inflammation of the bowels or stomach,
False membrane of peritonitis. From a specimen in Dr. there is DO disturbed function
Gross' cabinet.
of the alimentary canal to denote
such inflammation.
The pain, Cullen says, 1s increased when the patient sits up. He might bave
added, that it is increased also by drawing a long breath, by coughing, sneezing, or
straining, and by pres~ure made with the hand upon the belly. All these circumstances resolve themselves into the same obvious principle; viz., that of pressure
5
0

~fi~1~v~~~~~~h:p~:i~h : ;:r:~!~~~~ :::~::~:· to ~'~:t~;~c;a~s ~/ft.thr~7i: t;:i::ic~~~
sioncd by pressure is often excessive: the patient cannot bear even the weight of the
bed-clothes. Though the pain is, at.first, sometimes confined to particular spots, yet
it generally soon extends over the whole abdomen, and this is a circumstance of some
impor~nce as respects the diagnosis. But before the inflammation has become universal, while it is yet restricted to particular spots, the pain is often much increased
by pressure made on other parts of the abdomen. In truth, in a shut sac of that kind
you cannot compress any one part without exercising pressure indirectly upon every
other part. The patient cannot sit up, nor, usually, lie on his side; but remains
always upon his back : in which position you will perceive that the pressure made by
the viscera upon the peritoneum is a minimum: is the least possible. Ile draws up
bis legs too. And he lies st1?l: for movements cause pressure, and therefore pain.
The descent of the diaphragm in inspiration presses also upon the membrane; and
the patient not only complains of the pain thus produced, but, in order to avoid it,
gets into a way of breathing by means of bis ribs only. So that upon inpection of
the abdomen, it is perceived that, instead of rising and sinldng alternately in respiration. it remains motionless. The phenomenon of thoracic inspiration is a symptom of
peritonitis. The breathing is necessarily shallow in these cases, and less air being
admitted at each movement of respiration, the number of those movements is in·
creased therefore: the breathing is quick as well as shallow: there are perhaps forty,
or even sixty respirations executed in a minute, instead of eighteen or twenty.
When we find a person lying only on his back, with bis knees up, breathing in this
manner, and complaining of tenderness of the belly on pressure, and feverish withal,
we may be tolerably sure (un less that person be a hysterical girl) that the peritoneum
is inflamed, whatever else may be the matter.
'.l'he pain in periton itis is generally sha.rp, cutting, or pricking in its character.
And independently of any pressure made from without, or caused by any change of
posture, this pain is apt to be much aggravated at intervals. 'fh is, when the infiarnmation is general, is sometimes owing to the passage of flatus along the bowel, par·
tially distending it, and stretching the inflamed membrane; so that here, also, it ia
""eally pressure which augments the pain.
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Vlhcn you explore the abdomen by pressure, take care not to make the examination
t111111crssaril!J a source of pain. Press first gently, with the open fl.at hand; and keep
~·our eyes on the puticnt's face at the same time. You will pcrcci>c by the expres~ion of his features, whether you arc hurting him; even before he takes to verbal
tom plaining .
.. \cute peritonitis generally sets in with well-marked symptoms: sharp rigors, and
hi!,th fever, with a hard and strong pulse, wl1ich very soon becomes frequent, and
often becomes feeble, and is sometimes small from the very first. After the disease
li:is continued for a. certain time, it is attended with tension and swelling of the belly.
The tension and swelling arc tympanitic in the earlier stages. You learn this with
certainty by mediate percm:Rioo. As the disease adYanccs, the enlnrgemeut is sometimes occasioned, in part a.t least, by the effusion of i::cnnu : infallible indications of
rhc presence of which may be obtained by the joint employment of the finger and the
car; by p~lpitation and auscult~tion; and by noticing the difference, as to the results
of percussion, caused by alterations of posture.
When the disease is advancin~ towards a fatal termination, the abdomen often
becomes ::treatly distended; the pulse is exceedingly frequent and feeble; the countenance (which in all the stages of the disorder is expressive of anxiety) becomes
pinched and ghastly; cold sweats ensue; and the patient dies at length by asthenia :
death beginning at the heart. 'l'he mind is often clear to the very last.
Such is the ordinary course of peritonitis. But other symptoms, which I have not
mentioned, do sometimes accompany it; arising out of the peculiar circumstances of
different cases. Thu~ sicknc~s and vomiting occur very fm1uently; and these symptoms arc supposed to denote that the peritoneal covering of the stomach is especially
implicated: but I question whether this is always a. correct inferenco. Vl7!1cn
strangury lrnppcns, which is not uncommon, that part of the membrane which is
reflected o>er a portion of the bladder is probably in\'olvcd in the mischief. Inflammation of that part of the peritoneum which lies in the immediate \'icinity of tho
kidneys, may cause, Dr. Abercrombie thinks, suppression of urine.
!lcritonitis is apt to arise under the influence of cold, like other internal inflammations; especially when cold combined with moisture is applied, under certain conditions, to the surface of the body. It is occasio11ally produced by mechanical injuries
inflicted upon the abdomC'n . It often prevuils epidcmie:1lly, and produces great
mortality, amon~ parturicnt 'T-omcn: and there is ground for believing that this form
of the disorder is propa_gable, and often propagated, by contagion. Besides thi~, a
Yery terrible kind of peritonitis is a frequent result of the extravasation of the contents of tlic alimentary canal, or of urine, or of bile, into the cavity of the mcmbra11c;
through apertures that arc somC'timcs made by external violence, but more often arc
the consequences of the progress of prc>iously-cxisting disease.
I shall make a few ob:::.crvations in respect to one or two of these points, and but a

few.
'J'hat awful disorder, puerperal faer, is more frequently accompanied with i11flommation of the perit01u:um, than with any other inflammation. This variety ~f peritonitis necessarily enµ-agcs the rittcntion of the accoucheur; and it doubtlei:;s is more
fully considered in the lectures of the Professor of l\lidwifery than I propose to consider it. Indeed, if you would understand puerperal feyer as a whole; its shifting
aspects, its single source, and its appropriate management; you must study Dr. Fcrgu!'on's masterly and conclusive essay on tha.t subject.
Of forty-four fatal ca~es of well-marked puerperal fever which fell under ~he obscr'-ation of Dr. Robert Lee, and in which the bodies were carefully exammcd, the
peritoneum, and uterine oppcndoges were found inflamed in thirty.two:. i.e., in ci.7 ht
cases out of every eleven. The inflammation commences, no doubt, m the utcrrnc
portion of the membrane, and i:ipreads thence over the lar€{~r p~rt of its surface., Now
this peritoneal inflammation, occurring in women after ch11dbirthi may be accidental
and sporadic; or it may prevail in a district epidemically. ~ud .a. moi:it dreadful and
deadly affection it may then become. In either case, the pc.r1tonLtis may co~meace. a
few days, 01· even a few hours, after parturition . 'fhe parn generally bcgrns low 1~
the abdomen, in the situation of the uterus; which may be felt through the abdominal parictcs, and is tender on pressure: but soon a uni,·crsal swelling takes place, and
the womb can no longer be distinguished. Cases of this kind arise sometimes, appa-
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rcntly, from cold; and exliiLit no peculiar feature. It is ju!'=t what we mifrht expect
when a female, in a state of weakness and irrit:1bili1y, lrnppens to be exposed to the
excitin~ causes of inflamnrntion. In such a state, a less dc~rec of the exciting caU'.'C
would be sufficient to produce the inflammation: and prubably a less degree of ioflam~
rnation may prove fatal.
But when peritonitis is frequent among women after childbirth in a particular
nei)l'hbourhood, or in a lying-in-hospital, it is rnnrkcd by greater depression of the
vital powers, and runs a more irregular course. 'l'hc nervous syste m suffers, the scnsorium is apt to become affected, and the complaint assumes rather the character of
typhus fever thau of simple inflammation of the peritoneum. And no wonder; since
thh; ''aricty of peritoniti8 forms part of a disease which, like typhus fever, is a 9e,1eral
discar-:e, and results from contamination of the blood. This Dr. Ferguson has clearly
e!'.tablishcd. The contamination may originate in the body of the patient herself;
the noxious nrnterial bein~ supplied by putrid coagula, or portions of placenta, remnining in the uterus. Or some of the products of inflanrn~ati o n may enter th e
blood-vessels, and constitute the poison . And this it may be d1fficult, or impossible,
to prennt. But, on the other hand, the contam inati oa may arise in th e way of con f(l(jlrm; thi8 horrible malady nrny be communicated from one lying-in woman to
another by the intervention of a third person; and doubtless it is so ca rried and propagated, in many instances, by midwives and accouchcurs. Now this source of the
clii;;order may be obviated; and therefore it is of the utmost importance that it shoul<l
be clearly recognized, in order that it may be carefully provided :lgainst.
You muRt know, however, that great differences of opinion have ex isted, and, I
bclie\'e, still exist, in reRpcct to the contagious quality of certa in forms of puerperal
peri tonitis ; just as great differences exist as to the contagiousness of con tinued fc\'Crs,
of cholera, of the plague. 'There arc persons who regard the whole notion of contagion
as a mere bugbear: and there are others who embrace in their all egatio ns of contaJ!iOn maoy more diseases tlrnn C:ln be proved to be so caused. The same strong assertions fire made, the same kind of eagerness is displayed (the same p:lrty-spirit, I had
almost i;;aid), as mark the strife of ordinary politics. It is our serious duty, howcYer,
to inquire what is the truth in this matter: for the safety of the individuals, and the
1rnppiness of whole families, may often hang upon our opioions. I must trouble you,
therefore, with a few facts that bear closely upon the subject.
We possess some valuable aod highly instructive accounts of epidemics of the kind
I am alludin g to. One by Dr. Gordon, on th e epidemic peritonitis after chi ldbirth,
which took place at Aberdeen, in the years 1780, 1790. Another by l\lr. H ey, on
that which happened at J..ecds from 1809 to 1812. And a third by the late Dr.
Armstrong, oo that which was observed in Sunderland and its neighbourhood, in
1813. Dr. Robert Jjce has also collected some very interesting facts in reference to the
spreadiog of the peritonitis by contagion. Dr. Gordon had, he affirms, unquestionable
proof that the cause of the disease was a specific eont:lgion, aod that it did not arise
from any noxious coostitution of the atmosphere. 1'hc disease seized such women
only :ls were visited or dcli\·ered by a. practitioner, or taken care of by a nu rse, who
had previously attended patients affiicted with the same disorder. And Dr.Armstrong observed that fo rty out of the forty-three cases that happened in Sunderla.nd,
occurred in the practice of one surgeon and hi s assist:lnt.

byl~~~~~'olgta~!1~~ ~1~:~~~~~~~l~ending to the same conclusion-brought together
1

"On the 16th of March, 183 1, a medical prnctitioner, who resides in a populous
parish on the outskirts of London, exam ined the body of a woman who had died a few
days after deli\ery, from iufbmmation of the peritoneal coat of the uterus. On the
morning of the 17th of March (£. e., the next morning), he was called to :lttcnd a
pri"ate patient in labour, who was safely delivered on the same day. On the Hhh ,
she was att:lcked with severe r igors, great disturbance of the cerebral fun ctions, rapid
fee ble pulse, with acute pain of the hypogastrium , and a peculiar sallow colour of the
whole surface of the body. She died on th e fourt h day after the attack, on the 2:!d
of l\farch; and, between that period and the 6th of April, the same practitioner
attended two other patients, both of whom were attacked by the same disease in a
malignant form, and foll victims to it. On the 30th of i\Iarch he bled a young woman
who had pleurisy : the wound became inflamed after a few days; cryoipela tous red-
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ncss, and swcllin~, extended from it up the arm; and iu four or five clays that pati('nt
died of phlebitis."
l\Ir. Hobcrton, of )fonchestcr, stat('S the followin~ facts, in a paper in the .N1elica.l
Ga=etle.- From the 3rd of December, 1830, to the 4th of J anu<HJ 1 1831, a mi1hife
attended thirty patients for a public charity. Sixteen of the~c were attacked with
I>Uerpcral fever, aod they all ultimately died. In the same month, 380 women were
<lc\ivercd by other uai<lwi\'CS for that io stitution; but none of the 3~0 sufforc<l iu the
smallest degree. All the sixteen had inflammation of the peritoneal surface of the
uterus. So, also, Dr. Hobert Lee tells us that, in the last two weeks or Scptcn1bcr,
1 8 ~7, fh•c cases came und er his obsen·ation.
All the patients had been attended in
labour by the same midwife: and no example of febrile or inflammatory disease of a.
serious nature occurred durinb that period amon~ the oth er patients of the same
dispen sary, who had been attended by the other rni<lwins bclongiug to the
institution.
Statements of this kind-and they could be lar~cly multipli ed-furnish irresistible
evidence, that the peritonitis, which prevails epidemically nmong ly ing-i n women, is
of a specific nature, and communicable from one person to another. lt is obscn·cd,
also, to rei gn as an epidemic c:-pccially in Lyiug.fo Jlospitals, and that it occurs at
irre9ular 1"11tcri:als, sometimes lctwing them quite exempt from it;, ravages for years
to2cthcr.
'Indeed, I believe that these cases of puerperal fenr occurring in succession to the
same practitioner, are examples of something more than ordinary contagion, operating
through the medium of a tainted atmosphere. I believe them to be instances of direct
inoculation . Recollect, that the hnnd of the accoucheur is brought, almost of necessity, into frequent contact with the uterine fluids of the newly-made mother. RecoJ.
lcct, - those among you who ha\'e examined the interior of the dead body with your
own hauds,- rccollcc:t, with what tenacity the smell , which is thus contracted, clings
to the tin~ers, in spite c\'cn of repeated washings; and, whilst this odour rem ain s,
there must remain also the matter that produces it. llecollcct how minute a. quantity
of an animal poison may be suffi cient to corrupt the whole mass of blood, nnd fill the
body with loathsome and fatal disease. Illustrations will occur to you in the inoculated smallpox, in hydrophobia, in the •ipcr.bitc, iu the scratches and punctures of
the dissecting-room. R ecollect tllC raw and abraded state of the parts concerned in
parturition; the interior of the uterus forming a. large wound, and presenting, as
Cruveilhicr has observed, an exact analogy to the surface of a st ump after amputation;
the more external soft parts bruised and sore. Bear in mind the remarkable fact,
that this contagion docs not affect other persons, but only lying--in women. Ucflccting
upon these facts, you will sec too much likelihood in the dreadful suspicion, that the
hand which is relied upon for succour in the painful aud perilous hour of childbirth,
and which is invoked to secure the safety of both mother and chil d, but especially of
the mother, may litera lly become the innocent cause of her destruction; innocent no
longer, howc\·er, if, after warning and knowledge of the ri~k, suitnble means arc not
used to avert a. catastrophe so shocking.
I need scarcely point to the practical lesson which these facts inculcutc. ·w h enever
puerperal fever is rife, or when a practitioner has attended any one instance of it, he
should use most diligent ablution; he should even wash his hands with some disin fecting: fluid, a. weak solution of chlorine for iustance : he should a\"Oi<l going in the
same dress to any other of his midwifery patients: in short, he should take all those
precautions which, wh en the dan ger is understood, common se nse will sugg<'st, againf't
his clothes or hi s body becom ing a. vehicle of conta~don and death betwee n one
patient and another. And this is a duty so solemn and bindiug, that l ha\'C thought
it right to bring it distinctly befo re you.
.
.
In these days of ready invention, a glove, I think, might be devised, wh1~h sho~ld
be impervious to fluids, and yet so thin and pliant as not to interfe re matcnally Wlth
the delicate sense of touch required in these manipulatious. One such glove, if such
1

:~ :~~c~:~~l ~~e;.~bl~b~~; as~lO~~dp~~l~~em~~~~a~~i1~n~ealla;~~~:dint:u~~~c~~~cttric ~1~~~
0

titioner is bound, in honour and conscience, to ab<indon, for a scnson, his vocation.
All this I have thus taught in these lectures, from th e first. Subsequently to their
publication, additional C\'idcncc to the same purpose has been prornulgakd, iu the
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Fifth A1111ttal Rrport of tlie Registrar-General; to whicl1 I refer, because the collector
of that e"idence (i'lr. Storrs of Doncaster), points out a wider ran~c of danger than I
had indicated, and extends his sound admonitory counsel bcyon<l the cases of puerreral peritonitis, or childbcd fe\•er. Ile shows that the mischief docs not always
<iri9i1wte in the practice of midwifery. The infecting viruR is liable to be c:mil!d,
not only from one parturient woman to another, but from various other sources of
animal poison; the circumstances of childbirth rendering the mother peculiarly !':Usceptible of such contagion. l\Jore tlrnn one series of these fatal maladies have been
traced back to the attendance of the accoucheur, at the same period, or just before,
upon some ca"e of erysipelas, of sloughing sores, of external f~trn~renc, of typhus fever,
and even to bis recent presence at the examination of some dead body. In the great
genernl Hospital at Yicnna, there are three compartments approprintcd to lying-in
women. Herc upwards of 6000 births t<tke place annually. One of these compartments is assigned to the instruction of medic:al men and widwivcs: another to the
instruction of midwives only. In the former of these two, fntal puerperal fever was
so very much more prevalent than in the latter, as to attract the notice and the interYention of the Qo,•crnment. It appeared upon inquiry thnt the male students busied
themselves with the investigations of the dcad-hou~c, and the dissecting-room. A
regulation was therefore made and enforced, that enry student should wash his hands
in a solution of chlorine both before and after every examination of the genital organs
in the livin§! subj<!ct. From that time the excessiYe mortality from puerperal fever
declined, until it became the same in each of the two compartments. I gin thc~c
facts on the authority of Dr. Routh. The hazards which 1 have been pointing out
are hazards which the practitioner in midwifery, c~pecially iu the country, cannot
nlways avoid; but it is most important that he should be aware of them, and sliould
strive to defeat the riliik by the most scrupulous obsen·auce of every conceivable precaution.
[PuERPERAr. 17En:n.-A <lisease which prenils as an epidemic, or as the endemic
of particular localities; suddenly making its appearance among a community, prevailing for a shorter or longer period, and as suddenly ceasing, without our knowing why
it came or being: able to determine the cause of its cessation ;-a. di!:ic:1se to which all
pnrturicnt females within the sphere of the epidemic or endemic influence are alike
liable-the young as well as the more aged, the strong, the weak; the lady in her
well-appointed comfortable lying-in apartrucnt; the poor daughter of toil in l1cr comfortless, miserable garret; she who has pas.::cd through a short, natural, favorable
labour, as well as the poor, downcast, exhausted pnrturient, who lrns just passed through
a tedious, difficult, agonizing labour, with a wowb strained and bruised, and in a state,
already, of incipient inflammati0n ; - a disease which is ushered in by the usual phenomena of fever, which phenomena do not always follow, but most p;enerally precede
the indications of local disease. Does it consist simply in inflammation of the peritoneum, or of one, or SCYCral, or all of the pelvic viscera? llow happens it tha.t these
inflammations, if they be the prima.ry and sole cause of t110 disease, are so rife under
a particular epidemic constitution of the atmosphere, requiring no other predJsposition
than merely the act of parturition, while in the absence of such epidemic influence
the uterus may be tried to its utmost by the efforts of childbirth; it may be ruptured,
laid open by the Cresarean section, have the hand inserted into it in the act of turning-it may be i1wcrted 1 and subjected to the manipulations necessary for its replacement, and yet no inflammation of the organ shall result, or if it does, it will not be
accompanied by phenomena. in the lea.st resembling those characteristic of true puerperal fever. l~ct it be also recollected that the latter disease is not confined to the
parturient female. That it ma.y, and often docs attack the prcgna.nt female, is
admitted on all hands.
'l'herc is no other mode of explaining tl1is apparent paradox, than by a. recognition
of the true character of puerperal fever. That it is not a simple inflammation of the
pelvic or abdominal viscera, but the effect of a morbid impression made upon the
l:!ntirc organism, causing a general disturbance of its functions, of which the local
le~ions are merely the result. In short, that it is a true idiopathic fever.
The fact that 1 in nearly all the fatal cases of puerperal feyer in which a post-morlrm
examination has been made, the eYidcnce has been revealed of inflammation of the
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womb or its veins, or of the peritoneum, or of several or all of these parts, is assumed
as an incontestable proof of the position, that puerperal fever is purely a pblegmasia,
and nothing more.
This fact, however, is freely admitted by all those who see in cbildbed fever some·
thing more than a mere local inflammation-who believe that, in one form or the dis·
ease at least, it is a true idiopathic fever, the local lesions being the result of, and not
themselves constituting the disease.
It appca.rs to us that attention has been too exclusively confined to the iudica.tions
of inflammation detected after death from puerperal fever, in the pelvic organs and
the peritoneum. These are not the only lesions met with in the bodies of those who
have been destroyed by the disease. Rokitansky describes as frequently present a
slight reddening, with investment, of the entire track of the intestinal mucous membrane, by a seer~tion of a thin serous or viscid gelatinous, or more or less purulent
character, softenrng of the mucous and infiltration of the mucous tissues; a dysenteric
exudation on the mucous membrane of the colon, resembling that found on the internal surface of the uterus. A similar exudation is also met with on the mucous surfaces of the respiratory, urinaryi or oosophageal tracts. The pleura are almost constantly found to contain uudations similar to those met with in the peritoneum; less
frequently they are met with in the pericardium. The articulations very commonly
exhibit exudations of a fibrinous or purulent character. The dura. mater often presents a slight reddening, with a thin, soft exudation. Rokitansky describes a black
softening of the mucous membrane at the fundus of the stomach or of the oosophagus,
indicated during life by black vomit, as a frequent occurrence. According to the
same authority, the blood exhibits various changes, its fibrinous eoagula present a
viscid, greenish-white appearance, or the coagula arc scanty, gelatinous, and soft.
The blood is of a dirty brown red, or chocolate colour, and glutinous, or it is much
attenuated, and trnnsudcs all the tissues. Vegetations on the valves may form from
mere mechanical deposition.
In the dissections made in Philadelphia, during the epidemic of 1842, the liver,
spleeni and kidneys were found softened, as in cases of malignant fevers. In one of
the cases, the stomach contained a fluid resembling coffce-t,"'l"Ounds, and probably the
~ame as the black vomit of yellow fever.
That the disease is not essentially a local inflammation, of wbich the fever is merely
a symptomatic or sympathetic effect, is disproved from its having been found, as
remarked by Dr. Simpson, that: ''1st. There is no general uniformity of relation and
sequence between the degree and intensity of their supposed cause-the local inflammatory lesions-and the degree and intensity of their supposed effect, the attcndent
fever. 2d. Sometimes the supposed cause-in the form of simple peritonitis, or
metritis, &c.-may exist, without these inflammations exciting the usual phenomena
of their supposed effect, namely, the symptoms of pucrpeml fever; and, 3d. We see
occasionally cases of true and fatal puerperal fever, without discovering on the dead
body any traces or evidence of the local inflammation which had been considered the
origin of the disease. In other words, under this last class of cases we have the
existence of the supposed effect without the existence of the supposed cause. And
this observation holds good with regard not only to the individual Jocal.inflammation8,
which have been illogically dogmatizcd into the alleged invariable origm of puerperal
fever, but it holds good with regard to the whole class of local inflammatory ca~es.
Some authors, while they maintain the disease to be a fever entire ly symptomatic of
50me local inflammation, at the same time bold that this local ~nfiammation may ~c
seated in different parts in different cases, and different epidc~ 1 cs, a?d ti.mt th~ d1~
ease originates, in one case, in metritis, in another, in ovariti~, rn _a ~bird, 10 pentomtis, and so on. Without remarking on the illogical nature of i_magrnmg that the same
disease ma.y have such varied origins, we may, once more, porntedly obscrv~ that--as
sometimes happens in continued fever-occasionally, though very rarely, n? rnflammatory lesions whatever can be traced upon the bodies of pa_ticn.ts who hav? died of pu~r
peral fever. Dr. Lacock bas observed several cases of tins krnd; and, rn the practice
of the late Dr. Beilby, I saw one very marked and rapidly fatal case of pue:pcral fever,
in which my colleague, Professor Bennett, was unable to detect anywhere m the abdomen, or in the uterus, its appendages or vessels, any traces of inflammatory action or
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effusion. The great rarity of such instances is no sufficient argument against their
important bearing upon the question of puerperal fever."
Dr. Meigs, in his recent treatise on childbed fever, repudiates the existence of an
idiopathic puerpeml fever, inasmuch as the term fever excites "a certain material
idea of zyroosis in the mind of the bearer of it;" but he, nevertheless, substantially
admits all that would be necessary to include puerperal fever in the list of zymotic
diseases.
"Child bed fc''er,'' he remarks, "becoming epidemica1, may prevail so extensh•ely
as to implicate almost all the women who are brought to bed under its reign; or the
force of the cause may be so slight as to produce illness in only here and there an
unfrcqucnt example, so that the epidemic cases may be very rife or not."
And again : "It is quite clear," he saysJ "that the malady may b!'eak out, and
rage with violence in certain circumscribed spaces; and on the other hand, that it
may prevail, at one and the same time, over extensive districts, and even whole oations
and countries, and yet be ever one and the same disorder."
"There arc, then," be obserYCS in another place, "atmosplicrie causes, that render
pregnant and lying-in women, at particular times, and in certain places, uncommonly
liable to attacks of childbed-fcver inflammation. What the real principle of this
epidemy is, I believe there is no man can say. Be it what it may, one of the most
extraordinary conditions connected with it is this: that it should not po1°so'lt men, t1or
boys, or girls, or non-pregnant women, but 011ly the pregnant or lying-in portions of
society. This appears to me to be its greatest mystery."
Now, is it strictly true, that the atmospheric cause of epidemic puerpe~al fever,
whatever its nature may be, poisons only "the pregnant or lying-in portions of
society?" If we examine the histories that have been furnished us of the several
epidemics of erysipelas that have prevailed in different portions of the United States,
we shall find that a certain morbific condition of the atmosphere may occur, which,
while it produces in some of those subjected to its influence an erysipelatous affection
of the skin, in others it gives rise to iuflammation of the mouth and faU<~es, or of the
lungs and pleura; in others, again, to inflammation of the peritoneum; and, in pregnant and parturient females, to puerperal fever.
Dr. Dl'ake makes the following statement, based upon an analysis of the several
accounts given of epidemic erysipelas as it occurred in the Interior Valley of North
America:" The peritoneum in men and non-parturient women was obnoxious to the inflammation, but not in as high a degree as the pleura. Pregnant, and especially lying-in
females were, however, peculiarly liable, and the most fatal cases were the pue!'pcral. 11
In the terrible epidemic of erysipelas which prevailed near Norristown, Pennsylvania., in the autumn of 184 7, "old and young, male and female, fell before it,' 1 says
Dr. Corson, "and yet there seemed to be one class that it preferred. '!111e mother, as
she lay helpless and exhausted from the labour and agony endured in giving birth to
her child, was marked ns a victim. The deadly poison was infused into her veins,
a.nd, in many insta.nees, a few hours scaled her doom." "1 lost more puerperal
womeu during the epidemic than for twenty years before.1' "This epidemic produced
in one class of patients well-marked erysipelas, in another inflammation of the mucous
membranes lining the fauces and nasal cavities, and in a third, diffused inflammation
of the serous tissues; while yet others were met with, in which all these conditions
followed euch other, or existed simultaneously." "ln females, the serous membranes
werE! affected generally, while in males the mucous or cellular tissues were almost the
only parts inYoh-ed. 11 -(Traus. Pcmisylvania State Med. Soc., vol. ii.).
ln the winter and spring of 1851-52, epidemic erysipelas again made its appeara.ncc in the upper portion of Montgomery County, Pa. 11 The disease,'' says Dr.
Vanbuskirk, "seemed first to attack the throat, and afterwards the surface of the
body. In females, it was especially liable to attack the peritoneum, and one or other
of the serous tissues in the male. When the peritoneum became affected, there was
much hiccough from the disease extending to the diaphragm. In some cases, symptoms of arachnitis, followed by coma, presented themselves." It is further added,
that many cases of puerperal fever occurred during the prevalence of erysipelas; and,
as far as information was obtained, "these cases of pucrpeml fever were confined
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chiefly to the same localities as the latter disease." - (Trans. Penn. State Med. Soc.,
vol.ii.).
Speaking of the epidemic erysipelas as it occurred in Montgomery County in 1852,
Dr. Geiger informs us that, "it spared neither age, sex, nor condition." "It marked
the parturient woman for its especial victim. Not a single woman living within the
range of the disease, who was delivered during its preyalence, escaped an attack."
"13esidcs those cases of puerpcl'al fever which were evidently erysipelatous, males
were frequently attacked with symptoms indicating inflammatory disease in one or
other of the internal organs, as the brain, lungs, heart, intestines, and their serous
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made its appearance in
Palmyra County, Pa. "},cw lying-in women/' says Dr. Glonigcr and Breitenbach,
"escaped its attack, and the ratio of mortality, we have been informed, was quite
)arge."-(Op. citat., vol. ii.).
Dr. Bennett, in his history of the epidemic erysipelas which prevailed in Danbury,
Connecticut, during the winter and spring of 1847-48, says : "'fhe serous membranes
were a frequent scat of the disease, especfally tllC pleura and peritoneum. '11 hree
cases of puerperal peritonitis are included in the list. 11 - ( Truns. Amer. Med. Assoc.,
vol.ii.).
Dr. l\Iendenball, in his report on the epidemics of Michigan, &c., tells us that
"erysipelas has prevailed as an epidemic for the last two years (1851 and 1852),
usually affecting the head and face"- " puerperal peritonitis prevailed contemporaneously with erysipelas in this region. In some cases the erysipelas attacked the labia
and vagina, and was soon followed by puerperal peritonitis." - (Trans. Med. Assoc.,
vol.v.).
In 1853, erysipelas prevailed as an epidemic in Dayton, Ohio; Dr. Sutton informs
us that females ad\·anced in pregnancy were exceedingly prone to premature labour,
and the period of accouchment was looked to by both patient and physician with the
deepest anxiety and solicitude. But one parturicnt female within the range of Dr.
Sutton's information escaped an attack of puerperal fever - and every one that was
attacked died.
Non-pregnant females suffered in many instances from inflammation of the peritoneum and of the pelvic viscera, and males from inflammation of the respiratory mucous
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which gives rise to erysipelas may also produce in the male, and in the non-pregnant
and non-parturient female, peritoneal inflammation, and in the pregnant and parturic11t
woman the disease termed puerperal fever. Every historian of the epidemics of
erysipelas that have occurred of late years, with scarcely a single exception, bears
testimony of the fact. The intimate connection between epidemic erysipelas and
childbed fever-a connection. that had been already recognized by Gordon, Beatty,
Nunnely, Kneeland, Holmes, and others - is now, indeed, very generally admitted.
Dr. Hutchinson and others have seen both diseases in the same patient. Dr. Simpson, of Edinburgh, has recently advanced the opinion that erysipelas and phlebitis are
diseases in "the same category as puerperal fever."
Of the intimate connection between typhous fever, erysipelas, phlebitis, and puerperal fever there can be no doubt.
:Much of this, to use the words of Dr. Ormerod, is expl icable on the supposition of
the existence of the same atmospheric condition affecting all who cannot resist it, in
the same way; but however this may be, as far as general impressions, in the absence
of notes, will justify the assertion, simultaneous with the occurrence of some cases of
fever in the medical wardfl, phlebitis and troublesome sores are more commo.nly met
with in the surgical wards of this hospital, and erysipelas of the head and face m bo~h.
'fhe force of the facts just referred to, has been attempted to be ev~d~d by a dcmal
of the pathological identity of puerperal fever and erysipelas. But this IS a mere play
upon words- a mere evasion of the very questio1~ at issue. No one eyer prctend ~d
that the affection of the surface denominated erysipelas, and the collection of morbid
phenomena constituting puerperal fever are one and the same disease. Nor is it
necessary to prove that the two diseases are identical in all their pathological characters before admitting their production by the same worbific condition of the atmos-
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phere. The difficulty in the mind of those who deny the relationship between
epidemic erysipelas and cbildbed fever has originated from the supposition that the
epidemic malady, one of the most frequent manifestation.i of which is an erysipelatous
inflammation of some portion of the surface, and the disease known as puerperal fever,
are essentially local phlegmasioo. May we not, with Mr. Nunnely, admit it to be
highly probable, if not certain, "that there is," in erysipelas, "some change produced
in the state of the blood, which change may dcpe1Jd upon alterations we are unable

at present to appreciate, but which, it is likely, occur in many tissues, and may thus
affect the mass of blood more or less quickly, and to a greater or less extent, according
to the influence they have upon, and the connection they have with, the blood in a
state of health."
Dr. l\Ieigs tells us, in bis recent treatise) that he is not prepared to say" the
epiderny might not have the power over the nervous mass, so to qualify its opera~
tions as to determine, in one individual, an inflamm atory attack of the corpus mucosum
of th e ski n, and, in another, an attack of in~am matio n of the serous coat of the belly."
But he cannot conceive of a case of pure metritis or mctrophlcbitis being produced
by the same cause as that productive of erysipelas, or possibly of peritonitis.
"Erysipelas," he remarks," is a disease of the skin, and although, in some in stances,
it docs take on a phlcgmonous character, by extending perpendicularly downwards
into the connectinp: areolar tcrlurc, it docs so only by accident, and not as a normal
process of that special phlegmasia. Erysipelas is, therefore, a membranous, but not
a visceral disorder, and one of its chief characteristics is found' in its propensity to
expand its areas of phlcgmasia far and wide over the plane of the membrane. Puerperal peritonitis, pure and simple, is also a mcmbrauous disease, and possesses the
same propensity to expand its areas over the entire plan of the peritoneal membrane.
In this, erysipelas and peritonitis are alike; but erysipelas aud metritis arc not alike.
Peritonitis is alM like erysipelas in this, tbat it has a tcudcncy to plunge or descend
vertically in thr.: basement textures of it, and so destroy the epiploon, or gangrene the
bowel, or produce ramollcscence of the exterior stratum of the uterus, or exo-metritis.
In crysipelad, this vertical plunge or downsinking of the morbid states of the corpus
mucosum uftcn carries it quite through and below the corium, and far down into the
substratl1.m of areolar tissue, where it may become either phlegmouous or redematous
erysipelas, as the case may be.
"fo like manner, when you sha ll hereafter exam ine the mortal remains of individuals who have died of pure childbecl peritouitis, though you shall not, in general,
ob::;crvc auy other than the results of a purely mcmbra uous iuOammation, or iufiammation of the peritoueum, yet, in some specimens, you may find the cpiploon softcucd
il.Ild suppurated, the o>aria reduced to a pulp, or the outer stratum of the womb completely reduced to a state of ramollesccnce or softeniug. In so far, then, as I have
drawn a parallel between the two disorders, you discern a very great similarity between
them."
"Why should you vex yourself with this foolish question, when you are already so
well informed in your profession as to know that childbcd fever is puerperal peritonitis, and nothing else; and that peritonitis, in numbers of the cases, does not come
in question at all, the disorder being pure womb-phlebitis alone, or an oophoritis, &c.
&c. If you must insist that erysipelas and childbcd fever arc one, then pray leave
out of question all the pure mctrites and phlebites, and confine your alliance between
the two to the serous and dermal ide1ztities, if they must be so considcred. 11
We agree with Dr. S. H olmes, in the opinion advanced by him in his recent very
able p~pcr on erysipelas, (Trans: Ame.r. J.Ved. Assoc., vol. vii.) tha~ pathologists have
comunttcd an uufortuuate error rn their efforts to fiud some oue tissue on which the
inflammation in erys ipelas is expended, while we are conv inced that the lesion of
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latous inflammation as certainly as the lining membrane of the fauccs; if the disease
be constitutional, it, like many others, shows preferences to particular parts, but is
not confiucd to those parts; it can no more be called 'a dermal disease' than it can
b~ called a peritoneal disease .. In its s.igus, it is a pcc~liar form of inflammation ,
with characters as strong as an mflammat1on where ly mph 1s thrown out for adhesions,
or pus for a covering or protection. I ts pathological exudation is like that of wany
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others, merely a deficiency in its physiological exudation; but, in proportion to the
potency of the causc1 so will be the power of the exudation to assume the pus forma1
tion, or the fibrinous or the simple agglutinative lymph. '1 he pus may show a greater
tendency to form on mucous than on serous textures, but that does not exclude the
serous, and in proportion to the gravity of the cause will be the result."
We can readily understand, when we consider the condition of the pelvic and most
of the abdominal viscera in the female immediately after parturition, why these should
be particularly predisposed to the action of the mate1·ies morbi by which the inflammation in epidemic erysipelas is produced.
Let this be as it may, we have the fact incontrovertibly establ ished that, during
the time and in the same place at which erysipelas is prevailing epidemically, males
and non-pregnant and non-parturient females are especially liable to suffer from
peritoneal inflammation, while pregnant and lying-in women arc particularly exposed
to an attack of the so-called puerperal fever; and, in the examination of the bodies
of th ose who have died of the latter disease at such periods and places, it is not the
peritoneum alone to which the results of inflammation are confined, but the uterus,
its veins, its ligaments, the ovaries, and neighbouring intestin es are as frequently
found involved in disease.
Were this the proper place to enter upon a discussion of the subject, we should
have no hesitation to assume as true, and we think we should be able very clearly to
demonstrate the actual identity of the pathological character of erysipelas, phlebitis,
and puerperal fever. The supposition of the formation of pus in consequence of an
infiammation of certain veins, and this pus finding its way into the circulation, giviu~
rise to purulent deposits or secondary abscesses, and the morbid condition known as
pycmia, has been showu to be unfounded by I.chert and Rokitansky. 'fhe whole of
the phenomena in cases of pyemia depend upon a general poisoning of the bloodas the result of which we have Jocal phlebitis - often in several parts of the body
widely remote from each other, and true suppuration - the result of circumscribed
inflammation within the substance of many of the organs.-It would not be difficult to
show that precisely the same dyscrasy of the blood occurs both in erysipelas and in
puerperal fever.
The low adynamic form of childbed fever which so generally prevails in over-crowded
and ill-ventilated hospitals, is supposed by some to be either purely typhus fever
without implication of the generative organs, or a combination of phlegmasia. of these
with typhus fever. Of the former cases nothing need be said, as it is not to be supposed that any well-instructed physician would confound typhus or typhoid fever with
puerperal fever.
Puerperal fever is, confessedly, the especial endemic of the lying-in wards of hospitals, and it there presents itself, usually, in its most malignant and intractable
form. Now, when it occurs in these institutions simultaneously with typhus fever,
erysipelas, and hospital gangrene, aro we to admit the conjoint presence of three distinct morbific states of the atmosphere, the one productive of typhus fever, another
of erysipelas, and a third of ~hildhed fever, or subscribe to the opinion of Dr. Walsh,
that puerperal fever is not a disorder sui 9C11eris, confined to lying-in women, but
"merely an unusual form of a very common disease," being, "in reality, no other
than the common infectious fever, complicated with more or less extensive inflammation of the peritoneum;" and, we would add, th~ womb and its appendices.
Dr. Meigs would appear to admit that the endemic cause of typhus fevers may ;ive
rise to the very lesions in which he considers the so-called puerperal fever to .consist.
"I beg: of you," he remarks in his late work, "to understand me a~ asserting that,
3
1 1
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jail, hospital, and ship fevers occurring in our class of patients." Some of the cases
proceeding to their solution, in recovery or death, with?ut interesting in a particular
manner the child-bearing organs, or the peritonoum: wlulc there are oth~rs that early
establish areas of pblogosis, which may or may not take up the mastery m the subsequent progress of the malady."
We can understand the foregoing language, vague ancl ~autious though it ho, to
imply nothing, more or less, than that the epidemic or endemic cause of typhus fevers
is capable of giving rise, in pregnant and parturient females, to puerperal fever. If
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it do not mean tl1is, it means nothing. Now, taken in this sense, in connection with
the admission that childbcd fever may be the result of an atmospheric poison, or some
malign condition of the surrounding air-everything is admitted that we co11tcnd for
-namely, that some general morbific cause-we shall not dispute about its nature,
probably this will be forever hidden from us- by its impression upon the nervous
system - upon the endangium-or by its gaining an entrance into the blood and
modifying its crasis-the question as to its primary mode of action upon the organism being a matter of iudifference as to the main fact at issue-.':io disturbs the general
functions of the living body as to give rise to those morbid phenomena, which consti.
tute the disease we call idiopathic fever-one of the consequences of which general
disturbance of the functions-under certain circumstances and in certain individuals
- is, in addition to various other les ions, inflammation of one, or several, or all, of the
pelvic viscera, and of one or other of those of the abdomen.
As i\lr. W. Tyler Smith remarks, in his Lectures on Puerperal Fever, published
in the London Lancet, "'£he more puerpera l fever is investigated and tracked, as it
were, to its clements or origin, the less satisfactory docs any partial or local explanation of its origin become. In the progress of such an examination, it appears more
and more evident that there is a puerperal (febrile) poison to which the lying-in
woman is liable, and which produces all the varied phenomena of puerperal fever met
with in different epidemics, localities, seasons, and constitutions. In one time or
season, peritonitis is produced, in another, metritis, in another, phlebitis, in another,
mammary or other abscesses; in another, low fever, in another, intestinal irritation,
in another, dissolution of the blood, without a trace of local inflammatory disorder,
and so on throughout the list of local and special disorders which have been described
by authors on puerperal fever. It may be questioned, even if phlebitis ever occurs
without a poisonous condition of the blood, produced either as the result of contagion,
epidemic influence, or the absorption of putrid matter from the uterus. '.l'hus, in the
earliest pathological arrangements, a great number of disordered states were grouped
together as puerperal fever, without attempt at discrimination or analysis; next came
a laborious separation of the different forms and manifestations of the disease; and
the subject seems, at the present time, ripe for allaying the numerous affections met
with in puerperal fever together, in their origin from a. common cause-namely, some
animal poison, or zymotic influence."
Under this view of the case, puerperal fever loses the anomalous character which
so long has been ascribed to it - it ceases to be a mystery. It is no longer an epidemic disease whose subjects are alone parturient females; but one of the forms of
a. prevailing epidemic fever; it.s peculiar features in the recently.delivered woman, not
being due to a. specific virus to which she alone is liable, but to the condition of the
uterus aad its appendages immediately after cl1i1J-birth predisposing them in an
especial manner to become the seat of disease, amid that general disturbance
created in the living organism by the morbific influence of the prevailing atmospheric
poison, the malaria, the epidemic constitution, or whatever other name may be given
to the reigning epidemic or endemic cause. But of which, let it be recollected, the
influence is not experienced solely by the inmate of the childbed, but is experienced
by the community at large, producing, in males and females, a fever accompanied in
its course by erysipe1atous inflammation of the surface, or by inflammatory affections
of the mucous or serous tissues, and often, in the unprcgnant female, by nearly all the
leading features that characterize it when it occurs in the parturient woman. - See
note by tlte Editor to Ghurckill on the Diseases of Women, Last American Edition,
P!tilada., 1857. - C.J
The cadaveric venom here referred to, is well known, and is justly dreaded by us
all : and especially by those among us who are oftenest engaged in examining the
interior structure, whether healthy or diseased, of the dend human body. Admitted
through a cut, a puncture, a mere abrasion of the cuticle, it gives rise to ill-conditioned
sores, tendcmcss of the absorbents, diffused inflammation of the reticular tissue, and
great constitutional disturbance. Many promising students, many valuable members
of our profossion, have perished prematurely of this accidental inoculation. There is
reason to think that the virus is produced in the early stages only of the process of
decomposition: that when putrefaction bas reached a certain point, the point at which
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sulphuretted hydrogen is evolved, the special poisonous quality ceases. It is during
a particula.r stage of their decay, that German sausages, bacon, and cheese, are sometimes found to acquire deleterious and even fatal properties. The claws of carnivor•JUS beasts, and the beaks and ta.Ions of carni\·orous birds, are apt to be charged with
the same kind of poison; which gives to their bites or scratches a peculiarly dangerous
character.
(The connection between puerperal peritonitis-or, to speak more correctly, between "'
puerpe1·al/cver and erysipelas, has recently attracted a good deal of discussion. The
facts in support of such connection are too numerous and too well authenticated to
allow of any re:umnable doubt being c1itertained upon the subject. It has been shown
that the two diseases prevail very generally simultaneously in th e same localities,
while one of the most common lesions attendant upon constitutional erysipelas, in the
male subject and in non-pregnant females, is peritoneal inflammation. Facts have
also been adduced, which prove that a contagion of some kind may be communicated
either directly, or through the intermcclium of a third party, from a. patient laboring
under erysipelas to the parturient female, and induce in her an attack of puerperal

fcver.-C.]
That variety of peritonitis which results from perforation of the stomach or intestines, and the effusion of their contents into the cavity of the belly, is full of interest.
The inflammation is violent in degree; universal (generally) in extent; and almost
always fatal. 'l'he attack is characterized by its suddenness. All at once intense pain
arises in some region of the abdomen, which soon becomes tender in every part. The
pain is incapable of removal, and usually even of mitigation, by medicine, and death
takes place in a short time. These arc the general features of such cases. Occasionally, the symptoms follow some different order. Thus, I have seen a case in which
no pain was complained of, and the source of the inflammation was not suspected until
the dead body was exmnincd. This was a case of fever j and it had been attended
with much stupor, which was probably the reason that no indication of suffering was
made by the patient. Occasionally, but that is uncommon, the pain intcrmits. For
the most part, howe'\"er, it resists all treatment, and ceases only with life, or a short
time before life is terminated.
l\lost of the instances of this kind of peritonitis that I have witnessed, have resulted
from perforation of the ileum, in the progress of continued fever. You are already
aware, that the glandulre agminatro 1 which are found only in that bowel, and the
glandulro solitarire, which are scattered over nearly the whole inner su rface of tl1e
alimentary tube, are very liable, in one species of continued fever, to inflammation,
sloughing, and ulceration : and sometimes the ulcers go thro11gh: the contents of the
gut are poured into the cavity of the serous membrane, and intense inflammation is
lighted up. I purposely abstain from going into any particulars respecting these
sloughing ulcers. We are no further concerned with them at present than as they
furoish the channel by which the cause of the peritoneal disease is introduced. Once,
and once only, as I stated before, have I known perforation occur from the extension
of scrofulous ulceration of the same glands in pltthisis. In general, in that disease,
the ulcer runs a much slower course. As it approaches the peritoneum, circumscribed
chronic inflammation is set up in that membrane; lymph is thrown out j and the
bowel becomes adherent to some other portion of the canal, or to some of the other
viscera of the abdomen. In this way the perforation is prevented; or, it should take
place, the escape of the contents of the bowel into the peritoneal sac is p~ey~nte~.
Occasionally, when two portions of the tube thus adhere together, a commumcabon 1s
0
0
0
;t::
spot which they had already passed.
.
.
A very sin gular instance of this latter event has been dcscr1~cd by Dr. Abercrombie.
A man, fifty.six years old, who had shown no signs of serious illness, but bad laboured
under impaired appetite, languor, and occasional pain in the abdomen, for two or
three weeks, was suddenly seized, while taking a. walk, with vomiting; and he
observed that what he brought up was stercoraceous; and this occurred again and
again, at various intervals; the matter vomited being distinctly foocal, and sometimes
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so solid tlmt he was obliged to swallow warm water to soften it, ti1at it might be
expelled from the stomach more easity. He never vomited his/ood: and no tumour,
nor any other sign of organic disease, could be detected by external examination.
Ile li'fcd about three months, and died at last of exhaustion : and then it was discovered that the stomach and the transverse arch of the colon were adherent to each
other, and that a. ragged aperture of communication between them existed at the
place of adhesion.
I have learned of Jate, from Dr. Brinton, whose attention has been specially directed
to this subject, that there are on record at least twenty cases of a communication, thus
formed by adhesion and ulceration, between tl~e stomach and the colon.
It is a. curious fact, that the vermiform appendage of the crecum is not unfrequently
the seat of a penetrating ulcer. I have traced li ttle groups of glands in that slender
tube : and I have known perforation to happen from the specific ulceration of typhoid
fever; and from the accidental ulceration caused by a cherry-stone lodgqd there in
one instance, nod by a pellet of bard frecal matter in another.
Sometimes it is the stomach that is perforated, either by a common or by a specific
ulcer; and the symptoms are exactly the same as when the bowel gives way. Sudden, unremitting pain; tenderness, and tympani tic distension of the abdomen; and
early death.
Perforating ulcerd of the stomach are of various kinds. It is not uncommon to find
one small roundish hole, somewhat larger genera11y on the inner than on the outer
surface, the edge of the mucous membrane being as smooth and clean as if a disk had
been cut out from it by a punch, and without any surrounding hardness, or other
mark of disease. Occasionally the orifice is more irregular, and occupies the centre
of a thickened and indurated patch of the mucous membrane. Several instances of
this sort of perforation have occurred under my own eye; two within the last fourteen
months (1839). Almost all the patients have been young unmarried women, plump,
and in good condition; who, up to the moment of the fatal seizure, either seemed to
enjoy perfect health, or, at most, bad complain ed of slight and vague feelings of
dyspepsia. Ulcers of the stomach are, however, mostly chronic; and the diseased
viscus is commonly fenced about and protected by adhesion to the neighbouring parts,
before its coats are completely penetrated by the ulcer. You are probably aware that
this Jrnppened in the body of Napoleon Bonaparte. He died of cancer of the stomach.
'l'hat orp;an was strongly adherent to the concave surface of the left lobe of the li\'er,
which fo L·mcd a part of the wall of the stomach; and this adhesion, no doubt, prolonged his life.
'l'he actua l perforation, in cases such as we arc now considering, may result merely
from the natural progress of the ulcer; but sometimes it would appear that the thin
membrane which remains is broken by some accidental force applicCl to it. Thus the
iiistinctive symptoms occur most frequently after a meal, when the stomach is distended with food, and engaged in the chuming movement which attends the process
of digestion. They have immediately followed the act of vomiting, brought on by
an emetic. llouillaud relates an instance in which the perforation happened while
the patient was straining at stool; and it is conceivable enough, that rough pressure
of the abdomen might complete the rupture, when the ulcer bad already en.ten through
all the coats of the bowel except its peritoneal coat. I shall return to this subject in
a future lecture.
Occasionally the perforating ulcer has its seat in the duodenum. And it is a. very
curious fact, of which no satisfactory explanation bas hitherto been given, that ulcers
in the duodenum, at no great distance usually from the pylorus, are of common
occurrence in persons who have suffered severe and extensive burns. A number of
cases of this kind have been published by Mr. Curling in the 25th volume of the
.Medico-Chirurgical '}_'ransactions. The inflammation and ulceration probably commence in one or more of the glands of Brunner. Frequently the ul cer leads to
adhesion between the gut and the pancreas. Sometimes it penetrates into the
nbdominal cavity, and excites fatal peritonitis.
Less commonly than this, in my experience at least, the peritonitis is set up by the
escape of urine from the urinary bladder, through the extension of an ulcer, or from
the forcible rupture of that bag by a blow or a fall, when it was distended with urine.
Rupture of the gall-bladder, whether by violence or from ulceration, bas the same
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so also has, in p:eneral, the rupture of the 'Uterus, which sometimes takes
place during the efforts of parturition. Absress of the li1m·, burstiog into the peritoneum, is another occasional source of SC'\"cre and fat~1l infiammatiou of that membrane.
Acute and general peritonitis sometimes arises, also, in consequence of penetration
from without; t'. t., it succeeds the puncture made by the trocar in the operation of
tapping the belly: and these cases too, are almost all of them mortal; chiefly, l
]Jre~umc, becnusc, in nine instances out of ten, they occur in an unhealthy and
debilitated subjC'ct.
I formerly offered you some obscr"rations respecting a form of hysteria which very
closely mimics peritonitis, and would most certainly deceive a. medical nrnn who was
:10t on his guard a~ainst it. 'Ye judge by the age and sex: of the patient somewhat;
Ly the presence of hysteria in other forms, or of the hysteric diathesis; by the e.rccssfre
tenderness of the abdomen, or rather of its surface; by the coexistence of the same
exquisite sensibility in other parts; and by the iocongruity and shiftiog chnrncter of
the symptoms. 'l1hc pulse and the tongue will perhaps be natural, while the abdominal irritation is at its height. l"orewamed, you will seldom find much difficulty in
establishin~ _the diagnosis.
Of the signs by which per~tonitis may be distiogui::;hcd
from cntcnt1s, I shall speak when I come to the latter disease.

LECTURE LXVI.
Tren.tment of Acute Prritoflilis; Bleedit19, J/errnry, Opium. Chronic Peritonitis.
Granular l'erilonemn. Asciles; Ovarian Drops!J ,· DiaynosiiJ of these diseases
Other forms of Abdominal Drops!J.
ACOTE peritonitis, in its simple form, is always a dangerous, yet frequently a
manageable disease. When it is complicated with other and earlier organic mischief,
and especially when it has been excited by the entrance of foreign matters into the
cavity of the belly, it is all but hopeless under any treatment.
lo speaking of the mode of cure, I have again to rehearse, nwtatis nmtandis, t1rn
grand remedies for inflammation, and particularly for the adhesive ioflamnmtion proper
to serous membranes: Uood-leU(ng; mercury.
It is of the greatest importance in this, as indeed in all cases of inflammation, that
the blood-letting should be performed earl!f. You must not be deterred from bleeding
by the mere smallness of the pulse: a quality which I have frequently shown you to
i>e characteristic of acute inflammation within the abdomen; and which, in the disease
now in question, is often present from the very beginning. If the pulse be wiry and
hard, we disregard, in these cases, its smallness. Not uncommonly it is rendered
wore full, as well as softer, by venresection; and this when it happeos, gives assurance of the propriety of that measure.
Topical blood-letting is of much efficacy-of p;rcater efficacy perhaps than in most
other forms of abdominal inflammation. Cupping is out of the question, from the
tender state of the abdomen. But in adults, after a full bleeding from the arm, such
as has produced some sensible impression upon the circulation, or brought the patient
to the verge of syncope, the surface of the belly should be covered with leeches.
Irom twenty to forty may be applied at once; and sometim es this will make any
further loss of blood unnecessary. But in severe cases, you may expect to find that
repeti tions of :it least the local bleeding will be requisite.
After the leeches have fallen off, a light poultice may be laid over tho abdomen :
or it may be assiduously fomented with flann els wrung out of hot water. These
means will encourage the bleeding from the leech-bites; a.ad arc generally fouod to
afford great comfort to the feelings of the patient. Cold applications have been
recommended by some practitioners of high authority. Dr. Sutton injected cold
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enemata, and applied cloths, made wet with cold cvaporatin~ lotions, to tl1c abdomen,
with good effect; and Dr. _\bercrombie has since reported favourably of the same
kind of treatment. Howe,·cr, I should think this a more precarious plan than the
oppo.. itc: and I have always obscrnd so much relief to be f!ivcn by warm cpithcms
that I h:wc nc,·cr lrnd the inclination, nor the courage, to employ cold.
It is extremely dc:-irnblc, in these cases, to obtain as speedily as possible the specific
influence of mercury upon the system; by calomcl and opium, or by inunction. It
C:lnnot be nccc~:<ary tlrnt I should again go onr ia detail the means of following out
this indication; but it. is nn indication which we must diligently pur:)UC.
The treatment of p11('1peral peritonitis is much more uncertain and difficult; for
this reason-that it f:prings out of an :rntcccdcnt morbid condition more deeply
seated, more generally diffused, and less accessible to remedies than itsrlf. Whenenr inflammation arises here and there in the body in consequence of a vitiated state
of the blood, we h:wc not only the inflammation itself to deal with, but its physical
C:lu::<c also, which may still be in uncontrolled operation.
nr. l;'erguson justly remarks that "inflammation being rnaclc up of vascular and of
ue1Tous action, of the afttux: of blood to a part, and of pain, it is not irrational to act
on both the cl<'ments of the mnlady at the same time, or in periods shortly consccutil'e
of each other." "The abdominal pain that occurs in puerperal fever, is accompanied
by two YeiJ different states of constitution; one in which little or no depiction is
borne, another in which relief is obtained only by Ycry large evacuations of blood."
13ctwcen these two there is >ery conceivable gradation. "fo no malady arc a
cautious boldness, and a sagacious adaptation of remedy to constitutional power, more
impcratinly demanded.''
"If lar~c bleeding be determined on, it must, to be beneficial, be resorted to within
the first twenty-four hours from the attack. In the sccon<l stage of the disease it
often produces, rapidly, a fatal result."
In auibip;uous cases he gives ten grains of Donr's powder, and covers the whole
of the abdomen with a large linseed-meal poultice, sufficiently thick to retain warmth
for four hours. At the end of that time, if the symptoms are alleviated, "ten grains
more of the Do\'er's powder, and a fresh poultice, should be prescribed. If within
four hours from this second medication, the practitioner is not satisfied that the malady
is yielding, he must at once resort to depletion."
Of all the means we possess of arresting this malady, blecdin~, ~encral or topica l,
is, in Dr. Fcr~uson's experience, by for the most extensively applicable. "But," he
says, "while I admit this, I am equally certain that large bleeding has not been borne
in this complaint, generally speaking, during the last twelve years."
Another most important truth enunciated by our Professor is, that "epidemic
puerperal fever has, im·ariably, the character common to the ordinary fevers raging
with it: if the lattCr require depletion, the presumption is that the former will also."
Undoubtedly the very same species of febrile disease is variously affected by a
µ-ivcn remedy in different places; and during different periods in the same place.
There is such a thing as an epidemic state of the human constitution, gradually produced by a gradual fluctuation in the influences whereby communities of men are
surrounded and impressed. 'l'hc fevers that were cured in London twenty or fi\'e·
and.twenty years a!!o by copious blood-lettin~, would now be rendered by that measure, carried to a like extent, irrctrie'f"ably mortal. There is scarcely a more important
object of study to the practical .Physician than this different capacity, exhibited by
the average of constitutions at different times and Reasons, of bearing active depletion.
"Sihil mihi prius est," says the wary Sydcnham, "quam quando novre fcbrcs
~ras~ari incipiant, cunctari paul isper, et ad magna prrescrtim rcmedia. non nisi suspcnso pede, ac tardius procedcrc; diligenter interim illurum in)?'cnium atque morcm
obseHarc, quibus itidem prresidiorum gcneribus regri juventur ycJ lredantur, ut <1uam
primum his rcpudiatis, illis utamur." The exciting cause of the fever remains the
~amc; the ~ystcm upon which it operates undergoes from time to time great changes:
which arc brou~ht to light partly by the altered phenomena of the disease, partly and
chidly by the effects of remedial measures.
l'nless you bear these differences in mind, you will be perplexed and disheartened
by the discrepant accounts given by competent and faithful observers, respecting the
succci:s of different or even opposite plans of treatment, in the same complaint.
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:'if,,._t writers whose works I am acquainted with, recommend purgatircs as highly
scnic:C'able in peritonitis. I do not think the good which they are calculated to do
as anliphlogistic remedies can at nil be put in competition with the harm that I am
per~uaJcd they may produce by increasing the peristaltic action of the intestines, and
so causing acl<litional friction and tension of the inflamed membrane. I beJie,·e that
in all cases of well-marked and pure peritonitis, when the inflammation is limited to
the serous membrane, it is far better and safer to restrain than to solic it the internal
mo\•ements of the alimentary tube. In a pamphlet published sc,·eral years ago by
)Ir. Bates, of Sudbury, some striking instances are recorded of recovery from sc,•erc
peritonitis under large and frequent doses of opium, and a rigid adherence to the
horizontal posture, until all pain had subsided. 'fhc patients wore not allowed to
rai!'e themselves, on any account, into a sitting position: and the opium was adThese casos, rclatc<l
mini~tercd sometimes by the mouth, sometimes by the rectum.
in nn unpretending manner by a practical observer, made a strong impression on my
mind when I read them. To simple inflammation of the peritoneum, to those perilous forms of peritonitis which occur in women after delivery, and to those still more
terrible cases that follow perforation of the serous membrane, this principle of keeping
the intestines at rest, is alike applicable. I stated a. little while ago, that tho lastmcnti~ncd ca~es are all but !10pelcss. The all but I in~erted on the strength of some
most rnterestrng facts published by Dr. Wm. Stokes, rn the second number of the
Dublin Journal of Jledt'cal and Chemical Science. Ile truly remarks, that in most
of these accidents the powers of life sink so rapidly that bleeding-, either local or
general, cannot be attempted. Neither can we employ mercury internally, for fear
of exciting the peristaltic action of the bowels, which action would tend to tear
asunder recent adhesions, to keep the communication between the mucous and serous
surfaces open, and to cause a fresh ingress of fo~ca l or other extraneous matter into
the sac. Yet in a few instances we find that the patients Jive for several days, and
that a process of organization commences in the effused lymph. It seems that some
years before Dr. Stokes wrote this paper, he had witnessed the admirable effects of
opium in low forms of peritonitis, as administered by Dr. Gra\'es; who thus i;avcd,
without abstracting a drop of blood, two individuals in whom that disease followed
paracentesis. I cannot refrain from quoting to you the particulars of one iost.'lnec,
io which the efficacy of tllC opiate treatment was conspicuous. The well-known symptoms of perforation of the intestines had existed for two days; the patient wns apparently sinking, "his countenance was collapsed, anxious, and expressive of dreadful
suffering; the extremities were cold, and the pulse hardly perceptible. '!'ho exhibition of sixty drops in the twenty-four hours, of the preparation called the Uod.;
drop, was followed by the most signal improYement. The pulse regained fulne~s and
softness, the extremities became warm, and the countenance had lost the Hippocratic
expression. 'l'hc patient could bear pressure on the abdomen, which the day before
was exquisitely painful. The same treatment was continued for twenty-four hours
longer; and by the end of that time e\'ery symptom of abdominal inflammation had
completely subsided. 'fhe belly fe lt natural, there was no tenderness; the pul~c was
~ood, and the patient declared himself well." At this period of the cai;e, Dr. Stvkcs
omitted the opium, and gave the mildest possible sal in e laxative, as there had been
no stool for forty-eight hours. l~'our evacuations took place, followed by the imm ediate
return of the symptoms of peritonitis, under which the patient rapidly sank.
"~'he intestines were everywhere agglutinated together, and adherent to the parietal
peritoneum, except in tho left iliac fossa, where a quantity of yellow puriform matter
was. collected. On detaching the ca put coli from the peritoneum lining the ri):ht
iliac fossa, a small perforation of the gut was di:;covered, by the escape of the contcuts
of the intestines in a jet," &c. &c.
This example puts in a very strong light the good effects of opiun~; the dan,q,.rous
effects of puryatives; and the mode in which recovery from these frightful accidents
may sometimes be brought about.
Dr. Stokes gives another iostance in w11ich the patient did rccoYer; after tak ing
105 grains of opium, besides what was administered in injections : and he alludes to
a third case, in which the employment.of opium was E=nccessful, when peritonitis had
supervened upon the bursting of an hepatic abscess into the caYity of the abdomen .
.Kow I would earnestly recommend you to consider the expediency of applying the
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Fame principle of treatment, as an auxiliary, when the peritonitis docs 1wt grow out
?f prclio,us organic disease:. in all cases, in shor~, o.f 71lfreperilo11it.is. '.l~hc oeium
l~ not to supcr~cdc the blccdmg, or the mercury; 1t 1s not rncompallblc with either
of those remedies; and it may, I believe, be most advantageously adopted in conjunction with them both.
When the time arriYCS at wllich it may seem expedient that the bowels should be
emptied, it is better, in the first instance, to employ encmata for that purpose, than
to gi\'C purp:ati\'CS by the mouth.
1 shall relate one example, which lrns lately occurred to me, of the successful use
of opium in simple, but scYerc peritonitis. Several of you saw this patient Ilis
case was published in the appendix to Dr. Ferguson's volume.
lf. Middlehurist, a tailor, seventeen years old, was admitted into the l\Iiddlcscx
Ilospital on the 1ith of September : looking very ill, and complainiug of pain in the
epigastrium, with extreme tenderness over the whole abdomen, which was full and
tense. He had been ill several days, had shivered in the outset; and had vomited
frequently, up to the period of bis admi8sion. Ilis bowels were confined; bis tongue
was dry and white.
Twelve leeches were placed upon llis abdomen, and calomel, in five-grain doses,
was given two or three times at intervals of four hours. An enema of warm water
was injeebc<l, and retained. In the c>cning sixteen more leeches were applied, and a
draehru of mercurial ointment was rubbed into bis arm.
I first saw him on the 18th. .Ilis countenance was then pinched and anxious, and he
lay moaninp; with pain; his knees bcin~ drawn up towards his belly, which was tense,
and exquisitely sensible to pressure. Ile complained of nausea and retching, but had
not vomited since his admission. II is tongue was thickly coated; his pulse small,
sharp, 108 in number. No permanent relief had been obtained from the leeches.
I directed immediate venresection; but not more than four ounces of blood could
be got from the arm. Thirty fresh leeches were therefore put upon the abdomen,
:rnd afterwards a warm poultice to receive the blood from their bites. Three grains
of calomel, and three of blue pill, were ordered to be gfren every four hours.
The last leeches mitigated the pain; but it returned in the evening with increased
i;everity, and he vomited the pills. Ile appeared to be in great agony. In this state
the apothecary gave him twelve grains of calomel, rind fi\'e groins of opium, in one
dose. Soon after this he fell asleep; and slept during the greater part of the night.
i"ext morning his countenance had lost, in a great degree, its expression of anxiety;
his belly was less tender, but still tense; and his tongue cleaner. No stool.
Capiat Piluloo SaponiscumOpio gr. v. SvU.. quftq. horO..
On the 20th the bowels were freely open, the dejections dark and watery; the
abdomen was less tender. Pulse ll4. Ile continued to take a grain of opium thrice
daily till the 3d of October: the bowels being e\·ery day moved; the pulse and tongue
~radually impro>ing; and the abdomen being painless eYen ~nder firm pressure. On
the 3d, as the bowels bad not acted for the last two dayi:;:, I discontinued the opium .
On the 5th, diarrhooa set in, with some renewed tenderness of the belly; and the
pinched and anxious countenance returned. He had then an opiate enema; and
rc!:'umed the opiate pills as before. 'Cader this treatment he at length got quite well;
and left the hospital on the 30th.

Ohi·onic l'eritonitis is sometimes merely the sequel of that acute form of inflammation of the peritoneum, which I haYe just been describing. Plastic lymph is effused,
~nd becomes organized; serous fluid is poured out, and is not absorbed a~ain; tbe
products of tllC original inflammation remain; a low deg:ree of iufl.ammatory action
perhaps remains also, or is re.excited by slight causes; the mischief augments; and
the patient is slowly conducted to the graYe.
There is, howe\•cr, another, not at all uncommon, and equally formidable source of
chronic peritonitis; the presence, I mean, of a. multitude of little granules, lying
within or immediately beneath the membrane, or occupying, in countless numbers,
those folds of the peritoneum which compose the omcntum . 'l'hese granules occur
principally, if not exclusin~ly, in scrofulous persons. Louis, indeed, who considers
thew to be t11!Jcnles, affirms that they are never met with in the peritoneum, without
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being met with also-and usually in a more adl'anced state and greater abundn.nce -
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without a single tubercle in the pulmonary tissues. Still the observation of Louis
holds good in a vast majority of case~: and when we have symptoms of chronic peritonitis, which were not preceded by those of acute inflammation of the membrnnr,
and when we perceive at the snme time indications of phthisis, or of any other unequi\'Ocal form of scrofula, we shall seld om be wronµ: in connecting the chronic peritonitis with the pre!\encc of these miliary g-ran ulati ons. Whether they are truly
scrofulous tubercles, or whether, as some suppose, they arc sui generis, or agaiu,
simply minute spherules of coagulable lymph, I do not undertake to determine. I
ha"e been in the lwbit of re~rding them as the cause, and not as the <:onsequence,
of the inflammation with which they are found associated.
The symptoms of chronic inflanunation of the peritoneum are more obscure, in
general, than those of the acute disease. And when the disorder is primitive, not tho
relics I mean of more active inflammation, it often begins, and steals on, io a very
iasidious manner. The patient compla in s of abdominal pains: sometimes slight,
amoumin~ to scarcely more than uneasiness, but abiding; isometimes occasio nal only.
Usually there is a sensation of fulncss and tension of the belly, althou6b its bulk may
not be sensibly altered. Sometimes there is a sense of pricking felt. Dr. Pemberton remarks, that you may detect a sort of deep-seated tension ; that the skin and
muscles lie loosely on the peritoneum, which gives to the hand a sensation as of a.
tight bandage underneath, over which the integuments appear to slide. 'l'he uneasiness, or the pain, is au~mented by pressure; or perhaps is felt only when pressure
is made. Sometimes the functions of the intestinal canal are disturbed: there arc
loss of appetite; nausea and vomiting; an irreguh1r state of the bowels, and unnatural evacuations from them. Sometimes, on the contrary, the digestive organs perform
tlu:ir office in a tolerably healthy manner. These differences depend apparently upon
the circumstance of the inflammation visitin,;r, or spari n~ , the peritoneal covering of
the stomach and bowels; and of the parts concerned in the secretion of bile. Sooner
or later, in most cases, the abdomen enlarges; becomes tight, and tympanitie; and
fluctuation is felt. All along there is some fever, more or less distinctly marked;
with progressive emaciation and debility. The face is pale and sallow, and wears an
expression of languor.
Very much the same set of symptoms are apt to result from scrofulous disease and
enlari:rcmcnt of the mesenteric glands; and consecutive slow ioflamurntiou of the peritoneal membrane.
Accordinµ-ly, after death, we often find those glands swelled, and red, and hard;
some£imes forming very large tumours: or we discover the whole surface of the membrane to be thickly bestrewed with innumerable small, round, greyi!:>h, or white
J?ranules: or it is seen to be covered, here and there, or everywhere, with false membranes. The intestines, full of air, arc frequently agglutinated into one mass i or
they are adherent to ear.h other, or to the other p:trts of the peritoneum, in places
ouly. l'he omentum is generally thick, red, and fleshy, as if its comp?nent parts h~d
been matted together; and there is more or less fluid, commonly turbid and flaky, 111
so much of the cavity as lwppens to be left.
'l'hese are very unproniising forrns of di8case, and it is seldom that we can do more
than mitigate the most distressing of the symptoms; or rctard 1 perhaps, the march
of the disorder. Leeches to the abdomen, in moderate 1Htu1bcrs, and frequently
repeated, and followed by soft warm poultic('s. Blistcrs 1 when the pain is not severe,
and the tenderness less. Attention to the state of the bowels, which shou ld be regulated by mild laxati ves rather than by drastic purges. A nouri~hi11g, but unstimufout
diet. These are the measures to which we must look for benefit. It ha s been
thought that frictions upon the belly, with ointments containing iodine, ha~o d~ne
good: so that it may be well to m;ike trial of such. ]3ut do what we may, 10 nme
cases out of ten, our best directed efforts will be disappointed.
When there is much fluid coll ected in the abdominal cavity in these cases, they
take thei r character from this predominant ~ymptom, aud arc c:dled ca~es of asdtes.
But this is ouly one form of ascitcs-that form which rcsul!s from chronic inftaurnrn-
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tion of the peritoneal membrane. I shall pass, however, by nn easy transition, to the
other forms of dropsy of the belly.
The~ is another species of ascitcs, not very common, which apprrochcs in its character to iuflammation, and which is therefore culled actite ascitcs. I mean that we
sometimes see persons, who were pre, iously in good health, become rapidly ascitic,
after exposure to cold and wet, and rapidly recover a~ain under the remedies that arc
used to subdue inflammation. Perh:lpS it may be said that these ore cases of inflammation j and it may be so. But they want many of the ordin:uy symptoms of peritonitis; and if inflammation be present, it has no worse effect than the effusion of
scrum, which, under depletion or mercury, is speedily taken up again. I shoul<l
rather conceive, however, that these cases are to be included in that catc~ory of drop·
sical effusions which I spoke of formerly, as resulting from the detention in the blood,
or from the absorption into the blood, in the fir:;t place, of an undue quantity of
watery fluid, and its subsequent discharge, by a kind of secretion, cit.her into shut
cavities, or through some one of the natural vents of the body. ~'he balance of the
circulation between the skin and the internal surfaces appears to be destroyed on thcso
occasions, by the operation of external cold upon the tc~urnentary membranes.
But by far the E!reater number of eases of ascites arc case8 of passin~ dropsy which
arise slowly from a mechanical obstacle to the free return of the venous bloud to'.vards
the hen.rt.
Ascites occut'l'I, as you know, in general drop~y, with anasarca. of the univcr1<al
areolar tissue; and this general effusion of fluid depends. in almost every case, either
upon a peculiar renal disorder, or upon organic disease of the viscera of the thorax;
of the lun~s, or of the heart, or of both; and, above all, upon such disorder as is
attended with dilatation of the right chambers of the heart.
But I exclude this form of ascites, wherein the dropsy of the belly is <mly a. portion
of more general disease of the same kind, and limit myH lf at present to that kind of
passive ascites which i.!:! unattended with dropsy elsewhere; or which at any rate
precedes the occurrence of serous accuruulation in other prirts.
The symptom which first leads us to suspect ascitcs, is the progressive enlargement
of the abdomen. But the abdomen may grow gradually large and prominent when
there is no disease whatever : in pregnuncy, for example; or in mere obesity. It is
necessary therefore to search for more definite signs of peritoneal dropsy.
In order to make an accurate diagnosis of ascites, we must know what are the
morbid conditions with which it is most liable to be confoundecf. Solid tumours anJ
simple corpulcncy arc readily enoug-h distinguished. But there arc certain kinds of
t·11ry,<;ted dropsy of the abdomen, of which the recognition is not so easy and obv ious.
Of these what is called oNu·ian chopsy is the chief. In some of its symptoms this
complaint closely resembles ascitcs: in some it differs from it widely. So also the
treatment of the two disorders is alike in some respects; dissimilar in others. For
these reasons, and becnuse I am more solicitous to be practical than to be methodical,
l shall consider these two maladies together; turning first to the one, and then to the
other, and marking, as I go on, the ,·arious points of similitude, and of contrast, which
they mutually offer.
Recollect that ascites si~nifics the accumulation of serous liquid in the bag of
the peritoneum; whereas ovarian dropsy consists iu the collection of fluid io one
or more cells within the ovary; or in a serous cyst connected with the uterine
appendages.
Oue source of distinction between the two is furnished by the condition of the
abdomen during their early stages.
In ascites the enlargement is uniform and symmetrical, in reference to the two
sides of the hotly. When the patient lies on her back the flanks bul~e outwards, or
swag over, from the weight and lateral presimre of the augmenting fluid. This
increased brcudth of the trunk is not observable in the case of au ovarian tuwour; nor,
I may a<ld, in pregnancy.
When we are able to trace the early history of ovarian dropsy, we find, in most
instances, that the abdominal tumour was first perceived on one side; in one or the
other of the iliac fosR::o, or somewhere between the ribs and the ilium. But when
the enlaq.!cnient of the abdomen is l!reat, the distinction between ascites and encysted
dropsy, drawn from the shape of the swdliug, foils . The ovarian tumour distends
1
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the abdomen, if not uniform ly, yet nearly or quite as much on one side as on the
other.
•
The next thing that we do, when the visible bulk and shape of the abdomen ha'fc
suggested a suspicion of ascitcs, is to employ the sense of tom·h.
Examina.tiou by 7>ressure will sometimes suffice to assure us that thero is fluid in
the peritoneum. lf you press suddenly with the tips of your fingers, in a direction
perpendicular to the surface, you will often become aware of a sensation which it i~
difficult to describe in words, yet which is quite decisive, and not to be mistaken; a
sensation of the displacement of liquid, and of the impiriginµ; of your fin~ers upon
some solid substance below. So that, lty this manoouvre, you frequently detect, not
merely the presence of the liquid, but an enlarged li ver, or spleen, or (it may be) au
ovarian or other tumour; CYen whc~ simple palpation, or handling in the ordiriary
way, w.ould not enable you to nscertain these enlargements .
.Agam, percussion of the abdomen is fertile of information in these ca!lcs. First, by
the sense of fluctuation which it causes when liquid is coll ected within. rl'lic lei't
band being laid flat ngainst one side of the tumid abdomen, if a slight blow be struck
with the fingers of the right upon the opposite side, the impulse is conveyed by a wavf!
of the liquid to the opcu flat hand, which feels a little shock that is perfectly distioctive. 'l'hc larger the amount of the accumulated liquid, and the thinner and
tighter the walls within which it is confined, the more sensible and decided is thi;.;
fluctuation. E\·cn when the quantity is small, not exceeding a few ounces 1 a little
practice and management will enable you to detect it. Percuss with one finger the
most depending part of the cavity, and npply at the same time a finger of the other
hand, very near the part struck; and if liquid be there, you will percei\'c a limiteJ
yet distinct fluctuation. In the same way the presence of liquid in a smnll cyst mily
sometimes be ascertained. Much more when the cyst is large. And the cyst, iu
ovarian dropsy, is often very large: and the liquid it contains is often thin anJ
aqueous j and then the fluctuation may be quite as perfect and perceptible as ever it
isinascites.
Hence mere fluctuation is not a discriminating symptom between ascites and
ovarian dropsy.
But, secondly, percussion is full of instruction in the sounds it elicits. The sense
of hearing will generally supply what the sense of touch may leave wanting.
In true ascitcs the rf!lativc place of the liquid and of the intestines is determined
by the posture of the pntient. 1.'hc bowels, which always contain some gas, float to
the upper part of the liquid, and there give out (w hen the finger, as a plcximeter, i:i
applied to the corresponding surface, and struck) thei r peculiar resonance. l\lediatc
percussion will thus follow the gravitatiog fluid, and discover always a dull sound in
the lowermost and a hollow sound in the uppermost part of the abdomen.
But it is not so in ovarian dropsy. The cyst, in a. diseased a rid enlarging ovary,
rises in front of the intestines, which, being tied down by the mcscntcry, cannot
embrace the tumour so as to reach its anterior aspect, but are in furt pressed bnck by
it towards the spine. lf encc, if there be any resonance produced by percussion, it is
in one, or the other, or in both of the flanks; and the umbilical region yields a dull
sound whatever the position of the patient may be. 'l'he same is true of the enlarging
womb in pregnancy.
This simple expedient, then, is quite decisive. In ascitcs, the patient being supine,
the epigastric and umbilical regions arc tympanitic on percussion; in ovarian drop~y
the latter, at least, is dull. To be quite sure it is well to make the patient nssume
different postur(ls in succession. If the person affected with ascites turn upon hi::r
side, the uppermost flank will become resonant; the umbilical region dull: whereas
in ovarian dropsy, the sounds under every change of position remain severally where
they were. In ascitcs, with a little care, you may ascertain the exact level at which
the contained liquid stand s; and mensure its rise or fall from day to day .
This mode of diagnosis is scarcely open, uodcr ordinary circumstances, to fallacy,
or exception. Yet there arc two or three possible conditions in which it may fai l ;
and these it is right that I should briefly mention.
1. '£be distension, in true ascites, may be so great, that the mescntery shall not
be broad enough to allow the buoyant intestines to reac h the surface, when tho patient.
is supine. This impediwent to the efficacy of the proposed test I ha.ve met. with in
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prnctico. A woman came under my charge in the l10spital with ar;citcs. Fluctuation
of t_he belly was uncqui\•ocal. While she lay on her back, the umbilical and cpiga.<itric
regions were resonant when percussed; the fl.auks were dull. When 8he turned upon
either side, the other side, previously dull, ga'•e the hollow sound; the umbilical and
epif!<i~lric regions, previously resonant, gave the dull flat sound. Under the treatment
employed, the accumulated liquid was removed, and she left the hospital.
Some time afterwards, as I was J?Oing round the wards, I TCCOj?niscd the same woman
among the patients recently admitted by my colleague, Dr. Hawkins. The ascitcs
had returned. The abdomen, enormously distended, projected upwar<ls, as she lay
on her back, to an excessive height. I found that fluctuation was very distinct, as
before: but every part of the belly yielded a dull sound when struck by the fingers.
At lcn~th this patient died: and it was seen, after death, that there was nothing- to
prevent the rising of tho intestines. They had floated, at the utmost tether of the
rnesentcry, as high as they could, without rcachi11g the surface of the prominent belly.
2. Another occasional source of fallacy I have just now hinted at. 'J'he intestines
may be tied down, and so prevented from ascending, by their specific lightncf!'s, to the
upper part of the surrounding liquid. And this may happen, either in consequence
of the adhesion of the various coils of the intestines to each other, and to the parts
Lchind them; which is not an uncommon occurrence:- or the intestines 1 though
unadhercnt, may be swathed, as it were, and bandaged down, by a thickened and
diseased omen tum. This also I have myself seen. A man died in the hospital, who
had manifest ascitcs. Y ct his whole abdomen, though not so much distended as to
hinder the intestines, had they been free to rise, from reaching it~ wall~, sounded dull
on percussion. Inspection of the body explained this circumstance. When the
peritonl'um was opened by an incision carried throu~h the fore-part of the abdomen,
a <1uantity of serous liquid gushed out. The floor of the cavity which it had occupied
was smooth and level; and was found, on further examination, to be formed by a
thick cake of omen tum, strapped tightly over the subjaccnt intestines. Of course, the
~amc diseased condition may occur io the female.
3. On the other hand, I have once known an ovarian cyst to exist, when the
umbilical region was tympanitic under percussion. The case furnished just that kind
of exception which serves to prove a rule. This also was a hospitril patient. Her
history was the history of ovarian dropsy. Some time previously she had digcovered
a small tumour in one of the iliac regions. It increased without much disturbance
of her g-cncral health, until it became very inconvenient from its bulk. She was then
tapped in one of the Borough hospitals : and she stated di.<i;tinctly that it was not a
clear watery fluid that was evacuated; but a glutinous, mixed, and grumous matter:
such as belongs to ovarian disease. No doubt could be entertained that the enlarge·
ment of the abdomen resulted from disease of that kind. Yet the umbilical region,
when percussed, always rendered a hollow sound. Upon the death of the patient the
mystery was solved. Air hissed forth from the opening made by the scalpel through
the abdominal parictcs: and the source of it being traced, au ovurian cyst, of considerable magnitude, was found adhering to the peritoneum in front of the belly, and
containing no liquid, but some yellowish shreds ouly; the remains, apparently, of
some _smaller inclu~cd cysts. This ovarian bag bad been filled with air, and had gi-ren
occasion to the CfjUl\'OCal sounds.
Another way in which air may sometimes get into an ovarian cyst, and perplex the
diagnosis, is through an opening of communication between the cyst and a portion of
adherent bowel.
These sources of possible mistake or obscurity Hry seldom occur; and the physical
diag-nosis, as I have now pointed it out, is very sure anrl valuable. So completely
physical, indeed, are these tests, that we recognise ascitcs by them as readily and
certainly in the dead, as in tbe living body.
Other poi1~ts of distinction may frequently be derived from the history and progress
of the two disorders.
The equable enlargement of the abdomen, on both sides, in ascitc8, and its unequal
prominence on one side in the early stages of ovarian disease, I have already men.
tioned .
.Again, it is observable that in true ascites, there are almost always manifest indications of ooostitutional suffering and disturbance: a sallow complexion; debility; ema-
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ciation. The morbid accumulation results (as we shall see) from disease in some
organ, of which the functions c:rnnot be impaired without injury to the whole system.
Ovarian dropsy, ou the other hand, may last long, and be extreme in degree, while
the general health is scarcely affected. The very bulk aud weight of the swcllin2
produce, indeed, much inconvenience and discomfort; but, in other respects, th'e
patient often remains in good health. This appears to be owing to the circumstance
that the ovary is not directly necessary to the life or well-being of the individual, but
is merely subsef\'ient, for a limited time, to the purpose of reproduction.
Among the symptoms that are common to ascitcs and ovarian dropsy in their
advanced stages, are all those which are occasioned by weight and prei:.surc: Yiz.
shortness of breath 1 from the resistance opposed to the descent of the diaphragm;
anasarca of the legs and thighs, from pressure upon the inferior cava and its branches;
and a peculiarity of carriage and gait, like those of a woman big with child, and
depending upon the same cause, the necessity of throwing the head and shoulders
backwards, to balance the weight of the distended abdomen in front.
It is necessary to caution you against mistaking a distended bladder for dropsy of
the abdomen. An old Frenchman was brought into the Middlesex llospital, afflicted (so
bis fr iends said) with dropsy. Ile had be<'n treated for that complaint. 'l'he abdomen was large, and dull under percussion from the pubes to above the umbilicus. In
the hJpOgastric region I could detect an obscure sense of fluctuation . I noticed a
strong smell of urine about this patient. Being interrogated, he said that he had
formerly had some "stoppage," but that he now passed plenty of water; that it even
rao from him. It was obvious that his bladder was enormously distended, unable to
contract upon its ~ontcnts, and onrfiowing. With some difficulty a catheter W:.lS
introduced, and some quarts, I forget the exact quantity, of turbid and stinking urino
were drawn off. The patient sank at length, and the bladJcr was found to be much
diseased. I have known several similar mistakes to occur in pri,·ate practice. You
will not think the caution I am now giving you superfluous, when I tell you, on the
authority of Sir Everard Home, that no less a surgeon than John Hunter once actually
tapped a distended bladder, in the belief that the disorder was ascites.
Enrysted dropsy, in the abdomen, is not always ovoria11 dropsy. Omerital dropsy
is described: the omen ta! cavity alone being unfolded, and full of liquid. 'l'his I
have never seen. Cysts containing a considerable quantity of a clear thin liquid, and
connected with the tiver, are common. Probably these are in all cases (they ccrtaiuly
are in many) the effectft of the growth of hydatids. Dropsy of the fallopian tuLes :
dropsy of the uterus: large serous cysts in the 11,idne!J: constitute other fo rms of abdominal encysted dropsy. Such states must be discovered by their own particular
qircumstanccs. Noue of them are very common.

LECTURE LXVII.
Pathology of Chronic AscitPs; nf Ovarian Dropsy. Treatrne11t of these ttco d1"f;orde1·s.
Internal rcrnedi(Jj: Extirpation of the ovaria1i sac: Parace11tesi1J
Abdominis.

I N my last lecture I pointed out the means we possess of dii:.tin~uishing ascitcs
from ovarian dropsy. Continuing the parallel between these two disorders, I ha,·o
still to consider their pathology; and to prescribe their treatment.
I mentioned that chronic ascites is sometimes the sequel of acute inflammation of
the peritoneum. In such cases 1 t he abdomen is usually uneasy, and tender unde r
pressure; or, at any rate, more tha n commonly sensitive: and I believe more than
commonly !tot also. 'Vhercas whe n ascitcs is passive as well as chronic, you may
make the requisite exam ination without causin" any distress to your patient. There
is uo pain produced by palpation, by pc rcussi~n, or by pressure. :Even when the
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dropsy has resulted from bygone inflammation, it docs occa~ionnlly happen, though
rarely, that no other trace of such inflammation is discoverable in the living patient.
'l'he absorbing function of the membrane having, however, been spoilcd 1 the collected
liquid remains. Such a condition, I believe, I have witnessed. The history of sud.
den and sharp pain, and tenderness of the abdomen, with fever, immediately before
the dropsical swelling took place, made it probable that it wa.~ the consequence of
inflammatory effusion. But the fe,·er bad entirely l'lubsided; no tenderness was left;
no large veins were visible on the surface of the belly, denoting internal obstruction;
and the general health was good. The patient had no other dropsy.
The main exciting cause, however, of true and uncombined asc:itcs, when no infiam.
mation is, or has been, at work, is some impediment to the venous circulation in the
abdomen. \Vh creabouts, and of what kind, is this impediment? '!'hat is the question which, in each particular in stance, we ask ourselves.
'.l'he old doctrine respecting the causes of aseites, vaguely referred the collection of
liquid to obstruction; and to orym1ic diseases of the abdominal viscera; and, above
all, to hepatic disease. But as we are now better instructed, and know that organic
diseases produce the dropsy, ultimately, by rctardiug the flow of blood through the
system of the vcna portro, we sec that the truth was only half perccirnd by the
ancient pathologists. We can now understand why some organic diseases of the
abdomen lead to dropsy of the peritoneum, and others (even of the same viscus) do
not. And we have no difficulty in comprehending why, of all the abdominal viscera,
the liver is the one of which the diseases are the most frequently connected with
ascitcs; that gland being trav~rscd by the conYerging branches of the venous trunk,
through which passes by far the greatest part of the scro~ity absorbed from the sur.
face of the vast membrane that inwraps most of the abdominal organs 1 and lines the
cavity containing them. It is plain that au accumulation of scrum in the peritoneal
sac may arise from a mechanical obstruction in the trunk of the vena portre, or in
some of the principal branches that unite to form that vciu; or from certain diseases
of the liver itself. But we know that disease of the liver is of very common occur.
rence, and oftentimes very obvious, while there is no ascites. And a further qneg..
tioo arises-With what kind of disease of the liver is hepatic ascites most apt to be
associated?
In truth, there is one special form of liver-disease whicl1, though not the sole, is
the grand causc 1 of passive and simple ascitcs. lt has long been noticed that mere
enlargement is not the most common condition of the li ver met with in hepatic dropsy;
but rather the small, hard, contracted viscus. 1\lere increase in the size of the organ
may interfere but littl e with the portal circulation; whereas a. shrink in g and diminu.
tion of its bulk must needs do so. In point of fact, that particular state of the liver
which the French have termed cirrhose, and which is familiar to morbid anatomists
in this country as the lwbnail liver, is the g reat source of passive ascites.
'!'be true character of this remarkable condition of the liver is of modern discovery.
The credit of correcting the erroneous opinions which had been entertained respecting
it is due, I believe, to 1\Ir. Kiernan. '!'he change undergone by the organ has also
been clearly described by Sir IL Carswell; whose delineations of its physical appear·
ancc are uow before you. The change results from chronic inflammation, and
chronic thickening (miscalled hypertrophy), of Glisson's capsule. Since Mr. Kiernan's admirable exposition of the minute anatomy of the liver has been gi>en to the
world, few can be ignorant that the areolar tissue, termed the capsule of Glisson,
accompanies the portal vein, the hepatic artery, and the biliary ducts; and forms a
sheath around these vessels in their course through the lh er; while the hepatic ''ein
and its branches are lodged in the proper substance of the gland without any such
investing membrane. It follows that a general thickc11ing of this tissue must produce a general pressure upon the portal veins, large and small, and hind er the return
of the ''enous blood from the intestines. Ilence, as in analogous cases, congestion of
the capill<irics, arrested absorption, mechanical transurJation of serous liquid. The
pressure :i.ffcct~ also the nutrient vessel, the artery of the liver; so that, .in most
instances, there is atrophy and shrinking of the organ; and occasion:i.lly, though
rarely, jaundice also ensues, from pressure upon the biliary vessels. Jly degrees, the
areolar tissue itself Lef!ins to shrink; and the spaces in which it ramifies on the snr.
face of the liver are pulled inwards; the lobules appear to be prominent; and the sur1
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face becomes irregular and knobby, and studded with little roundish eminences like
the heads of nails. The constricted lobul es are likewise very conspicuous in the cut
surface of the liver: appearing like a. cong-eries of peas, of a pale yellowish colour.
In the li\•ing body the P'.csence of this hepntic disease is, for the most part, a
matter of inference only. It is rendered probable by its ascertained frequency in
connexion with ascites, and by the absence of any other obvious cause for the dropsy.
But sometimes the irregular surface c:rn be felt through the wnlls of the abdomen.
1'he nature of this morbid change affords a reason for the intract.1ble and unpromising character of ascitcs in general. The obstructed blood flecks indeed new
channels; but the compensation they furnish is rarely sufficient. The portal blood
is di\'Crted towards the vena ca\'a and its tributaries. The superficial veins become
obvious, numerous, large; and wander with mnny inosculations over the surface of
the belly. Large veins, significant of the same compensating effort, haYe brcn met
with also in the adhcsioos which previous inflammation had left between the liver and
the diaphragm.
Among the causes to wl1ich the thickening of the capsule of Glisson may be
ascribed, habitual intemperance holds the chief place. 'l'hc diagnosis will be assisted
therefore by our knowing that the patient has h<>cn a spirit drinker. 1'hc liver in
question is the true gin-drinker'f;l liver. lt must arise from other causes also, for we
eomctimcs meet with it in the bodies of children, and of adu lts who had always lived
temperately: but in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred, it is traceable to the repeated
operation of the poison of alcohol. In dOf!S that had been dC'stroycd by this poison,
Dr. Percy recO\'ercd al<'ohol from the blood, the brain, and dher parts, but most of
all from the liver; and Dr. Budd, who has exhausted the f:uLjcct of diseases of that
organ, concludes that the alcohol, absorbed into the veins, is conveyed at, once to the
liver, and exercises a direct action upon its tissues.
But this condition of Cliso:on's capsule, though it is the principal, and by far the
most frequent, is uot the only cause of obstruction to the current of the blood in the
portal ves:.:els, and of consequent aseites. In those specific forms of liver disease in
which separate tumours arc scattered through its substance, one of these tumours urny
be so placed as to press upon the trunk of the vein. So, obYiously, may abdominal
tumours of any kind; enbr,!!cd mesentcric glands; cancer of the pylorus; cancer of
the bead of the pancreas; and the like.
Ascitcs is found to be not u11fre<1uently as~ociated with disease and cnlaq?;cment of
the spleen also; but in most instances of this kind, the enlargement of the sp leen
and the peritoneal dropsy arc not connected as cause and effect; but are both consequences of portal obstructiou.
When, after death preceded by ascites, the cavity of the abdomen is laid open, its
contents present a bleached
FIG. 101.
and sodden appearance. It
has been made a question
whether this be the result of
the long-continued immersion
of the living tissues in the
accumulated water; or of
thci,r shortmacerationaftcr
death. rl'11e question has no
practical importance.
Dropsy of the ovary in its
ordinary form,consists(I bclic\·e) in disease and enlargeIncipient cyit..fonnation. Tho o'fary is represented of tho
ment of one, or more, of the
normnl sir.e.
Graafian vesicles; or of the
.
.
ova which they inclose.
The actual condition of the dropsical ovary is subject to much vanc~y. Sometimes
there is but one cyst; and this may be no bi~~cr than i~ pea; or ~t may be lar(!e
enough to contain many gallons. Its walls,i may be as thrn a~1d flexible as .thos~ of
th e healthy urinary bladder; or they may be firm, and half an rnch ?r more l11 th1c~
ness. It may spring from a small pedicle, and lie free and otherWl~e unattached Ill
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the cavity of the peritoneum; or it may adhere, partially or at all points, to the condguous surfaces; or it may be tied aod tethered by band~ of coagulable lymph. lts
inner surface may be smooth and even, or knobby and irrcgul:1r. l.1aHly, the Huid
contained in the cyst may be thin, or consistent j limpid , or gluti nous; opac1ue, or
transparent j and of various tints; so that, in different cases, it may be colourless,
green, purple, red; and ruore or less resemble in appearance, pure water, white of
cµ-g, jelly, glue, birdlime, or treacle. Most common ly, however, when the cyst is
single, its c.:ontcnts are thin and aqueous.
Again, the dropsical ovary may be multilocular, compased of many cyst..11, which arc
usually distinct, but which sometimes comm uni cate to~cthcr; uud
F10. 102.
these cysts, in the same ovary,
whil e they vary much in size, may
differ also from_ each other in auy
or in all the particulars just enumerated as bei ng in cide ntal to a solitary cyst.
Commonly one of the cysts is
much more capacious than the
rest; an<l some part of its inner
surface is frequently embossed, as
it were, by the projecting outline
of a. group of small nodules, which
seem to lie within the parietes of
the larger cyst, but which, in truth,
are cysts of similar origin with it,
Ovnriau cyst. From a preparation in Dr. Gross' cabinet. but of more stunted growth.
Thecxteroalsurfaccalsoofthe
multilocular ovary is g-cnerally lobulatcd; and its inequalities m:iy often be discovered
by a careful examination of the abdomen in the living subject.
Sometimes the tumour is solid throughout; in which case the term dropsy is altogether misapplied.
These differences are not without occasional importance, in reference to some points
in the treatment of the discse.
The progre$S of ovarian dropsy
is no less wanting in uniformity.
F10. 103.
Sometimes it is very rapid; sometimes it is very slow. lt may destroy life in a few months; it may
continue, a mere burden, with
scarcely any fatal tendency, for
many years. Not unfrcqucntly,
after a period of active increase in
the tumour, the morbid process,
without any obvious cause, suddenly
stops : and the paui;:e rnay be final;
or. after an uncertain interva l, the
disease may resume its forme r
activity.
Under all c ircumi::tancc~ the
mafody is a serious one; for it9
pos~ible grievances arc many; and
its issue is precarious and unproA multilocubr ovnrinn cyst, removed from 11 femnle, roL
mising. Althouµ;h 1 in some c:1~cs,
2!l, during life, by Mr. J . n. Drown. Sciit:i. form !urger
the ge neral health for a Ion~ time
ct>nipnrtments, in which there is n second11ry :ind terti11ry
is but sl ightly, or not at :lll impaired,
grow1h of cysts. The tumourwcigbed 11 lbs. 3 oz.
in others the disease runs a short
e:oursc i the tumour i n ercai;in~ rapidly and provinz ultimately fatal by its bulk and
pre8sure; or embitterinf! and abridging the unhappy patient's existence by some
.tccident of growth or position. Eno when of no yast magnitude, it ma1 be so
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situated as to impede or pre,•ent the expulsion of the freces from the bowel, of the
urine from the bladder, or of the fwtus from the gmvid uterus .
The sing-le cysts, having thin parietes, and containing a serous liquid, nre not
always produced by disease and di~teusion of a Graafian ''esiclc; for they sometimes
luivc no connexion with the ovary, but spring from some other part of the uterine
nppcnda~es.

Neither, perhaps, can it be demonstrated that the complaint originated within the
Graafian vesicles, when it exists in its more complicated form; when the cy~ts arc
many, and their contents various. But the shape of the cys ts, which is more or less
Epherica l, their number, their isolatio n in most cases, and the diversity in the matters
by which they are filled, render this view of their origin at least a probable one.
'.l'his form of the disorder has been cons id ered as belonging to the catc~ry of
11wli911anl diseases; but, in my judgment, without sufficient reason. lt is true that
the tumour docs sometimes involve one or more of those morbid conditions, which
hnvc been de11ominated scirrhus, fungus hmmatodcs, cerebriform disease, or mchrnosis,
nnd which all, or nearly all, appear to be varying results of the same morbid process,
and to be referable to the genus carcinoma; but whenever this is obsen·cd to be the
case, other structures also are found to be infested with analogous changes. The socallcd malignant disease occupies the ovary in common with other parts; and this is
one of its most constant characters, namely, that proceeding from some yice in the
constitution, or disseminated from some local germ, it pervades differcat organs of the
body at the same time, or in succession; whereas in by far the majority of instances
of ovarian dropsy, these peculiar products arc met with neither in the dist'ased gland ,
nor in any other place. It lrns already been remarked that many women, labouring
under ovarian dropsy, enjoy nevertheless in all other respects very good health, even
for many years. The Yictims of malignaat disease arc not so fortunate. They either
are soon cut off, or, if they linger, they seldom fail to exhibit, in their complexion
nnd general condition, notable indic3tions of the mischief which is iu progress, and
gradually undermining the powers of life.
If it be admitted, as a reasonable conjecture, tJ1at tl1e Graafian vesicles, or the ova.
they contain, are the seat of the primary chan~cs, we may push our speculations a
little further. These ova are destined, under the pecul iar stimulus of impregnation,
to build up the fabric of the body in all its parts and qualities. And we may suppose that, in conscqueoce of some uouaturul and morbid stimulus, perverted and
erring action u:ay be set up, and strange product:s result. It is not uncommon to
find fat, ha.ir1 cholcsterine, teeth, and other bones, io the diseased ovaria, even of
viq:dns.
'l'his view of the matter is strengthened by the fact, that dropsy of the ovary, of
tl1e ordinary kind, h3s not been known to commen('e before the age of puberty; nor
often after the capability of child.bearing had ceased; but only, or chiefly, duriu~
that period in which the organ, if healthy, is susceptible of its proper and temporary
function. Virgins, and barren and fruitful wins, are alike subject to the disease;
but in what rcbtive proportions, statistical inquiry has not yet (so far as I kuow)
determined. 'Vh erc it accompnnics, it may nlso account for, sterility.
1'he catamenia during the progress of the malady sometimes appear with more or
less of punctuality nod quantity; someti111C's arc entirely suspended. This function
is so often interrupted under other circum!'=tances, that its derangements shed but
little lig-ht upon cnscs that are otherwise obscure. ·w hen the dischnrge contin ues to
recur, we may presume that one, at least, of the ovaries is in a tolerably healthy state:
when both are se nsibly diseased, the cataruenia may be expected to be wnnting.
~'he treatment of these two forms of abdominal dropsy must, up to a certain point,
3t which the operation of tapping becomes expedient, be cons idered separately. Of
both it may be said, that their cure is seldom accomplished; yet, for reasons already
assig-ned, ascitcs has, upon the whole, a more certain progress towards the destruction
of life than ovarian disease: while, perhaps, it is oftener cured.
In passive ascitcs, when the distension of the peritoneum has crept on without
pain, fever, or other marks of inflammatory action, our first and best hope of evncuating the collected Huid will rest upon diuretics. Hepatic ascites and renal disease
rnay be sometimes found in conjunction, but according to my experience, they seldom
are so: and except that both way probably owe their occ3sional origin to habits of
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intemperance, there appears no rca!'OO why they should be. Diuretics may be aJ.
rninistercd, therefore, without ~cruple. The hyJral?Oµ-uc pur~tivcs arc to be c111 pluycd, also, when diuretics fail to act, or to reduce the swelling:; and when the disease is not already complicated with diarrhcca. And inferring with more or less
certainty the existence of hepatic disease-sometimes from palpation of the enlar~cd
or altered liver, sometimes from the coincidence of jaundice, and from the history
and habits of the patient, but most of all from the result of accun.ulatcd experience
rci:pccting the morbid anatomy of such cases-we give the patient the chance of the
remedial influence of mercury. The disorder bci11g chronic, the introduction of that
drug should be gradual. 'l'he iodide of potassium is held by some physicians to be
ef:pecia lly serviceable in hepatic ascites. Compounds of mercury and iodine may be
applied, by inunction, to the surface of the abdomen, and to the right hypochondrium
iu particular. In Germany, the muriate of ammonia is in much repute .is a therapeutic a~cnt. This diuretic salt, though seldom administered internally in this country, is bclic\•Cd by some practical men who have eniployed it, to exercise the same
bu1cficial influence upon the functions of the liver, as is commonly attributed to preparations of mercury; while it is less productive of distress or inconvenience. My
own experience upon this point is too limited to justify me in cxp1essing any confident opinion about it; but in some recent instances I certainly have noticed a remarkable improvement in the character of the biliary excretion, after the daily exbiUition of sal-ammoniac combined with the exlrnct of taraxacum.
You will f!CDCrally be obliged to try, in their turn, all the diuretics within your
rC'aeh, and frequently to no purpose. Our efforts to remove by medicine the accumulated liquid, or to cure the morbid condition on which the accumulation depends, are
too oftc11 made in vain. 11.'hc distension of the peritoneum continues lo auµ:mcnt; the
distress therefrom arising becomes urgent and extreme; and at length, to afford ternpor.:try ease to the patient, and in the faint hope also of giving hiw permanent relief,
we resort to the mechanical expedient of paracc11tesis.
When we ha Ye the opportunity of trcalin~ ovm·ian dropsy from its commencement,
we sometimes find that the en larging ovary is painful, or tender. This is an indication for antiphlogistic measures. But from such remedies, or from any remedies,
little more than temporary relief is to be expected. l\ly position as physician to a
l1 ospital, has brought under my notice many cases of ovarian swell inµ:, at a very early
period of its development; when all thut could be detected by careful examination of
the abdomen was a small tumour, not larger, perhaps, than an cµ:g, and occupying the
situation of the ovary; to which tumour the attention of the patient had been drawn
by some pain or uneasy feeling in that part. I h<we treated such cases a~siduously ,
with the remedies of chronic inflammation, frequent topicul bleedings, and the use of
mercury till the gums were affected: with the remedies of ordinary dropsy, diuretics
and drastic purgatives: and with remedies accounted specific; the liyuor potassre,
the various preparations of iodine : and I must hone~tly confess to you that I arn
unable to reckon one single instance of success. Yet these are the measures that we
arc bound to try. They have succeeded - as we arc assured by competent and
credible witnesses: they may therefore succeed again. The amount of my own ex perience, however, tends to the pei:suasion that medici110 has, in general, very small
influence over the proµ:ress of this disorder. 'l'he cases that do well, do well we
scarcely know how or why; the cases that prove fatal run their course in spite of us.
Sometimes, as has been stated, these ovarian tumours reach a certain magnitude. _
nod then (wherefore we cannot tell,) enlarg-e no more; but remain, a mere incon- ,
veniencc and deformity, for many years. Occasionally, cit.her spontaneously, or in
consequence of some accidental violence, they burst into the c:wity of the peritoneum!
whence the effused fluid may be absorbed; but more com monly it causes fatal inflammation. Or the bursting tumour may empty itself harml essly (ad hesion having previously fakcn place) through some channel of communication with the bo"cls, with
the vagina, or with the bladder; or externally through the parictes of the abdomen.
Tumours, supposed to be ovarian, do sometimes disappear entirely. It may, however1 be doubted whether all, or even many, of the en largements which ha,·c h:u.l
this fortunate issue, were really connected with the ovary. One source of mistake I
Lave myself wore than once encountered, and I believe it to be not uncommon. A
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brief statement of the circumstances under which I first observed the fallacious
symptom, will show you at once what I mean. Some years a~o I was sent for by a
lady, who for many days had been labourin~ under an ordi1Jary attack of continued
fever. 'Vhile examining the abdomen by pressure, I discovered, on the ri~ht side,
between the ilium and the umbilicus, a. round, hard, painless tumour, as big as a
swan's egg. The patient was aware of it; and thought it had existed for some time.
At the next viE>it it was gone. In the interim, very abundant discharges from the
bowels had followed the administration of purgative medicine. The tumour had
obviously been formed by the accumulation of frecal matters in the c::ecum.
Similar collectioos take place, less frequently, on the left side, just above the

sig;~;d p~~~ur:~neeraed

in this disorder are not essential to life, or to the enjoyment
of health. On some of the lower animals, the operation of spaying is as customary in
the one sex, and is performed with as little risk, as that of castration in the other.
']'he ovaries have in several instances been extracted from the living human body
without any ill eonscfjuenccs. 'l'hcse facts, and the intractable character of the
disease, ha.ve naturally suggested the expediency of extirpating the tumour in cases
of ovarian dropsy.
But although the ovary, when healthy, or when not greatly enlnrgcd, ma.v be
removed without much difficulty or hazard, the operation becomes always perilous,
:rnd often iwpracticable, when the altered gland has attained any considerable rnagni·
tude. Yet these arc the very cases for which the remedy is needed. A large
ovarian tumour is usually multilocular, with firm parietes, and thick internal septa.;
and is therefore incapable of collapsing much when punctured. To extirpate such a
tumour, the abdomen must be (as it frequently has been) laid open from the sternum
to the pubes. l\Iost commonly, also, a large o,·arian swelling is adherent to the con ti~uous parts; a circumstance which either makes the proposed remo\•al of the tumour
impossible, or, if the connexions admit of being broken down, augments in a fearful
manner the jeopardy of the patient. It is not surprising, therefore, that the results
of experience have been so discouraf!ing as well nigh, in most minds, to prohibit
such attempts in future. The operation has, indeed, in many authentic cases, been
quite successful. In other instances, the surgeon, after exposing the adherent mass,
has been fain to replace the effused bowels, and to sew up the abdomen, as speedily
as he could; and the patient having suffered all this in vain, has sometimes been
fortunate enough to escape with lifo; but not always. In others, the adhering tumour
has been separated, and the object achieved; and the woman has lived thereafter for
some hours. 'l'hrcc times, at least (one of the cases is recorded by Mr. Lizars,
another by :Mr. King, the third fell under the cognizance of Dr. Uichard Brig-ht), the
abdominal muscles and the peritoneum have been slit open, for the purpose of extract·
ing: a diseased ovary, when no disease existed.
But of late, a modification of the process of excision -whereby it is adapted to
certain forms or conditions of the disease- has beeu proposed arid practised; and
ho!~ out somewhat more of promise.
It consists in making, not a long, but a small incision through the walls of the
abdomen, and through the peritoneum, so as to bring the surface of the diseased oYary
into view. The cyst is then secured, by means of a tenaculum, or of a ligature, from
receding inwards, and punctured, and its contents arc suffered to escape. When the
sac has emptied itself, it is withdrawn through the external orifice by gentle traction,
until its stalk or place of attachment to the broad ligament, comes near the wound.
A thread is tied round this stalk, the cyst is cut off, the uterine appenda~es ar!l
put back into the cavity of the abdomen, and the lips of the wound are brought
together.
Althourrh
this method docs not appear to have been actually prrfonnrd till recently,
0
it had bee n suggested as long ng-o, at least, as the time of Dr. William Hunter, who,
in a paper on the disease, has these remarks: - "lf it be propo15ed, indeed, to make
E=uch a wound in the belly as will admit only two fiug-ers or so, and then to tap the
ha~ and draw it out, so as to bring its root or peduncle close to the wound of the
bellJ, that the surgeon_ ma)' cut it wi:hout intro~ucing his hand, surely in a cas€
otherwise so desperate, 1t n11~ht be advisable to do 1t, could we beforehand kuow that
the circumstances would admit of that treatment."
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In these few words, Dr. William Hunter not only describes the mode of excision,
but alludes to circumstances that may render it inadmissible, as well a.s to the uncertainty that may arise about the existence of those circumstances. Wh at the circumstances arc is sufficiently obvious.
H owever, this su7gcstion has been carried in to successful practice by l\fr. West,
Mr. King, and others. To an interesting paper on the subject, published by Mr.
Gorham, in the Lancet, is appended a summary account of ten cases; by which
nccount it appears, that five of tho ten patients were cured by the operation; two
recovered from the attempt to extract, which wai:i unsucccs.sful; two died very soon
after the operation, and e" id ently in co nsequence of it. The remaining p:1ticnt 1 wh ol:'c
case has already been adnrtcd to, reco,•ered also from the incision; but there was
no diseased ovary to amputate: so fallacious, sometim es, is the diagnosis. The
tum our which she had presented to the notice of the surgeon was what has been
called a phontom tumour.
Thi s mode of operating merits careful consideration, and further trial. Its recommendations arc1. That th\! flrst steps - the in cision and t110 puncture-are t11C same in kind as
tl1e first steps in ordi11 ary paraccntesis, and not nmch more severe or dan~crous; the
only difference being that the incision requires to be somewha t larger in the one cai;io
than in the other.
2. That, when successfu l, it affords a complete and permanent cure, which can
hardly be hoped for from any other plan.
The objections to its general use are1. That the sini:dc sacs, with thin and flexible wa1ls, do not, common ly, reach a
very l ar~e size. When small, or of moderate dimensions, they produce so little distr~s
or inconvenience, that an operation, which must always be uucertain and tentative,
ou~ht not to be recommended.
2. That the multilocular tumours, with solid walls and partitions, can scarcely be
so drawn throug-h the opening made into the abdomen.
3 . And, above all, that adhesion of the tumour to the neighbouring parts would
interfere with and frequently prevent the success of the operation.
lu most, howcYer, of tbe five cases of cure referred to by Mr. Gorham, the sacs
thus removed were large. From one of them 12 pints of fluid were let out.; from
another, 27 pints; from a third, upwards of 20; and from a fourth, 24 pints.
It is diflicult to gu ess beforehand whether the tumour be attached to the parts
surrounding it or no. lf it be readily moveable by the finµ-ers applied to the surface
of the belly, so as to admit ofbdn~ pushed hither and thither without pain or distress
to the patient, it is probably unadhereut. In one of the same fi\·e cases, the patient
being in labour, l\lr. \V est found that the tumour lay between the uterus and the brim
of the pelvis. By gen tl e pressure, per voyi11am , it was made to recr:de into th e
cavity of the abdomen. This afforded a presumption that it was free from adhesion;
accordingly the sac was afterwards easi ly excised. The tumour is attached anteriorly
to the peritoneum lining the front of the abdomen more frc<1uently than to any other
part. This )Ir. Gorham attributes to partial inflammation produced by the puncture
in the operation of tapping; hence the presumption that the cyst is loose is, ca:.teri$
paribus, the stron~e r, when paracentesis has never been performed.
If this mode of excision should be thought advis:iblc, it ought to be attempted
while the tumour is still of moderate bulk, yet enlargi ng:, before the peritoneum has
been much stretched, and while the likelihood of adhesion is the least. When any
distinct history of bygone peritonitis can be traced, the existence of adhesion:!! may be
confiden ly reckoned upon. 1
1 Since this lecture was first printed, an interesti ng pP.pcr by Mr. Phillips upon the question
of exti rprLting ovnrin.n cysts has been published in the 2ith volume of th eJlltdico-CJ11r11rgicul

'lh1'1aac/11H18.

Mr. Phillips ex hibits, inn. tnbu\p.r form, .,the results of 81 operati ons, performed for tl1 e
purpose of cxtl':1cting ovn rian tumouri:. In 01 crises the tumour wns ex trncttd ; in I5cnses
ndhesious, or other ci rcurn st11nces, prevented its r~mov1t\; in five instances uo tumour existed.
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patient died.
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Of the five cases iu which no tum our wni!I fouud, nllreco\'Cred."
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To the simpler operation of tapping, the contrary precept applies. Neither in
ascites, nor in ovariau dropsy, should par:-icentesis be resorted to, until it seems absolutely indispensable. Tc.. this rule there are, in my opinion, very few exceptions.
The operation itself, though commonly esteemed a trivial one, is Mt without its
dangers. The instances are not few in which it has been followed by fat<ll peritonitis,
excited either by the mere passage of the lancet or trocar through a prcviou~ly
unhealthy membrane, or (in the case of O''arian dropsy) by the escape of some portion
of the contents of the cyst iuto the ca\'ity of the abdomen. To obviate, or to remedy,
this source of danger, it is expedient that the bowels should be thoroughly emptied
by some mild puq;ative the day before the operation, and kept quiet for several days
afterwards, by moderate doses of opium. Formerly, the rapid evacuation of a large
quantity of liquid from the belly was often attended by terrifying effects; fainting,
cor1vulsions, almost instant death. Thi~ made the ancient physicianR afraid of the
operation; and when they could no longer avoid it, they let the accumulated fluid out,
by littl e and little, and at short intervals.
'fhe cause of these alarming 8ymptiJms is now well understood, and easily averted.
They were owing, doubtless, to the sudden removal of the pressure to which the
viscera and largl! blood-nsscls had been for some time submitted and accustomed.
For this explanation of the fact wc are indebted to the sagacity of our celebrated
countryman, Dr. Mead, who was the first to suggest that external compression should
be substituted, in lieu of the tension taken off by the operation. The complete success
of that expedient fully justified his ingenious opinion. W e now drain the cavity of
its liquid contents witbout scruple or delay. Round the body of the patient, who sits
on the edge of a chair or of the bed, a sheet, or broad roller is thrown, and tightened
as the fluid escapes, so as to maintain an equable pressure, which is continued for a
while, and at length gradually withdrawn. The risk, howcnr, of exhaustion or
!iyocope, and therefore the necessity for this artificial compression, may in most cases
be U\ oided or diminished by kcepin~ the patient, during the performance of the
operation, in the horizontal posture, upon his or her side. We owe this practical
improvement, I believe, to Dr. Simpson of Edinburgh.
Other casualties occasionally happen; the trocar has sometimes pierced the intestin e. Iu one instance, which I myself witnessed, clear serum issued fo r some time
through the canula, but at length pure blood; not less than a pint. The patient
sank; and no opportunity was given of investigating the cause of the bleeding. In
another strange but wcll·authenticatcd case, the almost incredible quantity, twenty-six
pints, of blood flowed out. at the orifice made by the trocar, and aftcrwarJs separated
into clot and scrum. To the wonder of those who saw the incid ent, this patient
recovered from the t:.lpping;. and the source of the hremorrlrnge is still a. matter of
conjecture.
And apart from these mischances-which, after all, are not of fre<Jucnt occurrence
-you must bear in mind that paraecntcsis can seldom be contemplated as "' mode of
rure, but simply of temporary relief from distress. A few instances have happened
where the liquid has been drawn off, and has not again collected: but such cases are
very rare. So, also, according to my experience, are those, much talked of by authors,
in which the kidneys resume their activity upon the removal of the dropsical fluid.
Ordinarily, the liquid re-accumulates, often with more rapidity than before j and
again, and again, the pain and the hazard of the operation must be repeated j where1

"Or the 15 ca.see in which Rdhesions or other circumstances prevented tbee:r.trn.ction or the
tumour, 9 recovered. 6died."
In twoothertnblesMr. Phillipscollectstogether:1. Cases in which n lnrge incision wns made, 55 in llll: fLnd among these cnses there were 26
den.the, 23 cures, Rud 6 recoveries which were not cures.
IL Cases in which the incil4ion wns small (usually under six inches) nmounting in nil to 27.
Among these thel'e were 7 deaths, 13 cures, nnd 7 reco"eries from the urnmccessfol opl.'rntion.
In the 84th volume of the 'l'rnnsnctions of. the snme society, 1861, Dr. Lee has puhlished nn
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remni11in g 102 c11ses in which the operation wns completed, 42 terminated fatully. The present
condition of the GO pntients who recovered is very imperfectly knowu."
Or. Clny, of M1rnchester,stntl.'s, in 1866, thnt be hn.s p~rformed the operation in 7l cases, and
that49ofhispu ti trnts lunlreco\·ered.
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fore, in my judg:ment, p:i.racentesis in abdominul dropsy o u ~ht seldom to be performed,
unl ess the quantity of liquid is so great as to occasion pain fol distension; or causes
great distress of breathing by its upward pressure af!3iust the diaphragm; or gives
rise to some positi,·c suffering: or urgent in conven ience, which the evacuation of the
water may he expected to remedy .
.Ac«pu11dure of the dropsical belly has of late been recommended; the passage of a
grooved needle, iDstead of a trocar, through the abdominal parietes. I belie,·e this
to be sometimes au eligible and a useful piece of practice. By ascertaining the
character of the inclosed liquid, it may settle the diagnosis of a case otherwise ambig:uous; but it may do much more. Dr. Robert L ee in for ms me that he has done
this minor operation many times; never with any bad result, generally with rel ief and
benefit to the patient. In one case, ten ga ll ons of liquid escnpcd from the littl e
pun cture. In another, where ordinary tapping was thought unsafe, acupuncture was
performed, and fluid oozed freely away for two days and two ni::hts. Great comfort
was obtained from this process, and the woman's life was probably prolon~cd for two
years by several repetitions of it. In a third instance, four ounces only of liquid
followed the puncture, but a larger portion, which was left behi11d, gradually
disappeared.
It is seldom that tnpping is many times performed upon the snme person,. when the
complaint is mere passi\·c ascites. 'l 'he dropsy returns indeed, and ag-ain the operation is required; meanwhile, in most cases, the health and strength rapidly deteriorate
and the patient sinks.
The same speedy declension and early death too frequently occur in ovarian dropsy
also; yet the operation common ly bears to be repented more often than in ascitcs, without serious detriment to the genera.I health. Sometimes the liquid re-accumulates in
the cyst very quickly; sometimes slowly; in a very few instances not at all. I hrn·e
bad under my own care a patient who had been tapped for this disease thirty-eight
or thirty -nine times. }~xtraordin nry examples of a similar kind arc on record; one or
two I may nicntion as specimens.
Dr. Mead narrates the case of a lady, who "for the information of posterity, ordered
by her will thnt the following English inscription should be engraved on her monuruent in Bunhill l!'iclds: •Here lies Dnm e Mnry Pnp;e,
Relict of Sir Gregory Pnge, Bnrt.
She departed this life, i\larcli 4, li28,
Inthe56thyearofherng e.

In 67monthsshewns tttpped GGtimcs:
Had taken nway 240gallonsof wntcr,
witbouteverrepiuingnt hcr cnse,
oreverfearingtbeoperation.'"

Am ong nuthcnticated instnnces, the most remarkable that I have met with is
detailed in the Philosophical Transactions for 178..l, by i\lr . .Martinenu, who was at
that time surgeon to the Norfolk and Norwich H ospital. An abstract of the case is
given in the printed catalo:zue of the Hunterian Museum, where th e cyst is preserved:
it belonged to the left ovary of Sarah Kippus, a widow, fifty-fh•c y.ears old. "The
complaint bewin after a miscarriage, nt the age of twenty-seven. From the year 175i,
to Au~ust, Ii83, when she died, she had been tapped cig'hty times, nnd had, in all,
had taken from her 6631 pints of fluid, or upwards of thirteen hogshends. 108 pints

;tasrt~:~~a~a~~:~~ ~~~~l~~!ce:I~~ s~ck~~o~7:ym~~e nt~1~~nficft;i;1i~·ts.1~ut

nftcr death, Mr.
Upon the whole, it may be stated of this operation, as applied to ovarian dropsy,!. '!'hat when it is essentia l to the comfort and co ntinued existence of the patient,
it brings sensible reli ef to her distress, and often mntcrially prolongs her life;
But, 2. That when it is :performed under less pressing circumsta!lecs, it tends to
shorten the patient's days. Dr. Bright is of opinion that the number is small of those
who survive the first tapping more than four years. I question whether even that
brief limit might not justly be abridged by one-ha.If. A respectable woman having
very lnrge ovarian dropsy, entered the Middlesex Hospital 1 under my care, for the
express purpose of being tapped. The tumour incommoded her by its bulk and
weight, but in no other way; and she had carried it for thirteen yea.rs. I felt that I
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should not be justified in s::mctiooing the operation in such a case. The patient was
made to understand that the performance of it would not be altogether free from iu ...
mediate danger; and that if she went through it safely, the swellin g would rctur11 1
aod the same kind of remedy again becorue equally necessary. She was in ~tructet.I.
how to sm=pcod th e heavy overhanging abdomen by a sli ng passing over her shoulders.
There appeared no reason why she should not continue in good health for another
period of thirteen years.
I nm aware of another insta nce, in which a woma n, sim ilarly burdened, but other.
wi~ c in comfortable health, has lived, not without enjoying life, between twenty and
tlmty years. Ilad sh~ becu tapped when the mere enlarg:cmcut might have seemed
to warrant the operation, she would probably have been for twenty years in her
grave.
In connexion with the subj ect of paraccntesis for ovarian dropsy, I must llCre
not~ce two important points of practice,. which, si nce the foregoing obscr~·ations were
dehvcrcd , have been ad~ocatcll, respectively, by l\lr. I saac Brown of this place, and
by i\lr. llarnbrigge, of Ll\·erpool.
l\lr. Brown's principle of treatment is th.e same, in the main, with that propounded
many yea.rs ago by the late .Professor llamiltou, of Edinbuq.d1, but <lifforin ~ in detail;
the priociplc, I mean, of systema tic pressm·e. He administers mercury till th e g um s
are sl~ghtly tend?r, and keeps them so for some weeks j g ivin g at the same tim e
diuretics aud. tomes. .Mea~while th e tumour is steadily compressed by a tight flannel
banda ge. \~h en, under this management, the swelling has for some time decreased,
or ceased to rncrcase, the cyst is emptied by tapping. After this operation the cyst
and body arc again subjected to firm and consta nt pressure by means of accuratclyaclapted pads and tight bandage:!: and the medicines arc continued for at least six
weeks. •
I mention this plan, because of the prosperous results which are said to ha"e followed its adoption. Nc"erthelcss I am constrai ned to exp ress nry serious doubts
whether, if tried upon a more extensive scale, it will be fouud generally suCccssful, or
expedient, or even endurable.
Of the other procedure I am more inclined to think fa,•ourably. It is s imply that
of keeping open the orifice made by the trocar, without further meddling by instruments or inj ections-an d allowing th e fluid secreted by the cyst to escape as fast as it
forms. l\1r. Bambriggc, who bas used thi s method, adduces (i n the 38th "ulume of
the lllcdical Gazelle) so many examples of its favourable issue, as to challeng-c the
attentive consideration of the profe.qs ion. In so me of these the opening was artificial,
and the experiment intended: in others it was the effect of some fortunate accident,
or rather the spon tan eous work of nature - whose safe and s imple ~ui<li11gs arc too
often neglec ted. 'J'hc theoretic objection to thi s course seems to be th e :lpprt>hcn~ion
that destructive inflammation may ens ue in the interior of the cyst, and compromise
the immediate safety of the patient. But thi s fear has not, that [am aware of, been
practically realized, und er sufficient trial. What most co mmonly happened, in the
cases collected by Mr. B ambriggc, was that the discharge grad ually became puriforni,
then grew less, and finally ceased; the aperture closing in some instances, and the
recovery being complete-while in othe rs a fistulous open in g remained, and the cure
was, to that extent, imperfect. ]~veo the great evils of a permanent discharge i11 this
way, would probably be less than those which belong to the ordinary practice. 'J'h e
advantages therefore arc, that the empty cyst is permitted to contract, until at last
(perhaps) its ca\•ity is obliterated j and that the mental suspense and anxiety, as well
as the bodily wear and tear, of repeated fillings and repeated tappings, are a.\'oidcd.
When the orifice is healed immedi ately, unless th e morbid secretio n ceases at once,
which it scarcely ever docs, th e cyst, distended afresh, is prevented from urnlcrp:oi ng
what would appear to be its natural and radi ca l cure: and its contents are stored up,
a useless and hurtful burden, only to be at leng th evacuated as before. Kuowing
how well the open drain has ans wered in some forms of cmpy cma, l should augur
hopefully of the same principle when applied to the sad aod perplexing category of
ovarian drops ie!-1.
Neither indeed of these two expedients is at all new. Each has hcen occasionally
employed for centuries past. But the merits of the bst of the two have 11 cve r, I
think, been ascertained with sufficient exactness. With out absolutrly counselling its
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adoption, therefore, I go so far as to propose it to more competent jud~cs for reconsideration. A further question might arise respecting the most eligible spot for tho
puncture. Many reasons which I need not specify, as well as a certain :unount of
experience, would set:tn to indicate the vagina, as affording a convenient place of
outlet.
Another piece of practice in such cases is new; that, namely, of injecting the
emptied cyst with a solution of iodine. What the object of these injections may be
I do not clearly apprehend. A cure, immediate and radical, like that which is att:1inablc by similar injections in cases of hydrocele, can hardly be contemplated. 'J'he
arrC'st of all further secretion from the interior of the cyst seems scarcely more probable. '!'hat the danger incidental t-0 the tapping must be µ;rcatly enhanced by this
expedient I cannot but believe, notwithstaadiag strong :.ssertions to the contrary. lt
is an expedient, however, which is at present upon its trial. You will be guided in
forming your own judirmerrt of it, not by my misgivings, but hy the results of that
tria.l.

LECTURE LXVIII.
Acute Gastritis: symptoms; onatomfral characters; treatment. Clironic lnjfrrni·
mation of the Sromarh; thir!.·e11i11g of the JlluctJUS 11fem&ra11e; Ulceration; symp·
toms a11d treatrm'11f of the disorder; Sofie11i11g a11d pe1foration bg the Gastric
Juice. Cancer of the Stomach.
ACUTE inflammation, when it :itfccts the peritoneum, usually spreads with rapidity
over the whole surface of the membrane. '!'his is characteri:,tic of intlat11mation of
the serous membranes generally. But it is not so with the other tissues that compose
the alimentary canal. Inflammation of the mucous membrane may be, :rnd oftc11 if:,
very limited in extent: and the different portions of the intestinal tube, as they differ
iu function, so also they differ somewhat in their diseases, and still more in the syrnp·
toms by which those diseases are revealed. Not being fettered by any artifici31 ~ys
tem of arrangement, I shall take the course which prouiises to be practically most useful, and cousidcr separately the maladies of the several parts of the alimentary c;uwl
in the <ibdomeo, extending my remarks occasioually to the whole of the tube, wheu
speaking of disorders that are common to all portions of it.
Let me, then, in the first place, draw your attention to the organic diseases, and
the morbid conditions, of the stomach.
It is remarkable, all things considered, how seldom the stomach is affected with
ac1de i11jlar11matt'on. Scarcely ever do we find either the ort,ran as a whole, or any
one of its tissues separately, the subject of spo11tm1cou.~ acute inflawmation. What iH
described in books as gastritis, means inflammation of the muc01's membrane of the
stomach: and almost all that we know, for certain, of this disease, we derive from obser\'ation of the effects of strongly irritant substances upon that membrane. Idio-pathic gastritis, in au acute form, I never saw. Acute gastritis, from the contact of
corrosi\'e or acrid poisons, I have frcqueutly seen: and a hi~hly interesting affection
it then becomes. '!'his is a subject that cannot be thoroughly discussed iu this course
of lectures: neither may it be alto~ether omitted.
Whca an irritant poison has been received into the stomach and excites infl.amma·
tion there-or when acute inflammation arises from auy cause-the syn1ptomi:i which
mark that iaflammation are pain, usually of a burning character, in the cpigastrium;
with frcqucot voiuiting, especially upon the entrance of any thing into the stornach;
aad often with hiccup, and with tenderness and tension of the upper part of the abdomen. 'l'o these local symptoms are added fever of a. low type; and a small weak
pulse. At first, indeed, the pulse, although small, is generally sharp and hard; but
it soon becomes thready and feeble. The muscular power uudergoes a correspoading
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depression; the patient is pale and faint, with collapsed features, cold extremities, and
a damp skin.
In all this we see a strong tendency to death by asthenfo. It is clear that the sub..
dued state of the circulation is dependent upon the inflammation, for it is often relie\'ed by the remedies of inflammation. In acute gastritis, as well as in peritonitie,
you will find that the puli;e expands, becomes more distinct and foll, under early
bleeding: sometim es c\·eo while the blood is flowing.
Upon this remarkable sympathy between the heart and the fitomaeh I have had frequent occasion to insist. You are aware that a smart blow upon the epigastrium may
put a sudden stop to the movements of the heart, and induce mortal syncope; without.
leaving any local trace of its operation. On the other hand, a person in a state of
extreme exhaustion and faintn ess, will sometimes revive at once, upon swallowing into
the stomach an ounce or two of brandy, and recover his pulse and colour much too
speedily, to allow of our ascribing these effects to the absorption of the alcohol into
the blood. Dr. Alison suggests that the depression of the cireulation may be attributable to the peculiar sickening pain which accompanies inflammation or sudden injury of the stomach. It appears, however, more probable that the remarkable sympathy in question is governed by the nerves of organ ic life. 'l'he µ:rcat solar plexus
of the gauglionic system lies upon the spinal column immediately behind the stomach.
The heart is largely supplied with nen•ous filaments from the same system. Ilcnce
we might almost expect that any sudden stimulus applied to this important plexus
would excite, and that any sudden depressing influence would subdue, the natur.il
action of the heart. Upon the same principle may be ex 1 lained the facts that deadly
faintness aud nausea are apt to result from injury to the testes, which arc also abundantly endowed with influence from the nerves of organic life. Be this as it may, it
is iwport:int for you to know that the mode of dying in these cases is precisely what
Bichat describes as death beginning at the heart.
'l'he pain that accompanies µ-astritis is augmented by pressure upon the epigastrium .
It is increased also by the full descent of the diaphragm, and the breathi119 is consequently short and constrained. Io the most exquisite cases of gastritis, produced by
chemical or mechanical irritants applied to the interior of the stomach, the inflammation probably reaches and involves, more or less, the peritoneum. 'l'he paticn1s speak
of the pain as a pricking and burning sensation; it is attended with great anxiety and
restlessness. The sufferer is tormeoted with extreme thirst, while all that he drinks,
even cold water, is alm ost instantly rejected by vomitin g.
Hiccup docs not always accompany acute gastritis. It sometimes occurs early; but
more generally it comes on late in the disease, when the patient is su nk and much
debilitated.
The bowels, in this complaint, arc sometimes bound: sometim es, on the contraryespecially when the inflammation has been caused by corrosive poison-dyseotcric
diarrhrea ensues, with much griping and tenesmus.
Such, then, are the symptoms that indicate the existence of acute ~stritis; but you
ought to be aware that they occur in varying combinations, and with different degrees
of severity; and consequently that the course of the disease is not uniformly the same
in all cases. When the symptoms are the most \•iolent, and the progress of the complaint is the most rapid, the peritoneal coat of the stomach is usually, I believe, more
or l~s implicated.
Intense inflammation of the stomach may be expected to be rapid in ita progr~.
It may destroy life within twenty-four, or even twelve hours. When it is fatal, it
generally is so within a few days; and death takes place by fainting; with a remission
of the pain, sometimes very sudden, and sometimes occu rring on ly just before dissolution. But as idiopathic gastritis is rare, fato.l idiopathic gastri1is is, of course, still
~ore so. Louis states, that during six yeari;i' experience at J,,a ~hari~e, in whi~h period he noted the details of 6000 cases of disease, and of 500 d1ssect10ns, he did not
meet with a sin gle instance of fatal idiopathic gastritis. 'I1he subj ect derives almost
all its importance, therefore, from its con nexion with poisoning; and the many interesting points of inquiry which arise out of that connex ion will be brought before you
by the .Professor of J.i'orensic Medicine. This consideratio n is a grea t satisfaction and
relief to me; because I find that the limits of my own course will not permit me tog<'
iuto any detail in this matter.
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The morbid appearances to be looked for after death by acute gastritis, are red ncc:s
of the mucous membrane, softcnin~, sloughing, and even (after the action of stroop-ly
corrosh·e poisons), perforation of all the coats of the stomach.
I wish particularly to caution you against being misled by mere rednf'SS of the interior of the btomach; or of the inner surface of the alimentary canal in general; or of
any mucous membrane; and indeed I may add, of any scrol1S membrane also. Redness and inflam1aation have been made, too often, convertible terms. Persons finding
th e inner surface of the stomach red, ha\'C thence too hastily concluded, that suspicions of poisoning which had arisen, were well founded. We arc indebted to Dr.
Yelloly, in the first instance, and to M. Billard and some other Frenchmen, in the
second, for correctin~ this error-an error which not only was of importance in questions of imputed poisonin~, but has run through and ''itiated almost the whole of
pathology, both lately and heretofore. .Mistaking mere redness for evidence of inflammation, Culllcn divided ~astritis into two species -on e of which he called gastritis
er.1Jtllemati·ca; and he inferred from the observation of cases in which redness of the
membrane had been met with after death, that this peculiar kind of inflammation of
the mucous coat o{ the stomach might take place, without fe,·cr, pain, vomiting, or
any other symptom indicative of gastritis: whereas it is almost certain that, in the
cases to which he refers, there really was no inflammation at all. So also l\Jorgagni,
puzzl ed by intestinal vascularity, was disposed to attribute the absence of pain, in whnt
he believed to have been inflammation of the bowels, to a paralytic affection which
blunted the sensibility of the parts; and Ila li er conceived, from so constantly meeting
with this vascularity in }n's inspections of the body, that in8ammation of the bowel~
was almost always present in fevers of all kinds; and was frcc1uent in eVery other complaint. And the same doctrine has been strenuously inculcated of late years, as I
dare say you kuow, by Broussais, in France, and adopted by a nst host of his disciples. li'ioding the lining membrane of the stomach and intestines r<'d and vascular in
most of the bodies of patients who had died of fever, Broui-sais concluded that fet"H
dcpends 1 in all cases, upon inflammation of the gastro-cnteric mucous membrane.
You will perceive that this doctrine is likely to exercise a vast influence upon the
pn1ctice of those who entertain it. If inflammation constitute an essen tial part of any
di:i.ordcr, it follows that the remed·ies of in8amrnation will be adapted to that disorder;
and thus, even so slight a mistake as that may appear to be, against which I am now
cautioning you, of regarding every surface which is red as being inflamed also, may
lead to ''cry mischievous views in respect of treatment.
'!'he redness that is independent of inflammation may be of various kinds; but the
principal cnusc of it is venous congestion . "The appearances of vascular fulness
(says Dr. Yelloly) in the villous coat of the stomach, whether florid or dark-coloured,
in distinct vessels or in extravasations of different sizes, arc not to be regarded as
unequivocal marks of disease; inasmuch as they occur in every variety of degree and
tharactcr, under every ci rcum stance of previous indisposition, and in situations where
1he most healthy aspect of the organ may be expected." To the truth of this statement I can bear witness, having at one time of my life carefully examined, with a view
to this matter, a great number of stoniacbs in succc~~ion, in the dead.house of a large
hospital. "'l'he vascularity (according to Dr. Yelloly) is entirely vc11ous, and depends
on a power capable of being exercised on the artery itself at tlie close of life, which
carries on the blood to the veins, after the further supply of fresh blood from the
heart is stopped. 'l'he branched or stellated form of vessels, under which the vascubrity usually app<'ars, is capable of being imitated, either by injecting the veins with
fine injection, or by forcing back with the finger, or the back of a scalpel, the blood
from the larger branches of veins into the smaller." "And this vascularity soon
Lecomes diffused rcdne.$S1 by transudation of the blood throuf!:h the coats of the
containing ves::!Cls, just as happens with the bile in the gall-bladder."
lfodncss, from mere repletion of the smaller vcins1 is usually extensive and undefined; except that, being in8ucnced by the force of gravity, it settles into the most
depending 1mrts of the org-an, which are either its exclusive seat, or at any rate are
of a deeper colour than the parts more elevated. It is nttcndcd with au empty state
of the arteries, and with a. full state of the larger veins. Hence the condition of the
venous and arterial trunks, and especially of the vena port.re, should, iu doubtful cases,
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be ascertained before the main blood.vessels are laid open, aud drained of thei·
contents.
The redness that belongs to inflammation is generally circumscribed, and of Ii mi tea
extent; it occupies indiscriminately the upper or the lower side of the tube (for these
remarks apply alike to the stomach and to the intestines); it is attended wilh som(.
fulne.ss of the corresponding arterial trunks; and it may or may not he coincident
with comparati\·c emptiness of the venous system within the abdomen. Much will
depend, in this respect, upon the mode of dgi11g, as I have fully explained to you or.
a former occasion.
You will please to remember then, in all your future investigations into morbid
anatomy, that it is generally difficult, and often impossible, to determine, from the
aspect of the vessels of a dead part, from its redness, that inflammation had been
present in that part during life, unless the unequivocal products or effects of inftam·
matory action are present also.
A much more certain evidence of inflammation of the mucous membrane of tlie
stomach and intestines, is its snftem'ng. This can seldom be attributed to anything
else, unless it be to decomposition, or to the sokeut action of the gastric juice.
Neither of these last causes can come into operation until life is extinct. It is well
known that the membrane is slow and late in passing into the state of putrefaction
after death. To the effect of the gastric juice in softening and dissolving the coats
of the stomach, and to certain important questions respecting their pcrforatioo, I shall
by and by return.
I say that gastritis is most commonly the effect of poi~ons applied to the mucous
swface of the stomach; but I must include under that head certain substances, which,
to most people, are not poisonous or iojurious at all, and which only become so to
some persons under particular circumstances. Thus, large drnughts of cold drink,
taken when the body is hot, and rapidly parting with its heat, and especially lar~e
draughts of cold sour liquors, as cider or stale beer, arc apt to give rise to acute
gastritis. Another occasioll:ll cause of gastritis is the ingestion of very large quantities
of food at one time, especially during convalescence from any 11erious disorder. It is
an exceedingly curious fact, too, but one which I merely DH'1.1tio11 without dwelling
upon it, that ccrtnin poisons introduced ioto the body through some other channel,
will cause ioHammatiou of the mucous membrane of the stomach, with which they
have not been in contact. Corrosive sublimate, and arsenic, excite inflammation, with
ulceration or sloughiog of the gastric mucous membrane, even when they arc merely
rubbed, in a certain quantity, upon the skin; or when they arc applied to the surface
of a wound, or inserted into the rectum.
The treatment of acute gastritis is simple. The chief nicety respects the employ·
meot of blood-letting. Early in the disease, if the pain be severe, you must try the
effect of ven:£scction, notwithstanding the smallness and feebleness of the pulse.
How much blood you arc to abstract cannot be told beforehand. Take away a small
teacupful, keeping, meanwhile, your finger on the wrist. If the beat of the artery
do not grow weaker, and still more if it become fuller and stronger, go on with the
bleeding, and take another cupful, and another, according to the circumstances of the
case and to the effects produced. Apply leeches to the epigastrium, and cover the
bleeding bites with a soft, light poultice. Keep the patient as strictly as you can in
the horizontal posture: in other words, see that the depressing influence of the disease
upon the action of the heart is not aided and augmented by the position of the body.
If cold water be retained, that is the best medicine which you can give by the mouth;
pw·gatives so administered would be almost sure to be rejected; and if not rejected,
they would be likely to increase the existing inflammation of the org:an. Enemata
are, however, extremely useful: of warm water, if the bowels are not much confined;
of purgative materials if they are. After the intestines have been thus cleared - or
when they arc loose and irritable-opiate injections (thirty or forty drors of laudanum,
with three or four ounces of starch or gruel) do much good. 1'hey ofte~1. have a very
tranquilli zing effect upon the irritable stomach, anJ. check the vom iting. These
measures are to be pursued until the inflammation has subsided. If the stomach be
capable of retaining any nutriment at all, it must IJe given in small quantities, at
distant iotcn•als, in a liquid form, and of the blandest kind: barley.water, wilk diluted
with water, arrow.root, smooth gruel, and the like.
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When any corrosive substance has been swallowed, I scarcely need say that pains
should be taken to remove it as speedily as possible from the ~tomach: or to administer
such remedies as are known to be capable of decomposin~ the poison, or of affordinga. specific antidote to it. Not that the stomach.pump should be employed in such
cases, as too often it is. These, however, arc points that must be fully treated cf in
the lectures on forensic medicine, and therefore I shall dwell upon them no longer
here.

Chronic inflammation of the stomach is probably a very common disorder. Except
when it results in ulceration, it does not put life in imminent jeopardy: and it is often
recovered from. Deranging, however, the functions, and perverting the feelings of
the stomach, it gives rise to the manifold and multiform symptoms of dyspqm'a. But
dyspepsia, with its manifold and multiform symptoms may be, and ofteo is, entirely
ind ependent of inflammation. You 8ee, then, why the effects of chronic gastritis arc
various; and why the symptoms that are supposed to denote its presence are apt to
be obscure, uncertain, and equivocal. I in tend, before I quit the subject of the
stomach, to investigate the principal circumstances that mark its functional disorders,
and to describe the means which we sometimes find conducive to their relief. I shall
therefore restrict myself at present to a few points which seem to have been fairly
ascertained ref.lpecting chronic ~astritis.
\Ve know that chronic inflammation had been going on in the stomach when, after
death, we sec that its coats are thickened; or when we percch·e that a portion of one
or more of them has been removed by ulceration.
It is not at all uncommon to find the mucous membrane of the stomach, over a
larger or smaller space, thick, granular, uneven, and of an unnatural colour. Gray,
or slate-coloured, it often is. This slate colour is much dwelt upon by the French
writers, as being a sure and unequivocal impress of chronic inflammatton. The colour
proceeds, I bc>licve, from the operation of the gastric acids upon the blood, which:
under habitual congestion or slow inflammation, is detained in the vessels of the
altered part. The ulcers that result from chronic inflammatory action &.re usually
small, varying: from the size of a split pea to that of a shilling; sometimes with no
surrounding vasculnrity or thickening at all, but looking exactly as though a piece of
the mncous membrane had been struck out by a stamp; sometimes with rounded aod
elevate<l edges only; and sometimes they occupy patches of thickening and induraticm
Fio. 104,

St.,mnch presenting 11. chronic u1oer; a.tits upper m11rgin the pneumogllstrlc nerve is &bl'~
extending into dense fibrous tissue. The pancreas and the left lobe of theliverformedthebaseof
the ulcer: thelnttcrpresentsfibroiddegenerationofit&slructurc.-From llabtrthou.

of the parietes of the stomach. Generally there is but one solitary ulcer. Its mos~
usual si..tuation ia the posterior part of the stomach, in or near its smaller curvature,
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anJ nearer the pyloric opening than the cardiac. l\Iorc rarely it occupies the anterior
part. Now and th en an ulce r is found on both the back and front surfaces, at exactly
opposite spots. Sometimes two, or three, or more ulcers, are wet with in the same
Dtowach. It is very seldom, however, that. t.hev arc numerous
Fm. 105.

Fm. 106.

ca~=~~h exceedingly contracted from chronic ulceration, with villou! growth.

Simulating

Fig. 105.-Externnl view, re~embling colon in appcnrnnce.
Fig. 106.-InlemRI surface, showing ulceration near the pylorus, and villoua growth near the
centreofthestomo.cb.-}'rom/fobe1·tlio11.

Ulcerati\•e disease of tlie stomach may prove fatal in various ways. 'l'he ul cer may
penetrate as far as the peritoneum, and excite inflammation of that membrane, whereby
the stomach becomes adherent to the neighbouring parts. lo these cases, prior or
subsequently to adhesion, death may at length ensue, from gradual exhaustion and
protracted suffering.
If an ulcer happen to lie over the track of a large bl ood-vessel in the stomach, it·
may cat its way into tlrnt vessel, aod give rise to fatal hromorrhaµ-c.
Or the ulcer may perforate the walls of the stomac h, with out any previous adhesion,
and suffer the food, or the secreti oos of the stomach, to pass into the peritoneal cavity,
where intcosc inflammation is lig hted up, and th e patient soon perishes.
Or th e ulcers may at length heal. Of this we are certain, because we often find
cicatrices denoting the ~pots which the ulcers had occupied.
Our stock of knowledge respecting this dan~erous di sease, ulcer of the stomach,
has been much exte nded, and rendered more exact, by the resea rches of living- physi.
ciaos. There are three English volumes which, if you read them cnrcfully, will
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furniah you with all that bas hitherto been learned on this interesting subject : Dr.
George Budd's on .Disemes of the Stomach i Dr.
F10. 107.
Thomas Chambers' on JJ(,1cstion and its Derangernents ,· and Dr. Brinton's comprehensive mono-~mph on Ulcer of the Stonwdi.
In amplifying
15omcwhat the s:ketch which I have just given you,
I borrow chiefly from these writers.
Ulcer of tllC i::tomach is not an unfrequent
disease. Dr. Urinton met with it in about one
per cent. of his out-patients at the Free Ilospital.
It is much more common in women than in men;
and it is mainly 1 though by no means solely, a
disease of middle and of adv:rncin~ life. 'l'hat it
is capable of cure is manifest, as I have f:;aid, from
the puckered scars which mark the sites of former
ul cers. Reckoning; from a large number of recorded cases, Dr. l3rinton concludes that, in dead
bodies, the cicatrix is not Jess often seen than
the open ulcer. '!'here are obvious reasons why a
spontaneous cure is not more frequent even than
this. The heahn~ or such ulcers must be hindered by the alternate stretchim_"S and
contractions to which they are subject in the sudde n and repeated changes of Yolume
of the Etomach, now full and distended with food or with gas, now empty and flaccid: it
wust be hindered by the vermicufar movements of the stomach during the work of
diµ:estion; by the contact of food and drink of various kind and quality; and probably, as ])r. Budd suggests, by the action of the gastric juice upon the soft and recent
lymph , which must needs form the material of repair in the healing process.
Of the open ulcers of the stomach a cert..'lin proportion only- about one in fo ur go through; become perforating ulcers. And if it be admitted that of the whole
uumbcr of ulcers there are as many healed as open, then the ratio of the perforating
ulcer to the whole number becomes one in seven or eight. This accident of the ulcer
is more than twice as common in females as in males : and it is a curious fact, which
I am not able to explain, that it occurs more often in maid-servants, between the ages
of fifteen and twenty-five, than in any other clrlss of persons. As life goes 011 1 after
th e thirtieth year, the liability to the formation of a gastric ulcer increases, while the
risk of its perforating the walls of the stomach decreases. According to Dr. Brinton,
perforatin g ulcers of the pyloric extremity of the stomach arc more common in men
than in women.
Thi s risk of going through has some relation to the position of the ulcer; and it is
a relation which is quite intelligible. Perforation is much more frequent in the anterior than in the posterior wall of the stomach . The posterior wall is at once the most
subject to ulcers, and the least subject to perforation: it is more closely and more
constantly applied to the solid abdomina l viscera.; its movements over them are fewer
and less extem~ive; and it therefore more readily contracts adhesions with them,
which adhesions prevents it.s perforation, in both senses of the word prevent. The
threatened aperture is more often stopped by an adherent pancreas than by any other
viscus; but adhesion may take place with the Ji,·er, with the colon, or with any part
that happens to lie in contact with the stomach. When the colon is the attacked
part the ulcer may indeed penetrate into that in testine, but I use the word perforation to express the formation of an opening that communicates with the general cavity
of the peritoneum. Without any such communication the ulcer may eat its way
beyond the f:!tomach, and produce limited abscess in adherent organs or tissues.
Perforation, when it does occur, may result from slough in~ or rupture of the peri·
toneal cont of the stomach, in the sometimes slow, sometimes r:1pid progress of the
deepening ulcer: but it is more often caused, at last, by pressure of some sort, which
1mddcnly breaks the thinned and fragile membrane. rrhe instant of the rupture is
marked by definite and terrible symptoms. Jt has frequf'ntly happened just after a
he:my men!; and durin~ the acts of ''omiting, and of strainin l? at stool. It has been
known to take place in the effort of sneezing; under the sudden cowprcs:::ion of the
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waist by a tigl1t belt; from a rougb jolt in a dog-cart. These facts snµ-!!cst a caution
to ourselves-how we handle in such cases the cpigastric region, or explore the abdomen by pressure.
A certain number of the ulcers (from 4 to 5 per cent. it is calculated), prove fata l
by erosion of a large blood-vessel, and consequent hremorrhage. As the ulcers most
commonly occupy the lesser curvature or the posterior wall of the stomach, it follows
that the coronary artery which runs along its lesser curvature, and the splcnic wh ich
crosses its posterior surface, taking its course alonp: the upper border of the pancreas,
are the arteries most obnoxious to this erosion . Here is a drawing after Sir R. Carswell, rcprescutiug an ulcer which laid open the coronary artery of the stomach and
caused fatal hremorrhnge: you may observe that it shows also three scars of healed
ulcers. 'The lrn!morrhage is usually abundant, and the vomiting of the blood is preceded by faintness, or actunl syncope. I t is not however always followed by immediate death. Indeed Dr. Budd states tlrnt it was fata l at the time in one instance
only, among 11 a considerable number of cases of the kind" that had fallen under his
own obsenation. The bleeding is capable of being someliow stnunched, and the
injury repaired; and the danger, if not permanently averted, yet postponed. An
example of death from this enuse is detailed in the Jfjunwl ll('bdomadofre, for l\Iay,
1830. The patient bad vomited com;iderable quantities of blood for eight dnys in
succession, five years previou$ly to the att.'lck which terminated his li fe. So that
hreroatcmesis from a ruptured blood-vessel in the stomach is not absolutely hopeless.
As this accident of the ulcer is, after all, rnre, I will briefly relate an instance of it,
which occurred in the year 1831, at St. Bartholomew's Hospital. Dr. Latham, who had
charge of the case, was good enough, some time ago, to give me the following history
uf it. The subject of the disorder was a man thiriy-ciµ-ht years old. llc was admitted
on the 19th January. Ilis countenance was dusky, but exsanguinc; his pulse 100,
and weak; bis tongue pole, and slightly furred. He made no coruplaiut of pain any·
where.
H e bad been ailing for two years; had suffered much pnir, JCross the epigastric
regi on; and hod frequently vomited his meals. 'l'wo days before, he had been suddenly attacked with faintness and giddinesti, and then vomited nbout two quarts of
blood. H e was a habitunl spirit-drinker.
In the afternoon of the dny on which be entered the hospitnl, he wns ag-ain seized
with giddiness; and fell into a state of syncope, in which he remained for seYcm l
minutes. Upon recovering, he vomited a large quantity of blood 1 not less than three
pints. The next morn in µ-, early, he brought up a like 'luantity, under simil ar circumstances; and he pnsscd three evacuations from the bowels, nil of them Uarl.'. JJe
was gradually sinking: during the whole of that day, the 20th. Towards the evening,
be vomited about half a pint more blood. Ile died quietly the next morning.
Wh en the abdomen was laid open, the stomach was see n to be di~tended. The
intestines had, in several places, a black appearance; from the colour of their contents.
The stomach contained about two pints of eongula, nnd of a dirty red liquid. At the
upper part of its lesser arch was a small excavated ulcer, with hardened edges. In
the centre of this ulcer there were visible the orifices of three or four arteries, filled
with minute clots of blood.
~lood to a le s amount, and by a slower drain, and less arterinl in character, darker
and more tor.like, may be poured out from many ruptured cnpillary ''esscls, in the
stomach itself, or in the adherent and eroded pancreas, liver, or spleen. .
.
'I'he symptoms that indicntc the existence of ulcer of the stornnch arc, rn kind, rht.
symptoms that accompany chronic gastritis; pain or uncasinc8S in the epi~1striu m
increased by pressure, increased nlso on the introduction of food, or perhaps felt on ly
p,·hilc digestion is in progress; flatulence and eructation; vomiting of mucus, and of
the meals; loss of Plecp; languor and debility.
.
lly closely observing the course and succession of symptoms of tlus sort we may
often arrive at a tolerably sure clingnosis of the presence of an ul cer.
Some of the most fearfu l cases of perforation of the stomach 1 those I menn which
arc apt to occur in young- unmarried women, run appnrently a brief course, :rnd are
attended with few or but slii;htly marked symptoms. These patients ar<', howe\•e r,
mostly _aoremic; and when questioned, generally confes!:I to previous <ly!<pCptic ieel iugs. It has been faocied that some derangemeot of the utcrioe functions way he
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influential in causinf!' this mysterious and terrible form of ulceration: but it has happen'!d prior to the period of puberty, and when the menstrual flux has been complete
and regular. as well as when it has been scanty and suspended. The ulcer has always
the punched-out character.
In slower cases (and they sometimes go on for years), the symptoms, equivocal at
first, he<><1me more and more si~nific:rnt as the disease proccedFl. One leading symptom is pain - felt in a circumscribed space in the epi¥astrium, and often at the same
time, or alternately, in the back, just below the shoulders. The pain begins imme.

diately upon, or very soon after, the entrance of food into the stomach; especially of
food or drink which is hot or stimulating. It usually continues until the digested
aliment has passed the pylorus; or until yomiting puts an end to it. '!'he pain is
produced or aggravated by pressure, by exercise, curiously too, by mental anxiety, mitigated by rccumbcncy- and accompanied frequently by sour eructations.
Vmnitiny is another of the principal symptoms, - latcr commonly in its arrival
than the pain; occasional at fi rst; afterwards very frequent. Supposing an ulcer present, this is a very dangerous symptom. It tends to starve and weaken the patient,
and so to promote the progress of the ulcer: it augments also the hazard of its suddenly breaking through.
'l'he persistence of these symptoms, - which are symptoms of mere dyspepsia also
may justly engender the suspicion of a gastric ulcer: and if, after they ha\'e existed
for some time, copious hrematemesis should supervene, the suspicion passes into something like certainty. Dr. Budd holds that if profuse vomiting of blood occurs in a
person between the ages of eighteen and thirty, after a Jong continuance of pain in
the stomach, extending into the b:lck, with teuderncss of the epigastrium, the pain
and soreness being always brought on or increased by meals, with occasional sour eruc·
tations and occasional vomitin~, with no great wasting or constitutional disturbance,
no e\'idcnce that the orifices of the stomach are obstructed, and no tumour to be felt
- hardly a doubt can remain that the disease is simple ulcer of the stomach.
Some of the last qualifications, and the limitation as to age, are introduced to
exclude the only possible alternative of ca11cerous ulceration-of which I shall by and
by have to speak.
Having achieved this point in the diagnoi::is, the ambition of still J!rcater precision
is natural and laudable. Dr. Budd thinks that when there is much tenderness of the
epi~astrium 1 and no pain in the back, the ulcer is most probably on the anterior face
of the stomach. According to Dr. Ilrinton the decubitus may sometimes be a guide :
the ulcer is most likely to occupy that part of the stomach which is uppermost when
the patient is lying in his habitually easiest position.
The practical m:rnu.gement of th is perilous condition is delicate, but simple and
obvious. When the symptoms are urgent, the patient should remain at rest; and
e\'en keep himsC'lf in the recumbent posture. All food which is likely to create pain
by its quality or by its temperature, or which has been found upon trial to give pain,
should of course be forb idden. Tepid milk, alone, or thickened with biscuit-powder
-contain in~ a::i it docs all the elements of nutrition -is probably the very best !.·ind
of food. The stomach must never be distended by a meal; yet the strength and
nourishment of the body require to be cherished and sustained. The food must
therefore be taken in small quantitie8, and often; a table-spoonful say, or two tablespoonfule, eyery two hours. If the pain be scnre, it may sometimes be appeased by
counter-irritation; the must..1rd poultice for example, or a stimulatin~ liniment containing opium, applied to the epigastrium, or to the back. Bismuth, in doses of
eight or ten grains, is oft.en found ser\'iceable; it may sometimes be advantageously
combined with five grains of the compound kino-powdcr: or from three to five grains
of the compound soap-pill may be gi\'en from time to time. 'When there is bremor·
rhap:e, ice swallowed in sma11 quantities is both beneficial and grateful to the patient:
and nutriti\'e encmata may spare the stomach some of its work, and help to maintain
his strcnµ:th. If the bowels are sluggish, their action may be regulated by an aloetic
or a colocynth pill.
These are the points to be kept in view. The detail must be left to the commonsense of the practitioner. And when I say this, I am forcibly reminded of a most
striking and instructive case, beautifully told by the celebrntcd Dr. \\'illiam Hunter,
·n the sixth volume of the Medical Observutio11s and 111qttiries. The perusal nf tha~
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history has afforJed me hints upon which I have often acted with ~rcat advant:1~e to
my patients, and with some credit to myself, in treatiu~ chronic diseases of the
Etomach. As I doubt whether many of you would find immediate opportunity or
leisure for referring to the narrative, and as I should spoi l it by attempting to givo
you an abstract of it, I am tempted to read it here in Dr. H untcr's own words.
"l\Iauy years ago (he says) a gentleman came to me from the eastern part of the
city, with his son, about eight or nine years old, to ask my advice for him. The

:~~t:~dt :~~i~~e~~ &:~;~_in ~h:h~~~n~~~r!~;'~?enrt s~U: av;~~~~!nv~~ei:~~~!' l~:~~t e~1eaa~:
ated, or with a look more expressi,•e of being near the end of all the miseries of life.
The disorder was of some months' standin~, and from the beginning to that time
had been daily grow ing more desperate. Ile was at school when first taken ill, and
concealed his disorder for some time; but growing much worse he was compell ed to
coropla~n, and was broup:ht home to be more carcfull_v attended. li'rom his sickly
look, his totnl loss of nppetite, besides what he said of the pain which he suffered,
but especially from his vomiting up almost everything which he swallowed, it was
evident that his disorder was Yery serious.
"'l'hrce of the most eminent physiciaus of that time attended him in succession:
and tried a variety of medicines without the least good effect. '!'hey had all, as tho
father told me, after sufficient trial, given the patient up, having nothing further to
propose. Tbe last prescription was a pill of solid opium; for in the fluid state,
though at fir.:it the opiate had staid some time upon his stomach, and brought a temporary relief, it failed at length, and like food, drink, and every medicine which had
been given, was presently brought up again by vomiting. The opiate pill was therefore given in the hopes that it would elude the expulsive efforts of the stomach. It
did so for a time; but after a little use, that likewise brought on vom itin g. Then
it was that his physician was consulted for the last time, who said that he had nothing
furth er to propose.
"'l'hough at first the boy professed that he could assign no cause for his complaint,
being strictly interrogated by his father, if he had ever swallowed anything that could
hurt his stomach, or receive any injury by a blow, or otherwis~, he confessed that the
usher in the school had gra.-;ped him by the waistcoat at the pit of the stomach, in n.
peevish fit, and .shak~n him rud'?ly, for not having come up to the u~hcr's expectation
in a school-exercise. That though it was not very painful at the time, the disorder
came on soon after. This account disposed the father to suspect that the rude grasp
and shake had hurt the stomach. With that idea he brought him to me, as an anatomist, that an accurate examination might if possible discover the cause or nature of
the disorder.
"He was stripped before the fire, and examined with attention in various situations
and postures; but no fulness, hardness, or tumour wha.tever could be discovered; on
the contrary, he appeared everywhere like a skeleton covered with a mere skin; and
the abdomen was as flat, or r.nher as much drawn inwards, as if it bad not contained
hair the usua.I quantity of bowels.
"Having received all the information tha.t I could expect, and reflected some little
time upon the case, I wished to speak with the father alone, in another room; and to
gfre my patient some employment as well as refreshment, asked him to ta.kc a little
wilk in the mean time. But his father begged that taking anything into his stomach
might be put off till be got home, because he was certain that it would make him
sick; 'just before we set out (said he) I gave him a little milk; but he was sick,
and brought it all up in the coach, before we had got many paces from the house.'
11
In the adjacent room I said to the father, This case, sir, appears to me so desperate, that I could not tell you my thoughts before your son . I think ~t most prob.able,
no doubt, that he will sink under it; l believe that no human sagacity or c.xpcncuce
could pretend to ascertain the cause of his complaint: and without supposrng a particular or specific cause, there is hardly anything to be a_imed at in the way of a. cure.
Yet, dreadful as this language must be to your ear, I thmk you are not to be without
hope. As we do not know the cause, it may happen to be of a temporary nature, a1~d
may of iteelf take a favourable turn; we see such wonderful changes every day, rn
cases that appcar the most d.esperate, and especially in young people. ln them the
resources of nature arc astomshing
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"Then he asked me if I could communicate any rules or dircctions 1 for fri"ing
him a better chance of getting that cure from nature, which he saw he must de~pair
of from art.
"I told him that there were two things which I would recommend. The first WM
not so iruportant indeed, yet I thought it mi~ht be useful, and certainly could do no
harm. lt was to have his son well rubbed, for half an hour together, with warm oil
and a warm hand, before a fire, over and all around his stomach, every morning and
C\'ening. The oil, perhaps, would do little more than make the friction harmles11, as
well as easy; and the friction would both sooth pain, and be a healthful exercise to a
weak body.
"'fhc second thing that I had to propose, I imagined to be of the utmost conse.
quence. It was something which I had particularly attended to in the disorders of
the stomach, especially vomiting-s. It was, carefully to avoid offending a very weak
stomach) either with the quantity, or quality, of what is taken down; and yet to get
t::noug:h retained for supporting life. I need not tell you, sir, said I, that your son
cannot live Ion~, without takin~ some nourishment j he must be supported to allow
of any chance in his farnur. You think that for some time he has kept nothing of
what be swallowed; but a small part must have remained, else he could not have
lived till now. Do you not think, then, that it would have been better for him if he
bad only taken the very small quantity which remained with him, and was converted
to nourishment? It would have answered the end of supporting life as well, and
perhaps ha,•e s:ived him such constant distress of being sick, and of vomiting. The
nourishment which he takes should not only be in very small quantity at a time, but
in quality the most inoffensive to a weak stomach that can be found. Milk iii that
kind of nourishment. It is what Pro,·ideuce has contrived for supportinJ? animals in
the most tender st..'lge of life. Take your son home, and as soon as he bas rested a.
little, ~ive him one spoonful of milk. If he keeps it some time without sickue8s or
vomitinp:, repeat the meal, and so on. If he vomits it, after a little rest, try him with
a smaller quantity, viz., with a dessert, or even a teaspoonful. If he eaa but bear
the smallest quantity, you will be sure of being able to give him nourishment. Let
it be the sole business of one person to feed him. If you succeed in the beginning,
persevere with great caution, and proceed very gradually to a greater quantity, and to
other fluid food, especially to what his own fancy may invite him: such as smooth
gruel, or panada., milk boiled witl~ a little flour of wheat or rice; thin chocolate and
milk; any broth without fat, or with a lit.tie jelly or rice or barley in it, &c., &c.
"'Ye then went in to our patient again; aud that he might be encouraged with
hope, and act his part with resolution, I repeated the directions with an air of being
coufident of success. 'l'he plan was simple, and perfectly understood. They left me.
"I heard nothing of the case till, I believe, between two and three mouths after.
His father came to me with a most joyful countenance, and with kind expressions of
gratitude told me, that the plan had been pursued with scrupulous exactness, and
with astonish in~ success; that his son had never vomited since I had seen him; that
he was daily gaining flesh, and strength, and colour, and spirits, and now grown very
importunate to have more substantial food. I recommended a change to be made by
~~~:~s)~ou!~e ~:~~;:cred completely; and many years ago he was a healthy and a very

Io fulfilment of my promise I revert to the subject of perforation of the
stomach.
There arc three ways, exclusive of mechanical violence, in which such perforation
may be effected. In each of the three the perforation proceeds from within out.
wurds. All the coats of the stom?ch, as we have seen, may be penetrated in succes·
~ion by a chronic ulcer.
'l'he direct contact of corrosive poisons may rapidly cat
them through. They may be partially digested and dc8lroyed by their own proper
secretion, the gastric juice. Questions of much nicety and of grave importance pre·
sent thcm~clveR, from time to time, respecting holes that arc discovered in the stomach
after death: medical quc!l-tions, bearing upon pathology and therapeutics; legal ques.
tiom: 1 involving life and character in their solution. Perforation by disease, pcrfora·
tion by the gastric juice, are both liable to be mistaken, (and often have been mis
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taken) for evidence of murder or of suicide by poisoning. I t is fit that you shoulcl
have considered these points.
Now of ulcers of the stomach I ha'\'c already told you all that I know: and it
would be impoc;;siblc for me, as well as out of place, to enter at large upon the topic
of corrosive poisoning: that you will hear fully discussed by the Professor of Forensic
Medicine. Perforation by the gastric juice demands a somewhat closer attention.
J ohn Hunter, as you probably know, was the first to recognize and announce the
remarkable fact that the stomach is capable, through the peculiar fluid furnished by
itself, of digesting its own tissues. The dissolving power of the gastric juice survives
for a while the vitality of the body, and acts as readily after death upon its parent
flesh, as upon the food submitted to its influence during life. This discovery naturally
excited great curiosity and interest. llunter's observations were verified by several
of his contemporaries or immediate successors; and hypothe!les were soon framed to
account for the supposed infrequency of the phenomenon. nr. Adams thought that
the stomach was so lu ble by the gastric juice, only when the death was general and
complete as well as sudden; only, i.e., when the stomach itself became instantly
dead, and no or~anic vita lity lingered iu its tissues: and he took the continued
fluidity of the blood, and the absence of the rigor mortis, as tests of such uni\·ersal
sudden death. lie correctly supposed also that temperature was concerned in the
matter. l\lr. Allan Burns remarked that softening and perforation sometimes occul'l'Cd
in persons dead of chronic diseases; and he concci\•cd that the gastric juice could
exercise its solvent power, not only after being poured forth into the stomach, but
also while still contained in its proper vessels. To this opinion be was le<l. by finding
perforation on the anterior face of the stomach. By degrees the simplicity of llunter's doctrine was obscured and frittered away by hypothetical notions, propounded
chiefiy by continental writers, respecting the accessory operation of disease in producing these softcnint,'8. It was held that either the gastric juice, through some vice
of the nervous system, was secreted of an unusually acrid and corrosive quality ;-or
that the mucous membrane of the stomach was rendered, by some previous morbid
condition, more than commonly soluble in its own secretion after death. At length,
the effect of the ~stric juice was lost sight of altogether, and softening of the
mucous membrane was ascribed to the sole agency of a. kind of inflammation, or to
fa ulty nutrition .
)lore than fifty years after the puhlication of Mr. Hunter's first paper on the subject in the PhilosopMcol Transadions, Sir R. Carl:!wcll endeavoured to bring
pathologists back to the truth, in a Prench essay, read before the Royal Academy of
Medicine in Paris, of which a version is to be found in the th irty-fourth volume of
the Edinburgh Jlledical aud Surgieal Journal. lie therein shows that the action of
the healthy gastric juice is sufficient to account for changes which - by Ohaussier,
Broussais, Louis, and others, abroad, and by Dr. John Gairdner in particular in this
country, since the time of B uoter, as well as by )lorgagni, and still earlier
pathologists before that timc,-had been attributed to the operation of disease. 'l'he
whole subject has finally been surveyed and simplified by Dr. Budd, who has clca:ed
up several of the difficulties that surrounded it, and explained some apparent anornahes,
in the Croooian Lectures delivered before the College of Physicians in 18-1:7. The
substance of these lectures has since been published in his excellent book, already
referred to, on diseases of the stomach.
For perforation of the stoma.ch, or for softening: of its tissues, by the gastric juicb,
three conditions must concur. Ia the first place the stomach must (of course) contain gastric juice; which appears to be secreted directly into its cavity, and ~ever to
be retained, as Allan Burns supposed, within its coats. Secondly, that. fluid i:i~st
possess its natural quality of acidity. Third ly, a certain degree of beat 1s reqms1te
fo r its solvent operation.
Now it has been proved by Spallanzani, and more clearly and folly by the interestin g observations of Dr. llcau rn ont, to whi ch I shall hereafter more particularly refer,
that duri ng the state of health, no gastric juice is secreted into the stomach, except
under the stimulus of food, or of some mechanical irritation, applied to its interior.
H ence we perceive why it is that perforations of the stomach, of the kind iu ques.
hon, are most of all to be expected when a healthy person is suddenly killed by vier
lence, soon after a meal, and while the process of digestion is in progress.
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J?ut instances do occasioually happen (Dr. l3ud<l relates a very remarkable ouc) in
which the same kind of perforation is met with, although no food had for some time
before death been admitted into the stomach.
Dr. Budd believes the secretion of the gastric juice to be a reficx process; whi..·h
he assimilates to, and illustrates by, the secretion of tears. Tears may be presently
made to flow by direct mechanical irritation of the conjunctiva, or, indirectly, by
pungent vapours acting upon the nostrils, or by certain feelings of the mind. lo
like manner the ~ccretion of the gastric juice m:Ly, he conceives, be excited, not only
by some stimulus applied immediately to the mucous surface of tho stomach, but also
under certain diseased conditions or iojuries of distant organs, (as the brain, and
lungs) and even by mental emotion. In this way he would explain the occurrence
of perforation or of softening, after death by blows on the head, when no food had
been recently introduced into the stomach; and after death by pulmonary coo·
Sumption.
'.l'hat more or Jess digestion of the tissues of the stomach after death is exceedingly
common, is a fact which was well known to John llunter, but which has been lost
sight of by the majority of more recent obser'i'ers. "'fbere are few dead bodies" (he
writes) "in which the stomach is not at its great end in some degree digested; aud
one who is acquainted with dissections can easily trace the gradations from the
smallest to the greatest."
Dr. Budd points out circumstances which frequently interfere to prevent this
effect of the gastric juice, by annulling one or both of the other conditions, just now
mentioned.
The solvent property of the fluid is. arrested whenever its acidity is neutralized by
the admixture of an alkali. This has been fully proved by Spallanzani and otheril.
The same is true of alcoltol. But in the last moments of slowly ebbing life, medi.
cioes containing a.mmonia, and alcohol in some form or other, a.re very commonly in·
deed poured into the stomach. Moreover, if the gastric acid happen to be present in
small quantity, "it may be neutralized, and thus reodered inert after death, by transudation of the alkaline serum of the blood."
Cruveilhier found softening of the fore part only of the stomach, in a persou who
llad died of fever, with marked disorder of' the brain. Allan Burris also records a
case of perforation of the anterior of the stomach; the patient was anasareons. In
both instances the stomach was empty; 1·. e., "its surface was merely moistened by
the gastric juice." Dr. Budd supposes that in the first of these cases, the blood, remaining fluid after death, gravitated to the lowest part of the or~an, and there ga,,e
out its alkaline serum, whereby the small quantity of gastric acid collected in its
fundus was rendered neutral and inert; and that, in the second case, the alkaline
dropsical fluid, oozing through the coats of the stomach at its lowermost part, had
the same effect.
Again, the gastric juice is solvent of those things whereof it is the natural men·
strnum, at a certain temperature only. Probably it is most active at or about the
standard temperature of the body. Below 60° its digestive action is found to be
feeble, or extinct. Softening therefore-and a fortiori perforation-arc more likely
to take place in summer than in winter; in warm weather than in cold; in a heated
room than in the cool open air; and after some modes of dying, which imply a long
retention of the vital warmth, than after others.
I have mentioned, for the sake of explaining them, certain exceptional cases, in
which the front of the stomach was digested; but the rule is that the softening, which
usually comprehends a considerable space, happens almost always at its largest end,
and in its lowest part, where whatever fluid it may contain collects under tbe influ·
encc of gravity. lf the surface be wrinkled into folds or ridges, the summits of those
ridges may alone be dissolved. Sometimes the stomach, lying across the vertebral
column, is partially supported by it, and two little pools, and two spots of softening,
arc formed, one of them to the right of the spiue, towards the pylorus. Now and
then the gastric juice passes out of the stomach into the oosophagus, or into the duo.
denum 1 and these parts exhibit traces of its action. And when actual perforation
occurs, the chemical solution of the animal tissues sometimes extends further; and the
organs immediately opposite to the aperture undergo the digestive process; - the
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These apertures produced by the gastric juice have soft and ra~gcd

edges, and ard
irregular iu their size and outline. When the softening has stopped short of perfo·
ration 1 the mucous membrane looks and feels pulpy, like paste, or is completely dissolved and gone. The pulp varies in colour from brown to gray, according to the
quantity of blood contained in the part. The blood-vessels that ramify over the softened portion are rendered black, or brown, and therefore conspicuous, by the effect of
the acid on their contained blood; or, if they arc empty, the surface is pale, and presents that uniform, semi-transparent, jelly-like aspect which, under the name of" gelatinous softening" has been erroneously spoken of as the result of disease.
'l'he stomachs in which this agency of the gastric juice is discernible show no marks
of J?Ulrefaction: there is no extrication of gas, nothing of the footor of gangrene; but
their interior always exhales a peculiar acid odour, and litmus applied to the softened
spots turns red.
Chronic -uk:ers, on the contrary, affect ch iefl y the lesser curvatu re of tl10 stomach ,
and are cowmouly sitm1tc nearer the pyloric orifice than the cardiac: their margins
arc thickened b.y iuflammation; 01;, if uot thickeued, the edge of the hole in the mu cous membrane is smooth and regular. '!'hey are not necessarily associated with a sour
smell, nor with acid reaction upon litmus paper.
Perforations of the stomach by corrosh·e poisons are discriminated from other perfor..1~ions, by the specific chemical teSts of the presence of those poisons; by the amount
of disorganization which they have produced; by traces of their corrosive action upon
other parts-in the mouth, in the fauces, iu the rosoplw~us; by the violent symptoms
which precede the fatal result of their operation; and (often) by the history and moral
features of the case.
If you bear in mind the particulars that I have thus hastily brought together, they
will, I trust, enable you to avoid wrong inferences, which you might otherwise be led
to form concerning the morbid appearances and real conditions of the tissues of the
stomach, laid open to your inspection after death.
[ Acute ga..'ltritis is a disease of by no means unfrequcDt occurrence during infancy,
and then often causes a softening of the mucous membrane of the stomach, to
which much attention has of late years been directed by the observations of Cruveilhcir, Louis, J.,aiso6, Billard, and others; by several of whom it is described as a specific disease. lt is to this particular lesion that we wish to.d irect especial attention on
t he present occas ioD, referring the reader for iDformation on the subject of the inflammatory affoctions of the stomach generally, that occur during the early period of life,
to the Editor's Treatise on the Diseases of Children.
'l 'he symptoms of the particular form of acute gastritis, to which we have reference,
are very accurately described by Billard. 'l'he disease commence1:1 with the phenomena. of a. violent inflammation of the stomach; as tension of the epigastrium 1 which
is painful to the touch; frequent vomiting, not ODly of the milk and drinks taken, but
also of a green or yellow fluid; the vomiting occurring: every moment, without aoy
reference to the period when the child has taken food or drink. 1'here is, sometimes,
diarrhooa, varying in different subjects, and returning after having ceased for a day or
two; the matters discharged from the bowels being often green, and similar to those
brought U:P frow the stomach by vomiting. The extrcmiti~s arc cold;. the pulse is
generally irregular; the countenance has a permanent expression of sufferrng1 the face
remaining furrowed, as if the infant were cryiog; the cry is expre~ive of pain; the
respiration is inte rrupted, and the general agitation so great that the existence of a
cer~bral affection might be suspected. At the end of six, eight, or fifteen d~ys, the
patient sinks exhausted from the want of sleep, the consta nt vomiting, and pa111. In
very young infants the disease is attended with little or no fever.
Dr. l sclin, of Mi.ih lhcim, who had au opportunity of studying the disease duri ng
its extensive prevalence as an epidemic at GOttingen, gi\'eS the fo llowing description
of its phenomena :
Previous to the attack, the child is often, for several days, unusually restless and
fretfu l -finally, a decided febril'e attack occurs, attended with a quick pulse, hot and
dry skin, ioteuse thirst, sleeplessness, and constant vomiting, increased upon food or
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'l'o these symptoms is speedily added a copious
d1atrhooa-thc dejections beiog, at first, of a ~reyish colour, and of some degree of
consi~tence, but subsequently of a yellowish or greenish serum, decidedly acid.
The
evacuations are usually preceded by contortions of the countenance, indicative of pain,
which are likewise induced by pressure on the abdomen. 'l'hc latter is always much,
often enormously distended, and its temperature, especially at the epi~astrium, is often
considerably elevated, while the extremities are cool, or even decidedly cold. The
patient exhibits. great prostration of strength, and a profuse partial perspiration soon
breaks out, particularly about the head.
The disease varies in its duration- proving fata l, in some em~cs, within twenty-fou r
hours, and in others, not until after a continuance of se\•cral days, or e'i"en weeks.
In the more violent cases, its onset is very sudden-and it is attended with frequent
fainting, and an irregular and very quick pulse - the eyes and features arc suokeothc body is bathed in a profuse perspiration. Convulsions, more or less severe, oftco
attended with strabismus, sooner or later, occur; the face becomes of a bluish tint;
the diarrbcea or vomiting, or both, soon become suspended; the accessions of fainting
and convulsions become more frequent, and during one of these, death usually takes
place.
'The intumcscrnce and augmented hca.t of the abdomen, particularly of the cpigastric region, and the coldness of the extremities, ar~, according to Dr. Iselin, to be considered as among the most constant and characte,ristic symptoms of the disease. The
;:igonized expression of countenance, and sunken nppcarancc of the eyes, nre likewise
almost invariably present, even from its earliest st:igcs.
The ag:c at which this form of gastritis usually oecurs is within the first year; it is
not, however, necessarily restricted to this period of life.
The most constant lesion discovered after death is a softening: of t11e mucous membrane of the stomach, and often of the small and great intestines; the membrane being
reduced to a disorp;anized and gelatinous pulp; or, the softening may extend to all the
tissues of the stomach, rendering them liable to be perforated by the slightest force.
In the stomach these softenings occur, accordiug to Bnron, Billard, and Iselin, especially at the great curvnture, seldom extending beyond the most depending parts.
Distinct traces of inflammation are occasionally observed, surrounding the softened
parts, and patches of inflammation often exist, nlso, in different portions of the intci:itinal canal, especially in the small intestines. The parictcs of the stomach frequently
present a serous infiltration.
Carswell, Burns, Gairdtier, Hope, and several other patholo!?:ists, deny the con·
nectio11 in these cases, between the softening of the gastro-intcstinal mucous mem brane nod inflammation, and maintain that, in genernl, it is to be viewed as a cndaveric phcnorncnon, resulting from the action of the gastric juice upon the tissues of the
stomach; others, with Jroger, Zeller, and Camercr, refer it to a pani.l_vsis of the nerves
of the stomach, with increased acidity of the ~astric juices, by which the tissues of the
organ are dissolved during the lifetime of the patient. A somewhnt similar opinion
is entertained by LaisnC, Chaussicr, Desbnrrcaux, Bcrnnrd, nnd others. Without
denying that the softening observed after death in the stomnchs of children may be,
in many cases, strictly a cada\•cric phenomenon, and thnt, in other cases, it may result,
during the lifetime of the pntient, from other causes thnn inflammation, we nrc, nevertheless, well convinced from the result of repeated nnd cautious observations, that the
gelntinous softening so frequently met with in the stomnch of those iofant8 who die
after exhibiting all the symptoms of acute gastritis, is invarinbly the effect of an intense inflammation, commencing in the mucous tissue of the oq?an.
Soften lug of the parictcs of the stomach, as well ns of the intestines, unquestionably
often takes place previously to the death of the patient, in cases where it cannot be
supposed to be the result of inflammation. Thus, we not unfrequcntly observe in in fants brought up by the hand, or improperly fed subsequently to weaning, a loss of
appetite, peevishness, great restlessness, and want of sleep; the tongue becomes coated
with a layer of white or yellowish mucus; and in some instances aphth::e appear npou
the pn1·ictcs of the mouth, and the breath has usunlly a. decidedly acid odour. There
arc a constant diarrhooa, and inttnse thirst. The diarrhooa, after a time, frequently
diminishes, or entirely ceases - but soon returns ngnin with incre...,ed 'Violence-the
discharges being a thin serous fi uid of a yellow or greenish hue, and having a very
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11trong acid smell; great emaciation and exhaustion soon ensue; the face and extremities become cold; the pulse small and irregular; the rcspirntion quick and short.
The chi!J utters continually a low piteous moan, or lies upon his back with the eyes
fixed, glassy, and half closed. No pa!n or tenderness is indicated upon gentle pres·
sure of the abdomen; the latter is, however, often greatly swollen and tympauitic.
The child becomes more and more exhausted, and, finally, expires quietly, and without convulsions.
This train of symptoms, with slight variations, marks that form of disease described
by Camercr, Pommer, Ilergt, Romberg, Droste and others, as gastro-malacia, and in
which the stomach, and often the intestines likewise, present a gelatinous softening of
their parictes, to a greater or less extent, but without the slightest indication of inflammation. The softening appearing to depend upon n diminished cohesion of the tissues
- the result probably of disordered or suspended nutrition.
Acute gastritis ns it occurs in the infant, is under all circumstances, and tbrou~h
out all its stages, difficult to manage, and but little under the control of remedies.
At its Ycry onset leeches to the cpigastrium, followed by warm fomentations or soft
emollient poultices, assiduously applied, will be found advantageous. lntcrm11ly, minute doses of calomcl will often remain upon the stomach and allay the excessive irrit:i.bility of that organ. 'Ye have occasionally combined the calomcl with the acetate
of lead: one-fourth of a g-rnin of the first with half a grain to a grain of the second,
will, in a large_ number of instances, very speedily control the vomiting and purginl?,
and afford u~ time to reduce the local inflammation by leeches to the cpigastrium, followed by blisters, kept on for one or two hours, :rnd then replaced by an emollient
poultice. The thirst of the child should be allayed by small quantities of some bland
mucila!!"inous fluid, given cold, and repeated at short intervals. Slightly astring:cnt
and bitter infu~ious are recommended by some practitioners during the period of convalescence, and we think that we hne seen very decided benefit result at this period
from the proto-carbouate of iron in moderate doses. - C.

J

The stomach is very frequently the scat of specific malignant disease; of cancer in
its various forms and denominations. The fatal nature of this complaint; the
\>hscurity in which it is sometimes wrapped;. the possibility of overlooking it altogether,
or of confounding it with disease of a more innocent character, combine to invest it
with peculiar interest.
Carcinoma of the stomach has sometimes no symptoms at all, or none which tho
most sagacious practitioner would refer to the organ affected. Not long since I saw,
in consultation, au elderly cler,!!yman 1 who complained of pains in hi8 bnck, which
were brought on or oggra\·ated by certain lliO\'ements of the body. His bowels were
costive: and purgatives always relieved his pains. Ile was passing lithie acid gravel.
The pains were felt in or near the renal region. Several years before he had suffered
in a similar manner; and had then been cured by being cupped on the loins. What
was the matter here? Was it lumbago? Was there a calculus in one of his kidneys?
· These were the best guesses that I could make. 'l'he emiocnt physician whom I met,
and a surgeon of no less eminence, who bad seen the patient previously, had not been
able to attain any more exact diagnosis. Upon this gentleman's death, which occurred
not long afterwards, his disorder was discovered to have been cancer of the stomach.
Excepting slight sickness a day or two before be died, there had been no symptom to
direct attention to that part.
A young woman came into the Middlesex Hospital, under one of my colleagues,
with a pulsating tumour in her epigastrium. It was thought, ~t first, to be an aneurism, :rnd the case attracted, on that account, a good deal of notice. Bu.t the tumour
subsided very much after free purgation. 'l'his led some to suppo~c that 1t was ~ormcd
by accumulated fo:!ces in the transverse colon. There was no sickness; nor rndecd
any ooe symptom refcrrable to the stomach . She died. 'The tumour was cancernus;
and in the stomach. Lying in front of the abdominal aorta, it had been lifted by its
pulsati/'\Jls.
I was summoned to one of the hotels in Albemarle-street, to see o gentleman
between forty and fifty years of age, who was on his way home from the Scotfoil1
Bi"hlands, where he had been de~r-stalking, and shooting grouse. Ile had been
sei~ed in the night with deadly faintness, very rnpid breathing, and severe pain which
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11e referred to the sternum. I could detect no fault in his heart, or in his lungs.
Bis epigastrium felt full and pulpy. The next ni~ht he kid a similar paroxysm. in
which he died. IIis body was examined by l\lr. Paget. The lungs and h<'art were
sound in structure. The large curvature of the stomach presented, throughout its
whole extent, a mass of scirrhus lying beneath and amon~ thick ridges of mucous
membrane, with two or three deep patches of ulceration. Both the cardiac and the
pyloric orifice were free from change.
This gentleman had gradually lost ftesh and strength; but the only definite symptoms of which he had complained were sour eructations, and a total loss of
appetite, and repugnance to take food.
Cases to the same effect are related by Dr. Seymour, in the Medi"co-Cltirurgical
Trat1sactions; and by :M. Andral, in his Clinique JJedicale.
But even when the stomach is the organ pointed out, by the symptom~, as the probable seat of the malady, those symptoms fail, often, to indicate with any certainty
its nature. The effects of the earcinomatous disease exhibit no uniformity. The
ingestion of food is apt to produce great distress; but differently in different cases:
sometimes as soon as the food is swallowed; sometimes not for an hour or two after·
wards. Some cases arc attended with much pain; some with none at all . One patient
vomits continually; another has little or no vomiting from first to last.
Can these differences be in any way accounted for 7 Partly they may. By ana.
lyzing case after case, we approximate to a knowledge of their ca.uses. But this
knowledge is yet far from being complete.
One circumstance that has a considerable influence upon the symptoms 1 is the
!ituation of the disease. In re~pcct to this point there arc cert..'lin general rules which
arc for the most part true. Still we can speak of them only as applicable on the
average; they are not absolute or infallible.
The rules I mean are these: 1st. That there is more suffering, cateris pariLus, when the cancerous disease is
situate at, or very near, either extremity or orifice of the stomach, than when it occu·
pies the intermedi:ite parts: wl1ether in the greater, or in the lesser curvature.
2d. That when the cardia, and its immediate neighbourhood, is the part solely or
principally diseased 1 the food and drink find a hinderance in passing the stomach;
but being once there, the distress is over. 'l1he symptoms arc very like tho~c of
strictures of the resoplrngus. '!'he morsel reaches the bottom of that tube, and there
causes uneasiness, till at length it is brought up again through the mouth, or passes
gradually in the natural direction.
3d. '!'hat when, on the other hand, the disease is limited to the pyloric end of the
stomach, the food enters that bag readily enough, and remains there for a certain
time; then uneasy sensations arise, and the imperfectly digested meal is apt to be
rejected by vomiting.
It is the difficulty of passing the doorway in these ca~es, that gives rise to the
principal suffering: the difficulty of getting into, or the difficulty of getting out of1
the stomach. But when the disease is confined to the intermediate space, no such
difficulty occurs: and therefore little or no pain.
You must expect, I say, to meet with individual variations from these rules. A
remarkable example of such variation was presented by one of my hospital patients,
in the year 183i. I have the notes of that case before me, which I will read short.
Simon Ailes, aged thirty-six 1 admitted March 14. His main complaint was of
pain in the cpigastrium, always present, but augmented, in frequent paroxysms, to
an extreme degree of severity. At first, pressure gave him some relief. 'J.'he pain
was most violent an hour or two after he ate. He was troubled also with flatulence,
and with sour eructations. Occasionally a clear tasteless fluid, looking like water,
rose into his mouth. His bowels were costive.
At this time bis countenance was natural and placid; but it gradually assumed
that pinched and anxious expression, and that peculiar yellowish hue, which are so
significant of organic visceral disease. He wasted fast. At length the epigastrium
became tender as well as painful: but no tumour, except the left edge of the liver,
could be felt there. He died on the 11th of l\Iay, about eight months from the com·
menccmcnt of the pain. A week before his death he vomited some dark, grumous,
offensi,·e fluid: evidently containing blood. With this exception he had no vomiting.
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Many remedies were tried, which I do not specify, for none of them gave i1im any
sensible or continued relief.
In the smaller curvature of the stomach we found a ragged, sloughy surface, as
big as the palm of one's hand, and cxteuding to within half au ioch from the pylorus.
A section of this diseased portion exhibited the characters of true scirrhus: a white
and hard mass, nearly half an iuch across at its thickest part. The mucous membrane of the duodenum was congested, and dark coloured. The rest of the intestines
were healthy except the rectum, which was surrounded,. towards the anus, by scirrhus
and thickened areolar tissue, intermixed in laminre. The gut itself was not affected.
The diseased stomach was removed, and examined by Afr. Kiernan, who found,
upon careful dissection, that the trunk of the gastric branch of the par vag-mu ran
directly into, and was lost in 1 the scirrhous mass. This sufficiently accounted for the
dreadful sufferings of the patient.
Aud I am here reminded that, with regard to the structural alteration itself, there

are;~~~lc~j~~~~s;~1°:1~c~: ~;~~:~ a:~~~ii:ngs t~f the
1

stomach in the class of ch ronic
j?"l\Stritis. But it is clear that he is wrong: and you will perceive at once that it is
of immense importance to recognize the specific disease from the mere result of common inflammation.
But though cancer is not, in any case, a mere product of common inflammation;
neither is all that is called cauccr really such. Specimens of morbid texture, misnamed scirrhus of the pylorus, arc not uocommon in anatomical museums. I show
you some from our own; not so denominated, however. 'l'hc correct labelling would
be h!Jpertrupliy. You may perceive that the areolar and the muscular tissues near
the pylorus, arc very much thickened. A section of the thiekcned parts presents an
appearance somewhat like horn; and is crossed by whitish lines that run nearly
parallel to each other. The morbid structure is <1uite dcfiuite and uniform; and very
dissimilar, in that respect, to the irregular masses of scirrhus, and to the amorphous
deposits of eneephaloid cancer. Neither does it at all resemble that of the colloid
variety of carcinoma. Changes of this kiud arc liable to occur in the muscular tissue
of this, as of other orj'Zans, whenever a permanent obstacle is opposed to the onward
progress of the contents of the hollow viscus. The impediment, may have been
originally produced by inflammatory thickening of the textur06 composing the pylorus;
and then the hypertrophy may, iu a certain sense, be accounted a consequence of
ioflammatioD. To that extent alone is 1\1. Andral right. Ile has unquestionably
pushed his theory on this subject. too far. \Yhatcver narrows the pyloric orifice leads
to increased effort of the propelling muscle, and to augmentation of iti; bulk and
power. Now cancer itself, situated at, or close upon, the pylorus, may impede the
exit of the digested aliment; and then it causes a gradual hypertrophy of the muscular coat. In these cases there is a mixture of the two changes; of the cancerous
growth, with the muscular hypertrophy:
and this is one reason why they have been
Frn. 108.
confounded to~ether. IIcrearcscvcral preparations, exhibiting- true cancer of the
stomach. At the bottom of each bottle ·
may be seen a sort of whitish powder or
sediment, consisting of some of the matters peculiar to cancer. This fact has been
pointed out to me by Mr. Kiernan in the
numerous specimens contained in his private
collection. But there is no such deposit
wh en the hypertrophy is not combined with
rualignant disease.
'l'o those who arc conversant with its
revelations, the microscope, in equivocal
cases, becomes a. valuable diagnostic test.
ScirrbusPylori. Attbedieeasodpo.rt,thewall.t
It has long been thought. and asserted, of the stomach are e:ir::lrcwely thickcued, and of
that the cancer of the stomach is not so a whitish colour.
npt to be nttcndcd, as cancer of other parts,
with a disposition to present itself in various organs of the body at the same time, or
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in succession. Now I bclic,·e - and I am glad to add the weight of Mr. Kicruun's
authority to my statement-that this i!::I not really so. Cancer is a constitutional
affection: or, if local and solitary in the outset, is prone to disseminate itself. The
error has ::irisen out of that confounding of one morbid condition with anothcr1 against
'Which I haYC been warning you. Instances arc not at all uncommon of thickening
of the areolar and mucous tissues about the pylorus, producin!? first a mechanical impediment to the passage of the food, then more c11crgetic muscular efforts towards its
expulsion from the stomach, and at last hypertrophy of the muscubr tunic. In these
cases, you do not find cancer in other orgaos : because, in fac:t, there is no caDcer in
the stomach.
You may say that as both forms of dise~s~ are alike ~atal , it signifies nothing
whether there be really cancer or not. But 1t ts always satisfactory to clear away au
apparent anomnly, and to show that it bas no real existence. Besides, you know with
bow much anxiety the relatives of the dead inquire <'Oncerning these matters. That
cancer 11 runs in fumiliesu is well understood even by the public. An example of
this hereditary disposition has just occurred to me in practice (1853). A p:1tic11t of
mine, a banister, forty.eight years old, has sunk Ulldcr scirrhous disease involving
the omentum, and extending into all the folds of the peritoneum. 'l'his gentleman's
mother died of mali~nant disease of the leg, where it commenced as a small wart.
Iler brother died of cancer of the lungs which penetrated the steruum, and sprouted
out upon the chest. And this brother's wife, who was his cousin also, fell a victim
to some form of cancer. The distinctions which I have been pointing out are surely
worth learning, if they do no more than enable us to comfort the minds of suniYors,
and to relieve them from tl1C apprehension that they also may be doomed or likely to
become the subjects of this horrible disorder.
Notwith!':tanding what I have now been saying, it must be allowed that genuine
cancer of the stomach is accompanied Jess frequently than some other modes of carci·
nomatous disease, by cancer elsewhere. In fact cancer of the stomach is most often
of the scirrhous variety, wl1icb until it softens is not so readily disseminated as the
others, and which is apt to prove fatal before it softens.
When primary cancer of the stomach is of the enccphaloid kind, - or when, being
scirrhous, it begins to grow soft,- its secondary manifestation occurs chiefly, as I told
you on a former occasion, in the liver: the reason being that the veins of the
stomach comwuuieatc with the general system not directly, but through the hepatic
capillary system. Cancer of the colloid or gelatiniform species, with which also the
stomach is liaLlc to be affected, spreads mainly, when it spreads at all, by inoculation
of parts of the body that happen to be in contact with it.
llut to return to the symptoms of carcinoma of the stomach. In some cases, I say,
the food is rejected by vomiting; in some c:asei;i it is not. Now it has been argued
that this difference depends upon the condition of the pyloric outlet; whether it be
free and open, or contracted and shut. The ex.pl:rnation is more plausible than sound.
It is not st1·ictly consistent with facts. Vomiting of the food has been an ur:rent
symptom, when there was no mechanical bar to 'its passa~c into the duodenum. The
pylorus is a sphincter muscle, of which the natural and habitual state is that of contraction. It yields, however, in health, to the pressure of the digested aliment, which
is driven forwards by the muscular fibres that surround, and compress by their action,
tlte pyloric e1ul of tlte stoma('h. If there be a mechanical impediment, that affords a
sufficient reason why the food should be thrown up again. But sometimes, I repeat,
the orifice is wide open, and yet the food is rejected : and it i~ rejected because the
disease so involves the pyloric end of the stomach, that the propelling force cannot be
exercised.
When there is a mechanical obstacle, the disposition to hypertrophy of the muscular
coat i~ conservative. But in feeble and delicate persons, the baftlcd muscles may
never acquire strength enough to overcome the impediment; and then the very opposite condition is apt to take place: the coats all become very thin; meal after meal is
retained; the stomach is enormously distended, and rcliet"cs itself now and then, at
distant intervals, by copious vomiting; until at last it is unequal to that effort, and
the patient dies.
Sometimes the sickness and vomiting are urgent even wl1en the stomach contains
Do food: and the matters rejected arc of various character and uppearancc. 'Ibey
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often resemble coffee-grounds, and consist, no doubt, of altered blood. Vomiting of
this kind is a. very pregnant sign of organic mischief in the stomach.
Emaciatio~ is another ugly circurust:rnce in these cases; and forms a strong ground
of presumption that the symptoms depend upon structural disease. Y ct it is not a
uniform consequence, even of malif!nant disorganization of the stomach. Napoleon
Bduaparte was very fat when he died. His omentum is described as having bt'cn
"remarkably fat:" and 11 the fat was upwards of an inch thick upon his sternum, and
one inch and a half upon his abdomen."
The existence of a palpable tumour strengthens the unfavournble Jiagnosis. But
this is far from being a constant phenomenon. It is not even pathognomonic when it
does occur. The diseased head of the pancreas has been mistaken for a thickened
pylorus. The stomach is liable also to be dragp:cd much out of its place; and then a
thickened pylorus may be mistaken for something else. Sometimes the form of the
stomach may be distinctly traced. In the person of a medical practitioner who died
lately in this neighbourhood, the shape of the organ, its occasional peristaltic ruotions,
and the irregular :md hardened pylorus, were plainly to be felt. 1'hey might indeed
almost be seen, in the hollow and attenuated abdomen. Wheu a tumour is ascertained
to belong to the stomach, it indicates disease of the pylorus rather than of the cardia.
In equivocal cases the diagnosis may sometimes be aided by remembering the facts
that cancer of the stomach rarely h<'lppens before the age of 35; that it is steadily progressive, and generally kills the patient within 12 or 15 months; and that it is attended
with a. peculiar sallowness of complexion, and gradual wasting of the flesh: whereas
chronic ulceration of the stomach may arise at any period of life, and may continue to
exist for 5, 10, or even 20 years to:?ether, without much constitutional disturbance,
or marked diminution of the general bulk and strength.
It is a curious feature in these malignant diseases of the stomach, that the symptoms sometimes remit, in a remarkable manner; so as to excite a hope in the mind
of the patient, and in that of his medical attendant, that the nature of the malady had
been mistaken, and that recovery is about to take place. But the truce is not for
long. Frightful disorganization is at length produced, ragged ulceratioo 1 perforation
of the coats of the stomach 1 adhesion to the parts adjacent, which thus are constituted
adventitious walls; - and inevitable death at last.
The treatment of this dreadful complaint can only be palliative. If there be pain,
we are driven, sooner or later, to opium. Anodyne coemata have often as good an
effect in relieving the pain as opium given by the mouth; and they have this advantage, that their constipating properties are more easily obviated than when that drug
is put into the stomne:h Nutritive iojections are proper when food taken through
the oatural channel is not retained.
Other palliative measures may be aimed at particular symptoms: of these l propose
to speak when I come to the symptoms and remedies of dyspepsia.

LECTURE LXIX.
BU'morrlwgefrom the Stomach: sometimes from a large vessel, u.mally capillary.
Idiopathic Danwtemesis. l'icarious llamwtemesis; llamatemrsiH /1·om GaMric
disease or i11jury; from disease in other or9a11s. ~Jelama. I!amwtemesis from
a morbid state of tlie blood. General phenomena of flamatcmesis. lJiagnosis.
Treatment.
H.tEMORRIIAOE

from the stomach, to which I wish next to direct your attention, is

:u~u~1~1a::1~:e!::~:e~!v~~r;ci~~sth:: r~~et:e~as!:~isim~~:n~:. mr1~::' i°~/ ;l~~~
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u boo111orrhage from the stomach," rather than the srnglc term "hoowatewesis,"
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because that term, signifying strictly a vorniti11!1 of blood, docs not necessarily imply
hremorrhage from the stomach; nor, indeed, does it always accompany sucll hremorrhag:e, although it is one of its most common and most striking symptoms.

What I ha\·c so frequently mentioned in respect of hremorrhagcs from the mucom1

membranes ~cnerally, viz., that the effiux of the blood is seldom owing to the rupture
of a hnge blood-vessel, holds true in this. It can rarely happen that any vein or
artery belonging: to the stomach is divided or laid open by accidental injury, so as to
pour forth its blood. When hremorrhage docs proceed from one or more of the laq:rer
blood-vessels, the opening by which the blood escapes is commonly the result of
chronic ulceration; such as I spoke of yesterday. Sometimes hrematemcsis is a consequence of the erosion of a blood-vessel by an ulcer in the duodeumn; such as I

~;~;:1ti~~:d s~:!~:~h~sa~~nfr:,~t t~efo~~f;esnct:~~e :U~~l e~~~~~:i~y~~~n~~r ni:;:r~~~~r~I~~~;

what we have agreed to call capill.a:ry bremorrhage.
Now this kind of hremorrhage happens under various circumstances; and is attended
with different degrees of danger. l. The bleeding may be idiopathic. 2. It may be
Yicarious of some other habitual hremorrhage. 3. It may depend upon disease or
injury of the stomach itself. 4. It may be the consequence of disease situate elsewhere, and producing, mechanically, a plethora of the veins of the stomach. 5. It
nrny result from a morbid condition of the blood, and form one symptom of a more
geueral disease; as in the passive hremorrhagcs of purpura and sea-scurvy. Each of
these varieties requires a short notice.
l. Ilremorrhage strictly idiopathi<:-i. e. independent of any apparent change of
texture, whether in the surface itself, or in any part obviously cap:1blc of influencing
its blood-vessels-is as rare, I believe, from the mucous membrane of the stonwd1, as
from that of the lungs. I have ne'fer seen, nor do I recollect to have read of, any
instance of hromatemasis analogous to the epistaxis which is so common in children
and young: persons; and which affords the most familiar example of idiopathic
hromorrha~c.

2. But hromorrhage from the stomach, occurring in connection with other consti·
tutional hroruorrhagcs, or in their stead-and above all, occurring vicariously of men·
struation-is abundantly common. It is the most common indeed of all the species
of hremorrlwge b!J deviation. I told you, in a former lecture, that patients will sometiu1es men~truate for years together throul?h the lungs; without any apparent injury
to their general health. More commonly still do they menstruate through the stomach.
I will mention one concise but singular example of this which I had from Dr. Latham,
and which came within his own knowledge. A young woman became the subject of
hrematemesis, rccurrio~ at monthly periods, about the age of fourteen. She had
never menstruated. This continued until she married and, in due time, fell with
child. Thereupon, the hromatemesis ceased. She brought forth and suckled her
infant. During lactation the hremorrhage did not recur. It came on again soon after
she ceased to nurse the child; no regular menstruation by the uterus having ever
happened. This was the woman's own account, and there appeared no reason to
question its accuracy.
Gastric hromorrhage of this kind, vicarious of regular menstruation, is not generally
thought to have any tendency to shorten the existence of those who are affiicted with
it. Cullen states broadly that this species of hmmatcmesis is hardly ever a dangerous
disorder: and this is true. Yet it is not so e11tirely free from peril as to preclude the
neces:;ity of some caution and qualification in stating the prognosis. The exhaustion
from the mere loss of blood is sometimes so great as to create Berious alarm for the
patient's safety. And l\Ir. North has recorded (in the London Medical and Pltysical
Journal) two instances in which suppressed menstruation was followed by repeated
and at length fatal hrematemcsis. In neither of these women was the health seriou!"ly
deranged; nor, previously to the hremorrhage, did there exist debility, or any other
'1yrnptom calculated to excite the apprehension of danger. In fact, in both of these
cases, a stroofrly favourable prognosis was given by experienced physicians a very short
time only before the fatal event.
3. Gastric capillary hremorrhage is often a consequence of disease or injury of tlu1
stomm·h itself It is sometimes one of the earliest declaratory symptoms of scirrhus
or cauccr of that organ - occurring long prior to ulceration. lloomatemcsis attend.:;
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also, very commonly, the ultimate stag('s of that fatal disease : and tl1en it may be
owing to the eros ion of some vessel of notable magnitude, in the course of the process
of disorganization, as in the examples already spoken of: or (what I believe is far
more common) it may result from a kind of genera l oozing from the ulcerating surface.
Blood is often vomited soou after the reception of strongly irritant poisons into the
stomach. I show you again Dr. Roupell's plate, rcpresentinf? the crimson surface of
a portion of the stomach of a do~ which had been killed shortly after the administration of a dose of alcohol. The intense conl!estion thus produced is doubtless active
congestion; congestion belonging to inordinate arterial action. Pushed a degree
further, such congestion passes into hromorrag:e.
4. On the other band, intense paSF.fre congestion - congestion arisin'g from the
detention of blood in the veins by some mechanical obstacle to it.q progress-is a ''ery
common source of gastric hremorrhage. Ilrematemcsis is therefore an occasional
symptom of obstructive disease of the 11eart. l\luch more frequently, however, it
depends upon abdominal cha nges. The hreruorrhage is symptomati c of disease situate,
not in the stomach itself, but elsewhere. And the viscera, with t110 diseases or morbid
conditions of which, bleeding from the stomach is most often connected, are the liver
and the spleen.
All this is well known: and it is easy to see, from the peculiar construction of the
venous apparatus in the abdomen, how disca~e of one or both of these viscera may
produce mechanical congestion of the submucous capillary tissue; and how that con·
gestiou may be rclic\"ed, under certain circumstances, by the effusion of serous fluid
no the one or the other surface, constituting- ascites or diarrhcca, as the case may be;
or under other circumstances, not perhaps easily discriminated or well understood, by
the extravasation of the collected blood itself. It would be superfluous to describe
the peculiar distribution and functions of the vessels which return the main portion
of tl1e venous blood from the stomach and intestines towards the heart. It seems to
me highly probable that one at least of the offices of the spleen is to provide a recep·
tacle or reservoir for this blood, when its free passa~e through the portal vessels is
temporarily obstructed. It then becomes a sort of safety valve (if such an illustration
be allowable), which obviates the danger that might otherwise arise to more vital
parts from any wcat or sudden disturbance of the venous circulation. The stress of
the con~cstion is continually felt in the submucous capillary system; and the hremorrbage which is apt in such cases to occur from the loaded membrane, receives a simple
solution upon principles almost purely mechanical. Nay, the very circumstances
which lead to the effusion of the blood from the mucous surface on the one side, rather
than from the serous on the other, may perhaps be themselves susceptible of mechanical
explanation.
Gastric hreroorrhaµ:e, symptomatic of hepatic disease, is chiefly to be looked for in
those morbid conditions of the liver which imply obstruction of the portal vein and
of its ramifications. ·we are not surprised, therefore, to find it coin cident, often, with
a contracted and shrunken state of that organ. The state of the spleen, on the con·
trary, for reasons that must be obvious to you, is uniformly, in the case~ that we are
now considering, a state of enlargement. And tM augmentation of bulk is not so
much to be ascribed to disease inherent in its proper texture, as to distension by the
mere quantity of blood which it holds. The internal structure of the spleen furnishes
a credible presumption in favour of that view of one of its uses to which I just now
alluded; and this structure, and this presumed function, when considered together,
throw a strong light upon some of the pathological relations of the spleen, which well
deserve attention.
Numerous instances are on record of hrematemesis going along with evident en large.
ment of the spleen; and in some of them that or~an has been observed to diminish
in bulk, in proportion as blood was poured out by the stomach. If I am not greatly
mistaken, I have more than once see n this myself. In suc h cases the tumid condition
o( th e spleen ma)'., be regarded as an e~idcnee of venous .o~struction els~wlwre; and as
depending, somemmes at least, upon disease of a less stnkmg and prominent character
in th e liver, impeding the progress of the blood through the veua portre. or this
kind would seem to have been a case related by l'Horgagni, wherein, after repeated
attacks of hrematemcsis, under which the patient sank at last, the spleen was found
to weigh four pounds, and to be gorged with dark blood: while the liver was pale
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aod exsanguine. Frank gives the history of a patient, who 11ad vomiting:s of blood,
and whose spleen, taken from the body after death, weighed sixteen pounds: the
ordinary wei~ht of the spleen in a healthy adult being from eight to ten ounces. Iu
Latour's work on Hremorrhage, which is remarkable for the number of examples it
contains, collected from ''arious sources, and amounting to nearly a thousand, several
instances are detailed of this combination of splenic enlar7ement with hrematcmesis.
One of these occurred in the person of a friend of his, who had been living in a
malarious district, and who had laboured for nearly two years under obf:tiuatc intermittent fever. Thi~ was followed by an immense enlargement of the spleen-a great
aguc-col.:c- which came to occupy almost the whole of the abdomen. Latour's
experience enabled him to predict that hoomatemesis would probably supervene upon
this condition of tl1C spleen; and, according:ly 1 one night he was called in a hurry to
his friend, and found that he had vomited an enormous quantity of clotted blood. A
great deal passed away through the bowels also. The hromorrliage recurred from
time to time, till in the course of a. month the spleen was so far reduced in bulk, that
it could no longer be felt in the belly: and the patient lived, and enjoyed good health,
for twenty-five years afterwards.
It is necessary, therefore, in marking tl1e connexion which frequently subsists
between hoomatemesis and enlargement of the splccn 1 to guard ourselves against concluding that these two circumstances hold always the relation of cause and effect. Ia
many such cases1 probably in most of them, they arc simply concurrent effects of one
common cause; and that cause is chiefly to be sought in such morbid conditions of
the liver-or of other parts within the abdomen - as are competent to produce a
considerable impediment to the free transmission of blood through the system of the
vcna portro.
When gastric hoomorrhagc results from hepatic obstruction, there is almost always
intPstiual hoomorrhagc also. At any rate there arc almost always black ah•ine evacuations, like tar or dark paint. This form of disease has therefore been called melarna .
'l'he ancients supposed that the unnatural stools consisted of black bile.
Hremorrhage from the stomach, independent of disease in that or in any other part,
sometimes happens in the advanced periods of utcro.gestation. Yet, though it does
not result in these cases from disease, it is difficult to class it among idiopathic
hremorrhages. The want of periodical recurrence, and the absence of the b::cmorrhage
during the earlier months of pregnancy, arc ci rcumstances which sufficiently refute
the old notion, that this form of hoomatemcsis depends also upon the suspension of the
catamcnia. It is caused, no doubt, by the pressure of the gravid uterus, which
impedes mechanically the venous circulation in the abdomen.
5. Gastric hremorrhagc, rcsultin~ from changes in the blood itself, occurs in seascun·y1 in purpura. hremorrhagica, and in the yellow fc\•er. Being merely a symptom
in these cases, it requires no separate consideration here.
When a. large quantity of blood is roured into the stomach, whatever may ha-re
been its source, it appears to have a nauseating and emetic effect. At least the blood
ejected in hrematcmcsis is almost ·always considerable in amount. The vomiting may,
for au~ht I know, be dependent on the mere distension of the stomach, which appears to be tolerant of the presence of the blood, up to a certain point, but no further. A small quantity may, doubtless, pass all of it onwards through the pylorus,
after undergoing, more or less completely, the process of digestion in the stomach;
and a JJOrtinn of the blood pursues that course in most instances. But when it is
vomited, it comes up in large quantities, usually of a dark colour, and more or less
coagulated. Sometimes the coagula have cYidently .been moulded in the stomach;
and sometimes clots are thrown up, partially deprived of the colourin g matter of the
blood, and resembling the fibrinous polypi so often met with in the cavities of the
heart. Of course the degree of the coagulation of the blood, and of its separation
into scrum and crassameotum, will depend upon the time that it remains i11 the
stomach; and this again would seem to bear a proportion to the rate of its effusion.
The blood that is vomited is almost always of a. dark colour; while thnt which is
cou_ghed up is most frequently florid and bright. Why is this? \Ye are told that
the blood which comes from the lungs is rcudcred florid by the admixture of atrnosphrric air. But this is not the whole of the watter. Neither can we say that the
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dark hue of the blood ejected in hromatemesis is always, or solely, due to some morbid
nlteration effected in thnt fluid while yet circulating in its proper vessels. There is
another cause, which, till of late years, was much overlooked, but which frequently
changes the colour and appearance of the blood after it has been extravasatcd into
the stomach; and that in so great a degree as sometimes to render doubtful, or to
disguise al~gcth?r 1 the real nature of .the. fluid vom~tcd. I mean the chemical agency
of the gastric acid. The effect of acids rn blackening the blood out of the body is
well known; and it is somewhat singular that the ascertained existence of an acid
secretion in the stomach, varying in quantity at different times and under different
circumstances, was not sooner applied in explanation of the dark colour of the blood,
and its occas:ional blackness, when vomited. The degree of blackness will be in proportion to the relative quantity of acid which it meets with in the stomach, and the
intim acy of the admixture. Sometimes the blood is clotted and not very much
altered in colour; sometimes it is grumous, brown, of a chocolate tint, or like coffee~rounds.
This generally denotes the existence of organic disease; and the appearance of the blood is probably modified in some degree by the morbid process that
leads to its effusion. 'l'here is good reason for believing that in the black vomit of
the yellow fever, the colour of the blood undergoes alteration; even while it is yet
circulating throu~h the blood-vessels; but that the black appearance of the matter
vomited is in great part owing to the chemical action of the gastric acid, may be inferred from the fact, that the fluid so discharged is always (so I am informed) intensely acid. Andral has described an effusion of black liquid into the stomach, as
an example of niela11osis. He states at the same time that an accurate analysis of
the liquid showed its composition to be very nearly the same with that of the blood.
May we not suspect that this inky fluid really consisted of blood that had been
blackened, subsequently to its extra,·asation 1 by the acid with which it mixed in the
stomach? Upon the same principle may be explained the dark brown, or almost
black, colour of the spots which are sometimes seen (I presume when there has been
a !!rcat superabundance of acid ) in the substance of the mucous membrane of the
stomach, or even beneath it; and which also have been set down as melanotic. 'l'hcy
are so like, in all circumstances, except in the single particular of colour, to the
crimson spots which are obvionsly fo rm ed by minute extravasations of blood in the
same parts, that we can scarcely refer them to any other source. The slate-coloured
patches, which I spoke of yesterday as being vestiges of chronic gastritis, depend
likewise upon the blackening effect of the gastric acid upon the congested surface.
We have the same dark colour of the effused blood, in many cases, when it is poured
out in the intestines. H ere, of course, its colour is not referable to the gastric juice;
but it is blackened by some of the intestinal gases; probably by the sulphurct.ted
hydrogen for example, or by the carbonic acid that enters into their composition.
There can be no doubt that this gastric acid, when intense in strength, or copious
in quantity, i.s capable of changing the colour of the blood, after death, even while
it ie contained in the sub-mucous blood-vessels. In these cases it must be conveyed
to the blood by imbibition. And the very same thing takes place when strou1! acids
are introduced into the stomach from without. When, for instance, the sulphuric
acid, or what is perhaps more to our present purpose, the vegct::1ble oxalic aci<l 1 has
been taken as a poison, it has the effect of blackening, and, as it were charring the
blood, with which the membrane becomes loaded in consequence of the irritation produced by the poison. It does this when no destruction oft.he mucous membrane has
been produced.
It is but justice to observe, that the credit of having been the first to perceive, ancl
to explain, this cause of the blackened state of the blood, while yet rewaining in its
proper vessels, is due to Sir Robert Carswell.
When blood is ejected through the oosophagus and mouth, we have demonstrative
evidence of the existence of luxmwrrhar1e; and the diaguf)sis of luematemesis may
appear to be so simple as to admit of neither mistake nor doubt. ".l1hc diagnosis of
h<emorrlwge from the stomach, however, is really oftenti mes difficult and obscure, and
to be establ ished by presumptive evidence alone.
In the fiNit place, bleeding may take place from the mucons membrane of the
stomach, and no hromatcmesis ensue, especially when the blood is poured forth in
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small quantities, and slowly. In these cases the blood becomes visible only in the
stools, where it may not be looked for, and where, if seen, it may not always be recognized, in consequence of the changes which it has undergone during its p::i~saµ:e
through the intestinal canal. And even supposing that its presence is detected in
the al vine evacuations, it will remain uncertain in what part of that long canal it was
effused. The hremorrhage may even be profuse, and the patient may die, without
on9 escape of the blood externally. There is a case related by Frank, in which
death took place from hremorrhagc of the stomach without hrematemesis; and both
the stomach and the intestines were found distended by an enormous coagulum of
blood which had assumed their form.
Even when the blood is ejected by the mouth, the exercise of some care and sagacity
is occasionally, though not always, required, in order to determine the part from which
it was ori~inally poured out.
1'hus blood may be swallowed, and afterwards vomited: and so we may ha\'e
l1rematemcsis without hremorrhagc from the stomach; just as we may have hremorrhagc from the stomach without hrematemesis. 'l'here arc c:1ses of slow bleeding
from the lungs, the fauces, the mouth, or the nasal cavities, where the blood, collecting in the pharynx, provokes, from time to time, an instinctive and involuntary act
of deglutition; and thus is gradually accumulated in the stomach up to that point at
which the organ becomes impatient of its contents, and ejects them by vomitin!!.
This is very apt to happen during sleep, and especially to young children: and as the
blood, wlten vrnnited, is coagulated, and in considerable quantity, it is scarcely possible to conclude, from its mere appearance, that it has proceeded from any other
source than the stomach itself. If, howe,•er, we mistake such cases, our error is
likely to produce much needless alarm, and to lead us to unnecessary activity in treat.
ing them. We are assisted towards formin~ a right jud~ment (when our attention
happens to be directed to this source of fallacy), partly by the genera.I history and
symptoms, and partly by an examination of the mouth, fauces, and nostrils, to ascertain whether any coagula, or other marks of bremorrhage, are visible on the mucous
membrane belonging to those parts.
But blood may be swallowed knowingly and purposely, by impostors, and afterwards vomited. IJ::cmatcmesis is one of the complaints which have frequently been
feigned; either for the sake of avoiding some imminent punishmeut, or distasteful
service; or with the view of exciting compassion, and of profiting by the contributions of ·the charitable and the credulous; or sometimes from a kiod of wilful perversity, akin to insanity. In treatises on forensic medicine, you will generally find
reference made to an instance of this kind recorded by Sauvagcs, in his Nosology.
A young girl, who was anxious at all hazanls to escape the constraints of a convent,
pretended that she was suffering from violent hrematemesis. In fact she did, for
several days in succession, vomit large quantities of blood in the presence of the physician who had been summoned to her assistance. It was afterw:in.ls discovered that
on each of those days she had swallowed blood which had been secretly conveyed to
her from the nei~hbouring shambles. A case of precisely the sarne kind occurred
(as I was informed by a gentleman who witnessed it) in the Bristol Infirmary some
years ago. A girl had been long a patient there, labouring (as was supposed) under
hrematemesis; but it was at length discovered that she was a maling:erer. She was
iu the habit of assistinµ- the nurses in their work; and this afforded her opportunities
- of which she availed herself - of drinking the blood which had been drawn from
the veins of other patients: and this blood she afterwards vomited.
And even where no fraud is attempted 1 nor any blood swallowed, it occasionally
becomes a nice matter to determine the origin of the bremorrhage, when blood is
ejected in large quantities from the mouth: to decide, namely, whether the blood h:1s
come originally from the lm1gs or from the stoma<·h. In copious hrernoptysis, the
blood issues from the mouth in gushes, as it does in hromatemesis; and the reflux of
the blood into the pharynx, the tickling sensation it there produces, and the
cough (which we know, even when the expectoration is not of blood, frequently
excites retching); these causesi acting singly, or together, occasion sometimes a
convulsive contraction of the muscles of the thorax, which looks lil.·e the effort
of vomiting: they often, indeed, give rise to actual yomiting. On the othtr
hand, in sudden and profuse hrematemcsis, the irritation caused by the blood.
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as it passes over the upper part of the larynx, is apt to provoke a paroxysm of choking
cough.
Now, when I was speak ing, some l ecture~ back, of hromopty~ i s, I promised that I
would point out the means of di~tioguishrng it from hromatemcsis, when I came to
the ~onsideration of the latter complaint. I have now therefore to redeem my
promise.
However equivocal certain cases may be at first sight, we may generally guide ourselves to a correct decision by a careful investigation of the circumstances that precede, accompany, and follow the hromorrh:-ige. Vom1'ti11g of blood is commonly proceded by a sensation of weight and uneasiness in tllC epigostrium;. and by nausea.
Hromatemesis is also, more frequently than hromoptysis, ushered in by paleness of the
face, dimness of vision, and an approach to syncope, or even actual fainting. These
symptoms are not to be regarded (I apprehend) tlS premonitory of the luemorrlwg,.,
although they have been so considered by some; they are rather a sign that it has
already taken place; and yet they are preliminary of the hrenwtemesis. Occurring
before the blood comes up, they cannot be ascribed to alarm at the sigltt of it. Ou
the other hand, ltamioptysis is wont to be announced by dyspnooa, cough, tickling in
the throat, and a sensation as if of b11bblin9 within the thorax. l\lost commonly too,
before the expulsion of much blood from the lungs, some sputa arc cor1yhed up, composed more or less of that fluid. The symptomS' that usually sucxeed the hremorrha~e
in either case, afford equally valuable as::oistancc to our judgment, in cases that might
otherwise be doubtful. Generally copious hremoptysis goes on, in a succession of
mouthfuls, for some time; whereas there is, mostly, on ly one access of full vomiting-.
At any rate, at the close of abundant pulmonary hromorrhage, the patient manifestly
couglts up, and expectorates, smaller quantities of blood; while we usually may
observe that, a few hours after hrematemesis has occurred, slight griping pains come
on in the abdomen, and a portion of blood is got rid of from the bowels.
Other questions, often of much importance in reg-ard to the ultimate diagnosis,
when the blood is traceable with certainty to the stomach, arc, whether it be idi opathic, if, indeed, it ever be so: whether it be supplemental of some other dischn rgc:
whether it depend on disease of the stomach itself; of one, or more, of the contiguous
viscera; or of the system at large. Certainly, in a very great majority of cases, gastric hremorrhage is symptomatic; and the nature and seat of tbe disease of which the
bleeding is a symptom, may, in many instances, be determined without much difficulty.
That which depends upon im·ipient cancer of the stomach, while it is by no means of
rare occurrence, is also, (I think) more frequently than other forms of hremorrhnge
from that organ, obscure. It must be obvious to you, and therefore I need not dwell
upon this part of the subject, that a little attention to the symptoms tlnd past history
of the patient will usually suffice to elucidate the nature of the case, where hrema.
temesis supervenes immediately upon the introduction of corrosive poisons, or within
a certain interval after they have been swallowed: where it depends upon the buf8ting of a large aneurii;m: where it breaks forth among other symptoms of scurvy or
purpura: where it is the result of an ad't:anced stage of cancer of the stomnch: where it
accompanies organic disease of the liver, spleen, or heart: where it occurs as a symptom of yellow fever: where it takes the place of suppressed or imperfect menstruation :
or where it is occasioned by the pressure of the gravid uterus. In all these cases,
there is, ordinarily, no room for misttlking the one disease for the other; or for
regarding the hremorrhage as idiopathic.
With respect to the treatment that should be adopted in ca~cs of h:.cmorrhagc
from the stomach, it must be apparent, from what has just becu sa id of the many
different morbid conditions upon which it may depend, or with which it may be essentially connected, that remedies are, in most cases, rather to be directed against the
disease of which the brematemesis is a symptom, than a_gainst that symptom itself.
But sometimes we are obliged to treat the symptom : either because we are not certain of the exact nature of its cause; or because the condition out of which it springs
is not within our reach.
Cases of mtlama (I have told you what is meant by that term) require hard pur~
ing: and many patients recover thorough ly under that rouµ-h mode of treatment.
You may prescribe five grains of calomel every night, and a black dose every morn ing, till the !::tools lose their pitchy colour. Do not be afraid of purging your patients
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in such cases. If they are curable at all, that is the wny to c11rc them. I ha>e
pursued that plan with perfect success, cvca with patients whom the previous h::cmor.
rhagcs had blanched, and whose pulse was feeble and irregular. You mny sustain
them, at the same time, by a full allowance of nourishing broths. The portal sy~tem
is drained and unburdened by this active depletion. And if there be no irremediable
ch:m~c of texture in the liver, the recurrence of the hromorrhag:e nrny often, by a
proper regulation of the habits and diet, be averted. The ancients had learned by
obs.crvation the efficacy of treatment of this kind; but they used a different form of
medicine, and pur~cd away the atra bilis with hellebore.
It is plain tliat for mclrona, dependent on mechanical congestion, styptic substances
would be worse than useless. They are more adapted to those cases (could we but
surely distinguish them) in which the hremorrhage proceeds from a bleeding vessel.
This is indeed the mode whereby we often succeed in stanchin~ external hremorrh:i~cs; namely, by applying astringents to the very part. Dr. Budd very properly
lays p:reat stress upon prolo11ged fasti11g in such cases. Si milar means may be employed when hremntemcsis, of a purely passive character, depends upon some modification of the circulating blood. There is one remedy which is thou).!ht to have a sort
of specific effect upon hremorrhagcs of the gastro-intestinal cana l: I mean the oil of
turpentine, gh·en in small doses; from twenty minims to half a drachm e¥cry four or
six hours. I cannot say that I have had much experience of it. Of course the
patient must be kept cool and <1uict; whatever he drinks he should drink cold: even
ice is often both grateful and effectual. If ordinary measures fai l, recourse may be
had to the acetate of lead; or even to the quack medicine, Ruspini's styptic. Not
that I think you will often find the latter expedient successful, when more rational
treatment has failed ; but in obstinate and dangerous cases it ought to be tried. The
Gallic acid, in solution, would however be more legitimate. If, with the hrematemesi~ 1
there be any fever, it may be proper and necessary to abstract blood from a veini and
to employ refrigerant substances as remedies; and if1 with or without much fe\•er,
there be tenderness at the epigastrium, leeches, or a blister, should be applied. In
cases where the catamenia. desert their natural channel, and seek an outlet through
the mucous membrane of the stomach, it will be welli while means arc taken to discoura~e the hrematcmesis, as iced drinks and so forth, to endenvour to solicit the
discharge towards its right direction. Aud we often succeed in this object. by placing
leeches upon the groins of these patients immediately before the period when the
vicarious menstruation is expected ; and by putting- their feet at the same time into
hot water; or even by laying them in a. warm hip bath.

LECTURE LXX.
.D!Jspcpsia.

I'li!Jsiolog!J of digestion. Symptoms of Dyspepsia.
Prevention, Dietetic and Medicinal.

Treatment a11d

IT is my intention to appropriate this C'\"ening's lecture to a cursory account of
d.IJ·~tps(a; by which I mean some evident derangement in the natural process of
di~csting and assimilating our food; and more especially, a faulty performan.ce of tl1e

functions of the stom11ch. Indigestion is the prevailing malady of civilized life. We
are more often consulted about the disorders that belong to eating and drinking, tha_n
pcrlrnps about any others: and I know of no mcdicul topic couccrning which there 1s
:ifioat, both within and beyond the profession, so much ignorant dogmatism and
quackery.
Cullen, in his definition of dyspepsia, enumerates the various symptoms, by the
occurrence of more or fewer of which, that complaint is most commonly manifested.
".\norexia, nausea, vomitus, inflatio, ructus, ruminatio, cardinlgia, gast rodynia: -
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pauciora saltem '\"ei plura horum simul concurrentia, plcrumque cum alvo adstricti, et
sine alio vel ventriculi ipsius, vcl aliarum partium, morbo."
1-'he variety in the actual presence and combination of thc~e symptoms is very
great: and any attempt to give a perfect or complete history of dyspepsia in thei:;e lectures is quite out of the question. But I will endeavour to draw euch a general outline of the disorder as may assist and direct your observation of it hereafter.
I shall first take a. brief view of the pathology of indigestion, so far as it is understood: and to make this intelligible, it will be necessary to interweave something of
the physfology of the subject. To these preliminary considerations, I shall add a
short comment upon the several symptoms of dyspepsia, enumerated in Cullen's definition: and lastly, I shall state what I know respecting the means of curing, and of
preventi!:ig, .this familiar disorder.
The conditions of healthy digestion arc these: that the food should be masticated,
mixed with saliva, and swallowed into the stomach : that in the stomach it should be
reduced into a semi-fluid consistence and converted into a uniform pulp, called chyme:
that the chyme should be transmitted through the pylorus into the duodenum, and
there mixed with the bile, the pancreatic secretion, and the intestinal mucus; in con sequence, as it would seem, of which admixture, the whole is separated into two parts,
viz. the chyle or the nutritive portion of the food, now in a. fit state to be taken up
by the veins, or by the lacteals which open upon the mucous surface of the intestines,
and to be carried by them into the blood; and the excremcntitious portion, which at
len~th is conveyed out of the body.
The food is dissolved and transformed, in the stomach, by the chemical agency of
the gastric Juice. This is a secretion peculiar to the stomach. All that need be
stated of it here-almost all indeed that is known-is, first, that it oozes forth in
minute drops from the mucous surface, but only when food (or some solid substance)
is present in the stomach; secondly, that it is always acid; and thirdly, that under
various di~turbing influences and conditions, it is liable to be excessive, or else deficient, in quantity. To its acid, to~ether with a peculiar albuminous principle which
has been named pepsin, it appears to owe its solvent power.
The food, ba\ iug arrived in the stomach, is moved about, by a sort of churnin~ or
revolving movemeut, and mixed with the gastric juice, and gradually changed into
chyme: which also is acid. Finally, the chyme is propelled by degrees into the duodenum by the pressure of the trans\ erse band of muscular fibres which cmbrnccs the
pyloric extremity of the stomach. The time in which t he whole operation is completed varies from two to four or five hours.
Liquids introduced into the stomach disappear much more speedily; either by direct
absorption, or through the pylorus.
All this we know, not from mere speculation on the anatomy' and usages of the
organ, but from actual observation. An American physician had, for several months
in succession, the singular privilege of looking, whenever he pleased, into a. healthy
human stomach, and of watching its condition, its movements, and its contents, durin~
the process of digco;tion. A young- Canadian had a portion of the skin, muscles, and
ribs, of the left side or the body blown away in a gun-shot wound, which la.id open
the stomach also. Ile recovered from this frightful injury with a permanent aperture
in the side, communicating directly with the stomach. Through this loop-hole Dr.
Beaumont wa!! allowed to introduce various articles of food: and to withdraw from time
to time the gastric secretions; and the aliment, in the different stages of its digestion.
He bas published a very interesting account of these experiments, which have SE:t at
rest some points in the physiology of the stomach that were previously uncertain. I
shall embody his deductions in what I have further to say on the subject.
In order that digestion may be perfect and easy, it is requisite that t~1e food be in a
Rtateof minute division. Thi!! object is attained bymasricatio11. In like manner the
chemist first triturates a solid, when he desires to facilitate its i;iolution i11 the proper
mcnstruum. A weak dys:peptic stomach acts slowly, or not at all, on solid lumps aud
tough masses of food. 'l'he ~clayed morsels undergo spontan eous c~rnngcs, pr?moted
by the mere warmth and moisture of the stomach: gases are extricated: nc1ds are
formed: per~aps the half-digested mass is at length expelle~ b1 v?miting; o_r it passes
undissolved rnto the duodenum, and becomes a source of 1rr1tat1on and disturbance
during the whole of its journey through the intestines. Herc then we ha\'C one com1
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mon cause of dyspepsia; and an easy and obvious preventive. Dyspeptic persons
should not cat in a hurry, as busy men, and studious and flolitary men, are apt to ent.
They are to be cautioned against bolting their food: it must be well ground in the
mill that nature lias provided for that purpose. I am not at all sure that the incrca.sed
longc\'ity of modern generations is not, in some degree, attributable to the cap::ibility
of chewing their food which the skill of the dentist prolongs to persons far adyanced

in life.
There are certain things upon which the gastric juice has no power. ~'he µ:recn
colouring: matter of certain vegetables: the husks of seeds; the rinds of many fruits.
You may perhaps have observed that dried currants and the pips of apples, swallowed
entire, reappear, unchanged, among the egesta. Whatever passes the stomach untouched by the gastric liquor, passes undissoh-ed through the whole of the alimentary
canal i provoking disorder sometimes in its trans it i forrning sometimes a nucleus for
intestinal concretions. These substances are therefore unfit for a weak stomach.
When the digestive powers are active, and the bowels slow, they may perhaps occasionally be even useful. Thus brown bread-1·. e. the indi~estible bran, or tcgumcnt
of the kernel of wl1crit-stimulat"s the peridtaltic motions of the intestines, and a'ferrs,
iu certain persons, the necesi::ity of more direct puqzati\·cs. Unbruised mustard-seed,
once so much in vogue, owed much of whatever virtue it poi::Sl)Ssed to this principle.
Ilut if these intractable substances fail to excite the proper action of the bowels, they
arc apt to accumulate, and to lay the foundation of serious disease.
ludigestiblc matters, to which the pylorus refuses a passage, may remain in the
stomach, and disturb its functions, for days, or even sometimes for weeks, together.
If we could ascertain their presence, an emetic would be the remedy. And sooner or
1ttter vomiting is set up, and the offending substance is expelled. I lately saw a mass
of hard curd-a small cream cheese in respect of consistence-which was thrown up
after i::everal days of severe gastric pain and disorder. The relief was immediate and
complete. The patient had been taking large quantities of cream with his tea and
coffee. In another perrnn, a similar fit of indigestion terminated in the ejection of a
mass of snuff. This is no unusual source of derangement of the stomach among those
who use Jayisbly that nasty luxury.
'!'he essential change which the chyme undergoes after leaving the stomach, appears
to cousist in its separation into two parts: namely, into cl1yle, which is t<iken up by
the lacteals; and into excrement, which is discharged from the body. Any undissolved portions of the food become attached to this last part. '\1 e do not know exactly what is the function or agency of the pancrcntic liquor; it has probably some.
thing to do with the absorption of fat: but with regard to the bile our knowledge is
somewhat more definite. The acid developed in the stomach combines in the duodenum with the alkali of the bile, and is more or less neutralized. Dr. Prout conjectures that in a healthy stale of the organs it is entirely neutralized. Bile is, moreover,
the natural stimulus of the intestines: when its secretion is stopped, or its passa:;e into
the duodenum prevented, digestion and assimilation rn:iy go on, but the bowels are
usually sluggish. This hepatic secretion bas doubtless other important uses; hut with
these we are not at present concerned. It is pretty evident that the state of the
biliary functions can have no direct influence in the production of mere indigestion.
When the constituents of the bile are imperfectly eliminated from the blood, various
parts of the body may suffer detriment. And when the functions of the stomach and
the functions of the liver are both disordered, it rnay be that the former organ sym·
pathizes indirectly with the morbid state of the latter: or it may be that one and the
same cause operates in producing the derangement of both organs.
Let us now review the symptoms of dyspepsia which arc mentioned in Cullen's
dcfiuition. 'J'he first of these is anorexia: want of the natural appetite. Sometimes
this is almost the only symptom observable. Tl1e patient is warned, by loss of appe·
tite, not to take too much food; he refrains instinctively from certain kinds of food;
or he foels perhaps absolute repugnance and disgust at the very thought of eating.
Variou!I have been the speculations respecting the immediate cause of hunger. It
has been ascribed to the action of the gastric juice upon the imrface of the empty stomach. Ilut during health the gnstric juice is never present in an othcrwii::e empty
stomach. Neither can the appetite depend upon contraction of the musculnr fibres
of thP stomach; for the empty stomach, during health, is always contracted upon
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itself. No doubt the sensation of hunger, like all othn sensations, arises from some
particular condition of the 1w·11es of the part. It returns periodically, acknowlcdgin~
in this rcspoot the influence of habit. It is sensibly affected by agencies which operate upon and through the nervous system. The receipt of a piece of bad news will
deatroy, in a mom ent, the keenest appetite.
Sometimes there is no anorexia. The appetite may even be morbidly craving and
ravenous; or capricious and uncertain.
When defect of appetite is the only symptom, it may be remedied, often, by the
employment of bitters, or of the mineral acids, taken twice or thrice daily, for some
tiwe together. It would be out of place fo r me to speak in detail of particular medicines of this kind: it is enou~h if I indi cate quiua, columbo, gentirrn, quassia; tho
dilute sulphuric and nitric acids; or a mixture of the nitric and muriatic.
Nausea-voniitus. Th ese arc, in some instances, the most distressing results and
signs of the dyspepsia. Sometim es nausea comes on soon after the food is swa ll owed.
Sometimes there is no nausea; but after the lapse of a certa in period, au hour or two
generally, the food is rejected by vom iting. The 11Jattcrs thus thrown up are most
frequently sour. Not seldom they are mixed also with bile, especially if the retching
have been violent, or long conti nue<l; and then the p:ltieut is apt to ascribe the whole
of his complaint to "an O\'erflow of bile," although iu fact the secretions of the liver
have nothing whatever to do with it j the appearance of bile, in the fluids ejected
from the stomach, proceeding from an inverted action of the duodenum. The effort
of romitin g, howe\•er induced, will, if often repeated, be attended with the expulsion
of yellow bile. I have more th an once referred you, for an illustration of this fact,
to the phcoomena of sea-sickness. The fallacy I now point out has been one cause
of the notion that is prevalent among patients, and the public-and not uufrefj uently
perhaps among practitioners- that indigestion very cowmonly depends upon a disordered state of the biliary organs.
The vomiting which occurs in dyspepsia is often connected with a morbid irritability of the stomach ; and it is sometimes a very troublc8ome symptom to treat. The
carbonic acid has certainly a marked effect in allaying: it, in many cases. 'Ye gi\•e it,
as you know, in the effervcscin~ saline draught, made with the carbonate of potash,
or of soda, and lemon.juice. Sometimes the mineral acids answer better. Sometimes, on the other hand, alk:llics-the liquor potassro for example, or lim e·water-are
more effectual. Io these latter ca~cs we may presume that there is a morbid acidity
of th e stomach. A few drops of chloroform swallowed 'in water sometimes an swer well.
Small doses of opium arc occasio nally successful when other mea.ns fail. Opiates
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There are two special remedies which have been greatly extolled for their virtue in
abating sickness: the hydrocyanic acid is one of them; creasote is the other. The
hydrocyauic acid I have found exceedingly useful in obstinate cases. It may be
given alouc--or mixed with the effervescing draught-or combined with a few grains
of the scsquicarbona te of soda. The crcasotc has disappointed me oftener than it
has answered my hopes from it. Yet it has a. dec id ed influence in cbcckin~ some
forms of nausea; and it is the more likely to succeed, in proportion as the condit.ion
of the stomach is remote from inflammation.
But after all, the gra nd principle on which to treat chronic vomitin g-not dependent upon disease in other parts, as the head, the kidney, or the uterus-is that laid
down by Dr. 'Yilliam lluoter; of reducing the quantity of food to that amo~nt, whatever it may be, which the stomach is able and willing- to retain, and ~1aking its qualit!J,
as bland and nutritious as possible. The most safo~factory case which I have had. to
treat upon this principle occurred some years ago, in the person of one of rny hospttal
patients. She was brought out of Kent by her father. ~he had been. und er the care
of several medical men, one of whom had been a pupil at the ho~p1tal, aud reco mmend ed her as a proper patient for admission th ere. Uer age was s1x~ce n. She and
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first sbc vomited her meals now and then - three or four times a week - but the
vomiting ~radually became more and more frequent; and at the time of her 11.dmii,4
eion she lwd vomited after every meal, for three months in succeE-sion. She had
grown considerably in the four years; and was tolerahly plump; and looked healthy;
and the catamcnia had begun to appear, though scantily, in the same period: but they
had been altogether suspended for a year.
It was clear that a good deal of her food must ba,·e remained: and, bearing Wi).
Ham Hunter's case in mind, I directed that she should have a very small quantity of
rori:-t meat for dinner, and a coffee cup of milk occasionally during the day; and no
other food. I prescribed also some pills, consistiug of aloes and soap, to act moderately on the bowels. I expected to have been obli~ed still further to limit her food:
but she never vomited a~ain, from that time. This distressful and protraeted disorder, after long and fruitless treatment previously, yicldt!d thus at once and easily
to very simple means.
l11jlfltio- rucllls . Flatulence, and belchinµ-. The gas that produces these symp·
toms is sometimes extrieatcd from undigested food detained in the stomach, and in
a state of fermentation, or of simple putrefactive change; so metimes secreted, appareutly, by the stomach itself; for the flatulence comes on when the stomach is empty
of food. It is apt to arise, in dyspeptic persons, if a meal happen to be delayed
beyond the accustomed hour. Patients complain grievously of these symptoms, and
accu~e the 11 wind in their stomachs" as being at once the esseoce and the cause of
all their complaints. They ask for medicioes to !?Ct rid of the wind; and its escape
may indeed be promoted by warm aromatics, and canninati,•es 1 as they are called;
the rolief thus afforded to the distended stomach beiog so sudden, and for the time
so complete, that the sufferer ascribes to the medicine, i·im rarmi11is1 the power of a
charm. One of the most effectual and popular of these carminatives is peppermiot.watcr. A due rcgulatioo of the periods for takio~ food will often suffice to obviate
the flatulence that belon~ to emptiness. That which follows eating may, in many
cases, be prevented, by swallowinp-, immediately before the meal, five or six grains of
the extract of rhubarb, with or without a grain of cayenne pepper: or still more cer.
tainly, according to my experience, by the nitro-muriatic acid, taken in small doses,
half an hour, or an hour1 before the food. When the belching is attended with the
odour and fl avour of rotten eggs-in other words when the gas evolved is sulphurettcd
hydrogen-it results from decomposition of the contents of the stomach. Flatulence
from this cause may sometimes be prevented or subdued by charcoal, or by creasote,
which, like the gastric juice itself, are powerful antiseptics. But this condition is
commonly an accidental and transitory condition, and its best cure is au emetic. If
the ascending wind bring-s into the throat and mouth a portion of the solid contents
of the stomach, the patient is said to ruminate. The ref?'urgitated matters arc often
intensely acid; and then an alkali may remedy the existing flatulence; a tea.spoonful
of sal roluti?e, for example; or ten grains of the carbonate of soda.
Indieestion is, in many instances, attended with scarcely any pain; while in others
the pain is very tormenting. Cullen speab of it under the terms cardialyia: and
gastrndy11ia. Cardial~ia is that less violent and more permanent uneasiness which
in popular )an~a!!'e is called l1eart.!Jurn. Gastrodynia is that more severe, and
usually more transient pain, which is commonly denominated spasm, or cramp of the
stomach.
Dr. Abercrombie bas some useful practical observations in respect to pa.in of the
stomach. lie speaks of it as occurring under four different forms; and I am able to
bC'ar witness to the reality of the distinctions that he has drawn. A still nicer discrimination of the varieties of stomach distress has been made by my friend Dr. Budd.
In the first place, some persons suffer pain, occasionally, when the stomach is empty,
even when there is no flatulence j and they are comforted and relieved. by taking food.
A clergyman of my acquaintance, who used to be much harassed by gastric pain of
this kind recurring several times daily, and who had tried a round of drugs in vain,
found by accident that it was appeased at once upon his eating a small biscuit. Ile
therefore carries about with him always a supply of this easy remedy. It is reasonable
to suppose that the paiu in such cases depends upon some degree of acrimony of the
fluids of the stomach itself. It often yields readily to alkalies, or to absorbent medicines. A tea-spoonful of the aromatic spirit of ammonia in a wine-glass of camphor
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julep, or half a drachm of magnesia, will still the whole uneasiue~ somdirnes in a
moment, as if by mag-ic.
Dr. Budd notes these further characteristics of this sort of pain; that it is accoru.
paoied by slowness of the pulse, aod coldness of the surface of the body; that the
recumbent posture helps it away; aed that the hydrocyauic acid is a very successful
remedy for it.
A secood form of pain in the stomach is when it occurs immediatdy after taking
food 1 and continues during the whole process of digestion, or until ,·oruiting ensues,
which gives instant ease. In such cases we have reason to suspect the existence of
chronic inflammation, or of ulceration, or of some undue sensibility of the mucous
membrane of the stomach. The suitable remedies are such as I spoke of in the lai:.t
lecture. I might have mentioned a form of lU{'dicine which Dr. James Johni::on
found especially serviceable against this morbid sensibility; I mean the nitrate of
silver, in small doses.
When uneasiness rather than pain occurs presently after a meal, with a sensation
of weight at the pit of the stomach, and indisposition to bodily or mental exertion,
we may infer that the work of digestion is slow and difficult, in consequence of a too
scanty secretion of the gastric juice. For this furm of dysp<'psia those remedies arc
the most proper which are believed to promote the secretions of the stomach; ipcea·
cuanha in small doses, or rhubarb, before the meal; or condiments taken with it, such
as salt, mustard, cayenne pepper.
In the third species of painful disorder of the stomach the pain does not begin till
from two to four hours after a meal, but continues for several hours. This is a very
common form of complaint. Dr. Abercrombie is of opinion that the pain is seated in
the duodenum, and connected with inflammatory action, or with morbid sensitiveness
of the mucous lining of that bowel. Ile says it is frequently acccompanied by pain
and tenderness of the right hypochondrium; and that the liver is often blamed when
it really is not in fault. Tho last remark I well believe; but I am not so easily persuaded that the pain is duodenal. I believe it depends upon acidity in the prim::c
vire. It bas been ascertained by several chemists, that the acid which is present in
the gastric juice is the muriatic. Dr. Prout holds that the i:;ource of this muriatic
acid is the common salt which exists in the blood, and that the decomposition of this
salt is owing to the immediate agency of som{' modi6cation of electricity; and he
conceives that the principal digestive organs represent a kind of galvanic appara.
tus, of which the mucous membrane of the stomach and intestinal canal may be
considered as the acid or positive pole, while the hepatic system is the alkaline
or negative pole. However this may be, it is certain that the muriatic acid contained in the stomach is often in excess : other acids are also found there - the
acetic, and more especially the lactic; and when the food, now converted into
chyme, passes into the duodenum, the remaining superfluous acid teases the stomach.
I think thi8 explanation of the cause of the pain is a more probable one than Dr.
Abcrcrombie's, because you may generally mitigate or remove the pain by introducing an alkali into the stomach, whereby the acid is neutralized; e,·cn the swallowing
a cup of warm tea, by which the acid is diluted or washed away, often stops the pain.
And T have, in numerous instances, succeeded in prevc11tin9 the recurrence of thiR
pain by directing the patient to take a small quantity of alkali, in some aromatic
water, immediately after his dinner. According to Dr. Abercrombie's theory the
pain ought not to be so immediately allayed by these remedies; and, since the food is
gradually propelled into the duodenum as it is digested, the pain should begin, I
think (supposing him right), earlier than it docs. Dr. Abercrombie has found
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He praises lime.water also, and small opiates, and a combination of bismuth nod
rhubarb. Bismuth is believed to restrain undue secretion, and to exercii:1e a sedative
infl uence upon the stomach. Whatever may be its nwdus operandi, I am sure that
it is a very effectual remCdy for some kinds of g-astric distress.
Cases now and then occur in which this pain, succeeding a meal, and the deposit
of lithates in the urine, would se~m to indicate the propriety of an alkaline treatment,
but which really are more bcne6ted by the mineral acids. In such cases the micro·
scope detects oxalate of lime in octohedral crystals ruixed with the lithatcof ammonia,
or of soda
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Pain in the stomach occurs in a fourth form, coming on at uncertain int<'rrnls in most
violent paroxysms, aud properly call 901ilrody11ia . It. is often accompanied by a sensation of distcn!'ion, much anxiety, and extreme restlessness. In females it is fre-

quently combined with hysterical symptoms.

This form

nr.

Abercrombie supposes

to depend upon oYcr distension of the stomach; and it may be so; certainly great
quantities of the air are sometimes extricated; and the pain is not confined to the
stomach, but shoots throuf!h to the back and between the shoulders. I su~pect that
the pain is sometimes ncural~ic. It is often very intractable: occasionally it yields
to carmiuativcs; to a few drops, for in staucc, of cajcput oil suspended by mcaus of
mucila~e in some aromatic water.
Dr. Abercrombie stales that he has obser\'ed the
most effectual relief in such cases to ha\'C been obtained from excitin~ a. brisk action
of the bowels by means of a strong purgative enema. H e makes this practical remark,
which is worth attending to. l•'rom the facility with which such affections often
yield to the remedy just mentioned, it appears not improbable that the pain
may be sometimes situated in the arch of the colon. Wherever its scat may be,
I know that it is frequently removed by a. mustard poultice laid upon the epi/!astri um.
Opium also is of em in ent use in many of these cases; and bismuth; and cordials: but
I have seen more rapid and decided relief afforded by the prussic acid than by any.
thing else; and the cure so wrought is often permanc>nt. It docs not brinf! ease in
all cases, nor is it a medicine that is any particular favourite of mine, yet its good
effect is in some instances so striking, thut if this were its only virtue I should esteem
the hydrocyauic acid a. most \'aluable remedial agent.
You will meet sometimes with what is called spasm of the stomach (and I suppose
it is such) in gouty people; who are then said to have gout in the stomach. The
pain comes on in sudden and severe paroxysms; and is removable in general by
Jaudanum and stimulants, brandy for example; or by the mu8-tard poultice. On these
cases, however, we look with jealousy and apprehension. In some instances the
attack is really inflammatory, and would then be n~gravated by a. stim ulant treatment.
There is another modification of uneasiness and disorder of the stomach, of which
the distin~uishing characteristic is a burning sensation in the epigastrium, followed
by the vomiting:, or rather the eructation of a thin watery liquid, resembling i:.aliva,
sometimes sourish, but usually insipid and tasteless, and often described by the
patients themselves as b<'ing cold. This is what Cullen calls pyrosis, the waler.brnsh.
It is a disorder much more frequent in the lower ranks of society than in the upper:
and among women than among men. It i$ \'cry common in Scotland, and is there
ascribed to the lar~c employment of farinaceous substances as food, and especially of
ontmeal. But it is said to be still more prevalent in Lapland: and it is not at all uncom·
mon in Wales, and in various parts of }~ugland, where the diet used is chiefly vege·
table. Dr. Cullen, who saw a ~reat deal of this disease, imys that its pnroxy/;IDS
"usually come ou in the morning and forenoon, when the stomach is empty. The
first symptom of it is a pain at the pit of the stomach, with a sense of constriction, as
if the stomach were drawn towards the back. The pain is increased by raising the
body into an erect posture, and therefore the body is bended forward. The pain is
often very severe; and after continuing for some ti1.rn, it brings on an eructation of a
thin watery fluid in considerable quantity. 11 Such is Cullcn 1 s description of pyro<:is.
lle states that the complaint oftm occurs without other cvideuce of dy:-.pcpsia: but
this is not consistent with the experience of subsequent observers. It is n symptom
sometimes of or~anic disease of the stomneh. Iu one remarkable case of pyrosis which
I saw, and in which not le!ls than three pints of this thin tastl'less liquid was brou~bt
up every day, the stomach, after death, was found to all appearance healthy; but it
had been pressed upon by :10 enormous liver. I mention these facts that. you may
not suppose pyrosis to be always, as Cullen has described it, a substantive and idiopa·
thic nrnlady.
Dr. lludd supposes that the ejected fluid, when in sip id and alkaline, comes, not
from the stomach itself, but from th e saliv:1ry and other glands in the mouth and
pharynx, and that its secretion is provoked by the unea sy s.chsations of the stomac~.
When the fluid has an acid ta.!ite, we may be pretty sure that a part of it at least is
furni~hed by the stomach.
When pyrosis is not caused by organic disease in the stomach or in the lh·er, it
will yield in general to opium, and especially to opium in combination with a~triugents.
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The pufris /1,ino crm1pO$ilus of the Pharmacopreia is an admirable remedy for it. But
we often have to contend with this difficulty, that the bowels, in cases of pyrosis, are
apt to be confined, and that the opium tends to agf!mvate this unnatural condition;
so that it becomes necessary to administer some npcrient daily while the kino aud
opium arc given : the wutery extract of aloes, or the confection of senna, or the compund colocynth pill.
I scarcely need say that when the disorder has arisen under the use of innutritious
or unwholesome food, the adoption of a more varied and generous diet, including a
sufficient proportion of meat, is essential to the permanent success of any remedy.
Ouc more form of stomach disorder I have still to bring before you. J_,ike the last,
it is attended with vomiting and characterized by the nature of the matters vomited.
It is one of the acquisitions of modern dia~nosis. In the year 1842, Mr. Goodsir,
observing signs of fermentation iu the fluids cast up from day to day by one of his
patients, examined them in the expectation of finding some ruiuute algm which are
knowu to accompany that process. 'l'o his surprise, however, a t1ew form of vegetable
life presented itself. Ile discovered multitudes of small flat bodies, having a
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wise and across by a string. 'l'hese bodies he therefore named surrinre. ]~ach
of the four portions is similarly divided by fainter markings, in the manner of the
diagram which I here show you.
Instances of the same kind of disorder were soon after noticed and recorded by l\Ir.
Busk, Dr. Todd, Dr. Bence Jones, Dr.
Jenner, and Dr. Budd, who has devoted
a lecture to this intercstinl! subject.
The fluids ,·omitcd in these cases ha"e a faint acid smrll like that of fermenting
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a brown flaky sediment. In the frothy head, and in the flaky deposit are to be seen
frreat numbers of sarcinro, together with the torulre proper to yeast. The fluid itself •
i~ always acid; or if not so, it contains no sarcin~e. Sarcinre appear iu the alvine
eicretionsalso.
Most generally the vomiting is copious, and sometimes it is enormous in a.mount,
i:::o that the stomach must have been vastly distended. ] t often takes place in the
morning, after a. night epcnt in dii:::tress from a. sense of burning and distensiern in the
c pi ~astrium, and a feeling of bubbling or fermentatio n there. These painful sensations are relieved by the emptying of the stomach.
Yomiting of this kind is usually, if not always, indicative of some structural and
incurable disease of the stomach; such disease as hinders the onward passap:e of its
contents through the pyloric opening: any narrowing of that orifice, whether from
cancer or from any other cause. Dr. Budd believes the disease to consist primarily
and essentially in some organic change which prevents the stomach from completely
or readily emptying itself1 and which causes a secretion from the coats of the stomach
capable, when mixed with the food, of undergoing or of exciting a fcrmentative
process; and that the development of the sarcinre bears to this fcrmcntativc process,
or to some stage of it, the same relation as the development of torul::c bears to simple
alcoholic fermentation.
The evolution of carbonic acid gas, and the formation of acetic acid, attending this
proce~s, produce heartburn, flatulence, and pain fol distensions j symptoms which
alkalies may alleviate. But the most appropriate a.!leful remedies are those which
tend to prevent the process of fermentation. Of these, common :wit, creasotc, and
the sulphite of soda have been found the most serv iceable. '.!'hey arc all antiseptic.
Salt, and creasote in the form of a pill, may be taken with tlie meals. 'J'hc sulphite
of soda owes its efficacy to its ready decomposition by almost any vegetable acid, this
decomposition setting free sulphurous acid, which has great power in preventing the
ticetous fermentation. '!'he sulph ite may be admin istered soon after the meal, or
when the fermenting proccsr:i is commenc ing, in doses varying from a quarter of a
drachm to a drochm, dissolved in water. This remedy, the most effectual in reli eving
a. disorder which is probably always incurable, was introduced into practice by Dr.
Willi am Jenner.
Costivenes!f is a t"cry frequent concomitant of dyspepsia, as Cullen's definition affirm~
56
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(plerui:nq?e cum alvo adstrictU.). And this sluggish st:itc of the bow.els often aggr::i.
vatcs, 1f it do not produce, the dyspepsia. At uay rate the defccuvc powers an d
uneasy se nsations of the stomach arc rectified, in many instances, by mca~urcs which

1

promote the regular and healthy evacuation of the intestiaes. Without professing to
go into detail in this matter, I may state that, in our remedial attempts we should
imitate, as nearly ns we can, the processes of nature. The rnixcd contents of the
small intestines furnish the natural stimulus of their peristaltic movements; and the
excrement excites the larger bowels. When this n:1tural stim ulu s is insufficient, the
want may be supplied by some substa nce which is involved in the food, and aeeomp:rniei. it in its progress- as the bran of brown bread, already mentioned, or a few
grain s of rhubarb, or of aloes, swallowed immediately before dinner. In adjusting:
the proper quantity of the drug the patient nrnst assist the physician. It should be
just so much as suffices to effect what nature neglects to do, and no more. With
some persons an apericnt pill acts more comfor tably and opportun ely if taken at bedtime. Sometimes diarrhooa is associated with indigestion. Thi s is usually com11.•c tecl
with an excess of acid in the prima: vim. 'l'he pl'inc ipl c of trentmcnt in such cases
is obvious. .Antacid and astringent re medies are proper; chalk, bis•11utb, cateehu,
kin o, rhutany, logwood.
There arc innumerable sympath ies of distant parts with a dyspeptic stomach, in
respect of which l can do little more than barely enumerate a few. Thus indigestion
1.s often accompanied by pain in the head, with some confu sion of thought: or at all
events, with a Joss of mental energy and alertness. Together with a violent headache
there arc frequently nausea and vomiting:; and the complaint is popularly knowo by
the name of the sicl.:-lteadache ; or, in the fashionable jargon of the day, as a bilious
headache. I must refer you to a paper of Dr. l•'othcrgill's in the sixth ,·olumc of
the J.llcdi<'al oi~ervatio11s and i nquiries fo r a very good account of this troublesome
co111plication.
1 shall hereafter 11avc a good deal to say respecting certain morbid conditions of
t110 urine, "hich take their rise sometimes from faulty digestion in the stomach,
sometimes from faulty assi111ila tion of the di~csted aliment in the more ad,·anced
stages of the prOccss of nutrition. These conditions of the urin e, indicating grave
dcraugernents of the whole system 1 furnish the characters and the names of several
distinct maladies.
1 told y{iu, in a former lecture, that certain affections of the viscera of the thorax
arc liable to be produced by mere indigestion. Palpit:itions of the heart, irregularities
of the pulse, fits of asth ma, are no uncommon accompaniments of a disordered stomach
'!'his is partly to be ascribed to that reflex sy mpa thy between the pan!:! conccrocd,
which I hu\'C so frequently mentioned j partly to the effect of flatulence, which, by
resi:-;ting the descent of the diaphragm, impede!! the free workin~ of the lungs and of
th e heart. I told you, at the same time, that these symptoms torment many persons
with the belief that they sp ri ng from organic disease. This notion is particularly apt
to infost the minds of medical students. I suppose most teachers in our profession
pal'takc of that sort of experience of which Dr. Ja mes Gregory, of Edinburgh, used
to speak in his lectures. Il e said thar scarcely a wiuter passed over in which sc\'era l
of his pupils did not o.pply to hiru on account of palpitations supposed by them
to depend upon structural disease of the heart: and in no single instance were
their apprehensions well founded. They were all cases of mere dyspepsia and
liypochondriasis.
Dyspepsia 1s often connected with phthisis, with leucorrhooa, with amenorrhooa and
chkirosis: and so me persons imagine that these diseases arc cau.ml by the dyspepsia.
Indigestion may lead indirectly to the development of consumption, by producing
debility; but the truer view of th e matter seems to be that the dyspepsia is a consc·
<1ucnce 1 rather than an exciting cause, of these compla ints. Wh en, for in sta nce,
lcucorrh<ca is cured by topical astrin gents, as it ofteu may be, the indigestion frequently is cured too.
Ouc of the worst occasional concom itants of dyspepsia is that peculiar state of the
mind to which I just now alluded under the term l1ypochomlriasis. This is, in trulh,
a specie!:! of insanity: but it is so often connected with disorder of the digc:sll\'e
organs, that Cullen, whose descriptious of disease are admirably clear and true, however faulty many of his theories may be, defines hypochondriasis to be " D!J.pepsia -
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cum lanpiore, mmstitia, et mctu, ex causis non requis." In t11c following short paragraph, he completes the picture: "In cert.iin persons there is a state of mind distingui,.hed by the co~currence ~f. the .following circumstances. ~ bnguor,. liS:-tl~~sucss,
or want of resolution and act1v1ty with respect to all undertakrn~: a d1spos1t1on to
~eriousness, sadneS!'i, and timidity: as to all future e,·ents, au apprehension of the
worst or most unhappy state of them: a.nd therefore, often upon slig-ht g-rounds, an
apprehension of !?reat evil. Such persons are particularly attentive to the state of
their own health, to every the smallest chang-e of feeling in their bodies: and fro111
any unuo:.ual feeling. perhaps of the sli,!!"htest kind, they apprehend g-reat danger, and
even death itself. In respect to all these feelings and apprehensions, there is commonly the most obstinate belief and persuasion."
Now when the attention of the hypochondriac is thus morbidly fixed upon the
etates and sensations of his di!!estive or¥3DS (as it is '\'Cry apt to be) the patient
becomes a plague to his physicians as well as t.o himself.
Then~ are a frw simple rules which ought always to be kept in mind in our treatment of dyspepsia; although we can seld om enforce them, ns they ought to be enforced, upon our patients. What patients want, in f?Cneral, is some medicine tlrnt
will relieve them from thei r di!>comfort and uneasy feelings, and allow thcrn, at the
same time, to l?O on in the indulgence of tho8e habits which ha,•e generated the discomfort. And !'uch remedies have not yet been disco'\'ered.
One great and indiS;penS;able principle in the treatment of indigestion, is that of
restrictin? the qua11fity of food taken at any one time. The gastric juice is probably
secreted in a tolerably uniform quantity. 'l'he muscular contractions of the stomach
must needs be impaired or impeded by such distension of that org-an. For both these
reasons the amount of food- introduced into the stomach should be kept within the
limits of its capacity and powe~; and these limits arc transwcssed if an uneasy sense
of fulness is produred by the meal. The great good which the late 1\lr. Abernethy
un<}uestionably did to a host of dyspeptic patients, was owing much more, I am
per:rnadcd, to the rules of diet. and the restrictions as to quantity, which he laid
down, than to his eternal blue pill.
.... Dr. Beaumont's observations led him to the conclusion that, within certain definite
limits, the supply of the ~astric menstruum was exactly rC'gulated by r.he demand for
it. So much aliment cvokt>d so much gastric juice. But that the amount of the
latter was never frreater than the measure of the requirements of the frame: and
therefore that whenever the food exceeded that measure, a portion of it romaiued
uodissoh•ed, and even disturbed the due digestion of the rest.
Again, as Dr. Abercrombie has well remarked, and as Dr. Beaumont actually saw,
nrious article's of food are solub le in the stomach with various degrees of readines!I.
Therefore, when the digestion is linhlc easily to be impaired, it is of great import1rncr,
not only to refrain from tho1:1e sub~tances which are known to be soluble with diffi.
culty, but also to a,·oid mixin2 together in the stomach different substances which arc
of different degrees of solubility. Ilence there are two reasons why it is salutary tv
dine off one dii;;h, ]st, Becau~e we avoid the injurious admixture just adverted to,
and 2dly 1 because we escape that appetite a.nd desire to eat too large a quantity,
which is provoked by new and various flavours.
And another very important principle, ~really insisted on by Mr. Abernethy, is,
that the stomach should have time to perform one task before another is imposed upon
it- He alwaJS made his patients (at least he alwuys stronl'.?:IY exhorted them) to interpose not less than six hours between one meal and another. Allowing from three
to five hours for the di~estion of a meal, and oae hour over for the stomach to rest
in , )Jr. AbernHhy'8 rule seems as much founded in reason as it is justified by experie11cc. But we preach in vain on these topics. Mr. Abernethy was in the habit
of sayin g that no person could be persuaded to pay due attentio n to I.i s digestive
organs, till death, or the dread of death, was staring- him i11 the face. I have now in
my mind a family consistinµ- of a mother and three g-rown-up daughters, who are continually ailing and valctudinary. Th ey profess to have great respect for my professional advice: yet I never can induce them to think that their plan of eatio~ is a
bad oue. They arc uot early risers. They )?Ct to breakfo~t about hnlf aftrr ten or
eleveo. At two they thiok it absolutely necessary to eat luncheon, which con:!ists of
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a mutton chop or some hashed meat, with vegetables. At six they diuc: aud at
eight they drink tea: and then they eat no more till the next breakfast. And this
is just a picture of the habits of scores of families. 'l'hcy huddle all their food into
the stomach, at four periods, within seven or eight hours; and leave it idle for sixteen or seventeen.
Dppeptic patients ;ire very importunate to know wltat they may eat, and (more so
still) what they may drink. It is of course impossible to lay down any general rules,
which will suit every case. The stomach bas its idiosyncrasies. I remember seeing
a publication, some years a:zo, one section of which had this startling title, "Cases
of Poi~oning by a Mutton Chop." Dr. Prout knew a person who could not cat mutton
in any form. Ile was thought to be whimsical, and mutton was fre<1uently served up
to him under some other guise, without his knowing: it; but it invariably caused
violent vomitin~ and diarrhcca. Yet, for the average of stomachs, mutt.on is probably
the most digestible of all meats. And for the average of stomachs some useful general directions may doubtless be given.
In fevers and inflammatory disorders, experience has taught us to forbid or to
limit the use of flesh meat on account of its stiuiulating qualities. And when the
stomach itself is affected with chronic inflammation, or with morbid sem~ibility, a
diet ref'tricted to farinaceous substances, and milk, is sometimes attended with the
happiest consequences. I suspect that a false analoµ-y has led some into the mistake
of supposing that animal food ought to be refrained from, or taken in a scanty proportion, in merely dyspeptic complaints. Animal food is easier of digestion, in the
humnn stomach, than vegetable food. A much smaller quantity of it is needed. It
is not so likely to generate acidity. It is nearer, in its composition, to the textures
into which it is to be incorporated by assimilation: or rather it contains precisely the
same organic and inorganic substances as the body consists of. There is less of" convursion" requisite. Indeed we may look upon the appropriation of vegetable matter
by J?rauivorous aud i?raminivorous animals, as one stage of the process by which such
ve!?'etable matter is prepared for the sustentation of carnivorous animals: even as one
great end of vegetable life seems to be th:it of generating or concocting matter for
the nutrition of the former class, out of inorganic materials, not fitted for that purpose. A more elaborate digesting apparatus is provided for the vegetable eaters.
Man 1 indeed, is omni\•orous. But his organs of digestion arc more like those of the
earni\'orous than of the granivorous races. And it is notorious that veg-et:ible food,
when the stomach is weak, is followed by more flatulence, that is, is digested with
more tardiness and difficulty, than animal food. Nevertheless, a n1ixture of the two,
of well-roasted or boiled flesh or fowl, with a moderate portion of thoroughly-cooked
vegetables, is better suited, in my opiDion: for a feeble stomach, than a rigid adhesion
to either kind of aliment singly. Water; earthy and saline substances; org:rnic substances free from nitro~en, as starch, sugar, or oil; organic substances contaioinf;
nitrogen, as albumen, fibrin, or casein; these all should be preseut in the daily food
in such proportions as will suffice to repair the daily waste of the tissues, aud the Joss
incidental to the process of respiration. Afte-r quantity, quality must be regarded.
The more soluble in water, aod the Jess irritating the food is, the more suitable is it
for the functions of the stomach. All meats that have been hardened by culinary
art, or by condiments, should be avoided by him, who, as the ''ulgar express it, has
"a bad digester;" all cured me-ats I mean - ham, ton:;uc, sausap:es, and so forth.
Mutton is thought to be more readily digestible than beef. l)ork, its lean part at
least, is much less so than either. All raw vegetables also must be eschewed; salads,
cucumbers, pickles. But if we press our prohibitions much more strictly than this,
we incur the risk of fixing the patient's attention too curiously upon his dicti aud
upon the sensations of his stomach; and of rendering him hypochondriacally alive to
the miserable subject of his feeding.
Again, you will be cootiuually asked whether you recommend malt liquor or wine,
wine or brandy and water, white wine or port, sherry or madeira. Now it would be
very easy to propound some positive rules in this matter, but it would not be so easy
to vindicate them. Some allowance must be made, no doubt, for custom. I belicYc,
however, that most dyspeptic persons would be better without any of these drinks.
But it is very difficult. to persuade them that the habitual use of strong liquors in
small quantities can have any injurious effects. "It is not easy (says Cullen) to
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engage men to break in upon established habits, or to renounce the pul'tiUits of plcarnre; and particulal'ly to persuade men that those practices are truly hurtful, which
they hnve often practised with seeming impuuity. 11 They arc too ready to believe
that it is unsafe to abandon their accustomed indul~onec. A friend of mine, who
vi~ited, some years since, many of the .American prisons, told me that the health of
eren the most inveter:.lte spiril-drinker improves, instead of sufforin!J, upon the sudden
and total abstinence from spil'its, which the regulations of those prisons enforce.
'!'here certainly a.re cases in which the di~stion seems to be helped by a moderate
r1uantity of wine, or beer, or spirits; yet no one can say before-hand-at lciu:;t I cannot-which of them is to be prefcrr('d. Lpon these points patients should intcrro~ate
their own sensations and exp('ricnce, instead of seek ing the oracular coun~c:l of a phy~ician. Drinks which are followed by evident (li!'turbauce and discomfort arc mani·
fostly unfit. Aud even when a farnurable effect, for the time, nppcars to be produced,
there is alw!lys a risk of ultiwatc detriment to the powers of the stomach from this
habitual excitement.
1'herc arc states of mind, and habits of life, which, lrnvin g no direct relation to tl1e
organs of digestion, yet exercise a material intlncncc over th eir functions. Mental
di!:itress; mental solicitude; mental toil; over-much study; waut of exercise: these
are all prolific sources of dyspepsia. Sedentary habit~, when their injurious effects
are known, may be altered : excessh·e intellectual labour may be abandoned, or
abridged; but it is F-cldom that we can minister to a wounded or an anxious spirit.
Our task is hardest of all when the patient's anxiety relates to hi s owu complaints;
when he is morbidly engrossed by his bodily fceling-s, and detipOndcnt about his rcco\·cry. The management of the mind of a hypochondriac is peculiarly nice :rnd
difficult. It will not do to treat him as if his ailments were ima~inary. He disbelieves you, contemns your judgment, and deserts you: to be fleeced perhaps by
some villauous quack. You must hear what he has to say; show an interest in his
c:ise; and pre:scribe for him: ast-uring him that you understand his malady, that it i8
cur.i.ble, and that he will be cured provided he follows your directions. If you can
f'.uceeed in gaining his confidence, and in persuading him of this, the battle is half
won. To tell such a person, boweV"er, not to think of his grievances would be worse
than useless. 'The very effort to drive a subject from ou r thoughts fixes it there the
more surely. But you must endeavour to turn his attention to othcl' things; and to
aw<1kcn in him some new interest. Prescribe change : change of air; change of
place and scenery; change of society. Get him to travel in search of health; and
the chances arc in favour of his finding it. A tour, in fine weather, and through a
pleasant country, combines almost all the in gredients which al'c, separately even, de·
f'.irablc : the withdrawal of the mind from its ordinary pursuits an<l cnres; the diveri:.ion of the attention from one's self, by new and varied objects; exercise, canicd on
in the open air; a holiday from intellectual toil. Six weeks among the mountains
of Switzerland, or upon the rivers of Germany, will often do more towards restoring
a dyiOpeptic hypochondriac, than a twelvemonth's regfo1cn and physicking at ho.me.
'rith these diajointcd hints, µ;cntlemcn, I must rec1ucst you to be .satisfied rn re·
1:peet to the principles upon which dyspepsia-and the hypochondriasis, whic~ is in
~cneral so closely linked with dys~epsia-are to be m:u1aµ:cd. A full discussion of
the~e subjects in detail would furnish matter for several lectures.
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LECTURE I,XXI.
Enteritis: its symptoms; cnu.~es; treatment. )hcltanical orrlusio11 of the 111tC<Sti11ol
Tube. Colic. CtJlica Pictunum: its symptoms, complications, trcatmc11t, and
ptevention.
SO;\IE of the discasctl states of the intestinal canal, while they differ much in their
essential nature, ba\'c yet many characters in common. Col ic; ilcus; enteritis;
mechanical obstruction of the tube. It will be conYcnicut, therefore, to consider these
disorders in succession, and in ~ome degree of connexion with each other.
In colic we have pain of the aLdomr.n; paiu of a twisting or wringing kind,
occupying_ generally the urnbilical re~ion; vomiting; and costive bowels. Similar
pains arc apt to occur in clianhcca; but they arc transitory, and arc then termed
vripinlJ.<;, or more lcarneclly form Ina. \Yhcu they arc \'iolcnt, and more permanent,
and, above all, when attcnJcJ with constipation, they con~titute colic.
You hase not for~ottcn the symptoms of peritonitis. They arc, briefly, pain in the
abdomen, increased on pre:-surc; aud fernr.
Now if, to the symptoms of colic, you add tl1c symptoms of peritonitis, you lm·e
the symptoms of rnteritis: by which word I dc1'irc to express the disease that is
commonly called fojfammatirm of lite '101cels. 'l'he term bas lately been extended so
as to signify any and every form of inflammation which any portion or tissue of the
intestinal canal within the belly may suffer; but I use it in its old-fashioned sen,:c_
CuJJeu makes two species of enteritis. One of these consists in inflammation of the
mucous membrane of the intestinal tube: he calls it enteritis erytltematica. That is
not the disorder I am about to speak of; but the other of his species, the enteritis
JJ!t/r9monodea. I say that in colic we }iaye abdominal pain, constipation, and vomit·
ing. In peritonitis, the functions of the stomach a11d intestines are not, necessarily,
affcct<'d: in enteritis they are. '..l.'hcrc is inflammation, nClt merely of the peritoneal
coat, but of the arcobr tissue uniting the several tunics, probably of the muscular
tissue also, aud often of t110 whole substance of the bowel at the inflamed part.
Wh en the intestinal chann el is any how closed up, and a bar placed to the passage
of its contents, the symptoms of colic arc very apt to ensue; and at length, the
obstacle continuin~, fatal inflammation is set up.
'l'hc term Ueus is applied. I believe, to those ca~ci:;:, whether inflammatory or not, in
which, by an inverted action of the intestines, their contents arc carried in a retro.
grade course, into the stomach, and thence out of the body by vomiting.
lfa,·iog made these explanations, I shall now address myself more especially to the
consideration of enteritis.
It is of much practical importance to discriminate between enteritis and the disorders that resemble it; and particularly to distin~uish it from colic. 'Yhcn it com·
mcnccs, as it sometimes docs, with distinct rif!ors, and is attended by thirst, a hot
.skin, and a hard and frequent pulse, there is no room for doubt. But it often begins
insidiously, with mere col icky symptoms; the pain, at first, is not much augmented,
it may C\'Cn be somewhat cased by steady pressure. If we mistake colic for enteritis,
the error is of no great moment; but the opposite mistake, which is more common,
may be fatal. lllood-lcttin~, and the other remedies of enteritis, will not aggravate
the mere colic; they may even, though unnecessary, relieve the patient. Some of the
remedies of mere colic, are, howe\'er, highly dangerous when there is inflammation of
the bowel. Physicians may fall into this error: patients, who choose to prescribe for
themselves, common ly do so. They take stimulants, cordials, carminativcs - the
Jllcasantcst and nearest at liand is a glass of brandy, or of gin. And in true colic
these means arc frequently of great service; but they exasperate the symptoms and
iucrease the mischief when the disease is enteritis. Indeed, treatment of this kind
will sometimes urge colic into enteritis. If the case be ambiguous, you must act
upon the most unfavourable supposition, and treat the complaint as if you were sure
that inflammation was present.
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The pain of enteritis is in creased by pressure. The paiu of colic is not only not
made worse, but it is actually mitigated often, by pressure; and it usually intcrmits
entirely. I know that when there is simply flatulent distension of the intestines,
pressure docs sometimes increase the patient's uneasiness; but the uneasy sensation
is very different from that acute suffering which shrinks from the touch in inflammation of their peritoneal eovcrin~. In enteritis there are also paro:r!Js11is of sever!!
pain, determined, probably, by the peristaltic movements, or by the temporary distension, of the inflam ed. parts of the bowel; and the pain has frequently a twisting
character; but there is not any thorough intermission. 'l'h ere is a. duller abiJin!!
pain between the sharper fits. It is to be observed also, as a diap:nostic circumstance,
that the patient lies on his back, with his knees drawn up, as in peritonitis, and is
fix<'d in that position, and for the very same reasons. If, in his agony, he toss about
his arms, the trunk is kept motionless, and the respiration is thoracic: whereas in
mere colic the mode of breathing is not altered, and the patient is apt to be turuing
and writhing in all postures, and out of one posture into another.
The nausea and vomiting arc often most distressing. rrhe patient not only rejects
immediately whatever food, drink, or medicine he swallows, but he has fits of rctchin~
when the stomach is empty. Ju some instances, matters arc cast up having the
appearance, and something of the odour, of liquid frcces; or resembling, at any rate,
the offensive fluids that arc found in the small intestines after death in these ca!:ics.
I may say that I have seen genuine excrement ejected, unequivocal ordure: and this
may well happen if it be true that clysters, introduced into the rectum, have been
voided through the mouth. Such a phenomenon would show that the whole tuh~
was pervious; that there was no mechanical obstruction .
Although the fever, in the outset, may be high, and the pulse strong and hard, it
soon becomes (as in all acute abdominal inflammations) small and wiry; or weak, and
like a thread. In bad cases, as the disease proceeds, the abdomen begins to swell,
becomes tympani tic; hiccup sometimes comes on; the pulse intcrmits or beats
irregularly; the extremities grow cold; the features arc sharpened and ghastly; cold
sweats break out; the pa in ceases perlrnps; and the sphincters relax. '.J.'hc hea<l is
gcoerally unaffected. Now and then delirium occurs lute in the disease; but much
more fre'luently the intellect remains clear to the very last. Death begios a.t the
heart, aud takes place in the way of asthenia.
You may probably ha,·e observed that the symptoms wl1ich I lrnve Leen describing
arc just the symptoms which the surp-eon so frcqueutly encounters in cases of strangulated beroia. The symptoms of that surgical complaint arc, in truth, most commonly at least, the symptoms of enteritis, caused by the forcible closure of the bowel.
Obstruction to the pac;sage of the contents of the gut gives rise to its inflammation.
And we often find, after death preceded by the signs of enteritis, an internal mechanical obstruction-an iutcrnal strangulated hernia. In some cases, bands, or strings of
coagulable lymph, the products of bygone inflammation, have formed snares (so to
speak) for the gut, which at lerip:th they catch and constrict. Th ey do no harm till
some coil of intcstiric gets beneath or beyond them; and then they strangle it, as the
phrase is. I han twice seen (as I think I formerly !!lated) the appendix vcrmiformis
prove the imm ediate cause of fatal internal hernia. In one of these cases, the pcn;on
had bceri a private patient of Dr. 1\lacmichael's; and I went with him to examirie the
body. The free end of the appendix: bad become adherent to the rnesocolon; and so
a loop was made, through which a portion of the gut had passed. In the other
iostance, which I saw in Edinburgh, the appendix was literally tied round a piece of
the intestine. Sometimes, again, there is iotussusception: the upper part of the tube
Elips into the lower, fills it up, obstruct.OJ it; and inflammation fixes it there. Or it
may be that a. chronic thickening of the coats of the intestine has narrowed its
channel; or a. tumour presses upon the intestine from without; or some foreign
substance, or morbid accumulation, plugs it up within; in all ''Vh ich cases a. chroriic
di sorder pa~scs at len gth into acute inflammation. A very small hernia at one of the
usual orifices-not large enough to manifest itself externally-is someti m<'B the cau~e
of the obstruction; even though only a portion ot one side of the gut may be nipped
io the aperture.
Sometime~, but according to my experience less frequently, there is no mel'hanieal
imped iment to account for the coostipation. Iu all cases, whether there be mech;J.ni-
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ca] obstruction or not, the inflamed portion of the gut is of a red or dark colour;
distended by its gaseous or liquid conknt:<;
co,·crcd often, on its peritoneal l:iurfacc
F10. 100.
with coagulable lymph; or adherent to
the contiguous organs. When the gut is
mcchauically closed, the part which lies
on this side the obstacle, as we follow the
natural course of the channel, is inflamed;
the part which lies beyond it is pale, contracted, and to all appearance, healthy.
'l'hc line of demarcation is abrupt an<l
strong j and it is determined by the obstacle. And the distinction between the
healthy and inflamed portions is usually as
sudden and decided, when there is no
apparent obstacle. I mean that up to a
certain SJJOt the ;ntestine is red like a
cherry, or dark like a grape1 large, and
Strnngulation of intestine by lL portion of it
smeared (perhaps) with lymph or with
slippiu,g through an opening in tho mcscntery or
pm; i while immediately beyond that point
'>men tum.
and throughout the rcnrninder of its course,
it is white, empty, and shrunk up into the semblance of a cord. 'l'hc patholop:y of
these last forms of the disease is full of difficulty. Some have held that the contracted
F10. 110.

Position of intest.ines in en•o of intnssusecption of crecum and ru;eendin~ colon into de~cenrling
colon and sigmoid flexure; the commencement of tho rectum is dmwn from its position, to !how the
"lrangulated bowel within.-:From lh1ber•lio11 .
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part was the ori~iual scat of disease, namely, of ."pa.rnt; and that the upper adjoinin~
portion of intestine became distended and inflamed in consequence of such ~pasm.
\\'ithout attempting to explain these phenomena, which arc comparatiYcly unfrcqucnt, I
content mysclr with obscn·ing that it is the distended part which is the really inflamed
part, and thnt its muscular coat appears to hnve lost its natural contrae:tile powcrnot (I fancy) from over-stretching:, as now and then happens to the urinary bln<l<lcrbut from the effect of the inflammation.
The inflamed portion of bowel is oftl!n of a nry dark colour, and even almost black,
from that great con~estion of blood in its ti;::c:ues. Now thi!' black colour has sometimes been erroneously set down as evidence of gan~rcne. You must not trust to the
mere colour, howe,·er. If the coats of the bowel arc firm 1 and if the peculiar odour
of gangrene be wanting, you arc not to conclude that mortification has taken place,
simply from the dark appearance of the intestine.
FIG. 111.

Appcar:mce of inlc~tine inn. c:i~e of infl:imcd colon; (.1) fal.•c 111c111hr:1nc c0mp-0~cd of gr:inule
cells ; {b) surface of o. portion of colon bcnc:ith fal~c mcmlir:inc; (t) fullic!c or crypt containing ccll:i
simila.rtotho:,ecowpo!!illgtbcfal.'06mcmbr.iuc.-Fromlfo f.,cr•l1on.

Enteritis, not d~pendent upon ~my meclrnnical octl11 .. ion of the bowel, may ari!'le
under tbe operation of the ordinary caui::es of iuternal inflammation: cold ancl wet, for
instance, applied externally, and especially to the fr.ct aud lq:rs. Cold is thought to
be particularly injurious in this way when the
ha11pen.c: soon after a meal:
probably because at that time the digestive
iu actiYity, reeciYC a more
copious supply of blood.
Th e mechanical impediments tl1 at occur within t11e bowel, nre ~till more Ynrious in
kind than those wl1ich constrict it from witltoul. Hardened frocal matters: intestinnl
concretions. Some of these are curious, and I shall hereafter have a. word or two to
say respecting their composition. Persons who are in the ha Lit of taking a good deal
of magnesia, or of chalk, to relieve acidity and heartburn, arc liable to have these substances accumulate, and become induratcd in tbc intestines. They generally begin to
collect, I believe, around some accidental nucleus: nnd such a. nucleus may ,-cry
readily be supplied. A cherry-stone, a fish-bone, a p:all-stonc that has found its way
into the bowel. EYen a pill, prescribed to cure, may thus come to kill one's paticot.
Dr. Prout W3S asked to analyze certain odd-shaped, triaDf?;ular bod ies which had been
Yoided at stool, and were supposed to be gall-stone~, but he found that they were specimens of Plummcr's pill, which had defied the soh·ent action of the gastric juice, and
had p3sscd into, and linf!'ercd in, the bowels. Unbruised mui::tarcl-sccd, and carbonate
of iron, arc other remedial substances which, injudiciously administered, ha"e col1ccted in hard masses, and caused intestinal disease. It is seldom that we can discover, during life, what is the exact nature of the mechanical obstacle: but I have
obsen'ed this peculiarity in most of the cases in which I have known it produced by
~·~1l11ss11sceptio11, that after severe and sudden symptoms of obstructiou and infiammatton, Uood has been passed by stool. Sometimes the included portion of bowel itself
slou~hs away, and is expelled per anum.
] ntlammation of the bowels requires very much the same kind of treatment as peritonitis: indeed, the disease is in most cases peritonitis, and something more. The
patient must stri ctly abstain from every sort of st imulus, and confine l1imsclf as much
as possible to the horizontal position. lic mu~t Jose blood also from the arm, and the
earlier the better. 1'he lancet is not to be withheld merely because the puJ...,e i~ small.
lf the artery become fuller, and its beating more di!'tinct, under vcnro~cc:tiou-nay,
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if the patit:nt do not become faint - the first bleeding should be a free one. This is
not only the ~afcr plan, but in the long run it is the mo.st ccouomica\ of the blood :md
f.tr<mgth of the patient. As in simple peritonitis, the abdomen must be covered with
leeches, aad afterwards with fomentation cloths. Should one spot or region be more
painful and tender than another, on that part the leeches are to be accumulated. It
may bP. requisite to repeat the vcnrosection and the leeching once, or twice, or oftener;
the propriety of such repetition depending upon the ur~cncy and obstinacy of the
symptoms, and upon the age and state of the patient. I am speaking of idiopathic
enteritis, and of its earlier stages. Io the advaaced periods, when feebleaess of tLc
pulse is associated with tympaay of the belly aad coldacss of the surface, it betokens
weakness and sinking, and the tendency to death by asthcnia; and, consequently, it
thcu indicates support rather than depletion. So also when the enteritis is not idi opathic, but consecutive-when we have reason to believe that it arises out of a firm
mechanical irupcdiwcnt-our employment of blood-letting must needs be modified by
that circumstance.
One point in the management of enteritis, requiring great caution and judgment,
relates to the exhibition of purgative medicines. 'l'hc costive state of the bowels is
apt to be looked upon as the main evil, and their evacuation as the ch ief indication of
treatment; but great mischief, I apprehend, is lik ely to arise from the exclusive pursuit of that indication. I nm still speaking of the idiopathic disease, where it is presumable that no mechanical obstacle exists to render the passage of the freces impossible. l>urgatives given by the mouth are often rejected by the stomach, with great
di:::;trc8s to the patient. If they are retained, and fail to operate, they must do more
harm than good. Certainly they should not precede the venrescction. I well remember, though it is now many years ago, being myself badly treated for enteritis.
Being ill, in a strange place, I sent for the nearest practitioner, who happened to be a
very ignorant man. :Finding that I was sick, and that my bowels did not act, he izave
me, for two or three days in succession, strong drastic purges, with no other effect
than that of increasing my sickness and adding to the abdominal pain I suffered. I
was then seen by a most intelligent physician (this was before I had paid any attention to phpic myself), and the first thing he did was to have me copiously bled; and
the iurnic<liatc effect of that bleeding was to send me to the night-chair. And I am
persuaded that when eYacuations follow the administration of purgatives in such cases,
they arc often owing to the blood-letting and other antiphlogistic measures that are
employed at the same time. These are the opinions of Dr. Abercrombie also, who
says, "l confess my own impression distinctly to be, tlrnt the use of purgati,·cs makes
no part of the treatment of the ea rly stages of enteritis; on the contrary, that they are
rather likely to be hurtful until the inflammation has been subdued." It is an instructive fact, that when purgative medicines do operate during the hcig:ht of the
inflammation, the stools they produce arc merely watery j and it is only after the inflammation has been reduced, that fa;ccs are discharged, and then in Emch quantity
sometimes as to show that they must have been shut up in the bowels during the
period of'aetive inflammation.
You should wait, then, for the effect of other measures, blood-letting, leeching,
fomentation, before you give active purgatives by the mouth; and in all stages of the
di.:-ease, whatever laxatives are given should be of the mildest kind, such as are least
likely to excite irritation of either the stomach or bowels.
The i:;tltue objections do not apply to encmata, which soothe while they evacuate the
lower parts of the canal. You will read or hear of great service done by an infusion
of tobacco, or by the smoke of tobacco, thrown into the bowels through the rectum.
Dr . .Abercrombie speaks of a weak infusion of the leaves as being a remedy of very
ge11eral utility. It should, I apprehend, be a weal~ infusion to be at all safe; but, of
my own knowledge, I can tell you little or nothing about it. I do know, however,
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softened und brought away in this manner, and the warm water acts as an internal
fomentation, and is comforting.
Of internal medicines I bclic,·e the best you can give is a combination of calomcl
and opium, in such proportions as will restrain the purgative qualities of the calomcl.
The opium allays painJ and, perhaps, relaxes spasm; mercury tends to arrest the in-
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flammatory nction i and tbc more immediate effects of this combination arc often found
to be, a settling of the irritable stomach, a disposition to diaphorcsis, and au improved
pulse.
'.l'o sum up then, bleeding, and calomel and opium, are to be resorted to for check·
iop:: the in8:1mmation: and when that is in great measure abated (ancl probably not
before) it will be rip;ht to j!ive some mild laxative to clear out the 1owcls. 'Jhcro
can be none more suitnble or convenient than castor oil. But Lefore we venture upon
pur!Jativcs by the mouth, it will be proper to wash out the bowels by lanmcuts of
tepid water. 1'hcse injections may sometimes have mechanically a beneficial effect
upon the parts concerned in the inflammation : untwisting, for example, a twisted
bowel; or setting free the half.incarcerated intestine. It is often expedient to ad min·
ister them through a long tube passed as far as possible into the rectum.
There is one very important point in the treatment of enteritis that I lrnvc yet to
mention. I 11ave told you that in tbe advanced stage of the disease symptoms of sink.
ing often come on: a total cessation of pain, failure of tlrn vital powers, and coldness
of the body. These symptoms, this collapse and approach to sy ncope, are generally
considered to denote gangrene, and, therefore, a hopeless state of disease. Yet, iu
many cases wlrfoh 11avc proved fatal after similar symptoms, not a trace of gangrene
has been discoverable. So that this unpromising change in the symptoms docs not
always indicate a. morbid condition which is necessarily mortal. And if the patients
rtre to be s:wed at all, they arc to be saved by wine and support. 'Ye must combat
the obvious tendency to death by asthenia.
"A man, aged forty, was affected with enteritis in tbe usual form, for which he was
treated in the most judicious manner by a respectable practitioner. On the fifth driy
the pain ceased; the pulse was 1-10, and extremely feeble and irregular: bis face was
pale, the features were collapsed, and his whole body was covered with cold pcrspira·
tion j his bowels bad been moved. In this condition (says Dr. Abercrombie, from
whom I quote the case) I saw him for the first time. Wine was then given him, at
first in large quantities, and upon the whole, to the extent of from two to three bottles
durinii the next twenty-four hours. On the following: day his appearance was im.
proved; his pulse 120, and regular; the wine was continued in diminished quantity.
On the third day his pulse was 112, and of good strength, and in a few days more he
was well."
Dr. Abercrombie relates other cases to tl1e same effect; and most physicians, I
Eupposc, have occasionally seen such. They teach us that we must not abandon our
patients in despair, even under the mo~t adverse circumstances. If diarrhooa should
supervene with this state of collapse, opiates must be joined with tho wine. External
warmth is also a powerful auxiliary.
I know of no cases of disease more painful to witness or to treat than those which
result from invincible obstruction of the intestinal tube. They are usually attended,
at length, with enteritis j but they differ much in some respects from what I ban
called idiopathic enteritis. The inflammation is an accident or conscqucucc of the
obstruction; or of the means used to overcome it. They happen usually somewhat
in this manner. A person thinks it expedient to take some apericnt medicine. It
has no effect. Tic repeats the dose. It causes pain and griping:s, and probably sickness also j but still the bowels arc not moved. Enemata arc employed. They bring
away, perhaps, some hardened frecesi, but there is no further relief. i'Icanwhile the
patient may have a clean tongue, a quiet pulse, a cool and i;;oft skin, and a. supple and
painless abdomen. Purgatives of a more drastic kind are tried, but tried in vain;
and the physician is summoned
Now the first thing- that you have to do, when called to a stubborn case of" obstruc·
tion of the bowels,'' is to search narrowly wheLher there be not some unsuspected
external heroin. All delicacy must be waiv~d; nnd every part of the body, where
lrnrnia may possibly show itself, muE-t be .eubruitted to inspection. If none be found,
th e rectum, and in women, the vagina, must be sevcrnlly explored. Stricture, or a
quarry of impacted freces, may possibly be detected in the oue: a uterine or other
tumour, pressing upon the bowel, ~nay perchan.ce be felt through the other. I .shall
never forget tho shock I once cxpenenced on bcrng sent for to sec a woman, of middle
age, who was fo articulo rnortis, and who, as I was told, had for some days been
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In her left p:ruin

there was a large palpable strangulated hernia, which had not been detected h} the

practitioner in attendance, simply bccam:e it had not been looked for; and whil:b wa:s
di~coYercd only when it was too late. Once since, I had the better fortune to rctriclC
a similar OYCrsight in time ..l\luch pain in the abdomen there had Leen, and frcqtwnt
sickncs:::, and no alvinc evacuation for elcYen or twelve d:;iy.~. During this tiwc acti,·c
pur~atins had been giYcn, and lrnd been worse than usclc~s. The maltcr vomited
became unequivocally stcrcoral. 'Within half an 110ur after the hernia was dC'tectcll,
the strangulated gut was released by an operation; and a. life was 5..'l"'Y'.l which I firmly
believe another day1s delay would have forfeited.
llemcmbcr, then, tlmt in every case of obstinate costiveness, with signs of inflammation within the abdomen, it is absolutely necessary, for your own credit and subsequent comfort, as well as for your patient's safety, to make diljgcnt aud thorough
inquiry after such hernia:i as may be recognized externally.
But often you fiud nothing of the sort, and then you arc at liberty to prosecute
with more energy and decision the purgative plan of treatment. You prescribe strong
do!,;eS of jabp and calomcl; black draughts. The stomach being irritable, you give
pills of cnthartic extract, nnd repeat them at short intcrn1ls; or large doses of calomel,
ten grains or a scruple, three or four times in succession. You inject stimulating
clystcrs. Then you are driven to croton oil : and at last, in some vague hope of
relaxin~ spasm, to opiates.
lf symptoms of inflammation spring up, you put fairly in
force the remedies qf inflammation; and especially blood-letting. But all is in vain.
The medicines arc Yomited; or, if retained, they serYe but to augment the patient's
distress, producing or renewing the pain and the nausea. It is extraordinary how
comfortable the patient sometimes becomes upon the intermission of these active
attempts. Now and then he suffers tormina, or has fits of retching: but in the in1crYcning periods his sensations and outward condition may be those of perfect health;
only there is no alvinc dischar_:?e.
Now, under these afflicting circumstances, the question will force itself upon youhow Jong am I to pursue the purgati,·c system? Common sense, nnd common humanity, nnswcr- you must stop it the instant you are cOn\'inccd that there is a
mechanical obstacle, which cannot be overcome. 1'o persist in the use of drastic
purgatiYcs after that con\'iction, is to inflict wanton and needless torture upon the
patient. But how arc you to know this? '!'hat is one dilfieulty. And how arc ynu,
believing that it is so, to satisfy the patient's friends, that his disorder is irremediable;
and to resist their importunity to try this and that: how persuade them to look paf:sively on, whi le their relative is slowly perhaps, but surely, perishing? These arn
great and terrible difficulties.
You will Le urg-cd with all imag-inablc sugg-estions; even tlrn most absurd. Crude
mercury may perhaps be one. l'ounds of this metal have bcC'n swallowed in such
cases; in the hope, I suppose, that it would force n passage by its weight. llut the
obstncle may be in an ascending coil of intestine. Aud if not, experience docs not teach
us to put any faith in this rude mechanical remedy. It hns often dooc mischief, nnd
E-eldom or never done any good. Tbe metal is apt to become oxidized in the body,
an<l then to produce very distressing salivation. Yet in a case recorded by l\lr.
Adams, in which half a pound of quicksilver had bceo :Hlministcrcd, two ounces and
a half of the metal were voided, uochanged, five weeks afterwards. I)rofuse s::ilivation
is an evil which I have known to occur, and to trouble the patient greatly, some time
after the ineffectual exhibition of large doses of calomel.
Dashing cold water over the abdomen and the lower extrcmitieR, is another rou~h
expcrlicnt, which is sometimes successful in producing evacuations. It was adopted,
nftcr various other measures had failed, in the case in which the bowel was tied down
Ly the ndherent nppcoclix vermiformis; and it caused the emptying of that part of
the canal which lay beyond or below the internal hernia. lt is plain that this partial
r1uccess can be of little or no use; certainly of none that can co1l1pcnsatc for the shock
and annoyance of the cold affusion.
Let me uot, however, be misunderstood. I do not say tlrnt JOU arc to abandon all
hope when purgatives (and, if need be, blood-lcttin~) have failed, after a few trials
to obtain evacuations from the bowels. Nor e\•en that you arc necessarily, for that
rca~on, to giYc up the use of 1rnrgativcs. 'l'hc intestiucs rnay be torpid and insensible
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to ordinary st imuli, and really require stron7 rnusi·n~. Dr. Abercrombie mentions the
case of a gentlema n whose bowels were locked up by an accu111ulation 1 as the rernlt
showed, of black hardened freees. The obstruction, which had resist<'d the most
powerful pur~1tives, and was accompanied by an e\·ident and painful d i sten~ion of a
part of the abdomen, yielded at once to the repeated appli cation of 1!akanism to that
part: each application being immediately followed by a copious cn1cuation. IIerc
the flagging muscular action was restored, apparent ly by the galvnnic ~timulus.
Two or three years ago I i::3w a siruilar case in consultation with Dr. 'l'yler Sm ith
and Mr. Bryant. A p;enileman of middle age presented the usual symptoms of iutcs.
tioal obstruction. All the ordinary means of emptying the bowels were dili~cntly
tried, and tried in vain. 'Y ater was injected by means of a I on~ tube pa~scd th roul!h
the rectum-with no better rCsult. Almost in despair we at last had recourse to tho
electro-magnetic apparatus; and a current of th e force thus gc11er:1tcd was directed
throuf:h the abdomen. You arc aware that t11e strength of such a cu rrent is easily
\·aried. ·w h en a low power was employed, th e patieut sca rcely felt it. At a certai n
hi ~h power he suffered pain.
But in a degree interm ediate between these the sen·
satious produced were agreeable. Ile said that he felt a "working" in his bowels;
and in a short time they discharged their contents. This effect w:is repeated upon a
repetition of the gah-nnic process: and our patient recovered perfectly. In this
instance there was not much distension of the abdomen, and no rumbling movements
of th e intestines until they were excited by tbe electric current.
Another expedient which I have not yet mentioned is somet im es succc$sful. Thi s
also I may as well describe to you by an instance. I was asked, one Sunday after·
noon, by a physicinn, to sec his little daughter, a~ed ten or eleve n. On the prceeding
Tuesday Ehe had i:rone to see the Queen open the Parliament, and was .supposed to
ha,·e cauj!ht cold there, for she began from that time to complain of pain in her belly.
Some red dic;:chnrge was reported by her nurse; and it wns conjectured that this might
be a show of commcncin7 menstruation. Howe\'cr, she continued ill, and in pain,
and was sick, and her bowels refused to act. On Saturday there was a discharge of
blood and mucus . Dr. 'Yest was then consulted, who found no marks of menstruation.
Th e discharges had been from the rectum. Purgati\•es, and ordinary injections, failed
entirely of their purpose. I t was pretty evident that the child wns labourinf?,' under
intussusccption . As a last m::ource, and with a fa in t hope of rectifyin~ the mischief,
it was proposed to inflate the bow<'! with air. This was done, about midni~ht, by l\Ir.
Erichsen, by means of the bellow~ used by the Royal Humane Society for producing
artificial respiration. With my h:rnd placed on the child 's left flank , I cou ld feel as
well as hear the ai r enter with a rush and a noise upon eac:h action of the bclll ws. Its
entrance !!ave ]1er some pain. She said, a There" - " th at will do" - ''oh don t," &o.
The inflation was continued for some minutes, yet the abdomen did not become much
distended. A ftcr it was over the patient seemed eas ier; and in about two hours
she pas,.;ed a natural freca l ~tool. She got well without another bad symptom.
Occasionally relief i~ obtained by a sort of happy accident. Some time since, [
attended an elderly lady, who from Wednesday morning to the next i\londay 1100 1. ,
had bad no .:iivine excretion, notwithstanding the employment of the most acti,·e
cathartics. She suffered frequent paroxysms of pain and vomitin!l' : but the abdomen
was scarcely, if at all, distended; nor was it tender. At length she complained that
what she \'omited was f.ltercoraceous - to use her own words,'' what came upwards
ou~ht to have passed the other way." It was a thin, brown-coloured, iJl.smcll in g
fluid. Dr. l\layo and l\Ir. Arnott were now associated with me in the cnsc, and they
touched and felt the abdomen as I had previously done. The lady obsen•cd that their
hands were heavy; and she fancied that the pressure they made had ~ispl.accd some.
thing within. And I bel ieve that it was so: for before our co nsultation m the next
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with one of sevcr:d si mil ar stools, a hard lump was voided, which proved to be a ga l!lltone, as big a!!I a small walnut.
As large quantities of warm water had without difficulty been inj ected, I infer that
the concretion had been imp:1ctcd hi gh up in the bowel, probably at the vake of the
crecum. Some years previously the lady had suffered severe abdominal pains, which
at th e time were :1scribed to the prisi;age of a biliary ca lculus through the ga ll-d ucts
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In this instance aµ:aio there was no evidence of any strong contractile efforts of the
bowel abo\'e the place of obstruction.
J. . aqre cncmab - as much as the intestines will patiently receive-gradually nnd

µ-ently introduced, and repeated three or four tim es a day, may sometimes succeed in
breaking down and washing away masses of hardened excrement. And if thcst' enc.
ma ta arc composed of milk or bc-cf-tca, and arc suffered to remain as long as they will,
they may answer another important purpose; they may contribute sensibly to the
nourishment of a patient who cannot retain food in his stonrn ch. '!'hey are generally
Ycry soothing and comfortable, allaying tonnioa, and abating sickness; and they are
adapted to every stage and \'aricty of the complaint.
There arc, howe\'cr, cases in which we arrive at the melancholy but sure eon\'ietion
that some mechanical impediment has rendered the bowel absolutely and hopclesgJy
impassable. We fear this when, the congtipatiou being obstinate, ,we discover :l
tumour, or hardness, in some part of the belly: or when we receive a history of
some former inflammatory attack, since which the bowels have been habitually <l iffi.
cult. to rC'~ulate. Our fears arc strengthened when the patient feels that the injec·
tions reach a certain spot, and there alwa)'S stop i nnd that the intestines rumble, and
roll, ~m<l propel their contents downwards to the same spot, and no further. Ami
this is the distinctive symptom upon which 1 desire to tix you r attention. The abdomen p:radually enlarges, espec ially if the patient be able to retain food. The intestines fill up abo\'e the obstacle; and then throes of pain occur, sparnis the sufferers
usually call them, attended with sickness i and during these pangs you may feel, and
if the abdomen be uncoYercd you may sec, immense coils of intestine, as big perhaps
as one's arm, rise and roll over, like some huge snnkc, with loud roarings and flatu·
lence. 'Yh C'o this t:1kes place, the time for giving purgatives is certainly over. 1.'he
distended bowel requires no stimulus; it acts, and strives with all its power, but
strives in \'ain, to O\'ercomc Lhe opposin g barrier. If you would consu lt your patient's
casC', if you would not embitter and abbreviate his slender remnant of li fe, harass him
no further with active remedic~. In some cases violent inflammation quickly super.
\'encs, and death arrives in a few days: in others, the patient sur\'ives, without any
evacuation from his bowels, but with long intervals of ensc nnd comfort, for fou r, ur
five, or six weeks. I had the pain of attend in~ one lady who lived forty-six days after
the last frccal al vine discharge. :Even n brief respite may be of infinite \'alue; f?ivinu;
time for the arrival of distant friends-for the settlement of worldly concerns- and for
preparation of the spirit against the inevitable hour.
]t is to these circumstauces of irremediable disease that opiafPS are eminent ly
adapted. }~vcn when the symptoms arc less desperate they are not without their use.
I cannot better express what I think upon this point than in the words of the fi~t
Ilcberden, who snys: "The probability of advantage from anod;:nes has determined .
me to recommend them; and experience has strongly confirmed this judgment.
Under the protection of nn opiate I have successfully given more and stronger purges
than would have staid without its help. 'l'he patient's strength has been kept up by
some refreshing sleeps: and even in h opeless cases, in which the dying person is
lrnrassed by unspeakable inqui etude, he may be lulled into some composure; and
without dying" at all sooner, may be well enabled to die more ensily. Lord V erulam
blames physicians for not making the euthanasia. a part of their studies: and surely ,
though the recovery of the pntient be the grand aim of their profossion, yet where
that-cannot be obtained, they should try t-0 disarm death of some of its terror: and if
the.y cannot make him quit his prey, and the life must be lost, they may still prevail
to have it taken away in the most merciful manner."
I have spoken of these cases ns being irremediable: but perlrnps I l1ave spoken
eiomcwhat too absolutely. Life may, sometimes, be reprieved by a surgical operation.
'l'hc gut may be punctured above the scat of obstruction, and suffCred to discharge i1s
contents throu~h what is called an artificial onus. In a very interesting paper on
this subject, in the thirty-fifth volume of the McJir.o-C!tirurgical 'l'rm1sactions, Mr.
Cresnr Hawkins states that at the time when he was writing, "four persons were
living and in good health in this metropolis, whose lives had doubtless been pro-lon).!ed by the operntion." This expedient is feasible only when the obstacle is situated in the lnr~c intcetine. Here only we ascertain, with anything: like certainty,
the exact place of the impedimeot. 'l'hc colon may be pierced from behind, through
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either loin, without injury to the peritoneum: this is the procedure known among
surgeons as Amusat's. The same g-ut may be opened through the peritoneum, in
either flank: this is Littrc's operation. I am not qualified to pronounce a judgment
upon the comparative merits of the two. The circumstances of each particular case
would tend, I imagine, to determine which was the most clif!ible. An artificial out.
let in the loin would probably be less di<::~ustin)? to the patient, and less offensi'\'C to
others, than in front of the body. Mr. Hawkins's statistics arc not very encouraging.
Of forty.four persons operated on, no more than one-half survived the performance
of the operation. Among those who did recover, nine only li\·ed so much as one
year, and one only h::id then li,·cd more than three years after it. A respite, hO\V·
C\'er, of a yc::ir, or of a few weeks, m::iy well be deemed a most precious respite. For
my own part, in an appropriate case [ should think it my duty to 1ne11n'on, thou~h I
should be slow to recr1mme11d, this anceps 1·emediuni. The risk of failure, and the
penalty of succei-s, should both be set fairly before the patient. 'fhc choice between
inevitable de:1th, on the one hand, and the cha nce of livin~ for a short t.iuie with a
very loathsome bodily infirmity, on the other, mus.t be made by himself.
I should express much the same thoughts concerning that more daring exploit of
surgery, which proposes to lay open and explore the cavity of the abdomen in the
living subject, and to disentangle or set free the intestine, strangulated somehow,
within. '!'his procedure differs materially from the former, i11as111uch as it contem·
plates no compromise between certain death, and complete recoYery. It is fearfu l to
be called upon for counsel, in seemingly desperate emCrf,!::eucies, re!iipecting these
scarcely less desperate remedies. Our doubts and indecision however, as in almost
all questions of conduct, are the doubts and indecision of if!'norance: ignorance, in the
earlier periods, when the operation mi~ht be the more hopefully attempted, whether
the obstacle be really insuperable by other means; ignorance whether, if so insuperable, it may be vincible by the help of the operation; i~norance, in short, as to its
exact nature and place. These arc predicaments in which the patient must be admitted to the consult:.1tion : and if the peril were my own, and all other prospect of
relief had failed me, I would submit myself to this forlorn hope of rescue.
I know of but two in~tances, though there may be more, in which this operation
has been actually performed. They are recorded in the 30th and 31st volumes of
the ,lh:dico-C!tiruryical Tran$actions, the one by Dr. Goldinf! Uird, and Mr. Hilton,
jointly; the other by Mr. Druitt. Though the operatious failed to save the lives of
the patients, the narratives of these two cases plainly show how life may, peradventure,
be saved under similar circumstances. In both cases the strang-ulatcd port.ion of
intestine was found in the expected place - and was liberated. The sa~acity which
comprehended the nature of the mischance, the skill and coura~c which planned and
attempted its redress, were sufficiently vindicated; but the patients ultimately sank:
Mr. Hilton's from exh::iustion apparently; l\lr. Druitt'ioi from rupture of an ulcerated
portion of intestine uot far from the place of the ob~truction. !Tad the operations
been performed earlier, they might perhaps ha,•e been sucee~sful: but consent to their
performance was not obtained until the strangulation had already existed for fifteen
days in the first case, for fourteen days in the second.
The cases best adapted to this bold measure- could we but discriminate them
beforehand - would obviously be those of internal stran)!ulatcd hernia, or of twisted
bowel, occurring: in persons pre\•iously and otherwise in ~mod health.
A clue towards discovering the situation of the impedi111cnt may sometimes be
obtained from the circumstances of the particular case. lf laq.,e cncrnat.'l. find a ready
passage, the obstacle can scarcely be lower than the valYc of the c::ccum. If urine
be copiously secreted, it cannot be very hi~h up in the small intestines. Dr. Harlow
was the.first to draw attention to this guiding symptom, and t~ explai.n it. If fl~ids,
after being swallowed into the stomlt'Ch, are unable to find their way rnto, or far 1nto,
the intestines, so as to allow of their passaf?:e by absorption or by imbibition, into the
capillaries of the portal sy1:1lem, those fluids cannot reach th~ crnulgent arteries, and
very little urin e will be secreted. Th e fluids swallowed will, 111 fact, be soon rejected
b1' vomiting-: so that ea rly and frequent sickness is a prcsurnptivc .sign that the impe·
dtment li es in the upper part of the intestinal canal. When 1t is situated in the
lar~e bowel, s i ckne~s is latf', in ~eueral, to come on, unless it. be excited by drugs, or
by accuwulatin~ food. 'l'he same accomplished physician porn ts out the lesson to be
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learned from the dcwcc of fulocss of the abdomen. In the extreme case of obstruction of ~he <l_uodenum, i_t i~ fl~t, or even sunken; in the otl~cr cxtrcr.nc, of the rectum,
of the SIJ;tnmd flexure, it 1s distended and resonant; and rntcrmcdrnte obstacles ~ive

intermediate degrees of fulness. Sometimes the sensations of the patient guide us
to the place: be feels that food and drink, or flatus, pass in the one direction, and injections in the other, as far as a certain point, but never beyond it. Occasionally,
pain or tenderness in a particular spot, or a palpable tumour, may indicate the site of
the obstruction.
It remains tllat I should say something more respecting colic; which may exist independently of enteritis, and of mechanical occlusion of lhc bowel: although the
three are ''cry often combined and intermixed in the course of the same disease.
In colic there is pain in the abdomen, constipation of tbc bowels, vomiting often:
and these are symptoms which occur also in enteritis. The pain is a twisting or
wringing pnio generally, round the navel: and such is the character of the exacerbations of pain experienced when the bowels are inflamed. 'l'hcsc arc the point~ of nsembla11ce between the two maladies: and it is of much importance, as I told you
before, to ob~erve their differences; and to note the marks by which the one may be
distin~uished from the other.
It is, then, ao essential Jiffcrcncc that enteritis is attended with fever, and with tenderness of the belly. 'l'he pain is increased by all
kinds and every dej?ree of pressure; and the patient, fixed in the supine position,
breathes with the intercostal muscles only, and carefully avoids any mo,·emcnt which
would call the abdominal muscles into action, and so compress the inflamed bowel~.
In colic, on the other hand, the circulation is tranquil; there is no fe,·er; and the
pain is even miii!.?ated by pressure. The patient will lie on his belly for ease; nay,
he will press it with the whole weight of his body across the back of a chair, and
obtain comfort by that expedient. During the paroxysms the pain is often mo!'t
violent; what the old writers call dolor afrox-atrocious pain: but there are inter\'als
of complete case. Even when the pain is worst, the patient tosses and shifts from
one posture to another in search of relief; and he docs not wear that anxious and apprehensive aspect which we see in those who are labouring under enteritis. 'l'he pain
arises, I imagine, from the distension of the bowel, here and there, by gas; or, it
may be, from spasm; or from both these states at once. At any rate, it is often associated with audible flatulence, and with c"ident outward spasm. 1fhe abdomen is
hard, and drawn spasmodically inwards towards the vertcbrnl column; and its muscles
are partially and strongly contracted, gathered up into lumps and knots. None of
these circumstances belong to enteritis.
However, there is good reason for believing that, even in mere colic, the pain may
sometimes be au)!'mentcd by pressure. When a portion of the gut has become rapidly
distended, considerable uneasiness may result from its forcible compression, although,
as Dr. Abercrombie ~fates, the kind of pain can generally, by attention, be distinguished from the sensitin tenderness of an inflamed peritoneum. I~uckily, if such
pain on pressure should lead us to mistake a case of pure colic for a case of enteriti8 1
the error is ou the safe i:ide: and we must always bear in mind the tendency remarked in colic, when the complaint is neglected or badly treated, to run into actual
inflammation. In fact, as any obstacle to the passage of the alimentary matters
through the bowels may gi"e ri8c to colic, colic is sometimes merely the first step
towarJs acute inflammation arising out of a continuance of the obstruction. And
having told you thtlt colic may be thus produced, I have at once introduced you to
a large class of its causes, which have already been spoken of in the present lecture
as frequent causes of inflammation also.
But colic, like inflammation of the bowels, sometimes arises without any apparent
or detectiblc obstruction, of a mechanical kind, to the free transit of the contents of
the alimentary tube. And there is one particular form of colic that requires a
separate notice. 'l'he coliea Pictonurn-so called from its ~reat frequency, heretofore,
among the Pictoncs, or inhabitants of Poictou-is produced by the slow introduction
of the poison (If lead into the body.
Now the colic which has this ori~in is not to be distin!!Uished, in its ordinary
symptoms, from any other kind of colic. But the abdominal Pain is usually, in such
cases, a part only of more general disC'ase. It has received, in different place~, fl
variety of uawes. Uolil.!a Pictouuru; the painter's colic; the Devonshire colic; the
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bellain of Derbyshire; the dry belly-ache of the West Indies. In all cases it acknowledges the same cause-the gradual entrance of lead into the system.
In this country we see the disease more often in ptiinters than in any other persons.
They use, as you know, white lead in the preparation of their colours; and they are
perfectly familiar with this terrible colic. We see it also among all workf1lcn whose
occupations bring them habitually into contact with preparations of lead. No doubt
there are very great differences in the susceptibility of this effect of the poison of
lead. Persons have been known to suffer colica Pictonum, in consequcuce of their
sleeping for a ni~ht or two in a recently-painted room. On the other hand, I have
myself seen a patient who became affected with the disease for the first time, after
working with white lead for nineteen years. Generally the first attacks of colic are
well recovered from. The obstinate constipation of the bowels is at length overcome;
the patient obtains ease; and forthwith recurs to his previous habits; and after a
period, which varies in different individuals, he is again laid up with the colic. Even
th~ primary attacks nre usually attended with pains in the head and in the limbs;
sometimes with cramps; sometimes even with epilepsy and coma. At length, in one
of these attacks of colic, or after one of them, when the violence of the pain, and the
costiveness, have yielded to treatment, the patient. finds that he hns lost the full power
of using one or both of his hands. The wrists, as the pntients express it, drop.
You see at once what is the matter, by the characteristic state of the arms and hnnds.
The extensor muscles of the hands and fingers, and the supinator muscles of the forearms, are palsied : so that when the arms are stretched out, the hands han~ dan~?iing:
down by their own weight; and the patient is unable, by any effort of his will, to
raise them. The palsy is local; it does not proceed from any diseased condition of
the nervous centres. The affected muscles waste; and the atrophy is very remarkably seen in the bundle of muscles composing the ball of the thumb. J!;,·en from
this condition the paticuts often are capable of complete recovery. But if they persist in following their former calling-or if without knowing it, they continue to b\!
habitually exposed to the exciting cause of the disease - they become miserable
cripples, lose their power of sleeping, fall into a state of general cachex.in, and sink
at length under some visceral disease. The poigon accumulates in the body, and saps
the power of life. Francis Citois, a native of Poictou, who published an excellent,
and one of the earliest, accounts of the disease, in the year 1617, hns drawn the following graphic picture of its effects. Its cause was not at that time suspected.
Speaking of the wretched sufferers, he snys, "Per vicos, veluti larvm, aut arte progredientes stature, pnllidi, squalidi, macilenti, conspiciuntur; manibus incu1vis, ct suo
poodere pcndulis, nee nisi arte ad J.S et creteras supcrnas partes sublatis, ct pcdibus
non suis sed crurum musculis, ad rtdiculum ni miserandum incnssum compositis, voce
clangosa. et strepcra.."
The course of the disease is usually such as I have just described it. The colic
happens first, perhaps s:everal times : and then arrives the palsy. But in a. few instances I have known this order reversed. The wrists have dropped, when there had
been no precedinf! colic.
The great cnuse of this fearful malady was first made out by our distinf!uished
countryman, Sir Gcor~e Baker. lie set on foot an inquiry into the orif!in of what
was called the Devo11sltire colic; so common was it in that county. H e found, first,
that it occurred chiefly in persons who drank the cider manufactured there: and, by
def?rees, he traced the source of the mnlady to the admixture of lead with the cider;
either designedly, for the purpose of sweetening it; or by the inadvertent e1_nploy.
ment of lead in the construction of the cider mills and vats. It was under c1rcumstaoces of the same kind that the colic of Poictou originated. Preparations of lead
were used-not fraudulently, but openly and honestly-to prevent the wines of the
country from turoing sour; the injurious influence of lead upon the human body ~ot
having then been ascertained . So also, equally convincinp; proofs of the adulteration
of rum by means of lead, giving rise to frequent attacks of dry belly-ache in the West
Indies, are given by Dr. John Hunter, in the .Afedieal Transactions. I invite your
attentiou to his papers, and to Sir George Baker's on this subject. They afford a
capital specimen of medical research and reasoning. Various cause~, as you may
11uppose, had been assigned for this disorder. These are one by one investigateri,
and set aside; unti l, by this method of exclusion, the real source of all the mischief
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Sir George Baker's papers contain a great deal of curious and useful in-

formation in respect to the various modes in which this poison of lead may fiud its
way, without being suspected, into the animal economy. The subject is one of va~t
importance in its relation to medical police; but my limits will not allow me to follow

it beyond the point where it ceases to be directly connected with the practice of
physic.

Calica Picton um is seldom fatal as colic; or during tbe persistence of the abdominal
symptoms: yet instances enough of death occurring while the colic was present,

but from other accidental causes, have now been collected, to enable us to say, that no

appearances have been met with in the intestinal canal, calculated to exµlain the
pain or the constipation. Andral relates five cases, in which the body was carefully
examined after death preceded by the painter's colic. Ile found neither inflauiwation, nor any remaining trace of spasm. '!'he intestines were neither dilated nor
contracted, but of their natural texture and appearance. l\lCrat, who has written a
good treatise on this form of colic, gives the dissections in four fatal cases: fatal, as I
mentioned that they sometimes are, by the supervention of coma. There was no discoverable mark of disease; the alimentary canal was empty, and the large bowel:i
contracted; as they were also found t-0 be in rabbits which had died of lead colic.
For animals are susceptible of the disease, and it may be produced in them by the
slow impregnation of their bodies with the specific poison. Dogs, cats, and mts, that
inhabit houses and ma.nufactories wherein lead is much used or prepared, are known
to be attacked both with colic and with palsy. With respect to the coutmctiou of
the large intestines in these cases, we must not be too ready t-0 attribute it to spasm;
for the bowel, when empty, is apt to be contracted.
When the palsy has been of any continuance, the affected muscles not only shrink
and waste, but undergo a structural change, which is obvious to the sight. '!'hey become pale, almost white, dry. John Hunter examined the muscles of the hand and
arm of a house-painter, who died, while thus paralytic, in St. George's Hospital. He
found them of a cream colour and opaque; instead of being of a purplish red, and
semi-transparent. And since his time, lead has been detected in the palsied muscles,
and in the brain, by chemical analysis. It is doubtless conveyed by the blood, to all
parts of the body. Why it fastens solely or chiefly on particular muscles, or particular nerves, nobody knows. The pain it occasions, whether in the abdomen or io
the limbs, is generally thought to be neuralgic. It is one of the poisons that do not
appear to find a ready exit from the body. Very recently, a most curious symptom,
pathognowonic, I believe, of the presence of lead in the system, has been pointed
out by Dr. Burton: and now that it has been pointed out, one can hardly understand
how it escaped discovery so long. It is a blue or purplish line running along the
edges of the gums just where they meet the teeth. Dr. Burt-On first noticed this six
years ago, but wisely refrained from making his obsen•ations public until he had had
time and opportunity enough to satisfy his mind that he was not mistaken. A paper
of his on the subject was read at the l\lcdical and Chirurgical Society last January
(1840). I cannot resist the temptation to read to you from my notes the substance
of a case which bas subsequently occurred to me in the Hospital. l\lary Anne Davis,
a middle-aged woman, presented herself with dropped wrists. It was au exquisite
example of palsy of the extensor muscles of the hands and fingers. She could raise
her arms, but her hands hung down like the talons of a bird, or like the fore paws of
an erect kangaroo. ~l.1his began nine weeks before. She complained of pain, beginning under the nails, stretching up the backs of her hands, and reaching sometimes
to the elbows. 'fhe bottoms of her feet had also been tender: and at night were
burning hot.
Seeiug the dropped wrists, we thought immediately of the poison of lead. But
the patient was a female. We do not often meet with these effects of that poison in
women; for ob,·ious reasons. At first we could get no elue to the mode in which
lead might have found its way into her system. Iler husband was a broker. She
had not been living in a newly-painted house: and had (she said) no concern with
lead in any way. Lead often creeps in, however, through undetected channels, and
I could not help suspecting it here. i\lr. Pyper, my clinical assistant, soon elicited
another part of her history, which added to our suspicions; namely, that before the
palsy occurred, she had had pains in the abdomen, and costive bowels, for five days
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together. Nay, she had a recurrence of colic after her admission. This was a
strongly corroborating fact; but what clenched the proof was the discovery of a de·
cidcd blue rim along the edges of nearly all her gums. This conclusive evidence Jed
to further cross.examination; and at last it came out that some of her sons (she had
seven) had occupied their leisure time in the preceding summer with making bird.
cages, and painting them green, in the one room in \vhich she habitually lived. The
case was altogether a very neat one.
Mr. Tomes has taken advantage of the opportunities furnished by his office of
dentist to the hospital, of inquiring into this remarkable phenomenon; and has come
to the conclusion that the colour is produced by some chemical action between thci
tartar that forms on the teeth, wh~rc they meet the gums, and the lead which per·
vades the system. This woman's teeth, like those of many in her rank of life, were
loaded with tartar. ln one place was visible a stump level with the gum, and sur.
rounded by a ring of tartar; and there was also a corresponding border of blue. In
other places there were gaps, where teeth once were: here there was, of course, no
tartar; and here there w:lS no blue lin e on the edge of the p:um. 'l'he presence of
tartar is the thing necessary. The teeth are so, only as affording lodgment for the
tartar. When the tartar is thoroughly removed from the neck of a tooth, the blue
tinge gradually fades from the corresponding ~um, while it persists around the teeth
upon which the tartar is suffered to remain. Mr. Tomes extracted "an aching tooth
for a. lady who had taken two or three doses of acetate of lead: for the suppression
of uterine bremorrbage. Iler gums exhibited the characteristic blue line. Nine
days after the removal of the tooth, the gums bad come together, and the union was
marked by a transverse blue line. At the expiration of three weeks the blue line
had wholly disappeared."
Some ini>tanccs have occurred, under 1\f r. Tomes' observation, of strongly marked
blue gum, without any other indication of the presence of lead in the system, and
without any evidence of the exposure of the patient to the influence of that metal.

!~ [~~t,g~~~us~~~~ 1 ~h:~i~\~:;e~1;:;:1~e ~~~v~d1~:~~1~i:/n:!rcc~:i:~1~~~~1 i~i~~~~o:Ct!~~

operation of lead will be somewhat impaired.
"The colouring material is prob(tbly sulphuret of lead, or a simi lar salt of some
other metal. Tartar, being very porous, admits into its substance fluids charged with
animal matter, which may there be decomposed, and furnish sulphurctted hydrOf?CO.
Supposing a salt of lead to be present, a sulphurct of lead would be formed, which
would give the colour in question to the tii:isue in which the formation took place."
"'l'he saliva itself contains sulpha..cyanic acid, and from this source sulphur might
also be furoished."
This discovery of Dr. Burton's is not a. mere piece of curiosity, but is lik ely to be
of use in various ways. In the first place, it may settle the nature and cause of many
doubtful eases; as it did , indeed, of the one just n11rratcd; and of another which I
have met with since. I was sent for to Ventnor to see a lady who was thought to
be dying of cerebral disease. She had arrived at that place from a distant part of
the country, in a partially insensible condition; aud she soon became completely
comatose. A week previously she had had a fit of convulsions, followed by double
vision, and ocular spectra. 'l'he coma had nearly passed away before I saw her. Th.is
0
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dominal pain and constipation; and the ed~es of her gums were bh_ic. A faint: shade
the same colour extended over the gums a. little way below thc1r edges. :b urther
rnquiry brought to light the fact that she had been living in a house where all the
water used for drinking and for cookery was tnkcn from a. certain cistern; and this
water, when subjected to chemical tests, was found to be impregnated with lead. Our
patient recovered. Again, the poison of lead produces pains which resemble, and no
doubt are sometimes mistaken for, the pains of rheumatism; it has other obscure
consequences too: and an in spection of the gums may often greatly elucidate such
c_ases. Dr. Burton found that small quantities of lead giTen as medicine will sometimes produce the phenomenon. In two instances it occurred within two days. One
of these patients had taken fifteen grains of the acetate of lead in that time; the
other twenty-four grains. A correspondent of his produced the blue rim in twenty·
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four hours; viz., by four doses of five grains each, .exhibited every six hours. He
found too that the line remains di~tinct after dt:ath; even more so than durin~ life.
It may afford valuable information therefore to the medical jurist in case~ of suspected
poisoning with the salts of lead. It is, I say, an early consequence of the ab::;orption
of lead. It may teach us, as the mercurial affection of the gums teaches us, that. the
medicine is pervading the system; and admonish us to look out for, and ~uard again$;t 1
colic. It may apprize workers in lead that their caution has been insunlcient i that
the. poison has entered; and that they are in peril of belly-aches and palsy. It is a
capital dia~nostic sign also between colit' so arising, and colic from other causes; and
between colica Pictonum, and the pain of inflammation of the bowels.
In the year 1832, colic became suddenly epidemic among our troops stationed at
Ncwcra Ellia, iu Ceylon. More than seven tenths of the whole force were attacked
by this complaint, which in seven instances proved fatal. All the sick persons presented the characteristic blue marks. The disorder was traced by Dr. Alexander
Smith, to tl1C presence of lead in a sample of coarse sugar, distributed among the
soldiers from one particular estate in the island. There was strong reason to suspect
that, in the manufacture of this sugar, acetate of lead had been added to the canejuice instead of lime. But Dr. Smith shows bow the carbonate of that metal might
easily get mixed, in small quantities, with the sugar, as it was ordinarily prepared
there : plates of lead being laid over some parts of the apparatus employed.
Dr. Smith paid especial attention to the "blue-line11 on the gums. Ile beJieves
that it i~ produced by the gradual introduction of lead into the system, and by lead
only. When caused by lead administered medicinally, he had seen it exist for weeks
without the supervention of colic. It never appeared under the continued use of
sulphate of copper, or of mercury. In all other points Dr. Smith's opinions respect.
ing this marking of the gums coincide with those of l\Ir. Tomes.
In Dr. Ilassall's remarkable book on Adulterations, some striking instances are
given of lead poisoning, from a source which might easily be overlooked - name!:)',
from the use of sm1.ff, falsified by the admixture of the red oxide, or sometimes of the
yellow chromate, of lead.
[The symptoms of colica pictonum 1 or lead colic, arc in some respects different from
t110se of ordinary colic. There is usually, at finit, a loss of appetite, with some
degree, more or less in different cases, of nausea, and very commonly an increased
discharge of saliva. The patient's sleep is disturbed, or more frequently, there is an
inability to sleep. According to l\1. Uanquc, of Orleans, he exhibits various other
symptoms of n disordered condition of the nervous system. The attack of colic
usually commences with vomiting; the matter discharged being, at first, whatever
has been taken into the stomach, mixed with bile and the gastric secretions, very gene·
rally chan~ed from their healthy condition; if the vomiting continue, these latter are
alone discharged. Pain of the abdomen is next complained of; it is most se>ere
about the navel, the epigastrium, the hypochondria, the loins, and above the crest of
the ileum. The pain, in g-eneral, commences at the hypogastric region, or, as a
cramp, at the pit of the stomach, and from thence extends, in a short time, over the
rest of the abdomen. The pain is at first paroxysmal, with inten als of ease; these
interrnls being the longest at the commencement of the attack. i\Iore commonly
there occur remissions rather than intermissions of the pain; and it is remarked, that
both the remissions and exacerbations are much longer than those of ordinary colic.
As the disease advances. the pain is almost constant, but is usually most severe at
night. It i~ not increased by pressure; on the contrary, pressure very generally,
but not invariably, affords relief, provided it be not made upon the epi~-astrium. According to l\1Crat, patients have been known to benr, with relief to the paroxysms, the
weiµ;ht of two or three persons Rtanding on the belly. The abdomen is almost invariably hard and fiat, from a contraction of its muscles; the navel is sometimes drawn
in so at1 almost to approach the spine. In a few instances there exists some fulness
of the abdomen, and occasionally it has an irrcg:ular, knotty feel. There generally
occur, within the first day or two, sometimes within the first few hours of the attack,
headache, and a dull, anxious, or depressed expression of the countenance. To these
symptoms are r:oon added, pains of the limbs, especially of the inside of the thighs,
calves of the legs, ankles, and soles of the feet; these pains are worst at night; they
1
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are often accompanied with cramps, and accordinia: to Tanquerel, are relieved by
pressure. The disease is seldom attended with febrile excitement. The skin is of a
dull, dirty, cadaverous appearance j it is frequently hot, and almost in variably bedewed
with irregular 1 clammy, and often cold, pen:piration. The pulse, according to 1\DI.
Raoque and Merat1 is rarely accelerated, but often below 60° in a minute; othen:,
howe\•er, notice a considerable acceleration of the pulse, which we have remarked in
many cases, the pulse being at the same time hard, and commun icating to the finger
a peculiar thrill. Obstinate const ipation of the bowels is an alm ost invariable symptom; although it does not always occur at the very commencement of the attark. In
:?. few instances, it is said that the attack has been attended with diarrhooa; such an
occurrence, however, we have never observed; on the contrary, in all the cases that
have fallen under our notice, either no discharge bas taken place from the bowels, or
a scanty stool has occurred com posed of a few lumps of dry, hardened feces, passed
with much strai nin g and pain. The urine, though ge nerally natural in appearance,
is often diminished in quantity.
From an attack of colica. Pictonum, particularly a first attack, the patient may,
under a judicious and timely treatment, recover perfectly; and with a careful avoidance of its exciting causes, an d of the poison of lead, he may remai n ever after free
from a recurrence of the disease. Wh en the disease, however, is neglected, or badly
managed, or the patient is constantly or repeatedly exposed to the influence of lead,
he becomes affected either with a peculiar form of partial palsy, which is well described
by Dr. Watson in the text; or, instead of this gradual loss of voluntary motion in the
muscles of the extremities, there may occur another set of symptoms, which very
generally terminate 8peedily in death. 'l'he patient after a few days becomes affected
with giddiness, great debility, torpor, and sometimes delirium : as the torpor advances,
the pains in the abdomen and extremities abate i at length convulsions, and a comatose condition ensue, from which very few recover. Cases arc recorded by Louis and
others, in which death suddenly occurred during the first stage of the disease, without the occurrence of any symptoms that would cause such a result to be suspected
Drs. Elliotson and Copland each relate a case in which death was caused by perfomtion of the stomac h. To a paralytic affection of the muscles of the extrem iti es, as a
'fery common effect of repeated attacks of colica Pictonum, we have already referred; and two cases are related by Dr. Alderson, of Hull, Enirland, in which the
disease was attended with paralysis of the nerves of vision; Tanquerel states that
this is not uncommon in Parii;i, the paralysis being attended with dilated and immovable pupils; he met, also, with one instance in which deafness was prese nt, no doubt
from paralysis of the auditory ncrve.-0.]
In the treatment of colic-and especially of the lead colic-the great indication is
to get the bowels to act. If the pain of the belly be increased by pressure, if the
pulse be at all accelerated, if the face be flushed, and there be the slightest approach
to fever, it may be right-it can scarcely ever be wrong-to put leeches upon the
abdomen, or even to take blood from the arm . This is a measure of safety as regards
the possible exi~tence of inflammation : and if there be no inflammation present or
impendin g, it will tend to remove the spasmodic state of the muscles which goc.!!
along with, and perhaps chiefly constitutes, the disease. When there is no ~round
for suspecting infiammation, external warmth should be applied; diligent friction,
with some stimulating liniment; or, what is much better, a mustard poultice 1 or turpentine stupe. l\ly colleague, Dr. John Wilson, has been very successful in reli eving
these patient.!! 1 by putting them into a hot bath, and having a large quantity of the
water in which they are immersed thrown gradually into their bowels by means of a
proper syringe. '!'he bath presently becomes polluted, to the great solace and refreshment of the patient. It will ge nerally be exped ient to give a full. dose of calomel and opium; ten grains of the one with two of the other. Sometimes the effect
of the opiate is to suffer the bowels to empty themselves; showing that the previous
difficulty was probably spasmod ic. Usually the ca lomel and opium will southe the
vomiting, the restless ness, and the pain; and then a full dose of neutral salts, or of
castor-oil, or (i f these do not succeed) of the last named remedy, castor-oil , quickened
by one or two drops of the oil of croton, will prod uce free evacuations from the
bowcl.s; and the patien t soon returns to his ordinary state of health. It is sometime:s
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neccesary to repeat this practice, tl1is alternation of purgatives and anodynes: hut
when once the bowels have been freely moved, the disease, in general, becomes very
tractable.
Although I cannot vouch the fact from my own experience, I must tell you thnt
alum has been highly praised for its efficacy in saturnine colic. When given every
three or fou r hours in full doses - from a scruple to a drnchm-dissolved in some
bland liquid, it is said to allay vomiting, to abate flatuleoce, to miti~ate pain, and to
open the bowels, with more certainty than any other drug; and to be often success.
ful when other powerful drugs have failed.
I have mentioned hot baths. The late Dr. Pereira and others have recommended
that these should be medicated, by dissolving the sulphuret of potassium in the water,
in the proportion of two ounces to fifteen gallons, using a woodrn vessel. This sol ution renders brown or black, and innocuous, any portion of lead that may be lying on
the skin, or (pe rhaps) exuding through it. "The hands, arms, buttocks, and other
parts of the bodies of painters, and workmen in white-lead manufactories, are some.
times completely blackened by the bath; but the blackness is readily renioved by a
brush." If it be true that the sulphuret of lead is thus repeatedly formed upon the
ski n in successive baths, the elimination of the poison through that channel cannot
be doubted.
At La Charite, in Paris, there is what is called a specific mode of treatment followed. It is complicated and rough, but not a whit more successful than the simpler
plan which is univeni:ally adopted in this country. You may see it described, if you
are curious on the subject, in several of the French books. I think it is given in
detail in HATJER'S Form1tlary of Hospital Practice.
Though the colic may have been subdued, the cure of the patient is incomplete so
long as any of the poison still lingers within his body; and of this there is often autheutic evidence in the blue margin of his gums, and iu his palsied muscles. The
dropping of the wrist, which renders the patient incapable of earning his li\·elihood,
he justly regards as a more e:crious evil than the temporary pain and constipation of
bis bowels. With a view to eradicate the lurking poison, full doses of the iodide of
potassium should now be given . You may remember that when I was speaking of
the mercurial tremor, I brought under your notice the experiments of 1\1. l\l clsens1
which seem to prove that this salt is a specific remedy for the chronic forms of both
mercurial and lead poisoning. The theory of its sanative operation recommends itself by its simplicity. 1'he poisonous substance is in intimate union with one or
more of tho tissues of the body, and is retained there in some form which is insoluble
in the :rnimal fluids. The iodide, carried to all parts by the blood, combines with the
metallic poison, and forms a ocw and soluble compound, which is again taken ioto the
blood, and discharj?;cd from the body through its natural emunctories, and especially
with the urine. No good opportunity has fallen in my way of trying the iodide in
these cases since I became aware of its alleged virtues. It has, however, been put to
the test in this country, and its efficacy and mode of :ictiou have been fairly established. Thus Dr. Nicholson, of Redditch, relates an instance in which what he
names plumbisni was plainly marked. The patient was a house painter; he bad suf·
fercd several attacks of colic; his gums showed the characteristic blue line; and the
extensors of his wrists were partially paralyzed. Before he commenced the treatment,
Dr. Nicholson tested this man's urine for lead, and could discover none. Then he
administered the iodide of potassium; and after a while he ugain tried the urine, and
his reagents testified that it contained lead. The medicine was continued about six
weeks, by which time the patient was weU, and his urin e had ceased to furnish any
evidence of the presence of lead. Dr. Parkes hns published a precisely simi lar case.
No better corroboration of l\I. Mclsens' doctrines could well be had, or desired.
For helping to restore to the damaged muscles their lost power, electricity has been
thought useful, applied in the way of sparks at first, and of slight shocks afterwards,
alou~ the muscular parts of the extensors of the fingers . In the electro-magnetic
appnratus we have a more accessible, and probably a not less efficacious means, of
furnishing the requisite stimulus. It accelerates the recovery to give the hand and
finl!crs the mechanical support of a splint, made for thnt exprcs~ purpose, and so
connived that they are kept extended through the greater part of the day.
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[Io a very interesting report on the diseases produced by lead poisoning, drawn up

by Dr. Horatio .Adams, of Waltham, Mass. (See Trans. of the American 11/cd. Assoc.
vol. v. p. 163), we have the following account of the remedies that have been found,
by experience, to be the most successful in the treatment of lead palsy.
"The sulphur Lath is frequentlJ:' employed in paralysis with marked !?ood effect.
The temperature should be about milk-warm, and the patient should remain in it from
three fourths of an hour to an hour. This will produce a glow and feeling of general
beat. The baths will induce a copious perspiration, and a fine cut..1neous eruption,
attended by a general itching. This state of things will soon exhaust the patient,
the baths consequently should never be continued for a longer time.
"Electro-ma911etism is a valuable remedy when properly used. The shocks sliould
be conveyed through the paralyzed muscles only; if passed through the entire limb,
it will generally do more harm than good, exciting the sound more than the diseased
muscles. One pole of the battery should be placed at the origin, the other at the
insertion of the muscles about to be acted upon. It shou ld be used daily from ten to
twenty minutes, according to the ability of the patient to bear it.
"Stryl"hnine.-This alkaloid is the most potent remedy we possess for the removal
of load paralysis. It, together with electricity, seems to keep the diseased muscles as
it were alive or excited, and prevent that dormant state which soon results in a rapid
diminution of their volume. If this artificial life in the muscles can be kept up at
intervals for a few months, or till the system is cleansed from the lead introduced
into it, we may reasonably expect the disease to be eventually removed.
"The best mode of administering it is in the form of pills containing one-twelfth
of a grain each. The dose should be one pill, given once a day, increasing each dose
by one pill, till a sufficient number be taken to produce a sli~ht spasmodic action in
the muscles. This dose (whatever it may be) should be repeated daily. In a few
days, the patient will begin to move sli~htly the diseased muscles. '!'he immediate
effects of this remedy are generally very disagreeable to the patient, producin~ a
tension of the muscles, and as this subsides, a feeling of exhaustion. :F requently, the
patient will be very unwilling to pt'Oceed with it. Your committee believe, however,
if the remedy be judiciously given, and persevered in for months, that the disease will
generally yield .11 -C.J
It is observable of this disease, as of many, and, indeed, of most others, except
certain contagious febrile diseases, that when once it has occurred, it is much more
liable to occur again, upon a repetition of the exciting cause, than before. It is of
very great moment, therefore, that they who are necessarily exposed to the poison of
lead-as painters, plumbers, printers (who handle leaden types), colour-grinders,
potters, and glass-blowers (who use the oxide of lead in their respective manufactories),
shot.makers, workers in lead mines or lead manufactories, and so on - it is of great
importance that these persons should be made aware of the means which are best
adapted for their protection against the injurious agency of the poison: and we ought
to be able to give them advice in that matter. The rules for their guidance arc short
and simple; and if carefully observed, I believe they will generally prove succC'ssful.
They resolve themselves into cautions against the admission of the metal, or its compounds, into the body through any channel.
1. To prevent its introduction through the skin minute attention to cle01iliness is
necessary. The face and hands should be washed, the mouth rinsed, and the hair
\~om bed, several times in the day; and bathing and ablution of the whole body should
be frequently performed : also, the working clothes should not be made of woollen,
but of strong compact linen; and they should be washed once or twice a week at
least; and they should be worn as little as possible out of the ~orksh?p: and some
light impervious cap might protect the head while the work.man 1.s at Ins labour. .
2. Care should be taken that none of the poison be .admitted. mto the syste m with
thefood. The workmen, therefore, should not take their meals i~ the workroom, and
should be scrupulous in cleansin g their hands and lips before eutrnir.
3. The entrance of the poison into the air-passages during respiration should be
guarded ag-ainst as much as possible. l\Iasks have been recommended for this pur.pose:
none, probably, would be more convenient or more effectual, than Mr. Jeffry's onnasa l
respimtor.
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There i~ a notion prevalent in some places, which app:nently 11as some foundation,
that the free use of fot, and of oily substances, as food, is a preservative against the colic.
A physician, 11car Breda, informed Sir George Baker that the village in which he
lived contained a f!TCat number of potters, among whom he did not witness a single
case of lead colic in the course of fifteen years; and he attributed their immunity to
their having lived very much on butter and bacon, and other fat kinds of food. De
llacn also was told by a physician, the proprietor of a lead mine in Styria, that the
labourers there were once very subject to colic and palsy; but that after they were
exhorted by a quack doctor to eat a good deal of fat, especially at breakfast, they were
exempt from these disorders for three years. This is a kiud of prophylaxis that is
very easily adopted.
More recently Liebig bas asserted that "the disease called paiuter's colic is un.
known in all m:rnufactorics of white lead in which the workmen arc accustomed to
take, as a preservative, sulphuric acid lemonade, a solution of sugar rendered acid by
sulphuric acid. 1 '
lf this be so, the lemonade must protect the system by converting any other snlt
of lead, which might find entrance, into an insoluble sulphate: solubility being requi.
site to give efficacy to any poisonous substance.
Mr. Benson, the manager of the British white.lead works in Ilirmin~ham, states
(in the Lancet) that he has tried this method of prenntion. Under his direction
Eulphuric acid was first added to the trearle.beer, used as a beverngc by the workmen,
in the summer of 18-U .. ~e.ad ~olic, which had prevailed before." to a distreEsing
cxtcnt,1' soon began to d1mrn1sh m frequency: aud from October tn the same year,
up to the date of Mr. BeoEon's communication in December, 18-12-a. period of fifteen
ruonths-not a single instance of the disorder had occurred amongst them. This is
very encouraging.

[ E11cephalopothy, according to Tanquerel, is a distinct form of disease arisinp; from
the noxious influence of lead upon the animal economy, and would seem to depend
immediately upon some lesion of the brain. It embraces all the nrious forms of
cerebral affections that have been observed to arise from lead poisoning. The :1uthor
referred to considers that it requires for its production t110 absorption of a larger
amount of lead particles thau is requisite to induce colic, arthralgia, or paralysis. He
describes four distinct forms of these cerebral affections: 11 delirium; 21 coma; 31
con\'ulsious; aud 4 1 a combination of delirium, coma, and convulsions.
In the first of these forms of disease, cleliri1mi is the leading feature. It either
assumes the peculiar restless, talkative character of delirium tremens, or the more
violent symptoms peculiar to acute meningitis. Two varieties have been described,
viz., quiet delirium and furious delirium. In the former of these, the patient is
generally quiet, his features aud eyes being imn10Yably fixed, with rather an astonished
air; his countenance is sometimes composed and thoughtful; at other times his eyes
arc turned upwards, and his whole expression is that of ecstasy; when spoken to, his
answers arc at first sensible, but soon his ideas rapidly succeed each other without
apparent connection. 'l'he patient is by turns either gay or sad, loquacious or silent.
He will be in a constant state of restlessness, tossing his arms, and throwing off the
clothes, and trying to get out of bed. Sometimes he will be affected with a light
tremblinµ-, chiefly in the arms and face, and experiences a hallucination of sight and
hearin~ which at times greatly harasses him.
[n the sccoud variety, the eyes arc widely opened, menacing, furious, or haggard;
the features arc contracted; the patient cries, shouts, swears, tears his garments to
pieces, bursts through the restraints by which he was confined, and, in short, is in a
stat<" of complete and mging iusauity. The delirium is Eomctimcs accompanied by
spasmodic contractions of the muscles of the face, distortion of the eyes, chattering
of the jaws, twitching of the tendons, or tremors of the limbs. Notwithstanding: all
this nervous disturbance, by suddenly fixing the attention of the patient on some very
simple question, a rational answer will occasionally be obtained. 'fhe progress of both
these varieties of delirium is very irregular, varying from inst:rnt to in8tant1 without
order; but when it is about to termiuate favourably, a long, deep sleep super·
venes, at the close of which, a complete change is observed, often an unexpected
amelioration.
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Th e second, or comatose form, is characterized by coma, more or less profournl.
Tanquerel distinguishes two varieties of this form, according as the coma exists simply,
or as it is ('Ombioed with low delirium. In the former variety the patient is immovable, his limbs arc drawn up, und his eyes closed, or half closed; he utters occasionally some hea"y groans, turns in his bed, opens his eyes only to close t.h em immediately,
and is not easily roused from the eomato~e state in which he is plunged.
In the latter variety, there is a partial rousing from the comatose state, during
which the eyes are opened, and a few unintelligible words are uttered, :rnd a degree
of restlessness manifested. "These two varieties of comatose encephalopathy," says
Taoquercl, "show themselves alternately or isolated, during all the course of the
disease, and obser\'c no order in their appearance or disappearance."
In the co111:1tl1iil:e fo rm of this disease, Tanquercl distinguishes five varieties : 1.
Partial convulsions, in which the face, or one side, or one or more of the limbs, are
a~itated by repeated quick shocks; or there may be spas ms of l o n ~cr or shorter
duration. 'l'hese symptoms may coexist with delirium and somnolency, or wit.h
ccphalalgy, more or less intense. 2. General convulsions. The cerebral disturbance,
in this variety, may often be attributed to the violence of the colic or arthralgiac
pains. The con\•ulsive shocks extend to the whole body, affecting the face and
superior extremities most se\'erely. They are distinguished from epilepsy by the
cousciousoess being partially retained; the patients being often able to relate, in part,
what they have experienced during the fit. Reason generally returns after a quiet
eleep. 3. Epilepsy; the most common form in which cercbml disturbance from the
deleterious effects of lead evinces itself. The paroxysm lasts from two to thirty
minutes, and in no case ha\'C any traces of an aura epileplica been detected. 'Vhen
the attack is light, the patient suddenly falls, deprived of reason and general sensibility; he does not speak, but sometimes utters groans, and is but lightly convulsed.
ri'he more violent attacks are characterized by: "Immediate Joss of reason, the globe
of the eye bein~ turned up, the head immovable, the face sudden ly injected, and, in
an instant, the florid red colour changing to the paleness of death. Some con \'ulsive
wovements pass through the limbs, and the body is stiffened; soon these symptoms
acquire a prodigious increase; · the hand is clenched, and the thumb turned convulRively within; violent spasmodic shakes agitate the whole body. Respiration is
modified by the convulsive state of the muscles of the breast; it becomes short, interrupted, jerkin[!, noisy, and afterwards stertorous; a foaming saliva, ofte n bloody, is
thrown out with noise and difficulty." 4. Epileptic convulsions. In this variety,
the convulsive coutractioos arc less energetic than in epilepsy; m;ually, there is no
foaming at the mouth, or stertor; the spasms are almost continuous, a nd may last
from one to tweuty-four hours. 5. Catalepsy. The appearance of a patient, under
this variety, is that of a person in a tranquil sleep ; he gives no sign of sensibility or
feeling when pinched or even burned, and it is impossible to awake hi m, or fix his
attention. If his fingersi hand, armi footi or leg be placed in any position, constrai ned
or easy, they arc fixed for some seconds or minutes, then shake a little, and fall upon
the bed. This states alternates with one in which there is some restlessness of motion
and return of seusa.tion. "After some hours, or entire days of alternations of repose
and rcstle~sncss, the patient sudden ly opens his eyes, feels physical wants, aod asks
to cat or drink."
In the fourth form of encephalopathy, there is a combination of a11 the symptoms
occurrini; in the three other formi:;; it presents the type of the disease. The utmost

~~:g~~;~t~s~~~\·~i~~ i11~1~: ;:~~~~ :c~:11~~:a~~t~:~t ·~:nactu~;:~, ~~~~~c~h~i[~ll~;liir;fu~:
soruetiwes so light that the physician.does not recognize. it; at the end of sorn ~ hours,
or one or two days, an attack of epil epsy supervenes, rn consequence of winch, the
patient becomes drowsy for some minutes; then he seems to awake, and talks all day;
delirium, tranquil or furious, is then more decided than before the fit of convulsions;
the same day, the ui µ:h t following, or the next day, one or more attacks of epil epsy
supervene ap;:tiu. After eac h fit, the drowsiness is more profound and I on~; it is
interrupted only for an in st.'lnt, by a. half waking for some minutes, durin g which the
patient murmurs some words, then sleeps again. If the epil eptic fit is renewed ofte n,
coma becomes very profound, then death takes place. In the contrary case, the
paticu t seews to wake suddcu ly from his droW"siuess, after some hours, or a day."
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'I'he encephalic nervous system seems to be the scat of this disease. All the
pathological phenomena belonging to it point to alterations in the cncephalon. l'athol o~ical anatomy, which bas shed so much light on all organic affections, has revealed
nothing, however, satisfactory concerning lead encephalopathy. If there are organic

changes in the bruin, they are too subtile to be appreciated by our senses, even with
the aid of the microscope.

In regard to the treatment of encephalopathy, Tanqucrcl s:iys: "At present, the
best mean.Ii known, for preveDting the fatal termination of encephalopathy, is the
expectant method. The physician who witnesses such violent accidents of the brain,
with difficulty resists the desire of prescribing some treatment, in hopes that it will
do no harm, and may, perhaps, prevent a fatal termination. It is painful for him to
fold his arms before the disease, but experience is the greatest of masters; the facts
referred to are sufficiently conclusive to persuade every practitioner that the best
mode of treatment, to oppose to one of the most formidable diseases to which man is
subject-lead encephalopathy-is that pursued at the" Charity" by Rayer; that is,
the expectant method, of which diet and diluted drinks form the basis." C.J

LECTURE LXXII.
Diarrhma.

Sporadic, or Summer Cholera.

Epidem ic Cholera.

TnE morbid fluxes which proceed from the long tract of mucous membrane lying
between the stomach and the anus are many in number: and they vary much, both
in kind and in cause. Hccnwrrhoges are not un common. I have already described
the disease called melama, which is characterized by the discharge of black sernifluid
matters, rcsenibling tar, from the bowels, and in most in stances from the stomach
also by vomiting. The matters vomited, and the matters passed by stool, are composed principally of blood, which has been rendered black, and otherwise modified in
appearance, during its progress outwards in the one direction and in the other. Again,
hrernorrhage from the bowels is apt to occur in IJlpltoid fever; as I sha ll show._ you
when we come to that disease. Hremorrhaµ:e takes place also from the rectum in
ha:morrlwis, or bleeding piles: a malady that falls chiefly to the care of the su rgeon.
Blood comes away, too, mixed with a izrcatcr or less quantity of mucus, in dysentery.
The remaining forms of profluvia from the intestinal canal I shall proceed to con·
sider seriatirn: at least the most important of them.
There are several very different affections classed together under the head of
diarrha:a: by which term is usually signified the occurrence of frequent, loose, or
liquid alvine evacuations. Thus diarrhooa is a very common symptom of pulmonary
pbthisis; and this form of the disorder has been already mentioned. It is very often
met with also in typhoid fever, and durin!? the decline of the febrile cx:anthemata, of
which I have yet to speak. Stubborn diarrhrea attends malignant tlisease of the
lower bowel. llut diarrhrea. is not unfrequently the main symptom of the illness
under which the patient labours; and constitutes, at any rate, the ch ief object of our
treatment. I shall touch bri efly on some of its varieties.
In the first place there is that common form of the complaint which proceeds from
over repletion of the stomach ; or from the ingestion of food that is not wholesome:
food that disagrees (as the phrase is) with the patient's stomac h and bowels at that
particular time. We may call it, with Cullen, by way of distinction, diarrbrea
crapulosa; in which froces are discharged in a more liquid state, and more copiously,
and more often, than is natural. These cases are in truth sl i ~ht cases of irritant
poisoning. The iogesta irritate the mucous surface, and probably the muscular coat
also; the secretions into the intestines are poured forth iu unusual abundance, aud
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the peristaltic motions become more strong and active; the object of these changes
being that of getting rid of the offcndiog substances: a salutary and conservative
effort, which we assist and imit.1te in our treatment of this form of dia.rrhooa.
'l'he symptoms by which this species of diarrhooa is marked, must be well known
to us all. There are often nausea, £1.atulencc, griping pains in the bowels, succeeded
by stools of unnatural appearance and odour, and of fluid or watery consistence.
'!'here a.re often, also, a furred tongue, and a foul breath : but the disorder is attende<l
with little or no fever; the pulse remains of the ordinary frequency; and the temperature of the body does not'risc.
There are certain things which, more than others, tend when taken into the
stomach to cause this crapulous diarrhrea : and there arc certain circumstances which
increase the disposition to be affected by the ordiuary exciting cause.
We frequently see this disorder super>ene upon a debauch, in which case the mix.
ture of various articles of food, and of drink, each of which in itself mighL have been
perfectly innocent - and the actual quantity of the mixed ingesta- have occasioned
the irritation and disturbance. But where there has been no intemperance in eating
or in drinking, some kinds of food are more likely than others, aetais paribw;, to
provoke diarrhrea. I do not speak of idiosyncrasies, which show the truth of the old
proverb, that what is one ma::i's meat is another man's poison, and which cannot be
reckoned upon hl'forehand; but I refer to the average of systems and stomachs. And
among these less.digestible and irritating substances we may place raw vrgrtables of
many kinds; such as cucumbers and salads, sundry sorts of fruit, especially if they
ore hard, immature, and acid; plums, melons, pine.apples, nuts, and so forth.
l\Iushrooms may be added to the list, even wheo they are cooked. Putrid food, or
food which, in the more refined phraseology of gastronomers, is termed ltiyh, bas the
same effect upoo some persons: and so, in a particular manner, have some kiods of
fish; shell-fish, crabs, and muscles for instance, in this country: and in other couo·
tries, in the"' est Indies, there are several species of fish which are actually poisonous,
and cannot be safely eaten at all. And similar disorder is frequently produced in
children by any sort of food, other than the natural sustenance furnished by the
mother. 'l'he new kind of nutriment disagrees with them: and the very same thing
is apt to occur in adult persons. An article of diet which is perfectly wholesome and
digestible, and which the stomach bears well after a little habit, will sometimes cause
griping and purging, whco it is taken for the first time. It is upon this principle
that the diarrhcea to which Englishmen are subject upon their first visitinl? the towos
upon the continent, is to be explained. I do not know that it is so, but I think it
very likely that Frenchmen, and Germans, aod Italians, suffer in the same way when
they first come to this country, and adopt our habits and re~imen.
Another curious exciting caui;e is to be found in certain mental emotion.i;;, and
especially the depressing passions: grief, and above all, fear. A sudden panic will
operate on the bowels of some persons as surely as a black dose, and much more
speedi(IJ. Among the circumst:.rnces which predispose most persons to this kind of
malady, we may parlicularly specify season-the hol weather of summer and autumn.
And it is probably consistent with the experience of most of you, that the atmosphere
of the dissectin~-room bas a similar tendency.
Now this diarrhooa, from occasional irritation, produced by the presence of sub.
etances that offend the stomach or bowels, will generally cease of itself. The purging
is the natural way of getting rid of the irritant cause. We may favour the recovery
by dilueot drinks, and by making the patient abstain from all further use of food
which is not perfectly easy of di~estion i and we may often accelerate t11C _rec~very by
sweeping out the alimentary canal by some safe purgative, and then soothrn;? 1t .by an
?piate. Or we may give the apcriant and tbe anodyne to~ether, and th? on~ Wll~ not
rnterfere with the operation of the other. A table-spoonful of c~stor.011, with six or
eight minims of laudanum dropped upon it: or from fifteen gra1?s to a scr~ple of
powdered rhubarb, with ha lf as much of t he pulvis crcta compusit1is mm opw. By
some such medication as thi s, emptying the bowels, and quieting them, the cure is
generally accomplished with ease, and speedily : tutO, citO, etJucunde.
We sometimes however meet with cases in which diarrhooa rons on: tlrn stools
being composed of frecal mntter in an unnaturally fluid state; nod the precise condi·
ditiou on which this di.spo::iit.ioo to an over-loose staLC of the bv\\ds depeuds, c~caping
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detection. If tho disorder be slight, it will often yield to the astringent and bitter
medicines. The infusion of cusparia, with the tincture of cinnamon, may supply a
convenient formula. If it be more severe, or obstiaatc, we have recourse to chalk
mixture, which neutralizes acidity; combined with catcchu, or with rhatany, which
~re direct astringents of the tissues; and with laudanum, which calms irritation. A~d
rn extreme casrs the sulphate of copper has been found to have a powerful effect rn
restraining tho flux. It is apt to gripe, and should be combined therefore with opium.
A quarter of a grain of each, iu a. pill, given three or four times a day, 1 ha\'e frequently found successful, when previous uttempts to remove the diarrhcea had failed.
Tannin is another substance which is often effectual in arresting chronic diarrhooa;
and it is very useful in cases where opium is not well borne. 'l'hrec or four grains
of it may be given at intervals of four or six hours.
[A much more effectual remedy is the acetate of lead, combined ·with opium and ipe.
cacuhana; one grain of the first, from a fourth to the half of a grain of the second,
and from half a grain to a grain of the latter, combined in the form of a pill, or in a
powder, mixed with a little simple syrupi may be given to an adult, and repeated
every three or four hours according to circumstances.
Diarrhrea in a chrouic form is that which the practitioner will be most frequently
called upon to treat in the adult; and it, in general, requires for its complete removal
a cautious and judicious course of treatment, perse, ered in for a length of time. The
slightest deviation from the strict diet and regimen required in each case, will often
nry considerably protract the cure, while a too early abandonment of the appropriate
remedies will frequently be quickly followed by a return of all the worst symptoms of
the disease.
In chronic diarrhrea there exists a morbid excitability of the intestinal canal, so
that almost everything ta.ken into the stomach, as food or drink, brings on quickly
repeated discharges by stool consisting of the ordinary secretions of the digestive
tube, more or less changed in character, mixed with portions of half digested aliment;
and the looseness continues, often unattended with gripin1:t, or any other uneasy sensation save those connected with the debility and emaciation produced by the inter·
rnption to the digestive and nutritive functions generally, which the rapid passage of
the aliment throu~h the bowels occasions. '!'here is no doubt, that frequently the
morbid excitability of the digestive canal is due to a chronic inflammation, often follicular, and attended with ulceration of some portion of its mucous membrane; when
this is the ca~e, we have repeated discharges by stool, without apparently any exciting
cause other than the morbid secretions of the liver, pancreas, or of the stomach and
intestines themselves. 'fhe discharges are, in general, dark-coloured and offensi\'e,
very fluid, and small in quantity, and are often preceded and accompanied by griping
pains. more or l~~s severe. 'fhe.re is, very c?mmonly, some degree of nau~ea, and
occas1onally vom1trng; the appetite for food 1s generally destroyed, though 111 many
cases it continues unimpaired. 'l'he patient becomes more and more emaciated and
debilitated; his skin assumes a dirty sallow hue and a. dry harsh feel; the palms of his
bands become hot and dry; his countenance has, in many cases, a. doll, dcsponding
expression; his features acquire considerable sharpness, and his eyes become sunken
and surrounded by a broad leaden.coloured ring. 'fhe abdomen is frequently flaccid,
and exhibits no tenderness upon moderate pressure; occasionally, however, it becomes
swollen and tymp:rnitic, and is now and then decidedly tender to the touch. \Ve
have known in cases of chronic diarrhrea, au effusion of &Crum to occur within the
peritoneal cavity, and to produce a. very decided intumcscence of the abdomen. In
protracted cases, c.he body exhales a peculiar sickly odour, the tongue becomes of a
dark mahogany hue, and often, together with the parictcs of the mouth, is co\'ercd
with aphthro. 'l'he pulse is usually small and feeble, often quick and frequent.
Febrile symptoms arc not generally present; in many cases, however, there is observed
some deµrcc of febrile excitement towards evening-very protracted cases we ha\'e
repeatedly known to be accompanied with well-marked hectic symptoms. More or
Jess puffi11ess of the face, and cedematous swelling of the extremities, very commonly
occur in the course of the disease. The discharges by stool, while they arc always
fluid and vitiated, exhibit considerable variety in their appearance; most gcmcrally
they are dark·coloured, and ex.hale a r.i.ncid or fetid odour; occasionally, however,
1
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they ha,·c a jelly-like consistence, and very little sruell; at other timei:i thC'y consii;t
of a. small quantity of a dirty yellow fluid, and when they contain solid matter this
will generally be found to consist of portions of half-digested aliment. All these
changes in the character of the discharges may present themselves in the same case,
and often within a very short period. In protracted cases, the discharges would
appear to acquire an acrid property 1 producing an erythematous inflammation of the
verge of the anus, aud often of the natcs. The frequency of the stools varies ''ery
much in different cases, and at different periods in the same case. Occasionally, the
diarrbooa. takes place only after the ingestion of food or drinks, or of particular kinds
of food 1 and the discharges from the bowels continue to recur at short iutcrvals until
the offendiug matters are got rid of. In many cases, rcpcatC'd stools occur in the
course of. the day, whether foo~ is taken or not, and are suspended durinµ- the night;
in other mstanccs, the evacuations from the bowels often cease for a day, or even
longer, and then return, and for a short period with increased frequency.
The duration of chronic diarrhcea is very various; unless arrested by a proper
course of treatment-its spontaneous cessation being a thing of very rare occurrence
- it will run on for weeks, often for months, and the pati('nt finally sinks from
extreme exhaustion . Occasionally perforation of the intcstiues occurs from ulceration
or softening1 and the fatal event is preceded by peritonitis.
The causes of chronic diarrhrea arc the same as those of the acute or simple form
of the di!!easc. Frequent attacks, within a short period, of an ordiuary bowel complaint, will very commonly induce a chronic affeetioo.-lmproper articles of diet, and
acescent drinks, habitually indulged in; exposure to a cold, and, at the same time,
humid atmosphere; the abuse of purgatives, and intemperate habits generally, ar~
among the most common causes of chronic diarrhcca. It is an affection much more
readily induced in those of a lax, and feeble, excitable and broken-down constitution,
than those of an opposite condition.
The state of the intestinal tube in those who have fallen victims to the disease is
very various. In some eases, the mucous coat, particularly of the large intestines, is
somewhat thickened, spongy, and pale- in others its anatomical characters are entirely
changed, large portions of it presenting a smooth, glassy, mottled appearance, as
though its surface had been covered with a thin coating of dirty varnish. Occasion·
ally, large patches of the mucous membrane of the colon or rectum arc of a dark mahogany or of a slate colour. Traces of follicular inflammation, or of ulcerations, more
or less extensive, are not unfrequcntly met with, especially in the ileum and colon.
Dr. Stokes notices a form of chronic diarrhrea as of common occurrencc 1 dependent
upon ulcers situated close to the verge of tho anus; these ulcers occur chiefly in persons of a broken-down constitution, and those who have taken a great deal of mer.
eury j we have repeatedly observed them, also, in individuals, who have been in the
habit of using almost daily the various pills composed chiefly of aloes, soap, anJ.
scammony, or garnboge, of which vast quantities are vended in the United States as a.
popular remedy for almost every ailment. The ulcers situated just within the anus
produce irritation in the colon, tenesmus, griping, frequent discharges by stool, and
most commonly, during the straining, a. little blood is passed. '!'be presence of the
ulcers may be at once detected by an examination of the rectum; which examination,
as Dr. Stokes very correctly remarks, should invariably be made in all cases where the
diarrhcea has been of long standing, and ha.s resisted a great variety of treatment;
where it is attended with tenesmus, and a desire of sitting on the night-chair after a
stool has been passed; and, finally, where the patient's health docs not appear to be
50 much affected as it naturally would be from long-continued disease of a large
portion of the great intestine.
In the treatment of chronic diarrhooa our leading indications are, to control the
morbid irritabil ity or excitability of tho intestinal mucous membrane, and rc~tore it
as quickly as possible to its healthy condition and functions. To effect these objects is
not always, however, a very easy task; it is one which always demands cousidcrable
j udgment on the part of the pra?titioner, and c?nsid~rabl: paticnce1 .and. an impli~it
obedience on the part of the patient to the medical d1rect1on.s and d1ctet10 rules laid
down . The first and all-important consideration is that of diet-so that, while the
patient is supplied with aliment calculated for his support, as little irritation as possible of the intestines shall be excited by it. The food taken by au iudiviJual labour-
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ing under chro,nic diarrhrea should be easy of digestion, of the mildest quality, and
such ns leaves, after undergoing digestion, but a small c1unntity of cxcrcmcnt itious
matter; and even of such food but a small portion should be taken at a time. Rice
is probably the best article of diet in the geucrnlity of cases of chronic diarrhrea;
when well boiled, with the addition of a little salt, while it is i;:ufficieutly nourishing
it is extremely mild and unirritating, by no means difficult of di~cstion, and ~carcely
affords any excrementitious matter to be transmitted along the intestines. It may,
generally, be eaten mixed with a. very moderate quantity of plain beef or mutton
broth. Plain meat broths, prepared with the addition of a large amount of rice, will
often furnish a very suitable food in ch ronic diarrhooa, nnd are to many stomac11s
more palatable; rice, also, boiled with milk nod sweetened} but not too hea,·ily, with
the best of loaf sugar, or fresh milk thickened with rice flour, may be occasionally
g iven. Should either preparation, however, be found to disngrce with the pa_ticot, or
to auJ?:mcnt or keep up the diarrhooa, it should be :it once relinquished. We have
indeed, io numerous instances, found plain broths, when well prepared, or the juice
of roasted meats, with a portion of stale bread or crncker broken into it, agree better
than any preparation of rice. Tapioca, sago, or arrow-root, we have seldom found an
appropriate aliment for persons labouring und er the chronic form of diarrhcea.. As
eoon as it can be borne, and this can only be ascert.1incd by a cautious trial, a small
portion of tender chicken, turkey, or mutton, plainly boiled or roasted, Ulay bP. eaten
with rice. Pure water, toast water, or rice water, taken cold, and in very moderate
quantities at a time, should be the only drink allowed.
Next, or more properly perhaps, c...-q_ual in importance to a well-regulated diet, is an
attention to the clothing and regimen of the patient. Individuals affected with chronic
diarrhooa, are particularly susceptible to the influence of a cold and damp atmosphere
-a slight exposure to which will often increase their dis('ase, or when we ha\'C succeeded in diminishing the frequency of the discharges, will cause them to return as
before. It is essential, therefore, that independent of cautiously avoiding every species of exposure, the patient should be suitably lodged and clothed. The chamber

:~u~b~~p~:~n~~~f~~~' a;e~=~tl~ ~~~:,ga!~e :c~1' :~~~t~:~t::. drfli~fc~o~l~i~~orst~~:idab:
adapted to the scrison and state of the weather-flannel next the skin should always
be worn; a belt of flannel round the abdomen, or enveloping this part with a flannel
roll er nicely adjusted, and renewed daily, will ;ilways be found advantageous. In
obstinate <ind protracted c<iscs, the removal of the patient from a cold, damp, and
changeable, to a more equable, warmer, and drier cl imate, whenever practica,ble, is a
measure from which the very best results are to be anticipated; it has, in numerous
instances, been known to effect a speedy cure, when all other means have failed.
Iu regard to exercise, cnn the gentlest kind, whether passive or active, cannot
sometimes be taken, from the frequent ar.d pressing calls to evacuate the bowels
which occasionally are found to be excited by motion of every kind: in other cases,
short walks in the open air, in suitable weather, or a gentle ride in an open carriage,
or sailing in a boat, arc advantageous, and should be repeated daily if the patient's
strength will admit of it.
The warm bath, followed by brisk friction of the surface, is a remedy from which
the best effects arc to be anticipated in most cases of chronic diarrhrea; it may be
repeated daily, the temperature of the water being carefully graduated by the oonditiou of the patient's surface; when this is dry and warm, a tepid bath should be
preferred, but if the surface is cool, or its heat is not well sustained, the water should
be decidedly warm. 'l'he temperature of the bath should ne,·er be so low as to cause
the patient when immersed in it the slightest sensation of chilliness 01.1 the one hand,
nor so high on the othe r, nor the continuance in it so long, as to produce profuse per~
spiration.
By a few physicians the effects of leeches to the abdomen or to the anus, in cases
of chronic diarrhrea, are spoken of in the highest terms of commendation. Drs.
Crampton and Forbes:, in th ei r very excellent essay on the diseatze under considerntion, contained in the Cyclopredia of Practical Medicine, (Pln·tadelphia Edition, vol.
i., p. 640,) speak of leeches applied to the anus, as a remedy" possessed of remarkable powers - often working/' according to the common expression, "Jike a charm,
even in cases of diarrhcca of ver!J long standi11g, and of different external characters.
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Combined with proper diet, indeed, we are persuaded," they remark, "tlrnt tbe
greater number of diarrbceas, both acut6 and chronic, will yield to this method with
little or no a_id fro?l other medicine."- " l~lthough, in our practice, we always,•', they
add, "c~mbrne with the use of lccch_cs, ID the ca~cs whe~c they are indicated, a
proper diet, yet we have had ample evidence of their unassisted powers in checkinO'
0
or removio~ diarrhooa of great severity and obstinacy."
It is certain that most of the more obstinate cases of chronic diarrhooa are kept up
by a subacute inflammation of some portion of the mucous membrane of the larne
iotestiu~~, and in such cases a well-timed application of leeches to the anus will
productive of the best effects. In such cases, the earlier the leeches are applied the
better. In detecting the cases in which leeching is indicated, will demand a good
deal of tact, and close habits of observation on the part of the practitioner-his juda.
ment :°1m~t be made up from an inquiry into the bistory, and a careful analysis of all
the 01rcumstanccs of each case, for we know of no leading phenomena by which
those _cases where leeches are calculated to do good can be distinguished from those
to which they arc not adapted; as a general rule, however, we are persuaded that in
well-marked cases of chronic diarrhooa, particularly when the disease has existed for
aoy length of time, leeches are at best a doubtful, if not no improper remedy.
Blisters to the obdomen will, we apprehend, be found more generally advantageous
than leeches; we have found them to produce a speedy, marked, and prompt amelioration in the prominent symptoms of the case; the frec1uency of the stools, under
their use, being speedily diminished, and the discharges assuming a more natural
appearance. In many instances, however, we confess that no benefit whatever has
resulted from repeated blisters. They are a remedy, nevertheless, which so generally
do good that they should not be overlooked. Keeping on the blister for a few hours,
and then replacing it by a soft emollient poultice; repeating it as soon as the vcsicated
surface has healed, is a preferable plan to allowing the blister to remain on until complete vesication is produced, and keeping up the irritation thus produced by stimulating dressings.
The principal internal remedies from which any good effects are to be anticipated
are, opiates and astringents. Opium, either by the mouth, or introduced into the
rectum, in the form of an injection, acts beneficially by quieting the pain and other
uneasy sensations under which the patient labour!!-, as well as by allaying the irritability of the bowels, and thus suspending the frequency of the stools; it aids in this
manner the efficacy of whatever astringent is made use of. The Dover's powder
wi ll frequently be the best form in which the opium can be administered; or, if this
be found to disagree with the stomach, as will sometimes be the case, the opium may
be given in the form of a pill; combining it with a small portion of ipecacuaoha, we
have generally found advantageous: or the opium may be given as an enema rubbed
up with starch. The dose of the opium, and the period of its repetition, must be
left to the jud"mcut of the practitioner. We have not derived the same advantage
in cases of ch~onio diarrhooa, from the salts of morphium as from the opium itself.
Of astringents, nearly the whole list, both vegetable and mineral, bas been recommended, and each one is praised by different practitioners as particularly efficacious
in the discaHe under consideration. The vegetable astringents most deserving of attention are, the catechu, kino, galls, logwood, blackberry root, nod the root of the
geranium macnlatum. The first may be given in the form of the infus. catechu
comp. Dr. Pemberton prefers the kin~ to all oth~~ astri~gent.s, in cl~rooic diar~hrea;
he gave it in doses of a scruple made ma. bolus w_1th op1.ate confcct1o_n (on Dmases
of Abdom. Viscera). More recently, an extensive series of expcmnents on the
effects of kino in diarrhooa were wade in the hospital La Pitit, in Paris, by M. Bally.
In chronic diarrhroa, unaccompanied by fever or marks of iufian~matiou in the mucous
membrane, the continued use of the remedy, even for a short tune, was found almost
invariably to be effectual in stopping the diarrhcea. In one case of three years' standing it effected a cure. But the most remarkable result of M. Hally's experiments is
the alleged fact-that the ki n~, give_n in ~oses of twelve or fifteen ~rains, f?r SPvcral
days in succession, succeeded ID curm g d1arrhooa attended by febrile and 10flammatory symptoms. (Crampton and Forbes, from _.Med. Gazette, v.. 70~.) We have
repeatedly employe? both t~1e ~atechu and kino m ca~es of c?~ontc d1arrhooa where
astringents were evidently md1catcd, and although their beneficial effects were often
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promptly exl1ibi~e<l, t110y have, nevertheless, repeatedly f~iled ~n diminishing the frequency of the discharges. We have found the ~alls, either rn powder-combined
with camphor or opium, and not unfrequcntly with both-or in decoction, a much
more effective astringent in protracted and obstinate cases of di:irrhrea, than either
the kino or catcchu. The logwood in decoctiou is a favourite remedy with many
practitioners; we have, however, been disappointed in its effects; it may i;;ene as a
useful vehicle for more active remedies. The dewberry-root is unquestionably a very
powerful astringent, and well adapted to the disease under consideration; in infusion
or decoction it is extensively employed by the physicians of the United States, as is
also the root of the geranium maculatum, the effects of which latter, in chronic discharµ:es from the bowels, arc very hi~hly spoken of by many practitioners.
Of the mineral astringents, we know of nooe superior, in cases of chronic diarrhrea, to the acetate of lead; in the dose of one grain, combined with a quarter of a
grain of opium and the same quantity of ipecacuanha, repeated every three hours, it
will, in n large number of cases, promptly arrest the disease. The alum will, also, be
found a good astrinµ;cnt in chronic diarrhrea; it may be administered in the form of
alum whey, or in substance, combined with opium. We have given it in conjunction
with powdered galls and with the best effects. Tlu~ sulphate of copper, which has
been employed in combination with opium by Dr. Elliotson with the most decided
success, has repeatedly succeeded in our hands in arresting the disease under circumstances the most unpromising. The mode in which we have generally employed it,
has been in a quarter or one-third of a grain doses combined with two grains of extract of quinia and a fourth of a g:rain of opium every three hours. 'l'he protocarbouate of iron, the tincture of the chloride of iron, or the ammooiated tartrate of iron,
and the solution of the persesquinitrate of iron, we h:n-e repeatedly employed, and iu
cases of long standing have found them, especially the first three, very efficacious.
They are particularly well adapted to protracted cases of the disease, attended with
great prostration, and more or less infiltration of the subcutaneous cellular tissue.
The balsam copaiba and spirits of turpentine are among the remedies from which,
in numerous cases of chronic diarrhrea, the very best effects may be anticipated.
When the discharges from the bowels are small in quantity, and resemble in consistence thin Rtarch or mucilage, or when they are dark-coloured and of a rank offensive
odour, we are acquainted with no remedies from which the same amount of good may
be anticipated. 'J'hey may be combined with opiates and astringents where these are
considered necessary. The spirits of turpentine we employ more frequently than the
copaiba; it is, we believe, equally efficacious, while it is more ensily taken by the
patient, and agrees better with the stomach: it may be combined with simple syrup
and water, by adding a few grains of calcined magnesia.
A variety of other remedies are recommended by different writers, the efficacy of
which is highly extolled. The most prominent are Hope's Mixt1tre, which is a mixture of nitrous acid, camphor water and laudanum - the nux vomica and its actirn
principle; the fcrrocyanuret of iron; the nitrate of silver, and the resinous extract
of the arlentisia vul9aris. Of the effects of these we have had no experience.
In those cases in which the diarrhrea appears to be kept up by ulceration seated
just within the verp;e of the anus, very speedy and permanent relief will always be
obtained by touching the ulcers with nitrate of silver.
We have given above an outline of the treatment demanded in the chronic form of
diarrhrea; in conclusion, we would remark, that the management of this disease
always requires the exercise of great judgment and discretion on the part of the practitioner. Nothin~ would appear more easy than by opiates and astringent remedica
to arrest the inordinate discharges from the bowels, and thus to effect the cure of tho
patient, but it will be found that, in many cases, when astringents are too early resorted to, the disease, instead of being removed, is a~gravated; or if by our astrin!?cnts
we do succeed in suspending the discharges from the bowels, a swollen and painful
state of the abdomen quickly succeeds, producing: greater distress to the patient, and
terminating more promptly in death, than had the diarrhrea been allowed to run its
course. In numerous instances, chronic diarrhooa may be very effectually cured by a
proper regulation of diet and regimen, the warm bath, blisters to the abdomen, and
internally the blue pill, or c:.ilomel combined with opium and ipecacuanba, and, perhaps, the use, at the same time, of moderate doses of copaiba or turpentine, without
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There arc, l1 owc>cr, unquestionably, many cnses, in the course of which
astringents, and of the most powerful kind, are demanded m order to effect a re·
movaJ of the disease, and others, in which mild astringents, early administered, will
very materially shorten its duration; and it is in rightly determining the crises and
period of the disease, in which astringents arc indicated, that the success of the prac.
titioncr in effecting its cure will frequently depend. - C.J
I have alluded to the influence of hot weather in predisposing the system t-0 be
affected by the exciting cau!'<es of diarrhooa. Dr. Farr remarks that diarrhcca ''is as
constantly observed in English towns when the temperature rises above 60°, as bron·
chitis and catarrh when the temperature falls below 32°." And there is a complaint
- of ~hich diarrhooa is one.prom.inen~ symptom, but which is something more than
mere diarrhc:ca-that shows itself rn tlus country more or less every autumn, and prevails extensively in some years, as a minor epidemic. It is rightly enough named
cholera; for it is attended with, and consists mainly of, a remarkable. flux of bile.
Sydenham held that the disease is limited to the month of August: and that bowel
affections, with vomiting, occurring at other times, are not genuine cases of cholera.
But this was one of that great man's crotchets. The symptoms that mark this complaint are vomiting and purging of liquid matter, deeply tinged with, and principally
composed of, bile; violent pains in the stomach and bowels; cramps of the legs and
of the abdominal muscles; a great depression of the vital power, and a tendency to
syncope or collapse.
The attack is generally sudden. At first the contents of the alimentary canal are
evacuated; and then a quantity, an enormous quantity sometimes, of a turbid, yellowish, acrid fluid is expelled with violence both from the bowels, and by vomiting.
The patients complain of a burning sensation in the epigastrium. As the vomiting
and purging go on, clonic spasms of the lower extremities, and especially of the
gastrocncmii, occur; the surface of the belly is drawn up into knots: and after a
while, the patient, exhausted by the pain and the spasms, and still more by the
copious discharges, grows cold and faint. Sometimes actual syncope happens: and
sometimes death.
Death, however, is an uncommon event of this form of cholera, in this country.
The chief cause of cholera, such as bas now been described, appears to be casual
exposure to cold, after a continued high temperature of the atmosphere: and the
great irritation of the stomach and bowels evinced by the symptoms, proceeds from
the presence of bile in the intestines in undue quantity, and rendered more acrid
than usual by some morbid alteration of its quality. The attack seems to be often
determined by some of those causes of irritation which I just now mentioned when
speakin g of simple diarrhc:ca: and particularly by imprudence in eatin g and driukiug.
I believe that no better treatment can be followed in this disease than that Ion!!
ago laid down by Sydenham. Ile observes that any attempt to stop the purging and
vomiting by strong drm~tic apcrients, under the notion of expelling the irritant matter,
would be like endeavouring to extinguish fire by pouring oil upon it; and that to try
to lock up the acrid discharges in the alimentary canal by means of narcotics or
astringents, would be equally hurtful. Be therefore was accustomed to dilute the
contents of the stomach and bowels by emollient drink.Et, and injections, especially by
chicken broth; and so to favour their expulsion: and when any faintnc~s or sign of
sinking began to show itself, to administer laudanum in full doses. 'Ve arc seldom
summoned to these cases in the outset. Generally the vomiting and diarrhc:ca have
continued for some hours before we see the patient; so that it is expedient to give
the opiate as !SOOD as we can. If the stomach be very irritable, solid opium in the
form of pill may be preferable to laudanum; or an opiate clyster- or an opiate suppository-may be introduced into the rectum.

[In such cases we know of no remedy more effectual than a pill composed of opium,
camphor and acetate of lead 1 in the proportion of one grain each. 'Vbcn the stomach
is so irritable that the pill is quickly rejected, a solution of acetate of lead, eight
grains to two ounces of water, with the addition of one grain of the acetate of
morphia, in the dose of a teaspoonful, repeated at proper intervals, will very generally
berctaincd.-C.]
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Wh<'n the skin is.i cold, and the pulse sinking or irregular, cnrbonatc of ammonia,
or brandy and water, may be given by the mouth: and a mustard poultice, or a bag
of hot salt, or a moist and hot flannel sprinkled with oil of turpentine, should be applied to the abdomen. The cramps of the extremities may be relieved by diligent
friction with the hand; or some stimulating liniment may be rubbed upon the affected
muscles. When the collapse is great the patient should not be allowc~ to raise himself out of the horizontal posture, lest fatal syncope should follow. Opium, however,
is our sheet-anchor in this complaint: it sustains the flagging powers, while it quiets
the gastro-intestinal irritation.
After an attack of severe cholera, the patient is apt to be left extremely feeble;
with soreness of the muscles of the trunk and limbf:I: and sometimes, symptoms of
inflammation of the mucous membranes will supervene; pain and tenderness of the
belly, a white tongue, thirst, and fever. And these sy~ptoms may require some of
the remed1'es of inflammation.
Such is the disease which has long been familiar to English practitioners, as
cholera : but about the end of the first third-part of the present century, this country
was visited by a severe epidemic disorder, which was also called cholera; or by way
of cmphMis, the cholera; or sometimes spasmodic cholera.; or Asiatic cholera; or
mali!Jnant cholera. The symptoms of this new disease resembled, in some points,
those of the old-fashioned cholera: but differed from them in more, and in more important, particulars. So that the application of the term cholera, or cholera morbus,
to both these morbid conditions, is very much to be regretted, for it has produced a
great deal of confusion and inconvenience.
I scarcely know how to name the newer and severer disorder. I have no right to
alter the received nomenclature; and choosing from among the many appellations
which have been given to the complaint, that epithet which seems the least objectionable, I may call it epid~mic cholera : although this term is not unobjectionable, since
the other malady, to which Dr. Farr has given the appropriate name of summer
cholera, is sometimes also epidem ic.
The cpichmic cholera so far resembled the summer cholera, that it was attended by
profuse vom iting and purging, by extreme prostr.ition of strength, and by cramps.
But it differed remarkably in these respects; in the circumstance that the matters
ejected from the stomach and bowels contained no bile (and this alone is a good reason
against calling the disease cholera); in the early supervention of the symptoms of
collapse; and in the great mortality of the disordc'r.
The ;:imount of t110 fluid matters thrown up from the stomach and discharged by
the bowels, was really iu many cases wonderful. At first, perlrnps, the patient would
have so copious a stool-a. consistent dejection it might be, but so large in quantityas to lead him to conclude that the wl1ole contents of the intestines had been evacuated at once. Yet soon afterwards a turbid whitish liquid would again and again
pour from his bowels in streams, and be spouted from his mouth as if from a pump:
not in general with pain or much effort, but easily and abundantly. The matters thus
discharged were thin, and for the most part of a whitish colour, like water in which
ri ce has been boiled; without frecal smell; and containing small white albuminous
flakes. There were some varieties in the evacuations, but the kind I have mentioned,
resembling rice.water, was the most common an<l the most characteristic: and however else their sensible qualities might vary, this eircum!itancc was uuh-ersal, that
they coutaiucd no bile.
With all \his there was early sinking, and collapse, as it was called. This term
collapse expressed a general condition, made up, in the most exquisite cases, of the
following particulars : - A remarkable change took place in the circulation, and a
striking alteration in the appearance of the patient. The pulse became frequent,
very small and feeble, aud at last, even for hours sometimes, extiuct at the wrists.
'fhc surface grew cold; and in most, or in many instances, blue as well as cold. The
lips were purple; the tongue was of the colour of lead, and sensibly and unpleasantly
cold to the touch, like a frog's belly; and the breath could be felt to be cold. With
this coldness and blueness there was a manifest shrinking and diminution of the bulk
of the body. The ~yes appeared sunk deep in their sockets; the cheeks fallen: iu
short, the countenance became as withered and ghastly as that of a corpse. The cada-
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't"erous aspect that sometimes precedes death in long-standing diseases, would come on
in the course of an hour or two, in this complaint. If the physician left his patient
for half an hour, he found him visibly thinner on his return. The finger nails became
blue; the hands and fingers shrivelled, white, corrugated, and sodden, like those of a
washerwoman's after a long day's work. The skin was bathed in a cold sweat. The
voice became husky and faint. So peculiar was this change, that the sound wa9
spoken of as the vox cliolerica. These arc the symptoms which the single word col·
lapse was meant to express.
Another very striking feature of the disorder was the muscular cramp; affecting

~:Od;u~~ds dor~,!~1:gt~t~~~nt~~~:e~~: ~~s1:1~, ~~n~c;i~tdt~::n~s ~~~s:ns~:!~~~~

contractions were attended with severe pain, and constituted the gre;;iter part of the
patienes suffering. During the continuance of the symptoms that I have beon en·
deavouring to describe, not a drop of urine was passed or secreted. One man wha
was under my own observation and care, and who recovered, did not void a drop of
water from Sunday morning till the afternoon of the following Wednesday.
Even in the extreme state of collapse the intell ect remained quite clear: the
patients would continue to talk rationa1\y to the last moment of their lives; and, for
the most part, they seemed singularly indifferent and apathetic about their condition.
In the fatal cases-and a very fearful proportion of the whole number were fataldeath took place sometimes in the course of two or three hours; and it was seldom
delayed beyond twelve or fifteen. In those that recovered, the fa,·ourable symptoms
were the cessation of the "Vomiting, purging, and cramps; the return of the pulse,
of the voice, and of warmth to the surface; the disappearance of the blueness of the
skin, and of the hippocra.tic countenance; the reappearance of bile in the alvine eva.
cuations; and the restoration of the secretion of urine.
The course of the symptoms varied a good deal in different pcn:ons. Sometimes
the vomiting and purging soon ceased, and sometimes there was neither sickness nor
diarrlm:a at all, but rapid collapse and sinking. These were thought the most for.
midable cases. Ilowcver, the peculiar secretions were poured forth, in some, at
least, of the instances in which none of them were ejected from, the body. A patient
died of cholera in the l\lidcllesex Hospital without any vomiting or purging: but on
examining the dead body, we found the intestines quite full of the rice-water serous
fluid. Sometimes the cramps were not very troublesome. The cutaneous blueness
was not a. universal phenomenon. The patients were in general tormented by thirst:
and when attempts were made to bleed them, the blood was found dark and thick,
like treacle, and scarcely moving, if ~oving at all, in the ve!ns: in some case~ it
could not be made to flow out. Considerable hurry and anxiety of the breathrng
were also symptoms that I omitted to mention before.
Examination of the dead bodies threw no light, that I know of, upon the nature
of this frighful disease. The alimentary canal generally was found to contain a. white
liquid, having whiter flakes in it; such as had previously issued from the bowels:
and the mucous glands of the intestines, both the solitary and the agminatcd, were
unusually large and conspicuous. '!'he veins were loaded with thick, bl_ack, tar-l~ke
blood i and the urinary bladder was always found empty, and C'ontractcd rnto _the ~1ze
of a walnut. Even when the blue colour had existed in a marked degree durmg hfe,
it often quickly disappeared after death. And another most singular phenomenon
was occasionally remarked in the dead body. A quarter, or half an hour, or even
longer, after the breathing had ceased, and all other signs of animat_ion had d~parted,
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quence of these spasms.
.
.
The disease, of which I l1a·rn drawn but a faint outline, wns not known rn this
country till the autumn of the year 1831. There arc persons, I ~m aware, who hold
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::
country, in rnpport of their opinion. But the malady was too striking to be over·
looked, or ever forgotten, by any one who had once seen it. Certain ly, till that year,
I never saw anything like it. To be sure I had not at tha.t timo been very ma~y
years in practice here. The late Dr. Babington, howcYcr, told me that it was qmte
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uew to him. Ile had, for a very long period, been in cxtcnsh·c business, in those
parts of the metropolis and its vicinity where the epidemic cholera raged most; and
when it first came among us he bad the curiosity to nsk every medical man whom he
wet, whether he had seen any case of the cholera; and if the answer were "yes,"
he went on to inquire whether, before that year, the person had ever met with the
oame complaint; and the reply was always, without a sin~lc exception, "no." Yet
I say there were, and arc, a few practitioners who denied, and deny, that it was anything more than the common and well-known English complaint, raging with unusual
frequency and violence.
Hut we have evidence of a different kind of the newness of the epidemic cholera
to these kingdom::. Its approach was discerned afar off, as distinctly as :1. storm is
foreseen by the rising of the clouds from the horizon in the direction of the wind.
The disorder began to rage with terrible severity, in the Delta of the Ganges, in the
year 1817. I do not mean that it then broke out there for the first time. It had
again and again desolated those regions before. But from its irruption in the year I
have mentioned, when it committed frightful dcvast.a.tion in our arm ies in the northeastern districts of India, its course can be distinctly traced to our own shores;
towards which it approached with slow and halting, but with sure steps; in a northwestern direction. l?rom India it spread to Persia; from thence to Russia; and
across through Poland to Germany: and at length it was found at Ila.mburgh. It
was predicted before that time, that the distemper would at length reach Great
Britain. Our government bad even sent two physicians into Uussia to meet it, and
to investigate its nature, in the fearful anticipation that its march across the earth
would continue progressive; and accordingly, at the expiratiou of fourteen years, it
made its appearance on the eastern coast of this country; in Sunderland : and in due
time extended over every part of these islands. I say its arrival had been)Ureseen
and foretold,· and it is absurd to suppose that a vast number of persons would fall
sick, and die, with symptoms quite strange to the great mass of practitioners here,
merely to fulfil this prediction.
The progress of the disorder did not end here. Crossing the Atlantic, it invaded
America; turning, at the same time, in a south-easterly direction, it ravaged France
and Spain, and the north coast of Africa, and Italy.
l\Ioving thus onward, as it did, in defiance of all natural or artificial barriers, under
opposite extremes of season, temperature, and climate, in the teeth of adverse winds,
over lofty mountain chains, across wide seas, through "hot, cold, moist, and dry1'in what manner, you will probably ask, was this wasting pestilence propagated?
Upon th is point various and discordant opinions are entertained. Many persons
believe that the complaint spread by contagion: more, however, that it was not contagious at all, but arose from some deleterious cause with which the general atmos·
phere of the place was pregnant. Now I cannot reconcile the phenomena of the
appearance and extension of the malady with either of these hypotheses, exclusively.
It must, I think, be granted that the complaint, in every instance, was excited by
the application of some noxious material to the body, some positive poison. It is
certain, also, whichever hypothesis may be chosen, that many more individuals were
exposed to the agency of this poison, than were injuriously affected by it. This
exemption from the disease no more in>alidatcs the doctrine of contagion, than it
invalidates the doctrine of some diffused atmospheric influence: nay it is wore explicable upon the former than upon the latter supposition; for while many may avoid a_
specific contagion, all are immersed in, and all breathe, the common atmosphere. But
the exemption shows this: that the exciting cause, to be effective, required a. fit recipient; that the susceptibility of being hurt by the poison in its ordinary dose and
intensity varied much in different persons; and in the majority was very faint, or
wanting. It is clear that the poison travelled. It is equally clear to my mind, that
it was p01·table; and therefore commun icable from person to person. I even believe
that it was capable of being conveyed, and was actually conveyed from one spot to
another, by persons who were themselves proof against its effects; or who, at any rate,
were unaffected by it. The innumerable authentic instances of coiucideocc, in point
of time, between the first outbreak of the disorder in a particular place, and the arrival
nt that place of some person or persons from au infected locality, prove that the poison
could be thus carried. Of this direct importation of the disorder into new and dis·
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tant places, by infected individuals, and of its subsequent extension from those individuals to others who had intercourse with them, you may sec a 'fast number of
examples collc'cted by Dr. James Siwpso_n, in the 49th Yolumc of tlie J:,f.linLurgl~
j["Jical and Suryfral Journal. The endence there adduced of the portability of
the poison is abundant, and to my mind irresistible. Wh ether the malady was con-
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as yeast multtphes itself durmg the fermentation of beer-is a different and a much
more dou.btf~l qucsti~n. A _disorder ~ay l;>e contagious, without this property of
rep~ductton 10. t.hc an.nnal Hmds. Th.e itch is contagious. 'fhe itch is produced by
a mmute parasitic anmwlcule, the existence of which bas, of late years only, been
assured to us .by the microscope. Su~pose that these itch insects could fly, or were
capable of bcmg wafted through the air-they would then represent what is conceivable enough of tbe subtle exciting cause of cholera. Between tl10 two epidemic distempers, influenza and cholera, there were numerous and striking points of similitud e
and analOf!Y· .Th?Y have obs~rved the. same, or very nearly the same, geographical
route. Both, 1ssutng from theu cradle rn the east, have traversed the northern countries of Europe, till, arriving at its western boundary, they have divided into two
great branches; the one proceeding onwards, across the Atlantic, the other turning in
a retrograde direction, towards the south and cast. The main differences between them
have been, that where.is the poison of influenza. spared very few of the community,
inflicting a disease which , of itself, was seldom fatal-the poison of cholera, on the
contrary, smote very few, but with so deadly a stroke that as many sank beneath it,
probably, as recovered. Both were general disorders, affecting the whole system, but
in both the most prominent of the symptoms had reference, in the majority of cases,
to the mucous membranes: to those of the air-passages in the influenza; to those of
the alimentary passages in the cholera
Now this i:.trong analoµ-y has been made use of as an argument that the cholera wm;
not conta9io:is. "~'he_ i~flucnza (say the objectors) had no contagious properties;
therefore It 1s, a pnori, likely that the cholera had none." But I demur to the
major proposition. Cullen thought the influenza was conta~ i ous 1 and I adverted, iu
a former lecture, to some facts which favour that belief. Supposin g it, however, to
be so, the proof of its contagious property must, from the very nature of the case, be
extremely difficult. Its visitations are so rapid, widely spread, and multitudinous,
that there is no time for its transference from house to house, or from person to person; yet it may nevertheless be transferable. Its inheren t rate of locomotion out·
strips and precl udes the tardier conveyance of the poison by man. Its cootagiom1
qualities (gran ting them to exist) are hidden iu its universality, and can seldom be
traced but by accident. I therefore esteem this argument from analogy as worthless;
and my own creed respecting the cholera is, that it 1cas contagious in the limited
sense already explained; but that its contagious power was not very great: that a com·
paratively small part of the population, of this country at least, was susceptible of its
operation; and that few were in much danger of suffering from expos ure to the physical cause of the disease, except under circumstances of predisposition. At the
same time I believe that a great majority of the cases of cholera were not attributab~c
to direct contagion, but to the poison ddfused through the atmosphere. There is
nothing in consistent in the supposi tion that this noxious matter tra\•ellcd sometimes
by its own peculiar powers, sometimes made use of vehicles.
[During the prevalence of the cholera in Philadelphia, in 1832, we closely investi
gated every fact calculated to throw light upon the question of its contagious or non
contagious character, and for this investigation, our position in the Board of llealth
and as chief of a large hospital, afforded us ample opportuniti es-but we were unable
to discover the slightest evidence of the disease having becu in any one in sta nce com·
municated from the sick to the well. And yet, there arc many curious facts upon
record whi ch would seem to give countenance to th e idea. suggested by Dr. Watson,
that the ::crial poison productive of epidemic cholera may be conveyed from one i-:pot
to anoth er, by pers?ns who arc thc~seh-es proof against its effect~, or w~o at any rate
were unaffected by it. We agree with Dr. ·watson that a malarious disease may be
portable without its being, therefore, necessarily contagious in the proper acceptation
oftheterm. -C.]
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This, I s::iy, is my creed upon t.11e vexed question of contagion. Respecting the
special nature of the poison I can only guess; and my g:uessing, as you may have perceived, takes the same direction as before. I adverted, when speaking of the inlluenza, to what Sir Ilenry Ilolland bas called "tho hypothesis of insect life as a cause
of disease." I shall not repeat the obserYatious I then made; but I would refer you,
for such curious thought anJ information upon the subject, to Sir Ilcnry's very interesting essay. The hypothesis in question squares more readily th:m any other that I
know of, with the ascertained history of the disorder: with its origin, after an unusually wet season, in the low marshy country, and hot atmosphere of Bengal: with its
irregular but continuous migrations: with its dying away after a while, and its occatiional and partial revi,•als. But still, remember that we are dealing merely with a
liypotliesis.
Whatever obscurity may overhang the exciting causes of the epidemic cholera, we
arc quite sure that certain circumstances exercised a. strong predisposing iofl.ucuce
upon tbe human body, to render it more than usually susceptible of the disease. The
predisposing causes, as might well be imagined, were such as tended to debilitate the
system: and therefore poverty, wl1ich implies scanty nourishment, and frequeatly also
confinement of several persons to a narrow spa.cc, and want of fresh air; poverty, which
in cludes these and other evils, was found to predispose the body to a ready reception
of the malady. But to 1·111cmpera11ce, more than to any other single cause, may the
proclivity to become affected by this species of cholera be ascribed; and espcci::illy to
the intemperate and habitual use of distilled spirits. This fact was peculiarly m::ioifosted in the selection, by the disease, of its victims in this country; and it has been
remarked almost everywhere else.
I h::ive all along spoken of the visitation of epidemic cholera. in the past tense1
because, for tbe last eleven or twelve years, we Jrnsc heard but little of it. Yet we
can scarcely venture to hope that. the stranger pest has altogether forsaken us, for we
lrnve had slight sprinklings of the dis.case in and near London most summers, I
believe, since 1832; but it bas never a~ain been extensively prevalent or epidemic.
Ccrta.inly, it dealt liµ:htly, upon the whole, with our country. It was much more
:rencral, and more widely fatal, in France1 which it visited subsequently to its, ::irrfring
here : it was very destructive also in its subsequent course, both westw::ird and tow::irds
the south-cast.
'l'he epidemic cholera made its attack in two different modes. In one it seized
upon the pa.lieut suddenly, and without warning. 'fbis was comparatively rare .
.l\luch more commonly the specific symptoms were preceded, for some little time, even
for some days perhaps, by diarrhcea. And this I take to be the most important practical fact that was ascertained during its prevalence among us. '\\'hen the disease
was once fairly formed, medicine had very little power o\·er it; but in the preliminary
stage of diarrhrea it was easily managc::iblc. Unfortunately people arc inclined (especially those cl::isses of the community among whom the cholera most raged) to regard
a loose state of the bowels as salutary : and to mako no complaint of it, and to do
nothing for it : or, in other cases, they conceive it to proceed from some peccant m::itter within 1 which requires to be carried off, and they take purgative medicines to get
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and the employment of purgatives hastened or insured that catastrophe. '!'he proper
plan of proceeding, I am convinced, was, to arrest the diarrhcca as soon as possible
after its commencemcnt1 by astringents, aromatics, and opiates. You may object perh::ips that the cases that were cured in this way were not cases of cholera at ::ill, and
never would have been; but simply ordinary diarrhcca. It is impossible to prove the
contr::iry, no doubt; but the presumption is strong that the diarrhcca would, in many,
and perhaps in most instances, have run on, if not checked 1 into the ruorc perilous
form of the disease. In many places, when, taught by experience 1 the authorities
estab lished diarrlu:ca dispensm·ics, to which those attacked by looseness of the bowels
were warned and invited to apply, that the looseness might forthwith be corrected;
in many such places the cholera, which bad before been cutting off the inhabitants
by scores, and by hundreds, began instantly to decline in fr~qucncy. I veuture to
advise you, supposing the disease should re-appear, or whenever in the autumn a suapicion arises that this form of cholera i8 present in the community, not to try, in cases
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of diarrhooa, to carry off the presumed offending matter, but to quiet the irrita.tion and
to stop the flux as soon as you can.
But when the regular symptoms, peculiar to the severe form of cholera, had set in,
medicine, I repeat, had very little influence upon it: and accordingly, as might have
been expected, a hundred different cures of the disease were announced, most of them
all but infallible. Some persons held that timely blecdin~ would save the patient:
others relied confidently upon mustard emetics. Hot air baths were manufactured
and sold to a great extent, to meet the apprehended attack in that manner without
delay. Certain practitioners maintained that the disease was to be remedied by
introducing into the system a large quantity of neutral salts, which were to liquefy
and redden the blood, and to restore the functions of the circulation. But of this
practice it was said in a sorry but true jest, that, however it might be with pigs or
herrings, salti11g a patient in cholera was not always the same thing as curing him.
In a great number of the sick the blood was mechanically diluted by pouring warm
water, or salt and water, into their veins. Some physicians put their trust in brandy,
some in opium, some in cajeput oil, which rose to I know not what price in the
market; some again, in calomel alone.
Now, I would not willingly mislead or deceive you on this point, by speaking with
a confidence f~r which I really have no warrant, of the success or propriety of any
of these expedients. I believe that each in some cases did good, or seemed to do so;
but I cannot doubt that some of them did sometimes also do harm. I had not moro
than six severe cases under my own charge; and I congratulated myself that the
mortality among them was not greater than the average mortality. Three died, and
three (I will not say were cured, but) recovered. The three that died I was called
in to see when the disorder was at its height: in each case it went on with frightful
rapidity, in spite of all the means adopted, and proved fat.al a few hours afterwards.
The three that recovered I saw somewhat earlier, but still not till the specific symp·
toms were present: one was a girl in the hospital. They all recovered under large
and repeated doses of calomel. Yet (as I said before) I do not venture to affirm that
the calomcl cured them. In the first case which was treated in that way, I merely
followed up the plan that had been be!!Un by Dr. Latham, who had visited the
patient for me when I was accidentally ab~ent. I found that he had felt better, less
sick and less faint, after taking half a drachm of calomel at a dose; and I repeated the
same dose many times, for after every dose his pulse rose somewhat, and he appeared
to rally. This was the same man whom I mentioned before as having made no urine
from the Sunday to the Wednesday : all that time l1e kept discharging rice.water
stools. At last, on the fourth day, he passed a little water, and his alvine evacuations
became rather more consistent, and began to look green: and from that time he
gradually got well. Afterwards I treated my hospital patient in the same way, and
with the same event. Yet I will not pretend to say that these persons wight not
have done quite as well if they had been left entirely to themselves.
.
Some of the expedients recommended had certainly a very marked and immed.iato
effect upon the cond ition of the patients, especially the injection of warm water into
the veins. 1\Iany instances of this were related at the time. One I myself saw.
The patient was a young man, who was nearly moribund apparently. Ilis pulse had
almost, if not quite, disappeared from the wrist; his voice was faint and husky; l_ie
was very blue, and his visage was ghastly and cadaverous : in one ~vord, he ~a~ 1u
an extreme state of collapse. Out of this he was brought in a few rornutes by ~nJ~ct.
ing warm water into one of the veins of his arm. The pulse again became d1stwct
and full; and he sat up, and looked once more like one aliv-.? 1 and spoke in a strong
voice. But he soon relapsed; and a repetition of the injection again rallied him, but
not so thoroughly : and in the end be sank irretrievably. Dr. Babington told me of
a patient whom he saw, speech less, and all but dead, and whose veins were injected.
He then recovered so as to sit up, and talk, and even to joke, with the by-st~n<lers :
but this amendment did not last either. Yet cvon this temporary recovery tmght be
sometimes of great importance: might allow a dyiug man to execute a will, for
example. And some of the persons thus revived got ultimately well. We had for
some time a woman in the Middlesex Hospital acting as a nurse, who had been
rescued, when at the verge of death in cholera, by the injection of warm water into
her veins.
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It was remarkod of those who recovered, that some got well rapidly, and at once;
while others fell into a state of continued fever, which frequently proved fatal some
time after the violent and peculiar symptoms had ceased. Some, after the vomiting
and purging and cramps had departed, died comatose; over-drugged sometimes, it is

to be feared, by opium.

':J.1hc rude discipline to which they were subjected might

account for some of the cnscs of fever. And the process of artificially replenishing
the veins was certainly attended with much danger. The injection of' air "ith the
water- inflammation of the vein from the violence done to it-an over-repletion and
distension of the vessels by the liquid- m(qht, any one of them, and sometimes, I
suppose, did, occasion the death of a patient. Never, certainly, was the artillery
of medicine more vigorously plied- DC\·er were her troops, regular and volunteer,
more meritoriously active. To many patients, no doubt, this busy interference rn:i.de
all the difference between life nnd dcnth. But if the balance could be fairly struck,
and the exact truth ascertained, l question whether we should find that the ag~rcgate
mortality from cl10lcra, in this country, was auy way disturbed by our craft. Except.
ing always the cases in which preliminary diarrhroa was checked, just as 111auy,
though not, perhaps, the very same individuals would, probably, have survived had
no medication whatever been practised.
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disease is poured out by the mucous membrane of the alimentary canal, we should
were, therefore, induced to try the effects of
very readily succcod in its cure.
the acetate of lead, with tl1c remedial powers of which, iu a somewhat :urnlogous
disease, t11e cholera of infants, we were familiar. We administered it in pills, com·
bincd with opium and camphor, or when the stomach rejected it in this form, in solution with tbc acetate of morphia, and at the same time, by tbe rectum, in injectioos
composed of a. strong solution with the addition of laudanum. Under this plan of
treatment, the discharges were in numerous instances promptly arrested, and the
patients recovered, even after approaching collapse was indicated. From our subse·
qucnt experience with this plan of treatment, we are convinced, that had the remcJy
been izenerally resorted to from the commencement of the epidemic, the mortality of
the disease would lrnvc been materially reduced. Since 1832 cases of the eholl'ra
have occurred almost every year; all that have fallen under our notice were treated
by the acetate of lead, and we have lost none.-Dr. Graves subsequently recommended
the same remedy, and speaks of its effects in the 11ighest terms.-Wc usually admiu.
ister the acetate of lead in the dose of one grain, combined with one of opium and the
same quantity of camphor, every hour, or two, or three, according ll.l the violence of
the attack. The tl1irst of the patient was assuaged by small portions of ice held in
the mouth and allowed.sl.ow~y to dissoh-e-large n.nd frl'quent draughts of cold water
we always found to be IDJUflOUS. - Cups to the abdomen were frequently employed,
and we have reason to believe always with advantage. - From warm bathing, dry heat.
to the surface, sinapi!:~ms, or stimulatiug pcdiluvia, or from the internal use of stimu·
!ants, we have never seen any good effects result. -C.]
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Since the foregoing lecture was written and delivered, the pestilence of cholera
has twice revisited this country. I suffer the lecture to remain unaltered, because I
still believe it to present, so far as it goes, a. faithful outline of that terrible disorder
in its intrinsic features, and in its extcrnn.I relations. The larger and the riper expo-.
ricuce gathered by a host of competent and keen obseners during the prevalence ot'
the last two epidemics, demands however a few additional words of summary and
comment.
In their general course and character, the three epidemics of 1831-32, of 1848-49,
and of 1853-5-1: have manifested a strong mutual resemblance. l~ach had a. period
of invasion-then a pause-and then agaio a subsequent fiercer outbreak, determined
apparently by atmospheric conditions. All three fell with unequal severity up1m
different parts of the kiogdom; and the parts which suffered the most, and the parts
which suffered the least, were, with few exceptions, the same in them all. In each
the absolute mortality from cholera was the hig:bei:.t in the mouths of Auguf:it and
8cptember. l\lorc persons died of it in 1849 than iu 1832, fewer in 1854 than iu
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To give you some notion of the desolating power of the disease, I may tell you
that duriug its second vi .. itation there died in England of cholera and diarrhrea
upwards of seventy thousand persons. I couple the two ad>isedly. Each of the
three cholera epidemics was preceded and accompanied by diarrhooa, which was unusually fatal as well as unusually frequent. There can be now no doubt that the
excess of diarrhrea aboYe the average of common years was due to the exciting cause
of cholera; or rather, that most of the cases registered under the head of diarrhcca
were really cases of cholera, running a. comparatively slow course, and shorn of its
more striking symptoms. This fatal choleraic diarrhooa occurred most ofton at the
two extremes of life, while the deaths from fully developed cholera were most numerous in its middle period. It appears from the statistical tables published under the
authority of the Registrar-General, that the average duration of fatal diarrhooa was
about sixteen days, of summer cholera. about five days, of epidemic cholera about two

1849.

days.
Many converts have been ma.de to the doctrine wl1ich I have lwld from the bcfrinning, that epidemic cholera is catchi11[j: that it results from a material poison which
is portable, capable of being conveyed from place to place, and communicated from
person to person-or from inanimate substances to which it clings, such as articles of
furniture or clothing. That the morbific matter floats also in the air, and may bo
wafted about by its currents, is a. general and well-founded belief. I think, with Dr.
Baly, that when it travels over great distances, as from one country or rogion to
another, it uses the >chicle of human intercourse; but that it may be and often is
diffused over smaller spaces, as from one part of a town to another, or from a tainted
port to a ship anchored to leeward, by the movements of the atmosphere. 'l'be long
migrations of the disease arc not made rapidly. Its rate of progress never exceeds,
and is often slower than, that of modern travelling. Its primary appearance in au
island or a kingdom is always at its outer boundary. In our own country, for cx:nnple,
it first planted its foot in a seaport town on the east coast, over against the main land
where cholera was raging, and whence ships had very recently arrived. The same is
true of its two subsequent visitations. On the other hand, the crews of vessels sailing from healthy places remain free from the disease until they have entered an
in fected port, or held intercourse with an infected shore.
That the poison may thus be carried about is now) I think, beyond dispute. Whether it multiplies itself in the human body as the virus of small-pox does, is still a
vexed question. That it must somehow multiply and increase is certain. A theory
has been broached by Dr. Snow tlrnt the poison is .~wallou;ed with the food which we
eat, or the water which we drink; and that its multipli cation takes place in the alimentary canal, whence a new and abundant stock of it is voided. Ile shows how
easily portions of the rice-water excretions, colourless and inodorous as they are, may
without our notice come to adhere to our food during its preparation, or its consumption. Aud the horribly disgusting fact has been made too certain by the unchallengeable disclosures of the microscope, that the water which is supplied bj the sc,·cral
water companies for domestic purposes to this great city does habitually contain \'is iblc particles of human ordure. Some striking facts have been collected by Dr. Snow,
which warrant the presumption that a most fearful outbreak of cholera in_ Soho was
attributable to the water of a certain pump, contaminated from a ncighbourmg 1'ewer.
A remarkable converse fact has been reported by :Mr. Lawrence. Bcthlcm Hospital,
and an asylum for children called the House of Occupation, stand near together on
an open space of ground between fourteen and sixteen acres in extent, lying in the
parish of St. George, Southwark. Being dissatisfied with the filthy water then s~p
plicd by the Lambeth Company, the Governors some thirty years. ago ~nk Artcs1.an
wells on the premises, and the water thus procured is used exclus~vely rn the two rn0
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any of the three epidemics; although the disease has prcvatled extensively rn the
parish, and io the streets in their immediate vicinity.
The result of au inquiry suggested by the Board of Ilealt~ io~o th.e effects of the
consumption of impure wat~r during the last two cholera e~1dcm1<:8, 1_s f:w~urable to
Dr Snow's theory. Mr. Snuon reports that "the population drrnkrng dirty water
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appears to have suffered 3! times as much mortality as the population driuking other
water."
But granting that the material poison may find its way into the body in company
with the food and drink, we must believe that much more commonly it is suspended
iu the air, and enters with the breath. There are certain conditions of the atmosphere which seem to be almost essential to its activity, and its power to spread. It
appears from the extremely interesting report of l\lr. Glaishcr on this subject, that
"the three epidemics were attended with a particular state of atmo!\phcrc, characterized by a prevalent mist," (he is speaking of London and its immediate ncighbour11ood,) "thin in high places, dense in low. During the height of the epidemic in all
cases, the reading of the barometer was remarkably high, and the atmosphere thick.
In 1849 and 185-1 the temperature was above its average, and n total absence of rain,
and a stillness of air amounting almo.st to calm, accompanied the progress of the dis·
ease on each occasion. In places near the river night temperatures were high, with
small diurnal range. Ile goes on to enumerate, as characteristic of the atmosphere
at these periods, "a dense torpid mist; and air charged with the many impurities
arising from the cxhnlations of the river and adjoining marshes; a deficiency of electricity; and (as shown in 1854) a total absence of ozone, most probably destroyed by
the decomposition of the organic matter with which the air in these situations is
strongly charged. 11
The ozone here mentioned is endowed, as I told you formerly, with peculiar puri·
fying properties. It has a high oxidizing power, in virtue of which it unites with,
decomposes, nnd so destroys miasmata, while it is at the same time itself proportionately destroyed. There is no ground for ascribing cholera, as some have done, to the
absence of ozone-cx:cept in the sense of there not having been a sufficient quantity
of it in the atmosphere to counteract all the poisonous mia.sm which actually produces
that disease. The total absence of ozone affords presumptive evidence of the presence of atmospheric impurities.
A remarkable law of altitude, that is of elevation above the level of the Thames,
}13s been a.unounccd by Dr. Farr as governing the mortality of cholera in this metropolis: and if here, so doubtless, under similnr circumstances, elsewhere. "The ele·
vatiou,'1 he says, "of the soil in London Jrns a more constant relation with the mortality from cholera, than any other known elemcnt. 11 The mortality is inversely as
the altitude.
This law of a.ltitude - so important and so practically valuable - is but an expression of the result of many concurrent circumstances. 'fhc material poison of cholera
will be likely to gravitate, as the marsh poison gravitates, with which it has many
points of analogy, to the lowest part of the atmosphere; where the high barometrical
pressure is the greatest, and vaporous diffusion therefore the least; where unwholesome exhalations from the soil and from the water are the most abundant; where the
dispersing nnd diluting influence of winds is least felt. Indeed the air may be completely stagnant while on the neighbouring heights n brisk breeze is blowing. The
lower regions of the atmosphere are the hotter a.lso a.swell as the moister; and under
the agency of a. high tempera.lure the organic impurity with which the air is charged
runs more readily into decomposition. 'rhe inverse law of altitude is therefore an
intelligible law. We see also how it may sometimes be disturbed or broken, uuder
exceptional circumstances.
Bear in mind the notorious and lamentable fact, that of this enormous and ever·
growing town, the river Thames is made, without metaphor, the common sewer.
l;'oul with the daily and hourly influx of abominable filth, it is offensive to the senses,
and a cause of added foulness to the incumbent atmosphere. When we learn from
l\Ir. Glaisher thnt during the summer months the night temperature of the river is
considerably above the minimum temperature of the air, and that its vast area is simmering all night long, and throwing off clouds of noisome and noxious vapour, we
need be at no loss to account for the special unhealthiness of those quarters of the
town which lio nearest to its banks.
But however unwholesome and pernicious the atmosphere may thus become, it cannot generate cholera, unless the specific exciting poison of that disorder be present
also. On the other hand, there is good rea.son to believe that this poison, although it
may strike and destroy individuals here and there, can never create a spreading pes-
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tileocc, uolcss it meets with a congenial atmosphere. The foul air lends force and
diffusion to the poison, and aids, or causes, its increase. It is the doctrine of some
of the soundest physiologists of this country, that the hitherto undiscovered cause
of the disease "acts, in its wanderings, after the manner of a ferment; that it therefore takes effect only amid congenial circumstances, and that the stuff out of which
it brews poison must be air or water abounding with organic impurity. Either in air
or in water it seems probable that the infectiou can grow. The impurity of one com·
manly implies the impurity of both. But on the whole evidence it seems impossible
to doubt that the influences which determine in mass the geographical distribution of
cholera in London, belong less to the water th:rn to the air."
This notion of there being two factors requisite for the perfection of the cholera
poison, camely, a ferment, or leaven, and a material upon which the ferment operates,
was first proposed, I believe, by Dr. Pettenkofer, of l\lunich.
There is another theory respecting the propagation of cholera to which I must
direct your attention, because if it shall turn out to be a true theory, it points to a
nry plain and easy method of preventing, or checking the extension of any future
epidemic. The theory assumes that the cholera poison is an animal poison, and that
it is generated in conformity with a law which regulates the development of some
other known animal poisons. On a former occasion I spoke of the cadaveric poison
which is e\"'olved during u particular stage only of the decomposition of dead animal
tissues. Now it is held by some eminent pathologists that the characteristic rice·
water discharges in cholera, become poisonous ufter the same rule. At first, for a day
or so, they arc innocuous. Then, as decomposition proceeds, they become morbific;
capable of exciting the specific disease of which they were the product. After a few
days more, when decomposition has reached a further stage, the contagious property
eeascs. Experiments arc appealed to in support of this theory. Pieces of filtering
paper, soaked in the rice.water fluids and afterwards dried, have been given, rc11.J.oistened and mixed with their food, to white mice. Papers steeped in the very
cecent, and papers steeped in the older discharges, proved aliko harmless. But of
thirty.four mice that ate papers impregnated with discharges of an intermediate date,
thirty were disordered, and twelve died; nod the symptoms, and the appearances
noticed after death, arc said to have been similar to those that are proper to cholera
as it is seen in the human subject. The question of the soundness of this doctrine
must still, howe\"'er, be regarded as unsettled.
Whichever of these theories concerning the cause and diffusion of cholera may be
the true one-and indeed whether any or none of them be true-they all bear a sufficient amount of likelihood, and are sustained by evidence enough, to render it our
imperative duty, in the face of so great a danger, to enforce by our counsel the mea·
sures of precaution which they severally suggest. 'rhat a strict observance of the
requisite precautions would disarm any future return of the pestilence of most of its
terrors, and confer upon thousands of individuals the privilege of absolute security,
I firmly believe.
And in order to avert so great a prospective peril, from individuals and from the
comruuoity, no care can be too minute, too early, or too constantly exercised. There
is much reason to fear that this comparatively new distemper is already domiciled
among us, even as scarlet fever, small.pox, and measles arc domiciled. Seventeen
years elapsed from its first to its second visitation. The interval between its second
and its third was on ly five: and, what to my mind is still more significant, there bas
been, since its first arrival, a fearful increase of fatal diarrltrea in this country. In
1838, the deaths by diarrbroa were 2482; in 1847, they were 11,505; in 1850,
11,468; in 1851, 14,728; and in 1852, 17,617. Io this enumeration I have pur·
posely excluded the years and part-years of epidemic cholera; so that the annual
mortality from diarrhrea has increased sevenfold in fourteen years. It can scarcely
be doubted that the milder form of disorder thus largely multiplied, partakes of the
cholcraic character; or that the embers of the pestilence not yet extinct may easily
be roused by favouring circumstances into a fresh conflagration.
Of the circumsta_n_ces which concur to augment the iotcnsity and to enlarge the
operation of the exc1trng cause o.f cholera, some arc beyond human. control; so~e may
be obviated by the efforts of society as a body; some may be got rid of or avoided by
each man for himself. We cannot regulate the temperature of the air; nor detormine
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its barometrical pres~ure; nor influence, on any lar~c scale, its movement~. The
removal of decomposing filth, the promotion of ventilation by opening up close awl
crowded neighbourhoods, the enforcement of effectual dr:linage, the tapping of gulley
holes in the streets, the prevention of a perpetual leakage of gas into the subsoil, the
constant supply of pure water, the prohibition of intramural scpulturc, the emancipation of our noble river from needless pollution, - these arc practicable objects, fairly
within.the scope of legislative action, and imposing very solemn obligations upon our
rulers rn the State.
But our business lies rather with man in bis individual capacity.
Upon the first appearance or threatening of epidemic cholera. in this town, I would
counsel every one who is not kept within it by necessity or by duty, to fly from the
danger; to betake himself, with his household, to the moors of Scotland, to the Welch
bills, or to some upland place in one or other of those districts of England which the
pestilence bas hitherto passed by, or touched but lightly. Which arc those districts,
ma.y be gathered from the 17th Annual Report of the Registrar General. And there
is ample room for choice. People, in these alarms, arc apt to hurry to the sea.coast;
but that is a mistake. From the same book we learn that a person living in the
coast.districts in a cholera. season is four times as likely to die of that disease as a
perRoo living inland. The cast coast, facing the continent, is the worst. rl'he south
is better than the west
fo London itself (and what is true of London is true, nmtatis mutandis, of great
towns generally) the more elevated situations are, cretcris paribus, the safer, in pro.
portion to their clt:wation. Wherever he may dwell, every prudent person will look
to the efficiency of his drains, and the thorough ventilation of his apartments. Doring
the pre\'alcncc of the epidemic, no water should be drunk which is deri\'ed from any
questionable source; or, if no unblemished source be accessible, all that is used for
drinking or for culinary purposes should first be filtered, and afterwards boiled. The
artificial waters, soda. water or seltzer, when they can be obtained and afforded, are
preferable to water of which the purity is doubtful. It is almost superfluous to add
that water drawn from a, river into which sewers flow, or which is navigated by perilous
living in boats, should be rejected. Domestic and personal cleanliness, at all times a
duty, is now an obligation. No rotting rubbish should be allowed to accumulate in
dust-bins . No stench should pass without challenge and correction.
l\Icanwhile all things which tend to weaken the body, and to dispose it to a. ready
reception of the disease, should be carefully :ivoided; intemperance cspccially unwholesome food- the use of drastic purgatives.
If, in despite of all precaution, cholera should appear in a house, strict attention to
cleanliness becomes even more imperatively necessary. Nurses and others should
wash their hands before they cat or handle food. All discharges from the body of
the sick person, and all linen soiled with them, should forthwith be immersed in some
disinfecting fluid, buried, burned, or otherwise disposed of, before that period of
decomposition at which, according to one theory, they become contagious. It has
been wisely suggested thnt the alvine excretions should be received on some worthless
material (tow for instance) which might be buried or consumed without delay.
A pan containing recently.burned charcoal may rationally be placed in the sick
chamber.
Among measures calculated to protect the com1nunity, by checking the extension
of the disease when it is already prevalent, the principal are1. House to house visitation by competent inspectors, for the two.fold purpose of
enforcing cleanliness and ventilation, and of detecting the malady in its earliest
manifestations.
2. 'l'he conveyance of the poor who are smitten with the disease to cholera
hospital~, or to cholera-wards in the general hospitals of the place.
3. The removal of still healthy poor to houses of refuge, while their tainted
dwellin:zs arc being disinfected and purified.
The last of these expedients has not hitherto been adopted in J...ondon; but it is an
excellent expedient, and bus doubtless been the means of saving many lives elsewhere,
and especially in Scotland. It is stated by Dr. Alison, that of more than 1000 persons
in Ediobuq:~h and Glasgow, all of whom were taken from roums in which the disea."e
existed, 40 alone were attacked with cholera, and only 15 died, whilP. 978 escaped
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with their }i,·es. In Oxford a. similar measure was resorted to in 18-19, and not a
single case of the disorder occurred among 70 persons to whom shelter was given in
these houses.
I can add but little to what I told you formerly respecting the proper treatment of
this di~ordcr .. Diarrlura-e~pe~i~lly painless, co~ious, and exhausting diarrhcca, which
often 1s nothing Jess than mc1p1ent cholera -1s to be checked at once if that be
possible : almost every one bas his own drug, and method of proeeedin", for that
lmrpose. Sulphuric acid has been highly praised by many. I mention it'becausi! it
is one of the newest remedies so used, and used with apparent success. Io the
autumn of 1854 I spent five weeks in a Welch village which (wonderful to relate)
did not possess a medical inhabitant. Diarrbrea. was exceedingly prc,·alcnt there
during most of that time. It yielded readily to scruple doses of the pulvis crctre
compositu.~ cum opio of the Pharmacopooia. The disorder frequently returned it is
true; but that was owing, I believe, to some atmospheric condition wl1ich was in
continuous operation. The same tendency to recur would probably have shown itself
after a cure by any other means. The patient should be kept in bed; wbich implies
quietude, warmth, and (what is very important) the rccurnbent posture. Most
observers agree that in the early periods of an epidemic the prevailing diarrhrea is
less easily restrained than during its decline.
In the stap;e of collapse, I know of no drug upon which any reliance can reasonably
be placed. For mysclt~ I should permit the patient to drink as much cold water a~
· he wished for. If he suffered severe pain from cramps, I should seek to give him
ease by the cautious use of chloroform : and to these measures I should add full and
repeated doses of calomel.
For the fevn which in some cases succeeds to the recovery from collapse, and
which occurs more rarely without previous collapse, no particular directions can be
given. Special attention must always be paid to tbe kidneys and their functions.
These glands become congested in cholera, and the thick blood is loaded and poisoned
with undischarged urea. 'While this unnatural state of things continues, structural
mischief is very apt to arise in the kidneys themselves, and in other organs of the
body. The remedies are bland diluent drinks, the warm hip-bath, and (perhaps) the
removal of a few ounces of blood from the loins by cupping-glasses.
The literature of cholera is endless and perplexing. Dr. Farr's letters in the
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several Reports issued on the subject by the General Board of llealth, are the best
sources of authentic information that I have seen.
[Of the diseases to which children are Hable in the middle and southern portions
of the United States, few produce a greater amount of mortality annually, than
CnoLERA INFANTUM, or the Summer Complaint of children.
It is an endemic of
all our larger cities, during the season of the greatest heat; attacking children between
four and twenty months of age, or at the period of the first dentition. So generally
is it confined to this period of life, that an infant's second summer is considered by
mothers as one of unusual peril, and should it escape an attack at this perio~, .or pass
eafely through the disease, it is considered to have a fair chance of surv1V1ng the
period of infancy.
.
The first symptom of the disease is usually a profuse diarrbooa, the stools bemg very
fluid, generally of a very light colour, though often of a pale yellow or.green; to.the
diarrh rea is soon added an extreme irritability of the etomach, everythrng taken rnto
it being rejcoted immediately, and with violence. 'l'he irritability of stomach, iu
most cases, continues throughout the attack, and in many cases frequent spontaneous
vomiting is a prominent symptom.
After the disease has continued for a short time, t110 disck1.rges from the bowels art.
ordinarily composed entirely of a. perfectly colourless aod inodorou::; fluid, containing
often minute mucous flocculi, and arc discharged without the least effort. 'rhey are
occasionally, however, very small in quantity, and squirted, as it were, from the anus.
Io these cases, there is usually more or less tormina and tcuesmus.
V cry frequently the vomiting becomes suspended, even at an early period of the
attack, while the discharges from the bowels continue, or augrucnt in frequency and
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in quantity, the irritability of the intestinal canal being often such, as to cnuse whatever food or drink is taken to pass off rapidly, without having undergone the slightest
change.
The infant becomes quickly affected with extreme languor and prostration, and is
rapidly emaciated-being reduced in a. few days, often hours, to an extent that would
scarcely be credited by those unacquainted with the disease.
The pulse, from the very commencement of the attack, is usually quick, frequent,
small, and often tense. The skin is dry and harsh, the head and abdomen are often
hot, while the extremities retain their natural temperature, or arc even decidedly
cold. The tongue is moist, and covered with a. white slimy mucus. There is alwaya
intense thirst-whatever fluid is taken being almost immediately ejected from the
stomach. The child suffers more or less pain in the abdomen, as indicated by its fretfulness, low moaning cries, frequent change of posture, the drawing up of its knees,
and it.s occasional acute screams. The abdomen is sometimes tumid, and generally
tender to the touch. Towards evening, there occurs, in most cases, a decided febrile
reaction.
In many cases, some degree of delirium, with an inj ected and wild appearance of
the eyes, and a. tossing of the bead backwards and forwards, is early manifested.
When this is the case, we have frequently seen the patient attempt to bite or scratch
his attendants.
The disease usually runs a. protracted course. Th e discharges from the bowela
continue to be frequent and profuse, but dark-coloured, like dirty water, or the
washings of stale meat, and often very offensive. They not unfrequently, however,
arc small in quantity, and composed entirely of a dark-coloured mucus, mixed with
the food and drinks that have been taken. The emaciation of the patient becomca
extreme; his eyes arc languid, hollow, and glassy; his countenance pale and shrunken;
his nose sharp and pointed; and the lips thin, dry and shrivelled. The surface of
the body becomes cool and clammy, of a. dirty brownish hue, and often covered with
pctecbioo. The tongue is dark-coloured, smooth and shining, or covered, as well as
the parietcs of the mouth, with aphthm. In many cases the child lies constantly in
an imperfect doze, with half.closed eyelids, and so insensibl e to external impressions,
that flies will frequently light upon the half-closed eyeballs, without the patient ex·
hibiting the least consciousness of their presence. Th e abdomen becomes more or
less tyrupanitic, and the hands and feet of a leaden hue, or pallid and oodcmatous.
The fauces, becoming dry, causes a sense of uneasiness, which often induces the
patient to thrust his band deep in the mouth, as if to remove some offending
substance.
·
In many of the protracted cases, an eruption of very minute white vesicles occurs
upon the neck and breast. This Dr. Dewees considered to be invariably a fata.l
symptom; but we have seen many patients recover, even when this eruption has been
the most extcnsi\'C and distinct.
The patient, unless relieved from his suffering by a judicious treatment, becomes
daily more and more exhausted, rolls his head about when awake, and utters con·
st.antly short, plaintive, scarcely audible cries. Ile falls at length into a. st.ate of complete eom:t, death being frequently preceded by a conrnlsive att:tck. Not unfrcquently,
at an early period of the disease, the brain becomes affected, and the child dies with
all the symptoms of acute meningitis.
Cholera infantum is of very variable duration. In violent attacks, tlle prostration
which suddenly ensues is occasionly so extreme, that the patient is destroyed within
the first twenty-four hours. Usually, however, tho disease is of many days, or even
weeks' continuance, and the patient generally siuks, apparently from a tot<t1.l cessation
of the nutrition of the system.
The lesions exhibited by tbe post-mortem examination of those who have died
from cholera. infantum, rnry nccordiug to the period of tho disease when death takes
place. When the disease has been of short continuance, the mucous membrane of
l,he alimentary caual bas been occasionally found of an abnormal paleness, and the liver
more or less congested. When the case has been of a more protracted character, increased rcdnc.ss iu points or patches, in different parts of the stomach and intestines,
is ofteu present. The red points arc sometimes very minute and isolated, and spread
over a. considerable portion of the stomach and duodenum, or over the smalJ intcstine.s
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only. They have the appearance, generally, of minute extravasations of blood. In
the lower intestines th e points occur in clusters, so as to form patches or bands of
redness, varying in size, though never of any great extent, and often 8ligbtly E:levated,
froll! a thickening of the mucous tissue at the parts occupied by them. Occasionally,
portions of the mucous membrane arc more or less softened- often without the
slightesb inflammation. Ia other instances, increased redness of some portion of the
intestine exists, with contractions, often extreme, of its calibre.
The mucous follicles of the intestines are very generally enlarged, often in a state
of inflammation, nnd occasionnlly of ulceration. Dr. Horner describes the appearance of the enlarged follicles, as resembling a sprinkling of white sand upon the surface of the mucous membrnne. The intestines are generally empty, or contain merely
a small amount of thick tenacious mucus. Drs. Page and Lindsly describe an appearance of dark spots upon the mucous membrane of the stomach, above its pyloric
orifice. We have never ddected it.
The liver is almost invariably enlarged, and more or less congested; while the gallbladder is filled with dark-green bile, or a pale and almost colourless fluid. Dr. Page
describes tl10 liver as being in some cases large, soft, and spongy; and Dr. Horner, as
being usually of a light yellow or mottled colour.
In a few cases, indications of inflammation of the meninges of the bra.in are
present.
The prognosis in cholera. infantum will depend "'cry much upon our ability to remove the patient from the influence of the impure, damp, and heated atmosphere by
which the disease bas been produced and is kept up, as well as upon the period of the
attack at which the treatment is commenced. Without this removal, it is !'Carcely
possible to effect, in any case, a permanent cure; while in most cases-in their commencement, at least - little else is required to arrest the di sease. Even at a later
period, its effects are often strikingly evinced in the rapid improvement of th e patient,
from almost the very moment the removal takes place. Io cases where the disease
has continued for many days, and reduced the patient to a state in which a fatal termination would seem in ev itable, by removal to the free open air of the country, and
an appropriate course of treatment, a very rapid recovery has been often effected.
Cholera infantum is eviden tly produced by the action of a heated, impure, damp,
and stagnant atmo~phere, directly upon the skin, and indirectly upon the digestive
mucous surface, at an age when the latter is strongly predisposed to disease from the
effects of dentition, and from the increased development and activity of the muciparous follicles which takes place at that period.
The dependence of cholera infantum upon a high degree of atmospheric tempera~re is shown by the fact, that its prevalence is always in proportion to tl10 heat of
the summer; the disease increasing and becom ing more fatal with the rise of the
thermometer, and declining with the first appearance of cool weather in tlie autumn.
That1 however, the disease is not produced by heat alone, in its more aggravated
forms, is prond by its occurring almost exclusively in the larger and more crowded
cities of the l\liddtc and outhern States, and by its especially prevailing, and being
most destructive to li fe, among tho children of the poorer classes, inhabiting small,
damp, ill-ventilated houses, situated in narrow, confined lanes, courts, and alleys, or
in situations abounding with accumulations of filth. When it occurs in the country,
which is rarely the case, it is almost exdusively in low, damp, and otherwise unhealthy situations.
The process of dentition is unquestionably a. predisposing cause of the disease ;
while premature weaning and errors in diet act often as exciting causes.
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impure atmosphere by which the disease has been generated, to a s1tua tton where he
may enjoy the advantages of a cool air and free v~ntilation.
.
The infant shoul<l be confined to the breast, or, if weaned, to a. diet of fresh rcnnetwhey, with the addition of gum acacia! calv<'s' fo?t j ?lly, tapi9ca, or ~lain meat broths,
with 1:1ome cool, perfectly bland, and slightly mucilagmous fluid fo1· dnnk. Ile should
be immersed daily in a. bath, warm or tepid, according as the temperature of the skin
is deficient or increased.
If the removal of the patient is impracticable, he should be placed in as pure 1 cool,
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and free an atmosphere as possible, and carried frequently abroad in any open and
healthy situation iu the neighbourhood of his residence, in a carriage, or in the arms
- or where his residence is near a large riYcr, he should be taken on the water in a
boat. His clothing should be pcrfcctlyc1can and dry, and sufficient to guard against
the influence of sudden changes of temperature, but not so warm as to oyerhcat the
patient: fine soft flannel, or soft, coarse muslin, worn next the skin, will be proper in
all cases. Ilis sleeping apartment should be, if possible, large, dry, and airy. Ile
should sleep upon a. mattrass, or on a blanket folded and laid upon the sacking-bottom
of the bedstead, or upon the floor of the crib, his body being defended by a light,
loose covering.
The gums should be carefully examined, and if they arc hot, swollen and inflamed,
they should be freely lanced.
When the disease commences as a simple diarrhooa, the warm bath, repeated daily1
or even night and morning, and followed by gentle friction over the surface of the
body, with a hand or soft dry cloth; cold mucilaginous drinks, and a combination of
a sixth of a grain of calomel, about four grains of prepared chalk, and a half a grain
of acetate of lead, repeated every three or four hours, will ordinarily arrest it.
To subdue the irritability of the stomaeb, from a sixth to a fourth of a grain of
calomcl, rubbed up with a little dry loaf-sugar, and sprinkled upon the tongue, will
very generally be found sufficient. When, however, this fails, a few drops of the
spirits of turpentine, or a solution of camphor in sulphuric rothcr, repeated at short
intervals, will usually succeed. When the vomiting is violent and frequent, particularly if there is any pain or tenderness of the abdomen, a few leeches to the epigastrium, followed by a light emollient cataplasm or warm fomentations, will be found
decidedly beneficial. The effects of fomentations to the abdomen, with a strong
decoction of hops, have beeo spoken of by many practitioners as peculiarly soothing.
A teaspoonful of cold water may be allowed every fifteen or twenty minutes; it is
grateful to the patient, aod will assist io allaying the gastric irritability.
When the irritability of the stomach is so far quieted as to allow of the remedy
being retained, the disordered action of the bowels will in most cases be promptly restrained by a combination of a fourth of a grain of calomel, three grains of prepared
chalk, one grain of acetate of lead, and a fourth of a grain of ipecacuanha, gircn
every three hours. Under the use of th is prescription, the inordinate discharges will
be quickly suspended, and replaced by regular, natural stools. 1'he acetate of lead
should be omitted as soon as the watery discharges arc arrested, and the calomcl, prepared chalk, and ipccacuanha, in the same proportion as above, continued until regular
and healthy stools arc procured. The use of some one of the light vegetable astringents
will complete the cure. The full restoration of the patient to strength will be greatly
promoted by a mild unirritating diet, daily exercise in the open air, and the m'Ost
serupulous cleanliness of person and clothing.
In cases where much heat of the head, a wild injected state of the eyes, aversion
from li:z:ht 1 with delirium, or other symptoms of cerebral disease ensue, leeches should
be applied to the temples or behind the ears, cold lotions to the scalp, and warm
sinapisms, pcdiluvia, or some stimulating embrocation to the lower extremities. In
these cases, blisters behind the cars, kept open by the use of some irritating ointment,
will often be found beneficial.
In the chronic stage of cholera infantum, the most efficacious remedies are the
warm bath, repeated daily; blisters to the abdomen, kept on until the skin is reddened and then rcmo,•ed, the part being covered with a soft emollient poultice; injections composed of starch and a few drops of laudanum; small doses of Dover's
powder at night, with light astringents, as kino, deeoction of dewberry-root, or of the
geranium maculatum, with change of air, and a diet of boiled milk thickened with
rice-flour, or of plain meat broths with the addition of rice. A solution of the tartrate of iron, or of the ammon iated tartrate of iron, twenty grains to the ounce of
water, with the addition of a drachm or two of ginger syrup, or the pcrsesquinitrate
of iron, may be administered with good effects. In many cases the sulphate of quinia
in solution, bcs:des exerting a beneficial influence upon the disordered condition of the
bowels, will be found U!':eful in restoring strength to the patient, who is always in a
Rtate of extreme prostration.
When the stools are thin, small in quantity, dark-coloured, and highly offensive,
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with flatulence, and a tendency to a tympanitic condition of the abdomen, or wheri
frequent griping pains arc experienced, the best effects will be derived from the use
of turpentine. It may be given in the followin,!? mixture:-&. l\lucil. g. acacire
;5iij.; saccl~:. alb. pur. 3ij:; spir. retl~~r. nit. 5iij .; spir. tereb~nth: 3ij.; magucs.
calc. gr xnJ. i la.vend. sp1r. comp. 3'J· - M. The dose of wluch 1s a teaspoonful
three times a day-or oftener, when the child is O\'"er two years of age. 'l'he addition
of 3iij. of the tincture of kino, and the same quantity of the camphorated tincture
of opium, will be proper in cases attended with great irrit..1bility of the bowels.
When the discharges are acrid, offensive, and dark-coloured, we have administered
with advantage puh-erized charcoal, two to eight j!rains, in combination with two or
three grains of powdered rhubarb, a fourth to a half a grain of ipecacuanha, and a
grain of extract of hyosciamus every three or four hours.
']'he utmost attention must be paid to the diet of the patient; he should be con fined to meat broths - the juice of roasted meats, with boiled rice- rice milk and
tapioca in moderate quantities at a time-with toast or rice water, or rennet.whey,
with the addition of a portion of gum acacia, for drink.-C.]

LECTURE LXXIII.
Dysentery.

Diarrluxa Adi"posa.

Intestinal Concretions.

Worms.

ANOTIIER of the morbid fluxes from the alimentary tube, of which I have yet to
speak, is dJ1senter.1J.
Its characteristic symptoms arc, griping pains iu the abdomen, followed by frequent
mucous or bloody stools, straining, and tenesmus. In chronic cases pus is sometimes
discharged from the bowels. The acute form or stage of the disease is attended with
fever.
Th e difference between dysentery and diarrhroa arc obvious enough. Iloth of th em
may be accompanied by griping pains: in both the stools are frcqueut and loose : but
in diarrhooa they are fa-:eal; in dysentery there is retention of the natural fo:!ces, or
they are expelled from time to time, in small, bard, separate lumps, termed scybala.
Again, straining, and tenesmus, and the excretion of mucus, which is often tinged
with blood, form no necessary features in diarrhooa; whereas in dysentery those
symptoms are prominent and constant. These nosological distinctions are true and
useful, although in our actual intercourse with the sick we do not fiuJ them always
or strictly observed. Some of the worst forms of dysentery conun-c11ce with the
ordinary symptoms of diarrhooa.
Dysentery consists, essentially, in inflammation of the mucous membrane of the
large intestines; yet not, I apprehend, of the whole of that long surface indiscrim.i·
natcly. Observation of the course of the disorder, durinfe; life, and of tho morb id
appearances visible after death, leads to the conclusion that in simple dysentery,
marked by tormina and tencsmus, and frequent dejections of saoguinolent mucus,
without freeal matter, the inflammation chiefly affects the rrctuni and the descending
colon. When the earlier portions of the large intestines are involved in the discas~d
p1·occss, the stools at the outset are often composed iu great measure of excrement rn
an unnaturally fluid state, and mingled with blood aud slime. We generally speak
of these circumstances as constitutin g dysenteric diarrluca.
.
.
Sli r'11t and simple dysentery may occur and run its course with very little or no
distu ;bance of the ci rculation. When it is acute and seYe re, it is attended with moro
or Jess pyrexia. The acute disease may terminate in recovery; or in early death; or
in chronic dysentery, which usually, in the end 1 is fotal.
The wards of our metropolitan hospitals place frequently under our notice seYere
cases of chron ic dysentery in the persons of soldiers and sai lors, who bring the diseaf!e
59
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home with them from hot climates. With tl1ese ex0t:ption~, dy!'lcutcry, now-a-days,
is neither a very common nor a very serious disorder in this country. I say now-a.
d<lys, for the time was when it raged in London like a pla,2UC. 'l'hc second Dr.
lleberden, in his valuable essay, 01i the Increase anrl Decrease of dijj"crent Disease&,
shows, that in the scventccuth century the number of deaths set down, in the weekly
bills of mortality, under the titles of bWod!J flux, and 9n"pi11,'l in the guts, \Vas never
lc~s than 1000 :urnually, and in some years exceeded 11000.
For five-and-twenty
years together, viz. from 1667 to 1692, they every year amounted to aboYe 2000.
During the last century, the number gradually dwindled dowo t-0 twenty. Dysentery
is oae of the pests of hot climates. Ia all tropical regions at certain season!:! of the
year it is very prevaleot aod destructive. But it is in fleets and armies, and especially
amoag troops in actual service, that the distemper most displays its terrible power.
Thero is no single malady which is so crippling to an army in the field as this. Sir
James ?il'Grigor, to whom was entrusted the superintendence of the medical department of the army on "the two greatest services on which the military force of this
country has, of late years, been employed, namely, that in Walcberen, and that io the
l)coioi-ula," calls dysentery "the scourge of armies," and the" most fatal of all" their
diseases. In two years and a halfJ the British army in Spain lost no less than 4i1i
men by this complaint.
How are these facts to be explained? Wherefore is dysentery, which was so
famili:1r to our anccstorsJ so happily rare among us? 'Why does it thus wait upon
and afHict the march of armies? Upon what depends its frequency in hot climates?
We may expect to obtain some answer to these questions by searching into the causes
of the disorder.
,
It has been ascribed to exposure to wet and cold; to the use of unwholesome food;
to the agency of malaria; to cont.1~rion.
Weather and season have a manifest influence in the production of dysentery. In
temperate climates, liko our own, it is an autumnal disorder. In tropical countries it
is observed to be more common and more severe when rains succeed to a long-continued
drought. In respect to this, as to other bowel affections, a high diurnal temperature
of the air appears to be the predisposing, aod exposure to cold the exciting cause. I
stated, on a former occasion, that great vicissitudes of temperature are very frequent
and very pernicious, even under the torrid zone. Scorchiog days are followed by
extremely cold nights. 'l'hc dysentery which arises under these circumst:rnccs is apt
to ruo on into the ensuing winter. Soldiers in the field against no enemy arc peculiarly obnoxious to the agencies which favour or generate the complaint. Marching,
or engaged in actual conflict, during the day; biYouackio.g at night, often in the
open air, and uodcr every variety of weather; ill-provided too often with clothes and
bedding; their food scanty, precarious, or of bad quality; seizing the many opportunities "hich their dreadful trade supplies of license aod intemperance; depressed, it
may be, by disaster or defeat; we need not wonder either at the prevalence of
dysentery among them, or at its untractableness while they remain subject to the
1mrne morbid influences. Neither can the causes be warded off from the patient; nor,
in general, can the patient be remoYcd from the causes. Yet occasions do arise which
show distinctly enough this alleged relation of cause and effect. Pra!sens morbum
fadt-suUata tollil. 'l'akc on the oue side, the following facts from Sir John
Priugle's book On t!te Diseases of the Army. The men who had fought at Dettingen
lay that night on the field of battle, without tents, exposed to a heavy rain. :For the
next night or two they encamped on better, but still wet ground; and they waoted
straw. Nearly half of these troops were soon after affected with dysentery; while
three companies which had not been engaged in the battle, nor exposed to raio, 001
lain wet, escaped the complaiot entirely. 'l'ake this converse fact, related by Desgenettes. Four hundred of the l?rcuch "army of Egypt," roduced to a state of extreme
wcakocss and emaciation by dysentery there eootractcd, embarked at Alexandria. on
their return towards France; were carried away, in short, from the alleged ca.uses of
their disorder. Nineteen died at the very outset of the voyage; which hadJ how.
ever, so good an effect upon all the rest, that before they reached Malt.a they were
thoroughly convalescent.
'!'he very frequent coincidence or alternation, in some places, of dysentery with
intermittent fcvcrJ has given rise to the opinion thnt both these diseases are alike
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attributable to the malarious poison. But dysentery premils where there is no other
evidence of the presence of malaria. You may recollect that when we were upon the
th e subject of ague, I showed you that its repeated paroxysms were attended with
e_xtrcme and i_ncrea.sing congestion of blood in the internal organs; of which congest10n the tumid spleen, the ague-cake, was an effect and a token . Now whatever
p:orgcs the splenic vein, gorges its tributary, the inferior mcsentcric, which carries the
blood from the rectum and the descending colon. Upon such congestion of the
mucous membrane, inflammation is readily cngraftcd; and in this indirect way
dysentery may be said to result from the marsh effluvia. Ague is an effect of malaria;
and dysentery is, sometimes, a. sequela of ague. In precisely the same nrnnncr,
dysentery is apt to supervene, iu hot climates especially, upon hrpatic congestion and
disease. On the other hand, Dr. Budd has taught us how dysentery often leads to a
peculiar kind of suppuration in the li ver.
'l'hat dysentery is, in itself, a contagious malady, we have no satisfactory evidence.
In its sporadic form, in this country, we never see it spread from person to person .
Hut it is a prominent symptom in some epidemic visitations of typhoid fe\'er, which
undoubtedly is contagious. To this I am inclined to attribute the notion, formerly
much more common that it now i.s, that simple dysentery is catching.
The remarkable decline of dysentery in this metropolis, has been contemporary
with that of some other severe disorders: and is due to the same combination of
causes. For nearly two centuries wc have bad no JJlogue among us. Ag11es, formerly
very rife in London, have almost disappeared. Continued /even, which used to break
out annually in hot weather, are comparatively uufrequent. I believe that we may
trace these great blcssin:;s to an event which was regarded by many, at the time, as
a natioual judgment; I mean the great fire that, in 1666, consumed everything
between Temple Bar and the Tower. 'l1he streets and houses thus destroyed had
been filthy in the extreme, close, densely crowded, and consequently most unhealthy.
'l'he impurity of the air excited, perhaps, some maladies; and it certain ly predi:sposcd
those who dwelt in it to various kinds of disease, "the seeds of which (says Dr.
Ilcberden) like those of vegetables, will only spring up and thri,•c when they fall
upon a soil convenient for their growth." 'l'o the better construction of the houses
and of the streets in the rebuilt city; to the in creased means of ''Cntilation; to the
general formation of drains and sewers; to the more copious supply of water; and to
the more temperate and cleanly habits of the people; we may fairly ascribe our
present comparative exemption from dysentery, from ague and continued fever, which
are often the parents of dysentery, and from the plague· itself. In very many parts
of this overgrown place there is still too much room for improvement.
'l'he pyrexia that accompanies dysentery, sometimes begins before the local symptoms declare themselves; more frequently it succeeds their manifcsta.tion. Occasionally the fever runs high, the pulse is hard and frequent, the skin hot, the face flushed,
and the tongue furred; and the patient complains of headache and thirst. lht in
this as in other abdominal diseases, the pulse soon becomes small and weak, the
strength rapidly declines, and the temperature of the body sinks.
In acute cases the pain is often severe; but it is subject to remissions and ~:rn.cer
bations. It occupies the hypogastrium, or some part of tbe course of the colon, where
there is usually more or less tenderness on pressure. 1'he patient is tormented by a
sensation as if there were some excrement ready to be dislodged, goes perpetually to
the night-chair, and is irresistibly impelled to strain violently to get rid of the frritation. But the efforts arc ineffectual; he discharges but little; and what is voided is
either altogether a jelly-like mucus (in which case the complaint has been called the
dgsenteria alba, aud the nw1·Uus mucosus), or more commonly it is mucous and
bloody (the bloody flux of our old authors), mixed with films, and membranous shreds,
and fmgments that resemble flesh. In many of the dejections there is no genuine
frecal matter at all; or the small indurated balls which l just now mentioned come
away occasionally. Frequently the ejected mucus is variegated in colour; green, or
black, or reddish, like the washings of meat, and horribly fa:tid. Sometimes pain
and difficu lty io making water are added; there is dysuria, the irritation of the
rectum being reflected upon the bladder through the lower portion of the spinal cord .
Sometimes the stomach sympathizes, and nausea and vomiting ensue. 'With nil thiM
local sufferiog there ia a continuance of febril~ distress; the patient passes slet:plcss,
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or dreamy and disturbed nights, and is low-spirited and desponding. In the fatal
cases the pulse becomes very small and rapid, the features sharpen, and the surface
grows cold. Denth begins at the heart.
lnc::pection of the dead body discloses more or Jess ulceration, chiefly of the large
intestine. The glands that lie scattered over its surface :\Tc enlarged and prominent,
looking somewhat like small-pox pustules, for which indeed they have been mistaken .
They probably form the foci of most of the ulcers, which are sometimes narrow and
oblong-, lying ::icross the ~ut i sometimes very large and irre~ular, with here and there

~s;~;~: a~rd r~~r~:~1~~ret~~~k~~cttrnb:~~~ ;:~~~:;r~te;:a1i;,e 0;:7rtre~~~r, t~:nf~~:t
und tattered ruass of disorganization.

[In the ordinary crises of dysentery, the morbid appearances detected after death
are, inflammation with thickening of the mucous membrane of the colon and rectum;
occasionally mortification and sloughing of this membrane, but more generally, in
protracted <.'ascs, deep and extensive ulcerations, in the course of the transverse bands
of the colon, or enlargement and ulceration of the follicles of the large intestines. In
the more violent forms of the disease, especially those which occur in hot and intertropical climates, in addition to the infiammatioo, ulceration, mortification, or slouµ-hing of the inner coat of the larf!'e intestines, there is often morbid vascularity of the
mesocolon, mcscntcry and omentum, with adhesions of the omentum to the adjacent
viscera, and of contiguous portions of the intestines to each other. The latter usually
liappen only when ulcers have perforated nearly all the coats of the bowels. The
g-lands of the mcsocolon and mesentcry are often enlarged, sometimes inflamed, and
more rarely in a state of suppuration; the corresponding portion of the intestine being
usua1ly the seat of a deep and extensive ulcer. 1-'hc omcntum occasionally adh('rcs to
these diseased i;?lands, forming a band by which a portion of intestine may become
e.trangulatcd and be the cause of death.
The ulcerations of the large intestines arc commonly most numerous and extensive
in the crocum and upper portion of the colon. The ileo-crecal valve has, in some
cases, been found entirely destroyed by the ulceration; the lower portion of the ileum
forming then an iritussusccption into the crocum, and becoming there strangulated
bas caused death. In a few more fortunate instances, the stran.~rnlated portion of the
ileum sloughs off, after adhesion has taken place between the adjacent parts, so as to
maintain the continuity of the canal, when tho patient may recover. 'l'hc right portion of the omentum is not unfrequently found adhering to the crecum, and this morbid attachment gives rise to symptoms which may be mistaken for hepatic abscess.
Sometimes, in the whole course of the colon, we find not more than eight or ten deep
ulcerations, with sloughing, thick, abrupt, raised edges, surrounded by an extensive
thickened base, into which sinuses and undennining cavities are seen to penetrate.
These appearances, Mr. 'l'winin~ states, (on the Diseases of Bengal), have reminded
him of the foul ulceration at the centre of a small carbuncle; he has seen several
patients die with only six or ei7ht of these ulcers in the colon. The patients had
a Bushed face, restlessness, and symptoms of continued fever, which were with difficulty
controlled by any course of treatment.
'l'he last three or four inches of the ileum are generally studded with superficial
ulcerations, and have a rough appearance from the enlarged follicles and f!)andular
bodies; with this exception, we rarely meet with any traces of disease in the small
intestines in those who die of dysentery~e:reepting in those cases in which the dysenteric symptoms occur towards the termmatrnn of protracted fevers.
In a few instances the coats of the colon are so much thickened, that, when a trans·
verse section is made, its canal stands open like a thick leathern tube, the interior of
the intestine being covered with numerous large ragged ulcers, in the intervals of
which the mucous membrane is partly destroyed, and hangs in shreds. In several
of these cases Mr. 'l'wining has observed the c::ccum, and lower portion of the ascending colon, to be nearly covered with a thick layer of coagulable lymph, deposited
beneath the peritoneal coat, and c:xten.ding a considerable distance along the iliacus
ruusclc; in some instances an unusual amount of fat is found at the same part mixed
with the lymph. In other cases, when the disense has been more protracted, the
whole of the great intestines are contracted in diameter, resembling a cord, their
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mucous coat being at the same time covered with numerous small superficial ulcers .
In such cases, also, the internal surface of the crecum, and of four or five inches of
the colon, will now and then be of a livid red colour inclining to brown, having a
fleshy appearance, as if from a growth of granulations. Mr. Twining has met with
this condition but seldom, but when it has existed, he has found it to extend also to
a small part of the sigmoid flexure of the colon. The patients in these cases had

:f:~~~ g~~:; a~~:~rt~~c11;~~~a:,a!s f;~~~~~~d~b~~~u:~~~?c~~~~~t~~;g:re a~f :p:~~:
0

dirty-brown water.
When death takes place after protracted suffering from dysentery, we often finJ
the cellular structure at the root of the meseutery and mesocolon, and across the
bodies of the l?wcr lumb~r vertebrro, deprived of its usual elasticity and pliability 1
and to a certam degree rndurated; and in many cases entirely devoid of fat. This
change is probably the result of a previous inflammation at this part-giving rise to
an exudation of coagulable lymph rnto the inters.tices of the cellular substance.-C.J
When submitted to early treatme11t1 and when its exciting causes can be averted,

~~ ~~~i~:!pda;:~!~:~yi~nn~~e ape~7~::~~~b:~at~~o~~dr. t w~i :t~;~~~~v~~~?i rit:a:~;l~~~~
sequence to note, because they required different and almost opposite ruodcs of treat·
ment: the inflammatory srng:e, and the stage of ulceration. A plan proposed by Dr.
Somers appeared to Sir James so judicious, and pro\'ed so successful, in the first
attacks of the pure unmixed disease, that he recowwendcd its general adoption in the
army. It was this.
First, the patient was freely bled. Immediately afterwards twelve grains of Dover's
powder were administered . 'fhis dose was repeated three times, at intervals of one
hour. Plenty of warm barley.water was at the same time gi\'en, and profuse sweat.
iog encouraged for six or eight hours. A pill 1 containing three grains of calomcl
and one of opium, was directed to be taken e"ery second uight; and to be followed
on the followin~ mornings by two drachrus of Epsom salts, dissolved in a quart of
light broth. 'fhe vcn::cscction was repeated, while the strength and the pulse pci·.
ruitted it, until the stools were free, or nearly free, from blood; and Dover's powder,
as a sudorific, was always given after the bl~d-letting. When the pt1ins were great,
and attended with much tenesmus, the warm bath gave instantaneous relief. "This
plan being: steadily persevered in for a few days, the inflammatory diathesis of the
intestinal canal, which had ex.cited symptomatic fever throughout the general system,
was found gradually to yield, and to make way for returning health."
If the disease were not cut short by this ruethod, but advanced into the sccon<l
stag:e, and became chronic, the most effectual remedies appeared to be laxati\"es 1 and
opiates, g-i\•en alternately; and combined with such medicin('S as promote perspiration.
The abdomen should be swathed with flannel, or covered by a warm adhesive plaster.
Much benefit may be obtained from the employmcut of clystcrs, if there be not too
much tenesmus to admit of the introduction of the pipe of the injecting syringe.
Warm starch, with laudanum in i t - not exceeding in quantity a couple of ounces,
lest the irritable bowel should expel it again-will sowctimcs afford sii:rnal relief. Or
if the pain and tencsmus are so great that a clyster-pipe cannot be used-or the enema be not retained-a. grain or two of solid opium inserted into the rectum, beyond
the sphincter aui, will often allay the distress. 'l'bc food should be farinaceous and
simple; and greatcarc must be taken during the couvalcscencc to prevent a return to
improper diet, aud any fresh exposure to cold.
'Ihere is one important point in the treatment of dysentery, concerning which a
strikin~ discrepancy of opinion exists, even amongst prJctitioncrs who ha\•e had large
experience of the disease: I allude to the employment of mercury as a remedy. I
have no data. for settling the question: but the amount of evidence appears to be
against its indiscrimiuatc use. It seems (as we might expect) to be powerful both
for good and for evil. ~ir James fl~ 1G ri gor h~s probably hit the distinction which
should uuide us to prcscnbc, or to withhold, tins drug. lt was, he tells us 1 when the
dysente~y was complicated with disease or disorder of the liver, that wercury proved
so hif!hly uis1;:ful :. wbe~ along w.ith the ~ysentcric symptoms tl~cre were prescut a duE
paiu iu t.hc h1;:pattc rcg100, and lll the right should0r, u ydlow1.:.L brown colour of th€.
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skin, and of the conjunctin, :md uneasiness when the patient lay in any other posture than on tho right side. Ile adds: "In the early ::.taµ:e of the acute and un.
mixed disc;ise, and before vcnresection bas been performed, mercury will aggrantte
tho symptoms. In the more advanced stage of the disease, particularly when there
is hectic fever, with extensive erosion or ulceration of the intestine, it is invariably
found to hurry it on to a fatal termination."
The sporadic dysentery which we chiefly see in this country seldom requires the

lancet.

Leeches, however, arc to be applied, in the track of the colon, whereYcr

there is much tenderness 011 pressure. A full dose of castor oil may then be given i
and after that an opiate. It is the practice of some pbysiciaos to prescribe laxati\'cS
and opium togct11Cr; but in this complaint it is bC'tlcr to alternate them. Opium
enema ta are of service for relieving tencsmus. 'l'hese remedies will be much assisted
by the warm bath; by hot fomentations to the abdomen; and by such means as promote the natural secretions of the skin. If there be any reason to suspect that the
portal system is gorged with blood, complete relief to the dysentcric symptoms may
often be obtained by the practice which I recommended as proper in mclrena; viz.,
the exhibition of fh·c grains of calomel at bed-time, and of a senna drau~ht the ne~t
morning, for two or three days in succession. Should the symptoms still drag on, it
may be necessary to give mcrcury 1 even to the extent of making tbe gums tender;
but it should be introduced gradually. Equal parts of '1.IJ(h-argyrmn cum creta an<l
of Dover's powder, constitute a very good combination, either in pill or powder, fvr
such forms of the complaint. But in the milder cases of simple sporadic dysentery
there is no occasion, I had almost said there is no excuse, for giving your patient a
sore mouth by the lavish employment of mercurial remedies.
[There are many cases of dysentery in which the lancet, or the application of
leeches or cups to the abdomen cannot be dispensed with, without endangering ulcerati on, thickening, or other structural changes in the mucous membrane of the inte.-;tincs - by which the sufferin gs of the patient are prolonged and his life endangered.
When we consider that the disease consists in fact in an inHammation of the lining
membrane of the great intestines, proceeding on, more or less rapidly, to ulceratio11,
and in the more-Violent cases to gangrene and sloughing, but little doubt can be en tertained of the propriety of blood-letting in its early stage in all the more acute
cases, occurring in young, robust, and plethoric subjects; even in many of the milder
cases, the application of leeches or cups to the abdomen will very generally be
attended with marked relief, and will materially shorten the duration of the attack.
The more acute forms of the disease can be successfully man<iged only by the prompt,
free, and even repeated use of the lancet, and the application at the same time of
leeches upon that portion of the abdomen where pressure causes the most pain; anJ
this system of active depletion must be continued, so long as fever or teuderne:ss of
the abdomen continues, more especially if the stools continue to be bloody. The use
of the warm bath, in a few hours after the bleeding, and its daily repetition, will
always be attended with benefit; or when there is no convenience for the employment
of the warm batb, the abdomen may be enveloped with cloths wrung out of warm
water, and repeated as they lose their heat, or co,·crcd with a light, soft aud warm
poultice. A lar~c number of cases, if treated at their colllmencemcnt by bleedin~.
and the warm bath or fomentations, with a full dose of Dover's powder at night, to
ensure repose, will be very rendily and speedily cured by these means alone.
There exists much discrepancy of opinion in regard to the employment of purgatives in dy:scntery.- Some practitioners insi~ting that they should be early commenced
with, and repeated at short intervals until natural stools are procured. While we cannot perceive any indication that purg:atives are calculated to ful61, which caunot be
as effectually met by other less exceptic.uablc remedies, we arc convinced that the operation of purgatives cannot fail to increase, in most cases, the irritation of the bowel$,
and to au~mcnt considerably the sutferingM of the patient. In cases whcr(' ulceration
of the intestines is suspected to exist, we consider that purgati\'CS are altogether inadmi:-sible.
Subsequent to bleeding, as we11 as in those cases in which direct depletion is not
demanded, the internal remedy from which we have t.lerive<l the most adnrntage, in
near!; all the forms of dysentery that have fallen under our notice, is opium in full
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doses. We usually admini~ter it, combined with ipecacuanha nnd nitre, from half <\
grain to one !?rai n, in co njunction with a third of a grain of ipccacuanha, and three
to five !!rnins of nitre, repea ted every three hours. After the discharges from the
bowels have lost in some measure th ~i r slimy, bloody appearance, and though still
smal1 1 liquid, and frequent, have acquired more of a fecal character, one grai n of
acetate of lead, with half a grain of opium and one.th ird of a grain of ipecacuanh11,
will be found in general quickly to diminish the tormina and tencsmus, and to affonl
marked and often very prompt relief to the patient.
Bfo•ters arc not a remedy from which any advanta~e can be anticipated until after
the more acute symptoms of the disease have been reduced by bleeding- - prcYiously
they will often do harm, but at this period they will be often serviceable. We hale
repeatedly observed very great relief to follow their application.
'l'o remove the painful affection of the bladder, with suppression of urine, that so
frequ ent ly attends violent cases of dysentery, .Mr. Twinin g recommends inj ections of
cold water into the rectum as a remedy the most prompt and certain in its effects.
These injections will also be found an excellent remedy for the copious discharges of
blood which frequently occur; these discharg"s will in general, however, be promptly
arrested by an injection of ten grains of acetate of lead in six ou nces of water.
In cases where the tcnesmus is severe d urio~ the night, an injection of sixty drops
of laudanum in two ounces of cold water will usually remain in the rectum unt il
mornin g:, and promote greatly the comfort of the patient.
·
'l'he intense sufferings which the patients often experience from the severe tonnina
and almost constant and distres!l;ing tencsmus attendant upon mo«t cnses of the dis·
ease, are most effectually cootrolled by full dooes of opium. lu the more severiJ
forms of dysentery, opium, howe,,er, is in general inadmissible until after the violence
of the disease has been subdued by direct depl('tion. It is, when given earlier, apt
to ma.sk the more prominent symptoms, a.nd by the calm it thus produces, may lead
the physician into a false security as to the condition of his patient while a fatal di~·
organization is taking place in the intestines. After, however1 bleeding, either gene·
ral or local, or both, according to the violence of the case, has been carried to a
proper extent, opium in full doses, combined with ipecacuanha. and nitre, by quieting
the tormina and tenesmus, will give great relief to the patient and contribute mate·
rially to shorten the duration of the most distressing symptoms of the disease.
Opiate injections are certainly one of the most prompt nnd cfli cac ious menns we pos·
sess of relieving the distrc8sing tenesmus, which often continues to torment the
patient after the violence of the attack bas been reduced. As nn injection, we prcfor
the solid opium rubbed up with olive oil, flaxseed tea or thin starch. '!'he tcnrsrnus
is usually dependent on ulcerations low down in the rectum; and may frequently be
relieved by introduci ng within the anus, three times a day, a portion of the size of
an hnzelnut of an ointment composed of thirty grains of acetate of lead, mixed with
an ounce and a half of fresh lard. " .,hen tenesmus remains after the more promi.
neat symptoms of the disease have been removed, an injection of one drachm of
acetate of lead dissolved in eight ounces of tepid wntcr was a favourite prescription
with Mosely, and in many cases it will afford prompt relief.
The utmost caution should be observed in regard to the nature and amount of the
food and drinks allowed to the patient as well during the disease, as in the stage of
convalescence. lt is all important to keep the colon as nearly as possible empty so
long as any degree of inflammation exists. -The practice followed by some prac.
tition ers of exhibiting to the patient large quantities, daily, of flaxsee~ tea aud _other
mucilagi nous fluids, under the notion that by so doing we soothe the mflan.lCd mtc:;.
tine, is productive of far more injury than good. Whilst the disease contmucs the
mildest dilucnts only should be allowed, and these but in moderate portions at a ~ime.
Even after convalescence has been fully established, the patient should be restricted
to the blandest and most unirritatin g food, and this in very moderate quantity.
Errors in di et, ns l\Ir. '!'wining very properly remarks, are among the priu cipa.l causes
of a tardy recovery and frequent relapses.
In describing th e post.mortem appearances in fatal cases of dysentery, we noticed
various morbid conditions of the cmcum as of occasioual occurrence; to these i\l r.
Twining, in hi s work OD the lJiseases of Bengul, (page 60), directs especia l attention. N o particular change in the general treatment of the case, however, is de.
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All that is necessary is for the practitioner to be::ir in mind the pos~ibil i ty

of the occurrence of more or less violent inflammation of the cxcum, and by th e
most undeviatiul? pcrscnrance in th?. employment of the remedies demanded for its
removal, especially the local application of leeches, to prevent the disorganization of

the intestine, aud the death of the patient.

"When," remarks Mr.

rr., "a consider-

able enlargement of the crocum takes place, during dysentery, it is usually fir<.t
noticed ubout ten or fourteen days after the commencement of the attack. There is
not usually so much pain as to make the patient complain, particularly of the part
affected; and unless the practitioner habitually examines the abdomen of those he i;i
treating for dysentery, he will be occasionally told of the swelling at a period of the
disease when the patient is past recovery: or he will find, upon dissection, such a
mass of disease and inflammation, with induration, in the right iliac region, that he
will be surprised how it could have escaped his notice during life. Excepting in far.
persons, the rounded, doughy, inelastic tumcfaction of the crecum is easily detected
by examinat ion with the hand; and, in fact, is often visible on inspection.
The infl:tmrnation of the crecum is to be treated by the daily application of leeches
to the right iliac region; the discharge of blood being promoted by warm fomenta tions
or poultice~. When by this means the morbid sensibility is rcmo,•cd, and the tumcfaction considerably reduced, a blister should be applied and kept open by some
stimulating dressing. l\lr. '.l'wining recommends as a means of reducing the remaining induration, "a course of Plummer's pill, and extract of colocynth, at night, followed by the compound power of jalap in the morning." 11 We must remember,"
he adds, u that no part of the disease can be left unsubdued without hazard to the
patient's life."
In chronic dysentery, there is frequent watery purging-, attended often with iormina, and very generally with tenesmus, by which the patients arc much di~tre~sed
and soon :neatly exhausted. The discharges are mostly of a pale gray colour, often
mixed with more or less of a mucous or white sli my substance, and not unfrequently
portions of undigested food. They sometimPs com1ist of a copious paste-like brown
mass, in a state of fermentation; occasionally, they are frothy, with a whitish or pale
grey sediment like a mixture of chalk and beer; in a few very protracted cases, the
discharges arc very frequent and copious, quite watery, and varying in colour, from a
dark-brown to a bright-orange, or from a dirt.y yellow to a pale straw. They are in
some cases inodorous, or nearly so; in others they have a peculiar sickening odour,
and in others again they are more or less fetid. lllood is rarely present in the stools,
and th e patients suffer from fever only in those cases in which there is extensive
disease of the mescnteric gland-wh en they occasionally present a well-marked fever
of a hectic chara cter. The abdomen is ~enerally flat, inelastic, and somewhat retracted; occasionally, however, tympanites is a troublesome symptom. 1'he skin is
usually dry, shrivelled, and dcsquamating, and of a dirty brown or sallow hue.
The treatment of chronic dysentery differs but little from that proper in cases of
chronic diarrhooa. During the continuance of the disease, and for some period after
it has been removed, the patient is to be strictly confined to a mild, unirritating diet,
taken in very moderate quantit.y, and, for drink, to some bland~mucilagioous fluid, as
toast or rice water-and even this only in such portions as arc necessary to allay bis
thirst. ll c should be shielded from the influence of cold and damp, and all sudden
atmospherieal changes, by flannel next his skin and appropriate clothing, and by a.
careful attention to the temperature of the chamber he occupies.
L eeches or cups to the abdomen will frequently be found of service-but their ui;e
will require judgment, and a close scrutiny of each case in order that any latent or
chronic inflammation may be at once detected. Whenever indurationB within the
abdomen can be felt, and they are attended by morbid sensibility on pressure, or the
least degree of febrile excitement, the application of leec hes or cups should not be
negJectcd. When the indurations are with out se nsibility, or after this has been removed, blisters are generally very important remedies. The daily use of the warm
bath and warm fomentations to the abdomen assiduously eruployed., arc means from
which, in cases of chronic dysentery, the most decided advantage will invariably result. Small doses of ipeoacuanha combined with extract of hyosciam us and the blue
mass, and repeated every three hours, with a dose of Dover's powder at night, will
gcucrally be found to aid very effectually in restoring the capillary circubtiou to its
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healthy state, in quietin~ the morbid irritability of the mucous membrane of the in.
testio es, in moderating the profuse morbid discharges, and in rendering the stools less
frequent and of a more natural character. The balsam of copaiba and turpentine
will often be found of equal advantage in many cases of the prescut affection, as in
chronic diarrhcca. In rcg-.trd to the period proper for the employment of astringents,
and the articles of this kind that are best adapted to the disease, the same remarks
may be repeated as were made in our note on chronic diarrhcca. - C.]
The fluxes of which I have hitherto spoken have all consisted in an immoderate
discharge of some of the usual conte nts or secretions of the alimentary tube, in an
altered and unnaturJI state. But matters arc sometimes voided from the bowels totally
unlik e any of the healthy discharges. Adeps is not an intestinal ('xcrction; yet it is
sometimes passed, in great abundance, by stool. Many unquestionable instances of
this are on record, both in ancient and in modern literature. I have not seen more
than one, and therefore have but little to say upon the subject; yet I must not pass it
over altogether. A certa in quantity, sometim es it has been a large quantity, of oil,
of liquid fut, has been poured forth, in a sort of diarrhrea, Sauvages was aware of
the disorder, and calls it, in his Nosology, dim·rha.a adi'posa. In a paper in the Me·
dico-Cltirurgical Tn111sattions upon this affection, Dr. Elliotson refers to an example
of it described by Tulpius, in which a woman discharged eve ry day, for fourteen
months, a considerable quantity of yellow fat, that lay upon the fooces like melted
butter. When voided into a vessel of water it floated, like oil, upon the surface; and
when cold it assumed the consistence and appearance of fat. Like fat, it was very
inflammable, and burned with a bright flame. With all this there was no kind of
distress, nor any wasting of the body; and the patient was in excellent health sixteen
years afterwards. Dr. Elliotson had a case of this kind under his own care. Tb e
man had also diabetes and phthisis. The symptoms were precisely the same as thost>
described by Tulpius. Dr. Prout and Dr. Faraday analyzed portions of the adipous
matter, and they pronounced it to be genuine fat. i\Ir. Lloyd, of St. Bartholomew's
Hospital, has {!i\"Cn us the details of a case in which the evacuation of grease wa8
associated with jaundice. '!'he excretion looked like melted fat, but when cool had
the consisteuce of butter. It swam on the surface of water, melted at a moderate
heat, and burned readily. In this instance the head of the pancreas, and the duodenum , were involved in a mass of scirrhous disease. And this is a very curious fact:
for Dr. Bright also states that in three different persons, Nch of whom he had known
to pass fat from the bowels during life, and whose bodies he had the opportunity of
examining after death, he found scirrhous disease of the pancreas, and fungous disorganization of the duodenum.
The remarkable coincidence, occurring so often, of cancerous disease of the paucreas aud duodenum, with these fatty prof:luvia, is the more memorable, becam;c it
falls iu with the theory (propounded by Dr. Claude Bernhard, and fortified, as he
thinks, by the results of experiments on animals) that one important purpose of the
pancreatic fluid is to promote the absorption of fatty matters, by forming with them a
permanent crn ulsion, capable of entering the lacteals. This theory, however, is far
from beiug generally accepted as a proven theory: and even if it bo true, it will
scarcely account for the large quantity of fat which has been excreted in some of the
recorded cases.

liv~~e i~i~~;en~~;~b~~r~~~~ '~b:a~~o~a~c~~be~~~~~~~~: ~u~~stt, ~ s~l~a:~~~r~~ nf~:.
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quent attacks of this kind. First, he had severe pain in the epi~strium and right
. hypochondri um , with little or no fever, nor acceleration of pulse. Occasionally, when
the pain was extreme, it was accompanied by nausea and vomiting. After the pain
came jaundice and white stools; and, lastly, a discharge from the bowels of a quantity
of white frap:ments 1 looking exactly like coarse chewings of walnuts. Sometimes '
much larger lulllpS of the same sort were voided. 'These lumps and fragments w~re
found to be composed of adeps. Th ey floated, many of them at lcaet, and for a while,
upon the surface of water. 'l'hey felt greasy; and burned, like fat, with a flame.
After this series of sym ptoms the patient would recover perfectly, save that the
attacks n'duced his strength somewhat. 'fhey occurred about once a fortnight, so
that he had about a. score of them in ten months
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The symptoms resembled those which declare the passage of g-all-i;to~cs; :rnd upon
ooe occasion two concretions were detected amon~ the fra~mcnts of fat. One of the~c
was yellowish; the other black, like a cinder. Once, also, a considcr<"lblc portion of
what socmcd membrane came away. l\Iy neighbour, i'lr. Francis K llirks (to wh~e
kindnc:::s I am indebted for the opportunity of secinµ- this pnticnt), is of opinion that
a cyst, which secreted the fat, existed in the liver, and dischar~cd its contents periodically; and that the mcmbrnnous fragment was a part of this cyst.
Projectin~ a little into the epigastric notch, I could feel what appeared to be the
edge of the left lobe of the liver. This spot was slightly tender, aud dull under percussion.
I had pre'fiomly been consulted by the same p3ticnt for a chronic and obstinate
cou2h, which after harassing him for three or four years, ceased suddenly, upon the
occurrence of the first of the!lc stran!!e seizures. On that occasion he voided at le:ii;.t
a quart of the fat. Since Au~ust, 1844, he has experienced only two or three slight
threatenini:rs of an attack; but lo, 11is old couµ:h has returned.
Mr. llicks tells me that a female relative of hls own laboured for four or five years
under a perpetual dry cough, which was mogt distre!':sing to herself, and very irksome
to the hearers of it. A pint of fatty matter W:ls then pa!':Bcd by stool, and tho
cough ceased at once, entirely and permanently. '.l'his happened more than twenty
years ago.
All th3t we know of the disease seems to amount to this: that it is not a common
complaint; and that it is not necessarily a fatal complaint. Pcrsom:1 who have passed
great quantities of fat in that way have lived in p;ood health for many years afterward!':.
Yet though not 11ecessorily fat3l 1 it has frequently been found associated with incur:i.ble
malignant disease in the duodenum and pancreas. Dr. Prout informs us also that in
eases in which a similar oily fluid has been passed through the ttrethra, the ldd11eys
ha.Ye been found in a state of organic malignant disease.
With respect to the treatment in such cases, all the hints I can give you arc such
as are furnished by the two following facts::Mr. Hows hip, in his book on morbid anatomy, mentions the instance of a lady wh1J
was affected with this diarrhrea ndiposa, and parted with vast quantities of fat j and
who was cured upon the principle of sirnilia sinu.libus curo11tur, for she recovered after
swallowin~ a pint of sweet oil. And Dr. Elliotson, acting on this hint1 gave his
patient, who was labouring at the same time under diabetes, a quarter of a pint of
olive oil; aud the voiding of fat greatly diminished from that time, and soon ceased
entirely.
Whether these were really cures, or whether they were coincidences, is a question
which we want larger expericuce to help us to determine.
When I w3s speaking of the causes of enteritis, I ndvcrtcd to the presence of
forei'gn substmm:s, a.s they are called, in the bowels, and to i11testinol co11cretio11s.
There are some points connected with these subjects which I had not then leisure
to pursue, but of which you ought not to be ignorant.
Intestinal concretions are very common in some of the lower animals-in horses
aod oxen especially. l\lost of you have seen, I dare say, immcn~e intestinal calculi
of this kind, and great numbers of them, in the i\Juscum of the College of Surgeons.
'fhc old remedies called bezoors were of the same nature.
They occur also, these intestinal calculi, in the human entrails, trnd in v:uious parts
of them: chiefly, howc\'er, in the crecum and large intestines, but sometimes in the
stomach : indeed, very large ones have occ::isionally been met with in the latter organ.
Bonetus describes one which wei~hed nine ounces, and was as big as a hen's Cf!!!.
G-enerally they arc few in number in the S3me person; one only, perhaps, exists; or
there may be two, or three. Yet, as many as thirty havo been found to~cther in the
stomach iu one case: and in another case nine. One of the l\Ionros of Edinburi:rh
(l\Ionro primus) detected twelve in the colon of a boy, durinp; life, by the touch.
l\Ionro sccundus took a concretion that weighed four pounds from the colon of a
woman. 'J1ilCy have been kuown to measure as much aa eight inches in circumference.
In the twenty-fourth volume of the Edinburgh .Medical and SioYJical Journal is an
account of one Ion~ one, or, perhaps, of three that had become united together,
weighiug twelve ounces. Dr. TurnerJ of Keith, has published the case of a man,
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named Gordoo, who, in l\Iay, 18-U, passed fourteen large intestinal concretions, and
recovered completely. At the close however of the year 18-13, he be!!~l.D again to
suffer, as he bad previously suffered, from costiveness alternating with diarrhcea, ant.l
from pain and distension of the abdomen. In September, 184i, he one day voiclcJ
three concretions, each as big as a hen's e~g; and on the two following days, fifteen
more, >arying in size from that of a partridge's egg to that of a filbert. So that in
all there came from this patient's bowels thirty-two of these hard bodies.
Now what arc these substances, and how do they get there? What is the patholo~y
of the malady? Why, they seem to be formed, in many instances, by the deposit of
saline particles, intermixed with animal matter, upon and around some accidental
nucleus which hns entered the alimentary canal, and there stopped. A gall-stone
may form the nucleus: the centre of the calculus has several times been found to
consist of pure cholestcrinc. Those matters over which the gnstric juice has no
power, and which pass the pylorus unchanged-such as the stones of fruit, husks of
grain, many unbroken seeds, portions of bone, and the like. Other of these iutcstiirnl concretions are evidently composed of a mass of short fibres, matted, or interwoven together, after the manner of felt. These calculi have a somewhat soft and
velvety feel, yet arc too bard to be much compressed. Sometimes they involve a
nucleus, and sometimes they do not.. Their composition has been discovered in rather
a curious manner. l\Ir. Clift, who, as you know, had long the main charge of tho
Hunterian Museum, fancied, after attentively examining some of the specimens there
collected, that they might be formed somehow of the beards of oats; and the late Dr.
Wollaston, at Mr. Clift's suggestion, I believe, undertook to analyse them somewhat
more rigidly; and he found that Mr. Clift's conjecture was well-founded. If you
ha"e ever looked closely into the structure of an oat which has been separated from
its busk, you may have noticed that one end of it is formed somewhat like a tiny
brush; made up of very minute needles or beards. Dr. 'Yollaston found that these
ends were identical in their shape and composition with the fibres of the intestinal
concretions.
The accuracy of the result of this analysis is singularly confirmed by the fact that
this particular kind of intestinal calculus is almost peculiar to the how~s of Scottish
people; among whom, as you know, oats form a very common article of diet, in the
shape of oat-meal. The man Gordon, whose case is related by Dr. 'l'urncr 1 lived
chiefly upon this meal. Even after his first deliverance, neglecting the ailvicc which
had been given him, he recurred to his old habits of diet, and two-thirds at least of
his solid food consisted of oat-meal. Sections of the concretions presented the appearance of concentric layers, arranged round a thin shell of phosphate of lime.
They were mainly composed of hairs of the caryopsis, and fragments of the envelopes
of the oat : and thP.y were studded internally with minute crystals.
Concretions of the same species have also been found in the intestines of J.. ancashiro
persons; and they also use oat-meal a good deal as food. Mr. Children f,>ives an account of some in the Philosophical Transactions for 1822. The fibres were cemented
together by mucus; and the concretions contained albumen also, phosphates of lime
and soda, and common salt.
I mentioned formerly the dan~er which attends the incautious or excessive use of
magnesia, whether for stomach complaints or for urinary disorders. 'Yhcn this substance is taken habitually, and when dne care is not used to ensure its habitual expulsion from the intestines, it is liable to accumulate and concrete there, especially in the
crecum 11nd colon. Large masses of this kind have been met with, composed almost
entirely of carbonate of magnesia.
Aud the habitual use of any other indigestible substance may have the same ill
consequence. The seeds of figs; unbruised mustard seeds, whi.ch (as ~ mentioned
before) are taken daily by some persons; the woody knots found rn certarn pears; all
these have been known to form the material of concretions, or of bard injurious
masses in the bowels.
Now concretions of this kind come at Jeno-th to produce symptoms by the pressure
and distension they occasion, by the ulceralion to which thl"y sometimes give rise,
and, above all, by the obstacle they oppose to the pa.~agc. of the c?ntcnts of the intestines. They generally cut the patient off by exciting rnflammatlon.
But they may exist for a long time without producing any definite symptoms, or
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any serious injury.

And when symptoms do arise, or when we a!llccrtain that such
concretions have formed, we are often at a loss for a remedy. From the colon we
may hope at last to dislodge them: by meclrnnical interference when they arc near
the outlet: by frequent injections of warm water, or soap and water, whereby thl'y
may be softened or broken down 1 and washed out, when they are beyond the reach of
the finger, or of instruments passed into the rectum. In Gordon's case no means
were employed till a la te period of his disorder. The concretions were voided, with

immediate relief from severe suffering:, after the daily injection of emollient encnrnta,
and the free use of opiates, which seem to have had the effect of rC'laxiog muscular
spasms of the irritated intestine. The patient again regained a state of robust

health.
W e have an illustration of the patience of the alimentary canal und er tlie presence
of tllCse masses, in what often happens when foreign bodies of some magnitude are
swallowed, and lodge in the tube.
In one of the earli er volumes of the 111f'dico-Chirurgfral Transactions you may
read the history of a celebrated knife-eater. A sailor, in a drunk en bravado, sw:illowcd
a clasp-knife. 1'his was followed by no immediate bad conseq uences, and he used to
brag of the feat he lrnd performed. And afterwards, either to satisfy the scruples of
those who did not believe his assertions, or else for the snke of rewards which some
people were thoughtless or cruel enoug:h to offer, or else to win wagers, he stupidly
repeated his folly, till he had swallowed (I think) thirteen kniYes of various kinds
and sizes. They killed him at hast, and their remains were found in various parts
of the alimentary tract. But he had no serious symptoms for sonic time.
l\Ir. Wakefield has given us an account of a culprit, confioed in th e Cold Bath
Fields Prison, who liad swallowed seven half-crowns before his incarceration. One
day out they all clattered ioto the pan of his ni~ht-chair.
I saw a prisoner myself, some time ago, in the Penitentiary at l\lilbank, who after
som~ sickne~s, aod tenderness of the belly, Yoidcd a half-crown from the rectum.
This was in November, 1839. H e had swallowed the piece of money two years and.
a half before - ''iz., in l\Iarch, 1837; and, until within a week of his passing it, he
had enjoyed.excellent health .
Before I proceed to any other of the viscera. of the abdomen, I may as well take
such uotiae as the nature and limits of these lectures requires and admit, of the subject of worms; in which subject the intestinal canal is more concerned thao any
other part of the body. It seem~ a straoge, as it is a somewhat humiliatioi:r fact,
that the human body should furnish food and a habitation for many of the ioferior
creatures j not only after death, but while it ifl: yet alive . '!'he parasitic aoimals
which thus prey upon man have been much studied from time to time, aod especially
of late, in their relations to natural history: and some of the facts that have been ascertained respecting them you ought to be acquainted with. But I shall pursue the
subject no further in this place than concerns us as pathologists and physicians. Its
natural history will, no doubt, be fully taught you by the professor of comparative
anatomy.
First, then, it is a notorious fact that numerous parnsites do crawl over our surface,
burrow bcoeath ou r skin, nestle in our eotrail!!:1 and riot, and propagate their kind, in
every corner of our frame: producing oftentimes such molestation and disturbance as
req uire the interference of medicine. Nearly a score of animals that have their
dwelling-place in the ioterior of tl1e human body have been already discovered and
described : and scarcely a tissue or a.n orgnn but is occasionally profaned by their inroads. ]~:ich, also, has its special or its favourite domicile. One species of stro119le
chooses the heart for its place of abode, another inhabits the arteries, a third the
kidn ey. Myriads of minute worms li e coiled up in the voluntary muscles, or in
the :ncohir tissue that connects the fleshy fibres . 'J'he yuinea-1~:orm and the clti[Joe
bore through the sk in , and reside in the subjacent reticular membrane. Jlydotids
iafcst various parts of the body, but especially the liver and the brain. A little ft11/.·P,
io genera l appearance much like a miniature flounder, lives, steeped in gall, in the
biliary ''esscls. If you squeeze from the skin of your nose what is vulgarly called a.
rua~got-the contents, namely, of one of the hair-follicles-it is tea to one that you
fiud in that Pmall sebaceous cy lind er, se\'eral auiwalculcs, extremely minute, ,yet ex-
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hibitiog under the microscope a curious and complicated structure. E\·cn the eye
has its living inmates. But it is) I repeat, in the alimentary tube that we arc most
apt to be plagued with these vermin.
Independently of minute scientific divisions into genera and species, tl1ere are some
broad lines of distinction between these creatures. Thus, some kinds of worms
occupy, as I have said, the interior of our bodies; thes<.> are called accordingly entozoa:
some dwell externally, and arc named ectozoa; or, more properly perhaps, cplzoa.
There are five sorts of intestinal worms, sufficiently common to make it likely that
you will meet with some or most of them in your future practice. I shall, on that
account, di root your attention first of all to them .
I. A frequent tenant of the human intestines is the round worm, so like in shape,
size, and general appearance to the common earth-worm. It is from this species, no
doubt, that the whole class :ire called worms. This round worm is often crroucously
termed a Jumbricus. It is a species of ascaris, and it has been named by naturalists
asc~ris lmn~rfri:Jides - the ascaris that is like a lurubricus. Oxen, aud hogs, aro
subject to tins entozoon.
2. The ascaris vermicularis; or the oxyuris vermi·cularis. These animals resemble slender maggots rather than worms. They arc often called simply ascrrri'drs; or,
in the vernacular, thread-worms; and to the naked eye they look very like bits of
white thread.
3. T_he ~rico;ephalus. d{spor; :ilso a small worm, but longer tlrno the last; its vulgar
denommatton 1s accordmgly the long thread-worm .
4 and 5. Two species of tamia; long, flat, articulated animals, rcscmhling pieces
of tape. The tamia solium, or common tape-worm of this country; and the tamia
Iota, or broad tape-worm. l\Iany of the inferior animals are infested each with its
own peculiar species of tapo-worm. l?rom their band-like appearance, the tamia arc
also styled cestoirl worms.
Of all these I proceed to mention a few more particulars.
The ascaris lumbricOidcs, or round worm, is, I say, very like the common earthworm, and used to be thought identical with it. It runs from five or six inches to
about a foot in length, and it is of a reddish brown colour, with a tingue of yellow.
The female worm (for they are of both sexes) is much more common than the male,
which is smaller also, and may be distinguished by a curved state of its tail, and by
the genital organs. Sometimes young ones are met with, about an inch and a half
long.
I shall not go into any rninnte description of the anatomy of these worms. You
cannot mistake them, except for earth-worms; and the po ints of distinction between
the two, when known, are easily perceived. The earth-worm, then, is redder than
the intestinal worm, and less pointed at its two ends. The mouths of the two differ
much. That of the earth.worm is a short longitudinal fissure, or slit, placed on the
under surface of its small rounded head. In the ascaris lumbricOides, the mouth is
situated at the extremity of the worm, is of triangular shape, and is surrounded by
three tubercles.
It is curious that similar differences, only reversed, exist in respect to the other
aperture of the alimentary canal, the anus. In the earth-worm this is terminal, at
the very end of the cylinder: in tho ascaris it is a. transverse slit near the extremity,
and on the under surface of the animal.
Again, the earth-worm has rows of little projections, like bristles, upon its under
surface; feet they may be called, for they appear to serve the purpose of locomotion.
In the parasite there is nothing rCsembling this.
By attending: to these plain marks, you may avoid being deceived by impostors,
who pretend that they arc afflicted with worms, and to prove their case bring you
an earth-worm or two in a. bottle.
The habitat of these worms is in the small intestines. They may, and do, pass
upwards into the stomach, or downwards into the large bowel: in either case they arc
fl'encrally soon voided. Sometimes they are vomited up: but they have been known
t'o creep into_ the ccsophagus, and thence into the nostrils. Andr~I states that he saw
a case in which a clnld was strangled by one of these worms, which had turned back
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and become entanp:led in the larynx.
tury ducts of the lircr.
couutry.
Fw.112.
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They have been found also in the cs:cre-

This Andra! has witnc:sscd; as has also Dr. Baron in this

FIG. 113.

F10. 116.

Fw. 118.•

··-.._ ___ ./'
ofthenscJris;n,
b b. Tubercles; o.
Ov11l n1iorturc,

Frn.114.

F10. ll0.

P cnisortheascnrielumbrieoides mngnified; u..
Extremity; b.Base.

cxlremity;b.Postcrior; d. Vulva;
t e. Longitudinal

lines.

AscarisVermicularis; a, hi:nd; b,
tai1;•,u11Luralsiio.

Fin. 113.-0rgnns of the female nscuris: a. External tunic; b b. Muscular fibres; d. Mouth; c. CE1apbngus i /· Alimonta.rytube; klm.n. Geoenlti\'eorgans.
FIG. 11i!t-Org11.us of the male nsearis: d. Mouth; t. <Esophagus; h h. Gcncroli\•e organs;/. Intestiue; g. l'enis.

It was formerly thought that these animals were capable of perforating the coats
of the iutestine: but that opinion is now generally exploded. They do not appear to
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poS:1ess ~he means, if they have tho inc.lination 1• to bore ~hrough. What p:avc rise to
this notion was the circumstance of their eometlmes passmg out of the bowel, through
ulcerated or other openings, into the peritoneal sac; or into tho vagina or bladder; or
out of the body through hernial apertures.
'l'hc number of these worms existing at the same time in the same person is very
yariable. '!'he late Dr. llooper mentions a girl, eight years old, who voided upwards
of 200 in the course of one week. Au instance is recorded of a soldier who passed
SU7 in six days. Another patient got rid of 460 in a fortnight.
Fifty or sixty have been found in the same dead body. They often lie in p:tekets.
The corresponding portion of mucous membrane has in some cases been red, in others
~uite natural. Sometimes two worms are met with; sometimes one only. So th:n.
we cannot infer with certainty that because one such worm has been rnidcd, more
remain behind; alt.hough that is always probable.
This worm is more common in the early period1:1 of life than afterwards.
The other species of ascaris, the ascaris vermicularis or thread.worm, resembles the
former io some respects, but differs from it remarkably in size. 11ere also the female
is longer aud larger thau the male; the one being perhaps half an inch in length, the
other scarcely two lines, and very slender.
The thread worms live principally in the rectum, and :50metimcs are collected there
io vast numbers; thousands: and they pass out, or are ejected, matted together witrh
1uucus in the shape of balls, or cntaogled in portions of excrement. Sometimes they
ewerge of their own accord 1 and crawl about the neighbourhood, ~ctting into the ,·agina
iu females, and even into the urethra, and causing intolerable irrita.tion, itching, and
di.stress.
They are seen, when recently expelled, to be very lively; moving their anterior
extremity briskly and continually. 'l'o this restlessness and activity the animal owes
its name, which is derived from the Greek word w:i;;ii:ap,{uv1 to leap. The Germans
callitsprinyicurm.
This worm also belongs chiefly to infancy and childhood It docs sometimes infest
adults j but generally as the patient grows older the animals cease to trouble him,
whether curative means are employed or not. Hrcwser, however, knew a person
eighty years old, who was nearly killed by thew.
The third kind of these round worms is tlrn lo119 thread.worm; the tricoccphalus
dispar. It is from an inch and a half to two inches in length. One extremity, that
to which the head belongs, is extremely fine and small; and then suddenly bulges
out a thicker body. 'l'he thinner portion is about twice as long as the thicker. Its
llame is derived from this variation of size. Opl;, a hair, and ;;ii:fto.Al'j, the head; the
portion to which the head is appended being as fine as a hair. At one time the bead
was mistaken for the tail, and trhen the animal was called tricuris, from 0µ1;, and ovpo.1
the tail. 'l'he thicker or body part is rolled up in a spiral form, especially in the male,
the female being straighter. This worm is of a white colour, unless tiuged by its
food. lt also affects the large iutestine as its place of abode; but the opposite cud
of that gut, the crecum, is its favourite spot. It is sometimes met with in great
numbers, each atta.ched to the mucous membrane by its head; the body hanging
loose.

m!1 ~o~~: g~n~~~l!ys~l~~1~0s~:~' i~\ i~:i~h!: ~e l7axvt;e:~~r ~o~t~~~~nfo~ i~. I~ci~~:s~
0

to
the dog, the fox:, the monkey, and other mamrnalia.
This species of entozoon attracted a good deal of attention nearly a. century ago; it
being then first observed in Germany during the prevalence of an epidPmic fever,
which was characterized by profuse mucous diarrbooa. Ucodercr and Wagler have
given an excellent account of this disorder, under the title of imorlius -mm:osus. It
uas thourrht
to have been excited by these worms, which were found in abundance in
0
the creca of the dead. '!'his opinion must have been erroneous, for the animals had
been noticed in other places, long before; and they produce, in general, no appreciable
iu;::on\·coicuce.
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Triehoeephnlusdispnr-T riehuris:
The bend; b. Intestines; c.
Sheath;d.penis; • ,naturalsize.

Ta:mia Solium :

•a. Head; bb. Lateral orifices.

•a.

The two t::cniro are more formidable beasts. 'With a strong general resemblance
between them, there are marked particular distinctions.
The tronia solium, or common tape-worm, has a minute hemispherical l1ead, which
is furnished anteriorly with a double circle of little hooks, and behind these lie four
suction disk$, whereby it adheres to the inner surface of the intestine. Its body is
long and flat, of a whitish colour, composed of many pieces curiously articulated
together. '!'he articulated pieces arc quadrilateral. Very short, small, alld iDdistinctly
marked in the creature's neck, they become gradually larger and square as the
distance from its head increases, and at length arc longitudinally oblong. So that the
worm is narrow and thin at its anterior extremity; one-third or one quarter of a line
perhaps in breadth : while at its broadest part it may be from three to six. lines wide.
The young ta:miro seem to be merely wrinkled, but they also are really articulated.
The segment.q of the animal, or the joints as they arc called, have foramina on their
margins, leading to ovaries within. The foramina, which are very conspicuous, arc
placed alternately on the one side of the animal and on the other : on the right edge
of one joint, on the left of that next to it. This arrangement is, however, subject to
occasional irregularities. Each joint is let in, as it were, to that immediately in front
of it; and the connexion between them is not very firm. It is less firm in proportion
as the animal is older, and as we approach its posterior extremity : so that the segments arc apt to come away, by stool, separately. They have somewhat the appearance of the seeds of cucumbers or gourds; and the parasitcsJ for that reason, are
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1mmetimcs called cttmrbitine worms. Illumenbach and others lrnve supposed that
each articulated piece was a distinct worm; but that is not the case. The head of
the animal, and the way in which it grows, and multiplies its kind, forbid this
belief.
Within each joint-within nt least each of the l ar~er and hinder joints-is contained a complicated male and female apparatus, capable of producing thousands of
fertile ova: and the spont:mcous separation of these riper sc~mcnts appears to be. a
natural provision for disseminating the minute eggs. Meanwhile, as the animal
shortens by thus shedding its hindermost joints, some of those which arc anterior
di\•ide into two by a. tram::verse fissure, which two, after attaining a certain size again
divide, and, in this way new joints are formed, and recede gradually from the head.
But ~ta certain distance from the head, the divisions and subdivisions cease, and the
whole nutritive power is expended in the development
of the organs of gcner.ition: and at length ova begin
FIG. 119.
to fill the uteri of the joints. Such is the process (as
I learn from Professor Owen's lectures) which has been
actually observed by Dr. Eschricht of Copenhagen, in
a species of tape-worm (the Bothrioecphalus pu11t'latus)
extremely common in a sea.fish called Collus Scorphts;
and it may be presumed that the increase and generation of the human tape-worm proceed in a similar
manner.
You will obser'e that this mode of growth and of
multiplication is closely analogous with that of many
seed-bearing plants.
Specimens of this worm arc presen·ed, upwards of
Bond and joint$.
twenty feet in lcnf!th. Much exaggeration seems to
ha\'C existed formerly about its size. It has been said to measure 150, and eve n
300 feet. In all prob:ibility separate portions of se\•ern l worms have been estimated
as forming parts of one and the same worm. There is one case well authenticated
(it is cited by Bremser from Robin) in which a tape-worm was found to extend from
the pylorus to within seven inches of the anus; adhering firmly to the mucous membrane all the way. The animal has the power of motion. Its movements are felt by
the patients, within them. When recently expelled, and placed in tepid water, it
may be seen to shorten itself; nay, portions protruding many feet from the anus have
been known to draw themselves back again.
This kind of worm is more freqncn t in adults than in
FIO. 120.
children: yet it is sometimes met with even in the frotus. It
has been badly named ver solt'taire, for it is not always single.
It is not only foµnd in company with different worms, but
also with others of its own species. Its natural place of

:Z~1~~i:e~ fn~:~~leira~=~~n=:~ :o~e~~me:stci'~~~
1
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the stomach. Vandoverer declares that after
an emetic one of bis patients vomited forty
Dutch ells of the worm, and might have
got rid of more "if he had not been afraid
of puking out all his guts, and for that
reason bit the worm off."
The t::cnia. 1ata., or broad tape-worm, has
often been confounded with the t::cnia solium:
yet there arc strikin~ differences betw?en
them : respecting which, for all practical
purposes, it is eoou~h to say that the heads (as
viewed through a. microscope). are very ~1s-

i:::~~1;:;:i~::tsu:;~.botb. ~i~~~~~r; :h:or~:~~ ~: ~:k~~~ar l:t.~i~~~;·~?

Fw. 121 •

Tami~ lnta.

suckers; that its joints are shorter and
.
broader, and adhere tol!'ether in a different m~nncr; and tha~ the pores leadm!?. to the
oviducts are situate, not on the edge of each joint, but 10 the centre of its flat
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This \aricty is not so easily broken across as the former; and tlwrefore
Its segments are Jess liable to be voided in a sepnrale form. It is probably
shorter also th!!.n the trenia solium. Fifteen feet h:we been supposed its a\·erage
length. Marvellous stories, however, are told on this head. l3oerhaa,·e declares
that he effected the expulsion of one, from the bowels of a Russian, which was 300
ells long.
'l'he geographical distribution of these two species of tronia forms a curious p:irt
of their history, and throws light upon the Jong coDtroverted question of their origin.
In England, Holland, Germany, aud Denmark, the trenia solium is common, and
the tronia lata very rare. In Russia, Poland, and Switzerland, it is just the rc'ferse;
the tronia lata prevails, the tronia solium is seldom seen; while in the French
provinces adjoining Switzerland the one species is nearly as frequent as the other.

LECTURE LXXIV.
Entozoa continued. Eydatids. Trichina Spfralis. The Gm"nea- Worm . Strrm.
gulus Gi!Jas. Origin of E11tozoa. Question of Spo,1t01wms Ge11cration. General symptoms of the presence of bitesthml ll"orms. Particular symptoms, and
remedies, of the common Round Worm., of Tliread- Worms, of Tupe- Wonns.

AT our last meeting I gave a summary description, sufficient, however, for our
purposes as medical practitioners, of the five kinds of vi>rmes which are the most
common parasites of the human intestinal canal. There arc yet a few more of these
entozoa which are curious and interesting enough to deserve a brief notice.
Bydatids-animals like bags or bladders of water-arc of no unfrequcnt occurrence in several of the internal organs of the body. '!'hey arc also called ocepholucysrs, headless bags. In size they vary from the bigness of a pea, to that of a swan's
1

~g~ c~;l~~~l!:k l~~~~'do:.~;~~~er ~~lJs a~~ ~~~1;;i~:l :11~~~:un;~:n~!~:d~;8~!!~:10 :i~!\:

Floating in this liquid, and therefore enclosed within what must be considered the primary
F10.

122.

Acephnlocy1t.

hydatid, there are usually found smaller ones, of various sizes, sometimes few in
nuwber, sometimes in countless multitudes. This seems a consequence of the pecu-
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liar mode of propagation of these animals, which is by what is called gcmmation .
'l'he wall of the cyst is laminated, and the young hydatids bud from between its
la.yers. Iu the species that infests the human frame they arc born into the cavity 'Jf
the parent; in some other species they are detached externally. 'Y e find, then, a
parent bag, containing other smaller bags, which a~ain are pregnant, as it were, with
their own offspring, the grand.children of the primary cyst: and so on, somewhat
after the manner of a nest of pill·boxes. The primary cyst itself lies in close con·
tact with, but does not adhere to, an external sac, formed apparently by the pressure
of the enlarging hydatid upon the texture of the organ in which it is imbcdded.
These hydatid tumours are more common in the liver than in any other single organ.
I lately mentioned the ease of a woman, Harriet Baldwin, who died in the Middlesex Hospital, and whose liver contained thousands of these globular bodies. 'l'he
enlarged gland had completely sealed up, by its pressure, a portion of the inferior
cava. They arc found also in the lungs, io the spleen, in the mcsentcry; more seldom
io the brain, and in the kidney; and occasionally in other
par.ts of the body. I l1ave ca ll ed these bags of fluid,
Fio. 128.
antmals ,· but perhaps they should rather be regarded as
the dwelling-places of much smaller creatures. lt was
formerly conjectured that they were not parasites nor distinct animals in any sense; but merely certain of those
primitive nucleated cells, from which the microscope
asserts that all the varied tissues of the body arc ori~i
nally formed: cells rendered gigantic and monstrous by
some erring or morbid action of the vital forces. Except
7
in size, the cell and the hydatid were held to be alike;
Young:icc1>hn.locysts.
alike in shape, alike in the mode of growth and multiplication. But this view of the matter is inconsistent with the result of more recent
and marl! extended observation.
Within several of the transparent hydatids which were taken from the liver of the
woman Baldwin, a number of small, opaque, white grains, were visible. These were
examined by Mr. Tomes and myself, under the lens of his powerful microscope.
They were plainly minute animals: baglike, with an orifice or mouth which, in some
instances, protruded a. little from the bag, in others was evident.ly contracted and
drawn inwards. Around this orifice was arranged a circlet of small, fl.at, hook.like
rays, somewhat resembling a vandyke collar. l\lany of theRe rays, or spines, as they
have been called, were detached, and lying loose in the surrounding liquid. Being
very ilJ.informed in this department of natural history, I paid less attention to these
creatures than they deserved; fancying indeed that they might be common and wellkoown, or rather that they were juvenile hydatids. I first became aware of my mistake, through perusing a paper, by l\lr. Curling, in the twenty-third volume of the
.JJledfro.ChiT"1tryical Transactions; where he more minutely describes precisely similar
phenomena. '!'he subject bas since attracted the attention of many observers, and it
appears certain that in almost every hydatid are included more or fewer of these animalcules; which from the spines encircling their heads have been named echi11ococci
-hedgehog mites. They have been accounted parasites of the second order, cntozoa.
of an entozoou; but from their general presence it seems more probable that the
acephalocysts are mere nests or habitations, formed somehow by, or for, the small indwellers. Professor Owen would have them called echiuococco·cysts.
:Minute in their origin, hyJatids may enlnrge and multiply till the tumour formed
by them attains an enormous size, and at len~th destroys li fe. by its bulk nod pressure; or in other ways which I may have occasion to poiut out 10 future. Of cou:se
the direct consequences of the pressure will depend much upon the parts ~ccupml
by the hydatids. You may readily imagine what kinds of symptoms arc hkcly to
ensue when they arc lodged within the abdomen; within the Jess yicldiug thorax;
within the unyielding skull.
We can seldom be su re that l1ydatids ex ist within the body, until we see them;
nor, if we knew of their presence, could we propose any rational method of cure. It
has been faueied that a galvanic current, or an electric shock, passed through tho
organ contain ing these creatures, ruight kill them, and so at least preycnt their increase: or that they might be poisoned by alcoholic potations, or by drugs that are
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not seriously prejudicial to man, such as mercury, iodine, turpentine. But these, I
fear, are mere dreams of our baftled art. They soructimcs opcu n way for themselves
to the surface, and escape through an ulcetatcd outlet: and sometimes they are let
out, to the surprise perhaps of the operator, who on ly knew that he was dealing with
an abscess which required puncturing. l\lr. Arnott put a. lancet into a fluctuating
tumour in the cpigastrium of one of my patients; very offensive pus issued, with the
shr ivelled skins of sundry defunct hydatids. The cyst was situated, I believe, in the
Ii Yer. Althoup;h the orifice was slow to heal, the patient ultimately µ;ot well. Sometimes the whole colony perishes while yet hid in its dwelling-cave, all the enclosed
hydatids losing their vitality, and shrinking up as their fluids arc absorbed. It may
be that they incrrase in number and in size till the crowding and pressure provo
fatal to them. Their former domicil now becomes their tomb; and effectually pre.
eludes any contamination of the fluids of the body, or irritati on of surroundin~ tcx.
turcs, by their remains. 'l'his may be deemed a sort of natural cure of such a malady.
In tlrn year 1827 I accidentally detected in the liver of a young nobleman a hrge
tumour which, from its size, shape, position, and smoothn ess, I concl uded was pro.
duced by a l1ydatid cyst. li e was uot even aware of the tumour, and experienced
apparently no inconvenience from its presence: it might have been there for years.
After some time the tumour became somewhat less prominent. The patient died, of
another disease, in 1849; and au old cyst was found containing the dry and withered
hull s of numerous extinct hydatids.
'!'here arc single cyst-l ik e bodies, with short retractile necks, bearing the generic
name of cysticercus. One species of this kind 1 the cystericus cellulosa (an adjectival
epithet agreeing I suppose with telre, understood), inhabits the intcrfascicular areolar
tissue of the muscles. It is rare in the human subject, but frequent in the pig:
i!ivin~ rise to that cond ition of the muscles which is familiarly known as measly pork.
This is one of the internal parasites with which the organ of vi.sion is liable to be
infested. A most remarkable in stance occurred a few yea.rs ago, in Glasgow. In the
eye of a child, who had suffered repeated attacks of ophthalmia, l\Ir. Logan disco,·ered
one day, to his extreme astonishment, a semi-tra nsparent body, about two lines in
diameter, floating unattached in the anterior chamber. It seemed almost perfectly
spherical, except that from its lower edge there proceeded a. slender process, of a white
colour, with a sli~htly bulbous extremity, which appeared to be heavier than the
globular part, for it was always turned downwards. This head, or neck, was seen to
project or elongate itself from time to time; aud occasionally it was drawn up and
completely hidden in the cystic portion. When the patient sat sti ll, in a moderate
li~ht, the animal covered the two lower thirds of the pupil. " Watching it carefully
(s:\i's the gentleman who has recorded the case), its cystic portion was see n to become
more or less spherical, and then to assume a flattened form; while its head I saw at
one moment thrust suddenly down to the bottom of the anterior chamber, and at the
next drawn up so completely as to be scarcely visible." 'l'he chi ld's head was now
turned Jtently back, and instantly the parasite revolved through the aqueous humour,
so that its head fell to the upper edge of the cornea, now the more depending part.
F10.
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Fm. 125.

Fia. 126.

Fm. 12-1.-Cysticercus-no.tural form of lhco.nimal: a. Tho bcitdj b. The neck, andc. Tho dilated
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Upon the child's again leaning forwards, it settled, like a little balloon, in its former
position; preventing the patieat from seeing objects directly before her.
The aaimal was carefully wate:hcd for three weeks; and no other change was
noticed than a sli~ht increase iu the bulk of its cystic portion. In six weeks it had
evidently grown bigger, the eye became injected, and the iris less free in its moYements; and pain ensued. Extraction of the worm was then attempted; but the
patient was uur~1ly; the lens was forc_ed out, and the animal ruptured ~n_d c~pelled
in shreds : the ms became entangled m the wound of the cornea, and v1s1on 10 that
eye was spoiled.
This cyst-worm lrns been met with in the brain also, in the heart, and in some other
muscular parts. It is generally about half an inch in length.
There is a singular microscopic parasite, the trichi11a spiralis, dwelling in myriads,
sometimes, in the muscles of the living human body. It was first described, I
believe, by 1\Ir. Hilton, of Guy's Ilospital, and afterwards more fully by ])rofessor
Owen in 1835. 1ilr. Vformald, the Demonstrator of Anatomy at St. l3artholomew's
Ilospitn.1, sent to that geatleman a portion of human ruusc:lc, which presented a
sini;ular speckled appearance, as if it_ ~vere mouldy .. Mr. O\~·eu _found that e~ch
speck was a i;huttle-slrnped cyst, eontarnrng a very mrnute cylmdncal worm, c01 led
up in two, or two aad a half spiral turns. The worm measures, when unrolled, no
more than '!111 th of an inch in length, and ,~ 0 th of an inch in diameter; and of
course requires, for a satisfactory examination, to be seen through a microscope. The
longer axis of the c_on~1in~ng: cyst lies b~tween 1 and parallel to, the fibres of the
muw:le Fourteen srnular rnstances have s10ce come to Mr. Owen's knowledge.
FIO. 12i.

FIG, 128.

Fw. 129.

Frn. 127.-C'ystsof thespir.i.I trichina.1'111i1rr,n/\tural~ize.
Fro.128.-fJepnrntecyst,containingthetrichinamagnified.
FIG. 129.-The nnimnl mngni6ed: «. lico.d; b. Tail; c. Dody.

This is a. very strange and puzzling kind of parasite. One would imagine that
the pre.!lence of innumerable living beings, in or between the muscular fibres. would
be likely to give rise to symptoms. We might expect pain, or muscular debility, or
embarrassed movements; yet no indication of the presence of these worms seems to
have been afforded in those instances in which the condition of the subject in whom
they were found was known, during life. The principal points that have hitherto
been madn out appear to be the following:1. The muscles thus beset with parasites are the voluntn.ry muscles: and those
which lie superficially are fuller of the worm than the deeper seated. 'l'hc pectoralis
major, lat!ssimus dorsi, and other large flat muscles, usually present them in grcnt
abundance. 'They have been detected in the muscles of the eye; and even in those
belonging to the little bones of the ear, of the action of which we arc wholly unconscious. They occur also in t he diaphragm, in the muscles of the tongue and of the
larynx, io those of the soft palate, in the constrictors of the pharynx, in the lcvator
ani, in the external sphincter ani, and in the muscles of the urethra. They have not
yet been seen in the muscular tunic of the stomach and intestines, in the dctrusor
urin:.u, or in the heart. Mr. Owen makes this interesting remark-that all the mu~
eles infested by the trichina are characterized by the striated appearance of their ul·
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timate fasciculi: wllCreas the muscles of organic life, which the animal docs not
inhabit, have, with the exception of the heart, smooth fibres, not grouped into fasciculi, but united rcticularly.
2. It appears, also, from what has been hitherto observed of these
entozoa, that their presence in the body is uncoanectcd with age,
8ex, or any particular form of disease. '!'hey have been concomitant
with cancer of the penis; tubercles of the lungs; exhaustion of the
vital powers by extensiyc ulceration of the leg; fever, combined
with pulmonary phthisis; aneurism of the aorta; sud<len depression
or collapse after a com minuted fracture of the humerus; diarrhrea.
'.l.'hcy have also been met with in the muscles of a man who, while
in the apparent enjoyment of robust health, was killed by a fracture
of the skull.
The Fi/aria :Aledi'nensis-Dracunculus-or Gu.inea-u·onn- has
its residence in the subcutaneous areolar tissue. It is a long-,
slender, round, uniform animal, like a fiddle-string, or a piece of
bobbin; as you may see in the specimens before you. Its length
varies from five or six inches to twice as many feet. l\Ien's lower
limbs, their feet and legs, arc the parts most commonly possessed by
this worm; but it occurs also in the scrotum, in the parictes of the
belly, in the arms, beneath the conjunctiva of the eye, and in
almost every superficial situation. It is sometimes solitary; but
several may coexist or succeed each other in the same individual;
nine or ten perhaps. A Dr. l\Iarrudri, a friend of the celebrated
Clot Bey, had suffered from twenty-eight of them in succession.
This cntozoon is endemic in the hot intertropical regions; in .Asia
\
and Africa; upon the coast of Gui11ea, whence its trivial name. It
sometimes abounds after the manner of au epidemic. Sir James
l\l'Origor tells us that the 86th and the 88th regiments, statiooed
at Bombay, were much plagued by this pest. '!'he 86th was free
from it upon entering the fort, in September, 1799; and so continued till the setting in of the monsoon in 1800. In the course
of the monsoon nearly 300 of the men were attacked. The 88th
regiment relieved the 86th. No cnsc of Guinea-worm appeared
awong them for nearly a month after their coming into the barracks
at Bombay, in October, 1800. In the latter end of November,
they embarked for the Egyptian expedition; and in the course of
the voyage, in one ship alone, }!)!) men out of 360 were crippled
and laid up with this loathsome disease. Of 181 instances, of
which Sir James l\l'Grigor gives a tabular account, the feet were
the parts affected in 12-l. This fact is illustrative of the mode in
which the animal becomes a parasite. It is believed to be one
phaEe of a very minute worm (about n10 th of an inch long, and
exceedingly slender) which, abounding at the bottom of tanks, and
on low muddy shores, after the periodical rains, in the regions
where the dracunculus is endemic, is there called the ta11k-worm.
'l'hcf:.e tank-worms attach themselves to whatever naked parts of the
human body they may change to come in contact with; and bore
Drneunculu~: 0 • their way into and throu)!h the skin. .Aceordinrzly, the GuioeaTiciul; b. CcLUdal worm is frec1uently met with in the shoulders and backs of wateroxtrcmity.
carriers. In its new habitat the intruder grows immensely, and
becomes the nurse or parent of a numerous offspring. In its full
grown state it is found to be stuffed internally with a countless progeny of little
filarire. If this stage or parasitic life be essential to its fertility, other animals besides
man must, in all probability, furnish the requisite temporary residence.
These worms remain for a considerable time in the areolar tissue without producing
inconvenience, anJ therefore without bctra.yiug their presence. Hence they are sometimes brought over to this country. The great navigator, Dampier, had no symptom
of a Guinea-worm which he carried about with hiw, until about half a year after he
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left the place in which he contracted it. 'J'he period of Jatency is commensurate with
that of growth and incubation, which are probably complete when the young filarire
are ready to disperse and to enter upon their independent life. This period seems to
lie between six anJ twelve months.
The symptoms which do at length arise are the following :-itching of the part
affected; a sensation as if there were something creeping under the skin; sometimes a.
cor<l-likc ridge can be felt in the track of the worm; at length a. vesicle, or a pustule,
or a little boil forms, from which, when it breaks, the head of the animal protrudes.
Thi s process is often atteuded with fever; and in certain parts of the body the local
suffering is considerable : the areolar tissue sloughs; and sometimes dangerous hremorrhagc occurs.
The only treatment which these cases appear to admit of, is the ~radual and ca refu l
extraction of the worm . Lest that parJ. of it which already protrudes should recede,
or be broken, it is gently wound, day by day, round a small stick, or a. little roll of
adhesive plaster; pains being taken not to pull upon it so much as to risk its being
torn asunder. The roll is protected by a bandage. Whenever, by accid ent, the animal is broken, very serious consequences are said to ensue; violent iuflammation of
the part, abs;cesscs and sinuses, and high irritative fever. rl'h is mischief is ascribed
by some to the presence of dead animal matter, by others, of young: filari::e, in the subcutaneous tissue. The extraction is tedious work. Where, indeed, the areolar tissue
is very loose, as in the 8Crotum, the worm is occasionally drawn out at the first
attempt: but the process sometimes occupies weeks; and its average period appears to
be not less than ten days. When the course of the animal is quite superficial aml
obvious1 the natives arc accustomed to make an incision in the skin, at about the
middle point, and to pull the worm through from both ends. When once it is out,
the parts presently heal. All other medication (and much has been tried) has been
found useless; except, perhaps, the administration of assafcetida; and that not as a
means of cure, but of prevention. It is said that the Brahm ins in lndia 1 who are in
the constant habit of using this drug, are exempt from attacks of the dracunculus.
Cleanliness was also found, in the army, to be a considerable protection. Oiling the
uncovered part$ of the body has been suggested as a possible defence against the tankworm.
There is a species of filaria peculiar to the eye; and another to the bronchial glands:
but these arc extremely rare.
The urinary organs have their parasites also: of which I shall specify but one, and
that chiefly on account of its strange lurking-place, and remarkable size. I allude to
a species of stronglc which sometimes occupies the human kidney, and which is no
uncommon tenant of the same organ in various animals; the horse, the bull, the dog,
the wolf, the polecat, and the otter. In the human subject its length varies between
F10.
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five in ches and a yard, and it is sometimes half a.a inch in diameter. There is a. ~p<'
ciweo nearly of that size in the liunterian :M useum. It may well be called the y1a1Ct
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stronglc, strongulu~ gi'gas. Fancy a creature as big as a snrikc coiled up in one's kidney. It g:vcs rise to no distinctive symptoms, althoug-h, ilS you may suppose, it
causes much renal distress; hreruaturia, retention of urine, and great suffering iu its
passa~ ou~ of the body, either through the natural urinary chauucls; or by absc~s
and ulceration through the back.
With respect to some, at least, of the parasitic animals that I have been describing-,
those I mean which are found shut up in closed chambers, our first feeling is that of
wonder how they came there. Into all parts, from which a road is open to the external surface, we can conceive that fo·iog creatures may enter, or their Cf!f!.S be carried. But how can either animals or ova find their way unperceived, into the substance of the li\'cr aid of the voluntary muscles, ioto the eye, into the brain? The
whole matter is obscure, yet interesting.
It was the opinion of Linn::cus, and of oth~r natural philosopl1 crs of his time, th:i.t
the intesl/11{1l worms were really terrestria l or aquatic :i.nimals which had been o.ccidcntally swallowed, either while young and small , or in t he antecedent state of ova.
It was even pretended that these animals had been reco~nize<l and detected out of
the body, in stagnant waters. But later inqui rers, especially Brcmser and Rudolphi,
have completely disproved this notion. After dedicatin g twelve years of his life to
the observation and study of entozoa, Bremser was satisfied tlrnt no creatures identica l in structure with the intestinal worms are ever met with out of the body, except
such as have come from the intestines of man, or of some other animal; and couverscly, that no terrestrial or aquatic worms are ever found living- within the bodies
of men or of dnimals, unless they have been directly and plainly received frorn
without.
llut, then, is it not possible that, as Bocrhaa\c suppo~ed, aquatic or terrestrial reptiles, casually entering the body from without, being placed under entirely new and
unnatural eonditions, may have attained a monstrous growth, and undergone meta·
morphoses, such as we know that some of the lower animals, by change of circuru.
stances, do undergo; as the tadpole becomes a frog, the maggot a butterfly?
That animals, or the ova of animals, basin g their proper li fe out of tbe huma n
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rendered very unlikely by the facts that certain species of worms infest certain species of animals on ly: that in the same animal different species of worms occupy (as
we have seen) ~pccial parts of the alimentary canal; have each its peculiar habitat:
that worms and animals of external origin mostly die as soon as they arc received
into the digestive organs: while the true intcstioal worms perish whenever they arc
delivered therefrom. Aµ-ain, the circumstances that these worms not only live but
breed within the human bowels, and that they arc met with even in the intestines of
the unborn footus, are very adverse to this theory of an accidental error loci.
But to ~ivc up the notion of a fortuitous entrance, may not intestinal worms spring
from specific germs or ova introduced from without, not casually, but in accordance
with a naturat law: µ-crms or ova which find in the interior of certain other living
bodies the only conditions that admit of their development, the only soil in which
they arc capable of gcru1inating, the only nest in which they can be hatched? I
confess that such h:i.s always been my own belief. W c have something like this at
least in that common affection of horses called the" bots." A species of ccstrus or
gadfly deposits its cg-gs upon the animal's l1idc, where they cause, I presume, somt'I
irritation, which induces the horse to lick that part with his tongue. The eggs are
thus conveyed into the mouth, whence they reach the stomach. There they arc con verted into larvm, and affix themselves to the parietes of the stomach. At len~th
when they arc ready to undergo their final metamorphosis, they are detached from
the interior of the stomach, pass along with the food and froces through the intestines, and are ejected from the rectum with the dung.
Why, it is asked, may not sim ilar phenomena take place in the lrnman body?
There can be no doubt that we every day swallow, inadvertently, numerous ova, of
various kinds. It is supposable enough that sometimes the digestive organs may,
and sometimes they may not, have the power of decomposing or expelling these ova.
It is quite certain that what are J?enera.lly called spurious worms mriy have that
mode of origin in the body. Thus Dr. Elliotson states that he had once a patient, au
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i nfant, who d ischarircd from the bowels a dozen live 1arvro, or mag.(?:ots, of the common
fty. The child had eaten part of a hiyh pheasant some months before. There was,
in that case, this instructh·e circumstance. The infant had been suffering under a
chronic congh, but as soon as those larvre were gut rid of, the couf!h ceased. Dr.
Elliotson says that he saw them in the napkin, rnovin~ about in the fa~cal matter,
just as they might have done if they had never been in the child's body. The same
physician tells us that he has twice known, in two different patients of his, a livin~
caterpillar to be voided from the intestines. One of the patieAts was a woman who
had been in the habit of eating cabbage stalks while she was washin~ thorn for the
pot. The moth lays its e!!gs on cabbages, and she no doubt had swallowed some of
them, and one bad hatched within her. In the ninth volume oi: Dr. Duncan's .llrdical Co1mncntaries is a precisely similar case. A boy, after a dose or two of calomcl
and jalap, emitted from the rectum very many caterpillars, all alive, and full of actiYity. lie had been in the habit, when in the !!'ardcn, of eating youn~ cabbage
leaves. rl'ill this habit began he had enjoyed good health. While the :rnimals were
within his bowels he suffered severely; had locked jaw; and fell into a state resem bli ng coma. Upon lheir P.xpnlsion he recovered perfectly. Centipedes have in like
manner bceu Yomited, and voided from the bowels. But the most wonderful instance
of this kind that eYer was heard of, is related by Dr. Pickells in the Trunsactions of
the Kin,rJ and Quee11's College of Physicians in lrelu11d. A young woman of melan cholic disposition and chlorotic appearance, had been in the daily habit, from some
superstitious moti\•e, of <lrinking water mixed with clay taken from ~he graves of two
priC'sts who lived and died in the odour of sanctity. In this way she probably imbibed the ova of the insects which subsequently issued from her body. ln the course
of about three years and a quarter, she discharged, partly by vomiting, but chiefly
per anum, upwards of 2000 beetles, and their laHre, most of them alive. Dr.
Pickclls counted more than 1300. Larvre, and pupre, and perfect insects, all came
forth simultaneously. Some of them ran off, as soon as they were vomited, into holes
in the floor j and two large winged insects were so lively and vigorous, as immediately
to fly away. These strange births were preceded and attended by a complicated aud
distressing train of symptoms; a gnawing, and sense of something creeping at the
pit of the stomach, vomiting 'Of blood, amenorrbooa, hysterical convulsions, headache,
retention of urine, and sometimes a degree of mental derangement. She w.is at
length freed from this disgusting malady by large doses of oil of turpentine.
'l ' hesc spurious worms differ from the true intestinal parasites in this-tlrnt tlrn
human alimentary canal is not their only, but their accidental and unusual nidus.
Ne'\'ertheless, their occas ional presence, alive, in that place, adds to the probability
t hat some of the entozoa. may be originally cctozoa.
'f he main difficulty, however, respects those anima ls which occupy slrnt cavities
within us, or are embedded in our solid organs: and this difficulty forms one avowed
ground of the theory of equivocal generation: which means the spontaneous production of living ~reatures, independently of any germ, or egg, or parent& . 'l'he ''ulg:tr
suppo~e that dirt engenders fleas; that maggots result from the putrefo.ct100 of flesh;
that eels arise of thewsclves in, and out of, mud; that insects are bred from the <lung
upon which they congregate and feed. In other words, they iufcr the spontaneous
origin of those creatures, of which they cannot or do not trace the procreation by preexisting parents: and philosophers and men of science have done the same. They
will not believe that which they cannot see. Now this doctrine of equivoc~I gen.ern tion shocks, 1 confess, my mind, and offends my reason. If well founded, 1t ~trikes
at the root of that great argument of Natural '!1 heology, which ~educes the ex~stenc:c
of a First Intelligent Cause, from the marks of adaptation, design, ~nd c~ntr1v:111.cc,
so manifest throughout the visible universe. Observe the demand which this doctnnc
makes upon our fa ith. In defiance of all experience and ana logy with rcspcc~ to creat ures which our finite senses are competent to examine, it calls upon mi to bclic"e that
living beings of complex a nd in tricate, yet definite aod hurmon~ous s~ructure; P.rovided with a digestive apparatus, with instruments of locomotton, with gcnerat1\·e
organs; of vnrio~s species! in many instances of separal? yet an~we~ing;. sexes j that
not one or two ot these bcrngs, nor a pair or two, but bcmgs and p:urs mnumcra.blc,
are daily formed by the casual concourse of "organic molecules." The obscurity that
hangs oYcr the origin of some of the cntozoa is not indeed the only, nor I think the
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l}hief ground upon which the notion of spontaneous generation rests. You are probably aware that minute animalcules, so mioute that most of them cannot be SCl'D without a microscope, soon become abundant in water wherein vegetable or animal matters
have been dissolved by infusion. Such animalcules are therefore ca.Bed ln/11wri11.
Bow do they come there? There are two suppositions open to us. One is, that they
are formed by the fortuitous union of organic atoms contained in the infusion. The
other is, that they proceed from oYa or germs existing in the liquid, or floatin~ always
in the atmosphere, and ready to quicken whenever they lil?ht upon their proper ell'mcnt. That the ova of animals which are themselves visible only by the aid of a.
microscope, should be absolutely im isible to us, is not surprising. We may conclude
that the latter supposition is the most true, if we can show that when these ova or
germs are excluded, all the other conditions of the production of infusoria being present, no a11i111alculcs appear. Now Spallauzani lonii ago found, by careful trials, that
no animalcules were discoverable when the access of air to the iufusion was completely
prevented. But it has been objected to hi s experiments, that the presence of atmospheric air may be one of the esse ntial conditions which the requisite combination of
the organic molecules demands. Air, solar light and heat, and or_gnnic matters in
solution bein_g given - docs animal (or even vegetable) life ever result? That is the
qu estion. 'l'he experimentum crucis has been made, and lrns answered "No, 11 as I
learned from one of Profcs~or Owen's admirable introductory lectures; by whom, [
am glad to find, this uncomfortable doctrine of equivocal generation is strongly discountenanced. The experiment to which I refer was conducted by l\I. Schulze, of
Berlin. I will r~ad you his own account of it, as I find it recorded in the Edi11bur9h.
]{ew Pltifosophfral Journul.
•
"The difficulty to overcome consisted in the necessity of being asRured, first, that
at the beginning of the experiment there was no animal or germ capable of development in the infusion; and second ly, that the admitted air contained nothing of the
kind. For this purpose I filled a glass flask half full of distilled water, in which I
mixed various animal and vegetable substances; I then closed it with a good cork,
through which I passed two glass tubes bent at right angles, the whole being airtight. It was next placed in a sa.nd bath, and heated until the water boiled violently,
and thus all parts had reached a temperature of 212°. While the watery vapour
was escaping by the glass tubes, I fasteued at each end an apparatus which chemists
employ for collecting carbonic acid; that to the left was filled with concentrated sulphuric acid, and the other with a solution of potash. By mcaus of the boiling heat,
everything livin g, and all germs in the flasks or in the tubes, were destroyed i and all
access was cut off by the sulphuric acid on the one side, and by the potash on the
other. I placed this easily moved apparatus before my window, where it was exposed
to the action of light, and also (as I performed my experiment during the summer)
to that of heat. At the same time I placed near it an open vessel, with the same
substances that had been introduced into the flask, and also after having subjected
th em to a boiling: temperature. In order now to renew constantly the air within the
flask, I sucked with my mouth, several times a day, the open end of the apparatus
filled with solution of potash; by which process the air entered my nlouth from the
flask through the caustic liquid, and the atmospheric air from without entered the
flask through the sulphuric acid. The air was, of course, not at all altered in its composition by passing through the sulphuric acid in the flask, but if sufficient time was
allowed for the passage, all the portions of living matter, or of matter capable of becorning animated, were taken up by tho sulphuric acid and destroyed. From the
28th of l\lay till the beginning of August, I continued uninterruptedly the renewal
of the air in the flask, without being able, by the aid of the microscope, to perceiYc
any living auimal or vegetable substance, although, during the whole of the time, I
made my observations almost daily on the edge of the liquid: and when at last I
separated the different parts of the apparatus, I could not find in the whole liquid the
slight.est trace of infusoria, of confervoo, or of mould. But all three presented tbl!mselvcs in great abundance a few days after I had left the flask standing- open. The
vessel which I placed near the apparatus contained, on the following day, vibrioncs
and monads, to which were soon added larger polygastric infusoria1 and afterwards
rotatorioo.''
'!'his experiment confirms the belief which various other facts had sugge:;tcd-that
1
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the different ki11ds of entozro are none of them parentless animals, and that they
somehow find their way into the body they inhabit, from without. The lowest of the
iniusoria arc of fixed and determinate species ; and l~h renberg; states that even the
minutest mouads possess a complicated organization. It may be asked, concerning
both them and the entozoa, why, if they ever arise spontaneously, should they be
furnished with a generative apparatus? Again, some of the cntozoa abound in certain places, and strangers coming to those places contract them there. The dracun·
culus was thought by the soldiers in India to be communieable from person to person,
as the itch insect, and the ch i ~oe, to both of which it has some analogy, certainly
are. The infant filrtria probably creeps in through the skin wiLhout causing any
noticeable pain. Even that monster among the entozoa, the tape-worm, invades tho
bodies of those persons who visit the countries to which it belon~s. I told you befon.•
that, when tape-worm occurs in Germany, it is always the t::cn ia. solium; whcll in
Switzerland, almost always the trenia. lata. Now the celebrated Socmmering was
affiicted with ouc of these be;1gts i and he was by birth a. German : yet the worm that
he voided was of the foreign species, the tmnia. lata. U c had resided, however, for
some time in Switzerland : and there, no doubt, he somehow picked up the ovum, or
the larva, of the parasitic animal. ?!Ir. Abernethy once told me the following curious
story: - A shepherd had to drive a. flock of healthy sheep to a distant part of the
country. The journey occupied two or three days. Oo the road one of the animals
broke its leg, and was carried the rest of the way on horseback. All the flock, except
this hurt individual, were turned for one night into a marshy pasture. The brokeu
limb was set, and the patient got wel1; and was the only one of the whole flock that
did not subsequently become affected with the rot; the only ouc that escaped having
flukes in its liver. Is it not almost certain that the p;cnns of these parasites were
swallowed with the herbage cropped by the sheep in the damp meadow? Professor
Owen sugµ:ests that "the young flukes may pass im:tiuctively from the duodenum
through the duetus eholedochus to the gall-bladder." 'l'h c µ:enus of the cntozoa.
which dwell in closed chambers, and within the solid viscera. of the body, are probably
carried thither by the blood.
·
'l'he wonderful tenacity of life possessed by some (at least) of these minute crea.
tures, increases the chance of their reaching at last their appropriate habitat, a11d adds
proportionally to the presumption against their spontaneous origin. Spallaozani kept
certain iufusorial animalcu les four years in a state of co1uplete desiccation and appa·
rent death; but they presently recovered life and motion upon being the n moisteued.
He dried and moistened alternately the same animalcules twche times, with !'imilar
results; except that the number of revivers was eac h time less and less, and after the
sixteenth moistening there was no resurrection. The Vibrio 11ritir1: (a minute ~\'Orm
which is a parasite of wheat) having been dried by Mr. Bauer, resumed its activity,
when remoistened, after the lapse of from four to seven years. Another small para-

:~~~er ~°:~rn~ab:ec:ns~~J~c:~de;~~i~~o!~roanng ~;~:~~~~~l~; ~;~~te~~1;'i~a~d~~~~e~~~1;~ it
inhabited, to the temperature of boiling water. On the other hand it is stated by
Rudolfi, that entozoa which infest the herrings annually sent to Berlin, hard _fro~en
and pa.eked in ice, do, when thawed, manifest unequivocal signs of restored vitality.
"If," (says Professor Owen, from whom I take these facts,) "the fully developed and
mature entozoa. can resist such powerful extraneous causes of destruction, how much
more must the ova possess the faculty of enduring such without losing their latent
life."
The difficulty belonging to tl1is subject was materially Jei;sened. by the cur.ions
modern discovery, first announced by .'\I. Stee nstrup, of altenwwiy genaatwns.
u 'l'he youn$?; of most of the entozoa. uudergo metamorphoses." Certain en.t~zoa, the
parasites of certain animals, have been ascertained to present merely a tra11.s~t1ou sta~c
of other entozoa, the parasites of certain other animals. In the last ed1t1~n of l~1s
Lectures, Professor Owen stated the probability that the who~e of t l.1C C!JSltc fam.ily
of entozoa were nothing else t lrnn the larvre of the whole cestoul fauuly: a doctnne
which may now be said to be fully established. 'rhe doctrin e was suggested by defi.
nitc resemblances and relations subsisting betwee.n the two s~ts of entozoa on the one
haud, and between the two kinds of aniwals respectivc.ly rnfcsted by them on the
other. The first, or lower sort of the:se entozoa., are so far impcrfoct, that they arc sex
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less, have no generative organs. The second, or higher, possc.!ls, as I haYe shown
you, an apparatus for most abundant reproduction. Purts of the first hnc a clo~c
rudimcntal likeness to corresponding parts of the second: their hcad~ 1 e8pccially, exhibit a striking conformity of structure. This is the sort of relation which is ob~crvC'd
between the c11tozoa. That which exists between the two iufrstrd 011inwls, is the
relation of natural prey, and devourer. To t<ike an example by way of illu~tratiou.
'l'h e common domestic mouse and rat are subject to a species of cyst-worm, the cyslicercus fasciolaris. 1.'hc cat, which preys on these animals, is subj<'ct to a species of
tape-worm, the tamia crassimllis. Now this ta:::nia, Professor Owen informs us, is
remarkable, among ta:::nia, for the disproportionate size of its head, its short and thick
neck, the position of its four suctori:.li disks, and the ishape and number of the hooklets of its proboscis: and all these peculiarities are repeated in the cystieercus of the
mouse and rat, which cyst-wotm he re~arded accordingly as the larval form of the
tape-worm of the cat. Nor is this a solitary instance. "All the cysticcrci manifo:-;t
their affinity with the ccstoidca by the organization of their hcads. 11 I may add that
th eir necks arc divided into segments resembling the joints of the ta.mire. They seem,
in fact, part hydatid, part tape-worm.
This doctrine has since been confirmed by the experim ental rescarclrns of se>eral
eminent German naturalists. Kiichenmcister was the first, I believe, to feed dOf!'S
and cats upon flesh that contained living cyst-worm s. After a while he found corrcspouding tape-worms in the intestines of those dogs and cats. But he was not content with practising upon these corpora vilia. Ile conceived and executed the horri1l
and re,•olting project of sowing (as it were) cyst-worms in the human bowels. Ile
contri,·cd to mix cysticcrci, collected from pigs aud rabbits, with the food of a crimi.
nal under sentence of death for murder, passing them off as grnins of rice in warm
rice soup, as bits of paste in \ ermicelli gra\'y, and as small lumps of fat in black-puddin:zs. These were swallowed by the unconscious and wretched ruan at various pl'riods from seventy-two to twelve hours before his decapitation. l"orty-eight hours
after it, ten young tape-worms were seen attached by their hooks and suckers to his
email intestines.
Similar experiments upon the lower an imals were carefully repeated, with similar
results, by Professor Siebold. 'l'h e transformation of the imperfect cyst or bladderworrn into the perfect tape-worm was thus satisfactorily demonstrated. 'fo clench the
proof, the convorsc experiment has since been made. J oints full of ripe ova, from
the tape-worm of a dog, were give n with their food, by l\I. Haubn er, of Dresden, to
certain lambs. In about a fortn ight all these lambs (and no others in that fl ock)
becam e affected with what is called a the staggers;" and when they were killed, at
differe nt intern1ls, cyst-worm s, in yarious sta~cs of growth, were discovered in their
brains, and in othe r parts of their bodies. Again, mice were indu ced by Professor
Leuckart, of Gicssen, to cat mature joints of the trenia crassicollis of the cat; and
the li,·ers of those mice were found thereafter to be studded with the cysticcrcus
fascioluris. Swine also, fed with the eggs of the tronia solium, and killed some
weeks afterwards, were occupied throughout their whole bodies with the cysticcrcus
cellulm•ro.
'Yheth er the several cyst and tape-worms are distinct in species, or mere varieties
determined by the species of animal which they infest and feed on, has not, so far as
I am aware, been ascertained. It is however believed that the cysticercu~ tenufrolh\
nursed in the ox and other ruminant animals, is trani::fi~ured and completed into the
trouia serrata of the dog; and that the cysticcrcus pis1formis of the rabbit and hare,
becomes in the fox, which eats them, the tmnia cra.~siceps . Reasons were SU):?'gestcd 1
in 1852, by Dr. Nelson, for thinking, what can now be scarcely doubted, that the
<'ysticcrcus ce/lulosre, hatched in the bodies of measly pif!'s, is mntured in the human
body into the tronia sol1'um: and if the kind of aninrnl in which the ultimate mctnmorphosis takes place, determin es the specific form of the resulting toonia, that of
man may somet im es be derived from cysticcrci which haunt the bodies of sheep and
oxen. Pork is c:1ten raw by many farm-labourer8 in this country, and with it the
cystic lar\'a of the tren ia soli um must be often transplanted into th eir bowels. The
taste fo r raw or half-cooked meat is not uncommon . It is a reasonable conjecture
that the trenia lat a, which is endemic on the shores at the head of the Gulf of
J3othnia, and frequent in the neighbourhood of the Swiss lakes, may be the adult
1
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form of a cystic entozoon from some marine, or fresh-water animal Professor Siebold
believes that certain minute worms which infest a species of slug, are the produce of
om from the trenia of some bird. 'l'he ova are voided with the excrement, and the
creatures hatched from them may be presumed to creep upou the body of the first
slug that may crawl near them: and then, if they have the additional good luck to
be swallowed, with the i;;lu~, by the proper bird, they regain a fitting nidus for their
further and perfect development. Our red grouse, a bird peculiar, I believe, to the
British Islands, are very subject to tape-worms. In some years thousands of them
die of this distemper. If any of you can succeed in tracing the birth and nursery
habits of tl1ese destructive parasites, so as to prevent their final dew~lopment in the
p:rouse, you will secure the praise and thanks of a great number of English sportsmen.
We may take for ~ranted that the little echino-coecus is the cystic st:1gc of some tapeworm; but to what animal the tape-worm specially belongs, is as yet an unsolved
IDystery.
Of the innumerable ep:~s produced by the human and by other tape-worms, very
few can ever reach the fitting nidus for their first hatching into the cystic state, and
fewer still the remoter pince of th('ir final mutation into perfect tooniro. Professor
Owen remarks that many of these little om, iu great cities especially, must eventually
find their way into streams of water, for whose minute inhabitants-or for terrestrial
creatures under other circumstances-they probably furnish food: being thus analog-ous to the seeds of the fruitful cerealio, which "minister far less to the perpetuation
of their own species, than to the sustenance of man."
After all, it is a mortifying rebuke to human vanity, that for the birth, the nurture,
and the support of a repulsive, a noxious, and (so far as our finite faculties can perceive) a useless parasitic worm, the subservience should be required of two other
creatures of higher grade, and (.as we speak) of nobler diµ:nity in the scale of life;
one of which is no less a being than that "paragon of animals,'' Man.
Upon the whole, we may reject the hypothesis of equivocal generation, and fall
back upon the Ilarvcian axiom, taken in its most extended sense, of onrne vivum. e:e
ovo. lf I have digressed somewhat in order to set before yon the grounds of my
own belief in thi!) matter, the interest and importance of the subject must be ruy
excuse.
What I have further to say will relate exclusively to the intestinal worms of the
human body: their predisposing causes; the symptoms they occasion; and the
methods of getting rid of them.
Of predisposing causes there iii little to be said. I know of none except the
endemic or the accidental prevalence of the outward germs of these worms, and the
personal habits of those who arc liable to their intrusions. 1'hc tronia. solium has
been observed to be common among pork-eating communities; the cyst-worm from
which it is bred being, as I have already stated, a very frequent parasite of the
omnivorous pig. By the same rule, it is said to be very rare among Jews. Wherever
raw meat forms a part of the food of the people, as in Abyssinia, there we find the
tape-worm prevalent. Even in this country the taste for raw meat appears to be less
singular than one mi)!'ht have supposed. Dr. Willshire has lately publishL'<i several
instances, as Dr. Crighton had previously published one, of the coincidenc~, in the
same person, of tape-worm, with the practice of eating raw or under-done flesh.
It more concerns us to inquire into the general symptoms, through which the
existence of worms in the alimentary canal may be ascertained, or suspected.
1.'hose symptoms are very multifarious; and, for the most part, very equivocal I
kuo·v of none that can be reckoned certain or pathognomooic, exc~pt the actu.tl
appearance of one or more of the an imals, or of portions of them, in the excrcment.'i
of the body. Yet that they do give rise to a variety of morbid phenomena-which
morbid phenomena arc, however, liable to be produced by other causes also- there
can be no question.
The most common of these are well known to all nurses and old women; such as
colicky pains, and swell ing of the belly; picking of the nose, in consequence of itch·
iug and irritation there; itching of the fundameot; a. foul breath; grinding of the
teeth during sleep; a. variable and capricious appetite, sometimes voracious and
ini:;atiable, sometiwcs none at all; and irregular bowels.
1
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now and then occasion stran~e, and even severe nrrvous symptoms, cxpfainable upon the principle of the reflex office of the spinal cord. 'Ye conclude that the
symptoms arc owing to worms in such cases, because they cease when the creatures
arc got rid of. Some examples of this I have already noticed. 'l'hus Dr. Elliotr.:on's
infant patient lost a chronic cough upon the expulsion of the live l::m·ro of the common fly. Bremser gives a very similar case. A child of eleven, afflicted with tronia,
had a troublesome dry cough. It was obser'\'ed that the cough was suspended for
two mouths, just after a very large portion of the worm had been brought away by
anthelmintic medicines. This kind of coincidence happened, not once only, but three
or four times; and at length, when the whole of the worm had come away, the cough
was permanently cured. You may read an instructive instance of the same kind, in
Dr. Graves' l?ortieth Clinical I-'ecture. I mentioned, some time ago, the frequent
association of intestinal worms with epilepsy, which is then of the eccentric form:
and I stated that a certain nobleman voided some kind of worm (n. tape-worm, I think)
from his bowels, and \Y3S thenceforward free from epileptic fits, under which he had
long laboured. A curious circumstance, illustrating the fact that irritation of the
mucous membrane of the alimentary tube may affect distant parts, is quoted by Dr.
Joy from Albinus. A soldier received a. wound, which led to the formation of an
unnaturnl anus, io front of the abdomen, and in the track uf the colon . 'l'hrough
this opening the mucous membrane of the bowel sometimes protruded; and whenever
it was out, and exposed to the contact of cool air, the patient began to cough; antl
continued to do so till the mucous surface was warm ag-ain. Partial palsy, amaurosis,
aphonia, and other nervous symptoms, occasionally depend upon the presence of
worms in the intestines.

ehht~~l~h~.~i::;'o}na~~: \\~1~s~~~~m':~~l,J~~~~~u~~ne:~~i~~'r1; 1~:~sfr~:: cc:;aen~~u~
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eruptions, engorgement of the glands, &c. The loss of bearing was attributed chiefly
to a fall, and treated accordingly. The child became emaciated, pale, with a dark
leaden appearance of the contour of the eyes. 'l'hc ton~ue was white and loaded, the
breath offensive, and the abdomen tumid and hard. 'l'he muscles of the face were in
constant motion, and the patient moaned incessantly. Dr. S. suRpcctcd the presence
of worms, und treated the }Jaticnt accordingly. In three weeks, eighty-seven lurnbrici
were discharged, and, durin¥ five weeks, immense quantities of ascarides. At the
end of the sixth week, the child had recovered his hearing aud speech.
In the Journal of Mcdiciuc and Surgery of Paris, for Apri\ 1 1844, a case is quoted,
from tl1e Gazette l\JC<licales of Dijon, of a young man, nineteen years of age, who was
attacked with all the symptoms of acute pleurisy: chill, followed by fever; severe
pain in the left side; difficult, jerking respiration; paroxysms of dry cough, which
occasioned the patient to scream out, &c.; all of which symptoms promptly disappeared
after the discharge of seventy-five lumbrici.-0.]
l3ut let us examine into the symptoms which arc more or less proper to particular
species of intestinal entozoa; and into the treatmcut which they scycrally require.
A variety of symptoms arc ascribed to the ascaris bnnbrit.·Oides. Dr. Baillie says
that the most characteristic are a tumid belly, emaciated extremities, offen~ive breath,
and a deranged appetite. To these may be added colicky pains of the abdomen.
When these animals get out of the small intestines, and ascend into the stomach or
ccsophagus, they may occasion pain, nausea, vomiting, even con\'ulsions. They ha\'c
caused death, as I mentioned before, by crawling into the biliary duct.~, and into the
chink of the glottis. Sometimes, on the other hand, they emerge, unexpectedly,
from persons who had received no previous notice of their presence within.
'l'his, the commonest parasitic tenant of the human bowels, is also a troublesome
one to eject. A great variety of anthelmiotics have been cried up as successful
against it; but brisk purgatives and bitter medicines in the intervals, ha.Ye the best
eviJcncc in their favour. These animals seem not to like steel; and my own plan
of a~gailing them is that of purging the patient from time to time by calomcl and
jalap, and administering three times a day, some preparation of iron; the sulphate,
or the muriated tincture. I believe that most of the patent worm remedies coni>ist
of mercury, jalap, and scammony, given in strong doses. 1'he fcetid drugs, assafcctida,
~albauuw, \'alcrian, arc often used. Cowhagc also1 the dolichos pruri(;ns, which il
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supposed to tease the Ekin of the p::t rasite no less than that of the human worm; and
tin-filing-s, which arc thought to bruise or lacerate the offenders, arc favourite medi.
cines with some persons. I have never tried them. The oil of turpentine I haH
not found so effectual in expelling this species of ascaris, as I shall presently show
you that it is against the tape-worm. Croton oil has been much commended, either
given by the mouth or rubbed upon the abdomen: Common salt, coloured by
cochineal, and exhibited every morning in half-drachm doses, was found by Dr. Rush
to be very successful.
The symptoms produced by the ascaris vermicularis arc itching and irritation
about the anus, especially in the evening, and at night. The annoyance is a~~r<tYated
by the warmth of the bed, and by whatever overheats the body. I would refer you
to a paper by Dr. Ileberden on this subject, in the first volume of the J1Jedical Transactions. The case he describe!\ is the more valuable, as it was related to him by a.
ph!Jsician who was all his life plagued by these thread-worms. Generally, however,
they infest children; and become fewer, and at length di!:!appear, as chilJhood passes
into youth. When they do accompany life through its several stages, ::tlthou.!!'.h they
are a source of great worry and suffering, they do not appear to shortco the duration
of the patient's existence.
To introduce at one end of a twisted tube, several yards long, substances which are
intended to act upon animals that live quite at its other end, would be a very
round-about course. Whether a purgative effect, or a specific destructive effect, be
the object, enemata are preferable to medicines given by the mouth. Bitters offend
and destroy these little worms. I have relieved many patients from their tormentors
by prescribing simply the infusion of quassia as an injection . 'fobacco clysters arc
praised; but the remedy is a hazardous ooe. Dr. Darwall says of an enema composed
of half au ounce of the wuriated tincture of iron mixed with half-a-pint of water,
i: there are few cases so obstinate that this will not suffice to overcome."
Lime water,
injected into the rectum, forms another efficacious remedy againsb ascarides.
Thread-worms may be scooped out of the rectum, with the finger. Old women fish
for them with a piece of fat meat, or a candle, wherewith the entangled worms are
drawn out of the bowel. Perhaps, in troublesome cases, the plan laid down by ?.lartioet is as good as any. Ile recommends three successive injections: the first merely
purgative; the second specific (common salt in solution, cold vinegar and water, lime
water, some bitter infusion); the third, oleaginous and soothing-. Oi l often allays the
itching. '!'his teasing symptom may sometim es be quieted by applying a towel, wetted
with cold water, to the fundamcnt, while in bed.
With some means of this kind for expelling the worms, appropriate measures should
be combined for improving the general health.
I know of no signs by which the presence, in the human iotcstines, of the tricocepltalus dispar is revealed; and I am equally ignorant of any remedies for it.
That a. ta~wfJrni is within, we know when joints of it are voided. Numberless
symptoms ba.ve been ascribed to this huge internal parasite. '!'he following are probably the most distinctive. Uneasy feelings in the epigastrium, wl~ich often a~at~ or
are removed by eating; the appctitt! generally crnvrng, but sometimes bad; 1tcluog
of the nose, and of the anus; nausea; colic; giddioess; a sour breath. Less frequently
loud borborigmi occur; and sometimes convulsions.
Louis has watched and recorded, with his accustomed miouteuess, the symptoms
of ten cases, in the wards of La Charite. Seven of the patients were males, and. three
were females. The youogcst wns a boy of twelve, the son of another of the patients;
the oldest was seventy-four. l\lost of them were in comfortable circumsta 1.ices, and
had been habitually well fod. The greater number of t~1cm had for so!lle tu~1c been
passing fragments of tape-worm, with their stools, in their clothes, a.nd rn their beds.
In one of the cases the articulations had been twice only detected m the stools, and
each time upon the operation of a purgative.
.
Io all the patients but two, the other symptoms commenced when the e~acuat~on
of the fraO'mcuts commenced. This renders it probable that the worms begin to gwc
annoyauc~ when they get into the large intestine. '!'he temporary reli~~ that resu lts
from the expulsion of portions or the animal streogtheos that suppos1t1on. In the
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Medico-Cltirllr[Jical J(Jurnal is mentioned t11e case of a man wl10 was in the habit of
freeing himself from large fragmeuts of t::ipe-worm by introduciag a stick into his
rectum, and twisting the worm round till it broke.
The chief symptoms obser'\'cd in Louis' cases were colicky pains of the abdomen;
itching of the anus, and of the <::nd of the nose; uneasiness in the cpigastrium; and
der:rngcd di~estion and appetite.
Pain in the abdomen occurred in all the inetances: but it differed in different cases,
both in degree and in kind. It was intermittent; and mostly felt towards the flanks.
There was itchiuJ? at the margin of the anus in seven of the ten cases; itching of
tbe nose in four. With one exception ouly, itching was prcseut iu one or the other,
Qr in both of these situations.
'fhc appetite was crnving in one patient; unaffected in four; variable or bad in all
the rest. In all, slight emaciation was observed. In all, the pupil of the eye was of
its natural dimensions. '!'his is noticed, because dilatation of the pupil has been set
down ns one of the symptoms of trenia.
Louis thinks that the following combination of symptoms indicates with tolerable
certainty the presence of some kind of worm in the intestines. Pain in the belly;
colic of Yarious degrees of intensity, unaccompanied by diarrhcca; itch i n~ about the
anus, and at the end of the nose. If pains in the limbs, lassitude, and nervous
symptoms exist also, the diagnosis is strengthened.
.
Vh have a very effectual remedy for trenia-at any rate for the tape-worm of this
country-in oil of turpentine, ~iven in large doses. 'l'he anthclmiutic virtues of this
substance were not generally known till a paper on the subject, by Dr. Fenwick, of
Durham, was published, in 1811, in the Jl/edieo-Cltir11r9iml Transactions. A
sailor, plagued by this parasite, bad not.iced that larf!'.C fragments of the worm were
passed whenever he had swallowed an unusual quantity of raw gin. Thinking that
a stronger spirit mif!ht lmve a stronger effect upon his internal enemy, be tried a glass
of turpentine, which completely cured him. This practice was then taken up by
t?:ome unprofessional persons, who gave turpentine, with similar success, in several
cases. At last Dr. l?enwick, in conjunction I believe with my friend Dr. Southey,
investigated the subject; and when they had satisfied themselves of the value of the
remedy, the result of their inquiries was communicated by Dr. Fenwick to the late
Dr. Baillie, in a letter which was read before the 1\ledical and Chirurgical Society.
Ilut there is nothing new under the sun. F ifty years ago, Mr. Malden, in the
Memoirs of tlte London Medical Society, recomlllcnded the same remedy, in the
same doses, for the same purpose. But his recommendation had been neglected, or
forgotten.
1l'he dose of turpentine is from half an ounce to two ounces.
It may be given in
combination with castor oi l ; or castor oil may be administered afterwards to assist its
purgative effect. It should be taken in the morninp;, fasting; and no drink should
be admitted into the stomach until the medicine begins to operate, Jest sickness and
vomiting should be provoked. The worm generally is voided, dend, within an hour
or two.
'l'he inconYenienees of turpentine as a remedy are its nasty taste, the sort of intoxi·
cation it ie apt to produce, the <listressiug sickness it excites in some persons, and the
strangury it sometimes occasions. This effect of it, however, is less common from
large than from small doses of the oil. The bowels should be kept open with castor
oil, so long as the uriue retains the \'iolet swell, which indicates the presence of the
turpentine in the circulation.
Upon the continent a celebrated empyreumatic oil, called Chabcrt's, is in great re.
putc. It con ta.ins turpentine; but is still more nauseous than it. One part of the
empyrcumatic oil of hartshorn is mixed with th ree parts of oil of turpentine. After
the ruixture has stood for three days, three.fourths of it arc to be distilled over, in
glass vessels, by means of a sand.bath. Chabert was a. veterinary surgeon; and had
used this remedy with remarkable success upon domestic animals, cows, dogs, and
sheep. llreruscr, after testing its safety by taking it himself, administered it, he tells
us, to no less than 500 individuals troubled with trenia. Among these were two
children, a year and a half old. He found it both a powerful and a permanent cure.
Of the whole uuu1bcr treated there were but four who required a. second course of
the remedy. The dose is two teaspoonfuls, night aud moraiug, until four or six
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ounces have been taken; a purgative being from time to time interposed. If that
dose produce any confusion of head, it must be diminished.
Bremscr admits that this curative process is tedious, but affirms that, on the other
hand, it is safe, and but little inconvenient. When the patient has continued free
from any symptoms of tape-worm for three months, he concludes that the cure is
absolute. Other practitioners agree with him in attesting the efficacy of this oil; but
are not so confide nt about its perfect safety and conven ience.
Another great remedy is the bark of the pomcg-ranatc-root. This is at least as old
as the time of Celsus. It has long been employed in India. Its value has only b('cn
recently appreciated in France; and in this country it is not much used, I bclicn,
eYcn yet. You may read a very instructive account of its effects in a paper commuoi.
cated to the l\Iedical nod Chirurgical Society by ~\lr. Breton. llc boiled two ounces
of the fresh bark of the root in a pint and a half of water, till the decoction was reduced to three-quarters of a pint. Two ounces of thiB, cold, he gave to a patient
who had tape-worm, and repeated the dose every half hour until four doses had been
swallowed. About an hour after the last dose, an entire tronia was voided, alive.
'l'he bark dried in the sun he fou nd still more active. A stout man, forty years
old, took a dccoction prepared in the same way as the former, only with the dried
instead of the fresh bark. 'l'hrec hours after the first dose a live tape-worm came
away, nineteen feet two inches long. The medicine thus prepared seemed to be too
8trong; the patient was sick, giddy, and trembling for several hours. Ile, also, had
taken four doses.
To two boys, of seven and ten years of age, he began early in the morning to administer one ounce of a dccoction made of half the previous strength, e\·cry half
hour, for six times; and then stopped. In the middle of the day be resumed thC"
medicine in half-ounce doses. Giddiness and faintness soon came on; and, about
five o'clock, each of the patients passed a tronia. of the solium kind.
A scruple of the powder was given, mixed with water, every hour, for five successive hours, to a boy of nine. Forty minutes after the last dose a living tronia wa~

expelled.
'l'he same quantity was given to a girl, ten years of age; beginning at eight, and
repeating the dose hourly till tweh-e o'clock. At twenty.four minutes past one she
t'Oicled a Ji,·in)! tronia lata: and the next morning, at nine o'clock, a dead tronil
solium. This curious case shows that the two species may exist in the same person
at the same time.
Mr. Breton relates other examples; but those which I have cited are quite sufficient to demonstrate the power of t 11is substance. '!'he bark appears to act upon the
worm as a poison. In tepid water troniro will live for several hours. \Yhcu they arc
plunge<l into the aforesaid dccoction, they writhe and manifest great uucasine!-S.
Between the first dose of the medicine and the expulsion of the worm the shortest
period appears to ha.\'e been three hours, the longest twcnty-fi,,e.
Louis' ten cases, before referred to, were all treated by a nostrum called the potion
of M. Darbon. It pro\·ed successful in all. Eight or ten ounces of it were taken in
the morning, before breakfast; and the cure was accomplished by that single dose.
It is said to be quite safe, to have no very decided taste, and to cause co further inconvenience tban a slight colicky feeling, and un easiness in the epigast rium, less than
is produced by many a purgative: and cveu these sensations were probably owing to
the movements of the worm; for when, after the lapse of four months, the dose was
repeated, it was followed by no inconvenience at all. '!'he medicine is not strongly
cathartic, and sometimes requires the aid of a lavcment. In each of these cases the
expelled treniro were apparently dead. Their lieads were detected in the evacuations:
in one instance seven heads were seen. Louis says that within a few days at furthe8t
after the discharge of the worms, all the prc•;ious symptoms of their pr~sencc ceased;
and the patients improved in respect of appetite, digestion, complexion, flesh, aud
strength. They nil remained well fo ur months afterwards, and then the potio~ was
again administered; but it brought away no more worms .. Some of the P.atwnt.!) 1
who had previously tried other modes of cure, bad never enjoyed so long au rntcnal
of freedom.
In 1850, a new vermicide drug was introduced from France into this country, consisting of the dried flowers of a tree that a.bounds in Abyssinia, where they have be1..u
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employed as nn antbclmintic for more than two centuries. Kous~o, in the Aml1aric
language, is the name both of the tape.worm, and of the remedy. Thi~ has been
tried by several En~lish physicians, but first and most frequently by Professors Budd.
and Todd, in the King's Collcf!'e Hospital. In every instance, so far as I am in·
formed, a single dose of the medicine has been followed by the expulsion of the worm,
or of a f!'Teat part of it. Its action is attended with but little distress, often with
none. Occasionally it has caused nausea; sometimes it has proved gently apericnt i
and sometimes the aid of a subsequent purgati,,e has been found requisite. Jt
appears to be more uniformly successful thun turpcntine,- while it is much less offensive to the palate, and less rough in its operation. Trenire ba.ve been dislodged by it
where turpentine had failed, or had lost its previous power. A patient of my own,
a young military officer, was plagued with tnpc-worms in India. He had been in the
habit of taking turpentine, which at first brought away portions of the animal, but
after a while it failed entirely. Upon returning to England he took a dose of the
kousso, a quarter of an ounce; and in four hours a. worm, twelve feet long, was voided
alive. But the symptoms recurred, and he then swallowed a second dose, with a
similar result. A third dose, taken a fortnight afterwards, simply purged him. He
assured me that, irrespective of its vermifu~e property, he found the kousso far le~!lo
unpleasant and annoying than the turpentine bad been. ln but few instances has
the head of the parasite been noticed in the evacuations; but portions of its narrow
part, near the head, often. Neither has the kousso always achieved a radical cure.
Both kinds of ta:mia have been expelled by it; and being certninly effectual for the
time, and both speedy and safe in its operation, it will no doubt be largely used here now.
At first its cost was an impediment. Thirty-five shillings an ounce was the pricC',
and half an ounce the dose. Much smaller quantities have however been found insufficient, and an ounce of the dried flowers may now be obtained for twenty pence.
The powdered flowers arc steeped in half a. pint of lukewarm water for a quarter of
an bour, and then tbe whole of the mess is swallowed, powder and infusion together.
Lemonade is recommended to be drunk, both before and after the dose; why, I do
not know, unless it be for compensation to the palate. It is well with this, as with
every other weapon against tape-worm, to take the enemy at a disadvantage by usin.~
the remedy in the morning-an apericnt havinµ' been premised the day before. The
worm is thus less likely to be defended against the access and contact of the drug,
by food, or by the intestinal secretions.
Various other remedies Jrnve been employed, and employed with more or less euccess. One of them, the root of the male shield fern, formed the basis of a nostrum,
called Madame Nouffer's, which was so hig-hly thought of, that in li76 the King of
:Fr<lnce ga\·e that lady some hundred pounds sterling for the secret of its composition.
This ancient fern-remedy has had a very fluctuating reputation, in consequence probably of some imperfection in the manner of preparing it. It is, however, a valuable
ve:-rnifugc, and likely to become the favourite remedy, in this country at least.
Bremser thought that it wns especially powerful in expc1ling the treoia lata: but
against tl1is opinion we may set the experience of Dr. Gull, who in a recent volume
of the Guy's Ilospilal Reports gives the results of the employment of an retherial
tincture prepared from the rhizoma of the male fern, in 200 cases 1 among the patients
of that hospital. He states it to be a convenient aud an effectual remedy, succeeding
where other anthelmiutic drugs had failed; and out of fifty tape-worms expelled
under its use, forty -nine were of the English, and one only of the Swiss species.
From a drachm and a half to two drachma of the tincture was the common dose. It
caused some nausea, occasionally even vomitiu~, and then it operated as a purgative.
Dr. \\'illshire confirms Dr. Gull's estimate of this substance, and pronounces it to be
less nauseous and irritant than turpentine, more sure than pomegranate, less b11lky
and less ex.pensive than kousso.
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FROM the alimentary canal I go to the other organ! directly or indirectly concerned
in the digestion and assimilation of our food. And first, let us look at that large
gland, the 1iver1 of which the most obvious office is the secretion of bile. l\lodern
science has1 however, discovered that it plays an important part in perfecting the process of blood-making. Sugar is formed, and poured into the venous blood between
its entrance into the liver through the portal vein, and its exit from the liver through
the hepatic vein.
The lh•cr is liable to various forms of disease: but it is not so frequent ly in fault
as many would have us belie\"c. It is often blamed most gratuitously aud unjustly.
'l'hc researches of l\lr. Kiernan, recently published in the Philosophirol Trati:i.actVms, ha.ve paved the way for a better understanding in future of its pathology. If I
did not feel myself too much circumscribed by the remaininl? limi ts of this course of
lectures, I should be glad to attempt to assist you in construmg l\lr. Kicrnan's somewhat difficult and very valuable paper. But doubtless you are made familiar, in
other lecture-rooms, with the anatomy of the organ, as described by him: and I
must content ruy~elf with noticing, as we go along-, one or two points, in respect to
its morbid appearances, concerning which, before ~lr. Kiernan took the subject up,
great mistakes prerniled 1 even among the most celebrated pathologists.
I shall follow the usual order, and consider first, i1ijlammalion of the liver, which
may be either acute or chronic.
These are, both of them, diseases that are much more common in warm climates
than here.
Of well-marked acute hepatitis the symptoms are fever, with pain and a sense of
tension in the right hypochondrium, inability to lie on the Jeft side, difficulty of
breathing-, a dry couµ-h, vomiting, hiccup.
You will not find all these symptoms present in every case : yet they are all worth
attending to.
'fhe pain is sometimes sharp and pricking-, like a pleuritic stitch: sometimes dull
and tensive. In the former case the peritoneal covering of the gland is supposed to
be affected; in the latter its parcnchyma. The pain sometimes extends to the right
clavicle, and to the top of the right shoulder. This circumstance was noticed by llippocrates; and I have referred to it before as a good example of what are called sympathetic sensations. The existence of this pain makes it probable that the inflammation affects the convex surface of the ri~ht lobe of the liver. Occasionally the left
shoulder is painful: the left lobe of the liver being involved in the disease. '.l'he pam
in the right side is aggravated, often, by the movements of the diaphragm in respiration; and this explains the embarrassment of the breathing, and the short dry .)Ough.
W hy the patient cannot well lie on the left side is obvious enough: all the conoe:xious of the inflamed orgnn are then put upon the stretch by its weight. 'l'h~re a~c.
howe\·cr, some exceptions to this rule. On the under or concave pa1:t of tl~e ln·cr hes
th e pyloric extremity of the stomach; and that viscus often sympathizes ~1th the hepatic inflammation: nausea. and vomiting: occur; and hiccup. '£he thoracic symptoms
on the one haud , or the stomach Syrnptoms on the other, may be e~pec~d to predominate, accord ing as the convex or the concave surface of the organ is chiefly the seat
of the inflammation.
j)ermancn t rigidity of the abdominal parietes, especi~lly on the right sidc-:-n.od,
more particularly, rit.d<lity of the right rectus musclti-1s. a symptom strongly rnd1cu -

:;,:c'Ji~,~~~rJ~l~e t:a!~;· ~~·1i;:! ~na~ o:~~~es;rc;o;sr.iJ{~~~iaino~ ~~:~-~~aj~~oa;i~~e~~o~

closure of the common duct, and in a case where a c:rncc rous ulcer of the stomach had
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crit~n into the adherent liver : and by Dr. Graves in a case of infinm ed µ:::ill-bl:1dder.
~h1~ sympathetic affection is but one instance among mnny, of that kind of protccth-e
m~tmct whereby a tender part is in some measure shielded against the infliction of

parn by pressure.
The situation of the pain, the cough, the short and !<hallow breathing, used to puzzle
the older obscr"ers : and they confess thC'ir occasional inability to dctcr111ine whether
the inflammation was situated in the lower lobe of the ri:rht lu11g, or in the livrr. But
now-a-days we need have no difficulty in making the diagnosis. The ear will tell us,
if we employ auscultation and percussion, whether the contents of the chest or of the
belly are suffering : and my own experience bas taup:ht me that sharp pain, with feverishness, occurring in the debatcable ground of the right side, denotes pleuritic inflammation far more often than it denotes hepatic.
Jaundice is an ocl'asio1ial, but by no means a necessary effect or accompaniment of
hepatitis; whether acute or chronic : and, therefore, what I have to say of that symptom l shall give und er a separate head.
Acute hepatitis may term inate in resolution; or it may termi nate in diffused suppuration i or, what is more usual, in the formation of a circumscribed abscess, or of
abscesses, in the liver. In this climate we do not often meet with hepatic abscesses;
but they are very common in hot countries: and some of the most interesting e\•eots
of the disease have relation to the prog-ress of these collections of matter. 'Yhen they
approach the surface of the liver, ad hesions generally take pl:ire (in \'irtue of that conservative principle of which we so constantly discern the working) between the disoased orga n and the neighbouring parts. If no such adhesion occurred, the matter
would at length burst into the cavity of the peritoneum; and this does sometimes happen. The peritonitis which is thus, suddenly, set np, is almost always fatal. I
referred, however, in a former lectu re to one instance in which it was recovered from.
Sometimes the adhesion is effected between the Ji,·er and the parictes of the abdo01eo 1
and the abscess points externally, and may be opened by the surgeon. Such a case
occurred in my neighbourhood last year. Sometimes the li,·er glues itself to the stomach, or to the intestines; and then the abscess breaks into the alimentary tube, the
matter is evacuated by vomiting, or by stool: and all goes on tolernbly well again.
In other instances the agi:rlutination is to the diaphratrm 1 which is perforated, and the
pus makes its way into the sac of the pleura, or through the lung to the bro_nchi, and
so out by the mouth. I have seen three or four examples of this myself. In one the
abscess originated in lhc formation and suppuration of a hydatid tumour in the'iiver;
and the patient (a woman, she was und er Dr. Macmiehael's care in the )1iddlesex
Hospital) spat up qm10tities of yellow fluid, consisting' partly of pus, and partly of
pure bile. The examination of the dead body ultimately dcmonf:trated the nature of
that case. In an instance of a sim ilar kind, which has fallen under my co~nizance of
late, even while these pages were in the printer's hands (April, 18.JS), a more fortunate result may fairly be anticipated, althou!!h hydatids from the liver have made
their way both into the alimentary canal and into the thorax. A surgeon from the
country, aged 38, came to my housc1 and told me the following curious history:
For eight or ten years, at intervals varying from ten to fourteen months in duration1 he suffered a series of attacks precisely resembling such as are commonly produced by the par;=f:age of a biliary concretion throu!!h the excretory ducts of the liver.
In .;\lay, l 8.t7 1 just after one of these attacks, while searching for a gaJl.stonc, he discovered among the excretions from the bowels, two or three small hydatids. In July
he ~gain experienced for four or five days the same train of symptoms, and then
vomited a. green hydatid, as large as a pigeon's egg, but more elongated. Soon afterwards a short dry cough set in, with pain in a circumscribed spot on the right side of
his back, and also at the tip of the right should er. These pains became very severe,
and in the tirst week of August he expectorated, With coughing, matters which were
yellow in colour, and bitter in ta:=ite; and after another week he spat up a. hytlatid like
a gr:.ipe. l 1rcssurc upon the hepatic region posteriorly, always produced an immediate
paroxysm of co ughing. This state continued for six or seve n weeks, and during that
period he expect.orated some hundreds of hydatids, of which there arc specimens preserved in the ;)Juseum of the College of Surgeons. At the conclusion of the fourth
week h began to cc-gh up from time to time large quantities of bile. The hydatids
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ceased to appear towards the cod of November; the bile, in the second week of February last. Once he cou:.rhed up four ouncea of blood.
When I saw this gentleman he sti ll had some cougl1, and expectot"3tcd mucus
i::trcakcd with blood, and felt some pain in the situation of the Ji,·er. Ue was recovering his lost flesh. Ilis pulse had never been much accelerated: nay, while he
w:is coughing up bile, and voiding none at all by the bowels, it fell to 49 bc:i.ts in the
rniuutc, and remained at that frequency for five or six weeks, until bile ag-a in bci:::an
to be visible in his stools. During the same period the urine was very dark-colout':"ed,
and extremely scanty, not exceeding six ounces in twenty-four hours.
Milk and esrgs appeared always to cause a great in crease in the quantity of bile
secreted and discharged. A sim ilar increase w:i.s produced within five minutes of his
taking any kind of acid. Ma!rncsia as constantly reduced the quantity.
It is a remarkable part of i\lr. L.'s history, that throu~hout all this illness he carried on a lar~e country practice. For weeks he scarcely slept at all. While at the
worst, and living upon a. very slender diet, he began for the first time in his life to
have acne rosa.cea of the face.
This brief account I took down from his own li ps. The case is so full of interest
that it deserves to be recorded in more complete detail.
It is plain that in such instances as these, there must be adhesion of the lung to
the diaphragm also : but cases have occurred in which the matter burst into the cavity
of the pleura, and presently destroyed the patient by suffocation.
The event of a third case is also still sub Judice. A gardener, forty-five years old,
was attacked, four weeks before he came under my care in the hospital, with severe
pain in the right loin. Just at the edge of the short ribs, and not far from the ,·ertcbral col umn , on the right side, I found a. large ehlstic swell in g, Yery tender, and of a
bluish red colonr. As the patient's urine was most remarkably loaded with amorphous
deposits, my first suspicions turned towards the kidney. lt soon, however, became
evident that, although the tumour was below the diaphragm, the parts above that
muscle were involved in the disease. '!'he right half of the thorax w:i.s dull to percussion; no Yesicular brcathin:z was audible there, but some scattered crepitation and
bronchophony. Four days subsequently to his admii;:sion the patient began, during
an effort of coughing, to dischar!!e almost in a stream, from his mouth, a considerable
quantity of grey, pultaccous fluid, of the consistence of !!rue!, and horribly fcctid.
Altogether the amount of matter thus expectorated w:i.s estimated at two quarts. 'fhe
pain then ceased; and the swelling- was observed to be less. After three days more,
it was deemed proper to puncture the tnmour, and matter was let out having precisely
the qualities of that which he had ejected throug-h the mouth. '!'he patient remained
eleven weeks in the hospital, the expectoration beco1.uin~ less unnatural, and the dis·
charge from the abscess J!radu:illy diminishing. Ile then chose to depart. Some
months afterwards he applied for re.admission, and again st.'lid with us a week or two.
Bis health had much irnproved duriul? the interval: but the wound in his back was
still open, and he still continued to expectorate somewlrnt ; and yellow bile was frequently to be seen, both on the drcssin~s which cov<'rcd the puncture, and in the v~s
scl into which he spat. I think it probable that this man may eventually recover', at
the expense, howeYcr, of a permanently dam::iµ;ed lung.
A kitchen-maid at the 'l'lrntchcd House Tavern, in St. James' Street, received a
violent blow at the back part of the right hypochoudrium. '!'his was followet.l by p::iin
there, and by fever; aud at length she begau to have cough aud dyspucea, and to ex·
pectorate. She W:lS taken into the hospital. Here she brought up au abundance of
frotl!y mucus of a bright y~llow c~lour ;. not at all ~·cscrn~ling the rusty sput:~ of ~ueu
moma1 but exactly of the trnt wluch bile would give to 1t. At t~e 8ame time large
crepitation could be traced from the bottom to the top of the nght lung. I fully
expected that this woman would die : but by degrees the yellow expectoration ceased,
.
all the auscultatory signs g radually disappeared, a nt.I she recovered per'.ectly.
I thought, at the time, that this also might be a cnse of pcrfo:at1on o'. the diaphragm and of the lung, connected with the formation of an abscess rn the .hver . .;\ud
the absence of jaundice, to which the colour of the matter expectorated 1111ght be 1111puted, lends likelih ood to that supposition still. But l have subse<1ucntly met with a
case in which similar symptoms presented themselves, withouL any hepatic mischief.
.A gcutleruau, beyond the widdlc period of life, was attacked with pain in the righ t
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He coughed also1 and spat up some reddish sputa. Auscultation disclosed the existence of pneumonia in the lo\ver lobe of the right lung. After
two or three days the patient became deeply jaundiced; his skin presenting an
orange-yellow hue. 'l'hcrc wa.s no deficiency of bile in the freces; nor any pain, tenderness, or hardness in the hepatic region. Very tenacious mucus was expectorated,
having a deep grass-green colour, with here and there patches of yellow. 'l1he infi:uurnation extended to the upper lobes of the lung, and the patient sank. The lower
lobe was found to be in a state of grey softening, or diffused suppuration, and it adhered, by a capsule of recent lymph, to all the parts around it. No appreciable
change could be discovered in the liver, which contained rather less blood and bile
than usual; nor in the gall-bladder and ducts. The secreted mucus of the airpassages had received its very unusual hue from the bile that circulated with the
blood.
'l'be sputa, collected in a basin, presented another appearance, such as I had never
before seen. Large pyramidal bullre projected among them, of green colour and
crumpled irregular surface; looking like bells of moulded green glass. And when
the summits of these large bubbles were broken through 1 the bubbles did not
collapse; but their brittle walls remained firm, as they might have done if really
vitr.:? ous.
Uigors occurring during t.he progress of hepatitis should make us suspect that
suppuration is taking pfacc: if the pain be thenceforward mitigated, or exchanged
for a sense of weight, and if hectic fever set in, we may be tolerably certain that pus
has formed.
Of the several courses ta.ken by a hepatic abscess, that towards the surface of the
body is the most common; and it is the only one with which we are able to interfere.
.And the chief thing we have to look to, is not to interfere too soon. The adhesion
of the infiamcd organ to the wall of the abdomen is the indispensable condition, not
of success only, but of safety, where the question arises of puncturing the tumour.
Without such adhesion the pus will be transferred from the cyst to the ca\'ity of the
peritoneum; or if the abscess be not reached by the scalpel, that cavity will be laid
opeu. Now it is not easy to ascertain whether there be adhesion or not. Certainly
the operation ought not to be attempted until the parts above the abscess are very
thin, and are verging to a point; and even then, unless there were some distinct purpose, besides that of saving a little time, some urgent distress or danger to relieve, I
think such abscesses might be more prudently left to themselves. Dr. Gregory, of
Edinburgh, used to mention a. case in which, as fluctuation was palpable, and the
tumour pointed, it was proposed to open it; but the patient died, somewhat suddenly,
before the operation could be performed; and inspection of the dead body showed
that no adhesion existed. l\fr. l\Ialcolmson has lately published, in the 1lledico-ChiTur9ical Transactions, two or three instances of a like kiud. These are circumstances
which teach us to be cautious about recommending the operation. A plan was proposed and practised by the late Dr. Graves for producing adhesion, by making an
incision over the centre of the tumour, down to within a line or two of the peritoneum. The same safeguard had been previously devised by Dr. Dick, in India,
who made, however, the wound in the integuments by caustic, instead of by the
knife.
A case is recorded of the burstin~ of a. hepatic abscess into the pericardium;
another into the vena ca\•a. !?acts of this kind constitute mere medical curiosities,
and have no practical bearing.
1t is clear, both from the size of the organ, and from its situation in the body, that
no abscess in the liver can never be otherwise than gravely hazardous. Yet many
recov~r from them. Much evidently depends upon the manner aud direction in which
the pus seeks and finds a. vent. The most desirable road for its exit is one which it
is0mctimes takes, but which I have not yet mentioned. It occasionally fiows out into
the duodenum through the excretory ducts of the liver, when these happen to have
been laid open by the suppurating process. N l:Xt to this we may hope for its discharge through the adhering parietes of the abdomen; next by a breaking of the
abscess into the nlimcutary canal. '11 he escape of the matter through the air-passages
is fearfully perilous; and its entrance into the shut serous sacs, or into the great
bh.1od-\'csscls, almost necessarily fatal.
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I have spoken of abscess io the liver, as an event C1f acute inflammation of that
organ. Such inflammation is apt to arise, in tropical countries, after exposure to cold.
ln any climate it may be excited by a blow, or other mechanical injury. But abscess
in the liver seems to be far more frequently th~ result or other remote causes. You
will call to mind those collections of matter which form in the liver, as well as elsewhere, in conseq uence of suppurative phlebitis. There is, moreover, an acknowled!!ed
connexion between hepatic suppuration and dysentery. In hot climates the two '"are
often found coincident. It has commonly been thought that, in these ooses, the affection of the liver happens first, in the order of time; that the hepatic disease, interfering wi~h the freedom of the portal. circulation, occasions congestion of the submucous capillary blood-vessels, and so disposes the membrane to take on inHammation
under the influence of any slight exciting cause. Dr. Budd, however, has proved,
by a careful collation of a large number of authentic instances, that the relation of
these two morbid conditions to each other, is exactly the reverse: that the dysentery
is the primary disorder, and the hepatic abscess the secondary; the link of connexion
between them being the same as between suppurativc inflammation of a vein, and the
formation of pus in parts more or less remote. 'l'hc blood, in its return through the
veins which are tributaric~ of the vcna portre, carries with it, if not pus, yet some
'\'itiatiog ingredient from the inflamed membrane: and this vitiating ingredient provokes inflammation in the capillary vessels of the liver.
It is not, however, upon dysentery only that suppurative inflammation of the liver
is apt to supervene; but upon various other morbid conditions also of the extensive
mucous surface from which the returning blood is poured into the portal vein; upon
injuries, therefore, (including surgical operations,) to the rectum, and the parts adjoiniD!?; it, and especially upon ulceration of the intestines, of the stomach, and of
the gall-bladder or its ducts. Yet not every form of ulceration: for abscess in the
Ji'\'er does not occur wilh that half-::loughing, half-ulcerating state of the glands of
Peyer, which is so common in one species of continued fever; nor with that curious
sort of ulceration of the duodenum, oriµfoatiog apparently in the glnnds of Brunner,
which Mr. Curling has shown to be a frequent consequence of external burns; nor
with the intestinal ulceration (still primarily glandular) which belongs to phthisis;
nor are such abscesses often met with in connexion with simple ulcer of the stomach.
This, to the best of my knowledge, is a new, and certainly it is an important, view
of th e pathology of hepatic abscess. You will find, I say, the ev id ence upon which
it is founded, fully developed in Dr. Budd's able and comprehensive treatise upon the
diseases of the liver.
Acute hcpatiti8, when it occurs, requires vigorous treatment in the outset. Our
object is, if possible, to prevent suppuration. Blood should therefore be freely taken
from the system by vcnroscction, and from the nei7hbourhood of the inflamed part by
leeches. I will not weary you by going over the old ground that we have so often
trodden already, nor repeat observations which have been many times made respecting the methods, and the requisite amount, of this great antiphlog.istie remedy.
Depletion of the portal vessels may also be indirectly obtained by purgatives; especially by such purgatives as produce copious and watery stools. 'l'he neutral salt.-; are
therefore proper in this disorder. It may be, as some suppof.lc, that they operate
beneficially, as counter-irritants, upon the duodenum; but their effect in draining the
veins that feed the vena. portro, and thereby relieving the hepatic conµ-cstion, is more
obvious and more intellivible. 'l'hcse saline medicines should be much diluted; and
their action may be quickened, if that be necessary, by adding the infus_ioo of senna.
After blood-letting bas been duly performed, and th~ force of the t~flammatory
action has been broken, blisters may be applied to the np;l~t hypo~hondrrnm: and 1
believe that repeated blistering is more serviceable than a s10gle blister kept open by
savineointment.
Some difference of opinion preva il s among medical men in regard to the employment of mercury in the outset of acute hepatitis. I caunot pretend to offer you the
results of my own observation on this point, ~ut I fin? that the bes~ au.thoritics,
amonv those who have had to treat the disease Ill hot climates, arc a.r;a111st its use at
the v~ry first, as being sti rnulatiog to the liver. I su~pcct tha~ this is a piece of
theory: but at all eveots, after the first violence of the rnflammat1011 has abated, that
remedy is not to be omitted, either in the acute, or iu the chroo ic form of the dis-
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order, to be mentioned presently: only in the one case it should be i:io administered
as to affect the system ns sp<>edily ns possible; in the othcrit is to be introduced with
a slowo('ss which bears a proportion to the place of the disease.
When suppuration has t:tken place, or is unavoidable, when the patient ceases to
complain of pain, but has in its stead a. feeling of weight in the hypochondrium, ::ind
becomes distinctly hectic, a corresponding change must be made in the treatment.
Active depletion is no longer admissible, and mercury must now be avoided: you
muat sustain the strength by a more nourishin~ diet, and prescribe some tonic remedies; the sulphate of quina, with sulphuric acid; or the nitro-muriatic acid, which
enjoys a. considerable repute, greater perhaps than it merits, for the relief of liver
complaints.

Acute inflammation of the liver is apt to del!eneratc into clironic. Chronic inflam.
mation may al~o arise under the circumstances that gave birth to the acute form.
Ch ronic hepatitis, again, is not unfrequcntly produced by the presence of specific
disease in the Ji,·cr; of carcinoma; of scrofulous tubercles. l\lelanosis and l1ydatids
are both of them of common occurrence in the same part; and they nrny give rise to
symptoms, or they may not: and when these morbid conditions do declare themselves
by external signs, those e:tternal signs arc very much the same as belong to chronic
hepatitis. The precise diagnosis is sometimes exceedingly obscure; the symptoms
point distinctly to the liver as the seat of the disorder; but as to its exact nature, we
must often be content with probabilities alone.
The symptoms of chronic hepatitis-or of the chronic forms of disease to which I
have alluded, when they show themselves by symptoms - arc (I gi\'C you them in
Cullen's words) "some fulness and some sense of weight in the right hypoehondrium;
some shooting pains felt at times in that region ; some uneasiness or pain felt on pres.
Fure in that part; some discomfort from lying upon the left side; perhaps rome
degree of jaundice; and sometimes a rertain amount of fever combining itself with
more or fewer of these symptoms." In short, they are just the symptoms of acute
hepatitis occurring in a minor degree.
Chronic affections of the liver are sometimes attended with an increase, and sometimes with a dimi111ttio11, of it." size. When it is augmented in bulk, its place and
enlargement may be ascertained by palpation and percussion; twy, the magnified
gland may sometimes be seen, extending beyond its p_roper situation in the hypochondrium1 and passing far down into the abdomen. I have known the liver reach
to the right groin: and when its left lobe is affected, it will sometimes stretch across
towards the lower part of the left side of the belly. On the other hand, the liver may
shrink into a much smaller space than it naturally occupies. These small livcra are
usually hard. Interfering more with the portal circulation than many enlarged livers
do, they arc more frequently attended with drnpsy of the peritoneum.
FIG. 132.

FIG. 183.
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The "hobnail" liver, the cirrhose of modern French writers, is nodulated as well
ns hard. 'J'he irregularity of its surface may be so great as to be perceptible to the
touch. I fully described this condition of the liver when I was upon the subject of
passive ascites, of which it is the most common cause.
When a large round boss can be distinguished, projecting from the surface of the
liver, we may speculate upon its being caused by a collection of hy<latids; especially
if the tumour has arisen without pain, or fe''er, or any material interference with tho
general health. 'Vhen several smaller prominences cau be felt, rendering the enlarged li\•er uneven, and the patient's health is broken, they are probably cancerous;
and we search after tokens of cancer, elsewhere. A smooth, globular, pninlcss tumour
perceptible by the fingers near the margin of the liver, suggests the likelihood of a
distended gall bladder, especially if jaundice concur.
Ilydatid tumours may occupy the liver during the µ;reatcr part of a man's life without causing him much inconvenience or di~comfort, and with no perceptible impairment of his health: or, they may keep him in perpetual jeopardy, and at length
shorten his existence in one of several ways.
I stated in the last lecture that such tumours sometimes undergo what may be
called a. natural cure. In the dead body they present themselves apparently shrunken,
and containing a dry or pastelikc mass, with intermixed fragments of dead and shrivelled accphalocysts. The sac of these old and defunct tumours is often more or less
ossified. Io this condition they are inert, and comparatively harmless.
But the living tumours may burst, under external violence, or from internal erosion, or perhaps from the increasing pressure of their contents; and their bursting has
exactly the same consequences and dangers which I ba.ve just pointed out to you as
attending the rupture of hepatic abscesses: for the clear liquid eontnincd in the
acephalocysts is not less irritant to serous membranes than bile itself. Indeed hydatid tumours may be converted into abscesses, by the occurrence of suppurative inflammation of the inner surface of their proper sac. The experience of Dr. Budd nod of
l\L Cruveilhicr concur in teaching that the most frequent cause of such suppurntive
inflammation is the entrance of bile into the sac throu)!h an ulcerated opening in a
branch of the hepatic duct imbcdded in its walls. Of this mingling of pus and bile
and hydatids, and of the perilous passage outwards of these mixed contents of tho
tumour, through the lungs, and through the stomach and bowels, I have recently
given you examples.
Of another possible and fata l consequence of the growth of tlrnsc tumours you ll3ve
also had an instance in the case, so often mentioned, of llarrict l3iildwin, in whom
the pressure of the distended liver completely stopped the return of the blood through
the inferior vcna cava.
One further point of interest I have to notice respecting these collections of
hydatids. Concurrently with one (or more) of them existing in the liver, oue or
more have frequently been discovered in the lower lobes of the lunµ-s, or in close
contact with the spleen, or in i:ome part of the mcscntcry,; and seldom, if ever, in nny
other place. Now Dr. Budd has shown the great probability that in the majority of
such cases the hepatic tumour has been the parn1t of the others: that Sf'condary
hydatid tumours in the lungs, in the liver itself, or between the folds of the peritoneum,
rnay result from the trilnsplanting, and subsequent growth, of hydatid gern~s which
had found their way, through an ulcerated opening, into the hepatic, or rnto the
portal, vein.
.
I mentioned some time time ago, the "fatty" liver, so frequently found associat?d
with pulmonary consumption. 'l'he liver in this state is soft, enlarged, smooth on its
surface, and of a buff or tawny colour throughout.
[The nutmeg condition of the Jiver consists, in its best mnrked instances, of deep
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tions are most dC'finitcly limited, and the contrast between them and the pale parts IS
extremely striking. 'l'his probably depends on the ciraumsta.ncc th~t the porti?ns
thus devoid of blood are affected " ith fatty degeneration, a. chan~c which, by ?aus~ng
the cells to increase in bulk, occasions compression of the intcrwo\"CD cap1llancs.
That this is the true cause of the limitation of the congestion, is proved by its exactly
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cca8ing at the inner margin of tbc zone of fatty dt!gcncr:1tion. Tho nutmrg appe::ir~
ance may be exhibited, in some degree, by livers which arc quite free from fatty ,
degeneration, but it is never so marked as in the latter case. -Jones a11d Sieveking:
Pali• . .tlnat., Amer. Ed.,p. 507. -C.]
Mr. Bowman has lately shown tbat these changes are owing simply to the unwonted
abundance of certain small granules of fat, of which, in the healthy orp;an 1 each lobule
contains a few only. If in a phthisical patient we find the liver palpably enlarg-ed,
and if we can fee l no irregularity of its surface or of its edge, we may g:uess that it is
encumbered with this interstitial fat: but there are no symptoms peculiar to the fatty
liver. As to its cure, we are quite belp1ces: and the same may be said of the hobnail
liver, as well as of all those forms of disease in which the organ is loaded with specific
deposits.
Fw. 134.

FIG. 135.

F10. 134. -(A) Sect ion showicg lobules of th& lh·cr, bounded by marginal zones in a state of fatty
~:~::;;::.ion. Tbo interior of tbe lobules is deeply congested, and contains much dark yellow pigmen~

(B) Cells loaded with pigment, atrophied cells nnd granular matter from the interior of tho lobule!.
Fm. 135.-Section of li ver in a fa.tty stale, with abundant new-formed fibrous tissue between the lobules.

Fw. 136.

.f'rn. 137.

CJ ~
•.

F10. 136. - Section of liver in a.n advanced stnte of fntty degeneration. The cells n.rc much broken
npnndfuscdtogether.
F10. 137. - (a.) Empty envelop of an hepatic cell, from which tho oil has escaped.
(b)(c) (d)(o)Hcpntiocellscontainingmuchoil.

The~ is,, again, the~' waxy," or "lar~a.ceous" ll\"er, of which also I spoke formerly,
and which as chaructcnzcd by the depoo1t1on throughout more or less of its substance,
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of an albuminous material, renderiag it large, and smooth, and of a whitish colour

within and without.
This morbid condition, when it can be recognized in its earlier stage, is not, perbrips, quite so hopeless. Both Dr. Budd and J?r. Graves believe that the disease is,
sometimes, at least, within the reach of remedial measures: among which, besides
careful re~ulation of the diet and habits of living, the muriate of arumonia, the iodide
of potassium, and minute doses of mercury, seem the most promising.
Dark masses of extrnvasated blood are sometimes found interspersed throu)?'h tl1is
gland, and then, by an absurd perversion of language, the patient is said to have had
"apoplexy" of the liver.
The same causes which produce acute hepatitis, actin~ in a less intense dcs-ree will
excite chronic inflammation of the same textures. Intemperance also, and panicularly the habitual and exc<'ssive use of alcoholic liquors, cert:iinly tends to ~enerate
hepatic inflammation, especially in its more chronic form. "'e see this even here,
and it is still more strikingly perceptible in warm climates, as you may learn by rendin~ the works of those persons who have had experience of the diseases of India. Dr.
William Ferguson, for example, who was for some time chief of the medical staff of
the Windward and Leeward islands in the ·west Indies, obser\'ed that there was a.
rep:ular increase and aggravation of these chronic affections of the liver among the
troops after they received their monthly pay, when they drank great quantities of
ardent spirits; arrack in the East Indies, and rum in the 'Yest.
'fhere has long been supposed to be what is called a !P·n-drinl.·,,r's liver, in which
a section of that gland presents an appearance very closely resembling the section of
a nutme.!?; and a good deal of useless speculation has been employed as to the nature
of the change which has taken place in such cases. The nutme~ aspect of the 1iver
is produced by the congestion of blood, and the retention of biliary matter. 'J'his
combination is, indeed, ''ery likely to arise under the daily stimulus of distilled spirits,
but it arises under various other circumstances besides; and therefore it is no sure
indication of intemperate habits. Of this we had sufficient evidence before l\Ir.
Kiernao's observations were publis.hed. Again and ag-.iin have I met with the
nutmeg~y liver, stron~ly marked, when there was reason to believe that the possessor
of it had never transgressed the strictest rules of temperance in drinking: in young
persons, for example, of both sexes, who certainly ne\'er bad been dram-drinkers.
Disease of the heart is a very obvious, and a \'ery common cause of hepatic congestion. The true gin-drinker's liver is that which I have already spoken of as the hobnail liver.
Fro. 138.

Fro.138.-Scirrhusoftheliver.

F10.

189.

Fro.139.-Gin-drinker'sliver.

You are aware that the congestion occurs under two forms, accordin~ as the
branchE's of the hepatic vein, or those of the vena portm arc gorged; and that the
former of these two conditions is very much more common than the latter. If both
these sets of vessels arc full, the liver iB universally red. If the hepatic vein alone
Le the seat of the congestion, then in the centre of each lobule we see a red speck,
surrounded by yellowish matter; the specks arc isolated, the yellow colour is arranged
in a sort of network. Whereas, if the portal system be ~reatly engorg-ed, the red
streaks will be continuous, and the yellow portions hemmed in by them, and isolated.
I show you these distinctions in some specimens prep:i.rcd by Mr. Kirrn:i.n himself.
I should have stated, when speaking of the signs of chronic hepatitis, wba.t is sin-
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~ularly true of chronic lh·er affections in general, that they are apt

to be attender.I with
much languor and lassitude, and a. remarkable depression of spirits i and with that sort
of dread, and apprehenRion of impending evil, which I mentioned as being a striking
feature of hypochondriasis: the very derivation of which term marks its frequent connexion with hepatic disorder. There is sallowness of the complexion also; and sometimes emaciation.
'l'hc same remedies are adapted to the chronic, as are proper for the acute inflammation of the liver: the comparati\1e mode of their exhibition, however, differs some.
what.
General blood-lettin~ is not often necessary or advisable, except wl1en more Yiolent
aggravations than usual of the inflammatory symptoms supervene. 'l'opical bleeding,
and blislerin)r, arc more expedient.
But the two main remedies to be tried in this complaint are mercury, and the saline
purgatives, given in small doses, and repeated for a. long time tog-ether. Five grains
of blue-pill every night: or every night and morning; and as much of the sulphate of
magnesia. as will produce one or two watery stools every day, for weeks, perhaps, in
succession. Patients are not so well content to bear th is discipline when it is admi.
nistercd in boxes nnd phials 1 as physic; but they have more faith in the natural mineral waters: so that a residence at Cheltenham, or some such pbee, is exceedingly
proper to be recommended in these cases; where the daily use of the waters may keep
up a continual drain on the system of the vena portre; and where relaxation from
business, the amusements that are constantly going: on, with change of scene aud of
society, may contribute to dissipate the hypochondriacal fcelin;is which are so apt to
render the subjects of chronic hepatic disease supremely wretched.
Moderate exercise, in the open air, on horseback and on foot, should be encouraged.
There is no doubt that hepatic as well as gastric derangements are fostered by sedentary habits. 'J'cpid bathing is another expedient from which benefit may be hoped.
Ia many instances it will be proper to make trial of Scott's nitro-muriatic bath.
Jodi11e has been thou:rht of much use in certain kinds of hepatic disease; in those
kinds especially which are connected with enlar:rcment of the viscus. The iodide of
potassium, or a mixture of the iodide and of iodine, or some of the combinations of
iodine and mercury, may be given in such cases: or the tw91umtum iodinii compositurn, or the w1gue11lum hy<h-orgyri iodidi, of the Pharmacopreia, m:ly be robbed night
and morning upon the hypochondrium. I h:we not seen much benefit from these
forms of medicine myself in such cases; but they are said, by persons of experience
and credit, to have been successful in their hands.
1'araxacum is also a. drug which has been much employed in liver complaints since
Dr. Pcmberton's book on the diseases of the abdomen was published: and when well
prepared, and taken for a. Ion~ time together, I believe it often docs much good. The
Uennans are very fond of giving the muriate of ammonia in small and frequent doses.
'!'hey have the same belief in the virtues of this salt, in various disordcrs1 as most
:bnglish practitioners have in those of mercury; and what is curious, they attribute to
it some specific influence upon the functions of the liver.
In the account that I have now given of the principal diseased conditions of the
liYCr, I have not dwelt upon, nor included, all the changes of structure and appearance to which that orf!ttn is liable. There are various condition:;i which disclose them selves by no intelligible symptoms during life: of which the nature has not yet been
determined, and of which the cure still remains to be discovered. At this advanced
period of the cour~c, and with no time to spare, I do not think it necessary or ri::rht
to trouble you with the unprofitable discussion of matters that are not strictly
practical.
I have mentioned jaundice as an occasional symptom both of acute and of chronic
inflammation of the liver. But jaundice is spoken of, in ~encra l , as constituting,
itself, a distinct form of disease. If we consider it in that light, its dia:;rnosis is mo!it
tasy. We ha.ve only to look upon our patient to know what is the matter with him.
liut jaundice depends upon various and very different morbid conditions; and looking
t~ those conditions as the true objects of diagnosis, we find that the real nature of a.
given case of jaundice is often invol•~d in very great obscurity.
Let us first cousider tbc constituent features of jaundice, whether it be regarded as
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a rlis1;a.~e, or a!l a sign of disca.~e. They rtre, ycllowne>ss of tl1e skin rtnd of the eyes;
whitish or drab-coloured fmccs; urine having the colour of saffron, and communicating
a bri~ht yellow tinge to white linen.
'fhe characteristic yellow complexion i!I owing, no doubt, to the presence of bile,
or at any rate of the colouring matter of the bile, in the circulatin~ blood. And the
deep tint of the urine is evidently derived from the same source. On the other hand,
the paleness of the freces is to be ascribed to the want of bile, which always exists in
healthy and natural excrement. This last symptom is not, however, a constant one;
there may be jaundice while bile appears in the stools. I shall explain how this is
supposed to happen presently.
If you ever doubt, as you possibly may, whether your patient be really jaundiced,
or only yellowish from sallowness combined with anromia, you will look especially to
the conjunctiv:t, and to the urine, both of which betray the yellow tint of jaundice
very early and conclusively. The eye readily recoµ:nizes bile in the urine; but its
presence may be ascertained, in questionable cases, by an easy chemica l test. If sulphuric acid be added in sufficient quautity, the urine assumes a dark green, and afterwards a purple colour.
It has been made a question how the bile, or its colouring tnatter, comes to be
vi!libly present in the blood, or rather in many of the tissues supplied by the blood,
and in several of the other fluids of the body. 'l1hc older and more genem l opinion
seems to have been that the bile, after bcin~ formed in the liver, is first detained
there, or in the !?all-bladder, in consequence of some impediment to its excretion, and
then re-absorbed, and carried into the circulation, and so co1weyed to the surface, and
to the parts in which the chang-e of colour is observed. To numerous instances of
icterus this explanation may fairly be applied. That bile is capable of being taken
up by the absorbents we know: for when the cystic duct is permanently shut, the
bile di-=appears gradually, but entirely, from the gall-bladder. 'l'he existence of some
positive mechanical obstacle to the efilux of the secreted fluid is often ascertained;
and enn when none can be discovered after death from well marked jaundice, it is
conceived that either the ducts of the liver might have been temporarily plu~gcd up
by iuspissated bile, or a sort of biliary sand-or else closed, for a time, by spasm, or
by some morbid condition of the duodenum .
But another theory has been advanced on this subject: first I believe in this country, by Darwin. It was afterwards revived by i'I. Chcvrru l, who has been followed
by l\lr. Mayo, and others. These pathologists arc of opinion that the bi le is formed,
not by the liver, but in the blood: that the office of the liver is to strain off or withdraw the bile from the circulation, constantly, as fast as it is formed: just as the perpetual elimination of urea. from the blood appears to be one great purpose of the
kidneys. They hold, therefore, that jaundice manifests itse lf whenever the due
separation of the bile from the blood is suspended or imperfect. Failing of its natural
vent, th is peculiar substance accumulates in the blood, seeks other outlets, is deposited
in various places, and, in fact, partly escapes through unaccustomed channels. They
speak of jaundice as a symptom of suppression of bile, while others consider it as a
sign of retention j using these words, suppression and retention, in the sense in which
they are applied to the secretion of urine. They maintain that the proper function
of the li\'er, the abstraction of bile from the blood, may be arrested by alterations of
the substance and structure of that p:land; or by the obliteration or obstruction of the
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duce the last kind of cause with the view of explaining those cases, which cert."linly
occur, in which jaundice is the result of severe bodily pain or strong mental emotion.
Nay, on their supposition, we mifrht even suppose that the yellowness is sometimes
due to a spontaneous and unwonted abundance of the clements of bile in the blood:
in which case we need not wonder that jaundice should go along with perfect integrity
of the bili<"iry upparatus.
T here is little reason to doubt that tliis also is a well-founded theory in respect to
some predicaments of jaundice. Dr. Budd even thinks it probable that, in the majority of all cases, that disorder "results primari ly, and solely, from the secretion of
bile being supprc~scd or deficient." Chemistry, however, has never yet detected
bile, or its principles, in tl1c blood. Its pigment has indeed been found to be present
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in blood drown from jaundiced persons; but this fact has no bearing- upon the question how this colouring matter came to be there. Nevertheless there may be- I
quite believe there is-such a disorder :is jaundice from suppression of bile. Uut in
actual practice it is often impossible to determine, while the patient is still alive,
whether the case be one of suppression, or of retention.
I pass from this di~rcssion to a somewhat closer exa.mination of the principal circumstances noticeable in the complaint. Its technical appellation, I should observe,
is icterus, which is the Greek name for a bird with a yellow plumage, the galbula 1 or
golden thrush; the sight whereof, by a jaundiced person, was death (Pliny tells us)
to the bird, and recovery to the patient. Various other terms have been applied to
the disorder, most of them ha, ing reference, like jaundice itself (from the French
.fau11e) 1 to the unnatural colour. .Morbus arqualus, from its exhibiting some of the
bright hues of the rainbow; uuri'go, from its resembling gold; and we hear the com·
rnon people say, now-a-days, such a one is as yellow as a guinea. The Latins spoke
of it also under the title of nwrbus reylus: why they so called it we learn from the
foll owing curious passage in Celsus, giving an account of the pleasant regimen, fit for
roya lty itself, to be adopted by those who labour under the malady. "Per ourne
vero tern pus utendum est exercitatione, frictione: si hiems est, balneo i si oostas, frigid is nat.ationibus; lccto etiam ct conclavi cultiore, lu!m, joco, ludis, lascivitl.1 per
qure mens exhilaretur: ob qure regius morbus dictus Yidctur.''
The whiteness of the stools I have mentioned as being a very common but not a
constant appearance. It clearly depends upon the absence of bile. Such stools have
often a sour and very offcnsh·e smell. But sometimes there is bile in the <lischar~ed
freces, and at the same time the yellow colour of the skin, and eyes, and urine. This
probably depends upon the circumstance that some branches of the bepatic ducts are
obstructed while the others are free; and thus the bile that is secreted is, in part, reabsorbed into the blood, and in part carried off into the intestines. In a former lecture I stated that one of the uses of the bile appeared to be that of stimulating the
bowels to action: it is the natura l purgative. Accordingly in most cases of jaundice,
the bowels are costive. But neither is this uniform. In some of the worst cases,
wherein the jaundice depends upon hepatic disease, which is connected with disease
also of t he mucous coat of the intestines, there is constant diarrhcca.
In ~ome instances the yellowness of the skin is at first attended with itching, which
is occas ionally so intolerable as to require the employment of opiates to alluy it. In
most cases there is no itching at all. 'l'he bile never foils to appear in the urine,
which is in itself dark, and when collected in considerable quantity in a deep Yesscl,
even blacl.· ,' and which tin)!eS any white substance that is dipped into it of a bri~ht
yellow. The urine which thus sometimes seems black, may be proved to derive that
appearance merely from concentration of the yellowness, by pouring: a little of it into
a shallow white dish, or by diluting it with water; when the brilliant yellow tint will
become manifest. Bilious sweat sometimes occurs, staining the patient's linen yellow.
'}'be sali'\"a, in flome jaundiced persons, has the same yellow tin~e, and a di::;tinctly
bitter taste. Yet the secretions furnished by the mucous membrJnes are in izcncr.il
signally exempt from this change of colour. The tongue and inside of the lips pre8ent commonly a remarkable contrast with the face, of a jaundiced person. Dr Budd
observes that the mucus of the stomach and intestines is never stained with bile,
except when that secretion has continued to cuter the duodenum. I have already
mentioned two or three instances that have fallen under my own notice, in which
mucus brou~ht up from the lungs was rendered green and yellow by bile: but this is
of rare occurrence. I t has been said that the niilk of women who arc nursing is
made yellow in this disorder. Dr. Beberden, however, states that he never witnessed this; and he bad known a woman with a very deep jaundice upon her, suckle
her infant for ti ix weeks together with no apparent bad effects upon its health. One
man assured him that his tears were yellow. You are aware of the vulgar notion,
suf?gested, no doubt, by the colour of the conjunctiva, that to a jaundiced eye all
things appear yellow. It is an old notion, for we find it expre58ed by Lucretius: " Lurida prreterea fiunt qurecunque tuentur Arquati." Ileberden was disposed to
re~~lfd this as a mere poetical fiction.
But certainly it is sometimes, though very
rarely indeed, a fact. Two women, whom he considered however to be of litde credit,
told Heberdcn that objccUt appeared yellow to them. I have been assured of the
1
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same thing by a medical man who experienced it in his own person. If I do not
mistake, Dr. Mason Good saw all tbiugs yellow when he was jaundiced. Dr. Elliotson has had some very interesting cases of this phenomenon . One of his icteric
patients declared that objects seemed yellow when looked at with one eye, but not
with the other; and in the eye that perceived the yellow tint he obsened two large
red vessels running towards the cornea. And in one or two instances, which ho met
with afterward.,, of yellow vision with both eyes in jaundiced patients, he found inflammation, or distended blood-vessels, in both eyes. This very morning I saw in
the hospital a patient of Dr. 'Wilson's, a middle-aged woman, affected with jaundice.
She affirms that all objects seem yellow to her vision. Jn both eyes there arc several
varicose and singularly tortuous vessels, proceeding across the sclerotica towards the
cornea, and some of them reaching its margin. It seems probable therefore that tho
ophthalmic vessels, in their natural state, do not permit the colouring matter of the
bile to pass through them; but that when they become enlarged by disease, so as to
admit the colouring particles of the blood, they may also give a passage to the yellow
colouring matter, which tinges the humours of the eye: and in that case the objects
seen through the yellow fluids would appear like those vicw('d throuµ-h a piece of
yellow stained glass. This is a point which is worth your attention iu future .
The shades of yellowness are different in different patients. '!'hose who arc pale
and fair present a briµ-ht lemon colour. But in those who are florid, or whose cheeks
and skin are flushed with fe\•er, the tint will more resemble that of the Seville orange.
Again, if the patient be n:uumlly swarthy, or if his visage be li\'id or dusky through
imperfect artcrializatiou of his blood, the superaddition of jaundice will ~i,·e him a
greenish or oJi,·e hue. These differences result from natural or acquired differences
of complexion, antecedent to the icterus. But sometimes the bile that is re-absorbed
is vitiated and dark; and we may have, for that reason, as Dr.
FIG. 110.
Baillie has pointed out, cases of green or black jaundice. You
will remark that from whichever cause the green or dark colour
proceeds, whether from a. min::ding of the yellowness of the
bile with the blueness of lividity 1 or from the circulation of
green-coloured bile, such cases arc especially unpromisin)? cases.
Icterus depends, as I have said, upon various and different
internal causes: and frequently we cannot determine at all,
until death affords us the means of inspecting the parts concerned in its production, what the precise exciting cause may
be; even when it is simply mechanical. Any kia<l of pressure made upon the excretory ducts of the liver will produce
it: and such pressure may be exercised by tumours seated
in the liver itself i or by a scirrhous pylorus; or by specific
disease situated in the head of the pancreas, of which l have
seen several examples; or by a diseased coudition of the duodenum : and these possible causes of a detention of the bile
in its receptacle should always be borne in mind when we are
investigating an obscure case of jaundice.
The impediment, in the cases just supposed, is external
to the ducts; but they may be obstructed within, plugged up
by mucus, by inspissated bile, or by a biliary calculus. This
forms one of Cullen's species of icterus-the il·terus calculo1m!f.
The concretion is most commonly situated, I believe, in tho
ductus choledochus; sometimes, however, in the cystic, and
sometimes in the hepatic duct. 'rhe pain that attends the
passage of a gall-sto11e through these ducts is often drcadfu~.
Oail.bl11.ddernndcy1tic
Perhaps there i~ no pain to which the body is subject that is duct,contninini;:cnlculi,
more severe. You will not wonder at this, when you consider whichhavoa.crustofpurc
that through a tube, of wh ich the natural size scarcely exceeds cholc~lcrio. The two upthat of a goose-quill, there sometimes passes a stone as big as per nrediviclcd.-Fro111
a walnut. The common duct has been found so dilated as Dr.Budd'1work,
readily to admit one's fiogcr. Cullen's definition of this species is "lctcrus, cum dolore in regione epi!!astrica., acuto, post pastum aucto, et cum
dejectionc concretionum biliosarum." Now the last of these circurnstances, the
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voiding of biliary calculi by stool, may happen over and onr a~ain, without its bc in?'
noticed, and it does not help u~ at all to jud!!c of the nature of the complaint at it~
commencement, while the gall-stooc is still within the ducts . "'ith the pain,. which
is not constant, but comes aod goes, there is much nausea and vomiting; and sometimes hiccup; and the matters vomited are usually very sour. 'l'he patient is flatulent, and dyspeptic; languid, and gloomy. At length the concretion passes into the
intestines; the pain suddenly ceases, and all is soon well again . Attacks of this kind,
having happened once, are very apt to be repeated.
Now this pain you might readily mistake for the pain of inflammation, were it not
marked by these two circumstances - t he absence of tenderness, and the absence of
fever. Pressure, instead of augmenting, usually mitigates it. The patient keeps his
hand firmly applied to his epigastrium; or rests, perhaps, the weight of his body upon
some hard substance placed beneath his stomach. I speak now of the beginnio:z of
the attack, before there has been much retch ing; for a degree of tenderness of the abdQ..
minal muscles is often produced by repeated stmining and vomiting. The pulse is
unaffected, or I should rather say it is not accelerated, during the pain : occasionally
it is even slower than natural, and the skin cold. Though there be no inflammation,
rigors may occur; just as they sometimes happen when a solid substance - a bougie
to wit-is passing through, and distending the urethra.
Neverthe less, inflammation does sometimes arise, and tllCn the pulse becomes frequent, and the skin hot, and thirst and head-ache arc complained of, and the cpigastrium is tender; and if blood be drawn it exhibits the buBJ coat. Sometimes the
gall-stone makes its way, by ulceration, through the contiguous structures, and so is
discharged outwardly, or ioto thf' bowels. In such cases there must have been '
inflammatio n.
As jaundice often occurs without
any pain, so a gall-stone may enter
Frn. 141.
and p:lSS through the ducts, and
produce priin, when there is no
jaundice. 'l'hc cystic duct alone
may be blocked up, and that portion
only of the bile be prevented from
escaping wh ich is accumulated in
the gall-bladder. It is probable that
re-absorption of the contents of that
Calculi ia lhe gall-blndder. From a preparation in Dr. cistern is not very active. Or a
calculus of an angular ~hape may
E. Wnllnce's possession .
stick in the common duct, and thus
impede, without entirely stopping, th~ egress of the bile. Dr. IIeLcrden thought that
gastrodyuia. was not unfrequently owmg to bi liary concretions: founclinJ?: his opinion
or years; under occasional attacks
months
for
suffer,
persons
many
that
fact
the
upon
of cpigastric pain, which is at last associated with jaundice. But after all, this mi!!ht
happen from progressive disease in the stomach itself; and it is a pity that br.
Hebcrdcn's views were not fortified by dissections.
When once a. large calcu lus has forced its way through the aatural channels of tbe
bile, they remain permanently dilated; aad smaller stones may be afterwards voided
without pain or other notice of their passage. Tl~ere arc pcrsous who get rid of scores
of them in this way, during the course of their lives.
. Sometimes a la~ge e~ncre~i on, after i~s ext_rication ~ram the bilia:y pass:-igcs, lodges
rn the more capacious rntcstrnes, and gives rise to serious obstruction there. I mentioned, recently, one case of this kind which had fallen under my own notice. But
in general the concretions are presently voided with the stools: and they should
always be looked for. The patient is much gratified by seei11g tb:-i.t his enemy has
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any gall-stones that happen to be present may probably float, since they are specifically
lighter than that fluid. lt is justly remarked, however, by Dr. Budd, that although
lighter tban water when dry, they sink after having been soaked iu it for some tiwe,
and do not always float wlHm fresh from the gall-bladder. I formerly to!J you that I
had never but ouce ::ucceeded in catching a concretion in the evacuations of a patient,
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whose symptoms had led me to seek for it. Since that statement was made, three
other patients of mine, t:rnght how to search, ha>c detected among the alvine discharges, this palpable source and explanation of their previous suffc rin ~s. One of the
three collected, in this way, fifty-fiye small facetted biliary calculi, which he voided
within the space of fh·e weeks. Ile was jaundiced i and he began to pass them, four
or fiye at a time, with paroxysms of severe pain, just after having had the hepatic
region diligently shampooed and kneaded as he lay on his left side in a warm bath;
so that they seemed to have been mechanically pressed out of the gall-bladder, and
through its ducts.
Fm. H2.
When concretions pass which arc small and angular, having
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we may hope that it has left none behind it.
'Y e often find gall-stones, even in vast numbers, in the gallbladders of persons who dming their life-time had De>er been
known to suffer pain about the liv er, or to have jaundice,
or to exhibit any token of the presence of such concretions.
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hazard they occasion are mechanical consequences of their spissntcd nnd ahcrcd bile
transit through the gall-ducts. I have heard of au inst:rncc in cemented by mucu~.
wbich upwards of 1,300 gall-stones were takeu from a human Prom .Dr. Budd'• 1cork.
gall.blad<ler after death.
On the first day of June, 185!, a remarkably strong and healthy man, between 60
and 70 years okJ, with whom I bad for many years been on terms of friendship, was
engaged in inflating au air-bed by blowing with his mouth through a tube. The
proce:-os required a long-sustained straining effort, and he suddenly felt that he was
hurt in the right side of the cpigastrium, near the edge of the false ribs. .\ fter a
while the pain ceased, but it recurred with severity in the night, and the next day
his skin was slightly yellow. Bating some trifling and early variations in its tint, the
yellow colour became deeper and deeper, and he remained intensely jaundiced till the
tiay of his death, which was the 29th of the following August.
During his illnc::;s, his liver gradually became Yery lar~e and prominent. His stools
were devoid of bile, and his urine was charged with it. '.l'he pains conti nued to return
from time to time. Ile had been subject to similar pains iu his youth, and had been
taught to ascribe them to "spasm of the diaphragm. 11
Th ere was a good deal of fat about the abdomen. Ile dicl not die of inanition.
The liver was enormously enlarged, and full of bile: and the gall-bladJer, which was
much thickened, was filled with numerous calculi, and mouldcd 1 as it were, upon
their irregular form and outlines. One large gall-stone, something like a horse's hoof
in shape, completely pluf!gcd up the opening of the common duct into the duodenum.
Branches of the hcpa.tic ducts in the liver were so distended as to present little reservoirs of bile aDd mucus. It seems probable that some of these calculi were of very
old date. Here life was extinguished in thirteen weeks, by the mere occlusion of the
biliary ducts, and the complete barriog up of bile in the liver. Dr. Budd relates a
case in which the body was tolerably well nourished for more than twcl\'e months,
11.lthou~h the commoo galJ duct was closed all that while by a gall.stone; and another
in which a woman, suffering under a similar obstruction, Jived more than eight months
in a state of deep jaundice, and five months after the occurrence of the jaundice
gave birth to a child, which she was able to suckle up to the time of her death.
'These gall-stones are not, as you might suppose, mere lumps of inspissatc~ bi!~.
'fhcrc arc, l believe, concretions of that kind, but they are very rarely met with 111
the human subject. The ordinary calculi consist, in a great mc~lsurc, of a peculiar
substance, cholesteriuc, which exi::;ts in a state of solutio n in healthy bile, but which
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which the change takes place. Cholesterin e, Dr. J'rout tells us, 1s the product of
some modification of the oleaginous principle. Biliary concretions seldom fo rm in
chil<lrcn. Tbcy arc much more common io women than in men. Th ey occur most
frequeutly in pcr::;ons who arc corpulent, lead sedentary li\·cs, use generous fare, sleep
62
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Cattle arc said to be subject to biliary calculi when shut up in
stalls during the winter, :111d to lose th~ complain.t when they
are a!nlin turned out into the pastures rn the sprin~. Hence
the absurd notion, countenanced even by Yan Swieten, that
grass is a good remedy for jaundice.
0•. •
Another variety of jaundice, also noticed by Cullen, is
.
supposed to depend upon mere spasm of the gall-ducts.
"lcterits spasmodicus, sine dolorc, post morbos spasmodicos,
et pathemata mentis. 11
From a. gnll-bltlCldcr,
Now the existence of this cause is hypothetical. The
which was shrunken, n.
gall-ducts, though not distioctly muscular, possess a vital power
calculu~ being impacted
of contraction. I am not aware •that the disease has ever
in tho cystic duct.
(a)Cholcstcrintablol!!. been clearly traced to a connexion with "morbi spasmodici."
It is an alleged cause which we ca n neither prove nor
(b) Glowcruli.
disprove. Certainly the "pathemata men tis" play their
assigned part: fits of angeri and of fear, and of alarm, have been presently followed
by jaundice: and it has al:so been produced by great bodily suffering, by a sc\·erc
surgical operation) or, perhaps by the dread which attended it. Mr. North witnessed
a. case in which an unmarried female, on its being aceidcutally disclosed that
she had borne cl1ilclren, became in a very short timl' yellow. A young medical
friend of miue had a severe attack of intense jaundice, which could be traced
to nothing else than hii; great and needless anxie~y . about an approaching exa.minatioo
before the Censor's Board at the College of Phys1c1aos. There are scores of rnstances
on record to the same effect: and this is observable of such cases, that they are often
fatal, with head symptoms : convulsions, delirium, or coma, supervening upon the
jaundice. But with respect to the immediate cause of the icteric symptoms, they
may, I say, depend upon a spasmodic constriction of the gall ducts. )fr. )Jayo
sui;~ested another cause, viz., the sudden format ion of bile in unusually larp;c quantity
in the blood, by some influence propagated through the nerves. Dr. Budd is of
opinion that in the cases which prove fatal, with delirium and stupor, some peculiarly
poisonous matter is evolved in the system, most probably from decomposition of the
retained clements of the bile.
Jaundice sometimes succeeds violen t and long-continued vomitinp;; in wh ich case
the extremity of the gall-ducts is supposed to have been compressed by the coats of
the <luodenum.
Jaundice may also occur, as I stated before, as a. symptom of acute or chronic
inflammation of the liver; and then its treatment will merge in that of the primitive
disease which occasioned it.
A high atmospheric temperature, long continued, appears to have a. decided
influence in producing certain forms of this disorder. I was struck with the frequency
of a mild and manageable kind of jaundice, which affected youog persons, chiefly
females between ten and sixteen years old, in this towui in the autumn of 1846, just
after the prevalence of extremely hot weather.
Ictcrus occasionally comes on during pregnancy; and disappears after child-birth.
The pressure of the gravid uterus may thrust other organs, a loaded colon for example,
against the liver, and so impede the passage of the bile. 'l'he little exercise that
pregnant women are apt to t~'lke, and the costiveness that frequently attends thei r
condition, may have some influence in causing the ictcrus 91·avidurmn.
Almost all systematic writers follow Cullen in making jaundice a common disorder
among newly born children. 'fhe icterus 11co11atorum, occurs, they say, a few days
after birth; is oot altcnded with any suffering, or obvious disturbauce of the bodily
fuuctions; and soon disappears. Now there seems reason to believe that this is not
icterus at nil; and has no relation to the biliary organs. The surface of the infant,
at its birth, is frequently of a deep red, from hyperromia or congestion of bluod;
presenting: a condition which falls little short of a mil d but universal bruise. By
degrees the redness fades, as bruises fade, through shades of !fellow into the genuine
flesh-cL\lour. Such, I am as.rnred by those who are more conversant with these
lllatkr~ than myself, is the pathology of the icterus infontum. Of course true
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may, a_s well as most other complaints, befall the earliest period of life; but
I conceive that it seldom does.
jaundi~e

The prognosis io jaundice is generally fa\"Ourable; except when it depends upon
structural disease of the li\·er, or supervcocs suddenly upon some great rueotal or
bodily shock. In both these cases the prognosis is bad, or doubtful. It is better, iu
that rnriety connected with hepati c disease, if this disease proceed from some known
cause, by which a low degree of intl.ammation has been produced; and the c:.lusc bo
such as can be avoided for the future. Just, indeed, as in chronic hepatitis, of which
the icterus is simply an occasional symptom. The prOf!llOsis is worst of all in old
persons, when the constitution is impaired, and there is no obvious cause for tho
disease; and particularly when the colour of the skin is greenish, or approaching to
black.

LECTURE LXXVI.
Treatment of tlie various Species of Jaundice. Diseases of the Gall-bladder;
of the Spleen; of the Pa11aeas. Diseases of the Kidneys. ]{ephritis a11d ;.Vephralgia. Phe11orne11a cu11stitutiny a "fit of the Gravel." Different kinds of
Gravel. Diseased slates of the Urine. Descr1ption and Remedies of the Lithic,
Phosphatic, and Oxalic Diat!teses.

IN the last lecture, after describing the symptoms, causes, and treatment of acuto
and chronic inflammation of the liver, and after pointing out various other forms of
chronic disease to which that organ is obnoxious, I spoke of jaundice. I offered you
some comments upon its phenomena; and I indicated several different internal con·
ditions upon which it may, in different cases depend; and the lecture was closed
with some brief hints respecting the pr0t1nosis of icterus. I have yet to consider the
plans of treatment best adapted to the several varieties of the complaint.
Some kinds of jaundice are absolutely and obviously irremediable. In these take
care not to lwr1n your patient by senselei::;s routine forma lities. From others the
patients recover, whatever treatment may be adopted, or without any treatment at all.
Hence, as is customary in such circumstances, remedies the most worthleRS and
absurd arc extolled for their efficacy aj?ai nst jaundice. '£he patient gets well, and
the drug last tried is held to have cured him. Post hoc, ergo propter ltoc1 is au argument more often applied I believe to the variations of diseuse, than to any other class
ofe>ents.
In that species of icterus which occurs, sometimes, in connexion with acute or
chronic inflammation of the liver, the treatment must be such as I yesterday recommended for acute and chronic l1epatitis. Mercury forms an essential part or that
treatment; and, unless the disease yielded sooner, I should urge the remedy until its
effect upon the g-ums, and, therefore, its presence in the circulating blood was apparent.
But to the ictcrus calculosus, mercury is not so well ad:lpted. What w~ want is,
not a more plentiful or a more healthful secretion of bile, but to get nd of the
mechanical impediment to its excretion; or, at any rate, if that cannot be accomplished, to ease the acute sufferin)?S of the patient. Should fever attend the passage
of a gall-stone, or should the ep igastric pain become epigastric tenderness, leeches
may be applied, or a vein may be opened. The abstraction or blood may pr~veut any
thickening of the distended ga ll-du cts; or it uwy pe~lmps relax. t!1e spasmodic cl?su:c
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the presumed spasm, is opium, given in full doses: and I can add but little, w1.th any
ad\'antagc, to the directions laid down, on this head, ~y Dr .. Heberde~. "This paiu
(says he) can only be assuaged by giving and rcpeatrng opium and its prrparat1ons,
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ns often a!I! the continunncc of the pain requires them; and because tl1is pain is nry
apt to return, th~ patient should always be advised to keep by him, as long as the
distemper lasts, pills of pure opium, each wei~hing one grain-or what is cqui,·alent

to them - that no time may be lost in quieting a scni-ation which it is so difficult to
endure. One of these pills may be faken ns soon ns the pain comes on, and it may
be repeated once or twice in the course of two hours, if the pain require it .i and I
have often found it both safe and nece~sary to i;rio:e much more."
This pbn of gi,·ing opium in the form of pills, is the more judicious, because, from
their $mall bulk, they are more likely to be retained than drnu::?;hts would be. Sometimes the stomach is so irritable as to reject even a pill. I would add, therefore, to
Dr. Ueberdeo's rccommendatioos, that of throwing an opiate injection into the rectum; half a drachm or a drachm of laudanum, mixed with a small quantity of warm
~rue!.
Another very useful expedient is the warm bath. If this can not be readily
procured, hot fomcnt<ltions to the cpi~astrium, the mustard-poultice, the turpentine
stupe, arc valuable substitutes for it. Dr. Prout states that he has seen more alleviation a ffon.led by lnrgc drauf!'hts of hot water, cootaining the carbonate of soda in solution (one or two draclnm1 to a pint), than by any othcl' means. "The alkali counteracts the distressing Ryrnptoms produced by the acidity of the stomach; while the
hot water acts like a fomentation to the seat of the pain . The first portions of water
are commonly rejected almost in11nediately; but others may be repeatedly taken; and
after some time it will usually be found that the pain becomes less, and the "atcr is
retained. Another ad,·ant<tge of this plan of treatment is, that the water abates the
senrity of the retching, which is usually most severe and dangerous when there i~
nothing present upon which the stomach can react. This plan docs not supersede
the use of opium, which may be f!:iven in any way deemed most desirable; aod in
i::ome instances a few drops of laudanum may be advantap:eously conjoin ed with the
ulkaline solution, after it has been once or twice rejected." '!'he pain haYing been
quelled, the bowels should be swept out by a brisk purgative.
When jaundice appears to have been suddenly engendered, by moral cause!':, the
rationale of its production is obscn rc; and the treatment has a. corresponding uncertainty. The bile, retained or readmitted into the blood, is supposed to operate some·
how as a poi~on upon the ncn·ous system. But the mental state which precedes and
seems to occ:-ision the jaundice. may poJ1.sibly be itself the cause of the nervous symptoms that follow. In other forms of the malndy paticuts remain intensely yellow,
often for a. long time together, without becoming comatose, delirious, or convulsed.
Not that this is conclusive. We know tliat a. gfren poison may influence different
pcrson!i, very differently. 1'he same dose of opium that will put one man to sleep,
will stimulate a second to madneJ1.s, and will have no sensible effect upon a. third. In
th e ''cry complaint befol'e us, one patient is tormented with a. uni\•ers<1l itching, which
we attribute to bile in his blood; and ten others remain free from tlrnt disaf!rceable
feeling. If we were sure that the bile was the material cause of all the cerebral
symptoms, we might hope to draw some of the poison off by blood.Jetting: but we arc
not sure of this; and reaJ1.oning upon the matter helps us not much towards the cure.
The lesson which experience has furnished amounts to no more than this: that active
pur~in)? is sometimes followed by evident amendment, and ultimate recovery.
I
would bleed also, if the pulse warranted ven::csection, but not otherwise. In all the
varieties of what, from its intensity and rapid accession, I may call acute jaundiec,
purging is stro ngly indic:-ited: and we sometimes succeed in rectifying the whole morbid condition by thus applying a. sudden wre11ch (so to speak) to the biliury or~ans;
by ~ivinf?, for instance, half a scruple or a scruple of calomcl, and, a few hours afterwards, half an ounce of castor oil, with half an oun ce of spirit of turpentine .
When ,green jaundice arises from hepatic disease, we can only palliate. Mild laxatiYcs and anodynes, with occasional warm baths to promote perspiration, comprise all
that such a. state admits of. For the icterus 9mvidarum, delivery is the natural
cure: it may i:iometimes be removed by th e ca reful em pl oyment of apericnts.
[Mr. Twining, in his work on the Diseases of Benga l, has presented some very interef'ting and important views in relation to the pathology of jaundice.
i\lr. 'l'. has found th at jaundice, not only during its early stage, but for a Ion!!
period subsequently, while the discoloration of the skin remain8, is nry generally
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attended with some morbid sensibility when pressure is made over t11c situatio a of
the gall-bladder and capsule of Glisson, though the uneasiness, during the absence of
pres:-ure, is most generally referred to the epi~astri um.
Wheu the disease occurs ia plethoric subjects, and the stools arc of a pale clay
colour, .L\lr. '£. has found it almost always attended with fever, and in some cases he
has known robu::;t paticats to die, with symptoms of oppressed brain, withiu thirty-six
llOurs after th<: sudden appearance of intense jaundice, for the accession of which no
cause could be assigned.
In consequence of the acknowledg-ed obscurity which exists in re~ard to the true
pathology of the disease, he was anxious to ascertain the exact condition of the liYer
aud biliary ducts iu persons labouring under jaundice. The almost ill\·ariable existence of paiu, in creased upon pressure, confined to a. circumscribed spot on the ri~ht
side, just below the centre of a line drawn from the ri ght nipple to the umbilicus, led
him early to suspect circumscribed inflammation of some part of the liver as the most
freq ucut cause of the disease. rl'11is opiniou he believed to be confirmed by the good
effects which, in the majority of cases, are produced by a systematic course of dcpletiuu: nevertheless, if circumscribed iaflamrnation be the eilic ient cause of jaundice, be
found it difficult to explain why the disease was so frequent ly absent during the progress of the most uncqui\•ocal and intense inflammations of large portions of that
organ. '!'he examination of indiYiduals who had recovered from jaundice only a short
time before death occurred from other diseases, exhibited no appearances in the Jiycr
indicatiYe of any circumscribed portion of it having: been the scat of recent inflammation. lu the couri;c of his dissections, however, Mr. rl'. found that albumiuous infiltration iuto the cellular ~trueture of the capsule of Glisson was sometimes present.
Within this capsule arc situated two small bodies, whieh, from their ::-tructure, appearance, and uniformity of situation, he is inclined to believe are absorbent glands: one
of them is situated near the termination of the gall-bladder in the cystic duct, the
other, at the upper part of the ductus communis; the superior gland is sometimes
very small, and occasionally, it is more closely attached to the side of the gall-bladder
t~ian to the cystic duct; the lower one is more uniform iu bulk, being usually half the
size of a small bean; it is always placed just at the orifice of the common biliary duct.
Irritations affecting the absorbent vessels passing through this gland may, Mr. T. conceives, cause in it such a. degree of swelling as would produce transient compression anJ
closure of the common duct, and thus prc\·cnt the passage of the bile into the intestines, and give rise to the phenomena of jaundice. So long as the obstrnction is complete, the stools will be nearly white, or of a. very pale grey colour; when, however,
th e jaundice is attended with severe fever and sy mptoms of intense p:astro-entcritis,
the stools will very often be coloured by the blood which is poured out by the capillary vessels of the intestinal mucous mcmbraue, as well as by other morbid sec retions.
When previous iuf:bmmatory disease of the capsule of Glisson has caused an infiltration of coagulable lymph into the cellular structure of that part, at a remote period,
and its subscc1ueot absorption has left a degree of ioduratioa and constriction, .Mr. '1'.
believes that a ''ery slight enlargement of the lower gland will effectually compre5s
the common biliary duct; he has seen its canal obliterated, from this cause, ex:1ctly
at the point of contact with the swollen and induratcd gland. H e has, also, seen the
cystic duct obliterated where it was iu contact with the upper'gland, in consequence
of the enlarged and discnscd condition of the latter; but he does not bclieYc that this
could have any influence in the production of jauudice.
l\lr. 'l'. docs not deny the agency which biliary calculi - tumours of th~ pancreas,
liver or spleen, or scirrhous pylorus may occasionally have in the product10n of the
phenomena of jaundice, nor that, in some rare cases, the di!:lcase may have been
excited simply by mcni<tl emotion; uor is he willing to place undue in~portauce on the
observatiom1 upon which his Yiews of the most frequent cause of the disease ar? based.
Should these, upon more ample inYcstigation, be found to be correct, they will have
an important influence upon the treatment of the disease.
Accordin"' to Mr. 'l'., the most successful plan of treatment iu those cases of jaundice accornp~wicd with pain, augmented upon pressure, of the ri ght sid e of the abdomen, is by depiction by the lancet and leeches - active purgation - the daily use of
t he warru bath - and sudorifics, aided by low diet and perfect rest, in the connncnccmcut of the disease; followed by milder purgatives, uud a small blister over the
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region of the gall-bladder, kept open for a long time. Subseft~tently, a course_ of
Chcltcnl1am salts, or small doses of rhubarb and sal. polycl1rcst, with gentle cxcrc1sc,
and frictions with camphoratcd liniment over the right hypochondrium arc advisable:
at the same time, it may be proper to allow a mild unirritatin~ diet, in such quantities as shall improve the patient's strCDf!lh. The disease may sometimes occur under
circumstances that forbid depiction. This i\lr. T. considers an unfortunate circumstance, as Im has but little confidence in other modes of treatment.
Jn tho"C cases in which tllC stools indicate the entire absence of bile from the intestines, Mr. '.J.'. considers the use of mercurials to be of doubtful propriety; but,
when bile does pnss into the duodenum, he admits that calomcl may be useful, in
conjunction with the remedies already detailed. Excepting in cases where there is
pretty positive evidence of the existence of biliary calculi, which he believes to be
lc:::s frequently a cause of j:lUndice than is generally imagined, he doubts the propriety of having recourse to opiates.
Whether the vicWs of l\fr. Twining in regard to the pathology of jaundice be or
be not correct, must be determined by the result of future and more extended obserYntions; they arc sufficiently plausible and irnport<rnt, lwwever, to demand the attention of the physician, and to influence him in his treatment of the di~ense. In respect
to the plan of treatment recommended by l\Jr. 'r., we believe it will be found, with
one exccptio11 only, to be, in a larµ-c number of cases, the only proper and successful
one. The exception to which we allude, is the i11dlsrrim~·11ate administration of acti•e
pur~atives; jaundice is, not unfrequently, connected with more or less extensive inflammation of the stomach nnd small intestines, and in these cases, the employment
of active purµ-atives to the extent recommended by Mr. 1'. would unquestionably be
decidedly iojurious.-C.J

The goll-bloddM" has its own diseases, which I do not stop to investigate, for they
seldom bccom<' the objects of specific treatment. Sometimes it is found shrivelled up, and
nearly empty; sometimes enormously distended; sometimes ulcerated; sometimes ruptured. Of these conditions, the distension of the {!till-bladder is the only one that we
can ever expect to rccop;nize in the lh·ing body. The bag then projects beyond the
edg-c of the liver, and is palpable externally, forming an elasti c tumour in the right
side. Authors lay down marks for distinguishing a distended gall-bladder from abscess
of the liver, and from a. hydatid cyst; but they are not much to be trusted in; nor is
the precise diagnosis of any great moment. The practical rule see ms to be that,
when the swelling is adherent to the parietes of the abdomen, we may puncture it,
whatever be its nature : but under no other circumstances.
I ha.Ye already, incidentally, described most of tlle morbid states of the spleen
which are su!'=ceptiblc of relief from medicine: especially the enlargement of tliat
body constituting the oy11e-cal.·e of the fens, and occurring in connexion with intermittent fo\'er; and that other kind of enlar~cmcnt which sometimes goes along with
brematemesis and mcl::cna. The spleen is liable to tubercles also; to deposits of
other specific tumours, and of bone; and to softening of its substance. Sprinkled
throu:rh it may not unfrequently be s<'en a number of yellowish or buff-coloured spots,
which Dr. Kirkcs believes, with frOOd reason, to be little mnsscs of fibrin, detached
by the circulatiu~ Llood from the interior of the heart, and arrested in the capillaries
of this, and of some other organs, and especially of the kidneys. I mentioned these
spots iu n previous lecture.
The spleen is sometimes enlarged by the deposition within it of a whitish substance, albuminous in character, but called by some lardaceous, from its resemblance
to hard bacon; by others waxy. The Malpighian bodies arc first affected . This condition is the more interesting because it is apt to occur in tllC liver also, and in the
kidneys. It is frequently found in more than one, or in all, of tlrnsc organs at the
san1c time. H ence we infer its origin from some constitutional cause. It is supposed
to bclonl? to the category of scrofulous disorders: and it has often been met with in
persons labourinl? under strumous caries of the bones.
Goin~ ::ilon~ with certain other enlargements of the spleen (or of other glandular
bodies bclougin~ to the lymphatic system) there has been obser\"ed in the blood a
greatly increased ratio of the white or colourless to the red corpuscles. Professor
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Hu~hcs Bennett, of Edinburgh, who was the first to draw attcntiou to this remarkable state of the blood, has given to it, or to the disorder which it coustitutcs, the
name of L('1t('orytl1ernia, or white-cell blood. As yet this disorder possesses more of
ph)~Siological than of practical interest; and I must limit myself to this passing notice
of1t.
The best remedy for the ague-cake is the remedy for intermittent fever, quina.
Pur~atins also have the effect of reducing hypertrophy of that curious organ . One
caution enforced by Dr. Abercrombie is that, in S}Jlcn ic disease, mercury should be
sedulou!"ly avoided, or rather such an employment of mercury as would risk tenderness of the gums. Dr. Uobert Williams, of St. 'l'homas's llospital, has stated, that
ha,•iug made many trials of the bromide of potassium as a remedy in various disorders, he had satisfied himself of its utility only in cases of diseased spleen. Of
this l know nothing.

Again, it may seem a slight to the pancreas to pass it over without noticing the
diseases to which it is subject. But really those diseases appear to be but few; and
they do not signify their existence by any plain or intelligible signs. I have, nine or
tea times perhaps in my life; met with carcioomatous deposits in the pancreas. In
every instance the head of the gland 1 that extremity which lies next to the bowel,
has been the exclusive or the principal seat of the disease. I have known thi8 change
in the pancreas to cause jaundice, by obstructin g the bi le-ducts; I ha\'C known it in
the same way to occasion very great enlargement of the li\'er iL;;;clf; and I have known
it to produce enormous and slowly fatal distension of the stomach by compressing: the
duodenum, and so preventing the free passage of the aliment through that gut. As to
remedies for pancreatic diseases or disorders, I do not know of any.
Diseases of the l.·idncys - and disorders of their function - and alterations in the
fluid they secrete- require more consideration. And I proceed at once to the subject
or their injlummolion ,· to 11epln·itis; and it will be practically convenient to take
ncphralgia, or pain of the kidney, into the account at the same ti.me. Nephralgia is
common ly, but not always, produced by the transit of a urinary calcul us from the
pelvis of the kidney, through the ureter, towards the bladder. '!'his constitutes what
is called, in common parlance, a fit of the gravel. The symptoms are these : - pain,
sometimes dull, but more frequently very severe, in the loins, usually on one side,
and descending often along the track of the ureter of the same side; numbness of
the corresponding thigh; in the male, retraction, and perhaps pain, of th e testicle;
a. frequent desire to make water, which is generally high-coloured; nausea and
vomiting.
If to these symptoms there be added pyrexia, we learn the important fact that inflammation is present: we have the symptoms of acute nephritis. 1'he passage of
gravel from the kidney sometimes docs, and sometimes does not provoke inHammation
of the gland: Nephritis is very seldom idiopathic. It may sometimes arise under
the influence of cold; more frequently it is excited by ealculous matter lodged in the
kidney; by a blow or fall upon the loins; by the internal administration of ?antharides, or of turpentine. It is to the presence of fever that we look, to cstal>hsh the
ioflammatory character of the renal affection.
Nephralgic pains require to be distinguished on the one hand from rheum_atic, and
on the other from colic pains. In lumbago there is pain in the b:~ck, and 1~ may or
may not be attended wit.h fever; but the pain usually affects both sides, a nd is aµ-g ravated by such movements of the body as call the muscles of the loins into action,
particularly by stoop ing. It ori ginates, frequently, i11 some strain or cffort1 of which
the patieut is made painfully conscious at the time. It is s:Idom. accompauicd by any
notable trouble of the urinary functions. \.\'h en rh eumatic pain extends from the
Lack into the thigh, it mostly follows the course of the ~reat sc iatic n.crve, and. i ~ felt
down the outer part of the limb; whereas the pain that accompa01cs nep lmtis or
nephralgia shoots rather along th e track of the anterior crural nerve. Lastly, lumbar
pain 1 depending upon rh eumatism, is not attended with nau sea. and vomiting.
Th e pain of col ic 1·s often associated with sickness and retching: and it may occupy
tb?se parts o_f the abdon~ en whi ch correspond to th? plac~ of th~ ~1ret.crs. The
unnary functions arc undisturbed; and this is a capital pornt of d1stlnct10n. The
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numbness of the thi~h, and drawing up of the testicle, arc sufficiently clrn.ructcristic,
when they 1rnppcu; but they are frequently altogether absent.
Some years ago I was sent for by an exceedingly iotcllif!ent sur~con, who had been
one of the house-sur~eons at the ~Iiddlescx Ilospital. I found him in bed. Ile
told me he had pain in the abdomen. It had begun in the morning in the situation
of the rifrht kidney, and soon extended round to the right side of the abdomen and
to the groin. Two d<tys before, he had experienced a similar attack of pain in the
renal region, stretching round into th~ bypogastrium. When I saw him he described
the pain as lying more round the umbilicus than elsewhere; and he expressed a istrong
persuasioo, froiii the fccliogs which attended it, that it would be removed 11y free
actioo of the bowels. But he felt nausea; aod had vomited some medicine which he
had taken. He had no fever, no retraction of the testicle or numbness of the thigh,
and the pain was not increased by pressure. Neither had there been any marked
irritation of the bladder. He said, indeed, when I questioned him on that point,
that he thought he had made water rnt!ter more frequently than usua l the day before.
I mention this case to show you the occasional obscurity of the symptoms. Ilcre a
well-instructed medical man believed that nepbralgia, existing in his own per.son, was
colic. To my judgment, however, it seemed most probable that a small calculus had
been passing from his kidney towards, and perhaps into, his bladder. I ma.y as well
tell you the event of the case, which interested me a ~ood deal; for it exhibits the
train of symptoms that arc apt to ensue after nephritic attacks; althou~h in this
instance they were but slightly pronounced. Dis bowels were well acted on by a
purgative, and the n_ext day he was free irom pain, and _appa~ently well.
.
Two days after tlus, he had more frequent calls to vOJd urmc than were usual with
him, and having done so on one occasion, he presently felt the want again, and then
passed a little blood. The urine had been of a clear amber colour throu~hout. At
the expiration of two or three days more he called upon me to say that after making
water he had perceived in the vessel a small crystallized mass, which he took out,
supposing it to be (what it very much resembled) a fragment of sugar-candy. In
fact he had been eating sugar-candy, and thought some portions of it had fallen down
between his waistcoat and shirt, and afterwards ioto the chamber-pot. Ile had the
curiosity, he said (some misgiving he must have had too, for I had told him my own
opinion of the nature of his attack), to put a small crystal from this fragment into
his mouth; and as it neither tasted sweet nor dissolved, he suspected it might be a
urinary concretion, and brought it to me. And sure enough it 1vas so; a piece of
very pure oxalate of lime, which he had been fortunate enough thus to get rid of.
It was a. quarter of an inch in length, and less than one-eighth of an inch broad, consisting of an ag-gregation of small crystals. It was exactly similar in appearance and
colour to a piece of brown sugar-candy of the same size. It would paiss, longways,
ioto a large crow-'luill.
That it was oxalate of lime was proved in this manner. A little separate crystal
was heated to redness oo a piece of platinum foil, by means of a spirit-lamp and blowpipe. By these means the oxalic acid was converted into carbonic acid, which was
driven off by the strong heat; aod quick-lime was left. 'fhis residue, moistened, and
pressed into a powder on a piece of turmeric paper, gave the characteristic brown
colour.
You sec, then, that a nephritic affection may be mistaken for an attack of colic.
In reference to practice, it would iodeed be a mistake of no great importance, since
the remedies that arc proper in the one case arc generally proper, or not improper, in
the other. If the pain be attended with fever, aotiphlogistic measures are alike indicated in each of the two diseases.
The numbness of the thi~h, and the drawing up of the testicle, are analogous phenomena to the pain which affects the shoulders in hepatic disorders. Irritation of one
extremity of a. nerve, situate internally, and belonging to a.u org-nn which is not
endowed with a high degree of sensibility, causes sympathetic sensations in the sentient extremities of other branches of the same nerve, or of communicating nen·cs.
And this sympathetic affection of distant parts is sometimes attended (as I formerly
observed) not merely with paio, but with some degree of inflammatioo also. The
testicle occasionally swells, and becomes tender, during a nephritic attack. On the
other hand, as the nerves which communicate with those of the testicle or thigh way
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or may not be implicated in the renal disorder, so we see how it happens that these
curious symptoms, so instructi,·c when they do occur, may fr equently be wanting; as
they were iu th e example l just now detail ed to you.
When the sym ptoms I specified in the outset arc attended with fever, we conclude
that we lmve to deal with nephritis; and when inflammation of the kidney, however
produced, lasts for a certain period, without abatement, suppuration is to be Jreadcd.
8uch suppuration is marked, sometimes, by the supervention of rigors. by throbbing
perhaps, and it may be by a remission of the pain: but I believe it may take place
without throwing out any such signal s. Nay, 1 think it probable that iufl:m1mation,
confined to the parcnchymatous substance of the kidney, may arise, and run through
all its stngcs, without denoting its presence or progress by any noticeable local si~ns ;
:rnd that the sharp and peculiar symptoms ascribed by authors to acute nephritis,
manifest themselves only when the in,·csting membrane of the p:bnd, or its pelvis and
excretory tubes, arc involved ia the inflammatory process. lloweve1· this may be,
suppuration leads to ulceration, to the formation of rena l fistulre, to the establishment
of a purulent di scharge, and hectic fever; and finally, in most cases, to a futal event;
whether the inflammation was at first idiopathic, or J ependeut on a calculus.
I may illustra te thc~e remarks, by stating the heads of a case which has occurred
to me since this course of lectures began. I admitted Caroline Barnard, a married
woman, forty years old, into the hospital, on the 18th of October. Among other
things she complained of pain in the situation of the right kidn ey. She had been ill
six weeks, and at the commencement of her illness her urine had been YCry turbid, as
indeed it still was: and she had experienced much pain and difficulty in passing it,
and after it had pm;scd. From that time she had frequeot nausea and retching-, and
occasional numbness of the right thigh. She had been losing flesh fast; and her
pulse was frequent. There was some tenderness discoverable in the right renal
rcgio11; and after a time a manifest fuln ess there , and lrnrdness; and at length redema
of the iote~um ents and exfrenu tenderness. She suffered also well-marked hectic
fever, and had severe and repeated rigors. On the 4th of November, after a careful
examination of the right loin, we satisfied ourselves of the presence of matter. I got
Mr. Arn ott, therefore, to see her, and to put a lancet into the abscel'.is; and a large
quantity of faint smelling pus came out. She was greatly relieved by the operation;
and a purulent di scharge, mixed with shreds of cellular memLranc, came away in
abundance for some days : but in time the discharii:e ceased, the swelling subsiJed,
and the openi ng healed. We began to hope that it had been merely an abscess in
the 7ieiylt&ourlwod of the kidney, irritating it and affecting its function s. 13ut in
three weeks after the ab:scess was punctured, the swelling was found to have recurred;
and she again began to suffer much. The tumour was again opened, and pus, of a
more offoosivc character than before, evacuated. In the early part of Decewbcr she
sank.
We found the right kidney small, collapsed, and hollow; in some parts a mere
flabby ha:;. On its posterior surface there was an openin~, which formed a. commu·
nieation between the interior of the kidney and the abscess in the areolar tissue, which
had pointed externally. The pelvis of the kidney was much dilated: and the ~u b
stancc of the gland destroyed to a considerable extent, by suppuration and ulceration.
The ureter, where it left the pelvis of the kidoe.r, was found to be impervious.
The other kiducy W.'.!S much enlarged; but of quite healthy and sou 111.l structure.
That kind of compensa tion had occurred which I formerly mentioned as not unusual
1
0

~l~e~~h~~ J~~~!cu~;~~ du~;~ ~:J ~~~~o:!~dae~~:o~;o1~t=~1 ~u~1ft i~ '::~~~~I f~'1\~tii,~:~na~1

which the fun ctio n is thus increased, becomes hypertrophied. This woman did ~ot
die because there was not urine enough secreted; but she sank und er the. wastrng
purulent drain, the irritation and pain she suffered, and the protracted hectic fever.
In this insta nce the inflammation and suppuration occurre<l independently of the
formation of calculous matter.
Sometimes the pus finds its way out of tLe body through the natural passage~, aud
appears in the_ urine. '!1 bis woman's urine was thoug ht, by some of the pupils, ~o
contain pus. It was quite thick, and of a yellowish colour. Uut heat rendered 1t
transparent. You must not judge by a cursory look at the water. 'fhc effect of heat
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proYcd that the yellow material was not pus; the impervious condition of the ureter
showed afterwards that it could not have been.
When calculi exist ln the kidney, they often betray their presence there, by causing
Uoody urine. But bloody urine may proceed from various causes; and in conformity
'':ith my usual cu8-tom, I shall by and by offer you some general remarks on hremotuna, as ouc of the ha:morrhages.
I showed you, at our last meeting, that gall.stones might inhabit the gall-bladder
in considerable numbers, and be quite harmless, unless they attempted to escape from
their prison, throu~h the very narrow channel of egress from it; and I intimated that
the same observation was often applicable to urinary concretions. Renal calculi do
indeed, in many cases, pn1duce abiding uneasiness, or frequently recurring pain, in
the situation of the affected kidney, bloody uriac, and gastric disturbance; especially
when the concretions arc shaken or displaced by sudden jolts or jarring movements
of the body; or when the system is deranged by intemperate habits. llut in many
other instances these calculi cause no pain or annoyance, so long as they remain in
the kidney: although they infl ict horrible suffering, in general, while, for the first
time, they arc forcing their way along the narrow ureter. A concretion cannot be
formed in a moment; yet the attack of pain often comes on in a moment, without any
previous warning. After a while it remits, perhaps as suddenly; the calculus having
passed (it m:-iy be presumed) from the ureter into the bladder; and then indications,
more or less palpable, usually begin to declare themselves of its presence in that
receptacle. l\Joreo\·er, it is not uncommon to find calculi in the kidney after death,
of the existence of which there had been no symptom manifested during life.
The Lrcatme11t of nephritis-or of the nephralgia calculosa, when accompanied by
fever, or occurring in young, strong, and plethoric persons-is. just such as would be
proper in cases of severe colic, or enteritis: and therefore it is that any mistake
between these disorders at the outset is not of so much practical consequence. The
objects of treatment arc, to arrest the inflammatory process; to quiet existing irritation; and to obviate any fresh causes of irritation . Vcuresection, therefore, in proportion to the strength of the patient and the violence of the symptoms, win sometimes be proper: :-ind it will always be advisable to take away blood freely from the
neighbourhood of the suffering part by cupping. Wann fomentations; the warm
bath; the injection of warm water into the bowel; these arc all expedients of which
practical men acknowledge the value. The warm enemata not only clear out from
the large intestines any irritating matters they might contain, but, from the proxim ity
of the colon to the kidney, they have perhaps the effect of an internal fomentation.
It is desirable also to get the bowels well acted upon by purgative medicines as soon
as possible: the relief that follows free akine discharges is often Yery marked. There
is sometimes a difficulty, from the irritability of the stomach, in administerin~ purgatives by the mouth. Calomcl, however, will often be retained, when other substances
are rejected. It is generally considered of importance to give those purgatives only
which arc nvt likely, after being absorbed into the blood, to irritate the urinary passages. On this account the saline purgatives ought to be avoided. Nothing is so good
as castor oil, if the stomach will bear it; or infusion of senna, with manna, may be
used i or, if the stomach be very queasy, pills, composed of cathartic extract and
calomcl.
When tllCrc is no fever, i.e. when the case is one of nephralgia, and a calculus is
passing, after the intestinal canal has been cleared by a. purgative, it will be necessary to give opium in full doses to allay the pain: and it may either be administered
in the form of pill through the stomach; or introduced into the rectum.
When a person suffers what is called a fit of the gravel, the pain, I say, is nt length
very suddenly relieved, in general, in consequence of the calculus having emerged
from the ureter and entered the bladder. We judge that this has taken ]Jbcc 1 first,
by the cess:-ition of the pain; and secondly, by the supervention, sooner or later, of
symptoms indiea1ive of stone in the bladder : viz., a more than usually frequent inclination to make water; pain, referred to the extremity of the urethra, especially just
after passing urine; and stoppages and renewals of the stream of water while the
patient is endeavouring to void it.
The time which a calculus takes in travelling from the kidoey to the bladder varies
a good deal. The painful journey may be over in a few hours; or it may lar::.t two or
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three days. More rarely the symptoms continue, with irregular inten·als of eompa.ratiYe quiet, for weeks. And sometimes, notwith stand in g the peculiar pa.in, which
amounts to torment, :di morbid symptoms ccn.se, n.nd yet no calculus has passed, apparently, into the bladder: none, i. e. of the symptoms of stone, ensue; no calculus is
voided by the urethra; and none is found iu the bladder when the patient n.t length
dies.
What is the explanation of these circumstances? ·why, as calculi h:wc been discovered in such cnses in tlrn kidney, it has been supposed that a concretion may get
into the very beginning of the ureter, where it is a littl e larger than elsewhere, and
give rise to the peculiar symptoms, yet never pass fairly into that narrow tube; but
at length fall back again into the pelvis of the kidney: when the symptoms cease.
F10. 144.

Calculi

o(

the kidney and ureter.

From a. specimen in Professor Wilhm.I Parker's eolloetion.

But the same symptoms undoubtedly occur, occasionally, when there is no calculus
at all. 8ir B. Brodie has referred to this form of complaint. In people who live
intemperate and luxurious li ves, pain is apt to seize upon one renal rcµ-ion, and to extend round and downwards into the groin; and these symptoms will be followed by
frequent, difficult, and painful micturition, the urine being unusually acid highcoloured, and sometimes turbid. The whole irritation appears to be produced by this
unhealthy urine: at least the complaint vanishes after cuppin_!! the loins, purp:in~,
warm baths, and two or three full dosC's of colchicum given at short intervals. It is
highly probable that small colourless particles of oxalate of li me give rise to these
symptoms.
Sometimes the little sto ne becomes immovably wedgc:d in t he cana l of the ureter.
When it completely shuts the tube, the urin e accumulatC's behind it, and that portion
of the ureter dilates. The obstruction usually proves fata l, by its influence upon the
functi ons of the kidney, and thereby upon the whole economy. ]3ut if the urine find
a passage by the side of the impacted concretion, this danger is averted, or postponed.
Wh en we have reason to believe, from the nature and course
Fw. 145.
of the symptoms, that a calculus
has come down from the kidney,
and lodged in the bladder, then
it becomes an object of deep interest to the pructitioner, and
of fearful importance to the patient, to try all means to bring
about its expulsion before it
J?:rows too large to be voided .
For g row it almost surely will ,
by the continual accretion of
earthy matter upon its surfoce,
if it remain long in the bladder. Dilatation or the ureter 11-nd pch-is of the kidn ey. From a ape.
We know that it mny, at first,
eimen in Dr. Gross' cmhinct.
be voided, provided th e urethra
.
be in a hea lthy and natur:il stnte; th at whatever has passed throu~h the ureter, may
pass through the urethra also.
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The objects to be kept in view are these: first, to procure a plentiful secretion of
bland urine, wherewith the bladder may become filled i secondly, by lulling the sensibility of the parts concerocd, to pre,·ent or lessen that spasmodic effort of the sph incter of the bladder, which the preseoce of the calculus is apt to provoke; and, thin.lly,
to ascertain tlrnt the channel of the urethra is open and uuimpc<lcd.
'To effect the fir:i;t of these purposes, the patient should be instructed to drink freely
of di luent liquors; such as barley-water, or linseed-tea, in which may be mixed a
small c1uaotity of the sweet spirits of nitre. To fulfil the second, he should fake a full
dose of opium at bed-time. By these means the pain and irritation which may have
been produced by the calculus, will be soothed; and the bladder will wadually fill.
Il e should then make water, having first placed J1imsclf in such a position that the
outlet of the bladder shall be at the lowest pa rt of that receptacle. H e may stand up,
and lean forwards; or it may be well to make water while kneclin~, in a warm bath.
If these expedients arc not presently successfu l, th e urethra may be cautiously expanded, and habituated to the con tact of a solid body, by the daily introd uction of a
full-sized bougie. Sometimes the calculus will follow the bougic, as it is withdrawn,
through the urethra. In this way the pati ent will have a fair chance of gettin~ riJ
of the stone. In this way a very near friend of my own, a physician now practisin~
in this town, did expel a forniidable, though not very large, piece of rough oxalate of
lime several weeks after its entrance into the bladder. Out it came, at last, with a
smart clink, which was music to his ear, against the chamber-pot. A ~entleman was
not loug since sent up to me from Kent, by a former pupil of this College, with the
following history. About a month before, he had been suddenly attacked with acute
pain in the loins, extcndiog forward into the left flank and pelvis; and with nausea
and vomiting. l?or nearly ten days these symptoms continued to occur at inter\'als;
then they ceased; and then he bc~an to be troubled by a frcqucot and very Ul'f!ent
inclination to make water, and by pain after voiding it, just above the arch of the
pubes. 1 gave him directions, in accordance with the plan just now mentioned; and
wished him to allow some surgeon to explore the contents of his bladder. To this he
would not, as yet, he said, consen t. I saw him on the 2d of August. H e returned
into Kcut the next day. On the 5tl1, 'While taking a walk, he was seized with a most
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but was soon constrain ed again to try to emp ty Li s bladJcr: and then he had the
satisfaction of' feeling, and seeing, a stone fly out with great force : but, afo! he had
turned towards a hcJ ge, he c?uld. not find it. l1'rom that moment. he was quite easy.
When a calculus of acertam size has once traversed th e tubes that lead respectively
to and from the bladder, others sometim es follow it with more ease. I show you here
a large concretion whi ch was passed, or pissed if you will, by a. patient of mine without his knowin~ it. Ile is subject to epil epsy , which is probably eccentric, and excited by renal disease. Ile is closely and anxiously watched by his wife. One day
last year she noticed that the urine be had just voided was slightly tinf!ed with
blood: and she then found in the vessel this oblong stone, which is composed of
lithic acid.
If the renal calculus, after it bas reached the bladder, cannot be got rid of by the
expedients l have been recommending, the question arises, whether medicine can do
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which, for w1rious reasons, surgery declines to attem pt th e removal of vcsical calculi.
)ledicioe still offers to th ese unfortunate patients the means of miti gating, at least.
their ~uffcrings. But it often can do more than this. It is very important for you
to know that judicious medical treatment may retard or prevent, a nd that injudicious
medical treatment may promote and hasten the cobrgement of suc h calculi . Let us
Lricfiy con.:;i<ler the principles by which our judgment and our practice, in this se rious
matter, must be guided.
I have described a fit of tl10 gravel. W e say that a patient has the gravel when
he passes concrete matter with .his urin e, whether in the form of powder, of wit or
sand, or of more massin calculi. W e do not apply that term to the cases in which
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the uriu c is clear when rec«;-ntly voided, and warm; but throws down a powdery sedi ment as it cools : which sediment redissolves if the urine be again artificially heated.
Now be!':idcs the different forms which th e ~rn,·c l assumes, of powder, sand, ancl little
stones, there are (as you may lwxe guessed from certain terms that I h~wc been obliged
to employ) severa l !.·imls of granl; differin~, I meau 1 in th ei r chcmicnl composition.
Th e main signs -the pain, the sickness, the affection of the testicle, th e subse<]uen t
bladder symptoms, -are much the same, whate,·er be the nature of the solid matter
that descends from the kidney, and lin!?ers in the bladder. But other circumstances
differ widely. 'l'he qualities of the water previously to the formation, and to the discharge; of the sabulous matter; the state of th e system at large. And it is quite
impossible to treat cases of calculus in the kidney, or of stone in the bbddcr, with
propriety, or safety, without constant reference t') the condition of the urine. The
morbid states of that secretion arc of th e greatest interest. I cannot undertake to
enter upon the subj ect in much dctnil. Y et some outline of it I must attempt, especially where it touches upon points of practice.
Th e oflice of the kidneys is simply excretory. 'l'hrou:rh tl1em, and witl1 the urine,
arc drained away many of the impuriti es, habitual or acc idental, of th e circulating
blood; and any CXCf'SS of its aqueous iugrcdient. It docs not fall within my pro\•in ce to go into the chemical compo!':ition of the urine. '!'h at is fully taught in other
lectures. It is cnou~h to say that it is complex, allcl perpetually shiftir;~. Every~
body knows by his own obserrntion that, compatibly with the most perfect health, the
urine may rnry cons id erably in its sensible qualities; in quantity for exa mple, in
colour, in its specific gravity. The average diurnal quantity is from thirty to forty
ounces. If much liquid be drunk, more urine is secreted. If much water pass off
Ly the skin, or throu;:rh the bowels, less passes by the kidneys; and contrariwise.
Its natural colour resembles that of wheat-straw, of amber, or of pale sherry. It s
ordinary specific g-ravity lies between 1015 and 1025: that of distilled water being
represented by 1000.
l ou know, probably, that the urine voided by a person in health always ex hibits
acid pmpn·ti'f'.~, always turns litmus paper red. .Not that l10althy urine contains a.
free acid; but only that certain of the alkaline and earthy bases arc not exactly neutralized, but exist in the state of supersalts. Of these, most probably the acid phosphate of soda is the one which usually gives the ac iU reaction to the urine. You
ought also to be aware of certain variations which take place, with much regularity,
in the acidity of the urine. Want of attention to thi!': point-or rath er the want of
knowl edge on this point - has been a fertile source of mista kes. Dr. Bence J -oucs
has ascertained that the urine is moststron~ly acid just before a meal, and that it gradually becomes Jess and less acid while digestion is going on. '!'be acidity is least
about three hours after breakfast, and five or six hou rs after dinner. Th e explanation of these changes is this. During dif?Cstion soda is. set free in the stomach nnd
finds its way into the blood, and so into the urine. 'l'bc acidity of the gastric fluids,
and the acidity of the urine, arc in inverse proportion.
)I odern chem istry teaches (I repeat) that tlrn acid reaction of hcnlthy ur~nc is
comm only due to the acid phosphate of soda. Dr. ]' rout ascribed it to a super.Ji thate
of ammonia; but it seems doubtful whether a super-litlw.tc of ammonia ever ex ists.
Neutral lithatc of ammonia, however, is very readily soluble in the !'lalinc urine. But
whether out of the body, or within it, the lithate of ammonia will, of course, be decompo~cd if any free acid be present in the urine, for which ammonia has a st ronger
affinity than it has for the lithic acid; and the latter, being in soluble, will be slowly
throw n down, in th<: form of a red or yellow sand : little cry!l-tal!l-, in point of fact.
they arc; to the nuked eye very ofte n like, in shape, size, anJ colour, to particles of
Cayenn e pepper. Under the microscope the lithic acid is seen of various foru1s, according to the nature of th e urine from which it is deposited. Of these forms the
niost mark ed are here ex hibited. I show yo u also some of t hi ~ red sand, col lected by
011c of niy out-pati~nts at the hosp ital. H e must have pa~sccl a p~ck of it whi.le
under my obscrYat1on: and I am sorry ( having lately lost sight of hun ) that I did
not procure a. large quantity for the mu:-;<:um.
Now this lith ic (or uric) acid, or red san d, or ~ranl, is liabl e to form in the kid ney, if not in the bladder, and to concrete into calculi; and a calculus once formed,
or, indeed, any solid substance, will constitute a nucleus, upon and :1rounU which a
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Urea 1 prepe.redfrom urinc,andcryst.allizodfrom
aqueous solution by slow evaporation.
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Fan-ebnpcdaggregateso£tubularcrystnlsofurieacid,
rather less often wet.with iu urinary deposit.!!.

further and repc:.tcd incrustration of a similnr nature is almost sure to take place.
You will at once perceive the importance of doing nothing to ag~ravate this disposition to deposit lithic acid; but of trying to prevent or stop it. If there be symptoms
of stone in the kidney, or in the bladder, and we have reason to belic,-e that it conF10. 148.

F10.

149.

sists of lithic acid, there are medicines which would tend to make matters worse, and
there are others of which the effect would be to correct the lithic acid diuthesi:s, as it
is called. But bow are we tQ know whether the presumed calculus be of that kind
or not 7 or, rather, how are we to know that the lithie diathesis exists 7 'Why, we
learn that it exists by noticin~ the habitual qualities of the urine, and the habitual
state of the patient1s general health.
The urine of persons who have the litbic diathesis is bright, of a dark golden or
coppery colour, like brown sherry. Sometimes it feels slightly pungent in the urethra
ns it is passing. It is more acid than the urine of health, and gives to blue litmus
paper a deeper slrndc of red. Commonly it contains more than the usual amount of
urea, and has a bi gh specific gravity. It is apt, too, to fall below the average
c1uantity.
The lithic acid is not often thrown down before the urine is voided. Wh en it is,
it appears in separate crystals, in the shape of fine sand ; or in coarser roundish grains 1
which are in fact minute concretions of crystals.
You must not confound this crystallized lithic acid gravel with those amorphous
powdery deposits which arc much more common and uiore copious, and which ..::onsist
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of lithic acid in combination with ammonia, lime, magnesia, or soda. They are geocrall~ spoken of as lithate (or urate) of an~monia,. but ar~ ch iefly composed, I beiieve,
of hthate of soda. The colour of these hthates 1s somctunes pale, and almost white·
more often of a yellowish brown; l)f red, like brick-dust; or occasionally of a dee~
purple, or almost crimson tint. They are nm·er deposited till the urine has cooled.
People ~re liable to ~e frightened by their appearance; apprehc_nding that they may

~:t1~~ ~b~t at~!~~e s;~i~~~~l~~:e~~ve~~~~~ou

may always rcheve their anxiety by

stantial\y present in urine at the temperaFIO. 150.
ture of the body. You may show that they
presently dissolve and vanish, as the urine
is again warmed. The lithic sand does not
so disappear. The lithatcs are apt to stain
the i;:urfoce of the vc.ssel, and they render the
whole of the urine turbid when it is shaken:
whereas the lithic sand rolls over at the bottom
when the vessel is slowly tilted, and does not
trouble the general transparency of the stirred
water.
'l'hese, and all other urinary deposits, arc
in most instances discriminated more easily,
more quickly, and more surely, by means of
the microscope, than in any other way; and
you may now carry in your waistcoat pocket
a microscope which is practically sufficient
for this purpose, and perfectly simple in its
Urata or Soda deposited from Urine.
use. A single ~lance at a drop of urine con
tainin!?; the sediment will reveal its character with more accuracy than could be at;..
taiucd by a long and laborious chemical analysis. The lithatc of soda appears in mole~
cular granules, which arc often arranged in little tuf~, and look like fragment.s of
moss. True lithate of ammonia sometimes presents itself in a rounded form, with
one or more little projecting spikes- resembling a. minute thorn apple.
Frn . 151.
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Now the lithates of which I have been speak ing do sometimes - do not seldom
indeed - show themselves in urine which deposits the lithic acid crystals ~!so; and
you must then warm the urine, and disperse the Hthates, before you can obtam a clear
view of those crystals. But in such cases the nature of the disorder, and its proper
treatment, are both determined by the presence of the lithic acid; and the concomitant lithates are of ~econdary importance. I sball have something further to say of
them, however, presently.
The presence of the so-called lithie diathesis is likewise accompanied, and so far
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denoted, by a tendency to feverish and inflammatory complnints. Th e paticuts a.re
troubled with transient twinging pains in their limb~, and many of them arc subject
to gout or rheumatism. They are mostly also indolent and luxurious, or intemperate
in their mode of life. Adults are peculiarly obnoxious to this condition of the 8JStem
after the age of forty. But children, up to the period of puberty, arc very liable to

have lithic acid gravel : and in this early period of life such deposits indicate, accord·
iug to Dr. Owen Recs, a tendency to gr~tYe disease.
Wh enever a p:lroxysm of nephritic pain befalls a person whose time of life, whose
habits, the characte r of whose health, <ind the habitual qualities of whose urine, are
such as I have been describing, you may conclude that the concretion which has
occasioned the symptoms is of the lithie acid kind : and you may espect that such
attack"! will recur; for it is obsen·ed of these lithic acid renal calculi, that they are
g:enernlly numerous iu the same individual. I speak of the Jwbitua{-or of the frequcnl~IJ recurrii1.?-'1llalities of the urine: for a deposit of liLhic acid wavcl, as well
as of 1rnpcrabundant lithatcs, may occur to the healthiest individual, und er accidental
and tran!"icnt di!-iturbin~ causes. l\Iany persons will tell you that their water presents
a r~d !land whenever they have a cold. Febrile and infbmmatory ailments may produ ce the ~cdiment : C\'Cn too full a meal: or exercise taken imm ed iately after a full
meal. Jn all such eases it seems probable that the customary evolution of free acid
through the skin is somehow prevented: in consequence either of a check given to
the perspiration, or of imperfect assimilation of the food. 'l'h e free :-acid thus
di\•Crtcd from itR natural emuoctory-or some acid introd uced from without, or
generated within the RJStc m - is determined to the urine, and precipilatcs th e lithic.
Dr. ]knee Jones, in a paper which you may read in the P!tifosophical 1'ronsactions
for 18-15, h:-is pointed out one way in which an excess of free :-acid sometimes comes
to the urine. From disorder of the stomach an excessive quantity of free hydrochloric ac id is there secreted, and rema ins there durin~ the whole process of <liges.
ti on. 1f urine be at that time passed, it m:-iy be found alkaline from fixed alkali;
~rncl ~o it continues until the contents of the stomach are :-absorbed, when the free acid
whirh was in the stonrnch p:-isse8 off in the urine, m:-ikiog it intensely acid, and precipitntin_g lithic acid, or the lithates, according to the quantity of free :-acid, and the
length of time during which the urin e (after being secreted by the kidneys) is submitted to its action.
Kow the forrnnion of lithic acid in the urine attests its over-acid condition, and
both the one and the other may be controlled by the exhibition of alblinc remedies.
You will find that free livers use alkalies to neutral ize the excess of acid which
results from their intemperate habits; the carbonate of soda, or of pot:-iss. Th ey do
this, without any reference to the appearance of their urine, to prevent or appease the
uneasy feeliu~~ produced by a debauch. But it is of importance to be aware th:-it one
of th c,;c alknlie~ is preferable, for the purpose of obYi:-iting the lithic acid depo:;its, to
the other. Soda will somet im es combine with the lithie acid, and form an insoluble
f!:llt, as h:-ircl, and as pernic ious, when deposited around n nucleus, as the lithic acid
itself. With potass. there is no such danger. If it should combine with the lithic
acid, the re:-;ultiug s:-ilt is perfectly soluble, and will pass away dissolved, in the urine.
Magn esia is also a. good medicine in such cases; but it has this dis:-ickantage, as I
showed you indeed before, that it is apt, when taken habitually, to cause intf'stinal
concretions; and these may be as dangerous as the urinary ones. One of the best
modes of ~i\·ing the bicarbon:-ite of potass is in the common saline draught. The salts
of vegetable acids are converted, in transitu, into carbo nates. The chang-e :ippcars
to tak e place, not in the stomach, but in the blood; and to be caused by the action
of oxy~cn. The remedial properties of the bicarbonate, thus administered, are the same
with those of the pure alkali, while it is much less likely to deranµ-e or disai;rce with
the stom:-i eh. The phosphate of soda. is a powerful soh•ent of lithie acid; and this
salt has been suggested by Dr. GoldiDg Bird as a. suitable drug in these cases. It
tastes, iu a dilute solution, somewhat like common salt; and it may conveniently be
taken in scruple or half.drachm doses, dissolved in broth, or gruel. The Vichy water
furnishes another efficacious alkaline remedy, which may be used as a. beverage. Of
course the mode of living ought to be cbanged when the lithi c diathesis prevails;
the p:-itients should dine moderately and plainly, eating of one dish, and <H'oiding
aciJs and all articles of diet likely to generate acid in the stomach; saccharine sub.
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stances theretOrc, starch in all its forms, and fermented liquors. But, as I remarked
iu a former lecture, they will not, if they can help it, give up their accustomed indul·
gences: and they attempt, and we attempt, but the attempt is often made in vain, to
Tenudy disorders, which might with case and certainty have been prevented.
You must take care not to give these alkaline remedies too long; nor in too great
quantity. You must not push them to such an extent as entirely to destroy the
acidity of the urine : for if you do, your patient is exposed to the same danl?'er as
before, but from an opposite cause. A while sand or gravel will be apt to form in
the alkaline or neutral urine: and this will collect itself, by the force of ag~rcgation,
around any existing calculus, or foreign substance. The white deposits consist mainly
of the triple phosphate of ammonia and magnesia, mixed with amorphous phosphate
or lime; and if you examine collections of urinary calculi, you will find that they
are sometimes made up of concentric layers; and one layer may be composed of lithic
acid, and the next of the mixed phosphates; and so on, as the condition of the
urine has alternated. You must test the urine therefore, aud sec that it still reddens
litmus, though perhaps faintly. Indeed it may do so, without containing acid enough
to dissolve all the earthy phosphates, if they are present in excess; so that urine
which only slightly redden~ litmus paper may nevertheless be capable of sometimes
depositing the earthy phosphates. The saline draught has always a tendency to make
the urine alkaline; and thus it is, probably, that it proves of use in febrile disorders;
but it may become a poison to those whose urine is already alkaline. Colchicum hait
a similar tendency to diminish the acid reaction of the urine. So has mercury. And
I may tell you -speaking generally of morbid states of the urine- that it is much
more easy to correct too great acidity than to rectify the opposite condition. We can
almost always make acid urine neutral or alkalioe: but to render alkaline urine acid
is often beyond our power.
In truth, the administration of alkaline drugs, which, by clearing the urine of
superfluous acid, staves off a present danger, does nothing towards redressing that
st.ate of the system from which the excess of acid, and the danger, proceed. Alkalies
operate upon an effect, but leave its. cause untouched. A long continuance of them
may even tend, apart from their immediate effects upon the urine, to lower the general
tone of the body, to render the muscles flabby and weak, and the complexion pale.
To cure the morbid disposition the patient's regimen must be prescribed. His diet
must be regulated, as I have explained already: and it is scarcely less important to
attend to the functions of the skin, in persons having the lithic acid diathesis, than
to the functions of the stomach. The warm bath is often an excellent adjuvant in
their treatment : or, where it can be borne, the daily use of the cold or tepid spong·
ing bath, with subsequent friction by the flesh brush, or hair-glove. In cold weather
warm clothing must be enjoined; and the avoidance, in all weathers, of such expo·
sure to cold as might suppress or materially lessen the amount of healthy per~
spiration.
Active exercise in the open air, furthering the removal of acids through the skin,
and of carbonic acid through the lungs, is also of great importance: and it may be
requisite to promote the healthy action of the liver and bowels by mild apericnts con~
taining a small proportion of mercury.
A word or two more about the deposit of litltates in the urine. I have already
remarked upon the variety in their colour. When this docs not result from the pre·
sence in the water of some accidental colouring matter, useful inferences may occa.
sionally be drawn from the peculiar tint of the sediment. 'l'hose deposits which
have a tawny or reddish yellow, or what Dr. Owen Rees describes as a nut-brown
hue, are the most innocent. 'l'hey are frequently the effect of mere indi~estion,
of a common cold, or of some other slight aud transient disturbing influ.ence.
The white lithates arc of more ec1uivocal import. They seem to precede sometimes,
or to accompany, the excretion of a small amount of suglu through the kidney~. 'l'hey
should suggest vigilant care and inquiry. Those which present a pink or br!ck-dust
colour arc mostly associated with febri le states of the body, and are com mon ID acute
rheumatism. When such sediments are habitual, aod without fever, they are often
connected with organic viscera l mischief. The purplish or crimson deposits were
believed by Dr. Golding Bird to be "almost pathognowonic of disease in the organs
in \vhich portal blood ci rculates."
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'Ihe quantity of lithates contained in healthy urine varies continm11Jy and considerably: it is ~cncrally the greatest a few hours after a meal. The precipitation of
these natural constituents of the urine depend~ upon se"eral distinct causes.
Do not fall into the common and not unnatural mistake of supposing that urine
which throws down the lithates, is therefore and necessarily over acid urine. It may
be so: but very often jt is not so. The less acid the urine is, the more of the lithatcs
is it capable of holdin g in solution, and so coocealiop;. If the urine be very full of
them, and at the same time be feebly acid or neutral, or alkalcsccnt, there may be no
precipitate. Again, the urine may be very acid, yet if it contain but a. scanty amount
of lithates, none of those lit.hates may be rendered Yisiblc. The most favourable con.
dition for their sinking- down is when there is present a. slight excess of their a\•erage
quantity, and also a sl ight excess of acid in the urine.
Two other circumstances must always be taken into account; viz., the absolute
quantity of the urine itself, and its temperature.
The amount of lithates being the same, they will be less readily retained in solu.
tion as the quantity of their aqueous wenstruum diminishes: and the colder that men ·
struum becomes, the less of the lit.hates will it be able to hold dissolved. Ilence we
see how a sl ight cold 1 which implies generally some check to the perspiration, and a
scantier secretion of urin<.', is apt to be accompanied with a deposit of the lithates.
The appearance will be augmented, if the temperature of the atmosphere be low. It
occurs in frosty weather often, when there is no appreciable derangement of the health
whatever. It is clear th:tt these are not cases for active alkaline remedies. All that
they require is warmth to the surface, diaphoretics perhaps, to pre-serve the balance
between the skin and the kidneys, or gentle diuretics, a few grJ.ins of nitre for
example, to increase the quantity of urin e excreted.
Bear in mind, then, that the two conditions, of increased acidity of the urine, and
of an excess of the lit.hates or of lithic acid, may concur; but they require to be distinguished. 'l'here is no necessity for their coincidence. They are constantly met
with separate and distinct the one from the other. In gout, in indigestion, and in
some other disorders, there appears to be an absolute increase in the amount of uric
acid or of urate of soda; and to this state of the system the term lithic diuthesis ought,
in strict propriety, to be confined.
You will have gathered, from what I have already said 1 that tl10re is a morbid con·
dition of the body, the opposite of tha.t which is characterized by a preva!eut deposit
of the lit.hie acid: a state iu which a readiness is manifested to throw down white gra·
vel, and to which, by high authority, the title of the pho~phatic diathesis has been
annexed. But this phrase also will be apt to mislead yoq, unless you arc made aware
of what it meaus, and of what it does not mean . It docs not imply, then, any excess
of the phosphates in the urine: while it does sign ify their frequent appearance in that
secretion un<ler a substantial and visible form; in one word, their deposit. And as
the deposit of the lithates depends often upon a superabundanel' of acid in the urine,
so that of the phosphates is determined by the opposite condition, by a deficiency of
acid, by alkalescence of the urine. And C'ven with respect to this nlkaleseence, some
further distinction is needed. There are two kinds of alkalesccnce :-alkalesccnce
froin the presence of a. fixed alkali,-the carbonate of potass, or the carbonate of soda,
or the alknline phosphate of soda; and alkalescence from the presence of the volatile
alkali,-thc carbonate of ammonia. Urine alkaline from thi~ last causc,-well known
as ammoniaeal urine,-especially indicates the phosphatie diathesis of Dr. Prout.
}~arthy phosphates arc very insoluble in alkaline fluids, and very soluble in dilute
acids. 'l'h~ minutest trace of these phosphates will be made visible if the urine be.
come any how alkaline i and a very great excess of them will be hidden from the eye
in urine that is healthily acid, by their ready solution therein.
Uerc then, as before, the old rule, " de non apparentibus et de non existenti bus/'
would be fallacious. The non-appearance of the phosphatic deposits in the urine has
been mistaken for their absence; and their appearance has been wron gly assumed to
denote their presence in excess. All this has been clearly laid down by Dr. Bence
Jones.
The white wavel which is deposited in that condition of the system to which Dr.
Prout has applied the term phosphatic diathesis, but which is bette-r characterized by
the presence of ammoniacal uriue, is composed of minute shining prismatic crystals
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of a triple salt, the phosphate of ammonia and mag;aesia.

formed, according to Dr. Prout, is as fo llows.

The way in which this is

Healthy urine contains the phosphate

of magnesia, which is very soluble, and therefore is dissolved, in that fluid.

Bui,

under certain circumstances, the urea of the urine becomes decomposed in the kid.
Fm. 155.

F1a. 156.

Figs.155, 156, Varieties of cryst.'lllineforms.

~

Thetripleorneulral pho1:1phnteof

mngnesianndammouin.

neys, or in the bladder, and ammonia is extricated, wl1ich combines with the phos.
phate of magnesia, and forms a triple salt, insoluble in the sli:=;htly alkaline urine.
Almost ::ilways with the triple phosphate just mentioned, there is also an admixture
of phosphate of lime in the shape of an exceedingly fine amorphous precipitate.
The tendency to deposit the mixed phosphates, with a predomioance of the triple
phosphate, is accompanied frequently with local disease in some part of the urina1y
apparatus, especially in the bladd er and prostate gland. It is no unusual conseq uence
of injuries of the back, - or rather of some morbid state of the spinal cord. The
immediate link in the chain of connexion between the cord and the urine, in these
cases, seems commonly to be a clironic inflammatory condition of the mucous membrane of the bladder i the deeompo:;ition of urea. being effected by the altered mucus.
The urine is sometimes pale, sometimes of an orange or copper colour. It always
contains crystals of phosphate of ammonia and magnes ia, and in many or most cases
pus globules also are made visibll' by the microscope. Upon it._q surface a sort of film
is often formed, exhibit.in~, as you look at it in different li~ht s, the "?rious colour~ of
the rainbow; an iridescent pellicle. This has been found to consist of the triple
phosphate, and sometimes of the phosphate of lime. If you skim the pellicl~ ~ff, by
placing a bit of paper under it, and then suffer the paper to dry, you may di stinctly
see the little crystal~. Urine of this kind speedily grows putrid and highly offensive,
and bas a stron~ nmmoniacal smell. It turns red litmus p:lper blue, but :lS the paper
dries the red colour reappears. The alkalescence is from th e carbonate of ammonia
This, then, is the most usual form of the phosphatic deposit: the uriue becollliug
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alkaline after it is secreted, and precipitating- the earthy phosplrntcs. But I have
stated that the urine may be alkalescent from a fixed alkali; and then, no ammonia
being present, the triple phosphato of ammonia and magnesia is not thrown down, but
the phosphate of lime alone foils as a tine white powder, or forms a scum of the most
iridescent appearance on the surface. In these cases tl10 urine is secreted alblin e,
and frequently an over-acid state alternates with this alkalescence. The urine itself
is pale, copious, slightly turbid or opaline, of a low specific g ravity, and it docs not
smell like healthy urine : occasionally it has somewhat the faint odour of weak broth.
The white sand is deposited as the water cools, and sometimes even while it is yet
warm, and in the bladder; so that the last portion of the issuing stream looks milky.
By such urine, reddened litmus paper is made permanently blue. No prismatic
crystals of the triple phosphate can be seen in it, nor any pus globules detected;
although mucus, and oxalate of lime octohedra, are often present; mixed with a11
amorphous, or more rarely a crystalline deposit of phosphate of lim e.
'.!'here are conditions of health in which the absolute amount of eartl1 y and alkalino
phosphates together is increased, and to these conditions the term phosphatic diathesis
is appropriate. The amount of earthy phosphate alone depends so much upon the
quantity of lime or magnesia present in the urine, that the excess of that salt only
might rather be considered to denote :rn eartlt9 diathesis: while the epithet 11 phosphatic" might be limited to that in which there is an increase of the pho~phoric acid
(combined always with alkaline or earthy matter) in the urine. The total amount of
the phosphates in the urine nenr displays itself to the eye, for the phosphates of
soda, which are the most abundant of them, are held in solution whether the urine be
acid or alkaline.
Bear io mind that an excess of the litlrntcs, and an excess of the phospl1ates, are
perhaps both of them rare; while variations in the ncidity and alk:tlcscencc of the
urine arc certainly exceedingly common. ]~vcn during perfect health the urine not
unfrcqucntly becomes alkaline during the process of digestion; the alkalescence being
then always due to fixed alkali. Pink litmus paper dipped into it becomes blue, and
remains so upon drying.
1'hat the prevalence of ammoniacal urine, - associated as it commonly is with
disease of the mucous membrane of the urinary passag:es 1 which disease is often itself
the result of some profounder fault in the nervous system, - that such urine, when
constant or frequent, denotes a very unsafe and unpromising condition of the body,
you will readily believe.
Morcornr it is a fact of great practical importance that-apart from any such local
damage- the tendency to alkalescence of the urine from fixed alkali, and therefore to
phosphatic deposits, goes along- with ~eneral debility, and- signifies that the health has
fallen below its natural standard. Persons who are jaded and spent through overmuch toil, whose vital energies have been depressed by mental anxiety, by insufficient
nourishment, or by sensual excesses, are very apt to pass water that is alkalesccnt,
or but faintly acid, and to exhibit in their urine the tokens of the so-called phosphatie
diathesis. They are, for the most part, cachcctic, sallow, languid, spiritless, exhausted.
Anything which tends further to depress the powers of the system will aggravate
this alkalescent disposition. \Yhen you find thnt your pat ient passes urine such as I
have been 1ast describing, which does not redden litmus paper, but on the co ntrary
turn s litmus paper that has been reddened by a weak acid, blue a~ain, or even iu
some cases is alkaline enough to make turmeric paper brown-in such cases you must
cautiously abstain from all drugs or measures that are calculated to lower the vital
powers; from saline draughts, and alkalies of every kind; from mercury and colchicum; from bleeding; and even from active purgation; or you will add to the patient's
dangerous weakness; and promote the more abundant deposit of the phosphates. 1
1

Dr. Owen Rees believes thnt io cnses of alkaline urine, nsimciated with n morbid condition

~~dt~= 0 ~u~~u~e~~c~~~a~~e t~r nt!1;ra~1::ed~~;n~b~ 0~~i~e,c:i~<l~t~~~e;e!h?~h~I~~ ~~d~1:~;1 ,i~1:~;:;;~~\~I~

urine contnined in the bladdernlknline. He counsels, therefore, an alkaline trc:llment in such
cases, and indeed in nil inflamed 11to.tesof the urinary mucous surfaces. ln thiswny the uri11e,
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length the healthy and ucidsecretioo from the kidney is voided through the urethra.
The 60undueiis of the theory can be tested only by the success or the practice. I can
nothing on the subject from my own experie11ce.
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But you may do more than abstain from what is hurtful:' you may counteract the
alkalesccnt tendency by a generous diet and by the exhibition of tonic medicines;
bark, wine, and acids: the muriatic acid, or the nitric, or both to~cthcr, may be
given in such cases before meals with vast advantage sometim es. Opium is also a
remedy to be employed in this form of disease. No single druf? probably has so much
power in rendering alkaline urine acid, as opium . Aud it is indicated for other
reasons; it composes the nervous nnxiety to which
these patients are mostly a prey. l\Icotal relaxation
Fio. 157.
-freedom from care -the relinquishment of all exhausting habits and pursuits-these too are points of
nst importance, whenever they arc attainable.
There is yet another diathesis sufficiently common
and important to claim your best attention. I mean
the oxalic: in which there is a tendency to the formation, in the kiduey, of the oxalate of lime, or mulberry calculus; au epithet derived from the occasional resemblance of the concretion to that fruit,
in respect of colour and inequality of surface. This
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that it is nearly as frequent as that in which the lithic
acid, or the lithates, are precipitated, and far more common than that which is
marked by deposits of the phosphates.
Fto. 158.

Fto. 161.

Fto.1 59.

FIG. 162.

F10.

100.

F10. 163.

Fm.158, 159, HlO.-Ox11.la.teoflime.
F10, lGl.-The octohedrnl cryst.nls of oxalate of lime, AS 11ecn when nllowe<l to dry.
Fm. 1G2, 163.-Dumb.bcll crystnla of oxalate of lime from urine.

The urin e differs much in its sensible qualities from that of both the preceding
varieti es. Unlike the urine of the phosphatic character, it is often bri.g:ht and clear;
unlike that of the lithic, it is remarkably free from sed im ent. 'l'he mulberry ca lculul'l
is solitary also; or recurs at long intervals; and is chiefly met with du1:ing the prime
of life. In both these particulars the contrast with the habitudcs of htbic acid coneretionR is 11triking.
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The persons who manifest this disposition arc usually dyspeptic; sometimes very
much so; sometimes very sli7htly. '!'hey arc uacasy during the assimilation of their
meals; suffer flatulence when the stomach is empty; prefer ve~ctablc diet to animal;
are fond of sweets, especially of sugar. 'rhey arc liable to boils and carbuncles, and
to scaly cutaneous eruptions. According to their original temperament, they are
nervous and irritable, or dejected and dcsponding in mind . A nephritic attack relieves them frow all this discomfort for years perhaps. When the oxalic diathesis is
stroogly marked, the skin, Dr. Prout sn.ys, "is apt to assume au unnatural appearance
difficult to describe, but the colour of which may be said to vary from dull greenish
yellow in the sanguine, to dark oli,·e or Ji,•id in tbe melancholic temperament."
Young and old appear to be equally liable to this diathesis. In scrofulous children
it is constantly to be observed. ln fact, most of the residents in large towns who
suffer even th? slightest dyspeptic symptoms will be found to pass more or less oxalate
of lime in their urine.
'J.1he formation of tl1e oxalate of lime within the body depends, according to Dr.
Prout, either upon the non-assimilation of oxalic acid taken with the food, or upon
the mal.assimilation of saccharine aliments. Ileucc, as a general rule, both curative
and prophylactic, sugar and other saccharine substances should be rigidly excluded
from the diet of these patients. They should avoid, also, all kinds of fermented
liquor. The young stalks of the rhubarb-plant, which of late years have come into
such f.!:Cncral use in this country for tarts in the spring; and sorrel, of which our
neighbours, the French, consume a good deal in salads, and in other ways; both contain oxalic acid: and lwrd waler contains lime. Dyspeptic persons who drink such
water, and eat such articles of food, and arc thus daily introducing, without suspecting it, the constituent ingredients of the mulberry calculus, are very likely indeed to
incur the pain, and the exceeding peril, of a renal concretion of that kind. You
must see, therefore, the great importa.nce of detecting the oxa.lic diatbc,s;is; and of
forbidding, to those who have it, all such viands a.s contain the oxalic acid, and of
recommending them to use pure wa.tcr, even distilled water, for drinking. Animal
food, and the E=tronger farinaceous matters, and weak brandy.a.nd-water rather than
beer or wine, are best for them.
1-'rofessor Liebig first pointed out the close relation of uric a.cid to urea and oxalate
of lime, He showed how these last two may be formed from uric acid in the laboratory: and some later experiments on animals by Woehler, have proved that they
actually arc so formed, within the body.
Agreeiog with Dr. Prout, that the mulberry calculus is not of very frequent occurrence-Dr. Golding llird first made us acqu<linted with the fact that small octahedral
cryst:lls of the oxalate of lime arc extremely common: although from their transparency, and from their having nearly the same refractive power, and nearly the Eame
specific gra,·ity with the urine in which they exist, they do not frequently disclose
themselves to the naked eye, nor sink down in manifest deposit. '!'bey are wade
plainly visible by the microscope: though sometimes its highest powers may be>
required, and it may be necessary to leave the urine for twelve hours after it has been
voided, in order to allow the oxalate to crystallize out. From the quantity of epithelium wbicb usually accompanies the crystals, a degree of cloudiness of the urine is
frequently perceptible.
'l'he same writer states also that the persons whose urine is thus charp:cd with
crystals of oxalate of lime are, for the most part, exceedingly sensitive and irritable,
l1ypochondriacally apprehensive of impending evil, full of gJoomy fears concerning
their bodily and mental powers, dyspeptic, wcak 1 aod usually emaciated. But this
description applies to extreme cases only. In both adults and children, slight cases
present no symptom whatever; and it is only by the microscope that they can be
rcco,gnised.
With respect to direct remedies for this diathesis, Dr. Prout tells us that be bas
seen more benefit derived from the mineral acids, alone or combined with tonic~,
than from any other. And certainly I have myself seen, in numberless instances,
and at first not without marvelling, a vast improvement in the condition and feelings
of such patients follow speedily upon the administering of the nitro-muriatic acid 1 in
moderate doses, about an hour before their several meals. Preparations of irun also
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are advisable if the patient be anremic: and besides the prescription of these drugs, the
avoidance of any excessive addition to study1
or to business and its cares, and (as far as
F10. 164.
may be) of mental anxiety and worry, should
be at the same time enjoined. The effects
of the acids require to be watched: and when
they begin to produce a deposit of the lithates,
or of lithic acid, their use must be suspended .
Dr. Prout was in the habit of recommending
for patients who happened to live at a distance, the muriatic, or nitro-muri:uic acid,
till the lit.hates, or the Jitbic acid, began to
appear in the urine; or for a mo1ith. "By
adopting," he says, "such a course of acids
three or four times in the year, and by a carefully-regulated diet, I hav e seen the diathesis gradually subdued, and at length removed
altogether." Dr. Bird also testifies to the
efficacy of sim ilar measures.
Th ere is anotl-11.'r diathesis still, named
after the cystic oxide, a substance which is
chiefly remarkable for the quantity of sulphur which it contains. Th is is but rarely
met with; yet it is worth mentioning.
FIG. 165.

Cy!linc cry&tallizcd from nmmoniacnl
aolutionbyspontnncou!evnpomtion.

F10.

166.

Cystinecrystals in group!.

Th ese observation s will serve, I hope, in some degree, as landmarks, to guide your
treatment of patients labouring under renal or vesical calculi, or presenting symptoms
!Inch as warrant the apprehen!!ion that disorders so fearfu l may occur. It is impossible
for me to do full justice to this important subject in these lectures; and I must refer you,
for more minute information respecting it, to Dr. Prout's invaluable volume; to Sir
Benjamin Brodie's most instructive book on the Diseases of the Uri11ary Organs;
to the excellent work of Dr. Golding Bird, on Urinar!J Deposits; to the published
Lectures of Dr. Owen Rees j aod to various papers in the Lancet, and in the Phil.o10phical Transactions, -full of original research and interest, - by Dr. Bence JonU).
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LECTURE LXX VII.
Suppressiono/ T:ri11e. Diabetes; Qualitiesofllie Urine; Symptoms;.Anolomical
Appearances; General Patltology of the Disease. Treatment. Diuresis.
SYSTEMATIC writers have adopted the term Iscliuria, to express that condition in
which no urine is voided. It includes, therefore, those cases in which no urine is
secreted; and those in which, although secreted, it is not discharged from the body.

Now these two conditions arc exccedinp:ly differe~t from each other in most respects;
and I shall prefer making use of the two plaio Enµ:lish names, suppression of urine,
and ·retention of urine. ~ven these term~ are sometimes confounded with each other.
Io suppression, the secretion is suspended: in retention it may be"'as active as ever.
Uetention of urine is a surg-ical complaint; involving points of great practical interest.
Suppression belongs the physician; and the technical term for it is Ischuria rcnalis.
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the muscular fibre.
The affection uE:ually occurs in persons wbo arc advanced in life, and inclined to
corpulcncy. Why it should be so I cannot tell you, but such is the fact, as stated
by most observers. Sir llenry Halford bas related one of five instances of this disease that he had met with iu the course of seven-and-twenty years. Ile says it was
an exact copy of all the others that had fallen under his notice: and as his account
of the general course of the symptoms coincides with the statements of other writers, I
may give you his narrative, in lieu of a formal description .
"A very corpulent, robust farmer, of about 55 years of age, was seized with a rigor,
which induced him to send for his apothecary. He had not made water, it appeared,
for 24 hours. But there was no pain, no sense of weight in tho? loins, no distension
in any part of the abdome n:- and therefore no alarm was taken till the foJlo,ving
morning, when it was thought proper to ascertain whether there was any water in the
bladder, by the introduction of the catheter: aod none was found. I was then called
(says Sir Henry), aud another inquiry was made, some few hours afterwards, by one
of the most experienced surgeons iu L ondon, whether the bladder cont:1ined any
urine or not: when it appeared clearly that there was none. The patient sat up in
bed, and conversed as usual, complaining of some nausea; but of nothing material in
his own view: and I remember that his friends expressed th~ir surprise that so much
im portance should be attached to so little apparent illness. 'I1hc patient's pulse was
somewho.t slower than usual; and sometimes he was heavy and oppressed."
"I ventured to state (continues the author) that if we should not succeed in
making the kidneys act, the patient would soon become comatose, and would probably die the follow ing night: for this was the course of the malady in every other
iustauce that I had seen . It happened so: he died in thirty hours after this, in a
state of stupefaction."
This is the curious and important point in the history of such cases. If no urine
be separated from the blood, coma. soon supervenes, and death. It is believed that
these consequences result from the detention of urea in the system. Urea is a mere
excrement, which, in health, is removed from the blood by the kidneys, as fast as it
enters that fluid. When it is not so carried off, it accumulates in the blood 1 circulates with it to eYcry part of the body, and acts as a poison, especially upon the brain.
rro render it thus poisouous, however, its decomposition in the blood appears to be
reqnisite, as I sha ll explai n more fully in the next lecture. '£his is one of numerous
instances, showing that the carryiu g fluid of the body may become the vehicle of disease and death, if it be not duly purged of deleterious matters which pertain to the
unceasing processes of organic life. If carbonic acid be not extricated by the lunp,-s,
the animal functions are ~s certainly and almost as speedily extinf!uished by th:i.t i;:i.s,
as the flame of a taper ought be. Aud we have recently seen that when the outlet
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from the liver is shut up, when the blood is not purified from the cxcrcmcntitious bile,
the powers of animal lifo are weakened, and sometimes utterly and rapidly destroyed.
Suppression of urine, for a considerable time, is not, however, nece~sarily and uninrsally fat:.11. }J:ttients labouring under the epidemic cholera would secrete not a
drop of water for some days; and yet recover. It was remarkable how entirely free
such patients were from any approach towards coma. Was the urea here drained off
from the blood in the enormous and unnatural flux from the stomach and bowels?
I think it probably was: but chemical search has not detected that substance in the
fluids so effuse~. Schmidt thinks indeed that it would be found, but for its rapid
deco1uposition rnto carbonate of ammonia. There are, however, some very sin::rular
instances on record, of persons who have passed days and even weeks without secreting urine; and without showing any other indication of impaired health. What
degree of credit such narratives deserve I do not know; but assuming that there was
neither fraud nor mistake, it may be suspected that either the natural secretion was
compensated by some vicarious or supplemental dischaqxc; or that a srnull quantity
of urine was actually separated by the kidneys. "If any water, however i:;mall the
quantity (remarks Sir llenry Halford), had been made in these cases, I should
have thought it possible that the patient might ha'fe recovered: for it has often surprised rue to observe how small has been the measure of that excrernentitious fluid
which the frame has sometimes thrown off, and yet preserved itself harmless. But
the cessation of the excretion altogetAer is universally a fatal symptom in my experience, being followed by oppression on the brain. 11 '!'be same eminent physician states
that in three of his five cases there was observed a. remarkably strong urinous smell,
io the perspiration, for twenty.four hours before death. This I belie,•e is of common
occurrence in such cases. Other patients have vomited, or passed by the bowels,
watery matters possessing some of the sensible qualities of urine: and a urinous fluid
is said to have been found in the ventricles of the brain in some of the fatal cases.
I have spoken of suppres.sion of urine as a malady, though it probably is never
anything more than a symptom. Yet it is one of those symptoms which from our
uncertainty respecting their origin and determining cause, we are obliged to treat,
and lo study, as if they were substantive disc~scs. In the only well marked instance
that I have seen of suppression of urine coming on in an apparently healthy person,
some blood had appeared in the urine for a day or two before tl~c secretion was totally
suspended; and the kidneys were found gorged with blood. Extreme congestion, or
inflammation, of the substance of the gland, is probably at the bottom of many of
t hese cases. The same train of symptoms supervenes not unfrequcntly upon organic
renal disease. 'J'hcy happen too, sometimes, when the ureters become impervious,
from disease, or from impacted gravel. In this condition urine continues to be
secreted, for a time at least, and distends the ureter behind the seat of the obstruction.
The apoplectic state which ensues may arise from a re-absorption of the secreted fluid;
or, in consequence of the obstacle, the secretion itself, after going to a certain point,
may stop, and then the case becomes a case of suppression.
Hcspecting the treatment of this most formidable condition I can say but little.
Cupping upon the loins, venrescction if warranted by the state of the pulse, the hot
bath, sudorific medicines, purgatives, and large warm enema.ta, seem to me the kind
of remedies indicated. 'fo endeavour to force the .secretion of urine by strong stinm·
lating diuretics, would strike one, d priori, as being hazardous. Yet this practice
has its advocates; and, should experience declare in its favour, theoretic objectione
ought to be disregarded. If benefit is so to be obtained, probably the best ~rug for
our purpose would be cantharides. Dr. Blliotson refers to some examples of its success in the hands of Sir Astley Cooper; and :\fterwards of another practitioner who
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a time, and t.hat a large blister should be laid upon the Joins. ]~cyond these hulls I
am unable to give you aoy assistance towards the management of this obscure but
serious complaint.
The opp0site condition of the kidney, in respect to its peculiar function -that, I
mean, in which its secretion is largely and morbidly augmented-is mostly as fata.1 as
the tut.al ~upprc1:1::.ivu that we ha\'C just been cou::iideriug; Out it is nut bO r..1.p1dlv
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fatal. When the amount of urine secreted and pm:~ed is pcrmnncntly too great, when it
is constantly running off, as it were, from the system, the patient is commonly said to
have cliabetts: from ~uijlw.v1J 1 to pass through.
:But it is not every case of an excessive flow of urine that deserves to be called

diabetes.

Great quantities of aqueous urine are pa8sed by hysterical and ner\'Ous

patients. We all make more water in cold weather than in warm; the functions of
the skin and of the kidney compensating each the occasional defect of the otl1er.

Certain drugs and articles of diet are also well known to cause a temporary excess in
the amount of urine secreted.
In fact, althou~h the quantity of urine voided is the most ohYious and striking
symptom of diabetes, its definite and characteristic symptom is a most remarkable
change in the quality of that liquid: in its becoming loaded with sugar. You will
find , indeed, two species of diabetes mentioned by many authors-the diabetes i?1sipidus, and the diabetes rnellitus. The former term ought in my opinion to be
abolished. If it refer merely to an unnatural :tbundance of urine, not otherwise
differing in its com position from healthy urine than in containing a large proportion
of water- by calling such a state diabetes we link together in the same genus two
essentially different conditions. In true diabetes the urine is never without sugar.
The quantity may ind eed be small; and it may not be sensible to tlrnt coarse test, the
taste; but modern observers almost all agTCe in rejecting any species of diabetes in
which the urine is not at all saccharine. This condition of the urine was first described
iu 1684, by our learned countryman, Dr. Willis.
'l'hc sensible qualities of diabetic urine differ strikingly, in many particulars, from
those of the urine in health. Its chemical quality differs strikingly too, as I ba\'e
already told you; but it is in one particular only. Fortunately no extraordinary skill
is required to recognize the morbid secretion.
Diabetic urine is common ly ligh t coloured, and tramparent; of a pale straw, or
greenish tint. Being so copious, it rarely exhibits any visible lithates. Its odour is
peculiar. According to Dr. Prout the scent somewhat resernbles that of sweet hay,
or that of milk: but to my nose it is more like the faint smell of certain apples, or
rath er of an apple chamber. Its taste is, more or less, decidedly sweet. Notwithstanding its limpid and aqueous appearance, diabetic urine is remarkably heavy.
When boiled in a test tube with an equa l quantity of liquor potassro it assumes a
claret colour of a greater or Jess depth, according to the <1uantity of sugnr present.
This is called Moore's test. Its delicacy may be increased, Dr. Oarrod S:lys, by first
adding a drop or two of liquor potassro to the urin e, so as to make it slig htly alkaline,
and then decolorizing it by the further addition of animal charcoal, and by filtration
through paper.
Another good and familiar test is that of Trommer. In a large test tube mix
with some of the 8uspectcd urine just enough of a solution of sulphate of copper to
give it a faint blue tint. Then add liquor potassro in considerable excess. If sugar
be present, a precipit:lte of hydrated oxide of copper first falls, which is redissolved
in the excess of alkali, forming a dark blue solution. If this be gently heated to
ebullition, a dense deposit of red sub-oxide of copper takes place.
YeaM, again, furnishes a ready and au easy test of saccharine urine. Invert a test
tube filled with urine to which a small quantity of yeast has been added, into a saucer
also containing urine. In a warm room, ferment:ltiou, if su.2"\r be present, will soon
commence, and carbonic acid rising in the tube will depress the upper surface of the
urin e.
What arc called torula, minute vegetable confervoid growths, very soon appear in
diabetic urine when it is freely exposed to the air in n. warm place. This sug:ar
fungus, as it is also named, has in fact been ascertained to be identical with the yeast
plant; and during its growth (and probably in consequence of its grow th ) the urine
undergoes the a.lcoholic fermentation, bubbles of carbonic acid g:1s are evolved, and a
vinous odour arises. The presence of torulre in the urine has therefore been regarded
as good evidence of the presence of sugar also. ]3ut this is not a safe inference.
Other confcrvoid forms, requiring an in structed eye to distinguish them from the
sugar fungus, do often accompany it: and these arc constantly dc\'eloped in non-saccharine urine also, provided that it be acid, and that it contain albumen, or some
other animal matter.
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'l'hc~c other confcrvoid forms constitute stages in the p;rowth of the fungus called
pe11icilium glallc1mi, which is the same that so often gives to decaying animal or
vegetable substances a mildewed or mouldy appearance. It has been recently asserted
that the yeast plant, the torula cerevisia, is really identical with this pcnicilium !!laucum. Dr. Arthur Ilassall, howeYcr, in a very interesting paper on the subject, contained in the .Jleclico-Chirurgical 1'ransactio11s, affirms that these two funl?i are readily
distinguishable, the one from the other, under the microscope, and he gi,·eH drawings
of both, in the various stages of their development up to their perfect fructificatioo.
However this may be, if you observe toruhc in the urine of a patient, do not, un-
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tber his urine be really saccharine or not.
It was long believed that the quantity of urea in diabetic urine was reduced much
below the natural standard; and that the sugar was somehow formed at the expense
of the urea. Dr. Prout, in his earlier researches, always detected a little, and but a
little, of this peculiar principle. Later observations have shown, however, that the
urea is not so scanty; nay, that it is generally as abundant as in the urine of health,
and sometimes even more so. The presence of the sugar conceals the urea; interferes with the action of the ordinary test-s of that substance. By certain modes of
procedure, which I need not stop to describe, the urea may readily be discovered :
and it is often found, I say, to be rather excessi,-e than deficient. 'fhe usual saline
matters belonging to healthy urine are present also in that of diabetic persons; and
in the same Tf>/ative proportions; but, as might be expected, their absolute. amount, io
a gh•en quantity of the liquid, is very much diminished. In short, the only essential
deviation from the standard chemical constitution of the urine is, tlrnt it holds in
solution a quantity of sugar. This explains its peculiar odour, its sweetness, and
perhaps its excessive quantity. It accounts also for another very characteristic property of diabetic urine; I mean its high specific gravity. In general, yc.u know, the
specific gravity of the urine is inversely proportional to the quantity secreted in a
given time; the more copious and dilute it is, the lighter it is. But in diabetes, so
~trong is the saccharine impregnation that the specific gravity mvre than keeps pace
with the increased quantity of the liquid secreted. 'l'hc specific gravity of diabetic
urine is always much higher than that of healthy urine.
The quantity of uriue secreted and voided is sometimes enormous; greatly more
than could be supplied by the quantity of fluid taken as drink, although t hat, as I
shall presently explain, is excessive too. A healthy person passes from one to three
or four pints of urine in the twenty-four hours. The quantity, as you well know, is
liable to considerable variation: perhaps the average may be safely laid at about forty
ounces. But patients in diabetes will void 40 pints in the same time. I have myself known 26; 13 or 14 are not uncommon; and cases are recorded by writers of
credit and veracity, in which 70 pints were passed daily. Nay, one Italian author
declares that 200 pints have been discharged in that time .
The saccharine matter thus held in solution may be obtained in its solid form by
evaporating the urine. I have seen large flat cakes of beautifully crystallized diabetic
su!?:lr. It differs somewhat from common sugar, the produce of the sn~ar-cane; and
apProachcs more nearly to the sugar of grapes. This kind of sugar, which may also
be produced artificially from starch, chemists have named glucose. J~y rapid C\'aporatioo of the water a thick syrup is procured, resembling treacle; but Dr. Macintyre,
who has presented to our hospital-museum some ,-cry perfect specimens of this sugar,
prepared by Mr. Blandford, informs me t?at to gc.t it .well. crystal~izcd, t~ie e\'aporation in a steam bath should be stopped while the urme 1s still of thrn cons1o;;te11cc. It
may be quickly reduced to one-half, perhaps, of its original quantity. '~'hen it should
be set aside, in shallow platl'S; and 111 the course of ten days or a fortnight the sugar
will be deposited in a~ irregularly crysta ll ine. mass.
. .
The suO'ar is sometimes so abundant, that it undergoes a rude crystall 1zat1on as the
urine dric~, wherever it happens to fal l. A girl who .was in St. Ilartholom e~'s Hospital while I was a student there, obsen•ed that if her water were acc1dcntally
sprinkled upon her black stuff shoes, every drop left a. white powdery spot behind it.
So also an aged patient unde r Dr. l\Iaciotyrc's care expressed to him her alarm at
fioding that her black worsted stockings were sticky and covered with a white dust,
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from the same cause. A man recently under my charge in the Ilospital, complained
that two pairs of his black cloth trousers had been spoiled in a. similar mnnncr. I
remember hc::irin~ from a diabetic patient in the Edinburgh Infirmary, that his attention was first drawn to his urine by the number of flies and wasps which its sweetness attracted to the chamber-pot. In India the red ants have been observed to
swarm in the same wny about a vessel containing diabetic urine.
This daily production of sugar from the laboratory of the human body, is surely a.
Yery sio~ular and surprising phenomenon. Su~ar is not a coostitucut of healthy
urine. Dr. Prout (whose experience on this subject was very large) says in his book
that he had ne\•er known saccharine matter to occur in the urine of any other anima l
than man. I once had a coach.horse which I supposed might have diabetes. He
was a µ-reedy feeder, and drank eagerly. yet he grew thinner nod thinaer; and at
whatever door I had oecasion to stop, there 11C invariably began to stale: so that I
became thorou~hly ashamed of his leak ing. Dr. Prout was good enough to exami ne
hi s urine fo r me. It contained no sugar, but its healthy properties were much
c hau:red : it hacl less than the natural q uantity of hippuric acid, and more of earthy
matters. The di!l-ease, he told me, is knowD at the Veterinary College ; whence spe·
cimens of such urine had been sent to him for inspection: but it is not true diabetes .
'l'hc unnaturally hig:h specific gravity of diabetic urine is a constant quality; and
you must atteud to this, for it is almost always a faithful index, not only of the pre·
scnce, but of the severity of the disorder. Dr. Prout places the specific gravity of
healthy urine between 1015 and 1025, that of distilled water being represented by
] 000. Different authors vary somewhat in their estimate of the natural standard;
but we may be content to fo ll ow Dr. Prout. H e says thal the specific gra\'ity of
diabetic urine has been stated to vary from 1020 to 1050: that he has mauy times
seen it higher than this, but very seldom so low. I n fact it ranges generally between
1030 and 1060; and the ave ra~c may be taken at 1040.
So much with reference to the quantity and qualities of the urine discharged in
tl1is complaint. It is attended, however, in well marked cases, with other and important symptoms, as you may suppose.
So much fluid being evacuated from the body through tl1is channel, it might be
expected t hat the other chann els for the excretion of liquid matters would be com·
pa1·ativcly dry: and so they arc. The ski n is arid, harsh, and unperspirable. 'l'he
patients tell you that they never sweat : that they can not get into a perspiration.
'l'his is a very ge neral sym ptom; yet in some few patients, especially as the fatal
period of the compla int draws nea r, the surface readily becomes humid. And a friend
and patient of mine, whose urine was very copious, and contain ed a notable amount
of su~ar for several years tog-ether, without any perceptible abatement, however, of
hi s J!eneral good health 1 perspired profusely every night. Again, the bowels are
~uostly costi"c, and th~ faces rem~rkably solid and free from moisture. 'l'he tongue
is dry, parched and sticky; sometimes unnaturally red nod clean : and the waste of
watery particles from the system seems to be fe lt and exprcsli'ed by the inordinate
thirst which the patients suffer. Th eir drour;ht is often insatiable. I remember one
girl's telling me that when she was debarred from an excess of water to drink, she
would get up if she heard it ~aining in ~he night,. and catch some of the descending
drops to satisfy the tormentrng sensation of tlurst. And another patient, a very
sensible fe llow, informed me that, believing that it could not be good for him to drink
so much, and feclin:r no confidence in his own resolution to refrain, he was in the
habit of betaking himself in the summer time to the fields and dry pastures, where
no water was at hand to quench his strong desire for it. The appetite for food is
ofteu, but not always, equall~ keen: and the patients, especially those in the lower
ranks of society, are apt to tl11nk, while wondering: at their loss of strength, that there
cannot be much the matter with them, si Dcc they continue to cat and drink so
famou8ly.
Again, the enormous daily drain upon the system may be expected to cause various
symptoms and se nsations, whi ch may all be referred to weakness and defrctive nutri.
tion. A t.'lblc has bc<>n published by Dr. H enry, showin g the quantity of solid extract
in every wine pint of urine of different specific gravities from LO:!O to 1050. Takin"'
1010 as the awra~c specific ~ravity, and ten pinUi as the average quantity, of th~
urine d ischarged daily, the patient would in this maooer lose, every tw enty-four
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hours, 15 ounces 7 drachm~-0r more than a pnund and a qnarter--of solid material~.
Dr. Garrod, after analyzing the urine in several cases of diabetes 1 found the daily
quantity of sugar excreted to ''ary from half a pound to a pound and three-quarters.
lt is most abuudant three or four hours after a full meal, and least abundant when
the secretion takes place at the time most remote from the inHucnce of food.
\~' e need not_ be surpris~d, ~hen, at the hunger, the w~s~ing, the hectic fenr, th<'
feelmg of empt1.ness and srnkrng ?~the stoma~h, the debility, the chilly state of the
body, and especially of the extrem1ues, the achrng and sen:;;e of weariness in the loins
an.d le~, the aversion to exercise, the loss of virility; all of which symptoms are
generally present. I may add, to complete the picture, some others, enumerated by
Dr. Watt, and confirmed by Dr. Prout, and consistent with my own experience of the
disease. They are, uneasiness in the stomach after meals, flatulence and acid entctations, dimness of vision, redness of the whole interior of the mouth, sponginess of the
gurus, looseness of tl~c teeth, and some degree of irritatiou and iufla.inmatory redues~
about the external orifice of the urethra: these last are symptoms noticed in persons
dyin~ of ioaoition. Again, listlessness and depression of spi rits, weakness, and
peensho ess of temper: "the once vigorous mind becomes feeble, oblivious, and
vacillating-the once amiable temper, fretful, suspicious, and intolerant." With all
this there is a peculiar faint and unpleasant odour of the breath and person; an odour
which Dr. Prout says is hay.like, which some call mclleous, but which reminds me,
as I said before respecting the urine, of the smell of a room in which appl~s have
been kept. I _ha\'e o~tcn recognized the complaint, upon first entering the sick
chamber, by this peculiar scent.
Diabetes is generally a chronic disorder, creeping on nt first insidiously, and
P.preadiug itself, under judicious management, over ruauy years. Yet it is sometimes
fairly entitled to be called an acute disease; for it occasionally breaks out sudden ly,
is attended with much febrile disturbance, and runs a short cou~e, uncontrolled by
any treatment. One such instance I have seen, and others I know of. )luch more
frequently it proves fatal through the supervention of some organic mischief, such as
debility is calculated to foster and develop. It often becomes associated, in its
progress, with pulmonary disease, especially with tubercular phthisis. So common i.i
this, that some persons have thoug:ht it uni\•ersa l. But it is not so. I have myself
witnessed more than one or two dissections of persons dead of diabetes, whose lun7!'
did not contain a single tubercle. Sometimes the disease terlllinates in incurable
dropsy: and sometimes the patient is cut off suddenly, either by apoplexy, or by some
peculiar disorder of the stomach.
There is some kind of connexion between diabetes ancl certain affections of the
akin, and of the subjacent reticular membrane. Dr. Prout remarks thnt it usually
follows cutaneous complaints, but acrompmlies or precedes those which involve the
areolar tissue. Persons have been known to lose chronic eruptions, upon the supervention of diabetes. On the other hand, carbuncles and malignant boils are frequently
the companions of that disorder. Cut carbuncles and boils are not necessarily
accompanied (as Dr. Prout suspected they were) with saccharine urine. Itching of
the skin is not uncommon.
Dr. Garrod has fouud gangrene to be of frequent occurrence in diabetic persons.
There can be no doubt that their vital power is always greatly lowered by ~he disease.
Th ey are apt to sink rapidly uudcr any sudden mental shock, under bodily injuries,
under surgical operations, and even uudcr unusual fatigue or anxiety.
The same author remarks that upon the supervention of these secondary disenscs
the sugar frequently disappears from the urine; and cautions us that this disappearance, far from being an index. of improvement ~n the patient's ~ondi~ion, is. then
really a warning of danger, and too often the h~rbmgcr of_ approa~l1111g d1i'solut1on.
'l'h c examination of th e dead body throws little or no 1llustrat10n upon the pathology of diabetes. \Y~ naturally look with. interest. to t~1e kidneys. l3ut we find.
nothin g there to explam the symptoms noticed dun~g hfe. \~hat I hav~ usually
remarked has bee n a deep purplish red colour of the kidneys, winch were vei ned and
vascular1 but not otherwise altered in texture. Audra! and othe rs tell us that the
kidneys are f?und hypertroph.ied in diabetes. Bu~ hypertrophy, aud unnatural vascularity, arc c1rcumsta_nces which we. are not surprised at, when we r_etleet upon the
yw,.o1;tl)' increa.. cd quantity of work which the glands have been performrng. We mu.~t
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regard both of these unnatural conditions rather as bei ng consequences, than :ts being
causes, of the profuse and long continued flow of unnatural urine. In one instance,
after sudden symptoms of gastritis, which followed th e incautious potation of stronr:;
ale, I found the mucous membrane of the stomach distinctly inflam ed, in its card iac
portion. I have seen also the meseoteric glands diseased, converted almost entirely
into bone. But neither of th06e changes are constant. They were purely accidental
in those particular cases.
What, then, is the ori~in and source of this strnnge complaint? whereabouts in the
b1Jdy is the suga r formed? is it made, by the kidneys, from the blood? That was one
of the earliest conjectures. It. was naturally thought that, if the su~r pre-existed in
the blood, and was ou ly withdrawn from it by the kiducys 1 it would be discoverable
in th e blood. Yet able chem ists sought for it there i11 vain. Ilcoce it was inferred,
that by so me new rombi nati on of its elements, saccharine matter was actually formed
i n the kidneys. 'l'h e chem istry and the rea so ning were both faulty. Su7ar has, now,
been detected both in venous and in arterial diabetic blood. It is detected with some
difficulty, partly perhaps because its presence is masked by the albumen of the scrum,
but partly because its quantity is small; and its quantity is small because it is continually decanted out of the blood, as fast as it entcrs 1 and with it a profusion of water
also, through the kidneys. In this respect the sugar and the urea arc alike. They
arc both excretions which the blood is in haste to cast forth. It would seem also as
if the su~ r necessarily carried with it a large quantity of aqueous fluid from the
blood, and was simply diuretic. When the amount of sugar eliminated is diminished,
as by certain remedies it may be, the quantity of urin e diminishes too.
Traces of suga r had, I believe, been found in the blood by some previous inquirers;
but it is to )lr. ~f'Grej?or, of Glasgow, that we are ind eb ted for the full exposit ion of
this interesting fact. llis researches on this subj ect were published in the year 1837,
in the 1Uedical Gazette.
By a peculiar proocss, h e did, I say, that which many preceding- chemists had
failed to accomplish; he detected sugar in the scrum of the blood of diabetic patients.
'l'he scrum had a milky appearance, he says; and I have seen that myself; its specific
gravity was above the healthy sta ndard. H a.vi ng cong:ulated the scrum by heat, lie
carefully dried it; then he cut the dried mass into very small pieces, and boiled them
in distilled water; and lastly, he evaporated the dccoction to a certain point. To the
liquid thus concentrated he adJcd a portion of yeast, and the prese nce of sugar was
manifested by the fermentation which ensued, and which lasted for several ' hours.
Yeast, 1 should have told you, is a very delicate test of sugar, and will readily detect
half a ~rain in two ounces of liquid.
l\lr. M 'Grc~o r went a. step further back. He obtained, by means of an emetic,
the di~csted food from th e stomachs of two men who had dined two or three hours
before. One man was in health; the other had diabetes. In each case the food had
been of the ordinary kind. Applying, after due preparati on, the test of yeast, he
found that the vomited matters ferme nted strongly; especially those from the diabetic
patient.
Then he varied th e experiment. Thinking that the "u gar, in these cases, might
have been introduced in the vegetable portion of the fooci, he adopted precautions t-0
excl ud e that po:;sible source of fallacy. H e administered to a. healthy man, and to a
diabetic man, a vomit and a purge, to clear out the alimentary canal. Next, he fed
them upon roast beeef and water, and nothing else, for three days. Then, three or
four hours after a meal, the conte nts of their stomachs were procured by the operation
of the sulphate of zinc, as an emetic; and treated as in the former case. What the
healthy man vomited did not ferment at all. What came from the diabetic patient
fermented tc pretty brisk ly."
Th e in ference from these facts seemed direct and inevitable that the fault lay in the
di'gestiue organs; that in st.cad of perfect and nutritive chylc, saccharine mutter was
foru1ed by the stomach, and entered the circulation unaltered. In healthy di~cstion
all amylaceous food is first converted, the chemists tell us, iuto glucose, whic:h then
undergoes further chauges. In diabetes these further changes were i::omehow prevented. The food "hich should be transmuted into muscle, and fat, anJ bone, auJ.
nerve, and membra ne, was hurried out of the system, as sugar, with the urine.
Ihi:i plausible theory has been disturbed by the surprising discovery, mad e aud o.u-
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ooun ccd by l\I. Claude Ber0:1rd, that within all healthy persons, whatever may, be
their food-nay, within all animals, whether herbivorous, carnivorous, or om nivorous
- a manufactu re of sugar is constantly going on. The apparatus for this manufacture
is planted in the liver, in the tissue of which su~ar may always be detectcd 1 while
every other organ of the body is destitute of it. No sugar can be found in the blood
of the portal vein: plenty of it exists in that of the hepatic veins, even when the food
(as in experiments made upon dogs, and young owls) has been exclusively ani1ll:ll for
months beforehand. The sugar is traceable onwards in that part of the vena cava inferior which lies between the entrance of the hepatic veins and the right auricle, in
th e right chambers of the heart, and in the pulmonary arteries. The rest of the blood,
during the inten als between successive periods of digestion, is devoid of sugar.
While diµ;estion is in full process, the blood which has passed through th e lungs con·
tains a slight impregnation of saccharine matter, not enough, however, to reach, in
any apprec iable amount, the urin e.
The sugar formed in the liver, disappears then, according to l\I. Ilernard , in the
lungs. '!'he obscrrntion s of Dr. Pa,,y, published in the Guy's Ilospital R eports,
make it probable that it is consumed in those organs, or converted into some other
substance, perhaps into lactic acid.
Dr. H arley denies, however, that this sugar is wholly expended in the lungs; and
states that it finally disappears in the capillaries of the general circulation.
Pushing his investigations somewhat further, 1\1. Bernard has satisfied himself that,
by a vital process, a substance analogous to vegetable starch is formed in, or by, the
livers of all animals; and that, by a chemical process, this substance is convenible
into dextrioe, and sugar. Sugu continues to be produced in the livers of healthy
animals, fo r some little time after their sudden death.
Pray notice, en passant, the remarkable fact brought to light in these researches,
and wholly unknown and unsuspected before, that the liver exercises a twofold and
contrasting office of secretion. While it separates outwardly and obviously what may
be deemed an excrement from the blood, namely bile; it secretes, inwardly and occultly, an increment into tbe blood, namely su~~\r. '!'his fact is prcp:nant with suggestious as to the probable functions of the ductless izlands of the l ody, which have no
outward secretions; the spleen, the supra-renal capsules, the thymus aud th e thyreOid
1

glands.
Another most singular discovery of Dr. Bernard's, connected also with the subj ect
before us, is, that u.rt1ficial diabetes may be produced at will in an animal by irritating
(by means of a puncture, or of a slight galvanic shock) a portion of the floor of the
fourth ventricle of the brain, close to the origin of the pneumogastric nerves. With in
an hour or two the urine of the subject of the experim en t becomes saccharin e; and it
continues saccharine for a whole day, or more; until (probably) the slight injury dune
to the nervous substance is repaired. Ile ascertained also that the sugar-form in p; function of the liver was suspended by division of the pneumop;astric nerves. Not that
the hepatic secretion of sugar is determined by the direct influence of those nerves;
for pricking the floor of the fourth ventricle is followed by the appearance of su!!ar in
the urin e, even after the section of the pocumogastrics, which must therefore be
regarded, in respect to the sugar-form ing power, as incident nerves.
From these interesting discoveries has naturally arisen a new and simple theory
respecting the pathology of diabetes. Either the hepatic suga r is formed in excess ;
and there is more of it than can be consumed in the lungs, or in the capillaries of the
general circu lation : or, the natural quantity of sugar furnished by the liver fails, in
some way, to be so destroyed. In either case the sugar, thus remaining in the blood,
passes at leugth from that fluid in to the urine.
But th ere arc two facts which strike our attention at once as jarring somewhat with
the simplicity of these conclusions. The natural secretion of suga r goes on in the
li ver of healt hy persons irrespectively of the kind of food which they may cat: whereas
the quality of the ~ood ha_s a most striking influen~c, ns I ~hall. presently show you,
upon the amount of sugar rn the blood and in the urrne of d1abct1c persons.
And the doubt thus suggested couceroioO' the su ffi ciency of th e new theory is
strengthened by SOUie curious. facts made kenown still more rcccn~ly by Dr. Owen
Rees. It has been found by him self, and by Dr. PaYy, that the hepatic sugar, and the
suc;ar of artificial diabetes, which seem to be identical, and which m~y be distin-
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guished by the name of animal sugar, differ sensibly from the su~ar of true diabetes,
which I have already told you is akin to the veg,.rable sugar derived from grap<'s.
The reaction of the animal sugar with some of the tests is peculiar; but the main dis.
tinction is the facility with which it is destroyed when kept iu contact with blood,·or
other animal matter. Grape sugar and the sugar of true diabetes posse~s a power of
resisting decomposition far stronger than that which exists in the sugar obtained by

producing artificial diabetes.

"There is little doubt/' says Dr. Rees, "that the sug:i.r

of diabetes is a higher quality of the saccharine principle, and that it can preserve its
atomic arrangement with much greater force than the hepatic \•aricty."
The great problem therefore is not yet solved, although we seem to have come
nearer to its solution. Meanwhile a large field is left open for conjecture and query.
It is probable enoug-h that the exciting cause of diabetes may sometimes lie in the
digestive organs, as l\lr. l\l'Gre~or supposed. The results of his experiments do not
conflict with i\I. Bernard's.
Mr. M'Gregor, you may remember, found sugar in the
partly-digested food brought up from the stomach of a diabetic patient. He detected
it also in the saliva; and in the faces, which when allowed to dry spontaneously,
became covered, after the lapse of some time, with distinct crystals of sugar. Ant.I
yeast having been administered to two diabetic patients in ounce doses after each
meal, had soon to be discontinued because the patients, to use their own expressions,
felt as if they "were on the eve of being blown up." There being sug-ar in the
blood, we need not be surprised that he met with it in the gastric and intestioal
secretions from the blood. Dr. Harley has observed that by injecting irritating matters into the portal vein (ammonia, ether, chloroform, alcohol) a saccharine condition
of the urine may be artificially produced. It is conjectured that these substances act
upon fibres of the pncumogastric nerve, whence an impression is transmitted to the
nervous centres, and thence is again reflected upon the liver through the splanchnic
nerves. It is not difficult to imagine that irritating- substances may find their way
into the portal blood, through a faulty digestion, or through the use of certain kinds
of food or of mcdiciue. Again, since contrived irritation of the brain at the ori~in of
the poeumogastric nen•es will make the urine saccharine, the cause of diabetes in the
human subject may reasonably be placed, in some instances, within the skull; and we
may understand how injuries or diseases of the brain, or even mental disquiet and
dejection operating through the brain, may produce it. Some striking cases have
been published by Dr. Goolden, in which head symptoms were accompanied by saccharine urine, and in which the diabetic symptoms were checked or remoYed by
remedies addre~sed to the head affection; by blisters especially, and by purgatives.
Nay, we may ask whether there may not, in fact, be two varieties of diabetes mellitus,
in one of which the animal, and in the other the vegetable, form of sugar may be present in the urine: and whether the one of these varieties may not be more hopeful
of cure or recovery than the other. Bearing in mind the name and the distributlon
of the pneumogastric nerve, may we not indulge the conjecture that di>iease or injury
of the brain near the origin of that nerve may directly affect the functions of the
stomach, and thns pre\·ent its digestive power-or the functions of the lu119s, and
thus interfere with the chemical destruction of sugar in those organs. This last
notion might seem to receive support from the frequent association of pulmonary disease or disorder with saccharine urine.
Dr. Rees appears disposed to place the main error in the hepatic functions; and to
suppose that in diabetes the liver, from some diseased action in itself, or in the organs
that iafluence it," produces sugar differing from that of health-a sugar which cannot
be destroyed by the changes ta.king place naturally in the blood- changes rapidly
affecting: and destroying healthy hepatic sugar." After showing how readily the
different varieties of sugar are convertible into each other by simple processes, Dr.
Recs adds some observations so new and so suggestive, that I shall take leave to read
them to you:"In reflecting on the phenomena of this important disease, we arc naturally Jed to
consider the anatomical relations of the organs most obviously concerned in its causation; and the stomach and liver must most especially present themsch'es to our notice.
The position of these organs-situate as they are in the immediate vicinity of the cen.
tral masses of the sympathetic, the semilunar ~anglia and the splanchnic nerves, and
supplied also with branches having immediate connection with the cercbrMipinal
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system, - is in itself ~Ug",!?l'SliYe of the hi~h importance of t11e offices disehar:ied by
then~, of their. sympathies ~nd. close rc.Iatio.n. ln this p:i.rt, then, of the living and
ruovrng orgamsm, a most rntuuate unton IS effected between the sympathetic and
cercbro-spiual systems--systems presenting: a curious and doubtless inteutionally different arrangement as rep::ards their chemical relations, and one which hn.s been (as
far as I ca1~ ascertain) entirc.ly overlooked bJ: physiologists;, an ~rrangcment .ha,·ing
most eertarnly a. deep meaumg, and one which I fully believe 1s to throw light ou
many obscure problems i11 medical science. I allude to the distribution of the ultimate fibrillre of the sympathetic and eercbro·spinal systems.
Thus the ultimate
extremities of the sympathetic are almost entirely spread over parts possessing an
alkaline reaction, while precisely the opposite is the case with the fibrillre of the cerebro-spinal system. The former lie in mucous and serous surfaces, and in the l1loodvessels, bathed with alkaline fluid; the latter lie in muscular fibre, and in the cutis
as cutaneous nerves, and in both cases are bathed in strongly acid secretions. Now
there is no part of the organism to which we can point in which these chemical affioities are so freely interwoven as in the oeighbourhood of the liver and stomach; and
here again we a.re attracted by the peculiar nature of the sccretioos poured out by
these organs. They seem to be exceptions to the general rule-to be the parts, as it
were, acted upon by the electro-chemical arraogemeut, and parts to which it is
subsen·ieot."
We know but little about the outward causes of diabetes. It is not a very common
disorder; and in those who become affiictcd with it, there probably has existed a predisposition to it. Dr. Prout remarks that the complaint runs sometimes in families,
and is inherited. I had under my own observation, for tome time, three children,
two brothers and their sister: all affected with diabetes. The mother, a maternal
uncle, and a sister of a friend of mine, all died of this malady. The same author
mentions amoog the predi sposing causes, long-continued intemperance, and especially
the immoderate use of spirits, severe evacuations, excessi\•e labour joined with a poor
acescent diet. Distress and anxiety of mind are held also, and justly I thinki to be
among the predisposing causes. It occasionally seems to be produced, at once, by
the operation of some exciting cause, such as exposure of the hotly to cold; or the
drinking of large draughts of cold fluid while the drinker was hot and perspiring.
Dr. llardsley states that, in twelve instances of the disease which had fallen under his
own notice, the patients attributed their ailment to one or the other of these two
causes. Now these are common causes of disease; and that a preJisposition docs
exist is probable from the fact, that where the exciting cause has acted on several individuals at the same time. one alone has become affected with diabetes. 'J'hcre is a
narrative illustrating this,' by Sir Ill'nry l\Jarsh, in the third volume of the Dubliri
Hospital Repo1·1s. A patient of his traced the apparent origin of his diabetes to exposure to wet, cold, and privation, at sea, while in imminent danger of shipwreck.
Another of the crew fell ill of ague. Others ('Scaped entirely, or had only common

colds.
Diabetes is a malady which justly alarms those who arc the subjects of it. Uut
though too often a fatal malady, it is not necessarily so: and the older I brow, the
less despondence do I feel upon first ascertaining that a patient is voiding saccharioe
urine. Whether it be that the disease is really more common, and at the sam~ time
milder and more tractable than it fornierlywas-or whether (what seems more hkcly)
it is more carefully looked for now-a.days, and more easily recognized, certain it is
that I both see, and hear of in the practice of others, many more instances of diabetes
than I did some years ago. Of the well-marked cases, a few- not many-have .recovered perfectly, and so far as I know permanently, even to the return of the urme
to its natural specific gravity. Others have gone on, by slow or by rapid steps, to a
fatal termination. In not a few, the main symptom of the complaint, I mean a considerable impref?'nation of the urine with sugar, has continued for months and years,
without material deterioration of the general health, until the. patient has been cut
off by some other illness. It would seem that when the digestive organs :ire capable
of properly assimilatin~ a sufficient quantity of food to sustain the bodily fabric,
other portions of the aliment may run off in the form of su1?3r with comparative impunity to the health. But even this, the best state in which a person who rewaius
diabetic can be, is a perilous state.
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I must caution you against a. premature conclu~ion that your patient is well. Apparent recoverieS--nay, apparent cures-are not \•cry uncommon. And this it is of
great importance to koow. llemcdics arc not useless because they fall short of their
full scope. It is better to keep a man on the edge of a precipice, if you cannot pluck
him away from it, than to let him fall over. And many diabetic patients arc kept in
this predicament of dangerous safety. 'l'hcrc arc certain remedies that exercise a
strong controlling: influence over some of the in ost prominent and troublesome of the
symptoms; and that sometimes even restore the putient to a state which he mistakes
for health; and which a medical man, unwarned of its fallacious character, might
also mistake. The urine may recede within its natural limits. 'l'here may remain
one morbid circumstance only, and that of a nature easily overlooked : indeed it is
sure to escape obscn'atioo if it be not especially searched after. I allude to the un·
naturally high specific gravif!J of the urine. So long as the density of the urine COD·
tinucs permanently and decidedly above the healthy standard, there is no real security.
The smallest disturbiug cause-exposure to cold, an intemperate meal, uuusual exl'J"·
tion and fatigue, sudden or strong mental emotion-may bring back all the symptoms
in their former severity. If these and similar hurtful agencies can be averted, life
may sometimes be prolonged, in much comfort, for many years.
In an interesting paper, which you may see in the 36th volume of the illediaJ.
Ohirvrgical Transactfons, Dr. Bence Jones calls attention to casc51 of intermittiny
diabetes, of which he relates several. The peculiarity of such cases is, that without
obvious cause the sugar disappears from the urine at intervals; and sometimes just
before these intervals occur, the urine is found to be full of free uric acid, and of
crystals of oxalate of li1~1~. Ile notices also,. and part.ly confirms the obs~rvation of
Deschambre, that sugar is frequently present rn the urme of old people without producing very urgent symptoms: sometim es, indeed, with none of those symptoms
which would naturally suggest a search for it.
In the treatment of every case of diabetes, there are three objects to be kept in view.
First, to restore the defective power of the digcsti\•e apparatus, whether the fault
be in the stomach or in the liver:
Secondly, to cut off, or restrict as much as possible, the supply of saccharine matter
from without:
Thirdly, to miti~te or remove the most distressing symptoms.
If we could achieve the first of these objects, the other two would fall out of sight ;
for the disease, which mny be regarded as a variety of dyspepsia, would be cured.
llut hitherto the resources of our art have, in this respect, been baffled. Our main
hope of ultimate success must lie in the regulation of the i119esta; whereby, also, the
second indication is to be fulfilled. Some of the food is, in every case, carried to
the proper account, or the patient would speedily die. If we can succcd in directing
a. sufficient amount of healthy nutriment to the organic tissues of the body, the
draining away of any superfluous sugar will be borne well enough.
About the beginuing: of the present century, Dr. Hollo discovered and taught that
a diet composed exclusively of animal matters had a signal effect in reducing the
quaatity and in diminishing the sweetness of diabetic urine. And the reason of this
is obvious. Animal food furnishes but scantily the materials for the format ion of
sugar. "'fhe sacoha.1·i11e alimenta.ry principles. are chiefly derived (says Dr. Prout)
from the vegetable krngdom, and rndeed constitute what may be called, by way of
distinction, vegetable aliments." If then, we exclude aliments of this kind, and
confine the patient to animal food alone, we thus cut off at least one supply of the
tnaleries morbi; and without indeed curing the disorder, suspend its worst effects.
But unluckily very few pcr~oas can long endure this mode of living. So far as they
can endure it1 they are comparatively safe. We arc obliged to relax a little, soruc·
times, the rigour of our rule; aud it is curious to observe how suddenly and decidedly
the saccharine properties and the quantity of the urine are au.i:rmcntcd, when, by
stealth, or by permission, the patient adds to his meal the smallest portion of vegetable
food - even a biscuit or two.
I quite agree with Dr. Garrod in believing that the regulation of the diet constitutes
by for the most important part of the treatment. If care be taken to exclude all
articles of food that contain saccharine matter, or that are readily convertible into
P.aC'charine matter, the condition of the patient improves at. once. llis thirst abates,
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bis appetite becomes more natural, the state of his tongue and of his skin improves,
and his strength and weight au.~mcnt. In one example, recorded by Dr. Garrod,
the daily amount of urine was reduced within a few days, by regimen alone, from 354
to 100 fluid ounces, and the daily quantity of sugar voided with it from 26 ounces
avoirdupois to rather less than 4.
In another instance, the quantity of urine under the ordiuary diet of the hospital,
averaged 267 fluid ounces daily. The patient being then put upon meat diet, the
bran-loaf, cod's liver oil, and laudanum, the urine sank in quantity, in five days, to
9U fluid ounces. And it rose again to 216 ounces upon the resumption by the

patient of the ordinary diet.

In both these cases the general symptoms underwent

o,, proportional improvement,

as the amount of urine became less.

thew;at~:~~t ~;natr~;:e t~i~:n!~ ~~rycl~:sean~~~~~:~~1~a~i1;~r:~1t 8k7oed~u:; ~~e~~~r;;,:c~
poultry, fish, and eggs, in their diversified modes of preparation, and admitting into
his bill of fare as small an admixture as possible of vegetable suLstances. Green
garden-stuff, the olcracea, spinach, cabbage, celery, water-cress, lettuce, and the like,
may be taken with less risk of increasing the saccharine matters in the system, than
potatoes, and those other articles of vegetable diet which contain a notable proportion
of sugar or of starch . All kinds of fruit must be forbidden. You will seldom be
able to debar your patients entirely from bread: none should be allowed but such as
is well fermented, and somewhat stale, or thoroughly toasted; and even thnt as
sparingly as may be.
The bra11-loaf just mentioned-or, which are better, bran-cakes - form an excellent and not unpalatable substitute for ordinary bread. But they require to be carefully made. You may find :Mr. Camplin's directions for making them, in the 38th
'°olume of the Medico-Cliirurgical Transactiot1s, in a paper by that gcntlernau upor.
the juvantia and lredentia in diabetes, suggested by experience of the disorder io his
own person.
It is of some importance to admonish the patient, whose appetite is geuerally raven ous, against eating too large a quantity, even of animal food, at any one time. Not
only is the digestion still further weakened and oppressed by an intemperate meal, but
the patient's life may be put in peril by every such act of unwise indulgence. Of
this I have witnessed one example, and have beard of several more.
The quantity of drink should likewise be limited. It may properly enough consist
of animal broths: and these should be taken tryid, for they are then more likely to
be taken in moderation. The patients must, however, and will, ha ve something else,
to slake their urf!ent thirst. I have found (acting; upon a suggestion of the cider Dr.
Latham's) that distilled water, acidulated with phosphoric acid, appeases, n1orc tlrnn
most things, that painful sensation. The water of the Bristol Ilotwell, which contains carbonate of lime in solution, is pniised by Dr. Prout for the same purpose.
Claret, as it contains no su~r, is an excellent and agreeable beverage for diabetic
persons who can afford to drink it.
Dr. Christison gives an important caution in respect to drinks; viz., that, when the
thirst has already been much indulged, the quantity of liquid taken must not be
greatly reduced all at once. Sudden failure of the vital powers has not unfrequently
ensued upon abrupt changes of that kind.
"ery uumerous are the remedies which have been tried, and which have been
recommended for this disorder. I shall notice those only of which I have had personal and in some deµ.-rec favourable experience.
The first of these is blood-letting, which has been stronfrly advocated by Dr. Watt,
of Gla8gow, and by Dr. Satterley, ~ormerly one of the physicians t? th~ l\Iiddle~cx
H Dl"pital. It is not a remedy wl11ch would naturally occur to ones m11~d as bcrng
lik ely to prove of service in Ruch cases; but both the authors I have mentioned spe:lk
of it in terms of hig:h commtndation. They affirm that, under small and frequent
bleedings, the strength increases; the clamminess of the mouth, and dryness of the
skin, diminish; and the blood, by ~egrees, assumes the huffy coat. I have o~ce se~n
the method of frequent blood-lcttrnµ: put fairly to the test. At first the patient du.I
seem to be benefited by it; but she ultimately died: and I am satisfied that her death
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was ~cceleratcd by one bleeding too many, or by too Jargc an abstraction of blood at
onetime.

This measure has the best chance of being useful, when the malady is recent, and
attended with febrile disturbance. In chronic cas<:s, in old persons, and whenever
the debility is already great, vcnresection can seldom be requh1 ite or proper; althou~h
even then, as Dr. Prout remarks, it may be borne better than one might expect.

Local bleeding is, howc,·cr1 of much service in relieving local uneasiness. Leeches
may be a1>plied to the epi~trium, if the patient knre tenderness there, or complain
of a sense of fulness or of burning in the stomach. Cupping to the Joins, if they
greatly ache.
Opium is a treasure to us in this disorder. It quiets the nervous irritability of the
patieot, allays many of his most distressio~ sensations, and restrains iu a remarkable
manner the morbid profluvium from the kidoep. l3ut you must not suppose, from
observing these favourable changes, that you are curing the disease by it. lt appears
to control the diuretic influence of the sugar in the blood; but it docs not banish the
sugar itself. And, as far as my experience goes, Dr. Prout is in the right when he
states that moderate doses of opium generally suffice to check the excessive discharge.
From tlncc to five grains of Dover's powder, for example, three times a day, will do
as much good, and on the other hund be productive of for less inconvenience, than
lar~er quuntitics of that narcotic substance.
The sudorific properties of this com.
pound are thought to render it eligible: although it has seldom any apparent effect,
iu that way, in diabetes. If the ipecacu:m which it coDtains should disawee with the
stomuch, an equivalent quantity of any other preparation of opium may be substituted
for it.
'.l'herc is another remedial measure which has also, in some cases at least, a most
beneficial influence on the condition of the patient; I mean forced perspirationperspiration induced by the hot.air bath. Of this I have seen some striking examples.
A very well.marked case of diabetes came under my care in the Middlesex Hospital
several years ago. A vapour, or hot-air bath, had ju~t then been constructed in the
hospital, and l thought it a good opportunity for trying whether the suspended functions of the 8-kio might not be restored, and the extra\'a~ant action of the kidneys
perhaps corrected, by that powerful mode of exciting: perspiration. I should tell you
that other plans of treatment bad already been put in force, with but purtial adl'anta ge. It would occupy more time than I ca n now spare to enter upon the details of
thi s case; but I will read to you the man's own statement which he wrote dowo
before he left the hospitul, in evidence of the benefit he derived from the suda·

torium.
11 The urin e" (tliesc
nre his words) "is reduced more than one-half, nnd does not
contain much sweetne~, but sometimes tastes salt, with a mixture of bitter. My
stools, which were dry, and like balls packed tof?'ethcr, are now quite natural. The
pains in my limbs are entirely remoYed. l\ly spirits, which were very much depressed,
are now revi\'ed and cheerful. The unpleasant aching of my kidneys, of which I
spoke little lest I should be cupped in the loins, is now removed, only I feel weak
there. I am cured of the pain in my stomach, and the circuitous working of the
wind in my bowels, which formed lumps in my belly as it passed, resembling those
formed by the cramp. I ban likewise got rid of the palpitation ut my breast, which
was accompanied with a. sort of dread. l\Iy brcathinp; is much improved; perspiration in a great measure, restor..:d; and my skin, which was dry, is now become
moist. I sleep well at night, whereas I could not sleep more than two or three
hours out of the twenty-four. My thirst, which was excessive, has ceased to be
troublesome.''
rl'his man, who, in the statement I have just read, has so graphically described his
own morbid sensations, and the relief from them which he had obtained, left the
hoRpital thiukiug himself well; but, the specific gravity of his urine remained above

1030.

In about half a year afterwards, he went one evening to Hyde Park to see some
fireworks, got wet feet 1 and began to cou~h. 'l'he diabetic 13ymptoms return ed
more severely than ever; and be soon died. I found his lungs stuffed with
tubercles.
In furtherance of the principle upon which the use of the bot bath is recommended,
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the other well-known methods of promoting the natural functions of tho skin should
be followed; friction, and more especially warm clothing.
Steel is sometimes singularly beneficial in repairing tho strength, and enlivening
the spirits; as indeed it is well known to be in other forms of disease attended
with a copious and permanent drain upon the system, and with a diminution of red
blood. Of course it may be combined with opium or with any other medicine which
the circumstances of the patient ruay render needful.
I scarcely need say that the bowels require attention. Not that active purgation
is advisable, but simply their regulation. Castor-oil, rhubarb, aloes, lenitive electuary,
are more appropriate iu these cases than the purgative salts, which are apt to be
diuretic also.
There is one other drug from which I think I hnve seen beneficial effects. I mean
the rre<uote. I first became acquainted with its virtue from pre!!cribing it, almost
accidentally, until a consultation could be arranged with Dr. Prout, for a child, eight
years old, in whom the disease was well marked, and who had been broup;ht to Loudon
from the country for advice. She had been rapidly wasting away for ten weeks, was
extremely feeble, soon tired, very thirsty, especially at night, and had (what was also
new to her) an enormous appetite. She was passing from th ree pints to two quarts
daily of pRle urine, having a specific gravity g reater than 1040. I desired that her
diet should be as exclusively animal as she could bear, and that she shou ld take one
minim of creasote, suspended by means of mucilage in an ounce and a half of water,
three times a day. Curiously enough, the child liked the tarry flavour of the medicine.
Upon this plan, with gentle aperients occasionally to regulate her bowels, she remained
for upwards of a twelvemonth. Iler urine soon fell iu quantity within the limits of
health, and in density to about 1030. She regained her lost flesh, strength, comple:don, and spirits, and grew considerably. At Jen~th she suddenly sank under an
obscure affection of the chest. A brotiier of this little ~irl bas lately manifested
unequivocal signs of the same complaint; and in him it appears to have been equally
checked by the eame method of treatment. I have detected sugar in the urine of
another boy belonging to the same family.
'l'here were two points in this young lady's case which deserve a. passing remark.
As her urine diminished in quantity it began to deposit the lith:atcs. '!'his Dr. Prout
considered a. very promising earnest of a return to a better diathesis: and I find that
in cases which have crept on insidiously from the first, he was accustomed to date the
malady from the time when lateritious sediments, previously common, disappeared
from the water.
1.'be other point was, that calomel always sickened this cl1ild, and aggravated all
the diabetic symptoms. 'l'his is consistent with Dr. Prout's experience, who tells us
that he has never seen mercury do good in diabetic disease; but ou the contrary
almost invariably do mischief. l woulJ advise you to read his judicious observations
upon the too cornlllon abuse of that mineral.
I am quite aware of a. possible fallacy in the case I have been mentioning, with
respect to the efficacy of the creasote. With the use of that drug was associated a
strict adherence to a purely animal diet; and it is impossible to estimate with pre·
cision the separate effects of these two remedial measures. I ha,·e frequently preecribed the crcasote with similar results. It would however, in my opinion, be a.
mistake to go on increasing the dose. To most stomachs it proves irritating and
hurtful when pushed beyond a certain small amount. 'l'he late Dr . .Macintyre told
me that he had found the creasote very useful in diabetes. 1 must howc,·cr :lcknowle<lge that, in common with others, I have sometimes been totally disappointed by it.
For many years of my professional life I had not met with ~n instanca. ~f what has
been termed diabetes 'huipiduA : from which I infer the rarity of that disorder. 1
shall use the term clmmic diuresis to express this affection.
Very recently a. marked instance of such chronic di.urcsis has presented it.self in the
hospital. A boy, eleven years old, not unh ealthy lookrn~, b~t lean, wa~ ad~1~tted tli~ro
under my care. H e was much troubled by thirst; and by lrcqueut nnctur1t1on, which
even in the ni1:d1t disturbed him many times. Ilis bowels were costive, he had a
capricious appetite, and his skin was dry. lle voi<led during the twenty-four hours
several piuts, seldom less than nine or ten, of simply dilute urine, of a faintly yellow-
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ish hue, and liaving the specific gravity of 1002. Sometimes, indeed, it was found to be
scarcely heavier than distilled water. In other respects he appeared tolerably well.
It was supposed that he had been affected for about twelve months j his desire for
drink having been the first symptom noticed.
During his residence, of many weeks, in the hospital, under my observation, I
rn::ide trial of every plan and drug that I could think of, for repressing the unnatural
flux of urine. Nothing did him any good: some things, I fear, by disturbing his
stomach and bowels, did him some temporary harm. Ile went out much as he
came in.
Some of these C:lSCS appear to depend upon excessive t11irst, arising from an unhealthy state of the mucous membrane of the pharynx, and are apt to eod in phtbisis.
l\1. Becquerel has applied to the disorder the title of polydipsia. I have mentioned
the foregoing example because it afforded me a proof that liquid may be absorbed into
the body from the atmosphere; either by the external skin, or by the pulmonary mucous
membrane, or by both these surfaces. Dr. I'rout, to whom l showed both the urine
and the patient, advised that, for a time, his supply of drink should be limited.
Accordingly, very much to the poor boy's sorrow, he was put upon a daily allowauce
of a pint aod lrnlf. I have no doubt that my injunctions were strictly observed, both
by himself and by the nurses.
Nevertheless, without losing flesh or weight, be
passed, during the corresponding twenty.four hours, ten pints and a half of urine.
I got evidence of the same fact in another way also; namely, by weighing the boy
at short intervals: although the experiment was not repeated so often as I wish it had
been. I ~ive you the results of one of these trials.
Immediately after he had emptied his bladder, he was found to weigh 3st. Slb.
Ooz. 3dr. 1'hrce hours subsequently, having: taking nothinµ: in the interim, he
weighed 3st. 9lb. Ooz. 2dr. Then he voided 16oz. of urine: after which his weight
was again 3st. Sib. Ooz. 3dr. So that he must have imbibed about a pound of liquid
in that brief space of time. 1
In this instance there was merely an exce~s in the aqueous i ngredient of the urine:
the solid matters were apparently there, in their due proportion to each other, but in
a very small ratio to the water.
But the aqueous ingredient may be in excess, while the absolute quantity of 'Urea
is deficient. On the other hand, with an excess of the watery material, there ruay be
an excess also in the quantity of urea it contains.
Dr. Willis has distinguished these three varieties of chronic diuresis by the terms
liydruria, anozoturia, and azoturia respectively. Although I am no friend to the multiplication of technical names, I must tell you that the distinctions expressed by these
terms are real, and of some importance. Anazoturia we shall find to be often symptomatic of a. peculiar organic disease of the kidney, which I hope to describe in the
next lecture.
Azoturia, which is accompanied by an unnaturally high specific gravity of the
urine, is apt, on that account chiefly, to be mistaken for diabetes. As rccoverief
from it are not uncommon, it may be suspected that some of the boasted cures of
diabetes were cures of this less serious disorder. Io the one case, the ycast-te5t
detects the presence of sugar in the suDerabundaut urine; in tho other case it finds
none.
1 This boy livecl more than two yen.rs n.fterwn.rds, and continued to void n.n excessive qunntity
of pa.le. neutral urine, scnrccly heavier than distilled wi~ter. After denth, scrofulous tubercles
were fouud io his brain, n.nt.l io his lungs. His kidneys were gorged with venous blood, but of
healthy structure. There was nothing wrong, apparently, in his orgirns of digestion.
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LECTURE LXXVIII.
Albumh1ous Uri.'11e. ;Means nf detecting the Albumen . Whnt it imports. Annfomical
characters of Bright's K idney. Syniptoms to which this renal disease ,qitJes rise.
Nature of the affection.
ANOTllER morbid condition of the urine, imperatively d emandin~ your attention,
is that in which it is habitually impregnated with al&unum . '!'his albuminous cond iti on is much more common, and in general not less serious, than the saccharine condition which I described yesterday.
There is no albumen in healthy urine. Ncit!ter cnn we recognize its presence, in
any urin e, by mere inspection. We detect it by certain tests: and I will tell you, in
the first place, what these arc; and how to use them.
Albumen-of which we have so familiar an example in the "white" of cggs begins to pass from the fluid to the solid state at th e temperature of 160° Fahre11lteit.
When diluted it may require for its complete coagu lation the heat of 212°. Ilence
one simple and easy test of its presence. We discover that albumen is co ntain ed in
the urine, by heating that fluid to the boi ling point. This is most conven iently done
in a small glass tube, by the flame of a spirit lamp. It is seldom that any preparation
of the suspected urine is requisite. It may, perhaps, be hazy in consequence of its
containiu~ mucus; and if its transpareucy be much troubled, it will be well to filter
the fluid before testing it. Wh en, as sometimes happens, albumin ous urine is already
turbid from the presence of the lithates, these dissohe as the heat is applied, and the
urine first becomes clear; and then, as the temperature rises, the albuminous opacity
begins to be visible.
The phenomena. observable in the heated urine vary in different cases, chiefly by
reason of the variable amount of albumen. The whole is sometimes converted ioto
one gelatinous mass: but this is un common. Usually the albumen first appears in
the form of a whitish cloud, of which the const ituent particles multiply, and collect,
in proportion as the quantity is considerable, into sma ll curdy fo1.gmcnts or flakes.
Th ese soon subside to the lower part of the tube 1 l cav in ~ the supernatant liquor clear.
The amount of albumen is of course to be estimated by the height to which, after
such subs idence, the tube is filled by it.
Now this test, by heat, is not condusivc, nor sufficient. There arc circumstances
that may impede or pre\·ent its effect in coagulating albumen, which, nevertheless, IS
present. On the other hand it may, under other circ:umstauccs, produce a fallacious
appearance of albume n where none ex ists.
Albuminous urine has often a less acid reaction with litmus paper than healthy
urine. 11 bc reason of this I will explain presently. Wh en recently discharged from
the bladder the urin e may he neutral or even alkalin e; or it may become neutral or
alkaline, by spontaneous decomposition after it has left the bladder. In any case, the

;~{~~/~1b8u:!~:~io~r~;e na~~~~~c~~~c n,~~~~ab~u:\\~n~h:on t~:~a~~~~ce;~cen S ~~1~~0~\~:·;; ~;
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soda; but the compounds formed by albumen with these alkalies arc neither of them
~-oagulable by heat.
Again, although there may be no albumen, heat may cause a flaky precipitate, consisting of the earthy phosphates.
We avoid, or we remedy, these sources of fallacy, by testing the suspcc~cd urine
with nitric acid also, which has the prope rty of precipitating the ~lb~mcn 11~ a tlaky
or pulpy form. It will thus detect albumen wh en the tested urine IS a\kahue. lt
has lik ew ise the ~ffcc~ of red issolvin g the spuri ous p~ccipit'.itcs which may be th~own
down by the apphcat1ou of heat, and consequently ot show111g that they ~u-c spurious.
Nitric acid alone, however, is not, any more than heat a.louc, an uncqmv oca l touch.stone of the presence or absence of albumen: for if the ltthates, or eve n if urea, be
presc ot in excess, a buff-coloured amorphous precipitate of lithi c ac id may be thrown
dowu-or nitrate of urea may be formed- upou the addition of nitric acid, when there
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But this defect is compensated by the complementary criterion of

hea.t; these precipitates being redissolved by raising the temperature of the urine,
while any coagulated albumen remains insoluble.

And always this test, by nitric acid, requires to be applied with a certain degree of
care and delicacy. The risk is, of being misled through usio~ too little of the acid,
or too much. The compound resulting from the union of ni_tric acid ~ith albumen"7
what may be roughly spoken of as the nitrate of albumen-ts soluble rn water, and 1s

not coagulable by heat.

If, therefore, just so much nitric acid (and no more) be

mixed with the urine, as combines with all the albumen that it conrnins. no precipitate will take place. Ilut when more is added, the nitrate of albumen, being insoluble
in dilute nitric acid, becomes at once apparent in the fluid. Again, any great excess
of nitric acid may redissolve the albumen.
llencc 1 in testing su~pectcd urine, it is better to operate on a small quantity of it,
a fluid drachm for instance, filtering it first if it be cloudy, then boiling it, a.nd then
dropping into it two drops of nitric acid : instead of nearly filling the test tube with
urine, and adding a drop or two only of the acid, as is often done-or of adding as
much acid as there is urine, which is perhaps a less common mistake.
Al.!'=01 tu kc care that your test tubes arc clean; and do not contain, as they may do
if merely just emptied, any trace of acid, or of alkali.
Furthermore, albuminous urine of excessive acidity, from its containing a free acid,
may fail to exhibit albumen when heated. Either the acetic, or the hydrochloric acid
will prevent it: in other words, the acetate and the hydrochlorate of albumen are both
cl them soluble in water, and uncoagulable by h('at.
'l'his source of error is also to be obviated by the addition of a small excess of nitric
acid, after heating the urine : so that by observing the directions just given, you may
a\•oid all risk of mistake.
Other chemical tests there arc, frequently spoken of, and sometimes recommended :
particularly the ferrocyanate of potass, corrosive sublimate, oxalic acid, and crcasote.
They arc unnecessary, in addition to heat and nitric acid; and they are liable to fallacies from which these: last, when combined, are free. Unless you are expert chemists,
you had better avoid them.
Dr. Bence Jones has suggested the following simple and ready trial, when chemical materials happen not to be at hand. Evaporate a drop of the suspected urine on
a slip of glass over a water bath. When the evaporation of the water is completed,
any albumen which may be present will adhere to the glass so firmly, that it will be
no easy matter to clean it. The evaporation may be effected in a few seconds, in a
watch glass, over a spirit lamp, care being taken to hinder the urine from boiling, by
ho ldiug it far from the flame.
Now it is quite certain that the presence of albumen in the urine docs often accompany and bespeak a very serious organic disease of the kidney. For this dis'ease we
have no appropriate name. I wish we had. Some call it r1ranular degeneration of
the kidney, but the epithet granular is not always applicnblc. It is most familiarly
known, hoth here and abroad, as Bright's !.·i<l1ie11, or Bright's disease; after the eminent physician who, in 1837, first described it, and showeJ its great pathological importance. These arc odd-sounding and awkward terms; but in the lack of better I
must employ them.
lt is \'cry difficult to describe, in words, the anatomical characters proper to this
renal disease; for they are neither very definite nor very constant. I am speaking
now of that coarse anatomy of tbc diseased orµ:an, which is coµ-niznble by the unassisted vision. The rough sketch that I am about to attempt will be made more intelli;..dhle by Dr. Bright's plates, and those of M. Rayer, which are both before you.
The morbid appearances presented by the substance of the kidney are such as
:lenotc some change in its intimate structure. Its cortical (or secreting) pOl'tion is
the primary and chief seat of th is degeneration; yet what is called its medullary (i.e.,
its excrc:ting) part, is ah:io sometimes implicated, but in a less dei;?;rec.
These morbid appearances relate to t he size, fiµ-urc, and consistence of the kidney;
to t.hc colour and condition of its surface, and of its interior. With respect to some
of the~e points there is much Yariety in different eases; a11 d studyi11g thi"i ''ariety
under the li~ht which is thrown upon it by the clinical history of the disease, we ha\'e
reason to believe that., iu part, it is connected with different. stages of the di~organi-
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zing process. Partly also, and perhaps chiefly, it appears to be tllC result of essential
differences in the nature of the intimate structural changes. Thus if we look to the
"'ze of the diseased oq:~ans, they are sometimes much larger than natural, sometimes
of the ordinary maf?nitude, sometimes considerably smaller. 'fhc average weight of
the adult human kidney is between four and five ounces. In this disease some have
been met with weighing twelve ounces, others weighing 8earcely two. Both the tn.
cremcot and the decrement of the natural bulk belong principally, if not altogether,
to the outer secreting portion of the gland. If a longitudinal sect.ion of the exag~erated kidney be made, its cortical part is seen to be unduly broad: and the same
part is disproportionally narrow when the whole o rg~m is smaller than common. For
this reason, in the latter case, the radiating mcdullary portions or pyramids approach
nearer to the surface than they are obscn·ed io do in 11. hea lthy kidney. And it
furthermore appears that the enlargement is most commonly coincident with the
earlier, and the contraction or shrinking with the later, stages of the renal disease.
Tbe co11si1itence of the diseased gland is variable also. Sometimes, and for the
most part I believe in the ea rli er periods, it is soft and flabby: sometimes, and
especially in the later periods, it. is remarkably compact and hard. Th e size and the
consistence of the kidney are, in most cases, in versely proportional to each other.
Again, the form of the kidney, in the disease or discuses in question, often und er·
goes some modification. As the structura l change proceeds, the exterior of the gla nd
shows a tendency to become indented by lin ear depres~ions, and to present a lobular
shape. This, however, is by no means a. constant phenomenon, even in the most ad·
vanced stage of the malady.
The proper investing tunic of the kidney is generally stripped off with ease from
th e large and softer varieties; with difficulty from the contracted and harder. When
it has been remo\·cd-and less distinctly through the same tunic, before its separation
- the surface of the gland appears mottled, marbled, or stained j of a yellowish grey
colour in one place, and of a dark or purple tint in another. Occasionally it is pale
throughout its whole extent; more commonly of divers hues, and variegated with
little streaks, which are portions of vessels containing tcd blood. Sornetimes tho
surface is curiously speckled; often uneven, as if strewed with prominent grains; in
some instances quite rough and scabrous; in others perfectly level and smooth. ]
may add, that when the surface is granular, the kiduey very frequently is contracted
and small; when smooth , it is usually larger than natural. These several unnatural
appearances are generally the more conspicuous, in proportion as the complain t is the
more advanced.
Frn. lGi.

F10.

168.

The most uniform, h owever, and the most characteristic of ~he morbid app~ara n?es,
arc those presented by the cut su rface of the kidney, when it has bccn .d1v1dcd rntt:
two symmetrical portions by a lon gitudinal in cision . . We then pcrcc1~e that tho
corc;iu:.il substa nce is th e main seat of the morbid alteration. It has lost, 111 a grcatet
or le".;: de~rcc, its proper red colour and uni form asp?ct. ?omctimcs it puts on a
speckled or gran ular appearance; but this, in my eEpencoce, JS less common than a
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pale, nearly homo~eneous surface, somewhn.t like the section of a parsncp. Its n::itural
strioo arc confused or obliterated. The incised surface gi\•es one the notion of some
deposit, whereby the original texture of the p~rt is obscured.. The blood.,•esscls
seem, many or most of them, to have been emptied by comprcss1on, or to ~c blocked
up by yellowish solid matters; while the healthier pyramidal masses bcloogrng to the
medullary portion of the kidoey are displaced, and pushed aside, or encroached upon
by the same yellowish matter, which sometimes interposes itself between, and opens
out, their radiatiug tubuli . To!rethcr with these changes of appearance and struc.
ture, I have seyeral times found the veins that emerge from the kidney firmly plugged
up by coagula of blood.
In some rare cases the kidney is studded. both on its surface and throughout its
0
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1
t ais
meet with one or two larger cysts of the same kind in this diseased state of the organ.
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Serous cysts of thekidoey. Frowaprcpnrationin Dr.Gross' cabinet.

It has been made a question whether the Yarious appearances which I have been
attempting to describe, and which sensibly differ in dc!?'rce and combination in different cases, arc characte ristic of different morbid conditions, or merely of different
stages and varieties of the same essential chan~e. Our knowledge of the subject is
!!carccly sufficient to supply a positive solution of this question. 'rhe marked physical
differences, obv ious to the naked eye, suggest however the strong probabil ity of two
or more kinds of degeneration of structure: and this primllfaci·e inference is strengthened, as I will presently explain, by the later revelati on!' of the microscope.
There is still another sta.te of the kidney, very different to the eye from any that
I have yet mentioned, but wh ich has been thought, and which I thiok, to be1 in
some cases at least, the first stage of all in the disorganizaing process. This state,
which I referred to when speaki ng of suppression of U:'iue, may be briefly described
·n two words-sanguine congestion. The whole organ is gorged with blood~ wLicb
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External appearance.

sometimes drips freely from it when it is cut open. The kidney is in general large,
somewhat flabby, of a deep dark red, even of a chocolate or purplish colour, nearly
uniformly diffused, except that the cut surface is usually diversified by still darker
tuft-like spots, which have been ascertained to be the Malpighian bodies, turgid with
blood. This change from the natural appearance of the kidney is e\•idcntly of a recent
FIO. 172.
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kind; and the symptoms that have been observed to belong to it arc these: -Fever,
preceded often by rigors; uneasiness or dull pain in the loins; 11ausca and vomiting;
a very scanty secretion of urine, which is sometimes tinged with blood, and always
albuminous; occasionally complete suppress ion of urin e. To these symptoms there is
presently added, in most cases, sudden and general anasarca- what is commonly
called inflammatory, active, or febrile drop:iy. If the secretion of urine be entirely
suspended, death soon ensues by coma, as I explained to you yesterday; but if not,
the disorder frequently proves fatal through the supervention of some acute internal
iuflammation; pleurisy, or pericarditis, or pneumonia, or peritonitis. :Many pcrson:J
recover completely from the condition expressed by this combi 11atiou of ph enomena.
l\Iany seem to recover, but bear about with them the germs or beginnings of those
more chronic and laten t changes which constitute one form at least of "Bright's
kidney."
And what a.re the signs which indicate, to an instructed eye, the presence of thoso
cbao<•cs? Some of them are precisely the same, in kind, as those which denote the
acute~ disorder; only mitigated in degree, and of slower march and succession. The
patients are subject to obscure lumbar pains, though these seem rare j to sickness
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from time to time, and retching; and their urine is apt to be red, brown, or din~y, as
well as albuminous, from the iutcrmixture of some of the colouring matter of the
blood. They are obnoxious to inflammations of the serous membranes also; and more
particularly to head affections, of which, often, they die; drowsiness, convulsions,
apoplexy. And, to finish the resemblance, many of them, aye most of them, become
sooner or later anasarcous. Besides these symptoms there arc others which arc not
seen in the acute and recent malady; because it is recent. Gradually increasing
pallor is almost constant; disease of the heart is common; and the skin, in general,
C\'Cll in the absence of fever, is remarkably dry and unperspiring.
The patients are
troubled by a frequent want to make water, especially at night, when they are in the
horizontal posture; by flatulence of the stomach and intestines; and by caprice of the
bowels, which are sometimes obstinately costive, sometimes prone t.o diarrhooa.
Now it is worth your while to remark , with respect to this category of symptoms,
that (nocturnal micturition n.nd the state of the urine excepted) they have no special
prima /ocie reference to renal disease. They arc all common enough in various
other complaints. fo truth they are mere secondary consequences of Bright's disease; and in so far as they are symptoms of it, they arc indirect symptoms. Before
Dr. Bright, no one pcrccil"cd, in such symptoms, any indications of disease of the
kidney. The primary and fundamental organic malady reveals itself by no direct
signals excepting those which arc furnished by the urine.
Seeing then, that this structural disease of the kidney is coupled with effects so
gra ve and perilous, and sooing that one of its most positive and distinctive marks
is an albuminous state of the urine, two questions of great interest at once present
themsel\·cs.
1. Does albuminous urine always imply the presence of Bright's disease?
2. Is Bright's disease, when present, always accompanied by albuminous urine 7
To both these questions the answer is - no.
I believe that some articles of food, and some medicincs 1 have the effect, in some
persons, of rendering the urine for a time albuminous: perhaps it would be more
correct to say that certain forms of indigestion may cause this change. Albumen
has also been detected in the urine after a blister upon the skin 1 or under that ge neral
state of irritatiou of the surface, c<illed eczema rubr-um, which is produced occasionally
by mercury. ln the crisis of some febrile disorders, in !:iOlllC cases of pregnancy, of
heart disease, and of delirium trcmcns, and in epidemic cholera, the same phenomenon
has been obrscr\'cd. \\Thene\'Cr blood, proceeding from any part of the long tract of
mucous membrane which lines the urinary organs, minp:lcs with the urine, that fluid
of necessity coutains albumen, and coagulates if tested by heat or by nitric acid.
On the other hand, when the kidney is really affected in the way already described,
the admixture of albumen with the urine is apt to disappear, for a while, C\"CU sud·
denly. I have known it vauish for several hours, immediately after the effectual
application of a hot air-bath; and after profuse purging by a full dose of elaterium.
Sometimes it is absent for a longer period.
Another important question, therefore, now arises. Finding albumen in the urine,
how are we to know whether it does, or does not, indicate the presence of Bright's
kidney?
We may jutlge, in part, by frequently testing the urine, and noticing whether the
albuminous impregnation be transitory or persistent. If, week after week, it remain
steadily present, it is almost surely indicative of that renal disease. Almost surdy I
say, because it is held by l\I. Rayer, and though not improbable by Dr. Owen Rees,
that uric acid crystals, occurring in the urine of gouty persons, may sometimes, by
irritating the urinary tubules, give rise to enduring albuminuria, when there is no
degeneration of the kidney. Certain it is that in a very few cases, albuminuria. goes
on even for years without any serious inconvenience to the patient, or much visible
impairment of his general health. If 1\I. R<iycr's patholo:;::ical doctrine be true at all,
it probably is true in these cases of abiding albuminuria; and in such cases the albumen will readily disappear under alkaline treatment, which forms a test of thcit
nature. Partly, again, we form our judgment by the absolute aniount of the albumen
in a given measure of urine. If the water be deeply charged with that unnatural
ingredient, the presumption is strong that the kidney disease is in prOf!rC ; and when
that disease is contirwed, ~l.lluther reu1arkable change is found to have taken place in
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the urine. Its specific gravity is very Jow; aud strikingly in contrast with that of
diabetic urine. ~L1his is therefore a Vf!ry cogent additional diagnostic circumstance.
On Dr. Prout's authority we have assumed the specific gravity of healthy urine to
range between 1015 and 10~5. Other writers make it higher. But the urine voided
in Bright's di:.--ease is sometimes as low as 1004; and its mean specific gravity docs
not exceed 1013.
I need scarcely _again remind you, that the question of specific gravity must always
be viewed in relation to the absolute quantity of urine secreted. The specific gravity
depends, of course, upon the proportion of the solid constituents of the urine contained in & given quantity. If the aqueous portion be augmented, the effect upon
the absolute density will be the same as if the solid contents were proportionally
diminished. llut when, as frequently happens in certain stages of this renal disease,
the specific gravity decreases while the quantity of the urine decreai:ics also, that conjunction of phenomena becomes especially significant.
'fhe density of the urine being thus unnaturally low, notwithstanding the addition
of the new substance, albumen, it follows, as a matter of inference, that the solid
constituents proper to healthy urine must be sensibly diminished: and they are found,
in fact, to be so. These solid ingredients consist mainly of urea, and of certain salts.
The aggregate solid contents amount, in health , to sixty-seYcn or sixty-eight parts in
every 1000. lo llright's disease the quantity ha11 been ascertained to have sunk to
twelve or fourteen parts; and even, in an extreme case, to less than this - to about
six parts.
The urine contains, then 1 albumen; and it is deficient in urea. These two facts
suggested, naturally enough, to l\I. Solon, and to othcrs 1 the notion that the albumen
might be formed, by a sort of con,·ersion, at the expense of the urea; since these
substances, by a slif!ht alteration in the ratio of their elements, pass respectively each
into the other. But it is not so. Dr. Christison had obscr\'ed many year.s a~o, that
when the urine was dcpri-ved of th e greater part of its urea, the quautity of albumen
contained in it was sma ll; and, on the other hand, in cases where the urea was considerable in quantity, the albumen was plentiful also. In a more recent work on this
subject, the same physician states that the whole of his subsequent experience has
been in conformity with this observation.
It being certain, therefore, that the albumen is not vicarious of the urea, what (you
may ask) becomes of the urea? It is detained in the blood; and may readily be
recognized there in considerable quantity: and herein li es, as I conceive, the secret
of the secondary affections which belong to this disorder, and of its great fatality.
The body is poisoned in deta il by the retention of its own excrements. The blood
not being duly purified through that great emunctory, the kidneys, i~ spoiled fo~ its
purpose of nutrition. Besides containing urea, it undeqiocs other and more marnfcst
changes. Its proportion of fibrin varies; and it gradually becomes poor in colouring
matter; the scrum is less albuminous also, and of a lower ~pecific µ-ravity than in
health. '!'he quantity of albumen in healthy blood averages from sixty-fh·c to .sixtynine parts in 1000. In this malady Dr. Babington has found it reduced to sixteen
parts. The average spec ific gravity of healthy serum is 10~8 i but in Ilright's disease it descends to 1024, 1020, and e\•en to 1013. Now Dr. Christison has made out
the very interestin~ fact, that there ie a definite in verse ratio between t1.1e .coagulability
of the urine, and the density of the serum. Tbe more albumen there 1s tu the former
of these fluids, the less is there in the latter, and the lower is its specific gravity. So
that the deficiencies of the one fluid balance the superfluities of the other. All this
is very different from what takes place in diabcte8, in which sugar i~ cxcrC'tcd with
urine that is otherwise healthy; whereas, in Bright's disease, urea, winch OU!?ht to be
discharged, remains in the blood; and albumen, which ought not to be separated, is
taken from the blood and carried out with the urin e.
I have now described the changes exhibited to the naked eye by the kidneys in
this disorder, the eymptoms which attend it, and the morbid ~o~ditiom; ~oth of the
urine and of the blood. Uut th ese all vary and fluctuate at different pe riod~ of th(:l
complaint. I must next, therefore, endeavour to state what has been ascertarned of
its course and progress.
When the chronic disorder is not a legacy left by the more severe and acute forru
of disease which I have termed febrile dropsy, it is apt to creep on very insidiously,
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if I d1stmgu1sh two stages of the malady-the early, and the advanced.
In the early stage the urine is µ'enerally scanty. Instcnd of about JO ounces in the
twenty-four hours, the patient voids 16, 12, 8, or C\•cn so little as 2 or 3 ounces.
Sometimes the secretion is nearly or quite suppressed: and then the bead seldom fails
to become affected iu the way already described. The urine has also an unnatural
appearance. It is red, or dark, obscurely turbid, like muddy beer. Smoky, is an
epithet frequently applied to it : that is, it looks, sometimes, as if a very minute quantity of' soot had given it a tinge. The hue depends upon the presence of a little of
the colouring matter of the blood, darkened by the acid properties of the urine. It
froths also more than is usual. If you blow into it through a. tube, you raise bubbl1?s
similar to those whic_h may b~ f?rmed on soapy water; and the bubbl es remain long
unbroken . Its specific gravity is somewhat, yet not greatly reduced; abou t 1021,
perhaps; it is seldom at this period so )ow as 1016. It contains an abundance of
albumen. Very rarely docs it depoi;it t~ lithates.
FIG. li4.

Drawing of rcdclcpositfromurinoinintcnserennlhyperromi&.

At the same early period, blood drawn from the arm exhibits the huffy coat. The
serum is much diminished in density, and contains a considerable quantity of urea.
~l1here is no decrease iu the fibrin; perhaps it is a little augmented: uud there is no
great change in the amount of colourinf?; matter.
In the more advanced stages of the dii:;<>ase, the quantity of urine is frequently not
below th~ standard of health; and it sometimes considerably excel?ds that standard, so
as to constitute one variety of chronic diuresis (ana::oturia), which some call diabetes
insipidus. It is usually pale, clear or slightly opaque, and of a very low specific gra·
,·ity; lOH, 1010, l OOi. Once, when the quantity of the urine wa.s not in excess,
Dr. Christison found the specific gravity to be no more than 1004. There is a cor·
responding reduction in the natural solid ingredients of the urine. Albumen, too, is
present, but more uncertainly than in the early periods: fluctuations in this respect
are more common than before. It is a. mistake to suppose that the amount of albu·
men increases as the disorder advances. The contrary rule would be more near the
truth. In general the albumen is plentiful and almost constant in the outset of the
malady; less surely present as it proceeds; and sometimes entirely absent in its latter
periods: and it is of importance to remark that the alteration in the specifi c gr-.ivity
follows the opposite law. The declension of density, so far from being corrected, auF:·
merits with the progress of the disorder. H ence the one of these morbid phenomena
is a. valuable check upon the other, considered as an index of what is goiog on in thekidncy.
And another fact, which it is essential for you to know and to remember, is, that,
in any stage of the disease, the supervention of febrile disturbance, from local infiam
mati on or whatever other cause, tends to renew, for the time, those qualities of the
urine which beloug to the early period.
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l\l eanwhile, the disease advancing, the serum of the blood recovers more or less its
lost specific grav ity, in proportion to the decrease of albumen in tho urine. 'l'he
quantity of fibrin seems, in some cases, to diminish. But the striking- an<l most
characteristic change is the rapid disappearance of the colou rin g matter, the hematosio, as it is called. This may at length be so much reduced, as to form less than a
third of the healthy average. If vcn rosection be occasionally employed, this process
of depravation is accelerated; but it takes place whether blood be artific ially withdrawn from the system or not. " I am acquainted (says Dr. Christison) with no
natural disease, at least of a cluonic nature, which so closely approaches hromorrhagc
in iJ:s power of impoverishing the red particles of the blood. 11 H ence the peculiar
pallid or dingy hue of the patient's skin ; the leuca-.phlegmatio and even waxy aspect
which invariably stamps the victims of this complaint.
These characters, th en, of the urine and of the blood 1 when rif!htly compared and
interpreted, reveal not only the existence of the renal disease, but al so, with much
probability, the stage or degree that it has reached.
Let us next revi ew, a little more in detail, thoim secondnry affections which I have
already poin ted out as being incidental to the subj ects of this renal malady. 'fhey
are of much consequence: for, in the course of the disease, more or fewer of them arc
almost sure to occur; most of them are productive of very serious distress: and some
of them place the patient's li fe in immediate jeopardy, and often Lring it to a premature' end. Moreover, it is by these secondary affections that our suspicion of the
primary disease upon which they depend is 1 in geueral 1 first awakened: and it is to
the prevention or the removal of these same secondary affcctious that our curative
endeavours must chiefly be directed.
Th e most common, and practically the most important, of them a11, is anasarca;
but of this, though I mention it first, I shall postpone, for a while, the further
consideration.
Another very common, and very important secondary complication, is the occurrence of what we compendiously called head-symptoms : various manifestations of
derao~emeut in the cerebral functions: headache, misty vision, noises in the ears,
drowsiness, delirium, epileptic seizures, apoplexy. So frequently indeed is the death
of the patient preceded by coma, with or without convulsions, that Dr. Christison
considers this to be the "natural termination" of the disea~e, or "the mode in which
it proves fatal when life is not cut short by so me other incidental or secondary affec tion." Of seventy fatal cases observed by Dr. Bright, death was ushered in by wellmarkcd cerebral symptoms in thirty.
I have already told you the circumstances under which these affections of the brain
usually arise. They almost always follow any great and sudden diminution, or the
entire SU$pension, of the secretion of urine. But this rule is not so st rict as to admit
of no exception. Occasionally, but I believe very seldom, the urine, in this disorder,
is red uced to a ''ery small amount, while the hE"ad remains undisturbed. Of this Dr.
Christison has recorded a. remarkable instance. One of his patients voided no more
thao two ounces of light urin e daily, for nine days before his death; yet he continued
sensible to the very last ruinute of his existence, and died simply of inanition. Some- ·
times apoplectic symptoms occur, and carry the patient off, although there has been
no extreme or material reduction in the quantity of urine.
If the secretion of urine become again abundant, these head-symptoms are mitigated
orcca&c.
Now when death has thus taken place in the way of coma, and the case had been
complicated with anasarca, and serous liquid is fo und accumulated in unnatural
mea s ur~ in the cerebral ventricles, or in the tissue of the pia mater, it seems reasonable to a!'cribe the coma to the presence and the pressure of that liquid. The dropsy
has extended to the brain. And this view of the matter is stre n ~thened by the connex ion whi ch may sometimes be noticed between th e accession of coma and the visible
increase of t~e dropsy in other parts of the body. l\Iy own experience accords entirely
with that of Dr. Christison, as uprcssed in the following statemen t. "If the dropsical
fluid be allowed greatly to accumulate, drowsiness, the fi rst symptom of the affection
of th~ bead, ~ery soon makes. it.s appearance in the generality of cases, and it w~ll
speedily pass rnto fatal ~oma 1f not controlled, but the removal of th e dropsy will
usually rewove tbc drowsin ess "
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To many cases, however, this explanation will not apply, there being no morbid
collection of water within the skull, nor any other appreciable ch:rn~c there; nor,
perhaps, any dropsy elsewhere. In such cases the ultimate symptoms, the stupor and
the death, used to be ascribed to the poisonous influence of the urea in the unpurified
blood, upon the orgaos of animal life. Yet this explanation had its difficultil!fl.
Urea must often circulate with the blood without affecting the brain. Dr. Christison
states that he has repeatedly known the daily discharge of the solids of the urine to
be reduced, for weeks together, to one-fourth of the natural amount, while, moreover,
analysis of the blood showed that it was loaded with urea, without the appearance of
any head-symptom. Dr. Bright also relates a case to the same purpose. A pcmon
labouring under this disease of the kidney lived for four or five years under his occasional observation . The blood was analyzed in the earlier stage, and found to contain
a large quantity of urea; as much as the uriue itself contain ed. Yet this patient had
no fiti> till towards the close of his life. Urea bas even been injected in cons id erable
quantity into the veins of li ving animals, without any other effect than an increased
secretion of urine. Dr. Bence Jones believes that urea is" probably not much more
poisonous than nitrate of potash."
'!'he doctrine, therefore, of the dependance of the head -symptomi< upon the retention
of urea in the blood, as m·ea, has been abandoned by most pathologists, both in this
country and abroad. Frerichs, a German physician, who has written an able "monograph" on J3ri~l1t's disease, offers a new and plausible theory of these nervous complications. 'l'he symptoms in question result, he says, from the poisonous ag-ency,
not of the retained urea itself, but of the carbonate of ammonia, into which, while still
in the blood-ves~els, it is liable to be converted. Ile produced similar symptoms in
animals by injecting a solution of carbonate of ammonia into their veins. So long as
the peculiar symptoms contin ue, whether in the sick man, or in the animal subjected
to experiment, the expired breath is tainted, he affirms, with an ammoniacal or uriaous
odour. Reddened litmus paper, held before the mouth or nostrils, is turned blue;
aud a glass rod, dipped in hydroch loric acid, and exposed to the issuing: breath, is
presently surrounded with a whitish cloud. When no ammonia can thus be detected
in the breath, the nervous syptoms cease.
I have sometimes fancied that the pale and watery condition to which the blood is
at last reduced, may have something to do with the stupor aud coma. I showed you
some time ago, when speaki ng of spurious hydrocephalus, that similar symptoms arc
apt to ensue, in co njunction with a similar defect of hcmatosi n. It would seem that,
under such circumstances, the functions of the brain are exercised irregularly,
languidly, and at length not at all, in consequence of the failing supply of its
appropriate stimu lus through the arteries.
Another striking circumstance observable in this disease, is a readiness of various
organs of the body to inflame, and particularly of the serous and the mucous mero·
braues. According to M. Solon, who has published a thick volume on Albuminurie,
this disposition has not been so manifest in li'rance; but of its frc<1ucnt appearance in
this country I can add my own testimony to that of Dr. Bright, of Dr. Christisoo 1
and of Dr. Gr<'gory. Such intercurrent acute inflammation is not an uncommon
cause of the patient's death. 'l'he pleura appears to be much more often affected in
this manner than either the peritoneum or the pericardium.
Bronchial irritation is exceedingly common. Dr. Wilks, drawing his conclusions
from a very extensive observation of cases, remarks of bl'Onchitis, u I am not sure, if
all the symptoms were numerically taken, this would not be more universal than any
other single symptom, albuminous urine alone excepted."
Disorder of the stomach and bowels is another frequent companion of the renal
malady: nausea, vomiting, flatulent distension, diarrhrea. Frerichs obstrves that in
the later stages of the disease, the matters vomited- and the perspiration, when any
occurs, which is seldom - are ammoniacal.
It is a plausible explanation, therefore, of these affections of the mucous su rfaces,
that they are exc ited by the poisonous material retained in the blood, and seeking a
veot through supplementa ry channels of excretion.
)from this teodency, it follows that when we come to inspect the dearJ body, we
seldom find the kidney to be the only part in which structural chan~es are plainly
visible. Most commonly evident traces of disease are met with in various organs.
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It would appear, however, that these incidental and secondary complications prevnil
with irregular frequency in different places. Th ey arc probably determined, iu some
measure, by loca l and peculiar a7encies. Thus vomiting and diarrhrea have been
more familiar to the Edinburgh observers, t.han in London to Dr. Bri::i;ht, or in Paris
to )L Solon: while the headaches and coma, so often witnessed by the British
physicians, have been comparatively uncommon in France.
Disease of the heart, if n_ot a. secondary consequence, is a. very frequent accompaniment of Bri~ht's kidney. It is possible that the cardiac disease, and the re11al disease,
have sometimes no connexion in respect of cause and effect, but arc both results of
some common cause; of habitual intemperance, for example.
I am, however, of opinion, that the renal malady bas a. direct tendency, by its
effect upon the blood, to generate disease of the heart. It induces aummia: and
anremia, as I showed you on a. fo rmer occasion, implies debility of the muscular texture of tht.> heart, and leads to dilatation of its cavities; and the weak muscle, becominµ- irritable' also, J!rows thicker as it labours more. But there is another probable
cause in operation. Dr. Bright originally su)'.!gested that the nltcred quality of the
blood might "so affect the minute aud capillary circulation as to render greater actiou
necessary to force the blood through the distant subdivisions of the muscular Rystem."
This view of the matter is fully adopted by Dr. Johnson, who points out the probability of "impeded circulation through the systemic capillaries, consequent upon the
retention of the urinary constituents in the blood, similar to that which Dr. ReiJ
detected by the hromadynamomcter when black un aCrated blood was circulating
through the arteries and the systemic capillaries of animals" dying of strangulation.
I remember hearing 1\lr. Paget say that in cases of dropsy from renal disease, attended
with hypertrophy of the lefL ventricle of the heart, he had found all t"e arteries enlarged without being thickened-his attention haviog been first drawn to tha.t fact by
his having noticed that the lower part of the aorta and the common iliacs were large
in such cases, and that the external iliacs especially were lar_!?:e and coutorted: whe-rcas
he had not seen this condition of the arteries associated with hypertrophy of the left
ventricle dependent on disease of the aortic valves. Now it is this kind of cardiac
disease which, more than any other, has been found coinciden t with the peculiar
chan ges iu the kidney. Among 100 cases, recorded in a tabular form by Dr. Bright,
th ere were 27 in which no affection of the heart could be detected. In 52 instances
the hea rt presented the characters of hypertrophy, and of those no fewer than 34
were free from any tra.ce of va.lvular disease. Among the 34 there were 11 cases of
disease affecting the aorta: in the remai ni ng 23 no cause for the ex isti ng hypertrophy
and dilatation could be found in the heart itself, or in the great blood-vessels. 'fhe
true cause may therefore be reasonably supposed to have been the reual disease, operating upon the involuntary muscle through the morbid qualities of the blood.
Dr. Kirkes has recently borne his testimony also to the frequent coin.::idcnce of
disease in the coats of the aorta with Bright's kidn ey: and ho attributes the arterial
change to the excessive force with which the blood is driven into the aorta by the
hypertrophied left ventricle, a. force unchecked by any valvular disease. "The arterial blood (he observes) is under the continual influence of two unnaturally ~reat
causes of pressure, excessive ventricular impulse at one end, and impeded capillary
current at the other; and it can scarcely be expected that the walls of the vessels
should escape o\·er-distension, and consequent liability to structural change."
Wheth er the renal disease be ever produced by the cardiac, is more questionable.
In the acute renal affection, when it proves early fatal, the kidney is always found to
be gorged with blood. And the customary intermixture of blood with the urine war.
rants the belief that the same condition was present to t h ~ patients who have re..
covered. .From this state of engorgement sprin gs, apparently, sometimes, the subsequent series of changes. It is therefore a plausible conjecture that whatever tends
to prod ncc congestion of the kidney, tends also to aggravate, and may even cause, the
peculiar chan~cs in questio?. I need not now tell you that disease .of the l~ ca rt does
frcqucutl y occasion congcst1?n of the venoua system, and gorge the viscera with blood.
Under this influence the liver often enlarges. On the other han d, disease of the
h13art, even such as gives !ise to venous congestion and to dropsy,.ofteu last~ long, and
proves ultimately fatal, without the occurrence of albuminous urrnc, and without any
appreciable chauge of structure iu the ki~~cy.
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Pain or tenderness of the loins, is sometimes, but iu my experience rardy, an accompaniment of the renal disease. It occurred, however, in one-third of twcntyeight cases narrated by M. Solon, and Dr. Gre~ory noticed it in the half of his
patients. This symptom appears to be more often present in the early than in the
later stages of the malady.
The cause.~ of the disease of which I have been cndeavourin~ to sketch the outline,

are often obscure.

Its more obvious symptoms, in the chronic form of the malady,

have been observed, in very many instances, to begin soon after the exposure of the
body to wet and cold under unfavourable circumstances. But it is by no means cert.a.in-indeed the probabilities preponderate on the other side- that, in these instances,
the renal disorder had not previously existed in a latent state.
It is certain, however, that the acute kidney affection, which may be considered
identical with febrile dropsy, does often arise under similar circumstances of exposure, and is attended with a marked disturbance of the functions of the kidneys.
And Bright's diseaee in its ch runic fonn has been noticed as occurring: in persons who
have previously suffered, and had Rpparently recovered from, an attack of febrile
dropsy. Arc we not warranted in believing that the recovery was imperfect in such
cases? that the kidney had sustained irretrievable injury? and that the disease, al.
though from the treatment employed, or by lapse of time, it bad become tranquil or
la.tent, was ready again to give indications of its existence upon any repetition of its
exciting cause?
Af!ain, it is matter of common observation that intemperate habits have often pre.
ceded the dcve1opment of this disease. Yet we may conclude that intemperance in
drinking: is rather a predisposing than an essential cause, from the fact that the
malady is not unknown among children, and other persons whose manner of life has
been strictly sober. I liad lately an example of this io a young girl, fifteen years old,
who had never menstruated. And this leads me to remark that the renal disorder
bas bee n known, in many instances, to follow a sudden cheek or suppression of the
catamenia. It has sometimes seemed to owe its origin to blows received upon the
loins.
The complaint happens at all ages: less often, however, fo extreme youth than
afterwards. Sabbatier records that he saw, while in the service of l\I. Baudclocque.
a younp; infant affected with anasarca and albuminous urine. The first case described
by M. Solon is that of an infant, seventeen months old, in whom similar sy mptoms
appeared shortly after exposure to cold and wet. In 1838 a boy between five and
six years old, anasarcous, and passing bloody aud albuminous urine, was in tllC l\lid.
dlcscx Hospital, under the charge of my colleague Dr. Wilson. l\I. Constant, in the
Gazette Jlltdicale for 1835, cites the case of a child five years of age : and l\I.
Rayer gives two plates, representing the kidneys of two ch ildren, the one fi"e and the
other six years old, who both died of dropsy with albuminous urine, the sequel of
scarlet fever. In each of these the changes described by Dr. Bright were \vell marked,
aod the bulk of the kidney was considerably increased.
The malady is, however, much more common in adult.!l: not, in all probability,
because the kidney is more readily susceptible of it at one period of life than another,
but because, as life adYances, the circumstances which tend to produce or to foster it
become of more frequent operation; intemperance, exposure to great vicissitudes of
temperature, and (perhaps) disease of the heart.
It occurs, I presume for the same reasons, oftener in men than io women.
Dr. Christison suspects that Bright's kidney happens chiefly in persons of scrofu}.
ous habit; and he found it, in several instances, coincid ent with phthisis pulmonalis.
l\ly own experience would not have led me to that opinion. I partake in ~J. Solon's
doubts, whether the co-existence of pulmonary consumption and of this renal malady
is more than casual. Dr. Bright tells us that "the instances in which phthisis, or
any form of scrofulous or tubercular disease, 'has been connected with the renal
affection, have been decidedly rare."
'What, after all, is the true character and essence of the organic metamorphosis
which constitutes this formidable di sorder, Bright's kidney? Since I last spoke upon
this subject our knowledge has made severa l steps in advance. Ou former occasions
I haYe expressed to you my belief that some of the grosser changes of structure ascertnined by the ordinary mode of inspection, were ultiwately owing to an undue accumu.
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lation of blood io the renal vessels; to congestion-passive or inflammatory. And to
this conclusion, which observation and reasoning had su1:qrested, direct experiment
lends strength. In this way it has been shown, by Dr. George Robinson, that a
mechanical impediment to the venous circulation in the kidney, whether it be partial
or absolute, whether rapidly effected or slowly, is sufficient to produce albuminous
and even bloody urine. Rayer calls the complaint alb11minous neplt-:tis; :md perhaps the congestion (which unquestionably is present in what I consider the acute
form of the malady) may sometimes pass into chronic inflammation. We do not,
however, find that it C\'Cr terminates in decided abscess: yet suppuration of that kind
is no uncommon event of true inflammation of that part, excited by Yiolcnt injuries,
or by the lodgment of calculi within it. It seemed to me more probable that, in one
form at least of the disorder, the mischief done to the kidney was the result of
extreme congestion, and its usual consequences -the oozing forth of the blood in
@ubsta.nee, or of some of its constituents, into the interstitial textures, as well as into
the excretory tubes of the kidney . The appearance of these ingredients of the blood,
and even sometimes of blood itself, in the urine; the in creased size of the gland in
the earlier stages; the various shades of colour which its surface and parts of its
interior present, as the colouring matters of the effused fluids are more or less absorbed;
the impermeability of those altered parts by artificial injections; the shrinking (iu
many cases) and hardness of tLe orgnn as the disorder becomes chronic, and absorption proceeds; these arc all consistent with this theory. The morbid conditions of
the urine depend, in part, upon the mechanical transudation of certain portions of
the blood, which pass through the kidney unchanged, as through an inert filter.
Mixed with the urine we find serum, with its albumen, and its salts, which diminish
the acidity of the mixture, or e''eu render it neutral; and in many cases we find more
or less of the colouring matter also of the blood. Those portions of the cxtravasated
fluid which have no outlet of escape, solidify, and thus obliterate the natural texture
of the part they have invaded. The obstruction of the emergent veins of the kidney
by firm clots of blood is in harmony with the same supposition.
But more has been learned than this. New light has been thrown, of late years,
upon the doubtful pathology of this important and complex renal affection, by that
:ninute scrutiny of texture and of textural changes, as well as of conditions of the
urine, which the microscope perfects or facilitates. Yet I lmve not the satisfaction
of being able to tell you that the interesting problem has been finally soiYed. 'rhough
30 years have passed away since Dr. Bright announced the dependence of certain forms
of dropsy upon structural disease of the kidneys, it still rernains a disputed point
among pathologists whether ".Bright's kidney" is one disease, assuming different
FIG. 175.

Frn.176.

FIG. 175.-Fibrinoua deposits in n granular kidney. Tho situation of tho patch is marked by tho
irregulnroutlino, whiehwasn.doopred.
F10. 176.-(A) 'fubo containing an homogonoous ens~ which projects from its broken end.
(8) Mnlpighianbody; theeapguleisfilledwilhoilymalter.
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in different cnRes and circumstances, or whether there arc not two, or even
more, di!"tinct renal diseases which, gi\•ing rise to similar symptoms, ha,•e been com prehended and confounded under one common name.
All agree in opinion about that cond ition
.
Fio.
177
of the kidney which has been ascertained
to exist in what is called inflammatory
dropsy; and in the drop~y which not unfrcquently occurs during con\'akscence
from scarlet fever. That condition I have
The kidney is large,
already described.
soft, red, and bloody. But somcthiu~ more
6
requires to be said respecting the phenomena. presented by the urine in such cases.
Not only is it always albuminous; and often
ding-y in colour, and sometimes even reddi sh, from au aJmixturc of blood; but it i:i
found, when examined through a. microscope, to contain a number of littl e hairJikc threads or cylinders, which are, in fact,
:
very slender fibrinous coaguln, moulded in
and discharged from the urinary tubules
of the kidney. These cylinders or casts
denote, even more distinctly thao aoy
amount of albumen ia the urine denotes,
extreme congestion, which may well be
deemed inflammatory, in the affected kid.
'.l'hey arc commonly studded with
ncy.
minute epithelial cells, which have been detached from the surface of the tubules.
Sometimes they contain blood disks also,
and even specks of lithic or oxalic acid.
lly the help of the microscope similar casts
may be seen still remaining in many of the
tubules. Other tubules appear to be filled
(2) Cortical tube, inforcted with epitbewith epithelial cells which haYc been i:;hcd
limn, and bulged in a. good part of its exbell
tent. (3)Cortical tube cont.aininga.dumb
from their walls. And similar cells are scatcryst.al of large size. (4) Cortical tube, in. tered separately through the urine.
forcted by epithelium at (a) below it; some of
These arc the anatomical characters of
tlie separate particles are shown more highly
what Dr. Johnson calls acute desquarnative
magnified. (5) Bulky epithelium from cortical nPphritis.
tube; thegrouput(a)are rowarkablye:ilarged,
Such, then, is found to be the condition of
those below them are more or less fatty. (6)
the kidneys in fatal cases of this kind; and
l\Icdullnry tube much iufarcted; the contents
such we may safely infer from observ:i.tioo
arescenescapingfromtbouppcr end.
of the symptoms and of the urine, to be
their condition, when life is not destroyed. And I must tell you that death in this
form or stage of the renal disease is a comparatively rare event. Io 20 instances only
out of 292 cases obsen·ed or coll ected by Frerichs, were the kidneyR in this first sta~e
- the stage of inflammatory congestion. This renal derangement is often completely
recovered from: but doubtless it also forms, in many instances, the starting-p<Jint of
the more chronic phases of Bright's kidney. Frerichs, Heinhardt, and other German
writers hold that it is so in alt cases; that all the renal changes to which that name is
applicable, are only successive stages of one morbid process. Calling this the first,
they describe a second and a third stage.
In the second of these alleged stages, the kidney i.s sti ll much larger and heavier
than is natural, and smooth on its surface; but the Rangu ioe congestion is diminished,
or gone; while the inflammatory exudation into and among the proper tissues of the
gland is E?reat and manifest. This exudation, by its presence and its pressure within
and around the tubules, empties the capillary vessels of their blood, and keeps them
empty. The cortical portion of the kidney, still unduly broad, loRcs it.-i red colour,
becomes pule or yellowish, and coutmsts wore strongly with the red lines of the pyra-
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FIG. 178.-(A) Corticnl tubes, contnining a very fatty CJlithelium. (B) A sbort homogeneous cast,
containing two corpuseles. (c) Portiou of a mcdullary tube, coutniuiug three casts, looking much
likecystsnncloilymatter.
The figures from 176 to 179 inclusive, 11re intended to il\ustrnto tlio changes observed in tho
enl1uged form of degenerated kidney.
F10. 179.-Microseopic view of epithelium-cell! nnd fibrinous shreds from the tuhuli uriniferi of a
kidney nlfccted with Bright's disease. (1) Epithelium-ccllll from the tubuli uriniferi, loaded with
oil-globules,mngnified 400dinmeters. (2) Fibrinous shreds from their interior, h1n'ing blood-cor·
puscles and oil-globules entnngled iu them, magnified 200 dinmeteni. (3) One of the tubuli from a.
kidney alfected with Bright'll disease. Oil-globules are seen through il!I wnlls.

midal bodies. Gradually the matters exuded suffer further change, and sometimes
undergo a fatty degeneration. The tubules lose their
F10. 180.
uniform cylindrical shape, and bulge a little here and
there: their epithelial cells enlarge, become opake, contain granular matter, and perhapii oil globules: finally,
they crumble down, and are partly washed away with
the aqueous portion of the urine which proceeds from
the Malpi~hian capsules.
That this is a faithful picture, drawn from nature,
I make no question. That it represents a further stage
of the condition previously spoken of, as the effect of
inflammatory congostion, is less certain, though yery probable. That it is a transition stage, towards what 1 shall
presently describe as the third stage of the German
Epithelial cells in urine.
writers, is in my judgment more than doubtful. It seems
to be identical with the result of what Dr. Johnson calls chronic non-desquamative
nephritis. In the common parlance of English physicians it is tlLf large wltite J.·id1tey.
This state is much more often met with in the dead body than the former. It
characterized 139 of the 292 cases of diseased kidney already mentioned.
The third stage is the stage of absorption. The kidney is contracted and small.
I ts surface is irre~nlar, rouf!h, knobby; its substance firm and tough. Its capsule is
detached with difficulty. The cortical substance is unduly narrow. Some of the
tubules, from which the casts and epithelial cells haYe been washed away, are collapsed and atrophied. Those which remain full, project; and give a granular aspect
to the outside of the gland as wdl as to its cut surface. This is the issue, in Dr.
J ohnson's classification, of chronic desquamative nephritis. We speak of it familiarly
as the small contracted kidney.
This also is a form of disease that is frequently seen. It constituted the remaining
133 of Frerichs' 292 cases.
Besides the fibrinous casts already described, in which epithelial cells are common ly
cntan~led, the urine, in Bright's disease, not unfrequently contains tube casts of a
whitish or waxy appearance, without any cells, and of comparatively large size; large,
because moulded in tubes previously denuded of their epithelial lining. Sometimes
similar wa.x-likc casts of smaller diameter are met with, which bave come from tube~
in a state of wasting and contraction.
Now I shall not attempt to harmonize the flu ctuating and conflicting opinions
which have been expressed respecting th e relatiomi that may subsist between these
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different oppearnnces and conditions of the kidney. Authentic materials, sufficient
for a satisfactory solution of the difficult questions in dispute, have not yet, l think,
been collected. lo this uncertainty, I can only set before you my own conjectures
upon the probabilities of the matter.

It has been objected to the simple and plausible doctrine of the German authors
Frn. 181.

Fm. 182.

F10.l 8l. -Drawingofatropbiedkidney.
Fw. 182. - Cortical part of a very granular kidney, containing very numerous microEcopic cyi;te,
Tho tubes arc very much degenerated and broken up. Two Malpighian bodies are shown.

whom I have cited, that regard being bad to symptoms, their second and third stages
are often met with when there has been no first st..3gc : and again, that the third
occurs without any preced ing first or second. To the former part of this objection I
attach no great weight: the latter I believe to have more validity. Extreme con·
gestion, nay, inflammatory exudation, may rapidly bt:fall the kidney, and yet escape
detection, either by the patient or by his medical attendant, if be bas one. Of the
two things which would mark its presence most distinctly, one, namely, the sudden
anasarcous swelling, may be iocoosiderable, tran sient, or perhaps awantin~ altogether ;
the other, namely the peculiar oondition of the urine, may easily pass without notice,
inquiry, or suspicion. Both may, I believe, come and go, without strongly arresting
attention, or pcrwaoeotly impressing the memory.
I think it, then, probable, that the second and third stages of the German writers
may, both of them, be truly stages or conscc1ucnces of their first : not, however,
successive stages, but each afinol stage. The large white kidney I can conceive to
be the result of so much inflammatory exudation,-blocking up or obliteratinJ?: a great
part of its texture- as could never be absorbed down to the size and appearance of
the small contracted kidney. In the small contracted kidney I can conceive the
stress of the inflammatory disturbance to have fallen mainly upon its free secreting
surface, to have operated in spoiling the tubules, in destroying and discharging their
epithelial lining, aod in wasting the whole apparatus. The ooc seems to me to have
some analogy with the lung which has been enlar~ed and rendered heavy aud solid
by hepatizatiou in pneumonia :-the other with the shrunken lung, which has suffered
more or less of collapse during the progress of chronic bronchitis.
Other forms of Hright's disease are spoken of, but I should only puzzle you anrl
myself were I to dwell much upon them. There is the large, firm, waxy kidney,
which appears to occur chiefly in persons of the scrofulous habit, a.nd to owe it s
peculiar appearance to the presence of a lardaceous or bacon-like substance blocking
up, more or less, and so spoil ing, the cortical portion · of the gland. I showed you
formerly that the liver and the spleen are both of them subject to a similar change of
texture. In the kidney the Malpighian tufts, and their small afferent arteries, are
the first parts to be invaded. It is probable that this morbid condition arises graJually
and insidiously-i8 chronic from the firs~is not necessarily preceded by an acute stage
of active or inflammatory congestion. If, in a patient present ing symptoms of Bright1 s
disease, such as dropsy with albuminous urine, you find the liver large, smooth, and
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painless under pressure, if there be any palpable tumour of the spleen, if there be
any scrofulous caries of the bones, and, a fortiori, if two or all of these unnatural
conditions be coexistent, you have presumptive evidence th:it the renal change is of
the waxy, lardaceous, or albuminous kind: and the presumption will be strengthened
if wax.like casts, large or small, of the urinary tubules, are voided with the urine.
Again there is the red coarse kidney, which, when not the result of mere mcchani.
cal congestion, is probably an e:irlier state only of the ordinary lar~e white kidney .
A similar account may be given, I fancy, of the mottled kidney. With any of these
changes there may, or there may not, be an admixture of fatty degeneration.
It will be more to the purpose if I direct your attention to certain distinctions, of
practical importance, between the two well marked forms so often mentioned, the
large whit~ kidney, and the small contracted kidney. In doing this, I shall chiefly
follow Dr. Johnson, who has cultiyated the whole subject of renal disease with great
dil igence and success.
I t is observed, then, of the large white kidney, that "it never proves fatal without
the previous occurrence of dropsy, which is one of its most usual and prominent
symptoms; while the small contracted kidney proceeds, in many instances, to its ex·
treme limit of degeneration, and at length destroys its victim without giving rise to
dropsy iu any form or degree." "The first" (says Dr. Wilks) u invariably kills the
patient; the second may be found when death is brought about by other means."
Another remarkable difference between the two, explanatory, indeed, of the differ·
ence just stated in respect to dropsy, is th:it where the large kidney cxi~-ts, "the
urine is almost invariably less copious than in health, and contains a large amount of
albumen; whereas the hard contracted kidney furnishes, :is a rule, a quantity of urine
considerably abo\•e the natural standard, which urine also contains much less albu.
men." The blood is less robbed of its proper albumen, and therefore less impoverished, while its aqueous part is drained plentifully away. Both of these c:ircutu·
stances are adverse to the occurrence of dropsy. But in this form or condition of
disease, any sudden ~heck to the quantity of urine is apt to be followed by dropsical
effusion, ant.I speedy death.
In correspondence with these differences, it is found, as might be expected, that
the specific gravity of the urine proceeding from the large white kidney is notably
:i:reater than that from the small contracted k idney. The former is seldom beluw
1015, and may be as high as 1025 or even 1030. The latter is commonly below 101&,
and varies downwards to 1010, or even 1005.
By attending to these external symptoms you may generally decide, in a given c:ise,
with which of these two forms of renal degeneration you have to deal, and frame your
prof!nosis accordingly.
When death has occurred, the kidneys present physical differences which help to
explain the observed differences in the symptoms. "In that form of disease," says
Dr. Johnson, "which leads to the small contracted kidney, the gland cells becowe
disintegrated, detached from the basement membrane, and finally washed out with the
urine. The tubes are thus either entirely denuded, or tliey arc found to be lined Ly
a layer of delicate cells, eotirely different from the normal epithelium . It is probable
that a tube in either of these conditions, while it bas lost the power of secreting the
solids of the urine, may yet retain that of separating the watery constituents from the
blood," and thus may be explained the ":ibundant flow of urine, pale in colour, and
low in density." In the lar~e white kidney, ''the gland-cells arc never so detacheJ,
disintegrated, and swept away as to leave the tubes denuded. They rcm:iio adherent
to the basement membrane, and undergo changes, varying from a. slifrht granular
opacity to a complete oily degeneration, or they become replaced by au albuminous or
fibrinous material, which more or less fills the tube.'' This condition seems to hiru
not so favourable as the former for the transudation of water.
Again, in the large kidney "the number of pervious blood.vessels, if not greater
than in the healthy kidney, is rarely in any conJo;idcrable degree lcsR than normal.
In the contracted kidney the opposite condition is fount.I. As the disease advances,
many of the urinifcrous tubes shrink, and the vessels which supply them - both
arteries and Malpighian capi llaries - have their canals obstructed, and their walls
c1wercd with oil globu les, so that the kidney is reduced to the condition of au organ
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but scantily supplied with blood; and obviously in the same proportion the materials
for a copious secretion of albumen are wanting."
. I have made no mention of simple fatty deg-cneration of the kidney, which I believe to be a real but a rare disorder, and which Dr. Johnson was the first to recognize and to describe. It docs not, however, appear properly to belong to the class of
cases known to us under the comprehensive title of Bright's disease. Dr. John1;on
admits that it is sometimes met with, both in the human subject and in the lower
animals-in cats and in dogs-unconnected with albuminous urine or with any other
functional symptom of renal disease. It is nevertheless a very serious and formidable
affection. Its pathological characters are these. The gland is large, but (except in
accidental complications) it does not contain any inflammatory or albuminous exudation
within its proper texture. Ia all the tubes of its cortical substance a laqre quantity
of oil is to be seen, which for the most part is enclosed in the epithelial cells. _
This change, too, ha~ its analogue in the simple fatty de~eneration of the liver.
When it is accompanied by albuminous urin e I suspect that it will always prove to
have been compli cated, to a greater or less extent, with one or other of those structural faults which arc characteristic of Bright's kidney.
Respecting the origin of the minute vesicles and larger cysts which I mentioned
before as being sometimes associated with th e other renal changes, there is much discrepancy of opinion. Dr. Johnson believes that they are simply dilatations of the
urinary tubules, after those tubules have been denuded of their epithelial lining.
l\Ir. Simon ascribes them to an effusion of cell genm1 from broken tubules. Certain
diseased states tend to block up these tubules: "the obstruction at length produces
rupture of the limitary membrane, and then what should have been the intertubular
cell-growth continues, with certain modifications, as a parenchymic development."
Dr. W. T. Gairdner, av;ain, regards these microscopic cysts as being parasilic, and
entirely foreign to the structure of the kidney. He maintains that the attempts to
connect them with morbid conditions of the tubuli uriniferi and epithelium, hne
been founded on imperfect observation. But for further detail on these points I must
refer you to Dr. Johnson's book on the Diseases of tlte Kidney: to 1'lr. Siwon's paper
in the 30th volume of the J.l!edico-Ghirurgjral Transactiom: and to Dr. Gairdner's
observations, published in the Proceedings of the Edinburgh PIL11siolugical Socictg, in

the Session of 1852-53.
The single fact that in Bright's disease both the kidneys arc always more or less
affected, sufficiently demonstrates that the disorder falls primarily within the category
of symmetrical, and therefore of blood disorders. You have seen how the organic
changes which arise in the cour.!le of that disorder re-act in their turn upon the blood,
and operate in further spoi ling its natural constitution and properties. Whether the
renal mischief results, as Dr. Johnson supposes, from the passage throu:zh the kidneys of some specific poison-the poison of scarlatina for example, the poison retained
in the blood through suppressed perspiration, or the like- I do not know, and need
not here discuss.
We are living in an age when organic chemistry, and microscopic research, are,
severally and together, bringing vast and continual accessions to our knowledge both
of the essential nature of diseases, and of their rational management. No better instance of this could be adduced than the progress which has recently been made to.
wards unravelli11~ the complex and intricate pathology of u Bright's kidney." That
progress I have now endeavoured briefly to set forth; but I must again remind you
that towards the full solution of the problem certain steps on ly have yet been made.
1'J uch that I have now been telling you will, doubtless, require to be remodelled hereafter; and not a little, probably, to be corrected.
1'here is yet something to be said respecting the dropsy, which is 1:10 common an
accompaniment of these renal changes; but I must defer it till to-morrow.
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..Anasarca ; its co11sidcration resumed. Distinction of cl1rom'c General Drop!1f i 11 to
cardiac a1id re11ul. Olwructers and sl'gns of each of tltese i;arieties. T1·ealment.

WE were yesterday occupied with the circumstances of that remarkable malady,
which has never received a good, distinctive name, but which is sometimes called
Briyht's disease, after the distinguished living physician who first recognized and described it, so1.netimes yellow or mottled degeneration of the kidney, sometimes granular degeneration. I endeavoured to represent to you, by words and by drawings, the
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sight into its morbid conditions which the microscope has brought within our power.
I spoke of the symptoms which appear essential to the run lady, and which consist in
certain striking changl's in the urine and in the blood of the patient. I mentioned
also the symptoms which are incide11tal to the renal disease. But of one of those
incidental symptoms, or secondary consequences, I p~tponcd the full consideration
till to-day: I mean the a11asarca, with which most comwouly, yet by no means always
or necessarily, it is complicated.
This is, for SeHral reasons, a very important symptom. It is usually the first thing
that prompts us to suspect, and to inquire after, the renal malady. It was throu~h
his researches into the relation subsisting between chronic dropsy and the conditiou:::i
of the urine, that Dr. Bright was led to the rliscovcry of the ai:-sociatcd affection of
the kidney. The dropsical accumulation adds greatly to the patient's distress, and
sometimes constitutes nearly the whole of it. It adds proportionally to bis danger .
.Moreover, it is tha.t consequence of the renal disorder over which our curative measures have the most control. Indeed, under this complication we have, practically, to
consider the remedies of the dropsy, distinct from the remedies of the renal change.
In most cases, at the outset at least of the dropsy, the skin is dry, and the uriucis scanty: and the anasarca is observed to increase, or to decrease, as the quantity of
urine diminishes or augments. The aqueous fluid, which should escape from the
surface and through the kidneys, collects in the subcutaneous areolar tissue. As the
disorder advances, the tendency to effusion of serum through the sides of the bloodvessels is probably increased, not only by the sluggish movement of the blood iu the
veins, from progressive debility of the heart, but also by one of the causes of that
debility, the thin and watery condition of the blood itself; a condition which I yesterday pointed out to you as one of the most uniform and striking c[ccts of the primary disease.
And here I again take up the &object of anasarca and general dropsy. You will
remember that, in the early part of the course, I entered somewhat fully into the
~cneral pathology of dropsies.
At the same time I promised you that I would afterwards, and when you were better prepared to understand them, endeavour more fully
to explain iome grand distinctions which have been found to exist between different.
forms of general dropsy. Ilaving now, at last, brought before you all the organic
changes which are apt to give rii:ie to anasarca, I am iu a position to redeem that promise. In doing so I shall probably have to remind you of some things which you
have already heard from mo.
Anasarca, you will ph~asc to recollect, signifies the filling up of a considerable
part, or of the whole, of the subcutaneous areolar tissue, with 8erous or watery fluid:
and when to this is added a collection of liquid in the large serous cavities also, we
call the complaint 9e11eral dropsy.
I t is obvious that this condition may exist, and in nature it does exist, in various
degrees: from slight infiltration of the areolar tissue, scarcely noticeable until, after
some hours passed in the upright posture, it accumulates in visible oodema about the
ankles-to the other extreme, in which the integuments are everywhere stretched to
the utmost, even to bursting; the insteps bulgin~ upwards; the legs and thighs enormously enlarged, cylindrical, unshapely, and exhibiting partial vesicatious; the sur
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race of the trunk of tbc body capable of bcin,.,. kneaded and moulded like doug-h;
the skin .of the penis distended, and in conseq~ence of its confinement by the frrenu_m, twisted and circumrnlvcd so as materially to impede the outward pas.Qnge of the
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the face and neck bloated. With all this, the peritoneum is generally full of liquid,
and at length the plcurro; and as the scene is about to close, there is water in the
Yentricles of the brain, or an anasarcous pia mater.
Now from whatever cause this watery condition of the whole body may arise, the
effects resulting from tlie presence of the water are the same. And of what do patients
in this state usually complain? Why of shortness of breath, and palpitation of the
heart; of a sense of impending suffocation if they attempt to lie down, or to bestir
themsch f's actively; of tightness and distress across the epii:;astrium, relieved somew11at by cruct:ition, augmented by food and drink; of weight and stiffness of their
li mbs; and, sometimes, of drowsiness.
'fhe explanation of all this is easy and obvious. 'l'he shortness of breath may be
accounted for on various grounds: by redema of the lungs themselves, a state that is
re,·ealed to us through auscultation; by water in the pleurre; by the prcs~ure upwards
of the diaphragm, which embarrasses still more the la bourin~ heart and lungs; and
this upward pressure is increased by any kind of distension or repletion of the
stomach, diminished when the stomach is collapsed and when the upright position is
maintained. The heaviness and want of pliability of the unwieldly limbs are, like the
rest of these phenomena, purely mechanical. All parts arc oppressed by the unnatural load of water.
But we must look beyond the dropsy: and inquire whether the complaint has set
in suddenly, and simultaneously with febrile disturbance, in vading all the districts of
the body at once, and quickly reaching- its present degree; or whether it has crept
upon the patient slowly and by stealthy steps : whether it has had any obYious or
probable exciting cause: or whether it has approached insidiously, we know not
whence or why: whether (in a word) the case be one of active and febrile dropsy,
or of ch ronic and passive.
Now settin g aside, for the present, any more particular consideration of the acute
or febrile form of general dropsy, and contemplating those forms only which are
chronic, we find that all, or nearly all of them, may be arranµ;ed in two great classes;
those which depend upon disease or debility of the heart form ing one class, those
which depend upon disease of the kidney constituting the other. 'l'o these classes
we accordingly apply the terms cardiac dropsy, and renal dropsy. 'l'hey arc often
cornbiued in the same individual; but taking the pure cases of each form, we may
proceed to inquire into their peculiar features, how they may be distinguished, and
what differences of trca.tment they may require.
And first of cardiac dropsy.
'l'he mode in which disease of the heart may occasion general dropsy has been
sufficiently explained already. '\\7 e infer that the dropsy, in a f!iven case, has this
origin, if we find that thoracic symptoms, such as cough and dyspncca, preceded the
dropsy: or if we perceive direct signs of cardiac disease, such as distended jugular
veins, irreµ:ular movements of the heart, unnatural impulse, altered sounds: or if we
trace the history of some pre'"ious acute disease affecting- especially the left side of the
thorax : or if we learn that the patient has formerly suffered acute rheumatism : or if
the patient's age be so much ad'"anccd as to make it probable that some of tho~e
organic changes in the heart and lar~e blood-vessels are io progress, which are almost
natural in the decline of life. Aud our inference is confirmed if there be no discoverable indication of renal disease.
But we see many persons who labour unequivocally under organic disease of the
heart, yet who survive, even for many years, without becom in g dropsical. The intc·
resting question therefore arises, of what kind of heart-disease is dropsy a conscqucuce aod symptom? You already know the aoswer. It is such disease as offers
a certain amount of permanent obstruction to the passage of the venous blood. Ilence
drop~y is especially associated with dilatation of the right chambers of the heart.
It
would not be correct to say that the anasarca is depc11de11t on such dilatation, for the
dil;1tatio11 itself is at once an effect and a sign of impeded transmission of blood from
1
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the right side of the or~n. Nor is such dilatation a. necessary attendant on the
general accumulation of water. The impediment may be sufficient to gorge the right
cavities, while it is yet to slight in amount, or too recent in duration, to ha\'e dilated
them.
What, then, arc the physical conditions which oppose to the blood in the veins
such an impediment as we are now considering? 'l'he two great vital organs con·
tained within the thorax, the heart namely and the lunge, form different parts of ono
common mechanism, the object of which is to supply every tissue of the hotly with
blood that has recently been purified by exposure to the air: and these organ~, thus
closely related in their functions, are moreover so reciprocally dependent, that struc·
tnral disease occurring in the one, tends to produce disease, sooner or later, in the
other also.
And I wish you again to observe tlle order and direction in which di~casc is, almost
always, propagated from one part of this apparatus to another. It is a backward
direction-opposite, I mean, to the course of the blood. 'J'h cre arc, strictly speaking,
two hearts, which lie side by side, in respect of their rmatomical posit ion, but which,
reference being made to their vascular intercommunication, arc really separated from
each other by the lungs. The great veins precede, the great arteries follow, this
chain of connected organs. Disease occurring in any one part of the chain becomC's
a cause of consecufo·e disease in the part immediately behind it. And this law
obtains, as I have shown you before, in regard to the several chambers of the heart,
considered as a single organ.
Thus, structural disease situated at tbe aortic outlet <>f the heart, and of such a
kind as to hinder the exit of the blood from the left ventricle, gives rise to permanent
changes in that ventricle; to hypertrophy with, or less commonly, without, dilatation.
The hypertrophy is strictly a compensating and conservative change; nnd when it is
exactly proportioned to, and keeps pace with, the impediment which has gi,·eu it
birth, so as precisely to balance nnd countervail it. no delay takes place in the stream
of arterial blood, nnd the injury is, as yet, confined to the left ventricle. 'fhat
chamber is remodelled, and adapted to its purpose by the vis medicatrix nat1trre;
and no other evil manifests itself than, perhaps, some slight encroachment and pres·
sure upon the neighbouring parts, in consequence of the augmented volume of the
heart.
So long as the mitral valve remains healthy nnd effective, it offers a barrier of
protection against the extension of the disease in the direction which is retrogaclc to
the course of the blood. But at length, in most in:-tanees, the stress becomes se osiblc
furth er back. '!'he left auricle and the pulmonary veins become choked and distended;
the blood is detained in the lungs. Then commences d!Jspn<xa: at first occa8iooal
only, whenever the heart is tasked with the conveyance of a greater quantity of blood
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the chest; by a full meal, therefore, by flatulent distension of the stomach and intes·
tines, by the recumbent posture. Afterwards the shortuess of breath becomes more
or less constant and distressing.
Now this loaded and embarrassed stnte of the lungs, even when it is permanent
and has reached a considerable degree, may exist without materially int<.>rfcriog with
the functions of the right or venous heart; for the pulmonary plethora may be
relieved by increased secretion from the bronchial mucous membrane. Dys~nooa, even
when it has become habitual, may precede for some time any appearance of dropsy.
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vessels; it continues morbidly full, is first distended occas101rnlly, tl.1en permanently,
and at leugth really dilated; and with that dilatation we have a. turgid venous system,
of which we see a. part in the prominent veins of the neck.
.
.
In this way, then, may be explained a series of sympton~s which y~u wtl.1 often
witn ess, and be consulted about, in persons who are growmg old. You will. find
irrc••ularity of the pulse; preternatural impulse pcrhapR of the heart j occasiona l
shoi;ness of breath; large crepitation, habitually audible in the lower and hind portions of the lungs; more or less expectoration, sometim es tinged 1 sometimes even
loaded, with blood. Eventually the ankles begin to swell; and the p..'ltient (if hi~
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life be not cut short earlier in some other way) becomes by degrees decidedly and
uni\'ersally dropsical.
Many of the direct signs of diseased heart mny exist, therefore, while there is no
annsarca: intermissions and irregularity in its movements, palpitation, the imp.ulse
proper to hypertrophy. But when dropsy has supervened, we may expect those signs
also which denote dilatation of the right chambers. The heart is heard and fe lt to
beat beyond the prrecordial limits; the pulsation!.! become feeble and unequal, if they
were not so before; the patient is liable to fluttering palpitations, to extreme and
panting dyspnrea on the slig:litest exertion, even on takio!? food into the stomach, or
adopting the recumbent posture; bis skin assumes a dusky hue, and bis lips and
extremities are apt to be livid.
In these cases the anasarca first becomes manifest about the ankles. During the
earlier stages the oodcma disappears in the night, and returns towards the next evcninµ:.
It is sometimes conlincd, for a long while, to the legs; but ultimately it creeps up
towards t he trunk of the body; the thighs enlarge, the loins and flanks become
doughy, the scrotum fills, anti water collect.s in tho serous baµ:s of the abdomen and
thorax. In extreme cases the dropsy is universal, pervading the areolar tissue of tho
head and face and upper limbs.
J\s the accumulation of scram: liquid is commonly gradual, the reticular tissue,
partly perhaps through maceration, but chiefly from continued pressure and stretching,
loses its elasticity; and the redcma is soft, and pt.ts readily.
Sometimes, the fluid continuing to increase, the cuticle is raised by it, and large
vesications take place on the. limbs; or some part of the areolar tissue sloughs, and a
breach of surface is made, and the fluid drain.~ off by this vent iu great abundance, to
the signal relief of the patient. This beneficial accident furnishes us with a valuable
practical hint.
Such, then, is the consummation of disease commencing in the left heart, and work.
in g its gradual way, through the lungs, to the right heart. But the obstacle may
originate at a les:s distant link in the chain. '!'he circulation may be checked, first
of all, in the intermediate lunf!S: and it may be worth our while to consider, for a
moment, the relations which subsist between general drops:y, and certain zmlmonary
diseases.
Whenever, in pneumonia, a large portion of one or of both lungs becomes im·
pervious to air and to blood-or when pleurisy fills one side of the thorax with liquid,
which, by its pressure, shuts out both air and blood at once from one.half of the
respiratory apparatus- the egress of tlrn blood from the riµ-ht l1cart, and, therefore,
from the venous system, cannot but be checked. We might expect that dropsical
effu!:ion would be the result of these changes; and in truth it does sometimes occur.
That it docs not happen more frequently is to be attributed, I believe, to the free
evacuations and the strict abstinence, which arc early put in force in those complain ts,
and which relieve the venous plethora before it produces effusion.
So, again, lu ngs that arc hollowed out into lar~e cavities, or rendered solid over a
wide space by numerous tubercles, arc manifestly incapable of admitting into their
vessels from the rigl1t ventricle the ordinary quantity of venous blood. lo these
cases, however, t11e whole mass of blood is diminished, and kept within the limit
which does not imply distension of the veins, by the constant ag:ency of various
causes: by the imperfect nutrition consequent upon abdominal disease; by the some·
times copious expectoration; by the wasting diarrhcca; by the profuse nocturnal
sweats. Accordingly anasarca is an unusual symptom in pulmonary phthisis, or
shows it.self in the latter periods only of the disease, in the form of oodema of the
legs: a.ad its occurrence then is mainly owing to the debility which affects, in common
with the other muscular parts of the body, the moving or~n of the blood.
The pulmonary disease which more commonly and certainly than any other, though
often very slowly, leads to dropsy, is em1Jhysema of the lungs. I showed you, some
time ago, that in this morbid condition many of the smaller blood.vessels of the lun g
hecome gradually obliterated; and when the disease is cxtensh•e and advanced, Jarge
portions of the organ are visibly white and bloodless. Meanwhile, the nutrition of
the body is not impaired; the same quantity of blood continues to be returned towards
the heart, but it finds not a ready entrance h1to the pulmonary blood.vessels, when
delivernd from the right ventricle. A cert.a.in amount of accumulation becomes
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habitual in that chamber, and in the great veins;. nay, the very cause of the emphysema tends also to dilate the heart;. at length the capillary vci::sels feel the mechanical
congestion, and more or Jess anasarca ensues.
So much for dropsy that i8 purely cardiac. Let us nt!xt consider the circumstances
from which, during the lifetime of the patient, we draw the conclusion that the dropsy
he exhibits is of renal origin.
There is not much, that I know of, which is very peculiar or distinctive in the cha.
racters of the aoasarca itself. This however is observable ;-that whereas in cardiac
dropsy the anasareous swelling begins in the lower extremities, in renal dropsy it ii::
often noticed first in the face and in the upper extremities; in the eye-lids, in the
cheeks, and upon the backs of the hands. These you will rcurnrk arc uncovered, and
t~1erefore Yisible parts . . I believe tha~ an equal amount of swelliug would at the same
tnne be ~ctectc~ 1 were 1t looked for, m the feet and ankles. Rcsultinµ; more than
the cardiac variety from an unnatural state of the blood, the watery effusion takes
place more sudden!)'. and more u?iversally;. from the vessels of every region of the
body at once. Cardiac dropsy anscs from mere mechanical delay of the blood-.rnd
that delay is felt most at the greatest distance from the heart, and iu the most dcpcndinir parts of the body. 'l'his early anasarca of the face and hands is the more marked
in proportion as the renal disorder is recent and acute; or when, bcin~ chronic, local
in8ammatio_n, or febrile disturbance, is sudden ly supcraddcd. According to my experience it 1s less noticeable when the dropsy comes on slowly and insensibly during
the progress of chronic degeneration of the kidney. 'l'he more rapid and copious
the effusion, the less do the drop5ieal parts pit upon being pressed. It may be said
also of this renal form of dropsy, that accumulation in the larger serous cavities is
not, in general, a prominent feature.
If we find, upon due scrutiny, no material or adequate embarrassment of the
respiratory functions, no deviation from the natural sounds of the heart, no deran~e
mcnt of its rel?ular mo\•ements, no alteration in the force of its pulsations, or in the
space over which they can be felt and heard, no distension of the large veins of the
neck- then we have strong reason for suspecting that the anasarca. is connected with
some vice of the kidney .
But we cannot infer, from the presence of heart-symptoms, that the kidney is free
from disease.
Our jud~ment is guided, or assisted, in some degree, by the complexion of the
patient. When A'cneral dropsy depends upon disease of the heart, the cheeks and
lips are occasionally florid, often purplish or Ii,,id, frequently dusky and loaded. Sometimes (as iu chlorotie women, where the heart mn.y be temporarily distended without
any positive organic disease, and the blood is thin and poor) the face and mucous
membranes arc pale: but in the renal variety of dropsy there is a very charactC'ristic
hue; an evident lack of red blood, indeed, in the capillaries, but withal an unhealthy
din)!y sallowocss, significant, to a practised eye, of some deep-seated alteration of
structure.
Our suspicion that the kidney i51 the organ primarily in fault is strengthened, if
we trace certain accidents in the history of our patient. An attack, for example, of
illness, attended, perhaps, with temporary swelliug of the body and disturbance of
the urinary fuuctiom1 (acute dropsy, in ~hort), soon after some exposure, under unfavourable circumstances, to the influence of cold; either applied to the external surface, or to the stomach by a draught of cold drink. o[, a similar thoug-h transient
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the foundation of those peculiar changes in the kidney which, since they were first
pointed out by Dr. Bri,,ht, have been chiefly studied in their connexion with fhronic
dropsy. That as rheu1~atic carditis may occur, and ~ecome latcut as to its effects f?r
Rome timei and yet implant the germs of future cardiac dropsy, so the stress or strarn
which befalls the kidney in cases of febrile anasarca, may set Ol~ foot a m?rbid process
that long works silently and unobscrve?, but at last d~clarcs its . operation by ~yu~~
toms · the reproduction of the dropsy 10 a more chrome form being the most s1gu 1ficant ~ymptom of all. The acute attack may ~ave been forg.ott~n;. there may have
been no obvious (thou~h there may have been ill-understood) rnd1oat10ns of the renal
affection; aud iti; existcuce has Leen, therefore, unsuspected.
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'l'he discovery of intemperate babits would also be of importance in aid of our di:ignosis, if these same habits had not a like influence in cau~ing disease of other organs
as well as of the kidney, and especially of the hC'art. There may, however, be no
such episodes as these in the patient's history. The dropsy may have come on immediately after some exposure, or obviously injurious influence, yet not with acute
symptoms, and in a temperate subject : in which case it is probable that the renal
disease had pre-existed in a latent state. Or the auasarca may have stolen on by
Je:zrees 1 without any apparent cause.
llut the most conclusive evidence of the renal disense is to be found in the conditious of the urine; which were fully explained to you in yesterday's lecture. I shall
therefore only add four rules upon the subject: which have been laid down by Dr.
Christison, and generally acquiesced in by Dr. Prout. These rules assert that organic disease, or granular degeneration, or granular disorganization of the kidney, all which phrases we may condense into the compendious expression "Bright's kidney"-is present:
1. In most cases of febrile dropsy, including those which are consequent upon
scarlet fever. 'l'o this proposition I have already given my full assent.
2. In all cases of anasarca, wherein the o::dematous parts arc elastic, and do not
pit upon pressure. I am not so sure of th is rule. I believe that the firmness of the
redcmatous parts has relation rather to the rapidity with which the effusion has taken
place, than to the local origin of the dropsy. In proportion as the accumulation in
the areolar tissue has been chronic and gradual, does the swelling receive and retain
indentations from external pressure.
3. In most, or all cases of dropsy attended with diuresis, provided the urine be
not saccharine. Such cases, Dr. Christison truly remarks, are far from being uncommon. Of course the diuresis here spoken of is such as occurs independently of
diuretic remedies.
4. In all dropsies associated with urine of a very low specific gravity (say below
1010), and not exceeding the natural standard of quantity, whether it be albuminous
or no. To the last two rules there are probably very few exceptions.
The dropsy which is dependent upon "Bright's disense" yields, not unfrequcntly,
to treatment; but it is prone to recur. Of the renal disease itself the prognosis is,
no doubt, very unpromi~ing. Yet I do not think so despairingly of these cases as I
once thought; and as many think. I have known a few instances of what seemed
complete recovery after well-rnnrked symptoms of the disorder. Certainly succc:;s
enouxh hns followed careful trcatmcnt 1 to eocoural?e us to use all dilige nce in prosecutiug- such remedial measures as are already known, and in devising new ones. Of
the two main forms of the discnse, the large white kidney is the more imm ediately
perilous. The appearance of oil in the urine is probably always of fata.l omen.
I ha.ve been spcnkin~ of dropsies that arc purely ca.rdiac, and of dropsies that arc
purely renal. Hut I have already told you that disease of the heart and disease of
the kidney frequently go together; and I have endeavoured to estimate their relation,
in such cases, to each other. 'When both organs are structurally affected, the disposition to dropsical accumulation must e\·idcntly be aufrmcnted. What share they
have, respectively, in producing the dropsy, it would be very difficult, and practically
it is not very important, to determine.
In chronic general dropsy of a purely cardiac origin, the kidneys, being sound,
offer the most convenient and eligibl~ channel for carrying off the superfluous water.
Diuretic medicines, therefore, rank among the most important of our curntive expedient~.
" 'hen they fail to act, or prove insufficient for the {>urpose sought, we next
have recourse, the state of the bowels permitting, to drastic or hydragogue purgatives.
Diuretics nrc notoriously of most uncertain operation; sometimes completely answerin~ our wishes, oftener perhaps disappointing them altogether.
Something may
depend upon the way in which they are administered. 'l'hcrc can be no doubt that
liqui ds, after being conveyed into the stomach and intestines, pass thence into the
blood by imhibitio11 through the capillary vessels- nor any doubt that living membranes are subject equally with dead membranes to the physical laws of endosmose
and cxosmosc. Hence it follows that remedies which are metlnt to reach the kidneys
:uust be in a liquid form when taken, or must Le capable of being dis~oh·ed afterwards iu the fluids of the alimentary canal. In the last edition of his volume ou
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Uri11 c11·y Deposits, Dr. Golding Bird lays down the further requisite condition, th:1t
the density of the solution must be considerably below that of the liqu1,r Ranµ:ui ni s.
or of the scrum of the blood; lower, that is, than 1028. The proportion of solids
(he says) disso!Ycd in aqueous vehicles should ahmys be less, when the purpose is
diuresis, than 5 per cent.; otherwise that purpose is sure to be defeated : ~trou~ solutions of sali ne substances provin,!? purgative through the exosmosis which they
cause out of the blood - and weak solutions diuretic through the endosmosis which
they cause into the blood. Dr. Ilcad\and, however, in his essay on the Action oj
MPdici11es -whilc he admits that a weak solution is more likely to pass off by the
kidn eys and a dense one by the bowels- questions, indeed I may say disproves, Dr.
Bird's explanation of these facts. He shows that salines arc in all cases absorbed
into the blood, and that whether they arc subsequently excreted through the kidneys
or by the boweh1, depends more upon the quantity administered thao upon its dcg:ree
of dilution. In fact the kidneys are not able to elim inat e more than a certain amount
of these sal ine medicines, which, to obtai n tbe desired diuretic effect, should therefore be given in small doses, moderately diluted. The operation of diuretics is apt to
be foiled when the bowels arc irritable or lax. So lik ewise any impediment to the
free entrance of liquids into the tributaries of the vena portro from disease or congestion of the liver, which keeps those veins full-any mechanical hindrance to the subsequent course of the same liquids towards the ernu lgcnt, arteries, from disease of the
lungs or of the heart, producing general venous congestion-will tend to baffle the
aim of dru~s which are esteemed diuretic.
Wh en the urine is strongly acid, and deposits, on cooling, a sediment like brickdust, it may be well to try, at first, the alkaline diuretics, und partieularly the salts
of potass. Nitre added to the common saline draught; or a combination of the
acetate and bicarbonate of potass; or the bitartrate in small doses; or the iod ide of
potasi'ium; or the liquor potassre. In my own experience the tincture of squills also
has seemed to correct this superacid and turbid condition of the urine, while it increased its quantity.
The benzoatc of ammon ia is another salt which I have found to operate very powerfully, in several instances, as a diuretic.
Digitalis sometimes promotes, in a remarkable degree, the flow of urine; and this,
in my judgment, is its most useful and manageable property. Small quantitiC>s of the
tincture, or of the infusion, may be added to other formulm. Or the powdered leaves
may be combined in pills. But one of the best modes of ex hibiting digitalis for this
pmpose is to give larger doses of the infusion, half an ounce, for example, in some
cordial water, at intervals of four or six hours, till three doses have been taken in
succession; and then to pa.use and note its effects ; and to repeat the three doses, or
not, accordin gly.
The spirit of nitrous rother, and the compound spirits of juniper, and of horseradish, have all of them well.marked diuretic properties, and may, with propriety, be
added to most of the liquid formulm for augmenting the discharge of urine. And,
as vehicles for more actiYe, or more concentrated ingredicnL~, those vegetable infusions or decoctious should be chosen which are reputed to possess similar virtues;
such as the dccoction of broom-tops, or of juniper-berries, or of winter-green, or the
infusion of buchu.
Squills, turpentine, the tincture of cantharidcs, are drugs of a more stimulant
nature, more peculiarly adapted to cases in which there is no febrile disturbance, and
the kidneys arc obstinately inactive.
.
Sometimes a combination or farrago of diuretic substances proves more cffic.ac1ous
than larger doses of any of the in gredien ts administered singly: and the op~rat1on of
some of these combinations is undoubtedly quickcn<'d an? exalted,, in many 1~stane.cs,
by th e addition of mercury. A fluid drachm of the officmal solution of t~1c b1chlonde
in each dose of a mixture; or small quantities of calomel, or of blue pill, when the
medicines arc 0('l'ivcn in a solid form. A very useful pill of this kind, much recommend ed by thc 1ate Dr. Baillie, consists of three or four grai ns of th e pilula hydrarp-yri,
mixed up with one grain of the dried powder of squills, and half a grain of the dried
leaves of digitalis; to be given twice or thrice a day. Dr. Baillie st~tcs th~t squills
o.nd digitalis are much less effectual by themselves, than when combined with mer.
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cury: which operates probably in relief of the portal circu1ation, by promoting a free
secretion from the lh·cr.
In choosio~ purgative drugs to aid the effect of diuretics in carrying off the dropsical fluid, or to take their place when these fail to act, we select those which produce
copious and watery discharges from the bowels. A combination of jalrcp and cream
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io grain or two-grain doses, with a drachm of cream of tartar, suspended in two
ounces of peppermint water. Or half an ounce of cream of tartar, mixed in six ounces
of peppermint water, may be ndministered in one dose every morning. Croton oil,
and elaterium, are still more powerful evacuants of serous liquid from the intestines.
One or two drops of the former, or from a quarter of a :?rain to a ~rain of the latter,
will be about a proper dose. It is astonishing how much relief to the feelings of the
patient, and how great a diminution of the dropsical symptoms, are sometimes obtained
by these active cathartics. Patients will earnestly beg for a repetition of them, even
when their operation is attended, for the time, with considerable pain or sickness, and
much ~enera l distress.
In addition to these measures for the removal of the collected water, attention must
b(> paid to the actual condition of the heart. If the dropsy have been the result of
an::eruia, or of cachcxy of the system, you must endeavour to streug-thcn your patient,
and to repair 11is impoverished blood, by nutritious food and tonic medicine, and espe.
cially by the administration of steel. I told you formerly that preparations of iron
ha,Te an exceedingly good effect, oftentimes, even in case8 of organic disease of the
heart, consisting in dilatation and tenuity, and consequently weakness, of its muscular
parictcs.
On the other hand, if there be violent palpitations of the heart, with a strong
heaYing impulse, you nrny appease the excessive action, and afford sensible comfort to
the patient, by applying leeches, from time to time, to the prrecordia.
Of tlie rr11al variety of chronic general dropsy, whether pure or mixed, the treatlllC'Ot is less accurately ascertained. The uncertainty which has perplexed men's
minds respecting the nature of the renal disorder, hat1 extended, in some measure, to
their choice of remedies for it.
Whenever (in renal drop8y) acute symptoms and febri le disturbance occur, much
relief may be expected from t he abstraction of blood. When drawn from a vein, it
usually shows the huffy coat. The existence at the same time of pain in the loins,
would indicate the propriety of applying cupp ing glasses to that part. Nevertheless,
the impoverishing effect of the disease itself upon the blood, and the probable dcpen.
dcoce of some of the more distressful and alarming symptoms upon the thin serous
condition of the circulating fluid, as well as the increased facility with which the
dilute blood may transude outwards- these are circumstances which i;.hould induce
every cautious J>ractitioner to have recourse to this heroic remedy, only when it is
clearly dcmmuled. It is chiefly adapted to those cases in which the renal change
occuNl in connexion with acute or chronic inflan11nation.
One definite object, in the renal as well as in the cardiac variety, is to remove the
dropsical fluid; from which the danger and the suffering often chiefly proceed. But
it is a more nice question, when the kidne.y is involved in the disease, how this is to
be accomplished. Can we, with the same safety ns in cardiac cases, employ diuretics?
It has been thought that we cannot. As the primary morbid state of the kidney is
certaiuly often a state of active or inflammatory congestion, it has been feared that
direct diuretics, such a~ are caleulat:d .to cause, keep up, or augment such congestion
of ·the kidney, or to stuuulatc and 1mtate that organ, woul d be likely to accelerate
1
5
Their justness has been
established, in respect at least to the nephritic kinds of rena l dropsy, by those interei;;t,..
ing results of modern inquiry which I yesterday brought u Dder your notice. You
had better, therefore, when you can, observe the cautio n which t hey su..,.~est. You
had better cndca,·our to empty the distended cavities, aad to relieve the lo~dcd areolar
tissue, through the bowels, or throu ~h the skin. Sometimes, however,- more often
indeed than iu cardiac drop~y-we have the untoward cowplicatioa of irritable bowels,
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or habitual diarrhccn : and then drastic cathartics are inadmissible. But when this
complication is not present, they arc eminently useful.
Much benefit is sometimes derived from measures that act powerfully or steadily
upon the cutaneous transpiration; and especially from warm, or hot-air, baths. The
hot-air bath is, in many respects, preferable to the common warm-water bath, and
even to the vapour bath. Upon the principle of heterogeneous attraction, the escape
of the liquid from the surface of the body is more promoted by a dry heat, than by
water artificially raised to a high temperature, and even thau by an atmosphere made
moist, as well as hot, by vapour. The risk, moreover, of exposure to cold, and the
inconvenience, and hazard of fatigue, arc much less : for the hot air can be brought,
with but little trouble or expense, to the patient as he lies in bed. I have often
applied the sudatorfo,m to patients labouring under renal dropsy, and they have
obtained much relief from it: but the relief is seldom of itself sufficient, or of more
than temporary duration. Still it is an expedient that should never be neglected;
and in pursuance of thr same indication, diaphoretic medicines should at the same
time be diligently exl1ibited. Dr. Osborae states that when the rcnn.1 diticasc has
been uncomplicated with other organic mischief, he bas always found the Jropsy to
disappear upon the re-establishment of the functions of the skin.
These measures failing-as fail they often will; and diarrhcca forbidding the use
of drastic purgatives; or drastic purgatives and diapboretics together proving insufficient; we must, even in renal dropsy, of whichever variety, choose the least of two
eTils; or rather we must incur the risk of one possible and contingent evil, for the
chance of obt.1ining what, if obtained, is a certain and positive benefit: we must
endeavour to remove the dropsical accumulation by means of dforetics, whether these
accelerate the progress of the disease in the kidney or not.
Such diuretics, therefore, are, in the first instance, to be selected, as see..:i the least
likely to stimulate the kidneys injuriously. The bitartrate of pot.ass bas been found
one of the most certain and useful. Digitalis also is esteemed safer, and therefore
more proper for this purpose, than many others : and the simultaneous exhibition of
these two has, perhaps, the surest effect of all.
When diuretic medicines act as we intend them to do, and increase the quantity
of urine, they arP; commonly of great service by reducing the dropsical swelling.
Sometimes, however, no impression is made upon the anasarca, although the discharge
of urine becomes plentiful. This is a very discouraging prognostic circumstance.
And the drugs that we employ arc apt to be very capricious and disappointing. In
some unhappy cases of renal dropsy, I have tried every known form and combination
of diuretics, without augmenting the secretion from tllC kidneys. Probably their
secreting power was destroyed or arrested by the physical disorganization of the
secreting apparatus. Could we be sure of this, it would become our duty carefully to
abstain from all such medicinal substances as the healthy kidney is prompt to excrete.
Urea appears to be the main natural diuretic; and in this disease it already exists in
the blood in too great abundance. On the other hand, the watery ingredients of the
blood are sometimes transmitted readily enough through the diseased gland. The
advanced stages, or certain forms, of the malady are liable to be attended with diuresis.
We may even suppose that the obstructed tubules may som,etimes be washed out by
the descending streams of aqueous liquid; and Dr. John son's suggestion i~ worth
your attention, that, in these circumst.1nces, "and more especially, perhaps, 10 cases
of chronic nephritis," the safest and most useful diuretic is pure water.
It is yet au unsettled question whether menmry be advisable or even admissible, in
these ca~es. The current of medical opinion sets against it: perhaps too. strong!~.
It has been observed that salivation is apt to be produced by a. small quantity of this
drug; and to be unusually troublesome and severe, without bringing any commensu·
rate advantage. I mentioned to you formerly Dr. Farre's opinion, tlrnt mercury has
the property of rapid ly destroying red blood : if so, it must be regarded ra.ther as an
ally, than as an antagonist of this malady. On the othe~ hand, .so~e patients have
appeared to recover altogether, after passing throui;h a furious salivation. One of the
reputed virtues of the mineral is that it promotes interstitial absorption - a. property
which the changes apparent in the kidney in some forms of renal dropsy would seem
to render valuable.
When internal remedies prove ineffectual, and outward arplications to procure
66
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sweating miss their aim, we turn to those mecb::mical expedients which (in either
variety of general dropsy) often afford ease, and prolong life, and may even, someti mes, perhaps, achieve a cure.
I have told you that the tense and stretched integuments occasiona11y give way;
th e areolar tissue sloughs, and from the breach thus made, water wells copiously forth,
and great relief ensues. Sometimes, though very rarely, the whole of the accumulated
liquid has so escaped, and the dropsy has not reappeared. The sore has healed, and

the natural cure bas been complete.
This spontaneous mode of draining away the liquid has been imitated by art.
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rortion of the included fluid, we avert or lessen this dan ger. The penis and scrotum
al so in the male, and the labia pndendi in the female, become, in many cases, enormously swolien, and hinder the exit of the urine, which is therefore spilled upon the
tumid parts, rendering t.bcm erythematous and raw, to the grievous aggravation of
the patient's sufferings.
Now seeing that vcsications sometimes form upon the dropsical limbs, and give
yent, in some degree, to the fluid, practitioners have been induced to follow that indication by exciting artificial blisters. But they are highly danl?erous; leading often
to gangrene of the surface thus inflam ed. Within my recollect1on it was the custom
to make sundry incisions with a lancet, in the rodcmatous legs. These gashes seldom
healed again; but degenerated into sloughing sores; and not unfrequently they
hastened the dissolution of the patient.
A ''ast improvement upon these expedients is the modern practice of acupuncture,
which consists in perforating the integuments here and there with a fine needle.
It is surprising how much fluid may be let out in this way; and how much relief
may be bestowed by this trifling operation. The liquid trickles rapidly forth; and I
have known it soak tluough the patient's bed, :rnd form a pool on the floor of the
room. In one instance, a physician being my patient, the limpid fluid which thus
oozed from a puncture in bis thigh was caught, and collected in a. glass, by means of
a little g utter of oiled silk. It was found that ninety minims, or a fluid dracbm and
a half, escaped in a minute; which is at the rate of eleven ounces and a quarter in
an hour: and this drnio went on for upwards of four hours.
The su rface on which punctures of this kind have been made sometimes becomes
red: erysipelas supervenes, which it is difficult to arrest, and the patient sinks. In
some of these cases the same event would probably have occurred, even although no
punctures had been made, from mere tension of the integuments, and the progress of
the disea~e. Wh en such appearances present themselves, the affected limb should be
kept in a horizontal position; and strips of linen, wetted with a solution of Goulard,
should be applied to the inflam ed surface.
Under the old system of incisions it was found (and reason would teach us to
expect this) that there was more hazard of sloughing when they were made on the
legs, than on the thighs. The risk is much less when needles arc used. But even
these punctures are not to be made without attending to certain precautions. They
should not be too near each other : an inch and half, at least, should intervene
between them. Neither should th ey be too numerous, nor too deep. The depth
must depend upon the circumstances of the case; and especially upon the place where
the puncture is to be made. The needle must not be pushed so deep as to penetrate
or wound any fascia; for the danger of subsequent inflammation would thereby be
increased.
Mead's plan, of making one incision, and no more, in either leg, on its in side, two
fingers' breadth above the ankle, and through the areolar tissue, has been revived of
late upon the continent, and commended here. The danger of sloughing is certainly
less than when many cuts arc made: and Dr. Todd points out, as advantages of this
method, the rapidity with which the fluid escapes, and the a.voiding " of that sloppy
and soaking condition which inevitably ensues when the acupunctures arc allowed to
ooze all day."
The peritoneum may, at the same time, require to be emptied in the same me·
chanical way, by help of a trocar. I am always loath to recommend tapping, until
he symptoms actually call for it, and until all other means of dispersing the water
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bave been tried in vain. But the circumstances that warrant or demand the performance of the operation, the dangers that attend it, and the meaus of obviating
those dangers, were fully pointed out when we were on the subject of ascites.
BJ: whatever 1?-eans we may s1;1ccecd in getting rid of the dropsy there will still
r~mam (except m the_ compar!'l.tivcly ~c.w cases that .are unconnected with organic
disease, an d depend simply upon debthty and anremta) the necessity for guarding
against the re-accumulatio_n of the water, ~y remedial measures ad~ressed to the faulty
organs. You m~y sometimes keep the disease of these orbrans m check, even when
you cannot cure 1t.
In cardinc dropsies, besides the medicines already specified, undeviating temperance
and. regulari~y of lif~ must be e~joined; and the patient should carefully, and always,
avmd all aett'\'e motion or exertion of the body, and all strong emotion of the mind·
whatever, in short, might tend to hurry the circulation. You will scarcely be able~
enforce this prudence, without plainly showing the patient the risk he will in cur by
its neglect.
In the renal variety of the disorder, in addition to the appropriate remedies already
enumerated, particular attention must be paid to the avoidance of all exposure to cold
and vicissitudes of the weather, and to keeping the surface of the body warm. Such
patients should be constantly clothed in flannel from head to foot. 1.'o those who are
able to choose their place of abode, I should strongly recommend resort to a warm
climate. Some benefit may also be hoped for from counter-irritation-blisters or
issues to the loins.
The diet in the chronic forms of the disease should be nutritive, but unstimulatinrr.
M. Solon suggests that if, in the renal cases, urea be detected in the blood, the patic~t
should b·e restrained from too animalized a diet. Dr. Budd has had the same thought,
and has put to the test, I believe, in the Hospital-ship Dreadnought, the utility of
withholding all articles of food that contain azote. I have found this restriction
entirely useless in one painful case, in which it was fairly enforced. In fact, the
principle of such restriction appears to be wrong: the urea is furnished to tho
blood, not in the primary assimilative process, but in that which is secondary and
destructive.
The discovery of the fatty character of one of these forms of renal degeneration has
led to another plausible suggestion; viz., that the patient should be instructed rigidly
to abstain from every kind of fat. But if the mottled and fatty kidney really be, as
it probably is, one of the numerous issues of the scrofulous habit; this advice would
seem to be of doubtful propriety, when we call to mind the confessed efficacy of some
of the fixed oils, and especially of the cod's liver oil, in the treatment of strumous
disorders. It is indeed the opin ion of Dr. Williams, who bears strong testimony to
this efficacy, that it results from the solvent power of the thin fish-oils upon the more
concrete molecules of fat, by the morbid accumulation of which, the peculiar degeuc·
ration in question is constituted.
One more point, and I have done. Much unnecessary penance used to be inflicted
upon dropsical persons, by stinting their allowance of drink. It was natural to
suppose that the accumulation would increase in proportion to the quantity of liquid
swallowed. But experience has shown this opinion to be erroneous, and
14
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has ceased to be more than a poetical doctrine. The patient may safely be allowed to
exercise his own discretion in this respect. When the peritoneum is full, distress is
apt to ensue upon the distensi?n of the ston;iach by ~rinks; but this sour~e of s~~e1·
ing is soon discovered and avoided. The sICk man ts better a~le than hts J?hys1c1aa
to judge which evil is the.gr:nter; the to.rmcnt of unslaked thirst, or the d15comfort
that may be produced by its immoderate mdulgence.
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LECTURE LXXX.
0/1ylous Urine. llrematuria; its diagnosis, general and particular 1' Local disorders
of the Urinary Organs on which it depends; Treatment. Disease of tlte SUJJrarenal capsules; Bronzed Skin. Abd01ninal Tnmours.
I HOPE I have convinced you that the morbid conditions of the urine are worth
studying. You have heard, probably, of the quacks who call themselves "waterdoctors/' and who pretend that, by mere inspection of the urine of a patient Jiving at
a distance, they can tell what is tho matter with him, and how he may be cured.
This ski ll, which looks like conjuring, the scientific physician of the present day docs
really possess. Of some very important forms of constitutional disorder, and of some
specific local maladies, he reads the sure evidence in the sensible and chemical
qualities of the secretion from the kidneys. And I do not hesitate to say, that a
rightly instructed person might form a more accurate opinion respecting a sick man
fifty miles off, and prescribe for him more judiciously, upoo being furnished with a
vial of his urine, than some practitioners whom I have known could do, if they had
the patient bodily before them. You may learn much (and so, no doubt, you ought)
by prying into the arcana of the night-chair: but you may learn more, I am persuaded,
by the habitual perusal of the chamber-pot.
I have not quite done with the subject.
Sometimes urine is voided, which appears to contain cltyle. It looks white and
milky, and stiffens as it cools into a tremulous jelly, like blanc manger, and takes the
shape of the vessel into which it was passed. 'l'he coagulum gradually separates again
into two portions: one of which is liquid and whitish, and when left at rest for a few
hours throws up to the surface a sort of creamy matter, containing (as cream docs) a
butyra.ceous or oily principle; the other is a delicate fibrinous mass, of flesh-like
appearance, having a red tinge from the presence of some of the coivuring matter of
the bloo<l. This is the character of the urin e passed a few hours after a full meal.
When the patient ]Hts long been fasting, the urine is simply opalescent, and the
coagulurn small and partial. It never contains any casts of the uriuary tubules.
Dr. Prout attributes this curious deviation from the natural qua1ities of the urine
to a double fault; first, in the organs of assimilation; secondly, in the functions of
the kidney. The chyle, from some derangement of the assimilative process, is not
raised to the blood standard; and being unfit for its purpose, is ejected through the
kidneys; and these organs, instead of converting it, as usual, into the lithate of
ammonia, suffer it to pass through them unchanged.
Of this rare disorder I have not met with an instance. Dr. Prout had seen more
or less of fourteen cases. Five of the patients were males, nine females. Two of the
males, and one of the females, were below the age of puberty. Eight of the cases
occurred in natives of the East or West Indies, or in persons who had lived for many
years in hot climates. Mr. Thomas informs me, that during a residence of ten years
in Barbadoes, he saw at lea.st a dozen well-marked examples of chy1ous urine in
ncgroes. It would seem, therefore, that a tropical cliwate predisposes certain indi.
viduals to this affection. In one case, drinking cold water while the body was warm
seems to have been the exciting cause; and exposure to cold was thought to have had
something to do with the attacks in other cases.
'l'he general health suffers less than you might suppose. Two of the females,
while labouring under the complaint, became pregnant, and brought forth healthy
children; and one of the two lived nearly twenty years, with the disorder upon her
all the time. Another of his female patients, who since his death has been seen
by Dr. Bence Jones, first noticed that her urine was chylous iu the year 1827. It
coutinued so, with occasional intervals, till July, 1853, a period of twenty.six years,
when the lady was (as she may be still) alive, aud, this state of the urine excepted, in
good health.
lu the slighter cases there is usually some degree of feverisbacss, some uneasiness
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in the back and loins, some thirst, a dry skin, and torpid bowels. W"l1en the malady
is more severe, the symptoms approach to those of diabetes; the thirst is more
urgent, the appetite u1rnaturally craving: and there is some degree of emaciation and
debility. In this severer variety the urine is apt to coagulate before it leaves the
bladder; and the patient experiences difficulty in passing it, the urethra being
blocked up by the clots. Dr. Prout states that he has known this to constitute the
most troublesome symptom of the disease. In one of the fatal cases the body was
examined, and the kidneys found perfectly healthy. Occasionally the complaint
ceases of its own accord, even for years, and then recurs without any apparent cause.
We may conclude from these circumstances that it is a purely functional disorder.
With respect to treatment, little can be said. Dr. Prout has found several things
of tempor:try service, in the chronic state of the affection. The mineral acids; astrin·
gents, such as alum, ancl the acetate of lead; opium; counter.irritation. But th<s
suspended symptoms have always sooner or later returned. Dr. Bence Joucs has put
se,•eral drugs fairly to tbf' test, and found the gallic acid more useful than anything
else, though not a specific, in this disorder. In the case of a man, who also had
formerly consulted Dr. Prout, the urine lrnd been chylous, constantly, for more than
a year. It ceased to be so two days after be began to take the gallic acid, and it
remained free from the fatty admixture for 232 days, the acid having been continued
for nearly two months. This looked like a. cure. But the complaint recurred, and
went, again and again. Twice subsequently the cbylous condition ceased, after
administration of the gallic acid, for the respective spaces of 237 and 2-12 days. The
acid was frequently given to the large amount of two drachms daily, for weeks
together.
Tannie acid was tried in this case: but it could not be taken in doses so lar:;?;e; and
it caused much more nausea, and much more headache than the gallic acid. The
chylous state was always abated by rest, and aggrav:ltcd by exercise.
Urine which contains albumen exhibits it in the solid form under the tests of heat
and nitric acid.
Yet I have met with one remarkable case in which those tests did not produce the
usual precipitate, although an enormous quantity of an albuminous substance was
passing out of the body in the urine.
This urine was of a high specific gravity. It became thick with heat, from a
deposit of phosphates, but cleared again with a drop of acid. It gave no precipitate
with an excess of nitric acid, unless left to stand, or un less heated and left to cool,
when it became solid. This solid was redissolved by heat, and formed again as the
liquid again cooled.
The case was one of mollities ossium. A full analysis of the urine has been pub.
li shcd, in the Philosopliical Transactions for the present year (184-8) by Dr. Bence
Jones, who found the peculiar substance thus secreted to be hydrated dcutoxidc of
albumen.
There was as much of this albuminous substance in the urine, as there is of ordi·
nary albumen in healthy blood. So far therefore as the albumen only was concerned,
each ounce of urine passed was equivalent to an ounce of blood lost.
Dr. Bence Jones informs me that the same substance, in small quantity, is COD·
taincd in pus: and bas received the name of pyine. Ile thinks it probable that the
substance which characterizes cbylous urine, is closely related to this.
Lastly, the urine may contain blood it.self: and I proceed to cousidcr some of the
phenomena. that. occur in connexion with ltrernaturia; under which term I would
comprehend every kind of bleeding from the urinary o~grin~. .
.
. . . .
Blood alters, of course, the colour of urine with which 1t is nnxed : g1vrng 1t, in
some instances, a bright red tinge, and causing it, in others, to assume a dark hue;
to become brown, like coffee, or even to approach to blackness. Hence we arc some·
times too ready to conclude that urine of a distinctly red colour, or so veFy d?rk as
to appear almost black, derives its peculiar tint from blood that haR somehow mrngled
with it.
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impart a red colour to the urine. Ooe of these is the prickly pear, or Indian fig as
it is sometimes called, the cactus opuntia of botanists. ·when the ~pauiards first
took possession of America, many of them were alarmed by obscn·iug that they
passed what they supposed to be bloody urine; but it was soon discovered that the
red colour of the secretion was owing to the liberal use they made of that fruit. Dr.
Ilcnnen, in his book on Military Surgery, quotes n precisely similar example from
Elliot's Journal of his Travels for determining the boundary of the United States.
Ile says that his "people ate very plentifully of this substance at an island of the l\Jissis·
sippi (Kayo·ani), and were not a little surprised the next morning at finding their
urine appear as if it had been highly tinged with cochineal. No inconvenience
resulted from it. It would seem (he continues) that the juice of this plant may be
analyzed into a. crimson dye by other processes beside that. of the cochineal insect."
Another vegetable substance with which, in this country, we are more familiar, and
which will produce the same effect, is beet-root. Dcsault relates the case of a person
who noticed that he every morning voided urine of a deep red colour; exactly such as
would result from adding fresh blood to that liquid, except tbat no deposit took place.
Th e man became frightened at this, and consulted l\I. Roux, who, after some examination, began to suspoot that the water owed its red appearance to some other cause
than an admixture of blood. It turned out that his patient was in the habit of supping every night upon the red bce~root; and as soon as, by 1\1. Roux's advice, he
relinquished this article of diet, be was freed at once from his supposed bloody urine,
and from his fears.
A similar tinge is said to be given to the urine by the use of madder as food, by
some species of strawberries, and by drinks made of sorrel. Logwood, which we
sometimes use in medicine, has the same effect. Rhubarb also, and senna, give to
the urine, if it chance to be al/;,aline, a blood-red colour.
I t is right that you should know these facts: for by swallowing large quantit ies of
such substances, and by complaining of sensations which they do not really feel, impostors may endeavour, without any difficulty, or pain, or danger to themselves, to
deceive others into a belief that they are suHCring under some serious and disqualifying disease, and are proper objects of charity. Moreover, a knowledge of the effects
· of these vegetable matters may sometimes enable you, as in the case mentioned by
Desa.ult, to remove unfounded anxiety and alarm from the minds of persons who are
inn ocen tly and unconsciously giving themselves red urine.
The natural tint of the urine inclines towards redness, independently of any admixture of blood, in many instances of fever, and of acute inflammation. Occasionally urine of a pink colour is passed by persons who are subject to obstinate dyspepsia
connected with organic disease. This pink tint is most apparent when the water is
contained in an opaque, shallow, white vessel.
Again, urine of so deep a colour as to be called, iu common parlance, Uacl.:., may
or may not owe that hue to the presence of blood. When blood is the cause of the
unnatural colour, the blackness must be ascribed to tbe chemical action of some free
acid upon the blood: as I showed you formerly to be the case with blood that is
vomited, in hromatcmesis.
I also pointed out to you some little while since, that the urine, in jaundice, sometimes seems to be black, when it is collected in large quantity, and in a deep vessel.
This colour is merely a concentration of yellowness, as appears at once upon diluting
the urine with water. It then assumes a. bright yellow colour. The aspect of the
skin in ictcrus will always secure you against mistaking or overlooking this cause of
black urine.
There has been observed, also, though very rarely, a fonu of black urine, depending upon the presence in that secretion of a peculiar principle to which Dr. Marcet
gave the name of melanic acid. The only specimen of really black urine that I ever
saw, was shown to me by Dr. Prout; who knew nothing, however, of the circum·
stances und er which it was voided. It appeared to me to be full of coal-dust.
With these two exceptions, almost all urine that is of a very dark or blackish
colour owes that quality to the circumstance of its containing blood, which has been
more or less altered, by various causes, from its original appearance.
When blood is present in any considerable quantity, a portion of it subsides to the
bottom of the vessel, and may be recognized without any difficulty. .A.uJ even when
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tber? is not c~oug_h blood to gi,·e. a marked and characteristic deposit, a very small
ad~1xt~re of it will be found to disturb the natural transparency of the urine, rcn~
dermg it of a smoke-brown, or dull cherry colour : whereas the reddish or pink urine
which contains no blood is clear and untroubled; aud if, on cooling, it throw down a
sediment, that sediment may be redissolved by heating the urine- a result which
docs not take place when a portion of blood has been deposited. .Another rough test is,
that a mixture of urine and blood tinges a piece of white linen dipped into it, of a.
red colour. A better criterion is afforded by gradually raising the suspected urine to
the boiling temperature. If it contain blood, a greyish brown tlocculcnt precipitate,
consisting of coagulated albumen tinged with the colouring matter of the blood, will
form, and gradually subside, and leave the supernatant liquid clear, and with its natu.
ral tint. But if you use the microscope, that will furnish you with the best evi.
dencc upon this point. If there be blood in the urine, there will be blood-corpuscles, turgid or collapsed, diffused through the urine, or collected at the bottom of the
vessel: and whatever modifications they may present, they may always, Dr. Bird
says, be identified by "their non-granular surface, uuif'orm size, and yellow colour
under the microscope."
We have by no means accomplished the diagnosis when we 1i::~vc merely ascertained
that there is blood in the urine; and that the case is a. case of hrematuria. The
question remains, of what is such hrematuria a sign? The blood emerges from the
urethra, but it may have been poured out at any point of a long and somewhat complex: tract of mucous membrane. It may have proceeded from one or both of the
kidneys, from each or either ureter; from the bladder; from the prostate gland; or
from the urethra.
llrematuria strictly idiopathic must be very rare. Cullen remarks that neither he
nor any of his friends had ever met with an instance of it. I shall mention pre.
sently the on ly example of hremorrhage from the urinary organs, apparently idiopathic, that has fallen under my own notice.
Blood in small quantities is excreted with the urine in that acute affection of the
kidney which I have already spoken of as lying at the root of most, if not of all
cases of febrile dropsy. Respecting its origin in such cases we need have no doubt:
for besides the colouring matter and corpuscles of the blood, the urine is found to
contain blood-casts, which have obviously been moulded in the urinary tubules, and
in which epi thelial cells, detached from those tubules, arc often entangled. The
same phenomena present themselves sometimes-though much more rarely-in the
chronic forms of Bright's disease. Blood-casts, without epithelial cells, have been
seen by Dr. Johnson in a case of strangury produced by oil of turpentine; and it is
probable that the appearance and conditions of the urine arc the same in strangury
from cantharides. .Hrematuria is occasionally, I believe, vicarious of some other
hremorrhage, and especially of bleeding from the hroruorrhOidal vessels : so that it is
alwaya rin-ht, in obscure cases, to inquire whether the patient has been babituallysubjeet to h~morrhage from the rectum; and if so, whether that hremorrhage is suspended. These cases have even been called liremorrltOides vesicre.
Hromaturia occurs also, independently of any strictly Jocal complaint, in the course
of certain disorders which affect the system at large; especially in scurvy and purpura
hremorrhagica. Bloody urine is sometimes a symptom, and one of the most fatal
augury, in typh~s fever, small-pox, measles, and the pl a~e.
.
.
But setting aside these more general forms of hrematuna, let us rnqu1re what local
affections of the urinary organs, besides those already referred to, may give rise to
hromorrhage; and how, under different circumstances, we are to interpret this
symptom.
Oue very common source of hremorrhage from the ~rinary passages, is th~ presence
within them of calculous matter. The pressure occasioned by the aggregation of the
earthy mass, when it is formed i~ the kidney, or by its accidental ~hauge.of P.osi.tio~,
lacerates, or Jays open ~y ulcc.rat10n? some of the smaller ves~els with which 1t ts 1.n
contact. And in those cases rn which a calculus descends rnto the bladder, and 1s
ultimately voided, it may, in succession, give rise to hremorrhage, first from the
kidney from whic? it is sepa~ated; secondly, from the ~arr?w tube of the ureter
through which it 1s forced; thirdly, from the bladder which it enters, and wounds,
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or irritates; and fourthly, from the urethra in the last stage of its progress out of the

body.
There will be the same liability to hrematuria, if the concretion, instead of coming
down from the kidney, be formed originally in the bladder. The appearance of
blood in the urine suggests therefore, in many cases, the fearful suspicion, that there
is, or is likely to be, a stone in the bladder. Dr. tlcberdcu, in his Commentaries,
says, "urine made of a deep coffee colour, or manifestly mixed with a lar~e quantity
of blood, has within my experience been very rarely the cff('ct of any thing but a
stone in the urinary passages. I therefore suppose a strong probability of this cause,
whenever I see this appearance."
~gain, blood may proceed from .tlrn kidney, or from _
the bladd~r, in con~equence of
malignant fungous growths, to wl~1ch those parts are hable: a di~easc wh.ich, though
more surely fatal than the stone, 1s scarcely, to the unhappy subject of it, so appalling.
IIremorrhnge may take place from the surface of the bladder from chronic disease,
not cancerous, of that membrane. Mr. Howship has recorded an instance of this kind
which occurred in Mr. Ileaviside's practice. Au old Bast Indian, who had long been
subject to nephritic complaints, was sudden ly seized with w~t was thought to be retention of urine. A catheter was passed, but as no water fl.owed it was supposed that
it had not entered the bladder, in the situation of which there was a. manifest tumour.
The patient died the next day; and the bladder was found distended by a very large
coagulum of blood which had come from the diseased mucous membrane. There was
no trace of hremorrhage in the kidneys, nor in the ureters.
I hold in my hand a preparation showing disease of the prostate gland, which bad
been accompanied by hrematuria.
Now we judge of the exact scat of the hremorrhage, and of its cause, partly by the
nature and appearance of the effused blood, and partly by the symptoms that precede
or accompany the bleeding.
Dr. Prout states that u when blood is derived from the kidney, it is in general
equally diffused throughout the whole urine: on the contrary, when derived from the
bladder, the blood for the most part comes away in greater or Jess quantity at the
termination of the discharge, the urine having previously flowed off nearly pure."
There are also certa in modifications of the sensible qualities of the excreted blood,
by means of which the same em in ent physician thought he could pronounce, with
considerable confidence, that the hremorrhagc was ow in g to malignant disease. 11 'fhe
red particles of the blood (he says), discharged in the earl ier stages of fungoid dis.
ease, have often a remarkable appearance, and appear to the C!JC larger than natural;
so that after they have subsided to the bottom of the urine, they at first sight somewhat resemble grains of lithic acid gravel, and, like that substance, when the vessel
is inclined, may he distinctly seen to roll alon~ the bottom. From tl1is peculiar appearance of the red particles of the blood, the presence of malignant disease may be
often suspected before the symptoms assume a decided clrnrnctcr." In a more adYanced stage of the disease, there is often a dark-coloured offensive bloody sanies in
th~ urine, and ~ore or less ?f me?lrnnical_ impe?iment in passing it. I should conceive that the m1croscopc might aid the drngnos1s of such cases.
There is one phenomenon which, whenever it occurs, is very characteri tic of
h::cmorrhage from the kidney, or from the commencement of the ureter. I mean the
expulsion, with the urine, of slender cylindrical pieces of fibrin, which have evidently
been moulded in the ureter, and subsequently washed down into the bladder by the
descending: urine. These little coagula are commonly of a whitish colour, the red

~::1il~~r:~.theT~~~~e~::~~~i~~c::::~:~~;in~;~ t1~~:yt~~0~rel~koerr~!~1c ~~f!~t~h;;
accompany 1s renal.
Such, then, are some of the points of diagnosis furnished by the qualities of the
excreted fluid itself.
The bleeding may be presumed to come from the kidney, or from the upper part
of the ureter, when it is ?cc~mpanic~ or preceded by~ sensation o! hea~, or of weight,
or by some degree of pam, rn the s1tuat1on of the kidney; espcctally tf these uneusy
feclin~ are confined to one sid e of the body. This presumption will of course be
Etrengthencd if calculi have been known to descend from the kidney; aud converted
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into certainty if the patient suffer, together with the ha::maturin, a fit of the gravel;
and if there be no symptom of stone, or of disease, in the bladder. As the blood
comes, in these cases, from the calices or the pelvis of the kiducy, the urine contains
no blood-moulds of the renal tubes.
On the other hand, when no symptoms referable to the kidney or to the ureter are
present, while there arc signs of stone, or of disease of the bladder, or of a diseased
prostate - a mixture of mucus with blood; occasional retention, or a sudden stop in
the stream, of urine; pain referred to the glans penis immediately after the bladder
is emptied-then we conclude that the blood proceeds originally from that receptacle.
When pure blood comes away, either guttatirn, or in a stream, unmixed with urine,
and neither preceded nor accompanied by any desire to make water, it is probable

th~l~~~~~tt~':ni~ht! :~~~:CSe ~ft~~ch~:~~~~3S:~btless may, and commonly does, pro1

0

ceed from some mechanical injury done to that channel : as in the passage outwards
of a. fragment of stone, or inwards of a surgical instrument. But it is probable that
blood may sometimes exude in considerable quantity from ruptured capillaries of the
same membrane, under circumsta.nces wh ich favour or produce a strong determination
of blood to the genital organs. A young man came to the l\liddlcscx llospital with
hremorrhage from the urethra, and said that he had lost a considerable quantity of
blood in this way, within a few hours. The h~morrhage appeared to have been the
consequence of excessive iodulgence in sexual intercourse. llis own account of the
matter was that he had passed the night with a female, in whom the monthly period
had just returned; and he ignorantly _fancied that the ha::morrhage from his own
person was the result of a sort of contagion. However, the bleeding was permanently
arrested by the introduction of a bougie, which was allowed to remain for a short time
in the urethra. This was the solitary instance to which I alluded just now, of
(perhaps) idiopathic hroruorrhage, occurring within my own knowledge. When the
hremorrhage comes originally from the urethra, the blood may regurgitate into the
bladder, and coagulate there; and mislead au observer into the belief that the ha::morrhage was vesical.
It appears then, that, in many instances, certain local symptoms arc associated with
hrematuria, and point distinctly to the part of the urinary apparatus whence the blood
proceeds.
But many cases are very obscure. Blood sometimes appears, mixed in greater or
less quantity with the urine, when tl10re is no pain, nor any other sign which would
lead us to fix upon one part rather than another as the source of the hoomorrhage.
Now I believe that hromaturia, bearing this indeterminate character, will generally
turn out to be renal, and to depend upon concretions in the kidney. This conclusion
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disorganization, whether of the kidneys or of the bladder, may also be painless. But
cancerous disease of these organs (unless it extends from parts in tho neighbourhood,
as from the rectum, or from the uterus, to the bladder) is \·cry rare; and when it
does occur, the nature of the case may usually be ascertained from those peculiar
qualities of the effused blood which I have mentioned as being characteristic of
malignant growths.
A calculus can seldom remain long in the bladder, at any rate will seldom c~usc
bloody urine, without giving·some other notice of its presence there.: but con~retrnas
form in the kidney, sometimes in great numbers, and reach a. cons1Jcrable size, and

~:~~~~::~r~~~::~ ~!:~:;~u:i~!s~~~~r~:~c!i~~a~:~~~~:~;.ch
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calculi are frequently met with in the kidneys of persons who have never suffered
any pain or obvious derangement of the urinary organs during life; and because, in
other persons, in whom such calculi pass down from the kidney towards the bladder,
the first notice of their existence is often given by the acute suffering they inflict
during their transit through the narrow ureter.
Yet though calculi may lodge in the infundibula, or in the pelvis, of the kidney,
without manifest ing their presence by exciting pain,. it is very concei\•abl~ .that, by
progressive en largement they may lay open, or, by accidental chanp;c of position they
maJ wound, sowc of the smaller blood-vessels of the part, and so give rise to painless
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lmmiaturia. It will strengthen the presumption that such is the source of the bleed·
iug, if it have succeeded (as hremorrhage from the urinary passages often does succeed) to a fall; a shock, or jar of the body; or jolting on horseback, or in a carriage.
Similar movements may occasion bloody urine when there is stone in the bladder;
but then the irrit.'ltion will be/clt in that sensible part; the hrematuria will not be
painless; the bleeding will not be the ouly symptom.
It is then 1 I say, lll) belief that >ery many of the obscure cases of hrematuria may
bo referred to renal calculi: and if this view of the subject be correct, it will render
it probable that the alleged instances of idiopathic hromorrhagc from the kidneys
ought thereby to be reduced in number.
'l'he expulsion of the blood in hrematuria, lfhcther it be painful or not, is sometimes atten ded with severe rigors. I mentioned before that, in some persons, almost
any irritation of the uretl1ra, the passing of a bougie for example, will bring on a
sl1ivering fit. I had some time ago a patient under my care in the hospital, who had
hrem ;1turia of an obscure kind, and the discharge of blood was always marked by a
smart rigor. Dr. Prout speaks of an instance of obstinate h:r:maturia in which a
shaking fit constantly preceded tbe h:r:morrbage. Dr. Elliotaon, too, in one of his
lectures, gives no account of a case of intermittent hromaturia. '1.'he patient was
under his care in St. Thomas's Hospital, and had formerly had the Walchcren fever.
He was admitted for ague, abd every time that the cold stage of his :ittack came on,
he voided a quantity of pure blood from the urethra. He was cured, by quina, both
of 11is ague, and of his hremorrhage.
If we may trust to the records of physic, instances of periodic hrematuria are not
uncommon.
One circumstance yet remains, worth noticing, in respect to hromaturia; and it
depends upon the hremorrhage itself rather than upon the dise:lse of which the bleeding is a sign. I nllude to the coagulntion of the effused blood in the bladder, however it may have got there. This circumstance is sometimes the source of much iaconvcnicne>~1 and -Suffering, and even of danger, to the patient. It may cause retention of urine, and all its evil consequences; and a still worse event is, that the
eoagulum sometimes supplies a. nucleus, around which calculous matter is deposited,
and thus lays the foundation of that horrible malady, "the stone."
You will perceive, from what I have said, that the treatment of hromaturia. resolves
it.self, in most cases, into the treatment of the disorder, or bodily condition, with
which the hromorrhage is associated, and of whicl1 it is merely a symptom.
Sometimes, howc,'er, the bleeding itself is so profuse, or so long-continued, as to
Jcquire direct efforts on our part towards its restraint.
"When (says Dr. Prout) the bladder becomes distended with blood, and complete
retention of urine in consequence takes place, recourse must be had to a large-eyed
catheter, and an exhausting syringe, by the aid of which, and the occasional injection
of cold water, the coagula may be broken down and removed. If the hromorrha!?e
he so profuse that the bladder becomes again distended with blood in a very short
time, the injection of cold water into the rectum or bladder is sometimes of great
use; and should these means fail, from twenty to forty grains of alum may be dissolved in each pint of water injected into the bladder; a remedy that seldom fails to
check the bleeding, even when the cause is malignant disease. I have never known
any unpleasant consequences follow the use of this expedient, and have seen it immediately arrest the most formidable hremorrhage, when all other means had failed; and
when the bladder had repeatedly become distended with blood, almost immediately
afteritsremoTal."
Among remedies given by the mouth, the same physician thought highly of the
acetate of lead. I have mentioned before, in these lectures, a nostrum called, after
the name of its inventor, Ruspini's styptic. This has often been known to put a stop
to h::emorrhage which had resisted other remedies. I will read you one example of
this from Sir Benjamin Brodie's published lectures. Speilking of hromaturia, dependent upon disease of the prostate gland, he says: "Those medicines which operate
as styptics when taken internally, and which are useful in cases of hromorrhage from
the lungs, are also useful in hremorrhagc from the prostate. I had a patient with
very diseased prostate. A frightful bremorrhage took place. The usual methods
of treatment were adopted, but were of no avail. The skin became pale, the pulse
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became weak, and the patient was exhausted; yet the bleeding continued. Large
quantities of blood were drawn off with the catheter: nevertheless the bladder continued to become more and more distended with blood, and was felt prominent in the
belly as high as the navel. AH other remedies having failed, I gave the patient a.
dose of the nostrum known by the name of Ruspini's styptic, and repeated the dose
two or three times in the course of the next twelve hours. In about half-an-hour
after the first dose was taken the hremorrhage ceased; and it never returned. The
patient lived a year and a half afterward.a, and there was no reason to believe that any
ultimate harm arose from the bleeding."
For a long while this nostrum seems to have balled analysis. The late Dr. 1\Iaton
told me that Dr. Wollaston had examined it, and had arrived at the negative> conclusion, that it contained no metallic substance. D. A. T. Thomson afterwards announced
that it mainly consists of a solution of gallic acid in alcohol, diluted with rose-water.
There is no substance more highly spoken of as a remedy for internal hremorrhagcs
by foreigners, and especially by the French, than the extract of Rhatany root, tho
Krarncria of our Pharmacoproia. A woman was sent to me by my colleague, Mr.
Arnott, complaining that for some weeks she bad been passing bloody urine. She
had gone through the ordinary routine of treatment without benefit. There were no
symptoms present which threw any light on the precise source or cause of the hromorrhage. I recommended a trial of the rhataoy, and she bc~an to take a scruple of the
extract, mixed with water, three times a day. As in Sir Benjamin Brodie1 s case, the
hrematuria ceased after the first dose, and it did not return for many months. I mention this instance the rather, because the ga,llic acid enters into the composition of
this vegetable extract also.
Now the gallic acid is one of those substances which, when introduced from the
digestive organs into the blood, passes through the round of the circulation unchanged,
and reappears in the urine. We may conceive, therefore, that it stays internal hromorrhagc by exerting its astringent property upon the ultimate capillary blood-\•essels in
its passage through them. It certainly is applied, in solution, after its elimination
from the blood, to the urinary passages: and thus, in hromaturia, it may be presumed
to produce its styptic effect upon the bleeding surface.
To the same principle are owing, I believe, the astringent and styptic virtues of
uva ursi, bistort, tormentil, the pomegranate, kino, catechu, and the several prC?para.
tions of gall nuts. But as the efficacy of the gallic acid in restmining internal hromor·
rhagc is now well established, I would recommend you to employ it in its separate
and simple state; since it may thu8 be prescribed in quantities more definite and precise, than would be possible in its natural combinations with so many different vege·
table matters. It may be given three or four times a day, in doses of five or ten
grains each, suspended in water by means of mucilage.
Io cases of vesical hremorrhage, with an alkalcscent state of the urine, much benefit
has been obtained from a steady use of the muriated tioctu~c of iron.

le former courses of these lectures I have said oothiog-for I knew oothiog-of
the morbid conditions of the supra-Tenal capsules. I was ignorant alike of their
physiology aod of their pathology; of their uses aod of their diseases. A pathology,
however, they have, which ''indicates the importance of these little organs in the
bodily economy, although it does not disclose. their purpose. 'Fhc. susp_cnsion of the!r
function (the necessary result of the destruction, or the extensive 1mp:nrwent of their
structure) is fatal to life: and this mortal inward change is revealed before death by
one very conspicuous signal - unregardcd, indeed, till our own day, and reserved for
the sagacity of our distinguished country:n~o, D~. _Addison, to dise~rn a~d to inter.
pret. It is very remarkable that two physicians hvmg at the same time, rn the same
town, and attached to the same hospital, should have brought to light two most seri.
ous forms of disease, utterly unknown before, in parts of the body so contiguous : and
have thereby woo for themsclv_es an enduring .place in the rceor~s of medical sciC?nce.
Ilenecforward the names of Bright and of Addison must be held 10 honourable remembrance whenever mention is made of renal and of sQpra-renal pathology.
Without dwelling upon the steps which led Dr. Addison onwards to his remarkable
discovery, I will describe the group and succession of symptoms that ordinarily result
from the ::ipoiliag of these internal organs.
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It is not uncommon to meet with a sick person wl1osc history is of this kind. Ile
kuows not how, nor precisely when, his illness commenced, but he has gradually fallen
from his usual state of health: has become weak, pale, thinner, but generally not
emaciated, languid, spiritless, unequal to bodily or to mental exertion, with flabby
muscles, and a soft pulse, which commonly is very feeble also.
For this deteriorated and anromic condition you can trace no intelligible cause.
There has been no exhausting profl.uviurn; no loss of blood, morbid or artificial; no
diarrhrea, diuresis, or other drain upon the strength; no wasting excess or indulgence; no mental shock or anxiety. No fault is discoverable in the lungs, in the
heart, in the kidneys, in the digestive organs; no direct evidence of malignant disease
in any part. Yet tbe diminution of strength is progressive-faintness and vomiting
sometimes supervene- the mind becomes confused, the pulse grows weaker and
weaker, until nt length the tlickering lamp of life goes out, or is extinguished in a.
sudden convulsion.
This uncxplaiued train of symptoms slrnuld suggest the suspicion of disease in
the supa-renal ca.psules; aud the suspicion will be turned into something like certainty, if, during the progress of the case, a change of colour begin to be perceptible
in the patient's skin, first and chiefly in parts that arc uncovered by the drcs&, as the
factl and hands, but elsewhere also. The colour which thus takes the place of the
natural hue, is a brownish yellow. You fancy, while it is yet slight, that the bands
and face way have been tanned by the sun: or that the patient may be labouring
under a dirty-coloured jaundice. This latter notion is, however, at once refuted by the
pearly whiteness of the conjunctiva, the paleness of the finger-nails, and the absence
of any bile-tinge in the urine. Dr. Addison speaks of this colour, which deepens with
the advance of the disorder, as being dingy, smoky, as presenting various tints or
shades of amber, or of a chestnut brown. It is somewhat like the stain produced by
the juice of walnuts, or by the tincture of iodine; or, finally, the skin looks, in the
affected parts, as though it had been bronzed. And the name of bronzed sldn,
familiarly given to the complaint, is preferable, while we are still so ignorant of its
real nature, to any more formal appellation which might b~ derived from the Greek
or Latin.
This hue is often partial, and occupies principally the front of the body and of the
limbs, especially of the thigh. When it is spread over the whole surface, it varies in
intcusity, being darkest in the flexures of the body, in the armpits, and groins, round
the navel, and upon the scrotum. Sometimes it is deeper here and there, and gives
a mottled appearance to the surface; and sometimes it is diversified with white patches,
in which the skin is blanched, is more white and colourless than healthy skin, like
the nails and the oonjunctivre; and the hair on the head and on the pubes, corresponding to these spots, becomes perfectly white.
In several instances the blood, when examined under the microscope, has been
found to contain an unusual number of white corpuscles.
The body and brcnth of the patient have exhaled, in two or three recorded cases, a
peculiarly offensive nod penetrating smell. lo one report this odour is spoken of as
being somewhat like that of a negi:o.
Thouizh the disease is mostly a fatal disease, the state of the renal capsules is not
always the same. Sometimes they are seen to be cancerous, sometimes enlarged,
sometimes dwindled and atrophied. Most frequently of all they have undergone a
calcareous degeueration, or ba.ve been converted into a softer putty-like substance.
It is not, apparently, upon the character of the change, so much as upon its extent
and completeness, upon the utter destruction of the natural texture of the capsules,
and the consequent abolition of their functions, that the occurrence and march of the
specific symptoms depend. The rapidity of the morbid change may also modify the
outward manifestations of the disorder.
Disease of the supra-renal capsules has, in a few examples, been met with when
there had been none of the characteristic bronzing. 'rhis is believed to have occurred
ouly when the alteration of structure was partial or recenl. One of them may be
affected, the other sound; or each, being unsound, may yet retain enough of its proper
Rtructure to enable it to fulfil its office, whatever that may be. Again though both
<'.apsules way be pervaded throughout by the same morbid process, there may not
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have been time for the production of tbe peculiar colour of the skin, which is not
one of the earliest symptoms, and which augments as the malady makes progress.
That profound disorganization of the supra-renal bodies, and bronzing of the surface, stand to each other in the relation of cause and effect, is rendered the more
probable by the negative evidence which has been collected on this subject. In 500
inspections of the dead body conducted by Drs. Wilks and Babershon, in all of which
the renal capsules were examined, disease of those organs was never found without
its having been predicted during life, except in two instances. In one of these the
skin l1ad shown a. slight dinginess, and a large mass of cancerous disease involved the
whole of one of the capsules. In the other case also, one only of the capsules was
affected; a few malignant tubercles grew from its surface.
Once only, so far as I know, has this peculiar bronzing of the skin been observed,
with a perfectly healthy condition of the supra-renal capsules. The capsules themselves, and portions of the altered skin were shown by l\Ir. Hutchinson at a recent
meeting (March 17, 1857) of the Pathological Society of London. '£his occasional
dissociation of the two phenomena does not disprove the law which in so many more
instances connects them a~ cause and consequence: it only shows that the bronze-like
skin may be due to some other cause than disease of the capsules. You will do well
to guard yourselves against mistaking some forms of pityriasis for this bronzing disorder. l'ityriasis is a vegetable parasite of the human skin; and its vegetable character may be readily detected by the microscope.
l have said that the disease is mostly fatal, by which I m.eant that perhaps it is not
invariably so. In not more, however, than in one or two recorded instances, has the
characteristic colour disappeared, with the rest of the symptoms, and health been restored. Our knowledge of the subject is yet very crude and imperfect: but, admitting the correctness of the diagnosis, it has been reasonably conjectured that in these
cases the whole of both capsules might have suffered some remedial change - some
congestion or moderate inflammation for example-which at length receded and ceased,
without ultimate damage to the integrity of the parts affected.
Again, to meet the opposite difficulty, of general disease of the capsules unattended
by bronzed skin, it has been supposed, as I just now stated, that the whole of each
capsule may undergo rapid softening and disorganization, under acute inflammation or
some other spoiling process, and so the disorder prove fatal, before there has been
time enough for the skin to assume the tawny hue.
What the functions of these little bodies may be, Physiology has not yet pro..
nounccd. They are amply supplied with blood; they have a cortical and a medullary
st111cturc analogous somewhat to those of the nervous centres; and they have direct
and numerous relations with the great solar plexus. That they are concerned in the
preparation and maintenance of the blood : that they influence the functions of the
sympathetic system of nerves: that they regulate the formation, or the destruction,
or the distribution of the animal pigments : these a.re among the guesses at their purpose. In support of this last guess is the fact that the colouring matters of the body
are, to a. certain extent, misplaced. The dark bronze-like hue, which more than one
observer has described as giving to the patient the complexion of a mulatto, has been
ascertained to be produced by dark granules, or cells, in the retc mucosum. Indeed
the aspect of the rcte mucosum, as seen under a microscope, approaches closely to
that of the negro. It is said that the renal capsules are very large in the nc~ro, and
very small in the white or albino rabbit. Ilow this may be I cannot say, but it would
seem that according to this view of the disorder, these conditions ~hould be just
exactly reversed. Certainly, in the disease, the less there is of efficient renal ca~·
sule, the more there is of the dark pigment beneath the skin. In one o~ Dr. _Addison's published cases, black 8pots were sprinkled over many of the abdomrnal v1s~era.
My own experience of this fon~1idable disease bas bee~ but small. '.l'he barr~ster
whose case (the 6th iu the book) is described by Dr. Addison, was a ~attent of mrne;
and it was a. vast comfort to me to have his advice and help under circumstances so
distressing.
In January, 1856, I was consulted_at my own ~ousc by a surgeon from the cou~·
try, thirty-four years old, who w~s eVldently drooprng uu~cr t~1c same mal.ady. His
face had a tanned appearance, hlS hands were bronzy, with pmk contrastmg finger·
uails, his 8Crotum was very dark, and a few soot-like spots were scattered here and
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t~cre upon his skin.

His urine was light coloured. Ilis stools had never wanted
bile. There was no tinge of yellow in bis eyes.
He told me that be first noticed the dark colour of bis scrotum in 1853. Ile died

in April, 1857.

The disorder existed therefore for four years at least.

Ile began to

perceive that he was unwell - to feel weak, to waste, to suffer fits of languor and de.
pression, and to change in complexion - in December, 185-!. Cold weather always
distressed him.
The course of this gentleman's disease was marked by fluctuations. He regained

flesh and strength at Hastings, the bronze.like hue varied in depth, his spirits were
less depressed, and be resumed very active duties, as a coroner, and in his calling as
a surgeon; but be sank at last under some acute affection of his larynx.
The supra-renal capsules were found large, and iufiltered with crude and suppurating tubercular matter. In the year 1847 l\Ir. S. was uear dying from an abscess in
the loin. l?rom the cicatrix of this abscess a closed sinus was distinctly traced to the
right capsule.
This case was remarkable for its duration, and for the energy which the patient displayed even in a late stage of the disease, and between occasional periods of most
distressing prostration, palpitation, and sickness. During his last fatal attack it was
noticed that a very frot id smell proceeded from his body.
Casting my memory backwards, I cannot but suspect that similar instances, transiently seen among my home patients, may heretofore have been erroneously set down
as obscure cases of jaundice.
It would be idle to speak to you of any cure for this disorder. A strengthening
plan, both of diet and of drugs, would naturally suggest itself. Mr. S. believed that
he improved ~reatly for a time under quinine, and l\fargate ale. The paJlor and the
feebleness invite to the use of steel: but the malady which has, perhaps, occasionally
yielded to time, and to the restorative force of nature, has been obedient to no special effort of our art that I am aware of.
I am unwilling to take leave of the cavity of the abdomen, without saying a few
words (very few they must be) respecting tbe various kinds of tumours to which it is
obnoxious. It may seem strange that the diagnosis of abdominal tumours, which
manifest themselves to the touch and to the sight, should be so difficult and puzzl ing
as it often is. I mentioned some reasons for this before : the loose and shifting man ner in which some of the viscera of the belly are packed and fastened; their liability to enlarge beyond their natural limits; their accidental dislocations under
disease. It would be vain to attempt even a sketch of the infinite variety of these
deviations from the healthy state. Every case of abdominal tumour forms a separate
object of study, and must be judged of by its proper circumstances. All that I can
profess to do, is to offer you some rough hints on this interesting subject.
Some kinds of tumour result from morbid growths; such arc all the varieties of
cancer: some from the presence and multiplication of parasites; of which we have
examples in collections of hydatids: some are produced by the distension of hollow
organs; _as when concretions,_ or frocal ~atters, or gases, lodge iu the intestines; or
when urrne accumulates and IS pent up 10 the bladder: some consist in the mere enlargement of parts.
Let us enumerate the principal of these; that you may know what chiefly to
expect.
1. There are, I say, tumours from lodgments in the bowels; and these are more
hopeful tha~ mos~ kinds of _abd.ominal t?mours. Sometimes the stomach, or some
part of the rntes~rnal canal, ts d1sten~e? 10 c~nsequence of .a n;icchanical impediment
to the course of 1ts contents : and this impediment may be 10vmcible.
2. Ovarian tumours are very common. Of these I spoke at some length in a
former lecture.
3. The li~er is v_c:y liable ~o en1arg_ement: either from simple cong~stion of blood;
or from the mterst1tial deposit of ad1pous or of lardaccous mattor; or from the intrusion of malignant growth; or from colonies of hydatids.
4. So also the spleen swells, from fulness of blood, or from specific deposits in its
&ubstance.
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5. The kidneys sometimes attain a vast size; being occupied by malignant disease,
or swollen by pus, or by urine, that finds no vent.
6. Enlargements of the mesenteric glands j cancerous degeneration of the peritoneum? especially where it forms. the ~mentumj tumours connected with tho uterus;
aneurisrns of the aorta; vast d1stens10n of the gall-bladder; constitute other species
of abdominal swelling, which I simply mention without further comment.
Now our judgment of the character of a. given tumour is naturally influenced by
ptace.. In ~he ri$ht hypochondriu~, we suspect the ~iver; in the left, the spleen;
!u t~1e ep1ga.str1c region, the stomach; t~ the hJ:pogastric, the womb, or the bladder;
rn either flank,_ an ovary, or perhaps a kidney; m the track of the colon, we guee.s
atfrecalcollect1ons.

!ts

sitFo~!. son~ii:e:sn t~~es~~b:t~~~ ~~:~~i~~mi~ri:~sr:~~es~3:nw~n~a~ ~~:: !:0~n~~;:e0d
ovary, a tumid kidney, a distended coocum. A prominence in the epigastrium ma.y
~e due to enlargement of the left lobe of th~ liver, to cancer of the stomach, to an
mfarctcd transverse colon, to a ventral aneur1sm. Above the pubes, the distended
bladder, or th~ enlarged uterus, ~ay equally project. The sigmoid flexure of tho
colon loaded with frcces 1 the left kidney exaggerated by disease, a bulky ovary, may
either of them occupy the same sinistral space.
Moreover, the colon dc,·iatcs strangely, and not seldom, from its natural course and
position: and the magnified viscem may invade, by their displacement, or by their
irregular expansion, the regions that are proper to other organs.
Our conjectures are assisted by the associatc>d symptoms, nnd by observation of the
regular performance, or of the disturbance, of particular functions. Y ct here, also,
we meet with continual sources of fallacy. Pressure from a tumour without, as
well as infarction within, may impede the passage of alimentary matters through the
bowels, of urine through the ureters; and cause, in the one case, flatulence arid tormina, in the other, retention or suppression of urine. Growths foreign to the liver
way, nevertheless, press upon its excretory ducts, and occasion jaundice. And so of
other parts and functions. I mean, that the functions prominently deranged are not
always the functions of the part occupied by the tumour, but of organs which are
secondarily and accidentally subjected to its disturbing influence. Your sagacity will
be abundantly tried in balancing the evidence of different symptoms in these obscure,
yet palpable, forms of disease : and after all you will often doubt; and often, when you
do not doubt, you will mistake.
Enlargement of the liver may usually be distinguished from other tumours of the
right hypochondrium, by percussion. Try from the clavicle downwards. At first,
you get a hollow sound. '!'hen, a little below the nipple perhaps (for the spot varies
much in different subjects) the sound begins to grow dull. If this dulness be traceable, without change or interruption, to the tumour, the iufcreoce is strong that the
tumour is hepatic. Any other tumour there situate leaves, most commonly, when the
patient is recumbent, a palpable snlcus above it; or a space in which the sound, upon
percus~ion, is different from that which is yielded by the liver.
Percussion helps us to discriminate -an ovarian from a renal tumour. When the
swelling is large, the intestines lie behind the one, in front of the other : and the
sound is affected accordingly.
Tumours that arc readily moveable, are generally intestinal, omental, or ovarian.
A pulsating tumour is not necessarily an aneurism. '!'he healthy artery will lift
almost any sort of bard swelling that happens to lie directly over it.
The occurrence of h=cmatemesis or of melooaa. would corroborate your belief that a
tumour in the right hypochondrium was hepatic - the left, was splenic.
.
~ven when you arc satisfied as to the organ affected, there co~es another question,
scarcely, in iome cases, less difficult than the first- What is the nature of the
tumour?
Suppose, for the sake of illustration, that your inquiry relates to t11c liver. If the
tumour be large, prominent, smooth, roundish, of slow growth, and the general health
be not materially der:rngcd, it is most likely a hydati<l tumour .. If al?~g the edge
and upon the surface of the .augmented liver, you can feel ~arge mequaht1e~ and pr?jections, and if the complex1on and general state of the patient arc ~xprcss1vc of fatliDg health, the enlargement is, in all probability, cancerous; and if there be other
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traces of carcinoma in the system, this conclusion becomes almost certain. Small
hard irregularities betoken the ltobnail liver; which is, sooner or later, accompanied
by ascites. When, without pain or jaundice, the liver of a phthisical paticot transgresses its natural boundaries, it is, presumably, a/atty liver, or a 1oaxy liver.
By applying a E-imilar method of investig:ation to other ventral enlargements, you
may frequently hit the right scent, and trace the mischief to its true source. To
treat the subject in deta il would require a volume. I may refer you to a series of
papers by Dr. Bright, in the G1q/s Hospital Reports,· where you will find a host of
examples, and much valuable information, concerning the most common and the most
important kinds of" abdominal tumours and intumescence."

LECTURE LXXXI.
.Acute Rheumatism; Symptoms; Variel1'es: Treatmwt. Ohrom'c Rheumatism/
Phenomena; Plan of Cure.
Gout: Description of a Paroxysm, ; Progress of the IJiscase; general &tat-0 of Health
in Gouty Persons; Oauses of the Disease; Diagnosis between Gout and Rheumatism.
I PROCEED, t11is afternoon, to the consideration of tliat \ery common, Tcry painful,
and sometimes very perilous disease, rheumati!ini. There arc two species of it, the
acute and the chronic. They graduate, however, insensibly into each other; and the
chronio is often a sequel of the acute form. Yet this is not ueccssarily so. Chronic
rbeumati8m occurs in persons who have had no preceding attack of the disorder in its
acute stage or degree.
Rheumatism implies inflammation: but, as I mentioned in an early part of the
course, it is inflammation of a peculiar or specific kind. In the first place, it is inflammation of a particular tissue - the fibrous tissue: and it may therefore manifest
itself wherever that tissue is employed in the fabric of the body. No doubt the
inflammation does involve other tissues also: but it is always, probably, by extending
to them, through what has been called contiyU01ts S!Jmpathy. Thus we have the
syno1.:ial membrane of a joint inflamed in many cases, the inflammatory action having
spread from the fibrous textures around the joint; or, as I formerly pointed out to
you more in detail, the serous surface of the pericardium, and the serous surface (or
what is analogous to a serous surface) of the inside of the heart, and especially that
part of it which is carried over the valves-each and all of these serous membranes are
extremely liable to be affected with inflammation in the acute form of rheumatism;
but in all of them it is probable that the fibrous texture was the first to suffer. The
pericardium is, as you know, a fibrom;-scrous membrane; and fibrous tissue is interposed between the folds of the serous membrane, in the cardiac valves.
Rheumatism, therefore, is essentially inflammation of the fibrous tissue: and it
most commonly seizes upon the fibrous parts that lie around the larger Jofots : the
ligaments and tl~c tendons: and in respect to th.is. disease you ~ay. almost co~sider the
pcrpctua.1 ly movrng heart as one of the large JOIDts. Yet this mflammation, when
confined to the fibrous tissues, is not common inflammation. At any rate, it does not
reckon among its events (as common inflammation docs) either the effusion of plastic
lymph, or suppuration, or gangrene. If suppuration sometimes occur (and it certainly
occurs very rarely) it is because the rheumatismal inflammation has extended to contiguous textures, and then and there has run the ordinary course of inflammation.
The areolar tissue around a joint may thus inflame nnd suppumte. The inflammation
of the synovial membmnc '111U!f be of sufficient intensity to give rise to the formation
of pus. When, however, the inflammation extends to the serous tissues within and
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around the l1 eart, the product':! of the inflammation are just t11e same as when inflaru.
mation of th e same textures, of the common kind, is anyhow produced.
Acute rheumatism, then, consists in redness, heat, pain, and swelling (that is to
say, in inflammation) of the parts lying around, or entering in to the composition of,
one or more of the larger joints of the body; generally of several at the same time, or
in succession; with a disposition to shift from one joint to another, or to certain inter·
nal organs, and especially to the membranes of the heart; and with fever.
This tendency to shift its place-to what is usually called metastasis-is a very
remarkable featu re of the disease. The inflammation will appear, in one joint, sud·
denly. and as suddenly subside in another which it previously occupied: and then,
perhaps, it will jump back again to its old quarters. In very many instances, how·
ever, it invad es fresh joints without wholly ceasing, and sometimes even without
diminishing at all, in those formerly affected. It may visit in this way every large
j oint in the body, and even seize upon some of the smaller ones; or it may possess
nearly all of them at once. It is most commonly seen to affect the ankles and knees,
the knuckles, wrists, and elbows. Less often it is seated in the shoulders also; and
in the hips. The joints of the fingers frequently suffer; and I have scon more than
one instance in which the joints of the jaws were manifestly implicated in the rheu·
matic inflammation. But by far the most serious and dangerous leap which the
diseased action is apt to take, is to the membranes of the heart.
In truth, acute rh eumatism is a blood disease. The circulating blood carries with
it a poisonous material, which by virtue of some mutual or elective affin ity, falls upon
the fibrous tissues in particular, ~isitin{? and quitting them with a variableness that
resembles caprice, but is ruled, no doubt, by definite laws, to us, as yet, unknown.
I pointed out to you, in a former lecture, the symptoms of rheumatic carditis, its
consequences, the various ways in which it connects itself with the joint affection,
and the treatment by which we arc to attempt to moderate it. I dismiss, therefore,
this the most momentous complication of acute rheumatism, from the present discussion; and shall confine myself solely to the disease as it manifests itself externally.
The shifting and migratory inflammation of the textures lyin g around or composing
tlie larger joints, is ushered and attended with high inflammatory fever j with a
remarkably full, bounding pulse; with flushed cheeks; head-ache; profuse, drenching,
sour.smelling perspirations, which distress and weaken the patient, but bring no
present relief to his pain; with a white.coloured, dirtyish, thick fur on the tongue,
which is red, however, at its tip and edges; with turbid acid and urine. But this
severe and inflammatory fever (synocho Cullen calls it) bas no tendency to degenerate
into a typhus.like form: and that is a striking feature in. the complaint. Neither is
the intellect affected, except when carditis takes pb.ce: and then, as I stated formerly,
violent delirium is apt to ensue, misleading the practitioner, drawing his attention
away from the chest, where grave and often fatal changes nrc in progress, and fixing
it upon the head, where no inflammation at all cxisb3, but which is disturbed through
sympathy with the cardiac disorder. With this exception, we do not find patients in
acute rheumatism delirious. Throughout all this febrile disturbance, there is no
coma, no dulncss or bewilderment of aspect, 0-0 marked trouble of the stoma.ch or of
the bowels, no vomiting, no diarrhrea, no pctechire, no aphthro, no sordcs about the
mouth, all which are of ordinary occurrence in the course of common continued
fe\•ers. The producing poisons, different in origin and in kind, differ no less in their
effects upon the animal economy.
Th e joints are exquisitely tnulcr, as well as painful. The fibrous tissues, which are
endowed with but little sensibility in their sound and healthy state, become acutely
painful when occupied by inflammation. The pain is increased by pressure; and
therefore by whatever implies pressure; by movements of the joints consequently.
Th e patients arc reduced to perfect helplessness by the pain; and lie fixed in one
position, from which they are afraid to sti r. Their commo n phrase is, that they have
entirely lost the use of their limbs: and this is true enough in fact, but not true in
the medical sense of those words. 'I1hcy have not lost the power of moving them;
there is no palsy; but they dare not move them, because the effort gives them so
much torment. They dread the touch of the physician, the handling of the nurse,
the shakio~ of their bed by th e footstep of an approaching fri end.
As in other disorders which depen d upon the presence of some imported or inbred
1)7
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poison within the body, so also in this-the constitutional symptoms gcner:illr precede
the local. Nay, I believe that the fever may sometimes run its whole course without
any manifest affection of the joints. I ha,•e never seen this; but Dr. Graves declares
that he bad known several instances of persons who, ha.ving undergone attacks of
genuine acute rheumatism, did afterward8 experience febrile symptoms exactly
resembling in character, in intensity, and in duration, those which they had previously
suffered, although from first to last not a single joint was inflamed.
Pain in the affected joints is more constant than swelling; and swelling more constant than redness. The swelling differs also in different cases in rather a remarkable
manner. In fact, two varieties ba,·e been made of acute rheumatism. The distine.
tion was first drawn by Dr. Chambers, at St. George's Hospital j and afterwards made
public by Dr. Francis Ilawkins in bis Gulstonian lectures. The varieties are spoken
of under the names of fibr.ous or diffused rheumatism; and S!J110viol rheumatism.
I will briefly state their distincti;ve characters.
In the one, then, the inflammation commences in the immediate neighbourhood of
one of the larger joints: not in the joint, but nem· it. It attacks the tendons, fascire,
ligaments, and possibly also the muscles. At first there is not much redness, or
swelling: but after the pain has been of some duration, there is a puffiness around
the pnrts affected, caused apparently by turgescence of the blood.vessels, and at length
slight pitting, or aulema, may supervene, from effusion into the surrounding areolar
tissue; and what redness is present is disposed in streaks, following the course of the
tendons.
On the other hand, in the synovial variety, which shows itself more frequently and
more plainly in the knee than anywhere else, the pain which marks the onset of the
complaint does not lust long before some degree of swe11ing is perceptible, together,
in most inst..1nccs, with slight redness of the skin; and this swelling is not due so
much to turgescencc of the blood.vessels, or to redcma of the areolar tissue, as to ftuid
poured into the cavif!J of the joint. And the form and character of the swelling
indicate that it results from the fulness and distension of the iiynovial membrane It
is tight and elnstic, and protrudes, as it were, through the spaces that intervene
between the tendons and ligaments by which it is in other parts bound down and
restrained: and fluct11at1:on is often distinctly perceptible in the superficial joints,
when both hauds are applied to them.
'l'hcsc are the local differences between the two forms of tl1e disease. And there
are differences equally 'veil marked between the constitutional symptoms that attend
them.
It is in that form which 1'M 1 i~o;t'iv is called fibro!ls rheumatism, that the inflam·
matory fever runs so high; that the tongue is so thickly furred; that the round, full,
bounding pulse occurs; that the profuse, spontaneous, acid perspirations break out,

~~!~:h~::i~~!J~~!dn~~;~:i::r:~~~~~t~~~!~~l:tl~~;1~r~~~~~~~ings;

that the urine
In the synovial form, the fever is either less intense from the beginning, or soon
moderates after the joints begin to swell; the tongue is less foul; the patient swe:its
much less. It is to this form that the tcnn rltcumalic gout is often applied. And
growing experience has led me to believe, that in this popular appellation the real
nature of the complaint is most truly expressed. Gout and rheumntism are very
similar in k:nd: and what has been ca.lied syaovial rheumatism, while it forms a con·
necting link between the two, and partakes of the cha.meters of both, is more nearly
allied to gout than it is to rheumatism.
Conformably with this belief, it b<lS been noticed that the tendency of the inflammation to !:!Cttlc upon the cardiac membranes is much greater in the fibrous th:in in
the synovial disease. This is a most import..1nt difference.
I know of no other exciting cause of acute rheumatism than exposure to cold, and
e~pccially to cold combined with moisture. And this is the re:ison why the disease is
very common among the poorer classes of society, who are more in the way of that
cause, and cannot guard against it so effectually as their wealthier brethren; among

b~~~ c~i~~gc~~!:~~:~ne~~;::~·hro~~~ ~~~d s~[~b~~l o~~~~c~s:1 u~~~o~~~:,r~~u!h~0:~~~:~
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ous principle as it forms, and by thus accumulating it in the blood.
This poison in the blood constitutes that predisposition to the disease, without
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which it would never occur. In the absence of the poi~onous material, no exposure
to wet and cold will produce acute rheumatism; but out of its abundant presence
acute rheumatism may and often does arise, independently of exposure to atmospheric
vicissitudes, or of any other possible exciting cause. We see it break out in hospital
pat!c.nts who have for some !ime ~ecn _Protected from such exposure. The prcdispos1llon appears to be sometimes mhented. Dr. Fuller tells us that he traced this
hereditary character in twenty-nine per cent. of the rheumatic patients admitted
into St. George's Ilospital. The poison itself is probably a product of unhealthy
assimilation.
Acute rheumatism is principally a. disease of youth: prevailing most, I believe,
from the age of puberty to that of tlurty-five or forty. I have repeatedly, however,
seen it in children; sometimes as early as the third or fourth year : and I stated to
you some time ago, that the chance of the joint affection being complicated with
:rheumatic carditis is the greater in proportion as the patient is the younger. With,
perhaps, two exceptions, I never knew the disease occur in an unequivocal form before
puberty, without its being attended with inflammation of the li ning or of the invest-

fi=:Cb~frne:cr~ t~~~ ~~~r;hat

in\
I believe to be tbe proper plan of treatment to pursue
when rheumatic carditis is present: in that case the affection of the limbs is of secondary consequence. But what arc we to do when there is no complication of the joint
disease; no invasion of any of the viscera?
Why, if you seek for instruction upon this matter in books, or even among practical men, you will meet with a very perplexing diversity of opinion. Apart from
the cardiac affection, acute rheumatism has no danger about it; and the articular inflammation usually terminates, sooner or later, in recovery1 whether the heart be implicated or not. And most persons who have been for any considerable time in practice have their own favourite method of conducting the disorder to its termination .
While many employ free blood-letting, and other active antiphlogistic rcmcdies 1 some,
on the contrary, even in the present day, put their trust in bark. Some give large
doses of calomcl in the outset of the disease, such as half a scruple or a scruple, with
or without a. grain or two of opium; and they repeat the dose daily, or ofl'l:ul!r, with
purgatives perhaps intervening, till the urgent symptoms give way; and in this
manner I have seen the disease apparently cut short. But I have also known many
instances in which the disease was painful, and protracted, and obstinate, although
this practice was adopted early and fairly prosecuted. Some physicians, again, give
smaller and more frequent doses of calomel and opium: and some think opium alone
to be as useful as this combination. Others depend mainly upou colchicum: others
upon large and repeated doses of conium: and some attempt the cure of acute rheumatism through sweating tbe patient by means of guaiacum, and similar stimulant
medicines, and a. profusion of bed-clothes.
Now you may be sure-when men's opinions concerning tlie treatment of a disease
which is of common occurrence and easy recognition, are thus unsettled and diverse
-you may be sure, first, that no specific for that disease has yet been discovered ;
and secondly, that the disease is not very obedient, or not steadily obedient, to any
remedial plan. When first I began to practise, I pleased myself, now and then, with
the belief that I had ascertained the best cure for acute rheumatism; so rapidly and
decidedly did the disorder recede and cease upon the administration of such or such
a remedy. But, on the next trial of it perhaps, my expectations have been miserably
disappointed. 'fhis marked improvement has happened under the use of colchicnro,
of conium, of calomel with opium, of alkalies. l did not, in the prosperous cases,
mistake spontaneous recovery for cure. The change was too great and immediate,
and the instances of success were too numerous, to admit of that explanation. Whether
it be (as I suepcct), that slighter diagnostic marks have bi::cn overlooked, and that
sometimes gout has in reality been cured under the semblance of rhcumatismwhethcr bodily idiosyncrasies have withstood the influence of remedies-or whether
atmospheric a~encies have kept up the disorder in spite of proper treatment-I caunot tell: certain it is that we are occasionally balled, and the patient continues to
suffer, notwithstanding the diligent enforcement of all the approved remedies and
plans of treatment, one after the other. I am far, howc>cr.1 from thinking thaL
remedies arc useless: and I do by ~o means assent to the d1cluru of the first Dr.
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Warren, who, when a5ked wbat was good for acute rheumatism, replied "six
weeks."
One principle to be kept in view in these cases may be laid down broadly and
decidedly. '11hat practice will be the best which tends most surely to obviate or to

~~: 00/~;c:1~~:: ~~~~{:~s c~~itli~~i~:J~tc:~~ ~~~:t~ i!~~ b~ \~~~eg ttrou:nt~~~ ~~~

uncomplicated disease, is also the plan of treatment which is the best adapted to the
paramount object of keeping it uncomplicated.
In the fibrous or genuine form of the disorder, with the bounding pulse, the flushed
face, the high inflammatory fever, you may bl~ed your patients from the .arm;
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buffed aad cupped. 'l'hc pain and inflammation are local; but the case is not adopted
to local remedies. We might, by cold applications, be able perhaps to subdue the
infiamruation in a knee or an elbow : but from the migratory character of the disorder,
we should incur the risk, by the use of such toyical measures, of repelling the poison
into the circulating blood, and of thus giving it afterwards a new and a more serious
k1cation.
Venmsection will, almost always, afford a marked degree of relief to the sufferings
of the patient: but the relief will seldom be complete or permanent: and we may
sometimes with propriety repeat the bleeding. In very few instances, however, can
we hope to extinguish the disease, or to reduce its noxious seminal principle within
harmless limits, by blood-letting. And this is one of the cases in which you must
not take the state of the blood already drawn as a criterion of the propriety of
abstracting more. The blood will remain ready to show the huffy coat long after the
use of the lancet has ceased to be available or safe.
The advantages of blood-letting in this complaint are, first, the partial relief which
it bestows. It is seldom that the pain is not sensibly mitigated, and the fever calmed,
provided the bleeding has been carried to a proper extent, sufficiently soon. Secondly,
free an1 early vcnresection may sometimes perchance (but not often) cut short the
attack. This, however, is a favourable effect which you must not reckon upon, and
which I would not advise you to aim at. But, in the tbird place, blood-letting may
be serviceable, by preparing the body for other remedies: for calomel, opium, purgatives, colchicum.
Yet, looking to my own practice in acute rheumatism, I find that alth ough I am in
the almost daily habit of treating it-for it is a disorder from which our wards are
never perhaps entirely free-I rarely prescribe phlebotomy. Many of the patients
come under our care at an advanced period of the disease; when the time for bleeding, with any prospect of benefit, has gone by. Some have been bled before their
admission . Others, in whom the rheumatic diathesis has become inveterate, are
suffering recurrences of the malady: and neither does the recurrent disease require,
nor would the system bear, active and repeated depletion. In many instances, again,
the constitution bas been battered and broken by a London life : while in others there
is no great intensity of febrile disturbance from the first. So that the cases in which
I am tempted to employ the lancet are really few and far between. At the same time
I can well believe -what I have often heard-that in the country, in young persons
of unimpaired vigour, in the first attacks of the disorder, and when the inflammatory
symptoms run high, vcnresection may be of much service in mitigating the sufferings
of the patient, and in facilitating his cure.
In all diseases in which pain is a prominent symptom, opium is a most serviceable
and precious remedy. In rheumatism pain is a, very prominent symptom. It is
severe, it is multiplied by its occupancy of many parts at once, it is apt to continue
long without any natural pause or abatement, it prevents sleep. You will find it right,
and even necessary, to administer opium in almost every case of acute fibrous rheumatism. What should be the dose, and how frequently it should be repeated, must be
regulated by its observed effect. Enough must be given to quell, or to assuage the
pain. Dr. Corrigan, of Dublin, trusts to opium alone for the cure. He begins with
one grain, and repeats that quantity at short intervals, or increases it, until sensible
relief is obtained: and he then continues the dose thus reached, up to the time when
the disease iH manifestly departing. Dr. Corrigan found twelve grains in the twent.)·
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four hours to be the average requisite amount: but less than even ono half of
this quantity will generally suffice when other remedies are combined with the
opium.
I believe few persons now adopt the plan of forced perspiration for the cure of acute
rheumatism. Formerly it was the fashion to give powerful sudorifics : Dover's
powder, or ~ntimony, in large_ doses: and th~ patient was" accinctus ad sudorcm ;"
covered up m bed between thick blankets, with a hot bottle or brick at his feet. But
in the se"'ere, uncqui,•ocal fibrous form of rheuruatism, the perspiration is profuse
without any artificial means being used to excite it, and it is not accompanied by tho
smallest alleviation of the pain: uay sometimes the patients will tell you that they are
worse, in tlmt respect, while the sweating continues.
The preparations of colchicum have sometimes, whether venroscction has been
premised or not, an almost magical effect in subduing the disease. Frequently, when
most successful (though that is by no means a necessary condition of their suce11ss)
they exercise some marked influence upon the stomach a.nd bowels. Colchicum is
very apt to occa.sion deadly nausea and vomiting, griping, a.nd diarrhooa, and when
these conseq uences ensue from its use, the inflammntioll of the joints often subsides
ent irely. At any rate, if the rheuma.tism do not give way when the stomach and
bowels become thus affected, you may be certa.io that to push the colchicuru further
would be useless.
Our wishes, however, and our expectations, from colcl1 icum, are often doomed to
be defeated. I believe that in proportion a.s the synovial symptoms predomina.te, or
mix themselves distinctly with the fibrous-in proportion as the disease approaches
in its characters to gout - you may expect to be successful with colchicum. Large
doses arc not requisite. Twenty minims of the wine or of the tincture may be given
every six hours, until some result is obtained. Or a grain of the inspissatcd juice, or
of the aeetous extract of colchicum, every four hours. Under this treatment the
disea.sc sometimes vanishes within three or four days; the medicine producing sickness and purging, a.nd tbe rheumatism, or the rheumatic gout, rapidly declining.
Occasionally the same favourable event ta.kcs place, although there ha.s been no
disturbance of the stomach or bowels.
!lluch and prompt a.mcndmcnt may often be effected, at the outset of the disease,
through full a.ad free purging, exacted from day to day by mea.ns of calomel a.ad
black draughts. From five gra.ins to a scruple of calomel given every night, and
followed every morning by a draught of senna and ~alts, will sometim es obtai n a.nd
dislodge a vast a.mount of dark and foul secretions from the liver and bowels, and
bring sensible relief to the patient's sufferings. And these doses, adjusted to the
pa.rticular circumstances of the case, may be repeated for three or four days in succession, provided that they continue to procure da.rk evacuations, and that their
operation is unattended with griping pains, a sca.lding of the rectum, or the discharge
of mucus or of blood.
This practice was first followed and taught by Dr. Chambers; and its bcneficia.l
results, when it is beneficial, a.re so early and so ma.rkcd, that it bas become a common
a.ad a favourite practice. It is not, however, always an eligible practice. Persons of a
weakly habit of body-persons in whom the disease has already run on for some time
-do not bear this course of hard purging. There is also a practical ev il in th<.
exaction of four or five motions from the bowels of these rh eumatic patients ever;
day; I mea.n the inconvenience, the increa.se of pain, and the exposure t0 cold,
occasioned by frequently going to stool; and this is a disadvantage likely to be
particularly felt in lwspita/,s.
Sometimes it is expedient, in the prosecution of this plan, to combine with the
calomcl a grain or more of opiu_m; both ~ith the Yiew of quieting pain, a.ad _of p~c
vcnting the calomcl from runnm~ too rapidly through the bowels. ~.or, bes1d7s its
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b1hary and rntesAga.in, there are cases of acute rheumati sm which proceed .kindly,.or yield readi.ly,
under moderate doses of calomel and opium, repeated c,·ery six or eight hours, with
occasional purgati'·~s of the milder. ki~d.
.
.
.
The acid propcrt1:s of the pcrsp1rahon, a.s .mamfci;:tccl by its ~ecuhar o~our-of the
saliva, as tested by litmus paper-of the unoc, as shown by its dcuos1ts-warrant.
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the belief that the peculiar poison, wl1ich tbc whole disorder would seem to be :m
effort to discharf!'e from the blood, is some sort of acid. And reason suggests the
likelihood of benefit from attempting to facilitate the escape of this poison, to draw
it forth from tlrn system, or to neutralize its noxious qualities. Now the bloodletting
plan, and the purgative plan, both tend to aid the removal of the poisonous element;
but when carried beyond a. certain point, or when applied inopportunely, they bring
evils of their own. Alkaline drugs would :ippcar to be chemical antagonists of the
poison; and they have the fun.her good effect of hastening its ejection through a
natural cmunctory, inasmuch as they are most of them diuretic. Accordingly the
treatment of acute rheumatism by alkalies is also, and long has been, a common and
a favourite treatment among p11ysiei:ms. Nitre in large doses has been much used
and commended; and the alkaline carbonates are very generally prescribed. The
bicarbonate of potash in solution has been largely and fairly tried by Dr. Garrod, who
has administered it in the average quantity of two scruples, repeated e\'ery two hours,
by night and by day, for several days together. Of 51 cases so treated, the average
duration under treatment was betwoon six and seven days, and the average duration
of the whole disease was between thirteen and fourteen days. 'l'he medicine soon
rendered the urine nlkalin c. It had no injurious influence on the bowels, or on the
bladder. It seemed rapidly to calm the pulse, and to allay the febrile beat. In no
instance did any affection of the heart arise after the patient had been forty.eight
hours under its influence.
It is an additional recommendation of alkaline remedies in this disease, that they
hinder (if we may trust the medical chemists) the deposit of the fibrin of tbc blood,
and may t11ercfore be regarded as so far tending to prevent the formation of endocardial vegetations. The alkaline carhonatc8 may be prescribed in the pleasant form of
an effervescing draught, containing an exec~ of 30 or 40 grains of the carbonate;
the dose being repeated every throe or four hours while the fever runs high, and the
joints are swollen and painful.
'l'hc favourite drug of the late Dr. Golding Bird in this and in some other blooddiscascs, was the acetate of potass. This intelligeaj pbysici:rn was himself more than
once the subject of acute rheumatism, and his testimony to the efficacy of the acetate
is so 1:1troug and <lirect that I cannot forbear quoting it. "I would not willingly (he
says) use language which was not completely compatible with experience, but I do
not still hesitate to declare that I have never seen the disease in question yield with
so much facility to any other remedy. In the severest cases which have been admitted into the hospital under my care, I have seen the cure to be more rapid, and
the irumediat1;1 relief to the patient more marked, by the use of the acetate of potass
in quantities of half an ounce, administered, largely diluted, in <lidded doses, in
twenty-four hours, than by any other treatment. In three days I have repeatedly
found the exc1uisite pain of the joints nearly absent, tho patient comparatively comfortable, and able to bear with greater ease the helpless state in which the still swollen
joints place him. In no case has any ill effect followed the use of the remedy, and whilst
the cure has been far more expeditious, the ill effects of colchicum and mercury have
been avoided. The pain remarkably and suddenly lessens as soon as the urine
becomes alkaline aod rises in specific gravity. I can indeed unhappily attest my experience in my own person on the marked alleviation and rapid cessation of the pains
of rheumatic fever from the use of the drug, and can gratefully compare its influence
with the tedious and painful results of mercurial treatment in a former attack. It is
difficult to decide on the comparative immunity from pcricarditis in acute rl10umatism
under particular modes of treatment, but the impression on my mind is very deep,
that the tendency to this fearful complication is very much lessened as soon as the
urine is rendered alkaline by the acetate." He was in the habit of administering it
"in some aromatic water, or what is far more grateful, in plain water, to which a few
drops of oil of lemons hnve been added. 1'
Alkalies, then, or the alkaline snits, arc always, in my opinion, fit remedies to be
employed in the ~rcatm?nt of acute rheumatism. !'hey ~ay be added largely to the
common effervescrng salrne draught, or they may be simply dissolved in water. Together
with them, blood-letting, calomel, purgatives, opium, colchicum, may be variously
combined, according to the special c1rcumstanccs of the ease. An<l what those spe-
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cial guiding circumstances arc, may be gathered, I trust, from what has been already
said respcctinf! these remedies separately.
You will take into account the age and strength of the patient, the period of the
diseas.e, the de~ree of heat and _fe'\er, the. condition of . the pulse, the propondcrance
of parn, the state of the abdomrnal secretions. You will bear also in mind that in
proportion as the disease assumes the synovial form, the nearer it approximates in its
cbaracte_rs to ~hos~ of gout, the less ene.rgetic shoul~ be the treatment, and the
gre~ter is the hkehhood that the preparations of colch1cum may prove a useful part
of1t.
In the tenth_ and eleventh ehapte~ of bis Lectures ou. Diseases of tlte Deort, Dr.
Latham has given a masterly analysis of the purpose, and the effects, of the main
remedies for acute rheumatism, both in their separate use, aod in their various combinations. _Ile shows l~ow, in one cas~, venoosection. may suffice, by subduing high
vascular achoo and febrile beat; how, 10 another, opmm may solve the disease, by
allaying nervous disquietude aud pain; how calomel and purgatives, in a third) may
cleanse the liver and bowels, and the whole system, of a colluvies of morbid secretions, and so set the sufferer free; and finally, how, in most instances, these three
rem edial measures may together, or with the occasional interjection of colchicum,
achieve the desired cud more certain ly, and with less of distress, aud of expenditure
of vital power, than could either of them singly. The skill to deal practically with
the varying exigencies of particular cases can be learned nowhere but by the bedside
of the sick, under the guidance of competent teachers;. but I am sure that a careful
study of these admirable lessons will greatly help your choice of remedies, and simplify your conceptions of their proper aim, and contribute to form your judgtocnt of
their real efficacy.
Bark used to be highly thought of for the cure of acute rh eumatism; but it is
beneficial, or safe, only during the con-rnlescence. Where the system has been much
reduced and broken by the complaint, or by the discipline the patient has undergone,
1 think that the decoctiou of cinchona. is of service ip fortifying the body against the
renewed agency of those causes on which the original attack depended.
Respecting guaiacum, the iodide of potassium, lemon-juice, all of wllich have been
lauded as curative of acute rheumatism, I can tell you nothing from my own experience.
Of external remedies in relief of the articular pains, less use has been made than
might well have been made. The affected joints rarely sustai n any permanent
damage. The inflammation is apt to leave them of its own accord, even suddenly, and
sometimes as suddenly to return. Leeches, or cuppin~-~lasscs, would seem thcrefor.e
needless, or superfluous. RC'pulsion of the poison which is making its exit through
a joint, back again into the circulating blood by cold applications - to settle possibly
upon some internal part, and especially upon the heart-would be positively hazardous.
No peril, however, of this sort belongs to warm. fomentations, which often afford exceeding comfort. Both Dr. Baslrnm and Dr. Fuller haYe fairly ascertained their
safety and their value. Theory suggested that the lurking or emerging poison might
be neutralized and rendered innocuous by making these fomentations all.:aline, and
experience appears to confirm this notion. I may quote Dr. Fuller's. remarks on this
subject. Warm fomentations "soothe the parts, promote pcrspiratton, and thereby
favour the elimination of the poison. As the object of the applic:1tion is to allay the
pain, and to counteract the extreme acidity which always accompanies if it be not the
cause of rheumatic inflammation, it is manifest, theoretically at least, that an alkaline
and opiate solution should prove the most effectual remedy. And so in practice it is
found to be. I have tried hot water; I have tried a warm solution of oitrate of
pot.ash, as recommended by Dr. Basham; I have tried a simple alkaline solution; and
I have tried a mixed alkaline and opiate solution, and the latter has proved far the
most powerful in allaying the pain of rheumatic inflammation. In every instance in
whi ch it bas been employed, the relief obtained has been _almost, im~n odia.te. In order to
~uard against any source of fallac~, I selected fo?rteen rnstanccs in winch corres~o.nd
ing joints were affectc~, and applied a fomentat10n of warm w~tcr to the on~ JOIUt,
and au alkaline and oprnte solution to the other, and almost u01formly the parn and
inflamtoation continued in the former, and speedi ly subsided in the latter."
The solution usually employed by Dr. Fuller is made by dissolving half an ounce
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or six drachms, of tl1c carbonate of potass, or of soda, in nine ounces of hot water,
and adding six fluid drachms of Battlcy's liquor opii sedativus. Thin flannel, soaked
in this hot lotion, is applied to the inflamed joints, and the whole is wrapped in a
covering of thin gutta percha.
CaFcs frcr1uently occur which are neither absolutely acute, nor absolutely chron ic.
The inflammation, without being intense in any one joint, lingers in many; and the

fever, though not entirely absent, is moderate. The joints are hot and painful, and the
e:kin is dry, and there is some thirst. To this intermediate character the term subaC11te is sometimes applied; and it will serve our purpose of distinction.
lo this form of the disease, as well as in the more active form, the urine is almost
always loaded with b.tcritious matters, and strongly acid. Looking upon this as an
indication of treatment, I have prescribed alkalies, and with much success : the liquor
pot.'l.ssro, for instance, to the amount of a drachm daily, for severa l driys together;
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liberated. Nitre, I repeat, bas been praised of late as being eminently successful
against rheumatism : I have not bad much opportunity of trying it, but I shoulrlthink it likely to do good in these subacutc cases.
'rbcre are two kinds of chrom"c rheumatism : one attended with local heat and
swelling, altl10ugh the constitution at large sympathizc8 very littl e or not at all with
the topical inflammation; the other characterized rather by coldness and stiffness of
the painful joints. In the former of these the pains are increased by pressure, and
by movements of the limbs, and by external warmth j the warmth of a bed, for exam ple; and there may be even some slight degree of pyrexia at night. In truth this
form of chronic rheumatism claims a near relationship with the acute, into which it
sometimes passes, and o/ which it is frequently the sequel. It accordingly requires
antiphlogistic remedies, only less vigorously applied. It is important for you to know
that, in these cases, you may, with less hesitation, less fear I mean of driYing the
inflammation to some more vital part, apply leeches, and cold washes, to the painful
joints. Otherwise, the principle of treatment remains unehan12:ed. The complaint
is, however, often obstinate and lingering, and prone to recur. It frequently invokes
and cripples the smaller joints, especially those of the knuckles and fingers; rendering them knobby) and distorting their form and position. 'l'he fingers take a permanently oblique direction) slanting outwards towards the ulna: and Dr. William
l3udd has drawn attention to the curious fact that the corresponding joints of the two
sides of the body arc always affected exactly in the same manner. To use a p:uadoxical expression, the deformity is sym metrical. One crooked joint is just the copy of
its fellow. Surely this indicates the constitutional origin of the disorder; the infection

of the blood.
In the other form of chronic rheumatism, what some call passive, the remedies
tbat answer best are of a different kind. 'l'he pain is alleviated by friction of the
joint, and the patients are most comfortable when they arc warm in bed, and especially when moderate perspiration is present. They arc singularly benefited also by
summer weather. Pel'!ons who arc much troubled by this wearing complaint, and
who can afford to live where they please, would do well to take up their residence in
a warm climate. Where\•er they may be, such patients should be protected against
atmospheric vicissitudes by warm clothing: they should be cased in flannel from the
neck downwards. Warm bathing is of great sen ice; and especially baths of salt
water, of a temperature not less than 100°, that they may act as a stimulus to the
cutaneous circulation; warm douches; the vapour bath; or the hot-air bath, of which,
as I said before, the patient may recci\'C the benefit as he li es in bed. .\.ud to warm
clothing, and warm bathing:, may be added friction, with some stimulating liniment,
and what is called shampooing. It is in these cases that stimulatin g internal medicines arc often of u8e. Turpentine; some of the animal oils, the cod'1:1-liver oil for
:ustance; guaiacum. Opiates, too, are frequently remedial of the pain; and there
can be no better form for their administration than that presented to us in th e celebrated Dover's powder j the pulvis ipecacuanhre cmnpositus of the Pharmacoproia.
Whatever its value may be as a remedy for acute rheumatism, the iodide of potaseium is certainly available for the relief of the chronic disorder. It is most sure to
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act beneficially when that fibrous part, the pcrioslcum, is principally rdfcrted. Its
,-irtucs in the case of venereal nodes (i. e. in "t"enercal inflammation of the perio~tc um)
were first distinctly pointed out by Dr. R obert Williams, of St. Th omas's Hospital. I
believe it is equally effectual, upon whatever cau~e chronic inflammation of th e same
part, with nodes and thickenings, may depend.
Some of you probably saw a woman who was lately my patient in the hospital, and
who had been worn down to a skeleton by the pain she had endured from chronic
periostitis giving rise to nodes, which did not appear to be traceable to syph ilis. She
had been in the habit of lulling the pain by large opiates at night, and begged to have
them after her admission. I gave only the iodide in the ordinary dose (five grains
thrice daily), and she slept without opium; and in a week or two lost her nodes, and
was perfectly well.
Closely allied to acute rlieumatism, and yet distinct from it, is the ~ingulnr disease
which in this country is popularly called the yout: which Cullen, io the first instance,
was disposed to term arthritis; but as arthritis would imply inflammation of all or
any of the joints, he afterwards adopted the ancient name of podayra (foot-pain).
The same author has given, in hi s First Lines, an excellent account of the phenomena which constitute a paroxysm of gout. It is copied from Sydcnham, who
drew from nature; for he had him self suffered frequent and severe visitations of the
disease during a period of thirty-four years.
The attack begins, most commonly, an hour or two after midnight. The patient,
who had gone to bed and to sleep in his usual hea lth, and without suspecting what
was about to happen, is awakened by a pain in one of his feet, mostly in the first
joint or ball of the great toe ; but 80metimes in other parts of the foot-the heel,
the instep, the ankle. With th e coming on of this pain th ere is generally more or
less of a cold shivering, which gradually ceases as the pain gets worse, and is succeeded by heat. 1'he pain µ:rows more and more violent and intolerable; and is
spoken of by those who suffer it as amounting to torture. It is a grinding, crushing,
wrenching pain; or a burning sensation as if a hot iron were pressed into th e joint.
Some humorous Frenchman described it in this way. "Place (said he) your joint
in a vice, and screw the vice up until you can endure it no lon ger. That may represent rheumatism. Th en give the instrument another twist, and you will obtain a.
notion of the gont. 11 Th e pain is attended with great re~ tlcss ncss and misery, and
exquisite tenderness. The patien t cannot bear the we ight of the bed-cloth es upon
the affected limb; nor the jar of a heavy foot-fall in hi s chamber. In a vain sea rch
after comfort he is perpetually shifting his foot from place to place, and from posture
to posture. At length, about the ensuing midnight, th e pa in remits; sometimes
gradually, sometimes so suddenly that the patient attributes the relief to his having
at last found an easy position. Ile falls asleep in a gentle perspiration, and when he
awakes the next morning he finds the part, "hich had been so painful, to be red,
swelled, tense, and shining, surrounded by more or less redema, and by turgid veins.
The same series of symptoms recur, in a mitigated degree, for some days and nights;
and then the disease often goes entirely off, not to retu rn till after a long interval.
As the ccdema subsides, and the redness fades, the cuticle of the part that has
been inflamed peels off; and this process of dcsquamation is generally attended with,
troublesome itching.
Such is a picture of an attack of gout, occurring in an adult subject, for the first
.
time, and in its most regular and genuine form.
Attacks of this kind are preceded, in most instances, by some mark ed disorder of
tho functions of the stomach; dimini shed appetite, flatulence, heartburn, nausea
acid, and
and
dark-coloured,
perhaps. And during the paroxysm the urine is often.
turbid; depositing copiou"IY a. pink, or brick-d_ust. sed1me~t. The stools, also, arc
unnatural; pale, or of a dark green, and very offensive. After the fit, wh?n the complaint has ceased entirely, it generally (says C~llc_n ) "leaves t_he person rn very pcr-

:f~dh~~~; i ee~ja°tr~~ agr:~~e~i ~~s~ ~~~e :~;~~I~n~ncd~~~c functions of both body arid
But the disorder, which has thus departed, is verr: apt- nay, unl ess extreme care
be taken to prevent it, nod even in spite of all care, it is almost sure- to return. At
first, perhaps, it recurs not oftener than once in every three or four years; but after
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130me time tl1e intcrrnls arc shorter, and the attacks become annual, lrnppcning about
the same time of the year : afterwards they come twice c,·cry year; and at length
they return several times during the course of the autuma, winter, and sprin~. And
as the fits arc more frequent, so also are they more protracted, till, in the advanced
state of the disease, the patient is hardly ever free from it, except perhaps for two or
three months in summer. I do not mean that all this occurs invariably in all cases
alike; but this is a. sketch of the general course of the complaint.
There are other phenomena also to be noticed as time ad\'ances, and as the disease
is repeated. At first, I say, it commonly appears in one foot only; afterwards e\·ery
fit includes both feet, the one after the other; and as the disease continues to recur,
it not only att.acks both feet in succession, but after having ceased in the foot which
was secondly visited, it will return again into the foot first affected, and perhaps a
second time also into the other. It passes, too, into other joints, both of the upper
and lower extremities, large as well as small; so that there is scarcely a joint that
may not, at one time or another, be seized upon. But as the disease proceeds, and
the fits get to be more numerous, the pains arc commonly less violeut than they were
at first; the patient is, however, more affected with sickness, and suffers more in his
general health.
Again, after the earlier attacks, the joints usually recover entirely their former
strength and pliancy; but when the disorder has returned again and again, they are
not so readily nor so completely restored to their prcviou~ condition, but remain weak
and stiff: and sometimes they lose at length their capacity of motion altogether.
Also, in many gouty persons, but not in all, after the disease has frequently recurred,
what are called clialk-sto11es form; concretions, that look exactly like chalk, collect
around and outside the joint, filling up the areolar tissue, and lying, in general,
immediately beneath the skin. The material of these curious concretions is deposited
at first in a half fluid state, and resembles soft mortar; but the more watery ingredients
being afterwards absorbed, it becomes dry and hard. Of course when this stuff is
deposited in any quantity on the outside of a joint, it must to some extent limit, or
it may entirely prevent, the motion of that joint. The concretions consist mainly of
the urate of soda, in a crystalline form. '!'he c:i.rtila!?'es 11:itldn the joints arc also
sometimes encrusted with this salt; and Dr. William l3udd hns ascertained that the
crystalline deposit is not merely spread superficially over the free surface of the cartilage, but penetrates a little way into it-s substance. Another, and an odd place, in
which these deposits are extremely common in gouty persons, is the cartilage of the
external car.
Gout is a disease that was well known, and well observed, by the ancient!:!. In its
genuine form it could neither be o,·erlooked nor mistaken. l\fany very interesting
facts relative to this painful disorder have accordin~ly been ascertained: and I proceed
to notice the chief of these; but I must do so with as much brevity as I can.
First, then, gout is a hereditar!J disease. I do not mean to say that the disposition
to it is always a transmitted disposition; but that the complaint is much more likely
to occur in persons in whose pedigree it can be traced, than it is in other persons.
It may, I belie\·e, be generated by certain habits of life; and, on the other hand, in
spite of an inherited predisposition, the disease may be staved off and averted. Let
the son of a. rich and gouty nobleman change places with the son of a farm-servant,
and earn his temperate meal by the daily sweat of bis brow; and the chance of bis
being visited with gout will be very small. Granting this, we see reason, independent
of the general analogy of' hereditary disorders, why the gout may be expected sometimes to leap over a generation, just as family likenesses are known to intermit; while
yet the dispos1'tion may descend to the children of those who, in their own persons,
have never suffered the disease. Among 522 gouty persons, concerning whom Sir
Charles Scudamore had collected information, 332 could trace their disease to the
father, mother, grandfather, grandmother, uncle, or :l.Unt. In the remaining 190 the
disease was not known to have existed in either upward branch of the family-tree.
2. There is a. pattern of body which is believed to be favourable to the acquisition
of gout. "It attacks (says Cullen) especially men of robust and large bodies, men
of large heads, of full and corpulent habits, and men whose skins are covered with a
thicker rete mucosum, which gives a coarser surface."
3. Whether, in a giYea individual, there be an inherited tendency to the disorder
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or not, its nccess is promoted in a remarkable manner by a full and luxurious ruodc
of life, and by sedentary or inactiYe habits.
4. It is ob~crvcd of gouty persons, that they arc usually subject to nephritic con>
plaints also, to fits of the gravel, to renal and vesieal calculi. These disorders of the
urinary organs commonly begin to manifest themseh-es after the gout has plaO'ucd tha
patient for some time. 'l'hey do not coincide with the paroxysms of gout, but' the two
happen alternately : or (what is equally expressive of the connexion between the two
forms of disease) the children of gouty and nephritic parents inherit often the one or
the other of these maladies; but "whichever may have been the principal disease of
the parent, some of the children have the one, and some the other. Io some of them
the nephritic affection occurs alone, without any gout; and this frequently happens
in the female offsprin)Z of gouty ancestors."
The urinary concretions to which gouty people arc so subject, nod the morbid states
of their urine generally, belong to the litMc diathesis. Dr. Prout holds that the lithic
or uric ncid, developed principally during the mal-a.ssimilation of the nlbuminous
textures, may be considered as the characteristic feature in gout." And the chemical
composition of the chal/,,.stones which sometimes accompany gout, is in accordance
with this statement; and illustrates strongly the connexion between gout and graT'el.
The so-called chalk-stones are chiefly composed, as I have said before, of uric acid
combined with soda; of the urate of soda. Sometimes this very uratc of soda, perfectly whito 1 is deposited in large quantities in the 1iri11e. Dr. Prout says that he has
seen it copiously secreted of the consistence of mortar, so as to block up the urethra
in its passage outwards. Now this is just the stuff lfhich is deposited around, and
sometimes within, the joints, and which hardens and crystallizes as it collects. I may
mention here again that many persons have the gout long, and severely, without having
any of these concretions. They are incidental to the more chronic forms of the
disorder, in which the pain and the fever, though of long dur::ition and frequent
recurrence, are slight in degree. The cuticle at length gi\'es way, and the earthy
matter lies bare. A namesake of mine, Mr. Henry 'Vatson, describes in the first
'\"Olumc of the Medical Communications, the case of a l\I r. 1\Iiddlcton, who was accustomed, when playing nt cards, to chalk or score the game upon the table with his
gouty knuckles
5. Gout attacks especinlly the male sex. Some few women, however, suffer it1 in
its regular and decided form; and generally these women are robust and plethoric.
Cullen noticed its occurrence in "Se'\"eral females whose menstrual evacuations were
more abundant than usual." But in women the disease chiefly happens after the
catamenia. have ceased to appear. Heberden knew a female who 1iad numerous sores
from chalk-stones.
6. Cullen obsencs that the gout does not usually come on till after the> age of five
and thirty. Heberdcn, who in his long and extensive practice among the higher
classes of society in this town saw as much, perhaps, of this disease as any physician
ever did, i::ays that he never met with a case which be could decidedly pronounce to
be gout, before the age of puberty. Sir Charles Scudamore has collected a statistical
account of 515 examples of gout, in which the period of the first assault had been
noted. Of these 142 began between the ages of 20 and 30; 194 between 30 and -10;
and 118 betwc~n 40 and 50. The greater number, you will observe, was between
80 and 40.
However, I believe that where th~ in~~rited disposition is. strong, an? the habits
of living are such as to foster that ?1~pos1tion., gout may sho'.'f itself, occas10nally, even
prior to the aO'C of puberty; but tlus is, certmnly, the exccpt1on to a very !?eneral rule.
7. Gouty p~rsons are subject to various ailments, ~-hich spriur; from the ~ame
fountain as the well-marked paroxysm: deran?ements 10 the functions of the digestive organs, of the heart and lu?gs, of t~e .bra.in a~d ncr~1 es..
.
.
The most familiar of these a1lments is md1gcst1on, with its various circumstances
of impaired appetite, sickness, vom~ting, fiatulency, bcartburo, acid cructatious, gastrodynia. Pains and ~~amps occur ID ~everal parts of the .tru~k, and ~hoot thence
into the upper extrem1t1es, and ::ire relieved upon the extr1cat1on of wmd from the
stomach. rl'hc bowels arc irregular; colicky diarrhooa. being sometimes the prevailing
fault, but more commonly costiveness. With all this the patient is apt to be excea-
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sively dejected and hypochondriacal, morbidly attentive to every bodily feeling,
disposed to c:rn~gcrate his sufferings, and apprehensive of the wor:;t event.
When the viscera of the thorax are affected, the patient has palpitations, fits of
dyspnrea, faintings, or even pangs like those of angina.
In the head occur pain, giddiness, transient affections of the Yision and of the
hearing, threatenings of palsy and apoplexy.
All these, you may say, arc feelings and ailments to which any and all persons are
liable. True : but the remarkable peculiarity which connects them, in some men,
with gout is this: -that they often all clear away and disappear upon the breaking
out of a paroxysm of that disease in the foot.
Hence such symptoms are regarded as indicating one variety of irrrgular gout.
Cullen, led by a c1ueslionable theory, classes them . under the head of ctto11ic gout.
Sometimes the patient so affecied is sa id to have lurking gout; or rnaslml gout.
Iu another variety of irregular gout, the complaint commences, in the ordinary
way, in a joint; but the pain and inflammation do not reach the ordinary degree of
intensity, or at any rate do not continue for the usual time and then recede gradually
in the accustomed manner, but they disappear abruptly and entirely, while symptoms
of severe and alarming disorder arise, as sudden ly, in some internal part. This Cullen
names ret1·ocedent gout. It affords an example, as I conceive, of true metastasis. The
internal part most commonly attacked is the stomach. It becomes affected with a
peculiar fee ling of anxiety and distress; with sickness, voruiting, or violent pain
which the patient call s spasm, and which perhaps ·is of a spasmodic character. More
rarely the rctrocession is to the heart, when syncope or urgent dyspnooa ensue; or to
the head, when it may terminate in a stroke of apoplexy, or of paralysis.
In a few cases the dirnrder, thus alighting on some other part than a joint, is
plainly inflammatory. The most common example of this is gouty inflammation of
the urethra, with scalding and a puriform discharge; simulating very exactly an
attack of gonorrhooa. So also there is a gouty form of ophthalmia, or gout in the
eye; gout in the testicle; and a year or two ago au eminent physician of my
acquaintance suffered a violent and dangerous attack of what was considered to
be gout in the throat. Dr. Cullen speaks of these inflammatory affections under the
title of misplaced gout: but they may well enough be ranked under one of the preceding 11eads of masked, or of retrocedent gout.

The disposition to gout may be engendered, and when inherited will infallibly be
strengthened and developed, as I have told you already, by certain habits of life:
by sensual indulgences, and (but in a less degree, I believe) by want of bodily exercise. Of this we have the strongest negative evidence in the remarkable immunity
from the disease enjoyed by the working poor in our rural districts. One never hears
of the gout among agricultural labourers. Sir Gilbert Blanc states that, during ten
years in which he was physician to St. Thomas'~ Hospital, although in his private
practice he reckoned 130 patients who had gout, being about one in twenty-six of the
whole number, he had not a single case of it among 2-106 patients in the hospital.
This I think stranp::e, for in the London hospitals it is not very uncommon for us to
meet with gout; but then it is in persons who have lived fully and inactively: in
the servants of wealtl1y families for instance, butlers, coachmen, porters-men who
often li\'C more luxuriously, and more idly a great deal, than their masters. And
among the rich, those who arc most subject to gout arc notoriously those who indulf!e
most in what arc called the pleasure of the table.; who eat laq:rely of animal food, and
drink much wine: especially if they are indolent withal. Such men generate for
themselves the Jithic acid diathesis; and if the gouty tendency happen to have been
born with them, they incur the disease, under these habits, with more or less readiness, according to the degree of that innate disposition. Strong exercise certainly
remedies, in some measure, the evil effects of this mode of life, by promoting the
excretions of the body: but gout used to be exceedingly common in the old-fashioned
fox-hunter, who "rode hard," while be also" lived hard." l\lerc sedentary habits
do not produce gout, as we learn from the comparative exemption of females; and of
the poor, who, following sedentary employments, are yet compelled by their poverty,
which is so far n. blessing to them, to be temperate. Men who cat much meat, l?enerally indulge tlicmsclvcs in drinking also: the two cam~c~ go together, and it is diffi..
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cult to estimate their separate influence. Butchers, who 1ivc fully upon animal diet,
are said to be rarely affected with gout, but then they necessarily take a great deal
of exercise. It appears that the use of wine, and of malt liquors, fosters the disposition to gout much more than the abuse of distilled spirits. The paucity of gouty
patients among the lower classes in this gin-drinking town suffices to show this. 1
have been told that ~out i.:3 very little known in Glasgow, where the commercial men
Jive richly, and lead sedentary lives, but do not drink much wine, their favourite
beverage being rum-punch, of which they are not at all sparing. Dr. William Budd
says that the disease is common among the "ballasters" on the Thames; that,
atthough thry arc not a numerous body, many are admitted with gout every year into
the Dreadnought. Now these men being much exposed to inclemencies of
weather, and using great bodily exertion, which is attended with profuse sweating
and much exhaustion, think themselves warranted in drinking (besides spirit~) two
or three gallons of porter daily. This shows the effect of malt liquor in producing
the gouty habit of body.
On the other hand, the inbred gouty tendency may be so strong, as to be scarcely
kept in check by the most abstemious regimen.
A fit of the gout may be brought on by various circumstances: in other words, the
possible exciting causes of gout are many. A paroxysm has been frequently known
to follow immediately upon an unusually severe debauch. Strong mental emotion has
@ometimcs the same consequence, especially emotion of a depressing kind. Excessive
fatigue-more particularly fatigue produced by too much walking exercise on any
one day - is another exciting cause. And this is unlucky, for it often discourages a
patient from again making use of a proper and even a necessary amount of exercise
of that kind. Another exciting cause which frequently operates is external injury.
The first attack of gout often fixes upon the seat. of an old hurt : and a very slight
recent injury is sometimes enough to determine a paroxysm - a. trifling bruise, or
iprain, the pressure of a tight shoe; nay, Dr. Ilebcrden tells us that he verily
believes he has seen an attack of gout brought on by the bite of a flea; showing how
easily the disease may be excited, when there is a strong predisposition to it. This
it is which makes us so often doubt the accuracy of gouty persons, when they tell us
that they arc lame from a mere sprain.
Dr. Cullen enumerates sundry debilitating circumstances, which, as such, appear
to operate in calling into action the gouty disposition. And there can be no doubt
that a state of weakness docs often favour the eruption of the malady. A friend of
my own had lately a most serious attack of continued fever, in the course of which he
became hcmiplegic, and his life was despaired of. Soon after the fever had left
him, and while he was yet extremely feeble, he bad three attacks of gout in quick
succession.
Pains have been taken by several writers, especially by Ilebcrden, to lay down the
distinguishing characters between gout and rheumatism. A first assault of gout can
scarcely be confounded with an attack of acute rheumatism. The limitation of the
inflammatory redness to one foot, and the restless distress of the gouty patient, contrast strongly with the helpless and motionless condition of the rheumatic, who is
pinioned, so to speak, in many limbs. There may be more room for doubt and mistake in the advanced state of gout, when many joints have at length become involved;
but even then you may generally decide by inquiring into the history of the patient,
and learning the circumstances of his early attacks.
The main points of distinction may be broadly and generally stated thus.
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and vivid than that of the rheumatic; and the fluctuations between agony and ease
are more complete and more frequent. Gout usually affects one joint only at a time:
rheumatism usually 1:1cveral at once. The inflammation in gout is attended with
turgid veins, and with more oodema than in rheumatism; and is foll owed, in the
majority of instances, by dcsquamatiou and itching, phenomena which we do not
notice at the close of rheumatic inflammation. Gout is not attended with those
drenching acid sweats whic11 are so characteristic of acute fibrous rheumatism. The
gout is decidedly hered itary: rheumatism, though probably hereditary too, is much
less distinctly so. The gout occurs rarely or never, whereas rheumatism is not nry
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uncommon, before the age of puberty. Iu gout, though many functions suffer, and
especially the digestive functions, there is no tendency to carditis:. in rheumatism,
with far less general disturbance, but more fever, that tendency is very marked.
Gout is often, rheumatism is never, associated with chalk-stones: and conformably
with this distinction, Dr. Garrod has taught us that uric a~id in ~xcess is pres~nt in
. the blood of gouty, and not present in that of rheumatic patients. Gout ts the
punishment (some have thought it the privilege) of the rich, of persons who live
fully, luxuriously, and indolently: rheumatism is most frequently the appanage of the
poor, and of those who toil.

LECTURE LXXXII.
Pathology of Gout. Prognosis. P rejudices respeclit19 the disease. Treatment:
during tlte parOX!JSnis j during the intervals. Cutaneous Diseases.
I YESTERDAY described the phenomena of gout, from its primary outbreak to its
crippling consummation. I told you what observation ha8 collected concerning its
causes; and I pointed out the circumstances which distinguish it from rheumatism.
Let us look a little closer into the essence of this curious malady.
The patholof!y of gout has been the theme of endless controversy. Humora1ists
and solidists contend alike for the triumph of including the disease within the pale
of their respective theories. The very name, gout, derived through the French goutte
from the Latin gutta, expresses summarily the doctrine of those who imposed it: and
we trace the same, or a similar idea, in the appellation of the kindred disorder,

,.,wum.atism .
"The opin ion (says Cullen) which has generally prevailed, is, that gout depends
upon a certain morbific matter, always present in the body; and that this matter, by
certain causes thrown upon the joints or other parts, produces the several phenomena
of the disease. 11
You will find this doctrine at the bottom of all Sydenham's speculations on the
subject. But Cullen doubted it, and even end eavoured, in au elaborate argument
which you may read in his First L£11 es, to disprove it. He held gout to be nn affection of the nervous system. I shall not trouble you by detailing his argument, for I
consider it an utter failure. I am satisfied that the ancient doctrine, which nsserts
the Immoral origin of the disease, is the true one. u 1'Jorbific matter" (it may well
be called a poison) is generated, or detained, under certain circumstances, within the
body, and silently collects in the blood; until, after obscure threats, perhaps, and
prelusivc mutterings, it explodes in the foot; and then the bo.dily economy, like the
atmosphere after a thunder-storm, is, for a while unusually pure and tranquil. To
some such conclusion as this the result of all modern research seems clearly and
unfailingly to tend. Sir Henry Holland, for example, in his thoughtful and thoughtcxciting volume, recently published, expresses his belief in" a niateries morbi, which,
whatever its nature, is capable of accumulation in the system, of change of place
within the body, and of re:moval from it." In this, and in several other propositions
relative to gout, enunciated in distinct terms by this learned writer, I fully concur.
Some speculations still more lately put forth by Dr. William Budd in a communication to the Medical and Chirurgical Society, throw a strong light upon this
perplexed subject; and bring the phenomena, not on ly of gout, but also of many
other important complaints, within the operation of one general, comprehensive, and
intelligible law. I shall take leave to refer, in a very cursory manner, to some of Dr.
Budd's positions.
I need not remind you of the various wa.ys in which extraneous matters find entrance into the blood. Poisons, under their proper sh3pe and name; medicines,
n·hich misapplied become poisons; our n3tural food and drink, which the folly of m3n
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converts into poison; the products or dregs of the secondary assimilative process;
these arc common sources of impurities, more or less hurtful, which mix and circulate with the vital fluid. Some of these extraneous matters escape harmlessly by one
or more of the waste-pipes and emunctories of the body. Some are entangled in its
solids : but not indiscriminately; for different substances have their special or their
favourite resting-places. All this is well known to persons conversant with toxicological researches.
Now this doctrine, of the elective affinity between certain tissues or parts of the
body, and cert..'lin morbific principles conveyed to them by the blood, is applied by
Dr. Budd to elucidate the very curious fact of the symmetrical local manifestations
of many disorders; which disorders are themselves so far gcnernl that they dcri,·e
their origin from the circulating fluids. This symmetry he finds the most exact in
chronic constitutional complain ts, wherein the local morbid chan ges are effected in a
manner which approximate closely to the processes of healthy nutrition. H e shows
good reason for believin~ (what, if the whole theory be true, we should expect) that
the same symmetrical phenomena are modified by the amount of th e poison collected
in the system. If there be a certain quantity only, it may settle in some favourite
or congenial spot, on one side of the body. If there be more than enough to saturate that part, it goes next to the corresponding spot upon the opposite side; or, perhaps, to an analogous part of the other limb of the same side. If there be more still
of the poisonous material, it flies to, and occupies, other parts also. H e further
shows that the elective affinity is more exclusive, and t he bond of union stronger, in
respect of some morbid principles, than of others: and iu proportion as the affinity is
weak, so is the local manifestation of the disease apt to shift, by metastasis, from
place to place. 'When the matter which has thus entered, or combined with, a certain tissue or organ, is anyhow loosened and released from that union, or repelled
from the part, it is again set afloat in the blood, to " break out,, elsewhere; to tease
various organs, perhaps, or to derange the whole economy. 'l'he alternation so often
to be noticed between certain cutaneous eruptions and internal disorders of function,
is a striking and familiar example of this. The eruption afforded presumptive evidence of the detention of some peculiar morbid principle in that part; and the internal affection which succeeds the disappearance of th e eruption, denotes that the
morbid principle has re-entered the blood. Some of these peccant or poisonous matters fix permanently in the affected spot or spots; and some of them may even be
recovered in substance from the dead tissue by chemical means: the poison of lead,
for example, from the symmetrically palsied muscles. Others appear to be expended
gradually in the part, and so eliminated from the system. Dr. Budd observes, that
the regular nrangcment of these local tokens, whether thc:y be outward or ~nteroal,
is disturbed by the presence of fever. Probably the fcbnle tumult may itself be
owing to the quantity of the noxious matter in circulation within the body. He
states, also, that, creteris pa.ribus, this morbific matter is most apt to pounce, in the
first instance, upon parts which have been previously hurt, or which are mccban~
cally irritated at the time. For which reason a part that has once been affected by it
.
.
is more likely than other parts to suffer again.
Now, see how thorou~hly the ascertained phenomena of gou~ acco;d with tins
th eory. Certain habits of li fe produce fulness, and richness, and nnpunt:y of blood.;
the same habits which breed the lithic acid diathesis. We may even conjecture tlus
acid, or some of its compounds, to be the actual mat~ries 11wrl;i. 1 Lithates are
poured forth with the urine, and sometimes deposited m vast masses around and
within the gouty join~. At first, after obscurer intimations of the prcscn~e of the
poison in the system, it thunders in the foot; and t.hcrc1 perhaps,_1s all d1.scharged
and spent. 'l'he chemist Berthollet found that the skrn of a part aficctcd with gouty
l This conjecture, or rather this inference from the fact stated in the ~extsent~nce, bas been
verified, within the present year (1848) by Dr. Garrod, who succeeds ~1th ease ID demonstra.. .
ting the presence of urA.te of soda in excess, in the blood of gout.y pu~1ent11.
The same uble chemist detects also urnte of Aoda, nud urea, m .numile qu.a11t1t1e1, m healthy
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inflammation communicated instantly to litmus paper a deep red colour: a large <1uan.
tity of acid was eYideutly passing off by exhalation from the inflamed surface. If
the poi!'lon be too copious to find sufficient ''ent in one joint, it attacks another, or moro

than one otl1cr. "Quandoque ctiam primis morbi dicbus, cum materia peccans adeo
exubcra.t ut ci capicndiro pes unus impar sit, utrosque simul pari vchcmcntifi. fa.tigat:
scd ut plurimum pedcs successive, uti diximus, adgrcditur." These are Sydcoham's
words. A chain of repeated paroxysms at length purifies the blood: "dance tandem
materHt peccantc prorsus absumta, reger pristinam obtinucrit sanitatcm.n The
descent of the disorder upon a. particular joint is often determined by a recent blow
or sprain, or by the chronic weakness consequent upon an ancient hurt. If the inflammation, after thus settling, be repelled from the foot, the poison, being driven
again into the blood, may light upon some vital organ, and place the patient's life in
immediate jeopardy. The late Dr. Parry, of Bath, bad at one time under his care
two patients who had attempted to cut short, or to ease a paroxysm of gout, by
plunging the affected foot into cold water. This gave instant relief to the pain, and
in both instances the inflammation presently abated; but in both, also, ltemiplcgia
occurred a few hours afterwards.
If these views respecting the pathology of gout be true, it can scarcely be doubted
that they arc applicable, mutatis mutandis, to the cognate disorder - acute rheumatism. Dr. Prout, indeed, considered lactic acid to have the same relation to rheumatism which litliic acid has to gout. Some results of a singularly interesting experimental inquiry which Dr. Richardson is at the present time pursuing, fall in with,
and seem to support, this notion. Into the peritoneal cavity of a healthy cat he introduced a solution of lactic acid in water. In two hours the action of the cat's heart
became irregular. The next morning the animal 'vas found dead. '11herc was no
peritoneal inflammation; but marked endocarditis of the left chambers of the heart.
The mitral valve was inflamed and thickened, and covered on it.a free borders with
firm fibrinous deposits. The whole inner surface of the ventricle was highly vascular.
A dog, on which a similar experiment was tried, died in two days. Unequivocal
evidence of endocarditis was disclosed upon examination of the heart. The tricuspid
valve was swollen to twice its ordinary size. Tho aortic valves, inflamed and enlarged, presented fibrinous beads along their edges: and the entire endocardial surface was red. The pericardium was simply dry. There was no affection of the
joints.
The prognosis of gout may be gathered, without much further suggestion on my
part, from what has already been said. The inflammation which befalls the j oints
has no worse event than the thickening, or, perhaps, the chalk-like deposit, which it
produces; so that gout in the extremities is not a mortal disease. llut as it is not
always confined to the extremities, the life of a gouty person is justly held to be in secure. "J_,a goutte articulaire (says some French author) est celle dont on est
malcide; et la goutte intcrne est cclle dont on meurt. 11 You will find that all insurance companies exact, ere/eris paribus, a larger premium from those who have had
the gout. When it proves fatal, it is by translation of the disease, or rather of the
gouty virus, to some vital part; to the stomach, the heart, the lungs, the brain.
As the early visits of gout arc generally followed by a striking change for the better
in the health and feelings of the patient, it is not to be wondered at that the disease,
in its genuine nn~ decided form, should have sometimes been wished for, and
even courted. It 1s commonly thought that a fit of the gout clears the system
of all other disorders. It does, indeed, clear it, for the time, of those disorders
which resulted from the poison of gout. But this fact has led to great practical mistakes. First, to the error of looking on inertly, and doing nothing to remedy the
ailments which are supposed (ofte~ very wrongly) to. depend upon lurkiog gout, and
to require a fit of the gouf' for their cure; and, secondly, to the more dangerous experiment of endeavouring to force on such a fit by excess and intemperance. :Mc 11
forget, or do not know, that the enemy thus reinforced, instead of cvacuatincr the
fortress by its outports, may retreat triumphant into the citadel. 'l'o drop mcta.Phor,
such a course of living may, indeed, determine an attack of the di8easc in the cx-
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bornly do the associated symptoms cling to the patient: and many persons liugcr on,
martyrs (as th<'y say) to the dise3se, long after they have ceased to be fit for any of
the business of life, or capable of any of its pleasures. Nevertheless, as IIeberden
obsen·es, u people arc neither nshamed nor afraid of it; but solace themselves with
the hope that they shall one day have the gout; or, if they have already suffered it,
impute all their other ails, not to having had too much of that disease, but to want·
inz more. The gout, far from being blamed as the cause, is looked up to as the ex·
pcCted deliverer from these evils. 11
And this mistaken ambition is heightened, no doubt, by the notion, stilJ more
absurd and ridiculous, yet very ~enerally prevalent, that it is a creditable thing to
have the gout: a notion which evidently originated in the fact of its being peculiarly
incidental to the wealthy and the great, to men of cultivated minds, and intellectual
distinction. Nothing can show more strongly the power of fashion than this desire
to be thought to possess, not only the tone and manners of the higher orders of
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and lamentable : but so it is. Even the philosopl1ic Sydenhnm consoles himself,
under his sufferings from gout, with the reflection that it destroys more rich men
than poor - more wise men than fools. " At vero ( quod mihi aliisque Hect, tam
fortunro quam ingenii dotibus mediocriter instructis, hoc morbo Jaborantibus solatio
csse possit) ita vixerunt atque it.a tandem mortem obicrunt magni Ueiccs, Dynastre,
cxercituum cJ3~siumque Duces, Philosophi, aliique his similes hand pauci. V erbo
dicam, articularis hiece morbus (quod Yix: de quovis alio adfirmaveris) divites plures
interemit quam paupcrcs, plures ~apientes quam fatuos."
The treatment of a gouty patient naturally divides itself into that which is proper
during the paroxysm, and that which is proper during the intervals between the
paroxysms.
It was maintained by the great physician whose words I have just been quoting,
that all artificial evacuations during a fit of the gout arc useless or hurtful. He there·
fore discountenanced blood-letting, purging, and the use of diaphoretic medicines. It
was: nnture's prc>rogative, he said, to exterminate t110 peccant matter in her own way;
namely, by depositi11g it i11 the joints, whence it might be dispersed by insensible
transpiration. Evacuant remedies had no other effect than that of recalling into the
blood tllis peccant matter, which nature had already thrust forth to the cxtremitios
of the body; whereby it happened that the virus, which should have been eliminated
through the joints, fell upon some of the viscera; and so the patient who was in no
danger before, became in peril of his life. I mention all this to show you how entirely
identie:tl was Sydenham's theory of the gout with that which is now rapidly regaining
its lost ground in this country, and which I firmly believe to be the true one. After
his time, and upon his authority, the treatment of gout lapsed into an inert expectancy.
Even Cullen came to the conclusion that the best thing to be done is commit the sick
man to "patience and flannel alone." Here and there, indeed, an advocate of more
active measures sprang up. Dr. Rush thought that venresection was always safe, and
generally scn·iccable: and some persons, following the bad example of the illustrious
Harvey, were for extinguishing the inflammation by immersing the affected joint in
cold water. Ileberdcn, however, had clearer and juster views upon the subject. He
perceived that one reason why physicians did nothing to chc~k the par?xys•"? \~as,
that they did not know what would check it. Ile agreed with Cullc_n rn thmkmg
"that no medicine for curing the gout had yet been found;" but he did not partake
of his bl'lief in "tl1e impossibility of a cure by medicines."
"The itch (he observes) is supposed to be wholesome in some countries, where it
is endcmical; and an ague has been considered as a minister of health, whose presence
and stay ought by nll means to be courted. These opinions arc n?w pretty generally
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equal safety and advantage of immediately st.opping its career, and preventing its
return."
That time bas come : for the colchicum, judiciously employed, may fairly be
accounted a specific for the gouty paroxysm. And it is remarkable how long this
truth has been seen, though not distinctly or steadily. The hermoda.ctyl of the
68
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ancients is tho modern colcbicum, and was in high estimation among them for its
efficacy iu the same forms of disease as are benefited by the colchicum now. It bore,
with some, the name of anirna artiC'Ulorurn, the soul of the joints, because (as
Quincey states) it prevented "the lodgment of such gritty matter as occasions the
gout and arthritic complaints." And I think there can be no doubt that the active
principle of the quack medicine so much in vogue for the cure of gout some years
ago - I mean the cau medicinale - either was the same with that of the meadow.
saffron, or was derived from the same family of plants which Decandollc has associated
together under the title of" Colchicaccre.,,
This drug has certainly the property of easing, in an almost magica.l manner, the
pain of gout. IIow it operates is not so clear. It is apt to produce nausea, faintness,
and diarrhooa; but its curative influence is not conditional upi;m the occurrence of
these symptoms. Sometimes the rapid disappearance of the gouty inflammation is its
only perceptible effect. The patient_ may be in helpless agony, with a turuified red
joint, to-day; and walking about, qmte well, to-morrow. The colchicum is thcrcforo
plainly an anodyne. It also sensibly modifies the condition of the urine, rendering it
less acid, a1Jd even alkaline; and increasing its quantity. These effects arc consequent,
I presume, upon changes in the blood wrought by this substance, which thus, and
there, proves somehow an antidote 00 the poison of gout.
There are, as you arc aware, various prepa.rations of colchicum in use : the wine
of the bulb; the wine of the seeds; the vinegar of colchicum; the acetous extra.ct,
mt'ldc by evaporating that vinegar; the inspissated juice of the plant itself. These
are all of them active and -raluable medicines; and I should pretend to more knowledge than I possess, if I undertook to tell you which of them is the best.
The mode of administering the remedy, in a regular fit of the gout, is simple
enough. For example, you may give forty or sixty minims of the vinum colchici, in
a. saline draught, at bed-time; and half a. drachm more, in a warm black dose, the
next morning; and you may repeat this sequence if the gout continue. Some persons give twenty minims every six hours, with a dra.chm of Epsom salts, aud a drachm
of syrup of poppies io the draught, till the symptoms yield; but I prefer the other
plan. In this way the pain is usually calmed, and the swelling reduced in a few
days; or even, as if by a cbarm, in a. few hours.
J3ut you must not be satisfied with thus quelling the pain and inflammation. A
strong prejudice at one time existed, and still exists among some practitioners, against
the colchicum. It was said that it had indeed the power of cutting short the
paroxysms, but that it cut short the patient's life also: that they who trusted to it
for gcttin;:r rid of the gout, very seldom lived more than two or three years afterwards. How far this was true I cannot tell; but even admitting it to be true, it was
not, I conceive, so much the fault of the medicine :is of the patient, or of the physician who did not properly admonish the patient. .l\Ien were very glad to get rid of
their f!Out on such easy terms; and they will sometimes st\y to us now : "I have, as
you sec, got the gout. This is Monday. I must be in the Ilouse of Commons, or
attend such and such a meeting, or be at the bead of my regiment, on Wednesday:
and I expect that you will enable me to do so." Or even sometimes the reason may
be that they arc engaged to some good dinner two or three days afterwards. Now if
patients arc content, and are suffered to be content, with expelling the gout from
their toe, without observing abstinence more than a day or two, and without any depletion or further medication at the time, we can easily perceive the probability of
their being soon t\Uacked by some formidable internal complaint. I apprehend that
the proper way to cradica_te the lurkin~ r~siduc of the .mischief_ is to continue to give
small doses of the colch1cum ; five mrn1ms of the wme, for rnstancc, two or three
times a day, for a while. Moreover, purgatives must be employed, if that remedy do
not prove aporie11t. Not violent purgatives, however, which, by weakening the
patient, seem to strengthen the power of the gouty virus. With mild cathartics,
moderate doses of _mercur.}'." will generally be. advisable, to correct the subsisting disorder of the h~pahc functions; a_nd ~he patient must adopt a~d pursue abstinent, or
at any rate stnctly temperate habits, m respect to meat and wmc.
And a~ I think that the dre!?s, if I may so spea~, left behind it by a gouty paroxysm,
may be dispersed by the contmucd use of what, m the usual acceptation of the word,
T may call alteraliue doses of eolchicum (doses, that is, which produce the desired
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purpose gradually, ancl by insensible operation) so I think it probable that many a fit
of the ~"Out might be axcrted, if the remedy were given in the same way upon the
first occurrence of the ordinary premonitory troubles. )fany of those troubles never
appear to reach. the .crisis of a fit .. There ar~ he~dachcs, atta.cks of risthrua, derangements of the digestive organs, wlnch, occurring rn a. gouty person, are presumed to
be fainter intimations of the presence of the gouty poison in the blood; and if such
symptoms yield (as unquc5':tiona.bly they often do) to colchicum, the presumption
draws nc~r to proof. Sir ~. flolland has wel_I rcm.arked that tho meadow-saffron, by
its curative effects, may brrng sundry maladies, hitherto thought anomalous, under
the same Jaw of morbid gouty action j just as the Peruvian bark has reduced many
complaints, that were previously vague in their nature, within the same category of
aguish distempers. 'J.1hc same author conjectures that as bypochondriasis is certainly
often symptomatic of the ~outy poison in the male, so may sometimes the kindred
disease, hysteria, be in the female.
Strange stories are recorded- strange, but I believe true - of insfantan<lous cures
of the gout by strong menta l emotion; by sudden terror, by violent wrath. Dr.
Rush relates an instance of this. An old man who for several years had suffered an
annual attack of gout, was lying in one of these paroxysm8, when his son, by some
accident, drove the shaft of a wagon through the wind<lw of bis room, witli vast
noise, and a great smashing and destruction of glass. The old man leaped out of
bed, for~cttiog his crutches; and his wife on entering the apartment, was surprised
to see him walking up and down, and exclaiming angrily against the author of the
mischief. 'l'he late Professor Gregory, of Edinburgh, was in the habit of mentioning anoth~r example to the same effect, authenticated to him by a. naval surgeon. It
occurred 111 the person of au officer who was freed from an attack of gout, when at
sea, by an ala.rm of fire. Southey again, in his autobiography, speaking of a Mr.
Bradford, ~ays, " By that time he had become a victim to the gout. An odd in cident
happened to him during one of his severe fits, at a time when no persuasions could
have induced him to put his feet to the ground, or to believe it possible that he could
walk. He was sitting with his legs up, in the full costume of that respectable and
orthodox disease, when the ceiling being somewhat old, part of it ga.ve way, and
down came a fine nest of rats, old and young together, plump upon him. Be had
what is called an antipathy to these creatures, and forgetting the gout in the horror
which their visitation excited, sprang from his easy chair, and fairly ran down stairs."
Whether this influence of certain states of the mind be rightly alleged or not, it is
clear that we can never hope to make any practical ur;:e of such a. remedy. Indeed,
a fit of the gout has been sometimes brought on by a mental shock.
The treatment of a gouty patient in the intervals between bis attacks of gout,
whether regular or irregular, must be chiefly regimenal. The instances arc not few
of meu of good sense, and masters of themselves, who, being warned by one visitation
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self-denial by complete unmumty from aay return of the disease; or upon whom 1 at
any rate, its future assaults have been few and. feeble. On .the other hand, many
who arc liable to gout arc taught by sharp experience that a smgle dcbauch 1 a casua l
glass or two of champagne, even an unusual indulgence in the use of animal food,
may suffice to bring their enemy suddenly upon them. I am sure it is worth an_y
young man's while, who has 11ad. the gout, to become a. tcetot.'lller. But t.hc case 1s
different" with the oW., and with those whose health bas been broken by the mvcterate
disease. 'l'hcy must be allowed a certain quantity of their accustomed good cheer,
or they become an easier prey to the disease. In such cases you must trim, as well
as you can, between opposite dangers; between the Scylla of excess, nnd the Charybdis
of debility.
It is the same with respect to exercise. The young ancl the hearty can scarcely
take too much: the old and the dilapidated, by one act of over-exertio n, may incur
the penalty of an attack. Although I can do little more than point out general principles for your ~uidaoce, I may remark, in refercoce to exercise, that it should never
be violent lest ~excite a paroxysm by straining any part, or by causing great fatigue:
that it sh~uld be haiitual, daily-not used by fits and starts, and interrupted by long
periods of indolence or inaction : and that it should be active muscular exercise, a!
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distingui~hed from passirn exercise or gestation. No mode of exercise is so good as
that of walking; and with this may be agreeably and beneficially conjoined riding on

horseback.
Early and regular hours are also of much importance; and the avoidance of severe
mental application. Sydenbam relates that one of the most atrocious attacks of gout
he C\"Cr underwent was induced by intense thought and study, in the composition of
bis medical works.
The regimen which I have been recommending may require some power of self.
control : yet in reality it implies no severity of mortification. It is perfectly compati.
blc with life's best enjoyments: but to be effectual it must be adopted early, as soon
as the disease threatens; and steadily persevered in. Gouty persons, however1 do
not like these restraints. They are ready to believe that an attack of gout will do
them good; or if they arc disabused of that error, they are desirous that some medicine way be found which will avert the disease, without their being obliged to forego
their accustomed indulgences. "To gratify this desire (says Cullen) physicians have
proposed, and to take advantage of it empirics lmvc fe igned, many remedies.>' One
of these was the famous Portland powder, of which Heberden remarks: ''Unum est
ex multis qum vocautur remediis specificis, quorum ortum, et splendorem, et occasum
vidi." It consisted chiefly of bitters and aromatics, and had descended, with some
slight variations in its composition, from the tin1es of Galen. Another preventh·e
has recently been praised by Dr. Graves, of Dublin, as being highly serviceable,
although (what is a suspicious circumsta.nce) it had, like the Portland powder, fallen
out of fashion. These are its ingredients :-'l'wo ounces of orange peel, an ounce of
powdered rhubarb, and two ounces of the 1ntlvis aloes cum canella of the Dublin
Pharmacopreia, steeped for a week in a quart of brandy. A table-spoonful of the
strained effusion is to be taken, mixed with two or three spoonfuls of water, night
and morniog. Sir Henry Ilalford recommeods what I thiok a. better form of prophylactic remedy; viz. a few grains of rhubarb, with double the quantity of magnesia,
every day: or some light bitter infusion, with tincture of rhubarb, and about fifteen
grains of the bicarbonate of potass.
Now what has been observed respecting preventive remedies of this kind is, not so
much that they arc inefficacious, as that, when exclusively trusted to, they are unsafe.
I bcliove that they arc often useful by improving the digestive process; but they are
dangerous substitutes for a course of temperance and exercise.
When gout attacks the stomach, eit her by retrocession or primarily, it often proves
rapidly fatal. The gastric affection is not, in general, inflammatory: so we judge, at
least, from the juvantia. The attack, which consists of violent pain, and a sense of
weight or of constriction in the epigastrium, with sickness, vomiting, and a disposition to faint, is often relieved by the employment of stimulants. But such remedies
would be li kely to aggravate inflammation. It will always be well when symptoms
like these occur, to inquire whether any indigestible food has been lately taken : for
gout (so called) in the stomach has sometimes turned out, under the test of an emetic,
to ha.vc been nothing more than porl.., in the stomacli. In the true gouty seizure,
antacids will frequently remove the pain; magnesia, in full doses, with rhubarb. If
this do not succeed, opium may be resorted to; and if it should be vomited, opia.te
enema.ta rnny be injected. Dr. Heberden thought that opium, and hot spices, were
more efficacious and less inconvenient, in these cases, than wine and spirits; but
when they fail, a glass of brandy will often allay tlie pain completely. The mustard
poultice, or the turpentine stupe, applied over the epigastrium, bas been followed by
strikingly good effects. And it is in these emergencies; contingent upon retrocedent
or misplaced gout, that we are justified in the endea\"our to induce gout in the
extremities; not however by internal stimuli, but by enveloping the feet in a. mustard
poultice, and so enticing or provoking the foe to quit his hold of the interior, and to
appear in the outposts. And this expedient shou ld be practised, whatever may be
the internal organ upon which the gouty disorder has settled.
Sometimes, but much less co_mmon ly, actual. gastritis docs seem to ensue i and
therefore all these cases arc anxious and alarnnng cases. I do not know how the
inflammatory affection can be discriminated from the non-inflammatory, unless it be
by the occurrence of te,1den1ess with the pain, and of fever. You must treat such
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eases as you would treat an ordinary c:ise of g:istritis, taking no further heed of the
gout, except by the application of stimulating cata.plasms to the feet.
This concludes wh:it I proposed to say respecting gout and rheumatism: diseases
of wbich the local seat is not exactly external, nor yet do they belong strictly to the
interior of the body, except in their :iccidental complications. They form a link of
connexion between the internal and external disorders which fall to the care of the
physician; and I proceed, in the next and last place, to speak of those complaints
which either concern the integuments alone; or which, at any rate, arc attended with
some notable affection of the skin.
U oder the general head of cutaneous diseases, arc included maladies of very different kinds, and of very different degrees of importance. Some are attended with
fever, and run a. definite course, and are often dangerous to life. Others arc chronic,
irregular in their progress, troublesome perhaps, and obstinate, and disfiguring, yet
implying no peril to the ex istence of the patient. Some again arc contagious, while
many arc not so. l3ut before I enter upon any further account of these diseases, I
wish to make you acquainted with the names by which the various morbid appearances presented by the skin have been known, since the time of Dr. Willau.
That author-whose works have been augmented Dy Dr. Bateman, so that perhaps
I ought to say those authors -divides cutaneous diseases into eight orders, distinguished from each other solely by the appearances upon the skin. I shall omit the
last of these orders, the order of macula, such as freckles and congenital spots and
discolorations, because in fact these are not diseases at all.
The first, then, of the appcarnnccs described by Dr. Wil1an arc papula; pimples.
The~c are little elevations of the cuticle, of a red colour, and solid; not containing, I
mean, any fluid. They arc of uncertain duration, and often terminate in scurf. They
nre supposed to denote inflammation of the papillro of the skin. If you wish for an
example of a papular eruption, look at that of small-pox, at its very earliest outbreak.
The second arc squamai ; scales. 'fhese are small, hard, thickened, opaque, whitish
patches of unhealthy cuticle. The subjacent surface is red. They arc well seen in
Jcpra and psoriasis; and are very common in syphilitic eruptions.
The third are exanthemata; rashes. They consist of superficial red patches on tl1e
!kin, nriously figured, and irregularly diffused, and of all eizcs. We have examples
of theru in some of the most important febrile cutaneous diseases; scarlet fever,
measles, and others. Most commonly they arc followed by a peeling off, or desquamation as it is called, of the cuticle.
It is a pity that some other technical denomination was not chosen to express these
rashes; for the term exanthemata has long been familiar to the profession as the title
of an order of diseases in Cullen's Nosology.
The fourth arc bullre; blebs, min iature blisters. Portions of cuticle, of considerable
magnitude, arc det..1.chcd from the subjacent skin, by the interposition of a thin transparent liquid; with inflammation beneath them. Such occur in erysipelas sometimes,
and in pcmpbigus.
The fifth arc pu~tulz j pustules. Circumscribed elevations of the cuticle, containing pus, and having red inflawcd bases. 'Ve have instances of these in cowman
boils; and in the eruption of small-pox when at its height aud maturity. They end
in crusts, or scabs.
The sixth are vesiculai; vesicles. Small elevations of the cuticle, covering a fluid
which is generally clear and colourless. at first, but bcc~wes afterwards whiti~h a.ad
opaque, or pearly. These are exemplified in the er~ptlon of ~ow-pox, and. lll .the
chicken-pox. You will observe that these vesiculre differ very little, except m size,
froru the bullro or blcbs. They often terminate in small scabs.
The seventh arc tubrrcula; tubercles. This also is an unlucky appellation, since
the word tubercle is almost appropriated, in the present day, to the scroful ous deposits
which infest the lunr•s and other parts of the body in pulmonary phthisis. Ilowever,
these cutaneous tub~reles are small, hard, superficial tumours, circum1wriLed and
permanent; or if they suppurate at all, .the supp~ration in them is l'artial. Sometimes they slowly ulcerate at the sumuut. The im perfectly suppurattug pustules of
the modified small-pox, and certain red spots which are apt to haunt the face,
particularly of young persons, furnish examples.
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Now it is nry convenient, for the purpose of distinguishing different diseases, and
of dc::;cribing them, to know these outward marks when you sec them, and to use
these names. But they form a very unfit basi'S for tho classification of discuse3.
Maladies may usefu11y be classed according to their causes; according to their intimate
nature; according to the general plan of treatment they may rcquir~. But the
superficial markings of disease have no definite relation to any of these heads.
Besides, a complaint, which is papular to-day may be '\"'csicul&r to-morrow, and pustular
next Saturday. Yet the classification most commonly followed in this country, and in
France, is that of Willan and Bateman. IIerc we find collected under one and the
same division, maladies which nature has stamped with broad and obvious marks of
distinction; the febrile with the non-febrile; contagious complaints with those which
have uot that property; ailments that are local and trivial, with diseases of grave
import, aud deeply-rooted in the system at large. And, on the other hand, distempers
which nature has plainly brought together, and connected by striking analogies and
resemblances, this methodical arrangement puts widely asunder. I point out, without
professing to remedy, these imperfections. I cannot even undertake to give you any
full or systematic account of the many disorders comprised in this classification.
There is, however, one group, so remarkable, so important, and so highly interestin,.,.,
that I shall consider it as much in detail as I can. I allude to the group whi;h
Cullen comprehends under the title exanthemata . With this exception, the advancing
year warns me that I must contract what I have to say respecting diseases of the skin
within very narrow limits.

LECTURE LXXXIII.
E.canthemata. Tliey are contagious; sometimes epidemic. Period of tlte eruption;
period of i"ncubation; Tlteory of contagious Febrile Diseases. Continued Feve,·s.
01!' the numerous complaints which arc ranked among the diseases of the skin,
some, I observed in my last lecture, are attended with fever, and some are not.
Among the former there is a highly interesting group, distinguished by other and
more important characters than the mere presence of fever, or peculiar marks upon
the skin; characters that enabled Cullen to collect these diseases into a separate
order, to which he gave the name of exanthemata. This is his description of them.
"Morbi contagiosi, seruel tantum in decursu vit..-u aliquem affi.cientcs; cum febre
incipieutcs; definito tempore apparent phlogoses, s:::cpe plurcs, exiguoo, per cutem
s~arsro.1' Contagious dis~ases; ~ttacking a ,verson on~e only in his life; beginning
with fever. At a defimte pertod small rnflammat1ons appear, often numerous,
scattered over the skin.-These you will allow, are very remarkable clmracters. They
are not all strictly and universally true, perhaps, of all the forms of disease which I
propose to bring now under your notice; but they apply with more or less exactness
to the several species of cont!nued fever, to the plague, to small-pox, chicken·pox,
measles, scarlet fever, and erysipelas.
. llooping-co~gh, and t~1~ mum~s, might be ~laced in the same catalogue, although
rn them there is no specific eruption on the skrn: but I have already spoken of these
two disorders.
Before I take up the consideration of any one of these diseases in particular, I shall
1•rcmisc a brief survey of certain circumstances that are more or less common to them
all. '! 'he prclimi11ary examinatio n of the exanthemata as a class, will give you, I
trust, clearer ideas respccti~1g each of them : at any rate it will enable me to dispense
with much needless repetition afterwards, and so to save both your time and my own;
a matter of some consequence at this advanced period of the ses~ioo.
ln the first place, then, the diseases comprehended in this group are co11tagiou1
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diseases. You will bear persoas disputiag about the term contanfon · but such
disputes can only arise from the want of a distinct definition of the s~nse'in which it
is e~ployed . I understand a disorder to be contagious, w_hcu it is in any way com-
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body, or. with its visible offscourings. When the dise?se can be conveyed through
the medmm of the atmosphere, or by means of other rntermediate substances called
fomitcs, they would call it infectious. And there is no objcctiou to such a distinction,
provided it is understood by the reader, or bearer, as well as by the writer or speaker.
But since in all cases the disease is conveyed to the person of the recipient by particles
of matter proceeding from the person of the sick, and since it seems very unimportant
whether those particles are in a solid or in a gaseous form, whether they arc imparted
by ~irect contac.t of the two. human bo~ies, or by being wafted through the air, or
ca.med upon articles of clotlung, I shall mclude both and all these modes of communication under the sin gle term contagion. This, in fact, is what is done in common
discourse: all disorders that are "catching," I shall take leave to consider contagious.
In this sense I believe that all the diseases just now cnuwerntcd are contagious;
some, no doubt, much more strongly and distinctly so than others. Some of them,
indeed, are undeniably contagious. For example, we are privy to, and sometimes
willing agents in, the communication of small-pox from one individual to another.
There arc others concernillg the contagious nature of which medical opinion is less
settled and unanimous. Many persons deny that continued fevers are communicable
from person to person. The evidence from which I conclude that they n.re so, I will
lay before you whee I have described those disorders. Even they who admit that
they are contagious, are of opinion, many of them, that they sometimes break out
8pontaneously, without the intervention of any specific virus. No one questions, I
fancy, the contagious properties of measles; or of scarlet fever. Whether the plague,
and whether erysipelas, be always or ever so produced, has been thought more doubtful. There is every reason for believing that the small-pox, at least, has now no
other source than contagion. How it first arose it may be difficult to conjecture; but
it is never known to ori~ in ate spontaneously now-a-days.
l::)mall-po:r may in truth be regarded as the no.pa.6wy'fa., or type, of this group of
diseases. I shall therefore take, by anticipation, some well-ascertained facts in its
l1istory, for the sake of illustrating the general subject. It is a malady which could
scarcely be mistaken for any other; and of which the horrible aspect and fatal
tendency are so strongly marked, that its appearance has always been watched
with affright by mankind in general, and with intense interest by the philosophic
physician.
In the acnie of this disease, when it is severe, the wholo surface of the body is
covered with innumerable little pustules. A minute portion of the matter contained
in any one of these pustules, just so much as may suffice to moisten the point of a
lancet, is inserted, we will suppose, beneath the cuticle of a healthy man, who has
not been near the sick man. What follows this engrafting 7 Nothing, apparently,
for several days: but then febrile symptoms burst forth : and by and by a crop of
papuloo appear sprinkled over the skin; and these gradually ripen into pustules pre·
ciscly resembling that from which the engrafted drop was taken.
The very samo phenomena ensue, when a. healthy man enters the chamber of a
small-pox patient, and breathes, for a certain time, an atmosphere tainted with the
emanations from his body.
The points to be noticed here are-1, the mauifest introduction of the virus into
the system : 2, its dormanc~ for a while; in other wo!ds 1 th? occ?rrc~c~ of a period
of incubation: 3, the breakrng out, at length, of a disease 1dent1cal m its symptoms
and in its character with that of the first patient: and 4 (most surprising of all), the
enormous increase and multiplication of the poisonous matter.
I Ray the history of sma ~l-pox leads. to the settled belief that this disord er, ~f which
few persons are not readily suscept1blc, never occurs, except from contagion. It
appears to have been unknown in. Europe till th~ beginning of the eighth century.
No mention of any such malady is to be found ,1~ th? Greek or Ro?1an auth.o~s of
antiquity. Now whatever may have b.ecn the ~etic1enc1es. of the anm_ent physicians,
they were excellent observers, and capital dcscnbers of disease : and it seems to me
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scarcely possible that a disorder so diffusive, and marked by characters so definite
and conspicuous, shou ld have escaped their notice, or have been obscurely portrayed
(if known) in their writings.
On the other hand, l\Ir. i\Ioorei in his learned and interesting History of Smallpox, has shown that it prevailed in China and Ilindostan from a very early period;
even more than 1000 years before the time of our Saviour. Th~t it did not sooner
extend westward into Persia, and thence into G-reecc, may be attributed partly to the
horror which the complaint everywhere inspired, and the attempts that were consequently made to check its progress by prohibiting all communication with the sick,
partly to the Jimited intercourse which then took place among the eastern nations,
but principally to the peculiar situation of the regions through which the infection
was diffused; separated as they were from the rest of the world by immense deserts
and by the ocean.
The disease is said to have broken out in Arabia at the siege of l\Iecca, in the
year in which Mahomet was born; i. e., in the sixth century. It was widely propagated by his wars, and by those of the Arabs afterw:i.rds; and, as I said before, it
ie generally believed to have first found entrance into Europe at the time of the overthrow of the Gothic monarchy in Spain by the l\Joors; when to avenge the wellknown outrage upon his daughter" Count Julian call ed the invaders." Whensoever
and wheresoever it came, it spread with fearful rapidity and havoc.
What I wish you to remark is this: that while almost all men are prone to take
the disorder, large portions of the world have remained for centuries entirely exempt
from it, until at length it was imported; and that then it infallibly diffused and established itself in those parts.
Of the more modern history of the disease our knowledge is more precise and
sure. It tends uniformly to the same conclusion.
There was no small-pox in the New World before its discovery by Columbus in
1-1.92. In 1517 the disease was imported into St. Domingo. Three years later, in
one of the Spanish expeditions from Cuba to Mexico, a ncgro covered with the pustules of small-pox was landed on the Mexican coast. From him the disease spread
with such desolation, that within a very short time, according to Robertson, three
millions and a half of people were destroyed in that kingdom alone. Small-pox was
introduced into Iceland in 1707, when 16,000 persons were carried off by it.s ravages;
more than a fourth part of the whole population of the island. It reached Greenland still later, appearing there for the first time in 1733, and spreading so fatally as
almost to depopulate the country.
Evidence to the same effect is furnished by the results of vaccination in some
countries. 'l'akc one instance. Vaccination was adopted in Denmark in 1801, and
made compulsory in 1810. From that time small-pox disappeared altogether, for
fifteen years; whereas during the twelve years preceding the introduction of the
preventive disease, upwards of 3000 persons died of the small-pox in Copenhagen
alone.
Now it is a very instructive fact respecting this disease, thus rankly contagious, and
arising from no other source than contagion, that when it is epidemic in any place,
many instances of it occur which we can by no means trace to conbgion. Dr. Gregory tells us that of the numerous cases received into the Small-pox Hospital (to

~vnh;c~n~::a!!~.:: ~;eI'ofe~ii~~i:n2h:o~i~:acs!n b~~:~t~;~rf~~:~; ::e b;~~~::f~r~~I~~
fatigue, change of air, or some other innocent circumstance. A prisoner shut up in
solitary confinement in the Penitentiary at l\Jillbank was seized with small-pox.
Surely this should warn us against inferring of analogous disorders (of continued
fevers, for example) that they are necessarily not contagious, because we often fail to
discover any way in which the poison could have been applied. If small.pox be produced by contagion alone, and yet the mode in which the contagious matter has been
communicated eludes sometimes our closest scrutiny, then wc must conclude that the
same thing may happen in otlter co~tagious diseaEes, of which the contagious pro·
perty may not be so strong or S? obvious. ~ay~ the. argun.1ent from analogy will lead
us a step further. If once a disorder of this kmd 1s decidedly proved to be some·
times the effect of contagion (and this I think I shall be able to prove to you of continued fevcrs)-wc cannot help en tertaining a doubt whether the disorder in question
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really ever has any other cause. It is chiefly with a view to the light which they
th:ow ~pon th~ obscurer subject o~ continued fever, that I am thus anticipating some
pomts m the lustory of the contagious nature of small.pox.
Again, it is noticed of small.pox - and it is the same with tho other diseases in
this group- that the human body is not always equally susceptible of its contagiom.
influence. Some iudh•iduals are wore readily affcct-ed by it than others: and tho
same individual more so at one time than at another. There are even some who seem
to be incapable of taking the small.pox -just as some, who are quite as much per.
haps in the way of it as their neig-hbours, never become infected with the great pox.
Mr. Cross, in his Ilistor.IJ of a VU1·iolous Epidem·ic which occurred at Norwich in
1819, tells us that of 215 persons who bad not been vaccinated, nor had the small.
pox, and who were }i,·ing at Norwich in the same houses with persons ill of that disease, fifteen did not become affected with it; and of these fifteen it was ascertained
that ten had escaped under similar circumstances of exposure before. I mentioned,
on a former occasion, the fact that a. certain dog, in Paris, could not be made to take
the contagion of rabies.
It is not at all uncommon for persons to resist the influence of contagion at one
period, and to yield to it at another, even when the exposure has appeared to be less
complete. Mr. Cross gives a striking example of this. A man, who believed that
he bad had the small.pox, lived for twelve years as a. nurse in an establishment for
the reception of persons inoculated with that disorder. At the end of that Lime he
caught the small.pox 1 which pro\·cd fatal to him. Now this might have been, and
probably was, as the man supposed, a. second attack. The late Mr. Lockley told n:le
an iostance still more remarkable, as being free from that ambiguity. Nearly the first
patient he ever attended, if not the very first, was an old woman, who for years had
been in the habit of going from village to village as a nurse; and of nursing a great
number of persons labouring under small·pex, which she had never had, and against
which she (nnturally enough) believed herself proof. At length she was taken ill,
and died of small.pox, under Mr. Lockley's observation, at the age of eighty-four.
Take one more illustration from another of these disorders. In 1845, a lady with
whom I am acquainted went through an attack of measles, that disease being prevalent in the village where she was then resitling. She bad never had the measles previously : yet she had, long before, personally tended eleven of her twelve children,
when ill of the same complaint.
In many cases we can assign no reason for these variations and differences. Age
seems to have something to do with them. Infants are but little susceptible of the
operation of contagions. Debility, howsoever produced, certainly augments the disposition to be affected by this, as by other causes of disease. 'l'he dose and strength
of the poison must also be taken into account. As some men can drink a much
larger quantity of wine (which is an alcoholic poison) than others, without being intoxicated, and are differently influenced by the same quantity at different times, so i8
it also with the animal poisons we are now considering; so is it, as I showed you
before, with the mineral poison of mercury.
This fluctuating power to resist contagion is most conspicuous, perhaps, when
viewed in reference to scarlet fever. After the very earliest periods of life, children
catch infectious disorders of all kinds readily enough; more readily than in mature
age. The poison of scarlet fever operates with less certainty upon adults than the
poisons of small.pox, or of measles. Some medical men escape scarlet fever altogether, although brought much into contact with it by their vocation. I do not know
that I ever bad scarlet fever.
Another fact, well worthy of notice, is, that small:pox, wbicl~ is so r~nkly contagious, and "Which bas at prese?t. no othe~ source b~s1dcs contag1on 1 has its alternate
periods of slumber and ?f nct1v1ty. This metropohs, and most of our large towns,. are
never entirely free from 1t. Scattered cases occur, here and there; and when thus thrnly
disseminated, the disease is said to be sporadic. But there are seasons in which it
spreads rapidly ancl extensively, and assumes the form of an epidemic distemper. We
are now livin~ (1838) in the midst of on.e of .these epi~emic.s of small·pox. _i:rhe
same is equally true of the other complamts rncluded m Hus group. Sometunes
they are confined to single families; sometimes the.f pervade a whole district.
Uence you can never infer that any febrile disorder is not contagious, merely
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because it pre~ails epidemically. l\Jany epidemic diseases are not contagious. But
the two properties may and do meet in the s1me malady. They are not to be set in
oppos~tion ~o each .other, or regarded as incompatible properties, as they haYe been by
somcrngemous writers.
'Vi th respect to these epidemic visitations of the cxanthemata, ccrt:liu general facts
have been ascertained, very useful and necessary to be known.
1. The strength of the contagion, and the severity and fatality of the d isease, vary
at different periods of an epidemic. In general the contagion is the mo~t acti\'e 1 and
the disorder the most fierce, at tl1e ouU:et of the epidemic. By degrees its violence
slackens, and it ceases to spread. This is partly to be explained by the circumstance
that the number of persons who are susceptible of the disease, and who have not yet
been attacked, arc fewer and fewer as the epidemic proceeds. The fire languishes for
lack of fuel. But this does not seem to be all. 1.1be disease dies out before it has
affl;!ctcd all those wJ10 arc capable of receiving it. W c might I think expect, prior
to experience, that the earlier cases would usually be the severer; for the weak, who
arc less liable to struggle with the complaint, and those who, by peculia rity of
constitution, are most susceptible of morbific influence, arc likely to be the first to
imffcr.
2. There are great varieties also in the ~eneral character of the symptoms that
occur in different epidemics of the same disorder. At one time, or in one place,
inflammatory symptoms run high; in another place, or at another time, there is an
early tendency to debility and sinking. One epidemic is more malign than another.
And the practice Yaries accordingly: so that these are facts of the greatest importance.
'l'he prevailing character of the malady is attributed to what is called the epidemic
constitution of the .~eason. And when we ha.ve made out, by observation, what this
epidemic constitution is, we lrnvc obtained a clue to the proper management of the
disorder. Thus continued fever, as it has appeared in London during the last five.
and-twenty years, has required and borne far less depletion than it did for the pre.
ceding twelve years or more.
You may learn from this how dangerous it is to apply indiscriminately in one
epidemic the remedies that may have been found useful in another: and also how
foolish and unfair it is to censure the practice employed and recommended by others,
merely because it differs from that which we, in other epidemic visitations of the same
disorder, 11:we considered fitting and beneficial.
These differences in the prevalence of the disease, and in the character of its
symptoms, arc not to be explained by any val'iation in the exciting cause, which is a.
definite animal poison; nor can they be reasonably ascribed to any appreciable
quality or a?:ency of the weather at the time. They must depend upon changes that
have been slowly wrought upon the human body: and those changes, constituting an
ac<1uired predisposition, are probably due to previo1ts conditions of the atmosphere,
which httvc exercised a long and gradual influence upon all the individuals of a
community.
After stating, in the first clause of his definition, that the exanthemata are conta.
gious diseases, Cullen announces, in the next place, the very curious fact, that they
occur but once in a person's life. "Semel tantum in dccursu vitro aliquem afficicntes."
In this they offer a remarkable contrast to inflamma~ions, wh ich having happened
once, ttrc, for that very reason, more apt to happen agam.
You will take care to obscn•e, that it is not the mere circumstance of the disease
bcinir co11tat1ious that makes the difference. Those disorders which shield the system
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stitution from their own return. Syphilis, purulent ophthalmia, the itch : these not
only do not secure a patient from a repetition of the disease, but perhaps they even
render him more liable to it in future.
Neither is the proposition absolutely and invariably true of any disease. Like most
~encral rules, it admits of occasional exceptions. There is not one of the group
enumerated in the beginning of this lecture, which has not been known to occur more
than once in the same person. Small-pox has, in many instances, affected the same
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occurrence. It was belie,•ed, at one time, that whenever the disease was thus
repeated, it was alu:ay.~, in the first instance, se,•cre, which, taken in conjunction with
the repetition, was thought to indicate a. strong natural susceptibility of the disorder.
But it has since been noticed that the primary visit is sometimes unusually mild· and
this fact (so powerful is the lo\•e of theory) has led to the supposition that th~ first
attack was not sufficiently intense to affect the whole mass of blood, and to exhaust
the inborn susceptibility. I believe that the two attacks have always been separated
by a cons~derable interval of time. ~ have myself known two very striking instances,
about which there could be no mistake, of the recurrence of measles in several
children of the same parents. This proclivity to be again affected by the specific
poison Eeems to run in families. It is less uncommon for scarlet fever to happen a
second time in the same individual. No contagious disease therefore furoishcs com·
plete future protection against itself. But that this privilege belongs, as a general
rule, to small-pox, to measles, and to scarlet fever, there can be no doubt: and the
validity of the rule is appl icable in the order in which I have here mentioned them.
It applies also, though less uniformly, to the other exanthcmab. A person who has
suffered a well.marked attack of continued fever is far less liable than another,
according to my experience, to have that same disease again. The plague is said to
afford a temporary safeguard against itself. Very few persons have it twice in the
same sc:ison . During one epidemic Dr. Russell found that, among 4,400 individuals
who underwent the disease, only twenty.eight contracted it a second time. Tho
singular property we arc now considering is less plainly visible in erysipelas than in
any other malady of the group.
The next clause in Cullen's definition asserts the supervention of the cutauoous
marks, in tcehnica.1 language of the eruption, at fixed times (dcfi11ito tempore) after
the commencement of the general fever. It is clear, therefore, that the cutaneous
inflammation cannot be the cause of the fever, but is itself an effect of the contagious
poison. Here again we have a point of distinction between the febrile exanthemata
and inflammatory fevers, or what Cullen calls the phlcgmasi:.u, in which the local
iu6ammation commonly precedes the pyrexia.
In reality the circumstance to which I have just referred shows the impropriety of
ranking these diseases under the head of cutaneous diseases. 'l1ltey would more
rin-htly be call ed blood diseases. The disseminated cutaneous inflammation is a
01~rious and an important circumstance; and it is the symptom wl1ich, in the majority
of cases, is most d1.stinrtive of the disorder: but it is not an essential circumstance.
Thus, although there arc commonly distinct eruptions (quite independent of common
pctechim) in the earlier stages of typhus and of typhoid fever, a lenticular mottling,
tmmcwhat like that of measles, or a number of rose.coloured spots, yet these are often
absent altogether. And the very same thing happens in other diseases of the same
group - diseases which all the world considers and calls cutaneous. A febrile affection, often a fatal one, but attended with no rash, proceeds sometimes from the
contan-ion of scarlet fever. The fever -or rather the patient-is not scarlet. The
worst°form of C!Jnanche maligna is of this kind. It is just the same in measles.
Authors speak of morbilli sine morbillis; of scarlatina sine scarlatina.; and even of
variolre sine variolis. Catarrhal symptoms certainly occur sometimes in weakly
children who have been fully exposed to the contagion of measles; and the complaint
has proved fatal, without there having been any eruption at all. So in_ the plague:
certain cases occur in which there arc no buboes nor carbuncles, yet which undoubtedly ori~inated from the comm~n contagion of t?e preyailing e~idemic . .
The time at which the crupt10n comes out differs rn the different diseases; and
even in the same disease it is subj ect to occasional variation. The rule with respect
to small-pox is, that the spots begin to _be visible on the third day; that on which
the sickness and fe\•er commenced bemg reckoned the first. As far as I have
observed, this rule is a very constant one. It has. been ~oticcd, bowev;r, th~t
when the disease is confluent, and therefore scYere, 1t occas1onally shows itself m
eruption on the second day; and when quite distinct and mild, sometimes not till the

four~:~ regular period for the o~tbrcak of the c~t~neous affection in measles is the
fourth day: it scarcely ever begins sooner; but it is often later- on the fifth or the •
sixth day, or even later than that.
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Cullen a~igns the fourth day for the ordinary n.ppearnncc of the rash iu !:lcarlet
fever also. But in this he is decidedly wrong. Sometimes it is, I believe, perceptible
on tho first day; but its most general period is the second day. In severe and
unfavourable cases it may be postponed till the fourth day, or longer.
The eruptions which are tolerably constant in some species of continued fever,
observe less exact regularity in the time of their arrival.
'l'he period which intervenes between the reception of the poison, and the supcrnntion of distinct symptoms- the period during which the virus, though doubttc .. s
at work, seems to lie dormant in the system-the period (in one word) of incubation,
differs :ilso in the different diseases of this group, and varies even in different cases
of the f:ame disease. Although no marked changes occur during this period, I believe
that some sli ght deviations from the usual condition and feelings of the patient might
often be observed, if they were expected and looked for.
The period of incubation in conti nued fevers is very uncertain. In a paper upon
this curious subject, published in the ninth volume of the Medical Cnzette, Dr.
Gregory states it as his opinion, derived from much inquiry, that ten days is the
average period. Dr. Haygarth reckoned the minimum period at seven; the maximum
at seventy.two days. Sir William Burnett, in his Account of a Contagious Fever at
Clwtlwm, gives the history of a party of men belongin g to the St. George, lying at
Spithead, who were sent, on the 3d of January, 1811, to assist in na\•igating the
Do"lphin troop.ship; the crew of which were affected with typhus fever. On the 10th
(seven days after exposure) fourteen of these men were sent to the Ilospital.ship
from the St. George, ill with the fever; and many subsequently, up to the 21st of
January (the eighteenth from exposure); after which period no cases occurred.
The period of dormancy is more definite, yet still liable to some variation, in most
of the other exanthemat:1. "At the Small-pox Hospital/' says Dr. Gregory,
11 abundant evidence has been afforded
that the period of incubation is usually about
twelve days." It is a remarkable fact that, "when the small-pox is received into the
~ystem by inoculation, seven days only elapse between the insertion of the virus and
11
the establishment of the fever.
Dr. Bateman puts the period of incubation in measles at" from ten to fifteen days."
I have known several instances in which the date of a single short exposure was
exactly ascertained, and in which the disease commenced precisely a fortnight afterwards. In scarlet fever the average period is shorter; not more than from four to
six days. In the plague it is, I believe, more variable; but generally not exceeding
a few days. Dr. Russell tells us that, among those inhabitants of Aleppo who shut
themselves up after having been in the way of the contagion, no in stance occurred of
the appearance of the malady later than the ninth or tenth day.
To sa.y that a. febrile disorder is contagious, is the same thing as to say that it is
produced by an a11fmal poison. Now there arc many poisons, very deadly poisons
too, which cause diseases that are not communicable from person to person. That
particular poison, the malaria., is of this kind.
Of the inorganic poisons some are taken into the blood and emerge a1Z3in from the
body, unaltered, with one or more of the ordinary secretions; chiefly with the urine.
They may induce changes in the body as they pass; and if these changes be salutary,
the subst:mces so inducing them become medicaments. If the changes be destructive
or injurious, they arc strictly poisons.
Other of the inorganic poisonous substances do not find so ready nn exit from the
body. They enter into permanent chemical union with the constitu ent tissues of
particular organs. In this way, to use the words of Liebig, they deprive the organs
of the principal property which appertains to their vital condition, viz., that of suffering and of effecting transformations. If the organs of which the functions are thus
destroyed, arc vital organs, these poisons arc fatal.
But the animal poisons, those at least with which we are now concerned, act in a.
totally different manner. They effect changes in the blood, whereby they are them selves abundantly multiplied or reproduced; a.nd the eruptive disease that ensues
seems to be the mode provided by nature for the escape or the expulsion of this newly• form ed morbid matter from the system. This is the old-fashioned humoral pathology;
founded on bold, unproven speculation: and it is most curious to see these very
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doctrines, which had sunk into universal discredit and contempt, now a!!ain assumiu(T
their places, as scientific truths, upon the secure basis of organic chcmi;try. A won~
derful specimen this of the sagacity of the older physicians-of the despised wisdom
of our forefathers.
The ancients attributed various disorders to a fermentation of the animal fluids.
The cause of fever, according to Ilippocrates, was some morbid matter in the blood.
~his matter, .by a ~roc~ss of concoction, was. brought, in a certain number of days,
rnto a stale rn which 1t was ready for expulsion from the body. It was then thrown
off by luernorrhage, by sweat, by al vine discharges; or deposited upon the surface in
the form of abscess, or cutaneous eruption : and these eruptions or evacuations constituted the crisis of each fever.
The doctrine thus enunciated by the father of physic is very nearly the same with
that which Liebig is teaching in the nineteenth century. This distinguished chemist
ascribes the phenomena which succeed the introduction of certain animal poisons into
the blood, to a process resembling fermentation. Let me try, in a few sentences, to
expound to you his views on this deeply interesting subject.
You know that the brewer ex.cites the fermentation of his swef't-wort, by adding to
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rently in consequence of it, alcoholic fermentation takes place; the elements of the
sugar arrange themselves into new and simpler forms: namely, into alcohol and carbonic acid. If there were no gluten in the wort, this would be the whole of the
process; during which the added yeast disappears.
But the presence of gluten makes a prodigious difference. The yeast increases
enormously at the expense of the gluten, and mingling with the liberated carbonic
acid, rises anci floats upon the surface of the fermenting liquid. So that, when the
process is completed, tl10re has been produced thirty times as much yeast as was
originally added to the wort.
~ow this, according to Liebig, is but a type of what happens in other fluids under
analogous circumstances. Ile maintains that (I use the words of his translator), "a
substance in the act of decomposition, added to a mixed fluid in which its constituents arc contained, can reproduce itself in that fluid, exactly in the same manner as
new yeast is produced when yeast is added to liquids containing p;lutcn. 11
Thus the virus of small-pox (which virus is formed out of the blood) causes such a
change within the blo?d as gives _rise t~ the repro.duct~on of the poison from ~crtain
constituents of that fluid: and whilst tlus process is gorng on, the natural working of
the animal economy is disturbed: the person is ill. The transformation is not arrested
until the whole of that ingredient in the blood which is susceptible of the decomposition has undergone the .m~tamorphosis.
.
.
.
Liebir• shows that s1m1lar processes may take place m mixed flmds (and therefore
in the blood) without the r_cgeneration of the ad~~d substance: j.ust as the fcrmcnta.
tion of a solution of sugar is effected by the addition of yeast, without any reproduction or multiplication of the yeast, if there be no gluten in the saccharine solution.
In such cases, the dise_ase, which a~companies,. or r?sults from, the tran~formations
that occur iu the blood, is not contagious : the poison IS not renewed. It is thus that
certain miasms produce disorders which are not communicable from person to person.
In order, then, that a specific ~nin;ial poison should .effect its own reproduction. in
the blood, and excite that c.omm~ti?n rn t~~ system wluch. re~ults f~om the formation
and expulsion of the new vuus, It is reqms1tc that a cert.a.tu mgrcd1cnt (analogous to
the gluten in the brewer's. sweet-~ort) should. be pr~scnt in the blood : and this
ingredient must have a ~e~mtc rclat10n to the give~ poison. .
.
If this ingredient be rnd1spcnsably necessary to hfc, the pmson, which transforms
and destroys it, is incvitab~y a fatal poison. May not this be the modus operandi
of the poison of hydrop~obia?
.
.
.
Again, if this iugred1ent be wantrng, no reproduction of the poison takes pl~ce;
nor of course, any of those symptoms which arc consequent upon such reproduction.
'.J.'h~ poisonous qualities of the animal substance arc not developed. It ceases to be a.
poison.
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And this icgredient, if naturally present, is exhausted and destroyed, for a while
at least, by the operation of the poi~on. llencc, for a while at least, the same disease cannot be again produced by the agency of that poison.
Supposing the ingredient to be one which i., not essential to the composition of the
blood, and to have been thus destroyed or exhausted, it may never be replaced. Or
it may be replaced only after a long interval. Io some persons it may neYcr exist at
all; or it may exist at certain periods only of their lives. It may even be acquired
by unnatural or peculiar modes of living.
All this is possible and plausible. A cert.1in number of peculiar substances do
certainly exist in the blood of some men which arc absent from the blood of others.
In childhood and in youth the blood of the same individual contains variable <1uantities of substances, which are not to be found in it at other periods of life.
This theory of Liebig's offers, then, an inte1Jigible explanation of the curious facts,
that certain contagious disorders furnish a protection, temporary or permanent, against
their own return; that they have a tolerably definite period of in cubatio n, and run,
for the most part, a determinate course; that some persons arc less susceptible than
others of the influence of these animal poisons, or not susceptible at all; and that the
same individual may be capable of taking a contagious disease at one time, and not at
another.
l\lr. Simon, in liis admirable Lectures on Patliology, wh ich I earnestly commend
to your diligent study-Mr. Simon, while he scouts the notion of any true fermentation in these cases (indeed Liebig could hardly have advanced the example of yeast
in wort otherwise than analogically, just as we all speak, now-a-days, of zymotic diseases), adopts in full the hypothesis of some material which, pre-existing in the blood,
but not being an essential part of it, combines somehow with the exciting virW:J from
without, to cause both the febrile commotion, and, iu consequence of the exhaustion
of that material, the subsequent immunity from the same disorder. Ile even indicates the possible identity of the inbred material with certain "wastes of the tissues."
"In infancy (he writes), in early age, and till puberty, there are certain waste mate.
rials which never afterwards occur: the temporary cartilages have to waste away, the
thymus gland has to decay, peculiar changes referable to the sexual system have to
be accomplished, and the effete products of these changes have to be eliminated from
the system." Ilo points to the fact tlrnt "the surfaces and organs most prone to
affection in the diseases under consideration arc those which arc eliminative and defecating: those whose normal products can hardly be retained for any time within the
body, much less out of it, without undergoing a footid decomposition, which suffici·
cntly stamps them with an excrcmcntitious character. Bowels, skin, kidney, tonsils,
arc the favourite resorts of the several fever poisons, just as they are the surfaces by
which naturally the organ ic waste of the several tissues is eliminated."
This curious subject is looked at in a different light by l\Ir. Paget. "The maintenance of morbid structures is (he says) so fami liar a fact, that not on ly its wonder
but its significance seems to be too much overlooked. What we see in scars and thickenings of parts appears to be only an example of a very large class of cases; for this
exactness by which the formative process in a part maintains the change once pro
duced by disease, offers a reasonable explanation of the fact that certain diseases
usually occur only once in the same body. The poison of small-pox, or of scarlet
fever being, for example, opce inserted, soon by multiplication or otherwise affects
the whole of the blood; alters its whole composition: the disease, in a definite form
and order pursues its course; and finally the blood recovers, to all appearance, its
former state. Y ct it is not as it was: for now the same material, the same variolous
poison, will not produce the same effect upon it; and the alteration thus made on the
blood or the tissues is made once for all: for commonly, through all after life, the
formative process assimilates, and ne-rer deviates from, the altered type, but reproduces materials exact ly like those altered by the disease: the new ones therefore, like
the old, arc iocapable of alteration by the same poison, and the individual is safe from
the danger of infection.
"So it must be, I think, with all diseases which, as a general rule, attack the body
only once. The most remarkable instance perhaps is that of the vaccine virus. Inserted once, in almost infinitely small quantity, yet, by multiplying itself, or other·
wise affecting all the blood, it may alter it once for all. For, unsearchable as the
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changes it effects may be; incooceivably minute as the difference must be between
the blood before nod the blood after '\'accinatioo; yet in some iastanecs that differ·
eoce is perpetuated; ia nearly all it is long retained; by assimilation the altered
model is precisely imitated, and all the blood thereafter formed is iosusceptiblo of the
action of the vaccine matter.
"But it will be said, the rule fails in every case (and they are not rare) in which
a disease that usually occurs but once in the same body occurs twice or more. Nay,
but these are ex:amples of the operation of that inner yet not less certain b.w- that
after a part has been changed by disease, it tends naturally to regain a perfect state.
Most often the complete return is not effected: but sometimes it is, and the part at
length becomes what it would have been if disease had never changed it."
Respecting points so interesting and so mysterious, it is scarcely possible to refrain
from speculation altogether. I have laid before you some attempts of able and
thoughtful men to explain the main facts of the case: oamely, the production of the
disease by an animal poison; the prodigious increase in quantity of tho specific virus
within the body during the progress of the malady; and the extinguishmcnt of the
susceptibility of its influence in that individual thereafter. Without adopting either
theory with implicit credence in its truth, I hold my judgment in suspense, until
evidence more convincing shall appear, or until some better theory than either shall

be propounded.
It is very certain, and it is not inconsistent with these theories, that the disc3ses of
this gronp, which arc all of them blood-diseases, do often leave permanent traces of
their ageocy upon the general health, eveo when no local damage is apparent. We
hear men say, "I have never been so well since I had the measles, or the typhus
fever, in such a year:" and we hear this without much wonder, knowing that local
mischief may lurk within, unrevealed by any legible outward signs. It is more sur·
prising, but it is equally true, that the influence is sometimes for good. The system
is disencumbered of some previous impediment to its perfect welfare. Of this myste·
rious ameliorating influence, which is the rarer of the two, I may give you one
example.
A servant of a gentleman liviog in Belgrave Squ::i.re was constantly ailing and
weakly. His master procured for him, without avail, the best medical advice that
London could furnish; and at one time put him into St. George's Hospital, with very
small benefit or change in his condition. At length the man caught small-pox, and
had it most severely and dangerously under the care, in 11is master's house, of the
late Drs. Nevinson and Chambers. His life was despaired of. By and by a large
mask of scab fell entire from his face, and he recovered, though frightfully seamed
by the disorder. From that time for many years he lived in the cnjoymcot of
thorough health and strength, such as he had not known before the attack of small-

pox.
The subtle contaminating cflluvia which proceed from the bodies of the sick enter
the blood of those who catch the disorder, chiefly, I imagine, by being inhaled into
the lungs in breathing. The poison may, perhaps, be capable of being spontaneously
absorbed through the skin: and upon this supposition oil has been smeared .over the
1mrface with the view of shutting out the contagion of the plague. The virus may
gain direct entrance into the blood; we know that it sometimes docs so, for we our·
selves insert it, in inoculation of the small-pox. Dr. Francis Home imparted measles
by engrafting some of the blood of a person ill of that complaint; and subsequent
attempts to excite the disease io that way have been equally successful. Some rash
e.nd unfortunate trials have proved that the plague is communicable by inoculation
with matter from the buboes.
Endeavours have been made to estimate the distance to which the influence of different contagious emanations extends. The effluvia in small-pox, measles, and scarlet
fever, are the most active; operate,. I mean, at the gr~atest distance.. In .c:ont.i~ucd
fevers they have a less range; and m the plague the dmmetcr of the.mfect1ous _mrcle
is probably very small. Some have even supposed that the plague 1s commun1cable
only by actual contact; but the opposite opinion f:leems the more likely, namely, that
you may touch plague patients with impunity (a.s Bonaparte is known to have done
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on a. memorable occ:ision) if you avoid inhaling their breath, or the cfHuvia proceeding from their bodies.
The most important practical result of the experiments made by Dr. Ilaygarth and
others, for determining the absolute distances to which the power of the contagion
ex.tends in different disorders was, that wltcre ventilation ·is complete, in other words,
where the gaseous poison is freely diluted with atmospheric air, the sphere of its operation is very limited.
It is an interesting: subject of inquiry, worth glancing at for a moment, how far the
power of different contagions is modified by differences of temperature. Small.pox
is readily propagated either in hot or in cold regions; in l\Icxico noor the Equator, i.n
Greenland towards the Pole. The plague does not spread when the temperature 1s
below 60° or above 90° Fahrenheit. The vaccine matter loses its property of producing the cow-pox if it be exposed for a certain time to ~xtreme cold, or to a heat
of 95°. Typhus fever, measles, and scarlet fever, arc said to be of rare occurrence
in the intertropical regions. Dr. Henry has turned these facts to useful account by
proposing to decompose and destroy certain contagions lurking in fomitcs, by the ope
ration of artificial heat.
Ilaving thus pointed out many circumstances of interest, which arc common to all,
or nearly all, the diseases grouped together under the title of cxanthcmata, I may
now proceed to a more particular account of those diseases in succession. And I
shall begin with continued fevers; because, although they do not afford the bestrnarked examples of the collectiop. of symptoms that compose Cullen's definition of
the order, yet a right understanding of the practical points concerned in the management of these febrile diseases, will assist us materially towards a. just conception of
the modifications of treatment that may be required by the rest.

We hear continually, both in and out of the profession, many different species of
fever spoken of. By the public, typhus fever, brain fever, bilious, putrid, low,
nervous. And systematic writers are to the full as particular; mucous fever, ataxic,
adynamic, gastro-enteric, typhoid, and so forth . Now this complexity of nomenclature is puzzling to the student, and misleads the public mind. Friends and paren~
ask anxiously what sort of feve r the patient has: and medical men themselves often
find it difficult to answer them. The subj ect is really more simple than at first it
may seem to be; yet it is not quite so simple as I formerly supposed. For a. long
time I held, in common I believe with most English physicians, that no definite line
of genuine distinction could be drawn between the various forms of continued fever
met with in this country. I was indeed aware-it was impossible to be long engaged
in hos.pita! practice without becoming aware-that different epidemics presented very
striking features of diversity and even of contrast - so as to suggest the frequent
suspicion that the maladies composing them might be specifically distinct. Still,
taking into account their strong general resemblance - finding that these like, yet
varying forms were often more or less intermixed-noticing also that other distempers
fluctuated in type, that within the last twenty years all acute disorders had assumed,
in this town at least, an altered and a more asthcnic character - I conceived, and I
taught, that the differences to which I have adverted in the aspect and phenomena
of continued fever, depended more upon wh:lt is called the epidemic constitution, that is to say, more upon an acquired disposition of the human body produced by
some obscure general influence, and therefore affecting the entire London community,
-than upon any essential difference in the nature of the disease itself, or in the virus
from which (as I believed) it sprang.
But I think so no longer. 'l'he Dr. Jenner of our time, with patience and sagMity
worthy of the great name he bears, has traced out plain lines of division between two
or three forms of continued fever, and especially between two forms which had been
chiefly confounded together, and which we now call respectively typhus and typhoid
fever. In the affinity of these names is still implied the similarity of the two disorders; but Dr. Jenner has shown, by evidence which quite satisfies my mind: that
they differ notably and constantly in their symptoms and course, in their duration, in
their con1parath•e fatality, in the superficial markings which respectively belong to
them and which warrant our classing them among the exanthemata, in the internal
organic changes with which they are severally attended, and (what is the most im-
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porlant, the most conclusive, and the most difficult point to determine of all) in their
exciting causes. !;'or some reasons it may be re~rcttcd that names so mnch alike
should have been given to diseases which are really distinct; yet even this may be
not without its advantage, if it keep the attention of the observer on the alert to discriminate between the two kindred disorders. E'or my own part, I could have wished
that typhoid fever had been named, as Dr. William Budd names it, i11lei!i11ol fe\'Cr. 1
A third form of continued fever, called the relapsing fever, is readily distin,.,.uishable by well-marked features of its own, when once it.s separate existence base- been
realized.
Iu sketching the main phenomena of continued fever I shall keep in view fy]jliu3

~i~t~r;~i~~~ f~;l~~~~ngis~;~~~~artp~~fst ~~; ~l~l:;~~c~~:r~v ~~~l t~~i~~~s~~~~i~l~~i~)~
listening to a detailed description of each of two diseases, which, after all, have very
much in common.
Typhus fever docs not not always commence in the same way. It may happen that
for several days before the disease assumes its distinct and proper aspect, and before
the patient is rendered unable to pursue his usual occupations, he is affected with
certain morbid symptoms which may be considered premonitory of the fever; so that
it is sometimes difficult to mark the precise begiuning of the disease. These preliminary symptoms result apparently from an altered condition of the 11ervo11s system.
The poison in the blood disturbs the functions of auimaJ life before it causes any palpable derangement in the mechanism of the circulation. The expre~sion of the
patient's countenance alters; be becomes pale, lan~uid, and abstracted. Those about
him observe that he is looking very ill. lie is feeble, and easily tired; reluctant to
make any exertion of mind or body; listless, and apprehensi\'e often of some impending evil. Ile loses his appetite; his tongue becomes white and inclined to tr<'mble;
his bowels are irregular, often confined, rarely affected with diarrhooa; his senses lose
their natural delicacy. He has uneasiness or wanderin~ pains in various parts of the
body; and occasionally there is some giddiness: drowsiness perhap~ iuring the day,
and unsound and unrefreshing sleep at night. To collect all this int1> one expressive
word, the patient e\'idently droops.
l\luch more commonly, however, these preliminary movements arc altogether wanting: the disease sets in suddenly. Its regular onset is marked, very frequently
indeed, by a shivn·iiig fit. Another common phenomenon nt the period of the invasion is severe headuche; pain or aching acro~s the forehead, rarely in t he temples,
never at the back of the lrnad. It is apt to begin during the night, or in the early

:e~~n~~~· vc~~ot~!~hi!r0t~ta~0~!~~~~fie~he ~~:~il~~~~~~::~~sat~~~r="~ n ~1~~~sctl~!r;~~:~
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been no premonitory circumstances, that symptoms arise, even thus early 1 which
belong to the nervous system, and which denote some disturbance and alteration in
the functions of sensation, thought, and voluntary motion. They are comprised under
the general phrase "/f>fJrjfe opprPssirm," and they arc different from what we notice
whell pyrexia supervenes upon inflammation. You will obtain a clearer notion of
what this term, febrile oppression, means, by watchinz at the bed-side of 011p priticn_t
in this diEease, than by any description that I can {?ive you. There is great inapt1tude for the exertion of the power of thought, or of motion . The expression of the
face is dull and heavy, absent, puzzled; its hue thick, and dusky. The pr1tient presents very much the appearance of a person made stupid .by dri~1k; and he stag-gers
a little when he attempts to walk. The muscular power 1s sensibly enfeebled: sometimes the patient will struggle against this; but in a
hours, or in a day or two at
fu rthest, he takes to his bed.
T hese arc the symptoms which mark. t~e outs~t of the disea.sc we are about to co?sider. 'fhey occur also, more or less d1stmct ly, rn the or.her disorders of the class ID
which I have placed continued fevers. In the plague, fo r example. The patients
appear like people who are dru nk. Now these symptoms result, no doubt, from

re,,
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chanµ-cs which arc gain~ on in the blood, and which make an early and a strong impression upon the nervous system. And there is another circumst:10ce which, when
it is observable, denotes a depressed state of the nervous power. Pr.lctitioners, sometimes, arc in doubt whether the case may not be one of some visceral inftamm:i.tion :
or, perhaps, knowing it to be continued fever, they still think it expedient to bleed
the patient. Now faintness or actual syncope is much more easily produced by the
abstraction of blood, in continued fevers, that it is in inflammations: and this fact
may occasioually be the means of distinguishing between incipient continued fcrer,
attended, for instance, with catarrhal symptoms, and pure ineipieat pneumonia.
In order the more clearly to portray the course of contioued fever, I shall divide
it, as others have done, into periods: weekly periods. Not that there is any such
period of seYcn days allotted to particular symptoms: but that in the simplest forms
of the disease, when it runs its course most evenly and favourably, and therefore, we
may suppose, the most regularly also, there is a succession of different sets of symptoms, which occupy each about that space of time: nearly enough to allow of my
taking it as a help to the better describi11g the disease.
l\lany of the symptoms which occur during the first stage of the disorder-during
the first week, we will say -are such as belong to the sanguiferous system. 'fbe
pulse becomes more frequent than in health, there is increased heat of skin , and
thirst; headache, and throbbing of the temples. The pulse ''arics considerably in
different cases. Generally, I say, its frequency augments; but sometimes it is even
slower than natural. The acceleration of the pulse is greatest (c<Eteris paribus) in
those constitutions which are the most irritable. In young persons, in females, and
in weak and delicate males, it will often rise, soon, to 120: while in stronger adults,
it does not so early attain its maximum of frequency, and perhaps does not exceed
100 throughout the whole course of the disease. Should the pulse in any instance
reach 130 or 140, the disease is sc•cre: and the majority of such patients die. The
absolute frequency of the pulse is not, however, of so much importance in typhus
fever, as its steadiness. If it shift from one number to another, tliat affords a worse
proµ-nostic e\·cn that its being very frequ ent, provided it keeps at the same standard.
It is almost always soft, soon becomes weak, and gradually gets weaker. Dr. Jenner
affirms that in f!Jphus fever, running an uncomplicated course, the pulse rises slowly
in frC>qucncy to a certain point, preserves that rate of freq uency for a variable period,
and then as slowly falls: while in t9phoid fever it rises aud falls in a most irregular
manner, to-day l~O, to-morrow 90, the next day 120 -without appreciable cause or
consequence. 'fhe skin, during this period, is generally hot and dry, and itjerls to
a by8tandcr very hot and pu11gn1l. The actual heat, however, is not so great as the
sensation given to our hand might persuade us it was. Dr. Bateman found that, in
a majority of the cases treated by him, the heat, as ascertained by the thermometer, wa!I
about 100°; and he never observed it higher than 104°. The thirst is usually troublesome for the first few day8. The tongue becomes clammy or dry; sometimes it is
clean and smooth; more often furred: its edges and tip will, perhaps, be rctl, then a
white fur will begin, which either covers the central part of the ton~ue, or is divided
by a straight brown streak which occupies its middle portion. This brown streak is
often the first step to dryness and blackness of the tongue.
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sometimes it is even concave; most frequently of all it retains the natural qualities
of health.
There is evidence, frequently, of a slight affection of the membrane lining the airpas~ll!?CS, from nearly the first: some notable quickness of respiration, and 8ome dif.
fused' rhonchus and sibilus, audible through the 8tcthoscope.
And among all the indicatiom:i of increased a.ction in th.e circulating system, the
symptoms that relate to the nervous centres remam perceptible. The aspect of the
patient is P?Cu~iar: the features are fixed .and in expressive; or cxpressi"e merely of
apathy nnd rnd1ffercnce. If spoken to briskly, he responds; and although his sensibility seems blunted, his answers are, as yet, rational, and to the purpose. Deliriun1
docs not come on, in general, till towards the end of the first week. The muscular
power is ~reatly depre8sed. The patient lies on his back, motionless; he sleeps but
it.tic, waking often; and the short snatches of repose which he seems to get, are
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disturbed, apparently, by unc_asy ~ream~; and he fcmri~s, and says perhaps, that he
does not sleep at all: or he hes W'tth his eyes open, evidently awake 1 but insensible
to all t_h~t is go_ing on around him. T~ this condi tion _Dr. Jeu_ncr applies the term
conia.vtgil. It 1s much more. common ID typhus than rn typhoid fever, if it be not

~~~~~:i:: ~f ~~;:u~lh ~o:oct~~ecasl, :~e~h~u;~~~et:c; fi~t s~~p~~ o~n~h~n~~~:r~~lr~et~:

so marked, that the stools are passe~ under him as h.e lies in b~d, without any appa rent
endeavour on the part of the patient to prevent 1t; and without any notice of his
w_ants being made ~o his ~urse. The urin e, during the same stage, is scanty, and
h1g~1-colou~cd, a?d 111-~mel~rng of~cn. Towards the very end of. the first weekly
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with the other symptoms that are apt to occur in the second week of the disorder.
It is seldom, except in very malignant forms of typhus fever, that death takes place
during its primary stage.

LE

TURE LXXXIV.

T9phus Fever, continued. PhennrMna of tlte second week; Delirium, ~Mulberry
Rash: of the third ueek; Recovery, or death, in the way of Coma, of .Apnrea, of
Asthenia. Symplorns tlial precede 011d m:lter h1 those modes of d!Ji11g. 'i'jjphoid
Fever; points of distinction betu:een it and T!Jphus in re.~pect of symptoms, of
modes of altac/,. Rose-coloured spots. Ulcerations of tlte Intestine.

IN the last lerture I commenced the consideration of that important disease, which
has been best known, in this country, under the name of continued fever. I told you
that I had been converted from my former belief in the unity of species of continued
fever, by the researches of Dr. William Jenner, who has demonstrated the separate
identity of at least three species, namely, typbus fever, typhoid fever, and relapsing
fever. And I began to draw an outlin e of the general disease, keeping typhus fever
before my mind, as its most formidable species. Sometimes this disorder is preceded
by symptoms of a slighter disturbance of the system; more frequently it sets in
suddenly, in the midst of apparent health. Whatever premonitory symptoms may
take place, they indicate some alteration in the functions of the nervous system; upon
which many pathologists have supposed that the first and most direct impression is
made, by the exciting cause of the fever. But the exciting- cause, in many cases,
probably in all, is a specific poison received into the blood; and all analogy is in favour
of the belief that the primary change is wrought upon the blood itself. The whole
mass of the blood is gradually vitiated; and the first evidence of the circulation of
this altered fluid, is depression of the powers and functions of animal life. Among
the earlier symptoms of the declared disease, shivering, headache, and febrile oppres·
sion, take the lead.
For the convenience of description I divided the course of the disorder into tlirC'e
weekly stages : not th.at it ncce~sarily runs its co?rse in t~uee w.ce~s, but because the
sets of symptoms which succeed each other while the disease 1s rn progress, occupy,
in the cases which seem to proceed the most regularly, about the space of seven days
each.
Now the symptoms present during the first week are expressive of disorder both of
1
the sanguifcrous and of the nervous system. !111e ~aticnt _i s hot, flu~hed ~erl~aw~, nod
thirsty, and he has a frequent and hard pulse. Besides this he mamfests md1ffcrence,
and stupor ; his senses arc blunted, his intelligence is diminished. Ilis muscular
strength is reduced in a remarkable manner; so that be cannot sit up; in many cases
ht: cannot even lie on his side, or turn himself about well in bed, but remains in the
supine position; and if he be purged by medicine, or spontaneously, the stools are apt
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to pass from him into the bed, without his knowin~ it, or without his taking- any care
to prevent it. This, however, is more common, nn<l more rnarkcd 1 iu the sccouJ
period or week; the phenomena of which I next go oo to sketch.
'l'he changes that occur arc usually the following: - '.l'he pulse becomes more frequent, weaker, and more compressible. The toup:uc grows drier and browner. ~lore
sordcs, and of a darker colour, accumulate on the teeth and lips: an<l it is in this
period that delirium is most apt to ensue; and that certain eruptio11s are most often
observed. But the symptoms that relate to the nervous system arc often st.ill the
mo:-.t prominent. The p:1ticnt generally loses his headadte. His \ 0luntary move
ments, however, become very much weakened, and are sometimes exercii5ed irregu
larly. '!'he posture which the patient in this stage alm ost always assumes is, I say,
indicative of this weakness; he lies on his back, and he si11/.-:; down in the bed, slips
tow ards the foot of the bed. Ile is unable to make or bear that degree of voluntary
exertion which would be necessary to place him upon his sid e. H ence we bail it as
a guod omen - been.use it is an indicntion tl~at the patieut still rct3ins some strcn~th
- if we find him on 11is side, or even on llls back with his kuee8 drawn up. Other
proofs of muscuk1r debility, approaching to palsy, nre apt to present themselves.
The voice becomes feeble; the patient can scarcely utter an audible sound. Perhaps
be is unable to swallow. This is a very bad symptom, thou~h it is one that has been
recovered from. Sometimes it seems that the power of dcglutition i:s not lost, but the
sick rnan is too listless to try to swallow : or the dry .
parched state of his tongue
and throat render it difficult and painful for him to at mpt to do so. The patient is
apt to lie with his mouth open : and breathing thus through the mouth tends to drr
the tongue. Ilcnee it is well to desire him to swallow a mouthful or two of water,
and so to moisten his tongue, before you decide upon the st.ate of that or~:rn, or upri n
bis facility of deglutition. Often, in bad cases especially, there are little eon\'ulsi\'e
startin1?5 of the tendons, (~ubsultus tendinum is the technical u:une of the symptom,)
and other irregular and involuntary actions of the muscles: tremulous movementc.,
especially of the tongue and of the hands; and sometimes the sick person is uuable
to put out his tongue at al l. There are two symptoms which, in the nrnjority of
insta nces, present themselves most obviously iu the second week of the fever, aml
which deserve your particular attention: I mean delirium, and the eruption whie!1
belongs to the disease.
'Th e delirium is peculiar. The patient wanders, at first, in the night only j and
the delirium commonly appears on his awaking from disturbed sleep. Someti mes he
is desirous of gcttin!Z up, and talks incessantly and earnestly in a loud voice, and can
only be kept in bed by the imposition of some restra int. Usually, however, his
rambling is of a tranquil kind, and without agitation. Hi s miud seems elsewhere :
be is inattentive to a.II that passes around him; but be lies still, muttering disjointeJ
words or sentences, hke a man talking in his dreams. From this state of l!Jplwmaniti
the patient may sometimes be roused by loud speaking addressed to him, or by the
sight of a strange face; S? that ~hough incoherent a11 d delirious just before, he may
become collected when lus mcd1c3l attendant enters the room. llut he presently
relapses. During the delirious state there is a great deficiency of sensation, and insensibility to impressions. 'The patient is deaf. This deafness you may hear spokcu
of 3S being a good omen, or favo~rable sign i but it is only so by comparison: it indicates a condition of brain less penlous th3o its opposite, in which the sense of hearing
is morbidly 3eute. Imperfection or loss of vi~ion is much rarer, and much more
alarming-, than deafness j yet the eye is generally dull - unlike the brilliant eye of
acute phrenitis; it corresponds with the expres~ion of the countenance, "hich is perpl exed rather than wild. Someti?1es, however, as the disease ad\'ances, black spots,
like flies on the wing, m1,s1·a volita11tes, appear before the patient's eyes: in co nsequence, it is presum~d, of pa:tial in sen~ibility of th e retina. 'fhe patient attempts to
grasp or catch th ese in the air, or to pick them from the bed clothes. '!'his is called
floc!'itatio. After these symptoms recovery is not common. 'fhc mouth and ton!!Ue
are dry: yet the pati ~nt n.o longer con~p~ains of thirst: The taste, the s111cll, ~he
Rense of touch, are all unpaired. One trmal yet expressive mark of this duluess of
the senses, mentioned by a recent autJ1or, is that the flies craw l, unnoticed, O\'cr the
patient's face. }~vcn external ulceration may occur, especia lly 3bout the hips and
sacrum, and go on to gangrene, without any complaint of paiu from him. He seems
1
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altogether careless about tlrn issue of his disorder. If, at tl1is period of the fever,
you ask him how he does, he will probably declare that he is quite well. I have
alrca~y all~ded to the iuvoluntary passage ~f the freccs: th~s. may depend, in part,
ef..p~ctally IU the advanced ~tages of t1.1e disorder, upon debility or paralysis of the
spl~rnctcr muscles.
The urme also dnbblcs away frequentl):; and these arc points
wluch must alw.ays be l<>?k~d a.fter; first, fo~ the sake of keepmg the patient as clean
and dry as poss1bl.e, the tmtat1on of th.e urrne a?d fa::cal matters tcndinµ: to produce
slouglung ulcerat10~; and, secomlly, with the new of prcvcntin~ the bladder from
bccomi.ag uaduly d1s~euded. Reteutiou of urine, and all its bad consequences, n1ay
oth~rw1se occur.
~t ts a ~ood general rule, therefore, to examine the hypog;astric
rcg10n every day with the hand: and also to ask to see the urine, not for any purpose
of prognosis, but to nscertain tl1at it is rcgulnrly discharged.
'l'he eruption which is peculiar to and distinctive of typhus fever, is called by Dr.
J enner the mulbn'r!J rash. I follow his accouut of it with perfect confidence in his
fi?clity as a describer. It conimcnccs usually from the fifth to the e i ~hth day of the
disease; sometimes later. After the third day of the eruptioo no fresh spotH appear.
Io this particular it resembles, as we shall see hereafter, the eruption of small-pox. It
disappears ia the course of the third week of the disorder.
1'he characters of the rash vary with its age. It is never p_npular, but consists, at.
first, of very slightly clernted spots of a dusky pink colour. Each spot is flattened
on. its surfa~c, irregular in outlioc, fades insensibly into the hue of the surroundiagskm, and disappear~ completely under the pressure of one's finger. The larger spots,
niore irregular thau the smaller, appear to be formed by the coalescence of two or
more of them.
Io two or three day~ these spots undergo a marked chanf?e. They are no longer
elemted, become darker, dingier, and rather more defined; and now they fade only,
without disappearing, under pressure. From this condition the spots, in most in·
stances, grow paler, pass ioto faintly marked reddish brown stains, and finally disap-pcar. Ju some others a third stag:e is reached. 'l'he centres of the spots take a. dark
purple colour, and remain unaltered by pressure, nlthough their circumferences fade i
or the entire spots change into true petechi:.c-i. e., into spots of a dusky crimson or
purple colour, quite flat, with a well defined marp:in, and unaffected by pw.!sure.
1'hese petechiul spots result from a minute e:xtravasation of blood beneath the cuticle.
l 'hey occur most frequently on the back, at the bend of the elbow, and in the groin.
'l'he spots composing this ruulberry rash nre generally very numerous, set closely
together, aud sometimes they almost cover the skin. 'l'hcy arc usually situated on
the trunk and extremities, occasionnlly on the trunk ou ly, now aud ti en they are
Eeen on the face. Each spot remains visible till the whole rnsh vanishes. To this
rule there is one exception . The eruption sometimes shows itself first on the backs
of the hand11; 1 and dii;appcars from those parts within twenty-four hourJoJ. When
numerous, the spots have not all the same depth of colour; soruc being paler than
others, and appearinµ: as if seen. beneath the c~ticle. Ileucc the surfocc hns a. mottled look. Our wards at the l\11ddlesex Hospital in 1838 were full of this form of
fever. .Not a case, I believe, presented itself without these spots. We spoke of it
faruiliarly as the spotted fever; or (from the resemblance the rash bore to that of
measles, hereafter to be described) as the rubeoluid fever.
The spots which I ha.vc been describing-, those at least which had reached their

:~~~dd:~t~\~:v:n~~~d ft~fu~c t~h:f~=~~u:~~i~~~n~p~~ ~'t~1:~~!~~~c~~ tt,~?h~c;~t:c~i;i
1

spots also arc persistent. And after death, as well us during life, the spots on the
undermost. parts of the body are the darkest in colour. This difference seems to be
owing to their depending position.
.
.
Finally, with respect to this mulberry rash. Dr. J?nner states that ID pntients ~css
than 15 years old it is mostly either a~sent, or _pal~ rn hue, .and scan.t)'. Ill quantity.
Aud the mortality froru typhus at this early age is proportionally trifling, not more
than :2: or 3 per cent.: while in persons more than 50.yea_rs of age it is about 56 per
ccut. and in them the rash is always present, aud ordi nanly dark and abundant.
'l'l;cre is :mother eruption described by the Freueh as occurri11g in this diseas:e
without being peculiar to. it. In this country it is no~ rare; but i~ used., wbeu t~1e
hot plao of trcatweot was rn vogue, to be very commou mdeed here, rn vanous febrile
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complaints : and it was, and is, r.pparently connected with copious swcnting. S11dami11a, the vesicles composing the eruption are called. 1'hey 3rc sma11, hemispherical,
transparent elevations of the cuticle, containing a clear watery fluid. The vesicles
are from a quarter of a line to half a line in diameter; they have no red bases; and
they are so perfectly pellucid, that when you look upon them in a direction perpendicular to the skin on which they stand, they may readily elude observation. Viewed
8ideways, they present bright surfaces, and look like so many drops of water, and you
may feel with your band that they roughtm. the part affoctcd with them. These
sudam ina are mostly met with on the thorax, along the sides of the neck, and about
the axilloo. By degrees, the Jimpid fluid disappears, and they shrive] up; the cuticle
1.Jecomes wrinkled, and dries into a whitish powder.
Occasionally these miliary vesicles are so common :lS to give a character to an
epidemic. Dr. Ormerod l1as described, in his Clinical Obse?"Vations on Continued
.Fever, an epidemic of this kind which was prevalent here in the spri ng of 1847,
chi efly among the Irish newly arrived in London. Ile states that the sudamina
presented themselves " irrespective of any tendency to profuse perspiration."
Dr. Jenner is of opinion that age has something to do with the occurrence of these
miliary vesicles; and that they are rarely seen on persons who are more than 40 years
old. They remain after life has departed.
It is in the course of this second week of the disease that, in typhus fever, death is
most apt to take place. Among 25 fatal cases noted by Dr. Jenner, 9 deaths only
occurred after the 15th day; not one after the 20th.
As the disorder approaches its fatal termination, symptoms wl1ich are not unfitly
called putrid very often show themselves: a peculiar footor is exhaled by the patient's
body; his tongue becomes dry, black, and fissured; and he is perhaps unable to protrude it wl1en asked to do so; his teeth ~re cov~red 'Yith dark sordes; sloughs form
from the mere pressure of the bed on which he hes; m extreme cases the toes have
mortified; and Dr. Roupe11 relates one terrible instance in which both legs rotted
away to the bones, which it became necessary to saw through: yet this patient
recovered.
During the third week of typhus fever, the patient's chance of recovery improves;
unless ind eed some local mischief which pre.existed, or which has sprung up durin"
0
the course of the fever, shuts out or obscures this more favourable view.
When the disorder is about to end favourably, the more formidable of the symptoms
diminish and abate. The patient begins again to attend to questions that are put to
him; the air o~ stupor _which h~d h~ng over his cm.~ntennnce clears away; he once
more shows an mtercst 10 what 1s gomg on around him; the temperature of his sk in
becomes more natural; the tongue moist and cleaner at its edges; and the frequency
of the pulse is less. The evacuations from the bowels frradually rcg-ain their natural
qualiti_es; ~nd the patie~t is aware ~hen tl~e necessity for p~ssing them, or for
emptying lus_bladd~r, arrives, and he f?•Yes not1ee, or asks for ~s~1stance. Generally,
at the same tune with these tokens of unprovemcnt, the emac1ation which has taken
place bec~mes remark~bly conspicuous; perhaps _it is the more observable, on account
of the patient's rcsumrng a more natural expression of countenance.
I~ many inst.ances, the amendment is s? ~r:~dual that we can scarcely say when it
begrns... In other cases the favourable. crts1s is preceded by an aggravation of most
of t_he to~rner symptoms, an~ a !11arked mcrcase of t~e general distress. 'l'his is a very
~ur1ous cucuwstance: and it did not escape the notice of our great dramatist.
Before the curing of astrongdisense,
Even in the instant of rcp11i:-11nd h~nlth,
'J'he fit is strongest. Evils tho.I take leave,
lu th eir departure most of all show evil.

Certain evacuations are also sometimes observed to accompany or to be connCcted
with the favourable change; and the most common of these is the evacuation of
sweating.

ma~ntat~~ ~~~:~.~and~~:~~~ ,!~;s 1i~:~:~t~!r ao~o~~~~~ ~~~!~;~~ i~h~~~,t~ht~~lt le;:~~
':lomc p:irns to d1strngmsh rn the. earhcr part of this. course of lcctuNs. I told you
then that I had been taught the importance of studymg the tendency to this or that
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moJc of dying, in reference especially to fo\'cr by Dr. Alison . l\Iy own cxpcrh.:ucc
has since sufficiently approved to me th.e wisdom of hi:;i teaching. Cullen inculcates
the necessity of "obviating the tendency to death." To do so, we must ascertain
the direction of that tendency. We do not so much cure these exanthematous
maladies, as keep our patients alive while they are recovering. If we would prevent
their dying:, we must know in what manner they arc in danger of dying.
The most common mode of death in typhus fever is certainly that of coma. The
oriranic life survives the animal life. The mutterin~, half-conscious, dream-like stupor,
from which the patient may be roused for a while, becomes, by degrees, more profoun~, and death begins at .the he?d. This mode o~ death, occurring in the second
or tlurd week of the fever, is associated frequently, with the symptoms of putreseency
already described. But as the stupor deepens, the pulse generally grows weak, and
the extremities become cold. So that death does not come purely iu the way of coma;
but we have a compound of coma and asthenia, in which the coma takes the lead.
Now coma urny result from at least two ditfercut kinds of cause. Oue cause is
pressure, which is mechauical. Another, which is probably chemical, is the circulation of some noxious or narcotic substance (.!=uch as opium) in the blood. And th ere
arc, doubtless, many physical conditions of the nervous mass itself which are capable
of arresting the cerebral functions, and producing coma. rl'o which kind of cause are
we to ascribe the stupor that supervenes during the progress of fever? That is an
in teresting, and in reference to practice, an important, question.
Physicians have diligently attempted its solution, by examining the dead brain. I
cannot tell you how often I have looked, and looked in vain, for some palpable disorganization, or some effusion implyiog pres.sure. All who arc familiar with the
dead.house of a hospital are aware that this fruitless search for some physical
explanation of the comatose state, after death by fever, is of very common
occurrence.
The uonatural conditions that han been sometimes noted are-slightly diminished
consistence of the substance of the brain; congestion of its blood-vessel.!l1 marked by
red points on its cut surface; undue fulness of the vessels of the dura and pia mater,
with, occasionally, thin coagula or films of blood in the cavity of the arachnoid;
scanty effusions of thin watery liquid in the lateral ventricles, or in the meshes of the
pia mater j and diminished cohesion between the membranes and the surface of the
convolutions, so as to admit of their separation with unusual facility. Now to what
conclusion do these facts lead us? 'Vhy, in the first place, to the couclusi 1n that
those pathologists arc in error who maintain (as Dr. Clutterbuck did, for whose experience aod talents I always entertained a sincere respect), that the essence of conti nued
fever is biflamm,ation of tlie brain. Not only do we fail to discover, in many
instauces, auy traces of iuflammation, upon inspectiug the dead brain, but "c find
that, during the life of the patient, rueasures which would be likely to aggrn\'ate any
inflammatory mischief- strong stimulants, for example, wine or brandy,-do actually
and obviously, iu cases innumerable, relieve the comatose symptoms, and beuefit the
patient. The iufcrence seems unavoidable, that the coma, in such cases, has some
other cause than that mechanical pressure which arises sometimes from the effusion
of fiuid upon the surface of the brain, or within its ,·entricles; and that other cauie
is supplied by the poisoned blood. Here again we may adopt the pathology of
Shak.speare:
The life of all his blood

Is touched corruptibly: And his pure

brai~

(Whichsomel!'upposethesoul'sfraildwelhng-house)

~~:~t~i1t~~ee~d~~0 ~o;mr:~:~a~:~~~ it makes
In some malign epidemics the nervous system is overwhelme~ at once,. in the ve9
outset, by the force of the poison . The patient becomes stupid or b~wildcrcd; his
surface is cold, clammy, purplish, and his pulse feeble: the. coma. rapi?ly au:?'men~s,
and death may ensue within twcuty-four hours. " 'c sometimes 7e? tl11s .fearful trarn
of symptoms in small-pox; ~ud still more often and mo!e stnku~gl>' ill the .worst
forms of sca rlet fever. I bchevc that in these cases there is no dcviat.1011, cogmsablc
by our senses, from the hea lthy texture and appearance of the pal'ts within the skul l.
Nevertheless, there may be, aud there not seldom is, in these fevers, actual iuHam.
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mation of the braio or of ih1 membranes: but this is an incidC'ntal complication . We
cnnjecture tlwt, in addition to the influcn.ce of the poison upon the ncnous system,
there may be a low degree of inflammation going on within the head, when we find it
externally hot, when the patient has flushed checks. and a vascular eye, and complains
of dull headache. And there arc some instances in which we recop-nisc more distinctly

!he outward si7ns of encephalitis- se\'Cre pain in the head, hi~h and fierce dcprium,
111tolcrance of light and of sound, with much heat of ~kin, and a hard pulse. When
coma succeeds such 8ymptoms as these, we naturally ascribe it, in part at least, to
the effects of the inflammation: and rightly, for we find traces of inflammatioo after
death; considerable serous effusion into the cerebral ventricles; shreds of coagulable
lymph upon the membranes; and more rarely suppuration. I sui;:pcct that p:cnuine
encephalitis, which is of course attended with pyrcxia, is sometimes mistaken for
cootinued fever with intcrcurrent inflammati on of the braio. Great attention, and
some skill and jud~ment, arc required for discriminating- those cases of fever in which
such inflammation occurs, and for directing- the appropriate treatment.
'l'he death in fe\'Cr by apna:a is certa inly much rarer than that by coma, yet it is
not ''cry unfrcqucnt. It often mini:dcs itself with the denth by co ma. From
the earliest period of the fever we may, in most cases, notice some in creased quickness
of respiration, which is not enti rely ow ing to the mere fever, or to acceleration of the
circulation; for the ear, when applied to the parietcs of the chest, discovers rhonchus,
:rnd sibilus, at lc:1st. Frequently there is considerable dyspncca for some hours, or
for a day or two, before death: and this may be npparent on ly, in consequence of the
stupor; or it may be real, and proceedi~g either from more or less of pulmonary
<·ollapsc, or from a low form of pneumonia, which, by interferin~ with the due
nrtcrialization of the blood, may ag_!?ravatc, or eve n J?ivc rise to the coma: and such
pneumonia is apt to be masked by the fever; declaring itself by none of the ordinary
f'.'yn1ptoms of cough, rust-coloured sputa, or pain in the thorax. 'l'hc inflammation,
thus latent, is disco,·crable, howe\•er, by the sense of hearing.
What account docs dissection give us of the condition of the lungs after death from
continued fever? Why, the most notable, and probably the commonest morbid
st:1tc is that kind of condensation which indicatmi collapse of the lungs; and it is met
with chiefly at their posterior part and in its diffused form - sometimes however
dispersed th~ou~l~ thc~u, and io its l~h.ular form. 1\1. Louis found tl~is change, which
he callR carmficat1on, rn 19 out of 4:> rnstances of death from typhoid fever. It was
tJbscrved by Dr. Wm. Gairduer in the lungs of many of those who fell victims to the
Edinburgh epidemic of 1847. It occurred in each of th e three species, but more
rarely in the relapsi ng- than in the typhoid and typhus fevers.
As the bronchial tubes are very apt to be c l o~p:ed with viscid mucus, while the muscular power of the patient is so much reduced by the disease as greatly to impair the force
and effectiveness of the act.fl of inspiration, you will not be surprised that pulmonary
collapse should often accompany the course, and aggravate the danger of continued fe,·er.
Another ~n~atural appeara?cc met wi~b in the pulmooary substance is engorgement:
a state snmlar to that which occurs rn the first stnge of pneumonia. But here the
eogor~eml'nt is probably.in ~ J:!!'~at measure 1~1echanical, an.cl ~a~cs place during the
last few days of the pa.t1ent s life. As the ''ital powers dummsh, the laws which
govern the ~bysical world rcsu°;le their empire. '.fhe fluids, and the blood especially,
accumulate rn the most depend mg pnrts of the viscera; and the lower and hindmost
portions of the lun~rs in particular become loaded. llut besides this, it is not unusual
to fiud large portions of the lungs in a state of hepatization, aod even infiltercd with
pus. l .. css frequently, and in those cases principally in which the putrid symptoms
have been most marked, the lung passes into ~angrenous st..1.tc.
'l'he mode of death by ai;tltenia or syncope in typhus fever is not very common as
l'Xilif/11!/ !J!J i'tself; but it is often combiu~d with oue or both of the other two modes.
Death be:;iuning at the heart is more frequeutly seen in the l!fplw'id disease; to which
I lll:iy now turn .
. ~he 1~ain features, as I ha~c en.deavoured to pa~nt them, arc the same, or very
~rnnlar, 10 both of these two allied d1seas.es. lt remains for 1uc therefore to dwell on
t.hust.: only which chiefly serve to discrimrnate them.
lo the first place 1 thcn 1 typhoid fever commences more often iu~iUiously , and with
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premonit?ry sympt0ms -more gradually - th::m typh~s. Chomcl gives the following
c?mparat1•rn a_ccouut, deduced from t~rn ex.act observutl_on of 112 patients in this part1cul~r.
~n 13 o~ these cases the mYas1on of the disease was sudden, without an5
;::~~~n ~, in the nndst of apparent good health. In 39 there were prclusive circum-

5

Th c aspect of the patient in :yphoid fenr, thouf:h hca''Y and oppressed, differs

rcrn~rka~ly from th.at of the suficrcr uod:r typhus: 1~s hue 1s less dus~;;y or muddy-

}ookrng, its expression less dull and stuptd, more anxious, less apnt.hctic; and sometimes, on the occurrence of delirium, it is even vivacious. 'l'he delirium is decidedly
more active; and the patients are more Jisposed to try to get out of bed.
A striking characteristic of typhoid fever, and very important in relation to its
treatment, and to ao ulcerated condition of the intestines which I shall presently
describe, is the pre\·alence of diarrhcca. Often this is an early symptom; sometim es
it is po~tponcd to the latter part of the first or the beginning of the second week. It
is either spontaneous, or it continues after the ope rati on of a dose of pur)!ntive medicine. Pain in tlic abdomen frequently precedes nod accompanies it. Wh enever it
occurs, the stools arc for the most part, loose and frcqueut: and either of n dark
colour, and footid, or of a yellow-ochre ap.pearance, like pea-soup somewhat. If you
make pressure upon the nbdomen, you will find it unnaturally hard and resisting, as
though its walls were made of p:1stcboard 1 tympani tic, someti mes very much distended,
but, whether large or not, Dr. Jenner states that" its shape is in\'ariably the same,
and somewhat peculiar. Its convpxit.)'. is from side to side, and not from abo\'e downward. '!'he patient is nenr pot-bellied, but tub-shaped; the cause probably being
that the flatus occupies the colon, ascendiug, descending, and transverse." :Frequently,
uneasiness is manifested when pressure is made on the belly, particularly over the
crecal region: and another symptom, not common ly met with iu other diseases, is
usually noticeable in the first 8tagc of this, \·iz., a 81ight gurgling mo\'ement,
C\'idently from the iutermixture of liquid aud gas within the bowel, which mo\·cment
becomes audible, or palpable to the hand, upon pressing the same region. This
symptom is still more common in the more advanced stages of the disorder. It is of
rare occurrence in t9phus fever.
As the disease proceeds, so does th~ diarrhrea; from three to six stools, or e\'eii
more, oceurri1JO' daily. When they take place involuntarily, when they are passed in
the bed witho:t notice on the part of the paticut, they add materially to his danger
by the irritatino and the sores which are apt to reimlt from their contact with the
skin. Th ere is seldom much pain of the abdomen now complained of by the pntient;
but if you make prc~sure, especially about the situation of the crecum, you may often
remark that he winces, or that a transient expression of suffering passes across his
features. The character of the evacuations remaius the same, and is almost distinctiye of the disease; thin, yellowish, ochrcy, like pea-soup. Wh en, in fever, such
stools persist day after day, and sc\'eral of them e\'ery day, you may safe ly in.fer that
there is ulceration of the bowels, although there should be no pam complamed of
even when the abdomen is pressed.
And the same conclusion will become still more certain when l11,J!morrlw9e from
the bowels ocrurs, as it is. apt to _do, in this sta~e of the fe_vcr. It. often takes place
unexpectedly, sometimes rn cons1derable quantity! and .rnp1dly exhausts the patient;
or it recurs at intervals to a smaller amount, wastrng l11s strength as surely, though
more slowly. The blecd_ing i~ probably owinr;, ~n general, to t_he division or opening
of some of the meseuter1c verns by the ulccratmg process winch I shall more ~ully
describe by and by. This is not, howe\·er, a necessary consequence of the ulcerat1on;
for the vessels arc usually obliterated pre\'iousl~ to t~eir erosion. Sometimes blo~d
may be thus poured into th e bowels w1tUout berng v01ded. An~ral relates a. case m
which a rnao died suddenly aud un expectedly at a? advanced period ?f tyrho1d fc\:er.
Large clots of black blood tilled the l?w~r two-tlmds of the small rntestmes, which
were crowded with patches of ulceration. No part of the blood had passed the valve
of the ca::cum.
Hrolllorrlrnge from the ~owels may occur in .continued fever in ~no~hcr way: in
connexion with other put.nd symptoms, petech1re, purple spots, bru1sehke blotches,
nod extreme deprcs~ion o~ the vital power. Ia these cases the ?romorrhagc is ~trictly
of a passive kiud, an<l it is a symptom of the worst oruco. Like those effuslOus of
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blood from tl1e same parts that happen in scurvy and purpura, it depends upon 3
morbid condition of the blood. This is no matter of speculation, for by this time
the sensible qualities of the blood are manifestly chanJ:?;Cd; its natural tend.ency to
coagulate when withdrawn from the body is diminished, the cmssumcntum is b.rgc

and }()()!o:e 1 and fills the cup, and sometimes is rather an incoherent sediment than ~
clot. But hremorrhage from this cause belongs rather t-0 f!Jph1l& fever, and in that
species of fever it rarely happens from any other cause.
.Another distinctive mark between typhoid and typhus fe\·crs, is the character of
their respective eruptions. That of the latter I have already described. It is
strikingly in contrast with the eruption of the former.
The typhoid eruption is papular, or pimply. It consists of little circular spots of

~l~~~g~:e~l~~h~~~o~J~v:~~i~~ w~~~er~~~~n~;~~si~~ic~~len~~~~ b!c!!~ce ~:!f~~~~~,r~:~ ~~~~~
chial. lfrom first to last these spots disappear completely under pressure, and reappear when the pressure is taken away. Each papula lasts about three days.
Others follow. Ordinarily the number present at one time is from six to twenty.
Occasionally there is one only. Sometimes there arc more than one hundred.
These spots begin to show themselves, gcuerally, during the second week of the
dii:.ease i and fresh spots come out every day or two till the third week, in the course
of which they cease to appear, except in cases of relapse, when they also oiay rerur
with the other symptoms. Dr. Jenner holds that this species of fever is over by the
thirtieth day, sin ce, under ordinary circumstances, no fresh spots are seen after that
day. Of counie the illness may continue much loDger- protracted by the effects of
the fever, or by pre-existing local complications.
The spots peculiar to typhoid fever do not remain visible on the dead body.
It may not he superfluous to caution you af!3iust mistakingjlea-bites, which are
common to nearly all our hospital patients, for this specific eruption which is peculiar
to fever patients. The round red stain, with a dark point for its centre, sufficiently
distinguishes the mark of the insect from the rose-coloured spot of the disease.
There are certain differences to be sometimes noted in regard to the appearances
of the tongue in the two diseases. It is oftener moist throughout the disease in
typhoid than in typhus fever; and when dry, more frequently red, and as it were
glazed. Generally, if brown at all, it is of a yellowish instead of a blackish brown.
Dr. J enner says, that "the small dry tongue, with red tip and cdge.s, smooth, furred
of a pale brownish yellow, and fissured, the su rface seen between the fissure's bein~
of a. deep red-ma.y be considered differentially as a diagnostic sign of typhoid fever."
With respect to the co mparative duration of the two diseases, the same observer
found that the average duration of the fatal cases of typhoid fever seen by him was
twenty-two dnys, of typhus fever fourteen days. "Half the cases of typhoid fever
survived the twentieth day of the disease. Not a single case of typhus fever survived
the twentieth day."
Aud it is in the more protracU>d cases of typhoid fever that death is chiefly apt to
occur in the way of astllenfri. In some instances it seems to take place from mere
debilil!f of t!te lteart, there having been no pulmonary embarrassment, and the head
having remained clear. Death, in such case~, is preceded by those ~ymptoms of
debility which have been already described. The pulse becomes small, and weak, and.
like a thread; the patient lies on his back, and sinks down iu the bed; the features
sharpen; the eyes are hollow, and dim, as though glazed; the sphincter muscles fail
to contract; the extremities grow cold; cold sweats appear on different parts of the
body; and at lenp;th the heart ceases to beat, and the patient to exist.
DC'ath occurring in this manner does not, I say, occur ear~v- It happens at an
advanced period of the disease. It is noticed sometimes in persons who have been
largely bled, or too actively depleted a~ the commencement of the fever; and in those
who have suffered a good deal from diarrhrea. In short, as death in continued fever
in the way of coma, and in the way of apnooa, is connected often with morbid condit.ions of the h~ad and che~t resp~ctively , ~o dcat~? in fc~er! occurring purely or
chiefly ~y asthc~ia, connects 1~self with. m_orbld cond1t1ons ex1.stmg within the belly.
And rn typhoid fevers we discover within the abdomen vestiges of mischief so constant aud definite, and so different from what we meet with in typhus, as to have led
first to suspicions, then to a closer scrutiny of facts, aud finally to what I dcelll full
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proof that these two disorders are as distinct the ouc from the other, as scarlet fever
is distinct from small-pox. 'fo these morbid conditious, then, so strikin g, and so
constantly to.be. noticed withi? the abdomens of those who die of typhoid fever, I
have uow to invite your atteut1on.
I need scarcely remind you that the intestinal canal is largely furnisl1cd, on its
inner surface, with glands, or follicles, which consist of littl e more than crypts, and
of which the precise office has not yet, I think, been accurately determined. Some
of these glands arc sprinkled (one may almost !lay at random) over the whole tract of
mucous surface. These are accordingly called solitary ylamls.
Till I was better instructed by Professor Todd, I used to speak
F10. 183.

dls~:~:e~s abne~n9e!~;ib~~ ~d; t~1~tB:~~~~:i~t ':~ee~~~:itt~~ f~a~i:
1 1

duodenum. Other glands or follicles are collected into groups,
and arc nam ed ylanduloo agminata, or often the glands of
Peyer, who has give n a capital description of them. Now
the arrangement of these glands of Peyer is peculiar; and in
reference to the morbid anatomy of typhoid fever, very neces.
sary to be known. They are met with in tbe ileum alone: the
groups arc, mostly, oblong in form; and they occupy that part Solitary ghmcl of small
of the bowel which is oppos ite its mesenteric attachment. intestine. AfterBoebm.
They are largest, and most nuuierous, and consequently most
thickly set, in the lower end of the ileum, which, in some instances, is almost entirely
covered with them: they are found also upon the ileo-crecal vah·e; but beyond that
they do not go in that direction. Ascending from the crecum towards the jejunum,
these groups or patches become smaller,
shorter, more circular, and less numerous;
FIG. 184.
they are Eeparatcd by lonf!:er and longer intervals, till at last they cease to be visible
at all. Where there are valvulre conniventes, there the situation of these patches
is very obvious; for the valvulro conniventes
arc interrupted, and never run acros;s them.
This fact has sometimes led to curious mistakes. I have seen in the museum of the
College of Surgeons a preparation put up by
Mr. John Huoter (b ut not labell ed I presume by him) professing to be an example
of the destruction of portions of the valvulre
coouiveotes by ulceration. It is nothing
more than one of those natural patches,
rath er more plainly developed than usual.

m~~~e:or~lac~~~,P~~u!~:i;n ~~~~hlo~\:~et~:: gl!:;st, ;~g:irie~:;bo~iu~~h::-:~~:= r::se:;

in others. You may see, if you look at them the saeculi, with their zone or for:miinn.. The
attentively, that each patch is made up of a rest or the mcmbrnuo markod ll'ith Liebcrkilbn's
con¥eries of mucous follicles, of which the follicles aud sprinkled with villi. After .Boehm.
orifices are obscurely apparent. Now the
main alterations met with in the abdomen after death, in typhoid fever, are alterations
of these very glands : of the solita ry glands, to wit; and sti ll more constantly and
remarkably of the agminate glands.
The changes which these glands undergo are of the followin.g kin~ . In the first
place they become enlarged, and more perceptible than they arc rn their natural state.
'l1hcy then present a greyish transparent surface, dotted over with black points; which
black points mark, I conceive, the excretory mouths of the senral follicle~. This
appearance, however, which has been likened to that of the recently shaven beard,
is not necessarily assoc iated, I believe, with disease. 1'hcn, as the inflammation, for
such it is, advances, the patch becomes reddish, perhaps; and the follicles burst, or
ulcerate, or slough away: not altogether, but partially and by piecemeal: so that an
irregular rag$ed ul ~er is gen~rally Jen, havi~g thickened cd)?CS. So~11ctin~cs, however, the folhclcs disappear without there berng wuch reduc.::is or th1ckenrng: tho
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mucous membrane immediately adjacent, and Cl'en the remaining: part of the patch
of follicles, bciug pale, and level. Sometimes
Frn. 185.

the patch puffs up into a Foort of fungous swell-

ing, in which all trace of the follicub.r Hructure is Jost. The colour of the ulccrntcd surface is various, as well as its form and appearance. Sometimes it is pale and grey; sometimes
red; oftentimes yellow, as if the exposed cellular and other tissues were stained by the

ochrcy fluid which had been poured from the
bowels during life . What I have hitherto
stated relates to Pcycr's g-lands; but the soli-.
tary glands participate, usually, in the change.
1
l'hcy become, in the first plact\ large and hard,
and present a whitish coloured projection from
the sur face, which, by a mistaken analo!?y, has
been sometimes called a pustule. At length, a
loss of substance takes place in these also; be.
ginning at the summit of each, and producing
a sma ll, but sometimes a deep ulcer.
And of these changes it is further to be obscrfC'd, that they arc more common,
more numerous, more extensive, more adrnnced, in proportion as we approach the
ca:::cum. It is natural that we should meet with more ulcers near the crecal valve,
because there are more !?lands there; but undoubtedly the ulcers arc (in general)
further odvonccd there than hi~her up in the bowel.
Goinf!; along with this ulceration of the mucous :?lands of the intestines, and above
nll of the a~!!regate glands of the ileum, you will frequently find inflammation (i.e.,
r<'dness, hardness, and swellin~) of the corresponding nt('.'•Nlleric glands. 'l'his would
seem to be a consequence of the inflammation and ulceration of the mucous glands.
'l'hc affection of the mesenteric glands is, I conceive, secondary; and bears the same
relation to the ulcers seen in the bowel, as a bubo in the groin bears to a chaocre on
the ~Jans penis.
'l'hesc alterations arc extremely iotcresting1 because they afford a reasonable explanation of many of the syn1ptoms of typhoid fever. '!'hey account for the diarrhcea.
They account for the commo nest form of hromorrhagc from the bowels : in one
instance Dr. Jenner found that water, throw n into the supe ri or mesentcric artery,
welled forth freely from the edges of a raJ?ged ulcer not far from the ileo-coocal rnh1c.
They account also for the uneasiness or pain which is experienced when the abdomen
j~ pressed, and teach us why that uneasiness is greatest in the situat ion of the
crecum. Nay, we can even understand why, although these ulcerations exist1 there
may be no pain occasioned by them. This may be partly owing to the general in.
sensibility to impressions and sensation~ of all kinds produced by the stupor; but
partly, also, it probably depends upon the depth to which the ulceration goes. The
mucous tissues are possessed of but little sensibility even under inflammation; but if
the muscular and peritoneal coats become im·olved in the inflammatory process, then
pain bejrins to be folt. I remember, a few years ago, attending a youncr lady ill of
fover, with a ''cry well-informed practitioner, but one of the old schooC for he had
not turned his attention much to the stnte of the intestines in that disease . One
day we learned that our patient had had ha:::morrha~e; from the uterus her friends
8up.posed; but when I. saw the disc~arge, ~ was made eert.3in, ~y its appearance, and
by its odour, though 1t was not mixed with any f::cces, thnt 1t had come from the
bowels; and I stated my couvictioo that there waR ulceration in the lower portion of
the ileum . But she had no pain in the abdomen. You might press any part of it
without exciting the smallest unea siness. So, distrustful of my opinion, they called
in an emi nent accouchcur, who alr-o prcs~cd. a~1~ exam ined the belly; but neither
could he detect any teudcruess or undue se os1b1hty. Ile next examined the uterus
per va9inam; but could discover nothing wrong th ere. Some few ni ..,.hts afterward!:!
the general practitio'ncr was ca lled out of his bed to this patient.
was told that
the h::em.orrhage (or flooding as the! called i~, for they persisted in believing that it
was uterrnc,) had returned; and before he arrived at the house the patient was dead.
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We next day opened the body together. The uterus was perfectly natural; there
was no vestige of discharge or bleeding in the vagina; but the ileum,. for about a
foot above its entrance into the crecum, was in a. state of superficial but mrrrred
ulceration, aad universally red and besmeared with blood. I meutiuu this as a slr~og
fact io illustration of the possibility of there being much disorgauizatiou of the inucr
surface of the intestines, without any pain to reveal it.

tio~,o:n~h~~~!:it~~n~; !~~~~~~~~b~~ntl~;e~~~nd~~}h~e~~~~,k~~~1g;1;:d~1r°s:l;ctus~1l~[~~;
glands, arc met with, almost constantly, in some epidemics of continued feyer, and
are absent, almost constantly, in others. The kind of fever with which I '\'\""US coaversant in Loudon for ten years before the first arrival of the cholera in this country,
I now know to have been typhoid fever. The antiphlogistic regimen was indi:ipcnsablc
at the outset of the disorder: in many instances blood-letting, either general or
topical 1 seemed to be required, appeared to do good, and certainly was well borne: in
well-ventilated wards the disease showed no strong tendency to spread : the mortality
was very moderate. About the rose-coloured spots upon the skiu I can say nothing,
for I did not look for them; but the glands of Peyer, according to my own experience
of the fatal cases, were almost invariably affected. Subsequent epidemics, I may
specify particularly that of 1838, offered a marked contrast in all these points. A
large per centagc of those who contracted the fever died: the disorder was propagated
from hospital patients to nurses and students: after death, we could not detect any
disease of the a~minate or other glands of the intestine : the peculiar mottled rash
scarcely ever failed to show itself: we were taught by experience to refrain as much
as pos~ible from abstracting blood: and almost. from the beginning, or quite, wo
found it necessary to sustain our patients by a liberal allowance of strong animal
broths, and even of wine. An epidemic, of which I witnessed a portion in :Edin·
burgh in 1820, was withoct intestinal ulcers. Chomel, during five years' investi·
gation of this matter in the Hotel Dit-U, never met with an exception to the general
rule of their occurrence, or of some degree or form of that sort of alteration of the
mucous glands, of which the ulcer is the final stage: and the experience of Louil! is
tothc.sameeffcct.
Dr. Carpenter has shown it to be probable that the naturnl office of the glandulm
agminatro is to eliminate decomposing and noxious matters frorn tho blood, and to
diseharg-e them into the intestinal canal: and Dr. C. B. Williams advances the
reasonable suggestion, that the ulceration so constnntly met with of those glands in
typhoid fever may result from the continued operation of the poiion of that disease,
thus escaping.
When these internal ulcers do occur, is the disease, as is popularly supposed,
always or necessarily fatal? By no means. It nW!J be fatal, in more W:lj'S than one.
It may lead to de::ith, by exhausting diarrhooa, in the way of slow astheuia; it may
kill by laying open a large rnescnterie Mood-vessel, and !:'O producing copious hromor·
rhage and mortal syncope; it may, and often docs 1 destroy the patient, by perforalim~
of the bowel: the ulcer penetrates the mucous and muscular coats, and reaches the
peritoneum; and sometimes that membrane gi,·es way, and sometimes it docs not.
The conse<1ucnces of its rupture or perforation - the escape, I mean, of tbe contents
of the bowel, and the supervention of intense and incontrollable peritonitis- [need
not again dwell upon. nut the ulcers may, and doubtless often do, !teal; and the
scars which they leave behind them are fre<1uently Lo be seen. The ulcerated surface
seems to clothe itself afresh, by degrees, with a new mucous mcmb~aoe, which is
thin, however, and adherent to the subjaccnt tis!<uc:i, and doc~. not shde over then!
when pressed between the finger and thumb, ::is the hcnlthy portions ?f t~e coats o.f
the bowel will slide upon ca.eh other. And in the place of the c1catr1x there 1s
usually to be 1:1ecn a slight amount of puckerin.g, and a n?mber. of .little wrinkl~s. or
lines, radiating from a common e.cntre. Accor.drng. to Holotansk1, with who~e ?Plll~On
Dr. Jenner's concurs, th e formation of thC'se meatriccs never leads to any d1mmut1on
of the calibre of the bowel.
But it is plain, and most worthy of consideration, that tlrn existence of these ulcers
is likely to prolong the illness of the patient after the fever itself bas ended; to pr?·
tract his coovalesceuce; to hinder his recovery; and even to endanger his lit e,
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i~':e1~1 he may seem to be getting well, by causing hoomorrhoge, or perforation of tho

Among numerous minuter points of difference between typhus and typhoid fever,
observed and recorded by Dr. Jenner, there are yet two which demand mention in the
sketch which I am now giving you. In typhoid fe\·er that facile separation of the
pia. mater and arachnoid from the convolutions of the brain is seldom noticed, which
I tolJ you was common iu typhus. Again, ulceration of the pharynx was discovered

in one.third of Dr.Jenner's fat.a.I cases after typhoid-in no single instance after
typhus fever.
The spl<'cn, after death, in both these forms of fever, is \·cry frequently found
altered in size and texture; enlarged, of a dark colour, and of soft and sometimes
almost rotten consistence.

LECTURE LXXXV. ·
Relapsing Fever.

Causes of Feve,..

Exciti11g and Predisposing.

Prophylaxis.

WE were occupied, yesterday, in tracing the characteristic and distin~isbing
features of the two great species of continued fever, f.ijphus and typlwid, which are
of most common occurrence in this country, and which contribute so largely to the
general mortality of its inhabitants. There remains yet ::mother species sufficiently
interesting and frequent .to require a l;>rief description.
There was pre\ralent ID Scotland, rn 1843-44, for fourteen or fifteen months, an
epidemic fever, characterized by the suddenness of its onset, its wide diffusion, its
short duration, and its small mortality ;- by its proneness to relapses, by the frequent
occurrence of petcchi~, of ~ometbing like black.vomit, and o~ yellowness of th e skin;
-by the absence of rntestrnal ulcers; and by profuse sweatrngs, whereby the feve r
seemed to be solved. 'fhe hi story of this epidemic has been ~ iv en by Dr. Alison, by
Dr. Ucuderso~,. by Dr. Corma('k , and in g.reat deta_il by Dr. Ward ell. It was thought
by these phys1e1ans, and by others who witnessed 1t, to have been a new and distinct
pestilence. It was, in fact, what is now well koown by the name of relapsing fever.
Later research has established this to be, indeed, a distinct, but by no means a neio
form of fever. In the following paragraph Dr. J enner traces for more than a
century the existence of a disease having the peculiar symptoms and course of
relapsing- fever.
. "Writin~ on the wcat~er. of 1741, .Rutty says 'there. was frequently a fever,
altogether without the malignity of the disease already described, of six or seven days'
du.mtion, terminat~ng in a critica~ sweat (as did the other al~o fre<1ucntly); but in
th1e fever the patients were subjeet to a relapse, even to a tlmd or fourth time and
yet recovered.' To 1800 and 1801 there was an epidem ic in Ireland of a fever
generally t('rminating on the fifth or seventh day by perspiration, and when that
happened, very liable to recur. Harker and Cheyne's Reports, and Dr. Welch's book
on Blood.Jetting, prove the existence of a similar fever in 1816 1817 1818 1819
and 1820, in Ireland and Scotland: while Dr. Christison's tcstim~ny ~~s to sl;ow th~
identity of the type of fever in the epidemic of 1826 with that described by Dr.
i~~l;l;n~ntst~~?, the similarity of the fever in these cpideruics to that prevalen t in
Dr. Ormerod has given us a sketch of this kind of fever as it fell under his obsen11 _
tion io 1847 in the wards of St. Bartholomew's Hospital. 'fhe subjects of it were
chiefly Irish persons newly arrived in London. It was remarkable for the occurrence
in the majority of instances of s11datnina, or miliary vesicles: so that Dr. Ormerod
speaks of it under the nawe of miliary fever.
Relapsing fever begins,. for the most ~art, with sudden rigors, severe headache,
heat :rn<l dryness of the skm, loss of appetLte, and a very rapid pulse. The tongue is
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covered with a thick, moist, whitish fur. Epi:;rastric tenderness, nausea, and vomitin:r arc common among the early symptoms. There is much aching: pain of the limbs
and joints. The functions of the bowels are not materially disturbed, Io many
cases yellowness of the skin occurs, amountin~ to jaundice, with vomitin" of mattefs
looking like coffce-g_round~, a~d sometimes as _black_ as ink. Now Dr. Jen~er declares,
and my own cxpenence IS m agreement with 111s 1 that he never saw jaundice in
typhus ur in typhoid fe\'cr. Circumscribed pctcchial spots-" minute hromorrha"ic
points,'' never elevated, arc observable upon the skin in a large proportion of patie~ts
in relapsing fever. About the fifth, seventh, or ninth day a copious perspiration
breaks out, and is followed by a sinking.of the pulse to its healthy rate of bl\.'ltin~, or
e\·cn below that, and by what seems rapid recovery. But from the fifth to the ehd1th
day from this apparent convalescence, the primary symptoms return; run, perhai>s, a.
shorter course than before; again terminate in sweating, and in a second convalescence, which is generally permanent. The relapse or repetition of the symptoms
may, however, happen three, or even four times.
'!'he rate of mortality in this species of fever is low: and death usua1ly takes place,
if at all, before the seventh da.y of the disease. Io the fatal ooses jaundice has been
observed to be a frequent, but not a constant symptom: the surface becomes cold and
Ji vid, the pulse very feeble as well as very frequent, a low form of delirium arises,
with drowsiness, which deepens into unconsciousness, and so life departs.
It is stated by Dr. Wardell that in pregnant women affected with this fever, abortion
is sure to happen, whatever may be the period of gestation.
In relapsing fever, neither early and extreme frequency of the pulse, nor sudden
and great variations in its rate of boating, arc, of themselves, prognostic of danger.
In this respect, therefore, it differs remarkably from both typhus and typhoid fever,
in either of which a pulse of 130 or 140, and in the former of which rapid fluctuations of the pulse, always indicate great peril. In relapsing fever it may amount to
150 1 or e\'en higher, and upon the breaking out of perspiration it may drop, in the
course of two or three hours, to half that number of beats, without warranting any
alarm for the patient's safety.
Among the many points of diversity which exist between the three species of
fever that we have been considering, one striking and obvious difference is to be
This is apparent even to the observation
found in their respective duration.
of the vulgar, who have thus drawn rude distinctions between different epidemics,
before they were recognised or acknowledged by the scientific physician. They
talk of the one-and-twenty-day fever (typhoid), and of the fourteen-day fe,•cr (typhus),
according as the disorder·" takes the turn" in three weeks, or in a fortnig-ht. In
Jike manner the relapsing fever was called in Ireland the five-day fever; although as
it has its crisis most often on the seventh day, it might be termed more properly th1?
seven-day fever. 'Ve should thus have the natural duration of the three fcveN
marked by periods of weeks.
Typhus fever appears to be much more common in the great towns of En~la.nd an<l
of Scotland than it is in Paris, where typhoid fever is the predominant, if it be no~
the only, form. Relapsing fever has prevailed to a very great extent in Ireland,
whence it was probably imported into Great Britain.
The symptoms of all these three forms of fc\·cr vary also, creteris paribus, accordiog to the seasl)n of tile yeor, and the situation of the patient: whether, I mean, hcl
be surrounded with pure and cool air, or with a. foul and hot atmosphere. In tlrn
colder months there is greater risk of inflammatory complications, and especially of
pectoral affections: in the autumn we look more for diarrhc.ea or for dysentcric com·

~~~;~;:g::!~n; ~~~~1se!~~:t~~ ~ti;d~~s:;d~\h:\~~:r~r t~:t~~ ~;~~:n~n~h~o~l~a~~~

are more numerous, than where it is pure.

It is of great impo~tance .to hold correct notions as to th~ e:i;citi1ig cm.tse. of con
tinned fever; rcspectmg winch there has been, and there .still is, a perplexrng contrari ety of opin ion among medical men. You arc aware, from what has already beeu
stated that I consider the disorder to originate in an animal poison, and to be contag:io~s; communicable, I mean, from one who is labouring under the complaint, to
another who is not.
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\\'hen the same disease attacks many persons in the same house or ncil!hbourhood,
at about the same time, the popular suspicion soon arises that the disease is catch in~.
Yet you know that disorders may be widely prernlcnt without being contagious.
Agues, for example, engendered by malaria; ordinary catarrhs and sore throats 1 produced by vicissitudes of the weather. When an epidemic malady affects lar~re massc~
of the people suddenly and at once, it is presumably not contagious; at any rate it
must have some other source besides contagfou . When, on the contrary, it. beµfos
in a certain spot, and g-radually spreads thence <is from a centre, the presumption is
in favour of its propagation from person to person. In investigating this subject, if
we trace the fever amonK persons who have had intercourse with the Aick, aud more
frequcotly in proportion as that intercourse has been close and continued; and if we
find that other persons, Ji,·ing in the same place, and under precisely the same circumstanc('s, except that they have had no known communication with the sick, do
escape the fever; we have in these facts conviuciog evidence that the disease has
been spread by such intercourse; in one word, that it is cootag-ious.
Have we, then, facts of thii;1 kind? We have, in the amplest abundance.
We find, even in hospitals, where cleanliness and ventilation arc prized and
enforced, that fever attacks many of the persons who come most often nnd most intimu.tcly in contact with those already ill of that discnse; chiefly the nurses, next the
clinical assistants and the most assiduous of the students, and the medical officers;
rarely the other patients, even in the same ward. The separation of a. few feet, if
due regard be had to ventilation, is sufficient to render the poison inoperati,•e, by
dilutinf! and diffusing it in the surrounding purer atmosphere. Three of our nursf's
in the Middlesex Hospital have fallen ill of fever during the severe ep;demic now
prevailing (1838); and two of the three have died . It is only when our wards are
unusually full of fever.patients that these disasters occur: but they happen very often
indeed, constituting: the rule rather than the exception, whcne\'er many fever-patients
arc collected together: as in hospitals which arc exclusively appropriated to their
reception, or in the fever wards of certain general hospitals. [n such places the
efilul'ia. which proceed from the bodies of the sick are, iu spite of all care, the most
abundant and the most conceotratt:d.
Dr. Welch, in his account of fe''er as it occurred in Queensbury Ilousc, in Edin burgh, which was opened for the snle use of fc\'cr-patients during the prcrnlrncc of
au epidemic in that city, in the years 1817, 1818, and 1819, has the followiug statement in poiut. "In this hospital, since it was opened (which was the year before
the time when Dr. 'Welch was writing), my frieuds, l\Jcssrs. Stephenson aud Christi son, the matron, two apothecaries in succession, the shOp-boy, washerwoman, and
thirty-eight nursrs, have been infected; and four of the nurses ha\'e died. With the
exception of but two or three nurs('s, who have been but a short time in the hospital,
I am now the only person who has 1wt caught the disease, either here, or at the
Infirmary, within the last eight or ten months."
I may quote a passage from Dr. Alison, in illustration ·of the same thing. He is
speaking of a. more recent epidemic, which occurred in Ji~dinbur~h in 1827 and 1828.
nc says: "During this epidemic, as well as in that of 1817-1819, many of the
clerks and nurses employed in the B.oyal Infirmary have taken fever. Since November l:lst, six of the clerks cmploye<l in the clinical wards only, four of those employed
in the ordinary wards, and twenty-five nurses or servants have taken fever. All these
persons had necessarily frequent and close iote.reour8C with the fever patients in the
house, having been employed more or less constantly in the fever wards, excepting:
only four of the servants. Of these four, two had been employed in the laundry
where the linen from the fever wards was washed; one was a porter employed at the
gate, who would of course have communication with the fever patients at their
entrance or dismissal, as well as with their relations coming to visit them; and one
was a. nurse employed in the servants' ward, but who was in the habit of visiting the
fever wards." Now mark the contrast. He adds, that, "in this very place and
season, those of its inhabitants who have not had intercourse with fever patients have
almost uniformly escaped the disease. Of the inhabitants of the gromul JWor of the
house, (including patients in the lock-ward,) none but those already mentioned as
having: washed the linen from the fever wards, and the barber who shaved the heads
<if the fen~r paticnUi, have taken the disease. Yet in the case of malaria." (to which
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I must apprize you that many medical men of great authority ascribe the occurronce
of continued fever) "it is the ground floor of the house that is generally found the
n1ost dangerous. No one of the nurses, whose duty has confined them to the medical
or surgica l wards where no fever patients were admitted, has taken fever, with the
single cxcepti~o of. the woman ~n the servants' ward above mentioned. And of tho
numerous patients m these ordinary wards, the only one who has taken the fever,
within my knowledge, during the present year, was a paticn~ in the men's general
clinical ward, who lay in the bed next the door that commu01cates with the clinical
fever ward. If there be mu/aria in this house, therefore, it would seem to restrict
itself in point of space, as at Queensbury-House in point of time, to the immediate
'\'icinity of fever patients." To understand this last remark you should know that, in
ordinary years, the inmates of Queensbury-IIouse escaped fever.
\Ye have similar testimony nearer home; in this metropolis. "Every physician
connected with the London Fever llouse, with one exception (writes Dr. 'l'wAedie),
has been attacked with fever; and three out of eight have died of it. Also the
resident medical officers, matrons, porters, laundresses 1 domestic servants not connected
with the wards, and every female who has performed the duties of nurse, have, one
and all, invariably, been the subjects of fever. .And to show that the disease is
capable of being engendered by fomites, or clothes, the laundresses, whose duty it is
to wash the patients' clothes, are so invariably attacked with fever, that few women
will undertake the loathsome and disgusting office."
Now it is in vain to attempt to escape from this kind of evidence, by saying that
the situation of the Fever Hospital is infected with some local miasm; for the inmates
of the Small-pox: Hospital, which is imrucdiately adjacent to it, are not affected in this

wak~~~~hnc~onot/n:es!u!·:~vc~~tb~~ff~~:n~rkk~~lJ, ~xu~n;~:d~~;t!ttb! s~~c~~e;cl?si~~:,t\~c~~

be found in the fact, that when persons, having the fever upon them, arc transferred
to some distant spot that was previously free from fever, they frequently form centres
from which the disease begins, thenceforward, to spread. It is imparted in this way,
even in the country, from family to family, and from village to village.
I wa.s summoned home from Edinburgh on account of my mother's serious iliness
with continued fever. She was liviug in a village where there was little or no fever
prevailing. While she was recovering my sister took the dis.case, and had it severely.
It had evidently been introduced into the house by a. man-servant, whose family lived
in a. neighbouring village. This family had the disease raging in their house, and he
was in the habit of going thither occasionally, and always of sending his lin en to be
washed there. He first, in our house, had the disorder, then two of the waid.servants,
and next my mother.
The cook of Trinity College, Cambridge, living in a street called the Petty Cury,
had a daughter in London who fell ill with continued fever, and who insisted upon
going home. At that time there probably was no cai:;e of fever in Cambridge: certainly none in the Petty Cury, as Dr. Haviland (who gave me this account) satisfied
himself by inquiry. The girl was very ill indeed after she reached her father's
house; but she ultimately recovered. Every inhabitant of that house, except an old,
seasoned nurse, became affected with the fever; and three or four of them died. But
no fever existed in the other houses of the same street. When one of the sick per.
sons was convalescent, it was thought that her recovery might be accelerated if she
were put into a lodging at Tr_umpiugton, a small village two or three miles from Cam.
in which there certarnly was then no fever. Ilere she and the old nurse
bridrre
0
were ~aited on by a senaut belonging to the Trumpington House. rl'lmt servunt
soon sickened of the fever, and was sent to Addeo brook's Hospital 1 where she died.
Take one more instance to the same etfect1 related by Dr. Alison. "Some yeat'l:I
ago, at a time when there was ao great number of. fev~r cases i~ Edin_burg~1, I met
with a case in the son of a shoemaker, who was lyrng rn a room rn which his father
nnd two apprentices were at work. I could not prevail upon the f?ther t~ remove his
sun to the hospital, although I stated the danger of the apprentices bcrng affected.
\\ ithin two or three weeks after, I found that the two apprentices were lying ill of
t Since this Lecture was first delivered, both these hospitals have been removed to new
situations.
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fever in thf'ir own houses: one of them two hundred ynrds, the other half a mile
distaut from the workshop, and widely distant from each other. These young men
likewise lay at home during the fever; and each of their cnses was speedily followed
by a succession of others in the inhabitants of the rooms which they occupied, and
of those immediately adjoining, who bad nenr been at the workshop. In one of
these houses seven, and in the other twelve, were thus affected. Now on the supposition of the fever being contagious, all this was to be expected, and all corresponded
to the predictions which were hazarded on that belief. But ou the supposition of
such succession of fever cases depending on miasmata, there must have been at least
two, more probably three, separate and accidentally concurring miasmata to explain
the phenomena here obsen-ed; one at the workshop, and one at each of the houses
of the apprentices; and there must have been this extraordinary coincidence that at
each of these last the malaria sprung up just at a time when a patient was lying ill
there of fever, which lJC bad apparently contracted elsewhere. Further, the three
houses in which these successions of fever cases were observed, arc in situations very
different from one another; and all of them have been, to my knowledge, perfectly
free from fever for years together, both before and since that time, notwithstanding
that fever has been much more generally prevalent, and that they have been inhabited
by successi\·e familios. What probability is there (continues Dr. Alison) that three
separate miasma.ta should have arisen in these three houses, just at the time when
their presence was required in each to produce an effect which had been foretold as
the consequence of another cause undeoiably opera.ting on all?"
If we contrast facts such as I ha>c been advaocing, with other cases, in which all
the circumstances appear to have been precisely the same, except the presence of the
alleged cause of the disease-making our observations always upon as large a scale as
possible-we approach, as nearly as the subject will admit of, to a dcmonstrafrre
proof that continued fever spreads by contagion.
The reports which were made by the accredited physicians, to a Committee of the
B ouse of Commons, respecting epidemic fever in Ireland, cont.3.in abuodant and valuable evidence on this point also. Dr. Cheyne states that the farmers and householders
in some parts of Wicklow, who would not ~iarbour or admit int? their houses strolling
pcrsoos, nor go to wakes or funerals, rcruarned free from the disease. In Ba1lytore a
committee wns formed of persons who took pains to in struct the inhabitants as to the
precautions to be observed against infection : such as refusing admission to wandering beggars, absenting themselves from wakes and other assemblies; and even, under
certain circumstances, from places of worship. These precautions were so effectual
that not a case of fever occurred. Four villages in the ncigbourhood of Lismore are
stntcd by Dr. Barker to have been preserved from the fever, chiefly by the exertions
of some Roman Catholic clergymen, who persuaded the inlu.bitants to avoid all communication with Lismore, and with another town in its vicinity, where the fever
was rife.
It was observed also that bodies of persons collected together, and fenced about by
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Jails. In the same parhament:lry report you may sec a letter from Dr.
McDon~ld, who ~ad established a fever .l1ospital at Relfast, which hospital alone, at
one pcnod, contarned 190 cases of the disease. V cry near the hospital was a school
containing 700 or 800 young persons; a poorhouse with 300 inmates; and a barrack
with 1000 soldiers. These places were never more free from fever than at that time.
Facts to the same purpose abound in the medical reports of the army and navy.
Those of the n.avy are cspec!ally v:aluable an~ instructi\-e in this matter, because the
whole of the CLrcumstanccs m which the patients are placed come under the certain
~nd imm~diatc cognizance of the medical officers ~npcrinte~1di n g them. I cannot go
mto P.art1cu!ars ~1crc, but must content myself with r?fcmng you to the writings of
Dr. Lind, Sir Gilbert Blanc,. and Dr. Trot~er. You will there find that sh ips which
had, for a great length of time, been quite free from feve r, have had that disease
spread rapidly from one individual, recently imported, so as to affect almost all the
crew. This was often the case wheo raw recruits were drafted from the rcceivino>
Rhips. It appears, from reports made to Dr. Trotter by Jiffercnt naval surgeons, and
pr1soocrs
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publisl1ed in his Mcdicina .Nautica, that the fever was conveyed to a ,...reat number
of ve~sels forming the Cl1annel li'lcet, from tl~c receiving ship called th~ C'mnbridge.
It is, moreover, found, that when persons 1ll of fever arc taken away from their
own clOEc and crowdc~ houses, and when ?-leans of purification arc employed, the
fo''er ceases to spread rn those houses. This well-aseert.'lined fact it is which <rives
to fever hospitals their greatest, nay almost their only ~alue. They would other~ise,
as we hav~ already s~en, be detrimental or dangcrou~ to all concerned with them, by
conccntratrng the poison that produces the fever; without equivalent benefit. As it
is, they cause, indecd 1 a certain amount of disease and of death; but by affordin g
opportuniti.es f~r cle?rin9 an infected neighbourhood of the seeds of the fcvcr 1 and by
so prcventrng Its d11fus10n among a large and healthy community, they save many
wore lives than they sacrifice.
You may be surprised that I should appear to labour this point; and should take
so much pains to prove what may seem to you, as I confess it seems to me, to be an
undeniable proposition. But I do so because many have denied, and do still deny it;
and plausible reasons arc given, by men of name and clrnracter, for discarding altogether the notion of continued fever being propagated by con tagion . Some even,
who ha'e bcgu~ by expressing t~1eir belief_ that t~e _disorder was contagious, have
ended by bccomrng strong, aye, violent ant1-contag1omsts. The late Dr. Armfitrong
was one of these; and there are living men, of high and deserved repute, both in
this country and abroad, who hold what I cannot help thinking erroneous - and if
erroneous, then manifestly dangerous-opinions on the subject. Chomcl informs us
that not one in a hundred of the profession in Paris believes that typhoid fever is a
communicable disease. Upon a subject so import.ant it is right that you should be
furnished with data for forming a correct and settled judgment. But I sc:trccly
expect that the facts I have now brought forward will carry the same conviction to
you all; for I agree with Dr. Christison in believing that the discrepancy which
exists upon this, as upon some other controverted questions, depeods, in part, upon
the different structure of men's minds, and their peculiar habits of thought. Most
of the anti-contagionists whom I have known have belonged to that party in this
country which advocates what arc called liberal opinions in politics and in religion.
If this should prove to be generally true, it must be regarded as n curious physchological fact.
I have laid before you some of the positiYe evidence which rz:oes to prove the contagiousnce:s of continued fever. You may naturally ask, and it is but fair that I
should tell you, what arc the arguments on the other side of the question.
First, then, it is asserted that continued fever cannot be contagious, because some,
nay many persons, who have intercourse with the sick 1 do not contract the disease.
But the force of this rc:lSoning is completely broken by the well-known fact that,
in respect of diseases which are on all hands ackaowledgcd to be contagious 1 and
which arc even propag:ablc by inoculation, small-pox for example, the same kind of
exemption notoriously happens. Some of those who so escape may have bad the
fever before; and have thereby become less capable of being re-infected by the poison.
I believe it to be uncommon for a person to have the same species of continued fever
a second time, unless he is exposed to the contagious matter in a very concentrated
state, or for a long time together. Some may, by original peculiarity of constitution,
be proof a<rainst its power; but probably in most cases, the immunity arises from the
circumstan~e that the person has been fortunate enough, or careful enough, to escape
imbibinO' an effective dose of the poison. You may breathc 1 for a good whilc 1 without mu~h hazard, an atmosphere but faintly imbued with the contagious cO:hwia;
and you may 1 with somewhat more of hazard, breathe, for a. short time, air which is
stronrr\y tainted by thcm 1 and yet go free.
Allowance must also be made, in some cases, for the effect of habit in fortifying
the system against contagion. . Persons who arc much au~ often exposed t~ these
effluvia, arc thereby seasoned, rn some degree,_t.o the_ noxious atmosphere; JUSt ~s
drunkards and opium caters ~ecom_e at len gth _impassn:c under such .a. do~e ?f their
customary stimnlus as would rntoxtcate or stuptfy a novice. Upon tins prmc1ple bas
been explained the comparative immunity from contagious discases 1 (under like circumstances of exposure,) of medical practitioners, and nurses; of the keepers of
filthy lodging-houses, while the new-coming inmates suffer; and even of prisoners,
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who, without having 1rnd the disease themselves, may ncvertliclcss carry forth and
communicate the infection: as is said to have happened at the celebrated "black

ass~l~~:'a~;u~~:,d ~h:tn~har;env:: ~~~~ltd i!a~~~t~~i~~: y~;;a~!~ ~any of those who
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come near the sick are not affected with it, bas been happily ridiculed by comparing
an epidemic to a battle. A man might say, "I was in the battle of Waterloo, and
saw many men around me fall down, and die, and it was said that they were struck
down by musket balls; but I know better than that, for I was there all the while, and
so were many of my friends, and we never were hit by any musket balls. Musket
balls, therefore, could not have been the cause of the deaths we witnessed." And
if, like the matter of contagion, they were not palpable to the senses, such a person
might go on to affirm that no proof existed of there being any such things as musket
balls.
It must uot be forgotten that this same argument, whatever may be its vali dity, is
equally potent agaiost any other general cause: against local miasma; against an undefined something in the air.
Again, the disorder docs not spread, say they, in the 110uses of the rich. But
why should it not do so, if it proceed from any cause which strict attention to cleanliness :ind ventilation docs not disarm? The fact, when rightly considered, is a strong
circumstance in favour of the theory of contagion.
Ilut then the disorder often occurs when we can trace no contap;ion : and the full
answer to this argument is to be found in the fact that the same difficulty applies to
diseases which are not only confessedly contagions, but which are believed to haYe,
now, no other source than contagion; even, as I showed you before, to small-pox.
All that the argument can amount to, is a presumption that the distemper may sometimes originate independently of contagion. A person may be exposed to the agency
of the contagious matter quite unconsciously, by coming into contact with fomites, or
by appronching another person who is just convale::cent from the disease. A nobleman died here, in the prime of life, last year, of scarlet fever. The story goes that
he bad just come to town, and was dining out, and by his side sa.t a young lady who
had just recovered from that complaint; and that from her he unwittingly receiYcd
it. A lady was attn.eked with small-pox; and pains were taken to discover how and
where she could have caught it : at length it was ascertained that, some days before,
she had sat in a carriage, while the post-horses were cbangcd, at an inn-door, near the
open wi udow of a room in which a person ill of that disorder was lying. In such a
place as this there arc a thousand unsuspected ways in which contagion may be disseminated. It may lurk in a hackney coach; you may catch the complaint from your
neighbour in an omnibus, at a theatre, or a concert, or at church; your linen may be
impregnated with the subtle poison iu the house of your laundress; or your coat may
convey it from the workshop of your tn.ilor. So that, when continued fever occurs,
it is very difficult indeed to be sure that it has not arisen from contagion; and it
becomes a very interesting question whether the disease eyer proceeds from any other
cause. It. is, however, of primary importance to determine whether it be, or be not,
communicable. By our belief in this matter the lives of our neighbours and clients
may be sand, or los_t. Even if we doubt about the ~ontagiousness of the disease, we
arc bound to act as if we had no doubt upon the subject; and I would admonish you
(although that is a lower and poorer motive) that your own reputation and success
ruay be endangered by mis~kes in this very thing. I have been told of one instance,
which way serve as a. waromg. A lady came from the country to London, to see a
sister, who was ill of fever. She asked the medical attendant if there was any danger
of infection. Ile happen7d to be a staunch nou-contagionist; and h~ said "no danger
whatever." Upon the faith of that assurance, the lady resolved to sit up with, and to
nurse her sister; but ehe fell sick herself of the disease, and died. I believe this
did not shake the medical man's opinion. Ile attributed the mischance to some local
minsm. But he could not persuade the lady's friends of this. They maiotained that
her death lay at his door j and whether they were right or wrong, the affair was 80
much talked of, and was so injurious to him, that he was obliged to leave that part
of the town, and to seek for practice elsewhere.
I\fan,r sporadic case& occur of fe?rile disorder, which do ~ot belong to the category
of contrnued fevers, and yet arc liable to be confounded with them. All the phlcg~
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masire are attended with p):rCxia, and tlrn local inflam~ation may b<.l i::1ight, or very
ob~curely marked, and easi ly overlooked; but the fcbnle symptoms arc wueh tbe
same as those which constitute the more inflammatory forms of typhoid fever. Io
li.ke manner .sev~re bodily injuries, ~om pound fra.ctures for example, sometimes givo
me to constitut1onal symptoms precisely resemblmg the most prominent phenomena.
of th.:i later stages of typhus fever. Excluding all such spurious resemblances of the
genuine disease, I confess my own opinion to be, that continued fever, like small-pox
and measles, originates, in all cases, from a specific poison. With respect to all these
disorders, I conceive that, in every large community, there is constantly kept up a.
sufficient stock of contagious matter, to act as a sort of leaven, whenever circumstances favourable to the development of the disease as an epidemic, ruay chauce to
arise.
Continued fever bas been ascribed, by those who deny its origin in contagion, to
certain other causes; some of which demand attention, not merely on account of the
interest that belongs to the whole inquiry, but nl:so because they really arc important
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by the effiuvia. constantly proceeding from the human body, even when healthy, if
these effluvia arc accumulated and condensed by the crowding together of many persons in close, dirty, and ill-ventilated places. It is unquestionable that, when once
introduced, the disease spreads, under such circumstances, with fearful rapidity; but
the point at issue is, whether it be ever so caused de novo. I must refer you, for
good evidence that it is not so engendered, to Dr. Bancroft's book on the yellow
fever. Ile shows that typhus fever does not spring up in places where it could
scarcely fail to appear if that theory were true. Ile instances the natives of the
Arctic regions, who, in order to shelter themselves against the extreme cold of their
climate, live during the grea.ter part of the year in close subterraneous dwellings,
from which the fresh air is studiously excluded, and of which the atmosphere becomes so offensively fou l as to be scarcely endurable by a stranger; yet continued
fever is not known among them. A similar exemption from that disease is observed
within the tropics, in the African slave ships, where "the poor wretches are crowded
together below the deck, as close as they can possibly lie, in a sultry climate, barred
down with iron, to prevent insurrection." Although many of them die from suffocation, and from fluxes, yet Dr. Trotter, who was himself, at one time, surgeon to a
slave ship, declares th;:.t "contagious fevers are not their diseases." Dr. Bancroft
quotes also a narrative of the sufferings of 193 Emopeans, who, during the time of
the first French revolution, were "deported" to Cayenne, in the Decade frigate.
They were crowded, and even squeezed together, in so small a space, and for so long
a time, that the sentinels, who were placed at the hatchways to guard them, and who
were thus exposed to the hot and fcctid air which came from their l10lc of coofinemcnt1 demanded that their period of offensive duty might be shortened. Yet none
of these miserable persons perished, nor did fever, properly so called, arise among:
them. ~either did that distemper present itself in any of the sun·ivors of the black
hole at Calcutta; the frightful account of which, by one of those survivors, Mr.
Howell, is abstracted in an appendix to Dr. Bancroft's work.
Fever used to infest our English jails; but that it was always imported, and never
engendered there by filth and defecti,·e ventilation, and ~y the accumulation of h?~:in
effluvia, may be concluded from the fact that the bencrnlCnt How:lrd, when he VlSlted
the prisons on the continent1 found, to his great surprise, that they were free from
fevcr 1 although they were uo less close, crowded, and impure than our own. H~
brin"S the result of his observations and inquiries concerning the cause of the jailfeveG to this poin~d concl~sion: - "If it wc~·e aske~," says he, "what is th~ cause
of the jail-fever, 1t would rn general be readily rcphcd, the want of fresh atr and
cleanliness; but as I have found in some prisons abroad, cells and dungeons as offensive and dirty as any I have observed in this country, where, however, this distemper
was unknown, I am obliged to look out for some additional caw;e for its production"
-which additional cause can be no other than the contagious poison emanating: from
the bodies of those who have the fever. It is true that fever is most frequently met
with, and most n~pidly propagated, w~1ere men are crowded togctl~cr, in ja.ils.1 or in
close anJ ill veutdatcd places; but this affords no reason for Rupposrng that 1t is ever
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grnerated t11ere, any more (to use a homely illustration of Dr. Bancroft's) than tbe
general prevalence of lice and other parasitic vermin in such places, proves that these
vermin are generated by filth, by pent-up human cfiluvia, and by want of ventilation,
instead of being merely fostered thereby.
Again, continued fever bas been attributed, with great confidence, to a vitiated state
of the air, from the putrefaction of dead animal and vegetable substances. Dr. Bancroft deals with and demolishes this error also; showiug that neither the putrid atmosphere of dissecting-rooms (respecting which you must ha\'C some p<:rsonal experience), nor the noisome effluvia from full and ill-conducted burial-grounds, nor those
to which tallow·chandlers, soap.boilers, glue and cat-gut makers, and the mcltcrs of
wbalc-blubbcr, arc exposed, nor the fou l air of sewers and privie9, haYe ever been
known to produce anything like continued fever. In some parts of Essex, near the
coast, where the farmers arc in the habit of manuring their fields with shoals of sprats,
I have seeu large tracts covered with these fish in a. state of putrefaction. The stench
th ey occasion is horrible ; but no disease results. Dr. Chisholm, in a paper to wliich
I can on ly refer, but which I would recommend you to look at, in the sixth volume
of the Edinburgh 1ll edical and Surgical Journal, brings forward other and \'cry satisfactory instances, to the same purpose: from a booe manufactory, near Bitton, in
Gloucestershire; from an establishment (now relinquished) on the banks of the A''on,
for converting the flesh of dead animals into adipoeire; from manufaetories for refiniog
sugar, where thi.> blood of slaughtered animals, obtained from butchers, is kept for that
use; from the leather.dressing busiuess;-all tending, I say, to the conclusion, that
air, cootaminated by the decomposition of animal substances, is not necessarily even
noxious to life; still less productive of that specific disease which we arc now consi·
dcring. The old belief, therefore, was unfounded, that the exhalations from the dead
and putrefying bodies of men and horses, lying unburied on the field of battle, are
sufficieut and likely to produce a pestilential feyer. Many instances to the contrary
are on record: one, of an early date, is thus stated by JJiemcrhroel.;:-"Anno 1642, in
agro J uliaccnsi maxima stragcs facta est, et ad minimum 8000 militum occisi fuerunt,
prreter majorem adhue famulorum, rusticorum, aurigarum, puerorum et mulierum ouwerum, atquc equorum copiam innumerabilem: corpora inhumata sub dio computrucrunt, nulta tameo pestis insecutaest."
)!ind, l neither deny nor doubt that filth, foul air, and the gaseous products of
uuimal aud vegetable decomposition, arc things hurtful to health; or that they are
capable, especially when intense and concentrated, of causing l!l~rious disease, and even
death . Every now and then some startling proof. of this noxious power is forced upon
our uotice. l well remember the stir occasioned by th e sudden outbreak of a violent
disorder among the boys in a large school at Clapham about 20 years ago. Nearly a
score of them were all at oocc attacked with most alarming symptoms, and two of
them died, in consequence of tile opening of an old ccss-pool behind the house, and
the dis~ribution of its foul contents over a garden adjoining their play-ground. The
complarnt thus produced was not, howeYcr, continued fever, but a sort of cholera.
V~ry_rceently a formidable endemic malady, arising, there is reason to believe, from
a similar cause, broke out in the neighbourhood of the cloisters of 'Vestminster Abbey:
and a panic for some days pervaded this end of the town, respecting the "'\\'estmin·
ster !?ever." 'l'he distemper proved fatal in four or fi,·e instances. But, although it
was attended with febrile symptoms, it was totally unlike (at least the caf!C of it which
I saw, and those of which I heard the most, were totally unlike) any form of continued
fever that, during no yery short 01· scanty experience, bas ever fallen under my obser·
vation. The disorder was such as certain poisons are known to excite in the animal
econo~y.
Within the space of eleven days it affected upwards of thirty persons;
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all, of the .houses in which the disease occurred. It did not spread further or afterward~ . \\hat I do doubt-though I would not venture absolutely to deny-is, that
~c.n1:1rne continued fever-that typhus, typhoid, or relapsing fever-has ever such an
ongrn. I agree with Dr. Guy-whose interesting report upon th e health of night~en, scavengers, and dustmen is well worth your perusal in connexion with this subJCct-I agree with him in believing that "filth is r.i.ther the nurse than the parent
of fever :" but I am not persuaded of the correctness of his final conclusion, that, "in
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extreme cases, fo\•cr may be bred of filth." The sanitary measures which arc now in
con~emplation. by the government are ~eserving of all praise and help. To cleanse, to
d.r~rn, to vcnt1lat~ all parts, and espcc1ally the poor~r and most populous parts, of our
cities and towns, ts to pro.mote thctr ge_neral salubrity, and to ~ortify them, as well as
human prudence can fortify them, agamst the ravages of pestilential disease, which
are far greater than even those of war. But, in my judgment, it is wiser and safer to
advocate those mcas.urcs, ?~t upo~ the dispute~ opinion that epidemic fever may be
engc~dcrcd by the 1mpunt~es which they are mtended to banish, but upon the unq~cst1ou.a~le fact that fcve: ts fostered and spread through those impurities. The specific cxc1tmg cause o~ continued fev~r ca_irnot perhaps be utterly expelled or precluded;
but when present m a commumty, it may be rendered comparatively harmless
by takiu$ away the main conditions of its morbiferous efficacy, and of its faculty of
propagation.
It has been said that fever is produced by some unknown condition of the air, imperceptible by our senses, but distinct from contagion. I believe this is a. very
popular notion; but it is perfectly gratuitous and untenable, and inconsiste nt with
observed facts. You may have fever raging in certain parts of a. town, and yet the
parts in the immediate vicinity of these be quite exempt from it. Now this could
hardly be, if there were some general property diffused through the common atmosphere capable of engendering continued fever; and, as I stated before, this notion
is severely pressed by one of the arguments which the non-coutagionists themselves
are fond of employing. If the disease depend upon contagion, some persons in the
community may come less near the sick, or imbibe a less dose of the contagious
poison, than others, and so escape; but if the cause of fever were spread abroad
throughout the whole atmosphere, all must be exposed to its influence, and few, we
may suppose, could a.void suffering from its operation .
.Exposure to cold is another cause to which fever has been sometimes attributed.
But this is an agency so widely prevalent, that if it alone could excite fever, that
complaint would be far more general thau it really is, and we should be able to trace
it oftener and more distinctly than we can, to the alleged cause. That cold, by its
debilitating effect, may predispose the body to be affected by the contagion of fever,
I well believe: and the same remark is applicable to another cause that has been assigned; namely, deficiency of nourishment. Dr. Alison, in hi s admirable essay On
the Jlfunagement of the Poor of Scotland, has clearly proved that the prevalence of
contagious fever amongst the lower orders is always in direct proportion to their state
of physical destitution. The association of pestilence with famine is proverbial.
But we do not find that continued fever is ever created by the mere want of nutri·
meat. In persons who have sought to starve themselves to death- among sailors
who have of necessity been kept upon very short allowances of food - in cases of
isolation by snow storms, or by the accidental closure of a mine-we find, indeed,
that disease is produced by the privation of nourishment; but it is not continued
fever. The condition into which the sufferers arc brought is more like scurvy. So
that although the want of sufficient aliment may be, and doubtless is, a powerful
auxiliary in promoting the effect of the contagious poison, there is no ground for
supposing that it ever primarily or solely occasions fever.
In fact, all the circumstances which I have now been considering act as predisposing causes. They render the human body an easier prey to the real exciting
cause, which is a specific animal poison. You will rema:k that. tl~e~ ar~ all drbi~i
tating circumstances; and w~1cr~ se.ve:al of t~em. co-exist, thctr ~omt. rnfluencc m
subduin"
the system, and brrngmg it into subJect1on to the contagion, 1s very great.
0
For the same reason, depression of spirits, however produced, has a strong prcdis·
posing effect; as strong, perhaps, as any other single ca~sc .. 0.f this I have sec~,
if I mistake not, some remarkable examples. Upon this pr10c1ple we ma.y cxpla10
the fact, that continued fever. is ~specially apt ~ attack those of ~h~ lower ?lasses
who have recently come to reside m the metropolis; who arc often hvrn g nnx1onsly,
and with persons to whom. they were .n?t prc~iously kno~n. We have had_ n:imerous
opportunities, in the hospital, of not1crng this curious c1rcumstance: ~nd. 1t ts mentioned by almost all the French writers on. fever. To the s~me principle. also we
must attribute the tendency to fall down rn fever, observed Ill young soldier& and
sailors. You will find statements to that effect in Dr. Trotter's works, and in those
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of Dr. Lind and of Sir Gilbert Blane. When fever appears in a ship, the raw sailors
are always the soonest attacked by it; and it is the same with the recruits in the land

service.

In a defeated, dispirited, or retreating army, its ravages are often

frightf~I. Ilere we have combined, fatigue, a deficiency of wholesome food, ancf mental
depression.
Ilowcver paradoxical the a13sertion may seem, a predisposing cause may even be
applied, and operate, after the exposure to the exciting cause- and so render the
latter effective when it might not, otherwise, have been so. Dr. Russell observed the
plague sometimes to u hang ambiguously" about persons for several days. In this
state, an overheated bath, or a sudden impression of fear, especially fear of the disease, has roused the lurking poison into activity. It is a suggestion of Dr. Ilenry's
that atmospheric variations may call into action contagiom'J poisons already admitted
into the system, but not yet manifested by the usual phenomena: and, operating
thus over a wide space, and upon numbers at .once, may occasion those sudden and
violent outbursts of epidemic disease, of which numerous examples are on record.
You must, I think, perceive the importance of distinguishing between the one
exciting cause and the many predisposing causes of fever. Both may be combated,
with more or Jess prospect of success. Some of the latter arc mostly beyond our
absolute control. We cannot hope to prevent or remedy extensive destitution; nor
to separate it effectually from its concomitants of filth and despondency of mind.
But we may, by timely diligence, root out the specific contagion, or confine it within
narro'" bounds. When the sick can be at once removed from their crowded homes
to a fever hospital, and their impure apartments ventilated, cleansed, and whitewashed,
the disc:isc may often be kept in check, if not entirely stopped; and the yet healthy
persons of the infected district be preserved from its grasp. For, as I stated before,
there is reason to believe that the poison, unless pent up, docs not remain active at
any grca.t distance from the person from whom it proceeds; not even many yards, or
feet. It is very rare, I apprehend, to meet with instances of the disease being communicated in the open air. It is almost always caught, if at all, in the interior of
houses. It is extremely uncommon for it to extend from one bed to another in our
general hospitals, where great attention is paid to cleanliness and ventilati.on. 'l'he
noxious qualities of the poison are diminished, and at length destroyed, by its dilution
with comruon air, just as those of other gaseous poisons arc: and hence, in private
houses, in the better ranks of society, where the rooms are spacious and airy, and
proper precautions arc taken, the disease hardly ever spreads.
What arc those proper precautions? They are simpl e, and may be stated in -rery
few words.
Where choice can be made, a large apartment should be selected for the sick person.
Unless the weather be very hot, there should be a fire in the room, for it acts as a
ventil ator. ~he air of the chamber should be kept fres~ by having a window, or a
door (accordrng to the weather) always open; or both wrndow and door. Bed and
window curtains, carpets, uad all superfluous articles of furniture should be removed.
Great diligence should be used in keeping the patient clean, by the requisite ablutions,
and by frequently changin g his sheets and his body linen; and these should be
immersed at once in water; and a11 discharges from the sick person's body should be
instantly carried out of the room.
All unncces:;:ary intercourse with the patient, by his family and friends, should, for
his sake, as well as for theirs, be forbidden. As life advances, the susceptibility of
the disease appears to diminish; for which reason the nurses and personal attendants
of the patient should not be very young: and all who do approach the sick bed should
take care to avoid, as much ns possible, inhaling the patient's breath, or the emana.
tions which proceed from hi s person. Friends who visit the apartment at intervals
only, should never enter itfasti11g.
And in aid of the simple measures I have just recommended, but by no means
instctid of them, you may, if you please, employ the chioridc of lime, or the chloride
of zinc, or the nitrate of lead, or freshly burned charcoal, which have been vaunted
as "disinfecting" :1gents; though no conclmsi\•e evidence has yet been advanced of
their possess ing anything more than the very useful and convenient property of
destroying noisome smells. People hang a bag of camphor round their necks, and
think themsekcs safe against infection. The mental confidence which that expedient
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cal.culatcd to inspire, may perhaps afford some degree of protection : but camphor
bas, Ill reality, no prophylactic virtue: and all these artificial scents arc objectionable,
inasmuch as they tend to conceal offensive odours which wight otherwise reveal the
actual danger.
Most of wh.at has now b.ecn dcliv~red respectin~_the contagiouPi nature of continued
fever, was written and delivered while I yet conccived that there was but one .species
of tl~at disorder. You may natura~ly desire to k~ow whether the same contagious
quality belongs to all the three species of fever which the progress of medical science
has since compelled me to recognize - to the typhoid, the typhus, and the relapsing
fever :. and if so, whether these are all equally contagious: and again, whether they
all spnn.g from the same poison, or whether each is caused by its proper virus on ly.
I believe that they all are contagious : I believe that the contagious property is
not equally intense in them all: a.nd I _believe that one spcciei:i of fever cannot generate
another, but that each is produced solely and exclusively by its like : that typhus
always propagates typhus1 and never typhoid or relapsing fever - and so of the rest.
Let us take the last of these propositions; for the proof of it must include the proof
of the first also.
Upon this point wc are again indebted to Dr. Jenner for the most satisfactory
evidence that has yet been collected. He noticed, as others have done, that whichever of the three species was 1 in its turn, prevalent in epidemic abundance, cases of
the other two were intermixed; and that these retained without change or modification their characteristic features. There were no transition forms; nothing like
graduation of one species into another. He also took pains, during the years 18-17,
1848, and 1849, to track the in-patients of the !;'ever llospital to their several homes;
and he found that where more than one fever patient came from the same family
or the same house, they all presented the same species of fever. Ile thus traced 208
patients from i5 different sources of infection, with one exception only to the rule
ju::.t stated : and this sole exception admitted of an explanation so rea.<)vuable, that it
could scarcely be said to militate against the general inference.
You may read his evidence in full, in the 33rd volume of the ..llcdt1.,, ·Chirurgicul
Transactio11s .
.Now this great truth attests conclusively the specific difference of the three diseases. It had suggested itself to other minds, but had never been so successfully
worked out. Dr. Alison, in his description of the epidemic relapsing fever of 18333-1:, says, "Patients with two kinds of fever, not to be clearly distinguished from one
another in the early stage, are daily admitted; and each of these forms of fever
appears to be easily com,muuicated in the hospital itself, to convalesce11ts from the
othet. 11 Dr. Henderson, writing in the 6lst volume of the Edinburglt ..llcdical and
Surgical Journal upon the same epidemic, states that iu nine instances the same
persons had exhibited the epidemic (or relapsing) form, and typhus, within a very
short time. Il e concludes "that the two forms of fever do not acknowledge a common origin; that they are not propagated indifferently from the sawe sources of infection; that the one will not produce the other."
In corroboration of the same eouelusion, Dr. Bartlett adduces the remarkable, and
otherwise inexplicable fact, "that for the long period of the last thirty or forty years,
in the city of J'aris, and throughout New Eng~and, where this. subject has be~u most
carefully studied, only one of these forms of disease has prevailed, to the entire and
absolute exclusion of the others."
'1'his being so, the likelihood increases that continued fever never arises except
from contagion. Also, since the same person may have. each of ~hcsc separate diseases, it will probably be found, as more exact obs.ervat1ons multiply, that the cases
in which the same person suffers the same fever twice, are not more numerous thau
those in which small.pox, measles, or scarlet feTer repeat themselves. Dr. Jenner
has never known the same individual to be affected twice with typhus fever. A secon d
attack of the typhoid form I believe to be quite as rare . "It is uuiversally acknow~
Jed(J'ed (says Dr. Ilenderson) among those who haYe had much to do with typhus,
that au attack bestows immunity from the disease for a long time at least afterwards.
I have myself eeen no example of a repetition or recurreuee of typhus during the
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persistence of the s:i.me epidemic, and epidemics of typlrns usually last between two
and three ycars. 11 Ile bears similar testimony in regard to the rclapsinµ- fever.
Of the three, typhus fe,·cr appears to be the most readily comniunicablc from
person to person. Dr. Jenner holds typhoid fever to be contagious," but infinitely
less so than typhus." Tbc Scottish records of relapsing fever dcmonstrnte its strong
tendency to spread.
I shall speak of the treatment of continued fever when we next meet.

LECTURE LXXXVI.
Continued Fever, concluded. Treatment.
Small-pox. Its essential symptoms.
Distinction i"nto disc;rete and confluent. Periods and modes in tcliich it proues
fatal.
•
TnE treatment of continued fever has been, at all times, a stumbling-block to young
practitioners; and a subject of dispute even among physicians who haYc built it upon
their own experience. Before I attempt to trace out any plan, or to lay down any
principles for your guidance, it may be useful to iuquire how it happens that the
practice in this disease has been so fluctuating and unsettled.
In the first place, then, it is very difficult to estimate the value and efficacy of any
particular plan of treatment, and still more of any particular remedial substances, in
this disease. Continued fever, of whatever specie!!, like other disorders \Vhich run a
definite course, and ha'\'C no direct or necessary operation in spoiling the structure of
vital organs, lms a strong natural tendency to terminate in health. We see this tendency when the disease is left entirely to itself, and it equally exists when remedies
arc employed to regulate its course, or to abbreviate its durJtion. No one can doubt,
who has had much experience in fever, that this tendency is sometimes thwarted by
the niniia <..'1Lra rnedici,· and that patients get well in spite of the well-meant but
mischievous interference of the Doctor. This tendency to recover is a constant
source, therefore, of fallacy in our observations upon the bcl10:1.viour of this disease
under different plans of treatment; and upon the effects and utility of remedies. It
leads us, too often, into the danger of ascribing to drugs wlrnt is really due to the
workings of nature; of confounding- antecedents and sequences with causes and
effects; of counting recoveries as cures. And this danger is increased by the circumstance that continued fever, although it observes a C('rtain definite course, is
nevertheless liable, even when left altogether to itself, to sudden and remarkable
chmiges in tlie .~ymptoms, sometimes for the worse, and sometimes for the better; and
often we cannot perceive any obvious reason for these fluctuations. But if this
happen when no medicine is given, so also will it linppen when the disease is submitted to treatment; and it requires more than a little care and discretion to avoid
attributin~ the changes which so occur to the remedy which was last employed.
For
example, the abatement or cessation of headache, after a few days have elapsed, is a
natural phenomenon; whereas an inexperienced or a careless person might easily persuade himself that it had yielded to his method of treatment, and that it was a favourable omen: neither of which conclusions would, however, be warranted by the circumstance upon which it was founded.
There is yet another source of difficulty connected with the subject. I have shown
you that not only individual cases of fever, but different epidemics, vary much in their
character; nay, that different epidemics may consist of diseases, which though heretofore accounted the same, are really and specifically distinct in kind; so that a plan
,f treatment which was well suited to one epidemic, may be improper and even hurtr,11 if indiscri111ately applied in another.
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These considerations may serve in some mensurc to teach us 11ow it bas happened
that so many dijj'ercnt, and sometimes opposite remedies and modes of treatment have
been recommended by different practitioners for the cure of continued fever. Tho
distinctions established by Dr. Jenner, while they somewhat disturb our previous confidence in the teachings of past experience on this subject, will render all future experience more exact, and probably more uniform also.
The natural tendency to a termination in health was very plainly visible in tho
epidemic fever in Ireland, to which I have more than once referred; and which was
apparently relapsing fever. rl'he mortality among the patients who were placed in
sheds upon straw, and left with very little medical care, and even without any great
personal attention. from others, was very small indeed. No one can form even an
approximate judgment of this tendency,.wbo has not seen the disease under several
varieties of practice. Doubtless one rule which we derive from a clear perception of the
same tendency is, that we should not interfere unnece$sar£ljj. AO'im.,. rffp~ -ro.. JiOVO'ljp.Ma.
~vo (says Ilippocrates), (,)'J'f"-m", ~ft~ ,llACl.J'{-rav. Two objecta arc to be kept in view in the
treatment of diseases : first, that we do the patient good; secondly, that at least we
do him 110 ltarm. In all these cxanthcrnata, he must be reckoned the safest and the
best practitioner who knows when to abstain from acting, as well as when to act; in
other words, who has learned when, and to what extent, the case may be left to the
salutary processes of nature.
However, there is au opposite error to that of mischievous activity. 'l'he tendency
to recovery which manifests itself under different modes of treatment, and even in
spite of opposite modes, has induced, in some minds, a degree of scepticism as to the
utility of any remedies, that may easily be carried too far. It docs not follow, because
the majority of patients under continued fever would at length emerge into health,
although no remedial measures were employed, that the disease ought therefore to be
abandoned to what Cullen call::; the vis 'niedicatrix natun~. It is not quite correct
to say, with the older pathologists, that the whole disorder is merely an effort of nature
to throw off something noxious to the system, and tlterlf01·c is not to be interfered
with. The true view of the matter I apprehend to be that which a toxicologist
might take. The disease is produced by a poison of which the injurious impression
upon the animal economy at length ceases, or passes off, of itself; in the same manner,
only more slowly, as the influence of a dose of opium will spontaneously pass away.
But during the natural course of the fever, as in many other cases of poisoning,
morbid processes arc apt to be set up, which, if suffered to proceed unchecked, would
inflict irreparable injury upon important organs, and which are fairly within the scope
of curative management. 'l'cndcncies accompany, or conditions surviYc the fever,
which remedial measures, opportunely and judiciously applied, avail to oppose and to
control. Our object must be, when the fever is once established, to conduct it to a
favourable close; to "obviate the tendency to death." Upon this point I agree most
entirely with Pitcairn, who, being asked what be thought of a certain treatise on
fevers, declared, "I do not like fever curers. You may 91iide a fever; you cannot
cure it. What would you think of a pilot who attempted to quell a storm ? either
position is equally absurd. In the storm you steer the ship as well as you can; and
in a fever you can only employ patience and judicious measures to meet tbc difficulties
of the case. 11
When some immediate change ensues in the symptoms or in the feelings of .the
patient upon the administration of remedies that arc generally followed by sensible
effects, we arc warranted in ascribing the change to those remedies. lfot even here
comes in the fallacy already not.iced, arising from the sudden and spontaneous c~an~cs
that arc apt to occur in fever: and this fallacy is to be got over only by mult1plymg
our observations.
After all, the best gui.dc tha~ you.can have in. detcri~in~o~ upon the .general p~in.
ciple of treatment in a given cp~de°:11c 1 or even rn. an .rnd1v.1~ual case, 1s ~hat w~1ch
Dr. Alison bas so ably enforced m bis lectures and m his wntmgs upon this subject.
I mean the observed tendency to this or that mode of dying. The manner and
circumstances of the deaths, arc of ruore practical importance than of the recoveries.
After briefly passing in review some of the principal remedies that have ?ecn em·
ployed and recommended for this disease, I propose to sketch the plan which l am
myself in the habit of pursuing in the management of fovcr patients.
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. It was once a favourite practice with physiciaDs to attempt to cul short the fever at

its outset : and the two expedients which were chiefly relied upon for that 1rnrpose
were emetics, and the cold offusion. They have both of them, in this country, gone
very much out of fashion . In truth, neither reason nor experience encourages us to
look for such a result from such measures . If fever depend (as I believe it docs) upon
a poison in the bloo<l, it is not to be dislodged by the act of vomitin~, nor washed out
by tlrn forcible dc~ccnt of cold water upon the skin : and in the few instnnccs in
which the one or the other of these remedies ma.y have seemed to arrest a fever, or to
check its progress, that effect has always occurred at the very commencement of the
complain t: so that we cannot be sure (and the probability lies the other way) that
these were really cases of fever at all, or that they would not have ceased even if
nothing had been done for them. Perhaps· emetics may, in the present day, be too
much neglected. I have no notion of their stopping the fever; but when given early,
especially if gastric disturbance be a prominent symptom, they are sometimes followed
by a marked abatement of nrnny morbid sensations. "It is astonishini:r." says the
observant Syclcnham, "how it happens that a vomit, which docs not produce either a
large or a morbid discharge from the stomach, should so materially relieve the
nausea, restlessness, anxiety, and furred tongue of the patient."
The cold affusion is not more effectual in cutting fever short than the treatment by
emetics; and it has this {!?Cat disadvantage, that it fatigues and alarms the patient:
and when the vital powers arc naturally feeble, or :ire much depressed by the disease,
the very shock of the affusion may be attended with injurious consequences.
A modification of this expedient is, however, often of great use in abating the
morbid heat, and soothing the uneasy feelings of the patient. I mean the practice
of cold or tepid i:.ponging of the surface. This is one of the remedies which, when
the symptoms appear to indicate it, deserves to be tried; and the propriety of continuing or of disco ntinuing it may be determined by a very simple test, namely, the
feelings nnd wishes of the patient himself respecting it. Speaking generally, it is
less eligible in that form of fever which we must henceforth call typhus, and it is
chiefly adapted to tbc typhoid disease.
Great controversies have been maintained in regard to the effects of blood-letting
in fever. They who hold that the fever consists in a general disturbance of the system, growing out of some local inflammation, and they especially who bclieYe that
continued fever is nothing else than inflammation of tlrn bro.in and its mcmbrane!'l,
would naturally seek to cure it by the remedies of inflammation. But although local
inflammation, and even inflammati on of the brain, is very apt to spring up in the
course of continued fever, there is no reason for thinking that inflammation a11y wltere
is ess<'ntial to the fever; but very much reason for the opposite opinion. The active
use of blood-lettin g has been in favour and out of favour, with the medical world,
r.gain and again: and this very circumstance would of itself make us doubt the
propriety of its indiscriminate adoption.
The late Dr. Armstrong gave a strong and unfortunate impulse to the practice of
free blood-letting in continued fever, by the publication of his well-known and ingenious treatise on the disease. I have no doubt that great mischief was done by that
work. l may say so without scruple, i:iince Dr. Armstronf!; is gone, and neither his
feelings, nor his success, can be hurt by the expression of such an opinion; and I do
so the rather, because it is well kuown here that Dr. Armstrong saw reason, as his
experience increased, to qualify those views respecting the nature and management
of fever, which his earlier observation of it in the country had led him to form. 'fhis
change in his sentiments was probably justified and produced by a specific difference
in the char:icter of the fevers that he subsequently witnessed; but it does not appear
in his book. You have heard me state already that whereas the fevers which occurred
in London for some time previously to the year 1831 or 1832, not on ly bore, but
sometimes even required, the abstraction of blood, in one way or another,-since that
period, and especially since the epidemic cholera began to visit us, it has been necessary to absta in , whenever we could with safety, from taking blood at all: and still
more necessary, even if we take away blood with one hand, to uphold the patient with
the other; , .. bile, in the former period, wine and stimulants of all kinds seemed generally superfluous, if not pernicious. Typhoid fenr I believe to have been predominant during my earlier, typhus during my later experience.
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Dr. Robert Williams, of St. Thomas's Hospital, has shown, very clearly I think, in
his excellent W1,>l'k on " Morbid Poisons," that the evidence ngainst tho f'fficacy and
the safety of bleeding in continued fever-of bleeding largely, I mean, from the arm,
for outweighs that in its favour: and I venture to advise you, as the result of all that
I have seen of the disease in London and elsewhere, uot to draw blood from a vein,
even early, merely because the disease is or appears to be fever; not to order venm·
section unless there be some other manifest reason for it-unless, i.e., the febrile
symptoms run unusually high, or unless some local inflammation is unequivocally pre·
sent : and, when you do bleed, do not take a drop of blood more than seems absolutely
necessary to answer the desired end. Bleed your patient, therefore, if at all, in the
upright posture.
Purgatives-What arc we to say in general with respect to them? This, I belicv,1
- that the intestines should be cteared by an active aperient in the outset; and that
laxatives should be continued if the bowels do not act every day without them. When
however the vital power is much depressed, and when tho symptoms indicate or
threaten ulceration of the intestinal glands, purgatives certainly ought not to be
pressed.
~\Iuch contrariety of opinion has prevailed also among practitioners, and does prevail, about the administration of -mercury in this disorder. Without attempting to
strike the balance between these conflicting judgments, it is my business and
duty to state my owu belief, to tell you what is the result of my own observation,
upon this and other disputed points. ] must repeat, then, that my practice bas
altered, in several particulars, within the last few years. In thll fevers which I
treated, or saw others treat, iu London, prior to the appearance of tue more recent
epidemics, mercury, in one shape or another, was almost constantly prescribed; and
a great number of the patients were brought, sooner or later, under the specific opera·
tion of that minerai: and in these patients (with one exception only, where the mercury appeared to do neither good nor harm) a decided 1·mproveme11t was almost imme·
diately apparent upon the snpen•ention of soreness of the mouth; and all such patients
ultimately recovered. I am aware, however, and I wish you to be aware, of an
alleged source of fallacy in this matter. The gums in that variety of fever to which
1 am at present referring, did not readily take on the mercurial action; and it rn.igh~
lie (though such is not my own impression), it might be that the affection of the
niouth by mercury was attributable to the mildness or to the cessation of the disease,
rather than the cessation of the disease to the effects of the mercury upon the system :
that the improvement was tho cause, and not the consequence, of the mercurial
action.
la the form of fever that is now epidemic (1838), I do not think mercury so
proper. Last year the spotted (i. e. typhus) fever broke out in a patient of mine
while be was in the hospital, and while his gums were sore. I found, upon inquiry
at that time, that of tweke fevcr·patients who had been recently treated in tho
hospital, by my colleagues and myself, with mercurials in greater or _less quantity,
four had died, io all of whom the gums were affected: whereas, of sixteen others,
who took no mercury, three ooly died; and of these three, one was pulscless at her
admission, from uterine hremorrhage, and the other two were so feeble and exhausted
that they were scarcely able to swallow. I should give mercury therefore very
cautiously, if at all, in fever that is marked by the mulberry rash.
Besides a careful enforcement of the antiphlogistic regimen, my own mode of treating continued fever is somewhat of this kind. ~ a1:11 always desirous tl~at the patient's
ltair should be cut off. The mere removal of it 1s often attended with benefit; the
headache and l:onfusion of thought are relieved, and the patient is calmed. We can
then also, with much greater co~venie~ce and c~ect, apply cold washes to the head.
Patients sometimes demur to this shavrng of their heads; but t.hcy generally consent
if you explain to them th.at their hair will at length fall off, rn eonsC'JUCnce of the
fever; and thn.t. the head, 1f on that account only, had b~tter b.c shave~ at once. 'fht:l
head an<l shoulders should be somewhat raised, and thrn strips of hocu, kept constantly wet with some cold lotion, should be constantly appliC;d upon the forehead
and scalp. It shou!d.be t~e busi.ness of one person t? attend to this. You would be
.
6 urpriscd at the rapidity ~1th wluc~ the cloths sometnues dry.
Now with regard to this remedial measure you need not have any difficulty. It
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will do good, and should be steadily employed, !l-O long as it is gratrful to thefcrli112s
of the patient; and it tcill, generally, be pleasant and agreeable to him so long as tho
head remains ruorbidly hot. If the temperature of the scalp be not above the natural
standard, and especially if the cold application make him shivery or uneasy, and gi,·e
him annoyance inst-Oad of comfort, then it must be at once discontinued.
If the patient suffered intense headache, and his face were flushed and the heat of
the surface great, and he were wildly delirious, and his pulse were ful1 and hard, I
might perhaps deem it right to take blood from his arm, while he sat up. But even
under these circumstances I should generally think it better to apply leeches to his
temples, or behind his ears, or to remove a few ounces of Llood from his neck by
means of cupping·glasscs, and at the same time to apply assiduously the cold lotion.
Th e combinrition of headache with delirium warrants the suspicion that inflammatory
mischief may be going on in the brain. Dr. J enn er observes, of all these species of
fever, that " after the patient beco mes delirious he never complains of headach e, and
rarely admits its existence even when questioned concerning it; while in cases of
intracranial inflammation headache is constantly and even loudly complained of, after
del irium has commcnced. 11
Io the outset of the disease, and while its species may as yet be uncertain, if the
bowels have not been already purged by nature or by art, it will be right to give three
or four gra ins of caloruel at once, and to follow up this dose by a senna draught.
After that, in the earlier period of the fever, especially if the alvine discharges are
scanty, dark.coloured, or otherwise of unnatural appearance, a couple of grains of
calomcl, or four or fire grains of the hgdrargyrnrn ('Um creta, may very properly be
prescribed, in pills, three or four times a day. And the common saline draught will
generally be useful and refreshing to the patient; who may be allowed to drink too.st
and wator also, or barley-water, ns often as he wishes. As the disorder goes on, if the
rose coloured spots declare it to be of the typhoid species, and if diarrhooa. arise, the
state of the abdomen should be carefully investigated; and when much tenderness is
found to ex ist in the crecal region, with gurgling perhaps felt under ge ntle pressure
with th e hand, a few leeches may be applied over the tender spot, and their bites
covered with a light poultice: and should the diarrhrea persist, or become profuse, a
certain quantity of Dover's powder, or of the extract of poppy, should be added to the
bydrargyrum cum crebl.
Hut if the fever should prove to be typhus, and to exhibit a strong and early ten·
den cy to depression of the vital power, with a signal loss of muscular strength, a
confused and dusky countenance, a mottled st.ate of the skin, simulating the eruption
of measles, a dry dark.brown tongue, and a feeble pulse-under these circumstances
you must begin very early to give the patient a full allowance of good beef tea; and
if the symptoms of prost ration become more pronounced, yC1u may add ammonia in
full doses, Hoffman's rether, or what is much th e best of all, wine: and you must
omit the mercury.
Under this kind of management the patients will often go on, in a doubtful st.ate,
for some days, and at length begin to recover. Many of them, in both species of
feyer, but especially in typhus, sleep heavily, as the disorder passes slowly off.
There is one point in the treatment of fever, of exceeding importance, and of some
nicety: I mean the use of opiates. Wh en they arc given inopportun ely, they are
apt to puzzle and perplex the case. You do not know how much of the disposition
to coma is owing to the disease, and how much is the consequence of the remedy.
Again, you may easily augment the natural tendency to coma, and lull your patient
into a fatal stupor. But, when judiciously administered, opium will often save a
patient who would inevitably sink without it.
It is in that form of fever which the French call thcfiil vre ataxique, - when the
patient is affected with delirium, restlessness, wakefulness, a11d spasm, and tile disturbance of the nervous system outruns the disturbance of the sanguiferous system,
-that opium is so beneficial. T he condition of the patient resem bles that of a
person in delirium t1·enie1is. It is said that these symptoms occur most commonly
among patients in th ose ranks of life that a.re above the loweet rank; and it probably
is so: but they are apt to take place in any patients, high or ]ow, rich or poor, who
have had the mind overwrough t, and the nervous system unstrung, wheth er by dissipation and intemperance, or by anxiety of any kind. Sydcnham was quite a.ware of
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the existence of this particular set of symptoms, and of the remedy for them . Of
all these symptoms, sleeples:mess is the most urgent. Dr. Grattan and Dr. Latham
have both written in praise of the same opiate treatment, under such circumstancce,
as was rccom~codcd by .Sydcnham. .J?r. Grattan observes, with great truth, that
two or thrce.mghts spent rn restle~s deh~mm are f~ou:ed by the worst consequences;
a~d that patients who pass thee mghts 10 succcsston rn that way, almost invariably
die. If the symptoms _he "!ell marked! the best ~ode of proceeding is to give a
tol~ra.bly full dose of op1.u~ m t~c cvenrng; ono-tlurd of a grain of acetate of morphia 1s a common prescript10n with me. The amendment of the patient, on the following day, is often very striking. Unlc:::s the same symptoms recur, it is better, I
think, not to repeat the anodyne. But, as Dr. Latham cautions us," there are case!J1
where the indications for the employment of opium are doubtful. Wild delirium,
and long wakefulness, and a circulation weak and fluttering, seem to call for a considerable dose of opium. Yet, withal, there is a certain jerk in the pulse, so that we
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minims of laudanum produce tranquil sleep, from which the patient has awoke quite
a new man. But I have also seen the same quantity produce a fatal coma, from
which he has never becu roused. Now (continues Dr. Latham) since it is a fearful
thing to strike a heavy blow in the dark, where the alternative is of such magnitude,
it is the safest and best method to administer a small dose, at intervals of an hour or
two: so as to stop short of actual mischief at the first glimpse of its approach, or to
be led, by a plain earnest of benefit, to push the remedy to its full and consummate
effect. Many doses may be required for this purpose; but we shall see, after the
first or second, whether to go on or to desist."
When, as is sometimes the case, the stress of the disorder falls upon the thorax,
and there is much dyspnooa, with the sounds that denote inflammation of the bronchial membrane, or of the pulmonary substance, leeches or cupping-glasses may be
applied to the chest; and, in milder cases, a blister, or a mustard cataplasm.
These remedies-cold to the shaven head; the local abstraction of blood wherever
there happens to arise unequivocal evidence of local inflammation; an active purge
at first, and mild apcrients afterwards, if the bowels are confined or sluggish; moderate astringents, if there be much or urgent diarrhooa, a few grains of Dover's powder,
for example, or of the extract of catcehu; opium in a more efficient dose, when the
nervous symptoms are prominent, particularly sleepless delirium and restlessness; in
certain cases small and repeated doses of some preparation of mercury; and in certain cases, earl!J su_pport by animal ~ro~h~, and ev~n by wine-these rcruedies, adapted
to the particular circumstances of md1v1dual patients, form the staple of the treatment of continued fever, according to the best of my judgment and experience.
After what has been said, I need scarcely again admonish you to study carefully,
not merely the symptoms of any particular cru;c to which you may be called, but the
general character of the fevers that are at the same time ~reva.lent, ~nd ~he manner
of dying in the fatal cases. If you find that th?Y wh.o die, die chiefly m the way
of astheoia, that will be a strong reason for caution with respect to the removal of
blood, and for the early employment of beef-tea, and o.ther means of support. In
the form of fever which has of late years been common m the most crowded and unhealthy parts of London! I am sure th~t the risk, if there be.any, of beginni?g ~bis
sustaininrr treatment a httle too early 1s much less than the risk of commencmg 1t a
little too iate. If plenty of beef-tea clo not suffice, you must give the patient wine,
and that sometimes to a very large amount, or even brandy; the egg-flip of the_Pharmacopooia. for instance! the vn~slura vini ga._llic~. 'l'hc object is t.o _k_eep him ahve, to
keep the heart in motion, until the depr.essrng rnfiuence of the ?XClt~ng cause of the
disease shall have paBsed by. If the wrne should flush or excite l11m, or render the
pulse hard, it must be dirurni.shed in quant_ity, p:iveu. less fre~1uently, or omittc~ alto·
rrether If there be iudieallons of local rn6ammatwn - parn (for example) Ill the
~cal ·rerrion in creased by pressure - leeches may be used, and wine given at the
1
same tiru~. Tbere is nothing inconsist.ent in such .mixed practice. \~ c seek to remove the local inflammation by unloadrng the cap1lla.ry ~lood-v?ssels m or near. the
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ciously and perpetually watched, by ni~ht and by day. The remedy that is proper
one J10ur, may do harm if pushed durinO' the next. And there is another reason,
which I may mention en passant, why
sick person should never be Jeft alon<",
even for a moment. I have heard of more than one or two instances, of patients, in
the delirium which attends the disease, getting out of bed, and out at the window,
during: the temporary absence of their nurse, and perishing from the fall.
When the patient relishes and wishes for the beef-tea, or the wine, that is no small
warrant of the propriety and usefulness of its administration.
A word or two more may be proper, eT"en in this cursory sketch, respecting certain
incidental points of practice that are npt to arise.
Great comfort and soothing may often be obtained for the patient, when the abdomen is uneasy, by the application of a Jarge warm linseed-me~d poultice; or of the
epithem called spo11gio-pylinc. In the latter periods of typhoid fever it is not uncommon, even when pain is no longer excited by pressure made upon the belly, for
the diarrhooa to pcrsi!:it, and for a troublesome degree of meteorismus to come on; a
tympanitic distension of the intestines with gas. Under these circumstances, a large
blister, laid over the abdomen, has often very happy effects, upon both the diarrhrea
and the metcorismus. The diarrhrea, when very urgent and obbtinate, may often be
checked by opiate enema/a . In some cases I have recently found catechu of great
use, in these lon~-drawing forms of diarrhrea during, or after, feve r.
Again, if the patient sink into profound coma, a blister should be applied to the
shaven scalp. The sick man will sometimes awake from deep stupor while the blister
is still rising.
It is always a matter of importance, :LS I stated before, to inquire carefully, every
day, into the condition of the bladder of these fever-patients. In the state of stupor
and indifference in which they often lie, they appear not to be sensible to the want of
passing the urine, which collects in the bladder, and distends it enormously; not
only increasing the present hazard of the patient, but laying the foundation, sometimes, of future disease of the kidneys, in case he recovers from the fever. You
must not take the assurances of the nurses upon this point. They will often tell you
that the patient has made plenty of water, when in fact the urine has been dribbling
away from him, overflowing, 'while the bladder is stretched to the utmost. Feel,
therefore, with your hand, and percuss the hypogastric region, as well as that of the
crocum, at every visit.
It is requisite, too, that the under surface of the patient's body should not only be
kept scrupulously dry and clean, but be looked at every, day, or twice a day. If the
projecting points, the hip bones, the sacrum, the shoulders, the elbows, should become
red, that is a sign that they are likely to slough or ulcerate. This evil consequence
of continued pressure upon part.a of which the vital power and healthy tone are
lowered, may often be prevented by washing the crythematous spots with brandy.
Should the 8kin be already broken, the place may be covered with soap plaster; or
with the amadou plaster, lately introduced by l\Ir. Wetherfield, which does not
wriukle or ruck up. An adjustment of pillows and of posture-or the water-bed
- or the water-cushion - may sometimes supersede the necessity of these local
expedients.
'Vhcn ulceration of the mucous follicles perforates the bowel, that catastrophe does
not always so distinctly declare itself in fever, as in other cases. I have seen such
perforation, and its resulting peritonitis, when no complaint of pain had been made
by the patient, so great was his insensibility. In general, however, the rupture of
the frUt is denoted by symptoms which cannot be mistaken. When it docs occur, there
is but little chance of the paticnt'b recovery; and that little will be best husbanded
by the adopti?n o~ the plan of treatmc~t wh.ich I former!y. laid down; opiates, to
check the pcr1st:~lt1c movements of the rntestm_c; nod a. r1g1d adherence, for some
days, to the honzontal posture. Dr. Jenner, rndced, concurs with llokitn.nski in

the
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adhesions, is always fatal at last; t!iat the adhesions are never permanent. It is well
to bear in mind the risk of habtenrng, or even of causing, this fearful accident by
c~reless or heavy pressure of the hand upon the abdomen, in a late stage of the
disease.
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I have seen a few instances 1 in which an ccdcmatous swelling of one leg and thigh
has occurred in the advanced stage of typhoid fever, like that which is incidental to
parturient women, and depending upon the same cause-inflammation and obstruction
of the great vein that returns the blood from the limb towards the heart. I believe
that the inflammation extends itself, in such cases, from some of the smaller veins of
the mcsentcry, which have been injured by the intestinal ulceration. l?oment.ation
of the affected limb comprises all the remedial treatment which this accident requires
or admits of.
The management of the patient during convalescence is scarcely of less importance
than during the progress of the fever. The chief danger is, that his desire to be
allowed to get up, and his wish to eat animal food, !!1hould be too soon indulµ:cd. The
latter of these errors is more frequently the cause of a relapse than any other ciroum·
stance; and relapses are often more perilous and difficult to remedy than the original
malady. You must be prepared, therefore, to withstand the solicitations of the patient
and of his friends, who think that if strength be wanting, strong drinks and plenty
of meat, arc the things to impart it. Until the tongue is quite clean and moist, and
of its natural colour, and the pulse has lost all its undue frequency, and the skin its
excess of heat, the patient must be kept to broths, jellies, puddings, and preparations
of the well.known farinaceous articles of food. Then he may begin with some boiled
white fish, and so gradually eat his way, through chicken, and a mutton chop, to his
ordinary diet again .
Such, I say, is the general plan of treatment which some observation of this disorder
has persuaded me is the best. Summarily expressed, it consists iu the exercise of
incessant vigilance, and the adoption of the proper remedj• at the p'"oper moment. It
lies between a timid or sceptical abandonment of all known rcsourc ~s 1 and a meddle·
some rashness in applying them. The flame of life may be suffered to expire for want
of timely succour n.nd tending:, by the practitioner who folds his arms, and looks on;
as it may be rudely extinguished by a restless or routine interference which has uo
definite or intelligible purpose. Boerhaave, in the preface to his Aphorisms, professes
that he knows of nothing which can be fitly termed a remedy, "quin solo tempestivo
usu tale fiat." In fevers the wisdom of this maxim is eminently conspicuous. The
rational objects of treatment are, to mitigate the urgency of syn1ptoms that cannot be
wholly subdued, to redress (so far as art may redress) those dangerous complications
which arc incidental but not essential to the disease; and to aid the conservative efforts
of nature, when these manifestly languish and fail.
Dr. Robert Williams held that enemata of warm water and syrup of poppies would
do all that could be done beneficially. For some time he lost on ly 011e patient out of
sixty-three thus treated. This was a most encouragi11g result. But then, when the
fever changed in species, :rnd typhus began to prevail, as it did about the period of
the arrival of the epidemic cholera, he lost one in every four or five: a very large mortality. These facts illustrate, in a strong manner, the necessity, which I have so often
endeavoured to inculcate, of taking into account, when we would ..?stimate the value
of a particular remedy or plan, the difference which obtains in different epidemics,
whether bad, good, or no treatment whatever be adopted. A far surer method. is ~o
compare (if you would expcri':°ent.at all) two or more ditferen~ mode~ of practice 10
different cases of the same ep1dem1c. Thus Dr. Latham, findrng durrng 011c sea.son
that his wards were full of fever, while yet its type was so mild that scarcely n.ny d1~d,
thought this a favourable opportunity for trying whether mercury had a11y beneficial
oper;tion upon tbe di8ease. Accordingly he treated. half hi~ cases with ~ma.J I dos?s
of the hydraryyruni cuni creUl ,· and the other half with the liquor ammomre acetat1s,
and iso forth, and no mercury; and he found that the pat~cnts in the first of these
classes were, on the average, convalescent sooner than those rn the l~st. q~omel fan.
cies, from some trials, that the ch lorate of soda is a useful remedy, m ad?1t1on to tl~e
general plan of ma11agcmen~. For some time past I have myself ~een ID t~c ha?1t
of giving to all my fever patients a drachm of the chlorate of pot~ss dis.solved ID a pmt
of water, as a daily drink. Witho~t being able to tell you precisely rn ~·hat rc~pec~,
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course of the disorder.
.
.
It may be right that I should notice briefly a method of trcatrng contrnucd fcyere
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which has of late been strenuously ad'\"ocatcd by Dr. Dundas. Led, apparently, by
his own cxp<'riencc of its admirable effects in the malarious fevers of Brazil, which
often run into the continued form, Dr. Dundas maintains that quinine, in large and
frequently-repeated doses, is a specific cure for continued fevers ns we see them here:
to use his own words, that "ci11cliom"sm will be found to control gcnernlly the con·
tinued fever of this country in all its forms, in all its stages, and in all its complica.
tions. 11 The condition here called "cincbonism" is marked by the occurrence of gid.
dincss, deafness, and a sense of buzzing or some kind of tinoitus in the ears. Large
and frequent doses of quinine exercise also a remarkable influence over the pulse, nm.
dering its beats weaker, and slower.
.
.
.
This plan, thus strongly commended, bas been tried with varym~ results by sundry
medical practitioners. In some bands it bas signally failed; in others it has seemed
to prosper. Favourable reports are made of it from Dublin, from Drogheda, from
Cork; from Liverpool, which is full of Irish poor; and from :Manchester, which
probably is not less so. In this town it has not succeeded, nor in Edinburgh. Dr.
Barclay of St. George's Ho~pital, Dr. Peacock of St. Thomas's, and Professor llughes
Bennet of Edinburgh, report severally, as the upshot of numerous trials, that large
and repeated doses of quinine neither cut short the fever, nor in any way favourably
influenced its progress. If in any of our three species, I should have looked for
success in the relapsing fever; which in some of its habits resembles the malarious
fevers, and which is much more common in Ireland than elsewhere, and among Irish
emigrants to our large towns. But of the cases in which this quinine treatment is
reported to have effected cures, some are expressly described as instances of maculated
typhus, and others as instances of typhoid fever.
[TIIE YELLOW FEVER. -The yellow fever is a disease which bears a close affinity,
in some of the features of its etiology and symptomatology, to the febrile diseases of
acknowledged malarial origin, and yet differs from these, as well as from all othe1
fevers, in many striking and important particulars. It would appear to be, in fact,
as it has been described, by several distinguished physicians, an affection 81.li ge11eris
- a specifiefever.
The occurrence of yellow fever is confined, strictly, within a certain geographical
range, and limited by the atmosphcrical temperature of th e climate and season - too
great, as well as too low a degree of heat appearing to be alike inimical to its produc·
tion. It is invariably arrested by the appearance of frost.
'I111e natives and permanent residents of the localities to which the disease is endem ic
arc in a. great measure exempt from its attacks, as is also the negro race.
It is a fever of but one single paroxysm, terminating, usually without the crisis of
perspiration, in the great majority of cases, within seventy.two hours, and followed by
an entire remission, succeeded either by complete convalescence, or, after a. lon2er or
shorter interval, by a state of exhaustion, and a series of morbid phenomena unatt'ended
with febrile reaction, eventuating, most commonly, in death.
Persons who have once suffered an attack of the fever arc gencrq.IJy, though not
invariably, exempt from a recurrence of the disease in future.
Ycllow fever has received a variety of denominations, founded on the place from
whence the disease is 8upposed to have been originally derived, on OM or other of its
characteristic symptoms or peculiarities, or on its supposed pathological character. The
term yellow fever, by which it is known to the large majority of English and American
physicians, ~s it involves no hypothetic~! view~ i~ relation to its etiology or pathology,
is ~erhaps, tu the prese?t :.ta~e of medical oprn1on, as goo~ a ooe as. can be adopted.
I t 1s based upon the 1cler01d hue of the surface by which the disease is usually
attended io some one or other of its Etages.
In its pathological character, and pathognomonio phenomena, yellow fever is invariably, one and the same disease in whatever locality it may appear, as well as
during all its subseq uent recurrences in the same locality. Nevertheless, it is liable
to ~ssumc, in different plac?s, a~ different peri ~ds, ~nd ?ft~n at the same place and
during the same season, various important mod1ficat1ons rn 1t'i general characteristics
- pl'occeding, not from any specific difference in the nature of the disease, but from
varying degrees of reaction-from a tendency to depression in the vital forces-from
'"he preponderance of certain symptoms, appertaining or not to the disease, and vary.
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ing according to the greater or fewer number of the vital organs involved, or from
other causes; the whole dcpendiug on peculiarity of constitution, temperament, habits
or state of ~1ealth in_those .attacked~ on a difference of intensity in t!1? morbific agent:
and on various contmgenc1es resultrng from the nature of the loeahttes at which the
disease prevails, the degree of temperature, humidity, and other atmospherical
phenomena.
!Ience, it follows, that, in the exn.mination of the disease, no invariable concatenation of phenomena, succeeding e_ach .other in regular order, .as the disease progresses
towards a farnurable or fatal termmatton, are to be expected in every case.
"But a variety of groups of symptoms which, though linked together by certain
phenomena-which, being pathognomonic of the disease, approximating to each other
in several other respects, afford very stro ng evidence of their being all members of
the same family-are yet sufficiently distinct in their general outline and their mode
of progression, to justify their being made the subject of separate consideration.
Certain of those groups of symptoms, or varieties of the same disease, prevail more
generally i11 some regions than in others; they are also wore frequently encountered
in some seasons than in others, in the same place; while in some epidem ics, several
or all the varieties are intermingled among the different individuals attacked; in
others, the fever assumes much the same character in the majority of those affected.
Such being the case, it is evident that the description of the disease as it affects one
individual, or one set of individuals, will not necessarily apply to another case or
group of cases. In some, the fever presents itself with marks of inflammatory action
of greater or less intensity; in others, that action is almost or totally absent. In
some, the pathognomonic symptoms are combined with an element of malignancy
and putridity which imparts a totally different aspect to the disease. In a different
set this clement is absent, and replaced by one of a ncn·ous character. In some in.
stances, phenomena. not characteristic or pathognomonic of the disease, and depending on accidental complications, assume the predominance, and thereby impart still
greater differences in the features of the case."-(La Roche on Yellow Fever, vol. i.
p. 122).
Io accordance with these varying characteristics of the diseases at different places,
and in different seasons, or in different individuals, it has been divided into various
forms. The division of all cases into the irifl,ammatory, or those cha racterized by
well marked reaction, and the congestive, in which tl1is reaction is but faint or totally
absent, would seem to be founded in nature. These general forms have been again
subdivided, the first, into the mild, the violent, and the intense; the second, into the
slight, the aggravated and the apoplectic. Under one or other of these divisions all
the cases of yellow fever that present themselves may be, very conveniently, arranged.
The attack of yellow fever usually occurs in the after or fore part of the day--oftcn
during the night. It may commence abruptly, without premonitory symptoms of any
kind. The patient may be struck down at once, as by a blow or li ghtning, and sink
immediately into a state of coma. Occa.sionally, the attack is preceded for several
days by anorexia, general uneasiness, costiveness, flatulence, heat in the s.tomach,
lowness of spirits, vertigo, pain of the head, w_ith dull and. watery, or brilliant,.y~llow,
or red eyes, &c. Very generally the attack 1s ushered rn by a. sense of ~htlhncss,
often alternating with glowing flushes of heat, or by a regular clull, amountmg sometimes to a perfoct rigor. On the other hand, in even severe and dangerous attacks,
these symptoms may be absent.
Dr. Blair, (Yellow Fever Epidemic of British Guiana), _ consi~ers that the most
valuable premonitory symptoms of yellow fever, arc supra-orbital pain and a punctatcd
tongue; the first especially giving notice of an impending attack several days before
it occurs.
The alternation of chilliness and heat is seldom of any duration. It soon gn~s
way to confirmed fever, which, though continued, is more i~tcnsc in the latter part
of the day and durin g the night, than during the other portion of the twenty-four
hours. I n tho more malignant forms of the disease there may occur but a sligh t
reaction, or it may be entirely_ want.ing_; the pulse .being feeble, soft, occasionally full,
or scarcely to be felt-the patient srnkrng at once rnto a state of collapse, or of stupor,
coma, and convulsions.
.
.
Whcu febrile reaction becomes fully developed, the pulse is generally qmck and
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tense, nod during the exacerbation full and strong, though, occasionally soft, nod
from ninety to one hundred and twenty in a minute. Io very malignant ca.se!!j it is
gascou~.
There is a violent throbbing and beating of the temporal arteries and carotids. The skin is hot, dry, harsh, and pungent, or it may be dry, unctuous, or perspiring, flabby and cold, except over the centre of the body. The face is either
highly flushed, pale, or purplish. The eye decidedly red, sometimes as though blood~hot, hot, and more or less painful, the patient experiencing a sensation as though
grit or sand had been introduced beneath the eyelids. Often the ball of the eye
re8embles a. mass of vessels distended with blood; it is, at the same time brilliant,
shining, and watery, in some cases presenting somewhat the expression peculiar to
intoxication.
Dr. Blair (op. cilat.) describes a specific capillary irritation that shows itself in the
flush of the face, and which he pronounces to be as characteristic of yellow fever, as
the hectic is of phthisis, or the fuliginous complexion of typhus. "'.l111is suffusion,,,
h e remarks, " generally occupies a zone over the eyes, and about an inch abolC and
below them. The eyes arc injected, like those of a. person }usl awalce, but generally
without any lacbrymation or photophobia, although the injection may be as intense
as in opbthalmia."
Dr. Blair also remarks that, upon a careful examination of the chest, a subcutaneous rash may sometimes be observed, which occasionally extends to the arms and
abdomen. 'fhe face, chest, arms and legs have likewise, in some cases, a slight purplish appearance after the second or third day, and sometimes the colour of a boiled
lobster. This appearance varies much in degree, but may be detected by pressing
the hand flat on the chest, when the fingers will for a short time be delineated in
white with purple outline. The presence of this languid capillary circulation is,
according to Dr. Blair, to be looked upon with favour. It would seem to indicate,
he remarks, that the congestions were directing themsekes towards the periphery of
the body, thus relieving the internal organs from a part of their load. In these cases
the skin is generally cool and moist, and sudamiua occasionally appear.
Occasionally the condition of things described above continues from the onset of
the attack to the close of the stage of reaction, or it may only partia11y exist during
the first or second days. Sometimes profuse perspiration occurs and continues to the
second or third day of the attack; at others, the temperature of the surface under.
goes but little change; at others, again, the skin speedily becomes dry and cool, with
complete torpor of its vessels, and an entire loss of irritability.
The foregoing symptoms arc very generally attended with more or less intense
pain, sometimes described as in the orbits, more rarely in the upper part of the forcl1Cad, shooting from temple to temple, but occasionally confined to one side, and in
some cases extending to the occiput. This constitutes, in the majority of cases, one
of the most distressing symptoms throughout the entire stage of reaction. It in most
cases subsides spontaneously in the later stage of the disease. There is also pain,
often .of the most intense ~haracter, in the back, Joins, and 1.argc joints-extending to
the_ lups and down _the thighs, o~ even lower. C_as~s oceas1onally oc~ur, however, in
which no such pams are expenenced, or the parn m the back and hmbs is dull and
obscure, or that of the head is replaced by a sense of weight nod stupefaction.
During this stage, the tongue is moist, covered with a thin, white, cottony fur,
and most commonly red at the edges and apex; occasionally there is a soreness of
the throat, sometimes even rendering deglutitiou difficult.
From the very onset of the disease nausea or other uneasiness of the stomach with
or without vomiting, is not unfrequently present. Generally there is a distcmslon of
the e~igastrium, which is often,_hut not a~ways, painful upon pressure. 'l.1he stomach
is imtable, especially after takrng any krnd of drink or aliment-it is frequently
affected with a sense of nausea and more or Jess propensity to reject its contents.
These gastric symptoms are not, however, in general folly developed until from
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the attack, or at au early
01~ the fi_rst or second day of ~he attac~, soon~r or 1.ater, the patie?t experiences :i
burnrng pnm, or a sense of stricture, weight, d1stens1on, or oppression- sometimes
overwhelming-at the prrecordia, which feels as if tightly bound with a cord. Tenderness or pain is experienced on pressure in most cases-it is often excessive '!'he irri-
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of the stomach augments and. proves distrcssiog - every thing swallowed is
rejected, and even when the stomach is undisturbed by drink or medicine it.8 morbid
contents arc thrown off spontaneously-consisting either of substnnccs that have been
swallowed, mixed with clear, glairy mucus, or with matter of a. sea-green colour and
~itter tas~e.
In mild cases, bili_ous vomi_ting sometimes ?£Curs. The act of vomiting
is often violent, and attended with retch mg ancl much d1stress and snfferinC7.
There
0
is, at the same time, considerable, though not often insatiable thirst. 'I1hc desire for
cold drinks is nevertheless generally extreme.
In_ the early period of the attack, the n:iatters von;iitcd are, according to Dr. Blair,
alkahne. When the second stag;c of the disease sets rn,_ on the second, third, fourth, or
as late as the fifth day of the disease, they become amd, and continue so to the close
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or
natc, or go on to a protracted period, without change in the matter vomited; usually,
however, it is the precursor of the black vomit.
The urine is commonly deficient in quantity, and of a. dark red colour; often depositing a copious sediment.
The urine is described, by Dr. Blair, as always acid in the first stage of yellow
fever, and as continuing so generally until convalc_sccncc, when it becomes alkaline,
or until it becomes heavily charged with bile. He confirms the accuracy of Dr.
Collillb'S' observations in regard to albuminosity of urine as a characteristic of the
disease. The albumen generally appears on the second or third day: it has been
found a.s early as the first day of illness, while, in a few cases, it did not appear tilI
the day of death, and after black vomit had set in. In three cases the albuminosity
was intermittent for one or two days. It was present in every fatal case of normal
duration. It sometimes ceased in convalescence suddenly, always before the yellow
suffusion of the skin and eye, or bile in the urine.
The turbidity of the urine in yellow fever is not necessarily connected with its
alburninosity. The urine may be deeply tinted with bile, and highly albuminous,
and yet clear. The turbidiLy is caused by the presence of mucous epithelial matter,
coagulated albumen, and casts of urinary tubuii. It is probable that the free acid of
the urine has a coagulating power, and thus sometimes causes turbidity. The
presence of mucus will have a similar effect, but the turbidity then only occupies a.
lower stratum of the B.uid, while the supernatant liquid is clear. Perfect epithelial
scales arc rarely found in the sediment, but broken epithelial matter is abundant.
The albuminosity of the urine furnishes, according to Dr. ]3lair, one of the most
obvious manifestations of yellow fever entering its second Etage, and its extension tn
the great solid viscera.
A copious discharge of transparent urine, though ever so coagulable, and intensely
tinged with bile, is always a favourable symptom. Scanty, oily-looking urine may
almost invariably be received as a fatal indication.
The bowels are ordinarily costive-sometimes obstinately so. When stools are obtained the discharges are, at first, usually soft and fcculent, seldom tinged with bile
-occasionally they are of a drab colour. When cathartics have not been given, the
stools, in the course of the disease, become lighter coloured, and assume often a
starchy, cream-like or puruloid appearance. In a few cases they arc watery, or even
bloody, from the beginning of the attack.
The patient is affected with extreme restlessness and jactitation j he moa~s, ~ig~s,
and shifts his position continually in search of ease. In the very few cases to which
jactitation is absent, the patient sometimes feels a. disp.os.ition. t_o ris.e from his bed,
and walk about the room, his musc1;1lar strength re.marnrng umn;ipaired to a degree
unusual in febrile diseases. There ts nevertheless, 10 numerous rnstanccs, from the
onset of the disease, and during its entire course, universal debility.
In very many cases the patient complains of feeling as though he were unable to
expand his chest or inflate his lungs. Spasmodic pains about th_c chest are not unfrcquent. Respiration in some eas?s i~ labo.rious and Jm~ri c~ ;_ 10 others, slow, and
accompanied with deep and heavy s1gh10g; m others, agam 1 1t 1s unaffected.
From the observations of Dr. Blair it is shown that the breath of yellow fever
patients, especially in cases in which the urine is greatly diminished or suppressed,
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has an ammonia.cal odour. The more intense in proportion to the deficiency of the
action of the kidneys.
The blood drawn in the early stage of the disease, and when there nre symptoms
of well marked reaction, and especially when any local inflammation is present, is
sometimes of a bright arterial hue, sizy, and even cupped, as in ordinary phlcgmasire.
In a very large number of cases, however, it presents neither cupping nor huffy coat,
and the coagulum is 8abby and easily torn. When the separation into crassamcntum
and serum takes place, in some cases the latter is of a natural colour; in others, it is
of a. yel1ow hue, or slightly tinged with red, and transparent; in other case~, again-

more frequent in some epidemics than in others-the separation docs not take place,
the blood remaining for hours, or altogether the same as when first drawn. In a few
cases, when drawn later in the disease, or throughout its course in cases unattended
with reaction, the blood is of a dark colour, void of all inflammatory indications, and
not unfrequeotly as fluid as molasses; while in other cases, again, it is smeared over
with a pclliclc of sizy lymph, at the same time.that the part lying at the bottom of the
vessel is dissolved. In the early stage of the rnfl.ammatory form of yellow fever, the
blood is ve ry hot, and has a peculiar odour, which, according to some accurate observers,
is supposed to furnish a sure iodicn.tion of the true nature of the discn.se.
At first, the pn.tieot attacked with yellow fever is apprehensive and anxious to a.
distressing degree, as strongly expressed by his countenance. In very mn.lignant
cases there is an expression of apathy, or one indicating a sense of horror or intense
agony. In most cases, there is some confusioo of intellect attended with constant
pcrvigilium, though without so much derangement of the reasoning faculties as to
amount to decided delirium. In some cases, howe>cr, the latter symptom assumes a
more marked character, the disturbance of the mind reaching to the degree constituting mania, attended with wild or fiery look~, and uncontrollable agitation of body.
In other instances, there is a greater or less degree of stupor, through which, as Dr.

~voe~ relna:~s{ ;~~~ :!~~:~ ~u~o;:;ti~~~::~o~no~.:~~e~~:~~~: ~}e~~:~·::x~s,tl~~o:1~
females at two different periods of life, hemorrhages take place from one or both nostril~, during the afternoon exacerbation.
The stage of febrile reaction continues with little or no mitigation during a period
varyiug from a few hours to two, three, or more days-the duration being commonly
io iovcrsc rati o to the violence of the attack. Having run this course, the fever,
with all the attending symptoms, subsides, never more, or at least very seldom, to
return-the disease being one of a single paroxysm-a period of remission or metaptosis, ensuin~, during which the several organs or the system resume their normal
functions. '£he patient feels himself able to sit up, or even get out of bed. His
eyes and face become tinged with yellow, or copious evacuations of bilious matter
occur by stool, or a gentle or profuse perspiration sets in, or often, without any such
critical signs, couvalcsccncc is established, and the patient speedily reco>ers.
This, however, is the course only of the most favourable cases. In the larger
number, the period of remission which follows the first stage is only temporary, and
is soon succeeded by other phenomena of a more formidable character. Durio{'/' the
very period of deceitful calm, symptoms may be detected, dcnotiog the cxisten~e of
undiminished danger. The tenderness of the epigastrium is unrelieved or e>en increased; the eyes and face usually acquire a yellow or orange colour, which gradually
extends from the forehead to the face, neck, chest, and, finally, diffuses itself more or
1
1
1
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mahogany, or almost black appearance. The pulse is sometimes slower than in
health, and in bad cases the patient betrays a little heaviness of intellect or stupor.
After a period, varying from a few hours to twenty-four or more, the symptoms just
enum erate~ become aggravated, and ~thers arc added. In th~ majority of cases, the
pulse re1uarns natural, or slower than rn health, and becomes still slower as the disease
advances, until at length the pulsations a~c reduced to forty or even thirty in a
!uinute, being, at. the same time, feeble and i_rregular., The heart, nevertheless, even
111 the most malignant cases, often_ beats with cons1dcrable energy, even after the
pulse bas ceased to be felt at the wrist, &c. The tongue becomes loaded-particularly
;n the ceotre - ruoist or dry, aod with or without redness of the edges. Thirst
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increases, and is often insatiable, - nausea and V'omiting, with heat in the stomach,
return, and become constant, - the matter ejected being mixed with streaks or flakes
of a red or brownish colour. Respiration quickens, or becomes embarrai;sed - the
skin becolhes c?ol, dry, a?d pa;chcd-:th~ anxiety at the. pr::ccordia is now distressing,
and att~nded with a sob~rng krnd of s~ghmg, constant hiccough, and, occasionally, an
expression of deep anguish and despair.
The mind often remains clear and undisturbed. There is generally an extraordinary
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delirium, imagining himself well; in other cases, without delirium, he remains for a
lon g time as if in a deep reverie, and when aroused, starts with surprise, and answers
in a hurried manner. Many, while apparently in great distress, declare that they are
well.
As the disease progresses, coma supervenes, from which the patient is aroused by
vomiting or by dreams, and fancies himself perfectly restored to health- attempts to
rise, but soon relapses into a. state of insensibility. In many cases, debility is more
or less considerabl e. In not a few, however, the patient retains, to a late period, his
muscular strength-to such an extent, indeed, that be will get out of bed and walk
about his room, or even beyond that, if permitted. The physiog11omony is peculiar
and striking, conveying, as bas been well remarked, au impression at once of the
malignant and dangerous nature of the disease.
Usually the foulness of the tongue increases, though it is not uucommoo for it to
become, after a short time, cleaner and moister than before. It is sometimes tremulous and protruded with difficulty: when the patient succeeds in showing it, he not
uofrequcntly forgets to put it in again. It is brown and dry in the centre, or smooth,
red and chapped, or white at the edges, with a black streak iu the middle. The
gums, lips, teeth and nostrils are covered with sordes.
As the case advances, the vomiting becomes less frequent, while irritability of the
stomach, which rejects everything introduced into it 1 continues undiminished. When
vomiting does occur, howenr, there is an increase in the quantity of the matter
ejected, and to the momentary relief of the patient. The matters ejected from the
stomach arc often thrown out forcibly and to a considerable distance.
From the condition just described, recovery not unfrequc11tly takes place-generally
by a gradua l receding: of the symptoms, but sometimes by an evident critical revolution-the pulse acquiring force and activity, the skin becoming warm a.ud moist, the
urinary discharge becoming free and copious, the irritability of the stomach lessening
and finally disappearing.
In other cases the symptoms are of a still more formidable character. The matter
thrown up by vomiting consists of brown, blackish, or chocolate flakes or particles,
diffused in a colourless liquid, which, though at first slightly tinged by them, ultimately becomes black and opaque, resembling coffee-grounds floating in a serous
fluid. In some cases, grumous dissolved blood is thrown up. The matter vomited
is acrid, often excoriating the throat, tongue and lips.
Normal black vomit is described by Dr. Blair (op. citat.) as haV'ing a laminar or
granular sediment, of a deeper or paler shade of brown, sometimes verging on jet
black, with a clearly defined supernatant serum of ]ow specific gravity, auJ without
mucosity, partaking of the colour of the sediment, but sometimes nearly limpid_when
the sediment is black, as if all the colouring matter had subsided. l\lany deviations
from this standard occur from the presence of ingesta., hromorrhagc, and excessive
secretion of mucus.
The Redi meot of black vomit would appear to consist of coa_gulatcd albumen and
the debris of blood cells. In no ease in which the black vomit was normal to the
eye, was a si ngle perfect corpuscle observed.
'fbe colour of the black vomit, when this is pressed through a. paper filter, is
rendered considerably paler. It is decided ly acid - the sediment more so than the
supernatant liquid. The sediment acts as a ferment on fluids containing sugar.
The presence of ammonia in black vomit, according to Dr. ~lair, is universal: that.
is, it has always been found when looked for, and may be considered 011c of the tests
(If black vomit.
Although fatal cases of yellow fever may occur un attended with vomiting of black
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matter, it is a common attendant upon the diseusc at the period indicated, and always
portends the most imminent danger, for, though some recover after its occurrence,
the number is very limited.
During the epidemic of yellow fever in British Guiana, preceding that of 1852, it
was noticed, Dr. Blair informs us, that when the black vomit preceded the yellow
suffusion of the skin, the prospects of life were improved. "'fhc relations of this
fact were not then understood. Black vomit is significant of imminent danger, from
the circumstance that it is the dernier ressort of nature to relieve that contamination
of the circulation which has been produced chiefly by impairment of the function of
the kidneys, and the retention thereby within the system, of the worn-out nitrogenous
elements of the body and their poisonous metamorphoses. Now, if black vomit appear
early in the disease, before its march has extended to the great internal viscera, before
the bile function has been disturbed, or the urine rendered albuminous, it ceases to
be the significant symptom which has obtained so much ill-omened celebrity. It is
then tho sign of a local, instead of a constitutional affection."
'l'he abdomen is soft, seldo m meteorized. The stools, when they occur, present the
same character as the matter ejected from the stomach, or resemble tar or molasses,
or they may consist of blood, more or less pure. The urine becomes natural in
appearance, or of a. dark colour, and limpid. It is often suppressed, from deficiency
of secretion, or simply retained. Sleep is interrupted, and attended generally with
painful dreams. The face and breast become spotted as with ink. The jaundicewhich although so common an attendant of the disease as to have given it its name,
is nevertheless often, especially in rapid cases, totally absent-.becomes more diffused
and of a deeper hue. The skin assumes often a deep, dusky yellow, or brown,
mahogany, bronze, or purple hue, imparting the idea of blood settled in a bruised
part. The blood in the capi1laries becomes stagnant, forming pctcchiro, vibices, or
large blotches, and ::i.ccumulates in depending parts, and the extremities. In many
cases it oozes from the nostrils, tongue, gums, anus, eyes-from leech bites, blistered
surfaces, and the punctures of the veins made iu venescctiou, and is, like all the
blood in the vessels, dark coloured and dissolved.
As the disease advances, these symptoms increase in intensity; hiccough sets in,
and is soon constant and accompanied with the hippocratic countenance, with difficulty
of swallow ing, and slow and stertorous convuli:;ivc respiration. The pulse becomes
small, feeble, intermittent, and finally fades away. The alvine evacuations are highly
offens ive, of a cadaverous smell, and, like the urine-which, if at all secreted, assumes
a black ish and bloody appearance-are voided involuntarily. Subsultus tendinum
not unfrequcntly follows; so also gangrenous spots, and, in a few cases, buboes,
carbuncles, and cschars in various parts of the body. Loss of speech, dimness of
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last. Rattling in the throat, cold clammy sweats, cadaverous and peculiarly
offensive odour of the body, cold respiration, are the immediate precursors of
death, which often occurs quietly, but, in other instances, in the midst of violent
convulsions.
to
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the convalescence is usually secure and rapid.
Dr. Blair (op. citat.) states that, during the epidemic, as it occurred in British
Guiana, in the years 1852 and '53, relapses were of frequent occurrence, occasioned,
most likely, in a great measure, by a return of the patient to the focus of infection.
These relapses were met with, almost exclusively, among the aborted cases. 'fhey
frequently rccurr~d 1 and were ~bo~ted scve~I times. The primary attack was generally,
but not always ~1thout albumrnos1ty ?f urrne,. and frequently the relapse ah~o - generally, however, rn the relapse, albumrnous urrne was expected - even if the disease
was again aborted during convalescence. Only two relapses occurred after the disease
had run on to black vomit, ~oth of 'Yhich were readily aborted, although in one the
relapse proceeded to albumrnous urrnc. The tendency to relapse or second attack
was generally within the first mouth after the primary atta.ck.
Io t~c foregoing account of the _symptoms of _yello~ fever, considered in the aggre.
l?ate, without reference to the particular groups in which they may present thewselvcs,
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in di~erent cases, from the slight ephemeral to the mo~t intense inflammatory grade,
and. rn the s~veral grades of the congesti\·e form, we have followed very closely the
adnn_rable dehneation of the disease given by Dr. La Rocho in his late invaluable
treatise o~ the yellow fever, using frequently his very words.
Foll°'ymg the author just referred to - and we know of no better guide-we shall
now rapidly sketch the features of the disease as exhibited in the .several grades of its
inflammatory and congestive forms.
In the more intense grade of the inflammatory form, we have the initiatory chillof a more or less decided character, followed by intense febrile action - a quick,
frequent, strong and full pulse; hot, and usually dry, parched skin; violent throbbing
of the tempor-.11 and carotid arteries; flushed face; red, blood-shot, brilliant,
shining, watery eyes, with a sense of pain or soreness in the balls; sometimes tumid
eyelids; i!1tcnse pain iu the ~mpraorbital organ, iu the back, thighs, and legs; tongue
usually cnms?n red at its edges and apex, and covered with white or yellow fur; a
sense of. anxiety, constriction and intense pain at the pn:ecordia; nausea, succeeded
by retching an~ vomiting, at first of the matters swallowed, mixed with a. clear, glairy
mucus- occasionally with a sea-green coloured substance of a bitter taste - now and
then of pure bile - often, distension of stomach, which is sometimes painful on pressu.re, and generally irritable to an extreme degree, especially after the first twelve or
twenty-four houra of the attack. The urine is deficient in quantity, high coloured,
and often albuminous and sedimentitious. 'fhere is obstinate costiveness-the stools,
when obtained, being at first soft and feculent, sometimes tinged with bile; when no
catharti_cs are used, they become, subsequently, lighter coloured and of a starchy,
cream-hke appearance. There are considerable jactitation and restlessness, with
moaning and sighing - and a di!!=position to rise from bed and walk about. 'l'he respiration. is laborious and hurried. There is an anxious, gloomy, sad, or impatient
expression of countenance. The patient experiences great apprehension - there is
confusion of intellect, constant sleeplessness. Delirium, properly speaking, is generally absent; occasionally, however, it is present, even from an early period of the
attack, reaching sometimes to a degree amounting to actual mania.
The stage of reaction lasts from a few hours, t.;- two, three, or more days-generally
from sixty to seventy-two hours. It is succeeded by a remission of all the symptom8.
The patient becomes at once cheerful, sits up or gets out of bed, and expresses a desire
for food. The adnata of the eyes now usually assume a yellowish tinge.
The remission, which is too generally a deceitful calm 1 may continue from a few
hours to twcuty-four or thil'ty, and then gradually glide into the second stage.
Prostration follows; the pulse becomes rapid, irregular, and depressed, or more
generally, it is natural in frequency or even slower thau in health. The tougue
becomes loaded with a brown fur, having a darker streak along its middle, swollen,
and moist, or, frequently, it is clean, with a slight pasty coating, or it may be of a
deep fiery red, and, occasionally, in an advanced period, it is bloody, or dry, black,
and chapped; with dark coloured sordes on the mouth, lips, gums, and nostrils.
The respiration is quick and laborious; there is augmented and insatiable thirst; a
distressing sense of anxit:ty at.the prrecordia, accompanied, often, with hiccough a~d
sighing. There is an augmentation, in many cases, to an intolerable degree, Jf the pam
at the epig-Jstrium, which is aggravated during the vomiting that now occurs almost
spontaneously- the contents of the stomach being forcibly ejected and to some
distance - the matters discharged consist of brown, blackish, or chocolate flakes or
particles, diffused in a colourless fluid, and gradually acquire, in fatal cases, the characteristics of black vomit. Occasionally, involuntary disch~rgcs occur from the
bowels, of a black, acrid, offensive matter, sometimes resembling tar or molasses; at
others the stools consist of blood. A yellow tinge, which appeared at first about the
forehead and eyes, extends, subsequently, to the face, chest, and, finally, over the
entire surface, gradua lly acquiring a deeper hue, the skin assuming a dusky, brown,
mahogany, or bronze colour. 'l'hc jaundiced hue of the skin is sometimes,, howe~er,
absent, or restricted to ~he adnata of the eyes, or appears only a!tcr dcat!l.. The mmd
is often clear and undisturbed to the last - frequently the patient cxl11b1ts a dc!?rcc
of apathy, with an expression of resignation and indifference. In other case~ yar101:11:1
modifications of delirium arc present. Frequently, there is more or less debility; m
perhaps the majority of cases, however, the patient regains his muscular streugth, if
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he had previously lost it, and retains it to the last. The body, in the prog-rcss of the
di sease, becomes cold and clammy; the urine blackish or bloody, and is often passt!d
involuntarily; more generally it is suppressed or retained. Hromorrhagcs of dark,
dil"solvcd blood, occur from all the natural outlets, and death, preceded by iotolcr:mce
of light, petechire, meteorisru, s.ingultus, eructation of offensive gas, subsultus
tendinum, convulsions or coma, closes the scene.
The rapidity of the fatal termination in this grade, is, in general proportioned to
the violence of the inflammatory action of the second state, by which, in its higher
degree, the vital organs may become rapidly overwhelmed and disorganized , to a
degree incompatible with the continuance of their functions. Recoveri es seldom
occur in this form and grade of the disease; when they do, it is by a gradual amendment of the symptoms, or some critical movement taking place before the accession of
black vomit.
In the mi lder grade of the inflammatory form i the symptoms of the first stnge are
pretty much the same a~ in the more intense grade, but less violent, rapid, and tumultuous. It is attended by more decided exacerbations and abatement of the feverthe abatement often approaches to an actual remission. It often extends to four or
five days. The second period or that of remission is more perfect, and in many cases
tho harbinger of recovery-convalescence dating from the final subsidence of the fever
- the disease terminating- with bilious critical discharges by the bowels, a moisture
over the skin, or diaphoresis, a copious emission of urine, or a hremorrhage from the
nose-wi th or without jaundice - often without any evident crisis.
In other cases, however, the remission is followed by many of the symptoms which
mark tho second stage of the preceding grade. These sometimes assume a character
of great malignancy, and if not arrested by art, or the recuperative efforts of nature,
terminate in death. In other cases, they stop short of black vomit, and the patient
is gradually restored to health. In others again, though in a very small number,
recovery ensues, even after th e supervention of the black vomit, nod other usually
fatal symptoms. The disease in this grade is evidently of a less malignant character,
and within the range of remedial agencies. The bowels arc acted upon without much
difficulty by cathartics or enemata, the operation of which is productive of relief, the
pain and affection of the head and other parts arc under tho control of proper depleting remedies, general and local, revulsi,•es, &c. ; the gastric irrita~ility, though
obstinate, is not always as uncontrollable as in the more intense grade, and diaphoresis 1s generally easily obtained by external and internal means.
In the ephemeral grade of the inflammatory form, although there are the same general features, the same outline of phenomena, as characterize the preceding grades,
they are of a still milder and more manageable nature - and terminate, under proper
and even mild treatment, sometimes in a single day. Occasionally, however, the feve r
continues from three to five days, when, in some cases, it is attended with slight and
imperfect remissions.
,
The symptoms indicative of an open and well developed febrile paroxysm subside,
i::omctimes, suddenly; at others, the crisis being marked by increased alvine evacua.
tions, by diaphoresis, or epistaxis.
•
In the aggra.,'atcd grade of the congestive form, the attack occurs suddenly. From
the outset there is considerable prostration. In most cases, from an early period,
th ere is giddiness, stupor, almost unconquerable disposition to sleep, loss of memory,
and a desire to be left alone. There is a sense of weight and oppression, rather than
of acute paia in the head. In a few cases, there is delirium, either transient, or end·
ing in confirmed coma. The face is pale, purplish, or livid in colour, with a stolid
or apat~ctic cxprcs~ion of coun.tenan~e-:the P?t~~nt being tacitur~1, and uttering no
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at
'!'here arc obscure pains of the loins and extremities, and a feeling of helpless
debility about the spine-most distrc~ing at the sacrum-sometimes attended with a
paralytic failure of the IO\'fer extremities. There is a dull, red, glassy, or drunken,
idiotic look of the eyes, with, in some cases, a dilatation of the pupils, and sleepy
movement. 'fhe skin is always deficient in tone, dry, deose, or unctuous, or sometimes covered with, and as if melting in, sweat. It is generally cool-sometimes cold,
except at the central portions of the body, which are hot .i in some instances it fa
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~m?Ot~ _and w~itc, and ?Ccnsion~lly loses, more or less completely, its sensibility and

1rntab1lity. 'lhc pulse ts somctuncs accelerated, at others not more frequent than in
bealth; sometimes full, at others small. It is always weak, offering no resistance to
the pressure of the tiof!er; occasional~y it is scarcely pe~ccptiblc at the wrist, though
at the sau~c t~m~ ~he h~art and carotids may be throbbrng forcibly. As the disease
advances, it d1mu~1shc.s 10 fr:ciuency, the beats not a~ounting, at times, to more than
forty, or even tlurty 10 a mrnutc. In some cases it becomes intermittent. When
blood is drawn, it is generally found black or discoloured; it seldom retains its natural
character.
rl'here is tenderness of the epigastrium, tension of the 11ypochondria, weight and
oppression at the prrecordia. There is early irritability of the stomach-and vomiting
- the matter ejected rapidly assuming the character of black vomit. The discharges
from the bowels arc scanty-cream or clay-coloured, puruloid, or gelatinous-some.
times of a pea.green colour, or black and bloody. The respiration is laborious. rrhe
tongue, sometimes natural, is at others, first pasty, w.ith patches of white fur; its
edges and apex being red. Occasionally, it appears as though scared with a hot iron.
I t is often tremulous, and when the patient puts it out he often forgets to draw it in
again. It sometimes becomes dry, while the papillre arc separated by deep fissures.
1.~here arc, also, orthopnrea, sore throat, deep and interrupted sighs, hmmorrhages of
d1::;soked blood from one or more of the natural outlets, a yellow or bronze colour of
the skin, suppression of urine, extreme restlessness, low, monotonous wailing, and
other symptoms indicative of the utmost danger, or the approach of death.
In some cases, the leading symptom is an overwhelming oppression at the prrecordia,
attended with slow, laboured respiration, deep sighs, and groans. In others, constant
vomiting, and intense epigastric di~trcss, quickly followed by black vomit and death;
in other cases, again, the pulse is nearly natural, the tongue clean, and the stomach
calm, but excessive restlessness, anxiety and distress ensue, soon followed by black
vomit and fatal collapse.
lo some instances, the disease, though marked by the same train of phenomena,
assumes, ncnrthelcss, in its course, a less formidable charnctcr, stops short of the
black vomit and other fatal symptoms, and proves comparatively mild and maoap;eable.
r~~~:~~~ rule, however, but very few of those attacked with this form of the dis·

!::

'l'he atlynamic or typhoid grade occurs in persons deficient in vital power, or under
ci rcumstances tending to foster or develop the typhoid diathesis. It is generally
ushered in by a sense of chilliness, succeeded by one of burning heat, partially dis·
tributed over the body-affcoting principally the under parts of the arms, and inner
surface of the thighs. The circulation is depressed, the pulse being small and weak.
The eyes ha,Te a dingy appearance. There is severe pain of the bead, with confusion
of thought and dimness of vision. The skin assumes an ol ive hue, and is co,•ered
with petechire or vibices. Hremorrbage from the natural outlets, leech bites, &c.,
follow, as also from excoriations about the nose, mouth, or other parts; g.ln~rcnc of
blistered surfaces, sometimes anthrax, buboes, and, more frequently, venous infiltration
under the skin, or in the interstices of the muscles.
The walking grade of yellow fever is so named from the fact that in it the org~ns
of animril life remain almost unaffected. The patient most frequently sauntering
about his room 1 or, at times, even walking in the streets for recreation or on business.
I n some iDstances he confesses to a feeling of weakness, but, in others, he exhibits
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to a casual observer, appears to be slightly, if at all, 1nd1sposed.
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almost of a mahogany hue - the pulse exceedingly weak, or even totally absent.
J3lack vomit overtakes him, even while occupied as described, or very soon after, and
death speedily ensues.
.
.
In some of the cases of the apoplectic grade, the patient IR struck down suddenly
as if by lightning, with s~upor or coma~ ~nd de~th? preceded _by co?vulsio~s, soon
1
1 5
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1 1
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pain and considerable d£bility in the 1egs- coldness, debility, nod a S<'nse of uncn.1:iness in the spinal region-a pulse varying, in different cases, in fulness o.nd frequency,
but always weak and finally faltering, - a cold skin, sometimes dry and flabby, but
generally unctuous or bcdcwcd with cold perspiration - and irritability of stomach.
The patient lies as if stunned; with dilated pupils and an express ion of gloom on his
countenance. An effort at reaction occasionally takes place-but scarcely ever leads
to a favourable result. l\Iore generally, the patient becomes perfectly comatose, the

;~:~u~~s~:~:rrTi~:Cy ~~~:~~:~~ ~h~e~:~s:o!~d!~s~: ~y, involuntary discharges and
"The yellow fever is far, however, from pursuing, always, cverywbere, and under
all circumst.1nccs, the even tenor of its course, without experiencing more or less im.
portant modifications from other causes which may operate on the system in conjunc·
tion with, or antecedently to, that by which it. is produced; while the special morbid
agent which gives rise to it, seldom fails to modify, to some extcnt--whcn it prevails
extensively and with great virulence- other diseases arising from the impress of
other causes. Hence arise, on the one hand, numerous complications of the fever
with complaints of various kinds; in other words, cases in which, to the symptoms
of the fever, arc added others indicating the coexistence ot' some other disease, which
owes its origin to the operation of distinct causes; and, on the other hand, those
modifications of prevailing: complaints occasioned by an impress of the yellow fever
cause, which, though not sufficiently powerful to produce the fever to its full extent,
is cnouf!h so to stamp those complaints with some of its fca.tures, and, in the language
of Dr. Rush, to make them wear its livery."-La Roche, op. citat.
Dr. Blair describes four distinct causes of death in yellow fever; they may, however, be blended occasionally in the same case. They are syncope, urremia, apoplexy,
and asphyxia. Death from syncope may be owing to excessive discharges of black
vomit, or from hremorrhage, as profuse cpistaxis, or bleeding from the mouth and
gums, or from the black vomit and hremorrhage combined. If before death there is
entire suppression of urine, and the black vomit is not copious or has ceased, the cir.
eulation becomes contaminated, and in its mildest form the action of th e impure blood
upon the brain, produces an effect not unlike alcoholic inebriation. Patients, a few
hours preceding death, have been known to sit up in bed, and joke with their comrades, or in a chair regaling themselves with a pipe of tobacco. When all the secretions and excretions arc locked up, as occasionally happens, the symptoms of urremic
poisoning are of a more violent character; the sensorium is painfully affected -irri.
tability of temper, screams and wild ravings ensue, followed by convulsions, coma,
and death.
Death by apoplexy may oecur as the result of congestion and extravasation of blood
on the brain. Death from asp~yxia may occur from excessive pulmonary engorgement, or from laryngeal suffocat1ou.
In proceeding to consider the pathological anatomy of yellow fever, we may remark
in the outset, that cases occasionally pre~ent themselves, especially when the disease
has proved sudde nly fatal or has run a very rapid course, in which no appreciable
lesion in any of the organs or tissues can be discovered on dissection, or lesions of
too slight a character to permit us to refer to them any agency in the production of
the phenomena of the disease, or its fatal termination. In the great majority of
cases, however, morbid changes, often considerable, arc to be detected, by which the
disease can usually be identified, while they throw more or less light on its pathology.
The surface of the body in general presents a yellow colour, varying from a pale to
a dark orange or brown. In many cases it has a greenish, or mahogany, or leaden
hue, or even a purple or black aspect. The lighter shades of colouration, are usually
observed in subjects carried off rapidly and by an inflammatory attack, the others in
such as have fallen victims to attacks of a malip;nant or protracted character. Sometimes a. pale yellow line, mingling with the other colours, ca.u be traced from the nose
to the pubes. '.l'hc discolouration may be confined to the face or eyeR, neck or chest,
or exte nd over the entire surface. It is generally deeper on the face a.nd trunk than
on the extremities. It is more intense and general after than before death; it may
even not have appeared previously.
The scrotum, penis, fingers, toes, and ears, which, especially a short period before
dissolution, are often very much discoloured from stagnation of blood, become, as do
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also the back and neck, of a dark purplish hue. These are cadaveric effects. F.cchymoses, in spots of different sizes or shape, round or in stripes 1 sometimes occupy
the forehead, upper portion of the face, as also the trunk and extremities. These

~~~~e~:,~:r!~c:~~~~~:i~~t~i~::~~y~:td:f~~~ts~c~~:~i~~a~~~eT~~~~~u;;a:: ~~t~~~i~~~:d
increasing in number after death.
In ma~y cases the cellular membrane and fat arc found to partake of the yellow
colour of the skin. This occurs less frequently in malignant and congestive, than in
ordinary cases of the disease. Extravasations of blood in the subcutaneous cellular
membrane, and between the interstices of the muscles, arc not uncommon. In some
cases, lh•id and ~angrcnous spots occur on portions of the body.
The joints and muscles are generally rigid and stiff; and the latter, in those who
ha•e died of the malignant form of the disease, are often of a dusky or dark hue.
They are generally softened in texture and easily torn or broken down by pressure.
Sometimes, especially after ordinary and inflammatory cases, they arc but little, if at
all changed in colour and firmness. They are occasionally pale, as if they had been
submitted to prolooged maceration.
The face, in some cases, is tumefi.ed, in others shrunken.
The brain is often found entirely free from diseased changes. Traces of inflammation are occasionally, however, detected in it or its membranes, but have no direct
relationship to the yellow fever. Io many cases, the pcricranium, the sinuses, and
the vessels of the brain are more or less gorged or congested with blood. In some
the membranes alone, or together with the brain, arc injected throughout or in
patches; and in many, a fluid of a limpid or yellow colour, or mixed with blood, is
effused in the ventricles, at the basis, or on the surface of the brain, or in its
membranes.
Nearly the same remarks may be made in reference to the lesions detected in the
spinal marrow. 'Vhen unequivocal traces of inflammation of this part or its membranes are present, these must be referred to some accidental complication, and not as
forming an essential part of the disease. 1\Iany of the changes met with in the
spinal marrow after yellow fever, are probably to be referred to mere congestion, and
the hremorrhagic tendency which constitutes a main characteristic of the disease.
Various morbid appearances of the ganglia and ganglionic nerves have been
described as occasionally met with after yellow fever. No one of these arc invariably
present - all of them are frequently absent - they often exist in subjects who have
died of diseases having not the least resemblance to yellow fever; hence when present
they arc not to be viewed as among the true anatomical characters of the latter.
In general, the respiratory organs present no appearances indicating that they partake largely and necessarily in the diseased action of the system in yellow fever. 'fhe
lungs are often found, at their posterior or lower portions, more or less gorged with
dark coloured and altered blood. They are frequently in parts or throughout, black,
resembling a sponge; in substance sometimes firm and. dense, not unlike the substance of the spleen, or gorged with blood, black and d1ss~lved, and .<lo not eolla~se
upon the rcmoTal of the sternum. Not unfrequently their surface 1s covered with
melrenic patches or ecchymoses of from two to five Jines diameter, or masses of a
black colour, impermeable to the air. . .
.
.
. .
The bronchial mucous membrane is 10 general free from disease; sometimes 1t is
injected, or spotted with blood, or even inflamed. ':l1he pleura ·is usually unaltered,
the ecchymoid spots noticed upon it being situated in the cellular membrane .beneath,
or in the substance of the lungs. In some cases the pleura has been found mflamed,
or containing more or less- .effused s~rum of a yellowish, or~ng~, or reddish _colour,
with or without marks of 10flammat1on. In a few, the fluid 1s of a sangumolent
character, and resembles, mor~ or less closely, the blac~ vomit ..
The substance of the heart., hke that of other muscles, is sometimes of a dusky colour,
and soft aud more flabby than natural, and easily broken down by pressure between
the fingers. In perhaps the grcat~r nu_mber of.instances, however, the organ retains
its natural appearance. The per1eardmm, which qenerally appear~ healthy, ~ome
times e..:;ntaios a notable, though not unusual quantity of serous fluid of a yellow or
reddish colour. The endocardium, in some cases, is slightly red, apparently the
effect of staining. In many others it is, as all the fibrous parts, the valves, &c., of a
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yellowish colour, which often extends into the aorta aod the lnrgcr vessels. Oo tho
surface cf the former, spots closely resembling petcchiro, are sometimes observed.
The ca,•ities of the heart contain a greater or less quantity of blood, usually dark
coloured, and for the most part grumous or fluid, with or without coagula of the same
colour. In a large number of cases these cavities-especially the ventricles-contain
albuminous concretions, varying in size and consistency, and of a transparent yellow
colour, having the appearance of meat-jelly or fine amber. 'l'hey penetrate sometimes
into the aorta..
The stomach is the organ most generally and seriously implicated in yellow fever
-in it indications of disease are most frequently discovered after death. Exteraally
it is sometimes of a yellow colour, but generally retains its normal appearance. It is
usually found to contain more or less of matter similar in appearance to the black
matter thrown up by vomiting in the latter stages of the disease. This matter has
been shown by recent investigations to be blood-most probably diseased in character
- poured out by the capillary vessels of the digestive mucous membrane, and still
further changed by the action of the acid it meets with in the cavity of the stomach.
In some cases, the contents of the stomach consist of blood more or Jess pure, with or
without the coagula, and generally combined with a portion of glairy matter, and
substances swallowed a short time before death. In some instances, the mucous coat
is smeared over with a dark, adhesive jelly-like substance, containing portions of blood.
U ndcr this substance, and sometimes when it docs not exist, we find a layer of greyish
matter, not unlike a mixture of linseed meal. In a certain number of cases, the
mucous coat, when cleansed from these various coatings, is found to present a normal
appearance. In many instances it is even whiter than in its normal state, from the
effusion from its vessels, in all probability, of the blood with which they had been
loaded, in the form of black vomit.
In the greater number of instances, however, the mucous membrane of the stomach
is found more 01 less diseased, indicating that it had been the scat of inflammation
more or less extended and of different grades of intensity. Thus the stomach is
sometimes contracted, at others distended. The longitudinal rugro ;:ire enlarged. The
surface has often a vermicular appearance, being corrugated aud thrown into numerous
folds. Its capillary vessels are injected to a greater or less extent with blood. It is
reddened, presenting various shades, from a rose to an iotense dark hu e, or it may be
lead en, livid, or even ncar!y black. The discolouration being either uniform in
appearance or in the form of arborizations-it may extend over the greater portion of
the mucous cont, or be confined to the cardiac or pyloric orifices, the large curvature,
presenting itself in patches different in number and size iu different cases. Streaks
or spots of a. purple colour, spread in various directions over both the altered and
healthy parts. '.J.'hc spots, differing in size, have the appearance of ecchymoscs. At
other times, with or without these, there are numerous small , dark red, or violet
round spots, resembling petcchire, contrasting very decidedly with the rose hue of
the mucou~ membrane upon which they are scattered. 'rhe lining membrane may,
besides, present abrasions, or small depressions or pits, like holes or furrows, as though
a portion of the tissue had been removed. It is frequently mammilated even to a
remarkable degree, also, more or less considerably thickened and opaque. It is sometimes softened, and easily detached, especially about the great c1tl-dc-sac. Io a few
cases it is ulcerated, or presents a gangrenous change. Sometimes, more especially
after malignant or congestive attacks, au effusion is discovered under the mucous
tissue.
"These changes are not all found in the same case~, nor are they present at whatever period of the disease the patient may have succumbed, or whatever may lmve
been the character and duration of the disease. In congestive or malignant cases, we
find more or less inj ection of the capillaries-the redness generally of a dark hue.
There are usually ccchymoscs, and pctechire, but no thickening, softening, or similar
changes. These, together with capillary inj ection, are, a.11 a general rule, met with
after attacks of a different character. In these, if death takes place on the second,
third, or fourth day, the increased vascularity is noticed in bright red, or dark, dusky
patches, more generally confined to the vicinity of the orifices, but sometimes extending to the greater part of the membrane. If the case has been protracted to a later
period-to the sixth, seventh, eighth, or ninth day-a larger portion of the surface is
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found involved, and we may expect to find it of a leaden, livid, greenish, or mottled
appearance, and presenting the marks of disorganization already noticed. In instances
unattended with these changes, in which there is mere redness, with ecchymoid and
petechial spots, these are probably not the effect of cadavcric chanffcs, for they are
found immediately an~r death, and ~oo soon to be attributed to such ~iuse, they must
rather be referred to s1wple congestion. But whenever this redness is attended with
thickening, or softening, or the mamwilated appearance of the membrane, we cannot
but join in opinion with Louis in attributing these changes to an infiammatory condition of the parts, 11 (La Roche). The appearances discovered in the resophagus and
intestines do not differ materially from those exhibited by the stomach. The intestines, when the case has been rapid, contain often bilious, yellow or ordinary excreroentitiul matter-at other times their contents arc brown, black, thick or jelly-like,
often of a tar-like appearance-or they may be Huid, of a reddish or soot colour, or
even consist of blood, more or less pure. Sometimes they arc whitish, and often present the characteristics of the black vomit. The intestincs1 in a few iustauccs, are
contracted to a greater or less degree, and with more or less force. Ex.tensive invaginations arc occasionally observed. '11he duodenum and upper portions of the jejunum arc the parts most generally affected, though, in other cases, the lower portions
of the ileum arc more implicated than the latter.
'!'he glands of the intestines, especially those of Brunner, arc occasionally found in
a disca.scd or abnormal condition.
'!'he gall-bladder is either empty, diminished in size-withered, as it were, or distended, with its usual amount of bile more or less natural in quality-or its contents
may be small in quantity, viscid, inspissated, or mixed with more mucus than common. It is either dark green, blackish-brown, or of an obscure red colour, and of
the consistence of tar. Not unfrequcntly the gall-bladder contains a. quantity of thick
viscous blood; grumous, tar-Jike, or ink-coloured, or of scrum, and more rarely of pus.
Its internal membrane is often spotted, or punct.1tcd, and sometimes largely injected
with blood of a bright or obscure red or brown, or even dark colour. It is said often
to present traces of unequivocal inflammation.
'l'he liver is usually of a light yellow, nankeen, fresh butter, straw, coffee and milk,
gum yellow, buff, gambogc, light orange, or pistachio colour. Io some cases, this
discolouration occupies the whole surface, and pervades the entire parcnchyma. of the
organ; while, again, in others, it extends only partially over both, giving a marbled
appearance-presenting throughout patches or regular striro, and alternating with
others of a dark green colour. It is limited occasiooally to a single Jobe, usually the
left. Recent observations would seem to show that this discoloration is due to a fatty
degeneration of the organ.
"Frequently, however, as this peculiar coloration of the liver has been observed,
it is far from being uaivcrsally so; cases occurring in which the organ is found of a
different huc--dark yellow, brown, red, purple, bluish, slate, chocolate, or livid .. It
has been described as of a brick colour, and compared to rhubarb, or to Peruvian
bark. In other cascR, again, it retains its natural appearance externally and internally, and is otherwise healthy. The parenchyma, when divided, is often found hard,
dry, tough, and sometimes dry and brittle, and more or less devoid o~ blood; while,
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no indication of biliary secretion.'' -(La Roche).
Though often m~rc or leSB _enlarged,_ and at other ~imes shrunken, the liver s~ldom
exhibits traces of 10Hammat1on, and, 1f these arc discovered, they must be viewed
simply as the effect of complications; while the alteration in, or suppression of, the
secretory function of that organ, may justly be referred to some cause different from
that morbid state.
'!'be kidneys are oocasionnlly found in a normal state, or with only trifling marks
of baving partaken of the ~iseasc. In_ otber cases they arc congested-fill ed, rno1:0
or Jess like other organs, with dark flmd blood, the mu~ous membrane of the pclvu1
and i~fundibulum beiug sometimes minutely spotted with bloo<l, or ccchymoses; or
they exhibit a morbid condition similar to that obsen·cd in Bright's disease. In
other cases they bear the marks of acute !nflam_mation.
.
The bladder is often contracted; sometimes its coats are thickened. The mucous
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coat is generally healthy, or on1y injected and dotted with small points, or ecchymosed.
The bladder is often empty, or
nearly so--it may, however, contarn more or less urine, natural in appearance, bloody,
or more or less bloody. Occasionally it contains black matter resembling that ejected
from the stomach, or pure blood.
The spleen is usually of a darker colour than natural - sometimes somewhat
0
0 0
1

In some cases it is covered with a yellow mucus.
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change has been detected in the pancreas.
In some cases the penis is found covered with cschars; and the !!'crotum swollen
and thickened - brown or black, as in senile gangrene - sometimes with excoria.
tions.
The yellow fever is a disease of hot climates and hot seasons. In every local ity
where the disease prevails as an endemic, or in an epidemic form, the thermometer
gives us nu average heat of 80°, or thereabouts. ln all these places, the disease
shows itself only at the period of the year when the heat is greatest-and usually
with the most severity during seasons of the highest temperature, seldom attaining
its greatest degree of intensity before the heat has continued at its maximum averaO'e
for some time. Ileat alone, however, is insufficient to produce the disease, for
climates and seasons of a higher and longer continued average temperature than that
given above, it has not made its appearance.
An excess, or nt least a certain degree, of ntmospherieal humidity would also appear
to be necessary to the development of yellow fever. The disease frequently occurs
during or immediately succeeding rainy seasons, and is, ordinarily, encountered in
damp localities, where rain is common and falls abundantly; where the 'soil, pre.
viously dry, has been rendered wet by copious rain, freshets, overflows, &e., or where
the dew point is high, and vesicular humidity generally or often noticed, or is con·
siderable at the time. But facts innumerable go to show that humidity combined
with heat, is not sufficient alone, for the production of fever.
Some local cause capable, when acted upon by heat, moisture, and perhaps other
conditions of the atmosphere, the exact character and influence of which have not as
yet been fully observed, of generating a special poison-by which an infection of the
surrounding atmosphere is produced; which infected atmosphere, when taken into the
system - particularly in one especially predisposed to its morbific influence - the
poiso~ _it contai~s enters t1_1e blood and is _by it distributed .throughout the body1mpamng the vital properties of the blood itself, and producrng a morbid impression
upo~ the ncrvou~ ecntr~s.-and.in this mann?r deranging the functions of, and producmg the morbid cond1t10ns winch we detect rn the several organs and tissues of the
body. . 'l'he variati~n in the character a_nd extent of these lesions in different subjects
dependtn~ on the difference of age, habits of body, and numerous other circumstances
connected with the individual; on the degree and concentration and violence of the
efficient cause; on the peculiar character of the epidemic constitution of the
atmosphere; on. the n~ture of the locali~ies and nu~1erous other modifying agencies.
It would be 11nposs1ble to enter here rnto the evidence of the inYariable ori"'in of
yellow fever from a specific poison ~x~sting in the a!r of th_e J_ocalities where it pr~vails,
and produced from causes there existrng. That evidence 1s m our opinion conclusive,
and irrefutable.
In referrin;:; the production of the yellow fever, in every instance to a local malarial
cause, we u~ean, also, to d~ny its propaf?:l~ion by con.tag.ion ;-we arc acquainted with
no ot~cr disease of a strictly local ongrn_ ever ev.rncrng a contagious character or
assuming such a ~hnractcr under any possible contrngency. The facts, in evidence
of the non.contagious character of yellow fever, are well authenticated and numerous
-and sufficiently establish the correctness of the position. As a general rule, we
use the w?r~s of Dr. La lloc~e •. the disease m~y be regarded ae one of low, fiat, and
level locnht1es, and as appcrtarnrng more cspcmally to bot latitudes. It never shows
itself beyond a certain elevation, the limits of its altitudinal zone being even more
restricted than those of ordinary paludial fevers.
'l'hc inability of the yellow fever to be generated at a high elevation above the
i~ve! of .the sea, depends. in part on the greater elasticity and purity of the air, on a
d11nrnut1on of atmospheric pressure, and on a more thorough ventilation. But the
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main cause is the absence there of the degree of atmospheric heat, which, as we have
s~eo, is _indispensably necessary for th_e elaboration of the morbific agent to which tbe
~is:ase 18 due .. For t1~c s.ame rca~on, m par~, though not e~clus_inly, its geograph ical
hm1ts are rcstncted mtlun ccrtam boun~s rn a northern d1rect1on, while, iu a southern? the s~mc effects arc produced! as 1t would .seem, by an excess of heat, and a
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graphical hm1ts, beyond winch tt does not appear-and that w1thrn those very limits
there are man.y places where its ~ s ual apparent cause would seem to ex ist, but where,
nevertheless, 1t has never shown itself, or has done so very seldom. Th e West Indian
Islands, and part of tho coast of South and North Am erica, constitute its proper soil.
From Brazil to Charleston, in one direction, and from Barbadoes to 'l,a mpico in
a~other, the causes of th~ .fever are in ?onstant th ough unequal force, in regard to
different seasons and localities. It prevails often, though not very generally, in some
places more north than Charleston; visits, occasionally, the Atlantic cities of our
Middle States, and has ascended as far as Boston, while in the l\Iississippi Valley it
has prevailed as high as l\J ewphis, perhaps Gallipolis, or even higher. In an eastern
direction, but within the same latitudes, it has extended to Cadiz, Xercs, Carthaaenia,
Malaga, Alicant, Seville, Barcelona, and other cities of the coast and the interior of
Spain. It has prevailed seYcral times at Gibralter, once at R ocheford, once at Lisbon,
and once at Leghorn . ll ence, we find it ewbracing a considerable portion of the
earth's surface. In its full est latitudinal extension, it reaches to between the twentysecond and twenty-third degrees south of the equator, and, on the other side, to the
forty-second degree on the Atlantic coast, to the thirty-fifth degree on our western
waters, and to the 8.56° on the Pacific. Considered only in reference to its legitimate longitudinal boundaries, it stretches from about the sixtieth to the ninety-seventh
degree of longitude east of Greenwich. Its true area includes the Caribbean and
other islands called the W est Indies, and Bahamas, the contiguous coast of Colombia
and Guatimala and th e extensive shores of the Mexican Gulf, sweeping from Cape
Catoche on the west, to Cape Sable on the east, and running thence along the coast
of America to Wilmington, (N. C.,) Norfolk, BalLimore, Philadelphia, New York,
Boston, and intermediate towns: in some of which places it is an occasional, not
annual, or even frequent visitor.
"Until recently, the river Amazon, which divides Brazil from ()uiana, for1ned the
boundary of the disease south of the equatorial line; for, although it is said to have
prevailed at Olinda from 1687 to 1694, and to have shown itself as far as Montevideo
in the beginning of the present century, the latter circumstance is open to some
doubt, while in Brazil, from the close of the seventeenth century to the middle of
the present, the di sease was not observed. Since 1860, it h~s .invaded Rio Janeiro,

~::~ie;:~nt~~hp~:ifi~:~a~~~~r ::::~e~\~hta!n~~u::rp~na~a:stw\~ea a~rG:a;~:a:r~~d
once at Callao. lt docs not appear in the East Indies. It has never prevailed in
China, Cochin China, Singapore, Siam, Ceylon; it ha.s prevaile? occ~sionally on the
African coast, Senegal, and the Gold coast, and has but three times, rn the space of
eight-six years, sh~w?d i~elf i~ Cayenne.
. .
.
"Within those hm1ts, tt has, m some one or more places, or1grnatcd and prevailed to
a greater or less ext.ent-.occa~ionally or frequen ~ly- either as. an endem ic, or as a
mild or wide·sprcadrng cp1dcm1c. Bey~nd these 1t never shows ~taclf; an.d thoughwhether north or south, cast or :"est -it does no~ reach the pornt at wb~ch comm?n
malarial fevers stop, it approximates to these d1 s~ases ! so far! espe~rn!ly, as 1_ts
north ern or western extension is concerned, it berng circumscr1bcd .w1thm certa1~
bounds; for they, too, hav~ their li'?it~; The effect in both i~stances ts due to modifications in the same morb1fic ageneies. -La R oche, opera citat.
.
Acc:limatization is prov cutivc of an atta?k of yellow fever. rrhus, rn plnccs where
the yellow fever is eudemic-where the chmate is continuously war~, ?~<l the causes
of the dise:isc are more or less pcrwanent, or frequently evolved. - Jnd1v1duals accus·
tomed by Iona and continued residence to the influence of th e chmatc, aud the agency
of thoi:ic cau~cs, lose their su~ceptibili~Y. to an ~tta~~· But after a prolonged residence in cold and more salnbnous locahw.es, the md1v1duals thus protected lose, to:~
certaiu extent, their acclimatization, and ~~their return to their former places of rc.si-
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deoce become once more liable to suffer from the disease. The children, too, of
natives of, or of those acclimatized to tropical regions, do not enjoy the sawe advantages in regard to protection, as their parents, but acquire them rapidly as they
advance in age. The residents of some portions of tropical regions suffer to a certain
extent from the disease, on removing to another portion less salubrious. The protection of acclimatization is also, to some extent lost, by a long exemption of the locality
from local sources of infection, or by the prevalence, during several successive summers, of a cooler and purer atmosphere than before.
The most susceptible subjects of yellow fever are those who have recently arriYcd
in infected 1ocalities, particularly the inhabitants of northern climates-the predisposition to an attack in creasing with the degree of the northern latitude from which the
stranger has arrived, and the shortness of th e interval that has pas::zed since he left
the northern for the equatorial region. Even the inhabitants of situations in the
neighbourhood of infected localities, but more elevated and sa lubrious, or of rural
districts generally, though Jess prone to the disease than strangers from cold climates,
arc, nevertheless, liable to suffer when they venture into an infected place.
As a general rule, an attack of the yellow fever exhausts the susceptibility of the
system to further attacks, or renders it less liable to be severely affected by the poison
of the dis('ase. Second attacks of yellow fever, in individuals who have passed
throup:h the disease, are somewhat rare; the immunity thus obtai ned is greater than
that derived from simple acclimatization. Second attacks constitute, therefore, ex~eptions to a rule, and are perhaps but little more frequently met with than second
attacks of other diseases through which the system usually passes but once.
Individuals of the sanguine temperarneut- the robust, strong, and plcthoric, are
those most prone to the discase-espccia11y when their mode of living is calculated to
keep up that temperament, or to bring out its clements in bolder relief. In times of
unusually violent epidem ics, when the fever spares none, individuals of all temperaments become alike its victims. As a general rule, females arc less obnoxious to the
impression of the poison productive of yellow fever than individuals of the other sex,
nod when attacked have the disease in a milder form. The disease, usually, effects
in preference individuals of adult age - sparing, to a. greater or less extent, young
children as well as persons advanced in life.
"In all places, whet.her within the tropics or in temperate climates, in which the
yell ow fever has manifested itsclf-sP?radically or epidemically- the negro race has
manifested a greater or less susccptibillty to the influence of those causes that give
rise to the disease; every where, howeyer, that susceptibility is far inferior to that
exhibited by the white race- the disease in the former spreading less extensively,
and assuming usually a milder and more tractable character. In warm regions, the
almost general exemption of the blacks is due, in some mc:lsurc, to their being acclimatized to the country - a circumstance they share with creoles, and those who are
inured to the climate; their more frequent liability to the disease in colder than in
warmer regions, is due to the same cause which renders the white inhabitants,
whether natives or long residents, more prone to the dii:;easc than creoles - the want
of acclimatization. By losing, through means of expatriation, the power of resistance imparted ~y acclimat.ization, they are placed much on the same footing as ncgroes
of temperate chmates, berng no longer as surely exempt as they were before from the
disease when again they are exposed to its influence." -La Roche.
Fear, in common with all the depressing passions, is a powerful predisposing cause
of yellow fever.
"Jhce!!sivc joy, fits of anger, by stimulating the action of the heart and arteries,
as well as the nervous system generally; strong emotions of any kind; despondency
from pecuniary or other losses; disappointment from even trivial causes; intense
mental application, arc no less to be deprecated, though producing their effects in a
different way j while the feeling of hope, cou~a~e_, cheerful ness, as well as equa nimity
of temper, haYc the contrary tendency, of sh1cldrng the sy!!tem from the morbid influence of the efficient cause of the disease, both by promoting the healthful play of
the functions, and placing the happy possessor of them beyond the reach of the depressing passions. They prove powerful adjuvants of trcatmcnt."-La R D<'hc.
Whilst sleep, espec ially in infected and exposed localities, must be viewed as a pre-
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disposing or exciting agent of the disease, the depri\'ation of it-watchfulness from
any cause-gives rise to t!le same effect.
Intemperance in respect both to food and drink; the use, especially when carried
to excess, of aliments of an exciting and nutritiou~., as well as those of a. crude and
indigestible character; unripe or acid fruit, perhaps still more particularly the use
of ardent spirits, and, indeed, of stimulating liquors of any kind, have almost inva·
riably exhibited a tendency to excite the development of the yellow fever. The
danger arising from such indulgences bas been fully recognized from the enrliost
period, and is recorded by almost every writer, ancient and modern, who has treated
of the cause of the disease. It is proper, however, to remark, that a sudden change
from a generous to an abstemious diet, will be apt to bring on an attn.ck of the disease
in individuals who might otherwise, in all probability, have escaped. A too rigid
and abstemious diet is equally injurious.
Immoderate evacuations; venereal excesses; fatigue of body from whatever cause
induced, as well as all other things calculated to debilitate the system, may be ranked
among the predisposing and exciting causes of yellow fever.
Butchers, curriers, tanners, soap-boilers, tallow-chandlers, scaYengcrs, and in
general, all those who habitually breathe an unwholesome atmosphere arc far less
li able to the disease than others differently circumstanced. 'Vhile, on the other hand,
cooks, bakers, black and whitesmiths, hatters, tailors, and sugar-refiners, are roputed to be particularly exposed to attacks of the disease.
Among the more frequent exciting causes of yellow fever may be ranked exposure
to cold in any way, especially when the body is heated or perspiring, through the
effect of exercise or otherwise, as also exposure to the coolness and chilliness of night
air, to a shower of rain, &c., sleeping in the open air, or exposure in any manner to
the night air-lying upon the ground, drinking large draughts of cold liquors, especially water.
The suppression of any of the natural, or of any artificial excretions, as also, the
sudden diminution or removal of irritations to which the system has become in some
measure accustomed, issues, blisters, alvine evacuations, ulcers, chronic cutaneous
eruptions1 etc., have been found to produce an injurious result, and prove the harbinger of an attack of the fever.
'l'he diagnosis of yellow fever, under ordinary circumstances, and to one familiar
with its phenomena and course, as contrasted with those of other fevers endemic to
the same localities and prevalent at a similar season of the year, is attended with little
difficulty. There is not, however, a single symptom appertaining to the disease, when
viewed by itself, or without regard to the degree of its frequency, that can, strictly
speaking, be considered as really pathognomouic, each of its more prominent symptows, is, at times, absent in cases of undoubted character, and each will be found to
occur in other diseases, but remotely connected with it. But, as Dr. I~a. Roche very
properly remarks, when viewed in connection with each other-when found associated

~~~,~~h:~e~r t~~e~s!:!era~:ei: ~::~e~o~~o\~ci~ aa~:r~;e::~~:r .~;ei?~i~i~~~~: ;{fe~~~~~

the result is different. Under those c1rcumstances, the peculiar pund1ce described,
varying from the bright yellow to a dark mahogany or livid hue-the emission from tl~e
stomach of the dark coffee-ground matter, so well known under the n~mc o_f black ~onnt
-the injected, brilliant, transparent, fiery, and glassy eye-t~ic thtD, slimy, white or
moist, thick and dirty yellow.fur! and clea.n, red ed~e and tip of the. tongue-the
super-orbitar pain-the rachi.algia-the StDgle febrile paroxysm, and its sudden Cf;Ssation at the end of i:iome forty to seventy.two hours, more or less-the abscnc~, from
that period, of all fever-the progressive increase in the sl?Wll?SS and dcpr~ss100 of
the pulse- the gradual Joss of cutaneous hea~ - the albun_irnos1ty of the. urme- all
these may be viewed, in their ensemble, as typical of the disease, and as its characteristic aod pathognomonic phenon:1e.na. When they all occur togcther,.or when only
one or two fail to do so, the physician may be assure~ he l~as to deal with the yelluw
fever · and the certainty is enhanced when the case m which they arc observed presents 'itself at a period of the year, and under circumstances favourable to the development of the disease. On ~he o~her ha~d, when they are a.II, or for ~he. mos.t part,
absent-the black vomit and Jaundice particularly-we may, ID the ma1or1ty of cases,
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safely conclude that the disease is of a different kind, even when circumstances are
favourable to the dc'rclopment of the yellow fever cause.
'l'he prognosis in yellow fever is upon the whole unfavourable - under ordinary
circumstances, and with the exception only of some epidemics of unui;ual mildness,
the disease is of the most dangerous character, and the chances of recovery are
slender. But little aid is afforded in enabling us to rirrivc at a correct prognosis by
the presence or absence of signs which in other diseases are of the highest value.
Cases occur in which, when everything would seem to indicate a favourable result,
the patient has been carried off with great rapidity, while on the other hand, cases of
reco\'ery happen in which, from the nature of the symptoms, a fatal termination
might naturally ha\'e been anticipated.
According to Dr. Blair, (op. citat.) a slow pulse and moderate temperature of the
body, and quiet stomach, arc always favourable indications. But the more fiery
crimson the tip and edge of the tongue, the more irritable the stomach, the severer
the headache, the worse the prognosis of the first stage, and oice versa. Slight or
moderate epistaxis is a sign of little prognostic value in any stage; but streaks of
blood in the early vomit indicates much danger, wJ1ile, during tho stage of black
vomit, or after an elimination bas set in, it is a favourable appearance, provided the
blood corpuscles are found entire. In the second stage, the earlier or more complete
the suppression of urine, and the more copious the ejection of black vomit, the more
imminent the danger. llut if the urinary secretion continue, and the black vomit be
scanty from the first, or is afterwards suppressed, the patient may yet survive.
Urine simply albuminous is a less serious sign than when it also contains tube casts;
but if the latter are thin and few in number, they do not add much to the gravity of
the indication. Free, copious urine, no matter how dark or bilious, is the most
favourable of any single sign. If the urine be scanty, and, at the same time, loaded
with tube casts, entangled in epithelial and fibrinous matter, forming a Jight, buff.
colored sediment, it indicates a complex lesion of the secreting structure of the kidney,
and is as fat:il a symptom as entire suppression. Blood corpuscles in the urine are
not a bad indication. A faltering of the articulation is a bad prognostic, still more
so when attended with a difficulty of protruding the tongue. The danger of the
attack is enhanced by its inflammatory complications, and by hypertrophy of the
heart. The recency of residence in a cold or temperate climate - the race or complexion of the individual-his age, habits of life, and preceding condition of bealthand the fact of his having already suffered from an attack of the disease, are all to be
taken into consideration in judging of the chances of a favourable recovery.
Dr. La Roche has presented in detail, and at great length, the various phenomena,
the absence or occurrence of which in a case of yellow fever may be considered as
favourable or unfavourable indications, and to the work of that gentleman we must
refer for an account of all that the most accurate and repeated observations have
taught us in reforcnce to the prognosis of the disease. In the meantime we borrow
from him the following general remarks:
1. As the yellow fever is more or less modified as to the degree of its prevalence,
the severity of its attack, and the mortality it occasions, by certain peculiarities connected with the condition and habits of the patient, bis age, sex, race, constitution,
idiosyncrasy, &c.; it follows a.s a necessary consequence, that when it occurs under
circumstances the least favourable in the a.hove respects, the prognosis will be equally
unfavourable.
Ilcnce, we need not fear so much the issue in children, females, negroes, or those who
ha.v.e already passed thr~ugh the ordeal of the di.sease, in natives of t~e warmer latitudes,
or rn. th?sc wl!osc .h~b1ts are. temperate; while .youth, a p1e~honc state, a sanguine
const1tut10n, high hvrng, and mtempcrance, predispose to, while a debauch, excessive
fatigue, or terror, a fit of anger, the intemperate use of vcncry, &c., often excite a
severe attack, from which the chances of recovery arc less to be anticipated.
Generally speaking, the more recently a stranger has arrived the more severe the
attack. ':J.1hc same m:iy be said of the remote cause itself, which, in some seasons is
o~ su~h a. degree of malignancy as t~ produce a disease, wl1ich, though apparen'tly
d1ffer10g little from that of oth~r per10ds, bas ~ g!eater ~endency to end fatally, and
must, therefore, call for a very different prognosis. Agam, the latter must be more
guarded during the continuance of the same epidemic iu different parts of :in infected
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city - the symptoms. appearing the same - inasmuch as tho nrn.lignancy nnd fatal
tendency of the fever differ in them. l'he same remark is applicable to the several
periods of the same epidemic. In genera.I the progoosis should be more guarded at
the outset, as the disease is more apt then to terminate fatally.
2. As a general rule, it may be said, that in yellow fever it is not so much the
presence of good signs which we are to look for in order to form a fa\•ourable pro:?:·
nosis, as the absence of bad signs. Wba:t would be regarded as good signs in
most other diseases, are of little or no a>ail in this, and runny patients recover after
exhibitiog some one or more of those which experience, in many fatal cases, teaches
us to look upon with suspicion. Nevertheless, the appearance of any one of the
decidedly bad signs, and still more a combioation of them, must be viewed with fear,
leading, as they very generally do, to a fatal termination.
3. It is not less to be noted, that much more is to be expected from a. gradual
amendment of the febrile and other symptoms than from a. sudden disappearance of
even the most unfavourable of these. From the latter change, indeed, the most
disastrous results may in general be expected-followed, as it generally is, by delirium,
coma, and other bad symptoms. The danger of the disease, great as it is, when
uocomplicated with any other complaint, becomes much more so, and calls for a more
unfavourable prognosis, when to the phenomena which reveal its existence, are
superadded those indicating the coexistence of other disorders.
4. With the exception of the mildest or ephemeral forms of the disease, the danger
to be apprehended is, generally speaking, proportionate to the shortness and rapidity
of the case. When the disease extends to the seventh, ninth, or eleventh day,
recovery may reasonably be expected. The same favourable view ruay be taken from
the prolonged duration of the stage of reaction - the danger in the subsequent st.age
being proportioned to the shortness of the first, and the early supervention of the
state of metaptosis.
5. In c:ises marked by decided remissions, the disease, as we have seen, is of a
milder character, and admits, therefore, of a much more favourable prognosis, however severe the febrile reaction may be during the exacerbation.
6. Rigors, at the commencement of the attack, denote considerable danger, and
are usually viewed as signs of fearful omen, the danger being proportionate to their
duration. The same may be said of chills, when violent, long continued, and repeated.
7. Considered in a general way, the yellow discoloratioo of the sk in , which has
given a name to the disease, is doubtless a sign of importance in a prognostic point
of view j for, though not invariably observed in all fatal cases, it is much more frequently see n in these than in cases of recovery. H ence, generally speaking, the
appearance of this symptom must be regarded with suspicion.
'l'he appearance of jaundice at au early period of the disease m:\y be viewed as a
symptom of serious import, and as indicating an attack of a dangerous, and even f~tal
character- the danger increasing in proportion to the deepness of the discolouration.
When, on the contrary, it appears at a late period-after the sixth or seventh d~.y
it is of dangerous import, and, may even be said to assume the charac~cr of a ~nt1c~l
sign. As regards the peculiar hue it presents: in many cases, and durmg ccrtato epidemics, the light yellow or lemon colour has proved ruore dangerous than the dark
yellow; while in other seasons and localities, the reverse is said ~o hrn:c been the case.
Jaundice is indicative of more danger when it assumes a grcentsh, violet, mahogany,
or bronze hue, and particularly when the skin presents a. mottled or party:colourcd
appearance, characterized by livid, olive, and ash.coloured patches of a~I sizes, ~ud
blendinO' into each other. Greater apprehenc:ion is to be felt when the d1scolour~t10.n
in qucslion is rapidly and very extensively diffused over the ~ody, than when it ts
limited in extent, and spreads slowly. (See La R11die, oprra cllal.)
In proceeding to a. consideration of the treatment of yellow feve r, we may remark,
that this must be based upon the character assumed by the disease in its differ.cut
visitatiom.1, and even in each .separate ~se that presents itself. 'l'he sau.1e therapeuttcal
measures are not adapted nhkc to the mflammatory and to the co ngestive forms of th_e
fever. Nor will the same course of treatment tend to conduct to a favourable te~nll·
nation of those cases, in which, from the very onset, the disease ass~1mcs an unc~ucst10n
ably malignant or deadly aspect, an_d those t.he sy1.nptoms of u:h~ch arc S? u~1ld,. that
recovery will be spontaneously, or with but slight aid from mcd1cme-wlule it will be
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as little odnpted to the cases intermediate between these two extremes - where the
object of the physician shou ld be to apply in time those. means best calculated to pr?ducc a favourable impression on the train of morbid act1ous, and thereby arrest their
.
.
.
dangerous tendencies.
The treatment of yellow fe'f"er must be modified a?cordrng to 3; var1c~y of c1~cum
stances. As remarked by Dr. La. Hoche, op. cit., "rn cncountermg t!11s form1d~ble
disease, we must content ourselves with endeavouring, not. to ne~trahze the p0t~on
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undue mischief from being done, especially to or~ns essential l? hfe .. We m~~t
keep these organs in as healthy a condition as poss1ble-restore, if .possible, equ1hbrium in th e play of the functions-reduce undue and dangerous exc1tem.ent, ~eneral
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beyond this 1 art is of little avail. The idea of curing the disease, or greatl~ abridging
its course, is entitled to little confidence. To nature must be left the chief management of the case; time must be allowed for the elimination of the poison j and the
physician must be impressed with the conviction that, in cases wh~re no marked
org:anic mischief has been done, or is likely to occur, he must keep his hands off as
much as possible, and restrict his agency to the employment on ly of such means as a~e
strictly necessary to fulfil particular indications. Ile must not attempt to do wbat ts
more safely done by the recuperative powers of the system, and rest assured that in
these and indeed in all instances, more danger is to be apprehended from too great
than too little interference on the part of the medical attendant."
When called to a case of yellow fever, a primary object of solicitude on the part of
the physician, should he, to guard as much as possible against all disturbing influences. Tie must see that the patient is confined effectually to his bed, and prevented
from rising. He must give proper directions for the free ventilation of the apartment,
and the preservation of cleanliness; while, whatever be the form the disease assumes,
he should proceed to the medical treatment of the case with the least delay possible.
The great rapidity with which the dangerous symptoms make their appearance, the
little time afforded for preventing their onset, and the great importance of effecting
that object-besides the difficulty of their remova l when they do appear-render such
promptucss imperative. At the same time, a knowledge of the insidious and treacherous nature of the discasc 1 the great difficulty of predicting wlrnther symptoms indicative ge nerally of a mild attack arc not soon to be succeeded by those of an opposite
};:ind, and whether changes calculated to make us hope for a favourable issue are not
to be followed-pcrliaps in a few hours-by others portending approaching death,
should make him constantly attentive to the nature and succession of every
phenomenon.
Attention being paid to these detai ls, the medical treatment will necessarily vary
according to the particulat' form which the disease assumes. In the several varieties
of the inflammatory form, recourse must be had to autiphlogistics, sedatives, and cvacuants, graduating the energy of these to the degree of the violence of the reaction, the
force of the circulation, the heat of the skin, and the extent of the local inflammations
or congestions. Of the indispensable necessity of antiphlo"istic and evacuant treatment, which in this, as io other fevers of kindred nature, consists io sanguine evacuations, sedatives -internal and external-and purgatives, there can be no doubt. It
is based on the evident character of tbe cow plaint, and the success which has attended
its application, and comes to us under the sanction of innumerable and high
authorities.
The foregoing remarks apply exclusively to the first st3ge of the inflammatory form
of the disease. 1'o be productive of benefit the remedies indicated nmst be resorted
to without loss of time - their success being proportion3te to the earliness of their
a~plication. They are not! it is ~lso t~ be recoll?ctcd, as a general rule, to be used
with the same freedom as 10 ordinary rnflammat1ons. Except when there is inordinately high. rca~tio~-or when imi;>ortant organs are seriously inflamed or congested,
and the patient is vigorous, plethoric, and young, and the recuperative powers of the
system energetic, it would be safer to a.void the use of agents calculated to debilitate
"'uddenly and considerably, and to trust to milder meaus. While endeavouring to
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relieve. in8ammation _or congestion, we should n~ver lose sight of the imperative
necessity of husbandmg the strength of tbe patient, and of avoidin" evcrythin"'
0
calculated to depress the powers of life and foster the tendency to collap~e .
While gcne!al excitemc.nt, local infl~wmations and congestions, if they exist, are
reduce~ by suitable dcplett?u and sed~ttves, and the ~owcls, when costive, opened by
mercurial and other purgattTes, attention must be paid to tranquillize the stomach and the physician must watch the efforts of nature, and promote any critical movement she may indicate.
Various weans have been proposed and recommended to calm the stomach.
Leeches or cups to the epigastrium in cases where they arc admissible, have, occasionally, been found beneficial. Lime water by itself, or combined with an equal
quantity, or two-thirds of new milk, in doses of a. wine-glassful, has been highly
recommended; other means have been also used with more or less success.
Among these may be enumerated the carbonates of soda. and potass, the saline
mixture, the effervescent draught, yeast, calcined magnesia, porter, chalk mixture,
liquor potassa. in barley water, carbonate of ammonia and hydriodate of potassium,
and spruce beer and essences. Of all remedies of the alkaline class, the chlorate of
potass is entitled to most notice in this place, from the praise it has recently received
from the high authority of Professor Frost, of Charleston.
'fhc nitrate of silver-small doses of creasote diffused in water-cllloroform, iv
doses to the extent of even half a drachm, have likewise been recommended-they
would all appear to us to be of doubtful propriety in the first stage at least of inflammatory cases.
After the more decided inflammatory symptoms have been subdued, lllrpcntine,
combined with a. portion of mucilage, in doses of ten drops every two hours, will
often be found very speedily to check vomiting-under the same circumstances also,
a blister or sinapism over the epigastrium will be found of service. The acetate of
lead, in doses of from grs. 2! or 3, e\·ery three or four hours, either in pills or simple
solution, has been highly recommended, and will sometimes succeed in restraining
the frequent retching and violent vomiting so characteristic of the disease. When
we ba\"e succeeded in checking the violence of the fc\"er, and in relieving whatever local irritation or congestion may be present, and an intermission has been
obtained, a or," to use the language of Dr. La. Roche, u when the latter or metaptosis
bas occurred at the regular time by the spontaneous subsidence of the febrile excitement, little remains to be done beyond keeping up the strength of the patient by
mild tonics and light nourishment, and preventing, if possible, the onset of further
and malignant syn'.pl?ms! b.y the use of ~ntiperiodie, tonic, an~ astringent reme~ ic~.
But when the rcm1ssl0n 1s rncomplcte, or ts succeeded by a tram of symptoms 10d1cating a continuance and exasperation of the disease, another and different course
must be pursued. The irr~ta~ility of the stomach and the vomi~ing, as also ~he
inflammation of that organ, 1f 1t occur, must be combated by sedatives and antacids
internally, emollients and rcv~ls~vc~ e~ternally ; the. cerebral organs, i.f implicated,
must be attended to, and their ITntatlon or congestion treated by ordmary means;
the failing powers of the syst?m. m~t be sustained ~y nourishment, tonics, and
stimuli, either by the stomach, ~f 1t will bear them, or, 10 the contra~y event, by the
rectum; while the hremorrhag1c tendency must be arrested by astrmgcnts or other
suitable remedies.
Io the congestive form of the disease, when the reaction is dcficie~t or altogether
wanting, recourse must be bad to means cal~u lated to ~rouse and sus.tarn the dormant
energies. of the system, and, at th? same tune, to rcheve .the sufferrngs of _the ?verloadcd organs. Exter~al stimu lation, bJ: me~ns o~ rubcfac1ents, hot baths, smap1sms,
vesicatories, &c.; the rnter~al us~ of stunuh, ton~cs, &c., bl'.' the stomach or bowels,
and, in the milder cases, st1mulatmg and mercurial catharttcs, mu.st be resorted to;
and, whenever it can be done ~ith safety, the ~ongested ~easel~ of 1m~orta.nt ?rgaas,
and the inflammation of particular parts, which sometimes 1s combrncd with the
eonrrcstion of others, must be relieved by general and topical bleeding.
Local depletion, by cups or leeches, may be resorted to in many cases of yellow
fever, where general depletion is not coasidered a?visable; or for th.a relief of particular organs. The cups. or leeches should be appl.1cd as near. as possible to the part
affected-on the cpigastnum, whea the stomach ts to be relieved; on the temples,
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along the course of the jugular veins, inside the nostrils, or at the back of the neck,
when the condition of the enccphalon calls for ass istance. As a genera l rule, local
depiction should be resorted to at as early a period of the disease aa possible. When
practised late, it is of no utility, and may even act disadvant.'lgeously, by increasing
the prostration of the powers of Jife.
Sudorifics are strongly recommended by many in the treatment of yellow fever in
its earliest stage. The \\'arm and vapour baths, or pcdilU\·ia of warm water, or warm
water with mustard, aided by warm lemonade, or a warm infusion of some agreeable
vegetable substance, have unquestionably been found, in many cases, when properly
timed, to produce a general diaphoresis, from which very decided relief has been
obtained. It is only at the very onset of the milder cases, however, that much benefit is to be expected from these sudorifics. In the more decidedly inflammatory forms,
they caunot fail to prove prejudicial. From the irritable state of the stomach, there
is little to be expected from the usual diaphoretics internally administered.
The warm bath is particularly appropriate wheu, in the early stage, the reacti on is
impc>rfoet, partial, or dcficicut- when, in a word, the disease assumes one of the
grades of the con~estivc form . In such crises, a general bath of high temperaturenot less than 100°-will tend to promote a return of heat to the surface, and diffuse
it if unequally distributed, and at the same time revive the activity of the circulation.
In general, the water may be used alone; but in the case of extreme coll:l.pse, its
beneficial effects will be f?reatly enhanced by the addition of salt, spirits, or mustard.
There arc a number of means which may be resorted to, in order to meet particular
indications-- to relieve pain and local inflammation. Pcdiluvia, warm or tepid,
fomentations and cataplasms are generally used, and found useful. Warm frictions,
either dry or with soap, with hot oil, whiskey, or stimulating lotions, or, again, with
lemon juice, will also find a useful application. The latter means-frictions with
lemon juice-constitute a main instrument of what is called the creole treatment, or
that of the colored women of the West Indies, and is favourably spoken of by the
medical writers of experience in tropical climates and this country.
Jn the early period of the first stage of the fever, when the skin is hot and dry,
cold water, applied over a considerable extent of tllC ·surface, either by spong.ing or
affusion, has been found, at times, to exercise a beneficial influence, and by many
physicians, is considered an important agent in the treatment of the disease. Such
has been the case in tropical climates, and the results there obtained will be found
fully corroborated by those recorded in temperate latitud es.
Dr. Blair remarks, that when the heat of surface was ardent, the wet sheet or
blanl.·et was used for the reduction of temperature by evaporation, with frequently
very good effect.
The same rule must be observed in the application of cold water in cases of yellow
fever, as in other febrile diseases- namely, it should be resorted to, on ly when the
skin is decidedly hot and dry, and the reaction well established. Under such a co ndition of things the application of the cold water is usually foJJowed by a reduction
of heat and of vascular action, as well as, also, in numerous cases, by a tendency to
perspiration, a scnsatio~1 of comfort, and a.n abatement of mall)' unpleasant symptoms.
The same effects, but Ill a less degree, will result from partial applications of cold
watC'r or co.Id pediluYia: When applied, on the contrary, under other circumstances,
verv opposite results will very generally follow.
''If," ~s Dr. La. Roche well rema_rks, "the skin be cool and the pulse depressed,
the s~dat1~e effect of cold water will have ~ tendency to aggravate the S)'lllptoms.
Reaction, rn such cases, seldom occurs; the disease becomes more concentrated within
the internal and important organs, and the prostration of the vital powers increases
rapidly. When the ~kin, _instead ?f bc_ing dry, is warm, moist, and relaxed-which,
as seen, occurs somctnnes mall cp1dem1cs, and very generally in others- the application of cold to the surface has a tendency to check the salutary condition and will
almost always sorely aggravate instead of benefiting the disease. Nor arc ~old ablutions to be less avoi~cd when the patient complains of chil liu css or dyspnma; or when
he labours under diarrhooa, or deep congestion, or well-marked inflammation of internal organs; or, again, when he is of weak constitution or of advanced age."
"In case~ attcndc_d with a mod~rate d.e~ree of temperature of the surface; or when,
!lfter deplct1ou, or without, the skm exh1b1ts a tendency to perspiration; when, again,
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the patient suffers from restlessness or other nervous symptoms, or when the shock
from cold water is unpleasant, the tepid ba~b, or ablution with water of s\iahtly elevated tempera~urc, ?r a _sl~ce~ dipped !n tep1~ water, is found h_ighly advaut~eous."
"In cases rn which tt _1s rnconvemeut or impr?per1 for particular reasons, to have
recourse to the hot or tepid bath- general or partrnl-the effect will often be obtained
b~ me~ns of the artifici~l vapor-b~th, obtain ed by pouring water, either alone or mixed
with vrnegar, on hot bricks and rntroduced under the bl.'d clothes."
It is scarcely necessary to point out .the importnnce_of placing the patient in apnrtments, large, clean, dry, and well vcnhlated, and so situated as to secure for him the

~~;~~~;:~e~e0 ft!f~::U~~~1lis f[:~~ a;~~im~:r~~~t a~e;~~r:.ircumstances of

the disease, let

Tbe drinks of the pnticnt should be cool and refreshing -in the first stage of the
forru of yellow fever, cold water is perhaps the best, taking care, however, that it be tnkeu m moderate drau ghts, at short intervals, to avoid over distcnsK>n or prostration of the Stomach. Where the stomach is irritable, and bears with
diffi culty the in gestion of water or other cool liquids1 small portions of ice, held in
the mou~h and slo~vly swallowed, will often prove l.1ighly refreshing.
A '\"ar1ety of drinks ha.ve been suggested 1 and 10 many cases may be resorted to
with advanta~e, as weak lemonade or orang:eade1 tamnrind, currant j elly, and rawapple water; thin flaxseed 1 or gum water, plain or sweetened; iced carbonic acid
water. "Under the use of cold and iced drinks, the irritation of the gastric mucous
membrane," remarks Dr. La. Roche, "often subsides; the sense of heat and ardour
at the epigastrium; the nausea and vomiting; gastric hremorrhage, as well as the
general excitement of the heart and arterial system, diminish; while the temperature
of the skin is apt to lessen, and a disposition to perspiration not uofrequently manifests itself.
When the mucous surfaces, as indientcd by the tongue, were denuded of
epithelium, we arc informed by Dr. Blair, that the use of gum water was found
decidedly beneficial, by its lubri cating, defending, and soothing the raw surfaces.
In gcneral 1 three drachms of the purest powdered gum were dissolved in six ounces of
cold water, of which a tablespoonful was given every hour or two. For thirty-six or
forty-eight hours of the most critical period of the diseasc 1 the patient will take it
without dissatisfaction; after that, it can be substituted by1 or nlternatcd with,
8.rrow-root pap.
In all cases-even in tl10sc characterized by considerable thirst-care must be taken
not to overload the stomach, as nausea and vomiting will almost inevitably be the
result. The preferable plan is to direct the patient to drink often, and to take but a.
very small quantity at a time. Even in cases unattended with much thirst or irritability of the stomnch, it is proper to enjoin the same rule of frequent and moderate
drinking, for the double purpose of soothing the irritation of that organ, and guarding against awnkening a disposition to ~ausea and vom~ting, whicl!, .as we have se~n,
are almost constant attendants on the disease, and require but a tnftrng cause to brrng
them on.
Dr. Blair found a dislike of sweets in yellow fever patients, and when lemonade
was asked for, the usual quantity of sugar was objected to. Tea was found uniformly
to disagree with the patients, and to cause vomiting, particularly in the advanced
.
stages.
In cases characterized by symptoms different from those enumerated 1 the drinks
should be of a higher temperature; and where there exists a tendency to pcrspi~ation,
they should, the condition of the stomach a11owing, be taken warm and slightly
aromatized.
In an advanced stage of the disease - when the powers of life are fading, the
drinks should be of a stim ulating and nourishing k~nd. Porter and water, weak
punch, weak wine-whey, claret, ~hampagne 1 or bock w~ne, brandy _an.d water, &c . .
When the gastric irritability is so great as to forbid the adm1ss10n of any thrng
into it much benefit is often derived from the use 0£ small and strongly purgative
enemata. 1'hey net on the principle of revulsion-excite the peristaltic action of the
tube downwards, and thus tend to quiet the stomach. I? the n?vanc~d stage of tl~e
disease, especially when the stom~c~ r?jects every thrng, st11nu~atrng and tome
substances introduced by means of 1DJect1ons, sometunes prove scrv1ccable.
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Blistering is not admissible in the early stage of the inflammatory form of yellow
fever. At the commencement of the second stage -when symptoms of an unfavourable char:ictcr are present, blisters to the ankles a.nd other parts will often produce a
favourable revulsive action, or prevent the depression of the vital powers. At a late:period of the disease, when symptoms of prostration present themselves, blisters, in
conjunction with other stimulants and excitaots, will not unfrequently contribute in
arousing the sinking energies of the system.
In th e early period of the congestive form of yellow fever, blisters are adapted to
aid in the restoration of action to the surface of the body, and in the excitation of the
genera l circulation and nen·ous system . They will, also, often prove serviceable for
the relief of gastric distress, pain, nausea, and vomiting, in cases of the disease where
the febrile excitement does not run high, or in its second stage, when applied to the
tipiizastrium or spine; they will, likewise, not unfrequently be decidedly beneficial for the
relief of the headache, delirium, and stupor, attendant on the various stages of the
di sease, when applied to the nape of the neck, to the occiput, or to the upper extremities. So, in like manner, pain in the region of the thorax, whether resulting from
disease of the lungs or external muscles, as well as the tormenting rachinlgia, will
sometimes be relie\' Cd by blisters to the affected parts.
In order to obtain the effect desired from the application of a blister; it is not always
necessary to produce vesication. By removing them so soon as they have produced
a rubefacient effect, a rcvulsive action is obtained without risk of gangrene, soreness,
or hoomorrhage, while the effect may be renewed when it subsides too soon.
Sinapism!:I may, in many cases, be usefully substituted for blisters, and should
always be preferred when the urgency of the symptoms calls for a prompt and energetic treatment. They are particularly useful to tranquillize the stomach, and remove
local pain; and, in congestive, as well as in the advanced stages of ordinary cases, to
invite excitement to the surface, and arouse the failing power of the nervous and
arterial systems. By some they are used early to counteract congestion.
While all internal stimulants arc strongly contra-indicated in the first stage of the
inflammatory form of yellow fever, they arc sometimes required in cases in which
from the onset the reaction is feeble and deficient-in some of the modifications of the
congestive variety-to arouse the energies of the vascular and nenous systemS-even
when bleeding and other means of depletion are employed to empty the congested
organs. In not a few cases, however, of even the congestive form of yellow fever, the
early use of stimulan ts is unnecessary and improper. It is chiefly in the advanced or
sinking stage of the disease that they are admissible; and they arc here often required
in very large doses. They are sometimes instrumental in sustaining the powers of
life or mitigating particular symptoms, and thereby enabling the patient to outlive the
disease.
Nearly all the articles included in the class of stimulants have been recommended
capsicum, serpentaria, wine, brandy, ammonia, camphor, chloride of sodium, sulphuri~
ether, spirits of turpentine, etc. No one of these can be considered as specifically
adapted to the disease; all have no doubt been found useful, and it is equally certain
that all have equally failed.
According to Dr. Blair the employment of ether was frequently found to be
a~tcnded with marked advantage i~ re?1oving. or abating the distressing symptom,
hiccup. It was also used as a d1ffus1ble stimulant, and when acceptable to the
patient, he pronounces it fully equal for that purpose to brandy.
Opium, which is admissible, at an early period of the disease, only in the decidedly
congestive form, when stimulating means are required to rouse the prostrated powers
of life, bas bec.n rccom.mer~ded, ~n the latter sta~c of ordinary cases to support the
system- and, 10 combmat1on with the other stimulants may, sometimes, be found
useful.
At this particular stage the cinchona bark, quinia, and the tincture of the hydrochlorate of iron, lmvc been recommended as tonics.
'I1hc Peruvian bark, which has been sug~ested by some as an appropriate remedy
even at the very onset of the fever, and by others at the close of the first stage or
during .the. remission, is now! we believe, ver~ g.enerally considered as useless, or
even ?Hschievous, except <lur~ng th~ las~ or srn.kmg stnge, when, probably, it may
sometimes do good as well by its tome as its astringent properties. Of the sulphate
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of quinia, which bas supplanted the bark as a. therapeutic agent, the same remarks
may be made.
Of late years the qui11ia has been recommended at the very onset of the attack in
large doses, with the view of at once cutting short the disease. In reference to 'the
success of this abortive treatment or yellow fc, er, as it has been termed we have
been favour~d with. much discordant testimony, bu~ none which, in our dstimatioo,
are of ~uffie1eot weight and clearness to recommend 1t strongly to our notice.
It woul~, ncverthelessi be unfair not to refer to the strong testimony recently presented in its fa•our by Dr. Blair. In the course of the epidemic which occurred in
Britis~ Guia.oa in 1852 and '53, the primary object of treatmeot was, he states, to
abort, 1f possible, the attack by the administration of a mixture of calomel and quinia.
'l'weoty grains of the first, and twenty-four of the second, for au adult, given in some
simple syrup. 'l'hc same being repeated at intervals of four or six hours, to the
extent of four doses, unle&B the attack was earlier arrested. If, be remarks, after
three or four doses are gi>en the disease is not cut short, little room is left for active
interference on the part of the physician, although still much may be done in putting
the p~tic~t in the best condition for sustaining the struggle, and keeping off intruding
comphcat1ons.
'.l1he aborting dose of calomel and qninia, we are told, 8hould be used as early as
possible in the attack. When a state of apyrexia is induced, it may be rclinquishedthe end is attained; but, if the urine has become coagulable, or the epithelium of
the tongue has begun to peel, it is of no use pushing it further, the time for its use
bas passed, and subsequent to this it will be a noxious irritant.
Sometimes, Dr. Bailey remarks, the disease is incompletely aborted, that is, although
it docs not proceed to the second stage, a certain amount of febrile action still con·
tinues after the abort:rnt bas been pushed to a reasonable extent. It was the practice
then to give half an ounce of camphor water and spirit of mindererus every three or
four hours, till the skin became cool and soft. Should, however, the stage of acid
elimination supervene, this medicine is stopped, and small doses of bicarbonate of
soda and nitre (five to ten grains of each) substituted.
In preparing the irritable stomach for the reception of the abortive dose of calomel
and quinia, crcasotc, is stated by Dr. Blair, to have had often an admirable effect.
'!'he muriated tincture of iron comes to us with such strong testimony in its favour,
as a remedy adapted to even the earlier stages of yellow fever, that it demands a
further trial.
We have said nothing as yet of the mercurial treatment of yellow fever, so highly
lauded for its superior efficacy by several physicians of high repute. It docs not
appear to us that any evidence has been adduced to prove that this plan of treatment
has been more successful than others; while from the known effects of the mercury
upon the blood, we should apprehend an increase of the very morbid condition of
that fluid, which, from an early period of the attack, constitutes so prominent a feature
of yellow fever. l?rom these considerations, and the uncertainty of our being able to
place the system under its i::pecific effects-the probable failure, even when obtained,
of their producing the desired result, and the time lost in waiting for those effects to
develop themselves, we should be inclined to reject mercury from the list of the
therapeutic agents adapted to the disease.
In the management of a case of yellow fever, mor~ perhap~ than .in one of any
other disease, is it important to remove from the patient all 1mprcss1ons of a moral
kind-to koep up his spirits and sustain ~is con.rage. Ilis alarm and anxi~ty for the
result of his case must, by every means, 1f possible, be quelled, and the stnuulus of
hope coostantly kept alive; unless this be done-remedies arc of little avail.
In the early stage of the inflaw~atory for.m of the disease, total abstinence fro~
food should be enjoined, or only thrn gum, rice, barley, or apple water allowed; or 10
the milder cases, arrow-root, sago, Indian, or oat--menl gruel, or the like, may be
allowed in small quantities, and at reasonable intervals.
.
When the activity of the pulse has been reduced, and the skrn softens and loses
its excess of temperature; when the gastric irritation lessens also, nod especially
when the stage of metaptosis sets in with fair prospects of increasing amendment, the
diet should be wade more nourishing.
Animal food, w11ether in the form of soup, carefully freed from fat, or in substance,
1
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may be given, but with i:rreat circumspection; it may C'I; e,1 be bC'ttcr to restrict the
patient to_ farinaceous and vegetable articles. Thin rice and bread _cream, ?rrow-root,
sago, Indian mush, oat-meal gruel, slightly sweetened and aromatized, ~hrn .panada,
weak coffee, tea, or chocolate, milk and barley-water, answer well, when given rn small
quantities at a time, and at short intervals. They arc bet.tor suited than ani~al food
~a t~e existing condition of the digestiV"c powers, winch are often oons1derably

1mpa1red.
Wine, and otl1cr spirituous liquors, except when the debility is unduly prominent,
and all signs of inflammatory irritation have subsided, must be avoided as unnecessary
and often hurtful. Considerable attention is also required as to the quantity in which
food is allowed - much mischief is often done by the patient indulging largely in
even the most bland and proper articles. As a general rule, it is safer to give but a
small portion of nourishment at a time, and gradually to in crease the quantity.
As febrile irritation and gastric irritability further subside, and the favourable
crisis approaches, the food must be given at shorter intervals, and rendered more
nourishing. It may now consist of the same articles prepared in a more generous
manner, or of milk, stewed fruit, chicken or veal broth. When the debility is con siderable, beef-tea, animal jelly, &c., may be allowed. This choice of aliments, graduated in the way mentioned, to the condition of the digestive powers and of the
system at Jar~c, must be persevered in to the period of convalescence. It is equally
well suited when the disease, instead of progressively subsiding without the occurrence of bad symptoms, passes to the third stage, or that of depression. When,
however, the disease assumes a malignant character, and symptoms of positive prostration call for tonics and stimulants, nourishing food, in the form of strong broths,
essence of beef, animal jellies, administered often and in small bulk, may be tried as
long as the stomach rcmaius quiet, and it has sometimes proved ad\'"antageous.
In congestive cases little or nothing can be done in the way of diet so long as reaction has not taken place. When reaction bas been brought about, the diet must
be regulated in the manner already adverted to.
During convalescency, while the use of the remedies employed in the preceding
stage, is to be gradually diminished, the patient must be nllowcd more and better food,
but the transition to the diet of health must be gradual, and care must be taken to
select none but light and nutritious articles, and to avoid indulging in these frequently, and especially overloading the stomach. For some days, unless the debility
be great, and all signs of gastric irritation completely subdued, the patient had better
abstain from animal food, and limit himself to the use of eggs, bread, rice, bread and
milk, paoada, and oysters. As stre ngth returns, and the functions of the stomach
acquire energy, he may be allowed chicken, veal, mutton, or beef broths, prepared
with a larf:!'e proportion of rice, barley, and other \'"Cgctables. Poultry, game, and
fish may follow; and finally, the more substantial meats may be allowed.
But necessary and indispensable as this gradual return to the diet of benlth undoubtedly is, the physician does not always find it possible to cnfore compliance; for
there is often such a sudden revival of the appetite for animal food at the commencement of convalescence that it is difficult to restrain the patient withiu proper bounds.
Cases uot unfrequently occur, in which, from feebleness and languor of the stomach,
or a state of general debility, mild, and even strong tonics and stimulants are called
for. Under these circumstances, the infusion of bitter plants, of Peruvian bark, of
serpentaria, or the sulphate of quinia, will prove serviceable; while malt liquo~,
wines-claret, sherry, madeira, hock-and even brandy and water, find a successful
application.
Hremorrliages occasionally occur during convalescence, which, as they indicato
great debility of the system, and an atonic condition of the vessels, and tend to increase,
by the loss of blood they occasion, the very cause on which they depend, must be
checked with the least possible delay. In these cases, acids intcmally, and nitrate
of silver, creasotc, or the tincture of iron externally, cool air, as well as remedies
calcul_ated to impart tone to the ~yste m at large, are employed with advantage.
Quiet and cheerfulness of mrnd must be secured, and sleep must be encouraged.
'l'hey are essential to a rapid and complete recovery. So long as debility is prominent, bodily exertions must be avoided; but, as. soon as the strength admits of it,
exercise, alternating with rest, and graduated to the condition of the patient-short,
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and frequently repeated-must be enjoined. The venereal act-to which, convalescents are prone-should be carefully avoided, as always highly detrimental, aud often,
when indulged in to any excess, of fatal tendency.
Great stress must, at the same time, be laid on cleanliness and free ventilation, but
more particularly on change of locality, and removal from the infected to a pure and
cool atmosphere.
When circumstances will permit, and convalescence is long and tedious, a sea
voyage, and a residence in a cold climate, must be recommended. - C.J
I pass, without pausing, from the consideration of continued fever, to that of smallpox or variola; a disease, fortunately, less common in this eountrythan it used to be,
yet still sufficiently frequent and formidable to require that we should acquaint ourselves with the phenomena it is accustomed to present; and very prevalent here, as it
happens, at present (1838) . I have already mentioned, by anticipation, several
points in its history.
This frightful disease sets in with smart febrile symptoms : rigors, followed by heat
and dryness of skin, a hard and frequent pulse, pain in the cpigastrium, with
nausea and vomiting, and headache. Sometimes wild delirium, sometimes convulsions, attend its outset. Then, to use the words of Cullen's definition, "tertio die
iucipit, et quinto finitur, cruptio papularum phlegmonode:i,rum, qure spatio octo
dierum, in suppurationem et in crustas demum abcunt, srepe cicatrices dcprcssas,
sive fovcolas, in cute rclinquentes."
When small-pox is fully formed, it cannot be mistaken for any other complaint:
but it is of some importance tq recognise it at its very commencement, for the force
of the impending disorder may sometimes be lessened by judiciouR measures adopted
at that early stage. The symptoms, however, that mark the outset of all febrile diseases are necessarily very much the same. If the pyrexia. set in when small.pox is
prevalent in the neighbourhood, if the person -in whom it occurs be an "unprotectedu person ( i. e. one who has neither had that disease, nor been vaccinated previously), and especially if he be known to have been exposed, within from nine or ten
days to a fo:.-toight, to the contagion of variola, we may well suspect that the dlsease
will turn out to be small-pox, and act upon that suspicion.
Nevertheless there are sowc symptoms which, being common in the commencement of variola, and not common at the beginning of continued fever, or of the other
exanthcmata, may assist the early diagnosis. Vomiting is one of these; pain of the
back another. \Vhen these symptoms are violent, they usually usher in a severe
form of the disease. The same may be inferred from a continuance of the nausea
and vomiting, after the coming out of the eruption; which is very unusual. Heberden noticed that acute pain in the loins was almost always followed by a severe disorder; that pain higher up, between the shoulders, was of better augury; and that
it was to be reckoned in all cases a good sign, if there were no pain of the back at
all. Early delirium, stupor, or convulsions, announce severity in the subsequent
eoUJse of the malady. Yet not always, especially in children. Within the last
month I was asked to sec a child which had been suddenly attacked with convulsions,
followed by coma. In due time the eruption of variola appeared, and the disease ran
a mild course, with little aid from medicine, although the child was previously
00
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eruption almost always begins to show itself. on the third day
the
fever. The earlier it comes, the severer generally docs the disorder prove. In JUdgiu" of the date of the eruption, you must bear in mind that parents and servants are
apt to state its accession to have been later than ~t was i,n reality: for the spots ~re at
first so minute that they often escape observation. 'I bey also frequently begm to
come out in the night; and the morning of the second day of the eruption is then
called erroneously the fi rst day.
The eruption comes out first on the face, then on the neck and wrists and on the
trun k of the body, and lastly on the lower extremities. Such is the rule; so that (as
1
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~e:$sc~i-~1~:di, int ~fia~:~.~i:1~~~l:~u~~e:u:~~:~i~~a~e. ;eb~~: ~i;~,t~ :d~~: ;:~1~ :~~e;~
tious to this rule. Occai::1onally the spots appear first upon the extrem1t1es, but this
In some instances straggling papulre continue to spring up after tho

is very rare.
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main crop is fairly completed; but these stragglers seldom arrirn at the same size
with the others.
The pimples, or papuloo, ripen gradually into pustules, the suppuration being COW·
plete by their eighth day; and on that day the pustules generally begin to break, and
crusts or scabs to form. In four or five days more the scabs are falling off. There
are some variations in all this also. In children, the crusts arc sometimes visible on
the seventh day : and in adults, when the disease is severe, they sometimes do not
begin to form till the ninth day. In all cases some of the pustules are liable to be

prematurely broken, by accident, or by the patient's scratching; and these will crust
over earlier than they otherwise would have done. So that in fixing the period of
incrustation, you are to regard those pustules only, of which the natural progress has
not been interfered with.
All that I have hitherto been saying, applies with more or less exactness, to the
disease in all it.s varieties. But its severity differs exceedingly, as I have already
hinted, in different eases. Its severity, in truth, is almost always in direct relation to
the quantity of tlie eruption. The number of pustules indicates, in the first place,
the quantity of the variolous poison which bas b een reproduced in the blood. In the
second place, it is also a direct measure of the extent to which the skin suffers
inflammation . Sometimes there are not more than half a dozen pustules; sometimes there are many thousands. If all these were collected into one, it would be an
enormous phlcgmon. li'or both these reasons the system suffers commotion, distress,
and peril, in proportion to the quantity of the eruption.
When the pustules are very many, they run together : when they are few, they
are separate from each other. And this affords a broad line of distinction, which can
neither be overlooked nor mistaken, into the variola discreta, and the variola conjluens.
In the one, the pu.stules are distinct, and of a regularly circumscribed circular form.
In the other they eoale8ce, and their common outline becomes irregular. Now the
discrete form of the disease is scarcely ever dangerous; the confluent form is never
free from danger. The distinction therefore is of the highest importance and interest.
For its full estimation, each form must be considered separately.
In the discrete variety, in which the disorder may be presumed to run ita most
natural course, the eruption is at first, according to the phraseology of Willan,papular.
The pimples gradually increase in magnitude, but it is not till the third day of their
appearance that they begin to contain a little fluid on their summits. For two days
after this they increase in breadth only, and a depression is observable in the centre
of many of them. 'l'he cuticle is bound down there somehow, for a time, to the cutis
vera. It is the eighth day of the disease, or the fifth day of tlte eruption, before the
pustules become perfectly turgid and bemispherOidal. During the time in which
they are thus filling up, the face swells; often to so great a degree that the eyelids
are closed; and the natural aspect suffers a complete and hideous change. The skin
between the pustules on the face assumes a damask red colour. About the eighth
day of the eruption, a dark spot makes its appearance on the top of each turgid
pustule, and at that spot the cuticle breaks, a portion of tho matter oozes out, and
the pustule dries into a. scab. When this crust at length falls off, it leaves behind it
either a purplish red stain, which is still very characteristic of the disease, and which
very slowly fades; or a depressed sear, which is indelible. In the latter case the
patieut, or more properly his skin, is said to be pitted with the small.pox, or pock.
marked. The swelling of the face begins gradually to diminish after the eruption
has become thoroughly pustular.
'fbis is the course which the e~ption pursues on the face, where the pustules,
even in the discrete form of the disease, are usually thicker set than on any other
part of the surface. And it pursues the same course, only two or three days later,
upon the extremities, where it also begins later. 'l'he feet and hands swell just as
the face swelled, but they begi n to tumefy as the features begin to subside. Some
of the pustules, especially on the extremities, do not burst at all, but shrivel up.
In this, the d istinct variety of the disorder, the fever ge nera lly ceases entirely upon
the coming out of the eruption: the headache, the pain of the back, the vomitiug1
the restlessness, abate and disappear, the pulse resumes its natural force and fre.
quency, and the skin its natural temperature. About the seventh or eighth day of
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the eruption there is commonly for a day or two a. recurrence of fever. This is called
the fever of maturation.
You are to obserYc that we judge of the eruption as it appears on the face. The
disease is of the confluent kind, when the pustules arc confluent there, whether they
are so or not upon the trunk and extremities. Sometimes they are neither strictly
confluent nor strictly Eteparate, but stand just thick enough to touch each other,
without absolutely coalescing; every pustule preserving its circular outline. In that
case the disease is sa.id to be of the cohering form. When the pustules arc confluent
over the whole body, their number is often prodigiously great, and their progress is
less regular than in the discrete and milder variety of the complaint.
In the first place the eruptive fever itself is usually more ''iolent and tumultuous
in the confl uent disease : the disturbance of the scnsorial functions is more common
and more decided, the sickness more distressing, the pain of tho back and loins more
severe. The eruption comes out earlier, and more confusedly; the pimples being at
first very minute, and crowded together in patches, and not seldom accompanied by
a rash lik e that of scarlet fever, or erysipelas: whereby the diagnosis, in so far as it
dt'pends upon the appearance of the skin, is rendered for a while uncertain. I have
at present in the l\Iiddlesex Hospital a patient in whom the papulro of small-pox were,
at the outset, so intermingled with the appearances and sensations of urticaria, that
I doubted, for twenty-four hours, what the true character of the eruption might be.
It is sometimes like that of the measles; but the similarity and the uncertainty are
soon at an end, for the pimples soon begin to exhibit a fluid on their summits. They
do not, however, as they advance, and pass into pustules, fill up so completely as in
the distinct form; they arc flatter, less plump, more irregularly depressed, and even
of a. different colour; being at first whitish, and then of a brown tint, and seldom of
the yellow purulent hue which is seen in the variola discreta. Sometimes they are
even bluish, or purple. In the confluent form there is commonly some abatement of
the febrile distress upon the coming out of the eruption, but the remission is much
less decided than in the discrete. About the fifth or sixth day fresh rigors are apt
to occur, marking the fever of maturation. l\Iost of these points of distinction
between the two varieties of the disease are well set forth in Cullen's definitions.
The distinct form he defines thus: "Variola (discreta) pustulis paucis, discretis circumscriptlone circularibus, turgidis; febrc, eruptione facta., protinus cessantc." .And
of the confluent kind his definition is, "Variola (confluens) pustulis nuruerosis, confluentibus, circumscriptione irregularibus, flaccidis, pa.rum elevatis; febre post
eruptionem perstantc."
Hut the most important difference between the two forms is in what is called the
secondary fever, which sets in about the eleventh day of the disease, or the eigh~h
of the eruption, just when the maturation of the pustules is complete, and they bcgm
Lo desiccate. This secondary fever is slightly marked in the distinct small-pox, and
very intense and perilous in ruost instances of the confluent. It is at this period of
the disorder, that death, in the fatal cases, o~tenest occurs. Of 168 sue~ cases,
0
0
0
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ous day, a.s the second is the most perilous week_. 'l111irty.two died in the first week,
ninety-nine in the second, twenty-one in the third. The early occurrence of death
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proves fatal chiefly in the way of apnrea; from som? affection of the res~1ratory passages. After that period the charac~ers. of asthcnia cornmou~y prcdom1nate. The
patient sinks under some casual comphcat1on, or the powers of hfe arc gradua!ly worn
out by so much irritation of the surface, and so large an amount of suppuration.
So much for the ordinary course of small-pox, and ~f the ~ymptoms that ~re ess~o
tial to that disease... Thero arc, however, other couconutant c1rcumstanccs, with wlm:h
you ought to be acquainted: and these I will endeavour to specify at our next
assembling.
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LECTURE LXXXVII.
Small..pox conti11ued.

Inoculation. Vaccination. Their comparative adva11tagu.
Treatment of Small-pox.

IN the last lecture I brought before you, in a rapid sketch, the ordinary course,
and the essential symptoms of small.pox; both in its distinct and in its confluent
form. I have yet to mention some other circumstances that are very frequently to
be ooticed in connexion with that disease.
Both kinds are accompanied by sore throat; the tonsils and fauccs are tumid and
red: and with this sore throat there is associated, about the period when the face
swells, sometimes in the discrete variety, and almost always in the confluent, more or
less saNvation, which lasts for several days. At first the discharge is thin and
plentiful: but, towards the period of maturation, it often becomes ,·iscid and ropy,
and is with difficulty got rid of by the patient. This salivation is of some importance as a prognostic symptom. If it cease abruptly, and especially if at the same
time the swelling of the face suddenly and prematurely subside, the peril is great.
Besides this, Sydcnham regarded the ptyalism as a diagnostic circumstance; as a
mark which identified with true small-pox a fever called by him the variolous fever,
the variolte sinevariolis of De Haen and others. The resemblance (says he) which this
fever bore, in its symptoms, to small-pox, induced me to give it the title of variolous
fever, which seemed indeed so much the more appropriate, as the fever raged at the
same time with small-pox, and got well under the same treatment. 'l'he two diseases
belonged evidently to one family, and there was no difference between them, saving
that in small-pox tho morhific matter was directed towards the skin, in the shape of
an eruption i while in the variolous fever this matter was expelled from the system by
the salivary glands." Notwithstanding this statement, it is difficult to believe that
any such disorder as variolro sine variolis ever proceeds from the contagion of
small-pox.
This affection of the salivary glands does not so often occur in children; but diarrbooa appears soruetimcs to take its place.
'l'he soreness of the fauccs often depends, in great measure, upon pustules there
sitµatc. You may sec that the tongue, the roof of the mouth, the inside of the
cheeks, the uvula, and the velum palati 1 are thickly studded with them. It is affirmed
by some writers that the pustules of small-pox occur in various internal parts of the
body, and especially upon the mucous membrane of the intestinal canal. I believe
this to be a mistake. The en~arged solitary f?lliclcs often put on very much the
appearance of pustules. Cotunmus, who has wntten a good book De sedi'bus variolarum, asserts that pust:nles appear only upon the skin, and upon those parts of the
mucous membranes winch are freely exposed to the air. In one solitary instance he
met with them in th e trachea so low as its third ring. He fancied that previous
desiccation of the _pa~ w~ necessar~ to their for~rntion. He says that none appear
on the cornea, while 1t is kept moist. He demcs that they are seen in the interior
of tho ~o~y, or upon t~e ~cctus in .utcro : but in this last ~oi_nt he is certainly wrong;
and tins 1s a strong ob.iectton to his theory. The most stnkmg facts which be alleges
in support of his opinion of the necessary presence of air-besides the fact of the
eruption being more copious on the parts usually expo.!le~ to the atmosphere, as the

~~~:;~fn caa~~!;c ~~:;o~~~t~~;~;~;~s t~~;~~~~:~ o~nh:~o~~~~fd~~r[~:o:t~st~~1i~~dc~
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these project beyond the margrn of t~e anus; and that that portion alone of the glans
penis is ever affected by them which is uncovered by the prepuce.
Dr. Gregory, however, states that tru.e variolous pustules do not form upon the
conjunctival membrane: and th~t th~ bhn?ness o~ one or both eyes, which is so common a result of small-pox, especially rn children, is produced by an intense kind of
ophthalwia, which sets in at the period of the secondary fever, and rapidly involves
und spoils the transparent tissues of the organ.
During the period of maturation, a peculiar greasy, disagreeable odour, quite sui
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ge11cri.~, proceeds from the body of the patient.

If taken into the sick clrnmbcr
blindfold ed, one might name the disease at once by the smell. About the same time
also many p:1tients arc tormented by itching of the surface; so that they arc provoked
to scratch off the Leads of the pustules; and by so doing they often ensure the forma-

~~: c~ii~~rt !~ t~1:~t~:!~~s ~~;~~!~~nt

swall-pox this itching seems to constitute

The various troublesome complications to which 1 in seycre cases of the confluent
form, the p:-tlil!nts are liable during the secondary fe,·cr; erysipelutous inflammation
ioYolvin~ the subcutaneous areolar tissue in various parts of the body, and leadin,,.
to the f~rmation of absc~sscs; glan~ u lar swell ings in the groins and axill::e, going
on sometunC.'i to suppuration; slouglung sores on the hips and sacrum; phlebitis;
and in two or three instances 1 have seen the large joints, after dcath 1 full of matter.
One of the most serious symptoms, at this period of the disease, is dyspncea. The
nir-passages 1 and c~pccia!ly the larynx, become clogged by viscid mucu~, the arterializati ou of the blood is interfe red with 1 and the patient is in danger of suffocation.
Occasionally life is suddenly extinguished by redcma of the glottis, supervening upon
that affection of the fauces which I mentioned just now.
In one most fearful phase of this always formidable disorder, symptoms indicative
of what is called the putrid diathesis manifest themsch·e!:t-pctcchi::e, vibiccs, hremorr!Hlgcs from various parts of the body. The pustules, in stead of being plump and
yellow, are flat, rcd 1 purple, or blue; that is, they contain blood 1 or a sanious ichor,
m the place of pus, constituting the variolre niyrre of Sydcnham, the Mood.I/ smallpox of i\Icad. l believe that these appearances augur in all cases a fatal result.
Hremorrhagc from the uterus is not uncommon; and in pregnant women abortion,
und then, most commonly, death. H eberden says that he examined, in many
instances, the footuses so parted with 1 but never could percei\"e upon them any trace~
of small-pox . His experience, therefore, agreed with that of C.:ontuunius; and we
may conclude that infection of the footus in utero is very rare. Yet, unquestionably,
it sometimes happens; and the circumsbnccs under which it has been noticed are
\·arious and interesting. In one instance, related by l\lr. Flinders, the disorder was
eight or ten days later in the fretus than in the mother. A woman, near her full
tim e. took small-pox. The pustules were mature about the 10th or 11th of June.
On the 18th she gave birth to a full-grown boy, upon who!==C face and body there were
many pu~tules 1 discrete, and nearly ripe. '.l'lie child died the same night. It is a
,·cry curious fact that the frotus bad caught the di!==order, doubtless throngh the
medium of the mother, although she, having had it previously, was unaffected by the

~~"a\~~~~~; an~r ~v~~ e:~wr~l:~~shc~1:!c~,0~1 i~~i:t~~~e~~~i~al~~r '~ l1~b;\~~ i~r~;:~rl~i:~~~;~~~
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She went her full time, and was delivered of a dea<l child. It may be needless to
add 1 that she did not catch it on this occasion; but the dead body of the infant was
a horrid i:;i,,.ht1 being covered all over with pustules." Io the lirst volume of the
Medico-<:ILirnrgfrot Trrrnsactirms 1 Dr. Edward Jenner gives an account of an infant
which 1 upon the fifth day of its age, became i1~disposcd 1 an<l on the r-cventl~ cxhibite?
the eruption of small-pox; so that the contagrnn must have been eommumcat~d to. it
while yet in the womb. A few days bcfo~c her confinement the mother of this c~tld
had seen in the street a person covered with small-pox. pm:!tulcs, the smell and eight
of who~e body had sensibly affected her. I see no ~cuson, th_crc~ore, for doubting
that the unborn being; may p:u:s safely ~hroug~ the disease while m the womb, ao.d
derive from that attack the customary nnmumty for the future. :i'ily namesake, Sir
William Watson 1 describes, in the Pltilosophicat '1.'ransllclio11s, an instance in whicl1
the scars left. by the pustules were visible upon au infant at its birth. This child was
aftcrwurds in oculated without taking the disease. lts mothcr 1 who had formerly had
it, nur:-;cd 1 when far advanced in pregnancy, a scrva1!t ill of small-po?'-· _Dr. Pea~son
met with a similar example. l\lary Spooner was rn oeu lated_ by bun .10 .her sixth
month of utero-gcstation, and had the disease severely. llcr child was twice 111oculated
with small~pox matter, but without effect.
.
.
J,ik e all these contagious exanthemata, small-~ox has 1t~ peri ods of dorma1!cy, and
its periods of activity. Every now and .tl~cn, at 1r~egular rntcrvuls--:-an? 1 as 1t would
seem to our i~nora nec of.the cause, capr1c100:sl.>:-1t overspreads a._d1s_tnct or eount~y
us an epidemic. At tlus moment (183~~ it is more prcya]cnt m London, aud 1u
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many parts of England,
epidemic, it is also, in
epidemics vary much in
There is no contugion
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than it has been known to be for many ycnrs past. When
general, more than ordinarily severe; although different
that respect. 1
so strong and snre as that of small-pox : none that operates

at so great a distance. Dr. Haygarth states, "that during his Ion~ attcation to this
subject, not a single instance ha<l occurred to prove that persons liable to the smallpox could associate in the same chamber with a patient in the di~tcmpcr, without
recci\ iog the infection." lt is readily communicable in every way; by iuoculatioo,
by breathing a cont.'l.miuatcd atmosphere, by the contact or vicinity of fomitcs. Nay,
it may be caught from the dead body. l\lr. Crosar Hawkins has recorded an interest..
ing example of this. The body of a mau, who died of small-pox, was brought into
his dissecting-room in Windmill Street; and four students took the disease from that
source. Of these, one only had touched the body.
1'here is ouc appearance which I think curious, although perhaps it has not any
great practica l interest; and which I omitted to notice in the last lecture, when describing the course of the eruption. Without going minutely into the anatomy of
the pustules, you may distinctly sec, if you close ly examine them when they are
about five or six days old-you may seei at least in many of them-two colours, viz.,
a central whitish disk of lymph 1 set in, or surrounded by, a circle of yellower puriform matter. ln truth, there is, in the centre, a vesicle, which is di:)tiuct from the
pus. You may puncture the ves icle, and empty it of its contents, without letting
out any of the pus; or you may puncture the part containing the pus, and let that
out, without evacuating the contents of the vesicle. The vesicles have e\'cn, by careful disscctioo, been taken out entire; and they a.re said to eon:)i~t of se\lcral little
cells. lt is most probable that the lymph Contained in this separate ve:sicle is the
purest part of the \lariolous poison.
Before I say anything of the measures to be adopted during the progress of small·
pox, I have to brmg under your notice two expedients of still greater interest and im·
portance; the one of them contemplating a mitigation of the disorder, the other it.s
total prevention. You anticipate that lam about to speak of inoculated small-pox in
the first instance, and of the vaccine disea/'je in the second.
I have many times stated, and all the world knows, that small-pox may be: imparted
to a hcalt.hy pei·son by inserting beneath his cuticle a minute quantity of the matter
taken from a variolous pustule. '1'his 1 perhaps, is not very surprising; but it is sur·
prising that t he disease, so received, should be much milder than if it had been contracted in what is called tbc "na~ura l way," by breathing an atmos1~here charged
with the coutag:ious poisou. Why tt should be so it is d1ffieult to con.Jccturc. '!'he
fact is sometimes expressed by saying that the disease is milder when the virus is
admitted through the cutaneous, than when through the mucous tissues. But I am
not at all sure that the hypothesis involved in this proposition is true. No attempts
have been made, that I know of, to introduce the poison artificially through a wound
in any mucous surface. I should rather guess that the small quantity of the poison
conveyed by inoculation into the blood may make the difference. llut whatever the
explanation, the fact is unquestionable, and obviously of the highest importance.
By what accident it was first lea.rued (for it evidently could not have been reasoned
out) we do uot know. The Chinese claim to have been iu the habit for many ccntu·
ries, of SQ11Ji11y the d isorder, by putting some of the crusts into the nostrils. But
this is a different thing from iuoculatiou, the surface being entire, and the effiuvia
from the cru~ts being draw n into the lungs by the act of inspiration. It is said that
1
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and perhaps somewhat earli~r.

1

0

Ju 1713, Dr. Emanuel 'l'im.oni, an Oxford graduate,

:~~~~::tdo}c~~~~dn~~~~r:~:~~1~~~l~~~:rfy\:~ot~~~\~~~~;s~~d, ~~h~o::c~~1u~i::.111f c1~::::1tu~

nicatcd to the !loyal Society, and publis hed in its 'l'rausactions the folluwiug year.
l "In the present century there ha,,e been nofcwcrthnnsixepidcmics; therccor<l:; of ti.Jc
Smnll-pox llospitnlshowth:it they occurred in theycars 18:.!5, 1838, 181J-45, 1848, lt-51-52,and
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~n 1715,. ~Ir . Kennedy, a n Enf!;lish surgco~ who had travelled in Turkey, gave simila r

1llformat1on to the Eugli!':h public in his Essay 01& Exter11al Remedies. And in the
PAilosrq>hical Tr(Wsactioris for 1i16 you may sec a notice of the same process, as described by ~l. l)ylarini 1 the Venetian consul at Smyrna. But lhcsc stntemcnts were
ucg:lectcd, or had no practical result. We owe the actual introduction of the practice
of inoc~lation i~1to Great Britain to t.he good sense and C?urage of an English lady,
whose lively epistles haYC taken thctr permanent place rn our country's literature.
Lady Mary Wortley ~Iontagu, the wife of our ambassador at lhe Ottoman Court,
writes thus, from Adriauoplc, in the year li18: "The small-pox, so fatal and so
µ:eneral amongst us, is here entirely harmless by the invention of e11yrafti11g, which
is the term they give it. Every year thousands undergo the operation; and the
French ambassador says, pleasantly, that they take the small-pox here by way of
diversion, as they take the waters in other countries. '!'here is no example of any
one who has died in it; and you may believe I am well satisfied of the safety of this
experiment, since I intend to try it oo my dear little son. I am patriot enough to
take paius to bring this useful inveution into fa::hion in England." In fact, Rhe re::ommcnded it by her own example. The first person inoculated with the small-pox
in Bnp;land w:is her daughter. Then a child of a physician 1 Dr. Kcith 1 who had
visited :Miss Wortley; afterwards some condemned felons, who were pardon ed on
condition of their submitting to the experiment; and at length, some of the royal
family. But the practice was not thoroughly established, nor properly appreciated,
by the English public, until the middle of the century.
Its efficacy in mitigating the seYerity and danger of the disease, in saving life and
preventing deformity, was signally great. The mortality in the natural small-pox
was estimated at one in five. It is really higher. l\lr. l\fareon infers, from the
records of the Small-pox: Ilospital (where, howe,,er, the mortality is likely to li:? above
the average) that the natural small.pox: destroys about one-third of all 1vhom it
attacks. 1 But ]3aron Dimsdale, a great inoculator, declared that not one in fifteen
hundred died of the engrafted disease. Two brothers, named Sutton, who had iotroduced, or rather revived, a very improved method of treating the disorder, professed to ba\'C inoculated 20,000 persons, without fairly losing one. ]3ut these,
doubtlci-s, were vastly exaggerated statements. Dr. Gregory says, "the average
number of dcall1s at the lnoculalion Ilospital was on ly three in a. thou!':and." The
National Vac'.cine Board speaks decidedly of "one in three hundred" as the proportion of the inoculated that" will su rely die" from the operation.
In the in oculated disease the period of incubation is comparatively short; the pustules arc seldom numerous, and still more seldom confluent; and the secondary fever
is g-enerally slight or awanting.
I may mention here, also, that the eruption is not _unfrequently preceded by a.
rash, somcthinf! like that of scarlet fever, and call ed by Willan the roseola variolosa.
It fades in the course of a day or two, and then the small-pox pustules arc seen
emerging just in the same state that they would have been in, at the same period, if
no such ra5'h had appeared. '!'he eftlorcscence happens oftener in the in oculated than
in the casual disease. In the former it is looked upon as rather a favourable sign; in
the latter, especially if the rash be of a dark red colour, it is considered unfavourable,
and as the herald of a severe eonflueut disorder.
A far superior expedient bas since been discovered, in the practice of vaccination,
which has rendered the inoculation of small-pox not merely uoneccssary, but, in most
cases, perfectly unjustifiable. Y ct circumstances do sometimes arise, oven now, in
which it may be allowable and right to cngraft the matter of small-pox; as when an
unprotected person is unavoidably exposed, or has recently been exposed, to the contagion of thtit disease, an~ there is n.o vaccine matt~r at hand. 'l'hc advantage of
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show you tho value of the practice in such cases, and the degree of protection which
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it affords to indi\·iduals wliom we cannot vaccinate, I
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mention a fact which Pro-
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iu a tropical climate, where no vaccine matter was to be procured. The men were
almost all unprotected. Sixteen of them took the disease in the natural way; anJ.
of these, nine, or more than one-half, died. Of 363 who were inoculated, under the
disadvti.nb~cs of a hot climate, and no preparation, not one perished.
'!'hat a disorder communicated to the human animal from one of the brutes should
protect the former a~ainst the contagion of small-pox, is one of tho most interesting
facts in the whole history of medicine. llow glimpses of a truth so remarkable were
first revealed to the casual observation of certain peasant11, and how the result of this
chance obscn·ation was gradually "matured into a rational and scientific form by a
mind deeply imbued with the best principles of sound philosophy/' I have not leisure
to tell you in detail. And it is the less necc11sary that I should do so, as you may
find the whole subject thoroughly narrated and discuss('d by Dr. Baron, in his interesting biography of Edward J enner.
Dr. J enner found among the great dairy farms in Gloucestershire a popular belief
that no person who had had the cow-po:t (an eruptive vesicular complaint communicated from the udder of the cow to the hands of the milkers) cou lJ "take the smallpox." Satisfied, by inoculating with small-pox maltcr several individuals who had
had the vaccine eruption, that this was not an unfounded notion, he at length con.
cei\·ed the great and happy idea of propag-ating the cow-pox from one human being
to another, and so pre,·enting, in all cases, the pcrilou~ and disfiguring distemper of
small-pox, which he hoped might thus be finally expelled from the earth.
By de~rces, Dr. Jenner ascertained that some persons, who had had sore hands
from milking, were not thereby rendered proof against the contagion of small-pox;
but this difficulty was soon cleared up by the di.:;conry that the teats of cows were
liable to different kinds of eruption, and he learned, by close obscn·ation, which of
these was the peculiar eruption that produced in the human frame the protecting
disorder.
Dr. Jenner set liimsclf to trace, if possible, the origi n of the disease of the cow.
First, he found that it was peculiar to certain dairies; then, that in those dairies men
were employed in milkiog. Following up this clue, he further made out that those
men had also the charge of the farw.horscs. N('xt, he lcnrncd that the teats of the
cows generally began to exhibit the specific eruption at that time of the year whell a
complaint called "the grease" chiefly prevailed amon~ the horses. llcncc he con cluded, that the malady was conveyed to the cows by the hands of the men who had
been dressing the heels of horses affected with the ~rcase. Subsequent inquiries
have, however, show n that this conclusion was not strictly correct.
Another difficulty which lay in Dr. Jenner's way, and which his patience and
sagacity surmounted, was this. Ile found that some who were casually infected from
the true complaint in the cow were not protected. '!'his dcpcnJcd, as he afterwards
ascertained, upon the period of the disease in the cow, at which the virus was communicated to the n~ilkcr. The thick mutter proc('eding from the yesiele late in its
progress produced mdced a severer local sore than the thinner matter of its earlier
state, but it did not confer the desired protection. The same thing; is observed in
respect of small-pox. If the matter used for inoculation be taken from a fully
matured pustule, it docs not so surely excite the disease as when taken from a more
crude one.
'!'he next important step in this most interestin~ investi;?"ation was to determine
whether the vaccine disease could be transmitted, by engrafting, from one human
being to another, and whether, if so. transmitted, i~ re.taincd its protecting power.
The 14th of I\Jay, 1796, w3s the birthday of vaccmat1on. "On that d:1y, nwttcr
was taken from the hand of Sarah Nelmes, who had been infected by her master's
cows, and insel'tcd by two superficia l in cis ions into the arms of James Phipps, a
healthy boy of about eight years old. H e went throu~h the disease apparently in a.
regular and satisfactory manner; but the most agit3ting part of the trial still remained to be performed. It was needful to ascertain whether he was secure frorn
~he contagion of sma ll-pox.
'l111is point, so full of anxiety to Dr. J en ner, was fairly
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put to issue on the 1st of the following July. Yariolous matter, immediately taken
from~ pustule, was carefully inserted by se\'eral inci~ions, but no disease followed."
It 1s scarcely necessary for me to notice the objections which were made to the
practice of ''accination. Some of them were merely foolish-as, that it was unn:ltural and impious to eni:!-raft the diseases of a brute upon a Christian. Others
w.ere untrue.-:- as, that it introduced into the Sj'Stem new, unheard of, and monstrous
disorders, dishnct from the cow-pox itself. It triumphed over all these cavils· and
in six years from its first promulgation the discovery was knowp in every regi~o of
the world.
It was soon found, however, that some, who had apparently had the cow-pox by
in?culation, were nevertheless not incapable of taking the sma ll-pox; and that these
failures were, nrnny of them at least, attributable to the mistakes that were made in
the time or manner of performing the operation. It became necessary, therefore, to
ascertain precisely the conditions requisite for the product ion of the p;enuine disease.
And these conditions have been suecessfnlly innstigatcd by Dr. Jenn er and by sub·
sequent observers.
You will learn to recoi:rnizc the trne vaccine vesicle only by repeatedly examining
it for yourseivc:<J. Y ct a brief description of its characters and progressive changes
may be useful to you.
On the second or third day after the insertion of the vaccine matter into the arm,
the puncture looks red and inflamed; and on the fourth or fifth day the vesicle becomes. perceptible; a pearl-coloured clc\'ation of the cuticle enclosing a minute
quantity of a thin transparent liriuid. It gradually increases in magnitude till the
eighth day, when it should measure from a quntcr to half an inch across. Like the
pustule of small·pox, it is more prom in ent at its circumference than at its centre, and
it consists of small cells, from ten to fourteen in number. By puncturing carefully
one of these cells, a drop of the virus may be let out, the other cells remaining full.
Up to the sennth, or ei~hth, or even to the beginning of the ninth day, the inflam·
mation around the nsiclc should extend to only a. nry small distance from it. After
thi~, it sprea<ls, and what is called the ore1;la is formed; a circular red border, which
continues to increase during- the ninth and tenth days, and begins to fade on the
eleventh, pa~sin~ thron_gh shades of blue as it declines, and leaving a degree of hardness behind for two or three days more. By this time, a brown or mahogany-coloured
crust has formed over the YC'sicle, of a nearly ci rcular shape; this beco mes gradually
harder and darker, and finally detaches itself about the twentieth day. The cicatrix
which it leaves shou ld be distinct, somewhat lei-s tlrnn half an inch broad, circular,
slig-htly depressed, marked (.!=ometimes) by radiatinf? Jines, with a wclJ.dc6.ncd edge,
and dotted with little pits which seem to correspond to the cells of the vesicle.
About the eif!'llth day there is usually some slif!'ht febrile cxcitcmcut manifostc~,
which soon subsideR. This is analOf!OUS to the secondary fever of sn1all-pox: and it
appear.!= to furni~h the condition of the desired protection.
Of eoun-:e it is of much moment to determine whether tllC cow-pox: has run its
proper course or not; and it is not always easy to say how far the proµ:re.ss of t?e
vesicle may deviate from that which ha s just been described, without failing of its
protcctin~ influence. A very in ~eniou.:;: test of this, free from all ambiguity, bas been
devised by i\Jr. Bryce. His plan is this. Ile vaccinates the other arm, or s~me
other part of the body, four or five days after the first vaccimition . . If the constitution ha,·e been properly affected by the first operation, the i11fiammat1on of the secon d
vesicle will proceed so much more rapidly than usual, that it will be .at its hci_ght, and
will decline and disappear, ns early as that of the first: only the vesicle and its areola
will be sma ll er. In fact, from the time of the formation of the areola, the second
Yesiclc is an exact minh1turc of the first. If the syste m ha\'C not been duly influenced
by the first vesicle, the second will run its own coursC', increasing up to its ci1:d1th
dr1y, and so on. Should thiB be the case, the second vesicle shou ld be tested by a
third.
We find the germ of this criterion in the early history of vaccination. Dr. Jenner
vacciuatcd the children of his friend, Mr. lli cks, th e fi rst grntlrmcm who consented
to adopt the practi~c. This ~Jr. Hi cks became aftcrward1:1 an expert v~cci~ator
himself, and it was Im custom, m a doubtful case, to perform a second vaccrnat100 a
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few days after the first: nnd he remarked that the second vesicle made " immense
strides to overtake the first."
After some time it became apparent that Dr. Jenner's estimate of the r:otccting
power of the vaccine disease had bocn set too high. Ile had hoped and believed, as
others also had, that the cow-pox would in all cases prove a perfect and permanent
protection against the small-pox; but those hopes have been disappoiotcd. Doubtless complete protection is the rule; but- how thoroughly and regularly soever the
vaccine malady may have proceeded-it is most certain that very many exceptions to
this rule have takt>n place, and are daily taking place around us.
And this fact, which has long been too glaring to be denied or explained away, Jms
depreciated the value of the process of vaccination in the public esteem, far more than,
if rig:htly considered, it shou ld have done. For it is a remarkable a nd most important
truth that the disease which, in some duly vaccin ated persons, follows exposure to the
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denominated the vMioloid disease, or (more conveniently, in my op in ion,) the modifiNl small -pox, or post-vaccinal small-pox.
The constitutional symptoms of this modified disease arc, in general, at the outset,
and for SC\'Cral days, much the same with those of the regular small -pox. The
eruptive fever is of equal length and intensity. '!'here is fre<]uently much headache,
and sickness, and sometimes even delirium. The eruption begins about the third
day: it is often copious, and sometimes confluent; and in tho confluent cases the
eruptive fever docs not entirely subside so soon as the crop of pimples has come out.
lt is in its subsequent progress that the complaint i!I modified: in respect both to
the appearances presented by the skin, and to the constitutional symptoms.
Three distinct kinds of eruption have been obsernd1. 'The eruption Fomctimes approaches in its character and course very nearly to
that of the ordinary small-pox. 'The pustules fill up, have the central dcpres$l;ion, and
ultimately crust over, and the face swells. But this course is performed in a shorter
time than that of the ordinary disease, and the pustules arc usually smaller. This is
the severest and the least common form of the modified small-pox.
2. Sometimes the papulre show a little fluid on their tops only, but never fairly
suppurate, nor break; but the vesicles dry up, and hard prominences remain, with
livid bases and horny summits.
3. There arc other ca.:ies in which a great part of the eruption consists of red
pimples, which soon become livid, but contain from first to last no fluid whatever.
ln the majority of instances of modified small-pox, all these forms of eruption
co-exist. Some of the papuhu go on to suppuration, others become crown ed "ith a
horny summit, and othcr-8 never exhibit any fluid at all.
But tbc most important characteristic of the modified disease, is the total absence
of secondary fever. '1'.he consti~utiona l disturbance which, for the first week, may
have been as severe as rn the ordma ry small-pox, generally subsides entirely when the
eruplion has reached its acme. The patient is conva lescent just when, in the
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the absence of secondary fever - furnish the broad distinctions between the rc~ular
and the modified small-pox: and ahnost alw.ays, when .vacci_nation has been thoro~gbly
effected, and small-pox occurs afterwards, it occurs rn this modified form· and the
?Iodified form of sma ll-pox is seld om fatal, though instances of death resulting from
1t now and then happen.
ln. relation to this modified or post~vaccinal disease, several questions of the highest
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'l'hc first is, whether the protecting influence of cow-pox upon the human frame
diminishc8 by lapse of time, and at len gth wears out. 'l'hcre is ample e'·ide ncc to
show that, sometimes at least, it does. Certainly in many, but not iu all. of those
wbo have g~ne through the vaccine dis~ase, v.accination repeated at a distant period
reproduces, m a greater or less degree, its prnnary effects. A friend of mine who
was vaccinated in 1799, has a son nine or ten years old, who was vaccinated ;t the
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age of three weeks. Both of them have lately been rc,•accinatcd. The boy was
somewhat affected by the renewal of the operatiou; the father not at all.
It may well be doubted whether all those who are susceptible of some impression
from a second vaccination would become infected with small-pox: under ordinary
exposure to its conta:,?;ion. That many of them would so contract tho disease, and
that all of them would be endm19erecl by such exposure, is too certain . And a second
question immediately preseuts itself; namely, whether this repetition of the operation
of engrafting the cow-pox renews, or adds to, their security against i::rnall-pox.
Happily, this question may also be answered in the affirmative; and answered by
8tatistics of the amplest comprehension. In his able and most conclusive digest of
the whole subject, published by the General Board of Health, Mr. Simon shows that
during the five years, 1833-7, though small-pox infection hnd been sixteen times
imported into clitforent regiments of the army of Wirtembcrg, there had ensued
among the 14,38-l rcntecinated soldiers, one single instance only of modified smallpox. Still more satisfactory experience is that of the Prussian army. "In Prussia.
(as in Wirtembcrg) the practice of revaccination grew out of the knowledge that
small-pox would attack a certain proportion of those who had been vaccinated only in
infancy. Durio~ the ten years precedin~ 1831, cases of post-vaccinal small-pox were
incrcasin~ in number and fatality, and within the thrC'e years 1831-33 there had
occurred no fewer than 312 deaths by small. pox. For the last twenty years the
Prussian army has represented an almost entirely re,·accinatcd population. And what
has been the contrast? 10-l annual deaths by small-pox was the last experience of
the former sy:-.tem; two annual deaths by small-pox has been the average for the
re"accinated army. Analyzing moreover the forty fatal cases of small-pox which
during the la~t twenty years have occurred in the Prussian army, we find that
;:,~;c:~::t:J.Yie number were of persons who (it is said) had been successfully
Similar farts, equally co;:rent with these, may be gathered from the experience of
other countries. ~Ir. Marson, the resident surgeon to the Small-pox and Vaccination
Ilospital, London, states "that not one of the nurses or servants of the ho~pital has
had small-pox, for the last twenty years. They have all been either vaccrnated or
revaccinated on comin;:r to Ji,•c at the hospital." The same gentleman holds "that
as a matter of s3fcty, it is well for all persons \'l'ho were vaccinated in infancy to be
revaccinatcd at puberty, this measure being more especially requisite for those who,
though vaccinated, have no cicatrix remaining." He recommends also, as a. matter
of precaution, that all persons shou ld be revaccinated on the appc:arance of small-pox
in the house wherein they are residing.
l3ut, thirdly, is there any ground for supposing: that the wished-for protection ever
fails to be conferred, because the operation is performed too ea rly? None whatever
that I know of. In fact there is unquestionable evid ence that, for the full attainment
of its dcfcnsi,•c purpose, gratuitous rnccination at least is, in this country, performed
too late. lt appears from official tables published under the authority of the Registrar-General, that no less than one-fourth - i. e. twenty-five per ccnt. - of the whole
mortality from small-pox in England and Wales happens in infants l c~s tha1:. 01~e
year old; and as much as eleven per cent. within the age of four months. \\ ithrn
the fifth year the proportioo reaches the coorm~us amount of f~om. seventy-five to
eighty per cent. These facts proclaim the nccess1t.>'. of cady v.acc1~auon. It shou ld
be as early as is consistent with the safety of the chi!J. Certarnly 1t sl~ould never be
delayed, except under special circumstances of excuse, beyond the tlurd, or at most
the fourth month after birth.
A fourth que:srion is how fa!' the frequent failure, in _late .years, of complete protection can be ascribed to the 01rcumstance that the vaccrne virus has been repeatedly
transmitted from one human being to another, and its supp~y thus kept up, without
any fresh recurrence to the co'!, the origi~al ~ource of the disorder .. ~r. J enner was,
himse lf not without apprehension that tlus m1g-ht pro\'e a cause of f:ulurc. For one
year I {1ad a scat as the Senior Censor of the Uolleg:c of Physicians, at the National
Vaccine Board, ~:nd I then had opportunities of satisfy in g myself that ~y rnph wl~ich
had been transmitted without interruption from person to person ever srn~c the time
of Jenner, continued t? $eoerate what seemed a very perfect cow-pox vcs10le. And
it jg the expressed opm1011 of the permanent rucwbcrs of that Hoard, 11 that the
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vaccine lymph docs not lose :my of its prophylactic power by a continued transit
through successive subjccts. 11 Mr. Simon has, howe,·cr, stated some stron~ grounds
for suspecting that the ''occasional impermanence of protection may depend upon
impairment in the speci6c power of vaccine contagion,-au impairment arising in the
transmission of that cont:lgion thron!?h many generations of lllCll. 11 It was allcg-c<l
by i\1. Brii:;;set, in "France, as early as 1818, that the past ten years had made a markc<l
difference in the "isible characters of the vaccine vesicle: that it ha<l become necessary tu establish, instead of Jenner's two "csicles, eight or ten points of infection.
Dr. ~leyer, of Kreutzburg, stales that on examining, in 182-1-25, nearly four thousand
vaccinated persons of all ages, he found the older scar1:1 much heller marked than the
r('cent ones; that, according to the testimony of many vaccinators, the proportion of
unsuccessful to successful vaccinations was every year incrcasinµ;; and that the
cicatrices rcsultin;r from his own use of lymph recently obtained from the cow, were
Uf!aiu after the olJ normal type. Dr. Gregory and 1\Ir. Estliu, in this country, have
adduced similar facts in eviJcnce 11 that the vaccine-lymph, by passin~ through the
bodies of many persons, loses, in process of time, some csseutiul part of its activity."
This suspicion gathe rs force from a. very cu rious remit of the experience furnished
by the l_)russian army. It appears that where the vaccine supply has seldo1~ or neve r
been renewed from the cow, the proportionate resusceptibility of vaccine disease at a
given age (and therefore it m<iy fairly be presumed the susceptibility of sm<ill-pox
also) has undergone a progressive increase: just as post-vaecinal small-pox has undergone a succcs!'iive increase. 11 And (argues :Mr. Simon) it is difficult to conccin! how
the iofantiue generations of a country could, crop by crop, successively derive less
permanent constitutional impressions from vaccination, unless the efficient cause of
those impressions-the vaccine coutagiou itself-had year by year undergone enfeeble.
mentof its powers."
On this point, as well as on others, the statistical experi ence of the Prussian army
is imm ense. 'l'he rc,•aecioation of recruits "extends annually to some forty or fortyfive thousand operations. It is reported upon annually. Its records run back twentyfour years. lts subjects are of like age, in like proportions, and under like circumstances. When thiil system of revaccination commenced, in 18:33, the proportion of
successful results (of those, that is: who agJ.in took the disorder) was thirty-three i11
eyery hundred. Now the annual per-centagcs of successful rci!ult~, for the whole
time duri117 which revaccinatiou has been practised in that aru1y, runs thus: 33, 39,

42, 46, 49, 50, 51, 54, 57, 58, 57, 57, 58, 60, 64, 64, 64, 6l, 6·1, W, 69, 69, GD, 70.
'J'!te last pmportion of success exl'eed.~ the double of tltal with w!til'h the srries com·
rnenced." Supposing the first vaccination to have preceded the second by twenty
years, "the vacci11ations of 1836-tested by eventual rcsnsceptibility to cow.pox wcre 110t lia(l so slaMe as the 'l.'accinations o/ 1813."
In the fifth place, there are yet moot points respecting the number of vesicles,
and the degree of constitutional disturbance, which arc requisite to insure, and to
prolong, the protcctirn power of vaccination. The constitutional effect will bear
some proportion to the number of Yesicles; and of these, it would seem, there
sho~IJ. b~ several; and one or two of them, at least, should be suffon::d to pursue
th~1r entire course untouched.
~Ir. :Marson believes that '' ,·accination may be

~7!~~~ic~~-',, wh~~rt:;r th~ ~~~e )::~~cl~~ ~8~~!~~~1:~ '3~~chp;1t~;~t~c~td~1~~ddo~~~~

small-pox after ''accin~tion. int~ the Small.po~ and Vaccination llo::;pital, haYiog
each four or more vaccrne c1catnccs, one only died of small-pox.
The same gentleman, who tells us. that he has vaccinated between forty and fifty
thousand persons, a_sserts t_hat ' 1 ooe ~f t?~ principal causes of failure in vaccinating,
and of subsequent rnsccur1ty of the tndl\'ldual, even when the vaccination docs take
~ff?ctt is the wnnt of care in the i::.election of the vaccine lymph. "J,yruph for use
is 111 its best state on the seventh clay of the progross of the vesicle it is take 11 from
- the day week from the vaccination. It should be taken when the vesicles arc
plump, and just before the formation of the areola. Under no circumstances should
Jt be ~aken for use !atcr _than twenty-four hours after the arrola has begun to form."
If this rule we1·c rnvanably observed, _the~e would be,. Mr. l\l nn;ton believes, very
few cases of severe surnJl.pox after vuce10at1on. ' 1 A ser10us error in vacciuatin('I' is
the use of Lluut hrncet:-i. It is impossible to have a lancet too sharp for vacciuati:g."
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'fhe lymph should be introduced by a pu ncture of a valvular slrnpc, from above
downwards, so managed that the lymph at each puncture may ~ravitate into the
wound. In this way, the lymph mny be introduced in five punctures-the number
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and the observance of n.ll proper precautions, an expert vaecrnator should not fail of
success, in his attempts to vaccinate, above once in one hundrc~ and fifty time~; yet
a lar~c number of those who take upon themselves the duty, thmk they do Yery well
if they succeed, however imperfectly, five times out of six."
With regard to a si:s:th question, the most important of all, we may speak very
decidedly; and it is a question concerning which it is or the utmost conscciucncc
that medical men should form, and disseminate among the public, correct opinions:
I allude to the eomparath·e merits and ad\•antages of inowlatfon with smallpox, and

1Jaccinatio11.

'f he advantages of the pract ice of inoculation to the individual, supposing him
doomed to have small-pox, were great and ob\•ious; to the community at large they
were very doubtful. lt gave the undoomcd individual, for certain, au ugly disease,
which was comparatinly free from danger, in exchange fur the chances, on the one
hand, of contracting a very hazardous form, and on the other, of escaping altogether
from ttny form, of variola. We need not inquire which is the most eligible branch
of this altcrnati\'C; we know which was by most men actually chosen. But the
practice of inoculation, by carrying the virus and the disease into every village
throughout the length and breadth of the land, filled the country with contagion;
insured the disease to all who were subjected to the operation, and diminished to all
who were not, the chances of escaping it. No doubt the distemper was produced
artificially in many more persons than would l1ave caught it naturally, had inoculation
never been thought of. So that while the relative mortality, the pcr-ccntag-e of
deaths from small-pox, was lessened by this practice, the absolute mortality was
fearfully increased. Such at least is the judgment expressed by most who have
thought and written on the subject. Dr. Hcberdcn compared the number of deaths
ascribed in the London bills of mortality to small-pox during the first thirty years of
the last century, with the number during the same period of years at the close of the
century, and he found that they had increased from 7·-! per cent. to 9·5 per cent.
'l'o be sure, some allowance must be made for the increase in the whole population
of London during that interval; but on the ot her ha nd we must take into account
the deaths (not noted in those bill~) which followed the inoculation of small-pox in
secluded villages, where, but for that practice, the poison might seldom ha\'C been
found. It is right, I say, thn.t this matter should be steadily cont~mplated, in all its
lights, and with all its shadows, in or~cr that the unspeakable blessrng confcrrc<l upon
mankin<l by the researches of Dr. Jenner may be fai rly set forth, anJ adequate ly
appreciated. The vaccine virus produces a slight disorder, which is atteudcd with
no risk, and which (unluckily I ru::iy say) is not communicable except by direct
engrafting. It not only docs not disseminate a dangcrou'i and deadly poison, ?ut if
rightly used, it affords the means of eradicating from a well-regulate~ commui~1ty, or
at least of confining within nanower limits, the most loath~ome pestilence which the
world has known . " 'here vaccination is, the contagion of ~mall-pox need never
come. la Denmark, ns I told you, variola had at one time dlsappcarcd before the
defensive influence of compelled vaccination. Chance, and a careless security, engendered by the absence of the pest, have led to.its r(!intro<luction. there. It is rnuc~1
to be regretted that the vaunted liberty of_this ~ount.ry has luthcrto rc ~1dcrcd I t
almost impossible to enforce by law a practrne ~h1ch would be so conducive ~o .the
public weal. Some good might be done by cnactrng that no person shoulJ be eligible
to even any parochial office of trust, honour, or pro.fit, ~vho could no~ produce a cert ificate that he had been duly v::iccinatcd. Compulswn m some form is clearly defen si ble and just; and compulsion ~y jhie is pe rhap~ the .least objcctionabl.e form. I t
is well remarked, in n.11 instructive re~ort on this subject, by a qornm.1ttec of t he
Epidenu'ulogical Sociel!J, that" though it may be doubt~ul how f?r, Ill tins free cou~
try, it is justifiable to compel ~ person to take care of lus .own hfc 1 o~ o~ that of his
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another's, is one which 1rns always been acted upon rn our legislation ns t'('gards pro.perty and personal nui sances; and it is but an extension of lhe principle to npply it
to questions of life and health." Statistical returns have shown that the proportionate mortality from small-pox in England and Wal es, is considcr:ibl.y more than double
what it is in any of those continental States in which vacciuut100 is more or less
stringently enforced.
A so-called compulsory Act was indeed passed in 1853; but as no public officer
of any kind was appointed whose duty it should be to waru or to proceed against

offenders, the Act has become nearly a dead letter.
'!'h e benefits which this safe~uard, of vaccination, confers on the individual are
scarcely inferior to those which it is calculated to bestow upon society. It unfortunately docs not give complete protection against small-pox to all, but it gi\•cs complete protcctiou to many. And you must recollect that sma ll-pox itself is not a universal and absolute assurance against its own return. But the cow-pox rclicve::i al\
from the necessity, imposed by inoculation, of coming within the sphere of the
variolous contagion. It renders many, I repeat, impregnable to tlwt poison, if they
do chance to bC' within its range; and its advantage to the comparati\'c few who suffer
the double misfortune of being exposed to the contagion of f.lmall-pox, and of being
affected by it, is this, that it gives safety, though not C'xemption; that it takes away
the stin g and peril of the variolous di sease, by curtailing it of the secondary fever.
At the very worst, it leaves the individual liable, by a twofold ill lu ck, to contract a
form of small-pox not more dangerous than that which he would voluutarily accept
by submittinfZ to the operation of inoculation.
It is not difficult to adduce authentic evidence in illustration of this reasoning;
ind eed I have already put before you incidentally much and striking evidence of that
kind.
Th e following tables were compiled by the committee just now mentioned, to show
the gradua l diminution in the mortality from small.pox iu J_JorHlo n, as compared with
the mortality from all causC's, since vaccination has been introduced; notwithstanding
its hitherto impr:rfcct employme nt.
Tablt

~howing

::~,~;~~

tlu m•tragt of deatl1s from small-pox out of ttJtry ] 000 deaths from all cauaes within
of 1norlulity during tlie last half of lht last century - tht half century preceding vacci
For the IO years ending 1i60 ...
"

"

100

liiO ... . .. . 108

li 80 ....... ..
1700 ...... ...

08
87

1800 ..

88

Table showing the same during t}iefirst half of the prm.nt ~tnt11ry- tlie lialf century succeeding tlu
introduction of vacc111at1on.
For the lOyenrs ending 18 10
"
..
1820
18!10
1840
l Si>O

.........
.. .......
....• .. ..
...... ...
....•••••

64

42
32
23
16

From the same source I take the following siguificaut statement rcspectinoo the
0
prevalence of small-pox ns an epidemic in London.
Th e frequency of epidemics in London has been:Before protection Rs42:

Duringinoculationas5-1;
During vaccination as 14 .
. It is shown in 1\Ir. Simon's Blu~-book that the fata.lity of small-pox in Copenlrngen
is but an eleventh part of what 1t was before the rntroduction of vaccination . in
Sw·cd~n, litt.le over a tl.1irtcenth; in Berlin, and iu large parts of Austria, b:tt a
twentieth; rn Westphalia, but a twenty-fifth .
. An able p~pcr, t? whi~h I am dcsi:ous of directing your attention. has been pubhshcd on this subject, srncc I previously addressed you, by Dr. Stark in the 6-!th
volum e of the Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal.
'
His object is to prove that the increased mortality from small-pox in this country
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of late years, is owing more to the neglect of vaccination, than to any failure of it~
protectrng power.
Ile 8hows from the reports of the Registrar-General, and from other authentic
documents, that in J,ondon, ~lanchester, Liverpool, Edinburgh, Glasgow, l'erth, and
Dundee, more than 80 per eeut. of all the deaths from small-pox, happen in children
under five years of age.
Now it is in this very class, 1f duly 'Vacrinated, that the mortality ought to be the
Jcas;t; whether we suppose the protecting power of the vaccine Yirus to be lessened
and short Jiycd in consequence of continual transmission through a series of individuals; or whether we suppose it gradually to wear out in each iudividual subjected
to its action.
Dr. Stark adduces also ample statistical evidence that in many of the great European States, a large proportion of the children born, remain unvaccioated.
H e brinizs forward statements which confirm the fact, already mentioned, that
small-pox itself is by no means a sure protection agaiust a recurrence of th e same
disease.
Small-pox after small-pox is supposed to be much less common than snrn.11-pox after
cow.pox. But in estimating this proportion we must bcnr in mind the comparative
rarity, now-a-days, of primary small-pox. If, indccd 1 we could trust to the test of
rcvaccioation, we might conclude that small-pox is not a more effectual safeguard
against small-pox, than the cow-pox is found to be. Io the Hanoverian army, in the
years 1837, ':58 and '39 1 rcvaccination produced the true cow-p9x ''esiclc in 11 persons out of every 100, was partially efficient in 27, and failed altogether in G2. A
number of the men who had gone through small.pox, were also subjected to the
general vaccination, and, curiously enough, its •arious effects upon them were in
precisely the same proportions, as among those who had previously been vaccinated.
So llcim ~i\"eS the following comparative ,-icw of the results of rcvaccioation in
the army of \\'irtembcrg.
Amon!?; l 00 men who were vaccinated after having: J1ad small-pox, the operation
rnccecdcd in 32, produced a modified effect in 2G, and no effect at all in -1-2.
And among 100 men who were vaccinated for the second time, the operation succeeded in 3-:l, produced a modified effect in 25, and no effect at all in 41.
But the mo~t striking part of Dr. Stark'!!!. pap~r is that in which he collects and
exhibits C\"idcncc, which seems perfectly conclus1ve, of the immunity conferred, for
the most part, by vaccination, from the subsequent occmrcnce of fat:-il small-pox.
In a general population like_ our own, al~ ob!)ervatio!1 on this ~oint is Yitiate~ and
made Yalucless by the uncertamty that exists r?spcctrng: the ratio of the vaccrnated
to the u1n·acciuatcd portion of the community. Jt is different in our armies.
Enry recruit is closely examined: and if he have not previously underf!:One cow-

~:i~~i1~; t~u:~~~P~~~sh:ari:d r~::, :i1~e:r~;c~~~t:~~c ~~~:\~i~~; ~,~'~\~c a:~~;:a~ 1 ::c, f:~~
11

11

roundCJ by similar external circumstances, au<l subj<:ctcd to constant and vigilant
supen·ision.
From the Government "Statistical reports 1Jj the sid.:nrs.~, mortality, and invaliding, among Jler JJlajrst!J's troops" for 20 years, viz., froui 1817 to 1836 inclusively, we learn that
_
_
_
In Dra"OOD lle"imcnts and Guards, with an aggregate strcnµth durmg that pertod
of 4-!,Ulf men, :~nd a total ruortality of G:H, there were but tluec deaths from
small-pox.
AmOD" the troops at Gibraltar, one death only frorn small-pox occurred, the aggregate strc~<rth bein,... 60,:W9, aod the whole m?rt:.tlit.y l:Wl.
In the l:l\\"cst l~dies, although several ep id em ics of small-pox had ra,·a!!ed the
islands within that period, not ooc person died of the discal'IC arnOn)! the British or
white troops, with an aggregate strengt h of 86,~G l , a.w.l a total mortulity of 6803:
while am ong the black troops on the same station, with an aggrcp:ate strengt h of
40 934 and a mortality of 16-15, there was not even one c<til<' of small-pox.
~'At' Bermuda, Nova Scotia, New Bruusn·ick, Cape ?f Uood !lope, and the Mauritius, not a sin gle death from s1~iall-pox occurred du~rng. those 20 yen rs;. and e~cn
the white troops of Western Afnca wholly escaped tlus disease, wluch \'as carryrng
11
off hundreds of the blnck unprotected populatiou.
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In Malta, from ] 818 to 1836 inclusively (a period of 19 years), the aµ-~rcgatc
strength of the British troops: was 40~826, the total mortality 6G5, and the mortality
from small-pox 2. Yet in the years 1830 and 1831, small-pox raged there as an
epidemic, and destroyed J 169 persons: for in 1830, there died of small-pox 1048,

the total mortality being 340i; and in 1831 there were 121 deaths from small-pox,
out of au U1!J?fCJ?alc mortality of 2583.
Aµ-ain : in Ceylon three epidemics of small-pox occurred during the 20 years iu cludcd in the Government reports; namely,
In 1819, when of the natiYcs 787-l took the disease, and 2945 died.
H
JF30,
"
f(
P06
"
"
169 "

" 183·l,

·125

94

"

Yet in tlrn same island, during tlic very same period, tl1cre were among the white
troops, with a tot:il mortality of 3000, 4 death~ from small.pox (out of 8 cases);
aruon)! the Malay troops, with a total mortality of 858, 9 deaths from small.pox;
amon .... the pioneer corps, with fl total mortality of 647, 1 death from small-pox. And
in th~ lal't of these epidemics, Dr. Kinnis states that not one instance of the disease
appeared among the white or native troops.
Facts c'lually conclusive are to be found in the statistics of our armies in India.
Dut I need not go into further detail.
Surely we may pcrcci,·e-in authenticated !)tatements like tbe8c-l10w inadequately
the great preventive remedy of small.pox has hitherto been for the most part applied
in this country; how successful might become its thorough application. Surely now
that the maxim sctlus populi suprema lex is beginnin!? to be acknow l ed~ed by our
legislator8 1 any general sanitary enactment must he held defcetin which does not
provide for and compel effectual Yaccination 1 and punish variolous inoculation, and
Elhut up in strict quarantine every case of small.pox as soon as its existence in the
eomwunity is discovered. By these three provisions-and probably by nothing less
than these- the seeds of t1rnt dire distemper would gradually become scarce and
finally disappear; and the soi l upoo which they wight still chance to light would be
made unfruitful of the deadly harvest.
Th ere yet remains a hifrhly intcrestin)?', but a less practical question. Dr. Jenner,
as I stated before, believed ·that he had traced the cow·pox to its orig in in the heels
of the horse affected with the yrease. It has s in ce been made out 1 that the disease
which, in the horse, corrc11ponds with and produces th e specific malady of the cow,
is a vesicular eruption, htn-ing- no necessary connexion with the grease, but exteoding
sometimes all over the animal's body. Now the question is, whether these two distempers, occurring in the cow and in the l1 orsc, are identical in their essence and
nature with the small.pox of man. If so (as Dr. Jenner believed, and Dr. Baron
stron~ly mai11tnined) 1 a part of the mystery attending the whole su bj ect vanishes.
'Jhe protection furnished by the cow.pox resolves itself into the more familiar law,
that certain diseases engendered by animal poisons1 happen to the same indiYidnal
but OllC(\ und shield the body af!aiust their own recurrence. fo conformity with this
theory, Dr. Baron named the disorders respectively, variolro, variolro vaccin::u, and
variolm equinro.
The 1~otion, you. sec, was this, that the vaccine disease is in truth small.pox, rendered mild by passmg throu;:d1 the system of the cow. The great objl'ct of inoeula·
ting the small.pox is to produce a benignant form of that disease, by diminishin..., the
ouUJLer of pustules. Tlie cow.pox diminir.hes the number to one; and whTic it
reducos the severity of the disorder to a mi11irnwm, it absolutely takes away its power
of propa~1ting it.self, except by a direct en~rafting of the ''isible virus. The disease
is not suffic iently intense to taint the air with poisonous effl uvia. At the same time it
affords (per/l(lps somew hat less surely and Ices permanently) the customary protection .
Such was Jenner's theory, which was intclli.~6blc and plausible, and supported by
stroll§! focts and persuasive rcasoniug; for all which I may again refer you to Dr.
llaron's book.
1'his plausible and attractive theory has become demon strated fact. Hcscarches
subsequent to J-cnner's have made it "matter of almost familiar experiment" (C s tate
1
t~ie whole proposition in l\~ r. Simo? s condensed b~t clear lan g:uaµ:e) "that the infceuon of small-pox may, by rnoculauon, be commumcated from ruan to the cow; that
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its result is an eruption of vesicles pr~scnting the physical characters of cow-pox;
that the lymph from these vesicles, if implanted in the skin of the human subject,
p:odUCCS the ordinar.r. Jo~~1l pJ~eUOIUCU:l of \·nccination j that the person SO Y:lCCinated
diffuses no atmospheric 10fcct100; that the lymph generated by him may be transfcrr:d, with r.eprod_u,c~ivc ~owers, to ~ther unprotected p~rso~1s j and that, on the conclus1on of tins artificial disorder, neither renewed vaccmat1un, nor inoculation with
small.pox, nor the closest contact and cohabit:1tion with small-pox patients, will occasion him to betray any remnant of susceptibility to infection."
To Dr. Gassner, of Gtinzburg, to Dr. 'l'hiclc, of Kasan, to )Ir. Ccely1 of .\ylcsbury,

:~~ ;~P~!\~~~~~~:~7i'n~~t~,rfi1l~!o~~;te:~~1;0 ~!~:£~~~~~1 ~f

having workc<l out, by carefu l

If, as Dr. Heim !\Sscrts, there arc no less than five kinds of spurious cow-pox, all
comuntnicablc by in oculation from the teats of the animal to the huurnn body, it
follows that, in having recourse, from time to tim e, to lymph recently obtained from
the cow, it should be such lymph only as results from inoculation of the cow with

swall-pox.
[The following: presents a very fair exposition of th e views of a farge portion of the
physicians of the Continent of l:urope in relation to the protective powers of vaccination. It is the sub<:tancc of a report made to the Academy of Scie nces of !''ranee, on
the 25th of February, 18-15, by the Committee on Vaccination, to which were referred
the various essays sent in by the competitors for the prize proposed by the Academy
for the most satisfactory solution of the following questions : 1. Is the presen•ativc power of vaccination ab<:olute, or merely temporary? If it
is temporary only, determine, by accurate experiments and authentic facts, what is
the period for which the vaccine matter exerts its protective influence against isrnallpo:£? 2. llns nccine matter, taken directly from the cow, a more certain and durable
protecti\·e power than \'accine matter transmitted a. greater or less number of times
throu;:d1 the human subject? 3. If the protectiYe power of vaccine matter becomes
enfecblcd, ~hould it be renewed; and if so, how? 4. l s it necessary to ''accinate the
same individual several times, and if so, after how many years should the \'accination
be repeated? The portion of the report of which the following is au abstract, relates
to the lirst two queHions on ly.
The protcftiny po1ar of vaccination being dPftnitd!J establi.~hrd, the question arises
- is it ]JOR.~iUe, ajter ftJrf!J-.fil.)e years' experience, to determine the limits of that power.?
Th e answer to this <1ucstion is extremely difficult, ns it embraces inquiries not in
Fran ce alone, but throu~hout the wbole world : in fact, a genera l investi~ation of
every case in which '\'accination had been formed could alone supply the fundamental
clements of the problem to be answered. 'l'he competi tors for the prize hav e p:lrticularly examined how vaccinated persons arc circumstanced durin~ the prevalence of
epiden1ic small.pox; in other words, what is the proportion of vaccinated persons in
the entire number of those attacked with small-pox. 'l'h e protccti,·c power of vaccination is, by this mode of inve8tigation, reduced to a numerical quc.!'tion. An attentive examination of what occurred during thirty epidemics of small-pox in France,
shows two important facts :- First, that somewhat more than one-third of the entire
number of persons attacked with the small-pox had been vaccinate~ i secondly, that

~~: 1':1eo~~a1:1~~ ~~~~;~r~l:~n:~~c~~~~e~!c~~~1~~~ ~·;st~:~ :~~1:~~~c/~~c~~~1~1:i~~n~~1ces a;~li1;1:

occurred at l\I ontbeillard had been vaccinated, but there was no correspond in g in crease in th e amount of mortality amon~st the vaccinated patients; an<l the sa me
result was observed in the epidemic of 1 8~8, at ~larseilh·s. The irnme rcsult11 follow,
also, from the examination of the epidemics that have occurred iu England, Swcdcu,
Denmark, Italy, lilal.ta, Genev.a 1 &c.
.
.
Th e fact, the n, berng cst~bhsh ed, that vaccrn~tcd perso~s ca~ bcc~me affected with
small -pox, and the proportio n so attacked dunng the ep 1 d~u1 1 cs brrng nearly determin ed, a rnost important problem remain ed to be solved- viz., 1r1/(/1. was tl~e co!idition of the vaccinatf'd prrsons affected as rl'f/(tn/rd lite ntf'rr /od nj their varcmatwn?
1'hc authors of all th e memoirs agree in stating that \'accinaterl persons we re not
affected indiscriminately or by chance, as it were; on the eontr:1 ry 1 the small-pox
seems to make a kind of selection from amongst thew. With some exceptions, th"'
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small-pox. attacks those who have been vaccinated since a Ion~ period, and spares
those who arc recently so. Ao examination of the tables puhlishcd in various parts
of :Europe prons positively, that children arc seldom :1ttackcd with small-pox before
the ninth year after vaccination; and also the converse fact, namely, that it attacks in
prcfercuce persons who had been vaccinated fifteen, twenty, thirty, or even thirty-fhe
years previously. A general fact, which may be anticipntcd from the history of
eruptive complaints is, that, after the age of thirt~·-fivc year~, the aptitude ?f vaccinated persons to contr.:tct small-pox becomes so slight that 1t way be cons1dcrcd as
having vanished.
An investigation of the facts relative to the concurrence of small-pox in vaccinated
persons leads to the three followin~ conclusions :-First. The protective power of vaccination is absolute and general for the first five or six years, and even to the eleventh or
twelfth year, to judge from the experiments on revaccination. Second . .After the
forcgoin~ period, a. pnrt, but a part only, of those vaccinated oguin become liable,
especially under the influence of an epidemic, to contr:ict small-pox. 'l'hird, 'l'he
greater number of those \·accinated probably remain completely protected from smallpox during their entire life.
llas t!te cow-pox, taken direcll!J from the cow, a more certciin am/ permanent protective power t!tcm ·vaccine matter that has been transmitted more or le~s frrque11tly
thrflll!Jli t!te !tuma11 constitution' The experiments contained in several of the memoirs confirm the observations made by the Committee on Vaccination 1 at Paris.
The greater iutcusity of the new vaccine matter, UR compared with that long in use,
is a fact definitely established by experience in England, Germany, Italy, and France.
nut is this ~renter intensity coupled with a p:reater preservative power? or, as
the report puts the question - ls there any relation between the lesser or greater
intensity of the local phenomena and the protective power of the t•ariol011s matter?
1'bc experiments made on this point show that the protective power of \'accine matter
is not proportionate to the intensity of the local symptoms, but that vaccination with
matter taken from the cow is more certain than with old ,·accinc matter. ~-ldmitti119
tlwt tlir prote<:tlve potcer of vaccine matter diminishes with time, should 1·t Oe renewed,
and 1/so, how?
As to the means of renewal, the first mode employed was tllC transmission of the
vaccine matter from man to t110 cow-an experiment frequently performed as a matter of curiosity, but only recently sought to be rendered a mc:rns of rcstorin?; to the
vaccine matter its lost cnerfry. The authors of severa l of the memoirs nrnintnin that
the cow, when thus vaccinated, restores the vaccine matter unaltered, and therefore
unregeneratcd; but the commission of the Academy thinks this conclusion too absolute: in fact 1 it has been established by the experiments of the author of one of these
memoirs, that vaccine matter taken from man is regenerated durin~ its transmi~sion
through the cow. The same fact results from thousands of experiments made in
llavaria under the direction of the government. Vaccine matter thus regenerated
foiled iu less than one case in a lwndred,whilc the failures of the old vaccine matter
were nearly three per cent. Would it not be better to transmit the vaccine matter
through several cows in succession than through one only? The mode, however,
which should be pr<'ferred to all others-the only one on which we can entirely rely
- is, as recommended by Jenner, to obtain vaccine matter from its original source.
Several circumstances seem to show that the cow-pox is perhups of "less frequent
occurrence than is commonly supposed, and the commission su7gcsts, that those who
happen to meet with it should not content themselves, as has been done hitherto,
with transmitting it to man, but transmit it to other cows, and thus regenerate the
infection.
Is it necessary to vaccinate the same person several tirnes1 and if so, after the lapse
of how many years shou ld the rcvaccination be performed? On this head the report
first refers to the fact that the revacciuati ons, performed for a considcrnble period
after tlic discovery of vnccination, did not succeed, except in some rare cases, because
they were performed too soon after the primary vaccination. But when, a.ta later
period, experience showed that the protective power of vaccination diminished with
time, the practice of rcvaccination was resumed, and then succeeded beyond expc~tation. ] n some parts of Germany, especially, revaccination has been practised
uu1 versully in the army, and even in civil life. l 'hysicians, also, who had had small-
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pox, in some instances rcvaccinated themselves with success, of which Dr. Ilcim is a
remarkable example. Ile :HtC'nded on his brother for three weeks, while he laboured
uoder confluent small pox, and three weeks after having gone throu~h this decisive
trial, he vaccinated himself, and had pustules almost of the ordinary si~c. M. Moreau,
the celebrated accoucheur, who had small-pox in early life, rcvaccinatcd himself three
times with success.
A document published by the Government of Wurtcmbcrg-, which showed that, of
1677 persons affected with small-pox, between the years 1831 and 1836, 1055 had
been vaccinated, contributed greatly to extend the practice of rcvriccinatiou in
Germany, and in the north of Europe. In France, the st.:itis.tics of C'pidcmic i:ma llpox show that the nun1bcr of vaccinated persons attacked with small-pox const itute
more than a third of 1hc whole number of patients affected. It is impossible, therefore, to doubt the propriety of practising revaccinatioo. lt is during epidemic sn1allpox , es.pecirilly, that the utility of revaccination becomes obdous. Nut only have
indi\·iduals been thus protected, but the spread of the cpidernie has been arrested.
Io Prussia rcvncc:ioation has been practised in the army since 1833, and the smallpox bas been almo~t en tirely exti rpated. In 'Vurtcmberg, but one case of variola
occurred in five years, among 14,384 revaccinatcd soldiers, and three only arnong
29,GSJ rcvaccinated civ ilian s. Epidemic sma ll-pox hns not appeared in France since
1830, the period when rcvaccination was commeoced. '!'he authors of the memoir
agree that duriug epidemics it is prudent to rcvacc inatc after about the eighth or
ninth year.
Th e rinswcrs given by the competitors for the prize to the questions proposed by
the Academy, may be thus summed up: 1st. 1.'he presen·ative power of vaccination is absolute for the majority, and temporary for a small number; and even in the latter it is absolute until adolescence.
2d. Small-pox r::irely attacks those who have been vaccinntcd in infancy before the
age of ten or twch-e; from which age, however, until thirty or thirty-five, they arc
particularly liable to small-pox.
3d. Even in those cases in which it fails to protect the indi vidual from an attnck
of small-pox, vaccination, nevertheless, so modifies the animal economy, as to render
the symptoms of small-pox milder, abridge its duration, and considerably diminish its
danger.
4th. Vaccine matter taken directly from the cow causes local symptoms of g reater
intensity; its effects arc also more certain than those of old vaccine mat.t.er1 but after
bein g tra.nsruit.tcd for a few weeks through the human subject, the local intensity
disappears.
5th. The preservative power of vaccine matter docs not seem to be intimately
connected with the intensity of the sym ptoms of vaccination; ne\·crthcle:-;s, it is
prudent to regenerate vaccine matter as frequently as possible, to prc~crn~ its
protective power.
6th. The only mode of regenerating vaccioe matter deserving of confidence is to
procure it from the cow.
7th. Revaccination is the only known method of distinguishing those vacc inated
persons that remain fully protected from those that do not.
8th. '!'he success of revaccination is not a certain proof that thC' person in whom it
succeeds w:is liable to contract small-pox; it merely establishes a tolerably strong
presumption that they \~ere more o: le5:9 liable to the variol?us infection.
9th. 1n ordinary periods, rcvacc10at100 should be practised after fourteen years,

bu~::':i:~ ~~ a~1:f:~~~~:;,r~~~d~eu~~ ~rs~a~~~d~tb~~ildrcn, 4th. Ed. -C.J
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To a.void breaking the tluead which connects the diff~rcnt parts of the main subject,
I have pm;tponcd to the la st what I have to say rc!<pectiu g tl.ic ~reatmc11t of smi~ ll-pox .
'l'bis, for a long time, wa~ ~onducted upon an erroneous prrn c1p lc, and ~\'as cmmcnt~y
disai:t.rou::i. '!'h e old er pbys1cians at.tempted to force out, through th e sk rn, the morbid
matter cxistin"' in the blood. 'l'he eruption they considered to be the natural and
only cure:
adopting the vulgar maxim, that "it was better out than in," they
did all they could to promote a c~pious eruption, by a ~1 o t refd~ucn, by covering the
patient with bed-clothes, by keeprng the doors and wrndows JC:tlously closed, and

and
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excluding every breath of fresh air, and sometimes by adminil>tcring- wine and cordials.
The celebrated John of Gaddcsdeo, the author of that curious book the Ros(l, A11ylica 1
improYcd even upon this. Ile surrounded the half-suffocated patient with red curH1ius, red walls, red furniture of all kiods; c,·cry thing he saw was to be red; for in
that colour there was, John prctcuded 1 a peculiar Yirtuc. This John of Gaddcsdcn,
by the way, was a very sad kDa\'e, and the first Bnµ-lishmao, I bclicn~, who had the
luck to be made Court physician. He had one medicine so µ'OOJ as to be fit for the
rich only; and he recommended a double dooe for the wealthy. "Dupluw sit, si
pro divitc." He flouri~hcd in the fourteenth century.
Sydcuham was the 6rst, in this country, to employ the opposite or cool regimen in
small-pox; and although his prejudiced contemporaries refused to follow hi~ example
and adopt his practice, he con6dently predicted its 6ual triumph- " obtincb1t demum
mcvit:'l.functo. 11
But it was subsequently to the introduction of the method of inoculation that the
cooling treatment was foir!y established by the Suttons - two brothers, one of whom,
Hobert, lived at ]fory St. Edmunds; the other, Daniel, at lngatcstonc, in Essex.
These rnen, wiser in their generation tlrnn the regular phy!:icians, had the good sense
to pursue the same plan of general management which had been so prosperous in the
East, whence the practice of cngrafting was originally imported. Daniel, in particular,
became famous fur his successful inoculations : and the great secret of his success
seems to have consisted in his making one puncture only; exposing his patients much
and often to a cool atmosphere; supplying them freely with refrigerant drinks;. and
restricting them to a spare diet. Under this course, Cullen, who adopted it from the
Suttons, declares that ninety-nine times in the hundred, inoculation imparts a distinct
small-pox, and very gen<'rally of the mildest form.
Now the S:lmc principle applies to the casual disease wlicn we have reason to rnspect th:i.t it is impending-, or han the opportunity of treating it at its commencement. The object is to prevent, if po::sible, a copious eruption; upon which, a.;: we
lia\"c seen, the severity and peril of the disorder entirely depend. It has been thought
that \"Cnresection, by its antiphlogistic power, and, perhaps, by letting out, with the
blood, some portion of the regenerated virus, mig:ht lessen the number of the forthcoming pustules. But you cannot ensure this effect by blood.Jetting: and you must
bear in mind that, should the eruption pro,·e confluent, fmppura.tion, to a larµ;c amount,
is inevitable, and- like that of an extensive burn - will require, in order to go on
favourably, a certain degree of constitutional \"igour.
You m:iy abate the force of the eruptive fever, and keep down, it is believed, the
number of pustules, by saline purgatives, so exhibited as to produce two or three
loose stools every day, and by free ventilation of the surface of the body. The skin
rnay C\"Cn be sponged with tepid water, if the temperature be very high.
When the eruption is all come out, if the pimples on the face arc very few and
distinct, the dan~cr is o\·cr, and there is no more to be done. At this period Cullen
dissuad('s the further use of purgatives, as being sometimes hurtful.
But if the i1imples on the face are many, and confl.ucut, the patient will still re<iuire a great deal of attention. Our business is to look out for, aud to meet, untoward symptoms.
About the eighth or ninth day, wakefulness, ond rcstlcs~ness, and sometimes
tremors, are apt to come on; and the proper remedies for this set of symptoms, in
i;;mall-pox as well as in continued fever, are opiates. Io \'ariola, when p:ivcn in full
doses at bedtime, their good effects arc often very conspicuous the ne:xt day.
If the maturation of the pustules should proceed tardily, if they should not 611 up
proper!~ nor their contents become purulent, then strong broths m:iy be of use, or
cnn wrnc. But the effects of these must be carefully watched, and their amount
adj usted to the necessities of the case.
When the pustules are livid 1 and intermixed with petechi::o, and putrid sym p tom~
occur, the disorder generally proves fatal. In such cases it is customary to prescribe
bark and acids, in addition to the wine and opiates.
The proper plan of mana?i ng the patient during the continuance of the secondary
fover, is to keep his bowels moderately open by !!Cntlc laxatives, or by cncmata; and
to give opiates once or twice a day. These arc the more necessary on account of the
irritation of the skin. '!'he cooling rPgimcn ro'Jst now be givcu up; and the strength
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must he supported by a nourishing diet. Wine and cordials are indicated if the
pulse be feeble; but the swelling of the bands and wrists often makes it difficult to
feel the pulse.
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a11d to insure the formation of scars. Cold cream is used for this purpose; or a
solution of common salt, applied Juke.warm; or a lotion made by mixing a drachm
of the liquor soda: clilorinatce with half a pint of water; or a liniment composed of
equal parts of olive oil and limtrwater. This may be smeared, from time to time,
over the itching surface, by means of a soft camel's hair brush.
Other methods have been devised, ha-dog a more direct aim towards the prevention
of that pitting or seaming of the face which is only less dreaded by many patients
than the threatened extinction of life itself. Finely·powdcred camphor, dusted over
the surface, is believed by Mr. George to obviate the disfigurement. Mr. Startin
produces a little spot of vesication by touching the apex of each pustule on the ex·
posed surfaces of the body with the acetU?n canthar-idis, by the help of a camel's
hair pencil. Mr. Hi~giubottom touches each distinct papula. with the solid stick of
lunar caustic previously moistened; but when the spots are confluent he washes the
whole face, about the third day of the eruption, with a very strong solution of the
nitrate of silver, using eight scruples to the ounce of water. A similar practice has
been adopted, independently it would seem, by Dr. Alexander Howard of Quebec,
except that his solution is somewhat less strong, an ounce of water containing a.
drachm only of the salt. This application, which is repeated from time to time, is
said to be not only effectual for its primary purpose, but to be grateful also to the
feelings, and even conducive to the safety of the patient; o allay the heat, itching,
and tension of the face and scalp, and to abate the cutanlous inflammation. It is
said also to give no pain, and to leave the features perfectly free from pitting; while
it has the further recommendation of requiring no great skill or care in its use. Its
.
.
.
management may be .entrusted .to a nurse.
The dyspnrea which sometunes comes on late m the disease, 1s a. very ugly
~ymptom. I know of nothing that can be done for it beyond blistering the throat
and chest.

LECTURE LXXXVIII.
Olticl~en-Pox.

Measles.

Scarlet Fever.

I MUST not omit a short notice of the disorder ca1lcd chicken1?ox; for although a
very unimportant complaint, it has given rise to many disputes. Other names which
it has borne are varicclla, crystalli, variolae pusillre.
Connected with the small·pox, and arising from the same contagion, there are
several forms of eruptive disease. I mentioned the chief of them in the last lecture,
as varieties of modifiP.d small·pox. Now these mild and irregular forms of variola,
both parents and medical men, wishing, I suppose, to believe nothing in disparagement of the protecting power of vaccination, aro very apt to consider, and to call,
chicken.pox; and this er_ror h~v~ng been discovered, so~c pers?ns have rushed to, or
rather revived, the opp~itc opmrnn :- cqually erroneous ID my Judg~ent-tl~at there
is no such substantial disorder as chwkcn.pox; but that all the eruptions which have
passed under that name have really been forms of .wo~ificd small~pox. ~r. John
'l'bompson of Edinburgh, was one ?f the stout.est mamtarncrs of tins doctrme. ~o
doubt an eruption of short du:ation? and vesicular through the grca~er part of its
progress, is often caused, cspe~ial.ly m per;>ons who have been vaccmatcrl, ~y.the
conta..,.ion of small-pox; but a s1m1lar eruption proceeds also fro~ another d1st111ct
contaSion, that, namely, of chicken-pox.
74
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The best description of the true chicken-pox that 1 am acquainted with has been
given by Dr. Gregory. The disorder is almos t peculiar to iofants, and children of
tender years. Willan has, however, described one unambiguous example of it, in a
gentleman thirty years old: and another genuine instance was sccu by Dr. Gregory,
at the Small-pox Hospital, in the person of an adult female. The eruption is pre·
ceded by little or no premonitory fever, commencing usually on the shoulders, neck,
~nd breast, affecting almost always the scalp, but sparing very much the face-which,
10 small-pox, never escapes.
The eruption is composed from the very first, of perfectly transparent vesicles,
surrounded by a very slight degree of superficial redness. They are usually numerous,
but distinct. Dr. Grrgory says that when the eruption is very copious, the body has
the appearance of havinp; been exposed to a momentary shower of boiling water, each
drop of which bad occasioned a minute blister. Crops of vesicles appear in succession
for two or three days; and while new ones are forming, the first are beginning to
shrivel. The vesicles that remain after the second or third day become slightly
opaque, and like pearls. When irritated by friction, they sometimes take on so much
inflammation as to be converted into pustules. The scabs are small and gummy, dry
quickly, and crumble off, instead of being detached in one mass. In a few instances,
shallow cicatrices are left by the vesicles. During the short progress of this eruptive
disease there is no constitutional disturbance of any consequence.
It has been ascertained of this genuine chicken-pox, or varicclla lymphatica, that
it occurs once only to the same person; that it spreads by contagion; that, nevertheless, it is not communicable by inoculation-whereas th~ matter of modified smallpox, when engrafted, produces genuine variola; that it occurs equally among those
who have, and those who have not, been vaccinated; that its course is not affected
by antecedent vaccination; and that the vaccine vesicle and disease proceed with
;;~f:~~a~f.~~~ty after the occurrence of chicken-pox. Now this does not happen

It appears, from MOhl's work, De Varioloidibus et Varicellis, that from the year
1809 to 1823, chicken-pox was annually observed at Copenhagen without concomitant
small-pox; and that both diseases have since prevailed at intervals epidemically, but
always under circumstances which satisfied the physicians of the town that their
sources were distinct.
It must, therefore, I think, be admitted, that there is a separate disease, called
chicken-pox! which springs from a specific poison;. produces a vesicular eruption;
runs a defilllte course; has no tendency, when undisturbed, to suppuration; occurs
but once; and affords .no pro~ccti~n against small-pox, while, on the othcl' baud, smallpox affords no protcct100 against 1t.
Th~ main .Poi~t of practica.1 importance is, however, this; that if we meet with any
eruption wluch 1s at all equivocal, we should use the same precautionary measures
for preventing the extension of the disease as if we were sure that it was modified
small-pox. Bu~ this salutary rule is often, I say, neglected or infringed, to the
danger and detriment of those unprotected persons who happen to be in the vicinity
of the sick child.
The t~catment required in chicken-pox is abundantl,r simple; it is the same, in
fact, winch has been already recommended for the mildest cases of the discrete
small-pox.
ant!~~ifn~~ tl1esc blood diseases is tM measles: called, also, by nosologists, rubeola,
Like different human faces, all the complaints belonging to this group have the
sam e se~ of features, ~ud th.erefore a mutual res.embl.auce, while the separate Jinea~cuts d~ffer ~o .mu~h rn their character and rclatn:e circumstances, as to give to each
disease its d1strnct1vc aspect. Tbere are also wrnor shades of difference between
individual cases of the same specific malady.
l\Ieasl~s, o.?cording!y, h?s its stage ~f i~cubation, its introductory fever, its period
of eruptwn, its peculiar kind of eruption, its course by stages. It is communicable
from person to person, and it generally occurs but once to the same person. Ou
som e of these points I spoke before.
Th e iutro<lu.ctory fever is s?mcti~cs se.vere, a~d nearer in its type to synocha than
~ typhus. Like all fc\•ers, it begms with lassitude, and shivering, which are soon
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followed by beat of skin, acceleration of the pulse, anorexia, and thirst. But the
peculiarity in the ~ever ~hich precedes the_ ~ruption of mcasle8 is, that it is very constantly atte~ded with an mfiamma~ory condition of the mucous membranes; especially
of those _which are prop~r to the all'-pa~sagcs. The eyes ~eco~e vascular and watery,
the eyelids, heavy, turgid, and red. The membrane wluch Imes the nasal cavities
the fauces, the larynx, trachea, and bronchial tubes, is affected. Hence we have'
generally, as symptoms, much sneezing, as well as lacrymation, a copious defl.ux.io~

~~: !~~::!I~s~ d~~~n~~~~!, ~e::~~~a~0 ~;~. an1~b=~~~:, ~~~n:;~~~0~1: :t~:~s~ahne~

in an attack of measles are the symptoms of coryza and catarrh. In some instances
there is diarrha::a also, indicating a simultaneous affection of the mucous membrane
of the intestines; an_d not unfrequently vomiting: but the vomiting, as in small-pox,
ceases upon the commg out of the eruption.
The regular period for the appearance of the eruption is the fourth day of the
di sease; seldom earlier, frequently later : sometimes as late as the eighth or tenth
day from the commencement of the catarrh. The eruption itself is a rash, consisting,
at first, of minute papuke, which, as they multiply, coalesce into blotches that have,
more or less, a horse-shoe or crcscentic shape, and leave the intermediate portions of
skin of their natural colour. It is .two or three days in corning out, beginning, on
the face, neck, and arms, then reachrng the trunk of the body, and so travelling down
to the lower extremities. In this course it resembles the eruption of small-pox. It
fades in the same order, standing out three days at least on the face before it begins
to decline; so that its whole duration comprises a space of six or seven days. It
becomes browner as it fades. You may feel that it is slightly elevated above the
general surface of the skin, especially upon the face, which is somewhat bloated and
swollen. The parts which the rash has recently occupied are left covered with a
dry, small scurf. The cuticle does not peel off in large flakes, as I !:lhall have to tell
yon that it oftentimes does in scarlet fever, but a great part of it crumbles away in a
fine branny powder. Occasionally, yet very seldom I belieye, the rash is intermixed
with a few small and short-lived vesicles.
This termination of the papulre is very unlike what happens in variola: and connected with the eruption there are two other important particulars in which the
measle.s differs essentially from the small-pox. In the first place, the feve r does not
cease, nor even abate, upon the emergence of the eruption; but sometimes increases
in intensity. And in the second place, the disorder is not more severe, nor more
dangerous, because the eruption .is plentiful, or early; ~o far from it, inde_ed, that in
some of the worst and most perilous cases the eruption 1s apt to be partial, and to
appear late and irregularly.
'fhe eruption is the distinguishing feature of measles, but the catarrhal affection is,
in every way, the most important. Indeed the rush may, and sometimes does, happen
without the fever and the catarrh; and nosologists recognize a variety of the disorder
under the title of Tubeola jine catarrho. lfot it is observed of this variety, that it
confers no protection whatever against the recurrence of the malady: in truth, it is
most commonly succeeded in a few days by an attack of measles iu its regular and
complete form.
I need not stop to repeat what I told you in a former lecture about the other
general features of this eruptive complaint. The period of incubation is from ten
days to a. fortnight. The contagion is active enoug?, though c?rtainly it ~s less strong
and diffusive than that of small-pox. When once rntroduced rnto a family or school,
the disease rapidly spreads to those individuals who have not already had it. It is
capable, though wit~ much less readi~ess an? certainty than s?1all-pox, o_f bcin~ propagated by inoculation; ~at as the d1sordor 1~ .not re.ndered m1ld~r by bemg so rntro
dueed into the system, this process has no ut1hty or rnterest, and is never resorted to.
Occasionally rubeola visits the same individual twice; but this is an exception to the
general rule. Perhaps, in some reputed instances of its recurrence, the first acccs.
sion may have been without fever and catarrh, and therefore an ineffectual safeguard
for the future. I myself know, however, two large families in which most of the
children have suffered a repetition of the genuine unmitigated disease.
The measles resembles the other diseases of the group in this also, that at times it
pervades a community as an epidemic; at times occurs here and there only, sporad1-
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cally. The general character of the symptoms varies considerably in different cpi·
demics. )lorton and Sydenham, and after them Sir William 'Vatson 1 have described
visitations of what they call putrid measles. Sir William Watson was physician to
the Foundling Hospital, and he witnessed two epidemics of this putrid kind among
the children in that institution. He states that the eruption appeared unusually
early, so early as the second day of the disease; and that, besides cough and dyspncca,
the complaint was marked by extreme debility, and attended with dysentcric <liar.
rhrea. l\Iore seemed to die of the intestinal affection than of the pectoral. Ile lost,
in one of these epidemics, nineteen out of one hundred and eighty-three patients.

~t~a~~~~~:,n~o~\~a.~~~!~~:1~/~~dd~:o~~~~l~;s l~n~i~i~tcl~'Ybfo!~c !fc!::~tc~c~b~r~:~~

is often irregularly and imperfectly developed, and of ~ hv1d co~our..
.
Sydcnham found that measles of an unusually bad kmd pre\"a1led Ill London rn the
years 1670 and 167-!; the very same years in which small-pox was also remarkab ly
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peculiar virulence in their exciting causes, than upon some change previously
effected in the human body by the silent and gradual influence of certain predisposi1t9 ca.uses.
The diagnosis of measles is seldom difficult. In the outset of the fever you may
guess what is coming by the coryza, catarrh, and hoarse cough; especially if the disease be about. On the very first day of the eruption, the small, red, and hitherto
separate spots are very like the incipient pimples of small-pox. Do not, therefore,
at this period, express too confidently your opinion respecting the nature of the complaint. Parents and nurses might be charitable enough to attribute your mistake to
inexperience or ignorance. The progress of the disease will soon remove all doubt.
The eruption of small-pox presently exhibits some fluid, while that of measles has
none-unless, indeed (whnt is uncommon), a few miliary vesicles mix themselves
with it. Rut these make no advauco in twenty-four hours. Ordinarily the isolated
pimples >isiblc upon the first day soon augment in number, and collect themselves
into semicircular groups; and if any question at all arise, it is whether the disease
be measles or scarlet fever. I shall presently describe the latter disorder; and then
I wi ll po int out the marks of distinction between the two.
The prognosis in measles is governed chiefly by the mildness or the severity of the
pectoral symptoms. The most common cause of death, in the fatal cases, is inflammation of some one or more of the textures that compose the lungs. And even when
this immediate danger has passed by, the disease too often leaves chronic pulmonary
mischief behind it. In scrofulous children, and young persons, it frequently awakens
the slumbering germs of consumption. And when that specific effect is not produced,
it is apt, in adults, to inflict upon the constitution a blow which is never thorou~bly
recovered from; the patient becoming, from that time forwards, delicate and valetudinary. The prognosis is always unfavourable when the eruption docs not stanJ out
well, is of a livid colour, and accompanied with putrid symptoms, or with a disposition
to gangrene.
We augur favourably of the case when the thoracic symptoms arc not sc\"ere;
when the fever moderates upon the coming out of the rash; and when the rash is
steadily persistent, and there is no excessive prostration of the strength.
Being contagious, and occurring for the most part but once, measles is principally
seen in children, although no period of life is exempt from its attacks. In many
children the disorder is so slight as to require little more tha.n judicious domestic
attentions. The free application of cold air to the surface, which is so beneficial in
small-pox, would in measles be unsafe, on account of the pectoral symptoms. For
this reason the patient should be k~pt in bed; with no more clothes, however, or
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laxatives should be given. It may be well, also, to prescribe sowe diaphoretic medicine; a draught, for example, containing two or thrcC' drachm8 of the liquor ammonire
acetatis, with half a, drachm of the spirit1ts atlteris nitrici, and an ounce of camphor
jnlcp, to be taken three or four times in the twenty-four hours.
The wost important part, however, of the treatment relates to the remedies to be
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.the pulmona:y symptoms 1 which in the outset depend, almost always,
employed
upon bronchitis. But the rnfl~mmatioo is apt, in ~c.vcrc cases, to spread insidiously
from the mucous to the other tissues - the bronch1t1s becomes pneumonia_ and we
find, after death, some portions of the lungs hcpatized; usually small portions. li'or
the most part, however, it is extensive inflammation of the bronchial mucous mcm·
And really I cannot .give you any better or fuller
b~ne. that ~e have to dread
d1rect1oos with respect to the management of these rnflarnrnatory affections, than I
endeavoured to lay down when I was speakio~ of brom:hitis and 1meumon'ia, as they
occur idiopathieally. Y?u will judge of the extent and severity of the inflammation,
partly by the common symptoms, partly by the help of your car; and you must
apportion your remedies to that iotensity1 so judged of. You will take blood by
leeches from the chest, apply a mustard poultice or a blister, and give tartar emetic.
And it is of importance that whatever kind or amount of depletion is adopted, should
be resorted to early.
When the rash is about to decline, a spontaneous diarrhooa often sets in, and
appears to have a beneficial effect io abating the febrile symptoms. If this natural
curative process should fail to occur, it may be imitated by the exhibition of gentle
aperients.
In weakly children blisters arc- apt to cause troublesome sores; and in some
epidemics of measles, the sores tbus produced show a disposition tr.> become gangrenous.
When any such tendency is noticed, blisters had better be avoided altogether. At
other times, the inconvenience to be apprehended from a blister may be prevented by
one of two plans; either by interposing a piece of sil ver paper between the blistering
plaster and the skin; or by suffering the blister to remain upon the part three or
four hours only, then taking it off, and applying a poultice. The cuticle will rise
under the poultice, and the !:!Ore will not, in gencral 1 be a troublesome one.
If the eruption disappear prematurely, it may sometimes be restored by putting the
patient into a warm bath. And if he be at the same time, in a low state, especially
if what I have called putrid symptoms threaten or show them~clves, you must treat
th e case upon that iodicat;on, just as you would in continued fever; giving wine and
animal broths, and watching the effects of these, and apportioning their quantity
accordingly.
It is of considerable importance to protect the patient from danger after the disease
h:is subsided; by warm clothing, by prC\'Cnting him from going out of doors too early,
or being in any way exposed to cold. Pucumonic inflammation, and dyscntcric
purging, are frequent consequences of the want of prudence in this respect.
In the year 1846, an epidemic of measles spread itself through the group of small
islands between Shetland and Iceland, called the FerOe Islands. Tho disease wa.s so
serious and general, that the Danish Government thought it necessary to scud two
physicians from Copenhagen, Dr. Maoicus and Dr. Panum, to the relief of the
Islanders. You may read a short but iotercsting report upon this epidemic, by Dr.
Panum, in the Archives Gi11irales de Jlledccinc for April, 1851. It so well illustrates
several of the poiuts on which I have becu speaking, that I am tempted to extract
some of its statements.
In these islands- which are ~eparated from each other by n:irrow but dangerous
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'l'he disorder was brought to them

been totally unknown from the year 1781.

Ill
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October, the disease had agarn disappeared from the island~. Durrng that mterval
of about six mouths, of i782 inhabitants of the seventeen islands, 6000 underwent
the disease.
You will notice hero the entire exemption from this contagious complaint for
sixty.five years, and its immediate and rapid diffusion upon the introduction of the
w~~~

.

.

In our own island we sec tho measles chiefly among children and young persons.
There it affected persons of every age. In a. village containing one hundred dwellers,
eighty were laid up with it at the same time.
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All the old people who bad had the complaint in the epidemic of 1781, escaped it
in 1846.
This shows two things-1st. That subsequent immunity from the disease is the
rule. This rule was not broken in a single instance. 2ndly. That the protection
afforded by ono attack does not wear out as life advances.
.
Again, of the older persons who had been alive in li81, and had not been exposed
to the cont:igion (and Dr. Pauum could reckon one hundred such persons), all took
the disease in 1846; whereas a few youths, though they mixed with the sick, were
untouched by it.
l?rom this we learn that the susceptibility of the disorder docs not decrease as the
age increases; and that the reason why it is so seldom witnessed in adults in this
country is the same which I before a..~signed. The great majority have had it during
early life, and arc therefore in capable of taking it later.
Dr. Panum found - after careful and extensive observation, conducted uuder circumstances of unusual freedom from the fallacies and uncertainties which beset such
iuquirics in large r and more complex communities-that a period of thirteen or fourteen days intervened very regularly between the time of exposure to the contagioo 1
and the time of the rruption of the characteristic rash . 'fake a single example of
this from among many.
One of the smaller islands, called, however, Le Grand Dimon, contained eighteen
persons on ly, who all belonged to the same family. A boat manned by a few of them
made a voyage to Tveraa, where the disease was rife, and returned after staying there
some hours. Up to the tenth day from that time all these voyagers seemed perfectly
well. Ou the 14th day the eruption appeared upon them all; and fourteen days
after that, it showed itself with the same regularity in all the other members of the
family.
He noticed that the precursory symptoms were of uncertain duration; sometimes
they occupied six or eight days, sometimes from four to six, but generally from two
to four d~ys.
,
.
.
.
.
'l'hc disorder proved very catclung at the outset of the eruption and durmg its
whole continuance. Dr. Pauum holds it to be doubtful whether it is contagious
during the preceding stage of catarrh, or the subsequent stage of desquamation.
Isolation was the only sure defence against the disease. Dr. Panum thinks that
1500 persons escaped it, by establishing regulations equivalent to those of qua.
raotine.
I proceed, iu the next place, to the consideration of scarlet fever .
This ::ilso is a contagious febrile disease, attended almost always, during a part of
its course, by a rash, and by sore throat. It seldom comes on a second time.
There arc some distinct varieties of this disorder, concerning which it is necessary
that I should $lay a few words.
The two striking and important features of the disease are the affection of the
throat and the affution of the skin. They may both be well marked; or only one of
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bavQ assigned the rcspcetivo names of cynanche mali'gna, and scarlatina. When,
in an carli.er part of the course, ~ was treating of th~ diseases of the throat, I purposely omitted the cynanche mahgna; because that 1s only another name for a particula~ form of scarlet fever. ~f you look to Cullen's defi11itious of these complaints,
you will sec how very much alike they are. They both specify inflammation of the
fauces, a cutaneous r~sh, and fever. B~t in the definition of scarlatina, the rash is
dwe~t upon and desc:1bed, and the fev~r 1s call~ _
s ynocha; while in that of cynanche
maligna, the ulceration of the throat is more 10s1sted oa, and tho fever is said to resemble typhus .. 'l1he !ruth is, that t~ese two kinds of disorder are both caused by
the samo contagious poison. The malignant sore throat may be caucrht from a patient
who has mild scarlet fover; and mild scarlet fever may, in like man~er, be contracted
~ram ~ne w~10 i~ suffering und er the malignant sore thr~at. 'fho two forms graduate
!~s~ n s1b ly, 10 d_1ffcrent cases, towards ~ach ?ther; and 1t _would be impossible, even
If 1t were desirable, to d:-iw any strict hn.e
scparat!ou ~ctween them. l\lany
would say, and probably with truth, that their difference 1s this; in the one form the
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poison. of the disorder is seeking its vent principally by the throat, in the other by
the skrn.
For convenience, however, of description, and for the better direction of tlrn treatme?t, author.s gene~lly make thr?e vClrieties of ~carlatina. Scarlatina simplex, in
wluch_ ther~ ts a florid rash_, and little or no affect10~ of th~ thr_oat; scarlatina a119i·
TIOS(l! m w~1ch ~oth the skrn and the th;oat are del.ltdedly tmphcatcd; and scarlatina
Tnal1gna 1 rn winch the stress of the disease falls upon the throat. The epithet
'l'ltaligna marks truly the fearfu l character of this form of the malady.
'110 these three varieties, Dr. Copland has added a fourth, which he names sca rla.
tina latens. 'l'his addition is warranted by the fact (certified now by the testimony
of several observers) of the manifestation of certain well.known and remarkable sequeloo
of scarlet fever, in persons who had been li\'ing with others sick of that disr::ase, but
in whom its primary and diagnostic symptoms had not occurred, or had occurred in
so slight a degree as to escape notice.
I need sc::ircely remind you of a sort of mystification which prevails among the public
about this complaint, and which many practitioners, for no good reason that I can
perceive, seem disposed to encourage. Mistaking the Latin and scientific name of the
disorder for a mere diminutive, you will hear ruamm::is soy, "Oh, my children have
not got the scarletfer:er, but only the scarlatina." I always dis::ibuse them of this
absurd error, when the opportunity of doing so occurs. It can produce nothing but
confusion, and the disreg::ird of requisite precautions.
Like measles, and for the same reasons, scarlet fever, though persons of all nges arc
susceptible of it, is eminently a disease of children; but it is much more to be dreaded
than the measles.
It is somewhat strange that scarlet fever was not recognized, in this country at
]e::ist, as a distinct disease, till about two centuries ago. In all probability it hnd long
existed, and had been always confounded with measles. Morton speaks of it under
the name of morbilli confluentefi; and Hoffman calls it, by a similar mist.a.kc, 1'11beola
rossalia. The fcbris scarlatina described by Sydcnham, must have been of av.cry
mild kind; for he does not mention ::iny ulceration of the throat. Dr. Fothergill, in
1748, was the first to describe, as a new and separate disorder, that perilous form of
the complaint which Cullen designates cynanchc maligna; and it was long called the
Fothergill sore-throat. The identity of this affection with genuine .scarlet fc,·cr has
been slowly established by .subsequent observers. The characteristic differences
between scarlet fever and measles were first fully specified by Dr. Withering.
The disease begins, as the exanthemata in genera l begin, ::ind as continued fevers
which I have grouped with them are apt to begin, with shivering; lassitude, and
rapidly augmenting debility; headache, frequently severe, sometimes with delirium,
occasionally with nausea and vomiting. Then, generally on the second day (and Col·
lea is wrong when he says it is generally on the fourth), the eruption begins to come
out. In some of the worst forms of the disease it may, indeed, be deferred till the
fourth day.
Although scarlet fever and measles were so Jong confounded. together, the diff~r·
ences between them are well pronounced, and, when once pomted out, arc cosily
enough recognized.
Rubeola is distinguishable, then, from scarlatina1. By the presence, at the outset, of cata.rrhal ~ymptoms-by the sneezing, t~1e
cough, the dcfluxion from the ey~s and nos.e, which precede the rash. There 1_s,
doubtless, in many cases of scarlatma,_ n runnrng fron;i. the eyes and nose, hut not till
late in the disease; at any rate not prior to the eruption.
2. By the absence of severe inflammation and ulceration of the throat; symptoms
which always accompany severe coses, at least, of sc::irlet fever.
3. By the characters _of the er~ption itself. 1.'ho rash in measles is mo~c . elev:ated
above the surface than m scarlatma, and of a darker oolour. In measles 1t ts said to
present somewhat the tint of a raspberry, and in scarlet fever to have that of a boiled
lobster. In measles the papulro arc collected into semi-lu~ar groups, leav!ng i_nterstiees between them of healthy skin. The redness of scarlatma commences rn mrnute
points which speedily become so numerous and crowded, that the surface appears to
be uo'iversally red: They begin on the face, n~ck, ~nd breast, and ex.tend to t~~
extremities, pervadrng at last every part of the skrn . The scarlet colour 1s deeper, 10
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general, about the groins, and in the flexures of tllC joints, than elsewhere. Lastl.y,
the rash of measles, in its most regular form, appears on the fourth day of the dts·
ease; that of scarlet fever on the second.
·
On the arms and legs the eruption of scarlatina occasionally differs somewhat from
that which is visible on the trunk; is more spotty, more papular, and the papulre are
3
60
0
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nomena I am about to mention in four or five cases in succession which were brought
into the Middlesex Ilospital within the space of a month or six. weeks), so.rn? parts ?f
the red surface are closely studded with little transparent vesicles, conta1_nrng a thm
colourless liquid, and resembling what I described to >:Ou before. as sudamrna. In all
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s:;::
re-absorbed, and the cuticle under which it had been enclosed shrivels up, turns white,
and comes off in a thick white scu rf: so that the part from which it separates looks
at first sight us if it had been powdered. I have recently seen two cases of this vesi3ular form of scarlatina in private practice. I show you Raycr's delineation of the
7esiclcs.
1
0
0
0
1
0
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pcaring altogether, in the majority of instances, before the end of the seventh day.
A.bout this time desquarnation of the cuticle begins to take place, in small.c: scurf, or
scales from the face and body, in large flakes frequently from the extrem1t1cs. 'lhe
scarf-skin of the hands and of the feet sometimes separates almost entire. A glove or
a slipper of cuticle comes away at once. You may sec such things in most museums.
In that variety of the disorder which we call scarlatina rnali911a, the rash is apt to
come out late, and imperfectly, and sometimes not at oil; and instead of being brighb
and florid, to present a bluish or livid tin t. Sometimes it suddenly recedes; and then,
perhaps, appears agnin : and occasionally it is diversified by purple spots.
Willan and Bateman have given the name of roscola to an eruption which is also
attended with inflammation of the throat, and between which and scarlatina. it is cer·
tainly difficult, if not impossible, at first to discriminate. 'l'hc roseola, however, is not
contagious, and has more of a chronic character than scarlatina. It comes and goes,
and has no settled or definite course. Dr. A. T. Thomson lays down this distinction
between them; but I do not know that we can trust to it:-" In scarlatina (he says)
;.he rash first attacks the face, and then extends to the trunk of the body, passing off
oy the extrem ities; whereas in roscola the extremities arc.first affected."
'!'he appearances of the tongue in sca rlet fever are also peculiar and characteristic.
In the scarlatina simplex, and m1yinosa, it is often coYered, at the outset, with a thick,
white, cream.like fur, through which are seen projecting the red and exaggerated
papillro; the edges of the tongue being li kewise of a bright red colour. '!'be red
points gradually multiply, and the white fur clears away, and at lcnE?th the whole sur·
face of the tongue becomes preternaturally red, and clean, and raw-looking: and after
boooming thus clean, as well as red and rough, and like a strawberry, it will some·
times, when the disease goes on unpromisingly, get dry, and hard, aud brown- as you
know it is apt to be in certain 8pecies and stages of continued fever.
'l'hc first thing of which the feverish patient usually complaio.s is sore throat, with
some stiffness of the neck: and if you inspect the fauees, you will sec, without in
general so much swelling of the tonsils. as occurs in common quinsy, a diffused redness, sometimes of a dark claret colour, including a large part of the palate. lu a
short time you may perceive that the tonsils and velum arc covered irregularly with
whitis~ cxud.atiou~, or gray ?Ph thous crusts: or, perhaps, you see a sloughy kind of
ulcemt100 Jett by the separation of these crusts.
The ~rowc~s of the distemper, ~nd its degre: o~ severity and of ?anger, differ very
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as
disorder defies all treatment, and the deadliest forms of plague arc not more fatal.
11~ these malignant and tc:rible cases, t~ie eruption, if it appear at all, is livid and
partial, and fades early, and is attended with a feeble pulse, a cold sk in, and extreme
prostration of strcDgth. Sometimes the patient sinks at once, and irretrievably, under
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~cntleman
the virulence of the poison, and life is extinguished in a few hours. A
tweh•e
called one day at my house, and not finding me there, followed me between
five miles
and one o'clock to the hospital. Ile wished me to visit his wife, four or
was about to
out of town, who had been taken ill that morning. Ile feared that she
he found
have scarlet fever, but he was not much alarmed for her safety; for when
not suit the
that I could not be at his house before six, he said that that hour would
to fix some time for
ge~eral practitioner in attendance upon her, and he Lcggeci me
came on,
sinking
rapid
seerng her t!ie 1uxt day. I did so; but the same afternoon
proposed to
and the pa.t.Ient was dead very soon after the hour at which I had first
visit her.
la other cases of scarlatina maligna, the typhus-like symptoms rapidly deepen;
and not unand death, in children, is apt to occu r on the fifth day of the complaint;
th e tongue
commonly as soon as the third . '!'he pulse becomes frequent and feeble;
the throat
dry, brown, and tremulous; the debility extreme; the breath offensive;
ed by viscid
is livid, swollen, ulcerated, and gangrenous; a nd the respiration is imped
medicine
mucus whi ch collects about the fauces. Over this variety of the discnsc,
has comparatively little control.
the erupThe chance of recovery is much grea ter in the scarlatina anginosa, when
arc
there
disorder
the
of
rm
fo
this
tion is florid, and stands well out. But even in
many sources of danger, and various ways in which it may prove fatal.
or effuIn the first pla.ce many of the patients die, apparently from inflammation
which is
sion within the head. '!'hey have violent headache, with furi ous deli rium,
followed by coma and death.
proceeds,
And, secondly, the state of the throat is full of peril. As the disease
sloughy;
and
foul
becomes
although the rash may be steadi ly persistent, the throat
that
an acrid discharge from the nostrils, which arc so stuffed and swollen internally
lip; the
the patient can scarcely breathe through them, runs over and frets the upper
is lighted
parotid and submaxillary glands swell, some tim es enormously; and fever
disorder.
up afre:;h. In this way many cases proYc fatal in the second week of the
neck; and
'fhe cervical swellings cause constriction of the fauces and stiffness of the
the head
sometimes, doubtless by interfering with the free return of the blood from
symptoms
through the jugular veins, they prod uce a tendency to coma. With these
there is often also purging, and an excoriated anus.
the
'l'he acrid matters furnished by the ulcerating and gangrenous throat irritate
the other.
nasal membrane in the one direction, and that of the alimentary canal in
nasi and
We thus account for the running from the nose, the soreness of the alre
neighand.
upper lip, and the smarting diarrhooa: and the swelling of th.c parotids
poisonous
bouring glands is evidently caused by abrnrption of the irritating: and
dependency
matter from the ulcernted throat. There is just the same relation and
glands,
between these different local alterations, as between the en larged mcsenteric
in th e
bubo
a
between
fever;
typhoid
in
Peyer
of
and ulcera.tion of the follicles
that gives
groin, and a chancre on the glan s penis. I t is the con dition of the throat
noculated
rei
rise, in these cases, to the most formidable symptoms. Th e system is
of the jaw,
from that source. Whenever I see the glands much enlarged at the ao~le
~f the case.
and beneath the jaw, in a. child labouring under scarlet fever, I augur ill
But
Sometimes the mischief extends into the larynx, and so destroys the patient.
a. v?ry
and
.another,
still
how~ver,
is,
There
this is probabl.Y a very rare event.
eustachian
common consequence of the throat affection-:-! mean mfla111~1rn.t1on of the
dea_fnes~,
tube, reaching sometimes th e tympanum itself, and causrng permanent
and
either by closing up th e t~be, or ~y the destruction o~ the mcmbnrna. tympam,
own care, I
of the littl e bon es bclongrng to It. In one case, wluch was under my
?'par~
swallowed,
child
the
time
every
death,
before
time
short
a
for
observed that,
of
~pportumty
no
ha?
I_
c~rs.
its
of
one
at
of the fluid food ran out immediately
ansrng from the
p1:oves
Scarlet fever sometimes befalls parturicut wornen; an d the? it a~most alway~
fatal. I have seen three in stances only of recovery from thi s perilous comphcat1on.
it that
Scarlatina simplex is scarcely, I repeat, a disca::ie. Sydenham has said of
Doctor."
the
it is "fatal only through the officiousness of
often exposed
~veu wh en the patient has escaped from the complaint itself, he is
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to great hazard and di~tress from its consequences. Children who have suffered a.
severe attack of scarlet fever arc liable to fall into a state of permanent bad health,
and to become a prey to some of the many chronic forms of scrofula: boils, strumous
ulcers, diseases of the scalp, sores behind the ears, scrofulous swellings_ of the cenical
glands and of the upper lip, chronic inflammation of the eyes and cychds. The same
afflicting results are very common after small-pox also, and measles.
I have several times, when the rash of scarlet feve r was disappearing, known pain
and swellin g of the larger joints to supervene, simulating very closely the local phenomena of subacutc rheumatism; and I have noticed that the painful joints were eased
a.nd benefited by friction i a circumstance which may help to distinguish this articular
affection from true rheumatism. Another distinctive circumstance seemed to be
that, although all these patients were children, the heart in no instance became implicated, in connexion with the tumid joints. Upon this point, however, my own
experience may have been falla.cious. Dr. Scott Alison has recently invited attention
to the subject, in an interesting Essay "On Pericarditis, a complication and scr1uela
of Scarlatina." Accepting bis facts, I should ascril>e the nrticular affection, and the
cardiac affection, whether they occurred together or separately, to one and the same
cause; namely to the retention in the blood of a poisonous excrement, by the default
of the principal emunctorics, and especially of the kidney.
But certainly the most common, and a very serious sequel of scarlatina, is mia.sarcu, serous iafiltratiou of the subcutaneous areolar tissue, accompanied often with
dropsy of the larger serous ca,·ities. So common is this that Cullen has even iatr().
duccd the circum~tance as a part of his definition of scarlet fever. He found the
dropsy a very manageable complaint; but it really is, in many- nay, in most cases,
if we look to its possible ultimate consequences - a most formidable one. This
affection beloags to the class of febrile dropsies. It appears to have no relation, or,
if any, an im·erse relation, to the violence and danger of the preceding exauthem.
It is much more common after a mild, than after a severe disease. 'l'his I believe to
be chiefly owing to the circumstance that less care and caution are observed in the
milder ca~cs during tlic dangerous period of desquamntion and com·alcscence; a
period more dangerous, in that >ariety of scarlatina, than in any other. In the
~raver cases the convalescence is slower, nnd more doubtful; and accidental or careless exposure to cold is more guarded against, or takes place later: whereas, in the
sli~hter kinds of the disorder, the patients arc apt to go out while the new cuticle is
still forming. 'l'he escape of the fever-poison through the large outlet afforded by
the skin is cheeked or preveated. l\lorc of it is hurried through the narrower wicket
of the kidneys, and gives rise, in its tumultuous and embarrassed outbreak, to what
Dr. George Johnson has call ed" acute dcsquamative nephritis." If you carefully
trace the histories of dropsy succeeding to scnrlct fever, you will very frequently find
that the feve r hnd been trifling; and that the pntient, considering himself well or
nearly so, had heedlessly encountered a cold or damp atmosphere so soon as he felt
himself strong enough to leave the sick chamber. Plcnciz, who has written well on
this subject, and who was quite aware of its importance, remarks that those patients
who have had much dcsquamation of the cuticle arc the most liable to the dropsy;
that it is more frequent in winter than in summer; and in such as arc early exposed
to the open air after ha.ving passed throufrh the fever, than in those who remain
lon!!cr at home. When the desqunmation is over, and the new surface has become
in Some degree hardened, the peril is past. According to the observations of Dr.
Wells, the dropsical symptoms commonly show themselves on the twenty-second or
twenty-third day after the commencement of the preceding fever. 11hey have been
known to begin as early as the sixteenth, and as late as the twe_nty-fifth day. When
no dropsy took place before the end of the fourth week, Dr. W ells always ventured
to state that it was no longer to be dreaded.'
1,his auasarca is seldom observed except in children and young persons. The age
of the oldest patient that Dr. Wells had known to be so nffcctcd was seventeen. Of
ten instances of the disease seen by Dr. Blackall, six occurred in children not exceed1 Dr. Tripe, in n. paper contained in the J}ftdic?·Chirurgical ReviwJ, for July, 1854, assigns
lnrgerHmits to the first appenrnnce of thedrops1cal symptoms, and&tatcsthatthefourteeutb
day of the discn11e is most frequently of all the day of tbciriovnsion.
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ing the age of ten, and two others io persons who were respectively ten and sixteen
years old.
We cannot iofcr, from this, that the susceptibility of this dropsical condition
l?sseus as yc.ars iocre~sc. The great pr~vale~cc of this variety of dropsy in early
hfc has .no direct rcl~t10_n, to age as a pred1sposmg. cause. The fact is explained by
the accidental pccuhant1es of the antecedent disease. The contao-ion of scarlet
fever is activ~ and wi_dely diffused. i:ew children escape its age;:incy. }?cw are ,
capable of takrng the disorder a second time. It follows that scarlet fever is rare in
adult life: and as dropsy succeeds that disease in a very limited number of instances
:~~~ ~::~~~~~~ng in connexion with scarlet fever must, at the adult age, be still
Yet it is not unknown. One of Dr. Blaekall's ten patients was thirty, another
forty-two years old. Both of these were women.
Io this, as in other species of febrile dropsy, the urine is very dark, olive-coloured,
albuminous, and sometimes bloody; and it contains fibrinous casts of the renal tubules,
with epithelial cells intermixed.
Not oaly may oae case of scarlet fever differ widely from another case, but very
great differences are also observable in the general character of different epidemics.
1'his is true iadecd of all the cxanthemata. Io some epidemics the diseagc is almost
uniformly mild, in some it is fearfully severe and dangerous. 'l'he inflammatory
symptoms may in one epidemic run high, while throughout another the low or typhous
type may predominate. 1'' c should learn from such differences not to dogroatizc, in
reliance upon our own experience of one or two epidemics, respecting the most
fitting management of the disorder; nor to criticise ungenerously and with ignorant
arrogance the treatment recommended by others, who may have observed the disease
elsewhere, or at some former time. 'l'hese diversities arc well illustrated in the hi stories given of scarlet fever, as it has prevailed epidemically in the charitable institutions for children which abound in and near Edinburgh. Io such places the
means of studying epidemic contagious disorders arc singularly precious and instructive. The inmates are of nearly the same age, are all living under precisely similar
circumstances as to food, clothing, shelter, and general habits, and are at the complete disposal, and under the frequent and close observation, of the attending physician. You may read ia the Edinburgh JJ/onthl!J Journal of Jllcdicinc some very
interesting and \'aluable records of these visitations of scarlet fever from the pens of
Dr. Gillespie, Dr. Newbigging, Dr. Andrew Wood, and Mr. Benjamin Bell. l\luch
attention was paid by these gentlemen to the relations subsisting between scarlet
fever, the presence of alb°'rnen in the urine, and the occurrence of dropsy. This
subject bas also been carefully in vestigated by Dr. Warburton Begbie, who had likewise large opportunities of witnessing the disorder in the Edinburgh Infirmary and
elsewhere. l have much trust in his conclusions, which are briefly these: In most, if not in all cases of scarlet fever, the urine, at one period or another of
the disease, contains more or less albumen. With a. few exceptions, the time when
it begins to appear is ~h.ortlJ: after the commenc~ment of d_esquamation of the cutic~c.
'l'he albuminous cond1t1on is most often transient, and IS by no means necessarily
attended with auasarca. It lasts from a day or two to ten days, its average duration
being four or five days . It may easily be ove.rlookcd if the urine be not ve~y f1:equently examined. 'l'h~ amount of albumen IS geoei:ally sm~ ll. When _once it ~IS
appears from the uri.ne, .It never rcappe?~s. The spectfic gravity of ~he ur10e rema.rns
high, and its quantity 1~ usually plcntif~l. H ere however comes rn the connex!on
with dropsy. lf the urme, thus albumrnous, become scanty, then the supervention
ofanasarea may be l<>?ked for. While there is no anasarca, the urine may. be ~lbu
minous but it contams no casts. As soon as anasarca occurs, casts and epithelium,
nnd so~etimes even blood, are found asso~iated with the a!bumen.
'l'he majority of these eases of scarlatrnal dropsy end rn complete recovery. No
permanent damage is sustained by the kidu~ys .. Y~t the instance~ arc not fc~ in
which the chronic form of renal drop!'y, mamfcstrng itself at some distance of tune,
lrns been distinctly traced back to its source in the acute anasarca immediately consequent upon scarlet fever. There can be no doubt that one form at least of the
orrranic renal dcn-cneration described by Dr. Bright does not unfrcquently date its
origin from an :uack of febrile anasarca: and in proportion as facts, accurately
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observed, accumulate on this subject, the chain of connexion becomes more clearly
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clrnractcrs and exciting causes, nearly identical, the only difference between them
consisting in the remarkable prcdi$position towards the second, impressed upon the
body, through contamination of the blood, by the preceding cxanthcm. Both of them
again are, in many instances, initiatiye of the third.
It is natural therefore to expect that, in the variety of febrile dropsy now under
consideration, as well as in those which I formerly described, inflammation, and
especially inflammation of the serous membranes, should be met with, and be evidenced by its unequivocal effects. And it is so. But the dropsy, I am persuaded,
has no essential connexion with common inflammation of any part, unless the state
of the kidney be of that kind. I Jmve examined the body very carefully in fatal
c<ises, and found the serous cavities full of clear liquid, without a trace of redness or
of any of the unmistakeable products, or events, of inflammatory action.
The earliest threatenings of this formidable complaint demand attention. Its
approach may often, I say, be detected, prior to any more obvious symptoms, by
daily examination of tl1c quality and the quantity of the urine. It is usually preceded
for a day or two, or longer, by languor and peevishness; frequently by nausea and
vomiting', and a costive state of the bowels. The pulse, in the outset, has been
found slow, and beating with irregular intervals; but it afterwards grows frequent.
The face becomes white and chuffy. Sometimes, as the disease proceeds, violent
headache, drowsiness, dilatation of the pupils, convulsions, or palsy, denote effusion
within the head. These symptoms may result however from the poisoned st<itc of the
blood. Much more frequently the pleu~ arc the scat of the internal dropsical
accumulation, and dyspnrea is a prominent symptom. Ascites, to any considerable
amount, is rare.
The contagion of scarlet fever is actiYe, Put uncertain. It is not so strong, nor so
uniform in its operation, a~ that of small-pox; but it seems to be peculiarly suttle
and ten::icious. Dr. Webster is of opinion that the risk of infection is diminished by
frequent spongings of the patient's body with tepid vinegar and water. Foruites:
infected with the v::iriolous poison soon lose their power to excite small-pox if they
arc freely exposed to fresh air. But tho contagion of scarlet fever lurks about an
npartu1cnt, or clings to furniture and clothes, for a very long time, even after some
care has been taken to purify them. Of this I have known several remarkable
examples. I will give you one. The disorder had attacked several persons in a
large household. 'W hen it was fairly over, tlie J10usc was left empty, and then (as
was supposed) most thoroughly ventilated nnd purified.
A year afterwards the
family returned to the house. A drawer in one of the bed-rooms resisted for some
time the attempts to pull it open. It was found that a strip of flannel had got
between the drawer and its frame, and had made the drawer stick. This piece of
flannel the house-maid put playfully round her neck. An old nurse who was present,
recognising it :is having been used for a? application to the throat of one of the
former subjects of scarlet fever, snatched it from her, and instantly burned it in tlte
fire. The girl however soon sickened, and the disease ran a second time through the
household, affecting those who had not had it on the first occasion. You will be
asked at what period the danger of imparting the disease on the one band, or of
catching it on the other, is over j and I would recommend you to answer that you do
not know. I am sure I do not: and therefore I always decline the responsibility of
giving an oraculnr opinion on the matter.
I may arra.ng~ wha~ I ha\"C to say ?f the treatment. of s?arlct fever, according to
the three var1ct1cs of it already ment1oned, the scarlatma. simplex-m19inosa-and
maliyna. Of the scarlatina latens, the sequekc alone become the subjects of
treatment.
10
1
::
bowels.
With respect to the management of the severer forms of scarlet fever, great differences of opinion have prevailed. I should recommend you to look into Dr. R. 'Vil.
liams's book on .Morbid Poisons, for some interesting and satisfactory information ou
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it goes to justify
this h_:ad. Satisf~ctory ~o me at least it is, b_ecausc the result of
and the best in
th~t k.rnd of practice which I have always considered to be the safest
this disorder.
the same as that
much
very
is
employ
I
treatment
the
~n the sc~rlatina anginosa,
of the sur~
heat
the
If
fever.
continued
wlnch I consider proper for many cases of
the cold ajfusion,
face be very gr~at and d~strcs~ing, I certainly s~ould not reco~mcnd
delirium should
but cold or tepid spo11gu1g will be very refrcshmg and beneficial. If
pulse were bard
come on, I would shave the scalp, and apply cold to it, and if the
apply the leeches
and strong, I would take away some blood by leeches : but I would
of tlic disorder,
behind the ears rather .than to the temples. The tonsils, in this form
may ariso
affection
head
the
are more s:vclled and mflamed, and probably a part of
by the tumefrom the disturbance of the balance of the cerebral circulation, produced
By leeching the
faction around the great veins that return the blood from the head.
the fever wero
mastoid processes you relieve, I think, both bead and throat. If
the arm, while
extreme and the delirium violent, I might take blood cautiously from
the patient was sitting up, and carefully note the result.
that we have
all
When none of these untoward head symptoms declare themselves,
may take salino
to do is to keep the bowels open by moderate laxatives. The patient
administered
draughts, which are grateful and cooling. The citrate of ammonia thus
and feeble, I
is what I frequently prescribe: and if the pulse be without hardness,
of it in each
order an excess of the carbonate of ammonia, so that four or five grains
dose may remain unsaturated by the lemon.juice.
treatment are,
With respect, then, to this form of the complaint, the principles of
require it, but to
not to interfere unnecessarily; to take blood when certain symptoms
view; to bear io
take no more than seems likely to be sufficient for the purpose in
cannot eliminato
mirid that the system is labouring under a morbid poison, which we
obviate.
and
watch
to
are
we
which
of
from the blood, but the dangerous effects
will too often
In that worst form of scarlet fever, the scarlatina maligna, all our care
one arises from
be in >ain. There appear to me two main sources of danger. The
particularly upon
the primary impression of the contagious poison upon the body, and
sink often
the nervous system, which is overwhelmed by its influence. 'fhe patients skin. If
of the
at a very early period, with but little affection either of the throat, or
of wine and
we can save such patients at all, it must be by the liberal administration
has in
poison
bark, to sustain the flagging powers until the deadly agency of the
the gangrenous
some measure passed away. But another source of danger arises from
not killed by the
ulceration which is apt to ensue in the fauces, when the patient is
with the
first violence of the contagiou. The system is 1"c-inoculated, I believe, quina, or
also,
poisonous secretion from the throat. Now under these circumstances
to be diligently,
wine, and upon the whole I shoulrJ give the preference to wine, aro
to correct
though watchfully given. And something may be done, by way of gargles,
consequences
the state of the throat, and to prevent the distressing and perilous chloride of
the
which would otherwise be likely to How from it. A weak solution of
still, a solusoda may be employed for this purpose; or, what I believe to be better to gargle,
able
tion of the nitrate of silver. If the disease occur iu a child that is not means of a.
_by
this solution may be injected into the nostrils, and against the fauccs,
may ~ene
syringe or elastic bottle: or a little mop, charged with th~ same _sol~t10~, somet11nes
is
rally be used without much ?ifficulty. ~he effect of this apphcat1on aw~y; the
most encouraging. A quantity of offensive slo~ghy matter is brought d1arrlH~a,
the
and
~ose,
the
from
runnrng
the
harmless;
acrid discharge is rendered
to the scarlatrna
cease· and the disease iii converted into a form which approximates
capsicum
angin~sa, This is a great improvement upon the old plan of ordering
of potass iu
ga15~ej~te I have been in the habit of directing a solution of the chlorate
well as in typhus
water (a drachm to a pint), as a drink for patients in scarlatina, as
me li e h~s long
fever. 'l'his practice was suggested to me by Dr..Hunt, w_ho tells half, of tlus soluand
pmt
or.
prnt,
employed it with ad,•antagc. Under the use of a
of. the tongue,
tion daily, I have remarked, in many instances, a speedy improvement
moist.
which from bcin" furred, or brown and dry, has become cleaner, and itself has been
11'ro~ several edistinct and highly respectable sources, chlorine
severest fonns of
strongly pressed upon my notice, as a most valuable remedy in the
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scarlet fever. l\fy informants have stated, that whereas they formerly dreaded to be
summoned to cases of that disease, they now, having had experience of the virtues of
chlorine, felt no misgivings in undertaking its treatment. Since these rcprcscnt:itions
were made to me, I have not had opportunities enough of trying this drug to enable
me to speak confidently of its sanative power: but I shall certainly employ it in
future. I presume that its disinfecting properties may, in part, account for the good
it docs. It probably deprives the foul secretions of their noxious quality.
In the fourth volume of the Jleclical Gazette, Messrs. Taynton and Williams, of
Bromley, write in high praise of this remedy, and give a formula for its preparation.
You may make it, for extemporaneous use, in this way.
Put eight grains of the chlorate of potass into a pint bottle, and pour upon them
one drachru of strong hydrochloric acid. Keep the mouth of the bottle closed until
the violent action has ceased; then add an ounce of water, and shnkc the mixture
well; then add another ounce of water, and again agitate well; and so on until the
bottle is full. The chlorate should be pulverized; and in cold weather the bottle
should first be warmed.
A table spoon ful , or two, of this mixture, according to the age of the patient, may
be given for a dose, frequently. An adult may take the whole pint in the day.
We must remember, in this, as well as in the other forms of the complaint, to pay
attention to the state of the bowels, and by no means to allow them to remain costive.
I han seldom used blisters in this disease; but an experienced physician has told
me that, when applied carl!J to the neck and throat, they seem to render the affection
of the fauces mild.
When the patient is at length convalescent, he will require careful watching till
that period has gone by at which the dropsical symptoms are apt to appear. Y~ry
often it is by neglect or imprudence that these symptoms are brought on. The
patient should be kept long in bed, and sedulously protected afterwards from all
exposure to cold, wct1 or fatigue; indeed he ought not to be permitted to go out of
the house until the process of dcsquamation is fairly over; and I would not willingly
let a patient go out till some little time after this. When dropsical symptoms do occur,
if they be very slight, they may be removed in general by purgatives, and by digitalis.
These patients arc always pallid and exsanguine; for this reason, and still more
because that remedy has been found actually serviceable in such cases, I would advise
a combination of the muriated tincture of iron with the tincture of foxglove. Diaphorctic remedies, too, arc beneficial; and in aid of them, or rather as one of the
most efficient of them, the warm bath, which may be repeated every night. And
inasmuch as we know that the kidneys arc at least congested in all these cases, I
would always take a. small quantity of blood from their nei:zhbourhood, by leeching or
cupprn~ the. loins. Upon the same ground I should refrain from prescribing stimulatin g dmretics.
But if there be any i~dication of inflammatory disease of any other internal part,
we must adopt more actIYe measures. We have not, 11mo, so much to contend with
the depressing influence of the original poison, as to dread the consequences of acuto
inflammation; or of the sudden effusion of fluid, the mere presence and pressure of
which may fatally oppress vital organs. W e should have for our object to arrest the
inflammati~n:-:-nr to promot~ the re~~va.1 of the effused fluid- by blood-letting, and
by the exh1b1t1on of purgati'\"e med1cmes 1 and of m,ercury. The wor.::;t case of this
kind that I e'\"Cr witnessed occurred in a boy of fifteen, the son of a tradesman in my
neiJ?hbourhood.. Ile had had scarlet fever, m.ildly! aud ~ad got well, or nearly well,
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afterwards he began to have headache, and m a few hours more was seized with convulsions of one side of the body, coma, and at length hemiplegia; and his face and
extremities became at the same time anasarcous. A considerable quautity of blood
was taken from his arm, be was cupped on the temples, and took mercury, till in a.
short space of time he wali profusely salivated. ·under this treatment the coma and
dropsy rnpi.dly disappeared, and he presently re~o,•ercd the use ?f ~is palsied limbs,
nml got qmte well. I conclude that some effusion took place w1thrn the cran ium as
well as into the subcutaneous areolar tissue. 'fhe plan of treatment followed' in
this ease, modified according to particular circumstances, is that which I should
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again pu~sue, and therefore is what I should recommend you to pursue, in similar
emergencies.
You are ~roba~ly aware that belladonna is b~lieved by many to exert a preventive
and protcctrng mfluence upon the body agamst the contagion of scarlet fever.
Hahncmann, the author of the Homooopathic hypothesis (and thereby of much mischief to mankind_), was the first to asser~ t?is. rr_hc notion was evide~tly suggested
by that hypothesis; for belladonna, admm1stered m small doses, sometimes produces
a scarlet eflloresccnce on the skin, and certainly tends to cause dryness and redness
of the fauccs. This. is but a poor foundation on which to rest its prophylactic powe 1
To test that alleged power is not \"Cry easy. Other precautions are commonly cm
ployed at the same time; there are great natural differences in different individuals
with respect to the susceptibility of the contagion of scarlet fever; the prepared extracts of Lelladonna are not seldom worthless and inert. 'fhe conservative property,
however, of that vegetable has, in my opinion, been completely disproved by the trial
of it made in George Watson's Ilospital 1 in 1851, by Mr. Benjamin Bell. Scarlet
fever having appeared within the building1 belladonna was given to fifty-four healthy
boys; at first in doses which caused dilatation of their pupils, and impaired vision .
The drug therefore was not inert. After this plan had been in operation for a month
- after full time allowed, therefore, for the development of the protecting influence
of the belladonna, if it really possessed any-twenty-three of these fifty-fou r boys
took the disease.
It is sometimes prescribed, by men who have little or no faith in its preventive
virtues, in order to give confidence to those employed in nursing the sick, and comfort to anxious parents. But in proportion to the confidence thus produced will be
the ri~k of the neglect of other and better safeguards. For my own part, totally discrediting the defensive power ascribed to the drug, abominating all shams, and believing that so poisonous a substance can scarcely be taken for some time together,
eyen in small doses, without prejudice to the general health - I not only never propose it, but I think myself bound to state plainly my opinion of it, whenever its use
is proposed to me.
[The question in relation to the prophylactic properties of the belladonna in this
disease is a highly interesting one. The severe and fatal character of scarlet fever,
particularly when it occurs as an epidemic, renders every means of prevention that can
be depended upon with any degree of certainty, of vast importance. In proof of the
power of the belladonna to guard those who have been placed under its influence from
an attack of scarlatina, we ha,·e certainly some very strong and respectable testimony.
In a paper published by Bayle, in 1830, it is stated that of 2027 individuals to whom
the belladonna was administered, 1948 were presen·cd from scarlet fcver 1 and 79 wero
attacked. f>usterberg reports, that all who were placed under the influence of the
belladonna for the space of two weeks, were presen-cd from the scarlet fever. In
order to ascertain the real value of the article, he purposely omitted to administer it
to one cl1ild in each family, and t11is one nlonc, according to his report, was seized
with the disease. He adds, however, that occasioually a child who had only been
taking the remedy during three or four days, was attacked, but the fever was in such
cases always mild, and often only manifested it'i presence by the occurrence of dcsquamation. Zcuch, physician to the l\filiary Hospital fo r Children, in Tyrol, after 84
of the children were attacked with scarlet fever, was induced to try the prophylactic
powers of belladonna on the remaining 61 children: with a single exception, all of
these were preserved from the fever, although it prevailed all around them. Schenk,
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pertics of the belladonna., V{e ha.ve oursch·cs gi,·en the bcll~~oona _to a _number .of
children, on several occasions when the scarlet fever was preva1hng ep1dem1cally 1 with
a view of tcstin~ its prophylactic powers; but although re?nc$S a.nd dryne~s ~f the
throat and a diffuse scarlet effervescence were produced by it, yet m the maJor1ty of
never found it in any instance to ~xhibit the_ slig~1~est _influ_cncc in shieldi?g
cases,
thoi::c who took it from an attack of the disease, or Ill nJ1t1gatrng rn any degree 1U
severity. In one case, the efllorcscence produce~ by the belladouna was kept u_p ~or
forty-<·ig;ht hours; in a week afterwards the child was att.'lcked by the fever rn its
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most violent form, and died on tbe fourth day. Recently, however, Dr. Sticvcnart,
of Valcucienncs, has published the results of a very extensive trial of the bclladouna,
as a prophylactic during the prevalence of epidemic scarlatina: which results, i_f th~y
arc correctly stated, and all sources of error have been carefully guarded agarnst m
the performance of the experiments upon which they are founded, go very far to prove
that the belladonna does actually possess the property of shielding t.he constitution
from an attack of scarlet fever. An epidemic of the disease ravaged, during the win.
ter of 1840-1, sc,·cral villages in the neighborhood of Valcnciennes, when Dr. Stieveoart Was induced to try the prophylactic properties of belladonna. The fatality of
the epidemic was such that 30 had already died out of 96 attacked; consequently any
means of prevention was a subject of vast importance. In a small village, out of 250
individuals, 200 took the belladonna, and were all preserved from the attack of scarlet
fever. Of the fifty others, J.t were seized with the fever, and four of them 'died. At
the village of Curgics, Dr. Stievenart administered the belladonna to the children at
the public school, and allowed them to continue at their lessons, and have free com.
municatioo with the other children of the village. All to whom the belladonna. was
administered escaped the scarlet fever, while a few who refused to take it were seized
with the disease.
The belladonna was admin istered in two formS-in solution, or as a powder. Two
grain~ of the recent alcoholic extract of belladonna were dissolved in no ounce of nny
aromatic infusion, and of this two drops were given to a child of one year old, daily,
for nine or ten days: an additional drop being given for every additional year of age.
The largest daily dose was, however, limited to twelve drops. When the belladonna
was used in the form of powder, half a grain of the powdered root was mixed with a
small quantity of sugar, and divided into ten doses. One of these was given-morning and evening-to children of from one to two years old; two powders, at the same
periods, to those from three to five; three powders to those from six to nine; four to
those from ten to fifteen, and five to adults. These small doses never produced the
toxicological effects of belladonna; in fact, they scarcely exhibited any marked action.
In 6'-e or six cases Dr. Stievcnart observed a rash similar to that of measles; and, in
a few other cases, headache, with dilatation of the pupils, dryness of the fauces, and
a slight soreness of the throat, but which had no resemblance to that of scarlatina an·
ghlosa. In all the other cases no se-nsible or apparent effect resulted from the administration of the remedy. Dr. Stievenart, generally, continued the use of the bella.
donna for from nine to ten days; in some cases, it was given for fifteen days. Ile
thinks this period sufficiently long- to put the system uudcr the influence of the pre·
servative powers of the remedy: but recomm ends to resume its use if the epidemic
returns or breaks out again with renewed violence. In an epidem ic of scarlatina
which occurred in South Carolina, Dr. Irwin made a. very ex.tensive trial of the pro.
phylactic properties of belladonna. Of two hundred and fifty children who were
placed under the influence of the drug, less than half n dozen had the disease, and
that very mildly. In the families, the members of which were not placed under the
influence of the belladonna, the disease occurred with scarcely an exception. Dr.
McKee, in the extension of the sarne epidemic, made use of the belladonna, and derived from it the same protective influence. Dr. Rufus Hammond, of Indiana, also
bears testimony in favour of the prophylactic powers of belladonna, based upon ample
opportunities for observation.-C.]

LECTURE LXXXIX.
T!te Plague.

Erysipelas. Erytherna 11odosurn.

Urticaria.

Prurigo.

Scabies.

OF that group of contagious. exnntbema_ta of ":bich I undertook to give you some
general account, two only remain to be noticed; viz. the plague and erysipelns.
Concerning one of these, the plague - as I have never seen, and hope never to see
it; and as, with Cullen, I "think it unfit for a person who has never seen the disease
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attcn!pt its ~articular history" - I sball not presume to offer you any observations
detail. It 1s a. ~cry 1_ualignant kind of_ contagious fever_; prevailing, at certain
umes and places, ep1denncally; attended wtth a sort of eruption, namely with buboes
and. car?uncles; and not furnishinf?, apparently, any sure or permanent security
agam~t its future recurrence.
In Sir J. Forbes' Sc/rel ,Medical Bibliography you
-q-ill find a long list of worb on the plague. I would second Dr. Cullen's recommendation, that you should consult those authors only who have themselves had personal
experience of the disease. Among the publications that fall within this rule may be
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which occurred at Malta in 1813; Desgeuettes' Jlistoire l\I6dicalc de I' Armec
d1 0ricnt; and Assalini's description of the malady as he witnessed it when in attendance upon the French army in Egypt.
I proceed, therefore, to er!Jsipelas. And I wish, in the first place, to fix and define
that specific complaint of which alone I propose at present to speak. 'l1hc term
erysipelas ha s been employed by medical men in a very loose and vague manner.
Any diffused redness and inflammation of the skin is apt to be set down as erysipelas;
and hence we have disputes as to the distinction between erysipelas and er!Jlhema.
:But it would tend, in my humble judgment, to the formation of more settled opinions
in respect to erysipelas, if the term were restricted to that disease in which the
integuments of the face and head become diffusely inflamed. The phrase erysipelatous
inflamrnation may properly enough be applied to other case~, similar to this in so far
as the condition of the s/dn is concerned; but in what I should consider true erysipelas, in the mediC'al sense of the word, there are other characters belonging to the
disorder quite as important as, and more distinctive than, the cutaneous affection.
What is usually spoken of as erysipelas of the face and head, and what I would call
simply erysipelas, falls naturally within that group of exanthcmatous diseases which
includes small-pox, measles, scarlet fever, the plague, and continued fevers. It is an
idiopathic inflammatory disorder, running a tolerabl!f reg1tlar anll definite cou1·se;
attended by inflammation of the integuments of the body, or in other words, by an
eruption; often prevaUing epidem.frally; and capable of being communicated, under
circumstances favourable to its propagation, from one person to an.other. Its power
to protect the constitution from its own recurrence is less cert:tin; but in truth, so
many different affections have been lumped together und er a common name, that the
proper phenomena of true erysipelas have not been made suffic iently an object of
separate study to enable us to speak with any confidence on this point. I recollect,
however, a certain female who has been three or four times my patient in the hospital
with erysipelas : and one of the nig:ht nurses there, whom I treated for that complaint
some time ago, is now lying ill of the same disorder under the care of one of my
colleagues.
Erysipelas, in the sense now explained, called in Scotland the rose, and in this
country St. A11thon!J'S fire, resembles other disorders of the same group in these
points also, that the fever precedes the local inflammation, that certain premonitory
symptoms frequently go before the outbreak of the disease, and that soi·e throat is an
early, and almost a constant, accompaniment of the complaint. The patient feels !II
- sbh·cry, feeble, languid, and often drowsy. The actual attack generally sets m
with distinct rigors; and the pulse is often very frequent from the first, for many
hours, perhaps, before the redness commences. Very commonly the re is also manifest
disturbance of the alimentary canal, marked by nausea and vomiting, and not unfrequently by diarrhoo:.. Then some part of the face, usually one side of the 1wse, or
one cheelc, or the rim of one of the ears, beg:ins to feel, hot, stiff, and tiogling:
and upon examining it you find it to be of a deep continuous red colour, and to be
swelled and hard. '.l"'hc redness and sw·cllio~ gradually, and sometimes rapidly,
extend themselves: they arc defined by a distinct elevated margin; which advances,
and invades progressively the neighbouring healthy surface, until the whole of the
face, or of the scalp, or of both, is occupied with the infl:nnwation. The lips swell
enormously, the checks en large, the eyes arc sealed up by their oodematous and
prominent lids, and all traces of the natural countenance arc effaced. I know of no
disease, except perhaps the confluent small-pox, by wliich the human face divine is
75
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so completely and speedily deformed and disguised. A stranger seeing a young
female in the height of the disorder, and revisiting her after her recovery, is astonished
at the change, It seems as if, by some magic process, such as we read of in our
nursery tales, a hideous monster has been metamorphosed into a comely damsel.
The inflammation frequently spreads from the face and forehead, or ears, to the
hairy scalp; and from the head it travels backwards, in some cases, to the neck and
the shoulders. Sometimes - and in this it exactly rescm bl es a scald - the inflamed
surface becomes covered with irregular bullro, or blisters; but often there is tw
vesication. This circumstance, therefore, which has been mentioned by some as
furnishing a point of distinction between erythcma and erysipelas, fails of that
purpose.
In many cases the inflammation is quite superficial: in others it dips, as it were,
through the skin, and affects the subcutaneous areolar tissue, and then and there
suppuration and even sloughing of that tissue, arc apt to take place. We find this to
be the case often in the loose tissue of the eyelids; and it is more common on the
scalp perhaps than on the face.
After the redness has lasted three or four days, it fades, the swollen surface sub.
sides, and dcsquamation ensues; and as the inflammation creeps, perhaps, graduaily
from one part of the surface to another, you may find the face becoming pale, and
covered with patches of dead cuticle, while the scalp, or the upper part of the neck,
is becoming red. Sometimes those parts of the inflamed surface on which blisters had
formed arc covered with crusts, rather than with merely dead and dry cuticle. In almost
all these cases of erysipelas of the bead and face, there will be found to be redness
and soreness of the throat also; although this is not always inquired into, or
complained of.
There is considerable variety in the intensity and complication of the i::ymptoms.
Sometimes the sufferer lies patiently still, yet apparently conscious and rational, till
the tumefaction diminishes, and he is again able to open his eyes. General ly there
is some wandering of the mind, especially at night; and in bad cases there is much
delirium, and at length complete coma, and the patient dies at the end of a few days.
In sowc of these cases the inflammation has extended to the encephalon ; in others it
is probable that the functions of the brain are disturbed through the febrile deranaellleut of the circulation. 'Yhen death takes place, and the head is examined, scr~us
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such appearances arc always to be attributed to inflammation. Sometimes there arc
no morbid appearances at all within the skull.
It _is said th~t the erysip~las docs, now and the_n, sudden ly desert the surface; and
that rnfl~mmatt?n of some mtcrnal part, and particularly of the brain, is apt to fo1Jow
such rapid substdcncc of the external malady. I presume that this metastasis is rare.
I do not recollect to have seen it. But the extcn.~ion of the disease, the supervention
~~c~;;!~:e~ and coma, while the external inflammation continues, is of common
. Tl.1is, then, is one way in which erysipelas is accustomed to prove fatal; by effusion
w1thrn the head, and com.a.
And there is another mode in which death is not unfrequently brought about and
which has not been so much attended to; I mean by the affection of the throat. ' 'The
patient dies sometimes almost suddenly; unexpectedly; you cannot account for the
unlooked-for dissolution. But if the throat be examined you may (sometimes at
least) there discover the solution of the mystery. 'fhe sub-mucom:i tissue of the
glottis and epiglottis is filled with serum, or pus, the ch ink of the larynx has been
nearly or completely closed ; and the patient has died of apnrea . This is just
~ualogous to wl~at fa~es ~lace externally : the enormous _swelling of the eyel ids, and
hps, and face, 1s owmg, m a. great degree, to serous fluid poured out into the subcutaneous areolar membrane.
Another way in whic~ erysipelas may kill, is by gra.~ual astltcnia. Without any
stupor or much wanderrng, without any marked affection of the breath, the pulse
becomes weaker and weaker, the surface cold, and the heart at length ceases to
pulsate. '!'his mode of dying is less common in this disorder than the other two.
The causes of erJ!:lipcla:s are various, and often obscure. I have stated that it is
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communicable, by cont~g~on, fr?m person to perso~: yet this. contagious property is
so fe~bly marked, that 1.t ts denied by many. It is ~ore. active at certain times, at
cert.am seasons, at cc.rtarn. places, than at ot~crs; whrnh 1s the same thing as to say
that there are pred1spos1119 causes of the disease; that there arc influences which
augment the susceptibility of the body to the agency of the poison.
I belic'"e ~hat on the.Continent they do not allow crysipcbs to be contagious at all :
hut very satisfactory evidence of the fact has been collected by several of our own
practitioners. In the second volume of the Transactions of a &ciety far the fmpruvement. of Medical and Chirurgical K110wledye, Dr. 'Velis has brou"ht to"cthcr
se\•eral. examples i.n _which the complaint appeared to be uncquirncally p~opagat'cd by
contagion. "I visited (says he), on the 8th of August, 1796, rn Vine Street,
Clerkenwell, an elderly man, named Skelton, who had bocn attacked several days
before with erysiprlas of tltc face. Jn about a week afterwards be died. On the
19th of the following ~onth,_ I saw a Mrs. Dyke, of about seventy years of age, the
landlady of the house 10 which Skelton had been a lodger, and found her labourina
under au erysipelas of her face. I inquired whether any other person in her hous~
had been ill of the same disease since tbe death of Skelton, and was told that his wife
had been seized with it a few days after his decease, and had died in about a week.
During my attendance upon Mrs. Dyke, an old woman, her nurse, was attacked with
the same disorder, and was sent to her parish-workhouse, where she died. Mrs.
Dyke has since informed me that a young man, the nephew of Skelton, was taken
with the disease of which his uncle had died, shortly after visiting him, and survived
the attack only a few days. That she herself had been several times with Skelton
and his wife during their sickness, and after their death had removed some furniture
from the room they had occupied to her own apartment." Dr. Wells relates other
histories of the same kind, all ocpurriog when there was no particular epidemic of
erysipelas prevailing to account for them. Professor Arnott has given some other
examples, still more striking, of the propagation of erysipelas from one pcrs:on to
another, not only under the same roof, and io the same locality, but also when the
parties lived at a distance from each other, and the intercourse between them had
been casual and temporary. These cases are stated, I think, in the fifty.seventh
volume of the London, Medical and Physical Journal. The following incident has
been told me upon good authority. A man living somewhere in Westminster fell ill
of idiopathic erysipelas. In that state, for some reason or other, he was removed
thence: and his brother, who was a servant in or near Portland Place, received him
clandestinely into his master's house, and allowed him (for two nights, I believe) to
share his bed. That brother was soon attacked with erysipelas; and in the course
of his illness was visited by his master. The master also was attacked; and it is
worthy of remark, that in both master and servant, the disease showed itself just
seven days after they had respective~y come near ano~her w~10 ~as affected with it.
Dr. Elliotson gives an account of hav10g suffered the disease rn his own person. It
beaan in him five days after the breath from one of his patients, over whom he was
sto~ping to examine the skin, and who had erysipelas badly, aud died of it, had come
upon his face. "I turned away (he says) disgusted, and said, 1 hape I have not
caught it; but five days afterwards, having fo~gotten the circumstance, I .was seized
with it." More than once I have had occasion to remark that successive tenants
of the same bed in a hospital have been seized with erysipel~s a~tcr their admiss~o?.
But a11owin)?, as I think we cannot h1_lt allow, that contagion .1s ~ne of the excitrng
causes of erysipelas, there ar~ others. wh1c~ more frequently excite tt. At least t~ere
are many instances of the disorder m which we can trace no exposure to contagion,
and in which we can perceive so~e other proba~le reason for its occu~ren~e. Sometimes, no doubt, it comes on w.1thout ~ny .obv1~us cause. Tho apphc~t1on ,)f cold
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p~obability there has be.en a. previous morbid coodition of the blood in a.II those
instances of the disorder which appear to b~ ~rod~ced b7 exp~sure to cold, or by
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that there is no inconsistency or absurdity in supposing that a disorder which origi.
nates in some common cause, may be capable of spreading in the way of contagion.
And the testimony of )Jr. Lawrence (who is not prone to admit of contagion on light
grounds) goes to the effect that such is the case with the disease in question. He
mentions an instance in which erysipelas of the head and face, which commenced
after the insertion of a seton iu the neck, appeared to him to have affected two
individuals by contagion.
I say that erysipelas further resembles the disorders of the group in which I have
placed it, in that it sometimes prevails cpidcmical~y : and on those occasions, like the
rest of the group, its occurrence is promoted by all circumstances that tend to debilitate the body: by intemperance; by previous disease; by Jow spirits and anxiety;
by insufficient nourishment; and by fou l air. It used to be much more common
formerly in hospitals than it is at present; when less attention was paid to cleanliness
and ventilation.
Erysipelas is another of the diseases concerning the treatment of which there has
been, and perhaps there may still be, a most embarrassing difference of opinion.
When a student many years ago at St. Bartholomew''B IIospital, I observed that in
the physicians' wards nearly every case of erysipelas was treated at once with bark
and wine; in the surgeons' wards nearly every case with depletion and tartarized
antimony. Recoveries took place under both methods; and mutual sneers were not
wanting. IIowever puzzling this opposition of opinion was to me at the time, I
have since learned to side with the physicians. Not that I hold a~ commendable the
facile, untroublesome method, which prescribes the lavish and indiscriminating use
of stimulants in every instance. In this, as in many other disorders, it is our safest
and best policy to watch the symptoms Yery narrowly, and to regulate, and it may be
to trim, our practice according to their course and character.
I think, the more you see of this disease the more convinced you wil1 be that it is
not to be cut sltort by any particular mode of treatment; that it will run a certain
course; and that it will generally terminate, sooner or 1atcr, by resolution, whether
remedies are employed or not. It does not follow from this that remedies are of no
u~e; but it does follow that we are to exhibit them, not with the view of curing the
disorder, but with the view of conducti119 it safely to its termination. Our objects
must be, on the one baud, to repress (if we can) any tendency to the spoili ng, by
inflammation, of vital organs; on the other, to sustain· (if we can) the general
strength until the disturbance has passed off.
If you 1ook at the history of erysipelas, and of the notions which have prevailed
respecting it, you will find that the opinions in fa\'our of giving support, aud of abstaining, as much as possible, from the abstraction of blood, greatly preponderate.
In the outset of the complaint, if the pulse be hard, as well as frequent, and there
be much headache, and active delirium, it may be right to take blood cautiously
either from the arm, or from the neck by cupping, or by leeches from behind the
ears. But (I speak of the disease as it occurs in Londo11) the time for this kind of
practice is soon over: and whenever it may appear to be requisite, the desired effect
must be sought by the abl:!traction of the smallest available quantity of blood.
In all eases it will be right to empty the bowels at the commencement. A dose of
neutral salts, or of rhubarb and magnesia, ~ill answer better, I think, in these cases,
than calomel and senna. If you sec the patient very early, and if there be any nausea.
or oppression of stoma.ch, it will be proper to administer an emetic.
Io most instances you will soon perceive evidence of great debility: a.feeble as well
~ afrequ_ent pulse; tre1~ors.; a dry. and brown tongue often. And these symptoms
rncreasc, if you tlten persist rn drawrng blood. The carbonate of ammonia does "reat
good sometimes in such a condition : and this I am very much in the habit of gi;;_ug.
with animal broths and wine. The bad cases of erysipelas are apt to baffle us all.
am not ~w~re that I lose. more of them than my neighbours. Spc?king generally, a
large majority of my patients get well; but I do not bleed one patient in a hundred
~fu~
'
I am bound, however, to set before you the kind of evidence which exists in favour
of the bark; or rather of the sulphate of quina, which is what I mean when I speak
of the bark.
Dr. Fordyce, Dr. Wells, Dr. Ilebcrden-all men of great sagacity and experience
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-recommend the treatment by bark. Dr. Jackson, an American physician, advocates,
I see, the sum~ plan. Ile sa:,:s, th~t after a purge, and, if necessary, an emetic, the
sulphate of qutna should .he 91ven m as large doses as t!1e patient will bear; that from
twelve to twenty.five gratns 11_1 the t":'euty.four bou~s will ¥enerally suffice; and that
we 11;a~ know when the dose 1s suffimeot by a buz~H~g wluch comes on in the ears.
Dr. Elhotson als0--whom I here quote the more w11lmgly because l think he is rather
of .an antiphlogistic t?rn t~~m oth.erwise~ in general - says, that he has never seen
qm?a do harm, even rn active tome erysipelas; and that in doubtful cases, when you
hesitate whethe: to .bleed and put the antiphlogistic plan in force, or to stimulate and
support, the qurna .1s always a safe and eli[JiUe medicine. Dr. Robert 'Williams, of
St. 'fhomas's Hospital, thinks better still of wine, which he gives in all cases frorn.
tlie very bc9in11i11y.
Taking the disease as I see it in London, I should say that many cases do well
with but little care or interference from medicine; that nuwy also, but a. fewer
number than the former, prove fatal under whatever plan of treatment may be adopted;
~~~et~~~ many patients arc to be saved, by judicious management, who would other1'he first requisite for rescuing these perilous, yet rccO\·crnble, cases, is that they
should be perpetually watched and tended. The indications of treatment may alter
from one hour to another, and it is only by great vigilance on the part of the medical
attendant, and on the part of an intelligent and obedient nurse, that medicine obtains
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I would not be active in either way,
unless I saw some plain indication for activity. If the pulse became weaker, and I
did not feel sure about the propriety of stimulating, I would give five or six. grains of
the carbonate of ammonia every four hours, and beef.tea. If the disease went on
smoothly under that trca.tmcnt, well and gooJ. If the powers still continued to sink,
I should have recourse to wine, or to both bark and wine; but of the two, I am more
friendly to wine; and the patients like it better, you may be more sure of their taking
it. If, on the other hand, there were much headache, and the pulse were hard, and
8
1
8
n
but the ruild aperients arc better than the drastic in these cases.
I must not omit to tell you, although as yet I have been unable to put the remedy
to a practical test, that the muriated tincture of iron has been very strongly recommended in this disease. I shou ld have no scruple in trying it whLrC there was no
great cerebral disturbance. Dr. Balfour, after treating twenty cases with from ten to
twenty minims of the tincture every two hours, is so thoroughly satisficJ of its efficacy
as to record (in the Mo11tld!f Jom-nal for 1853) bis belief that we have now "acertain and unfailing remedy, whether the erysipelas be infantile or adult, idiopathic or
traumatic."
Various external medicaments have been used and recommended for the inflamed
part. Putting leeches upon it; puncturing it with needles, or lancets_; covering, or
surrounding it with a blister, or ~itb the lunar cau~tic in substanc~ or .rn s~rong s~lu·
1
1
0 0
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lotion; or fomenting it with hot flannels.
.
Now of all these local appliances, that which, according to my own observation, 1s
the most useful, and which affords the greatest comfort to the pat~cnt, is the last that
I mentioned; fomentation by flannels wrung out of a hot decoct1on of poppy-heads.
But in order to give this, also, fair play, it should be conliniial : not used for half an
hour and then intermittcd; but it should be one person's business to apply the fomen·
tatio~ assiduously, as lon g as it is soothing and grateful ~o t~c patient. T~e local
treatment most in favour with our apothecary at the hospital is that of covcrrng the
inflamed face and head with fl.our, by means of a dredging-box. 1'hc patients dcclarP
that the flour cools, soothes, and comforts them. 'I1his is a more convenient, and, in
some respects, a more eligible, applica.tioo than that of hot flannels. It is less likely
to fail of iui purpose through the ncghgence of the nurse.
·

[Keeping the inflamed surface constantly covered with perfectly fresh hog's lard,
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has a very soothinrr effect aud tends to reduce the violence of the inflammation. We
have occasionally :mploy:d an ointment formed of acetate ~f le~d fifteen gra\ns, rubbed
up with one ounce of hog's lard 1 and have been pleased w1th 1t.s effocts.-C.J
So much for erysipelas, as it usually comes un~cr the notice. and the. m_anagemcnt
of the phy::iician. You are aware that an affect1on of the skm very s~nular ~o that
which I have been describing, and called also by t~: same n~mc of crys1pcl ~s , 1s very
common in other parts of the body; on the extrermttcs es~cc1a~ly,, and occas1onally on
the trunk : and it will tr:lYcl sometimes from an extremity till it reaches the head.
'fhese varieties of cutaneous inflammation arc, in most iustn.nc~s, the i_ndirect consequences of some local injury: of punctured wounds! of the strngs of rnsects,. or the
bites of venomous reptiles; of mere scratches sometimes. ~r tl~e cutaneo~s mfl.nmmation will spread from old sores; or supervene upon dropsical hmbs . . It is cunous
that these complaints also are much wore apt to occur, ~nd. even to multiply ~ya. sort
3
0
1
0
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of hospitals dread to perform

any operation, lest it. should be f~llowed by tlus spre~d
iog inflammation of the skin. 'There are many pornts of great mte.rest connected with
these diversified forms of what is called erys ipelas: they are more liable to be attended
with gangrene than erysipelas of the face and scalp : on the other hand, the.}'. are more
liable also to be complicated with inflammation of the subcutaneous areolar tissue, and
with suppuration; and to require incisions to relieve the groat tension ~f the inflamed
parts, and to facilitate the escape of the pus, or of iiloughy dead portions. of areolar
tii:sue: but all these matters belong rather to surgery, and have been discussed, I
make no doubt, by the professor of surgery.
[Erysipelas is of frequent occurrence in the earlier period of infancy, and is amonp
the most fatal of the diseases which occur at that period. It very generally terminates in death, especially when it occurs during the first month. Its danger gradually diminishes as the child advances in age, but even when it attacks after the fourth
month, the greater portion of the cases terminate fatally.
'fhe invasion of the disease is always extremely insidious. The child appears somewhat morose; his sleep is slightly diminished, and he sucks rather less than before;
with these trifling symptoms, there is associated a. small patch of redness upon the
pubes, which is painful upon pressure. The red ness gradually spreads over the abdomen and thighs, and is, occasionally, disseminated. When the redness extends to
the hands and feet, these parts acquire a degree of redness and swelling far greater
than that of any other part. 'l'hc genital organs, in some cases, sphacelate, in consequence of the local inflammation, and in many acquire an emphysematous appearance.
ln place of appearing filbt upon the pubes, the erysipelas has been known to extend
from the areola of the vaccine vesicle, less frequently from any accidental laceration
of the skin or frow the excoriations so common in the cutaneous folds of the g roin and
other parts.
The disease at first appears perfectly local-it is not until several days have elapsed,
that general uneasiness and fretfulness present themselves. The colour of the skin,
and the exp ression of the countenance, often remain for some days without exhibiting
any striking change, when, suddenly, an ashy cad~werous paleness is observed; the
child cries incessantly, there is constant jactitatioo, and complete loss of sleep. 'J.'heso
symptoms are succeeded by deep stupor and death. 'l'hc pulse is at first frequent,
and the heat of the skin sinks only during the fatal stupor which precedes death.
Convulsions, diar~hooa, an~ vo~u.iting arc seldom obs~1-ve~ . When the progress is such
as we have d.cscrth~d, pe.ntomt1s has occurr~d-wh1ch is, according to M. 'frousscau,
a frequent disease rn ch1ldreu, and one winch has not hitherto been accurately described. The du.ration of infantile erysipelas. varies considerably, sometimes being
extremely short, rn others, on the contrary, bcmg prolonged to the end of the week.
In post-mortem examinations, the cutaneous disease is occasionally the only mor-
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furrow of the liver, while inflawwatory exudations are found on the peritoneal surface
nf the abdominal viscera.
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priucipally obscrnd when puer-

pe~al fe~cr prevails .in the wards of the lying-in hospitals of Paris. 'l'hc infants appear
1.ohent ~rom their mother a pu~ulent diatlies1·s 1 and seem to be stitl 1 within certain

l?

]umts, subJCet to the sa.me maladies as the mother1 whose constitution has so lately
been theirs. The peritonitis of the ~nfaut ruay be, th?rcforc, as properly termed puerperal as th~t of the mother, b~cause tts general cause 1s to be sought for in the circumstances which havc.accompamcd the last stage of child-bearing and parturition. It is
natural that the skrn should be the scat of disease, from its h:n•inrr been so recently
called upon to the performance of functions as new as they are imp~rtant.
In the infants predisposed to erysipelas, the umbilical cicatrix docs not form readily, and the ulceration which results is sometimes the occasional-the local causeof the c:utaneous disease.
Dr. Friehe (Journal fur Kinderl.-ranl.:lteit.en) describes a form of ery8ipelas which
commences ab~ut the umbilicus, within a few weeks after birth, and is frequently
accompanied with ulceration of the navel, and infiltration of lymph or pus into the
subcutaneous cellular tissue, and deposits of a simi lar nature iu the partially obliterated um~ilical vessels . . It is attended with great aod rapidly incrcasiog cxhaustiooi
and occas1onally convulsive symptoms of more or less severity. It is most generally
fatal; often within the course of forty.eight hours, and without having extended more
than three fingers' breadth around the na.-el.
Dr. Friehe is inclined to view this form of infantile erysipelas a~ a rnricty of partial induration of the cellular substance, in consequence of the cachcctic condition of
the infants in whom it usually occurs, and the peculiar character of the inflammation
-while the circumstance of the umbilical vessels being, in fact, converted into fibrous
cords, previously to the commencement of the disease, leads him to believe that it
cannot arise from the umbilical phlebitis.
We have met very frequently with this form of infantile erysipcfos among the chi!.
drcn of the poor, and our observations have convinced us that1 in the majority of
c:i.ses at least, 1t is dependent upon phlebitis of the umbilical vessels; the evidences
of inflammation of the latter were unquestionably present in almost every instance in
which we have wade an examination.
In regard t(1 the treatment of infantile crysipclas 1 although in those cases in which
the disease ocr.urs soon after birth there is but little chance of saving tho life of the
child, yet wb1:?n the patient is a few months old 1 we may do much in arresting the
progrcs~ of the disease, and conducting it to a favourable termination.
We mav \"cmark, however, that cry:sipelas is always to be considered a dangerous
disease <lllring infancy, but more particularly when it occurs in infants of a weakly
and uoh••lthy habit of body.
The bnwels should be freely opened by a. grain or two of calomcl, followed in a few
hours by a teaspoonful of castor oil, or a simple laxative enema, and they should be
kept in a. free condition subsequently, by the exhibition, every three hours, of divided
doses of calomel, combined with minute doses of ipccacuanha and extract of hyosciamus- the addition of the latter is calculated to prevent or allay irritation, without interfering with t~e apcric~t action of the .calom~l. W~cn ~he s~in is. warm or dry,
the liquor acctat1s ammontre alone, or combrncd with ant1momal w111e, will often prove
beneficial, as will also the occ:isional use of the warm or tepid bath.
.
If symptoms of cerebral d18case should occur, a leech or two should be applied to
the tcmplcs,-cold applications to the scalp,-the bowels should be freely opened by
calomel, followed by castor oil, or purgative cuemata, and warm siuapiscd pediluvia
should be resorted to.
In a few cases where tlrn parts occupied by the disease arc dccidodly red and
swollen, a few leeches applied upon t~e sound ski~, in the ncighbourh?od of .the inflammation, will often prove bene~mal. l\~uch Judgment, however, is rcqu1rcd.1 to
d iscriminate the kind of cases winch are hkcly to be benefited by local depiction.
As a general rule, a very moderate abstraction of blood will be sufficient
When a tendency to gangrene is obvious, and the disease assumes a Jow typhoid
character, it will be necessary to resort at o~ce to the u8e of the carbonate of ammonia. in doses adapted to the age of the patient, and the urgency of the symptoms;
and at the same ti rue, the child should be nourished nt the breast of a healthy nurse,
or if wcaued, its diet should consis~ of animal jellies dissolved in water, beef tea,
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chicken water, or s:igo. It is all important in these cases that the patient be removed
to a healthy situation, where he c'.ln enjoy the tonic influence of a pure, free alma-sphere. When the symptoms of prostration arc more considerable, we may combine
the use of the ammonia with the sulphate of quinia and extract of hyosciamus.
Should diarrhooa ensue, particularly after suppuration has taken place, it should be
immediately checked by the cretaceous mixture, with the addition of tincture of kino
and laudanum. When the discharges from the bowels arc of a vitiated character, or
attended with griping or colicky pains, a few drops of turpentine, three times a day,
will be found a ,·cry valuable remedy. 'l'he turpentine may be combined with the
tincture of kino and laudanum.
With respect to the local treatment-washing the inflamed parts frequently with
tepid water, or some mucibginous fluid, will, iu many cases, be productive of very
great relief to the patient, and occasionally will produce an abatement of the disease;
in the intervals, the parts may be dusted with powdered starch, or covered with
carded cotton.
When there is decided redness, swelling and tension of the skin, a lotion, composed
of a solution of equal parts of the acetate of lead and subcarbonate of ammonia, has
been highly recommended. Covering the parts with rags wet with the camphorated
tincture, is said to prove often very beneficial. Others recommend a wash composed
of a solution of corrosive sublimate, three grains to the ounce of water, or of nitrate
of silver of the same strength. It is said that the progress of the disease has been
promptly arrested by applying once or twice a very strong solution of the nitrate of
sih-er, by means of a pencil, upon the sound skin, for about an inch around the margin
of the inflammation. One of the best applications in cases which exhibit an early
tendency to gangrene, is the chloride of lime in solution, in the proportion of half a
drachm to a pint of water. Velpcau has employed with advantage a solution of half au
ounce of the sulphate of iron to eight ounces of water.
The local remedies just recited are to be employed in the early stages, previous to
the rupture of the vcsications, and to the occurrence of suppuration or gangrene.
Among the local remedies which appe:i.r to be the most gcaerally applicable to
infantile erysipelas, is a blister sufficiently large to extend over the inflamed skin, and
for a short distance beyond it; after vesication h:.is been produced, the scrum should
be e\'acuatcd, and the vesicated surface dressed with fresh lard. When the erysipelas
occurs upon the extremities, a blister applied :i.round the limb, beyond the inflamed
surface, will frequently :-irrcst the progress of the disease in that direction. When
we ha.vc resorted to blisters, which are only proper in the early stages of the disease,
we have applied them along the edges of the inflamed portion, partly upon it, and
partly upon the sound skin, removing them at tllC end of three hours, and immediately
covering the parts with a soft cwollicnt poultice, with the addition of lard. 'fhc
most important result which we have derived from the use of blisters is to prevent the
spread of the disease.
Tho mercurial ointment has been strongly recommended in the treatmc[Jt of infantil e erysipelas. It is to be spread on a piece of soft linen, with which the affected
parts are to be covered.
In cases attended with an intolerable sensation of burning, we have often derived
benefit from the local application of a watery solution of opium.
In a large number of instances, howevE'r, no benefit whatever will be derived from
any loc:i.1 application. M. Trousseau states that he has tried every ima!!in:i.ble oneointment~, lotions, blisters, even the actua~ caut~rj:-without suspending the progress
of the disease. Three cases only, occurring w1thm the month, has he seen recover
under the use of the ctherial solution of camphor, :rnd baths containing corrosive
sublim~te. 1'hc disease is certainly a. very ?ni:nanai;:cable one wl1en it occurs in very
young rnfants; we have nevertheless sec? it rn children a few months old in many
instances promptly arrested by the remedies already detailed.
Whenever the cellular membrane is involved in the disease, free in cisions should
be early made, as well to unload the vessels, and relieve the swelling and distension,
?S to ~ive exit to th_e pur.ulent fluid and dead porti?ns of cellub r structure. The pus,
1f allowed to rcmam, Will travel beneath the skrn, and between the muscles and
tendons, and thus increase the danger and extent of the disease. After the indsion,
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the part sho~ld be covered with soft emollient poultices, and kept as much as; possible
at rest, and m an elevated position.
~hen the erys ipel~s terminates in gangrene, washes of a solution of the cl1loridr.
of hm c, of th~ ehlonde of soda, of a few drops of creasote diffused in water, or of a
strong decoction of black-oak bark, should be immediately emplo:ycd, or thr.
sphacelated surfa_cc may be covered with the charcoal or yeast poultice. A wash of n
very stron~ solution of the sulphate of copper will in some cases arrest the progress
of the gangrene .
.\Vb en convalc.scencc lrns been established, some light mineral tonic or the mineral
acids, largely diluted, should be administered. 'l'he child should be allowed a.
nourishing diet; he should be daily immersed in a warm or tepid bath, and enjoy a.
dry, fresh, wholesome atmosphcre. - C.]
V ery closely connected with erysipelas, a.nd continually confounded with it, is
erythema. It also consists in superficial redness of some portion of the skin; but it
is not attended with inflammation of the areolar texture under the skin: nor with
' 'esication; nor, in genera l, with fever; nor is it peeuliar to the face and head.
There are numerous varieties of crythema described by writers on cutaneous disorders, to whom I must refer you for an account of thew. 'Yillan and Bateman;
Wilson; Willis; Rayer; Alibert; and Biett, as his prncticc and lessons are reported
by two of his pupils.
The only variety on which I am disposed to say a word, is one which is attended
with more or less febrile disturbance. I mean what is called crythema nodosum.
This curious affection occurs much more often in young women than in any other
per8ons : sometimes in feeble boys. The eruption is commonly preceded for a few
days by indisposition, and some slight degree of fever. Then red elevated spots come
out, on the fore part of the legs, and occasionally, but very rarely, on the arms. 1'hc
redness appears in oval patches, of which the long diameter is parallel to the axis of
the limb. 'l'hey are pretty large patches, an in ch and half long, and an inch broad
perhaps, and they evidently project and form bumps upon the anterior surface of the
leg. From their look, you would suppose abscesses were about to form; but after
fasting a few days, the red colour fades, or rather changes to a blue, and the protuberances gradually subside. This eruption seems sometimes connected with disturbance CJf the menstrual functions. Hayer has seen it occur in connexion with acute
rheumatism. So have I. A patient of mine in tho hospital was attacked with acute
rheumatism of the joints immediately upon the cessation of erythema nodosum. In
another this order was reversed.
Now I am persuaded that, after an aperient, ?'est, the lwrb.onial posture, and quina,
constitute the proper treatment of this affection. I had once a housemaid in whom
the disorder appeared, and was attended with unusually high fever, nnd much indisposition. I treated her, therefore, antiphlogistically; i. e., I kept her on low diet,
and gave purgatives; but the disease went on. l?resh. knots came o~t as the old ones
faded. At length, 1 do not remember why, I prcscnbed some quma for her; and
the improvement was immediate, and very striking. She relapsed, however, once or
twice, upon leaving off the bark; but by persisting subsequently in i~ use for s~me
days after she appeared to be well- a perruanent cure was effected. Smee that time
_ now nearly twenty years ago - I have seen a good many examples of erythcw::i
nodosum, and I have tre~tcd them all alike; viz., fi~st with an apcricnt, and then
with the sulphate of qurna; and they have all rapidly got well. Probably tl1ey
would have recovered nearly as soon under i;ome other tonic treatment; but I have
been so well satisfied with this, since I began it, that I have felt no temptation to try
any other.
There is a rash which is well known, and very tormenting, and theref?re,.not wit~
out interest, although it is almost always without. danger: I mean urticaria. It 1s
arranged by Cullen among tl~e exanthcruata; ~u~ tt does no~ properly. belong to the
rrroup to wLich I would restrict that name, for 1t 1s not contag1ous, and 1t may happen
~ the same person a hundred times over. 'J'he eruption consists of what, from
analogy, are called wheals: i. c. 1 o~ little S?lid eminences, of. irrc~ular outline, but
generally roundish or oblong, and either white or red, or (whlCh 1s most common)
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both red and whito; the whiteness occupying: steadily the central and most projecting
part of tll(: spot, or becoming manifest there when the intc,r.:ume~ts are put upon the
stretch. The rash is accompanied with intense heat, a burning and tingling in the
affected spots, and great itching and irritation. In truth, both the appearances upon
the skin, and the sensations that attend them, are very much like the appearances
and feelings produced by the stinging of nettles. llence its trivial name, nettle-rash:
which is, indeed, the same, in meaning, with the scientific appellation, urtica being
the Latin for a nettle. Similar appearances follow almost immediately upon a smart
blow with a cane, or with the lash of a whip, on the skin. Red stripes or wl1cals
arise, and within the reddened surface one or more elevated spots of a white colour
are visible.
There arc two varieties of urticaria: one in which the complaint runs a short
course, and soon subsides, and may be com~idercd acute: another in which it is
chronic, nnd either persistent or intermittent. 'l'hc ncutc form is attended with
feverishness, which sometimes begins two or three days, but commonly not more than
a few hours, before the eruption appears; or the fever and the rash may commence
together. In most cases, perhaps in all, the disorder is intimately linked with some
dcrangi'ment, manifest or latent, of the stomach, and it may often be traced to the
imperfect digestion of particulnr articles of food. It is very curious that the contact
of certain substances with the mucous membrane of the alimentary canal should affect
the external tegu mcnt precisely in the same manner as the virus of the nettle, and
some other irritants, wh en these arc applied to the skin itself. 'l'he stomach may be
healthy, yet incapable of digesting some particular substance, wJ1ich then acts like a
poison; or it may be habitually weak, and unequal to the digestion of matters which
the sound stomach dispose~ of with case. The offending articles of food do not produce the cutaneous affection in all persons, nor even necessarily in the same person at
all times. But there are some edible substances wbich are much more likely than
others to be followed by nettle-rash. Certain vegetable matters arc very apt to excite
the disorder in some persons: oat-meal; almonds 1 especially the bitter almonds; any
bitter kernels; particular species of strawberries; raw cucumbers; mushrooms.
Some of the vegetable substances used in medicine are known to have, frequently,
the same effect; capivi, for example; the cubebs pepper; valcrian. Urticaria bas
been brought on by drinking porter, or, most probably, by some of the drugs with
which our porter is sophisticated. Thesn effects are not confined to vegetable substances. Shell-fish is a common source of nettle-rash. I hn.vc known it to be occasioncd by prawns; crabs sometimes have the same unpleasant consequence; and
muscles still more often. An hour or two after some one of these substances has
been swallowed, and perhaps much sooner, nausea is felt, and oppression about the
epigastrium; the patient becomes giddy, his face and head sometimes swell, his skin
begins here and there to burn and tingle, and presently the eruption, as I Jiavc
already describe~ it, brcak.s forth. It is atte_nde~ with in~olcrablc itching and pricking
sensation~ cspcc1ally at ntght, when the patient is warm m bed; or when the affected
surface is exposed to the air. Vomiting and diarrhroa often supervene, and prove the
natural cure of the attack.
We read that this disorder has sometimes proved fat:il; but this must be under
very unusual circumstances of weakness in the patient, or of some peculiar virulence
in the exciting cause.
'l'he chronic form of the complaint is apt to be very obstinate and tcasinoo. It
comes and goes, an_d comes. again.. T.he evening is ooc of its favourite period~ In
those '~ho are subJ_ect to it, the itchrng. a~d the wh~als. are readily brought on by
scratchmg or rubbmg the surface. Tins is the urticaria evam"da of Willan. Dr.
Hcbcrden had known persons. afflicted i.n thi_s way for ten years together. I have
observed nettle-rash to occur 10 connexion with sudden and violent paroxysms of
dyspnooa, resembling asthma fits; so tbat I could not help suspecting tlmt the mucous
membrane of the respiratory passages was irritated after the same fashion with the
external skin.
Even the chronic variety of urticaria ii:i, in some instances at least produced by
certain ingesta; and the pcccant substance may often be detected, and the tiresome
malady be cured, by following the simple and judicious plan recommended by Willan.
namely, that of instructing the patient to abstain, for a while, from :ill his customar;
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articl~s of diet, ?~c by ?ne,. in .their tu~ns. Tl~is experiment docs not, indeed,
alwa)S ~nswcr. 1 he urticaria will sometuues abide, notwith standing: so that although it probably depends in all cases upon some disordered condition of the stomach
~~a~o~ ~sbc:: ~~:;• ~~~J'. that such disorder is always the cocsequencc of something

1

1

The treat.m.cct to be adopted_ in t?e acute or febrile nettle-rash, when it depecds
upon somethrng recently recei'°'ed mto the stomach, is that which common sense
would. suggest, .and which n~ture often plainly indicates. W c seek to expel the
offendrng material by an emet1c 1 .and by pur~tivcs: .an~ this being done, the cure is
completed. I.n the more chrome and recumn g vanet1es, we endeavour, in the first
place, by ma~rng t~c cxperim.ent rec011:1mended by Dr. \Villao, to detect, that we may
thenceforth rnterd1ct, any article of diet which may have caused the disorder. If
we fail in this attempt! our obje~t must be. to correct that faulty state of the digestive
organs, or to ncutrahze that mbred poison, upon which the cutaneous affection
depcuds. Laxatives and antacids are found to be the most successful means of attaining these ends. They may be given together, or separately. A few 1--rrains of
rhubarb taken daily just before breakfast, and just before dinner, have cme<l a chronic

~~~ea~: ~~dg =~~;~~~~·of ~a~~~~~~~ :~~to~a~il~si~r::;::k:~~~~ t~r~~~~fn!~c s~~~

repute ns a remedy for urticaria. You may prescribe, therefore, if you please, a.
a scruple each of the carbonates of magnesia and of soda, in the infusion of
serpeutaria.
External applications seem to be of but little avail in thiR dtseasc; and those which
do appear to be of service, act uncertainly, and produce different effects in different
persons. The warm bath sometimes gives ease in the severer cases. In the more
chronic form of the disorder, spiritous washes, vinegar, sea-bathing, are things to be
tried. And cases arc related in which, when every other expedient has failed to give
permanent relief, removal to a warmer climate bas been successful. Dusting the
itching surface with flour has, in my experience, afforded much temporary comfort.
Still more useful perhaps is a lotion (first recommended by Wilkinson, in a little
work on skin diseases) composed of a drachm of the carbonate of ammonia, a drachm
of the acetate of lead, and eight ounces of rose water. Its efficacy may be increased
by the addition of half an ounce of laudanum.
I should add, that Dr. Elliotson has found bleeding very efficacious in relieving
patients affected with acute or febrile urticaria. And you may have recourse to the
lancet if the patient be strong and plcthoric, and his pulse warrant it; and if he be
so impatient of the irritation as not to be willing to wait the effect of other treatment, which would probably be quite as effectual, though not quite so rapid.
Prur(go-itching-is a cutaneous affection bearing some analogy to urticaria, at
least in the sensations which accompany it. And a most terrible and melancholy
affection it often proves to be. Sometimes the parts of the skin which are the scat
of the itching do not present any perceptible deviation from the condition of health;
but in the majority of instances, you will find, upon close inspection, that they are
covered with papulro, which are nearly of the same co_lour with the skin itself.
Willan therefore places prurigo in the order of Papul<e. Ile describes several varieties
of this troublesome complaint: prurigo mitis; prurigo form.leans; prurigo semlis.
The torment experienced by patients suffering under the severer forms of the malady
is scarcely dcscri~able; they scratc? a.nd tear themselves inccssant.ly till the blood
1
1
0
1
1
1
bdf
it affects the extremities only; and frequently it has a still more limited habitat,
occurring round the anus, when it is called_ prurigo po~licis ~ or. on the scrotum, prurigo scrnti; or, worst form of all, the prungo pude11dt n11ulwbr1s.
All these fo rms of prurigo arc apt to be aggravated by heat, and by exposure to
the air; they arc, therefo!e, especially distressing. when the patient undresses and
goes to bed. The scratchrng tears away the summits of the papulro, and some watery
fluid mixed with blood escapes, and concretes into small thin, black scabs. In the
prurigo formican_s, the itchi?g is corubi.ned.witl~ other painful and dis~grc~ab~e sensations, which different patients describe m different terms: the feeling 1s hke the
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creeping of ants, or the stinging of insects, or :is if hot needles were thrust ioto the
skin. The prurigo scnilis, occurring, as that name implies, in old persons, is u~ually
very obstinate, and often effectually destroys all comfort for the rest of the patient's
life.
In such cases as I have now been mentioning, great care should be taken thoroughly
to cleanse the surface of the body: and the diet should be rigidly pbin. All kinds
of rich sauces, hot condiments, pickles, and indigestible substances, should be peremptorily forbidden. Various local applications have been praised; but they are, in
most cases, used in vain: vinegar, lime water, decoction of dulcamara, lotions composed of prussic acid in an emulsion of bitter almonds, a dilute solution of creasote,
dccoctions of stavesacre, aud of digitalis, ointments containing mercury, tar ointment,
nod a lrnndred others. Io one instance lately, where the ingenuity of another practitioner had been fruitlessly exhausted, I was fortunate enough to effect perfect relief
by smearing the itching surface with an ointment containing a small quantity of
aconitinc. l\Ir. Gabb has found a weak dilution of the Liquor Sodre Cldorinotre
very serviceable. Of internal remedies, sarsaparilla, alkali es, nrscnic, the iodide of
pot:tssium, dulcamara, arc the most hopeful. When these means fail, opium is our
best, and indeed our only resource. 1
The local forms of prurigo are frequently connected with locnl discose, ond are
most likely to be relieved by meosures directed ogoinst the primary disorder. Prurigo podicis is sometimes dependent on the presence of nscarides in the rectum. The
same troublesome affection is not an uncommon symptom of internal piles: and it
sometimes accompanies stone in the bladder.
The prurigo pudcndi muliebris-itching of the genitals in females-is sometimes
so constant and tormenting, and the impulse to scratch the itching part so urgent, os
to dri\'e the unhoppy patient from society. It e>en gives rise, in some severe cases,
to nymphomania. It may proceed from leucorrhrea: it is frequently a sign of uterine
disease. It most commonly affects women in whom the menstrual discharge has
ceased to nppear.
[We have met with it just as frequently in the menstruating female as in those in
whom the period of menstruation had ceased. Some females are troubled with it
during pregn:lllcy, but at no other period.-0.]

I have ne\'er had an opportunity of trying the aconitiuc in such cases. One local
application which has been fouud very serviceable is the yellow wash, which, as you
probably know, is a solution of corrosive sublimate in lime water, in the proportion
of a drachm to a pint. A saturated solution of borax, first recommended, f believe,
by an American physician, Dr. Dewees, has also much testimony in favour of its
efficacy.
You will sometim es be consulted-at least I have been, on more than one occasion
- about itching of the pubes and scrotum, produced by the presence of the pcdiculi
that arc ,·ulgarly called crab-lice. The patients are sometimes quite unaware of the
cause of the itching. You may relieve them by the wash I have just mentioned; or,
by a more elegant lotion, made by dissolving corrosive sublimate in a little spirit, and
adding rose water. ~ single washing with .s~ch a lotion. wi~I destroy the whole
colony : and the. vernu~ become much mo!e vmble after tlus v10lent death, turning
black, ond relaxrng their bold upon the skm.
1 Since the republicntion of these lectures in America, I bnve been favoured by Dr. Bowling,
of Adninillc, in Kentucky, with an account of a plrin of treatment which he has found eminently successful ago.inst this most di~tressing mnlady, nnd which ought, thrreforc, to be mnde
gencra.lly known. I cxtrnct that portion of Dr. Bowling's obliging lettor which relates to this
subject:.
" I hn.vo, in the 13.st fifteen years, prescribed for a great number of cnscs of p1'urigo aenili8,
and I can say, with R. most rigid ndhcrence to fruth, tha.t I have not foiled in a single instance
toelfecto.permnnentcure.
"I direct thnt the nffcctcd parts be ~ponged for a minu te or so with good npp}e vinegar, and
then be nllowcd time to dry. After this they are to be imeured over with the citrine ointment
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developedrn th1s trcntmcnt, eavom a smglcmstance, and then but very 111ightly."
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Pr~rigo is a com:cnient gen.eric nam: for these cutaneous affections, of which tlrn
promrncnt f~aturc 1s. the ~casrng sen~at10n that acc?mpa~ies them. But, bchides all
thcs:, there 1~ a speci~c disorder, .winch, from the 10te11s1t~ of that sensation, is emphabcally termed the. itch, a?d wh~ch deserves a ~hort no~1ce; fa~ it is exceedingly
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infallible remedy .
. Scabies, ~r the itch, is, ~s eyery~ody knows, cont;igious; but i~ is contagious only
1n ~hat particular sense which 1mph~s cont:ict. It ~s not producible by :rny effiuvia
wluch the atmosphere can. conYey: it requires, for its propagation, that the healthy
person should touch the diseased person, or some substance which has been in contact
with his unhealthy skin. Certain parts of the skin arc more liable to it than others.
It is most. common at tho roots of t~c fingers and thumbs, between them, as it were;
on the wnsts; between the toes; m the flexures of the joints. It may spread to
almo~t ~very part of the trunk or of the extremities; but all observers agree in stating
that it 1s seldom or never seen upon the face and head; a curious but unaccountable
exemption.
The eruption is at first papular and then vesicular, presenting a number of pointed
watery heads. When the inflammation is aggravated by intemperate habits, or by
the scratching from which the patient is unable to refrain, the vesicles arc liable to
be con\•erted into pustules : and this has needlessly been made a separate species of
itch, scabies purnlenta, pocky itch : you see large pustules, filled with a yellow viscid
matter, standing on an inflamed base. If you are not aware of these varieties and
changes, you may make unlucky errors of diagnosis: affront your patient by telling
him he has the itch when he has it not; or suffer him unconsciously to betray and
shame himself by communicating it to others, when be has. You will easily understand how it has come to be considered a disgrace to have the itch : for it is fostered
and propagated in most unfashionable places, amidst poverty, vulgarity, and filth.
Yet the most delicate and high-bred lady may contract the distemper; and when
once it is contracted, it will go on indefinitely, through life, unless proper means are
adopted for it.s cure. It never gets well if left to itself.
'l'hc most curious point in this discreditable malady, is its connexion with a
peculiar insect, called accordingly the acarus scabiei. The existence of this ectozoon
bad long been affirmed and denied; but the vexed question has at length been set at
rest by the public demonstration of the acarus, by a M. Renucci, to a number of
medical practitioners in Paris. It has .since been often detec~ed and exhibited here.
Dr. Nevinson assured me that he furmsbed Shaw the naturalist, Dr. Wollaston, and
others, with living itch-mites for examination, more than forty years ago. It is
described, and its form is depicted, in a letter written by Dr. Bonomo, and communicated to the Royal Society, by Dr. Mead, in the year 1703. One reason, probably,
why it has often been sea:ched for i? vain is, that the a~ari arc not equally nu~erous
with the vesicles; there JS not an rnsect for every vesicle. . Another r~ason JS! that
the bunters have not known exactly where to look for the rnscct. It is not in the
pustules or vesicles, but near them; at the e~tremity of a short? small, superficial
tunnel or furrow which runs from them. A third reason why the msect had so long
and so often escaped detection, is to be found in its minuteness. It is barely visible
by the naked eye; but under. the microsc.ope !t is seen to be a most forr~idable
monster, in outline like a tortoise, and .havmg eight legs. I show you here 1.ts portrait. not in little but enormously magmfied. I hope to procure for you the prmlege
of s:einrr the cre~ture itself. The first that I can catch I will ask Professor Rymer
J ones tO...., show you by means of his microscope.
There is good reason .for believing that th.is paro.siti.c animal is, not merely n. casual
companion, but the veritable cause, of ~cab1es. ~anous .attempts have. been made,
and made in vain, to produce the d1se~se by rnoculation of the fluul r:om the
vesicles. On the other hand, transportation of the acarus has always excited the

er;~~~~~· facts explain h?w it is that th~ itch, though readily co~municable b! direct
contact, or by fomitcs, 1s not. commumcable through the ~ed1u~ of the mr; that
fomitcs Jong retain the contag1oll:s property; and that .the disease is curable b! whatever destroys the acari. I bcheve that the complamt called the rnange, m dogs,
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camels, and slieep, has the same, or a similar origin: and I think it extremely probable
that cert:ain other varieties of prurigo or pruritus, in the human subject, may depend
upon a hke cause.
Now sulphur is as sure to cure the itch, as quina. is to stop :10 ague. I presume
that it kilis the acarus; but whatever may be its nwdus operandi, I have never known
it fail to remove true scabies. It is applied externally; and the only objections to
its use arc its disagreeable smell, and the dirtiness that belongs to ointments; but
these inconveniences are far outweighed by its certain efficacy. Although many
substitutes for this substance have been recommended, I prctermit them all, and
advise you to employ the sulphur ointment, of which you may disguise the smell by
the addition of a little bergamot, and the colour by intermixing a small quantity of
vermillion.
The ointment should be carefully rubbed all over the skin, at bed-time, and most
~specially on parts visibly affected with the eruption.
The patient should sleep
enveloped in a flannel dress. The rubbing should be repeated night and morning,
and in two or three days the complaint will be subdued. Then, thorough ablution with soap and warm water, and the destruction of the contaminated clothes
by fire, will complete the purifying process.

LECTURE XC.
Herpes; Eczema; Pornplwlix; Lepra; Psoriasis; lnipeti[Jo; Boils; Carbuncle;
Purpura; ScurvJJ. Conclusion of the Oourse.
IF you look at the list of genera and species appended to the various works which
treat exclusively of cutaneous diseases, you will find that they are exceedingly
numerous. But these disorders differ widely in their relative importance : and the
principles upon which their remedial management proceeds are not so greatly diversified as these "tables. of conte~ts,, mil? ht lead you to suppose. I have spoken pretty
fully of the most serious and 1Dterestmg of these maladies - I mean of the febrile
exanthemata; but I have no time left for pursuing in detail the host of chronic
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by our art, you must see them with your own eyes. Verbal descriptions of their
changeful characters arc of comparatively little service or interest. They arc amon<l'
t~c thiugs that rcqui.rc to be "ocul~s subjecta fideli~us." Even pictured rcpresenta:
ttons convey but an rnadcquatc. not!on of the morbid appearances they arc designed
to portray., The locturer. on skrn dISeases should have actual patients before him, to
whose bodies be could pornt.
In this, the final lecture of the course, can d? no more t.han offer you a few very
cursory remarks upon some of the g~nera 1Dto which nosolog1sts have distributed this
class of disorders: and I may premISc, that the treatment of the genus includes for
the most part that of the species.
Vesicles ~re, as you know, small tl'a;nsparent cl~vations formed by a drop of
aqueous fluid effused b~ncath the cut~cle. Sometimes they are thinly scattered
over the surface; sometnnes collected rnto clmiters; sometimes situated on a red
patch .of skin; someti°:1cs quite free fro.ru redness. _Th~ whole crop come~ out at
once . ID some .cases~ m others the vesicles appear m irr~gu~ar succession. They
tcr~rnate also ID ~a:1ous ways: by the : eabsorpt1ou of the l.1qutd, and slight desquamatwn; by the gtvrng way of the cuhcle 1 and the formation of little scabs under
which new cu.ticlc is generated; and som~times, though rarely, by ulceration . '
Of the vesicular class of cutaneous disorders I have nlready described the t.hrec
most important; namely, cow-pox, chicken-pox, and the itch.
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Ano.ther not ~nintercsting genus of this class is lierpes. This is a transient non·
contagious ~ruption, consisting of red patches of irregular form and variable size, upon
each of wh1ch stands a crop of vesicles. The eruption runs a definite course· and its
several. periods-it~ bcgin?ing, its increase, its acme, and its decline-arc co~plctcd,
when ns progr~ss ts not. mtcrfcrcd. ":ith,, ~n about ten days. These characters, once
known, arc eas.1\y rcco~mzc~; a~d it 1s of importance> that you should recognize them.
Not that the disorder itself 1s of any great moment; nor that it is at all under the in·
fluence of remedies; but because it may be confounded with some graver malady. l<'or
exau~ple, ~crpes :pral?utialis i.s a very. common and a very trifling s~ccics, a.ffect.i1~g;
the torcskiu; but it m1ght read ii! be mistaken for the result of the poison of sypluhs~
and :,O cause much alarm and distress to the subject of it, and entail upon l1im per·
h~ps a needless course of mercury, and bring unmerited suspicion upon the person
wnh .whom, whether lawfully or unlawfully, he might have been connected. It has
nothrng whatever to do with sexual intercourse'; and it requires no treatment beyond
cold ablution, and the interposition of a piece of lint between the prepuce and the
glans penis. In like manner another species, IIerpes circinatus, the vesicular ring·
worm, is liable, when it appears upon the hairy scalp, to be mistaken for that pest of
schools and of school.boys, the favus co11fertus, or porri'go scutulata of Willan, the
common scald.head; a cum plaint which is naturally shunned as filthy, stubborn, and
contagious: and which is in fact a vegetable parasite. Ilerpcs iris is a mere curiosity.
lu this species each group of vesicles i.s surrounded by four concentric erythematous
rings, of different shades of colour. The rings form and fade in succession, one after
another, by a slight extension outwards of the inflammation each time. The spots
constituting the (ruption have been likened to small parti.colourcd cockades. But
the wost singular species of all, and the ouly species of any serious importance, is the
llerpcs zosler, in which the separate patches lie in the direction of a band that enc ircles half the circuwfcreuce of the body. Ilencc its names, zoster, zona, zona ignca,
and in our vernacular tongue, the shingles; and even this Dr. Johnson derives from
the Latin, cingulum, a girdle.
l\lost commonly the zone is confined to the trunk of the body; has a somewhat
oblique direction like a sword belt, and occupies exactly one.half of the circle, lying
between the linea alba and the spine, on one side only. Sometimes, however, it extends from the trunk to the limbs. Thus it may begin in the loins, pass obliquely
across the flauk, and terminate at the inner part of the thigh. Or it may commence
from the upper part of the spine, cross the shoulder, and cod on the arm or forearm.
In the year 183:3 I saw a lady affected with this strange eruption, in whom the clus·
ters of vesicles began near the spine in the neck, passed over the scapula, then to the
shoulder and ax.ilia, whence the main line ran along the outer side of the upper arm
till it reached the elbow, where it turned inwards, followed the inner side of the forearm, went across the palm of the hand, and terminated by two or three patches upon
the palruar and inner side of the ring finger. Very rarely indeed it appears on the
limbs only. Twice l have seen it limited to the thigh and leg, and in both cases i~
track corresponded with the course of the sciatic nerve. 1'hrice I have known 1t
spread from the neck, behind, up into the hairy scalp: and in one of these instances
a patch fell upon the conjunctiva. of the right eye, of which the vision was for sowc
time in jeopardy. The most common situation of the demi-cincture is across the base
of the thorax. It is a curious feature of this curious disorder, that, in nineteen cases
out of twenty, according to Biett, it occupies the ri[Jhl half of the body. Of this sin·
gular preference of the right side, if indeed it be a general fact, I can give you no
explanation. I have seen fifteen cases of the complaint since I began 1to attend to that
circumstance, and in ten of these the eruption was on the right side. Hayer, in the
first edition of his book, said that eight cases in ten would be found to be on that side;
but a longer experieuce has reduced that ~roportion .. Of fifty.three examp~es seen
by himself, thirty-seven oul,r were on the r1~ht, and sixteen on the .left. Reil !!-la.tes
that he has always observed 1t on the left half of the body; and Mchhs, among twcntyfive patients, counted sixteen in wh?m. the left side w::is affected. Th.is sta~istical
point remains therefore to be settled, 1f 1t be worth setthog, by a larger mductlon of
1 Since this was written many more cases of sl~inglcs have come under my notice, but I nm
sorry to say that I have mish1id the mcmorando. which I had made of the positions of the patches
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particular cases. The zone seldom transgresses the median line at either extremity,
unless perhaps the redness of the extreme patches may extend a little further. It is
said, however, in some exceedingly rare instances, to complete the circuit of the body.
There is a vulgar but erroneous notion, that the eruption pro\•cs fatal when it thus
encircles the whole of the trunk; and this notion is as old as the time of Pliny, who
says, u Zostcr appcllatur, ct cnecat si cinxerit."
The most import:mt, because the most distressful, of the symptoms, is an intense
darting pain, described by the patients :tS being deep-seated, very acute, and shooting
through the chest. Fortunately, however, this is by no means a common incident.
At least so I formerly thought, and such is the tenor of recorded experience. Yet
within the last three years these sufferings have occurred in five or six of my own
patients. Sometimes the pain precedes the eruption; more often it accompanies it;
and it is apt to last1 in spite of remedies, for some time after the eruption has disappeared. Mr. North tells we that, in a female patient of his, this pain continued to
bo severe and intractable for oightecn weeks. fo two instances I have myself known
it Jnst for two years; and in one of the two its severity bad scarcely abated in that
long time. 1.'hat this is, however, a rare complication of the disorder, we may con.
elude from the experience of l\l. Biett, who never once witnessed this symptom in
more than 500 cases of shingles. 'l'hc severe and intermitting character of the pain,
and the peculiar direction of the row of herpetic patches, lead to the belief that the
whole malady may arise from some fault in the nervous system. I may mention some
other curious circumstances which seem corroborative of this belief. One of the three
patients in whom the scalp was affected with the herpetic patches, had been plagued
for seven years with continual noises in his head. Upon the bre)lkiug out of the
eruption these noises ceased; and remained absent for a year and a half: then they
returned. Another person who had an attack of shingles in February, suddenly lost
a cough which had teased him all the pre¥ious winter. In July, 1855, I was asked
to see an elderly maiden lady, who in a former part of her life had had ague, and
neuralgia. Shingles had appeared on the loft side of her body two months previously
to my visit. A demi.cincture of patches, which almost toucllCd each other, extended
from oue mcsial line to the other. But besides this row, there were scattered spots
of herpes 1 uot linear in their direction, on the right side of her body, on the shoulder,
in the arm-pit, and one on the right thigh. She had suffered and was suffering
intense neuralgic pains in the track of the belt, just along the edge of the left ribs.
Any cold fluid taken into her stomach would excite the pain at any time; but it often
occurred spontaneously. The right half of this patieut's body was sometimes warm
and perspiring, while the left was chilly, sh ivering, and affected with borripilatio.
The neuralgic pain had somewhat of a periodic character. On one occasion it was
banished for twenty-four hours by half a scruple of quinia. But the quinia so dis.
turbcd her head that she would not repeat it, although various other remedies had
been tried in vain.
Of the cause of herpes ~oster we ha'\'"e no certain knowledge. It is said to attack
young persons more especially, and those who have fine ::ind delicate skins, and the
male more frequently than the female sex. Hut I suspect that thci:;e assertions rest
on n very loose foundation'. Of the fift~en cases already mentioned, ten occurred in
females. One of the patients was a child two years and seven mouths old· another
~as ~n a~ed man of about .seven~y.five. In ~everal i~stanccs 1 haye fo~nd upon
mqmry, that the patients, bcrng children, were ID the mgbtly habit of wettincr their
0
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the apothecary at St. Bartholomew's Hospital, who told me that J~e had often noticed
th.e same circumstance. Accordi~g to Batcm.an, the dis~rdcr ."seems occasionally to
arise from expo~urc to cold after nole.nt exerc~se. So~etuue~ 1t has appeared critical,
when supervenrng on bowel complarnts. Like erysipelas, 1t has been ascribed by
some authors to paroxysms of anger." Schwartz saw three cases which followed
violent fits of passion; and Plcnck affirms that he bad known it occur twice after
furious anger - and a copious potation of beer.
'l'~e duration of the eruption is from ten da;:s to a fortnight; Lut it is liable to be
considerably prolonged by troublesome ulcerat1on, whenever the vesicles and crusta
are prematurely chafed off by friction or pressure.
1
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Very }~ttle, as.you_ must percei~e, can b~ done, o~ is requisite, in the way of treatment . . Ihe patient ts to be cauhoncd agarnst rubbrng off the heads of the vesicles.
Attention should of course be paid to the state of the stomach and bowels· and the
diet should be regulated. Our maio business is to look on, and to endea~our to set
right whatever function may be manifestly wrong.
Sh~uld the eruption be attended or followe~ by _the .intense. sl10oting pain which
some~m~es, but not very often, ha_rasses the pahent, tt will b~ ng~1t to apply opiates,
by fnct1on, over the affected region. I would use the aco01te orntment in such a.
case. Warm. batl~s will also be. proper; and as ~be pain is probably neuralgic, the
carbonrtte of iron 1s a remedy wh1ch ought to be tned.
Eczema is another genus of the Yesicular class of diseases. It is characterized, in
its commencement, by an eruption of very minute vesicles, scarcely prominent,
closely crowded together, and re~1uirin g a microscope sometimes to render them distinctly visible. They terminate either by the reabsorption of the fluid they contained,
or by the formation of superficial moist excoriations. Eczema is not contagious.
There are several species or varieties of this form of cutaneous disorder also. It
is sometimes produced by great heat, and particularly by the heat of the sun; and
this is named eczema solare, heat.spot; sometimes by the contact of irritating substances with the skin, as in what is vulgarly called the grocer's itch, affecting the
bands of those who are much conversant with sugar. Eczema often occurs upon the
scalp, and constitutes, I believe, the most frequent form of what is commonly named
scald-bead, porrigo, or tinea capitis. But the most severe of all its species is that
which has received the names of ll!Jdrargyrimn1 Erythema mercuriale, and Eczema
rubruni, 11ierc1lriale. This, as these names imply, is an occasional consequence of
mercury; an unusual consequence, no doubt, and one that happens only in a few·
peculiar constitutions; but you ought to know it, in case it should follow the use of
mercury prescribed by your.selves.
The eruption begins usually in the groinR and upon the thighs. It is at first red,
and is accompanied by much heat and itching. It soon extends, in the severer casc81
over the whole body; and an innumerable multitude of very minute glittering vesicles
may be seen, with the aid of a. magnifying glass, from the beginning. Like that of
ery8ipelas, the eruption is attended with a good deal of swelling. The intumescence
of the face is such as to close up the eyes: and the disorder becomes febrile, in its
course; for there is seldom much fever at the onset. The vesicles increase in size,
turn milky, burst, and pour forth an acrid exudation, that irritates and inflames the
skin with which it comes in contact, and thus increases the local complaint. The
distress and worry occasioned to the patient by the footid smell of the dischargG, by
the stiffening which it causes of his body-linen, and by the heat and itching, are, I
conceive, the main causes af the febrile disturbance. The discharged matter is apt
to become thick and hard, and to present the appearance of large scabs : and in this
state the nature of the disease may very easily be misunderstood, it being impossible
to say, when it is seen for the first time under these circumstances, whether it was
.
.
.
.
.
originally vesicular or. not.
The duration of this harassmg distemper 1s variable. It may be over rn a fort-
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the epidermis falls entire from the hand, like a glove.
Without being dangerous to life, .this disorder. is apt to be o~stin~te. It ~s .not
much within tho control of remedies. What little can be done 1s clucfl.y pal1 1at1ve
The mildest local applications must be used : tepid water, barley-water, strained
gruel. 'fhc warm-bath, _when circumst:inccs permit. Poultices arc sometimes ?f
much service, in preventmg the hardenmg of the matter that exude~, and so obviatin O" one sou rce of irritation. Flour, or powdered charcoal, may be sprinkled over the
eruPtton in the slight?r and _early cases, for the pur~osc ~f _absorbing.the discharge.
Equal parts of olive-Oil and hme-water make a soothrng hmment, which may be applied by means of a feather. The local remedies may fairly be varied, for sometimes
one is found to give relief, and sometimes another. The patient's linen must be frequently changed, especially whenever it bcco1.nes stiff and hard with the exudati~n ..
With respect to the ge neral treatmen~ op1atcs to procure rest, and to allay tm·
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The bowels must be kept moderately open, but

no severe purging should be employed, for the patient must at all events undergo a
long and weakening process, and therefore it must be our care that the trccttment be
as little weakening as possible. In protracted cases, where there is much exhaustion,
wine may with propriety be given; and, almost always, good strong broths. As the
disorder declines, some of the reputed tonics may be prescribed; the mineral acids,
quina, sarsapari lla.
I need not say that, in such cases, you must be scrupulous in seeing ~hat no more
mercury be administered or applied.
Eczema, spontaneous in its orif!in, is a very common, and a. very te:isittg complaint
among children. 1\Ir. Erasmus 'Yilson, after large experience in treating it, expresses
his confident belief that almost every case of eczema infantile admits of a ready cure.
His method is to give calomcl at moderate intervals, with the view of clearing and
regulating the digestive orgaos. This preparatory treatment is followed by the admioistration of arsenic in small doses, as a tonic, internally, and by the external use
of well-prepared oxide of zinc ointment.
In many children thus tormented with eczema, I have remarked that the rapid
departure, or even the sudden diminution, of the eczematous eruption has been immediately succeeded by wheezing in the chest, and oppressed breathing; which in
their turn have subsided upon the re-appearance of the eruption. This alternating
rtffcction of the tegumcnt.ary membrane and of the mucous membrane of the air passages, has sometimes made me dread the curing, so earnestly desired by mothers, of
che unseemly disorder of the skin. :Mr. Wilson believes that no such dread need be
entertained, when the cure has been preceded by a due course of calomel.
A separate class of cutaneous diseases, very analogous, however, to that which we
have been describing, is the class of bullre, or blcbs. Anatomically speaking, there
is but little difference between the two: bullre are large vesicles. When the eruption
is at its height, it is composed of hemispherical prominences of various sizes, from
that of a pea to that of a hen's egg, and having the shape and appearance of the
bubbles raised in a pool of water by a hard shower of rain. They are formed by the
effusion of a serous, or a sero-puriforw fluid, between the true skin and the cuticle.
You can only be sure of the diagnosis when you see the eruption in this stage of its
progress.
The best example of this class is that which is call ed by some writers Pemphigus,
by others Pompholix.
It is characterized by the presence of bullro, varying in their magnitude, commonly
disti11ct, but numerous, springing up in successive crops, on one or more parts of the
surface. At first these bull::c are nearly transparent, and contain a thin limpid serum;
but they become gradualJy opaque, pearl-coloured, and ultimately many of them
acquire a reddish tinge.
Pcmphigus bas been described as being sometimes acute, sometimes chronic. The
acute form is attended with smart fever, the hull::c rise spont:rneously or in quick
succession, run their course, and disappear; and then the disease is over. This is a
very rare form. In general the bull~ c?ntinue to come out; the complaint is spread
over weeks, or months, or years; and it is accompanied by little or no febrile reaction.
This, on the other band, is a common form of disease. It is the Pompltolix diutinus
of Wil.lan and.Bateman .. Th? eruption ofu:n _occupies all parts of the body at. the
eamc t1me, or m succession : rn other cases tt ts confined to a limited space. I have
most frequently s.een ~ton the fore-ar~s and legs. When the bullro are very numerous, they may give rtse to some febrile symptoms, but not else. The complaint may
be indefinitely prolonged by successive crops.
The eruption begins in small red points, the formation of which is attended with a
slight prickiug sensatiou. Some patients have likeucd this sensation to that which
0
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are rapidly formed, often m the space of a few hours only, as big as a hazel-nut, or a.
walnut: or the blebs may even be much greater than that. Either in consequence
of their distension, or of the pressure made upon them by the movements of the
p'lticot, some of these bullre burst, and a straw-coloured serum exudes. Then the
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cpide.rmis collapses i~to. folds and wrinkles; or if it be detnchcd at a. part of the
margin of the bulla, it IS rolled back, so as to expose a portion of the red painful
and sm~rting surface beneath it .. ~awards the .third or fourth day, when t'he bull~
lose their transparency, and the hqmd they contam becomes reddish those bullro which
have not been broken sink down and wither; the cuticle is no lon~cr stretched · but
sodden by the serous fluid, it assumes a whitish hue, becomes op~quc and fo/ms at
length small brownish fiat crusts, of no urcat thickness.
'
In the meantime fresh bull<.u appear by the ~idc of the former ones, and pursue
tb.e ~ame course; so that gcueral~y you may see 10 the same person, tenso bullre contarnrng a transparent aud yellowish serum; thin crusts; and irregular patches of
various sizes, slightly excoriated.
This is the ordinary course of chronic pemphigus : and I say it may thus go on
for months or years.
The disease is most frequently obscn·ed in persons of debilitated habit. It is sometimes apparently the result of intemperance; or of the use of bad or insufficient food.
In Biett's experience it has often been coincident with the fatty liver. When the
disorder is chronic and uncomplicated, the treatment found useful is such as we
might expect benefit from, knowing the constitutions in which the disease is most
apt to occur, and the causes which seem at least to favour its occurrence, if they do
not produce it: regulation of the bowels; good nourishing food; tonic medicines,
bitters, and especially quina and the mineral acids. Bictt declares this kind of
treatment to ha:rn been >ery successful in St. Louis; and that, not only in old and
worn-out subjects, but also in the young, especially when the complaint has been
chronic. Bateman recommends the same general plan.
Local applications have seldom been much employed, except some mild ointment
to the excoriated parts. Bictt advises emollient lotions, or even opiate washes when
much irritation exists; but a case recorded in the Medical Gazette, by Dr. Graves,
of Dublin, affords a remarkable instance of a cure by local applications alone: and it
is a case worth recollecting, although, as he justly remarks, we ought not to generalize
from a single instance.
His patient was a boy, fourteen years old, of slender frame and delicate constitution, yet enjoying uninterrupted health, except the cutaneous disease, which had
lasted five years. During that time the succession of bullre had seldom ceased. The
bulloo were very numerous, occupying not merely the face and extremities, but the
trunk also : and they were in various stages of their progress, some healing after
having burst, some of a larger size and unbroken, others small, and recent.
Dr. Graves observes, that from the descriptions of Bateman, and of Bictt, although
both authors describe it correctly, we should scarcely form a notion of the occasiona l
se>erity of this disorder. Ile had seen two examples of it in young men, where the
irritation and suffering produced by the constant exposure of large portions of skiu
denuded of epidermis, had operated most unfavourably on the general health, almost
banishing sleep, and reducing the patients to a state of great debility. These cases
did not yield to the methods of treatment recommended by authors; and, therefore,
Dr. Graves determined, whenever another opportunit.y should occur, to have recourse
to a new plan.
In the boy in question, therefore, he bad all the bullro opened with a Jancet, and
the denuded surface of the cerium was then touched with a stick of lunar caustic.
The nitrate of silver was also applied to the skin around each bulla, for the breadth
of a. lin e; and the recent pimples, which indicated the formation of .fntur_c bullre,
were all treated in the same way. The boy was then washed, and supphed with clean
linen.
This single application of the nitrate of sil ver had not merely the effect of enti: cly
destroying the morbid action in the portions of tho skin which were at the hme
affected but (what was very remarkable) no fresh bullro made their appearance after.
wards:' none at least bad appeared for four months, when Dr. Graves wrote his
account. The only part where a. repetition of the process was required, was the
palm of the hand, where the thickness of the cuticl~ rendered it ~ore difficult to
expose the diseased surface of .the cutis to the full a~t1on ?f the caustic . .
It might strike you from this cure of a long standmg disorder, so readily, by mere
local means, that the disease propagated itself from one part of the surface to an-
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other, by a sort of re-inoculation. But it bas been fully proved that tl1c disease is
not contagious. A Mr. Gaitskill engrafted himself, with impunity, with the fluid;
and analyzed it, and found it apparently like the thin scrum of hy<lrocephalus. Dr.
Gra,·cs, therefore, supposes that the cure was owing to the simultaneous destruction
of all the parts of the skin that were in n state of morbid action : a morbid action
which would have been otherwise propagated to other portions of the surface, by
what is called the sympathy of co11tinuity.
The class of scaly eruptions-tl1e squamre-is distinguished by the occurrence of
red spots or blotches, upon which lamin::e of altered cuticle form, and are thrown off,
and constantly renewed. You will perceive that, anatomically, this class of cuta.
neous disorders has a close analogy with the rashes; and yet it is separated from
them by very obvious particulars. In the exanthemata of Willan and Bateman, the
redness is followed by dcsquamation; in the squamoo these two appearances co.exist:
in the cxanthcmata the sequence of redness and dcsquamation takes place, in general,
once only; in the squamro the morbid cuticle continues for an indefinite time to
scale off ngain and again, in successive fragments, from the abiding red patch of
skin.
Lepra, psoriasis, and pityriasis, and some syphilitic eruptions, constitute the prin·
cipal of the squamous affections.
Lepra is a very common disorder of this class; hence its name, lepra vulgaris. It
consists in red scaly patches, of various dimensions, but always affecting a circular
or elliptical shape, and scattered over different parts of the body. It commonly
begins on the limbs, most usually near the joints; just below the knees, or the elbows;
and Dr. William Budd has pointed out the curious fact that these patches, especially
when they are few, aud the disease is recent, are distributed symmetrically, each
spot on the one limb answering in situation to a. similar spot on the fellow limb.
'!'his shows that the disease is a. blood disease; that it depends upon some poison,
introduced from without, or, more probably, bred within the body. By degrees the
patches both enlarge in size, and multiply in number, and extend along the extremities to the trunk. The eruption is seldom seen upon the hairy scalp, or upon the
}iands. As the patches enlarge they sometimes become confluent; but even then,
the outlin e of the confluent scaly space is defined by arcs of circles, and t110 disorder
is sufficiently distinguishable from psoriasis.
is not easy to set these things before
you in mere verbal description. To have seen lcpra once, is to know it for ever.
When the patches begin to get well, the restoration of the altered surface to its
natural condition and appearance commences in the ccntre - i. e. in the spot first
affected - and proceods outwardly towards the circumference: so that the scaly red·
ness assumes a ring-like arrangement. This ring becomes gradually narrower and
narrower; a.t length its continuity is here and there broken; and at last it vanishes
entirely.
The eruption docs not, however, run a.ny definite course. Sometimes it goes
rapidly through . its phases; in other cases it persists for a. very long period. It is
not at all contagious.
Neither is lcpra attended, in general, with much local inconvenience! nor with
much constitutional disturbance. When the eruption is very copious and extensive,
and especially when it is plenti_ful or ~!most c~ntinuous around the larger joints, it
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But I have seldom found lepra to exist unconnected with some disorder of the
digestive organs. Usually the connexion is that of alternation, and not of coexistence.
The patient is dyspeptic till the eruption comes out, nnd then the dyspepsia. is
relieved: aod it often returns as the leprous patches disappear. 'fhe eruption is the
more unsightly; the dyspepsia is the more troublesome. This alternation would
seem to mark the shifting location of the rnatcries morbi.
'Vh cn the patch.es arc small, and chron ic, au<l white, that variety is no longer
called lepra vulgam1, but lepra alpluiides j and there certainly is another distinct
rnricty, of a more blue, or livid, or copper colour than the ordinary; and a result of
the poison of syphilis. It is named accordingly syphilitic lepra. This species will
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of mercury; which, so for as my observations go, dooe

. Psoriasis is closely allied to lcpra. When it occurs in distinct patches it is often
d1ffi~ul~ to say to which genus the eruption belo~1gs. In general the patches of
psoriasis are not so broad as tbost' of lcpra; their edges are less raised, and their
~:~}~~~I~~~ ~~;r:~::~l~r.tbe scales adhere more firmly; and the patches arc less

But, psoriasis frequently spreads itself over large portions ~f the skin, and it may
co.me to occupy nearly the whole ~urface of the body. It 1s then called psoriasis
dijfusa. It often renders the patient hideous to look at. The scaly incrustation is
~nterspersc~ with chaps 1 furrowing the skin in all directions, and following particularly
its n:itural rnlds and angles.: These cracks, when the skin is put upon the stretch by
the movements of the patient, are apt to bleed. In these severer cases (which are
said to be c:x::imples of psoriasis inveterata) the Jaminoo of altered cuticle arc thick,
nnd very ab~ndant. They fall off perpetually, or arc rubbed off, and may be shaken
from the patient's clothes, or collected in handfuls from his bed
Both these scaly disorders, lepm and psoriasis, require the same kind of treatment.
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tends to improve the general health, will hasten the departure of these eruptions. I
beliel'e that they sometimes depend upon the presence, or the generation, of an
exce~ of acid in the system; and that they are often to be cured by alkaline remedies I am sure. I have seen many cases of psoriasis rapidly improve, and get ultimately well, under full doses of the liquor polassre j from half a dracbm to a dracbm,
three or four times daily, in a glass of milk, or of water, or of beer, or of ginger tea.
Another internal remedy from which I have seen manifest improvement result, is
arsenic; given with the cautions, and in the doses, which I have more than once
spoken of. These arc the two remedies of which I have the most experience; but
neither of them is infallible; and you will have to try many things in succession, for
patients arc very desirous of getting rid of the disfiguring eruption, even when it does
not interfere with their health or comfort. Now the Harrowgatc waters, a strong
dceoction of dulcamara, pitch-pills (and if pitcl1-pills, I should suppose d fortiori
creasote), tincture of cantharides, and the iodide of potassium, are remedies of some
renown for these scaly diseases. Of the syphilitic lepra I repeat that mercury will
pro're a cure. In all cases the diet must be regulated, and all kinds of stimulating
food abstained from . Dr. Bateman knew a man who was always attacked with lepra
if he took spices with his food, or drank ardent spirits: and a patient of my own ~ot
rid of long-standing an<l very t.roublesom~ psoriasis of t~~ scrotum, upon adopting,
for other reasons, a very abstemious and sunple mode of hvmg.
Parts of the surface of the body-the chest, the neck, the shoulders, the abdomen,
even the forehead-arc marked sometimes by irregular brown patches of what is
called Pit!Jriasis; from n:''f"Po"' bran. 'rbe discoloured portions are in fact covered
with small bran-like films, which fall off, and a.re succeeded by others. I ca.II your
attention to one variety of pityriasis, the pityriasis versicolor, chiefly because it is (like
the favus confcrtus or scald-head) n sample of the v<'yetable parasites with which the
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fungus, the micro.~porum furfur.ans. P1tyrias1s is_ an eyesore or bl~1."~sh rather than
a disease: but it sometimes excites the apprehension of some syph1ht1c or other constitutional taint. Whether the skin upon which this fungus clings and grows must
be in an unhealthy state to admit of its first invasion, has not been learned. Drugs
are often diliuently administered to cure the disfigurement : but I suspect that they
arc always us~less and superfluous. Some years ago, before I was aware of the true
character of these blotches 1 I tried various means, in vain, to remove a large one
from the neck of a young lady whose beauty it was marring. At length it yielded at
once to a couple of sulpl~ur bat.ha. Th~ medication must be external. A ~~turated
solution of sulphurous acid gas m water is all: e_ffcctual r~medy; _or the parae1t1e plant
may be killed and dislodged by a wash contamrng corrosive sublimate.
Among the pustular diseases of the skin there is one which assumes many forms,
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and is termed impetigo. Whate'fer may be the minuter peculiarities of this eruption,
its general characters are the following. It consists of crops of pustules, sometimes
scattered irregularly, sometimes collected into groups. The pustules burst, or are
broken, dry up, and scab over. The crusts are ~cllowish, an~ very friable, ~nd
resemble in appearance little masses of candied honey; or sometimes they look like
small pieces of dirty plaster. From beneath these crusts a considerable discharge continues to take place; the crusts become thicker and larger, and around their margins
the skin is red and raw, as it is also beneath them.
W c have, I say, various forms Of this complaint; impetigo .figurata, impetigo sparsa,
&c. It often borders closely on eczema, so that authors describe an eczema impet1~i
t10des, or an impetigo eczematodes. These !arietie~ are delineated by Rayer, ~y W 11lan and Bateman, and by others; and knowing their characters, you can exam111e and
study their appearances for yourselves. Impetigo is a non-contagious d!sordcr.
Sometimes this complaint occurs in an acute form, and is atten?cd with fever. In
such cases its removal will be accelerated by moderate bloodletting; and the blood
drawn will be found to present the huffy coat Whatever local applications are made
should not be unctuous. It is seldom that impetigo will bear, or be the better for,
ointments. Purgatives and alkalies internally, and very weak spirit or alkaline lotions
externally, with a scrupulous diet, constitute, I believe, its best treatment. When
the complaint is chron ic, and the discharge copious, the oxide of zinc has often a very
beneficial effect. It may be dusted over the affected surface, from a thin muslin bag;
or it may be applied in the shape of a lotion- fifteen gm.ins to an ounce of rose-water.
You will find this a most useful lotion for that disfiguring impetiginous or eczematous
eruption which sometimes covers the faces of children like a mask, and is called crusta
lactea. The phrase crusta lactea is, however, very loosely employed by medical men.
There is a very common, and a very teasing pustula.r disease of the skin, usually
called a boil, in some parts of England a push, and by the learned f11.runcul11.s.
First, there is a sl ight degree and extent of hardness to be felt, a tender knot, just
beneath the surface, which soon begins to look red, and a small swelling arises, which
gradually increases up to a certain size, that of a large pea, or of a hazel-nut, or of a
walnut. The tumour is painful, and undergoes a process of slow suppuration. Some
time from the fourth to the eighth day it acquires a conical or pointed form, and its
apex becomes of a white or yellow colour. At last the cuticle gives wa.y, and the
patient begins to congratulate himself that the little abscess is ripe, and that his troubles
aro nearly ended. llut he is disappointed; an insignificant quantity of pus mixed
with blood escapes, and leaves visible a mass of dead areolar tissue-a core, as it is
called - of greater diameter than the opening, which is commonly small. At last,
two or three days perhaps after this, the slough is expelled, in company with more
pus, and a deep cup-like cavity remains, which soon, however, fills up, and the boil
is really over.
These little phlegmons frequent the buttocks, the thighs, the arm-pits, the nape of
the neck, the abdomen. 'l'hey may occur almost anywhere. They arc apt to come
in crops, or in a aeries : and any kind of irritation suffices to cause them when a constitutional tendency to their formation exists. I have known a piece of soap plaster
applied to the skin give occasion to a long succession of boils. Poultices, applied to
pro~ote the suppuration of any existing ~urunculus, are believed to encourage, by
the1y warmth, the. growth of others around 1t. In ~ruth, these phlegmons belong pri- mar1ly and essentially to the subcutaneous areolar tissue rather than to the skin. Dr.
Prout corroborates the statement of Chcselden, that they a.re often accompanied by a.
saccharine condition of the urine. You know probably that, in Dr. Prout's theory of
assimilation, the areolar tissue represents the saccharine element.
Boils have been very pre~alent for some few years past in this country: and not
here only, but on the contment of Europe also, and throughout America. It is
stated - by a~ anony~ous contributor to th~ M edical J.'imes (December 2, 1854),
who founds h1s-conclus10as upon the observation of several hundred cases among the
out-patients of St. Bartholomew's Hospital, and of the Ilospital for Skin Disea.seSthat the number of males affected with boils in a given time is rather more than
double the number of females : also, generally, that boils are twice as common duriu"
the first four months, as during other parts of the year.
~
The individual boils are intractable: the state of system which engenders them, or
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which favours their formation, may often, I believe, be corrected. Some dab tl1em,
w!1cn n.asc.ent, with a solution of corrosive sublimate in spirit; some support them
with stlckmg·plas~er; some paint them with the compound tincture of iodine;
others a~ply poultices, or what i~ be~ter, a.nd perhaps the be~t local application, lint
wetted with water and covered with 01led silk; and others aga10 cut the hard tumour
through! while it is yet crude. Do what you will, you can seldom prevent or accele·
rate their deliberate course; but I believe that by applying leeches, or cold, you way
prolong, though you cannot arrest that course.
~'rom the tim~ of J~hn Hu?te~, who cured ~ims~lf o~ a disposition to boils by
takmg "the fossil caustic alkah, mght and morning, rn milk for two months," it has
been the fashion to prescribe alkalies for persons so troubled; particularly the liquor
potassre, in combination with sarsaparilla : but I have satisfied myself that a better
remedy- of opposite chemical quality - is to be found in the dilute sulphuric acid.
For some three years, actin~ upon a hint received from Dr. Bullar, of Southampton,
I have given this acid, twice daily, before meals, in doses of ten or fifteen miuims, to
a great number of persons who were infested with boils, and the instances have been
very few in which it has failed to check the tendency to their formation. When
the system is below par, the sulphate of quina, and a. generous regimen, may be
added : meanwhile sugar, and saccharine food of all kinds should be scrupulously
avoided.
Carbuncle, alias anthrax, is a gigantic boil, and something more. It constitutes
a. far more serious disorder than the common furuncle, not only in respect of its
magnitude, and of the amount of suffering which it occasions, but also on account
of the constitutional vice that it betokens. A carbuncle is a large, flat, circum·
scribed, very hard, and very painful tumour, of a purplish red colour, and attended
with a sensation of burning heat. Its ultimate diameter may be three or four inches
or more. It ends in the formation of a deep slough, of more than corresponding
dimensions, and the destruction of the skin above it. A number of pinhole openings
at length present themselves on the dark red surface, and discloso the immense core
beneath.
That carbuncles and boils are ldndred disorders appears distinctly from this that occasionally a carbuncle results from the confluence of two or three \oils which
had arisen near each other: and not less distinctly from the simultaneous prcvalency
of the two. The recent increase of the carbuncular disease has beon even more
marked than that of the furuncular. Of thil:i I may offer you proof from the records
of the Registrar.General. These records deal, indeed, with fatal inst:mces only.
Of course the whole number of cases that occurred in the same periods must have
been far greater. In the five years ending with 1845, the average number of
deaths from carbuncle in London alone was 5; in the next five years, ending with
1850, the number increased to 14: in 1851, it amounted to 19: in 1852, to 50 :
iu 185!3, to 70: and in 1854, to 89. In this year, which you will recollect was the
cholera. year, the deaths from carbuncle in Englaud, exclusive of London, were no
l'ewer than 300.
The cause of this vast increase of these disorders has not, I think, been
3.!Cerb.ined. Professor Laycock indeed imputes it to their contagious propcrti~s-
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title of the contagious furunculoid. He suggests the question whether that
dise:ise may not have had an epizootic origin, and whether its present wider and
wider diffusion may not be derived from the imported hair and hides of animals
affected with a carbuncular distemper, which has been epidemic among cattle in the
South of France, Italy, Germany, Poland, Hungary, and Russia. I am bound to
tell you that, iu my judgmen~, this al.lcged 9uality of contagiousn?~' with respect ~t
least to the two forms of disease with wluch we arc most familiar here, the boil
and the carbuncle, i~ "not proven.''
.
Carbuncle is met with chiefly in advanced life, in corpulent males, and in persons
who have livnd fully : chiefly, but not exclusively. The writer in the Medical
1.'imes, to wh0m I have already referred, gives a tabular account of 35 cases of
carbuncle, of -.vhich . 25 were noted, wi~hin six months, ~mong ~he pati?nts at St
Bat'tholoru<Jw'-; H')sprt.31. Instances of it occurred at various penod of hfo from 15
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years of age to 80; among the ill-fed and the well-fed, the temperate and the intemperate, and more than twice as often in males as in females. 1.'hough the carbuncles
may appear in almost any place, they most commonly affect the more brawny portions
of the skin, and the hinder parts of the body; the nape of the neck, the shoulders,
the buttocks. I have however myself seen a large carbuncle on the belly. A virulent form, resembling the pustule maligoe of the French, has been described as
occurring upon the face, at St. Bartholomew'~, by Dr. Harvey Ludlow. Carbuncle
is then perhaps most dangerous, though not necessarily fatal, when it attacks the
scalp.
The local disease is producth·e of high constitutional disturbance and irritation.
Surgeons are in the habit of dividing the firm mass into quarters, by deep crucial
incisions. This is a sharp remedy, but it purchases speedy ea~c, by removing that
tension of the inflamed parts whereupon the pain chiefly depends. I am persuaded,
however, tl1at this severe operation has been dono too indiscriminately. When there
is no evident tension, when there is not much complaint of pain, and the inflammation is not extending, you bad better, in my opinion, leave these tumours to the care
of nature, and address your remedies to the system at large. Support is almost
always needed; and opiates arc sometimes indispensable; and tho bowels must be
kept clear by purgatives. When the interference of surgery 1"s requisite, l\lr. Travers,
Jun•., advocates the destruction of the central integuments by caustic, rather than
their di vis.ion crosswise by the knife; for this, among other reasons, that less hazard
is so incurred of subsequent phlebitis.
I shall not attempt to discuss, even in this cursory and disjointed manner, any
more of the inOarumary affections of the skin, whether acute or chronic: but I wish,
before I conclude, to direct your attention to a peculiar morbid condition, of much
greater consequence and interest than many of those which I have just been
describing. I mean the malady which is best known by the appellation of pwrpura,
or the purples, and which usually, though it must be confessed very incorrectly, is
ranked among cutaneous disorders. It is strictly a hremorrhagc. Its external phenomena arc so obvious, and so well known, that I need not dwell upon them. Small
round spots appear on various parts of the surface, generally upon the legs first and
most plentifully, of a dull crimson, or of a deep purple colour. 'l'hcy are accompanied
by no local pain, by no sensation of any kind. Pressure upon them does not efface
the colour, nor render it fainter, as it does that of inflammatory spots of the skin.
'J..1herc is scarcely ever any prominence of the purple stigmata; but they are sometimes
intermixed with livid blotches, with appearances exactly resembling bruises: and
both the circular spots and the ill-defined vibices undergo, before they disappear, the
same changes of colour, from red or blue to a greenish yellow, which a. bruise undergoes. In fact the anatomical condition of a bruise is exactly the same with the
condition of the diffused livid blotches of purpura. In each case the colour is the
rcsu!t of ecchymosis. With all this, passive hremorrhages from various parts, and
particularly from the mucous membranes, are common.
It is clear, therefore, that this complaint cannot be regarded as a cutaneous complaint, even in the loose sense in which that epithet is sometimes applied to affections
which arc really beneath the skin, but visible throuyh it. The hoomorrhagc takes
the form of red or purple spots when the quantity of blood extravasatcd in the same
place is only a drop. And the spots are not peculiar to the skin, nor to the subcutaneous tissues, but arc found, occasionally, upon all the internal surfaces also nod
within the substance of the several viscera. I have seen these purple spots 0 ~ the
mucous surface of the mouth, the throat, the stomach, and the intestines on the
pleurro and pericardium in the chest, on the peritoneal investment of the abdominal
orga~s, in the substance of the muscles, and even upon the membranes of the brain,
aud rn the sheaths of the larger nerves j and I have knowu them to be accompanied
with large extravasatioos of blood in most of the vital organs of the body.
'l'he superficial markiugs of purpura, the red and purple spots and livid blotches
exactly resemble the spots and bruise-like stains which characterize sea-scurvy: and
I confess that I formerly regarded the two affections as being identical, or as mere
varieties of the saruc disorder. But it is not so. For a very full and interestiug
account of scurvy, I must refer you to an essay, by
Budd, in the Library of
Practicql JJlcdicinc. Ile has there collected from various sources, and exhibited io
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a clear light, convincing eYidencc that scurvy is caused- neither by contagion, nor
b7 .cold weather, nor by impurity of the air, nor by the continued use of salt prov.1S1ons, all of ~bich have been alleged as sources of the disease, but- by the priva·
t10n, for a co~stderable length of time, of fresh succulent vegetables. Now purpura
often makes its appearance when there has been no deficiency of such food and no
remar~able abstinence from it. Scurvy is most common in winter, or in the b~.... inninO'
of sprmg; P1:rpura in the fruit seasons, in summer and autumn. In seu~vy th~
gums are nmfor~ly soft, and swelled,. and spongy, and bleed readily; this is no
neces~~ry fe.ati:re m purpura. Scurvy is marked by extreme debility and dejection
?f sp!nts; it IS always rendered worse by blood.Jetting an<l by mercury; and it is
rnf~lhbly and rapidly cured by the administration of lemon·juice, or of other fresh
!ru1ts and ~e~etables. Purpura, on the other hand, often requires venrosection for
1.ts. cure~ !t 1s not constantly nor surely, if ever, benefitted by the antiscorbutic
JU.ices; it 1s not always nttendcd by sponginess of the gums, nor by feebleness of the
mrnd and body; and I liave seen it clear speedily away upon the supervention of
mercurial salivation, and 11ypcrcatharsis.
L~mon.juice is really a specific against scurvy, whether it be employed as a pre·
vcnttvc or as a remedy. It supplies something to the blood which is C¢sential to its
healthy properties. Its virtues were known in this country more than two hundred
years ago, as appears from the work entitled The Surycon's Mate, or .Militm'Jj and
Do"!cstic .J.lledicine, by John Woodall, Master in Surgery: London, 163G. But the
mcnt of making the fact generally known, and of procuring the systematic introduc·
tion of lemon.juice into nautical diet, by an order from the Admiralty, is due to Dr.
lllair, and Sir Gilbert Blanc, in their capacity of Commissioners of the Board for
0
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cases of scurvy receh·ed into Ilaslar Hospital was 1457: in 1806 one only, and in
1807 one. 11 He adds, "there are now many surgeons in the na.vy who have never
seen the disease."
Dr. Budd, however, has assured me that the Dreadnought Hospital.ship, at Green·
wich, is often full of cases of scurvy; most of the patients so affected having just
arrived in merchant-ships, from a long voyage. This surely ought not to be. It
could not be if the owners of these vessels knew how easily, surely, and cheaply, this
truly dreadful scourge may be averted.
Scarcely less -if indeed less at all-of antiscorbutic virtue, belongs, fortunately,
to that common esculent root, the potatoe. Raw potatoes have long been in good
repute, both for the cure and for the prevention of scurvy : but raw potatoes arc neither palatable, nor ea~y of di_gcstion; and it is a great discovery, which we owe to
the sagacity of Dr. William Daly, that this vegetable is equally effective for these
purposes, when cooked. During some months of continued obsermtion of the
prisoners confined in the Penitentiary at 1\Iillbank, I had remarked, without being
able to account for it, that among the small number of soldiers, committed for comparatively short periods, for offences against military discipline, scurvy was not Un·
common; whereas I noticed it in one instance only among the much more numerous
class of conv1'r,ts, whose term of imprisonment was considerably longer. Dr. Baly
was afterwards appointed Physician to the Penitentiary, and the same curious fact
~oon caught bis attention: and he has traced the cause. By the examinati~n and
comparison of various dietaries-those, namely, which have been adopted at d1ffc.rent
periods in the Penitentiary itself, those which, at the sa.me period, were prescnbcd
respectively for the military offenders, and for the ordinary convicts, and those in use
in sundry other jails in which scurvy has occurred with different degrees of fr~qucncy
-he has shown, most &atisfo.ctorily, that the liability to that m~lady has a stnct ~ela
tion to the amount of succulent vegetables consumed by the prisoners, and cspecrn.lly
of potatoes. "Wherever this disease has prevailed, there the diet of the prisoners,
though often abundant in oth~r respects, has contained no potatoes, or only a very
small quantity. In several prisons, the occurrence of scurvy has wb_olly ceased on
the addition of a few pounds of potatoes being made to the weekly dietary. There
arc ruany prisons in which the diet, from its unvaried character, and the absence of
animal food, as well ae green vegetables, is apparently most inadequate to the maio-
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tenancc of health; and where nevertheless, from its containing abundance of potatoes,
scurvy is not produccd. 11
In corroboration of these views may now be adduced the remarkable prevalence
of scorbutic complaints in these islands, subsequently to the potatoe _rot of 1846.
Now potatoes are food as well as medicine, and they arc a cheap kmd of food, and
it may be hoped that a more general knowledge of their antiscorbutic properties, even
when cooked, will abolish this wretched complaint, whenever a ~ood supply of them
is attainable. Dr. Raly believes that from three to six pounde, weekly, for each
person, would suffice. Ile thus accounts for their salutary influc~ce..
.
.
"A glance at the chemical analysis of the potatoe at one~ exphuns its antiscorbutic
virtue. The various fruits, succulent roots, and herbs, which have the property of
preventing and curing scurvy, all contain, dissolved in their juices, one or more organic acids - such as the citric, tartaric, and malic acids. Sometimes these acids
exist in the free state, but more generally they are combined with potass, or lime, or
with both these bases. Now potatoes have been submitted to most elaborate chemical
examination by EinhofJ and Yauquelin; and by both these chemists they have been
found to contain a vegetable acid in considerable quantity. According to E inboff,
this acid is the tartaric combined with potass and 1ime. According to Vauquelin it
is tho citric, partly in combination with those bases, and partly in the free state.
The farinaceous seeds, as wheat, barley, oats, and rye, which are destitute of antiscorbutic property, contain no organic or vegetable acids."
lHy friend Dr. Martin, of Ventnor, believes that the cruciferre, and water-cress
especially, have more speedy and sure effect in removing sca...scurvy, that even lcmonjuice. Ile a&sures me that, at St. Helena, he has seen the worst forms of the disease
cured in the space of three days by an abundant ingestion of water-cresses.
Quite recently, (1848,) Dr. Garrod has re-investigated this subject, both chemically
and clinically, and finds reason to distrust the "acid 11 theory, so Jong and so generally received. The disorder being clearly attributable to the absence of some essential ingredient in the food, and not to the presence of any noxious substance, he
believes, and brings forward strong grounds for bis belief, that potass is the deficient
ingredient. If this be so, it is a most important discovery.
According to Dr. G:urod, the acids themseh'cs, when separated from the antiscorbutic fruits and \"egctables,-the citric and the acetic acids for example,- manifest no
antiscorbutic virtues.
~I.1he following propositions form the substance of his very interesting announcement.
" 1. 11 hat in all scorbutic diets, potass exists in much smaller quantities than in
those which are capable of maintaining health.
"2. '.l.1hat all substances proved to act as antiscorbutics contain a large amount of
potass.
"3. That in scurvy the blood is deficient in potass, and the amount of that substance thrown out by the kidneys is less than that which occurs in health.
"4. That scorbutic patfents will recover when potass is added to their food 1 the
other constituents remaining as before both in quantity and quality, and without the
use of succulent vegetables, or of milk.
. "5. That .the theory which as~ribes the c~~e of scurvy to a deficiency of potass
rn the food, is also capable of rationally explammg many symptoms of that disease.u
The last of these proposi~ions requires a ~ittlc further unfolding. "Both soda
and potass are consta~t constituents of the ammal body, and it appears tl1at they are
not capable of replacing each other. For example, we alwa.ys find the potass to exist
in large quantities in the ash of muscle, soda. in very small quantities. (Berzelius
Liebig). In the ash of the blood we find the relation reversed. It appears als~
that the muscular system requires the presenco of potass; and we should therefore
expect to find that where there is a deficient supply of this base, the effect would
soon be manifested in the functions of that system. This we find to be the case iu
scurvy. Without any amount of wasting of the body we find marked muscular
debility; aud this perhaps is one of the earliest symptoms of the disease."
I .say, if this theory of Dr. Garrod's prove true, its importance is great and manifest. Scur•y, whether: on land or at sea, may h~nccforward be cured, or p'levented,
by a remedy at once simpler, cheaper, more easily portable, and more imperishable
~vcn than lemon-juice. At all times, and in every place, it may Le procured from
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th~ as~es of wood, or of plants,-especially (as Dr. Garrod has suggested) from that

ubiquitous weed, tobacco, which contains it ia abundance. A few grains of some
sa~t of potas~, - th.e neutral t~rtrate, for insta?c.e, the chlorate, or the phosphate, wight b~ mixed with the d~1ly food, or admrn1stercd as physic. Dr. Garrod concludes his paper by rcmarkmg, that even should his anticipation of the sanative
quality of this substance be disappointed, it will still remain an interesting matter of
f~~t, "~hat potas~ always accompanies the real antiscorbutic principle, was found deficient m scorbutic. blood, an~ that several ?a:'es o_f scurvy rapidly recovered under
the use. o_f some of it.s salts, without the admm1stration of any other remedy, dietetical
ormed1cmal."
The same causes which give rise to sea scurvy will produce precisely the same
effect on land. Of this I must give you one illustration from my own case-book. In
August, 1830,. I admitted into the Middlesex Ilospital a blacksmith, thirty-five years
old, covered with round purple spots of various sizes, and with irregular blotches of
ecchymosis. Ile bad vomited blood on the preceding day. He was continually
coughing up blood at the time of his admission, and his wife estimated tho whole
quantity that he had then lost to he more than half a pailful. The interior of his
mouth and palate was pouring forth blood from a number of livid fungous tumours,
formed by the extravasation of blood iota the ::i.reolar tissue beneath the membrane,
aod the subsequent rupture of that membrane. He was passing blood by the bowels
also; and his ·uri·ne was loaded with blood.
Here were the symptoms of scurvy strongly marked. In the man's history we
could trace its peculiar cause. He bad long been subsisting on very poor and insuffi cient nutriment, seldom eating any meat, but living almost entirely on tea, coffee, and
bread and butter. He had been too ill and weak to work regularly, yet he had been
obliged occasionally to over-exert himself to obtain a scanty supply of food for himself,
his wife, and a large family of children. Ile had been a settled dram-drinker, hut for
some time had taken much less of that stimulus; merely because he had not the
means of procuring it. His pulse was frequent and feeble.
I had not much hope that this patient could be saved by any treatment. He was
immediately put upon a diet of roast meat, and began to take daily half a pint of fresh
lemon-juice diluted with a pint and half of water. This plan, with some tonic medicine, was commenced on the 3d of August. Ile improved at once. On the 8th all
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almost gone. The amendment was so striking a.ad rapid, and so immediately consequent upon the institution of the treatment, that no room was left for mistaking reco·
very for cure.
It is chiefly by investigating the previous history of the patient, and by noting the
degree of strength that h_e possesses, and the condition of his pulse, that we are guided
in our diagnosis of ambiguous cascR: The late Dr . .Parry, of Bath1 was. one of ~he
first to point out the efficacy of ab.stmence, vcnresect1on, and pur~at1ves, m son;te m-
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hospital patients; and several of the symptoms .w?rc very like th?sc I hav~ just been
relating. In particular the whole tongue was Imel, one half of it prcsentmg the appearance of a lar"e, black, bleeding fungus; and on the inner surface of each check
were several black fungoid patches. The P.atient was voiding al~o unmixed blo?~ fr?m
the bowels. In this case there was no evidence of the oporat1on of any deb1htatmg
catll:i.e, and tbc pulse, though fr~quent, was hard. Bleeding from the arm alw~ys
gave relief to bis uneasy sensations: he was purged also, and put upon low diet.
Under this plan he steadily impro\'ed, and in four or five days no vestige of the corn·
plaint remained except the f~ding spots .. ~or som~ ~ime afterwa:ds, however, ''the
frequent use of active purgatives, and a rigid res~nct10~ to lo'! diet, were necessary
to obviate eosti~eu~;s, a.ad to keep down the c1rculat1on, which had a tendency to
.
.
become over-active.
You are not to suppose.that all cases of purpura bear th1~ stbemc cbaract~r, or ~I!·
1
0
1
0
0
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toms which accompany the purple spots.

And when you ::i.rc in doubt what pla_n to
pursue, make a cautious tentative bleeding. Take away a couple of ounces at a time,

into a wine.glass, note carefully the appearance of the blood itself, an~ the effect of
the bloodletting upon the patient; and then go on more boldly, or abst:un thcnccfo~th
1ltogethcr from the lancet, according to circumstances. In many cases your chief

T'cliance will be placed in the watchful employment of purgatives. . These have been
highly recommended by Dr. Darty, of Dublin, as having proved emrncntl~ successful
in 11is practice. The late Dr. Whitlock Nicholl, and others: have spoken rn terms of
strong praise of the oi l of turpentine, administered in moderate and repeated doses, as
a remedy in purpura.
I have adverted to one peculiar source of danger in purpurn, the hazard that blood
may be effused in some vital organ where even a slight amount ?f hromor~bage _suffices
to extinguish life. Dr. Bateman states that he bad seen three rnstanc~s ID which persons were carried off, while affected with purpurn, by Junmorrl1age rnto the lun gs.
During the course of one week, in t11c year 1825, I was present at two inspections in
the dead house of St. Bartholomew's Hospital, illustrative of the same point in respect
of another vital organ, and involving a. question in forensic medicine. The subj ects
of exam ination were both of th em women of middle age who had been brought into
the hospital covered with purple spots and bruise-like discolourations, and suffering
hremorrhagc from the mucous membranes. Each of these women declared that the
apparent bruises were marks of beatings received from her husband. One of them
became suddenly hcmiplcgic a little while before she died. Of the manner of dissolution in the other case I am not sure. In both instances a considerable quantity of
blood was spread over the surface of the brain, between its membranes: and in one
of them, blood had been shed also into the cerebral substance, which it had extensively lacerated.
It may be worth mentioning that in one of these corpses there were indications,
either of unusually rapid putrefaction after death, or (what I think more probable)
of some dep;ree of decomposition even before life was extinct. This woman died in
the evening, and the body was examined the next day, twelve or fourteen hours afterwards. A quantity of fcctid gas escaped from the cavity of the abdomen as soon as
it was opened, and small bubbles of air were seen to ooze from the areolar tissue of
various parts of the body. Even when incisions were made into the liver, air
frothed up, as it might do, under ordinary circumstances, from a section of the
lungs.
I have no time left for discussing the pathology of these complaints. They are
emineutly blood-diseases. In scurvy the blood is starved of some essential ingredient,
(probably potass,) which the juice of lemons, or other fresh succulent vegetable food,
readily suppli es and renews. When drawn from a vein the blood is often visibly unnatural. A very small quantity was taken before I saw him, from the arm of the
blacksmith whose case I just now mentioned. After standing for some time, it continued to fill the whole area of the vessel in which it had been received, without any
apparent contraction, or separation of serum . On its fiat upper surface was a thick,
gray, semitranspa~cnt_jelly, and beneath this there was, strictly speaking, no coagulum,
but a black, sem1-flmd substance of the consistence of syrup. Huxham describes
similar appearances. "The blood of such persons (says he), when it hath been drawn
off, always appears a mere gore, as it were, not separating into crassamentum and
serum as usual, but remaining in a uniform _half ?Oagu l ~ted mass, generally of a livid
or darker colour than usual, though sometimes it oontrnues long very florid; but it
always putrefies very ~on.,, In anoth~r place, when describing a particular case, he
says, "I found that nctther of the portions of the blood that bad been drawn had
separated into serum and crassamentum as usual, though it had stood many hours.
but continued, ?S it.":ere, half coa~ulated, and of a. bluish livid colour on the top:
It was most easily dmded on the .slightest touch, and Reemed a purulent sanies rather
than blood, with a kind of sooty powder at bottom. 11
Dr. Budd, however, states that in some cases of scurvy the separation of blood into
serum and clot is aa.pcrfect,.aud takes pla?e as readily, as in healthy blood.
When you recogmze the disease as genume scurvy, and trace a previous abstinence
whether forced or voluntary, from fresh vegetables, the treatment is plain; you must
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supply th_c kind of nutriment which has been defective, and support your patient's
strength 10 such other ways as the circumstances of the case may dictate.
And now, gentlemen, I must needs stop. Here ends my course. And if this
were all I bad to. s_ay, I should say it with so_mething like glee, and you, no less than
myself, would rcJmee that at length a breathrng-space and holiday had arrived. But
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say this without concern and regret.
I am quite aware that my lectures have been in many respects imperfect. They
have been very unequal to my own wishes. But they have been as full, and as carefully weighed, as my broken leisure, and irregular opportunities, and slender ability,
If I have
woul~ per~i~. I. can only hope that at any rate I have not misled you.
been mtelhgible, if I have drawn such a sketch of a great nod difficult subject as
may help you in studying it for yourselves, I have achieved my task. I told you, in
its prinonly
but
physic,
of
practice
the
you
teach
here
the outset, that I could not
ciples. It would be idle for me to speculate further upon the success of my endeavours. You are to be the judges of that matter. Whatever rules and precepts I ha.ve
]aid down, you will soon test by your own experience, and adopt or reject them ac.
cordingly. The well-known maxims of Bacon apply with especial truth to medical
instructors and their pupils. " Etsi non displiceat regula, opotlet cliscentern credtre;
huic tamen conjungcndum est, oportet }am edoclltrn judicio suo uti: discipuli enim
debent magistris temporariam solum fidem, judiciique suspensionem., donec penitus
imbiberint artes: non autcm plenam liberta.tis ejurationem, perpctuamquc ingenii
servitutcm.''
Retiring reluctantly from this place, in obedience to the force of circumstances,
there are yet many things to comfort and console me. It is a. great satisfaction to
reflect that I have never had any serious disagreement with yourselves; have never
experienced any but the most respectful and kind reception, either from my present
or from any preceding class. I have reason to thank you-and I <lei thank you-for
the courtesy and attention you have at all times shown me. It is a source of gratification also that I carry with me the good will, as I believe, of my excellent colleagues j and that I go without having forfeited any of that confidence which
the Council first reposed in me a.s their servant, when they offered me, without solicitation, the chair I now resign.
Had I been a few years younger, uoembarras!!cd by previous official engagements,
and somewhat more at leisure than I am, I should have been glad and proud to have
attached myself to the new hospital, and to have laboured still in the cause of King's
College, and of its Medical School. But it is otherwise ordered: and I will mention
as the last source of consolation in taking leave of you, my conviction that to you my
loss (if without presumption I may so venture to speak of my resignation) will be
more than supplied by my successor. I know that gentleman well. I know, indeed
the world knows, his talents. Ile was highly distinguished in the Senate Ilouse at
Cambridge. He has since devoted, and will continue to devote, the powers of a. very
strong intellect, to the investipation of disease. ~r. Bud? is one of the most
strenuous cultivators of our sCience that I am acquamted with: and I am confident
- without any affectation of modesty- that he will soon give a much better course
of lectures than you have heard from me. Tha~ you may prosper u~dcr his instruction and afterwards; that by the humane exercise of our noble ca1lrng, you may do
good in your generation, to others, and so to yourselves; is my earnest desire and
prayer. I hope it is un_neccssary for m7 to. a.ssurc you that I .shal_l al~ays co~tinue
to take a. lively interest 10 your welfare rndiv1dually; and that it will give me srncere
pleasure if I shall find any future opportunity of rendering you any service. Gentlemen, I do not like th~s sort of parting, and I wil~ not further protract the pain
that belongs to it; but bid you finally, and most cordially-Farewell.
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ofbeart,750
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Blood,urinntionof,1045
vesselsinin8ammation, 120
vomiting of,867
Dlood·lettingin inflammation, 167

Blootly fl.ux, 929
urine,1045
mowing-sound of heal't, 741
Boils, 1206
Bowel, perforation of, 734
Bowels, inflammation of, 886
mecbanicalobstructiouof,892
nrnin, inflnmmntionof the, 145, 254, 28i

abscessin,280
anremiR.of the, 303
andnenoussystcm, diseases of, 244
physiology of, 245
atrophy of, 286
chronicinfiammntionof the, 278
cffcchof pressure on, 249-336
fevcr,263
hypertrophy of, 282
indurationof,281

partialpressureof,2i8
rnmollissementof, 279-344
softeningof,279-344
suppuration of, 280

tumoursin,281
Drain-like cnucer, 161
llranks,527
Ilrenst, hysterical, 450
pang, 75&
Breathing, thorncic, 575
abdominal, 575
bronchin\,582
pucrilc,581
vesicular, 582
Bright's kidney, 1016
disense,1016
anatomical characters, 1016
sigosof,1020
changes in the urine, 1020
changesintheblood, 1021
courseofthediscnse,1023
secoudnryaffections,1023
causes,1026
nature, 1027
Bronchi, dilatation of, 609
obstructionof,592
Bronchial polypi, 143, 60i
respiration,582
voice,682-627
Bronchitis, 584
acnte,584
morbid anatomy, 590
treatment, 587
chronio,594-605
varieties of, 594
Dronchocele, 516
llronchopbony, 582, 627
Bronchus, sudden infarction of, 593
Bron:tedskin, 1052
Bruitdesoufflet, 741
descie,742
derU.pe,742
dedial5lc,745
Duffycon.tof the blood, 116, 124
'Bullre, 1202
CALOULt, biliary, 975
reual,987
Cnlculus, mulberry, 997
Cancer, 169
itsvarieties,160

Cancer, its origin, 162-164
its propagation, 162
ofbrain,281
cf stomach, 866-863
advnnced,462
colloid,161
enccpbaloid,161
medullary, 160
Canine madness, 388
Capillaries in inflammation, 120
Capillarybremorrhage, 185
Carbuncle, 1207
Carcinoma, 161
of the stomach, 863
Cardiac disease, i35, 784
dropsy, 200, 1034
Cardialgia, 878
Carditis, rhenml\tic, 764-772
Cnrnificd lung, 592
Catalepsy, 456
CatatTb, 583
obronic,606
dry, GOS
epidemic, 595
senile,594
summer, 602
Catarrhal opbtbnlmia, 205
Catarrho·rheumatic opbtbalmia, 236
Catnrrhusscnilis, 594
restivus: 602
Ca.uses of diseases, 76
exciting,78
predisposing,77
beat,79
cold,84
seasons,92
impurity of the air, 96
hereditary predisposition, 87
Caveroousrespiration, 703
Cellular membrane, diffused iofin.mmntion, 142
dropsyof,1033
indurationof,142
Cerebral diseases, 253
hromorrbngc,341
Cerebro-spinal meningitis, 324
Chalk stones, 1066
Charbon,1207
Chemosis, 208
Chicken-pox, 1169
Chigoo, 940
Child-crowing, 566
Chin-cough, 611
Choking, death by, 71
Cholera, sporadic, 913
summer, 913
Asintic, 914
epidemic, 914
mn.lignant, 914
spasmodic,914
morbidaoatomy,915
modeofpropagation,916
predisposing causes, 915
modesofattack,918
preventionof,924
treatment of, 925
Cholcra.infantum, 925
Cholcstcrine, 977
Chorea, 428
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Circulation, disordered functions of 110
'
Cirr~ose liver, 142, 838, 968
Clav10ularregion, 578
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mtheeye, 205
in the head, 584
in the chest, 584
plague, 643
Colchicum in inflammation, 182
Colic, 800
from lead, 896
pninter's,896
Colica Pictonum,896
its symptoms, 897-000
itstrc11tmeut, 901
Collapse of lung, in bronchiti~, 592
in hooping cough, 613
Colloid c:incer, 161
Coma, death by, 71, 74
Commemorative symptom~. 102
Concretions, intestinal, 938
biliary,975
rcnal, 987
Congestion, 59
acti¥e,62
locnl,62
mechnnical, 64
po.ssive,65
Congestive fen~r, 504
Conjunctiva, inflammations of, 205
Consumption, 693
Contagion, 1078, 1084.
Continued fever, 1088
Contracted kidney, 1029
Convulsioni>, salaam, 445
Cord, spinal, general pathology of, 316
inflammation of, 818
Coryza, 584
Cough, a symptom, 110
hysterical, 450
nocturnal, periodic, 5il
Counter-irritation in inflammation, 18-!
Coupdesolicl, 83
Cow-pox, 1154
Cramp, 874
ofthestomach,878
Crepitnntrespiration, 587, 685
Cretinism, 519
Croup, 552
bastard, 565
cnuses,557
prognosis, 558
spurious, 5W
membrane of, 555
spasmodic,605
Crusta lactca, 1206
Cucurbitineworms,945
Cutaneous diseases, 1075
tissue, inflammation of, 143
Cutia anserina, 84
Cynancbe, mo.lignn, 1174
parotidrea,527
tonsillaris,533
pbaryngea, 534
laryngco.,MO
tracbealis,552
Cystic entozoa, 951
oxidedio.tbesis,999
Cysticercus cellulosro, 94-2
DANO£, St.Vitus's, 428
Dea.th, sudden, pathology, 68
byanlllmin, 69
by apnrea, 72
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Den.th, sudden, by nspbp:in. 71
byaslheuh, 70
by coma, 71-74
by inanition, 70
by starvatiou, 70
by suffocation, 71
by syncope, 70
Debility, a symptom, 109
Degeneration, fatty, 53
ofthehe:irt,761
granular, of the kidney, 1016
Delirium of dt·unkards,269
trcmcns,269
trca:tmcnt, 273,277
Dclilescence, 128
Demoniacs,437
Derbyshire neck, 516
Desquamation, 143
Desquamativcncphritis, 1028
Determination of blood, 59
Devonshirecolic,897
Diabctes,1000
Diagnosis of disease, 100
Diarrhren, 906
adiposa,937
chronic, 908
crapulosa,906
Diastolic sound of the be:irt, 7·i0
bellows-sound of thebcnrt, 742
Diathesis,litbic,980
phosphatic,993
oxalic,997
cysticoi:ide,999
Dieteticrulcsforclyspept ics,888
Diffusedinflammatiouoft hccellulartissue,H2
Diffused suppuration of pulmonary texture,
622
Digitalis in inflammation, 181
Dilatntionofbroncbi,609
ofheart,760
Diphtheritis,564
Discase,causcsof,76
hereditary tendencies to, 97
signs of, 102
ccrcbral,2.U
cutaneous, 1078
ofthcfluids,57
Ilrig:bt's, 1016
Diseasesofthefluid!l,57
blood, 57
brain and nervous system. 244
eye, !?Ol
lungs, 683
vcins,793
spasmodio,873
ofthetborax,572
abdomcn,813
aortn,788
gall-blnddcr,982
heart,735-784
iutestines,886
kidneys,983
livcr,963
resophagus,808
pancreas,983
pericardium, 75-!
akin,1078
splecn,982
stomach, 848
Diuresis,chronic,1018
Dizzines!', a.symptom, 106
Dorsal region, 580
Double consciousness, 458
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Dracuneulus, 950
Dropsy, itsgeuernl pathology, 102, 194
varieties,193,198,200
cardiac,198, 1034:
rcnal,200,1037
phenomena, 198
prognosis, 202
trcatment,202
abdominal,883

areolartissue,195,1033
ofthebrain,305
of tl1e belly, 883
ofthechest,652
ovarian, 834
omcntal, 837
of the Fallopian tubes, 837
oftbcutcrus,837
of the kidney, 200, 1037
spinal,363
aftcrscarletfever,1178
Drowning, death by, 71
Duramater,infiammationof,254
Dying, modes of, 67
Dysentery, 92()
itscn.uscs,930
phenomena, 931
morbida.natomy,932
trea.tment,933
chronic,936
Dyspepsia, 852-87 4
Dyspeptics, dietetic rules for, 883

Dysphagiainbysteria, 450
Dyspnrea, a. symptom, 109, 573
general pa.thology, 573
EcHINo-coccr, 947
Ecstasy, 457
Ectozoa 1 941
Eczema.rubrum, 1201
rubrummcrcuriale, 1201
Effusion of serum from inflammation, 129
of coagulable lymph, l!W
purulent, 116-131
Egyptianophthalmitt·, 209
Emaciation, 112
a symptom, 112
Emphysema of the lungs, 613-68-1
pulmonary, 684
vcsicular,684
intcrlobular,684-691
sub-pleural,691
Emprosthotonos, 375
Empyema, 132-667
Encephalitis, 263
phenomena, 264
morbidnnatomy,265
trentment,266
EneepboJi:iidcancer, 161
Encephnlon, inflammation of the, 2()3
Encepbolopntby, 904
Endocarditis, 764, 772
Endocardium, morbid states of, 754Engorgementof theluugs, 620
Enteritis, 886
dfognosis, 886
treatment. 890
Entozon, 941
origin of, 952
Epidemic catarrh, 595
cholera, 914
Epigostricregion, 814
Epilepsy, 408
its symptoms, 408
varieties,410

Epilepsy, path ology of, 414
morbidanutomy, 4IIS
feigned, 420
trcatment,423
Epileptic aura, 413
Epistaxis, 614
Epizon, 941
Epizooticdiseases,699
Erupt.i.ons, 599
Erysipelas,.t.1~

in young children, 1190
Erythema, 1193
mercul'ialc,1201
Events of inflammation, 128
Examination of abdomen, 814
Exanthemata, 1078
Exciting causes of disease, 78
Exfoliation, 136
Eye, diseases of the1 204
FAOE-ACBE, 461-466

Facial paralysis, 365
anrestbesia,365
neuralgia,461
Falling sickness, 408
Falsemembranesofbrnin,261
of the pleura, 650
oftbetrncbea,566
Fallopian tubes, dropsy of, 837
Fatty degeneration, 63
henrt.,75
liver,970
Favusconfcrtus, 1199
Fever, inflammatory, 116-137
congestive, 508
continued,1088
gastro-enteric, 1096
hay, 602
hectic, 115, 139
intermittent, 468
intestinnl,10%
puerperal, 817-S:lO
relapsing,1102
remittent, bilious, 500
scarlet,1174
spotted,1093
typhoid, 1096
typhus, 1088
yellow, 1122
Filnria.Mcdiuensis,!160
Flatulence, 57
in dyspepsia., 878
Fluids, disorders of, 57
Flukes, 940
Flux, bloody, 929
Fluxes, morbid, 906
Formica.lion, 361
Functions, disordered, 106
Fungush::ematodes, 165
Furunculus, 1206

GALL·BLADDEn, diseases of, ~82
stones,975
Gangrena.senilis, 136
Gangrene, from inflammation, 135
of the lung, 623
Gargouillement, 703
Gastric hremorrhnge, 848
Gastritis, acute, 848
its symptoms, 848
anatomical characters, 850
treatment,851
chronic,852
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Onstritis, acute, of infants, 861
Gastrodynia, 880
Generation, spontaneous, 95.l
equivocal,964
Giddiness, a symptom, 106
Gin-drinker's liver, 9il
Olandsandsolidvisccra,inflammationor, 142
Glottis, redcmaor, 648
Goitre, 519
Gonorrbooalophthalmia, 214
Gout, 1065
Granular degeneration of thokidney, 1016
Granu1ationsof Bayle, 694
Grn.vedo, 584
Gravel, fit of tho, 983
Gray hcpatizatiou or the lungs, 622
sorteningortholung,622
Grindors'nsthma, 717
Grippe, 595
Grocers' itch, 1201
Guinea-worm, 940, 950
Gurgling, 703
Guttasereno., 236
H.£MATEM"ESIS, 867
hysterical, 450
vicarions,868
TTrematurio., 10-15
Roomoptysis, 674
hysterical, 451
H•morrhage, an event of inflammation, 129
capillary, 188
cerebral,341
nasal, 514
pulmonary, 674
primaryoridiopathic, 186
gnstric,867
spinal,360
urinary, 1045
Ilremorrhages, general pathology or, 184
by exhalation, 188
capillary, 188
habitual, 186
vicarious,18G
idiopathic,187
active,187
passive, 187
symptomatic, 188
symptomsnnddiagnosis, 1go
treatment, HIO
Hremorrhois,906
Ilny-asthma, or fever, 602
Read,coldin,584
Head-ache, sick, 882
bilious,882
He.'l.d pleurisy, 643
lieart,diseasesof,735
o.ctivoaneurismof,736
atrophy of, 760
differentsoundsindiscnsed,i39
dilntntionof,750
fatty degeneration or, 751
hypertrophy of, 736
inflammntionof,764
pnlpito.tion of, 744
ruptureof,752
soundsof,naturnl,741
vnlvu1nrdisenseof,755
H co.rt-bnrn, o.. symptom, 878
from dyspepsia, 880

Ilent, o..o.c~~~c ~fi~~!~s~,n;i~n, 118
IIecticfevcr, 11G,la9,709
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Hemicrnnin,4G0,467
llcmiplcgin, 337
liopaticnbscess,966
Hepnt~z;i.tion of the lung, 592-621
Hepatius,ncutc, 963
trcntmcnt,843
cbronic,968
Tiereditnrydispositiontodisense, iS-97
Jlcrnin.ccrebri,145
IIcrpes,1199
prroputiaJis, 1199
circinatu~, 1199
iris,1199
zostcr,1199
Ilobnail-livcr,838,969
Hooping-cough, 611
patbology,614
Ilorripilatio,4G9
llydatids,9::10,94G
JTydroccle,203
l fydrocephnloiddiseaso,804
Ilydrocephalus, 287
ncute,287
spurious,303
chronic,305
llydrophobia,388
symptoms, 88\)
causes,396
morbidnnl\tomy,395
pathology, 402
treatment, 404
prevention of, 405
llydrothorax, 652
Hydruria, 1014
Ilypcrromin, 59
Hypertrophy, 42
laws or its production, 42
ofthebrain,282
orhcart,736-iH
ofstonmch,866
tonsilsinchildrcn,039
thyreoidglnnd, 516
Hypochondrin.,814
IJypocbondriasis, 882
Hypogastricregion, 814
Hypopyon, 227
Hysteria, 445
pbcnomena,446
diagnosis, 446
pathology, 448
trcntmeut,45-.l
llystcricnlcough,450
brenst,450
hromatemcsis, 450
hromoptysis,451
affectionofthejoints,451
lcTEnus,972
nconatorum,977
inrantum, 978
Ilens,886
Uiacrcgions,814
lllnsions,spectral,107
Impetigo, 1206
Impurenir,acauseofdisense,95
Innnition,dcn.tbby,70
Indigestion, 852, 874
l ndurntion,49
of brain, 281
Infants, jaundice of, 978
nreoln.rtissuc,142
purulentophthnlmiaor, 219
Infarction, sudden , of a bronchus, 5~3
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Infiltration, purulent, of

lunA"~. 6~2

tubcrculnr, of lung, 6U7

In8ammn.tion, gcncrnl nccountof, 113
atn.teof minute blood-vessels in, 120
buffy cont of the blood in, 116--124
evcntsof,129

resolution of, 128
effusion of congulnblclymph, 129
adhesive, IaO
suppuration, 115-131
ulceration, 116--133
morlification,llG-135
pyrcxia, 115-137
hectic fever, 11&-139
ofareolartissue,142
largcrglrmdsnndsolidvisccra, 142
thecollulnrmembrnne, 142
cutnucoustissucs,142
sorousmcmbrancs, 142
synovia.lmcmbrnnes, 142
tcgumentnrymcmbrancs, 143
mucousmembrancs, 143

rcspimtorymucousmcmbrnne, 684
musculn.rtissue, 144

nrtcrics,783
vnrieticsof,146
acutenndchronic,146,147
crysipelatous, 142
Jatcnt,147
scrofulous,148
lnfta.mmation, terminntionso ~. 128
trealmentof,165
bynntiphlogisticregimen, 166
blood-letting, 167
purgatives, 177
mercury, 1i7
notimony, 180
digitnlis,181
colchicum, 182
opium, 182
external remedies, 183
cold,183
wnrmth, 183
countcr-irritntion,184
ofnraclmoid,255--260
bowels, 880
brnio,145,251,287
broochi,684
conjuoctivo.,205
duro.matcr,254
eneephnlon,263
eodocnrdium,764-ii:?
eye, 20.J
hcnrt,764
intcstines,886
iris,226
kidneys,983
lnryn:r, 640
liver,963
lunga,619
mescntcricglnnds,883
resophagus, 809
parotid, 527
pcricnrdium, 764
peritoneum, 815
pin.mater, 261
pleura, 049
pncumonic, 619
skio,143
spinalcord,318
stomncb,848
tonsils,533
tracbea,552

Inflnmmationof ''cins, 793
Infinmmntory fc\•Cr, 116-137
blood, 124
lofluenzn,695
Infra-mnmmary region, 580
scapul:irrcgion, [180
Infusoria,955
Inguinal regions, 814
Inoculationofsmall-pox, IHH
Insolation,82
Intcrlobularempbyscmaof lungs, 68.J-691
Intermittentfevcr,468
phcnomeoa,468
pathology, 487
excitingcause,474
species,470
treatment,4!)0
Intcrno.l tcgumcntarymcmbranes, inflnmmntion
io,143
Intestinal concretions, !)38
tube, mechanical occlusion of, 892
worms, !)40
fcver,1089
Intestines,diseasesof,886
inflamnmtionof, 886
obstruction of, 8!)2
perforationof,827
Intrn-scapularrcgioo, 680
Intrusionofsolidsintonir-pru;siigcs,i30
Iotus-susception, 66, 887
Iris,infiamma.tionof, 226
Iritis,226
mercurial,233
arthritic,234
rheumatic, 234
Irritn.tioo,countcr,ininflnmmation, 184
Ischuria.rconlis,1000
Itch,1197
Itching, a.symptom, 105
JAUNDICE, 9i2
fcnturcsof,973
pathology, 973
prognosis, 9W
trcntmcnt., !J79
Joints, hysterical affections Qf, 451
diseases of, 983
infiammntionof,98a
suppurntionof,085
Bright's, 1016'
largewhitc, 1029
small contracted, 102!)
waxy, 1030

KIDNEY,

LARDACEOUS LIVER, 702-!)j'Q
Laryngcalcedema, 548
inflammntion,640
phthisis,MO
ulceration, 550, 701
Laryngismusstridulus, 566--0U!J
Laryngitis, 640
acute, 540
symptoms, 540
pathology, 640
treatment, M l
cn.uscsof,647
cedcmatous,648
siniulatc~ by hysteria, 450
spasmod1c,668
Lnryngotomy, 642
Laryngo-trnchcitis, 652
Larynx, acuteiuflnm1untion of, 6IO

INDEX.

Lnrynx~ 1 ~:;:t%~ i~rs~~t%ot of,

550

Latero.lregion, 580
Lead colic, 896
palsy, 897
Lecturcronmodicine, duties of a, 33
Lcpra., 1201
Lcucocytbemia, 61
Leucomn, 222
Life, conditions of, 68
Litbic diathesis, 989
Liver, fntty, 969
lardnceous,702-9i0
wnxy, 970
abscess of, 966
cirrhosc,142,838,069
hobnail,969
diseasesof,963
inOnmmationof, 963
apoplexyof,971
gin-drinker's, 971
nutmeggy, 969
Locked-jaw, 373
Lowerlaternlregion, 580
sternnlregion,580
Lumbricusworm, 941
Lung, diseases of the, 583
collapseof,592
bcpatized, 621
carnified,592
suddcnclosureof,592
hepa.tization of, 621
softening of, 622
purulentinfiltrationof,622
diffused suppuration of, G22
gangrene, 623
infiammationof,619
hremorrhagc, G74
tubercularinfiltrntionof,697
melanosisof the, 727
Lungs, consumption of the, 693
emphysema of, 68·1
engorgement of, 620
inflammation of, 619
splenizntionof,621
cedemaof,692
Lymph, coagulable, 132
MALAJUA, 474, 1084
circumsta.nccswhicb infiuencc,482
conditions necessary to its production,
474
effects of, on the human body, 478
infiucnceofsoilsinevolvingit,479
ultimateeffcctsof,487
Mnlignantcbolera,914
growtbs, 159
i\Iammnryrcgion, 578
Marsh miasmata., 474
Measles, 1170
Medintopercussion,676
l\ledullarycnrcinoma, 160
:Medicine,itsprinciples,38
dutiesofalectureron,33
l\Iegrim, 467
Mcla:ina,870
Mclanosis, true, of lung, 727
spurious, 728
l\Ieningitis, 256, 2Gl-318
cerebro-spinnl,824.
encepbnlicn,315
tubercular, 299
Mercurinleczema, 1201
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l\Iercury.asaremedyforinfiammation, 177
Mesent~r1cglo.nd_s, enl11.rgcmcntof, 883

i\Jesme~~~~~4~gtion or,

883
Metallictinkling,664-704
l\liddlo sternal region, 580
Milinrytubercles, 694
fcver,701
Mollitiesossium,51
Morbilli, 1170
Mortificntion,llG-137
Mucous membrn.nes, inflammntion of, 143
rattle,587
Muguet,631
l\lulberrycnlculus,997
ra!!h,1093
Mumps, 527
Murmur, respiratory, 581, 585
pucrilo,581
vcnous,745
bellows, 741
MuscEBvolitnntcs,107
Musculnrtissuo,infiammationof, 144
NASAL D.£MORRUAGE, 414
Nausea, asymptom, 105, 8i7
Necrosis, 136
Nepbrnlgia., 983
Nephritis, 983
a.lbuminous, 1027
ncute desqunmative, 1028
Nervous system, diseascsof, 244
fever, 1096
Nettle-rash, 1194
Neuralgia,459
facial,463
Nutmcggy liver, 969
Nutrition, lesions of, 55

of veins, 798
Obstructic..nof bowels,mechnnicnl, 892
of venous trunks, 798
Occlusion, mechanical, of tho intestinal tube,
892
CEdcmn, 195
of the glottis, 548
ofthclungs,692
laryngeal, 648
CEsophngus,disca.seof,808
strictureof,809
dilatation,812
inflnmmationof,809-812
Old persons, catarrh of, 594
Oligoomia, GO
Opbthnlmiain infants, 157
cn.turrhal,205
purulent,207
contagious,207
Egyptian, 209
gonorrbcenl, 214
purulent, 206, 208
purulentininfants,219
nconatorum, 219
strumous, 221
pustular, 221
rheumntic, 206-'234
arthritic, 234
entanho-rhcumatic, 235
Opisthotonos, 375
Opium ns n. remedy for inflammation, 182
Orthopnrea, asymptom, 109
Otitis, 256
Otorrbrea, 266
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Ovnriandropsy, 834-83!>
tumours,83V
Oxalic diathesis, V97
PAIN, a symptom, 103- llG
nervous,458
Painters'colic,8!17
Palpation of abdomen, 815
Palpitation of thchcartl 744
Palsy, 334-361
facial,365
fromlcad,897
locnl,365
the shaking, 441
Pancreas, diseases of, 983
Pang, breast, 759
Pnraccntesis lhoracis, 668
abdomini~, 8-15
ofthebrain,312
Pn:ralysis of one side, 334-861
pnrtinl,31}5
facinl,365
ngitnns, 441
from lead, 897
Paraplegia, 334, 361
Pnrotitis, 627
frommercury,62V
Pnthognomonicsymptoms, 102
Pathology, 41
ofsudllendcath,68
Pectoriloquy, 582, 704
Pemphigu;i, 1202
Percussion, of abdomen, 815
ofthornx,576
Pcricnrditis, 764
Pericardium, diseased conditions of, 764
Periodicity, 480
Peripneumon.ianotlin, 594
Peritonitis, acute, 815
puerperal, 817
frompcrforation,827
hysterical, 4·J9, 829
tubcrculur,832
\
trentmentof,829
chronic,740-832
Pertussis, 611
Pctechiro, 1093
Petitmnl, 410,417
Phngedenic ulcer, 136
Phantom tumour, 8-14
Phlebitis, 703
Phlegmnsiadolens, 145, 195, 793
Pblegmon, 1206
Phospbnticdiathcsi!1, 993
Phrcnitis, 2U3
Phthisispulmonalis, 693
laryngca, 650, 701
its connection 'vith tubercles, 603
vomicro,098
nuseultatory signs, 702
general symptoms, 706
influence of climate on, 719
vnrieticsof,il3,715
statistics,716
curnbility of, 714
trea.tment,718
Physicinns, dutiesnndresponsibilities of, 33
Pia mater, infiammntion of, 261
Pictonum, colica.,896
Piles, bleeding, 906
Pityrinsis, 1205
''ersicolor,1205
Plngue, 118-!

Plethora, 59
Pleurisy, 649
false membrane~, 650
morbidanntomyof, 65()
Pleurodyne, 655
Pleuro-pneumonin,624, G49
Pleurosthotonos, 3i5
Pneumonia, 019
morbid anatomy of, 020
prognosis, G33
treatment, 633
inchildrcn,636
Pneumo-pleuritis, 649
Pneumo-thorn:,663
Podngrn, 1065
Polydipsin, 1014
Polypi, bronchial, 143, 607
Pompholix, 1202
Porrigo, 1201
Predisposing causes of disease, 77
Prt:ssnroon brnin, effects
249
of,

Prickly beat, 84
Prognosis of disease, 100
Prurigo, 1195, 1107
Pruritus, 105
Psora, 1197
Psoriasis, 1205
Ptyalism, sponta.ncous, 629
Puerile breathing, 581
Pue1·pernl fever, 817-820
peritonitis,817
Pulmonary apoplexy, 677
eonsumption,693
emphy~cma, 68-1
bromorrhage, 674
Pulse, indications of, in disease, 110
Purgatives, a remedy for inflammation, 177
Purpura, 1208
Purulent ophtbn.lmin, 206-208
ininfnnts,21!)
infectionofblood,797
infiltration of lungs, G22
Pus, 122-131
Pustulnrophtbn.lmin., 221
Pyrexia, with in8a.mmation, 115, 137
Pyrosis, 880
Quu~sv,

533

RABIES CANINA, 388-397
Uamollisscment, 40
ofthebrnin,279
Rash, mulberry, 1093
Red and gray softening of lung, 622

~=~~~~~. ~!~f;hf!g~:~:~~~tion,

119
Regionsofthothornx,678
of Uio nbdomen,814
Relapsing fever, 1102
Remittentfover, bilious, 500
Renal dropsy, 10!37
calculi,987
Respiration, natural soundsof,681
abdominal, 575
broncbinl,582
cavernous,703
puorile,581
thoracic,675
vcsicular,682
Respira.tory murmur, 581-585
Resolution, anevcntofin8nmmntion 128
Resonn;ncc, nmphoric, 603
'
RetenUonof urinc, 1000

INDEX.
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carditis,iti!
gout, 10.)8
opbthalmin,23-!
Rheumatism, acute, 10J6
its ~o~nection with peric::i.rditis, ii6
varieties, 1058
chronic, 1064
Rbonchus, 585-625
Rose, 1185
Round worms, 911
Rubeoln., 1170
Rupture of heart, i5::l
ofthcurinnry·blnit.ler,828
of the gall·bladdcr, \J82
8AC0HAR1NE UnINE, 1000
Salivntion,spontaueous,529
Scabies, 1197
Scald·hend, 1201
Scapular region, 580
Scarletfever,1174
specie~, 1175
diagnosis, lli;)
symptom!', 1171.i
~equelre of. 1178
treatment, 118LI
propbyhxisof, 1183
Sciatica., 467
Scirrhus, 161
Scrofula, produced by impure air, 95
Scrofulous inflammation, 148
diathegis, 148-150
ophthalmia,221
ulceration of larynx, 701
Scurvy, 1208
Seasons,influenceofthe,92
Senile catarrh, 59-1
Sensations, uneasy, 106
Serous membranes, inflammation of, 142
Scrum, effusion of, 129
Shaking palsy,441
Shingles, 1199
Sibilus, 585
Sick headache, 882
Signs of disease, 102
Sinking, a. symptom, 106
Skin, bronzed, 10J2
diseases or, 1078
Sleepwalking, 458
Sloughing, llG
Sma.ll·pox, 1149
complicntionc:, 1153
clingnosis,114'J
symptom!l, 1149
species,1150
inoculntionof,1154
vaccina.tion,1103
modified after vaccination, 1158
treatment, 1Hi7
Smothering, death by, 71
Sneezing, a.symptom, 110
Softening, 40-51
oftbebrain,2i0-341
ofthelungs,G22
of the stomach, 851-802

~~~~ds i::r::;;~.~{io~~t~ 8atpnssages,

ofthehenrt,739
Spasm, n.symptoIJl, 109, 373, 878
Spasmodic diiH~:t~c,., 373
cbolcra,914

731
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Spasmodic croup, 565-568
laryngitis,568
st~ictu;eof CCMphngus,809
Spectral 1llns1ons, 107
Sphacelusnneventof mortification, 185
Spinn! cord, pathology of, 310
phy~ioloi;~· of, 316
mf:lammauonof,318
apoplexy, a60
dropsy, 803
bremorrhnge, 360
mcningitis,318
Splcen,diseascsof,982
21

~~~~ t~:!~~~ s~1l~~~:tl~::~ 62~
11

8

0

generation, 954
Spotted fever, 1093
Springwurm, 9.J3
Spurious hydrocephalus, 303
croup,566
Squamoo, 1204
St.Anthony's fire, 1185

~~~~;!¥i~~.d~~~~b t;.~ 70
Sternalregions,580
Stomach, diseases of, 848
canccrof,856,8li3
crampof,8i8
bremorrhage, 807
inflnmmntionof.848
perforation of, 85-1, 858

~~!~~~~~;no!f,th ~ 851, 862
Stoneinbladder,986,988
Stones, gall, 9i5
Strangulation, death by, 71
Strictureofresophngus,809
Strongulus gigns, 951
Strumousdiathesis, 148, 156
ophthnlmin, 221
Subcln:vinn region, 578
Sub-pleural emphysema, 691
Succussion, 682
Sudaminn., 1102
Sudden death, pathology of, US

82

~~~:~~~·t:r~~t'h6t~· 71
eholera,913
Suppressionofuriue,1000
Suppuration,nneventofinfiammntion,116,131
to promote, 18:1
ofthebrain,280
hepatic, 9U6
of the kidney, 985
diffuscd,oflungs,622
of the spinal cord, 320
Suprn.·renn.l capsules, disease of, 1051
Suprn.·spiunl Cossa, 5ts0
Swelling, a sign of inflnmmntion, 120
Symptoms, gcnerala.ccouutof, \J~
inrelntioutodi11gno5i11,IOO
toprognosis,100
po.thognomonic, 102
commemorative, 102
Syncope, death by, 70
nnginosn.,761

!~Htt~e::~~s~r~if~;~!~~~~Jo~;ll~~2550
Systolic sound of the henrt, 740
blowing sound of, i42
TADES MESENTERlOA,

883

122'1
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Tren.in,OH
Tapeworms, 944

Tnppiog the chest, GGS
innscitcs,845
in hydrocephalus, 312
Tegumcntary mcmbmncs, ioilammation of, 143
Tempcraturc,,·icis!;itudcsof,n.causeofdiscnse,

82,88
Tetanus, 373
Thirst, 106
Thorncicnocurisms, 784
rcspirntion,575
Thorax, diseases of, 572
au~cultation of, 575
infinmmntionof, 5i2
pnra.ccntcsisof, 668
percussion of, 576

'.l'hrcn.d-worms, 043
Thrush, 531

ULCERATION, 116, 133
of the lnt·ynx, 050, iOI
oftbeintestine!l,i02
oftbestomnch,8.32
Umbilicnlrep:ion,814
Upper sternal region, 580
Urea, retention of, intho!>ptcm, 1000
Urinary bladder, rupture of, 828
Urine, retention of, in hysteria, 452
retention nnd suppre!l!'ion of, 1000
morbid conditions of, 980
albuminous, 1045
bloody, 1045
chylous,1014
snccbnrine,1000
Urticaria, 1103
vnrictics,1191
trcntmcut,1105
uterus, dropsy of, 837

Tic-dou\ourcux, 460

Tincacapitis, 1201
'l'iokling, motall.ic, 664, 704
Tiunitusaurium, a symptom, 107

Tissue, areolar, inflnmmatiouin, 141
nrtcrial,144
mucous, 143
muscular.114
nervous, 145
scrous,H2
synovinl, 142
tegumcntary, 143

venous,lH
Tissues, hypertrophy of, 42
atrophy of, 47
induration of, 49
softening of, 4!3-51
trnn!':formntionsof,52
1.'onguc,conclitionof,iudisease,112
'l'onsillitis,533
1'onsils1 chronicculnrgementof, 538, 539
Toruloo, 1002
1.'1·ncheo. 1 ulceration of, 701
foreignbodicsin,730
iutlamcJ,552
Trneheitis, 552
Tracheotomy, 512, 562
'l'ransformation of ti!'sucs, 52
Trnumatic tetanus, 3iG
Tremor, a.symptom, 100
mereurinl,442
Trichinaspiro.1is1 949
Tricocepbalusdispnr, 943
Tricuris, 943
frismus, 374
Tubercles, 148, 151
diffusionof,inehiklren,154
milinry, IJ04
no.scent, G94
of the brain, 290
of the lungs, 6!l3
of the peritoneum, 832
Tuberculnrpbtbisi!'t, G93
infiltrntion of lung, GOi
meningitis,299
peritonitis, 832
Tumours in tho bro.in, 281
ovo.rinn,839
inabdomen,281,JO,J4
Tu!'sis convulsiva, 611
Typhoidfever, 1006
pneumonin,642
'J'ypbus fever, 1088

VACCINATION and vaccine disease, 1153
Vaccine disease, 1154
Valve of heart, disensoof,765
Ynricella,1160
Vnrioln, 1149
Vnrioloiddisensc, 1158
Veins, disensesof, 141, i93
obliterationof,itl8
Venrosection,inin8ammation, 1G7
Vertigo, a symptom, 106
Yesicularrespiration,582
empbyl$ema, G84
VicariousbromoIThngc, 18G
Yicissitudcs of temperature n. cause of disea~e.
82,88
Yiscera,inflammationof, 142
Voicc,bronchinl,582
Vomicre, Cii4, 698
Vomiting, in dyspepsia., 877
ofblood,867
hysterical, 450
Vomitus, asym1>tomof dyspepsia, 8ii
Voxcholerica, 915
W,\NTofbreath,573
Wnrmbath, intctnnus,383
Warmdrink!l,inaguo,490
Warmthininfinmmntion, 183
Warty growth in larynx, 351
onvalvesofbcnrt,7.hl
Wasting, a. symptom, 112
Watcr4 bra!'h,880
Wnter4 ~trokc, 293
Wnxyliver, 702
kidney, 1030
1Thite kidney, 1020

~~;:~:;,p;; 0i:t~r~oi1~.0~ solids into, 730
3

Worm, Guinen, 940-950
Worms,940
nricties,941
round, 941
fiat,IJH:
how produced, 952
their symptoms, 058
trcatmcnt,060
YELLOWFE\'Ell,

1122

ZONAIGNEA, 11!'!0
Zostcr, 1Hl0
Zymoticdiscnses, 1086
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Surgeon to l he B\enheimDiapeniSary,&:c.
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ALLEN CJ. M .J , M . D.,
Profe11or of Anato my in the Pennsy lvan11t Medical College, &c .
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By Professors H . II.
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AS HWEL L CSAMUEL>, M. 0, 1

O b•tctric Phr11cian end Lecturer toGur'• Ho•pital, London.

A PRACTICAL 'l'ttEA'l'ltiE UN TH E DISEASEti

p~;uuLLAR

TO WOMEN.
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BIRD (GO LD ING ), A . M . , M. 0, 1 &tc.
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BENNET T t J . H UGHES J, M . O., F . F\ , S. E. ,

Profe11or of Cliniea l Medicine

in

the Un1 ver11ty of Edinburgh, &c

THE PATHOLOGY AND TREATMENT OF .PULMONARY TUBERCU·
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SAR.LO W lG E O R. GE H . )1 M. O.
Ph yaic ia n to Gu y'1 Ho11p1tal, Lond on, &c
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BLANC H ARD & LEA'S MEDICA L

BUDD <GE O RGE ). M . D . 1 F . R . S .,
Profc11or of i\lcdicinc in King'• College, Ll•ndon.

ON DISEASES OF THE LIVER.

Third American, from the third and

enlarged London edition. In one very hand~ome octavo volume, eJ:tra clotb, with four beauufully colored plate~, and numerous wood-cuts. pp.000. $3 00.
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BY TlfESAllE AUTHOR.

ON THE ORGANIC DISEASES AND FUNCTIONAL DISORDERS OF
THE STOMACH.

ln one neat ocrn.vo volume, extra cloth. $1 50.

BU CKN ILL I J. C . >, M. D.,

AND

Medical ::!u1,erin1endent of the Devon Lunatic Asylum.

D A NIEL H. TUK E 1 M . 0.,

V isltiug Medical Officer to the York Reneat.
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a Plate. Inovehancbomt!OCla\•ovolumt!,of536pugtHI. S300.
Tht! mcrea;.e ol mental dt,.ea'e in it~ \•arious Jorms, and the diffiC'ult quei-tion"" to which it is

i~~ll~1111~1ilt~I~
BENNETT <HENRY ), M . D.

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON

INFLA~IMATJON

ITS CEH.VIX AND APPENDAGES, and on

it~

OF THE UTERUS,

connec1ion wi1h Uterine

l>i,ea~e.
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BROWN CI S AAC BA.KER ),
Surgcon·AccoucheurtoSt .Mary'1llu1phal,&c.

ON SOME DISEASES OF WOJl EN ADMIT'flNG 01' SURGICAL TREATMENT.

With handsome illust rations.

One vol. Svo., extra clo1h, pp 276.

:SI 60.
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AND S C I EN T IFIC P UB L ICATIONS,
B U M STEAD <FREE MAN J .) M

D

Lecturer on Venereal D1•ea•e• •t the College.of Pu)11ieian1a11d Sur;:un 1 New York &c

TIIE PATIIOLOGY AN.D TREATMENT

o.~ YENEREAL msE,~sEs

B A R. C L AY (A. W.1 1 M. O . ,

AaaismntPhy11iciantoSt.Gcorge.'1llo11pital,&c.

A MANUAL OF MEDICAL DIAGNOSIS; being an An.lysis of the. Signs
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BARTLETT ( ELISH A) , M . D .

THE HISTORY DIAGNOSIS, AND TREATMENT OF THE FEVERS
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BLAN C HARD & LEA'S MEDICAL
BARWELL ( RICHARD, ) F· R . C. S.,
A11i11aot Surgeon Charu1g C ron IJo1pital 1 &c.

A TREATISE ON DISEASES OF THE JOINTS.
inl{" on wood.

Illustrated with cngrav-

ln one very h1111dsomeoctavo volume, ol about 500

page~,

extra cloth;

(.1Yo10Ready .)

S 00.
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CARPENTER

(W ILLIA~

B .> 1 M. D., F. R. S., &c.,

Examrne r in Phy11ology and Comp11.rauve Anatomy in the University of London

PRINCIPLES OF BUMAN PHYSIOLOGY; with their chief applications to

gm~:~E,1~~~{~~~~"~J;'.~i:~~~:f~g~~~:fil~~{'.lfE~~;~~1f~~;:{t~~~1~

largepages,handsomelyprintedandstronglyboundinleather,withraisedbands. $4 25.
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AND SCIENTIFIC PUBLI CA TIONS ,
CA RPENTER (WI LL IAM B. l , M . D. 1 F. R. S.,
Examiner 111 l'hy11ology and Comparative Anatomy in the Univenity of London.

ELEMENTS (OR MANUAL) OF PHYSIOWGY, INCLUDL.'l/G _PHYSIOL OGICA L ANATOMY. Second Ame rican, from a new and revised London edition. With
one hundred and ninelyillu,,1ra11ons. In oneveryhand!i-Omeoctavovolume,leather. pp.566.
S3 00.
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BY THB SAllllB AUTHOR.

(Preparing.)

p~~~~~rf~~ A~~ H~ii~~~tyL ~~v.s1~~?.rr~.,~I,No9~;.;~~~.?.b,?~?~.~!?.
Kiugdom. In
one large and very handsome octavo volume, with several bundrt:d illustrations.

A PRIZE ESSAY ON THE

~~~·~;·~~~~;;~LIC LIQUORS

IN HEALTH
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BLANCHAH.D & LEA'S Ml!:DICAL

C HRISTI S ON CR. OB ERT >, M. D ., V, P.R. S. E. 1 &.c.

A DISPENSATORY; or, Commentary on the Pharmacopooiaa of Great Britain

rJ{ft~l~IE~~f{~E~~r~R~~i~f}~~~;::r.:~~~~~f~~;fo~f?EI~~~i·
COOPE R CBRAN SBY B.l, F" . R . S.

LECTURES ON THE PRINCIPLES AND PHACTICE OF SURGERY.
ln one verylnrgeoctavovolullle 1 extrocloth 1 of750 poges. S3 00.

CAR:SON ( JOSE~H >, M _. D. ,
Profe1tor of Materia !\.Ied1ca and Pharmacy 1n the Un1ver11ty of Pennaylvania.

SYNOPSIS OF THE COURSE OF LECTURES ON MATERIA MEDICA

AND PHARMACY, de!Jvered ID the University of Pennsylvania. Second and revised edi·
uon. In one very neatoctavovolume,extracloth,ol 208pJges. SI 50.

CURLIN .G (T • . B.J, F. R . S , 1

Surgeon to the London Ho1p1tal, President of the Hunterian Society, &c.

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON DISEASES OF TlIE TESTIS, SPERMA-
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ANO SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS.

CHURCHILL (FLEETWOOD ), M. O., M . R.. I. A.

ON THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF MIDWIFERY.

A new American
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~ll~l~l~ili~l;~l'tudent,includinga largenumbecofillustrations.
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tams fully one-half t~ore matter than the last American edition, with nearly one-half more illu~
trat1ons, so that notw1th:1tandmg the u:;,e ofu sma!ler type, the volume contain~ ulmo:1t two hundred

P~; ;1i}~~~ ~l~~n~!L~~~red

to secure an improvement in

t~e m echanical execution

of tbe work

e qual to that which the text ha:; rece.ived,.and the volume 1s co_nfiJe1Hly prc.~ented as one of ~he
hand;:;~mie.~t thnt has thus far been laid Oetore the American profo,;,..1011; while the very low price
atwh1chuisofi~red:;hould:,;ecurefor1taplacemcverylecturc-roomandoneveryoflicetnble.
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BY THE SA ME AUTHOR.

(Lately PuhiislwJ.)

ON THE DISEASES OF INFANTS AND CHILDREN. Second American
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ESSAYS oN THE PUERPERAL

i!Fl¥E"il: lim OTHER DISEASES PE-

cULIAll TO WOM.EN. Selected from the wri1mgsol Br1t18h Authors previous to the clo:;e of
the Eighteenth Century. lnoneoeatoctavovolume,e.uraclolb.,oJabout450pages. $2 50.

BLANCHARD & LEA ' S MEUJCAL

AND SUIENTlFIC PUBLICATIONS.

HLANCHARll & L EA' S MEDICAL
OUNGLISON CROSLEY ), M . O. ,
Profe1aorofln1titutt-1ofMedieineintheJC'lrcr1onl\tediealCollege,Philri.delpbl1.

NEW AND ENLARGED EDITION.

MEDICAL LEXICON; a DictionoTy of Medical Science, containing a con.cise

~~~~i~~f~{~~it~~i4E~7:t~~~:t:~l:f;~~::~f~~}]~~iftt1~s~fJ~J~f
!ltronglybound inleather,w1th ra1l!edbands.

Pr1ceS4 00.
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BY THB SAME AUTHOJI..

THE PRACTICE OF MEDICINE.
rapeutics.

Third Edition.

A Treatise on Special Pathology and The-

l n two large octavo volumes, Jeatber1 ofl,!"JOO pnge!S.

S6 ~.

ANU SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS.

(A new edition.)

BY TH£ SAME AUTllOR..

adapt~d for a
Medieal Text-book. \Vith lndexc<.i. of Remedie!< and of Di:;i.ea.<1e!l and their Remedies. S1xTH
With one hundred and ninely-three illu .. trations. Jn two large
EnJTION, revi;:ed a1~d improved.
e.ndhandsomelyprmtedoetavovols.,leather 1 ofnboutll00page~ . :S6 00.

GENERAL THERAPEUTICS AND MATERIA MEDICA;
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BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

?U1D

Editioti.)

NEW REMEDIES, WITH FORM UL.IE FOR THEIR PREPARATION AND

ADJ\.JINISTK.ATION. Seventh edition, wilh exteni::;ive Additions. In one very large octavo
volume,leather,of770pages. $3 7[).
Another edition of the" New Rem~<lie$" hnving been called for, lhe author has endeavored to

1
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ELLIS CBENJA MIN>, M . D.

THE MEDICAL FORMULARY: being a C.ollection of Prescriptions, derived
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15.!"

LEA'S MEDICAL
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ERICHSEN IJOHN),
ProfeuorofSurgeryinUnjvenityCollege,London,&c.

THE SCTENCE AND

ART

OF SURGERY; BEINO A TREATISE ON SUROICAL

T~~1;:~~f~1~~~~~~£~~~~1:fd:n~~~~~l;~:~![~~~.=~1i;~~~~::f~~~~~~ff~~fn~~~a;:::: ,0~i::1~~~
1

ra1~t>d

ban<ls

!4 50.

(Ju.Jt Ia.m ed.)

~~~~~li~i~i~~i#!~;
in1rodu~dtoelucidateAmericanmode,.ofpructice.

oo1~k!~;~h?.uk11~ 1(r ·~~~~.~u~~~~·1~:b 1~~,~·~;~~\· ~1~a~';~ fi\~~1 j~~~! ~r~1~:~~·~~ ~~~:~~~~~~~11~ 0~:,until ihe

!'llllfIUt!fill
FLINT. CAUSTIN>

M. D.,

1
ProreuoroftheThe(lrytu1dPract1ceorMedic1De1DtheUn1vc11ityofLnui1ville,kc.

PHYSICAi, EXPLORATION AND DIAGNOSIS OF DISEASES AFFECTtNG THE RESPIRATORY ORGANS.
cloth,636puges.

In one large and handsome octavo volume, extra

S3 00.

!~~J.~{~~t~lf-£~l~l ~}tl~11~~1~~~~
BYTHESAi>IP.AUTHOR.

(No10Ready.)

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE DIAGNOSIS, PATHOLOGY, AND
TREATMENT OF DfSEASES OF THE HEART.

OOOpaget1,extrndolh.

$275.

In one neat octnvo volume, of about

ANU :;CtENTIFIC PUBLICATJONS.

- - -- - - - -

FERGUSSON ( WILLIAM ), F . R. S,,
Prnfessor of Su rgery in

Kin~'' Colk~e,

A SYSTEM OF PRACTICAL SURGERY.

L,nndon, kc

Fourth American, from the third

:::ee~~l:~~dJ3o~:~d:-~~~t!ili~sfr:~~~~7r!:,h:: be$~'~:1y printed

octnvo volume, ol about 100

GRAHAM <THOMAS), F. R. S.

THE ELEMENTS OF I NORGANIC CHEMISTllY, including the Applica-

J~;;f.~t~=f;~i~Pt.:~{~~;}ff.m!~~J~;~f:~~,~~f:~:~~:r~:~::~~::.,~:~;::

t~e;~~g~11!~i0;¥i~f;;~f~~:~Bi~;?,:.~ ~?.It,{~~'.~~'.~~;~JI~~~;?~;~;;;!,~~7,;;,~
~oreaUcrof Engli1hwork1 on thi11c1encc can

influe11ccupo11lhcpr(lgn?11of 1c 1cnce1nth11country

BLANCHA R D & LEA'S MEDICA L

GR O S S <SAM UEL O. J, M. 0 .,

Profc11orofSurgeryintheJdfersonMedicalCollegeof Pl11ladclphia,&o.

Enlarged Edition-Now Ready, January, 1862.

A SYSTl,)J OF SURGERY : Pathological, Diagnostic, Therapeutic, and Opera-

:~2~1~ ~~=~f;r:~~~~:fi[~y;~~;~;~d::j~g~~~~J~fr~i~~~~:~~tc2~~~r~~=~:~·~~~;l;::l~j
The exhAu,.tion in little more than two years of a lar~e edition o.f so elnhorar_e and_C'omprehen·
work a!' tlH!' 1,o; th~ best evidence that the author wa" not m1>;1aken in /11 .. e>'llllhtlt' of the

-'JVe a
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11ficwork!'oextcnded rn:-1z~ .
The author has not been rn<.:ens.ible IO the kindne<.:s thu!> bes.towell upon hi~ labor,., and in re\·i~ing
1heworkforancwedJtionheha:o.i.parednopain,o;tor1:nllerit worthy ot the fo\•or with whil'hlt
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BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

ELE~IENTS

OF PATfIOJ,OGIUAL

ANATO~IY .

Third edition, thoMugbly
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A PRACTICAJ, 'l'REATISE 0l;V0ui.i'o'N•BODIES IN THE AIR-PASSAGES. Jn one .1Jat1d6ome octavo volume, ex1ra clo1h, with 11lu,.1rations. pp. 468. $2 75.

AND SCIENTIFIC l'U.t:SL ICA TIONS .

GRAY (HENRY>, F. R. S.,

Lect ure r on Anatomy a t St . Geo rge'• llCISJlital, London, &e.
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BL ANC HAKU &

LEA'S MED I CA L _ _ _ - -

~li~~~I,,~#;~; ·;~;t~i;1~ii;fK:~~
HA MI LT O N ( FRANK H .), M . D . ,
Profuaorof Surgery in th~Long Jaland Collci::cllo1pital.

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON FRACTURES ANJl DISLOCATIONS.

In

onelnrgeandhnrnl;iomeoc.tavovolume,ofo\·er 750pages 1 wi1h259 illnstration!'I. $425. (Noto
Rtady,January, 1860.)
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HOBLVN ( RICHAR D 0.) 1 M . 0 .

A DICTIONARY OF THE TERblS USED lN ~ I EDICINE AND THE

~~~~~;~:r.A:~j!:i~~:~F~} ~::;~f:~~b~2~~1~~~1:~~11 ::~~s~~~t~i~~e~~:~.~our8n~~~i~~or~~

;;~~1~l~;~[1~~~~~~~j~~~i~~~'.;i i"i~{J]f1~t¥Ii~~s~~'.~~~~r~~J.~1E~
1

:r,~~n~i,~~~;;2i:f{:~~~rn·.fg,;:~: rri~i:~~.~~~~:~;~iJ'.~i~ ;:~:~::~;?::,:~·3~

AND SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS .

Nlw York R•ci( w, F'eb. 1861.

count oflheir nature lh<'1r ct1.u•e1,and their nppro-

The

illu~trations,
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which are all original, are drawn 10 u uniform licale ofune-halfthe nnrnral ::.ize.

HABERSHON

rs.

O .l, M.

o.,

AHi1tan1 Phyaician to and Lecturer on Materia J\ledica and Therapeutic• at Guy'• Hn1pi1al, &c.

DTSE~SES
OF THE ALJMENTARY CANAL, <ESOPHAGUS, ST0~1ACH, CIECUM. ANU INTESTINE::::l. With illll'•trn11ons ou wood. In one hand~ome octavo volume of 312 page:<, extra
I 75. cNow Ready.)
clr•th

PATHOLOGICAL AND PHACTICAI, OBSERVAT!ONS ON

JONES CT. WHARTON), F. R. S.,
ProfeuorofOphthalmieiUediciDeani.lSurgeryin Uni11ersit)'College,Lo11doll,&c .

THE PIHNU!PJ,ES AND PRACTICE OF OPll'l'HALMIC MEDICINE
AND SURGERY.
0 0

With one hundred and ten i!lu;:.t rations.

St!eon<l American from the i:iecon d

H"i~;~t:il~~c~ 'l~ ~n~<li!ir~~·. ~!~~ . ~~~~i~~;~{ l~~~~~~l~~:,~~~~:Nc~~t~- ~·5~~ ~ae:~~.to ~'[igQ'.
1

JONES lC. HANDFIELD), F. R . S., &.. EDWARD H ~ SIEVEKING , M . 0. 1
AH••tant Phy•ic1auandLecturer•in St.Jllary•1Ho1p1tal,London.

A MANUAL OF PATHOLOGICAL ANATOMY.
Revised.

First American Efaion,

With lhree hundred and ninety-seven handsome wood engravings.
S375.

In one large and

beautiful~iavovolu m eof n early750pages,leat h e r.

t~~i~~~~~i~~~;;;,~~~}~~!~r{~f~l~ ~f;ti~~f~~i~:;ri~~~:::~~~:~fi]

f

1

KIRK ES ! WILLIAM SEN HOUSE), M. D.,
Demon•trutur of Morbid Anatomy at St. Bartholomew'• Ho1p1tal, &c.

A MANUAL OF PIIYSIO LOGY.

A new American, from the third and

itiliif~1'!!;~~=~~:

BLANC H ARD & Lt:A'S MEUICAL

LALLE MAN D AND WI L SO N .

A PRACTICAL TREATlSE ON TIIE CAUSES, SYMPTOMS, AND

~~~;R~~M~~J:t~~L~.~,E~~~r~1:t~n~~~aC:;'-diti~{. MT::V't:i~~t;'i:dde~ran~lale~~n~l~l~t~~:§

OF THE VESICUWE SEMINALES;

ANDTHl':IR ASSOCIATKO ORGAN~.

Wi1h spc'Cial refer·

ence to the Morbid :secretion:. of the Prosta1ic and Urethral Mucou, Membrane. By MARRIS
W1LSON 1 M. D. Jn one nea1 octavo volume, ofaboul 400 pp., extra clotb. S2 00. (Jttat J.u u.ed.)

LUDL O W ( J. L .l, M . O.

A MANUAL OF EXAMINATIONS upon .An,tomy, Physiology, Surgery,

~~~~~~~~~::i:~;.;,~;~·~,~~::~~~~:,,~~~:.::·J~~~~:~~~~~~r;~~~~e:~~m~:~~~~~r~~

1r~~l~~~t!1r~Je: 1l~~t:!~1~~!~1~rlr,~r~~:t1~P~~~ \ E~~.~:~;~: c~~~;~1i~dur0t~f.~c~;.~~~,~:~~·::a':c:~
0

LEHMANN CC . G.l

PHYSIOLOGICAL CHE)!IS'l'RY.

Tran•latcd from the second edition by

Ef~~~~t~~i~t:f~~~~;~t;1lffr;1.{.~r~I4~:~:~~t~,i~~~ii~¥~ J~:~~~:~~~

~~:~?;fai~mi~~~~11f~~~f#i~fi.~g I~:1::{1~~~r;~:~~:.~;~:.~uJ:.::i·~,~;;'~,~
BY TH£ SAMR AUTHOR.

(Latt ly Publi.,Jud.)

MANUAL OF CH.EMJCAJ, P HYSIOLOGY.

Translated from the German

r,~~f£:~.i,2~~~~~1;~~.~~·!t;~~~~~~~ ~:::.:::~rY.:i:~;·:r :r~.':.~;;~;i~~;~t·~~~hJ~=!
1
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_u_~c I EN~t fl c
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p u BL ICA_T _I o_N_s _ _ _ __

LYONS <ROBERT D. l 1 K. C. C.,

l.ate PathnlOjl'.ilt 1n-ch1cf to the Bfiti•h Army in the Crimea, kc.

A THEATTSE ON FEVER; or. f'=electi nn~ from a ronrsc of Lectures on Fcv<'r.

~:~~:. ~~,\~rc~~1~~·r$2 ~6. T~N;ic, ~~a~~~~tice of Medicine.

Iu one neat octm volume, of 362

From tl1e A11t/ior'.f P re/are.

~~t~~~~~~~~~f3~~~~){{f:~{~:f~~~~i[i,[~~i~~~~;~~;~~;~;i~~~~,~~~·~!:~:~::

~fi~i[frt~t~~?~~l ~~~{~~YJ{t~i~
MEIGS <CHARLES D.J 1 M. 0. 1

Profe1111or of Obstetnca, &c. in the J clfcnon Medical Cnllege 1 Philndc\phi11..

OBSTETRICS: THE SCIENCE AND T!IE ART. Third edition, revised
!~fu~~rl~~~~~r,\:/~~~;~ ~~~di;:~:~~ ~',';~~;~~i1~~~~'~:';:~i.on; 3 r;rebeautifully printed octavo

~~~~~~Jt~~~~~~r~~~~rt.~~it

BY THE SAME AUTHOR .

ON THE NATURE, SIGNS, AND TREATMENT OF CHIJ,DBED
FEVER. In a 8er1e~ of Leuer!I addressed 10 t he Students of his Closs.
octavovolume,extracloth,ol 365pages. S2 [>().

In one handsome

r!:~f~~~:1;;tJJJ~it:i1I1l!~~f{ef~W:~1l'.: ~~;,r.:;~&f~~;~,!:~~~~~'i~!?!~~~~=~
A TREATISE ON ·~~~T';t~~'£"~~i~~~~LO~~~i~T;~s OF THE NECK
OF THE UTE KUS.

With numerou~ plate;., drawn and colored from nature m the h1gbest

atyleolart. fo onehand,.omeoctavovolume,e.uracloth. S4 50.

BLANCHARD &

LEA 1 S MEUJCAL

MILLER <HENRYl, M. 0. 1

Profuwr of Ob111ctric1 ond Ui1ease1 of \\"omen and Chihlren in lhc University of Lou11v1Jlc.

PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF OB8TJ>THICS, &c.; including the Treat-

~~~:~~ !r ~hi:~:~1 !.nfl~~i~ha~f!u~fo:1~eh~~~~!d ~l~~!>t~:1i~u~f ~.~ew~~~usli~~~l~~dve:~: h~~~,,~~~~~~
0

tuvo volume, of over 600 pages. (Lately Publulied.) S3 W.

~:r.:~~~w~g:1ilfi(~:;:1@~~~111~:::~~~ 11~:g~~f,t~;!.~¥!~1~t~~~i~H!;f.~:.r:1~:1:·\i

lltflllUl?llli
MACKENZIE (W,) 1 M. 0. 1
SurgconOcul11t1nScottandinordinarytollcrMaJc1ty,..tc.&c.

A PRACTICAL TREATI8E ON DISEASES AND INJURIES OF THE

EYE. To which is prefixed an Anatomical In1roduc1ion explo.natory of a Horizontal Section of
the Human Eye~l.1 1 by TuoMAS WuAa·roN Jos.Es, F. R. S. From the Fourth Revised and En-

~t1!~1~1::~~;!~~~~~~,f~~~r~E~a~d:~3~sm~~~~~~~~T~~!;1:':3i~'r,~·i!!d ~u;f~°!i:h

~11w:~;1itiflli

_ _ _ __:A~ND SCIENT!PI<' PITRl.. tfl1'TlON8.

MILLER !J AMES ) 1 F" . R. S. E.,

P~~~~~~I..ES

Profrunr t1f8urgery in thr U11ivenity

OF SURGERY.

nfJ.~tlinburl(h,

&c

~<\.merican, from th~

Fourth

third and revised

~iji~ifi~if~W~~iii~~ii~~~
BY THE SAME A UTHOR

THE i'RACTICE OF RURGERY.

(J1t<tt Ts.med . )

Fou1·th American from the J,.t Edin-

tilfftit\\fIfltlllt!I
MORLANO (W.W.l,M.O .,

fe\1ownfthrM :usachusett1:\1edieal~o<' l "ll' 1 &c.

DISEASES OF THE UHlNARY O_RGANS; a Compendium of their Diagnosis,

;~~~~~{p:;~s:::~r':1:i·~~·h. 'W~s~1~::~~:~1.ri!$ 3 !&tie large

and hand,,ome octavo volume, of

:tr~1:E1t:~r:~~fi;f1:?~:1¥1~I~~;J.'.~.~~~; i~~~:~~f,;;:,z)~~J.g ~~~:,:;f~i:~:g;;f~

!~Ari:;:frnJi~~JJ~m~:~jft~1~:~~:@tlfi! r;ii~,:1~!~~1.~~~r}jji~:;~.~;~~:f:::·:;::~:::
I

BY THE

SA~IE

AUTHOR

- (Nuw Ready.)

THE MORBTn EFFJWTS OF TllB RETENTLON IN TITE BLOOD OF
TIIE ELl::MENTS OF Tl!E lJB.INAR\' SECRETJO~. Bt:ingtheDi"<~er1ntiontowhichthe
F1 .. kc Fund Prize was awarded, July 11, 186L In one i.mull octavo volume, 83 pages, extra
cloth. Weems.
MON TG OMERY t W. F .1 1 M . 0. 1 M . R. I. A. 1

&e . ,

Prore11or or M1dw1rery in lht K1DJ::9Dd ~Ut'en'• College or Phy1iei11n1 ill I reland, &c.

AN EXPOSITION 01" TUE SIGNS AND SY~JP'IQ;IS OF PREGNANCY.

f!.f'.~~~~~~::~ ~~~:~:::~~~~~.~~:::~~:ty~~·~:.~·~q;::,~:~:;i,;,;~~t$F~·~~~~

~i~?~li\~i~,rs1~11~1~~;,

BLAN C HARD & LEA'S MEDICAL
~~~~~~

~~~~~~-

NEILL (JOHN), M. O. ,
SurgcontothcPenuylvania H01pit«l,&c.;and

FRANCIS GURNEY SMITH , M . D.,
Profe11orofln1t1tutc1ofl\IedicincinthePen111ylvunia Med1culCollege.

NELIGAN CJ. MOORE), M. D., M. R. I.A., &c.

ATLAS OF CUTANEOUS DISEASES.

Jn one beautirul quarto volume,. extra

~l\~:~~1t~p1;;1~d 1 d colored plate8 1 pre..entmg nee.rly one

hundred elaborate repre~ntat1ons of

·~!~lf~I~?Hif~~~~:~~~Yi~~~f~~¥jl~i}.~i{~~r~~)~}~~0~~~00J E~~,i1:~~lg

~{~t~1i~1~i: i~fll~~j~~~]
BY THE SAl'afEAUTHOR.

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON DISEASES OF THE SKIN.

American edition. ln one neat royal 12mo. volume, extra cloth, of 334 pages. Sl 00.

Third

&tir" The two volumes will be sent by mail on receipt of Five Dollars.

PIRRIE (WIL.LIAM J, F. R. S . E.,
Profc1sor()fSurgery1ntheUn1ver1ityofAberdeen.

THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF SURGERY.

Edited by JoeN

~~1!~~&~:' c~~~s~~rr;~~~d~~~ie ~t~~~~~fua~~fed~tu~r~~l 1 ~~g 1p~u;!s~°,;i:h ~le6~;)~~:;~~:~~~
1

~~~~J¥~~:~~~~!J:2t:~!::::~:;:::~::::; ~:~i!~~'.ttlB~~~~~t'.~~rf0~{tt~~~
1

ANU SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS.

PEASLEE (E. R. )1 M. 0. 1

Profe111orof Phy1iology and General Pathology in the New York J\Tedical College.

HUMAN HISTOLOGY, in its relations to Anatomy, Phys.iology,, and Pathology;

for the u~e ofMedicalStudenrs.

thirty-four

1llustrat1ons.
\V1th four hundred and
some octavo volume, of over 600 page"!. (Lately Puh/i.th.~d.) 53 75.

In one hand·

~~{;~ij~il~~~f[~[:Ji~:~tfr:~f}}:~1 ~ff.~¥l~t;~fi},1~!{~~~1~~~~§~i~~~f:~1~

g~1¥}ff~~g~t~jitlff~fffi~ i~ ~1~: ~{mfififJ~?iif!i'.~if1i~~f~Ii11~ii:

f

PEREIRA (JONATHAN ), M. Doi F. R. S., AND L. S.

THE ELE~!ENTS OF MATERIA MEDICA AND. 'l'HEltAPEUTICS.

t,;~;flrJ:~«;t~t~~ii~~~~~~~i1Jf..~
rf.f~{~Jt.!~~~l~~~~~~~EJ.~~
•*•
Vol. U .will nolonge r besoldseparate.

PARKER <LANGSTONJ,
Surgeon to the Queen'• Ho.pita! , 81rm1ngham .

T~W~~~~:cJ!~~~~~~~~s~:;h~¥r!:a~m~~;r £n~~~t~~~~~b~~r~! fr!~~
~~~~~: aF:~: i:::: Tl~[~~s::;uJ ~il:eJ;· re~;~~e~u'r,~r:::nc:Jrtj~!.orl~u~~~ a~:atC~~;::~ Ovbo5i:;::
1

extra cloth, of316pages.

ROYLE'S

51 75.

1'~:\r~~~~ma~!~~~tL!f:~ EJ;~~~~lu~~~!.~~i thi:~~?!:~ta~:&~

~f~~~~~:i:~a~~d~~\~~!~. e~~:~~~i~rh:~}~~u~;ooo;~g~~~- 13\~~t.h nmety-eight illustrations.
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BLANCHARD &

LEA 'S MEDICAL

R IGB Y ( EO W AR Ol, M . O .,
Senior Phy•1e1an to the General Lying-in Ho•pital, &c,

A SYSTEM OF . ~IIDWlFElW.
Second American Ed1t1on.

With Notes and Additional Illustrations

One volume octavo) eitru cloth, 422 pages . $2 50.
(Lately Pu/JfoJ/ted.)

'

BY THJ;; SAME AUTHOR.

ON TUE CONSTITUTIONAL TirnATMEN1' OF FEMALE DISEASES
lnoncneatroya112mo.volume,ex1racloth 1 ofabout250pages. $1 00.

•

AND SCIENTI FIC PUBLICA TIONS,

M. D.
0. AND HORNER (W ILLIAM E. )1

SMITH ! HENRY H .l, M.
of the Structure of the Human Body.
AN ANATOM ICAL ATJ,AS, illustrative
lmau11ful
extra clo1h,w1th about six hundred and fifty
In one volume 1 1arge imperial oc1avo,
figures. $3 00.

11
8
1
c':~11~~~;;~~;!:~rt~o~f t~1!h~~n~~ ;:t
co!~~!~e ~~~r~~cauriat:'~~ p::~=~~=~(o:~1 t~r:t ~~n~· 1· !~t~tt~: ~~ucden~~.a~
0

1

~~~,~J:~~~:i1~~~:i~1~~rf:;~1~~::~~:~~:l~~; 1~.1;~jE~~:~~~:~~~~~ft,Yf:::I~::~:r:m~

QUAIN, M. D., AND
SHARPEY CWILLIA M l, M . D., JONES
RI CHARD QUAIN, F. R . S., &c.
LEIDY,
Revised, with Notes and Additions, by .JosEPH

HU)1AN ANATOMY.

of Penn"y.lvnni~. Completti: m !WO lnrge octn\•o
M. D., Profei.!'or of Anatomy in the University
Beau11full}1 llustratedw1 1hoverfivehu ndred
volumes,lea ther,ofnbou tthi rteen hundred pages.
engravings on wood. $6 00.

SIMPSON IJ . Y. ', M.D . ,

of Edinburgh 1 &:c.
Profe@Bor of M1dw1fery, &c., in the Univerauy

OF FEMALES.
CLINICAL LECTURES ON THE DISEASES

With nume-

~~=::~:~oj:!~2!~1°~~~d~=~ttn!~:~:~:~tii~~~~~~~~~ ~~:t ~~~~';:c~i::rEsio ~~:
rous illu!!trations.

1

BLANCHARD & LEA'S Mt.:DICA L

SMIT H (W , T Y LER), M . D .,
Phys1c1anAccoucheurtoSt.Mary'sH01pitnl,A:c.

ON PARTURITION, AND THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OJI'
UBSTETKJUS.

Jn one rvyu.l 12mo. volume, ex1ra cloth, of 400 pages.

A PRACTICAi, TREATISE

·0N"T'li'E P'A.~f'iioLoGY

SI 25.

AND TREATMENT

OF LEUCORH.HCEA . \V11b numerous i1Ju,,.1ration~. In one very handsome oc111.vo volume,
extra cloth, of ubvut250pages. s1 _00_ _ __
TANNER tT . H. ) 1 M . D.,

Phy11ci1U1tothcHosp1talror\Vomen 1 .t.c.

A MANUAL OF CLINICAL MEDICINE AND PHYSICAL DIAGNOSIS.
To which j,,. added The Code of Ethics ol the American Medico\ Asaoc1a1100.
American Edition. In one neat volume, small 12mo., extra cloth, 87t cent~.

Second

T AY L OR (A LFRE D S. I, M. 0 , 1 F. R . S, 1
Lecturer on Med teal Juru;prudeoceand Chemistry in Guy's Ho1pital.

MEDICAL JURlSPlWDENCE.

Fifth American, from the seventh improved

~~R~~l~~g11eNdE~~ ~t>~ ~~~:~~ iar;~g:o~:~f~i:~~1!~~C:r~ ~cre:v~r~001 ~i~~:~. ~~~~01~ia~~.f»s3A::.
1

1

1

~?,;~~:~!~~~~~~1~i.l~~~~1};i~t~:~~{f~;~~~~iE,Y.~g~~1~;~i~;:~~~:i~~f~"¥g~:ffii

ll~Jtii'ittiii
BY THE SAME AUTllOR.

ON POISONS, IN RELATlON TO MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE AND
:~e~~~t~~e.~c~;~P~~~:,r:~:~i1;~;~ms3:foe.cond

uud rev1:c.ed London ed it ion .

!none

large

~f:~~{i~~~~~\i~if;t~;~~f.£~?~t~;.~~~~i!g~J~:1~;~i1~1~~~¥.~~~~

AND SCIENT I FIC PUBLICATIONS.

TO D D t R OB ERT BENTLE YJ, M . D. 1 F. R . S. 1
Profe11or of Ph)'BiOl•,gy in K111g'g College, London; Knd

WIL LI AM BOWMAN, F. R. S.,
Demongtruwr of Anatomy m Kmi;'• College, London.

THE PIJYSIOLOGICAL ANATOMY AND PHYSlOLOGY OF MAN. With
!~t~i~l~~r:; S~1 ~~!!~1~:t::r~ bi~~~~_/6Q~tra11011s on wood. Complete in one ;arge octavo

~~~,=-~i::fz£a~~:~£y"c~~~~~~:~;~~:~~~~~~t::~~~~~l~:;c~!~~~~:,~ ~ 1'~:d~.M~~~~~ ~~~

~~.=;:iY; f~;J~~~%~~;i~~~~ t2ri;~~~~~a~~~~T:i~~ 1 ~r~f~~~.~2o~ents,
52

&c.), $1 25.

r~W[f,:~¥,~i~~fi:ffri·~f.;2:rgi~~~?¥.~i~; r~J~~:~wr;;~;;f.:fii~W:~~:~g:,:.11·:::r~~

~~~~~1~~~!:~~~ ~i~~~N~~t~W:~~~
TODD ( R . 8 . ) M . D ., F . R . S . 1 &c.

CLINICAL LECTURES ON CERTAIN DISEASES OF THE URINARY
ORGAN~

AND UN L>RUPSIES. lnoneoctavovolumt:,284pages.
BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

LECTUHE~ ON CERTAIN
oc1u•ovolume,of3'20pa.ge,.,extra.clo1h. Sl 75.

CLINICAL

SJ M.

(New Rta(ty.)

ACUTE DISEASES.

In one neat

T OYNB EE CJ OS EPH l 1 F. R. S.,

AuralSurgeunto,andLectureron Surgeryat,St.l\lury'•Hospital.

A PRACTICAL

TllEATl~E

0:-1 DISEASES OF TllE EAR; their Diag-

~~~~\~~~~~~);;:i~~01~~~1~::~:~~xt~~~~~~~eg3\Q~~ ~J~.1~J~~1:e~.)t:ngraving:i

on

wood.

Jn one

[fli!!!:!illil~
WI L.LIAM S tC. J. 8 .J, M . O ., F . R. S. ,

f'rofeuoruft!linicali'lltdieineiuUniver11tyCollcgc,Lundun 1ko.

PRINCIPLES OF MEDlCL.>;"E.

An Elementaiy View of the Causes, Nature,

;:~~~:~~~~~~[1~:~!1~:,.:~~ ~;:~!~~~~~1~~~~~:~~~}J:~:;~~~>.;:J t~~d:i~e~1if~~'. ci~;1 ~~1~~1~rve~
1

1

\Ve find that the deeplt1ntcresting matter and/ expreued.

11

It i111 judgment or almost unqualified

r~~~~~g~~0~~~~!~0IJ!i.~~~~~~~~i~ ::~;;;:~:tH;;;~;;~2;~~'.~~:~:;;:;.:;,:
WHAT TO OBSER V E

AT THE BEDSIDE .A.ND AFTER DEATH, IN MEDICAJ, CASES .

~~~~ ·~~=~;~.~~ ~::1/r~l~li~~YL~l~~hoeL~~,:~~~~f~e~~~o~er;.1y~~~~~~?i:r:~11~:~, r!y1~i~2!~:~~~:~
cloth.

SI 00

l
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BLANCHARD & LEA'S MEUICAL

WALSHE (W . H.) , M. 0.,
Profruo rof the Principles and Practice of .\Ied1ci11ein Uuiver8ity College, London,&c.

A PlUCTlCAL TREATISE ON DBEASEd OF THE LU1'1GS; iocludi og
tht: Prmc1ple1' of Phyi.1cal D1agno,.1s.

largedLomone1huon.

A new American, from th.! third revi~ecl nnd mucn en·

In one vol. octavo,of468page:-

$225.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~t~~
BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON. TilE DlSEASES OF TllE HEART A:s'D

r~~:r~~~~:~~~~~~l~~~~~~·!~i:iifd~1~~J~1~0~ p~~~~~l ~~~~~~~::· oc~;~i~dv~:~~~l~r~foo;~g~h~
Frtnn tlie Autlior's Prt:fac1.

~~~~~l~~~~~~J~f~~it~~~

AND SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS

New and much enlarged edition-( Just Issued.)
W IL SON 1ER.ASM U S) 1 F . R..S,

A _SYSTEM OF HU~IAN ANA'J'Q)IY, G<'neral and Special.
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